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FOR XMAS GIFTS
DURARRYS

The following are a few
of the Perfumes which
have established the

Dubarry reputation

"A BUNCH OF VIOLETS"

PERFUME
The true fragrance of

the freshly gathered
flowers

ARE ALWAYS TREASURED JT **l

POSSESSIONS

PARFUM
"ARCADIE"

A perfume with a soft

lingering fragrance

PARFUM
"CHANSON SANS PAROLES

1 '

A chef d'auvrt of the

perfumer's art

PARFUM
" ENTRE NOUS "

A perfume of haunting
sweetness

GARDEN OF KAMA
PERFUME

A scent of mystic
loveliness

PARFUM
"ATOI"

A most alluring floral

odour

THE HEART OF A ROSE
PERFUME

The real delicious odour
.

of the Red rose

All the above perfumes
are sold in four sizes,

7 6, 21/-, 37/6 and 63(-
I'ost Free

Dubarry et Cie

carefully pack all

Christmas presents

and send by regis-

tered post, with send-

er's card enclosed,

without extracharge,

thus relieving the

sender of all trouble

in connection with

the dispatch of gifts.

ET
PARFUWVEURS

Before attempting

to solve the problem
of Xmas Presents

write for

DUBARRY'S

ILLUSTRATED

PRICE LIST

which will be sent

post free on appli-

cation

This list contains

descriptions of in-

numerable dainty

articles eminently

suitable for Xmas
Gifts

81.BROMPTON ROAD. LONDON, SWl
IWRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE!
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PEACE MANOEUVRES.
Inspecting General (to sentry on outpost). "You SEEM TO KNOW PHECIOUS LITTLE ABOUT YOUR DUTIES. WHAT DO YOU SUPPOSE

YOU ABE?"

Sentry. "I I I THINK I'M A 'SPECIAL IDEA,' Sin."

Cynic (fed up v- ilh stories of record drives). "I KNEW A CHAP WHO THREW A GOLF-BALL OVER A MILE ON THE ICE.

Golf Enthusiast. "WHY DID HE DO THAT?" Cyme. "BECAUSE HE DIDN'T WANT IT."
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Ni/UI>C. "SO YOUR DAUOHTZB IB GOING TO BE MARRIED, MBS. FAULKNEB?"
Mrs. Faulkner. "

YKS, SIB. LEASTWAYS HER BANNS WAS PUT UP LAST SUNDAY, ASD so FAB NOBODY 's PUT THEIR FOOT OH 'EM."

Landlady (to actor seeking rooms). "WELL, I DON'T KNOW YOU, BUT YOU SEEM '

Actor. "YES, YES! I KNOW I'M PLAIN. BUT PLEASE OH, PLEABB DON'T BAY I HAVE AN HONEST PACK I"
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THE GREAT DIFFICULTY IN CHILD PORTRAITURE IS TO GET THE
PLEASED EXPRESSION.
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THE BROTHERHOOD OF SPORT.
(A Lesson for the Country at large.)

AMONG the many lovely tilings
That help to compensate us for

Peace and the dull routine it brings
After the lost delights of war,

I mark with inward exultation

How gentlemen of good report,
Bont on the land's regeneration,
Eosurne the Brotherhood of Sport.

And, following those five barren

years,
When guns on leave were much too

rare

For working off the long arrears

Accumulated in the air,

It is indeed a pleasant feature,

Now that his long reprieve is

done,
To note how well the hunted creature

Catches the spirit of the fun.

Men have remarked, as something fine,

With what a stout and reckless verve
The partridge now confronts the line

And, sportsmanlike, declines to

swerve ;

Or how the grouse, in lieu of wheeling
A furlong off in fluttered rout,

Sits tight and with the nicest feeling
Waits for a dog to point him out.

Woodcock and snipe, whoso, chief

delight
It was by devious ways to go,

Adopt the less elusive flight
Whicli we associate with the crow;

The pheasant, once inclined to rocket

Right up the welkin like a lark,
Offers his tail for you to dock it

Ten feet from where your barrels

bark.

The coney, too, who used to flit

Swift as the greased lightning's

glance
You see him slowing down a bit

To give his man u likelier chance;
The stag, again, he takes a high line,

And, bidding panic fears begone,
A silhouette along the sky-line,

Invites your notice broadside on.

This spirit which inspires the game
By moor and forest, field and crag,

This true fraternity of aim,
This common interest in tho bag,

This noble zeal that fur and feather

Show for the Cause could men
but take

Example thence and work together,
Oh, what a difference it would
make ! O. S.

^ ^
^ t^lXL,, /"' // v^
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IF WE ORDERED OUR LIVES AFTER THE MANNER OF THE
RUSSIAN BALLET.

MORNING BREAKFAST.

MID-DAYGOING SHOPPING.
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IF WE ORDERED OUR LIVES AFTER THE MANNER OF THE
RUSSIAN BALLET.

AFTERNOON- IN THE PARK.

EVENING-THE TOILET OF A LADY OF FASHION.
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NATIONAL EFFORT, 1920.

AT THE RESTAURANT GRANDE VITESSE.

SIGNORA SQUALLINI LETS HERSELF GO.
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OUR OUTSPOKEN AND FEARLESS JOURNALISM.
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CONGESTION ON THE LINKS.
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CONGESTION ON THE LINKS.
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'TlDDLES, DABLING, COMB HEBE AT ONCE. DON'T YOU BEE IT DOESN'T BEAB?"

MINCE MEAT.
(By our Charivariety Artistes.)

OWING to the shortage of spirits this

year the old custom of pouring brandy
over the Christmas-pudding must be

abandoned. The more wealthy are

hoping to paint the stuff on with a

camel-hair brush. # #
*

The prospects of carol singers are

very bright this year. The old danger
of singing outside a house and then find-

ing it is an empty pne no longer exists.
* *
*

If mistletoe is expensive this year
here is a cheaper substitute : Bet any
young lady a penny you can kiss her

without touching her face. If she takes

the bet, kiss her on the lips, and she '11

protest that you touched her face.

Then you say,
"
Yes, I 've lost ; here 's

your penny.'" * *
*

Several of the more lavish enter-

tainers of the younger set have con-

fided to their friends that they will

not be able to afford rich uncles this

Christmas. * *
*

Mystery still surrounds the identity
of the London tradesman who recently

applied to the FOOD-CONTROLLER'S De-

partment for a profiteer's licence.
* *
*

An authoritative announcement is

expected shortly from Mr. HOKATIO

BOTTOMLEY, M.P., to the effect that the

War will still be over this Christmas.
* *

It appears that a big boom in haggis
is anticipated this year, and many of

the more famous haggis breed ing-farms
are said to be working overtime.

* *
*

" Have you had too much to eat,

dear ?
"

asked the anxious mother.

"Not yet," replied the child bravely.
* *
*

We hope that the bachelor who tried

to make some Christmas-puddings lust

year with tha help of a Handy Hints
Book will have better luck this time.

One of the pages had been torn out and

though he started making the pudding
all right he ended up by crocheting a

burst bath-pipe. * *
*

It is still considered possible in some

quarters that, in addition to the high
cost of living, there may be a levy on

capital. That ought to learn us to win
wars again. * *

*
" We cannot hang up our stockings

this Christmas," says a contemporary
bitterly. Not unless Mr. LLOYD GEOHGE

pulls up his socks.
* *
*

There is general complaint of the

small quantity of whisky now given in

a glass in most public bars. Only the

other day a man who called for a small

whisky dropped a lump of sugar in the

glass and the whisky disappeared. The

sugar had swallowed it.

A baby king-penguin, the first ever

born in captivity, is being reared at

Corstophine Zoological Park, near Edin-

burgh. The little creature, we learn, is

making rapid progress and can already

say
" Hoots !

"
quite distinctly.

* *

Much sympathy is being felt for the

shrewd Scot who, instead of putting

threepenny-bits in the Christmas-pud-
dings this year, has decided to insert

I.O.U.'s for sixpence.
* *
*

A newspaper advertises for sale :

" Mince pies, large variety. Must be
sold." It looks as if the owner is break-

ing up his collection.
* *
#

It is thought that, in order to deal

with the Labour question, Parliament

may have to sit throughout Christmas
week. In spite of this, however, we
learn that bookings for the other pan-
tomimes are as brisk as ever.

* *
#

" Will Christmas Day be wet or

fine?" asks a headline in a weekly
journal.

" Why not both ?
"

says a

Scottish opponent of Mr. PUSSYFOOT
JOHNSON.

'

:':

Just as we go to press we hear that

the sole rights of Boxing Day have
been secured by Mr. C. B. COCHHAN.
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ENERCY'ENERCY'

INSTANTANEOUS EFFECT OF A PROPAGANDIST POSTER

OUR PUBLIC STATUES CATCH THE INFECTION OF THE NEW AGE.
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MAXIMS FOR MINXES.
HOW TO DO THE WRONG THING.

DON YOOB MOST OUTRAGEOUS GOWNS (AND MANNEBS) AT
LITTLE DANCES IN THE COUNTRY. YOU CAN'T BE OVEBLOOKBD.

WHILE FOB FESTIVE TOWN FUNCTIONS THB MODEST
VIOLET STUNT WILL OFTEN BE FOUND EFFICACIOUS.

ABKIVE TOO EABLY WHEN ASKED TO DINNEB AT A BESTAUBANT. TOO LATE AT THE THBATBB.
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MAXIMS FOR MINXES.
HOW TO DO THE WRONG THING.

GO TO 4 TENNIS PARTY IN YOUR PBETTIBST AND MOST
UNSUITABLE FROCK. You WILL CONTRAST (NOT UNFAVOUR-

ABLY) WITH THB ATHLETIC OIBL.

AND BLOW INTO THE BUCHKSS'fl DREARY AFTERNOON
TEAS LIKE A BREATH OP FBESH AIB FROM THE COUNTBY.

BUT FIBMLY TURN DO\VN ALL YOUB DINNER,
THEATBIV UTOTOR AND JAZZ rABTOKRS.

AND (HAVING MADE DISCHEET INQUIRIES) GIVE YOUB
FJUENDS A FINAL SURPRISE BEFOBK 8TAKTINO LIFE AS A
MABBIED MINX.
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>".VJ :
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"

.Veto Sportsman (tofto imagines himself to be invisible to the quarry).
" THEY CAN'T SEE us, CAN THKY? "

Stalker. "I'M THENKIN' THEY'LL BE AWA'. THERE'S NAETHINO SCAEES THEM SAE MUCH AS AH OSIIUCH."

Disabled Warrior (carried away by memories of another enemy). "KEHP YOUR EYE OPEN BOUND THIS CORSEB, JOCK. JUST THE
PLACE WHERE THE BLIGHTERS WOULD LAY ONE OF THEIR ROTTEN BOOBY-TRAPS."
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THE PROFITEER AND THE CAMERA.
MR. JOHN HOGGINS, HAVING TAKEN A DEER FOREST, ARRANGES WITH THE ILLUSTRATED PRESS TO

PUBLISH A SERIES OF SPORTING PICTURES IN WHICH HE IS TO FIGURE PROMINENTLY.
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UNREST THROUGH THE AGES.

I I

s
THE AMALGAMATED SOCIETY OF BAKERS IN GOOD KING ALFRED'S REIGN PROTESTS AGAINST THE

EMPLOYMENT OF A NON-UNION MAN.

THE MARINERS' UNION THREATENS DIRECT ACTION IF KING CANUTE TAMPERS WITH THE TIDES.
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UNREST THROUGH THE AGES.

W/

THE HOUSEHOLD STAFF OF THE BORGIAS DEMANDS TO BE PUT UPON BOARD WAGES.

\

u \\x\V
> > X

JAMES WAIT IS UNABLE TO CARRY OUT HIS EXPERIMENTS THROUGH A STRIKE CF THE EMPLOYEES
OF THE LOCAL WATER COMPANY.
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Football Enthusiast. "By JOVE! THAT'S A PROMISING

Stockbroker (day-dreaming). "YES SHOULDN'T BE SURPRISED TO SEE HIM GO TO SEVEN-EIGHTHS."

Zealous Assistant (to gentleman who has been pushed over by tile croivd).
" EXCUSE ME, Sm, THAT'S SOLD."
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IN COLDEST ENGLAND: HOW TO OBTAIN WARMTH.

WHILE MOST PEOPLE KNOW THE VALUH
OF A HEAVIER WEIGHT IN UNDBBWEAB

FEW ARE AWAKE OF TILE ADVANTAGES O
SOCKS.

THE ABDOMINAL BLANKET

IB HARDLY NOTICED UNDEB A YIELDING
LOUNGE SUIT.

SOME FEEL IT ACROSS THE SHOULDERS OTHERS MIGHT ADOPT FUR-LINED TROUSERS.

THIS IS UNDOUBTEDLY WARM, THOUGH
HARDLY SUITED TO A FUNCTION.

HOWEVER, IN THE CASE
A WEDDING

BUT, AFTER ALL, IT IS THE SLEEPING SUIT
THAT MARKS THE EXl'KRT.

(NOTi: CHINCHILLA SHEETS.)
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THE ANTI-WASTE CAMPAIGN.

SURPLUS AEROPLANE PROPELLERS FOR VENTILATING RESTAURANTS.

OBSOLESCENT HOWITZERS FOR DENTISTS' CHAIRS.
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JOHN PENQUARTO.
A TALE OF LITERARY LIFK IN LONDON.

(Muddled on the best Authors and pre-
sented free to ererti purchaser of

Mr. Punch's Almanack.)
I.

John Penquarto looked round his

diminutive hed -
sitting

- room with a

feeling of excitement not unmixed with

a\vo. So this was London I The now
lil'u Imd begun. With u boating heart

lie unpacked his hag and set out his

simple belongings.
1'irst his hooks, his treasured hooks ;

where should he put thorn ? It was

comforting to think that, wherever they
stood, they would be within reach of

his hand as ho lay in bed. He placed
them on the window-sill and read their

title-; again reverently: llaif- Hinirx

inl/i our 1 1 iiti-r licetles, Tlie Freticorker's

Companion and Strenitmli l)aj/s in

Simla. Ho owed everything to the:n.

And what an air they gave the room !

But not such an air as was given by
his other treasure the photograph of

Mary.
Mary ! He had only mot her once,

UK STOOD THEBK TOSQUE-TIED.

and that was twenty years ago, at his

native Polwollop. He had gone to the

big house with a message for Mr. Tre-

vena, her ladyship's butler :

" Mother's

respects, and she lias found the other
shirt-front and will send it up as soon
as it is dry." He had often taken a

similar message, for Mrs. Penquarto
did the washing for the upper servants

yt the Hall, but somehow he had known
that to-day was going to be different.

There, just inside the gates, was

Mary. He was only six, hut oven then
he knew that never would he see again

anything so beautiful. She was live
;

but there was something in her manner
of holding herself and the imperious
tilt of her head which made her seem
almost five and a-half.

" I 'm Mary," she said.

He wanted to say that he was John,
but could not. He stood there tongue-
tied.

" I love you," sho wont on.

His heart beat tumultuously. lie

felk suffocated. lie longed to say, "So
do I," but was afraid that it was not

good English. Even then he know that

lie must he a writer when he grew up.
She leant foiward and kissed him.

He realised suddenly that he was in

love. The need for self-expression was

strong upon him. Shyly he brought
out his last acid-drop and shared it

with her. He had never seen her since,

but even now, twenty
years after, he could not
eat an acid-drop without

emotion, and a whole bag
of them brought the scene

back so visibly as to be

almost a pain.
Yes, he was to be a

writer ; there could be no
doubt about that. Every-
body had noticed it. The
Vicar had said, "Johnny
will never do any good at

Polwollop, I fear;" and
the farmer for whom John
scared rooks had said,
"
Tliiccy la-ad seems daft-

li ke," and one afteranother
of Mrs. Penquarto's friends

had given similar testi-

mony. And now here he

was, at twenty-six, in the
little bed-sitting-room in

Bloomsbury, ready to write
the greatnovel which
should take London by storm. Pol-

wollop seemed a hundred years away.
Feverishly he seized pen and paper

and began to wonder what to write.

ii.

It was near the Albert Memorial that

the great inspiration came to him some
weeks later. Those had been weeks of

mingled hope and despair ; of hope as he
had fondled again his treasured books

and read their titles, or ga/.ed at the pho-
tograph of Mary; of despair as he had
taken off his belt and counted out his

rapidly decreasing stock of money, or
rellected that he was as far from com-

pleting his novel as ever. Sometime-;
in the search for an idea he had fre-

quented the restaurants where the

great SAMUKL JOHNSON himself had
eaten, and sometimes he had frequented
other restaurants where even the great
SAMUEL JOHNSON himself had been un-

THE OKEAT

WIIKUE SAMUKI. JOHNSON HAD BEEX UNABLE TO EAT.

able to eat. Often he had gone into

the British Museum and leant against
a mummy- case, or taken a bus to

Chelsea and pressed his forehead against
the brass-plate which marked CABLYLE'S
house, but no inspiration had come.
And then suddenly, quite close to the
Albert Memorial, lie knew.
He would write a novel about a" boy

called William who had lived in Corn-

wall, and who came to London and
wrote a novel, a novel of whicli The
Westminster Gazette said :

" This novel

undoubtedly places the author in the
front rank of living novelists." William's
novel would be a realistic account of

yes, that was it of a boy called

Henry, who had. lived in- Cornwall, and
who came to London and wrote a novel,
a novel of which The Morning Post
said: "By this novel the author has

indubitably established his claim to be
reckoned among the few living novelists

who count." But stay! What should

this novel of Henry's be about? It

would be necessary to describe it. For
an hour he wrestled with the problem,
and then he had another inspiration.

Henry's novel would be about a boy
called Thomas who had lived in Corn-
wall and who came to London and
wrote a novel (about a boy colled

Stephen who had lived in Cornwall,
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and who came to London and wroto
a novel [about a boy called Michael
who had lived in Cornwall, and who
came to London and wrote a novel

(about a boy called Peter, who had lived

in Cornwall, and )]} ...
And BO on.

great Mr. Pump himself. His heart

beat rapidly. He felt sulfocated.
"
Well, Mr. Penquarto," said the

smiling publisher,
" I may say at once

that we like your novel. We should
have written before, but wo have only
just finished reading it. It is a littlo

can only pay a nominal sum on account
of royalties. Say ten thousand pounds.
How will that suit you ?

"

With a heart still beating John left

the office live minutes later and bought
a new belt. Then he went to a res-

taurant where GOLDSMITH had never

And every one of the novels would
establish the author's right to be

reckoned, etc., and place him un-

doubtedly in the very front rank.

It was a stupendous idea. For a
moment John was almost paralysed at

contemplation of it. There seemed to

be no end to his novel as he
had planned it. Was it too

much for his powers ?

There was only one way to

find out. He hurried back to

his bed-sitting-room, seized a

pen and began to write.

HI.

It was two years later. For
the last fortnight John Pen-

quarto had stopped counting
the money in his belt. There
was none left. For a fortnight
now he had been living on the

belt itself.

But a great hope had always
sustained him. One day he
would hear from the publisher to whom
he had sent his novel a year ago.
And now at last the letter had come,

and he was seated in the office of the

AND BO ON.

long about two million eight hundred
thousand words, I reckon it but I

have a suggestion to make which will

meet that difficulty. I suggest that
we publish it in half-a-dozen volumes,

stopping, for the first volume, at the
Press notices of (say) Peter's novel.

"SAY TEN THOUSAND POUNDS."

We find that the public likes these

continuous books. About terms. We
will send an agreement along to-morrow.

Naturally, as this is a first book, we

been and ordered a joint and two veg.
Success had come !

IV.

I should like to dwell upon the weeks
which followed. I should like to tell

of John's emotion when he saw his first

proofs and of the printer's emo-
tion when he saw what a mess
John had made of them. I

should like to describe how my
hero's heart beat during the
anxious days of waiting ; to

picture to you his pride at the
arrival of his six free copies,
and his landlady's surprise
when he presented her with
one. Above all, 1 should like

to bring home to you the eager-
ness with which he bought
and opened Tlie Times Lite-

rary Supplement and read his

first review :

" William Trcwulliam The
First Phase. By John Pen-

quarto, 7 X 5J, 896 pp. Albert Pump.
9s. n."

I have no time to go into these mat-
ters, nor have I time in which to give
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at length his later Press cuttings, in

which there was displayed a unanimity
of opinion that John Penquarto was
now in the front rank of living novelists,

one of the limited number whose work

really counted. I must hurry on.

It was a week after the publication
of \\'/lluim Tre.irullinm, the novel which
bad taken all London by storm. In all

the drawing-rooms of Mayfair, in all

the Clubs of Pall Mall, people were

asking each other,
" Who is John Pen-

quarto ?
"

Nobody knew save one.

LADY MABV KNEW.

Lady Mary knew. It was not the

name Penquarto which had told her
;

it was yes, you have guessed the

scene at the beginning of the book,
when William Trowulliam meets the

little Anne and shares his last rasp-

berry-drop with her. Even under this

disguise she recognised that early

meeting. She pierced beneath the

imagination of the novelist to the re-

collection of the man. John Penquarto
of course ! Now she remembered

the name.
It had always been a mystery to her

friends why Lady Mary had never
married. Mo girl in Society had been

moreeagerlycourted. It was whispered
that already she had refused more than
one Archbishop, three Newspaper Pro-

prietors and a couple of Dukes. Koine-

thing, she scarcely knew what, told her

that this was not love. She must wait.

As she dressed to go to the Duchess of

Bilberry's At Home, she wondered if

she would over me.'t John Penquarto
again, and if he had altered.

"Mary!'
It was John speaking. He had seen

her the moment she came in at the

door. Something
was it the Due!

champagne at din

ner? had reminded
him of the acid-drop

they hail eaten to-

gether and this had

brought back his

memories in a Hood.

To-night he would
meet her again. He
knew it instinctively.

Besides, it was like

this that William
Trewulliam had met
Anne again, and
II e n r y Polhenery
had met Sarah, and
Thomas Pentummas bad met Alice, and

well, anyhow he knew.
" John!"
It was Mary speaking. Perhaps you

bad guessed.
"You know me?" (This is John.

It was his turn.)
" I knew you." (Said Mary.)
" Do you remember

Mary blushed, and John did not

deviate from the healthy red colour

which he had maintained throughout
the conversation. In spite of bis suc-

cess he was never quite at ease in

society at this period of his life. Nor
were Henry Polhenery and Thomas

HE WAS NEVEB QUITE AT EASE IN SOCIETY.

Pentummas. They remained hand-
some but awkward, which was why
women loved them so.

" I love you." (John speaking.)
" I think I must have always loved

you." (Mary going it.)

He took her hand in his.

Nobody noticed them. They were as

much alone as if they bad been at the

National Gallery together. Many of

the guests were going through similar

scenes of recognition and love-making;
others were asking each other if they

THE HAITY COUPLE DROVE AWAY.

bad read William Treu'nlliam yet, and

lying about it; others again weremaking
for the bullet. John and Mary had the
world to themselves . . .

v. v
They were married a month later.

John, who did not look bis best in a

frock-coat, had pleaded for a quiet

wedding, and only the Duchess of

Bilberry and Mr. Pump were present
at the simple ceremony which took

place at the Bloomsbury registry-office.
Then the happy couple drove away.

Atul where are they spending the

honeymoon?
Ah, do you need to ask ?
" At Greenwich ?

"
No, fathead, not

at Greenwich.
"At Clacton-on-Sea ?

" Look here,
I don't believe you 're trying. Have
another shot . . .

Yes, dear reader, you are right. They
are going back to Polwollop.

It might bo a good plan to leave them
there. =======___ A. A. M.

PAPER PROBLEMS.
IT '& very odd to lie and think that

when my mother chose
The paper for my nursery wall, of

lavender and rose,

She never found the funny things that

I can see to-day,
Now I am ill and lie abed and watch

them at their play.

The person in the paper-shop, who sold

it her as "
neat,"

Had no idea he 'd sold a bear with

fingers on his feet ;

And even Nurse, who sees so much
her eyesight beats belief

Has never seen the elephant on every
other leaf.

It really is remarkable, when grown-up
people call,

To hear them say how pretty are the

flowers upon my wall,

And watch them stare right through
the tilings that most appeal to me,

The Other Pictures everywhere that

only I can see.
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NEW WELLS FOR OLD.

OVEU tho top of Part II. of The Out-

line of History I caught the smiling
"lance of the man in the opposite
corner of the compartment.

" Good stuff that," he said, indicating
the History with a jerk of his head. .

"Quite," I agreed, maintaining my
distance.

"
Immense," he continued. " And it

means the dawn of a new life for me.
I 'm WELLS'S hero. Every time I 've

appeared in his half-yearly masterpiece,
over since Tono Dungay. And look at

the mess he's made of my life. Often
I 've had to start it under the cloud of

mysterious parentage. Invariably I

have heen endowed with a Mind (capital

M). Think of those Uphill fights of mine

against adverse conditions. And my
unhappy marriages. He has led me
into every variation of infidelity. When
I did hit it off with my wife for once,
he sent us to the Arctic regions as a

punishment. In the depth of winter,
too.

But, now he 's taken up this History,
I 'm free. The dam has burst and strange
things come floating down ..."
He sprang to his feet in his excite-

ment. Ho was wearing a loose-fitting

suit and what his master might call a

lower middle-class hat.

"And now I'm going to do all the

things I 've always wanted to do. A
happy marriage; well-ordered life in the

suburbs ; warm slippers in the fender,

and all that that stands for ; kinemas,

perhaps, and bowls. An allotment . . ."

"But," I objected," this History won't

occupy him for ever. There should be

only about sixteen more parts. He '11

have you out again next autumn."
' But WELLS is getting the Suburban

idea too." He was standing right over

me, glaring horribly with excitement.

The train had entered a tunnel and he
was shouting bravely against the din.

"Look in Part I. He acknowledges the

help he has received from Mrs. WELLS.
And her watchful criticism. That from
him ! I tell you I am free free !

"

He was shaking me by the shoulders

now, his face close to mine. "I shall

have my allotment. Prize parsnips

giant marrows !

"

"Don't be too sure," I yelled the

tunnel seemed endless. " Remember
poor old Sherlock, DOYLE raised him
from the dead. And yon

"
my voice

rising to a scream " ho '11 have you
out out OUT !

''

As I came to I heard my dentist re-

mark to the doctor that I always had
been a bad patient under gas.

MR. PUNCH ON SILK STOCKINGS.

DEAR MB. PUNCH, Your article aboui

Christmas presents was a great success.

I took your advice about the silk stock-

ings, and sent the following verses with

them, which some of your married

readers may care to cut out and keep
for future use :

Your stockings once, ou Christmas Eve,
Would hang, your cot adorning,

And Father Christmas, we believe.
Would fill them ere the morning ;

But since he spied your dainty toes

To exchange the parts he 'a willing :

He thinks it '.s his to send the hose
And yours to find the filling.

He lays his offerings at your feet

And hopes you won't deride them,
For he has nothing half so neat
As you to put inside them.

There! I can only repeat that the

results were excellent, and express my
gratitude to you for the same.

Yours obediently,
GRATEFUL HUSBAND.

P.S. The ties I got this time were

quite all right ; she too uiusfe have
read your article.
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NATURE AND ART.
To Betty, who can afford to defy the laws of symmetry.

[Being reflections on the old theory, recently developed before the
Hellenic Society by Mr. JAY UAMBIDOE, that certain formula of

proportions found in nature notably in the normal ratio between a
man's height and the span of his outstretched arms (2 : *J5) consti-

tuted the basis of symmetry in the art of the Greeks and, earlier, of

the Egyptians.]

Betty, I fear you don't conform

Precisely to the female norm
From dainty foot to charming noddle,

But, closely measured, span by span,
Seem built upon a private plan
Not found in ANNIE KELLKKMAN
Or in the well-known Melos model.

If you compare your width and height
Arms horizontal, left and right

With ancient types of pure perfection,
The ratio may not, it 's true,
Be as the root of 5 to 2,

But what, my dear, has that to do
With laws of natural selection ?

Let Mr. HAMBIDGE to your shape
Apply his T-square and his tape,
And wisb that you were more archaic

;

\Vhy should I care? I love you best

For what no compasses can test,

For graces not to be expressed
In terms however algebraic.

I love you for the lips and eyes
That none may hope to standardize

On any system known to Hellas ;

And what I like about your smile

Has no relation to the style
Of any pyramid of Nile

Figured by mathernatic fellahs.

Though your proportions mayn't agree
With FKCHNEB'S pedant formula,

I don't complain- of such disparity;
Too flawless that perfection shows ;

For me a larger comfort flows

From human failings (take your nose
I like its quaint irregularity).

Indeed I love you best of all

For those defects by which you fall

Short of the pattern you should follow ;

As I would fain be loved for mine,

Speaking as one whoso own design
Lacks something of tho perfect line

Affected by the young Apollo. O. S.

HOW TO GAIN A JOURNALISTIC POSITION.

YOUNG aspirants are always endeavouring to secure posts
on our leading newspapers, and complain bitterly that their

letters of application are ignored by obtuse editors. To

help them in this sad ambition Mr. Punch has composed
a series of letters to divers editors which he guarantees will

prove eminently satisfactory.

To the Editor of
" The Daily News."

SIR, I regard the insufferable LLOYD GEORGE as the

most dangerous, the most malignant, the most incompetent
politician who has ever attempted to misrule this country.
The iniquity of the Coalition will make enlightened rulers

like LENIN and TKOTSKY blush for the human race. I feel

with you that till the real Liberal party returns to power
England will never know peace and prosperity. Then and
then only will brotherly friendship between England and

Germany be renewed. Then and then only shall we see

cheap milk, cheap coal, abundant housing, the Free Break-
fast Table and the Large Cocoa Cup. To show my devotion

to the cause you so nobly advocate 1 may say that I have

actually read every article contributed by Mr. MASTEKMAN
to your paper. I am strongly in favour of an entente with

Labour, by which Labour should agree not to contest any
seats where the true Asquithians stand a chance. I enelose

as a specimen of my work the first of a series of articles on
" How LLOYD GEORGE lost the War," which I am sure will

be invaluable at by-elections.

To the Editor of
" The Daily Mail."

SIR, I am young and, if possible, growing younger daily.

My motto is
" Hustle and Bustle

" and not "
Dilly and

Dally." I live on standard bread, in a wooden hut em-
bowered, when feasible, with sweet peas. My ear is always
close to the ground, and I can confidently predict what the
man in the street will be thinking about tho day after to-

morrow. Politically, I am opposed to the Wastrels, the

Wee Frees and the Bolsheviks, and am not prepared as yet
to back Labour unreservedly. I can express myself brightly
and briefly on any topical subject. Herewith I send speci-
men articles (length three hundred words) on "Poker

Bridge," "Are we having Wetter Washdays?" and "The
Woggle-Wiggle Dance." Should there be no vacancy on

your staff I should be prepared to accept one on any other
of your publications The Weekly Dispatch, The Times or
The Rainbow.

To the Editor of
" The Manchester Guardian."

Sin, I was a Conscientious Objector during the War. I

conscientiously object to everything still, including the

Peace Treaty. I speak and write fifteen languages and
dialects, including Oxford English. I have a comprehensive
knowledge of social and political life in Continental Europe,
Asia, Africa, America and Polynesia. I have also resided in

England. I have a deep conviction that under all con-

ditions, everywhere and at all times, England is invariably
and absolutely in the wrong. In home politics I am reso-

lutely opposed to all the Coalition has done, is doing or will

do. It is my firm opinion that the actions of England
would become less deplorable, less criminal if Mr. ASQUITH
returned to power. I enclose as specimens of my mentality
two intensely human articles which I doubt not will find a
home in your columns: "Proportional Representation in

Jugo-Slavia
"
(length four thousand five hundred words) and

"Futurism under TROTSKY" (length five thousand words).

To the Editor of" The Spectator."

SIR, In offering my services to you I may point out how
happily my up-bringing and mental training have fitted ine

for a post on your staff. The child of an Archdeacon (who
was also honorary chaplain to a rifle club), I was born in a
house with earth-filled walls and brought up in intimate
association with a large number of most intelligent animals.
If desired I am prepared to relate anecdotes of the family
bull-dog and a pet she-goat which will verify my description.
I feel with you that England can only be saved by relying
on a Free-Trading, Non-Socialist, Church Establishment.
I loathe alike Mr. ASQUITH and Mr. LLOYD GEOHGE, and
think that the intellect of England, which blossoms so lux-

uriously in country rectories and deaneries, finds its best

expression in Lord HUGH CECIL. As a specimen of my
literary ability I enclose a middle article on " The Sense of

Obligation in Tom-Cats."
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A 'POSITIVELY LAST' APPEARANCE.
MR. PUNCH. "ACCEPT THIS POOE TRIBUTE IN RECOGNITION OF MUCH GOOD ENTER-

TAINMENT IN THE PAST. I DON'T KNOW WHAT MY ARTISTS WOULD HAVE DONE
WITHOUT YOU."

[The recent withdrawal of horsed cabs from certain ranks in the London district foreshadows the final extinction of this venerable tvpe.]
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Club Qrouser. "WHAT DO YOU CALL THIS?" Waiter. '-THAT'S GAME ME, SIB."
Club Grouser. " UMPH ! THINK I MUST HAVE GOT A BIT OF THE FOOTBALL."

CHARIVARIA.
IT is rumoured that Professor PORTA

has sent a message to Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE, wishing him a Happy New
World. , , :

'*'

Mr. Justice EOWLATT lias decided
iliat photography is not a profession.
With some actresses, of course, it is

just a disease. ... ...
1

''.-

'

The gentleman who drew 1920 in a

iffcy-pound sweepstake as the date of

.lie ex-Kaiser's trial is now prepared to
sell his chance for sixpence-halfpenny.

"He is not a politician," says Mr. R.
HABCOUBT in The Times, referring to
Sir AUCKLAND GEDDES. It will be

interesting to see how Sir AUCKLAND
accepts this compliment.

'

'.-

'

A letter posted at Hull for Odessa in

July, 1914, has just been returned to the
sender. The postal authorities are

thought to take the view that the sender
should be given an opportunity of

adding a few seasonable observations
to his previous remarks.

It is all nonsense to say that there
can be no change in the present higl
prices. They can always go higher.

Owing to the strike of cabmen in

Glasgow a number of people had to
walk home on New Year's Eve. It is

not said how the others got home, but
we have made a guess.

=:= *

On enquiry about the erection of

huge netv premises in the Strand by
the American Bush Terminal Company,
we gather that London is not to be
removed, but will be allowed to remain
next door. ... ,.

Inspector Moss of the Great Eastern

Railway Police has just had his pocket
picked and thirty pounds stolen. It is

only fair to say that ho was in plain
clothes and the thief did not know he
was a police oflicor.

_

A history of the Ministry of Muni-
tions is to be compiled at a cost of
9,648. To keep tlie expense down to

this modest sum by economy in print-
ing Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL will be
referred to throughout as " X."

A man has been charged with damag-
ing a London omnibus. He pleaded that
the vehicle pushed him first.

Mrs. PAYNE, the only woman mouse-
trap-maker in London, has retired from
the business. It is said that a number
of mice hope to arrange a farewell
cheese. ^ ...

*'"

At a recent meeting of the Peace
Conference it was decided that the
troubles in Egypt and India should in
future be referred to as Honorary Wars.

The Indians much appreciate CHAR-
LIE CHAPLIN, says The WeeklyDispatch.We felt confident that this film com-
idian would come into his own some

Only two minor railway accidents
were reported in December, but a South
Coast train which started that month is

reported to have run into the New Year.

it

It is estimated that The Outline of
History by Mr. H. G. WELLS will be
concluded this year. It would be a
pleasing compliment to the author if at
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tlio end of that time Parliament made

it illegal for any morn history to happen.

The Thames angler \\lio was asked

in the Club at night if he had had any
luck that day, and replied that he had

not had a bite, is thought to !>

impostor. #

An Insurance oflicial states that thin

people live longer than stout. This is

probably duo to the fact that when thin

people stand sideways the motor-car

doesn't got a real chance.

" It is just twenty months since we

experienced the last hostile air-raid,"

states an evening paper. Should this

indiscreet statement reach the ears

of certain Government Officials it is

feared that one or two of our pic-

turesque anti-aircraft stations may be

dismantled. ... ...

:','

According to an American paper, a

lawyer has left New York for Mexico,
in order to try to explain to the in-

habitants the meaning of Peace and the

benefits to he derived from joining the

League of Nations. We understand he

lias made full arrangements for leaving
a widow and two young children.

:;: ;.

Our heart goes out to the tenant of

an experimental paper-house who dis-

covered, on going up-stairs, that his

two-year-old son in a fit of ungovernable

passion had torn up his nursery.

A man has written to The Daily Mail

advocating the alteration of the calen-

dar to thirteen months of twenty-eight

days each, with two Christmas Days in

Leap Year. The writer to do him

justice did not sign himself "Pater-
familias."

.,.
...

i;

The New Poor Dance Club, which
has opened in the West End, is having
its vicissitudes. Last week, it is re-

ported, a distinguished stranger mis-

took a waiter for one of the members,
and the waiters have threatened to

strike if it occurs again.

Los Angeles, California, says a New
York cable, is suffering from an unpre-
cedented crime wave. A proposal by
President CAKBAN/A to draw a cordon
sanitaire round the place has not yet
reached Washington.

:.
.
*

" Are dark people cleverer than fair ?"

asks a contemporary. These clumsy
attempts to destroy the Coalition spirit
are too transparent to be successful.

Intending visitors to the Jioological
Gardens in Phoenix Park, Dublin, are

"HUBBY IIP, JOHNSON WHAT A TIMK YOU TAKE!"
"I CAN'T GET THROUGH THESE BEASTLY TROOPS."

now required to get a permit from the

military authorities. A daring attempt

by a Sinn Feiner to approach the

Viceregal Lodge under cover of a cas-

sowary is said to be responsible for

the order.
*

The ex-Kaiser, it is stated, has asked

the Prussian Government if there would
be any objection to his settling in Peru
as a cattle raiser. The probability that

the Crown Prince will settle in France
for a spell as a watch-lifter is thought
to have fired the ex-Imperial imagina-
tion. * :-

*

A report from Chicago states that,

as a result of the prevailing taste for

wood - alcohol, a number of citizens

successfully revived the ancient cus-

tom of seeing the Aurora Borealis in.

"Tim charm of a pleasing figure depends
upon an uneasy fitting corset."

Ailrt. in Ciinaii'mn 1'u/icr.

II ftiut touffrir pour ttn l/clle.

" There would also be great competition (or

carniferous timber from other countrir-."

Scotch I'a^tcr.

Not so much now that the meat-

shortage is over.

"Dundee leads the way in Scotland in a

new phase of sport for ladies.

The innovation was created by the City

Magistrates to-day, when an application for a

billiard-room license in the new City Hall

was granted.
Under the license ladies will lie permitted

to cross c-ue.s \\ith gentlemen partners in a

public billiard-room." Local Paper.

It is supposed that their worships were

under the impression that billiards was
a new form of-shint y.
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THE TUBE CURE.
[It lias been observed that employees in the

Tubes never catch cold while at work, and
i doctors, questioned by an evening paper, have
said that " the Tube atmosphere should be

<|uite likely to cure a cold if breathed long

enough say for an hour at a stretch."]

TO-DAY, when I acquire a cold

(Rude Boreas having blustered),
I do not, us in times of old,

Immerse my feet in mustard :

1 put a penny in a slot

At some Tuhe railway station

And draw a ticket for a not
Far distant destination.

1 shun the crowded lifts, although
They 're right enough in their way,

And make my calm, unruffled, slow
Descension by the stairway;

Tis there a man can bo alone,

Immune from all intrusion;
I doubt if there was ever known

Its equal for seclusion.

\Viiere no invading footsteps fall

I quaff Hie healthy vapours,

\Vliileglanoing at my ease through all

The illustrated papers ;

And since I *ve found the bottom stair

A place they don't upholster,
I always take when going there

A small pneumatic bolster.

Not till an hour or twain have gone,
Thus pleasantly expended,

1 )o 1 proceed to carry on,

And, when my journey's ended,
I find all dread bacilli slain

No germ shows bis (or her) face -

And so, my cherry self again,
Come blithely to the surface.

A BUNCH OF POETS.
Mr. Obadiah Geek has broken his

long silence to some purpose. Those
who remember his pre-war achieve-

ments in the field of polychromatic
romanticism will hardly be prepared
for bis present development, which lifts

him at a bound from the overcrowded
ranks of lyric-writers to the uncon-

gested heights whereon recline the great
masters of epic poetry. And yet it was

perhaps inevitable. The thunder and
the reek of war (the last two years of

which, we believe, were spent by Mr.
Geek in the Egg Control Department)
could scarcely have failed to imprint
their mark on the author of Ens in

Emotion ;
and so be has given us a

real epic, whose very title, Ad Aa/i'ii, is

symbolic of the high altitudes in which
he so triumphantly and so securely

navigates. Outwardly it is a story of

the War, but there is little difficulty in

probing the allegory; and those who
follow the hero's vicissitudes as a

private in the Gasoliers, right through

to his victorious advancement to the

rank of Acting Lance-Corporal, unpaid
(and there is a symbolism even in the

"unpaid"), will readily supply the

application to the affairs of everyday
life.

The ten thousand odd lines of this

inspired poem are liberally enlivened

with those characteristic flashes which
Mr. Geek's previous efforts have led us

to expect. Nothing could be happier
than the following, descriptive of the

hero's early days on the barrack-

square:
The Sergeant rolled his eyes toward the a/.ure

A: id called down curses on my bloody
head . . .

You \>u/.7. about," his peroration ran,
Like a bluebottle in a sugar-bowl .

Thank God we have a Navy !

" and my feot,

Turned outward, as they had been drilled

to turn,
At forty-live degrees or thereabouts,
Itched to join issue with his swollen paunch ;

But I refrained.

Or again :

fame, the *kyserajier, hatha thousand floors;

And some toil slowly upward, stair by .stair,

And stagger and halt and faiut upon the
wa\ ;

Others, more fortunate, achieve the top
At one swift elevation, by the lift.

Mr. Geek, whatever his method of

progression may have been, has cer-

tainly "achieved the top
"

if indeed he
has not gone over it.

:|: :;: * : :';

In Throbs, Miss Gramercy Gingham-
Potts reveals a depth of feeling and

delicacy of expression that should
secure her the right of entry to every
art-calendar and birthday-book. Her
Muse is, perhaps, a trifle anaemic, but
to many none the less interesting on
that account ; its very fragility, in fact,

constitutes its chief appeal. She has
an engaging gift of definition that,
combined witli a keen appreciation of

the obvious, makes her verses partic-

larly susceptible to quotation. For
instance :

The maiden asked,
' What is a kiss? "

The poet wrote :

" Kisses are stamps that frank with bliss

T/ove's contract-note."

While for effectively studied simplicity
it would be difficult to match the lyrical

gem to which Miss Gingham-Potts lias

given the arresting title,
" Farewell ":

The birds sing sweet in Summer;*
The daisies hear their song ;

But Winter's come, and they arc dumb
So long.

1 told my love in Summer,
So pure and brave and strong ;

But frosts came on
; my love is gone ;

So long !

:;: '.: ?.: :;: *

A new volume by the author of Stcinys
mid Roundabouts is something of an
event

;
and in Bottles and Jugs Mr.

Ughtred Biggs makes another fascinat-

ing raid on the garbage-bins of London's
underworld. Mr. Biggs is a stark real-

ist, and his unminced meat may prove
too strong for some stomachs ; but those

who can digest the fare he offers will find

it wonderfully sustaining. Here i^ no
condiment of verbiage, no dressing of

the picturesque. Life is served up high,
and almost raw. By way of illustra-

tion we cannot do better than quote
from the opening poem,

" Bill's Wife,"
in which the calculated roughness of the

rhythm is redolent of the pervading
atmosphere :

At the corner of the street

Stands the Blue-faced Pig ;

Outside a barrel-organ is playing
And the people are dancing a jig.

A woman waits there grimly ;

Her eyes are set and her lips drawn thin
;

For Bill, her man, is in the public,
Soaking his soul in gin.

Students of sociology might do worse
than devote careful attention to these

gaunt chronicles of Slumland.
* :- : :]; *

The following stanzas, taken from a

poem entitled "Reconstruction," are a
favourable example of Mr. Thor Pin-

money's somewhat unequal genius:

By strife we live, but boredom slays ;

My mind from out this office strays
And takes me back to the spacious days

When I counted socks in Ordnance.

I hate my pen ;
I hate my stool

;

What am I but a nerveless tool ?

But we did not work by rote or rule
When I counted socks in Ordnance . . .

There are times even now when it really seems
I 'm back in a suburb of shell-shocked Rheims :

But the office echoes my waking screams
When I find it was only in my dreams

I was counting socks in Ordnance.

Unfortunately, all Mr. Pinmoney's
efforts do not come up to this standard,
and we should be almost inclined to
wonder whether the writer has not after
all mistaken his vocation, were it not for
the really brilliant piece of work which
brings the \'o\ume(PetjasusCoinc-'iJfoine)
to a close. We make no apology for re-

producing this masterpiece in full :

Man comes
And goes.

What then?
Who knows ?

Here we have the whole philosophy
of life and the life hereafter summed up.
If he never w rites another line Mr. Pin-

money is by this assured of a permanent
place in the anthology of post-bellum
poetry. =^=1=:^==
"Replying to the toast" of his health, Jlr.

Lloyd George said it was a great boon that a

large industrial community should have heen
founded amongst these lovely surroundings, a
boon not only for the workers, but also for
their little children, who would have the

advantage of being reared in georgcous moun-
tain air.'i Daily Paper.

Lloyd-Georgeous, in fact.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
HoliiUUl.K NHiHTMAKK or A LADY WHO DREAMS THAT SHK HAS GONE TO A BALL IN HKK NIGHT <;o\\N

AND POUND HERSELF SHOCKINGLY OVERDRESSED.

THE "FIRST HUNDRED" OF LOEB.

[The Loeb Classical Library, founded by a

inuuincrnt American millionaire, Mr. JAMES
. iiroitoncez "Lobe"), and edited by Dr.

E. CUTS, Mr. T. E. PAGE and Dr. W. H. D.
Koi'sK.hasnowreached its hundredth volume

WHKN v, ays are foul ami days are damp,
When agitators rage and ramp,
And SMILLIK, with the aid of CHAMP,

Threatens to rend the globe ;

When margarine is scarce, or beef,

And drinks are dear and few and brief,

I find refreshment and relief

And comfort in my LOEB.

Good print, good company, a text

By no vain annotations vexed

Which call from students sore perplexed
The patience of a Job ;

And, page by page, a first-rate crib,

Neither too faithful nor too glib

That, without fulsomeness or til),

Is what we get in LOEB.

Let scientists on various fronts

Indulge iu their atomic stunts,

Or harness to our prams and punts
The puissant radioho ;

Mo rather it delights to roam
Across the salt TUgean foam
With old Odysseus, far from home,

And bless the name of LOEB.

To soar with PLATO to the heights ;

To find in PLUTARCH'S kings and knights

The human touch that more delights
Than crown or regal robe ;

To taste the fresh Pierian springs,
To see CATUILVS scorch his wings
With the fierce flame that scars :-.nd

stings
For this I thank thee, Lor.n.

I 've made no fortune out of beer;

I 'm not a plutocrat or peer,
Nor yet a bloated profiteer,

An OM or e'en an OBK ;

But if I 'd thirty pounds to spare
I'd go and blow them then ami

there

Upon the Hundred Books that bear

The sign and seal of LOKB.
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A NEWSPAPER SCOOP.
(With tlie British Army in l-'ntiice.)

"I sroTTr.n him by the fountain-pen
stains ou his vest and the thunderbolts

sticking out of liis pockets," said Fred-
erick. " So I went up to him and said.

'You are Wuffle of The Daily Hooter,
the man who wiped-up Whitehall and is

now engaged in freezing-out France?"
" What did he say ?

"
askod Percival.

"
Whipped out a note-book and asked

me to tell him all about it. I said I

was pining for the white cliffs of Albion
and that the call of the counting-house
and cash-box was ringing in my ears,

but that I couldn't get demobilised be-

cause the Colonel's pet Pomeranian had
conceived a fancy for me and wouldn't
take its underdone chop from anyone
else. I also hinted that I

and a few friends could

tell him things that would
rnako his biggest journal-
istic scoops look like para-

graphs in a parish maga-
zine, so he invited me to

bring you round this after-

noon to split an infinitive

with him."
" Wuffle '?

"
said Binnie.

" That 's the man who
wrote about '

gilded sub-

alterns loafing luxuriously
in cushioned cars in a

giddy round of useless and

pampered ease
'

?
"

"
Well, I won't say he

wrote it, but he signed it.

No single man living could

write all the stuff Wuffle

signs. It 's turned out as

they turn out cheap motor-

cars. One man roughs it

out, passes it to the ad-

jective department, thence to the punc-
tuation-room, where they sprinkle it

with commas and exclamation marks,
and then Wuffle touches it up, fits it

with headlines and signs it. Oh, I for-

got. Before it goes to press the libel

expert looks it over to see that it isn't

At that moment a motor -
lorry

rumbled by, and Binnio, recollecting a

passage in Wuffle's latest article about
" motor - lorries rushing madly about

with apparently no purpose in view,"

jumped excitedly to the door.
" '

Magneto Maggie
'

leading," he

shouted, "and ' The Sparking Spitfire'
is just behind. Care to double your
bet on '

Maggie
'

at evens, Percival '.'

"

"Not yet," replied Percival cautiously.
" It 's only the first lap yet, and

' M aggie
'

sometimes jibs a bit when she passes
the Remount Depot."

Wuffio had bis fountain-pen at the

alert and looked inquiringly at Fred-

"I suppose it is another example of

deliberate waste," said the latter. "But

Wtifilo jumped up with alacrity.
" I 'd be awfully glad to get a snap

shot of it," said he, disappearing in

search of his hat and coat.

Frederick took the opportunity to

make a fewscathingremarksto Percival.
" It 's just like you, you mouldy old

citron," he said. "I start, a little ex-

perimtnt in (ii\nje de jaml/e, and you
put your heavy hoof in and spoil the

whole business. You know jolly well

that Le Glaxo was completely closed

down months ago."
"
Oh, put another penny in your

brain-meter and try to realise that you
aren't the only one who's grown up,"

replied Percival impatiently.
" Your

brain-waves move about as quick as

G.P.O, telegraph messages. I 'd got

actionable."
"
Anyway, he 's the responsible

party," said Binnie,
" and I would fain

have converse with the Wuffle. That
'

gilded subaltern
'

bit was ringing in

my head like a dirge the other night
when I was wearily trudging the seven

kilometres from St. Denis camp because

there was no one to give me a lift."

That afternoon Frederick introduced

his friends to Wuffle.

"Sorry we're late," he said, "but
Percival and Binnio here have been

engaged with the Pioneer-Sergeant dis-

cussing the best method of converting
a whippet-tank into a roller for the

tennis-courts."

we 've got the lorries eating their heads the scheme worked out while you were

putting over your old mus-

ical-comedy gags."
Since the departure of

the British, Le Glaxo's

only excitement is the ar-

rival of its one train per

day. Ignoring the sensa-

tion caused by the detrain-

ing of four persons simul-

taneously, Percival led his

party along a muddy rough
lane.

" The dump is about four

kilometres away and the
road gets rather bad to-

wards the end," he said,

maliciously edging Wuffle
uito a bit of swamp.
"Sorry; I was going to

wai n you about that."

Wuifle scraped mud from
his trousers and followed
the leader over a rough
wall into a hidden ditch.

A breathless climb up a
hill and a steady trudge over plough-
land found Wuffle still game, but, after

he had got his camera ready for action
on the cheerful assurance that they were

Hearing their quarry, a disappointed
cry from the leader dashed his hopes.

"Hang it!
"
said Percival, "I forgot.

The clump was moved to Pont Antoine
last Tuesday. Come along ; it 's only
three kilometres away."

Strangely enough, Pont Antoine was
also a blank. Binnie suggested trying
Monceau, two kilometres further on

;

but when they arrived there, fatigued
and dirty, a thin drizzle was falling and
it was almost dark. Percival confessed
himself baffled.

BEHIND THK SCENES INT CINEJIA-LAND.
2'lte Rescuer. "I'M NOT A VERY GRACEFUL DIVEB, YOU KNOW. WHAT

ABOUT EMPLOYING A PROFESSIONAL SWIMMER FOR THIS PART OP THE SHOW?"

off in the garages and the petrol is

simply aching to be evaporated, so we
give the drivers exercise and ourselves
some excitement over organising these
Area Circuit Steeplechases."

"Why not trans-ship the lorries?"

suggested Wuffle.

"That would never do, old prune,"
said Frederick. " The troops would
have nothing to guard."

Send the men home," persisted
Wuffle.

"Come, my willowy asparagus," re-

plied Frederick in horrified tones,
" we

must have troops to find us work to do.

Of course it 's sometimes difficult to

keep the men employed, and then we
have to make dumps of empty biscuit

tins and things for them to guard."
" I fixed up a real beauty at Le Glaxo,

not ten kilometres from here," chipped
in Percival. " If you 'd like to see it

there's a train going in about twenty
minutes."

" I 'in awfully sorry," said he to

Wuffle ;

" I can't lind it now, and the

point is how arc we going to get back ?

There isn't a railway for miles."
" Don't any of our lorries or cars

pass here?" asked Wuffle.
"
Oh, yes. But they won't give you
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COMMERCIAL CONSCIENTIOUSNESS.
TBAPPING IMITATION ERMINE.

;i lift. The orders are dead strict against
civilians riding in \V.D. vehicles."

" It 's the result of the articles in the

papers about waste," said Frederick

-\mpatuetically.
" But I don't sup-

pose there would he any objection to

your hanging on and running behind."

WulHe looked round disconsolately.
In the glootn the lighted windows of

the tiny Hotel de 1'Univevs blinked

invitingly.
" I think I '11 stop here for the night,"

he said,
" and telephone for a car to

fetch me to-moriow."

"Kight-o!" said Percival.' "And
when it's thoroughly light you might
you might be able to find the dump.

So long."
As they rumbled uncomfortably home

on a fortuitous three-ton lorry, Percival

looked round for applause.
"

( "fst lien fait, mon rieiir," chuckled
Binnie. " I '11 bet the Wuffle won't go
dump-hunting again in a hurry. And
he won't be able to do any damage
from that little estaminet for a day or

two."
+ :,: ..: ^t

The wail-advertised series of articles

iu The Daily Hooter commenced a few

days later. The conspirators studied

them diligently in gleeful anticipation
of finding their contribution to journal-
istic enterprise. It came at the end,
in a brief paragraph.

" When I had collected my material

for this powerful indictment, etc., etc."

(ran the article),
" 1 met a party of

irresponsible subalterns bent on the old,

old army pastime of leg-pulling. For
the sake of exercise and amusement I

permitted them to conduct me on a wild-

goose chase after an imaginary dump,
which luckily led me to a sequestered
little hotel where I was able to write

my articles in peace and quietude. But
to return to the main question. I un-

hesitatingly affirm . . ."

Percival, who was reading aloud, let

the paper fall limply from his hand.
"
Frederick," he said,

"
put your

biggest boots on and kick me. The
word-merchant was laughing at us all

the time."

" The letter about the Bloomsbury cat that

bought her own cat's meat in your issue of

December 6th is interesting."
A Correspondent in " The Spectator."

The cat would, however, have shown
more regard for the feelings of our

justly-esteemed contemporary if it had

wrapped up its purchase in some other

publication.

"In his defence, said that he had really
intended marrying the girl, but that he came
to the realization that she was extremely

ejaljoujs, hence his bjreach.

jThe court found that this was sufficient

ground to justify jjjustify jujjjj jstjijfjy

his breach of promise." Canadian Paper.

It is evident, however, that the Court
did not arrive at this decision without

considerable hesitation.

More Headaches for Historians.

"The revellers passed the time in dancing
and singing until St. Paul's clock struck mid-

night. Then Auld Lang Syne
' was sung with

enthusiasm and, after repeated cheers, the

crowd dispersed." Times.

"It was typical of the largest crowd that has
watched round the cathedral the passing of

the year that at the moment when midnight
struck it should bo engaged in one tremendous

jostle and push, rough and tumble, and that

no one thought to strike up the tune tradi-

tional to the occasion of ' Auld Lang Syne.'
"

Star.

"The gigantic Hindeiiburg figure of Mili-

tarism iu the centre of the room melted away
with the appearance of the Peace Angel, re-

puted to be the fairest lady in Chelsea, who
had climbed a ladder within his leviathan

bulk." Times.

" When twelve o'clock struck The God of

War ilunild have collapsed gracefully to give

place to the most beautiful artist's model in

Chelsea, draped as the Goddess of Peace. But
something went wrong with the ropes, and the

God of War floated a yard or two into the air,

just sufficiently high to show us the feet and
knees of the Goddess of Peace."

Erening Standard.

"The famous flood-test of the Parisian, the

stone ouave on the Bridge of Alma, is in

water up to his waist." Provincial Paper.

Surely an understatement. The "ouave"
seems to have had his Z washed away.

From a, feuilleton :

"James put his cold hands in hi pockets
and buttoned up his coat collar before turning
out to his work." Weekly Paper.

This is not so easy as it sounds.
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Teuton, (released after internment for tJie duration, to old business friend wlto is trying to avoid him).
WHERE HAF YOU PEEN HIDING YOURSELF THE LAST FOUR OB FIFE YEARS ?

"
WELL, JUNE FKIENT, AND

WORDS OF WISDOM.
" COME, all you young seamen, take heed now to mo,
A hard-case old sailorman bred to the sea,

As sailed the seas over afore you was born,

An' learned 'em by heart from the Hook to the Horn.

" Don't hold by the ratlines when going aloft

(Which I '_ve told you afore but can't tell you too oft),

Or you '11 strike one that 's rotten as sure as you live,

And it 's too late to learn when you 've once felt it give ;

If you don't hit the bulwarks you '11 sure hit the sea,

For them rotten ratlines they 're the devil," says be.

" Now if you should see, as you like enough may,
When tramping the docks for a ship some fine day,
A spanking full-rigger just ready for sea,

And think she 's just all that a hooker should be,

Take 'eed you don't ship with a skipper that drinks

You 'd better by half play at fan-tan with Chinks !---

For that '11 mean nothing but muddle an' mess,
It may be much more and it can't be much less,

What with wrangling and jangling to drive a man daft,

And rank bad dis-cip-line both forrard and aft,

A ship that 's ill-found and a crew out of 'and,

And a touch-and-go chance she may never reach land,
But go down in a squall or broach to in a sea,

For them drunken skippers they 're the devil," says he.

" And if you go further and pause to admire
A ship that 'a as neat as your heart could desire,

As smart as a frigate aloft and alow,
Her brasswork like gold and her planking like snow,
Look round for a mate by whose twang it is plain
That his home port is somewhere round Boston or Maine,
With a jaw that 's the cut of a square block of wood,
And beat it, my son, while the going is good !

There '11 be scraping and scouring from morning till night
To keep that brass shiny and keep them decks white,
And belaying-pin soup both for dinner and tea,

For them smart down-easters they 're the devil," says he.

" But if by good fortune you chance for to get
A ship that ain't hungry or wicked or wet,
That answers her helium both a-weather and lee,

Goes well on a bowline and well running free,

A skipper that 's neither a fool nor a brute,
And mates not too free with the toe of their boot,
A sails and a bo'sun that 's bred to their trade,
And a slush with a notion how vittles is made,
And a crowd that ain't half of 'em Dagoes or Duteh,
Or Mexican greasers or niggers or such,
You stick to her close as you would to your wife,
She 's the sort that you only find once in your life

;

And ships is like women, you take it from me,
That, if they are bad 'uns, they're the devil," says lie.====== C. F. S.

" With regard to prison labour, it is stated that the manufacture of
war stories had continued to employ every available inmate."

Christian Science Monitor.

We had wondered whore some of them came from.
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SOUNDING THE "ALL CLEAR." f

WITH GRATEFUL COMPLIMENTS TO THE GALLANT VOLUNTEERS OF THE BRITISH
MINE CLEARANCE FORCE.
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" HULLO, GEORGE! AND WHEN 's THE WAB GOING TO BE OVER, EH?'

THE QUESTIONABLE ALIEN.

William, my hitherto unventuresome friend William, is

going abroad. I cannot bo certain why. Perhaps he no

longer feels his heroism equal to the strain of living in a

country lit for heroes. It may be that he lias unwittingly
incubated a bacillus which figures in novels as the "Call
of the Wild." Anyhow, William is going abroad so much
so that, if he went any farther, he would be on his way
home again.

I need not say that I felt called upon to help William

through this trying period, and our preparations proceeded
satisfactorily until the clever geographers who arrange
these things nowadays discovered that William could fetch
the Far East by way of the Far West. Then the inter-

national complications set in. First, William's passport
a healthy enough document at the start had to be carried
round the diplomatic quarter of London until it broke out
into a thick rash of supplementary visas. Next we sought
out the moneychangers in their dens, to transmute William's
viaticum bit by bit' into four foreign currencies. Then a
Great Power through whose territory William will have to

pass apparently was nervous of his approach and instituted
a grand inquisition into the status and antecedents of the
Alien (William).
We unfolded the paper on our table and stared at it

aghast. Its area was rather less than a square yard; in

colour it favoured the yolk of bad eggs ; while all over its

broad expanse wore ruled compartments, half of them tilled

with questions that no gentleman would nsk another, the
other half left blank for William's indignant replies. We
managed with great difficulty to squee/e into the panel pro-

vided all his baptismal titles there are four of these be-

sides " William
"

and then attacked the first real poser:
Are you in posst-ssion of 100 dollars, or less ? If less, l>y

how much ?

William groaned.
" Reach me down Todhunter's Arith-

metic, will you ?
"
said he.

I did so, and turned up the Money Market page of our

daily paper. Nothing was heard for the next five minutes
but grunts and sighs of despair. We then gave it up on
the understanding that William must make a point of

winning heavily at bridge or would it ho euchre? on
the way across.

Have you ever been in the territory of the Great Power

before ?
" No," breathed William devoutly,

"
and, please Heaven,

it shan't occur again !

"

What is your reason for coming note ?
" I suppose I "d better tell the truth," he said

;

"
they '11

never believe me if I say I 've come to put DEMPSKY up to

that right drive of CAUPENTIEH'S."
Were you ever in prison, an almshonse, or an institution for

the treatment of the insane 1 If so, which .'

"Take your time, William," I said; "think carefully."
He gave a bitter laugh.

" Do they want to know all the

gaols and asylums I've been in," he asked, "or only the
more recent ?

Are you a polygamist .'

William turned deathly pale. Ho then fixed me with a

terrible stare of accusation and reproach.
"
No, no, William," I protested frantically,

" I assure you
on my honour that / haven't been talking."

This assurance calmed him somewhat. I '.it by bit the
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colour came back to his cheeks and at length he was able

to remark more hopefully :

"
Well, there "s this to be said

for it, most of my wives are sportswomen. I don't think

they '11 give me away."
Are you an anarchist '!

"No," answered William frankly, "but I possess a

brother-in-law who has leanings towards Kosicrucianisin.

Next, please."
The next was R very searching, legally-worded inquiry.

It demanded at great length to be informed whether William
was a person who advocated the overthrow by force OT

violence of the Government of the Groat Power, or all forms
of Law, or believed in the propriety of assassinating any or

every officer of the Great Power because of Ms official

character.

William took up the paper-knife with an expression of

sheer animal ferocity.
"
Yes," he hissed,

" the whole lot.

Torturing them, too!
"

and fell back into his chair with

peal upon peal of maniacal laughter.

William was practically a wreck before the inquisition
came to an end. He had not even sufficient spirit left to

fly at me for entering his distinguishing marks as " a

general air of honesty, tempered by a slight inward squint.''

" The Board of Trade have .awarded a silver cup to Mr. John

JJrucc, D.S.C., skipper of the steam drifter Pansy, of Wick, in recog-
nition of the promptitude and ability with which he rescued the do-

mestic servant, Strawberry Bank, Hardgnte, pleaded guilty to having
buinusic, stolen a gold safety pin, a fountain pen, two pairs of gloves,
two blouses and several other articles of clothing." Fishing Niws.

We never believe these fishing stories.

SONGS OF THE HOME,
II. THE DIAGNOSIS.

WHEN Jimmy, our small but significant son,
Is prey of a temper capricious and hot,

And tires of a project as soon as begun,
And wants what he hasn't, and hates what he 's got,

A dutiful father, I ponder and brood,

Essaying by reason and logic to find

The radical cause of the juvenile mood
In the intricate growth of the juvenile mind.

But women and reason were never allies;

The rule of a mother is logic of thumb ;

The trouble concerns, she is quick to surmise,
His rum-ti-tiddily-um-ti-tum.

O woman (though angel in moments of pain,
When angels of pity are most a propos),

Why, why won't you listen when husbands explain
The things they have thought and the knowledge they
know y

And why do you smile when they beg to repeat ?

And why are you bored when they make it all clear?
And why do you label their emphasis

"
heat,"

And hid them " Be careful
; the servants may hear

"
?

The argument leaves me, though over more sure,

.Reproachful and angry and sullen and dumb :

It leaves her reforming my diet, to cure

Jl/// rum-ti-tiddily-um-ti-tum. HI:NKY.
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ANIMAL HLLI'S.

(Ill/
n SI mil-lit of Domestic. Kroiiiniii/.)

LIVINU in a reinoto country district,

whore the ditliculty of obtaining sor

viints is at present insurmountable
the nearest "

pictures
"
are twelve miles

oil I have been much impressed and

encouraged by two letters in recent
(if Tin; SjH'ii'i/ni. One describes

a Bloomsbnry grocer's cat that bought
her own t-iit's meal ; another recounts

the exploits of a spaniel belonging to

a house painter and gla/icr at, Yar-
inoulb (Isle of Wight), which, if given a

penny, would inirnediiit.ely amble off to

a grocer's shop and purchase a cake.

Viewed in their truo perspective,
these exhibitions of animal intelligence
-eem to indicate fruitful possibilit-irs H
the employment of our dumb friends

to assist us in thoso trying times. Many
years ago I remoml'er reading of a
baboon which discharged the duties of

'a railway porter at a station in Cape
Colony with groat elliciency. I have

unfortunately mislaid the reference, but
so far a I can remember no mention
w;is madoof wages or tips; consequently
the importation and employment of

skilled simian labour on a large scale

might go a long way towards reducing
I ho expenses of our railway system.
But in view of certain obvious diffi-

culties it is perhaps bettor to restrict

our attention to the sphere of domestic
service and farm labour. And here I

would urge with all the power at my
command the employment of the ele-

phant. The greatest burden of house-
hold work is the washing of plates, and
this is a task which elephants are pecu-
liarly well fitted to undertake; also the

cleaning of windows without the lue
of a ladder. A well-trained and ami-
able elephant, again, would enable par-
ents to dispense with a perambulator.
I admit that the initial outlay might
be considerable, but the longevity of

elephants is notorious, and it would
always bo possible to hire them out to
I ravelling menageries.

Another neglected asset is the well-
known aptitude shown by poodles for

Digging out truffles, nn accomplishment
of which I often read in my youth. If

trnhMes, why not potatoes?
The extraordinary intelligence and

iillei-tionate disposition of the runner
duck has often been commented on by
our serious weeklies, but so far little

attempt- has been made to turn these

qualities to practical account. They
forage for themselves. Why should

they not be taught to do so for their
owners as well''

One more point and I have done.
Greek and Latin are going or gone, but
a modicum of Mathematics seems to be

iM'for. "How is M. Bitowx TO-DAV? Maul. -WKM. 'M. >nr. umis AMI FLOWS.'

indispensable to the modern curriculum.
The domestic pig has on many occasions
shown a capacity for mastering simple
arithmetical processes, and we know-
that the pupil always ends by bettering
his master. I'nder a more enlightened
and humane rfyiine I confidently look
forward to the time when our children
will learn the Rule of Three, not from

highly-paid and incompetent govern-
esses, but from uusalaried porcine in-

structors, trained in the best Montos-
sorian methods.

Our Plutocratic Sportsmen.
A gold course is being laid out in

I'; ( r!;, Isle of Wight."

The New Rich.
"
Working Man (30) requires Lodgings, fall

or part board; car ride or convenient I! -ii
"

Provincial Paper.

"Lady requires gentleman Chauffeur, re-

pair and clean car; good dancer. "- Ttniti.

One who can "
reverse," it is hoped.

Considering the greatness of the provoca-
tion, Centralia, \Yash.. \e-tcrday showed a

calmness worthy of an American cnininuiiitv .

Thi'iv \vere mi further attempts at lynehiiiK
after the hanging of the secrot.irv of the
I. \V.\V. orfiani.-sition on Tue,ila\ i i^'lit."

riran

Ob, my friends, lei us strive to emulate
the .calmness of Centralia. Wash.
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A LETTER TO THE BACK-BLOCKS.

DKAR GINGEK, A Merry Christinas

to you! A bit late, you say? On the

! contrary, in plenty of time. It is next

Christinas I am referring to. Over
there, in your tropical land, when the

sun stings your skin through your shirt

and the sand blisters your feet through
your boot-soles, when you butter your

j
bread with a soup-ladle and the mer-

cury boils merrily in the barometer,

then, vainly pawing the air for mos-

quitoes with one hand and reaching for

the siphon with the other, you gasp,
" Gad ! it must be getting on lor Christ-

mas-time."
But over here in England, where

the seasons wheel round without any
appreciable difference in temperature,
where, if it were not for the gentleman
who writes the calendars, nobody would
know whether to wear straw-hats or

snow-shoes, Christmas comes sneak-

ing up behind you and grabs you by
the pocket before you have time to

dodge.
" Christmas Eve already !

"
you

exclaim. " Christmas Eve ! and there "s

dear old Tom in Penang and good old

Dick in Patagonia and poor old Harry
in Princetown, and I 've not written a

word of cheer to any of them and now
have no time to do so." That 's what

happened to me this year, anyhow ; but
I 'm determined it shall not occur again,
so A Merry Christmas to you, Ginger.

This my first Yule in the Old Coun-

try, after many in foreign climes, was
not an unqualified success. On the

morning of Christmas Eve I went for

a walk and lost myself. After wading
through bog systems and bramble en-

tanglements for some hours I came out

behind a spinney and there spied a

small urchin with red cheeks and a red

woollen muffler standing beneath a

holly-tree. On sighting me he gave
vent to a loud and piteous howl. I

asked him where his pain was, and he

replied that he wanted some holly for

decorations, but was too short to reach

it. I thereupon swarmed the shrub,

plucked and tossed the richly berried

boughs to the poor little chap. In

return he showed me where I lived

which indeed was not two hundred

yards distant, but concealed by the

thicket.

Later in the day Edward came in to

tea, much annoyed. Bolshevism, he

declared, was within our gates. He had
been out to collect Christmas decora-

tions in his own private fenced spinney,
and confound it if some scoundrels

hadn't been and gone and stripped his

pet holly-tree of every twig ! Anarchy
was yapping at the door.

The Aunt soothed him, saying she

had that very afternoon purchased a

supply of splendid holly from a sweet
little hoy who had come round hawking
it at sixpence a bough. I asked her if

by any chance the dear little fellow had
worn a red woollen comforter, and was
not surprised when I heard that lie had.

No sooner had I fallon asleep that

same night than I was aroused by an ex-

traordinary din. I lay there, comatose
and semi-conscious in the pitchy dark-

ness, and wondered what had happened.
Presently I distinguished the bray of

trumps, and 1 knew. "
Golly !

"
I whis-

pered to myself, "I 'm dead. Cheer-o !

"

Then I recollected something I had
read concerning ye sports and customs
of ye Ancient British and decided it

must be " Waits." I crept to the
window and by a glow of lanterns

beheld the St. Gwithian Independent
Brass Band grouped round the porch,

blasting
"
Christians, awake !

"
through

their brazen fog-horns. I fumbled
about on the dressing-table, missed the

matches but found a half-crown. "Take
that and trot !

"
I snarled, hurling it at

them with all my strength. The coin

hit the trombone a glancing blow on the

snout, ricochetted oil the bassoon and
bounded into the rockery.
The music stopped abruptly as the

bandsmen swarmed in pursuit of for-

tune. In half-an-hour's time they had

pulled all Edward's cherished sedums
and saxifrages up by the roots and
turned over most of the smaller rocks
without discovering the treasure. A
conference in loud idiomatic Cornish
then took place, with the result that two
musicians were despatched to a neigh-

bouring farm for picks, crow-bars and
more lanterns ; the remainder squatted
on the flower-beds and whiled away the
time of waiting by blasting

" Good
King Wenceslas

"
to the patient stars.

In due course the messengers re-

turned and the quarrying of the rockery
began in earnest. By 4.15 A.M. they
had most of it littered over the drive,
but had struck some granite boulders
which defied even the crowbars. A
further conference was then held, but
at this point Edward made a dramatic

appearance, clad in lilac pyjamas, odd
boots and a kimono of the Aunt's, which
he had worn as King Alfred in some
charades the night before, and in the
darkness had donned in mistake for his

dressing-gown. His address was im-

passioned and moving, but had no effect

on the Waits, who could only be per-
suaded to abandon their silver mine at

the price of a second half-crown.
A day or so before Christmas I began

to notice that everybody was getting

presents everybody except mo, that
is. This caused me pain. It gave the

impression that I was not appreciated.
I took thought for a space, then rode

into Penzance, bought several articles

I had been wanting for some time,
wrote a few affectionate notes in dis-

guised handwriting, such as " With
dearest love from Flossie," "With hugs
and kisses from Ermyntrude," etc.,

enclosed them with the articles, ad-

dressed and posted them to myself and
rode home again!
On Christmas morning I opened them

in public with a vast flourish, and left

the touch ing little dedications lying care-

lessly about where anybody could read
them. From the glances of wonder and

respect which flashed at me from all

sides I gathered that everybody did.

The sensation was both novel and pleas-

ing. One parcel, however, there was
which I had not sent myself. It had
been forwarded on by the " Punch "

Office, marked, "Please do not crush,"
and carefully tied and sealed. My heart

leapt.
"
By Jove !

"
said I,

" a genuine
Christmas present. Somebody loves me
after all. Perhaps a duchess has sent

me her tiara."

With trembling fingers I unlaced the

strings. The household crowded about

me, panting with envy and excitement.

Eevereutly I folded the multitudinous

wrappings back and revealed a very old,

very dilapidated silk slipper, severely
busted at the toe and stuffed with sticky
sweets, a small female doll, and a note

" With all best wishes to PATLANDEU
for a happy Christmas, and many thanks
for useful hints contained in Punch
issue, December 10th, 1919."

I may remind you that in the issue

mentioned was an epistle from me to

you recommending the Post as a means
of disposing of rubbish, with special
reference to worn-out foot-gear. I only-
wish I knew who played this trick on

me, Ginger ; I would like to give him
something in return say an old footer-

boot with my foot inside.

Thine in sorrow, PATI.ANDEB.

for

New Golfing Records.
;i Mr. then holed his fourth

three." Sunday Paper.
"

played very fine golf on the outward
journey and stood 5 up at the second hole."

Ei-eniny Paper.
We suppose that in each case the

player's opponent wasn't looking.

From a sale catalogue :

"Pretty Light Grey Georgette Jumper,
trimmed Grey Wool and Saxe Blue.

Usually 5 gns. GJ gns."

No wonder they call it a jumper.

"ST. - 'S CHURCH.
G.30 p.m. Preacher : The Vicar.

7.45 p.m. Bach's Church Cantata,
'

Sleepers, Wake.' "

Provincial Paper.
We suspect the organist of being a bit

of a wag.
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af Footman (announcing each guest in cliaracter). "Ma. JONES THE LAST OF THE BAHDIKS."

THE WHAT-NOT.
" LOOK hero," I said,

" this is indeed

serious. The what-not 's moulting."
" It 's been like that for a long time,"

said Anna. " But I suppose it 's getting
worse."

" I 'in afraid so. And we must have

something reliable,
"

I said, "to stand
ilishcs and things on at meals. We
can't pile them all on the table at ouce
like a cairn. To tell you the truth," I

added,
" I 've had my eye on an old

oak dressor at Smalley's for a long time.

It would be a good investment at a

price."

"Yes," said Anna; "but I suppose
the price would be the earth and the
fulness thereof."

" That is precisely what I propose to

find out, and if they '11 take anything
less than thirty pounds it 's ours. In
the meantime," I added,

" we '11 dope
the poor old what-not with furniture

cream and sec about driving it to

market."

There are two accepted methods of

dealing at old furniture shops. The
first is to approach them, well-groomed,
be-ringed and perfumed, smoking a

jewelled gasper and entering the shop

with a circular movement of the arm
to expose the gold wrist-watch that
will crawl up the sleeve at wrong mo-
ments, and to ask in a commanding
voice, "How much is the ah oak-
dresser what ?

"

The presiding genius (and being a

dealer he is usually a genius), who had

really ticketed the article thirty pounds,
approaches it, removes the ticket by a

little sleight-of-hand and says,
"
Thirty-

eight guineas, Srr," without a blush

(the dealer who blushes is hounded from
the ring). This method of dealing is

direct action of the most dangerous
kind.

The other method, and the one I

most usually adopt, I can best illustrate

by detailing my interview with the

proprietor of Smalley's on the occasion

when I went dressering.
I sidled into the shop in garments

carefully selected from my pre-ward-
robe and wearing a vacant expression.

Picking up a piece of china I examined
it carefully, turning it upside down, as

though to search for a pottery mark,
whicli I probably should never have

recognised.
" H'm, not bad," I said.
" One of the best bits of Dresden

I've ever had," said the dealer. "I
want

"
Ali, German," I said, putting the

thing down hurriedly as though it

might be mined. "It may be a good
piece, but what is tile price of that

brass fender?
"

"
Seven-ten, old Dutch and a bar-

gain," said the dealer laconically.
" But probably wouldn't fit the fire-

place in my mind. Though," I added
to myself,

"
it might fit the one in our

dining-room."
I thought it about time to notice the

dresser, not to attempt to buy it yet-
oh dear no, but merely to fire the first

shot in the campaign as it were.
" What kind of a dresser do you call

this ?
"

I said. "
Slightly moth-eaten,

isn't it?"
" That 's nothing ; merely age. It 's

Welsh," he added, "and a beauty. I

wish I could get hold of more like it.

Look at those legs ;
I '11 guarantee you

won't Excuse me, Sir."

An immaculately dressed individual

had entered the shop, and the gentle-
man trading as Srnalley called an as-

sistant to serve him. By the time he

returned to me I had wandered far into

the recesses of the emporium and
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busily examining a walnut stool with a

woolwork seat.
" You haven't one like this in oak, I

suppose? This one,". I said,
" would

hardly suite my suit. That sounds

wrong, but you apprehend my mean-

ing."
" I haven't," he said simply. I could

see that he was tiring rapidly, but

wasn't absolutely ripe for plucking.
So I priced about a dozen pieces of

china, admired several pictures and

pieces of Stuart needlework, descanted

on. the beauties of a set of wheatear

chairs, pulled a small rosewood table

about until its claw and ball feet nearly

dropped off from exhaustion, and finally

led him back to the Welsh dresser.

"What's the price of

the Scotsman ?
"

I said

easily, having seen thirty

guineas on the ticket

during the preliminary
examination.

"Twenty-nine pounds
to you," he said wearily.
He evidently knew the

strict rules of the game.
" But look at those

legs," I said. "They're
I frightfully bent, aren't
'

they?"
" That 's one of the

best features about it,"

he said. " Eeal Queen
Anne, those legs are."

" Oh, were hers like

that? I didn't know,"
I said. " Look here, I '11

give you twenty -eight

pounds, spot cash."
"
Very well," he said.

" I like to do business."
" I beg pardon," said a

voice behind me, which,
in turning, I discovered

to belong to the assistant,
" but that

dresser's sold. The gentleman who's

just left bought it."

As I was looking for the ticket (which
had disappeared), I couldn't help over

:

hearing the assistant's aside to; his

employer.
"
Thirty-five guineas cash," he said.

There is something, after all, to be

said for direct action.

IT

AT THE PLAY.
" CINDERELLA."

is a very delicate task that the
annual pantomime imposes upon Mr.
ARTHUR COLLINS. He has to "

surpass
himself," but he must not do it once for

all or he would rob the critics of their

most cherished phrase. He reminds
me of the constructors of our Atlantic
"
greyhounds," each longer by a yard or

two than the last, each swifter by a
fraction of a knot, each with a few more
tons displacement, all pronounced to

be the final word in scientific invention,

yet all reserving something for the next
time.

Certainly the present year marks an

A HORSE-SENSE OF HUMOUR.
Pipchin MB. STANLEY LUPINO.
Baroness Beauxcliamps .... Mr. WILL EVANS.

"OLD FOLKS' TEA.
On the day of the party the Chief Constable

has arranged for a staff of Special Constables

to escort homo any person requiring assist-

ance." Provincial Paper.

This bears out what has recently ap-

peared about the terrible results of the

tea-drinking habit.

" WANTED. Skates and Boots for Leghorn
Pullets." Advt. in Canadian Paper.

They need a lot of exercise in the cold

weather.

advance in one respect at least that
the grotesque and the beautiful are kept
reasonably apart ; the lovely colour-

scheme, for instancS, of the garden in

Fairyland is undisturbed by any element
of buffoonery. There was a revival too
of topical allusiveness after the reticence

proper to war-time ; and the GEDDES
family must be justifiably flattered bv
their admission to a choric refrain.

The humour, of which Mr. STANLEY
LUPINO bore the brunt, was here and
there a little thin, and it is time that

somebody let the Management of Drury
Lane into the open secret that the pun,
as an instrument of mirth, has long been
a portion of the dreadful past. Mr. WILL
EVANS, as the Baroness Beauxcliamps,
seldom let himself go, being no doubt
held in restraint by a consciousness of
his resemblance to Miss ELLEN TERRY.
Not enough chance was given to Miss
LILY LONG (the Elder Sister), who has

a very nice sense of fun. As for Mr.

CLAFF, who played the operatic Baron,
his most humorous moment was when
he meant to be most serious. This was
in a song in praise of Prince Channiiui,
"
featuring" H.R.II. in a portrait curi-

ously unlike the original.
The two most effective incidents were

borrowed from the Circus and the Halls.

Mr. Du CALION, who had no other very
obvious claims to play the part of a
humorous courtier, did his famous
ladder-feat a perfectly gratuitous per-
formance, for, though he was supposed
to be rescuing Cinderella through a top-

storey window, she had the good sense
to descend by the staircase, having ig-

nored, as is the way of Love, the locked
door that made this im-

possible.
The other imported

business was the work of

a black horse, who pre-
served an expression of

extreme gravity and de-

tached boredom during
the play of human wit
around his person, dis-

simulating his own su-

perior gifts of humour
until called upon to illus-

trate them with some ex-

cellent circus-tricks.

On the sentimental side,

Miss MABIE BLANCHE,
obedient to the inexor-

able tradition that a

young hero of pantomime
must be a woman, played
Prince Charming with
the right manners that

makyth man ; and as Cin-

derella Miss FLORENCE
SMITHSON once more
breathed that air of in-

which stillnocence re-

mains unstaled by years of steady addic-
tion to the heroine habit. Her vocal in-

trusions, always well received, were not

always well timed ; certainly it was an
error of judgment to insert a solo at

the cross-roads after she had told us
that she hadn't a moment to spare if

she was to get home from the ball

before the rest of the family. But hero

again it was a matter of obedience to

some unwritten and inscrutable law of

pantomime which it is not for us, the

profane, to question.
And in this spirit I tender a grateful

acknowledgment not only of the good

things that my intelligence could ap-
preciate in this lavish entertainment,
but also of the other things that I can
never hope to understand. O. S.

Commercial Candour.
" Good Boots ...... 25/-
No Better . 37/S."
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Speaker (endeavouring to cultivate apatriutic spirit in tlie yaung). "AND NOW, CHILUIIKN, IF YOU SAW oun OLOIUOUS FLAG WAVIXU
TRIUMPHANTLY OVER THE BATTLE-FIELD, WHAT WOULD YOU THINK? (Prolonged pause.) COME, COME, WHAT WOULD YOU WELL,
MY LITTLE MAN, WHAT WOULD YOU THINK?"

Small Soy. "PLEABE, Zun, THE WIND WEBE BLOWIN'."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Clerks.)

" I remember, I remember . . ." Still on every side echoes
tlie poet's cry, while scarce a publisher but can prove that

the thoughts of age make long, long books. Certainly not

the shortest of these, but among the most readable, is

,4 Medley of Memories (ARNOLD), in which the Eight Rev.
Sir DAVID HUNTER-BLAIR has embodied the recollections

of his very active career as Benedictine monk and a leading

figure in the world of British Catholicism. Eton, Oxford,

Rome, and (of course) his own famous monastery at Fort

Augustus, are the chief scenes of it ; and about them all

Sir DAVID talks vividly, even brilliantly. I am not saying
that all this pleasant garrulity would not have been the

better for the blue pencil, especially in those chapters in

which the writer's memory dwells almost to excess upon
the births, marriages, deaths and dinner-parties of the
orthodox Peerage. Elsewhere, however, Sir DAVID finds

occasion in plenty for the exercise of a wit so dextrously
handled that often his thrust is delivered before you have
realized that the rapier has left its sheath. I had marked a
score of examples for quotation (and now have space for

none) and twice as many good stories. In the Oxford
recollections it was pleasant to renew my own lively
memories of a certain notorious lecture by Mr. WALTER
WALSH on Ritualistic 'Societies, when violence was

narrowly averted by the tactful chairmanship of the

present LORD CHANCELLOR a lecture from which (as
Mr. BELLOC observed at the time)

" each member of the

large audience departed confirmed and strengthened in

whatever convictions he might previously have entertained."

I sincerely hope that Sir DAVID has yet in store for us those

latter-day gleanings which he has been compelled to dis-

miss for the present as being too recent for print.

Mr. G. B. STERN has set himself to study with sympathy
and a candour which extenuates nothing the Jew in England
in the circumstances of war, and in particular the Jew of

German origin completely loyal to the country of his

adoption, but suspected and persecuted by such simple folk

(and journals) as are content to put their faith in equally

simple proverbs about leopards and spots. I suppose if

Children of No Man's Land (DUCKWORTH) has a hero and
heroine you will find them in Richard Marcus and his sister

Deborah. Young Richard, passionately English, with all

the simple unquestioning loyalty of the public-school boy,
counts the months to the day when he can testify to this by
bearing arms in his country's defence, but finds nothing open
but internment or (by much wangling) a possible niche in

a Labour battalion. Deborah's adventures are chiefly of

the heart, or what passes for the heart with a common type
of modern girl anxious to wring every sensation out of life

that playing with fire can give. It does not do to betray
one's age by expressing too confidently the idea that much
of all the goings-on of Deborah and her friends Gillian and
Antonia seems impossible. Mr. STERN certainly writes as

if he knew what he was writing about, and there is so rich an
exuberance in the way he crowds his canvas, and so much
humour expressed and repressed in his point of view, that I

found this a distinctly entertaining and instructive book.

Livimj Bayonets: A Record of the Last Push (LANE) is

a fourth of the enthusiastic and fiery war-books of that

eminently enthusiastic and inextinguishably fiery warrior-

author, Lieutenant CONINGSBY DAWSON, of the Canadian
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Field Artillery. If he evinces, blatantly at times, the mo-
tives and perspective of tiie propagandist, he is justified by
the fact that he most ardently practised the Hun hatred

which he preaches, lie states that he enjoyed the dangers
and discomforts of so doing, and his assertion is proved to be

a true one by his having returned again and again to the

fray, notwithstanding every excuse and temptation to leave

it. The book follows on after his Khaki Courage, and is

also in the form of letters to his people at home. It takes

up the narrative at April 14th, 1917, and carries it to the

triumphant end. When, by reason of his wounds, lie had
to leave the Front and work in London and elsewhere, he

naturally lost touch with the real business of the battle ;

even after his return to the Front in April, 1918, his letters

lack their original sense of actuality, and I, reading them,

began to wonder if he was ever going to recover his former

style. Happily he does so, and with his letter of July llth
he gives a striking

picture of a terrible

incident of war, of

which I don't re-

member to have read

before, but, as I read

it now, I seem to be

witnessing it myself.
From this point on he

steadily develops his

best, so that he ends
on a fitting climax to

all his writings of the

War in his long final

letter of October 6t'i

propaganda un-

ashamed. The book
should be thrust un-

der the noses of those

pacifists who now
labour to minimise
the past and to mag-
nify the virtue and
the value of their per-
sonal loving-kindness.

and then the old Northern counsel to "get eendways wi'

it
"
does hover in the background of one's mind I repeat

that sincerity carries the thing through. For all that, how-

ever, The SrAendid Fairing did but confirm me in a previous

impression that these Mary-call-the-cattle-home localities

must remain more convenient to the local colourist than
attractive to the inhabitants.

Customer. "M.\Y I LOOK AT THAT TWELVE-GUINEA SUIT IN THE winnow? (Catch-
ing sight of ticket) (!ooi> oiuciousl IT'S TWELVE POUNDS THIRTEEN NOW."

Tailor. YK.SSIU A MIIGIIT LITTLE NOTION OP OURS, IF I MAY SAY so. A
TICKER ATTACHED, LIKE THOSK THINGS IN THF, TAXICABS, TO KEEP THE PP.ICE
UI'-TO-DATE."

It has ever been my
misfortune that the

presence in a story of

two characters confus-

ably alike, or a setting
within drowning distance of a tide-race, will produce in me
an almost insuperable sense of its having been " made on

purpose." I had therefore a double stroke of bad luck in find-

ing both these elements present in The Splendid Fairing
(MILLS AND BOON). But the more credit to Miss CONSTANCE
HOLME that, despite my increasing conviction that the

wrong prodigal would return, and that the powers of nature
were throughout almost visibly preparing to engulf him,
the gentle and unforced power of her story did hold my
attention till the final wave. Distinction shown in apparent
absence of effort would, I think, be my verdict on her

writing ; she clearly knows her Northern farmer-folk with
the sympathy of intimate experience. I hope I have not

already suggested too much of the plot, a little tragedy of

the commonplace dealing with the relations between two
farming brothers, of whom the younger prospers while the
elder fails, and the life-long jealousies of their women.
Miss HOLME works, one may say, on a minute scale ; the
short but simple annals of the poor interest her to the ex-
tent of providing an entire volume of three hundred odd
pages from the events of a single day. But though now

The publication, as a foreword, of a "Glossary of Native
Words "

used in the text made me wonder whether I

should be bored or instructed, or both, by The Death Drum
(HuRST AND BLACKETT). Most happily I was neither.

Miss MARGARET PETERSON has built her novel, perhaps a

trifle hastily, about a quite uncommon theme and given it,

in Uganda, a quite uncommon setting. It is the story of

a half-caste who marries a white girl in order to avenge,
in her degradation, his sister whom the English girl's

brother had betrayed.
I must not say that

Tom Davis, the half-

caste, is too much a

white man for Miss

PETERSON, to do her

justice, has distributed

goodness and badness

among her blacks and
whites with a quite

impartial hand but

lie is too fine a fellow

to carry out his own
plan, and, before he

has done any lasting
harm to the girl lie

has come to lov^, In-

takes himself, by wa\
of a native rising, to

a lotus -covered lake,

and so out of her life.

It seems a pity that

the happiness of the

story's end couldn't

include Tom, but his

ancestry effectually
barred the way, and
Miss PETERSON has
had to rely upon a

very strong and not

quite silent English-
man of the best type for her satisfactory finish.

Few authors have a shrewder idea than Mr. P. G WODE-
HOUSE of what the British and American public want in

the way of humour, and I do not know anyone more de-

termined to supply their requirements. He would be a dull

fellow indeed who did not appreciate the high spirits and
humorous situations to be found in A Damsel in Distress

(JENKINS). It is no small feat to maintain a riot of irre-

sponsible fun for more than three hundred pages, but Mr.
WODBBOUflB gets going at once, and keeps up the pace to
the end without even a pause to get his secbnd wind. If

some of the characters a ridiculous peer, his more ridicul-

ous sister and his most ridiculous butler are of the " stock
"

variety, Mr. WODEHOUSE'S way of treating them ia always
fresh and amusing. But in his next frolic I beseech him to

give golf and its tiresome lingo a complete rest.

"Straying. Win.
,
for allowing three houses to stray on the

highway, was fined 20s." Local Paper.
In these days landlords cannot be too careful.
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CHARIVARIA.
THE PHEMIF.H, says a contemporary,

has hecome greatly attached to a white

terrier puppy that lie brought with him
from Colwyn Hay. The report that it

lias hcon taught "to run after its own
tail by Mr. LLOYD GEORGK himself is

probably the work of malice.

Our heart goes out to the tenant of

an experimental wooden house who is

advertising for the assistance of the man
who successfully held up a post-office
in London about a fortnight ago.

* *

A London carman is said to have
summoned his neighbour for calling
him an O.B.K. We are sure he could

not have mount it.

Asked by the magistrate if her hus-

band had threatened her, a Stratford

woman replied,
" No ; he only said he

would kill me." Almost any little thing
seems to irritate some people.

* *

It appears that, after reading various

references about his trial in the London

papers, the ex- Kaiser was heard to say
that if we were not very careful he would
wash his hands of the whole business.

'.- *

There is a lot of wishy-washy talk

about the Bolshevists, says a Labour

paper. Wishy, perhaps, but from what
we see of their pictures in the papers,
not washy.

*

"
Supplies of string for letter mail-

bags," says The Post Office. Circular,

"The most hygienic
dross for all boys is the

Scots kilt," says a cor-

respon tlen t of '1lieDa i ly

.l/n/7.
" My own 1><>\ a

wear nothing else." We
are glad to see that the

obsolete Highland prac-
tice of muffling the ears

in a cairngorm has been

definitely discarded.
* ;

*

According to a con-

temporary a new form
of road surface ma-

terial, which is not in-

jurious to fish, has been

produced by the South

Metropolitan Gas Com-

pany. The utilisation

of some of the deeper
cavities in our high-

ways for the purpose
of food production has

long been a favourite theme of ours.

"
Having a tooth drawn," says a

writer in Health Hints,
" has its ad-

vantages." It certainly tends to keep
one's mind off the Coalition.

* *

Two men have been charged at

Sutton with selling water for whisky.
People are now asking the exact date
when this was first made an offence.

* ;;=

At the present time a missionary
costs twice as much as before the

War, says the Rev. W. .1. FULLKKTON.

Many a cassowary has been complain-
ing bitterly of the high cost of this

comestible. ...
,,,*"

*

A now tango will be danced for the
first time on January 15th, says Tin'

Daily A'r/)/r,. For ourselves we shall

try to go about our business just as if

nothing really serious had happened.

I'rofessor's Wife. "SEPTIMUS, THE THAW HAS BURST THE piri

Professor. "No, NO, MARIE. As I'VE HAD OCCASION TO EXPLAIN TO votr
r.\ riiV YEAR RINCK I CAN REMEMBER, IT'S THE FROST THAT BURSTS THE
PIPES Xor THE THAW."

fleet at Scapa have now recommended
that no receipt should be given until

the money is handed over.
:

"

" You will soon be able to get work,"
said the Kingston magistrate to a man
summoned for income-tax. This is the
sort of thoughtless remark that tends
to embitter the unemployed.

* *

According to an evening paper,
Granny LVMIIKKT, of Edmonton, pro-
posed to the reporter who visited her
on her one-hundred-and-sixth birthday
As, however, she is experiencing some
difficulty in obtaining the consent of

her parents the affair may possibly fall

through. v
*

Much sympathy is felt for the scrum-
half who will be unable
to assist his team this

month on account of

being severely crocked
whilst helping his wife
at the Winter sales.

The London police-
man who went across

to Ireland for his

Christinas holiday is

still under strict obser-

vation by mental ex-

perts. *

We hear that the

Congo Government
have now decided that

all Brontosauri must in

future carry a red front

light and a green rear

light when travelling
at night-time.

" will in future be 19 inches in length,
instead of 18 inches." It is the ability
to think out things like this that has
made us the nation we are to-day.**

Offers are invited in a contemporary
for a large quantity of tiger skins.

People should first make sure that the
rest of the tiger has been properly
removed before purchasing.

* *

The composer of an American rag-
time song is to have a statue erected to

him in New York. It is hoped that
this warning will have the desired

effect on any composers in this country
who may be tempted to commit a sim-
ilar error. ... ^'

*

We understand that, after several

weeks of careful investigation into de-

tails, the special Committee appointed
by the Government to deal with Ger-

many's refusal to pay for her sunken

The War Office is

said to be making preparations to abol-

ish the Tank Corps. It appears that

the Major-General who recently drove

from Whitehall to Tothill Street in one
of those vehicles has reported unfavour-

ably upon them, saying that he never

got a wink of sleep the whole time.

%*
A remarkable echo of Armageddon is

reported from the Wimbledon district.

A subscriber was rung up tjie other

day by
" Trunks

"
and asked if he still

wished to say good-bye to himself before

leaving for the Somme.
*

Thistles do more damage to agri-

culture than rats, declared the Mont-

gomeryshire Agricultural Executive

Committee. Stung by this uncalled-

for attack on his national vegetable a

Scotchman writes to say that within

his knowledge more arable land has

been laid waste by leeks than by any
other noxious weed.

vor.. cr.vm.
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FASHIONS FOR MEN.
["Who will help the Disposal Hoard by starting some new fashion

that would enable it to get rid of a great confiignment of kilts as worn

by the London Scottish, the Koyal Scots and the Highland Light In-

fantry ?
" Mrs. KELLA WA Y on the Disposal Hoard's "

Curiosity Skop."\

THKRE are who hanker for a touch of colour,

So to relieve their sombre air ;

For me, I like my clothes to be much duller

Than what the nigger minstrels wear;
I hold by sable, drab and grey;
I do not wish to be a popinjay.

In vain my poor imagination grapples
With these new lines in fancy shades,

These purple evening coats with yellow lapels,

These vests composed in flowered brocades;
Nor can I think that noisy checks

Would help me to attract the other sex.

With gaudy schemes that rouse my solemn dander
I leave our frivolous youth to flirt ;

A riband round my straw for choice, Leander ;

A subtle nuance in my shirt ;

For tie, the colours of my school

These are the limits of my austere rule.

But, when they 'd have me swathe the clamorous
tartan

In lieu of trousers round my waist,

Then they evoke the spirit of the Spartan
Inherent in my simple taste;

Inexorably I decline

To drape the kilt on any hips of mine.

It may be they will count me over-modest,
Deem me Victorian, dub me prude ;

I may have early views, the very oddest,

On what is chaste and what is rude;
Yet am I certain that my leg
Would not look right beneath a filibeg.

I love the Scot as being truly British ;

Golf (and the Union) makes us one ;

Yet to my nature, which is far from skittish

And lacks his local sense of fun,

There is a something almost foreign
About his strange attachment to the sporran.

So, when a bargain-sale is held of chattels

Surviving from the recent War
Textiles and woollens, built for use in battles

And Scotland 's there inquiring for

The kilt department, I shall not

Be found competing. She can have the lot.===== ' S -

THE DOMESTIC PROBLEM.
" WELL, I've been to see three of them now," she said.

"The first is at Shepherd's Bush
" What pipes !

"
I ejaculated.

" What music ! What wild

ecstasy!"
" four hundred yards from the Central Tube, to be

exact
;
and there 's a large roller skating-rink next door.

You never rolled, did you ? Three sessions daily, the ad-

vertisement says."
" 1 'm afraid I sat oftener than that when I rolled," I

confessed. "'Another transport split,' as the evening

papers say. I wonder whether Sir ERIC GEDDES is the

rink-controller. But tell me a little about the house. I

suppose there's a high premium and a deep basement?"

"There are."
"
Next, please."

"The next is at Chiswick; very damp and miles and
miles to catch your bus.

.
And there 's a b-.iseinent again."

"You might grow mushrooms in the basement," I said

hopefully,
" while I hunted my Piuilico on the shore.

What about the third ?
"

" The third is at Hampstead, very high up and very
salubrious. The agent says we should be able to overlook

the whole of London."

"Impossible," I protested; "you can't ignore a thing like

London."
" 1 don't think he meant that exactly," she explained.

" He said that from the top bedroom window on bright

days one could catch a glimpse of the dome of Sb. Paul's."

"That will be rather fine," I agreed. "Wo can have
afternoon receptions in the top hedroom, and print

' To meet
the Dean and Chapter

'

on the card. People love meeting
Chapters in real life. What is the rental of this eyrie ?

"

She told me. It was as high as the site ; and, again,
there was a dug-out underneath.

" You haven't tried Ponder's End ?
"

I said at last.
" I 've

often seen those words on a bus, and a lot of sad-looking

people on the top, pondering, I suppose, the inevitable end."
"

Well, which of them are we going to choose ? It 's the
servant problem that 's the real trouble, you know. They
simply won't cope with a basement nowadays."

" I think you overestimate the help crisis," J said. " There
are two tilings that they really want. The first is to have

employers absolutely dependent on them, and the second is

a gay life. To take the first. I remember that when I was
in digs

"

"Do you mind if I knit?" she asked.

"when I was in digs it was my landlady's fondest
delusion that I could do nothing to help myself. And, of

course, I was bound to foster the idea. Every night I used
to hide my pipe behind the coal-scuttle or my latchkey
in the aspidistra, just for her to find. There was rather a
terrible moment once when she came in unexpectedly and

caught me losing half-'a-crown underneath the hearth-rug;
but I pretended to be finding it, and saved the situation.

It will be just the same with you. You will go down into

the basement and pretend to mistake the flour for the salt,

and the cook will love you for ever. It 's all done by
kindness and incompetence."

" I suppose it is," she said doubtfully.
"And then there's amusements," I went on. "We

will have Charles in once or twice a week. No servant
who has ever -heard Charles trying to sing would prefer
a night out at the cinema or the skating-rink. If she does,
we '11 get a gramophone."

" Not for worlds;" she gasped.
" Oh, you wouldn't have to listen to it. It would live iii

the basement, and HAEKY LAUDEK would help the girl to

clean the knives and break the cups, and GEORGE EOBEY
would make washing the dishes one grand sweet song.
The basement would be a fairyland."

" All this doesn't seem to get us much further," she com-
plained, "in deciding which of those houses we're going
to take."

"
Oh, doesn't it ?

"
I said, and, sitting down, I wrote a few

lines rapidly and handed her the draft for approval. She
approved.
And that is why, if you look at The Times' " Domestic

Situations
"
column to-morrow, you may see the following

announcement :

HOUSE-PARLOURMAID WANTED, helpless couple, where
gramophone kept ; state whether Hampstead, Chiswick or

Shepherd's Bush preferred. EVOE.
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ANOTHER TURKISH CONCESSION.
TUBKEY (anxious to save the Peace Conference from embarrassment).

" EUROPE ! WITH ALL THY
FAULTS I LOVE THEE STILL. IP THOU INSISTEST, I AM PREPARED TO STAY WITH
THEE, BAG AND BAGGAGE."
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On. YI:S, MADAU, BIUTAUNI\ WILL SUIT YOU ADMIBABLY. AND WHAT ABOI;T TIIK UENTLKMAN ?
'

"On, UK'S I.OINC; IN HIS HIXNEU-JACKUT, HKI>KKSEXTING ONE OF THE SMALIXR NATIONS."

OUR INVINCIBLE NAVY.
ORDEAL BY WATKH.

WniiN the innermost recesses of the

Admiralty archives yield their secrets

to the historian there will be some
strange aud stirring events to relate.

But however diligently the chroniclers

may search amongst the accumulated
records at Whitehall there will still re-

main one outstanding performance, one

shining example of courage and endur-
ance of which no trace can there he
found ; for it was never officially known
how Reginald McTaggart upheld the
honour of the White Ensign in the Gulf
of Lyons.

Reginald does not in the ordinary
way suffer from excess of modesty ;

indeed he has been known to hint that

on more than one occasion it was pri-

marily duo to his efforts that the world
was eventually made safe for democracy;
but of this his greatest exploit lie will

never speak without pressure, and even
then but diffidently.
When WILLIAM HOHEN/.OLLKKX first

cried " Havoc" and let slip the Prussian

Guard, Reginald was among the most

unsophisticated of landsmen. He had
never in his life so much as heard a

ho'sun's pipe aud could scarcely dis-

tinguish a battleship from a bathing-
machine. But the blood of a maritime

ancestry ran hot in his veins, and, being
too highly educated to get on in the

Army, he placed himself at the disposal
of the Senior Service, which embraced
him gladly. Henceforth his career was
one of unbroken triumph.
Having taken a First in Mechanical

Sciences at Cambridge, Reginald was
at once detailed off for deck-swabbing
on a Portsmouth depot ship ;

but one

day an enterprising Rear-Admiral of the

younger school, noting his scientific

manner of manipulating a squeegee, had
him sent before the Flag Captain, who,
on learning his antecedents, recom-
mended the blushing Reginald for the

post of batman to the Senior Wireless
Officer. Here his talents showed to
such advantage that in a little over
a year he received a commission as
technical officer, and was placed in

charge of an experimental Torpedo
School, well away from the storms
and tempests that vexed his less gifted
brothers.

It were tedious to relate Reginald's
adventures during the next two years
how time and again he baffled the

cunning devices of the German naval
scientistshow he invented a pivotal

billiard-table for use on driftersjn rough
weather and perfected an electro-mag-
netic contrivance by means of which

enemy submarines were inveigled into

torpedoing themselves without warn-

ing. All this and much else is accessible
to the formal historian

; besides, Reg-
inald tells people himself. We will

hurry on to the grand exploit.
It occurred shortly after he was ap-

pointed to a post on the British Naval
Mission at Athens. He had left England
little more than a month when the Sea
Lords became uneasy. Trouble broke
out among the torpedoes and there was
no one to set matters right. Paragraphs
began to appear in the Press. The result
was an urgent wireless message to
Athens recalling Reginald at once.
There was to be no delay.

" Are you prepared to start immedi-

ately?" asked the Vice-Admiral, when
he had briefly outlined the situation.

Reginald saluted briskly." I don't quite know how you'll go,"
continued the Vice-Admiral. "" We
haven't an armed ship sailing West for
a week. There 's a little Greek trading
steamer leaving for Marseilles to-

morrow morning, but I 'in afraid you
would find her very incommodious.
Would you care to risk it?"
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I start in the morning, Sir,"

Reginald tersoly.

The Vice-Admiral soi/.ed his hand

and wrung it warmly.
When Reginald came down to the

harbour and saw tlio craft on wliich lie

had undertaken to embark ho was seized

with a sudden faintness. Even the

loneliest seafarer would have thought
twico before venturing l)eyond tlio

breakwater in such an unsavoury dere-

lict ;
and Reginald, bo it remembered,

had only once in his life made a sea

TOyage, and that in the peaceful secur-

ity of an ironclad. His heart quailed
beneath his Commander's uniform.

However, setting his teeth and con-

soling himself with the thought that

si 10 would undoubtedly fall to pieces
before they could leave the harbour

behind, he went aboard.

The master, an unprepossessing but

exceedingly polite child of the Aegean,
was overwhelmed at the prospect of

earning a British Naval Commander
as passenger. He saluted wildly ; be

gesticulated ;
it was too much hon-

our. Would his Excellency the Com-
mander accept the use of his poor state-

room yes? Would he undertake the

navigation of this so dangerous voyage
no? Ah, but he would seek his so

expert advice in the sudden perilous mo-
ment good. Reginald bowed nervously.

At first all went well. Except for the

atmosphere of the state-room, which
was richly tinged with a mixed odour
of mildewed figs and rotten pomegran-
ates, and the uncomfortable feeling that,

unless he trod delicately ,the decks would
crumble away and deposit him in the

bosom of the Mediterranean, Reginald
was fairly happy. A ready wit and a

dignified bearing combined to cloak his

lack of seamanship and kept the skipper
in a lit state of humility and awe.

But in the Gulf of Lyons a breeze

sprang up. It was quite a gentle breeze

at first, and Reginald found it rather

stimulating. Towards evening, how-

ever, it freshened, and the ship began
to stagger. Reginald became conscious

of those disquieting symptoms com
mon to landsmen in such case. Fearful

for his reputation he crept below to

suiter in solitude.

By midnight it was blowing a gale,
and Reginald had lost interest in life.

He was thinking mournfully of the

vanity of all human desires when

message was brought from the captain.

They wore about to perish. Would his

Excellency tlio Commander como up to

ilie bridge and save them, please?
11 was a painful predicament, am;

Reginald was justly horrified. Couli:

lie venture out and display the weak-
ness of the British Navy in the face of a

crew of unwashed Greek matelots ? On

POLICE CONSTABLE (DEMOBILISED OFFICER) MEETS AN OLD
FRIEND FROM FRANCE.

the other hand, could he skulk in his

cabin and allow the Master to doubt

bis courage and resource ? Ho rose and
lurched unsteadily on deck.

The Captain was distinctly excited.

Destruction was imminent. He had

appealed to the Saints without avail.

Would the British Commander come
to their assistance ? What did his

Excellency think of it?

Reginald thought it was perfectly
horrible. Ho bad never thought such

a ghastly scene possible. The ship ap-

peared on the point of turning turtle

and be was soaked to the skin already.

Then, realizing that be could not re-

main on the bridge another minute
without internal disaster, he made a

supreme effort .

" My dear skipper," ho howled at the

top of his voice,
"
you surely don't call

this a storm ? The merest breeze, I

assure you. I really can't be disturbed

for such a trifle. If it begins to blow

at all during the night let me know and

I'll come up and take the matter in

hand ;

" and without waiting for a reply
he scrambled down from the bridge and

made a dash for the seclusion of the

state-room.

Next morning they were rolling in the

swell off Marseilles, with the prestige
of the British Navy, if possible, higher
than ever. ========^^=
"The Lord Mayor of Dublin ha* placed

n ,(.m in ilii-City Hall at the disposal of the

Labour party for the reception of reputations."
Irish 1'aper.

A kindly thought. Reputations are so

easily lost in Ireland.
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JAZZERWOCKY.
(Wit It afioloijies to LKWIH

'

I'\VAs griilig, and the

Did glomp and scrimble o'er the

board ;

All gladsome were their dax/.Ierags,
And the loud Nigs uproared.

"Beware the Tickle Trot, my son,

Tho feet that twink, the hands that

clng :

Bewve the Shitniny Shake and slum
Tho thrustful Bunny Hug."

Ho put his pumpsious shoon on foot,

He bent his knees to slithe and

sprawl,
Till, fugged and flausted by disdoot,

He brooded by the wall.

\t:d, as in broody ease he lay,
The Ja/zerwock, with shoulders bare,

Came swhiffling through the juggly fray
And grapped him by the hair.

One, two ! One, two ! And through
and through

The prancing maze they reeled and

pressed,
Till both his feet ignored the beat

And woggled with the best.

" And hast thou learnt at last to jazz ?

Come take my arm, my clomplish
boy ;

"

O hectic day ! Cheero ! Cheer-ay !

He chwinckled in his joy.

"Twas grillig, and the Jazzlewags
Did glouip aud scrirnble o'er the

board ;

All gladsome were their dazzlerags,
And the loud Nigs uproared.

A PAINFUL SUBJECT.
I DO not love dentists. In this anti-

pathy I am not unique, I fancy. One
never sees photographs of family den-
tists standing on mantelpieces heavily
framed in silver; and, though The For-

ceps presents a coloured supplement
depicting a prominent ivory

- hunter
with every Christmas number, there

is, 1 am told, no violent demand for it

outside the Profession.

This is not to he wondered at. A
man who spends his life climbing into

people's mouths and playing "The
Anvil Chorus" on their molars with a

monkey-wrench, who says, "Now this
won't hurt you in the least," and then
deals one a smart rap on a nerve with
a pickaxe such a man cannot expect
to be popular. He must console him-
self with his fees.

I do not love dentists, I repeat, but I

am also not infatuated with toothache.
It is not that I am a coward. Far
from it. Arterial sclerosis, glycosuria,

follicular tonsillitis and, above all

sleeping sickness I can bear with forti

tude that is, I feel sure I could bu

toothache, no! I am not ashamed o

it. Every brave man has at least one

weakness. Lord EOBEKTS'S WHS cats

Achilles' was tendons. Mine is tooth-

ache (Biographers, please note). When
uiy jaw annoys me I try to propitiate
it with libations of whisky, brandy
iodine, horse-blister and patent pana-
ceas I buy from sombreroed magicians
in the Strand. If these fail I tottei

round to the dentist, ring the bell and

run away. If the maid catches me
before 1 can escape and turns me into

the waiting-room 1 examine the stuffed

birds and photographs of Brighton Piei

until she has departed, then slither

quietly down the banisters, open the

street door aud gallop. If I am pushec
directly into the abattoir I shake the

dentist warmly by the hand, ask aftei

his wife and children, his grandfather
and great-aunt, and tell him I have

only dropped in to tune the piano. Il

that is no good I try to make an ap-

pointment for an afternoon this year,
next year, some time, never. If that

too is useless and he insists on putting
me through it there and then, I take

every anodyne he 's got cocaine, mor-

phia, chloroform, ether, gas, also a

couple of anaesthetists to hold my hand
when I go off and kiss me when I come
round again.
One of my chief objections to dentists

is that they will never listen to reason;

explanations are quite thrown away on
them. They only let you talk at all in

order to get your face open, and then
into it they plunge their powerful anti-

septic-tasting hands and you lose some-

thing. I never go near a dentist with-
out paying the extreme penalty. (None
of those cunning little gold -tipped
caps or reinforced concrete suspension-
bridges forme. Outitcomes. Blood and
'ron every time). I admit they frequently
appease my anguish. Almost invariably
among the teeth of which they relieve
me at each sitting is included the offend-

ing one. But still I maintain my right
;o have a say in my own afflictions.
The- doctors let one. I 've got a phy-
sician who lets me have any disease
I fancy (except German measles and
Asiatic cholera

;
for patriotic reasons

'ie won't hear a good word spoken for
either of them

; says we 'vo got just as
!*ood diseases of our own. Damned
nsularity 1).

If I send for this doctor he comes
along, sits quietly beside my bed, eating
ny grapes, while I tell him where the
pain isn't. The recital ovr he hands
ne a selection of ailments to pick from.
I choose one. Ho tells me what the
symptoms are, drinks my invalid port,

creeps downstairs and breaks the news
to the hushed and awe-stricken family.
A chap like that makes suffering a

pleasure and is a great comfort in

a home like mine, where a sick bed is

the only sort you are allowed to lie in

after 10 A.M. Without the fellow's

ready sympathy I doubt if I should
secure any sleep at all. One gets no
assistance of that kind from dentists,

although they give you more pain in

ten seconds than a doctor does in ten

years.
No dentist ever sees me home after

the slaughter.orders me a dietof chicken

breast, pUclic Melba and champagne,
or warns my family that I am on no
account to be disturbed until lunch.

No, they jerk your jaw off its hinges
and dump your remains on the doorstep
for the L.C.C. rubbish cart to collect.

Another thing : dentists should not
be allowed out loose about the streets.

They exercise a blighting influence.
You are strolling along in the sun-

shine, head high, chest expanded, tell-

ing some wide-eyed young thing what
you and HAIO did to LUDENDOBFF, when
suddenly you meet the dentist. You
look at him, he looks at you, and his

eyes seem to say,
" What ho,- my hero !

Last week you went to ground under
my sofa and couldn't be dislodged until
I put the page-boy in to ferret you."
"And whathappened then," inquires

the wide-eyed young thing, "after you
had caught the Hun tank by the tail

and ripped it up with a tin-opener?
"

" After that," says the eye of the
dentist, "you wept, you prayed, you
lay on the floor and kicked, you

"
" And did you kill all the crew your-

self?" bleats the maiden, "single-
handed every one of them ?

"

"Oh, I er," you stutter " what I
mean to say that is Oh, dash it,
let's go and get tea somewhere, what?"

PATLANBBR.

From the dramatis persona in a
Malta opera-programme :

"
Singers, Old Beans, and Abbes."

The " old beans
"
no doubt were drawn

from the local garrison.

"The old wooden streets which survived in
the more ancient parts of the capital [Petro-
grad] have, on account of the lack of fuel
imce the Bolshevists became all-powerful
x-en torn down and demobilished."

Daily Paper.
The last word in destructiveness.

"The standing joint committee of the In-
dustrial Women's Organisations have passed
a resolution unanimously endowing the actioa
of the Consumers' Council in opposing the
decontrol of meat." Daily Graphic.
Che "

standing joint
"
committee would

seem to be the very one for the job.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
HOW TO APPEAR BEAUTIFUL THOUGH PLAIN : SURROUND YOURSELF WITH SPECIMENS OF THE LATEST ART.

Dress of the day.
"BATHROOM TOILETTES.

This season balls and dances, both private
and public, arc lining niven in greater numbers
than CUT." Local Paper.

" \ couple of ciphers, followed by a string
of noughts, represents Germany's debt to
Franco. And it looks as if the noughts are
all France will get in the present generation."

Evening Paper.

.But it is possible that under pressure
(a'nnany might throw in the ciphers
as well.

"LOST AND FOUND.
ADDRESS BY THE LOUD ADVOCATE.

Will the party who took the wrong Umbrella
from the Ante-Room

, Music Hall, kindly re-

turn same in exchange for his own to
,

Music Hall? "Scotch Paper.
An odd address for the LORD ADVOCATE.

" Wells' '

History of the Universe '

describes
the slow dis. appearance of certain species,

taking hundreds of thousands of years to
do it." Daily Paper.

In an age of hustle it is gratifying to

find one eminent author approaching
his work with due deliberation.

The Profiteer's Anthem.
All" The Hymns to be sung will be : (1)

people that on earth do well.' . . ."

Rangoon Times.

From Surplus, the official organ of

the Disposal Board :

" PORK AND BEANS.

16 oz. tins (15 ozs. Beans and Sauce, 1 oz.

Pork) ;
'21 oz. tins

(

-20 ozs. Beans and Sauce,
1 oz. Pork)."

So the question which vexed many
billets on the Western Front is now
answered. There was pork in it.
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MY
" SEVENTY-KIM-:

FIRE,

per cent. of the

world's accidents ari^e from gross care-

I thundered t Suzanne, who

for tin- fifteenth time in live years of

matrimony hud loft her umbrella in the

Being on a month's leave, and

afraid of losing l>v neglect the orderly-

room touch, 1 ihoiight lit to practise

,,11 bar the irti "f iulmonition. Ad-

monishing, 1 wagged at her the match

with which I was in the act of lighting

my pipe. Waging the match, I did

not notice the live head drop off on to

the khaki slacks which I had donned

that afternoon to grace a visit to the

War Oflice. Only when I traced

Suzanne's petrified stare to its target

did I discover that a ven-

tilation hole had been

created in a vital part of

His Majesty's uniform.

With great presence of

mind I put out the con-

flagration before ventur-

ing on an encounter with

Suzun ne's eye.
" You were discussing

accidents," she observed

sweetly.
" What percent-

age of them did you say
was due to gross careless-

ness?"
I did not bandy words.

There was no escaping
the fact that they were, as

Suzanne reminded me, my
sole survivingpairof khaki

slacks, and that I should

certainly have to get a new

pair before returning to

the Dep6t ; for these were

obviously beyond wear or

repair.

inspiring thojght struck me. Eagerly 1

my way to the writing-table and

drew out a long and bulky envelope

from the bottom drawer. For some

time I sat there carefully mastering

its contents.

What 's that funny-looking thing

you're reading?" asked my wife at

last.
" Oh, nothing important, I answered

as casually as I could.
" Er

by_
the

way, do you know we 're insured?
"

"
Considering that I 'vo paid the pre-

miums regularly while you were away ;

I should think I ought to know."
" Of course I shall put in a claim for

the slacks," I murmured.
" But how can you ?

"
she asked, and

wondering looked at me. " I read the

other Aerial Craft, Storm, Tempest,

Subterranean Fire ..."
" Monsoon, Typhoon, Volcano, Ava-

lanche," put in Suzanne impatiently.

Cut the cataclysms and coine to the

slacks."
" I 'm just coming to them. '

. . .

Burglary, Housebreaking, Theft and/or

Larceny' now hold your breath, for

we 're getting there '

Conflagration

and/or Fire . . .

' "
I paused to let it sink

in.
" The fact is," I continued weight-

ily,
" we 've had a Fire."

"Have we? But I wasn't dressed

for it. I should have worn a mauve

peignoir, and been carried down to

safety by a blond fireman. To have a

fire without a fire-engine is like being
married at

BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.
" You 'BE n LUCK, MY BOY. THEY 'VE IMPORTED A GENUINE MEXICAN

BANDIT FOB YOUB KNIFE-FIGHT SCENE IN ' BAD HAT, THE HALF-BllEED.
' "

a registry-office.
lime

"

ii

Next

"
Well, anyhow I 've three weeks to

get them in," I said as lightly as I

could. " My leave isn't up till the end
of the month."

" Men's clothes are terribly dear just

now," remarked Suzanne pensively.
" And I was going to ask you to give
me a new hat. But now I suppose

"

This roused my pride and self-respect.
" Suzanne," I said,

" the world is

not coming to an end because I have
to buy a pair of slacks. You shall have

your new hat to-morrow."

She clapped her hands in triumph,
and a moment's reflection showed mo
that 1 had been caught. If it hadn't

been for the conflagration she would

never have dared to ask for a now hat.

Now I came to remember, I had taken

her out and bought her one on the first

day of my leave.

However, the damage was done

(twice over, in fact), and T sat gently

brooding over it in silenca. Suddenly an

policy once, and as far as I remember

there 's nothing whatever about khaki

slacks in it."

" Do you know what this policy is ?
"

I exclaimed, brandishing the document

impressively.
" It 's a Comprehensive

Householder's policy. I don't know
what a Comprehensive Householder is,

but I think I must bo one."
" But I 'm sure it says nothing about

slacks," she objected.

"Comprehensive!" I shouted. "That
means all-embracing. This policy em-
braces my slacks."

"That sounds almost indelicate."
" Listen. ' Whereas the xindermen-

tioned, hereinafter called the Accused
the Assured, I mean has paid blank

pounds, shillings and pence Premium
or Consideration ... to insure him/her
from loss ordamage by Lightning, Explo-
sion, Earthquake, Thunderbolts . . .'"

"
Oo-er," said Suzanne with a shiver.

"'
. . . Aeroplanes, Airships, and/or

Nevertheless, we 've

a Fire, within the

meaning of the policy.
Now I 'm going to write

letter to the Insurance

ompany."
And I did so to the fol-

lowing effect :

77, The Supermansions,
S.W.

" DEAR SIRS, I regret
to inform you that a fire

took place at/in the above

demesne and/or flat after

tea to-day and damaged
one (1) pair of khaki

slacks/trousers so as to

render them unfit for fur-

ther use. I shall therefore

be glad to receive from you
the sum of two guineas,
the original cost price of

the damaged article of

apparel. Yours, etc."

Next day I took Suzanne out to buy
the new hat. This done, we went on
to my tailor's to replace the ill-starred

slacks. A casual inquiry as to price
elicited the statement that it would be

four guineas. I cut short a rambling
discourse, in which the tailor sought to

saddle various remote agencies with the

responsibility for the increase, and

stamped out of the establishment with

the blasphemous vow that I 'd get a

pair ready-made at the Stores.

That evening I received a reply from
the Insurance people :

" In all communications please quote
Ref. No. 73856/SP/QB.

"
SIR, We note your claim for gar-

ments injured by an outbreak of fire at

your residence. We await the reports
of the Fire Brigade and Salvage Corps,
on receipt of which we will again com-
municate with you. Meanwhile, will

you kindly inform uswhat other damage
was done ? We are, yours, etc."
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ANOTHER COMBINE.
Bystander.

" 'O\v YER GOIN', MATE?"
Gutter Merchant. "FINE! I'VE JUST AMALGAMATED WITH THE BUSINESS NEXT DOOU.'

I at once wrote back to remove their

misapprehension :

"DioAu Sius, My fire was not what

you would call an outbreak. It was

essentially a quiet affair, attended by
neither Fire Brigade nor Salvage Corps,
hut just the family (like being married
at a registry-cilice, don't you think?).
My khaki slacks were the only articles

injured. As I am now going about
without them, you will realise that no
time should be lost in settling the claim.

Yours, etc.
" P.S. I nearly forgot 73856/BS/VP.
There !

"

A day or two later I received a re-

quest, pitched in an almost slanderously
sceptical tone, for more detailed infor-

mation. I humoured them, and there

ensued a ding-dong correspondence, in

which that wretched Kef. No. was
bandied backwards and forwards with

nauseating reiteration, and of which
the following are the salient points:

They. Kindly state what you esti-

mate the total value of the contents of

your residence to be.

Myself (after a searcliimj inquiry into

present prices). 1,500.

They (promptly). We beg to point
out that you are only insured for a
total sum of 750. In accordance with
the terms of your policy you are only
entitled to recover such proportion of

the value of the loss or damage as the

total insured bears towards the total

value of the contents i.e., one-half.

Myself. Two' guineas is exactly one-

half of four guineas, the present cost of

slacks. Please see attached affidavit

from tailor. (By a masterly stroke I

had actually induced the rascal to set

out his iniquity in black and white.)
At last, twenty days after the fire,

when I had finally screwed myself up
to the point of going out to buy a pair
of reach-ine-downs, I was rewarded

by receiving a cheque for two guineas
from the Insurance Company,

" in full

settlement."

By the same post I received a letter

from the Adjutant of my Depot inform-

ing me that I was not to return at the

expiration of my leave, but by Wai-

Office instructions (I will spare you the

Eef. No.) was to proceed instead to the

Crystal Palace for immediate demobi-
lization. (That, by the way, is part of

the game of being a volunteer for the

Army of Occupation.) It was Suzanne
who brought the two letters into their

proper correlation.
" You won't have to get a new pair

of slacks now," she said.
" Bless my soul, no !

"
I exclaimed.

"Then what ought I to do with this

cheque ? Send it back ?
"

"Certainly not," cried Su/anne as

she snatched it from my wavering hand.
" I 've been wanting a new hat for

some time."

"Frenzied Finance."

"The guardians want more money also.

What the Treasury niian-local taxations are

mil:/ the te-lical taxations are only the begin-

ning ol the demand upon the citizen's pocket."

Paper.

"JUMPER CHAMPION.

"The reference to' a young woman living at

Esher, Surrey, who has knitted 50 jumpors
since August 20, which her friends claim to be

a world's record for an amateur, has resulted

in a challenge.

'Jumper,' who lives at Margate, \\rit. -:

' I find it quite easy to knit in the dark and to

read while knitting.'
"

Daily Paper.

The Margate candidate will get our vote.
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THE SERVANTS' BALL.
Groom (somewhat heated). "CAKE FOB A BREATHER, MY LADS?"

MY SALES DAY.

7.0 to 8.30. Rise, breakfast, and make
out shopping-list. I put down :

Waterproof for Henry.
School-frock and boots for the Kid.

Replenish household linen.

9.0. Arrive at largo emporium just as

the doors open. Ask to be directed to

gentlemen's mackintoshes. Pause on

the way to look at evening wraps marked
down from live guineas to 98/11. It

seems a sweeping reduction, but I do
not require an evening wrap.

9.10 to 10.15. Try on evening wraps.
Select a perfectly sweet Rose du Barri

duvetyn lined gris fonce.
10.15. Continuing to head for mack-

intoshes. The course runs past a job-
lino in silk hosiery. Remember I ought
to get stockings to go with the evening
wrap.

10.15 to 11.5. Match stockings.
11.15. Arrive at gentlemen's mack

intoshes. Find they are not being ro

duced in the sale. Observe however
that some handsome silk shirts with
broad stripes are marked half-price;

get three for Henry, also a fiincy waist-

coat-at 6/13.\ (was 25/-), only slightly
soiled down front.

11.40. Ask for Children's Depart-

ment. Take wrong turning and arrive

at millinery.
11.40 to 1.10. Try on hats. Decide

on a ducky little toque and a fascinating
river hat (for next summer).

1.10 to 1.30. Still asking for Child-

ren's Department. When it is finally

*iven to me I am told that useful school-

rocks have all been sold.

1.30 to 6.30. Drift to Shoe Depart-
ment ; secure a pair of pink satin slippers

rather tight, but amazingly cheap.

Swept by crowd into "
Fancy Goods

"
;

make several purchases. Get taken in

a crush to "
Evening Accessories

"
; am

persuaded to buy.
6.35. Leave emporium. It is raining

heavily.
7.15. Arrive home wet and exhausted.

Have an argument, conducted affably
on my side, with Henry, who flatly re-

fuses to wear the half-price striped
shirts or pay for the only-slightly-soiled
waistcoat. He makes pointed remarks
about the bad weather, with cynical
reference to mackintoshes. Am struck
afresh by the selfishness of men.

7.45. Remember that I have forgotten
household linen and Kid's boots, but de-

termine not to let this spoil my good
temper.

8.0. Dine alone with Henry. Do my

best to show a forgiving spirit in face

of his egoism. So to bed, conscious of

a day well spent.

OUR DAY OF UNREST.
["The great demand of the moment is

something fresh to do on Sunday."]
Evening Paper.

AT the ample shrine of pleasure
You have worshipped well and long

On this day of so-called leisure,

Yet you feel there's somethingwrong.

BlasA is your air and jaded ;

Sabbath hours have lost their zest ;

Utter ennui has invaded

Every corner of your chest.

Sport is shorn of all its glamour ;

Motoring proves no more a lure ;

So you come to me and clamour
For a speedy psychic cure.

Well, my friend, if fresh sensation
Is the object of your search,

And you want a consultation,

My advice is, Go to church.

Bolshevism in the Civil Service.
"
Whitley Councils are the latest develop-

ment in Government offices in Whitehall.
What is aimed at is a system of promotion
free and uninterrupted from top to bottom."
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THE HEIR PRESUMPTIVE.
Labour. " PERHAPS IT 'S A SIZE TOO BIG FOB ME AT PBESENT."
Coalition. "GLAD YOU FEEL LIKE THAT, AS I HAVEN'T QUITE FINISHED WITH IT.'
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Soulful Party.
"
AH, YES, THE WORLD is ALWAYS so WE NEVER BTBEW FLOWERS ON A MAN'S GRAVE UNTIL APTEB HE is DEAD."

THE CANDOUR OF KEYNES.

(Suggested by the perusal of
" The Economic Consequences

of the Peace.")

THERE was a superior young person named KEYNES
Who possessed an extensive equipment of brains,

And, being elected a Fellow of King's,
He taught Economics and similar things.

On the outbreak of war lie at once made his mark
As a "

tempy," but Principal, Treasury Clerk,

And the Permanent Staff and the CHANCELLOR too

Pronounced him a flier and well worth his screw.

So he went to the Conference, not as a mute,
To act as the CHANCELLOR'S chief substitute,

And in this extremely responsible post
He mingled with those who were ruling the roast.

The Big and redoubtable Three, 'tis confessed,

By his talent and zeal were immensely impressed ;

But, conversely, the fact, which is painful, remains
That they failed to impress the redoubtable KEYNES.

So, after five months of progressive disgust,
He shook from his feet the Parisian dust,
Determined to give the chief Delegates beans
And let tho plain person behind the Peace scenes.

Though his title is stodgy, yet all must admit
That his pages are seasoned with plenty of wit;
He 's alert as a cat-fish ; he can't be ignored ;

And throughout his recital we never are bored.

For he 's not a mere slinger of partisan ink,

But a thinker who gives us profoundly to think ;

And his arguments cannot be lightly dismissed

With cries of " Pro-Hun
"
or of " Pacificist."

And yet there are faults to be found all the same ;

For example, I doubt if it 's playing the game
For one who is hardly unmuzzled to guy
Representative statesmen who cannot reply.

And while we 're amused by his caustic dispraise
Of President WILSON'S Chadbandian ways,
Of the cynical TIGER, laconic and grim,
And our versatile PREMIER, so supple and slim

Still we feel, as he zealously damns the Allies

For grudging the Germans the means to arise,

That possibly some of the Ultimate Things
May even be hidden from Fellows of King's.

" The Malo Voice Choir and St. 's Brass Band discorded
Xmas music." Local Paper.

We shouldn't wonder.

"Another element in the industrial activity of Japan, which is

brought forcibly home to the Westerner, is the obvious pleasure that
the Japanese people take in doing the work which is allotted to them.
It is no uncommon sight to see men laughing merrily as they drag
along their heavy merchandise, or singing as they swing their anvils

in a manner almost reminiscent of the historic village blacksmith."

Provincial Paper.

And "children coming home from school" know better

than to " look in at the open door."
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'GBANDFATHEB, I SIMPLY LOVE YOUR NICE LONG BEABD. PROMISE ME YOU'LL NEVEB HAVE IT BOBBED."

'

THE EGOIST.

ON Monday morning Hereward Vale

left home in an unsettled state of mind.

That was putting it mildly. He was

thoroughly unhappy. Something was

up he couldn't tell what or whether
it was his own fault or Mary's. Anyhow,
it didn't seem to matter whose fault it

was. The thing had happened. That
was the one overwhelming idea that

concerned him. The first shadow had
fallen ; their record of complete and

perfect happiness was hroken.

The road to the station was a long
and particularly beautiful one. Here-

ward bad always appreciated every
inch of it. But to-day lie hated it. He
hated the way the ye'.v- trees drooped,
tin; leafless branches of the hazels, the

failed, crumpled blackberry, the scat-

tered decaying leaves. It was really
a remarkable day for November clear

and frosty, with a bright blue sky and

scudding white clouds. A strong north-

east wind tested one's vitality. Here-
ward's was low. He buttoned his collar

and hurried on.

Mary had never treated him quite
like this before. She had always been

tender, sympathetic and understanding
with his moods. True, he was trying ;

but she had known that before she

married him. He was an artist, and

an artist's work, he argued, depended

largely on the state of his emotions.

He earned the family bread by the

labour of his hands and his hand was
the servant of his mind, and his mind
a tempest of moods. Mary had applied
herself to her task with creditable skill.

She could always turn his sullenness

to a sort of creative melancholy of

which he was rather proud ;
his rest

lessness to energy and his discontent

to something like constructive (thinking.
How she achieved the miracle he did

not know, nor did he inquire. But he
was guided by her as a child by its

mother, still constantly rebelling.
But to-day the machinery had broken

down. Mary had been cool, pleasant
and crisply unemotional at breakfast

time. He had woken up cross and
with a headache. He had a muddled

feeling and wanted sorting out. But

Mary seemed quite unaware of it. She
had a preoccupied manner; she wenl
about just too cheerfully, chatting jusl

too pleasantly about trivial things. Ii

vas mechanical, Hereward decided, and,

anyway, it wasn't at all what he wanted,

lis monosyllabic responses were ac-

cepted as perfectly right and natural,

when they were nothing of the sort.

She did not get up and pass her hand

ovingly and soothingly over his hair

and say things appropriate to his state

of mind. She went on with her break-

fast and looked after him kindly enough,
but without solicitude.

For instance, she made no comment
on the fact that he had hardly touched
his bacon ; she merely removed his

plate and gave him marmalade and
toast as if he had left no bacon at all.

She didn't even notice the lines of

suffering on his face, the dark circles

under his eyes. He cast a glance in

the mirror when her back was turned

to see if they were obvious. They were.

Why wasn't Mary catching his hump ?

She always did.

When finally he left the house, a

little bent, with no spring in his step,

Mary didn't accompany him to the

door. She didn't exchange with him
one of those rapid looks of complete
understanding that he had grown so

accustomed to and found so sustaining
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and helpful. She kissed him firmly an<

coolly, iiliiiost casually. Just so sli(

might kiss an mint.

The train journey was cold and

lonely. Nobody lie knew was travelling

up to town. He bought a daily paper
but the headlines put him off. The'
were nearly all about divorce cases

There was one about a man who hat

lived for three years in the same house
with his wife without speaking to her
Such things wore possible! He gazec
out of the window. The wonderful day
had no charm for him. The feeling
of autumn only further increased hit,

sense of the loss of youth, of the decay
of romance. Ho nursed and nourisbec

j

his grievance. He desired that Mary
should know what a wreck she hat
made of Ids day, possibly of his life.

He was in no mood for work. He
went up to his studio in Fitzroy Square

,
and muddled about with pens and ink
He had what be called a good tidy up,

,
and firmly and consistently threw away
every relic of sentiment ho had foolishly

preserved. At one o'clock, through
habit and not because he was hungry,
be went out and bad a lonely lunch at

a small restaurant, sitting at a marble-

topped table which imparted to him
something of its chill. After that he
loafed about looking at things till dusk.
Dusk was quite unbearable. He fled

back to the studio, made up a stupen-
dous fire, lit a pipe and mused.
He decided not to go home that night.

He felt hurt and ill-used. He would

stay in town and have a thoroughly
good time. As the idea struck him he
looked round the studio. The corners
were dismal and shadowy. Everything
not in the immediate circle of the fire

looked grey and cheerless. His easel,
with a bit of drapery thrown across it,

was like a spectre with outstretched
arms. It suggested despair. He could
think of no one whom be wanted to
see. There wasn't a soul he knew
whom he would not in this crisis deli-

berately have avoided.
So he went to the Eussian Ballet

and was bored. He had been excited
about Cleopatra the first time he had
seen it ; he now decided that it was a

great mistake to try to repeat emotional
experiences.
He left hurriedly before the pro-

gramme was half over. His feet took
him mechanically to Waterloo Station.
He looked up a train. The 9.30 was
duo out

; be sprinted and caught it.

The carriage be managed to get into
was empty and warm. He slept; he
slept all the way, and it did him good.

\\ hen be arrived at the other end
the night was calm and the sky star-

spangled. The walk out exhilarated
him; his exasperation was over. He

lluxinan (hnriny bumped lady teith
'cello). "OH, I AM so BOBnv."

Lady.
" DON'T MENTION IT. I'M PASGIONATEI,Y FOND OP MUSIC."

an lightly down the leaf-strewn steps
}f the old garden and looked in at the
vindow. Mary was seated at the fire.

3he looked pensive, pretty and a little

ad. He whistled and she smiled up.
'

Hooray !

"
she said,

" I 'd nearly given
rou up." She slipped round and had
he door open before he could get out
is key and drew him in. She helped
im oft' witli his coat and scanned his

with oven more than her usualace

ntentness and interest. But she didn't

ask him why he was late and he didn't
tell her. He thought that could wait.

Their extemporised supper was a

great success, and they sat before the
wood fire far into the night.

" What was up this morning?" he

finally asked. " You weren't quite your-
self, were you ?

"

"This morning?" she questioned,
puzzled. "Oh, I remember. I woke
with a splitting headache. Did ypu
notice it ? You nice old thing !

"



AT THE PLAY.

Ma. I'm I'AS^S BY."

The \.:ir V at tin' *pring

Clod's in His h.'.ivon

All 's right with the world !

"

\ViiKN I'li'i'/i
'

1'nssod," singing songs

like that and preoccupied with tlio

splendid fast of her ono day's holiday,

she unconsciously brought about a

change for the bettor in the heart or

conscience of all who overheard her.

It was not so with the passing of Mr.

Pirn. Prior to his intrusion, there had

been nothing to disturb the well-ordered

existence of Geo. Mnli-n, Esq., J.P.,

can rouMij wm ~~ j

any the wiser. This at least is Mar-

dens attitude, always free from any

suspicion of complexity. But his wife

(if
that is the word for her), being of a

subtle nature, determines to make
IIIOIV S

profit out of the situation. She points

out to him that she is at present the

widow Tellworthy and that she must

be wooed all over again, and can only

be won on her own terms. These in-

clude a recognition of the niece's en-

gagement (has not the young artist an

equal right with Harden to a speedy

marriage with the woman of his choice?)

and a concession to her taste in futur-

istic curtains.

and his wife (late Mrs. Toll-

worthy), except that they did

not see eye to eye on the

small question of his niece's

early engagement to a young
artist and on the still smaller

question of futuristic cur-

tains. Then came Mr. Garra-

way Pirn, a doddering old

gentleman, with a thin fal-

setto voice and a loosish mem-

ory, but otherwise harmless.

He arrives with an introduc-

tion from Australia and casu-

ally lets fall a tale of a fellow-

passenger with the unusual

name of Tellworthy, from

which and other incidental

evidence .3/rs. Harden gath-
ers that her first husband (an

ex-convict) is still alive. Hav-

ing dropped this thunderbolt

he drifts off, leaving tragedy
in his wake. End of Act I.

Harden, highly conscien-

tious, takes the orthodox view

that his lawless marriage
must be nullified. His wife,

though horrified at the resur-

rection of her impossible
first husband, permits herself to recog-
nise the humorously ironic side of

things. Mr. Pirn, fortunately located

in the immediate neighbourhood, is

sent for that ho may throw further

light on the painful subject of Tell-

worthy's revival. He now reports
what he had vaguely imagined himself

to have mentioned in the first instance

that Tellworthy had met his death

at Marseilles through swallowing a

herring-bone. The Second Act closes

with a burst of jubilant hysterics on
the part of Mrs. Harden.
But the situation is only partially

relieved. True, the old husband is dead
all right, but the Hardens' marriage is

still bigamous ; they have been living
all this time in what would bo regarded
in the eyes of Heaven (and, still worse,
the county of Hucks) as sin. However,
a trifling formality at a registry-ollic6

A DROPPER OP UNCONSIDEBED TRIFLES.

Mr. Pirn .... Mr. DION BOUCICAULT.

Mrs. Marden . . . Miss IRENE VANBBDGH.

At this juncture Hr. Pirn drifts in

again to correct an error of memory. The
name of the gentleman who succumbed
to the herring-bone was not Tellworthy

(he must have got that name into his

head through hearing it mentioned as

that of Mrs. Marden's first husband).
It was really Polwhistle either Henry
or Ernest Polwhistle ; he was not quite
sure which. Everything is thus re-

stored to the status quo ante, except
that Marden, in a spasm of generous
reaction, feels himself morally bound to

abide by the new conditions that his

wife had laid down.
Mr. Pirn only passes by once more to

announce his settled conviction that

Pol whistle's Christian name was Ernest
and not Henry.

It will be seen that the play is

original in design ;
but it is also a true

play of character revealed by circum-

oLltii^O' MS ***** >i

it owes nothing to the adventitious

aid of the costumier. For the author's

observation of the unities is extended to

include the matter of dress ;
he allows

his people one costume each and no

more.
. Miss IRENE VANBBUGH played as if

every one of her words had been made

expressly for her, as, no doubt, they

were. I have never seen her so perfect

in detail, in the poise of her head, in

her least gesture and intonation, in her

swift changes of mood ;
never so quietly

mistress of tbe finesse of her art.

As Harden, Mr. BEN WEBSTER was

a little restless in a part for which he

was not constitutionally suit-

ed, but played with the great-
est courage and sincerity. Mr.

DION BOUCICAULT'S study of

Mr. Pirn was extraordinarily

effective; and the way in

which he made the attenu-

ated pipings of this futile old

gentleman carry like the

notes of a bell was in itself a

remarkable feat.

These three were given

great chances, full of colour.

But in the part of Brian

Strange, the boy-lover, by its

nature relatively colourless,

Mr. LESLIE HOWARD was

hardly less good. He never

made anything like a mistake

of manner. I wish I could

say the same of his flapper.

But Miss COHAN asserted her

good spirits a little too boist-

erously for the picture.
I hope I shall not be sus-

pected of partiality towards
one of Mr. Punch's young
men if I say that this is the

best of the good things that

Mr. MILNE has given us. As
in his unacted play, The Lucky One, he

^ives evidenceof a desire, not unfrequent
in humourists, to be taken seriously.
But he knows by now that brilliant

dialogue is what is expected of him,
and he thinks, too modestly, that he
cannot afford to dispense with it for

long at a time. The result is that,

after stringing us up to face a tragic

situation, he is tempted to let us down
with light

- hearted cynicisms. He
would hate me to suggest that Mr
BERNARD SHAW has infected him, bul

perhaps he wouldn't mind my hinting
at the influence of Sir JAMES BARHIE

Certainly his Hardens remind me o:

the Darlings in Peter Pan. Just as there

we were invited alternately to weep for

the bereaved mother's sorrow and roar

over the bereaved father's buffooneries
so here, though not so disastrously, our
hearts are torn between sympathy for
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fcrtaftiSL^

IT WAS UNFORTUNATE THAT BROWN HAD NOT FINISHED HIS MASTERPIECE "THE SURRENDER OP
THE GARRISON," BY THE TIME THE WAR CAME TO AN END.

HOWEVER, IT NEEDED VERV LITTLE ALTERATION TO MAKE IT SALEABLE.
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tlio husband's real troubles and amuse-

ment at the wife's flippant attitude

towards the common tragedy.
I will not deny the sneaking pleasure

\\hicli this flippancy gave me at the

time, but in the light of calmer rollec-

tion I feel that Mr. MILNE would really

have pleased himself better if he could

have found the courage to keep the play

on a serious note all through the inter-

val between Mr. Pirn's first and second

revelations. Apart from the higher

question of sincerity he would have

gained something, in an artistic sense,

by getting a stronger contrast out of the

change of situation that followed the

announcement of Tellworthy's demise.

In the First Act we seemed to have

a little too much of the young couple,

but this insistence was perhaps justified

by the important part which their affairs

subsequently played (along with the

leit-motif of the futuristic curtains) in

the readjustment of the relations be-

tween husband and wife.

If I have any flaw to find in a really

charming play, I think it was a mis-

take for Mrs. Harden to let Mr. Pirn

into the secret of her past. As with

the sweet influences of Pippa, so with

the devastating havoc wrought by the

inexactitudes of Mr. Pirn, I think h

should have been left unconscious

the effect of his passing.
For the rest,

Mr. MILNE 's at his best

All 's right with the play I O. S.

EUPHONIOUS ALIENS.

(A successful chamber concert has been

given by three players, styling them-

selves "The Modern Trio," and named
as under.)

You may search through all Europe
from Nenagh to Nish

For such a delightfully-named coalish

As that of MANNUCCI and MELZAK and
KKISH.

In MELZAK we note the Slavonic

ambish ;

MANNUCCI suggests an Italian dish,

And there's an exotic allurement in

KBISH.

Their combined cantilena's as soothing
as squish ;

'Twould have banished the madness oi

SAUL, son of KISH,
Had he listened to MELZAK, MANNUCCI

and KKISH.

Their music, I gather, is wholly delish

But their names are the thing that ]

specially wish
To applaud in MANNUCCI and MELZAK

and Kmsn.

The Struggle for Life.

" Fon SALE. Entire household, $200 cash.'

American Paper.

ANOTHER CRISIS.

WHETHER it is due to war-weariness

or not the fact remains that the British

jublic view with apparent apathy the

lew crises which arise day by day to

.hreaten their happiness and maybe to

change the whole course of their life.

Only a few mornings ago we read

.n The Daily Chronicle the following

iiomentous statement made by that

newspaper's golf correspondent : "I'm
iold that the thirty-one pennyweight
jail is doomed." Doomed ! Yet, so far

as could be observed in the demeanour

of the pleasure-seekers in the Strand on

;ho afternoon of that same day, things

might have been exactly as they were

;he day before.

We learn that the sub-committee in-

vestigating this matter of the thirty-one

aennyweight ball have consulted both

;he manufacturers and theprofessionals.
A ray of hope is given by the statement,

made on good authority, that " the

manufacturers have adopted a very
reasonable attitude." The country
should be grateful for this. But, on the

other hand,
" the professionals want full

'reedom in the selection of balls."

To foster a false optimism at this

juncture would be criminal, and it may
is well be admitted at once that nego-
tiations are proceeding with difficulty.

As we go to press we learn that a pro-
tracted meeting, lasting from 2 P.M.

until after midnight, has been held.

The leader of the manufacturers, on

emerging from the conference hall, was
seen to look pale and exhausted. Push-

ing his way through the pressmen and

photographers he said, "Boys, for the

moment we are bunkered ;
we must em-

ploy the niblick. No, that is all I can tell

you ;

"
and he walked quickly away with

his hand to his brow and muttering
words seldom heard off the course.

Equally grave, the organising secre-

tary of the professionals was even less

communicative, for he spoke in his

native tongue, and the Scotsman among
the reporters who undertook to translate

his remarks was unfortunately unable
to make himself understood.

The PRIME MINISTEB'S Private Secre-

tary has issued to the Press a statement
that Mr. LLOYD GEOKGE is keeping in

close touch with Walton Heath and the

progress of events, but that at present
no useful purpose would be served by
Government interference.

TJie Daily Chronicle correspondent
also announces that representatives ol

American golf are to visit St. Andrews
in the Spring to discuss the question.
We trust their visit may not he too late.

If the problem is one that can he solved

by dollars no doubt they will come
well-equipped for enforcing American

opinion on the British public. We can

only hope that international relation-

ships will not be strained by their

deliberations ;
let there be a spirit of

;oleration and a recognition of the rights

of small nations, and all may yet ho well.

WHY THE SPARROW LIVES
IN THE TOWN.

[N noisy towns, where traffic roars and

rushes
And where the grimy streets are dark

and narrow,
You never see the robins and the

thrushes,
Nor hear their songs. Only the City

sparrow
hirps bravely and as cheerily as they,

Although his home is very far away.

He chirps of lanes, of far-off country

places

(This is the sparrows' story that I 'm

telling) ;

Long, long ago they lived in sweet wide

spaces ;

Their homes were in the hedges, gay,

green-smelling ;

The people, though, came citywards to

dwell ;

Then we," the sparrows said, "must

go as well.

Yes, we're the birds to go, for all

our brothers

Would lose their songs in cities dark

and crowdy ;

Their hearts would break ; but we 're

not like the others,

We cannot sing, our coats are drab
and dowdy ;

But we can chirp and chirp and chirp

again ;

The people shan't forget a country
lane."

And so they came, and in all city-
weathers

They chirped a note of cheer to exiles

weary ;

And still the sparrows chirp, for their

brown feathers

Hide now, as then, brave kindly
hearts and cheery,

Of lanes they 've never seen nor lived

among,
Of country lanes they sing, the same

old song.

"Sin ALBERT'S ELEVATION. 'Up, Stanley,
up I

'

Shakespeare (amended)."
Sunday Pictorial.

Great SCOTT
( WALTER) !

"Very attractive was the interior of the

Hall, when the Misses entertained
a largo number of their friends at an enjoyable
dance. Everything was ' contenr de pose.

1 "

Australian Paper.

It is very clear they weren't jazzing.
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THE POST-WAR SPORTSMAN MARKS THK ACQUAINTANCE OP THE HUNTSMAN.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Clerks.)

The Romance ofMadame Tuisaud's (ODHAMS) strikes oue,

in these days of universal reminiscence, almost as a libre a

faire, certainly as a volume that finds its welcoma waiting
for it. I suppose there are few unhappy beings for whom
the very name of that gifted lady does not revive something
of the nursery magic that is never quite forgotten. All of

which means that Mr. JOHN T. TUSSAUD, who has written,

vivaciously and with obvious pleasure, this history of the

famous show, is (I hope) assured beforehand of his sales.

It is a fat record, taking the story from the earliest wax

profiles made by Dr. CURTIUS for the Parisian aristocracy in

the days before the Revolution ; through the Terror, when
his niece (afterwards Madame TUSSAUD) was employed to

model notable heads from the basket of the guillotine,
which was itself subsequently to figure amongst the

attractions of her collection, and finally bringing the enter-

prising artist and her models to England and Baker Street,

whence a comparatively recent move established them (the
foundress in effigy only) in their present palace. I was espe-

cially interested to trace the evidence of close attention paid
to the show by Mr. Punch, and in particular to learn that the
title Chamber of Horrors was first invented by that observer;

though the author falls into an obvious chronological in-

exactitude in ascribing to these pages a cartoon by CBUIK-
SHAKK published

" in November of Waterloo year." I have
no space for the many queer stones, chiefly of encounters
between the quick and the wax, with which the book
abounds, nor for more than mention of its admirable photo-

graphs, of which I should have liked many more. Alto-

gether it gives an unusual sidelight on the history of two

Capitals ; and incidentally, if the reading of it puts others

in the same resolve as myself, an extra turn-stile will be

needed in the Marylebone Road.

Mr. HARRY TIGHE is something of a problem to me.

With the best will in the world to appreciate what looked

like unusual promise I can only regard him at present as

one who is neglecting the good gifts of heaven in the pur-
suit apparently of some Jack-o'-lanthorn idea of popularity.
No doubt you recall his first novel, The Sheep Path, a

sincere and" well-observed study of feminine temperament.
This was followed by one that (though it had its friends)

marked, to rny thinking, a lamentable fall from grace. He
has now published a third, Day Dawn (WESTALL). Here,

though popularity of a kind may be its reward, the work is

still woefully beneath what should be Mr. TIQHE'S level.

Certainly not one of the demands of the circulating
libraries is unfulfilled. We have a fair-haired heroine

(victim to cocaine), a dark and villainous foreigner, a dashing
hero, a middle-aged woman who adores him despite the

presence of her husband, himself called throughout Baron

Brinthall, a styla surely more common in pantomimic
circles than in the drawing-rooms of Mayfair; and the

incidents embrace both murder and suicide. Moreover
there is

"
plenty of conversation," and the intrigue moves

sufficiently quickly (if jerkily) to keep one curious about

the next page. But having very willingly admitted so

much I return to my contention, that for Mr. TIGHE to

neglect his sensitive and delicate art for the antics of these
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tawdry dolls is to betray both himself and the craft of

which he may still become a distinguished exponent.

From the official who is interested in officialdom to

the Infantry officer who is interested in tactics, from

the mechanical expert who can appreciate the technical

details of diagrams to the child who revels in faultless

photographs of hair-raising monsters (" I may read it,

mother, mayn't I, when I 'vo unstickied my fingers ?
"
was

the way I heard it put), everybody, I think, will find plenty
to attract him in Sir ALBERT STERN'S finely illustrated

Tanks r.n-t-lftJS (HooDER AND STOUGHTON). Tanks were
born at Lincoln, and rightly so, for did not OLIVER CROM-
WELL'S Ironsides mostly come from this region ? and the
main theme of this book is to show how much more for-

midable an obstacle they found in the files and registries of

Whitehall than in the trenches and wire-entanglements of

Flanders and France. Parents they had and sponsors in-

numerable. Practical soldiers and engineers were enthusi-
astic about them, and the Bosch quaked in his trenches or
ran

; but even so late as the autumn of 1917, after General
FOCH (as he was then) had
said,

" You must make
quantities and quantities ;

we must fight mechani-

cally," one stout little com-

pany of obscurantists
bravely defied the creed of

Juggernaut until the irre-

sistible logic of its suc-

cesses in the field crushed
them remorselessly under
the "creeping grip." And
that company, of course,

according to Sir ALBERT
STERN, was the British
War Office.

toLet me commend
you The Mask (METHU
is a oraftsmanlike essay

imaginative realismin

ruthlessly candid and self-

revealing, but free from
;hat tiresome obsession of

Star of India (CASSELL) is what Mrs. ALICE PERRIN calls

her latest novel, a title so good that I can only wonder why
(or perhaps whether) it has not been used before. Inside
also I found excellent entertainment. One supposes the
author to have been confronted with two main problems
with regard to her plot how to make sufficiently plausible
the marriage between a flapper (if you will forgive the odious

word) of seventeen and a middle-ageing Anglo-Indian ; and,
secondly, how to impart any touch of novelty to the inevit-
able catastrophe that must attend this union. The first she
has managed by a very cunning suggestion of the mingled
jealousy, curiosity and boredom that drove Stella into the
arms of her elderly suitor; the second by a variety of

devices, to indicate which would be to give away the whole
intrigue one, I may say, whose climax is not nearly so
visible from afar as that of most triangle tales. One point
only I will reveal : Mrs. PEBRIN has had the courage, while
vindicating her own common-sense judgment upon such
folk, to introduce a second girl, daughter and pupil of one
of the spoon-fed idealists who would govern India with
the platitudes of ignorance, and not only to make her~

sympathetic, but to con-
vince me of her attrac-

tions, which (especially
just now) was not easy
work. Decidedly a first-

rate yarn.

the ultra-realists thate ura-reass a every
;hat has ever happened is equally important in

trospect. The narrator, Vanya Gombarov, a Russian
Jew, discourses

reflectively and detachedly, as it were

it M J [
nask

' to an Engl'sh artist friend about
early childhood in his own land and the dismal

idventures of the Gombarov family in that underworld of
I and m.serable aliens which is one of the root

.1 problems of America. Very poignantly Mr. JOHN
'

o H M
U"der9tand t"e import of the phraseso constantly on the hps of such victims of their own

riulous hopes of El Dorado-- Woe to COLUMBUS !

"
The

' 8tef
*'

yV ,

8tePfath r
' brilliaafc - magnanimous, pur-

^Eschylean malignity of destiny, fills much of
oreground and is a quite masterly piece of work. One

; be wrong , assuming this to be essential auto

praphy;
there ,s a passionate conviction as of thins
seen and

dreadfully suffered.
g '

Such
things

materia

upon

We may, I think, take
it that the love-story in

The Gunroom (BLACK) is

fiction pure and naively
simple, but that the ex-

periences of John Lyn-
wood, the hero, in the

Navy are given as the
actual experiences of Mr.
C. L. MORGAN, the author.
Let me then at once say
that his revelations of the

bullyingof junior by senior
midshipmen go back to a

period before the War.
These "

shakings," we are
asked to believe, were due partly to custom and partly to
boredom caused by lack of leave. If Mr. MORGAN is correct
both in his facts and surmises it is satisfactory to think
that the War must have obliterated the boredom which
provoked such excesses, and one need not be a fanatical

opponent of physical punishment to hope that such forms
of tyranny will never again be tolerated as a matter of
custom. I am obliged to conclude that these incidents in
Lynwood's career are absolutely true, for certainly nothing
less than absolute truth could excuse their appearance
in print ; but at the same time I must confess that
attack upon our Navy is apt with me to act

OUR LAUNDRIES: THE COLLAR-FINISHER.

any
as an

The more reason that I should honestly admit
Mr. MORGAN'S merits and say that he writes witli a nice
sense of style, and that his book does not derive its only
interest from its revelations.

Hunting Extraordinary.
" GOOD SPORT WITH THE HOI.DK.RNESS

stout ox led the field into Bilton village."-Prot,indaZ Paper.

Rechauffes for Cannibals.
iMpimy numbering over 80, sat down to dinner, the host and
Mr. and Mrs. _) proving, as usnal> a first .cli;ss monu/ ,

Local Paper.
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CHARIVARIA.
\V'n understand that the Frenchman

who lost his temper so completely
during a duel with pistols that lie

tlnri'trned to shoot his opponent will

bo suspended from taking part in

similar encounters for the next six

months. .. ^
\-

A man who hud half a ton of coal

delivered to him without warning luis

been removed to an asylum, where ho

is being treated for coal-shock.

was a bird, it should be fed on hemn-
seed or ants' eggs.

* :::

With reference to the wooden house
which fell down last week, the builder

is of the opinion that a sparrow must
have accidentally stopped on it.

*

Lord BiKKKNiiKAD describes the Coali-
tion as an " invertebrate and undefined

body." Meaning that they have rather

more wishbone than backbone.
- *

An Indian native was recently sen-

porter that he only writes novels for :i

hobby. This sets him apart from 1 lie-

many who do it with malicious intent.
* :

A referee has lodged a complaint
against the Football Club on whose

ground he was assaulted by several

spectators who disagreed with his

decisions. Although sympathising with
him we fear bis attempt to rob our
national game of its most sporting
element will not meet with general

approval. % *

\Vni\ham 1 -iducation Com-
mittee has decided not to

have Welsh taught in the

elementary schools. Doubts
have recently arisen, it ap-

pears, as to whether it will

ever bo the chosen medium
of communication in the

League of Nations.
"

*
'

" There is a movement on

foot," says The Daily M/iil,

"to brighten the dress of

boys." (Smith Tertius writes

to say that, according to the

best opinion in his set, the
waist should be worn fuller

and loss attention paid to

the "
sit

"
of the shirt.
* ::

*
A man recently arrested

in Dublin was found to have
in his possession a loaded

revolver, three sticks of gel-

ignite, four lengths of fuse,

a number of detonators and
a jemmy. It is thought that

he may have been dabbling
in politics. ... ...

" Demobilised men are do-

ing such execution at the
London World's Fair Shoot-

ing Galleries," says a news
item,

" that the supply of

bottles is running short."

Nothing, however, can be done about it

till tho PRIME MINISTER returns from
Paris. ... ...

" There is a proper time for the last

meal of the day," says a medical writer.
We have always been of the opinion
that supper should not be taken between
nieals.

After addressing a meeting for two
hours, says a contemporary, TROTSKY
fainted. A more humane man would
have fainted first.

We feel very jealous of the suburban
gentleman who wrote last week asking
what an O.B.E. was, and whether, if it

SCEXE. 3[ilf.i from anyirhere.

'J'tllltllias. "COULD YE OBLIGE ME Wl' A MATCH, SlB?

Htramjer.
" I "M AFRAID I 'vr. ONLY GOT ONI:."

Taminas. " AY SHE 'LL DO."

tenced to write a poem. In other
countries of course you commit a

poem first and are sentenced afterwards.
* *

Mr. F. H. EOSE, M.P., writing in The

Sunday Pic(orial,ve(ers to the Ministry
of Munitions as " a veritable monument
of superfluous futility." For ourselves
we don't mind futility so long as it

isn't superfluous. ... ...

"'':>""

Will the lady who, during the Winter
Sales' scramble, inadvertently went off

with two husbands please return the
other one to his rightful owner?V

Mr. J. H. SYMONS, the Woymouth
draper novelist, has told a Star re-

It is generally expected
that, owing to tiie number
of deaths from whisky poi-

soning which have occurred
of late, America may decide
to go dry again.

* *
*

It is reported on good
authority that Mr. C. B.
COCHKAN will visit America

daily until tho signature of

DEMPSEY'S manager is ob-

tained.
"-:

LENIN, says a contempor-
ary, has completed bis plans
for the overthrow of civilis-

ation. It seems that all our
efforts to conceal from him
its presence in our midst are

doomed to failure.

" A search for combined

beauty and brains," says
Tlie Daily Mail,

" has been
instituted by The Weekly
Dispatch." We gather, how-

ever, that a good circula-

tion will also be taken into

consideration.
* *

...

According to the Techni-
cal Secretary of the Civil

Aviation Committee a vehi-

cle has been designed which
is equally at home in the

air, on land, on the water
and under it. It is said to be distin-

guishable from Mr. WINSTON CHCBCH-
ILL only by the latter's eloquence.

DC #

We understand that certain members
of the betting classes have demanded
that the starting price for coal should
be published each day in the early

evening papers.

A Triumph of Realism.

From a publisher's advertisement:

FALLING WATER*.' Not a dry page in
it.

The New Polygamy.
" The bride . . . carried .1 handsome bouque'

of harem lilies." Local Paper.

vor,. CLVIII
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THE BENEFITS OF PEACE

(as they appear to bf nVim/ ///
certain itiiojncm!

i nl it;/).

Wm:x Peace' superseded the strife and the stress

Which the public regard as a gift for the Pre^.

It was (eared in the quiet that followed the storm,

With nothing to do hut retrench and reform,

That the Town would he painted a colourless tint

And the printers have nothing exciting to print.

That fear was unfounded, 1 'm happy to say,

And red is the dominant tone of to-day;

So far from incurring a shortage of news

While the place is made fit for our heroes to use,

We cannot remember a rosier time;

We have rarely enjoyed such an orgy of crime.

There are scandals as nice for the reader to noso

As any old garbage of carrion crows ;

Our mystery-mongers are full of resource ;

There 's a bigamy boom and a vogue of divorce ;

To the licence of dappers we freely allude,

And we do what we can with the cult of the nude.

No, the War isn't missed; there's a murrain of strikes

Where a paper can take any side that it likes
;

We are done with denouncing the filch of the Bosch,
But we still have our own dirty linen to wash

;

Though we trade with the brute as a man and a brother,

Our Warriors still can abuse one another.

And if spicier features incline to he slack

There is always the Chief of the State to attack;
We have standing instructions to cake him with mud
And a couple of columns reserved for his blood.

Oil, yes, there is Peace, but our property thrives

We are having, I tell you, the time of our lives.=_= 0.8.

OUR BALLYBUN LOTTERY.
\

[A propot of Premium Bonds it has been recalled that in his

evidence, given some \rar< ago before a Select Committee, the then

I'mlrr-Si'CTetary for Ireland stated that in that distressful country
"lotteries are very much used foe religious purposes by people of all

inations," and that "it would be flying in the'faee of public
opinion, especially of the great religious bodies, to interfere with
thein."J

Murphy has given up charity for ever. He was perhaps
fuller of this virtue than any other body in Ballybun, and
his house was packed with things he had won at raffles.

When a brick tore a hole in the Orange drum our Presby-
terian pastor at once got up a bazaar for repairs to the
chapel, and Murphy won the finest silver tea-service this
side of the Aran Islands. Murphy knew no distinctions
of race, creed or sex in the holy cause of charity. When
our Methodist minister, who is universally popular, as his

knowledge of a horse would be a credit to any denomina-
tion, got up an Auction Bridge Drive in aid of the Anti-

Gambling League, Murphy came home with three pink
antimacassars, a discourse by JKREMY TAYLOH and two
months' pay out of the pocket of McDougal, the organist,
who seems to play cards by ear. But Nemesis was lying
in ambush for Murphy.
Three old ladies in Trim decided to get up a Tombola

for the poor this winter, and of course they sent Murphy a
sheaf of tickets. As lotteries are illegal they, being pious,
hated them ; anyway t hey decided to call it a Tombola. They
got the whole of Ireland to send them pri/.es, articles of
vertu and bric-a-brac, and any other old things that are of
no use to anybody. The carriage on the stuii' and the

printer's bill nearly ruined the. charitable ladies, but, as

they said, the Tombola would pay all the expenses, and if

they could knock any more out of it the poor should have it.

If you sold a dozen tickets you could keep the thirteenth

for yourself, and as Murphy, on account of his charity, was

so popular he must have sold hundreds. People seemed to

have an idea that the raffle was for a gondola, and they

thought it would look beautiful on the pond in front of the

Town Hall. Unfortunately our local poetess confirmed this

error by writing a poem about it called "
Italy in Ireland,"

which was produced in The liallybun Binnacle, with a

misprint about the gondolier's
" untauned sole," which

caused a fracas in the editorial office.

Murphy explained to all concerned that perhaps his Italian

was rusty, and anyway his time was so taken up reading

lottery-tickets and other charitable literature that he never

know what it was all for. It was a Tombola, however, this

time, and not a gondola, they were subscribing for. It was
a kind of Italian lottery which the police didn't mind be-

cause the prizes were not in money or anything of value,

but just Old Masters and brick-bracks. Murphy has such
a way with him that the editor and the poetess each took a

dozen tickets.

When the result of the draw was published Murphy won
six prizes, but no one grudged him them as he had taken so

much trouble. The Grand Prize, a " statue carved by an
Italian artist, the finest bit of sculpture ever seen in Ireland,"
was won by our popular grocer, Mr. McAroon. We were
all delighted. People trooped in crowds to McAroon's hack-

door after closing-time to tell him so. The police took
their names, but the magistrates, who have a great respect
for the fine arts, said that this was a day in the artistic

development of the Cinderella of the West which auto-

matically and primd facie regularised an extension of

closing-hours.
McAroon said that his religion did not run much to

statues, but that, to show his tolerance to all denomina-
tions, especially to those on his books, he would have it

unveiled by his Minister. He would invite the Bishop and
all men of goodwill to be present at the ceremony. He
would place it in the corner of his garden overlooking tbe

esplanade, where it would cheer the simple mariners coming
home after their arduous fishing toils, and perhaps remind
one or two of them (but he would mention 110 names) of a
dozen or so of porter that had been left unpaid for after a
recent wedding.
The Ballybun express carries no goods whatever, except

with the connivance of the guard and driver, who are both
very decent Ballybun boys, and will bring anything down
from Dublin for anyone. They promised to carry the statue
themselves from the railway station up to McAroon's house.
If the express was less than three hours late, which it was
sure to be if it was running smoothly, they could just beam-
end the statue on its pedestal and the presiding elder could
unveil it with a hammer.
The train was not too late, just punctually late, and the

guard had time to hurry the statue along through the biggest
crowd we have had for years in Ballybun.
The Minister said that he would not open the case with

prayer, because it might give offence to friends of other
Christian denominations ; he would just knock the front
off and let this matchless piece of statuary from the blue
skies of Italy dax.zle them with its beauty. It needed no
words from him, but lie would just like to remind any of his
flock present that the collection next Sunday was for the
heathen both at homo and abroad.
The statue then flashed out on us and left us breathless.
It was the most scandalous thing ever seen in Ballybun ;

it WHS Venus rising from the sea without a stitch. There
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'WANTED."

HOLLAND. "SO YOU SAY YOU'D LIKE ME TO SURRENDER THE EX-KAISER?"

ENTENTE POLICEMAN. " WELL, MA'AM, I DIDN'T GO SO FAR AS THAT. I ONLY ASKED

YOU FOR HIM."
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A MINISTERIAL ATTITUDE.

Wife (to amateur politician). "NAH THBN WHERE DO YOU THINK YOU ABE? IN THE 'OusE o' COMMONS?"

she stood with one hand raised toward the sky and the other

pointing at the backs of all the pious people in Ballybun
as they hurried indignantly home. Some of them blamed

McAroon, while others said that Murphy knew all the time

what a Tombola really was and that he ought to be ashamed
of himself.

The Bishop ordered his people not to deal at McAroon's
until Murphy had removed the scandalous object. So many
bitter things were said that McAroon, who is obstinate when
roused, vowed that as long as the sun shone in heaven the

lady should add lustre to his back-yard. The Minister how-
ever tried to move him to a more prayerful spirit.

McAroon said it wouldn't be right to smash up for fire-

wood a marble statue that bad cost five hundred pounds if

a penny. The clergyman said that if everybody stopped

awuy from his store he would lose more than that in a year,
ami that in any case, if McAroon suffered, he would suffer

in the holy cause of charity.
McAroon's piety was touched, and he said that in the in-

terests of peace and holy charity he would agree on a com-

promise. He had forsooth to keep his vow and let the lady

stop, but she bad two outstretched arms and there was

always abundance of family washing on hand in the day-
time at all events. The clergy of all denominations agreed
that his decision was in keeping with the best traditions ol

a Family Grocer.

Murphy and McAroon made it up publicly. Murphy
u<-ked how anyone in Ballybun could possibly know the
Italian bathing regulations. Italy was a godless country

mt "
anyway," said be,

" hear you me. I have suffered so

nuch in mind from this that I have done with charity for

er."

Christian peace and friendship reign once more in Bally-
bun ;

but any visitor who desires to see the beauties of

Spagnoletti's famous masterpiece (what McAroon calls his
' Anna Dryomeny ") without the washing to serve as a veil

must come by night and bring his own matches.

SO LONG.
ALL coiled down, and it 's time for us to go,

Every sail 's furled in a smart harbour stow,
Another ship for us an' for her another crew ;

An' so long, sailorman. Good luck to you !

Fun an' friends I wish you till the pay 's all gone,
Pleasure while you spend it an' content when it 's done,
An' a chest that 's not empty when you go back to sea,

An' a better ship than she 's been an' a truer pal than me,

A good berth I wish you in a ship that's well-found,
With a decent crowd forrard an' her gear all sound,

Spars a man can trust to when it comes on to blow,
An' no bo'sun bawlin' when it 's your watch below.

A good Trade I wish you an' a fair landfall,

Neither fog nor iceberg, nor long calm nor squall,
A pleasant port to come to when the work 's all through . .

An' so long, sailorman. Good luck to you ! C. I
1

. S.
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THE SMUGGLER.
(
IJ7//I the Hritiah Army in France.')
" IF 1 am to be a bold bad smuggler,

old scream," said Percival, packing

pyjamas and parcels into his bag,
"

I

demand the proper costume and access

ories of the craft. No self-respecting

muggier can be expected to run a cargo
in a liritish warm and field-boots."

"Of course,myswaggering buccaneer,
if you want, to do it in tbe grand
manner," answered Frederick, "I'll

arrange for the saucy little cutter, tbe

sequestered cove an' tbe hard-riding
exciseman with a cocked hat and cut-

lass. But the simpler if loss picturesque

way is to dump your bag on the counter

at the Customs House and bo taken

with a fit of sneezing when the Grand

Inquisitor asks you if you have any-
thing to declare."

'

Whereupon he '11 hand me a quinine
tablet and, when I.show signs of con-

valescence,- repeat tbe question in a

loud voice. And if I don't know tho

correct answer I '11 find myself meditat-

ing in Portland or Pentonville. That's
what I 'in exposing myself to by oblig-

ing corrupt an' unscrupulous friends,"
continued Percival bitterly.

"
Hang it !

"
expostulated Frederick,

" tho potty little bottle of scent I 'm

asking you to deliver to my cousin
Julia won't get you more than a seven-

days' stretch. And you 've got fourteen

days' leave."
"
Well, I won't grumble about that,

although I 'd arranged my programme
differently. But what about the box
of Flor Fantomas I 'in taking for the

Major, and the bottle of whisky with
which tho skipper has entrusted me
for the purpose of propitiating his pro-
jected father-in-law, to say nothing of

the piece of Brussels lace which Binnie

says is for his aunt. Their combined

weight will just about earn me a lifer.

I can see me wiring the War Office for

an extension of leave on urgent busi-

ness grounds nature of business, to
enable applicant to complete term of

penal servitude."
"
Don't, Percival, old crumpet," mur-

mured Frederick, visibly affected; "the

thought of you languishing in a felon's

cell, without cigarettes, gives me a pain
in my heart. Let mo see what I can
do for you."

In a few minutes he was back,

beaming.
"

I 've fixed it all right, mon
lapin," he said

;

"
if the worst comes to

the worst they '11 bail you out with the
Mess funds. But they won't accept
further responsibility. The Major says,
if a fellow who 's spent his whole career

dodging duties can't dodge the duty
on a box of cigars be doesn't deserve

sympathy."

THE NEW POOR.
"GOOD MOBNISG, MADAM. I DEAL IK CAST-OFF CI.OTIIINO."

"On, HOW LUCKY! Do YOU THINK YOU HAVE ANYTHING THAT WOULD SUIT MY
HUSBAND?"

So Percival proceeded on leave with
a heavy bag and a heavier conscience.
On the boat he was greeted hilariously

by Gillovv tbe gunner and Sparkes the

sapper, who invited him below to drink
success to tho voyage. In order to give
the voyage no chance of failure they
continued to drink success to it until

the vessel backed into Folkestone Har-
bour, when they felt their precautions
might be relaxed.

" Thanks to our efforts we 've arrived

safely," said Gillow as they strolled up
on deck ;

" but the sight of jolly old

England doesn't seem to be moving you
to mirth and song, Percival. Why this

outward-bound expression when we're
on the homeward tack, my hearty?"

"It's the gnawing molar of con-

science," said Percival ruefully ;

" I 've

got a consignment of pink-ribboned
parcels in my bag which I know to

contain contraband and which I also

suspect Frederick's and Binnie's any-
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way -to contain amorous missives not
t for vulgar eyes. If I deliver the

parcels with the seals broken I shall

get the glacial glare from the damsels

rued, and when I get hack scor-

- and poisoned hill-hooks will bo

too good for poor Percivul."

Siew !

"
whistled Sparkes.

"
They

go through your baggage with a line

toothcomb nowaday-. Couldn't you
drop over the side with your hag and
drift, ashore on a deserted beach, dis-

guised a> a floating mine?
"

I 've cut impersonations of hard-

ware out of im i'-'i>< rtin>. since the day
I failed to got past an K.T.O. disguised

brass-hat," said Percival sadly.
I suppose 1 must fall hack on direct

-. I 've a feeling that England
expects every man this day to pa\ his

duty."
On the quay there was the usual mad

charge of porters. Percival indicated
his bag to one of them with a distract ed

air, and followed him to the Customs
House guiltily. The porter dumped
the bag before an official, who had a

piece of chalk hopefully poised between
liis fingers.

"
'Nything t' 'claro'.'

"
he asked, pre-

paring to affix the sign which spelt
freedom.

Percival blew his nose violently,

hoping the chalk would descend to
save him the necessity of answering,
but it remained poised in mid-air.

'

Anything to declare ?
"
repeated the

official, with emphasis.
lir,"snid Percival weakly "nothing

that you need worry about only a few
present-.

'

"I'll have to trouble you for your
keys, then," said the incorruptible.

Percival sighed dismally and pro-
duced them. Suddenly he noticed
Gillow declaring his baggage, and be-
came so interested that he failed to
perceive that the official was in diffi-

culties with the lock of his bag." This the right key, Sir ?
"
demanded

the latter at length.
"Oh, yes," said Percival absently." But perhaps the bag isn't locked."
The bag wasn't. It opened easily,and the official plunged into a welter of

articles of personal use
; but no parcels

or dutiable goods came to light.

"P'raps you think it's a joke,MtUM my time like this," snorted
the official indignantly "All I can
say is, it 's an infernal bad one."

"
Awflly son v," said Percival

sweetly, as his. eye followed Gillow,who had emerged unchallenged.
"

I
must have forgotten to bring the
parcels I spoke about."

Smiling cheerfully, ho directed the
to place his hag by the side

of Gdlow's in a Pullman, and took his

seat with an expression of complete
content.

"How fares the master criminal?"
asked Sparkes.

" A sympathetic friend took my
troubles on his shoulders," said

Percival,
" and got the parcels through

with an effrontery which atna/cd inc.

I always took him for an upright youth,
too."

" Who was it?
"
asked Gillow.

"You! Didn't you notice you took

my bag by mistake? But don't let

it weigh unduly on your conscience.
Mine's clear anyway, and I feel that

my troubles are over."
But it was not till he got home and

opened his own bag that he discovered
a quantity of broken glass, a pungent
odour of whisky and Cologne water, a
discoloured parcel of lace and a box of

sodden cigars.
" I was never meant for a smuggler,"

he groaned.

Nature splendid and full-blooded,
Just a gun and pipe and dog

(How those avalanches thudded
!)

No ? Why, then you can't have studied
Perkins' Bargain Catalogue.

EVOE.

THE BOOK OF ADVENTURE.
OH the glory of the trappers !

Oh to be as in this book,

Chasing things in furry wrappers,
Poking from their crevice-nook

Loudly though they squeakand grumble,
Squirrel fitch and Arctic cat

(Editor :
" 1 do not tumble ;

Will you please explain this jumble ?
"

Auttior :
" I shall come to that ").

Oh ! (as I was just remarking
When you interrupted me)

Where the marabouts' are barking
It is there that I would be

;

Where on promontories stony
All the loud Atlantic raves

And the, if not very tony, .

Still quite practical seal coney
Plunges in the wind-vvhipt waves.'

Where the graceful skunk opossum
And the stylish leopard mink

Scamper as you come across 'em,
Climb upon the caflon's brink,

Gambol with the pony musquash,
Claimed not for a collar yet

Far away from London's bus-squash
And advertisements of tusk-wash
Are my yearning visions set.

If such dreams and such romances,
Editor and reader mine,

Have not filled your heart with fancies-
Silence and the lonely pine,

Distant snows that cool the fever
Of a weary world-worn soul,

There where life is no deceiver
And the wallaby-dyed-beaver
Makes a very natural mole

If you have not heard the calling
Of the lone, lone trail and far,

Where the animals enthralling
I have lately mentioned are"

BILLIARDS.
HEUHEUT v. JAMES.

THIS match of a hundred up was
played in the handsome saloon of the

"Leadswingers" Arms" yesterday after-

noon before an unusually dense crowd,
who both came in just too late to
secure the table. It is understood that
the game was arranged as the result
of a heated discussion during lunch
the same day, in the course of which
Herbert had the effrontery to tell me I

mean, to tell James that what I that

is, he knew about billiards wouldn't
cover the pyramid-spot. James, who
some hours later thought of a perfectly
priceless repartee, which he has since

forgotten, replied with dignity by chal-

lenging the other to an immediate game.
Herbert accepted and, hastily finish-

ing their lunch, the two repaired to the
nearest billiard-room.

" I 'in riot due back at the office for
another twenty minutes, so we 've tons
of time," observed Herbert airily as

they entered.

James looked at him, but said no-

thing. He had the better of the open-
ing manoeuvres, however, for he secured
the only cue that possessed a non-flex-
ible tip; Herbert's was at the best of
the semi-rigid type, a fact which im-
pelled him to declare that the place
would soon resemble a popular tea-shop.
Not being pressed for an elucidation of
this remark, he volunteered one. " No
tips," he explained aa he tenderly
chalked his.

Herbert won the toss and elected to
break with spot, which appeared to be
a rounder ball than its fellow. Taking
a careful and protracted aim at the red"
he only missed the object-ball by inches!
his own travelling twice round the table
before finally coming to rest in baulk.
"Now then, Inman,"he said, with a

poor attempt at jauntiness, "score off
that if you can."

James's reply was a calculated safety-
miss, which only failed of its intention
in that it left his ball about an inch
away from the middle pocket. The
closeness of the contest may be gauged
from the fact that at this stage the
gam.; was called (or would have been
called if the marker had not gone out
to his dinner) at one all.

" In off the white," declared Herbert,
and promptly potted it.

"
Sorry," ha

added almost before the ball was in the
pocket.
For some time after this episode,
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MANNERS AND MODES.

DYSPEPSIA DH LUXH.
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HKP
BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.

"Hop IT, LEANDER! THE HELLESPONT'S DOWN AT THE OTIIEB END OP THE TANK. THIS END'S 'FuN AT FLOUNDEB BEACH.'"

which chilled the atmosphere a trifle,

the exchanges were uneventful. A

slight tendency towards "
barracking

"

on the part of the crowd was quickly
stifled, however, hy a brilliant effort

from James, who by means of all-

round play built up an attractive break

of 5.

Herbert at once responded by taking
off his coat, but for several innings
contributed nothing else of note except
a powerful shot which pocketed the

red ball in the fireplace. After an agree-
ment had at last been reached about
the rule governing this particular class

of stroke, both players settled down to

their work and put in some useful

breaks, runs of 3, 7 and 4 by James

being countered by 2, 5, 6 and 3 (twice)

by Herbert. The latter was the first

to reach the 50-mark, an event which
the crowd signalised by hanging up
their hats and advancing to the table.

When they were informed that the

game was one of a hundred up, they
seemed disposed to argue the matter,
and from this stage their attitude to-

wards the players became openly and

impartially critical.

The latter half of the match was
marked by a somewhat peculiar inci-

dent. With the game standing at 75 all

Herbert made a stroke that left the red

hovering on tlio brink of a pocket. He
waited anxiously, but with no result.

At this point one of the crowd emitted
a prodigious yawn, and it was the in-

tense vibration set up from this act, so
James declared, that induced the ball

to topple over into the pocket. In sup-
port of his contention that no score

should ensue he pointed to a framed

opy of the Eules of Billiards on the

wall that balanced a coloured advertise-

ment of Tommy Dodd whisky, and
recited the rule on vibration. Herbert

A MASTERLY TEN-SHOT, WHICH COL-
LECTED ALL THREE BALLS IN THE
BOTTOM RIGHT-HAND POCKET.

[The continuous line shows the path of the
striker's ball and the dotted lines those of the

object balls.]

strenuously denied that any such

phenomenon had taken place, and when
James appealed to its author he was
met with such an outburst of elephan-
tine sarcasm that he refrained from
further contesting the point.

After this the luck of the play went

against James, and when, the marker

having hy now finished his meal, the

score was actually called at 90 99 in

his opponent's favour, he might have
been excused for giving up the game
as lost. With dogged determination,

however, he faced the situation. His
own ball was somewhere near the

centre, the red about eighteen inches

from the top left-hand pocket, and the

white midway between the right-hand
cushion and the D. With an almost

superhuman stroke (but not, as was

subsequently averred, with his eyes
shut) he smote the red, and his ball

travelled rapidly up and down the
table. On the down journey it glanced
off the white, after which, still going
at a tremendous pace, it made a com-

plete tour of the table and concluded
its meteoric career in the bottom right-
hand pocket. Meanwhile the red and
the white had both departed on voy-
ages of their own, the terminus in each
case being the self-same pocket! (See

diagram.) After the balls had been
taken out, examined and counted, and
James's person had been searched to

see if he were concealing any, the
marker pronounced this to be a 10-shot,
and the game was thus strikingly ended
in James's favour.

Commercial Candour.
"The Great Song of a Britisher is

' There 's No Place Like Home.'
STAY AT 's HOTEL,

And you '11 Sing it and Realise it."

South African Paper.
" The mere selling of an article is a simple

matter, but keeping the customer sold is our
principal &im."Advt. in West Indian Paper.
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First A'oricc.

,S',-(ill(/ ditto.

"\\'oi"i.i> voi MIND MY PASSINC,

NOT AT AI.1. NOT AT ALL IF YOU DON'T MIX!) USIN,; Mi: AS Tin: HASDUAIL."

MY DEBUT IN "PUNCH."
1 AM, I hope, decently modest. When

1 said so once to Margery she remarked
tli a 1

' there, was no need to make a vir-

tue of necessity. But younger sisters,
of course . . .

1 came down to breakfast at my
usual time as the others were finish-

ingami found a letter awaiting me.
I opened it under the usual fire of in-

sults from Margery and John. To-day
I ignored them, however, and my
young heart gave a small jump. I am
a modest young man.

" What's the matter with you, little

Sunbeam ?
"
asked John (he is Cecilia's

husband, through no fault of mine).
" Is

the tailor more rude than usual, or has
she found out your address?

"

"The Vicar has asked him to sing at

the Band of Hope," suggested Margery.
I commenced my breakfast.

"What is it, Alan?'" asked Cecilia.
"
Oh, nothing," I said easily.

" The
proof of a thing of mine that Punch
has accepted."

They hadn't a word to say for a few
seconds, then Margery began:" Poor old dear, it must be some
awful mistake."

1 ignored Margery.
"
But, Alan darling, how beautiful !

You 've been trying for years and years
and now at last it lias happened. I do

hope it isn't a mistake," said Cecilia

anxiously. She was trying to be nice,

you know. I 'm sure she was. I went
on with my breakfast.

"Well, John," said Cecilia, "can't

you congratulate him, or are you too

jealous ?
"

John sighed deeply and pondered.
"
Terrible how Punch has gone down

since our young days, isn't it ?
"
he said

heavily.
','

:': A -**.
-'-

I spent a miserable time until it

appeared. Somehaw or other Cecilia
let the great glad news get about the

village. Farley, our newsagent and
tobacconist, held me when I went in

for an ounce of the usual mild.
" So I 'ear you 've 'ad a article printed

by this 'erel'itnch, Sir,'' he said. " Some-
think laughable it 'd be, I suppose like,

eh ?"
" Not half," I said, striving hard to

impersonate a successful humourist.
"
Ah, well, it 's alt good for business,"

he said, as one who sees the silver

lining.
" I 'vo 'ad quite a number of

orders for the paper for the next two
or three weeks."

I crept from the shop, only to meet
an atrocious woman from "TheGables,"
who stopped me with a little shriek of

joy-
"
Oh, Mr. Jarvis, I 've been dying to

meet you, do you know. 1 always have

thought you so funny, ever since that

little sketch you got up for the Bazaar
last summer. I said to my husband
when I heard of your success,

' I 'm not

surprised. After that sketch, / kneic.'

Do tell me when it 's appearing. I 'm
sure I shall simply scream at it."

I escaped after a time and wondered
whether it was too late to stop publica-
tion of the horrible thing.

*
.

# * * *

I came down to breakfast and found
John with a copy beside him. I looked
at him.

"
Yes," he said,

" the worst has hap-
pened. It is in print. \\e have been

waiting for you to appear."
He turned the pages and cleared his

throat.
" I shall now read the article aloud,"

he said. " Each time I raise my hand
the audience will please burst into

hearty laughter."
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Little Girl (rather sceptical about what site regards as far new toy). "Pui HIM ON THE FLOOR, MUMMY, AND SEK it- HE 'LL GO."

Margery giggled.
"
Cecilia," I said, rising,

"
if you

don't control this reptile that you have

married, if you don't force him to hold

his peace, it you allow him to read one

word, 1 11 throw the hread-knife at him

and . . . and pour my coffee all over

the tablecloth."

"John," said Cecilia, "have a little

thought for others and read it quietly
to yourself."

Cecilia meant well, of course, but

Margery giggled again.
John read it to himself in a dead

silence, sighed heavily and passed it to

Margery.
" We shall never live it down," he

said, putting his head into his hands
and gazing moodily at the marmalade.

Margery read it and giggled three or

(our times
;
but Margery giggles at

anything.
Cecilia read it and beamed.

"Alan, dear," she said, "it's lovely!
Of course they accepted it. John, you
wretch, say you liked it." (Cecilia can
be a dear.)

"
Well, if I must tell the truth," said

John,
"

it isn't quite so bad as I ex-

pected. In fact I very much doubt
whether lie wrote it at all. If he did

well, it 's a marvellous fluke, that
'

all."

I smiled.
" You may smile, swelled-head," said

John ;

" but I '11 bet you five golden

guineas to a bad tarmer you couldn't

do it again."
" Done," I said.

After a few days, however, I realised

that I had made a mistake. Even a

bad sixpence is worth something now-

adays.
Cecilia and Margery vied with each

other in offering me the feeblest sug-

gestions for articles that they felt sure

would reduce a rhinoceros to hysterics.
John presented me with a copy of

A Thousand and One Jokes and Anec-

dotes "to prove he was a sportsman,"
he said. I started to look for a bad

sixpence.
Then Margery said to me :

" Why don't you write and explain
the whole thing to the Editor and offer

to go halves if ho prints it?
"

I looked at her in amazement.
" You horrible little cheat !

"
I said.

* * * ; *

However, on thinking it over care-

fully there seems a lot to say for the idea

and it 's really quite fair. Anyhow
~

can't possibly let John win. So here 's

the story, and with any luck it will cost

John five golden guineas. But I shan't

give the Editor half.

The Perils of Humour.

From Punch :

"'THE PROFITEER'S ANTHEM.

The hymns to bo sung will be (1)
" All peo-

ple that on earth do well."
'

Rangoon Times."

From The Manchester Evening Chron-

icle :

" ' TUB PROFITEER'S ANTHEM.

The hymns to be sung will be (1)
" All peo-

ple that on earth do dwell."
'

Rangoon Times, quoted in Punch."

"It was reported to the Sanitary Committee

yesterday that the Inspector of Is ui winces had
made arrangements for the repair of the

meteorological instruments." Local Paper.

Judging by our recent weather; quite
the right man to look after it.

From a money-lender's circular :

"Having been, perhaps, the richest nation

in the world before the war, and wealth being
only comparative, it is our empirical duty to

achieve a like position again."

So that 's why they are "
trying it on."

" The news, says the Paris correspondent of

The Times, in itself is serious enough as show-

ing the dangers of letting the Adriatic settle-

ment continue to be at the mercy of a coup de
theatre or coup de d'etat, whichever one may
like to call it."- Evening Paper.

We fancy the Paris correspondent of

The Times would prefer the former.
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EVEN-HANDED JUSTICE
(As dispensed by the LORD CHANCELLOR and a predecessor).

INJUUED PARTIES (simultaneously).

"OH! TO BE SMACKED BY THOSE WE LOVE
DOTH WOEK LIKE MADNESS IN THE BRAIN.
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FRENZIED BOXING FINANCE.
Master of the Ceremonies. "LOOK 'KRE ! TORE MY MAN FIGHTS HE WANTS TWO POTTIES, THKEE GLASSIES AS' A BLOOD-ALLEX;

AN 1

I WANTS A PACKKT O' FAGS FOB MESKLP."

THE BURIAL OF DUNDEE.
"Dundee is dead," said my wife, re-

turning from lior morning visit to the
kitchen.

" I am very sorry to hoar it," I re-

plied, laying down the newspaper on
the breakfast-table, at which I still lin-

gered ;
and indeed I was sorry. Dundee

had been our household cat from the
earliest days of our married life, from
the timo when lie was a tiny kitten the
colour of marmalade, which had earned
him his name.
"Cook is very much upset," my wife

continued.

"Iler distress does her credit," I

answered.
" She talks of leaving."
I must confess with shame that a

pang acuter than the first went through
me at the news, for Cook was one of

those rare artists' who understands the
value of surprise and never rides suc-
cess to death.

" Ask her to reconsider her decision,"
I said.

"I have," said my wife, "and she
remained immovable."

"Perhaps when the first shock has
worn off?

"

" There is jusfc a chance."
"
Yes, I am sure you can persuade

her," I concluded, preparing to leave

for my oflice.
" Before you go," interrupted my

wife,
" what are we going to do about

the burial ?
"

" How does one usually dispose of

dead cats?" I asked. "I thought the
dustman "

" Out of the question."
" I know it is forbidden by the by-laws

of the Corporation, but a shilling
"

" How stupid you are ! If anything
were to decide Cook to go it would he

handing over Dundee's remains to the
dustman. You know how particular
Cook is about funerals."

I knew indeed. The rate of mortality
among her friends and relations was

abnormally high, and on account, as I

suspect, of her skill in cookery she was
in frequent demand as a mourner. By
continual attendance she had cultivated
a nice sense of what was fitting on these
occasions and posed as an authority on
the subject.

"Very well, then, let's have him
buried," I said.

" Where ?
"

" In our garden.'
"Who by?"
" Palmer or Emily."
Palmer and Emily are respectively

the parlour- and house-maid.
" Both would say it was not the

work for which they were engaged.
They would leave at the same time as

Cook, if I asked them."
" Who else can we got?

"
I asked.

"Yourself," my wife made answer.
"Me? But I can't be seou by all

the street burying a cat." I should

explain that our only garden is in front

of the house.
" If you wait till it is dark you

needn't ho afraid of anyone seeing
you," protested my wife.

" And run the risk of being detected

by some suspicious policeman. No,
thank you."
"Then if you won't do it yourself

you must find someone who will. It

is our last hope of persuading Cook to

stay."
" By heaven !

"
I cried, looking at
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Cheery Member (to Club pessimist).
" HULLO, OLD CHAP ! HAVING A BAD CROSSING ?

'

my watch, "I am a quarter-of-an-hour
late. I must run."

This was my customary device to

evade the embarrassing dilemmas which

my wife not infrequently thrust upon
me at this hour. So for the moment
I escaped. All day in the oflice I was

fully occupied. From time to time the

memory of Dundee lying stark in the

basement obtruded itself upon my
thoughts, but I dismissed the vision

ae one does a problem one has not the

courage to face.

The problem remained unsolved when
I stepped out of the train on my return

from the City. To gain time for reflec-

tion I resolved to make a detour. As
I struck into an unfamiliar side street,

I looked up, and there in front of me
stood an undertaker's shop.
The inspiration ! I entered. From

the back premises advanced to meat mo
the undertaker, with a visage tentatively

wobegone, not yet knowing whethei
I was 'widower, orphan, businesslike

executor or merely tiie busybody famil}
friend. I unfolded my difficulty. Be
neath the outer crust of professiona

melancholy there evidently seethec

within the undertaker a lava of joviality

"Certainly, Sir, certainly," he said

It is not perhaps strictly in my line

iutoneof myassistantswill be delighted
earn an extra shilling or so by oblig-

ng you. What name and address ?
"

I joyfully gave both and made my
way home.

Midway through dinner came a ring

,t the front-door bell. Palmer inter-

upted her service to answer, and

returned to me with a card on a salver.

"A gentleman to see you, Sir," she

announced.
' How strange, at this hour ! "Who

can it be?
"
asked my wife.

" The gentleman to bury Dundee,"
1 explained in a lowered voice, as I

passed the visiting-card, deeply edged
with black, across the table to her.

Next morning my wife was able to

announce that Cook had consented to

stay. The burial of Dundee by a real

undertaker had gratified her sense of

the correct. I departed to the City
filled with self-complacency.
For a month I dwelt in this fool's

paradise. Then one evening my wife

gently broke the news.
" I have something serious to tell

you. Cook bus given notice."
" \Yho is dead now '.'

"
1 asked.

" No one. blie is engaged to be

married."
" Married?"

"
Yes, to the young undertaker."

" What young undertaker?
"

" The one who buried Dundee."

It was too true. At supper, after

he inhumation, a mutual esteem had

sprung up that rapidly ripened into

ove. The enterprising young journey-

man, so enamoured of his calling that

le consented to inter dumb creatures

n his leisure time, had evidently dis-

cerned in Cook, with her wealth of

!uneral lore, a helpmeet worthy of him-

self ;
while Cook on her side, conquered

Dy his diligence and discretion, con-

sidered she had secured a respectable
settlement for life, with the prospect of

obsequies of the highest class for herself.

CLEEICAL EDUCATION.
[The Rev. KENNEDY BELL, in The Daily

Sketch, deplores the dreariness of parish maga-
zines and suggests, with a view to brighten
their contents, that clergymen should servo

an apprenticeship on the daily Press.]

THE Eeverend Mr. KENNEDY BELL
Is wholly unable to say all 's well

With the state of our parish magazines,
And is moved to indicate the means
Of making their pages bright and

snappy
And bored subscribers cheerful and

happy.
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"M\ DKAIt, YOi; AIIE NOT DANCING."
" No MOST 1'BOVOKISli. I MISLAID MV I'AHrXKB AT PADDIXOTON, AND UK HASN'T THE FAINTEST IDEA WHERE THE DANCE IP.

Now the most original of his hints
Kor galvanizing these dreary prints
Is this : That every parson, before

ETe aspires to he parish editor,

Should join the atafl of a leading daily
And loarn to write genially and gaily.
It, may be a counsel of sheer perfection,
And yet, perhaps, on further reflection,

We may admit that something is

gained

By the plan of having clergymen
trained

In the very heart of the Street of Ink
To paint their parish magazines pink.
So generous laymen may haply decide

That it ma;i be worth their while to

provide
Each KKNNEDY BKLL with stepping-

stones

To rise to the height of a KENNEDY
JONKS.

But others, a small and dwindling
crew,

Possibly tit, but certainly few,
And cursed with a most pronounced

capacity
For suffering from inept vivacity,
Would gladly bo reckoned as unen-

lightened
Could they keep one class of journal

nn-" brightened."

THE PASSING OF THE LITTEE.
IT happened only a couple of weeks

ago, but the horrible memory comes
back to me as if it only happened yes-

terday. It was my own fault, because
with a telephone loose about the place
one ought not to encourage other pets.

"
Well," I said to Sibyl,

" there we
are, and we must make the best of

them."

Sibyl sniffed as she usually does
when these periodical occurences hap-
pen in our house.

" Which of them are you going to

keep'.'" she asked, "and is it really

necessary to keep any of them ?
"

Well," I said; "but
"

" What I mean to say," said Sibyl,
"
bettor do away with them when they

are quite young. It would be far more
humane."

"
I am with you up to a point," I

said
;

" I admit they are not a very
prepossessing lot."

" How they came to be born at nil

is what I cannot understand," said

Sibyl, who is always like that when
trying to ho serious.

""Well," I said,." [ have decide.l !o

keep one of them No. 1."

"But surely," said Sibyl, "that is

the most delicate one of the lot."

That, I well knew, was quite true.

Whether I should ever rear No. 1 was
a matter for time to prove. It was so

delicate that once or twice already it

had been on. the verge of collapse, but
I had rallied it each time.

"As for the others," I said, "we
shall have to get rid of them."

I need not go into painful details,

but the thing was easily done. That

very evening, unfortunately, through
an oversight, No. 1 perished also.

For this 1 blame McWhirter.
"The number of my bus is 21," he

said in the theatre buffet that night;
"
by the way what 's yours?

"

"
Whisky," I said absent-mindedly,

" and not much soda."

And it was only after I had drunk it

that I realised my error. It was theu
too late.

And that is how New Year Resolu-
tion No. 1 the most delicate of the
litter passed away at the early age
of one week.

Our Plutocratic Sportsmen Again.
"\V;int>l. s. -i of gold clubs, with bag, for

lady." Local 1'ajxr.
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LI FE.
A MOHKHX NOVEL SPASMODIC SCHOOL.

i.

HER patents were hygienic, so they never let a germ
intrude

Within the cells and tissues of the girl they christened

Ermyntrnde;
They bathed her body every hour and all internal harm

allayed

By pouring Condy's Fluid on her butter and her marmalade;
And when they dressed her took good care to tuck her

chest-protector in

Result, she grew up strong and fair as any peach or nectarine.

ir.

She had no fear of lion or of tiger (in imprisonment)
And in an awful storm at sea she asked the mate what

mizzen meant ;

It was a plucky act ; if I 'd neglected to report it you 'd

Never have known the depth and true dimensions of her
fortitude.

If you remain agnostic, if you hold it still not proven, I '11

Give fifty more examples of her courage when a juvenile ;

They lie in my portfolio, all printed, filed and docketed,
Including one in which a stick of dynamite she pocketed.

in.

She also painted : one could tell her pictures mid a billion,
So daubed were they with ochre blots and splashes of

vermilion ;

She claimed to be a connoisseur of objels d'art and curios,
But what attracted notice was her openwork and lury hose,
Fashioned in every colour from magenta down to cinnabar,
Suggestive of a rainbow or the various liquors in a bar.

IV.

So when she came to twenty - one, the age they call

discretional,
The trooping of her followers was, in a word, processional.

v.

But she disdained flamboyant types and snubbed the ay
and gildy brand ;

Instead she loved a decadent whose pagan name was
Hildebrand,

Until that sad occasion when she met him coming back o'

night,
His system loaded up with bhang and opium and aconite.

VI.

An artist next attracted her; she turned on her cajoleriesAnd soon in unison they laughed at other people's drolleries'
its speech was polychromous (as the speech of many a

carman is) ;

He mostly talked of masses, lights, half-tones and colour-
harmonies

;

That was his doom, for one fine day he went to his sarco-
phagus,
vord "chiaroscuro" stuck deep down in his oesophagus.

VII.

I do not know ; it may have been her hose that took poorKendall in,

Who previously had fli ,-tod with her elder sister, Gwendoline,ihis Kendall was a wholesale dealer, very rich and laree
in all b

His habits, though he always said his profits were but
marginal.

Well, Kendall kept on waddling round her, like a tired and
tardy yak;

His movements showed beyond a doubt that his disease
was cardiac

;

He took her on the river
; after thinking for a time, aloud

He said, "I will propose to you ; that is, of course, if I 'm
allowed."

VIII.

And she replied, "If I were going to propose, I 'm blest if I
Would personate an elder who is just about to testify.
Now first of all I must remark that Love has come to grip

you late

In life, but, passing over that, I've certain things to stipulate:
You must exhibit interest, as even Gotli or Vandal would,
In curios and bric-a-brac, in ivories and sandalwood

;

And you must cope with cameo, veneer, relief and lacauer
(Ah!

And, parenthetically, pay my debts at bridge and baccarat).
I dote on Futurism, and so a mate would give me little ease
Whose views were strictly orthodox on MYRON and

PRAXITELES.
You do not understand," she sneered, "so gross is your

fatuity;
Well then, I answer '

No,' without a trace of ambiguity."

IX.

And Eendall turned back sad at heart; but in a stride his

honey-bee
Was in his arms exclaiming,

" Then would wasted all your
money be.

Come, I will take you with your faults and try to make
the best of you ;

Your purse is good ; perhaps in time I may improve the
rest of you."

[Publishers' Note.

Beaders who are not sated yet and still for more are
hungering

Will find Vol. II. describe how E. gave cause for scandal-
mongering.

Vol. III. narrates how B. became enamoured of a fairy at
A ball, was robbed of all his wealth and joined the

proletariat.
How E. washed clothes to earn her bread, while E. reclined

in beery ease

Upon his bed, will be exposed in Vol. IV. of this series.
And further volumes show exactly what was worst and

best in E.,
And how at last, aged eighty-four, she found her life's true

destiny.]

A Side-Slip.
"Just before the war we were in danger of having the ugly and even

Tri
or
V-

aviatot
'L

fostercd upon us - Just that rd sccmcd

dTr i, *

* suddenl
>' Announced that it had decided once

*"'
"The volume contains some 500 portraits of New England aviators."

Same paper, same date, same page.

' ^ Smith (North

Wilkinson
Goddard

. Worsley

.

,

id not SUCceed i

B remarkable record.
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THE MAN WHO COULD DO IT HIMSELF.

'<

!.. i iir.KE 's ROMKTHINI; NVI

WITH THK H01LGR. SHAI.L I < i KT THE
l-.Il?"

!'i r-,ini;ir? OF coi'HSK NOT I'J.L ri'T IT nic;nT.

9

\
JUST GKT MK A SPANNER AND A HAMMKB AND A LADDER

AND SOME STRING A NO A WOODEN PLUG OH TWO AND AS MANY TOWKI.S AS YOU CAN FIND

-

AND AM, THE BLANKETS IN THK HOUSE- TIIK DOCTOR."
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MIAKSI'KARE THE TRADUCER.

TIIK members of the League of

Scottish Veterans of the World War

met recently in New York, and after

duo deliberation
"
(V'"

1

''."-
(

'

au Scotch-

men deliberate "duly" in New York

now?) passed a resolution demanding

that SiUKsrKUir.'s tragedy, .</

have been emended in the light of

modem research by a committee of psy-f
chical experts appointed for the pur-

ho removed from the curriculum of

English literature studies in American

schools.

Apparently this was an example of

dry
"
Scotch humour. A neighbouring

city had previously banned The Mer-

chant of Venice from its schools on the

ground that the character of Shi/lock was

a libel on the Jewish race. If Jewish

children no longer had to pay for school

editions of Tli,' Merchant ofr~
should Scottish in-

1

fants still have to squander
their bawbees on a play-

that insulted their for-

bears? Perish the thought !

" We consider," they de-

clared, "that if a Jewish

gabardine is to be cleaned

by American Boards of

Education the stain should

likewise be removed from

the Scottish kilt." And
if there are no reliable

cleaners in the U.S.A. it

should be sent to Perth.

The example thus nobly
set is being widely fol-

lowed. The members of

the Southern Jazz -band

Union met yesterday way-
down in Tennessee and

passed a resolution de-

manding the elimination

of Othello from the educa-

tional curriculum. The

proposer declared with some heat that

"no coloured gentleman would spiffli-

cate his missus wid a bolster on do

word of a mean white thief like dat

lago." The mere suggestion was dam
foolishness and an insult to the most

prominent section of the freeborn citi-

zens of the U.S.A. "If dey gwine
whitewash de Scotchman, why not de

man ob colour too?
"

At a representative meeting of Welsh-
men Mr. Jones ap Jones moved that,

as a protest against SHAKSPEARE'S treat-

ment of Fliiellen and the Cymric vege-
table symbol, Henry V. " be no longer

taught in Welsh schools or read at

Jesus College, Oxford, whateffer."

At a recent meeting of the S.P.R. it

was proposed by Sir A. CONAN DOYLE,
of Oliver Lodge, Ether, Surrey, "that
the Board of Education be asked, in

the interests of scientific truth, to sus-

pend the teaching of Hamlet until the

scenes in which the Ghost appears shall

pose. The proposer quoted the line

spoken by Hamlet to the apparition :-

"Bo thou a spirit of health or goblin damn'd,"

and said he would like to substitute for

it,
" Be thou a subjective hallucination

arising from an uprush of inhibited

emotional disturbance from the sub-

liminal consciousness, or the objectivi-

satiou of a telepathic communication

from the extra - corporeal sphere of

being, or, finally, a manifestation to sen-

sory perception of some supra-normal

undulatory movement of the ether."

He had always deprecated, he said,

the meddling of untrained amateurs

Lady (buying music). "On, AND HAVE YOU GOT 'A LOVER IN DAMASCUS'?'

New Girl. " WELL, MA 'AM, MY FIANCE ii'Js is MESPOT, BUT HE 's BACK
IN BBEKTON NOW."

with the details of psychic phenom-
ena, and felt that the rule should be

made retrospective. An amendment
was carried to add Julius Ccesar and
Richard III. to the motion for similar

reasons.

The Labour Party have decided to ask

Mr. FISHER to ban Coriolanus on the

ground that many of the speeches of the

chief character betray an anti-demo-
cratic bias, out of keeping with the ideals

that should be set before the rising

generation. Phrases like
" The mutable

rank-scented many," applied to the pro-
letariat, could only foster the bourgeois
prejudices of jaundiced reactionaries
and teach the young scions of the capi-
talist classes to look down upon the
manual worker.

"For Sale Black Ebony Gentleman's Shav-
ing Outfit." Local Paper.
We gather that our coloured brother is

about to grow a beard.

MODERN MOON-RAKERS.

PORTA, the once notorious Michigander,
Who launched the now exploded solar

slander,

Whereat ten thousand negroes stood

aghast,
In one short month into oblivion

passed,
But PICKERING'S momentous lunar

screed

Proves the persistence of this wondrous
breed.

Yet this in PICKERING'S favour let us

state :

He has no scare or scandal to relate

Nothing in any way that may impugn
The credit or the morals of the moon ;

And on the other hand it does attract us

To learn that she is grow-
ing sage and cactus.

Hardly romantic vege-
tables, these,

And not so edible as good

green cheese

Which nursery rhymers
(banned by MONTESSORI)

Associated with the lunar

story.
Still PICKERING'S veget-

able views are tame
Contrasted with Professor

GODDARD'S aim ;

For he, as from the daily
Press we learn,

An obvious plagiarist of

good JULES VERNE,
Would have us build a

Bertha fat enough
To send a charge of high

explosive stuff

Across the intervening
seas of space

Bang into Luna's unof-

fending face.

Meanwhile our own alert star-gazing
chief,

DYSON (Sir FRANK), is rather moved
to grief

Than anger by the astronomic pranks
Played by unbalanced professorial

cranks,
Who study science in the wild-cat vein

And "ruin along the illimitable inane."

The New Naval Uniform.

"FOR SALE, NAVAL CADET'S (B.N.) MESS-
DKESS ; 39 inches side seam ; pair cricket

boots, purple velour hat, grey chiffon velvet

dress." Daily Paper.

" SUEDE TURNIP, best varieties."

Advt. in Tasmanian Paper,

No kid about tins offer.

"
Wanted, at once, respectable Man for

Polishing Porter." Daily Paper.

The manners of some of our porters

notoriously leave much to be desired.
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MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
A SLIGHT ACCIDENT SECURES HIM A PERSONAL INTRODUCTION TO THE MASTER.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

From Friend to Friend (MURRAY) is the name given,
from the first of them, to a collection of eight fugitive papers,

prepared for republication by the late Lady RITCHIE during
the last months of her life, and now edited by her sister-in-

law, Miss EMILY RITCHIE. Fugitive though they may have
been in original intent, these pages are so filled with their

writer's delicate and very personal charm that her lovers

will be delighted to have their flight thus pleasantly arrested.

Lady RITCHIE was above all else the perfect appreciator.
floras non numerat nisi serenas ; the gaze that she turns

smilingly upon old happy far-off days looks through spec-
tacles rose-tinted both by the magic of retrospect and her
own genius for admiration. London, Freshwater, Paris,
Rome these are the settings of her memories

;
and we see

them all by a light that (perhaps) never was on land or sea,
in whose radiance beauty and wit and genius move won-

derfully to a perpetual music. In truth, however, these
eminent Victorians of Lady RITCHIE'S circle must have been
a rare company ;

I have no space for even a catalogue
of them Mrs. CAMKRON, with her vague magnificence,
pouring letters and an embarrassment of gifts upon her dear

TENNYKONS; the KKMBI.E sisters, LOCKHART, THACKERAY
himself, a score of great and (to the kindly chronicler)
gracious personalities live again in her pages. I should add
that the volume is rounded off by a short story, & late

addition to the Miss Williamson series, which might be
called a pot-boiler, were it not somehow incongruous to
associate so gentle a flame with any such activities.

Slight as it is, From Friend to Friend forms an apt and

graceful finish to the work of one whose life was given to

the claims of friendship.

Fanny goes to War (MURRAY) should be read by those
who also went and those who didn't. It is a chronicle of

the adventures of the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry in

Belgium and France vivid; inviting wonder, laughter and
sometimes tears ; fresh and delicious. The account of the
first visit to the trenches awakens memories. Viewed from
this distance it seems all to have been so picturesque, such
fun ! The humour of Thomas, the intelligence and tact of

the good French poilu, the awful moments and the wild

jests in between these are all shown. The splendid
humour with which "PAT BEAUCHAMP," the author, bravely
endured her own casualty with its distressing effects is

typical in itself of that spirit in the Anglo-Saxon race which
made the Teuton race wish it hadn't. In my view, the
obiter dictum of an anonymous Colonel sums up the values

of this ladies' contingent better than does the preface of

the distinguished Major-Genoral : "Neither fish, flesh nor

fowl," said the Colonel on having the constitution of this

anomalous unit explained to him,
" but thundering good

red herring !

" Time was, I believe and hope, when I

myself, passing through the Base Port on leave and being
full of life and daring, have sighted a lady-chauffeur of a

motor-ambulance and have thrown a friendly glance, even
a froward smile, at her. Waiving all questions of propriety,
I hope that this was so, and that the lady-chauffeur was no
less than " PAT BEAUCHAMP "

herself, in the later stages of

her career overseas. Though her only response may have
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been to splash mud over me, I should feel happy, now,

thus to have paii
1 my respects to this gallant and high-

spirited lady. I count myself among the company, bat-

talion, division, corps and army of her admirers.

It certainly does not seem eight years, yet it must be

fullv that, since JOSKPH CONRAD in The English Review

lifted a veil that lay between his admirers and an interesting

personality with the pleasantly discursive papers which

form the basis of the re-issued .1 PtanowA Record (I HT
);

Between then and now Chance, that masterly but difficult

hook, has by a curious freak of public taste given Mr.

COMUQ, hitherto the well-loved favourite of the relatively

few, a miu-li wider constituency. To these late comers,

rather than to the older (and of course superior) Conradists,

who know it already, let mo
recommend this rambling,
which is by no means to say
aimless, account of the wander-

ings of the MS. of Almayer's

Folly, some queer entertaining

scraps of the author's family

history, a description of the

encounters with the original

Almaycr, and those vignettes
of Marseilles which obviously
were used as the background
of The Arrow of Gold. This

record is one of those quiet

friendly books that flatter the

devotee by a sense of peculiar

intimacy with his hero. It

is also engagingly character-

istic. Mr. COKBAD here un-

ravels the fine threads of his

personal history and philo-

sophy with the same artful

reserve and exquisite elabora-

tion with which he evolves the

creatures of his resourceful

imagination.

Tlte Life of Liza Lehmann
(UuwiN), written by herself,

and finished, as her husband
tells in a pathetic foot-note,

"scarcely two weeks before her

death," is a book holding
many special bonds of associa-

tion with Punch, not least the
fact that her father-in-law, Deputy J. T. BEDFORD, was the
author of that Robert, the City Waiter, who was among the
most famous and popular of Mr. Punch's early creations.
The volume that the writer has put together is the record
of a busy, successful and, on the whole, happy life, passed
in the company of interesting people, about many of whom
Madame LEHMANN has remembered some entertaining
story. Chiefly, as is natural, the persons recorded are the
musical folk of the last half-century, from JENNY LIND to
Sir THOMAS BEECHAM ; though in the allied Arts I was
taken by a pleasing and new anecdote of ROBERT BBOWN-
INO reciting How they Brought the Good News into an
Edison phonograph, and overcome by loss of memory half-

way through the ordeal. One wonders if this rather sur-

prising record exists to-day. I am not going to assert that
the non-technical reader may not find the pages devoted
to reprinted criticism rather over - numerous ; old news-
paper files, like old theatrical photographs, too quickly
fade. But the author's humour endured ; and I like to

think that she could appreciate a joke made at her own

expense ;
witness her quotation from the gushing friend

who, at the moment of the first triumph of The Persian

Garden, overwhelmed the composer with the tribute, "Do
lot me thank you ! The local colour is too wonderful. I

simply felt as if I was at Liberty's !
"

To the jaded reader I recommend The Road to En-Dor

(L.VNE) as a book which should undoubtedly stir him up.

It is the most extraordinary war-tale which has come my
way. With such material as he had to his hand Lieutenant

E. H. JONES would have been a sad muddler if he had not

made his story intriguing ; but, anyhow, he happens to be

a sound craftsman with a considerable sense of style and

construction. And he has a convincing way of handling his

facts that compels belief in

the most incredible of stories.

Lieutenant JONES was a pri-
soner in the hands of the

Turks at Zo/gad, and to amuse
himself and h is fellow-prisoners
he raised a "spook

"
which in

time gained such a reputation
that it had the Turkish officials

almost hopelessly at its mercy.
From being merely a joke his

spook soon began to suggest
to him a way of escaping from
the camp, and then, in con-

junction with Lieutenant 0. W.
he worked it for all it

was worth. His record of

their adventures and of the

j
sufferings, physical and men-
tal, which they had to face is

really astounding ;
but I fear

it will be received coldly by
the psychist. Spiritualism, in

deed, is treated with scant re-

spect, and whatever our own
view of this vexed subject

may be most of us will admit
that Lieutenant JONES has

considerable reason for his

strong opinion.

FAIRY TALES REVISED.
Cassim Baba. " AH ! NOW I HAVE IT ' OPEN SESAME !

'

LUCKY THING I HAD THAT COUKSE OP LESSONS IN MEMOBY
TRAINING. "

In The Green Shoes of April

(HURST AND BLACKETT) Miss
RACHEL SWETE MACNAMABA
has got together quite a lot

of people and situations that other novelists have used be-

fore. There is the fine young Irishman soldiering in India,
the soulless actress who marries and leaves him, and the

splendid Irish girl, his true mate, whom he weds in happy
ignorance of his first partner's continued existence. But the

hero has a maiden aunt, with a story of her own, and the
heroine a terrific grandmother who are Miss MACNAMARA'S
creations, and as she makes wife number one lie like a

trooper in order to preserve the happiness of wife number
two a soupqon of freshness is imparted to the rechauffe.
Of course the well -meaning first wife is not allowed to

succeed in her efforts, and Beau and Perry (you would never

guess from that which was which, but in this case it doesn't

matter) have a very bad time indeed until, reassured by
a friendly barrister, they settle down again into wedded
happiness. These are the confiding souls whom novelists
and lawyers love, and I can see Miss MACNAMABA, by-and-
by, getting quite a nice story out of someone's attempt to
oust their eldest son from his inheritance. I hope she will.
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CHARIVARIA.
Now that petrol is being increased

by eightpenco a gallon, pedestrians will

shortly have to bo content to be knocked

clown by horsed vehicles or hand trucks.

Moleskins, says a news item, are now
worth eighteen-penco each. It is only
fair to add that the moles do not admit

the accuracy of these figures.
''.- * ~~^~"""~"

Three hundred pounds is the

price asked by an advertiser in

The Times for a motor -coat

lined with Persian lamb. It is

still possible to got a waistcoat

lined with English lamb (el-

even good capon) for a mere
fraction of that sum.

Charged with impersonation
at a municipal election a de-

fendant told the Carlisle Bench
that it was only a frolic. The
Bench, entering into the spirit

of the thing, told the man to

go and have a good frisk in the

second division.
* *

" Steamers carrying coal

from Dover to Calais," says a

news item,
" are bringing back

champagne." It is character-

istic of the period that we
should thus exchange the lux-

uries of life for its necessities.
* *

Charged at Willesden with

travelling without a ticket a

Walworth girl was stated to

have a mania for travelling on
the Tube. The Court mission-

ary thought that a position
could probably bo obtained for

her as scrum-half at a West
End bargain-counter.

A correspondent writes to a

London paper to say that he
heard a lark in full song on

Sunday. We can only suppose
that the misguided bird did not
know it was Sunday. .

probably be normal in August next,

the Food Ministry will cease to exist,

its business being finished. This seems
a pretty poor excuse for a Government

Department to give for closing down.
*...-

" Music is not heard by the ear

alone," says M. JACQUES DALCROZE.

Experience proves that when the piano
is going next door it is heard by the

whole of the neighbour at once.

for sale under the hammer the other

day one gentleman offered to buy it on
condition that the vendor papered the

principal room and put a bath in.

A Bolton labourer who picked up
twenty-five one-pound Treasury notes
and restored them to the proper owner
was rewarded with a shilling. Ifc is

only fair to say that the lady also said,
"Thank you." ,

:

THE WAVE OF CRIME.

Cent. "WHAT MADE YOU PUT YOUR HAND INTO MY POCKET?"

Doubtful Character. " JUST ABSENT-MINDEDNESS. I OSCK 'AD
A PAIR Of PANTS EXACTLY LIKE THOSE YOU 'BE WEARING."

A medical man refers to the case of a
woman who has no sense of time, pro-

portion or numbers. There should be
a great chance for her as a telephone
operator. ^ ^

"
Owing to its weed-choked condi-

tion," says The Evening Noes, "the
Thames is going to ruin." Unless

something is done at once it is feared
that this famous river may have to be
abolished. ... ...

As the supply of foodstuffs will

A weekly paper points out that there

are at least thirty thousand unem-

ployed persons in this country. This
of course is very serious. After all you
cannot have strikes unless the people
are in work. .,. ...

"'*'"

It appears that the dog (since de-

stroyed) which was found wandering
outside No. 10, Downing Street, had
never tasted Prime Minister.

***
It is reported that when Sir DAVID

BURNETT put up Drury Lane Theatre

Asked what he would give
towards a testimonial fund for

a local hero one hardy Scot is

reported to have said that he
would give three cheers.

We learn on good authority
that should a General Election
take place during one of Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE'S visits to Paris
The Daily Mail will undertake
to keep him informed regard-

ing the results by means of

its Continental edition.
* *

A sad story reaches us from
South - West London. It ap-

pears that a girl of twenty at-

tempted suicide because she
realised she was too old to

write either a popular novel or
a book of poems.

': *
*

The Guards, it is stated, are

to revert to the pre-war scarlet

tunic and busby. Pre - war

head-pieces, it may be added,
are now worn exclusively at the

War Office. ,. ,.
"
*'

At the Independent Labour

Party's Victory dance it was

stipulated that "
evening dress

and shirt sleeves are barred."

This challenge to the upper
classes (with whom shirt-

sleeves are of course, de rignenr)
is not without its significance.

* *
#

As much alarm was caused

by the announcement in these

columns last week that the

collapse of a wooden house
was caused by a sparrow stepping on

it, we feel we ought to mention that,

owing to a sudden gust of wind, the

bird in question leaned to one side, and
it was simply this movement which
caused the house to overbalance.

" The eternal combustion engine has become

recognised the world over as a factor in modern
civilisation." Provincial Paper.

But surely it is many years since Lord
WESTBUHY in the GOKHAM case was
said to have " dismissed h with

costs ?
"

vor.. CLVIII.
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THE SWEET INFLUENCES OF TRADE..
The revival, in certain quarters, of ( "inmereial relations with

1 already be^tin to blunt the memory of tho War. And

MOW the "prop. .*al to'opcii up trade with the Co-operative Societies in

Hii-sia.f'i t ho,. l>\ LUIS benefit of the Bolshevists, who practically-control

the whole country, looks like an attempt to bring about indirectly a

peace which we cannot in decency negotiate -through the ordinary

channels of diplomacy .

THKV are coming, the carpet
-
baggers, their voices are

hoard in the land,

Guttural Teuton organs, but very polite and bland ;

And our arms are stretched for their welcome ;
we 've

buried tho past like a dud ;

For blood may bo thicker than water, but Trade is

thicker than blood.

Tho Winter of war is over, and lo ! with the dawn of

Spring
They come, and we greet them coming, like swallows

that homeward swing,
Fair as the violet's waking, swift as tho snows in flood,

For blood may be thicker than water, but Trade is

thicker than blood.

Likewise with Soviet Eussia wo 've done with the need
to fight;

There are gentler methods (and cheaper) of putting the
whole thing right;

Tho palms of the dealers are plying the soap's invisible sud,
For blood may be thicker than water, but Trade is

thicker than blood.

Of Peace there can be no parley with LENIN'S ntijimc,
as such,

But Business can easily tackle what Honour declines to

touch,

Making the sewage to blossom, sampling the septic mud,
For blood may be thicker than water, but Trade is

thicker than blood.

Thus may our merchant princes modestly play their part,
Speeding the silent process of soldering heart to heart,
Just as the forces of Nature silently swell the bud,
For blood may be thicker than water, but Trade is

thicker than blood.

So in the hands of the Bolshie our hands shall at last be
laid ;

Deep unto deep is calling to lift tho long blockade;
"No truck," we had sworn, "with murder;" but God

will forget that oath,
For blood is thicker than water, but Trade is thicker

than both. _____^^^^^^^^__ 0. S.

WITH THE AUXILIARY PATROL.
AN HONOURABLE EECOKD.

MANY years ago, in tho reign of good QUEEN VICTORIA a
little ship sailed out of Grimsby Docks in all the proud
bravery of new paint and snow-white decks, and passed
the Nowsand bound for the Dogger Bank. They had
christened her the King dforg,; and, though her feminine
susceptibilities were perhaps a trifle piqued at this affront
to her sex, it was a right royal name, and her brand-new
boilers swelled with loyal fervour. She was a steam
trawlerat that time one of the smartest steam trawlers
afloat, and she knew it

; she held her headlights very high
i, you may be sure.

Tin:o passed, and the w^inds and waters of the North Sea
:ill too rudely with the fair freshness of her exterior-

he grew worn and weather-stained, and it was apparenteven to the casual eye of a landsman that she had left her

girlhood behind her out on the Nor'-East Rough. Some of

tho younger trawlers would jeeringly refer to her behind

her hack as "Auntie,"and affected to regard her as an

antediluvian old dowager, which of course was mainly
duo to jealousy. But she still pegged away at her work,

bringing in from the Dogger week by week her cargoes of

fish, regardless aliko of tho ravages of time and tho jibes

of her upstart rivals. As long as her owners were satislied

she was happy, for she cherished first and last a sense of

duty, as all good ships do.

And then suddenly came the War, infesting the seas with
unaccustomed and nerve-racking dangers. I must apologise
for mentioning this, as everybody knows that we ought now
to forget about the War as quickly as possible and get on
with more important matters, but at the time it had a cer-

tain effect upon us all, not excluding tho King George.

Scorning the menaces that lurked about her path she carried

on tho pursuit of the cod and haddock in her old undemon-
strative fashion, for she was a British ship from stem to

stern and conscious of tho tradition behind her.

Then one day they hauled her up in dock, gave her a six-

pounder astern, fitted her with wireless and sent her out to

take care of her unarmed sisters on the fishing-grounds.
She flew the White Ensign.
These were the proudest days of her life: she was help-

ing to keep the seas. It is true the big ships of the Fleet

might laugh at her in a good-natured way and pass uncom-

plimentary remarks about her personal appearance, but

they had to acknowledge her seamanship and her pluck.
She could buffet her way through weather that no destroyer
dare face, and mines had no terrors for her, for oven if she
were to bump a tin-fish it only meant one old trawler the

less, and the Navy could afford it.

It was during these days, too, that she became known,
though not by name, to readers of Punch, for her adven-
tures and those of her crew were often chronicled in his

tales of the "
Auxiliary Patrol." And when she had seen

tho War through she said Good-bye to his pages and made
ready to return again to the ways of peace. She was quite
satisfied ; she never thought of giving up her job,.though
she was now a very old ship, and it would have been no
shame to her. She just took a fresh coat of paint and
steamed away to the Dogger Bank once more.

* * # * * * *
The other day a small paragraph appeared in some of the

newspapers that were not too busy discussing the possibili-
ties of another railway strike: "The Grimsby trawler

King George," it said, "is reported long over-due from tho

fishing-grounds, and the owners say that there is no hope of
her return." No one would notice this, because the first

round of the English Cup was to be played that week, and
besides it was not as though it were a battleship or a big
liner that had gone down. It was just the old King George.
And that, I suppose, is the end of her, except that she

may continue to be remembered by one or two who served
aboard her in the

days of the Auxiliary Patrol remembered
as a gallant little ship that served her country in its hour
of need, and did not hold that hour the limit of her service.
Well played, King George !

"THE DRINKWATER TRAGEDY."
Heading in "New York Times.

1"

This comes from dry America, but it is not the wail of a
"Wet"; merely the heading of an article on AbrahamLincoln.

i

its Ulster just as Ireland had, and it was a questionwhether Wales was going to be conquered by the industrial area of
a

r , ,;,

dlstnct
>
or whether the industrial area was going to

conquer Wales." Western Mail.
We shall put our money on "the industrial area."
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A POPULAR REAPPEARANCE.
Mi;. ASQUITH ((lie Veteran Scots Impersonator) sings :

"I LOVE A LASSIE,
ANITHEE LOWLAN' LASSIE."



Officer. "WELL, PETERS, HOW DID you GET ON?"

Steward (who has asked for special leave). "NOTION' DOIN', SIR. THE SKIPPER 'E SEZ TO ME, '.

;B-AK'-SEVENPENCE TO SEND YOU 'OME, AN' AS THE NAVY 'AS GOT TO ECONOMISE YOU 'ix DO TOFOL'B-AK

E SEZ, 'IT'LL COST THE COUSTKY
BEGIN ON,' 'E SEZ."

A LIMPET OF WAR.
(With tJte British Army in France.)
THE day on which that fine old

crusted warrior, Major Slingswivel,

quits the hospitable confines of Nulle-

part Camp will be the signal that the

British Army in Franco has completed
its work, even to the labelling and

despatching of the last bundle of as-

sorted howitzers. A British army in

France without Major Slingswivel
would bo unthinkable. It is confi-

dently asserted that Nullepart Camp
was built round him when he landed
in '14, and that he has only emerged
from it on annual visits to his tailor for

the purpose of affixing an additional

chevron and having another inch let

into his tunic. Latest reports state

that he is still going strong, and in

denting for ice-cream freezers in anti-

cipation of a hot summer.
But for an unforgivable error of tact

I might have stood by the old bronto-

saurus to the bitter end. One evening
he and I were listening to a concert

given by the "Fluffy Furbelows" in

the camp Nissen Coliseum, and a Miss
Gwennie Gwillis was expressing an

ardent desire to get back to Alabama
and dear ole Mammy and Dad, not to

speak of the rooster and the lil melon-

patch way down by the swamp. The

prospect as painted by her was so

alluring that by the end of the first

verse all the troops were infected with

trans-Atlantic yearnings and voiced

them in a manner that would have
made an emigration agent rub his hands
and start chartering transport right

away. She had an enticing twinkle

which lighted on the Major a few times,
so that I wasn't surprised when the
second chorus found him roaring out

that lie too was going to take a long
lease of a shack down Alabama way.

" Gad she 's immense ! We must
invite her to tea to-morrow," he said

to me in a whisper that shook the
Nissen hut to its foundations. Sling-
swivel was no vocal lightweight. Those

people in Thanet and Kent who used
to write to the papers saying they
could hear the guns in the Vimy Eidge
and Messines offensives were wrong.
What they really heard was Major
Slingswivel at Nullepart expostulating
with his partner for declaring clubs
on a no-trump hand.

"
Very well," I answered sulkily. It

wasn't the first time the Major had
been captivated by ladies with Southern

syncopated tastes, and I knew I should

be expected to complete the party with
the other lady member of the troupe,
Miss Dulcie Demiton, and listen to the

old boy making very small talk in a

very large voice. I could see myself
balancing a teacup and trying to get
in a word here and there through the

barrage.
Still, there was no getting out of it,

and next afternoon found our qua'rtette

nibbling petits gateaux in the only
pdtisserie in the village. The Major
was in fine fettle as the war-worn old

veteran, and Gwennie and Dulcie

spurred him on with open and undis-

guised admiration.
" Now I 'm in France," gushed

Gwennie, "I want to see everything
where the trenches were and where

you fought your terrible battles."
"
Delighted to show you," said Sling-

swivel, bursting with pride at being
taken for a combatant officer.

" How
about to-morrow ?

"

"Just lovely," cooed Gwennie.
"We're showing at Petiteville in the
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evening, but wo shan't bo starting

before lunch."

"That gives us all morning," said

the Major enthusiastically,
" Mi*s

Gwonnio, Miss Dulcic, Spenlow, wo
will parade to-morrow at 9.30."

I couldn't understand it. Naturally
(Iwennie, with her mind constantly set

on Alabama, couldn't bo expected to be

up in war geography, but the Major
knew jolly well that all the battles

within reasonable distance of N'ullepart
had been fought out with cbi'.s and

indents. I put it to him that it wasn't

likely country for war thrills.

" Leave it to mo," ho said confidently.
So I left it, and when we paraded

next morning where do you think the

wily old bird led us? Why, to the old

training ground on the edge of the

camp, where the R.E.'s used to lay
out beautifully revetted geometrical
trenches as models of what wo were

supposed to imitate in the front lino

between hates. Having been neglected
since tho Armistice they had caved in

a bit and sagged round the corners till

they wore a very passable imitation of

the crump-battered thing.
Old Slingswivol so arranged the

itinerary that the girls didn't perceive
that tho sector was bounded on one
sido by Pere Popeau's turnip field and
on the other by a duck-pond, and he
showed a tactical knowledge of the

value of cover in getting us into a

trench out of view of certain stakes

and pickets that were obviously used

by Mere Popoau as a drying -ground.
To divert attention he gave a vivid

demonstration of bombing along a

C.T. with clods of earth, with myself as

bayonet-man nipping round traverses

and mortally puncturing sand - bags
with a walking-stick. It must have
been a pretty nervy business for the

Major, for any minute we might have
come across a notice-board about the

hours of working parties knocking off

for dinner that would have given the

whole show away. But he displayed
fine qualities of leadership and presence
of mind at critical moments, notably
when Gwennio showed a disposition to

explore a particular dug-out."
" I shouldn't advise you to go in

there, Miss Gwennie," he said gravely.
"
Why?" asked Gwennio apprehen-

sively.
" Not a pleasant sight for a lady,"

said the Major gruffly.
" It upset me

one day when I looked in."

This was probable enough, for the
Mess steward used it as a store for

empty bottles.

Gwennie shuddered and passed on.

The Major mopped his forehead with
relief and set tho ladies soureniring
among old water-tin stoppers, which

Tlie New Minister. "Boy, DO YE NO KEN IT'S THE SAWBATU?''

Boy. "On AY, FINK. BUT THIS is WOBK o' XECESSITY."

Minister. "An" 1100 is THAT?"

Boy. "THE MEENISTEB'S COMIN' TAE DISNEB AN' WE'VE NAETUIX' TAI; CIE
!

IM."

he alleged to be the plugs of hand-

grenades.

Taking it all round, it was a success-

ful morning's show, which did credit to

the producer, and it was only spoiled
when, so to speak, the curtain rolled

down amidst thunders of applause.
" We don't realize what we owe to

gallant soldiers like you," said Gwennio

admiringly.
The Major waved a fat deprecating

hand.
"And Captain Spenlow has just been

telling me," continued Gwennie, " that

you occupied this sector all through
the War and that you hung on right to

the very last, notwitlistandinrj incredible

efforts to dislodge you."

At this crude statement of the naked
facts Slingswivel's faco wont a deeper
shade of purple, and you can appreci-
ate why I put in an urgent application
for immediate release, on compassion-
ate grounds, and why the Major gladly
endorsed it.

"WAR CRIMINALS.
THE TIIRKK I'BEMIERS MEET ALONE TO-DAY."

Evening Paper.

We suspect Mr. KEYNES' hand .in these

headlines.

" Information wanted as to whereabouts of

Mrs. J. O. Plonk (Blonk) wife of J. O. Plonk

(Clonk)." Advt. in Chinese Paper.

This should go very well with a banjo

accompaniment.
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THE TRAGEDY OF AN AUTHOR'S WIFE.

" I WON'T stand it any longer," said

Janet intensely, meeting me in the

hall. " Take off your umbrella and
listen to me."

" It 's off," I replied faintly, perceiv-

ing that something was all my fault.

"C:uft you hear it singing
'

Niagara
'

in the porch ?
"

1 dropped the shopping on the floor

ami sat down to watch Janet walking
up and down the room.

" I want," she continued in the tone
of one who has had nobody to be in-

dignant with all day, "a divorce."

"Who for?" I inquired. "Really,
darling, we can't afford any more pres-
ents this

"

" Me," she interrupted, frowning." Couldn't you have it for your birth-

day?" I suggested. "I may have
some more money by then. Besides, I

gave you
"
No, I could not," replied Janet in

a voice like the end of the world ;

" I
want it now. I will not wear myself
put trying to live up to an impossible
ideal, and lose all my friends because
they can't help comparing me with it.

And it isn't even as if it were ray own
ideal. I never know what I 've got to
be like from one week to another. And
what do I get for my struggles?
Not even recognition, muck less grati-
tude."

"Janet," I said kindly, "I don't
know what you 're talking about. Who
are these people who keep idealising
you ? I will not have you annoyed in
this way. Send them to me and I '11

put a little solid realism into their
heads. I '11 tell them what you really
are, and that '11 settle their unfortunate
illusions. Dear old girl, don't worry... I '11 soon put it right."
s i put it right.
Janet looked at me piercingly."

It 's this," she said
;

" I keep having
people to call on me."

I know," I answered, shuddering
"but I can't help it, can I? You
shouldn't be so attractive."

" Dear Willyum," she replied,
" that 's

just the point ; you can help it."
1

Stop calling me names and I '11 see
what can be done."

But it 's part of my ' whimsical wit
'

to call you Willyura," she said grimly.
L understand that I am like that

'eople realise this when they read
your articles, and immediately call to

f I 'm true. I 've read through
nearly all your stories to-day, in be-
tween Uio visitors, and and "

I gripped her hand in silence.
I'm losing all my friends," she

mourned, touched by my sympathy"even those who used to like me long
ago. Girls who knew me at school say

to themselves,
'

Fancy poor old Janet

being like that all the time, and we
never knew !

' and they rush down to

see me again. They sit hopefully round
me as long as they can bear it

; then,
after the breakdown, they go away
indignant and never think kindly of me
again."
She gloomed.
" And all the cousins and nice young

men who used to think I was quite jolly
have suddenly noticed how much jollier
1 might be if only I could say the things
they say you say I say . . ."

"Hush, hush," I whispered; "have
an aspirin."

" But it 's quite true," she cried hope-
lessly.

" And Siie 's just what I ought
to be. She says everything just in the

right place. When I compare myself
with Her, I know I 'm not a bit the
kind of person you admire, and and
it 's no good pretending any longer!
I'm not jealous, only sort of mis-
rubble."

She rose with a pale smile and,

hushing my protestations, arrived at
her conclusion.

" We must part," she said, throwing
her cigarette into the lire and walk-

ing to the window ;

" I can't help it. I

suppose I 'm not good enough for you.
You must be free to marry Her when we
find Her. I too," she sighed,

" must be
free. ..."

" I now call upon myself to speak,"
I remarked, rising hurriedly. "Janet,"
I continued, arriving at her side, "keep
perfectly still and do not attempt to

breathe, because you will not be able
to, and look as pleasant as you can
while I tell you truthfully what I think
you are really like."

(I have been compelled to delete this

THE SORROWS OF A SUPER-PROFITEER.

[Bradford wool-spinners are stated to be
unable to escape from the deluge of wealth
that pours upon them or avoid making profits
of three thousand two hundred per cent.]

AND so you thought we simply steered
Great motor - cars to champagne

dinners
And bought tiaras and were cheered

By hopes of breeding Epsom winners ;

Eh, lad, you little knew the weird
Dreed by the Yorkshire spinners.

How hollow are those marble halls,
The place I built and deemed a show-

thing,
Its terraces, its waterfalls

Once more I hear that sound of

loathing,
The bell rings and a stranger calls
To speak of underclothing.

They 've bashed my offices to wrecks,
They Ve broke their way beyond the

warders,
And now my country seat they vex,

^
They trample my herbaceous borders;

They chase me up and down with
cheques,

They flummox me with orders.

They bolt me to the billiard-room,
Where chaps are playing five - bob

snooker
;

They see me dodging from the doom,
They heed no threats and no rebuker;" We 've got thee now," they say,

" ba
goorn !

"

And pelt me with their lucre.

passage on the ground that even if

people believed me it would only attract
more callers.)

"All right," she continued, unruffling
her hair;

" but if I do you must promise
to leave off writing stories about me
Will you?"

"
But, darling," I objected,

" consider
the bread-and-jam."
She was silent.
"
Well, then," she said at last,

"
you

must only write careful ones that I can
live up to."

" I '11 try," I agreed remorsefully ;

"I 11 go and do one now all about
this. And you can censor it." I left
the room

jauntily.
Janet's voice, suddenly repentant

followed me.

_

"
No," she called,

" that won't do
either. Because if it 's a true one you
won't sell it."

"But if it isn't," I called back,
I do, we can put the money in
Divorce Fund."

Vainly I put the prices up
To stem that flowing tide of riches

;

The horror haunts me as I sup ;

The unknown guest arrives and
pitches

' and
the

His ultimatum in my cup :

"The people must have breeches."

I shall not see the skylark soar
Nor hear the cuckoo nor the linnet,

When Springtime comes, above the roar
Of folk

a-hollering each minute
For yarn at thirty-two times more
Than what I spent to spin it.

Eh me, I cannot help but pine
For days departed now and olden,

When I could drink of common wine,
To powdered flunkeys unbeholden ;Do peas taste better when we dine
Because the knife is golden ?

Often I wish I might repair
To haunts that once I used to enter

Like " The Old Fleece
"
up yonder there,Of which I was a great frequenter,Not yet a brass-bound millionaire,

But just a cent-per-center. EVOE.

" Over 30 000 people paid ^,019 to see the
cup tie at Valley Parade."-P,wincmZ Pnpe,:
The new rich !
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THE JUMBLE SALE.

Aunt Ail-join coughed.
"
By the way,

Etta was i afternoon.

Kdward's eye met niino. The result

, i; >' , 1 ;
-:' ,Mll w.is tha'. K.lward

spent a vivid afternoon got up us

Father Christinas in a red dro-isiiiL,'-

go\vu and cotton -wool whiskers, which

caught lire un.l singed his liome-grown
articles, small boys at the samo time

pinching his legs to see if ho was real,

while i put in some sultry hours under

a hearthrug playing the benevolent

polar-bear t > a crowd of small girls

who hunted mo with lire-irons.
" What is it this time ?

"
1 asked.

"A jumble sale," said Aunt Angela.
' What's that?"
A scheme hy which the

bucolic English exchange
garbage," Edward ex-

plained.
"Oh, well, that has no-

thing to do with us, thank

goodness."
Ho returned to his book,

a romance entitled Gertie,
or Should She Have Done
It ? Edward, I should ex-

plain, is a philosopher by
trade, but he beguiles his

hours of ease with works
of fiction borrowed from
the cook.
Aunt Angela was of a

different opinion.
"
Oh,

yes, it has : both of you
are gradually filling the
house up withaccumulated
rubbish. If you don't sur-

render most of it for Etta's
sale there '11 be a raid."

My eye met Edward's.
We walked out into the
ball.

" We '11 have to give
Angela something or she '11 tidy us," he
groaned.

" These orderly people are a curse,"
I protested.

"
They have no considera-

tion for others. Look at me; I am
naturally disorderly, but I don't run
round and untidy people's houses for
them."
Edward nodded. "I know; I know

it's all wrong, of course; we should
make a stand. Still, if we can buy
Angela off, I think . . . you under-
stand? . . ." And lie ambled off to
his muck-room.

If anybody in this neighbourhood has
anything that is both an eyesore and
an encumbrance they bestow it on

-id for his muck-room, where bo
stores it against an impossible contin-

gency. 1 trotted upstairs to my hod-
room and routed about among my
Lares ct Penates. I have many articles

which, though of no intrinsic value, are

hound to mo hy strong ties of senti-

ment; little old hits of things you
know how it is. After twenty minutes'

heart-and-drawer-searching I decided

I i sacrifice a policeman's helmet and a

sock, tiie upper of which bad outlasted

the toe and heel. 1 bore these down-
stairs and laid them at Aunt Angola's
feet.

" What 's this?" said she, stirring
the helmet disdainfully with her toe.

"Relic of the Great War. The
Crown Prince used to wear it ia wet
weather to keep the crown dry."
Aunt Angela sniffed and picked up

the sock with the fire -tongs. And
this?"

Female (to ignorant party).
" 'E 's DRESSED AS ONE o' THEM BRONCHIAL

BUSTERS TO ATTRACT ATTENTION TO 'is CORP CURE."

" A sock, of course," I explained." An emergency sock of my own inven-
tion. It has three exits, you will ob-
serve, very handy in case of fire."

"Hump!
"
said Aunt Angela.

Edward returned bearing his offer-

ings, a gent's rimless boater, a door-
knob, six inches of lead-piping and
half a bottle of cod-liver oil.

" Hump !

"
said Aunt Angela.

No more was said of it that night.
Aunt Angela resumed her sewing,
Edward bis Gertie, I my slumb

,

my meditations. Nor indeed was the
jumble sale again mentioned, a fact
which in itself should have aroused
my suspicions ; but I am like that, inno-
cent as a sucking-dove. I bad put the
matter out of my mind altogether until

yesterday evening, when, hearing the
sound of laboured breathing and the
frantic clanking of a bicycle pump pro-

ceeding from the shed, I went thither
to investigate, and was nearly capsized
by Edward charging out.

" It 's gone," he cried "
gone !

"
and

pawed wildly for his stirrup.
" What has ?

"
I inquired.

" ' The Limit,'
"
he wailed. " She 's

picked . . . lock . . . muck-room with
a hairpin, sent . . . Limit . . . jumble
sale!

"

Ho sprang aboard his cycle and dis-

appeared down the high road to St.

Gwitbian, pedalling like a squirrel on
a treadmill, the tails of his new mackin-
tosh spread like wings on the breeze.
So Aunt Angela with serpentine guile
had deferred her raid until the last

moment and then bagged
" The Limit,"~~

the pride of the muck-
room.
"The Limit," I should

tell you, is (or was) .a

waterproof. It is a faith-

ful record of Edward's
artistic activities during
the last thirty years, being
decorated all down the
front with smears of red,
white and green paint.
Here and there it has been

repaired with puncture
patches and strips of sur-

gical plaster, but more
often it has not. As Edward
is incapable of replacing
a button arid Aunt Angela
refuses to touch the
"
Limit," he knots himself

into it with odds and ends
of string and has to bo lib-

erated by his ally, the cook,
with a kitchen knife. Ed-
ward calls it his "garden
coat," and swears he only
wears it on dirty jobs, to

save his new mackintosh,
_ but nevertheless he is sin-

cerely attached to the rag, and once

attempted to travel to London to a

Eoyal Society beano in it, and was only
frustrated in the nick of time.

So the oft-threatened" Limit" had
been reached at last. I laughed heartily
for a moment, then a sudden cold dread

gripped me, and I raced upstairs and
tore open my wardrobe. Gregory, the

glory of Gopherville, had gone too !

A word as to Gregory. If you look
at a map of Montana and follow a line
due North through from Fort Ouster
you will not find Gopherville, because a

cyclone removed it some eight years
ago. Nine years ago, however, Gregory
and I first met in the " Bon Ton Paris-
ian Clothing Store," in the main (and
only) street of Gopherville, and I
secured him for ten dollars cash. He
is a mauve satin waistcoat, embroidered
with a chasto design of anchors and
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PORTRAIT OP A GENTLEMAN IN PROCESS OF DECIDING THAT THE HIRE OF A CAR TO TAKE HIM TO HIS
FANCY-DRESS REVEL WOULD HAVE BEEN WELL WORTH THE EXPENSE.

forget-me-nots, subtly suggesting per-
ennial fidelity. The combination of

(uv;;ory and me proved irresistible at

all (iopherville's social events.

\Vishingtocreatea favourable atmo-

sphere, I wore Gregory at my first party
in England. I learn that Aunt Angela
disclaimed all knowledge of me during
that evening.

Subsequently she made several deter-

mined attempts to present Gregory to

the gardener, the butcher's boy and to

un itinerant musician as an overcoat
for his simian colleague. Had I foiled

her in all of these to be beaten in the
end '.' No, not without a struggle. I

scampered downstairs again and, wrest-

ing Harriet's bicycle from its owner's
hands (Harriet is the housemaid and it

was her night out), was soon pedalling
furiously after Edward.
The jumble sale was being held in

the schools and all St. Gwithian was
there, lighting tooth and nail over the

bargains. A jumble sale is to ms what
remnant sales are to urbs. I battled

my way round to each table in turn,
but nowhere could I find my poor dear
old Gregory. Then I saw Etta, the

presiding genius, and butted my way
towards her.

" Look here," I gasped
" have you

by any chance seen- '.'" I gave her
a full description of the lost one.

Etta nodded. " Sort of illuminated
horse-blanket ? Oh, yes, I should say
I have."

" Tell me," I panted
"
tell me, is it

sold yet? Who bought it? Where
is ?"

" It 's not sold yet," said Etta calmly.
"There was such rivalry over it that
it 's going to be raffled. Tickets half-a-

crown each. Like one? "

" But it 's mine !

"
I protested.

" On the contrary, it 's mine ; Angela
gave it to me. If you care to buy all

the tickets ?
" '

" How much ?
"
I growled.

" Four pounds."
" But but that 's twice as much as

I paid for it originally !

"

"I know," said Etta sweetly, "but

prices have risen terribly owing to the
War."

* * * :i: *

I found Edward outside leaning on his

jaded velocipede. He was wearing the
"Limit."

"
Hello," said he,

"
got what you

wanted ?
"

"
Yes," said I,

" and so, I observe,
did you. How much did you have to

pay?"

"Nothing," said he triumphantly;
" Etta took my new mackintosh in ex-

change," he chuckled. " I think we
rather scored off Angela this time, don't

you ?
"

"
Yes," said I "

ye-es."
PATLANDER.

From an invitation to a subscription-
ball :

"
Hoping that you will endeavour to make

this, OUT first dance, a, bumping success . . ."

As the Latin gentleman might have
said, Nemo repentc fnit Terpsichore.

"Two pigs off their feet had hard work to

get to food trough, but K Pig Powders
soon put them right." Local Paper.

Set them on their feet again, we con-

clude.

"Respectable reserved lady (25), of ability,
wishes to meet respectable keen Business

Gentleman, honourable and reserved."

Adrt. in Irish Paper.

Obviously reserved for QUO another.

"A big re-union of all returned men and
their dependents is to be held at the Board of

Trade building on New Year's day. . . A ycaf
ago the affair was a hug success and the ladies

hope for an even better record this rear."

Manitoba Free Press.

Manitoba is so embracing.
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Small Boy (indicating highly-powdered lady),
" MUMMY, MAY I WRITE 'DUST' ON THAT LADY'S BACK?"

TO MY BUTTER RATION
(On hearing that the stuff is shortly to be decontrolled),
THOU whom, when Saturday's expiring sun
Informs me that another day is done
And summons fire from the reflecting pane
Of Griggs and Sons, where groceries obtain,
I seek, not lightly nor in careless haste
As men buy bloaters or anchovy paste,
Who fling the cash down with abstracted air,

Crying,
" Two tins, please," or " I '11 take the pair,"

But reverently and with concentred gaze
Lest Griggs's varlet (drat his casual ways !),

Intrigued with passing friend or canine strife,
Leave half of thee adhering to the knife

My butter ration ! If symbolic breath
Can be presumed in one so close to death,
It is decreed that thou, my heart's desire,
Who scarcely art, must finally expire ;

Yea, they who hold thy fortunes in their hands,
Base-truckling to the profiteer's commands,
No more to my slim revenues will temper
The cost of thee, but with a harsh " Sic semper
Pauperibm" fling thee, heedless of my prayers,
Into the fatted laps of war-time millionaires.

No more when Phccbus bids the day be born
And savoury odours greet the Sabbath morn,
Calling to Jane to bring the bacon in,
Shall 1 bespread thee, marvellously thin,
But ah ! how toothsome ! while my offspring barge
Into the cheap but uninspiring marge,

While James, our youngest (spoilt), proceeds to cram
His ample crop with plum and rhubarb jam.
No more when twilight fades from tower and tree

Shall I conceal what still remains of thee
Lest that the housemaid or, perchance, the cat

Should mischief thee, imponderable pat.
Ah, mine no more ! for lo ! 'tis noised around
How thou wilt soon cost seven bob a pound.
As well demand thy weight in radium
As probe my 'poverished poke for such a sum.
Wherefore, farewell! No more, alas! thou 'It oil

These joints that creak with unrewarded toil
;

No more thy heartsick .votary's midmost rit'f

Wilt lubricate, and, oh ! (as WOKDSWOBTH says) tbediff!

=====^===== ALGOL.

"PUNCH" ON THE SCREEN.
Mr. Punch begs to inform the Public that ho has pre-

pared for their entertainment twelve sets of Lantern Slides

reproducing his most famous Cartoons and Pictures (five
of the sets deal with the Great War), and that they
may bo hired, along with explanatory Lectures, and, if

desired, a Lantern and Operator, on application to Messrs.
E. G. WOOD, 2, Queen Street, Cheapside, E.G., to whom all

inquiries as to terms should be addressed.

'

\\ lion ho endeavoured to put the man out the Alderman was
chucked under the paw. Ho drove straight to the barracks, informed
the police of what had occurred, and having met his assailant on the

1 near by, he was placed under arrest." Irish Paper.
The Alderman seems to have had a rough time all through.
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Newly-crowned Cotton King (with the plovers' egys).
ABSOLUTELY BTONE-COLD."

''EBE, MY LAD, TAKE THESE DABN T11ISQ8 AWAY. THEY 'llE 'ABD-BOILED AND

THE MOO-COW.
I WAS getting so tired of the synco-

pated life of town (and it didn't lit in

with my present literary work) that I

bribed my old pal Hobson to exchange
residences with me for six months, with

option ; so now he has my flat in town,

complete with Underground Railway
and street noises (to say nothing of

jax.x music wherever he goes), and I

have his country cottage, old-fashioned

and clean, and a perfectly heavenly
silence to listen to. Still, tlfere are

noises, and their comparative infre-

quency makes them the more noticeable.

There is, for instance, acow that bothers
me more than a little. It has chosen,
or there has been chosen, for its day
nursery a h'eld adjoining my (really

Ilobson's) garden. It has selected a

spot by the hedge, almost under the

study window, as a fit and proper place
for its daily round of mooing.

Possibly this was at Ilobson's request.
Perhaps he likes the sound of mooing,
or, conceivably, the cow doesn't like

Hobson, and moos to annoy him. But
surely it cannot mistake me for him.
\Ve are not at all alike. He is short

and dark
;
I am tall and fair. This has

given rise to a question in my mind :

Can cows distinguish between human
beings?
Anyway the cow worries me with

its continual fog-horn, and I thought
I would write to the owner (a small
local dairy-farmer) to see if he could

manage to find another field in which
to batten this cow, where it could moo
till it broke its silly tonsils for all I

should care; so I indited this to him:
MY DEAR SIB, You have in your

entourage a cow that is causing me
some annoyance. It is one of those red-

and-white cows (an Angora or Pomer-
anian perhaps; I don't know the names
of the different breeds, being a town
mouse), and it has horns of which one
is worn at an angle of fifteen or

twenty degrees higher than the other.

This may help you to identify it. It

possesses, moreover, a moo which is a
blend between a ship's siren and a taxi-

cab s honk syringe. If you haven't
heard either of these instruments you
may take my word for them. Further,
I think it may really assist you if I

describe its tail. The last two feet of it

have become unravelled, and the upper

part is red, with a white patch where
the tail is fastened on to the body.

It is only the moo part of the cow
that is annoying me ; I like the rest of

it. I am engaged in writing a book on
the Dynamic Force of Modern Art, and
a solo on the Moo does not blond well
with such labour as mine.
There are hens here at Hillcroft.

This remark may seem irrelevant, but
not if you read on. Every time one of

these hens brings five-pence-halfpenny
worth of egg into the world it makes
a noise commensurate with this feat.

But I contend that even if your cow
laid an egg every time it moos (which
it doesn't, so far as my survey reveals)
its idiotic bellowing would still be out
of all proportion to the achievement.
Even milk at a shilling a quart, scarcely

justifies such assertiveness.

My friend Mr. Hobson may, of

course, have offended the animal in

question, but even so I cannot see why
I should have to put up with its

horrible revenge ; which brings me to

the real and ultimate reason for troub-

ling you, and that is, to ask you if you
will be so good as to tell the cow to

desist, and, in case of its refusal, to
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remove it to other quarters. H the

annoyance continues I cannot answer

for the consequences.

Thanking you in anticipation,
I am, Yours faithfully,

AHTHUB K. WILKINSON.

The reply ran :

DEEB SIB, i am not a scollard and

can't understand more'n 'alf your letter

if you don't lik my cow why not go
back were you cum from i dunno what

you mean by consequences but if you

lay 'ands on my cow i'll 'ave the lor of

you. Yours obedient HENRY GIBBS.

I felt that I hadn't got off very well

with Henry, and thought I would try

again, so wrote :

DBAS MB. GIBBS, Thank you so

much for your too delightful letter. I

am afraid you somewhat misappre-
hended the purport of mine. I freely

admit yonr right to turn all manner of

beasts into your demesne; equally do I

concede to them the right to play upon
such instruments as Nature has handed

out to them; but I also claim the right
to be allowed to carry on my work un
disturbed. The consequences would be

to me, not to the cow, unless laryn-

gitis supervenes. I lovo cows, and I

greatly admire this particular cow, but

not its moo ;
that is all.

Is it, do you suppose, uttering some
Jeremiad or prophecy ? Can it, for ex-

amjile, be foretelling the doom of the

middle classes? Or is it possible thai

our noisy friend is uttering a protesl

.gainst some injurious treatment re-

ceived from its master?
I have discovered that our daily

supply of milk is supplied by your herd,

and on inquiry I find that our cook is

not at all confident that a quart of the

same as delivered to us would satisfy the

requirements of the Imperial standard

of measurement.
If the animal's fog-horn continues I

shall take it as an indignant protest

against a slight that has been cast on

ts fertility, and shall seriously think

of calling in the Food-Inspector to ex-

amine you in the table of liquid measure.

Delightful weather we have been ex-

periencing, have we not ?

Believe rne as ever, dear Mr. Gibbs,
Yours most sincerely,

ARTHUR K. WILKINSON.

I do not know how much my corre-

spondent understood of this letter, but,

as the moo-cow was shortly afterwards

relegated to fresh pastures, and as we
are getting decidedly better measure for

our milk money, I gather that he had

enough intelligence for my purposes.
The threat which I thus put at a

venture may be recommended to anyone
suffering from the moo nuisance.

" The serious loss to D'Annunzio recently of

300,000 lire, through the disappearance of his

cashier, has had a happy sequel. The airman-

poet has received a like amount from a rich

Milanese lady. The donor remains incognito."

Evening Standard.

It was very clever of the lady to dis-

guise herself as an unknown man.

THE NEW SUBTRACTION.

(By a middle-class Martyr.)
EUCLID is gone, dethroned,

By dominies disowned,
And modern physicists, Judceo-Teuton,

Finding strange kinks in space,
Swerves in light's arrowy race.

Make havoc of the theories of NEWTON.

Yet, mid this general wreck,
These blows dealt in the neck

Of authors of established reputation,
Four methods unassailed

Endured and never failed

To guide our arithmetic calculations.

But now at last new rules

Are used in " Council Schools
"

In consequence of Governmental action ;

And newspapers abound
In praise of the profound

Importance of the so-called " New Sub-

traction."

New, maybe, but too well

I know its influence fell ;

The " new subtraction
"
(which I suffer

under)
From what I earn or save

By toiling like a slave

Is just a euphemistic name for plunder.

"At Eichmond a discharged soldier was

charged with stealing a pillow, valued at

7/C, the property of the Government . . . Tho

prisoner, who had a clean sheet, was lined

4.01-." Local Paper.

We can understand his wanting a fresh

pillow to go with his clean sheet.
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Golf Enthusiast (urging tlie merits of t lie game).
"

AND, BESIDES, IT'S so GOOD FOB YOU." Unbeliever. "So is COD-LIVEB OIL."

GOLDEN GEESE.
THE London University Correspondent of The Observer

has been deploring tho fact that a number of professors and
lecturers have lately resigned their poorly-paid academic

positions in order to take up commercial and industrial

posts at much higher salaries. Among the instances he
cites is that of a Professor of Chemistry at King's College,
who has been appointed Director of Research to the British

Cotton Industry Research Association.

Tho movement, which the writer denounces as bearing
" too obvious an analogy to the killing of the golden
goose," is not however confined to London University.
From the great seats of learning all over the country the
same complaint is heard. We learn, for instance, that Mr.

Angus McToddic, until recently Professor of Physics at the
John Walker University, N.B., has vacated that post on his

appointment as Experimental Adviser to the British Con-
stitutional \Vhisky Mimufactiurers'Association.

Past and present alumni of Tonypandy will learn with

regret that the University is to lose the services of its Pro-

fe.ssor of Live Languages, Mr. O. Evans, who is about
to assume the responsible and highly-remunerated position
of Director of Research to the Billingsgate Fishporters'
Self-Help Society.
The Egregius Professor of Ancient History at Giggles-

wick University will shortly take up his duties as Editor of

Chestnuts, tho now comic weekly.
Professor Ernest Grubb, who for many years has adorned

the Chair of Entomology at Durdleham, is about to enter
the dramatic sphere as stage-manager to a well-known

troupe of performing insects.

Another recruit to Stage enterprise is Professor Seymour
Legge, who has been appointed Chief Investigator to the

Beauty Chorus Providers' Corporation. Mr. Legge was

formerly Professor of Comparative Anatomy at Ballycorp.

SATURDAYS.
Now has the soljer handed in his pack,
And " Peace on earth, goodwill to all

"
been sung ;

I 've got a pension and my ole job back

Me, with my right leg gawn and half a lung ;

But, Lord ! I 'd give my bit o' buckshee pay
And my gratuity in honest Brads

To go down to the field nex' Saturday
And have a game o' football with the lads.

It 's Saturdays as does it. In the week
It 'a not too bad ; there 's cinemas and things ;

But I gets up against it, so to speak,
When half-day-off comes round again and brings

The smell o' mud an' grass an' sweating men
Back to my mind there 's no denying it ;

There ain't much comfort tellin' myself then,
"Thank Gawd, I went toot sweet an' did my

bit !

"

Oil, yes, I knows I 'm lucky, more or less ;

There 's some pore blokes back there who played
the game

Until they heard the whistle go, I guess,
For Time an' Time eternal. All the same

It makes me proper down at heart and sick

To see the lads go laughing off to play ;

I 'd sell my bloomin' soul to have a kick

But what 's the good of talkin', anyway?

"If we were suddenly to be deprived of the fast underground train,
and presented with a sparse service of steam trains u. flphurous
tunnels, the result on our tempers and the rate of our travelling
would be well, electric !

"
I'oU Mall (lazettc.

Wo have tried to think of a less appropriate word than
"
electric," but have failed miserably.
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THE RIDING LESSON.
Phillida iin-ivt'il up to time \villi her

suit-case, a riding-crop and a large copy
of D Ai I.NO\ s

/',(/;// 7/<-v. She was
not very oommunioative as wo drove

out, and I sought to draw her. You
never, by the way. talk down to 1'hillida.

nally, 1 don't believe in talking
down to any child ; but to employ this

method with 1'hillida is to court d !.-..

"Pleasant journey '.'

"
1 inquired casu-

ally, Hicking Ke\ s ear.

M," responded I'hillid:
~

in tbo manner of a chil<

sucking sweets. Phillidi

was not sucking sweet>. am
I accepted my snub. \Vc

drove on for a bit in silence

1'hillida removed her hat,

and her bobbed hair went
all round her head like r

brown busby. I looker
round and was embarrassed
to find the straight grey
eyes fixed on my face, the

expression in them almost

rapturous.
"
Jolly country, isn't it ?

"

I.essayed hurriedly, with a

comprehensive wave of my
whip.
The preoccupied

"
'.M

"

was repeated with even less

emphasis.
Another protracted

silence. I decided not to in-

terfere with the course of

nature as manifested in one
small grey-eyed maiden of

eight. Presently there burst
from her ecstatically, "Un-
cle Dick, is this the one I 'm

going to ride ?
"
So that was

it. From that moment we
got on splendidly. We dis-

cussed, agreed and disagreed
over breeds, paces, sizes. I
told her the horse she would
ride would be twice the size
of Rex, and she nearly fell

out of the trap when I said
we might go together that very
noon.

I 've not learned to gallop," she
remarked with some reluctance

;

" but
of course you could teach me."

I had only heard the vaguest rumours
of her riding experience, and she was
very mysterious about it herself. How-
ever, when she came downstairs at the
appointed time, in her brown velvet

ockey-cap, top-boots, breeches and
jlpves complete, she looked so deter-
mned and efliciont I felt reassured.

. had to make holes in the stirrup
eathcrs eleven inches higher than the
iop one of all before she could touch
ho irons ; but she settled into the

saddle with great firmness and wo were
olT without any fuss. Once on a horse,
she had no difficulty in maintaining a

perfect continuity of speech, and I soon
felt relieved of all anxiety about her

safety. If she was not an old and

practised hand, she had nerve and

balance, and ] did not think lit to pro-
duce the leading rein which I had

smuggled into my pocket.
Vi o trotted a porlect three miles, and

she had an eye to the country and a
word to say about all she saw. When

what I might find. I knew Treacle,
once started, would dash for home. If

the child could only stick it, all mi"ht
bo well. I pounded along, and after a
two-mile run I came on them. She had
pulled him in and was walking him,
waiting for me, a little turned in the
saddle, one minute hand resting lightly
on his broad back. She was prettily
flushed, her hair blown, but she hadn't
even lost her crop.

" Did you stop to get my cap ?
"
she

said as we came up. "Thanks awfully."
I wanted to hug the little

thing, but her dignity for-

bade any such exhibition.
The only other reference

to the afternoon's experi-
ence was on a postcard I

happened to see written the
same night, addressed to
her mother.

IfilD

BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.
"You NEEDN'T BE A BIT NERVOUS ABOUT HANDLIKG THE CHILDME LAD. IT'S NOT A HEAL ONE."

after - we turned to come back, I felt Brim-
stone make his usual spurt forward,
but I was not prepared for Treacle's
sudden break away. He was off like a
rocket. That small child's cap was
flung across my eyes in a sudden gust.
I had retrieved it in a second, but it was
time lost, and, by Jove ! she was out
of sight round a bend. I followed after
might and main, but the racket of
Brimstone's hoofs only sent Treacle
Hying faster. I caught sight of the
small figure leaning back, the bright
hair flying. Then they were gone
again. My heart beat very fast. "She
had never learned to gallop !

"
At

every bend I hardly dared to look for

NO BEE"
(it ran

in very large baby charac-

ters), "1 had the most
adorable ride to-day I ever
had. I learned to galup
all by myself. I thaut at
first the horse was running
away with me, but Uncle
Dick soon eaut me up. He
'iad my cap.

Your loving
PHILLIDA."

1 -only hope that Isabel
will think it was all just as
deliberate as that.

"The Ashton-under-Lyne fight
s beginning, and The Daily
\CH-s comes forward to-day with
he suggestion that the Liberal
andidate should withdraw.
The practical effect of the

audidature of a Liebral may
e only to reduce the Labour
Majority . . .

In such circumstances we
link it matter for great regret
hat there should be any Libtral
andilature . . .

Upon this the comment at the
liberal headquarters to-day was
Well, it is a little difficult to

Know just where we are, isn't it?'"
1

Evening Paper.

Yes, or what we are, for that matter.

"
GlLBEET-SULLIVAN Ol-KBAS.

Friday,
' Trial by July.'

"

Provincial Paper.
It seems a long remand.

<

Journalistic Camaraderie.
" The whole of this preliminary business is

nauseating, and in real sporting circles it is
taboo as a topic of conversation. No wonder
Ihe limes devoted a leading article to the
matter the other day." Daily Mail.

How these NORTHCLIFFE journals love
one another !
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P.C. (referring to notes). "I TOLD 'EB SHE WOULD BE BEPOBTED, YOUB woitsiiii 1

,
TO WHICH SHE REPLIED, 'Go AHEAD, MY CIIEEBY

LITTLE SUNBEAM! ' "

MOEE CHAMPIONSHIPS.
THE sporting public is so intrigued

by the prospect of a DEMPSEY-CAH-
I'KNTIER match that other impending
championship events arc in danger of

being forgotten.
The present position in the challenge

for tho World's Halma Championship
is this. Mr. Georgo P. Henrun is

patriotically endeavouring to secure the
conte-it for Britain, and to that end has

put up a purse of half-a-guinea. The
Socicte Halma do Bordeaux has cut in

with a firm offer of twenty-two francs,
and the matter now remains in abey-
ance while financial advisers calculate
the rate of exchange in order to ascer-
tain which proposal is the more advan-

tageous. The challenger, of course, is

Tommy Jupes, aged twelve, of Ashby-
de-la-Zouche. His opponent, the cham-
pion, has an advantage of three years
in age and two inches in reach, but the

strategy of Master Jupes is said to be
irresistible. Only last week he over-
whelmed his mother, herself a scratch

player, when conceding her four men
and the liberty to cheat twice.
The public will be thrilled to hear

that a match has now been arranged
between the two lady aspirants for the
World's Patience Championship, viz.,
Miss TabithaTempleman.of Bath, and
Miss Priscilla J. Jarndyce, of Washing-
ton. To meet the territorial prejudices

of both ladies the contest will take place
in mid-Atlantic, on a liner. There will

be no seconds, but Miss Templeman
will l)e accompanied by the pet Persian,
which she always holds in her lap
while playing, and Miss Jarndyce will

bring with her the celebrated foot-

warmer which is associated with her

greatest triumphs. The vexed question
of the allocation of cinema royalties
has been settled through the tact of

Mr. Mauketlow Spefforth, author of

Patience for the Impatient. One lady
wanted the royalties to be devoted to

a Home for Stray Cats, and the other

expressed a desire to benefit the Society
for the Preservation of Wild Bird Life.

Mr. Spefforth's happy compromise is

that the money shall be assigned to the
Fund in aid of Distressed Spinsters.

Bert Hawking, of Whitechapel, has

expressed his willingness, on suitable

terms, to meet T'gumbu, the powerful
Matabele, in a twenty-ball contest for

the World's Cokernut-Shying Cham-
pionship. There is however a deadlock
over details. T'gumbu's manager is

adamant that the match shall take

place in his nominee's native village of

Mpm, but Mr. Hawkins objects, seeing
little chance of escaping alive after the

victory of which he is so confident. He
says he would "

feel more safer like on

"Ampstead 'Eaf." Another difficulty is

that Mr. Hawkins insists on wearing his

fiancee's headgear while competing, and

this is regarded by T'gumbu as savour-

ing of witchcraft. Mr. Hawkins gener-
ously offers his opponent permission to

wear any article of his wives' clothing ;

but the coloured candidate quite reason-

ably retorts that this concession is

practically valueless. On one point for-

tunately there is unaniminity : both

parties are firm "that all bad nuts must
be replaced.

Another Asian Mystery.
"OLD AND RARE PAINTINGS. Exquisite

works of old Indian art. Mytholo-Roast Beef
or Pork : Bindaloo Sausages gical, Historical,
Mediaeval." Englishman (Calcutta).

"Two capable young gentlemen desire Posts
in good families as Companions, ladies or
children

; mending, bairdressing, decorations ;

willing to travel ; in or near London."

Daily Paper.

What did they do in the Great War ?

" One of the exquibite features was the pre-
sence of the Deacon's wives. \Vo had 88

upon our Roll of Honour, and of these 30
turned up." Parish Magazine.

The other forty-seven being presumably
engaged in looking after the Deacon.

" In addition to the fine work done by the
Irish regiments he assured them that many :\

warm Irish heart beat under a Scottish kilt.'
1

Local Paper.

Surely Irishmen enlisted in Scottish

ivgiments are not so down-hearted as

all that !
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THE TALE OF THE TUNEFUL TUB.

\Vli> tin so m;in\ ]>.vpl.- sins '" tllc lut1 '"

|'li,' ii.it i-i struck for them by

. \Vhili- tli.' voiee suiin.ls

n it is not half so

nd inspiring when tin- SOUK is oontmufld

, |i, t
,

, reason is that the

furniture of the ilre-m;; Ptxan t. ml- to (leaden

the I. I

\ViiKN to my morning till) I go,

With towi'l, dressing-gown and soap,

Then most, tho while i puff and blow,

ml witli song doth overflow

'(Not nnnielodiously, I liope).

The plashing of the II. and C.

Casluliun stimulus affords ;

I reach with ease an upper (1

And, like the wild swan, carol freo

The gamut of my vocal chords.

And when, my pure ablutions o'er,

The larynx fairly gets to work,

Amid the unplugged water's roar

I caper, trolling round the floor,

In tones as rich as THOMAS BURKE.

But in my dressing-room's retreat

My native wood-notes wilt and sag ;

Not there those raptures I repeat ;

My bellow now becomes a bleat

(For reasons, ask Professor BKAOG).

So, Ruth, if song may find a path
Still through thy heart, be listening by

The bathroom while I take my bath ;

But leave before the aftermath,
Nor while I 'm dressing linger nigh.

On the acoustic^ side, I fear,

My chest of drawers is quite a" dud ;

"

The chairs would silence Chanticleer,
would I have you overhear

When I have lost my collar-stud.

BOOKS AND BACKS.

THE proposal to revive the old " yellow
back

"
cover for novels, partly in the in-

terest of economy in production, partl3'
to attract the purchaser by the lure of

colour, has caused no little stir in the

literary world. In order to clarify

opinion on the subject Mr. Punch has
been at pains to secure the following
expressions of their views from some oi

the leading authors of both sexes :

Mr. ,1. M. KKYXES, C.B., the authoi
of tho most sensational book of the hour
contributed some interesting observa-
tions on the economics of the dye in-

dustry and their bearing on the ques-
tion. These we are reluctantly obligee
to omit. Wo may note however his

general conclusion that the impact or
the public mind of a book often varies
in an inverse ratio with the attractive
ness of its appearance or its title. A
the same time ho admits that if he hac
called his momentous work The Terrible

Treaty, and if it had been bound in

ainbow cover with a Cubist design, its

circulation might have boon even greater

,han it actually is. But then, as ho

landidly owns, "as a Cambridge man,

1 may bo inclined to attacli an undue

mportanco to ' Backs.'
"

Mr. FREDERIC; HARRISON writes :

MA IT. ARXOU> once chaffed me for

;coping a guillotine in my back-garden.
3ut my real colour was never sea-green
n politics any more than it is yellow
u literature or journalism. Yet I have

i groat tenderness for the old yellow-

jacks of fifty years ago. Yellow Books

ire another story. The yellow-backs

nay have sometimes affronted the eye,

>ut" for the most part they were dove-

ike in their outlook. Now ' red ruin

md the breaking -up of laws' Haunt

hemselves in the soberest livery. I

do not often drop into verse, but this

nvcrsion of the old order has suggested
,hese lines, which you may care to

print :

' In an age mid-Victorian and mellow,
Ere the current of life ran askow,

The backs of our novels were yellow,
Their hearts were of Quaker-like hue ;

But now, when extravagant lovers

Their hectic emotions parade,
In sober or colourless covers

We find them arrayed.'
"

Mr. CHARLES GABVICE points out that

lie choice of colour in bindings calls

!or especial care and caution at the

present time, owing to the powerful
nfluence of association. Yellow might
.end impetus to the Yellow Peril. Red
is especially to be avoided owing to its

unfortunate appropriation by Revolu-

tionary propagandists. Blue, though
affected by statisticians and Govern-
ment publishers, has a traditional con-

nection with the expression of senti-

ments of an antinomian and heterodox
character. At all costs the sobriety
and dignity of fiction should be main-

tained, and sparing use should be made
of the brighter hues of the spectrum.
He had forgotten a good deal of his

Latin, but there still lingered in his

memory the old warning:
"

formose
puer, nimium ne crede col&ri."

Miss DAISY ASHFOKD, another of our
" best sellers," demurs to the view that
a gaudy or garish exterior is needed to
catch the public eye. The enlightened
child - author scorned such devices.

Books, like men and women especi-

ally women ought not to bo judged
by their backs, but by their hearts.
She confessed, however, to a weakness
for "jackets" as a form of attire pecu-
liarly consecrated to youth.
Madame MONTESSOBI cables from

Rome as follows: "The colour ol

book-covers is of vital importance in
education. I wish to express my strong
conviction that, where books for the

young arc concerned, no action should

lie taken by publishers without holding
in unfettered plebiscite of all children

under twelve. Also that tho polychro-
matic series of Fairy Stories edited by
;ho late Mr. ANDREW LANG should be

at once withdrawn from circulation,

not only because of the reckless and
unscientific colour scheme adopted, but

to check the wholesale dissemination

of futile fables concocted and invented

>y irresponsible adults of all ages and
countries."

SONGS OF THE HOME.

III. THE GUEST.

[ HAVE a friend ;
his name is John

;

He 's nothing much to dote upon,
But, on the whole, a pleasant soul

And, like myself, no paragon.

I have a house, and, then again,
An extra room to take a guest ;

And in my house I have a spouse.
It 's good for me ;

I don't protest.

By her is every virtue taught ;

Man does as he is told, and ought ;

He has to eat bis own conceit,

So," Just the place forJohn !

"
I thought.

The unsuspecting guest arrives ;

But (note the worthlessness of wives)
Does he endure the kill-or-cure

Refining process ? No, he thrives.

lie 'a led to think that he lias got
Tho very virtues I have not ;

Her every phrase is subtle praise
And oh ! how ho absorbs the lot.

She finds his wisdom full of wit
And listens to no end of it ;

And if he dash tobacco- ash
On carpets doesn't mind a bit.

All that the human frame requires,
From flattery to bedroom fires,

Is his ; and 1 must self-deny
To satisfy his least desires.

I have a friend; his name is John;
I tell him he is

"
getting on "

And "growing fat," and things like

that . . .

He pays no heed. He 's too far gone.

" PUPILS wanted for Pianoforte and Theory.
J. G. Peat, Dyer and Cleaner."

Nero Zealand Ilerald.

"That strain again! It had a dying
fall." Twelfth Night, Act I., Sc. 1,~4.

"The lowest grade of porter is the grade
from which railway employees in tho traffic

departments gravitate to higher positions."

Daily Paper.
The EINSTEIN theory is beginning to

capture our journalists.

There was a Society Sinner
Who no longerwas asked out to dinner;

This proof of his guilt
So caused him to wilt

That he 's now emigrated to Pinner.
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MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
Post-War Sportsman. "WoT's TIIK MATTER?"
Mrs. P.-W.ti. "VfHEX I WANT UIM TO JDMP THE FENCE HE JUST STOPS AND EATS IT. WHAT AM I TO DO?"
P.-W.S. "COME ALONG Wl' MK, MY DEAR; I'LL SHOW YOU. 'E CAN'T EAT A QATE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN the war-after-the-war, the bombardment of books
that is now so violently raging upon all fronts, any contri-

bution by a writer as eminent as Lord HALDANE naturally
commands the respect due to weapons of the heaviest
calibre. Unfortunately "heavy" is here an epithet un-

kindly apt, since it has to bo admitted that the noble
lord wields a pen rather philosophic than popular, with the
result that Before the War (CASSELL) tells a story of the

highest interest in a manner that can only be called pon-
derous. Our ex-War Minister is, at least chiefly, respond-
ing to the literary offensives of BETHMANN-HOLLWEO and
TIKPITZ, in connection with whose books his should be
read, if the many references are properly to be understood.
As every reader will know, however, Lord HALDANE could

hardly have delivered his apologia before the accuser with-
out the gates and not at the same time had an eye on the
critic within. Fortunately it is here no part of a reviewer's
task to obtrude his own political theories. With regard to
the chief indictment, of having permitted the country to
be taken unawares, the author betrays his legal training by
a defence which is in effect (1) that circumstances compelled
our being so taken, and that (2) we weren't. On this and
other matter, however, the individual reader, having paid
his money (7s. Gd. net), remains at liberty to take his choice.
One revelation at least emerges clearly enough from Lord
HALDANE'S pages the danger of playing diplomat to a

democracy. "Extremists, whether Chauvinist or Pacifist,

are not helpful in avoiding wars
"

is one of many conclusions,

double-edged perhaps, to which he is led by retrospect of
his own trials. His book, while making no concessions to

tl;e modern demand for vivacity, is one that no student of

the War and its first causes can neglect.

It is not Mr. L. COPE COHNFORD'S fault that his initials

are identical with those of the London County Council, nor
do I consider it to be mine that his rather pontifical atti-

tude towards men and matters reminds me of that august
body. Anyone ignorant of recent inventions might be
excused for thinking that The Paravane Adventure (HoDDEn
AND STOUOHTON) is the title of a stirring piece of sensa-
tional fiction. But fiction it is not, though in some of its

disclosures it may be considered sensational enough. In
this history of the invention of the Paravane Mr. COBNFOBD
hurls a lot of well-directed bricks at Officialdom, and con-
cludes his book by giving us his frank opinion of the way
in which the Navy ought to be run. It is impossible, even
if one does not subscribe to all his ideas, to refrain from

commending the enthusiasm with which he writes of those

who, in spite of great difficulties, set to work to invent and

perfect the Paravane. If you don't know what a Paravane
is I have neither the space nor the ability to tell you;
but Mr. COHNFOKD has, and it's all in the book.

A stray paragraph in a contemporary, to the effect that
the portrait of the heroine and the story of her life in

Baroness VON HDTTEN'S Happy House (HUTCHINSON) is a

transcript of actual fact, saves me from the indiscretion of
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declaring that I found Mm. Walbridg?- and her egregious

husband and the general situation at Happy House frankly

incredible. Pleasantly incredible, I should have added ;
und

I rather liked the young man, Oliver, from Fleet Street,

whom the Great Man had recently made Editor of Sparks
and who realised that he \vas destined to be a titled million-

aire, for is not that the authentic procedure? Hence his

fanatical obstinacy in woning his, if you ask me, none too

desirable bride. I hope I am not doing the author a dis-

M>rvico in describing this as a thoroughly wholesome book,

well on the side of the angels. It has the air of flowing
r i--ilv from a practised pen. But nothing will induce me
to believe that Mrs. WaH>ritl<je, putting off her Victorian

airs, did win the prize competition with a novel in the

modern manner.
|

Mr. ALEXANDER MACFARLAN'S new story, The Inscrutable

Lovers (HKIXKMAXX), is not the first to have what one

may call Revolutionary Ireland for its background, but

it is by all odds the most readable, possibly because it is

not in any sense a

political novel. It is

in characters rather

than events that the

author interests him-
self. A highly refined,

well - to - do and ex-

tremely picturesque
Irish revolutionary,
whom the author not

very happily christens

Count Kettle, has a

daughter who secretly
abhors romance and
the high-falutin senti-

mentality that he and
his circle mistake for

Eatriotism.

To her
ither's disgust she

marries an appar-
ently staid and practi-
cal young Scotch ship-
owner, who at heart is

a confirmed romantic.
The circumstances
which lead to their

marriage and the sub-

sequent events which reveal to each the other's true tempera-
ment provide the "

plot
"
of The Inscrutable Lovers, Though

slender it is original and might lend itself either to farce or

tragedy. Mr. MACFARLAN'B attitude is pleasantly analytical.
It is indeed his delightful air of remotecriticism, his restrained
and epigrammatic style queerly suggestive of ROMAIN EOL-
LAND in The Market Place, and his extremely clever portrai-
ture, rather than any breadth or depth appertaining to the

story itself, that entitle the author to a high place among the
young novelists of to-day. Mr. MACFARLAN is he by any
chance the Rev. ALEXANDER MACFARLAN? may and doubt-
less will produce more formidable works of fiction in due
course; he will scarcely write anything smoother, more
sparing of the superfluous word or that offers a more
perfect blend of sympathy and analysis.

Susie (DUCKWORTH) is the story of a minx or an exposi-
tion of the eternal feminine according to the reader's own
convictions. I am not sure and I suppose that placesme among those who regard her heroine as the mere
minxthat the Hon. Mrs. DOWDALL has done well in

expending so much cleverness in telling Stisie's story.

Certainly those who think of marriage as a high calling, for

which the vocation is love, will be as much annoyed with

her as was her cousin Lucy, the idealist, at once the most

amusing and most pathetic figure in tho book. I am quite
sure that Susies and Lucys both abound, and that Mrs.
DOWDALL knows all about them ; but I am not equally sure

that the Susies deserve the encouragement of such a

brilliant dissection. Yet the men whose happiness she

played with believed in -Susie's representation of herself as

quite well-meaning, and other women who saw through her

liked her in spite of their annoyance ; and after all the

other things I have said I am bound, in sincerity, to

admit that I liked her too.

You could scarcely have given a novelist a harder case

than to prove the likeableness of Cherry Mart, as her

actions show her in September (METHUEN), and I wonder
how a Victorian writer would have dealt with the terrible

chit. But FRANK SWINNERTON, of course, is able to hold

these astonishing briefs with ease.

The Fool. "GOOD MASTEB CARPENTER, I AM IN GREAT NEED OF WIT FOB TO-
KIGHT'8 FEAST. HAST THOU ANY MEBRY QUIP OB QUAINT CONCEIT WHEREWITH I
MIGHT SET THE TABLE IN A BOAB ?

"

Tlie Carpenter. "NAY, MASTER FOOL, I HAVE BUT ONE, WHICH I FASHIONED
MYSELF WITH MUCH LABOUR. IT GOETH THUS :

' WllEN IS A DOOB NOT A ?
' "

The Fool. "ENOUGH ! THAT JOKE HATH ALREADY COST ME TWO GOOD SITUATIONS."

Here is a girl who first

turns the head of

Marian Forster's mid-

dle-aged husband in

a pure fit of experi-
mentalism, and then
sets her cap with de-

fiant malice at the

young man who seeins

likely to bring real

love into tho elder

woman's life. And
yet Marian grows
always fonder of her,

and she, in the manner
of a wayward and

naughty child, of

Marian. Insolence
and gaucherie are on
the one hand, coolness
and finished grace on
the other, and, al-

though there are

several momenta of

hatred between the

two, their affection is

the proper theme of

the book. As for

Nigel, he is impetuous and handsome, and falls in love with
Marian because she is sympathetic, and with Cherry because
she is Cherry, and also perhaps a little because the Wai-
has begun and the day of youth triumphant has arrived.
But he does not make a very deep impression upon me, and
as for Marian's husband, who is big and rather stupid, and
always has been, I gather, a bit of a dog, he scarcely counts
at all. Marian, however, is an extremely clever and intricate

study, and for Cherry I don't really know whether I like

Cherry or not. But I have certainly met her.

Mr. Punch has pleasure in calling attention to two small
volumes, lately issued, which reproduce matter that has
appeared in his pages and therefore does not need any
further token of his approbation: to wit, A Little Loot
(ALLEN AND UNWIN), by Captain E. V. KNOX ("EvoE");and Staff Talcs (CONSTABLE), by Captain W. P. LIPSCOMB,
M.C. ("L."), with illustrations, now first published, byMr. H. M. BATEMAN. Also to A Zoovenir (Dublin: The
Royal Zoological Society of Ireland), by Mr. CYRIL BBETHER-
TON ("ALGOL"), a book of verses which have appeared else-
whore and are being sold for the benefit of the Dublin Zoo.
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CHARIVARIA.
A RUMoni is going about that martial

law inay bo declared in Ireland nt any
moment. By which of the armies of

occupation does not seem clear.

To make money, says a London

Irate, one must work hard. This

is a great improvement on the present
method of entering a post-office and

helping yourself. ... +

Cat skins are advertised for

in Essex. A suburban resident

writes to say he has a few brace

on his garden wall each night,
if the advertiser is prepared to

entice the cats from inside

them. * .

;

.

It is all very well asking Germany to

hand over her war criminals, but the

trouble is to find enough innocent men
to round them up.

The rumour current in France, to the

effect that our PUKMIEU has been seen

in London, is believed by Parisians to

have been spread by political rivals.

*...*

The Bolshevists recently deported
from America were welcomed on the

Finnish frontier by the Red Army and

Much alarm has been caused

in foreign countries by the re-

port that British scientists arc

experimenting with a machine
that makes a noise like Lord
FISHEH.

'

*

According to a witness at a

police court in London nearly
two hundred people stood and
watched a fight between dock-

ers in City Road last week.
The way some people take ad-

vantage of Mr. COCHHAN'S ab-

sence in America seems most

unsportsmanlike.

Horse-radish from Germany
is being sold in Manchester at

six shillings a bundle. Even

during the War, thanks to the

efforts of the local Press, the

Mancunian has never wanted
for his little bit of German
hot stuff.

:;: ,

Asked how old he was by the

magistrate a railway-worker
is said to have replied,

"
Thirty-

nine last strike." ... ^

Benevolent deck-hand (to solitary small boy).
" 'ULLO, BEATTY !

\VlIF.RE '8 YER PA ?
"

Small boy. "Up AT THE SHARP BSD, LEANING OVKU THI:

PALINGS."

The House of Representatives at

Washington have offered one hundred
thousand pounds to fight the influenza

germ. It is said that, if they will make
it two hundred thousand, DEMPSEY'S

manager will consider it.

'.' '-'-

*
An American millionaire, says a

gossip, has decided to stay at one
London hotel for three months. There
was no need to tell us he was a mil-

lionaire.
.,.

...

A way is said to have been found for

washing linen by electricity. In future

patrons will have to tear the button-
holes themselves.

eleven brass bands playing
" The Inter-

national." That ought to teach them
to get deported again.

*
A Thames bargee has summoned a

colleague for throwing a huge piece of

coal at him. Quite right too. The
coal might have fallen into the river.

'-
':

*
One Scottish M.P., says a weekly

paper, has not made a speech in the

House of Commons for twenty years.
This is probably due to the fact that a

Scotsman rarely butts in when a fellow-

countryman is speaking.

The so-called "
pneumonia

"
blouse

is conducive to health, declares the

Medical Research Committee. On the
other hand the sunstroke cravat con-
tinues to prove fatal in a great number
of cases.

-.

A Swansea man who went to his

allotment to dig up some parsnips and
ended by taking three cabbages from a

neighbour's plot has been fined ten

pounds. We approve of the sentence.

A man who deliberately associates with

parsnips should be shown no mercy.V
A news message states that

passports enabling Mr. BAM-
SAY MACDONALD to proceed to

Russia have been refused. As
a result we understand that

tha well-known Socialist has
threatened to remain in this

country. ,,

*

Greenwich Council has re-

fused a war trophy, consisting
of a hundred bayonets. It ap-

pears that in those parts they
still adhere to the fantastic

theory that the ch)onometer
won the War.

* *

A novel idea is reported from
a small town in Norfolk. It

appears that at the annual

fancy -dress ball all the in-

habitants clubbed together and
went as a Brontosaurus.

* =:.

*
The Hotel Metropole has now

been vacated by the Govern-
ment, and it is thought that, as

soon as the extra sleeping ac-

commodation has been cleared

away, it will be used as an
hotel once again.V
We understand there is no

truth in the rumour that Mr.
ALBEUT DE COURVILLE has
offered the ex-Kaiser a leading

part in his revue, Come Over
Here. ... ,.

"'*"

A correspondent points out in The

Daily Express that there are five

Sundays in the present month. \Ye
understand however that Mr. WINSTON
CHURCHILL is not to blame this time.

Our Cynics.
" It is stated that the management of the

Isle of Man Steam Packet Co. intend to change
the name of the newly-acquired steamer
Onward to something more in keeping with
the traditions of the Company."

Ramsey Courier.

" Serious complaint is being made at another
recurrence of the failure of the electric light
in . It is no light matter." Local 1'nper.

It wouldn't be.
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OF CERTAIN BRUTUSES WHO MISSED
THEIR MARK.

ITIOX DOOMED." /'os/.r /
"

l-'.rcninij -NVw .<.''

M.IHOJI DEATH SKXTI
'

Heiiiliiiif I'll .!/>. Aaijr mi at Vaisley.

"BLOW TO Till: CilAI.ITIOS."
" Times' "

Hcatllitic on Mr. DJKXI:H'H resignation.]

HAVE you heard of the coming of Nemesis,
How slio glides through the ambient gloom

That envelops the Downing-Street premises
Where GEOBGE is awaiting liis doom ?

For the hour of his utter discredit

Has struck and the blighter must go;
If the Carmelite organs have said it

It 's bound to be so.

The Cabinet's daily imbroglio
Amounts to. a permanent brawl;

Mr. BAKNKS has resigned a portfolio
Which never existed at all ;

It is true ho was, anyhow, going,
Yet it serves (in The Times) "for a sign

Of the symptoms, perceptibly growing,
Of GEOBQE'S decline.

Mr. ASQOITH (of Paisley) endorses

The sentence of violent death,

Though he leaves him alternative courses

For yielding his ultimate breath ;

He allows him an optional charter

To swing by his neck from a tree,

Or to perish a piteous martyr
To felo-de-se.

And what of poor Damocles under
This horror that hangs by a thread?

Does he wilt in a palsy and wonder
How soon it will sever his head ?

Are his lips and his cheeks of a blank hue ?

Does he toy with his victuals and drink?
Not at all ; on the contrary, thankyou,

His health 's in the pink.

He '11 be bashed to the semblance of suet,
So say the familiars of Fate;

But they don't tell us who is to do it

Or mention the actual date;

Though the lords of the Circus assure us
His voice will be presently mute,

Yet the victim, pronounced moritunts,
Declines to salute.

All colours, from purple to yellow,
The oracles kill him in print,

But he turns not a hair, for the fellow
Is hopeless at taking a hint;

Apparently free from suspicion
And mindless of what it all means,

He careers on the road to perdition,
Ebullient with beans. 0. S.

"Our Invincible Navy."
IN the article which appeared under the above title in

tho issue of Punch for January 14th, the setting of the
nautical episode, in which the subject of the story con-
ducted himself with so much aplomb and resourcefulness,
was derived from a personal experience related to the
author; but Mr. Punch has his assurance that Reginald
McTaggart was not intended even remotely to represent
any actual individual.

HIS FUTURE.
PART I. THE PROPOSAL, 1920.

" ABOUT this boy of ours, my dear," said Gerald.

"Well, what about it?" said Margaret. "He weighed
fourteen pounds and an eighth this morning, and he 's only
four months and ten days old, you know."
"Is he? I mean, does he? Splendid. But what I was

going to say was this : in view of the present social and
economic disturbances and the price of coal and butter

"

" He doesn't need either of those yet, dear."
" and the price of coal and butter, it behoves us, don't

you think, to very seriously consider (yes, I meant to split

it) to very seriously consider Nat's future?
"

"
Oh, I 've been doing that for ever so long, Gerald.

Probably in a year or two we shan't be able to get even a

general or a char, so I 'm going to teach him all sorts of

household jobs as a great treat, of course. Washing up
the plates and dishes and laying fires oh, and darning as

well. He must certainly mend his own socks, and yours
too."

"Well, perhaps, if he has time. But I have a much
better proposal to make than that. My idea is that we
should bring him up to be a miner."

"I thought children under twenty-one always were."
" Not minor, silly miner."
"
Well, what's the difference? Saying it twice doesn't

help. And neither does shouting," she added.
Gerald wrote it down.
"Oh, I see. But why?"
" Because then he can earn enough money to keep us all

comfortably us in idle dependence at Chelsea, him in idle

independence at Merthyr-Tydfil or wherever one mines."
He might send us diamonds now and then too. Or

perhaps it isn't allowed."
"
No, no. Ho '11 be a coal-miner, naturally."

Margaret pondered this for some minutes.
"
No, I don't think much of your idea," she said finally.

"Very likely coal will have gone out of fashion by then and
we shall all be warming ourselves with Cape gooseberries
or pine-kernels or something. I think he ought to be taught
all kinds of mining diamond -

mining, salt- mining, gold-
mining and undermining at Lloyd's. Then he could take

up whatever was most profitable at the moment."
" He has a busy youth ahead of him, I see. Have you

thought of anything else ?
"

Not at present. Don't you think, though, that this
little talk of ours has been rather instructive, Gerald?
Shall we open a correspondence in The Literary Supplement
on ' The Boy: What Will He Become' ?

"

" Not quite the sort of thing for their readers, I should
say."

But surely some of them must be quite human. It
isn't as if I 'd said Notes and Queries. One can't imagine
the readers of that ever

"

" Listen !

"
said Gerald. " I think I hear-

"

But Margaret had vanished. Nat's already pessimistic
views on his future were being published for tho benefit of
the Man in the Street.

PART II. THE DISPOSAL, 1945.

i

President and Committee of the British Lepidop-
terists' Association request the pleasure of your company
on January the 15th, at 5 P.M., when Mr. Nathaniel Pren-
dergast will give an illustrated address on The Haunts and
Habits of the minor Copperwing, together with a few
Notes on Gnats. _______^_^__^

" Linen collars at 3s. Gd. each sounds incredible." Daily News
A bit stiff, no doubt.
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A DOWNING STREET MELODRAMA.
THE PBEMIEB. "COME ON IN, BONAR; I LOVE THESE FANCY BLOOD-CURDLERS. BEST

TONIC IN THE WORLD."
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Disgusted Parent. "Nxn THEN, 'OEACE, BET ABAIII 'ml ANYONE CAN SEE THE 'OBSE 'AS LOST ALL RESPECT FOB YEB."

SPORTING GOLF.
(With the British Army in France.)
" I NOTICED the old sapper instinct

asserting itself in Mac when he tried

to tunnel out of that bunker at the

seventh," said Denny after tea in the

golf club-house.
" He "d have found

some opportunities on a really sporting
course like ours at Villers - Vereux.

Remember Villers, Ponting ?
"

" It wasn't a golf links as I remember

it," said Ponting grimly.
" Bless you, I 'm not speaking of

those far-away days. I 'm talking of a

month or two back, when I was there

with a Chinese Salvage Company trying
to clear up the mess you made. Beastly

quiet it was, too. The only excitement

was a playful habit the Chink had con-

tracted of picking up a rusty rifle and
a salvaged clip of cartridges, pointing
the gun anywhere and pulling the

trigger to make it say Bang I 1 often

found myself doin' the old B.E.F.

tummy-wriggle when the Chinois was

really happy.
"One Sunday a non-working day
when all was drab and dreary anc

existence seemed a double-blank, my
orderly mentioned that lie had dis-

covered some old '

golfing bats
'

in one

of the hutments. Evidently they were

;he remains of the spoils of a lightning

[oray on the Base. A further search

revealed a couple of elliptical balls,

quite good in places. So I tipped my
cub, Laxey, out of his bunk and we

proceeded to resurrect our pre-war
form. By-and-by we got adventurous,
and Laxey challenged me to play him
a match after lunch for ten francs a

side. The details required some arrang-

ing, as there were no greens or holes,

but eventually we decided on a cross-

country stroke competition, starting
from the hut-door and finishing at a

crump hole, map ref. : B 26c, 08,35.
" We tossed for clubs, and as I won

I' picked a driver and a hockey stick,

leaving Laxey a brassie and a putter
head tied to a whangee cane that gave
it plenty of whip. Laxey was spot, and
broke with a ten-yard drive. Then I

teed up and drove with a good follow-

through action that carried me round
several circles before I could stop.

" I did better the next time, and
made my ball rather sorry that it had
been making fun of me. Laxey had a
bad lie and, though he lofted his ball

with the putter (as I said, the whangee
did give it

'

whip '), he didn't clear the
hutments. After he had cannoned off

the roof of a ' Nissen
'

into the cook-

house I took my turn, and to my dis-

gust pulled into a trench that formed

part of our old support line.
" ' Our ways lie apart now, old melon,'

said,
' and I should advise you to

follow my example and get your bat-

man to keep the count. Otherwise

your play will be affected by arithme-

tical troubles.'

"Accompanied bymy faithful Wilkins

I found my ball and reviewed the Situ-

ation. The driver and hockey stick

were hopeless for mashie shots, but

Wilkins reported a practicable C..T. a

few yards to the right, leading to the

front line, and some gently sloping

revetting from thence to the level.

Luckily the C.T. had plenty of length
to each traverse, and when I emerged
in the open with my sixty-seventl

Laxey was only just getting clear of

the huts, having been badly bunkered
in the coal dump. He made good pro-

gress from there, but I got into the

rough a regular Gruyere of shell-

holes. While I was attempting to hack

my way through I heard a delighted

gurgle of laughter and turned round to

see half-a-dozen of the Chinks sitting
on their hams and watching me with

undisguised jubilation.
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"'Send thorn away, \Vilkins,' I said

irritably.
' Can't you see they 'ro put-

ting mo off my game?
'

" Wilkins shoved tliein off, and I took

tho old Gorman lino with u rush.

\Vhilo I was so to spoak consoli-

dating, a runner arrived from Luvry
asking for tho loan of a pair of wire-

cutter;-;.
" ' 'E 's 'ung up on the wire, Sir,'

said tho runner, 'an' cursing tho

artillery somethink awful from force

of'abifc.'
" I sent a pair of nail-scissors with

my compliments, and would Mr. Laxey
kindly inform me what was his score

to date '.' Laxey returned tho scissors,

saying that ho found lie could manage
hotter with a tie-clip, and his score at

15.30 hours was 34b', please. Cheered

by the knowledge that I was a matter of

twenty to the good, I executed a brilliant

dribble along a ditch, neatly tricked u

couple of saplings and finished with a

long spinning-jenny into a camouflaged
strong point. By this time Wilkins

was in such a maze of mathematics
that he hadn't time to scare off the

coolies, who were tumbling up in large
numbers and giving a generous meed
of applause.

" Towards the 400 Laxey, who also

had a good gallery of Chinks, was losing
touch, and I advised him by runner to

change direction. He thanked me, but

said that, in view of the difficult nature

of the terrain, he had decided to work
round from a llank. Feeling that I

was nearing tho objective I organised
a series of approach-shots with the

driver, and sent to ask Laxey if he
would care to accept fifty start. How-
ever, having foozled into a ruined

pillbox, I reduced the offer by half, and
later on, confident not to say insult-

ing reports from Laxey induced me
to withdraw the concession altogether.

" At 16.30 hours precisely, amid
intense excitement on the part of the

Celestial audience, we arrived at the

deciding crump -hole simultaneously.
When I say we arrived, I mean that

Laxey had an eight-yard putt from a

good lie an easy proposition with the

whangee putter and I was ten yards
away in as wicked a little crevice as

you could wish to find.
" ' If it doesn't shake your nerve,

skipper,' said Laxey,
' I might mention

that my score is 543.'

"'You'd better give me the game,
then,' I answered. '' 1 'm but a modest
520.'

" ' Not jolly likely. You '11 take at

least twenty to get out of that burrow.
Besides, I know Wilkins is rotten at

figures, and I claim a recount.'
" An audit and scrutiny showed that

wo were both 537, and although Laxey

Constable (to dreamy little foreigner). "I DON'T KNOW WHERE you WERE BORN, TICH,
BUT I 'LL GIVE ODDS YOU 'LL DIE IN ENGLAND."

held a distinct advantage in position I

decided on a strenuous effort to halve

the game. I took a firm stance and the

hockey stick and let drive for the hole

with a tremendous pickaxe stroke.

Instantly there was a blinding flash

and an explosion, and, when we had
finished picking sand out of our ears

and eyes and allayed tflie excitement of

the Chinks, we discovered my ball com-

fortably nestling in the crump-hole.
" ' If assistance with derelict Mills

bombs is allowed,' said Laxey,
' we 've

halved.'
" ' On the contrary,' I replied,

' as

your ball is apparently missing I 've

won.'

" And, if you believe me, we couldn't

find Laxey's ball anywhere, though we
had seen it but a minute or two before.

So I claimed the ten francs ; but I didn't

mention to Laxey that the following

morning I was passing a group of the

coolies and saw them with an object
that looked 'suspiciously like Laxey's
ball, hammering it with a stick and

trying to make it say Bang !

"

" Wanted, Second Housemaid of three,

Scotchwoman preferred ; willing to wait on
table if required ; comfortable situation."

Daily Paper.

Possibly; but we always prefer our

servants to do their waiting on the

floor.
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HOME THOUGHTS FROM HIND.

1920.

15 ic h in tlie years of youth, iv thought-

less thruster,

I did adventure to the East and spurn

My native laud, and foolishly entrust

her

To other guardians pending my
;rn ;

And now time hears me to the second

lu-tre,

And 1 am old and weary aud I hurn

To freshen memories waxing somewhat

vague ;

Uut men say,
" Shun old England like

the plague."

Lord knoweth Hind is not a place of

pleasure
Xor such a laud as men forsake with

rs;

Lord knoweth how we venerate and
treasure

The English memory down the Indian

years ;

Yet now the mail pours forth in flowing
measure

England's un-Englishness, and in

our ears

Echo the words of men returned from

leave,

Describing Englands one can scarce

believe.

Englands abandoned to the fleeting

passions,
Feckless as Fez, hysterical as Gaul,

All nigger-music and fantastic fashions

(And not a house from Leith to

London Wall) ;

Where food and coal are dealt you out
in rations

Aud you can hardly raise a drink at

all,

And tailors charge you twenty pounds
a touch.

Is that a place for Nabobs ? No, not
much.

Better were Hind where troubles more
or less stick

To one set style and do not drive

you mad
With changes ; where a roof and a

domestic,
Petrol and usquebagh can still be

had;
And one can trust the Taj and the

Majestic

(Bombay hotels be these and none
too bad)

To stand for culture in the hour of need
And stop one running utterly to seed.

Hind be it; as for Home festina lentc;
Hind be it and a station in the sun,

Wherein if peace abide! li not nor plenty
At least you are not ruined and un-

done.

I am not coming home in 1920,

And maybe not in 1921 ;

If all the English England 's dead and

gone,
One can remember ;

one can carry on.

LITTLE TALES FOR YOUNG PLUMBERS.

THE CONVERSION OF GEORGE.

George was a plumber by trade and

a striker by occupation. lie did his

plumbing in his holidays, when he was
not busy. He liked plumbing, as it gave
his throat a rest. lie was really the

Champion Long DistancePlumber of the

World and had gained the E.S.V.P.'s

gold medal for doing the back-in-a-

minute-to-get-your-tools in more than

two hours. And his heart was as

tender as his feet. If he heard a clock

strikehelonged to strike in sympathy, so

that hard-hearted employers who know

George's weakness always kept their

time-pieces muffled.

The bursting of our water-pipe was
the means of bringing me into touch

with George. He joined our bathing-

party in the front hall, and said simply,
"lam the plumber." Just like that. He
then said that he would swim home for

his tools, as he had forgotten the can-

opener. When he got hack Auntie was
drowned.
He did not stay long, as he had to go

on sympathetic strike with the graziers.
He was not really a grazier as well as

a plumber, but his heart was so tender
that he couldn't keep on plumbing so

as to give satisfaction, he said, as long
as the graziers were not grazing, so to

speak. It didn't really matter. No-

thing matters nowadays. I just went
out and sold the house as it stood for

an enormous sum and emigrated on the

proceeds to Tooting Bee.
But this tract deals with George and

his conversion, and has been written

specially to bo put into the hands of

young plumbers. Let us see then
bow George gave up his sinful ways
and how his heart was changed.

It began with his tooth an old, old
tooth. It had done some work in its

time, but it decided to strike. And
strike it did. George gave it beer
Government beer and it hit George
back, good and hard. George then

began to talk to it. He asked if it knew
what it was doing of. He threatened it

with more Government beer if it didn't

get on with its work more quiet-like.
The tooth sat up then and bit George." All right, young fellow my lad,"
said George ;

"
you come out along o'

me, and come quiet. You 're going to
the dentist's, you are, and he '11 Bol-
shevise you proper, he will."

The tooth stopped aching at once;
it was a wisdom tooth. But George

knew it was only just lying low, to

break out into sympathetic strike on

Monday morning. So out he rushed

with it and took it to the dentist. I

was the dentist.

I led George gently by the hand to

my nice little chair and told him what
beautiful weather we were having for

the time of the year. I said,
"
Open,

please," and George opened. I then

took my nice little steel whangee,
beautifully polished, and tickled the de-

linquent. A gentle tickle and no more.
1 didn't really go far not farther than
his back collar-stud but George said

things as if I were a capitalist.
I then said coldly, "It doesn't hurt !

"

I am what is known in the profession
as a painless dentist and rarely feel

much pain.
I capped his repartee by remarking,

"
Keep open, please." That always

shuts, 'em up. George kept open. I

then spilt some cotton -wool in his

tooth and put up some scaffolding in

the entrance of his mouth, and said

nonchalantly (I always charge extra

for this),
" I have forgotten my niblick;

keep open. I shall be back anon." I

then went out and had lunch.

When I came back George was still

seeping open, but he looked at me very
wicked with his blue eyes and asked me
from under the cotton-wool if I ever
intended to finish my ruddy little job.

I said,
" Dear brother and oppressed

fellow -striker, I regret that I cannot.
I see by Hie Dentists' Daily that our
Union has declared a sympathetic
strike with the Amalgamated Excava-
tors and Theological Students. You
have my sympathy. I can no more."

George tried to persuade me as we
went downstairs together, bumping our
heads on each step in turn, but it was
of no avail.

I do not however regret my pious
invention, as I hear that George is a

changed man. Being intelligent, he

thought things over for himself, instead
of letting a man in a red tie do it for

him, and after six weeks came to the
conclusion that a strike is a game that
more than one can play at. He strikes
now only in his holidays. He never
now forgets his tools or leaves taps
running. He does a good day's plumb
for a good day's pay. And he sings
while he works. Strange to say that
little tooth of his has given up striking
too.

But yet it is not strange, for, as I
told you, it was a wisdom tooth.

"3 10s. HUSBANDS.
WIFE wno HorsEKKKrs FOU THREE ON

2 A \YI:EK.
"

Daily 1'apcr.
But isn't this rather trigamous ?
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MANNERS AND MODES.
TYPICAL VOTARIES OF TERPSICHORE, MOST GRACEFUL OF THE MUSES.
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FIXES THE HARE.
I FOUND Andy Dovonish, of Castle

Devenish, Co. Cork, in Piccadilly. He
was wearing an old frieze overcoat, the

bottom of which had snlTorcd from a

puppy's teeth, and a bowler hat \vitli a

guard-ring dangling from its flat brim.

His freckled nose was squashed against
Fore's window as he "axed wistfully at

the sporting prints within. I led him

gently westwards, pushed him into the

club's best arm-chair, placed the wine

of our mutual country at his elbow and

spoke to him severely.
" Tell me," said I,

" bow is it I find

you thus, got up in the height of fashion,

loitering witli intent to lady-kill in this

colossal rabbit-svarren which knows no

foxes, eh ? Aren't they entitled to some

consideration? Didn't they carry on

patiently for four dull years while you
wore in France, learning to walk in the

cavalry, on the understanding that

you'd make up for it when you got
back by hunting them every day of the

week ? Have you no love or sympathy
for dumb animals ? Why are you here ?

What are you flying from? Tell me

your dread secret. Is it debt, arson,

murder or is some woman threatening
to marry you ?

"

Andy growled into his whiskey-and-
soda, then suddenly pointed out of the

window. " See the advertisement on
that bus?"
"'MiND THE WIDOW,'" I read,

" '

shrieking comedy by Cosmo
' "

"But how?" I asked.
" Ye '11 discover if ye '11 let me speak

for a half a minute. I may admit to

you I was very sweet on a little girl

that was staying with the MacManuses
a while back, so I bought a bottle of

that stuff to keep my hair down while
I was pitching her the yarn. I cornered
the lass alone in the MacManus' draw-

ing-room, went down on my knees and
threw oil a dandy proposal I had learnt

by heart out of a book. The girl curled

about all over the sofa with emotion,
and for a bit I thought my eloquence
was doing it. Then I perceived she
was near shaken to pieces with

laughter. Couldn't think why till I

happened to catch sight of myself in a

mirror and saw that my darned old

BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.

THE FILM ACTBKSS HAS A LIFE OF CONSTANT CHANGE.
HAS FINISHED BEING " DABE-DEVIL DAISY"

As SOON AS SHE SHE IS EXHOBTED TO PLAY THE NAME TAUT
IN "

VIOLET, THE MASCOT OF BUTTEUCLT
FABM," FEATURING A PENSIVE SMILE.

hound but the sleuth, no horse but
the towel? How is it, man, when
there 's a Peace on and the month is

February and there 's no frost south of

the Liffey? Why aren't you dressed
in a coat that is pink in spots and a

cap that is velvet in places, Hipping
over your stone-faced banks on a ram-
pageous four-year-old that you bought
for ten pounds down, ten pounds some
time, a sack of seed oats and an old

saddle, and will eventually palm off on
an Englishman at Ballsbridge for two
hundred cash? VVhataboutthehounds?
The Ballinknock Versatiles ? What are

they doing without their master? Going
for improving country walks with Pat-

sey Mike, two and two like young ladies
from a seminary, or sitting up on their

benches, a tear in every eye, wailing,
'Oh, where is our wanderin" bov to-

night '.'

'

"And what about the Ballinknock

"
No, not that one," Andy grumbled ;

"
t'other."

It was a picture of a smiling gentle-
man with a head that gleamed like

patent leather. The gentleman attri-

buted his happiness to the fact that
he mixed "

Florazora
"
cream with his

scalp.
"
Florazora Cream," I read,"

fixes the hair. Subtly perfumed with
honey and (lowers. Imparts a lustre
and '

The bus resumed its journey.
I studied Andy's head. Normally

it looks as though he had been mopping
out a rusty drain with it. It was quite
normal, every hair on end and pointing
in a different direction.

"
Well, what of Florazora ?

"
I asked.

' It 's evident she has never entered
into your life, at any rate."

" That 's all you know about it,"
said Andy. "They're sitting up for
me with blunderbusses and brickbats at
home, and ' Florazora

'

is the cause."

hair had come unstuck again and was
bobbing up all over my head, not singly
as it is now, but a cockatoo tuft at a

time, thanks to 'Florazora.' I rose

up off the MacManus carpet and ran
all the way home."

"
Still I don't see

"
I began.

"Ye never will if ye don't give me
a chance to tell ye," said Andy.
"Do ye remember that greasy divil

Peter Flynn that owns a draper's shop
in Ballinknock main street ? A fat man
he is with^he flowing locks of a stump
orator, given to fancy waistcoats and a
frock-coat very dressy. Ye 'd see him
standing at the shop-door on fair-

days, bobbing to the women and how-
dy-doin' the country boys the way
he 'd tout a vote or two, he being the

leading Sinn Fein organiser down our

way now. Anyhow he and his raparees
got after me and the hunt, on account
of mo evicting a tenant that hadn't
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Odd Job Man (to Gardener, discussing dinner wh :

ch has been sent tltem from the house). "NxsTt BIT o' MUTTON THIS, AIN'T IT?'

Gardener, " 'TAIN'T MOTION IT 's PORK."

Odd Job Man. "Is IT? I 'OPE IT is. I'M VERY FOND OP A BIT o' PORK."

paid a penny of rent for seven years
and didn't ever intend to. They hinted
to the decent poor fanners round about
that there 'd be ricks fired and cows

ripped if they allowed me to hunt their

lands, so I got stopped everywhere. I

had land enough of my own to carry on
with, so I hunted there till the foxes and
hares gave out, which they precious
soon did, seeing that half the neigh-
bourhood was out shooting, trapping,
poisoning and lurching them.

" I bought a stag from a feller in

Limerick and chased that for a bit;
then on a 'tween day, when I was away
and the deer out grazing in the demesne,

somebody slipped a brace of Mauser
bullets into it, and that form of diver-

sion was likewise at an end. As far as
I could see an animal wouldn't stand
a ton minutes' chance in my country
unless it were an armadillo.
"I wrote to the War Office, asking

them could they kindly oblige me with
the loan of a lively little tank for pur-
suing purposes, but got no answer. I

guess WINSTON had a liver on him that

morning. So there was nothing for it

but to give up the hounds. I went and
broke the sad news to Patsey Mike,
who was mixing stirabout at the time.
'

Oh, God save us, don't be doing that,

Sor," says he. ' Hoult hard a day or so

and I '11 be afther iindin' some little

object to hunt, that them dirthy blag-

yards won't shoot at all.'

"Two mornings later he turned up,

dragging something in an oat-sack.

"I have it here that'll course out
before the houn's like a shootin'-star,'

says he.
" What is it?' says I.

' " The rogue put his hand in the sack

and drew out a yellow mongrel dog.
" ' Where did ye get that ?

'

says I.
" ' Shure didn't I borry it ?

'

says he.
" ' And who did ye borrow it from ?

'

says I.
" 'From Misther Flynn, no less,'says

he. ' 'Tis his little foxey pet dog.'
" ' Does Mr. Flynn know you bor-

rowed it from him ?
'

says I.
" '

Begob that he does not,' says he.
' Mr. Flynn is beyond in Youghal and
I borryed it in the dark dead of night
over the yard wall. Faith, he '11 run

home like a dick of lightning, he 's that

scared, the same dog.'
" Ye did well,' said I ; 'but will the

hounds chase him ?
'

" ' That they will, Sor. What with
foxes one day, stags the next and bares
the next, there's sorra a born thing
they wouldn't hunt given there 's smell

enough in it,' says the lad. ' Have ye
the laste little trace of aniseed in the

house that you could drench the culture

with the way the houn's would folly
him?'

" Divil a drop of aniseed or anything
else had I on the place, and 1 stood
there scratching my ear with my crop
wondering what to do, when suddenly
I remembered that relic of my courting

days,
' Florazora.

1 ' I have it,' I said ;

' I 've got something that '11 fix that

hare all right.'
" I fetched the bottle and rubbed a

handful or so of the stuff well into Mr.

Flynn's pet dog and let him go with a

Sip of my whip lash to help him on his

way. He lit out for home as though
the devil had kicked him, yelling blue

murder and laying a trail of flowers
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Rosamund (who IMS had a restless night). "Now I THINK OP IT, NUBSE, IF YOU SHOULD FIND A FLEA IN MT BED I DON'T WANT

and honey across the country so thick

you could pretty nigh eat it. I gave
him a fair start, then laid the hounds
on and we had a five-mile point, going
like a steeplechase all the way. Flynn
lives in a lonely house about half a

mile out of Ballinknock, and the '

bag-
man '

got home to it and through the

wee dog-hole into the yard with just
six inches to spare.

"
Patsey went over the wall and bor-

rowed the dog three times after that.

It was no trouble at all. Flynn was
still away in Youghal, and his house-

keeper was that deaf Gabriel would
have to announce the Crack of Doom
to her on his lingers. But it was too

good to last. On the fourth day we
were nearing Flynn's house, the dog
leading the pack by not fifty yards,
when I saw him cut across a field to

the left, while the hounds tumbled into

a little boreen that runs up from the

railway
- station and went streaking

down it singing out as if they were on
a breast-high scent and in view.

" '

Begob,' says I to Patsey,
'

they 've

changed ; they 'ro running a hare, I

believe.'

" ' Tis a hare in a frock-coat then,

Sor,' says he, pointing with his whip.
" Sure enough it was a man they

were after. I saw him then galloping
down the boreen for dear life, coat-tails

flying, hair streaming, terror in his big
white face. Flynn ! I did my damdest,
but I had no hope of stopping them,
not in that little lane. When I came
out on the high-road I found what was
left of the politician half-way up a tele-

graph post, like a
,

treed cat, screech-

ing and scrambling and calling on the

Saints, with old Actress swinging by
her teeth to the tails of his shirt,

Cruiskeen ripping the trousers off him
a leg at a time, and the rest of the

pack leaping under him like the surf of

the sea.
" I nearly rolled off my mare with

laughter, though well I knew the

screeching scarecrow up the pole would
have me drawn and quartered for that

day's work. I whipped the hounds off

in the end, took 'etn by road to Fermoy
that same evening and boxed 'em to my
brother-in-law in Carlow. 'Twas for-

tunate I did, for my kennels were burnt
to the ground that night."

Andy sighed, drained his glass and

gazed regretfully at the bottom.
" H-m, ye-es, but there 's still a point

I would like cleared up," said I.
" What

made the pack change and chase

Flynn ?
"

"
Appears he was strongly addicted

to 'Tlorazora' too," said Andy.
PATLANDER.

Another Impending Apology.

From the account of a farewell meet-

ing in honour of a retiring Minister :

" It was altogether a notable gathering, and

perhaps the congregational repetition of the

General Thanksgiving at the opening of the

meeting gave the keynote to the whole pro-

ceedings." Christian World.

"An immediate advance of 10s. a week
for adult workers and 5s. for juniors is being
made to employers by the National Transport
Workers' Federation." Evening Paper.

We have always contended that the

motto "For others" is the guiding

principle of Labour.

" There are Germans still in the Baltic Pro-

vinces which is full of uuuuuuuuuuuuuu
eaoi aoa." Daily Paper.

Very suspicious.
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A WOMAN OF SOME IMPOKTANCE
(."!/>. ASQUITH and the Paisley Mill-hand).

"HOW ARE YOU VOTING, MY PEETTY MAID?"
"WAIT AND YOU'LL SEE, KIND SIR," SHE SAID.
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SCENE. Local Hall. DRAMA, " Tlie Alaskan Tiger Cat."

Hero (after unsuccessful proposal). "THEN, MARGARET, AM I TO TAKE IT THAT YOU BEFDSE ME?'

You have stood at some timo, I suppose, with a sense of

disaster

And gazed at a picture resembling an egg on a mat,
Or a sideslip of squares in the mode of a Pitnlico master?

Well, Binks's ".Rebellion" and "Afternoon Tea in my
Flat

"

Were extremely like that.

He was nuts upon Beauty was Binks, and from boyhood
acquainted

With Art, and so bound to her side with such delicate

links

That I doubt if the soul of her, much as we 've written and

painted,
Had ever been fathomed (for is she not strange as the

Sphinx?)
Till she got to know Binks.

He had hundreds of phases, and all of them highly sensa-

tional,

A Cubist unbending, a Vorticist equally stout ;

Scorned one thing, he said, and one only, the Kepresenta-
tional,

Meaning, I take it, a school where there isn't much doubt
What the whole thing 's about.

And at times he would say, as I stared at his riotous

scrimmages
And asked what on earth was the meaning,

" You must
have regard

To the mind of the artist, for Art is a matter of images,"

LABOUR AND ART;
On, TOE CONVERSION OF BINKS.

And it seemed that he thought all these things when he

gazed very hard
At a tub in a yard.

But at times he would tell me that Art was a mere inter-

weaving
Of hues and designs ; he had done what he could to expel

All thoughts and all visual objects, for these were deceiving,
And I told him, so far as an ignorant layman could tell,

He had done that quite well.

But I think that of all of his phases the last was most

funny ;

He was vestured in white when I met him by chance in

the town ;

He had shaved off his beard, his beard, like Apollo's, of honey ;

His hair was quite short, he had lost, his habitual frown,
He was looking quite brown.

Ho told me he never exhibited now in a gallery ;

Commissions were tilling his time and engaging his heart;
What was more, he observed, he was making a regular

salary,
So I asked him to tell me the worst and explain from the

starfc What had happened to Art.

" I have banished Design," he informed me, " and thoughts
are all duller

Than Beauty, and Beauty is Art ; but no critic can grouse
At the notion of Absolute Pure Indivisible Colour
As calm as Eternity, smooth as omnipotent nous

I am painting a house." EVOE.
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Visitor. "Yoca FATHEB SEEMS TO BE HAVING A STIFF TIME WITH THE ROLLER?"

Daiighter of tlte House. "On, MUMMY ONLY SETS HIM ON TO IT WHEN HE'S BEEN NAUGHTY."

THE BEST OF THINGS.
"THE New Poor?" said Holder, like

myself, one of them. " Nonsense.

There are none. There are people
who will not use their imaginations,
of course. They are poor, but not

newly so. This so-called new poverty
doesn't touch me. True, the money I

make will not go so far as it used to,

but my imagination goes very much
farther. I have trained it, encouraged
it, my wife's and boy's too. We have

cast off the absurd restraints imposed
by the law of probability. In the old

days, when I used to think, say, of

motors, I was invariably badgered by
the spectre of improbability. I used

to think of a four-hundred-pound car,

or perhaps, in a daring moment, my
thoughts would creep timidly, like mice
out into a still kitchen, on to the six-

hundred-pound plane, only to scurry
back to the lower plane almost in-

stantly. Now 1 've thrown all thai

overboard. Rubbish ! When I think

of motors I think in terms of Rolls

Royces. Why think cheaply ? It 's a

poor imagination that won't run to a

six-cylinder car at least. Strictly, j

shall never own a real motor scooter

What of it? In my mind I use Rolls-

Joyces. We 've rather worked the thing

up at home. Come and dine with us

and see for yourself."
We had sausages and mashed pota-

toes, with water. And I may say that

never have I enjoyed a meal more.

You see, Holder kept on telling us all

;he time about the famous dinner which

now, owing to the War, we should

never really eat, but which we were at

perfect liberty to imagine we were eat-

ing. I am sorry you were not there.

The hors d'ceuvres I Holder describes

hors d'osuvres better than any man I

know. Oh, masterly, the colour . . .

BUSKIN, perhaps. Anyhow, he carried

us quite away.
His wife chose oysters. His descrip-

tion of oysters, instantly furnished, was
a little gem a pearl, silver-grey, so

much so that I too chose oysters. His
little boy, Dickie, chose caviare ; but he

really did not care for it. He bit on a

piece of button in his sausage, poor child.

That was why he did not appreciate
the caviare. But Holder distracted hi

mind with some very remarkable mush-
room soup polafje de champignons a

brilliant word-sketch. \Ve all chose it

For fish there was saus pardon me

sole. The little lad, Dickie, chose sal-

mon ;
but Holder reminded him that he

lad had salmon the previous evening
t was out of season in any case, ant

10 described how the sole tasted thai

probably Dickie will never touch. The

joy appeared to enjoy it immensely.
I think it was the game, simple roast

partridges, exquisitely cooked, which

Mrs. Holder enjoyed most. Her eyes
were frankly shining as she pensively
chewed the third quarter of her sausage
and she thrilled to the juices of the

rtridge of the dinner she could no

longer hope really to eat, but whicl

Holder, thank God, would often de

scribe, at any rate until a tax is put on

conversation. Even then something

might be done deaf and dumb lan-

guage, possibly an evasion, I admit,

but even the New Poor must eat occa-

sionally.
W7e all enjoyed the game course

most, with the exception of Dickie.

The lad had finished his sausage, and
mashed potato alone is not inspiring.
But that great man, Holder, noticed

it in time, and he satisfied the child

with a word -
painting of the brown

crisp skin of cooked goose. Then we
drank some magnificent wine. Holder
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MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
CHANCING, ON THE WAY HOME, TO COME UPON HOUNDS WHEN THEY HAVE JUST KILLED HE

PROPOSES TO SECURE THE BRUSH FOR MRS. P.-W. S., BUT CONCLUDES THAT UPON THE WHOLE IT
WOULD BE BETTER TO BUY ONE IN TOWN.

ransacked tho English language for it.

A vivifying champagne.
But enough of food, or you will think

we were gourmands. None of us cared
for any sweets after such a meal. And
that is what I like about the Holders :

with them enough is as good as the
feast they will never have.

After dinner we smoked a very fine

cigar in the imaginary conservatory
which Holder has just run up, and I

have rarely, if ever, heard a better de-

scription of men smoking cigars in a

conservatory. Next, Holder played me
a fast game of billiards. He allowed me
to choose my own table, and I picked
the most expensive in the catalogue.
Dickie marked for us. Then he went
to bed. 1 heard his father whisper a
most convincing description of eider-
downs and real wool blankets when he
kissed him. He is only a very little

boy big blue eyes, you know, like a

girl's ; they watered a little. Excite-
ment. . . .

It was a clear moonlit night with
a touch of frost in the air, so Mrs.
Holder rang for the visionary footman,
a good-looking, most willing, sensible

man, according to Holder's quick por-
trait of him, who piled up some great
logs on a bank of coals of a positively
fantastic size, and we gathered round
to enjoy a run in the brand-new, latest

model Eolls-Eoyce which is one of the

special things which Holder will never

possess in this world. Ah, but she was
a queen of cars, and the best of cars

always run better at night. I wonder
why. So smoothly silky, so dreamily
sweet-running, a pouring of cream ! I

wish I could convey to you the satin
sound of her transmission, the low

golden purr of her gears, the fanning
of her velvet wings wheels, that is.

I would sooner ride in that verbal car
of Holder's than walk round the real

backyard that is my own, unless I fall

behind with the rent, as I begin to fear
I shall. . . .

Down the dreamy moon -drenched

highways, across the magic silver-

flecked moors, we climbed on the wings
of the peregrine to the keen, cold up-
lands, soared awhile, then dropped to
the warm and sheltered valley and so
home again. We felt the radiator,
Holder and I, and it was quite cool.

She will never boil on a stiff hill. Mrs.
Holder was glowing from her ride ; for

an instant she looked pink and pretty ;

she had lost that wistful pinched look.
I went inside for a phrase or so of

Holder's admirable idea of what cherry
brandy should be. We chatted for a
little about the estate that he will never

purchase, and then I left, having pro-
mised to go round there to-morrow for

a little shooting. It will be hot work
among the pheasants if Holder has not
lost his voice.

He and his wife came down tho
drive to the entrance-gates with me.

" Good -
night," they said ;

" we 're

glad you 've enjoyed yourself."
Holder was a little hoarse, for he is a

generous host. I think too the motor
run had tired them both, for their faces

were again a little haggard ; and the
wind had brought tears to the eyes of

Mrs. Holder.
So I said good-bye to them and to

Jack, their elder boy, whom they will

never see again. He lies in France.

But, you understand, it was as if lie

had been with us all again for a little

while that evening.
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HOPE FOR POSTERITY.

Fi i.i. many ;i year has waxed and waned

And sunk into its shroud

Since that first clay that I obtained

A diary and vowed
To keep (as I informed my wife)

"The Records of a Simple Life."

\Vithin it I resolved to state,

Like Mr. Ti-i YS of yore,

Tlio things that I, for instance, ate

And sin-, my Mary, wore,

l-'aats that would have a curious worth

\\lion I was famed and under earth.

And generations yet unborn

Would feel a thrill to note

How I upon an April morn
Left off my overcoat,

Or showed a pardonable spleen
At having missed the 9.16.

Nino volumes I 've commenced at least

To write with eager pen ;

The first, I note, abruptly ceased

On January 10,

While yesteryear the break occurred,

I think, upon the 23rd.

But this year, I am proud to see,

Stands not as others stood ;

The prospects of posterity
Are really rattier good,

Now that my zeal (not on the ebb)
Has borne me safely into Feb.

MUSICAL AMENITIES.
THE connection of occultism with

music was recently discussed by Mr.
CvuiLi SCOTT in his interesting volume
on Modernism in Music. It is satis-

factory to know that the subject is not
to be allowed to drop. Grave discon-

tent is rife in orchestral circles at the

monopoly enjoyed at spiritualist stances

by the tambourine, and it is reported
that Mr. ERNEST NEWMAN, the distin-

guished and outspoken musical critic,

will shortly deliver a public lecture on
behalf of the admission of other instru-

ments to these mysteries, and in par-
ticular the tuba. The claim of the

tuba, Mr. NEWMAN holds, is not only
based on the profundity of its tones, but

upon long literary tradition. Nothing
could be more conclusive than the refer-

ence in the old Latin hymn :

" Tuba minim spargens sonum
Per sopulcra legionum."

It is anticipated that the discussion
will be attended by Signer MARCONI,
Lord "DuNSASY, Mr. YEATS and Lieu-
tenant JONES, the author of The Road
to En-Dor.

* * *

Meanwhile the conflicting current of

musical materialism is running strong.
The Daily Mail, always in the van of
artistic progress, has espoused the cause

of the insurgent Georgians with in-

trepid zeal. Mr. JULIUS HARRISON is

extolled in a leading article for finding

a theme for an orchestral work, not

in any of the misty or metaphysical
abstractions which appealed to the ef-

fete Victorian composers, but in plums.

And, mind you, not Carlsbad, but honest

Worcestershire plums, without any
Teutonic taint. Mr. JULIUS HARRISON'S

patriotic example is not likely to be

lost on his brother composers. Indeed

it is asserted on credible authority that

Mr. GRANVILLE BANTOCK, who has com-

pletely forsworn all Oriental and exotic

subjects, is engaged on a gigantic sym-

phony, with choral interludes, entitled

"Yorkshire Pudding;" and that Mr.

JOSEF HOLBROOKE is collaborating with

Lord HOWARD DE WALDEN in a romantic

historical opera in fifteen Acts called
" From Woad to Broadcloth."

* * *

Mr. BERNARD SHAW, who, it may be

necessary to remind youthful readers,

was a musical critic on The Star and

The World before he achieved fame as

a dramatist, has been causing his friends

and admirers serious misgivings by his

article on Sir EDWARD ELGAH in a new
musical journal, Music and Letters.

Sir EDWARD ELGAR has a great follow-

ing ; he has written oratorios ;
he is

an O.M. ; yet Mr. SHAW salutes him as

the greatest English composer, the true

lineal descendant of BEETHOVEN, one
of the Immortals and the only candidate

for Westminster Abbey ! To find Mr.
SHAW taking a majority view is bad

enough ; it is a case of proving false to

the tradition of a lifetime a moral
suicide. But why drag in BEETHOVEN ?

So left-handed a compliment prompts
the suspicion that, after all, what ap-

pears to be eulogy is in reality nothing
more than an essay in adroitly dis-

sembled obloquy. Mutatis mutandis,
Mr. SHAW would not thank Sir EDWARD
ELGAR for calling him, for example, the

Voltaire de nos jours. What he does

enjoy is the frank disparagement of

Mr. WILFRID BLUNT, who describes
him in the second volume of My Diary,
just published, as " an ugly fellow, his

face a pasty-white, with a red nose and
a rusty red beard, and little slaty-blue

eyes."
* * *

An interesting but, we regret to say,

decidedly hostile estimate of Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE as a musician appears in the
columns of a leading anti-Coalition

daily. The critic discusses the PREMIER
both as vocalist and instrumentalist,
and in both capacities finds him sadly
wanting. The volume of his voice is

small, the timbre is unpleasant, the

production faulty and the intonation
far from pure. Admitting that Mr.

LLOYD GEORGE has a certain flexibility

and facility common to all Welsh

singers, the critic condemns his habit

of resorting to an emotional tremolo

which frequently degenerates into a

mere " wobble." The PREMIER, he

continues, shows agility and spirit in

florid passages, but his declamation

lacks dignity and his articulation is

often indistinct. As a pianist he is

equally unsatisfactory ; his repertory is

extremely limited and ho is quite un-

able to interpret the complex harmonies
of the Russian School.

:|: # *

A painful example of Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE'S ignorance is forthcoming in

the astounding fact that he is, or was,
under the impression that Karsavina
was the name of a town, and that the

only musician of the name of Corelli

was the author of The Sorrows of Satan.

The critic concludes with a masterly

analysis of the results of these short-

comings on the vitality of the Coalition

Cabinet, already weakened by the with-

drawal of Mr. BALFOUR, a very sound
and accomplished musician of the old

school. -^ _________

THE EXILE.

Nowlreturn to myownland andpeople,
Old familiar things so to recover,

Hedgerows and little lanes and
meadows,

The friendliness of my own land and

people.

I have seen a world-frieze of glowing
orange,

Palms painted black on a satin

horizon ;

Palm-trees in the dusk and the silence

standing
Straight and still against a background

of orange ;

A gorgeous magical pomp of light and
colour,

A dream-world, a sparkling gem in

the sunlight,
The minarets and domes of an Eastern

city;

And, in the midst of all the pomp of

colour,

My heart cried out for my own land
and people,

My heart cried out for the lush
meadows of England,

The hedgerows and the little lanes of

England,
And for the faces of my own people.

"The Viceroy, fishing in the Kabini river

yesterday, caught a mahseer weighing 77

pounds. This is the best fish so far caught in
one day." Weekly Rangoon Times.

We gather that the giant would not
have allowed any less august angler to

land it except by instalments.
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"RATTLING GOOD BOOK THIS, CoVRTSIUP AXD

"YEB, I'VE BEAD IT."

' Sl'Ll-.NUIDLY WRITTEN."
'

YES, I 'VE HEAD IT."

' BY JOVE, IT 's EXCITING !

"

'

I 'VE BEAD IT."

"THEEE'S ONE THRILLING BIT WHEBE "

"YES, I'VB "

" THE HERO '

" READ IT."

'_BUT I MCST READ IT TO YOU."
" I 'VE HEAD IT."

' I KNOW YOU 'l.L
"

' I 'VE HEAD IT."

" ENJOY IT."

"I 'VE READ IT."
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GUINEA-PIGS.
IT was with ill-concealed trepidation

that I approached tho Pontifical Person-

age who presides over Messrs. Barkrod

andTotnridge's Zoological Department.
The recollection of my previous and

only encounter with him still burned
in my memory. I had gone thither
with a young nephew on whom in a
rash moment I had urged tho satis-

faction to be derived from the study
of natural history and ho had countered
with a birthday and a demand that I

should convert precept to practice by
providing him with a pet.
The P.P. greeted us with benignant

expectancy. His white apron merely
accentuated the obvious fact that he
had come in a limousine. I have since
decided that he mistook me for an
eccentric peer. It seems that

eccentric peers and struggling
journalists are apt to provide
the same air of sartorial aban-
don to the eye of the uniniti-

ated.

It was the young nephew,
however, who made the run-

ning. The entire menagerie
whistled, barked, sat up on its

hind legs, performed acrobatic
feats and said,

" Scratch poor
Polly," at his discriminating
beh'est. Finally he reached a

point where he simply could
not decide between a Goliath
cockatoo at 22 10s. and a
white-faced Douroucouli at

twenty-seven guineas.
At this juncture I insinuated

myself into the discussion, and
by the exercise of subtle pres-
sure got him to compromise on
a pair of white rats at half-a-

crown. Never shall I forget the look
of majestic contempt with which the

Personage withered me as he extracted
two torpid rodents from a congeries of
their kith and, holding them by their

pink tails, dropped them into a paper
bag with the air of a Marchese deposit-
ing alms in the palm of a lazzarone.
Not lightly indeed did I again enter

into the Presence. But on this occa-
sion duty called. The troubadour with
lady's glove in helm never showed a
bolder front than the journalist in search
of copy. And boldness, it seemed, was
to be rewarded. As I approached the
Pontifical Personage it appeared certain
that he did not remember me. And
why, I asked myself, should he ? Had
I been the Duke of BEDFORD or the
President of the Ladies' Kennel Club I

might have expected a place in his

august memory. But an insignificant
uncle buying white rats it was absurd,
of course, to fear recognition.

I plunged straightway in mtdias res.
" I have here," 1 said,

" a journal of

unimpeachable veracity which declares

that the Pasteur Institute in Paris is

suffering from a guinea-pig shortage.
Please oblige me with your expert

opinion on this momentous matter."

Tho P.P. smiled slightly, cleared his

throat and, waving me to the further

end of the menagerie, proceeded to

answer my question.
" The common

or Sicilian guinea-pig," he began, "the
Porculus Aurifcrus Excubitor of BUF-
FON, is still fairly common, though I

may say that it is many a day since

they could be purchased for a guinea.
An allied species, the Chinese or edible

guinea-pig, the Sing Fat Soo of the

Cantonese restaurateur, is indeed quite

plentiful, but for some reason or other

has never found favour with the lead-

Magistrate. "Do YOU WANT A LAWYER TO DEFEND YOU?"
Prisoner. "NoT PARTICULARLY, SIR."

Magistrate. "\VELL, WHAT DO YOU PROPOSE TO DO ABOUT
THP, CASE?"

Prisoner. "On, I'M QUITE WILLING TO DROP IT AS PAR AS
I 'M CONCERNED."

ing English fanciers. The fact is that
since the War our customers have be-
come more discerning, and the common
guinea-pig, being no longer called for, is

not bred and has therefore ceased to be
available for scientific purposes. A few
of the art shades, notably tete-negre and
beige pigs, are still in request by the
furriers

; but the public demand is for

something more select.
" Now here

"
and reaching into an

adjoining cage the Pontifical Personage
extracted between finger and thumb a
pinch of twitching fluff" is the most
highly-prized of the race, the blueHi ma-
layan pig. Only five specimens have so
far reached this country. The first pair
were presented to the Duchess of Snob-
lands by tho Maharajah of Khidmutgar
about three years ago, but tho sow met
with an unfortunate accident in her
ladyship's absence, being dipped into a
box of face-powder by a thoughtless
maidservant. The third specimen, a

fine boar, was brought from China as

the mascot f H.M.S. Colossus, but just
after reaching harbour was accidentally
devoured by the ship's cat. The re-

maining two I have here. They are

expensive, of course, a hundred-and-five

guineas the pair, but quite unique.
" Of greater zoological interest per-

haps is this little fellow, Porculus Aitri-

ferus Decattdatus, an arboreal species
from the Solomon Islands

; or the striated

guinea-pig of Central Nicaragua, which
I am happily able to show you."
He placed Nicaragua's most valuable

product in my hand, and it promptly
bit me. That I did not drop it into a

cageful of torrier-pups was wholly due
to the native vigour with which Striatus

hung on.

price of that is forty
- five

guineas," continued the Pontifical Per-
son smoothly, as he restored it

to its cage. I shivered.

"Now here," he went on,
"is a pig of real historic inter-

est. I have a fair number of

them just in from my collec-

tors in the Persian Gulf and
can do them at eigh teon pounds
the pair." He motioned me
towards a larger cage wherein
a bevy of dun-coloured piglets
were holding a soviet. " The
Sumerian or Desert Pig," he

explained,
" of the Oxyrhynchus

Papyri, erroneously identified

by GUENFELL and HUNT with
the Southern form of the Tree

Hyrax."
It was at this point that my

intelligence forsook me. I had
been getting on too well. It
was the old story of over-con-
fidence.

"Honestly now, old chap,"
I said,

" and strictly between ourselves,
do you ever sell any of the little beasts ?

"

His face lit up in a brilliant smile.
"
No, Sir," he replied, drawing himself

up majestically and looking me squarely
in the eye,

" we keep these to show to

inquisitive customers. We only sell

WHITE RATS !

"

I fled. As I crossed the interminable
length of floor that separated me from
the door I could feel that contemptuous
smile rowelling my shrinking vertebra;.

Halfway across, the Blue Himalyan
guinea-pig could have given me three
drachms and whipped me by sheer
brute strength. As I sped towards the
door an attendant opened it. It was
unnecessary. I could easily have crept
underneath it. ALGOL.

"VACUUM for Sale, good condition. After
G o clock." Provincial Paper.
Our own is generally at its best about
an hour and a-half later.
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Mistress (returned from shopping). "HAS ANYONE CALLED, LAURA, WHILE I'VE BEEN OUT?"
Laura (newly from the country and eaycr to display tier progress in urban manners). "No, MA'AM, ONLY THE TELEPHONE HANG,

MA'AM, AND I DID PUT ON MY CLEAN CAP AND APRON TO ANSWER IT, MA'AM."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Glerks.)

" A tough hide and souio facility of expression
"

to

quota the author's modest estimate of his qualifications
have enabled Rear-Admiral Sir DOUGLAS BROWNRIGG to

make his Indiscretions of the Naval Censor (CASSELL) the

.liveliest book of the War that has come my way. Thanks
to the first element in his make-up he managed to retain

his difficult; and delicate post throughout the War, and only
once came into serious collision with any of his official

superiors. As these included First Lords of such diverse

temperament as Mr. CHUBCHILL and Lord FISHEB, and
First Sea Lords with such diametrically opposite views

regarding publicity as Lord FISHE'R and Sir HENRY JACKSON,
this was no small achievement. Thanks to the second
element ho has written a book which scarcely contains
a dull page. Whether he is giving us a pen -picture of

Mr. CHURCHILL conducting Admiralty business from a sick-

bed, with his head swathed in llannel and an immense
cigar protruding from the bandage ; or explaining how the

legend of Lord KITCHENER'S survival arose from a trivial

error that caused the news of the Hampshire disaster to
reach Berlin a few minutes before it was published in

London, he always writes with directness and verve.

Admiral BROWNRIGG tells a good deal about the censor-

ship, and illustrates his theme with some excellent repro-
ductions of naval photographs before and after the Censor
had "re-touched" them, lie tells us even more about his

work in a less familiar rdle, that of Publicity Agent to the

Silent Service. It was he who arranged visits to the Fleet

by more or less distinguished personages
" BKOWNRIGG'S

circus parties," as they were dubbed in the gun-room and
who engaged authors like Mr. KIPLING and artists like

Sir JOHN LAVERY to describe and portray the doings of the

Fleet and its auxiliaries. It pains me to learn, however,
that " Passed by Censor

" was only a guarantee for the

harmlessness and not for the veracity of the stories nar-

rated; and in particular that the famous "Q"-boat ruse

of the demented female with the explosive baby was a

pure work of imagination.

Without any special heralding, Mr. ERIC LEADBITTEB
seems to have stepped into the front rank, perhaps even to

the leadership, of those active novelists whose theme is

English rural life. I emphasize the word "
active," with of

course a thought for the master of them all, the wizard of

Dorchester, at whose feet it would probably be fair to sup-

pose Mr. LEADBITTER to have learnt some at least of his

craft. His new story, Shepherd's Warning (ALLEN AND

UNWIN), is a quiet tale of life in a not specially attractive

village a tale that conquers by its direct humanity and by
an art so delicate and so deftly concealed that the book
has a deceptive appearance of having written itself with-

out effort on the part of its author. It concerns a group of

peasants, agricultural labourers, inhabitants of Fidding, a

village gradually yielding to the encroachments by tram
and villa of the neighbouring town. The simple annals of
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these folk, and especially of one family, old Bob Garrctt and

his grandsons, provide the matter of a tale gentle as the

passage of time itself, never dull, instinct with quality m
every line of it. Mr. LEADBITTEU has a method of concen

tration so pronounced that, once let his characters, even

his heroine, step outside the heam that he has focussed

upon Fidding, and they vanish utterly, till the working

(apparently) of fate brings them hack again. Lven the

murder in his early chapters i* so lightly touched upon as

to produce hardly any effect of violence. His sympathy
with the life of the soil, and the human lives that are so

near to it, is clearly absorbing ; the result is that, to all

save the confirmed sensationalist (piqued possibly
by the

,, f n r,f rml linmicidal. ShenJie.nl' s Warning will also, 1
waste of good homicide)

think, prove Reader's

Delight.

The musician, visiting his fiancee, now well off and installed

in a comfortable village farm-house, lets the strong air of

the place get into his head and falls deep m love with a

yeoman's daughter, who in turn, stimulated by this ex-

perience, straightway succumbs (at her first dance m real

iocietv. into which the great lady of the village, her patron
society, into

has introduced her) to the suggestion that she shall spend

an unchaperoned night on a young blood s yacht, v

results usual in distressful fiction. However, after many
tribulations she and her musician, now duller than ever,

are united, while the jilted oraftswoman is left "full of ideas,

Bumptious (sic),
a little feverish" for village industries

which from my impression of her mentality 1 should judge
i i i _ .3 __ T .*"!/ <-\f t M o fr /*li o vin i r\rt

would be of a devastating order.

Mr. H. COLLINSON

OWEN, formerly Editor

of the soldiers' paper,
ThcBalkanNm>s,v/ou\<\

just love to trap you
into an argument on

the value of our Mace-

donian campaign as

compared with certain

other war efforts. His

book, Salonika and

After (HODDER AND

STOUGHTON), shows
him thirsting to accept
battle for the cause he

champions ;
and in the

sub - title, The Side-

Show that Ended the

War, he fairly throws

down the gauntlet. But
take my advice and
don't be drawn. He
has a foreword from

General MILNE to sup-

port him, and an extract

from LUDENDORFF'S
Memoirs, and a quota
tion from The Times

He has a very lively

and convincing way ol

putting things too, and

once he gets his en
thusiasm fairly in hand becomes an uncommonly power-
ful advocate. Not that this volume is by any means

just a piece of special pleading ; only the author is honour-

ably concerned to show both the importance and the

severity of the war against the Bulgars, which he thinks

people at home were a little inclined to disparage. I cer-

tainly cannot remember doing so, but, putting controversy
aside, this book remains an adequate first-hand account of

an adventure so great as to demand an heroic literature all

its own, where it can be seen in true perspective. Mr.
OWEN deals delightfully with nights in Salonika clubland

or the vagaries of King "TiNO," or with the more warlike

matters culminating in the terrific actions that held the

enemy's left wing tight while our allies smashed his

centre. An excellent book, with illustrations above the

average and a good map handily placed.

Lovers of that charming
ittle West -

country

village in which the
'

author sets her scone

ivill not easily for^ivr

,ier for naming it and

Baldly cataloguing its

louses and sundry

points of its environ-

ment, leaving out most

hat is the essential of

its charm. It 's simply
not done by authentic

writers of fiction

barring house-agents.

SQUEEZED IN AND SQUEEZED OUT.

REGRETTABLE RESULT OF OVER-PRESSURE ON THE UNDERGROUND.

Mrs. HENRY DUDENEY'S Spade Work (HURST AND

BLACKETT) is a queer story queerly told. A musician and
an art-and-erafty girl, both poor and both dull, are engaged.

hand to Mr. KAPP'S amazing art.

Those who experi-

enced the rapture of

discovery in an exhi-

bition last May of cari-

catures by EDMUND X.

KAPP may now rejoice

(supposing them to

command the needful

guinea) that they can

recapture this pleasure

through a volume of

twenty-four represent-
ative drawings collected

under the apt title of

Personalities (SECKEB).
Not for me to attempt
detailed consideration,

even if it were not the

duty of every amateur

to fall a victim at first

But one can hardly pass

without tribute such things as the head of the Japanese poet

on page 1 (" Seer of Visions "), a really wonderful example
of much meaning in few lines, or the WYNDHAM LEWIS, the

only drawing in the book in which a suggestion of cruelty

tinges the satire. Perhaps the most directly laughter-

moving pages are those devoted to the brilliant series o!

musical conductors ; is this because we have all stared oui

two hours into expert familiarity with these variously

tailored backs ? But indeed here is a volume of twenty-

four joys, or rather twenty-five, the last being anticipatior
of Mr. KAPP'S further activities, which I for one shall await

with very genuine interest.

" Miss
,
the well-known lady golfer, was married yes

nd i

;terdy

Several well-known golfers formed a guard of honour, and made ai

arch of golf clubs for the bridal couple to pass under. The bride run

bridegroom were pelted with wooden golf balls." Provincial Paper.

Rubber-cores might have been less painful, hut weri

perhaps too expensive.
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CHARIVARIA.
"!F a burglar broke into my house,"

says Lady J'>KI:III \M,
" I should use the

telephone to summon help." Lady
r.i:i.rn\M seems to have a sanguine

temperament. ^.

Aski'd how she would act in case a

burglar broke into her house, Miss litis

HOMY said she would stand before him
and recite SIIAKSPKAKK. If anybody
else had said this we should have sus-

pected a cruel nature.

A libel action

arising out of the

representation by a

;an artist of

l 1; e <-x - (' HOW x

PmxcK us a baboon
is to bo heard short-

ly. It is not yet
known who is to

prosecute on bo-

half of the local

Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty
to Animals.

* .*

Nino thousand
oflicials have boon

appointed to con-

trol the food sup-
plies in Petrograd.
Knglish Govern-
ment oflicials re-

gard this arrange-
ment as the work
of an amateur.

_

It is said that the

exchange crisis is

regarded by Mr.
C. B.COCHUAN as a

deliberate attempt,
to divert attention

from the DEMPSEY
contest.

* *

The rumour that

CAHPKNTIER and DEMPSEY, in order to
avoid further fuss and publicity, have
decided to fight it out privately, appears
to have no foundation.

Wrexham Education Committee is

reconsidering its decision against teach-

ing Welsh in the elementary schools.
The pathetic case of a local man who
was recently convicted of stealing a leg
of beef owing to his being unable to

give his evidence in Welsh is thought
to have something to do with it.

*...*

A domestic servants' union has been
formed and an advertisement for a

good plain shop stewardess (two in

family; policeman kept) will, we tin-

derstand, shortly appear in The .Muni-

uui Post. ...

During the recent gales on the West
Coast of Ireland the anemometer regis-
tered the unprecedented velocity of one
liundred-and-ten miles per hour. A
number of cases of anemonia are re-

ported from the Phoonix Park district.
.

According to Men's Wear, silk bats
are to bo increased in price by at least

thirty per cent. Is it by this process, we
wonder, that they hope to drive Mr.
CHIBCHILL out of business?

"\\'HY HAVEN'T YOU GOT ON SPURS?"
"I WAS <;OIM, TO SPEAK ABOUT THAT, SlB. I REGRET I ACCIDENTALLY OMITI

PUT THEM OX THIS MORNING, AND CONSEQUENTLY HAVE CAUGHT COLD. So I WAS GOING
TO ASK YOU TO BE KIND ENOUGH TO GRANT ME LEAVE UNTIL "

break the law. It seems that be
mistook the man for a policeman.

A French physician declares that
a gift for yawning is one of the most
valuable health-assets. This should be

good news for revue-producers.
*

.

*

"
Honesty," says Dr. INGBAM, "

is

the best policy after all." All the same
some of our profiteers seem to get along
pretty well, thank you.

*.,.*

The egg-laying competition promoted
by The Daily Mail has proved a gicai

success. It is most

gratifying to learn

that the hens have
done their best for

"the paper that got
us the shells."

" The influenza

microbe," announ-
ces a medical jour-
nal,

" has made
its appearance in

many parts of the

country and is

slowly but surely

making its way to-

wards London."
With any other

Government than
ours a simple sug-

gestion that the

sign-posts en route

should be reversed
would have been at

once adopted.
* f.-

During the last

four weeks exactly
four hundred and

ninety - nine rats

have been destroy-
ed in a small town
in South Bedford-

A pig and sty constituted first pri/e
at a re6ent whist drive at Bishop's
\\ i'.ltham. We understand that a dif-

ference of opinion between the winner
and the pig as regards the user of the

sty has ended fatally for the latter.
* *

It is reported that the Victory badge
now being worn extensively in New
York is to bo replaced by another bear-

ing the inscription,
" We did them."

***
" I intend to tour England," says a

Prohibition lecturer,
" and I will not be

hurried." We recommend the railway.

A Tralee man charged with shooting
a neighbour said be had no desire to

shire. It is hoped
that as soon as

these figures are

published a sporting rodent will give
itself up in order to complete the fifth

century. .

" A champagne support was provided in the
lower hall." Local

Very sustaining, we feel sure.

" The paper supports the proposed forim-
tion of a first army of ' shock troops,' which
would be capable of preventing the mobilisa-
tion of a great Germy army." Even imj 1'aycr.

Anything to keep the influenza at bay.

" The times for the incubation of the eggs
of various birds are as under:

Ostrich ..... 41 d;iys.
Gnu ...... 49 days."

1'oultry-keeping.

Gnus, indeed !

"
said the Emu.

VOL. cr.vin.
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TO AMERICA
(deferentially hinthif/ how others see her and what the;/ thinl

Kf'licr threatened repudiation of her PRESIDENT'splodges)

WHEN you refuse to sign the Peace

Except with various "
reservations,"

And prophesy a swift decease

Impinging on the League of Nations;
When you \vhoso arms (we've understood)

Settled the War and wiped the Bosch out

Regard the whole world's brotherhood
As just a wash-out;

You say, in terms a little hlunt,

"This scheme that you are advertising
Was all along a private stunt

Of WILSON'S singular devising;
His gahio we weren't allowed to know ;

I'mliT a misty smile he masked it;

We never gave him leave to go
(He never asked it).

" And you, poor credulous Allies,

Found in this fellow, self-appointed,
The worth ho had in his own eyes
And let him pose as God's anointed;

Taking no sort of pains to see

Whether or not he had a mandate,
Like puppy-dogs the other Three

Out of his hand ate."

But how if ice had queered his claim

Or questioned his credentials, saying,
"Who is this WOODBOW What's-his-name?
And what's the rdle he thinks he's playing?

Is he a Methodist divine?

Or does he boom Chicago bacon?"
I think that I can guess the line

You would have taken.

" Behold a Man," I bear you say,
" Of peerless wit and ripe instruction,

Elect of Heaven and U.S.A.

Surely an ample introduction ;

He conies to put Creation right ;

He brings no chits he doesn't need 'em ;

Who doubts his faith will have to fight
The Bird of Freedom !

"
O. S.

"SMALL ADS."
"WHERE do you get servants from ?

"
I asked.

"From small ads.," said Phyllis promptly.
I picked up the paper from the floor where I had thrown

it in the morning. My wife is one of those rare women
who always leave things where you put them. It is this
trait that endears her to me. 1 ran my trained eye over
an ad. column.

'

" Got it at once," I said with pardonable pride.
" How 's

this ? ' General (genuine), stand any test trd. 70
possess, s. hands yrs. s.a.v.'

"

" I like genuine people," said Phyllis thoughtfully.
" And

under the circumstances
"

(here she looked hard at me, as
if I were a circumstance) "under the circumstances I think
wo ought to have one that will stand any test. Seventy
pounds is out of the question, of course, but she might
come for less when she sees how small we are. What
does '

s. hands yrs.' stand for?"
" I don't know," I said;

" I can only think of '

soft hands
lor years.'

"

" I should like her," said Phyllis.
" Their hands are the

one thing against Generals. She must be a nice girl to

take such care of them. Think how careful she 'd be with

the china. What's 'trd.' ?"
" I 'in afraid it must mean tired," I said.

"
Oh, she 'd soon get rested here," said Phyllis ;

" I don't

think that need be against her. She's probably been in a

hard place lately. Are there any more ?
"

"Plenty," I said. "How does this one strike you?
' General." no bacon, possess. 2 rms. 45 wky. s.a.v.'

"

" I like that one," said Phyllis.
" She must be an awfully

unselfish girl to go without bacon. I don't see how we are

going to spare two rooms, though, unless she's willing to

count the kitchen as one. Forty-five pounds a week must
be a printer's error. But we can easily afford forty-five

pounds a year."
" It may mean that she 's

'

weakly,'
"

I suggested.
" That wouldn't matter much," said Phyllis ;

" and I like

her the better for being honest about it."
" '

Wky.' might stand for '

whisky,'
'' I hinted darkly.

Phyllis blanched. "Then she's no good," she said ; "I

simply couldn't stand one that drinks. What's the next

one like?"
I read on: "Domestic oil no risk. 6 dys. trd. s. hands

10 yrs. s.a.v."
" I wonder whether that means that she can cook on an

oil-stove or that she can't cook on any other kind? And
does the ' no risk

'

refer to her or the stove ? It 's not very
clear. I don't think we '11 take up this one's references.

Besides I shouldn't like' one that was tired for six days."
"Out of every seven," I added, "and the seventh day

would be the Sabbath, and her day off."
" Go on to the next," said Phyllis firmly.
The next one merely said ;

" General. Kilburn tkg.
40 1 rm. s.a.v."

"It would be nice to have a taking sort of girl," I

thought (unfortunately aloud).
" We won't think of her, the hussy !

"
said Phyllis.

" Pass
me the paper, please."

"
They all seem to want '

s.a.v.,'
"
she said. " What do

you suppose it means? I wish they wouldn't use so many
abbreviations. '

S.a.
'

stands for Sunday afternoon, of

course, but I can't think what the '
v.' is for. Of course

we'll give them Sunday afternoons free, if that's what it

means. I .only wonder they don't want an evening off in

the week as well. I call them most reasonable. And there
are so many to choose from. I always understood from
mother that they 're so hard to get."
Then she turned the paper over.
"
Oh, you are stupid !

"
she said. " You 've been looking

at the '

Shops and Businesses for Sale
'

column."
" So 've you," I snapped.
And then I regret to say we had our first quarrel.
I told Phyllis firmly that she is not at all tkg., nor would

she stand any test; that no one could engage her, much
less marry her, without taking risks ; that she hadn't had
s. hands for yrs., that she wouldn't go without her. bacon
"or anyone, and that I should be jolly~thankful if she would
.ake every blessed s.a.v.

I admit that Phyllis was more dignified. She merely
sailed out of the room, remarking that I made her trd.

" Our Invincible Navy."
IN continuation of a paragraph in his last issue, Mr.

:"unch expresses his regret if the article which appeared
under the above title in these pages on January 14th has
unwittingly given offence to any one of his readers through
others having connected him with the character of Reginald
McTaggart.
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THE CONSCIENTIOUS BUEGLAE.
PAISLEY HUMANITARIAN. "IF I COULD ONLY BE QUITE SURE THAT I SHOULDN'T BE

DISCOURAGING HIM FROM SAVING."

[Mr. ASQUITH has pronounced himself cautiously in favour of a Capital Levy, on the condition, amongst others, that it must not bo
allowed to discourage the habit of saving.]
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JULIUS C/ESAR ON THE LINKS.
Mor (whose knowledge of Sn.tKs,.>:.u1E j, greater than his golf). -Q, PABDOK ME, THOU BLEEDING PJECE OP EARTH."

RINGS FROM SATURN.
(Extracted from various issues of

" The
Daily Mandate.")

i.

To the Editor of" The Daily Mandate."

SIR, For a number of years I have
been experimenting in wireless tele-

phony with my installation on the
heights of Lavender Hill. On several
occasions recently I have beeu puzzled
by mysterious ringings of the bell
attached to the instrument, which have
obviously been set up by long-distance
waves. On taking up the receiver,
however, I have been unable to make
out any coherent message, but only
a succession of irregular squeaks, al-

though once I distinctly heard a word
which I can only transcribeas"Gurroo."
1 have no doubt in my own mind that
one of the more advanced planets is

trying to get in touch with us by means
of wireless telephony, and that once we
have deciphered the code we shall be
able to converse freely with its inhabi-
tants. 1 myself incline to the belief
that these rings emanate- from Saturn,

which, in spite of its great distanc
from the earth, is just as likely to wisl
to communicate with us as any otbei

planet. Yours faithfully,

DIOGENES DOTTLE, F.E.S.

ii.

Mr. Dottle's remarkable letter, pub-
lished in our issue of yesterday, sug-
gesting that inhabitants of Saturn have
been endeavouring to communicate
with the earth by means of wire-
less telephony, has created profound
excitement in scientific and othercircles.
To a representative of The Daily Man-
date a number of well-known men
expressed their views on the matter,
which will undoubtedly stimulate fur-
ther investigation into the momentous
possibilities of this epoch-making reve-
ation. The opinions advanced, which
are, on the whole, highly favourable to
Mr. Dottle's theory, are as follows :

Sir Potiphar Shucks, the famous
astronomer :

" The possibility that
Saturn is inhabited is one that, in
he absence of incontrovertible evidence

either way, should not lightly be set

aside. Assuming that it is inhabited,
that its people are skilled in the use of
wireless telephony and that it is pos-
sible to set up waves of sufficient in-

tensity to travel all the way from
Saturn to us, I see no reason why
communications of the nature sug-
gested by Mr. Dottle should not at
some future date become an accom-
plished fact."

Mr. Artesian Pitts, the well-known
imaginative historian :

" I have long
held the belief that Saturn is inhabited
by a type of being possessing a cylinder-
like body composed of an unresisting
pulp, a high dome-shaped head filled
with gas, and long tentacles, bristling
with

electricity, through which all sen-
sations are omitted and received. These
tentacles would act as an ideal tele-

phonic apparatus, so that there is every
likelihood of Mr. Dottle's having actu-

ally received a message from Saturn.
r

take 'Gurroo
1

to be Saturnian for
Hello.'

"

Signor Tromboni, the pioneer Of wire-
ess telephony :

" We are making ar-
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rangementa to test Mr. Dottle's in-

teresting theory, and for this purpose
are erecting a special installation on

the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro; which i

several thousand foot higher than
Lavender Hill. At our own stations

wo have frequently noticed mysterious
ringing-;, which we have hitherto as-

crihcd to carelessness on the part ol

operators ;
hut Mr. Dottle's letter opens

up a now world of possibilities. Tin

L/aiii/ Mandate is to he congratulated
on the prominence it has given to the

subject, which has already had the

effect of sending Troinboni shares up
several points."

Mr. G. Shawburn :
" It is an insult

to Creation to assume that ours is the

only populated planet. Of course Saturn
is inhabited, but, unlike our own world,

by people of intelligence. In the matter
of mental advancement Saturn can
make rings round the earth. All the

same I don't for one moment suppose
that Mr. Dottle knows what ho 's talk-

ing about."

The PosTMASTEn-(!j:\i:n.iL :
" Noth-

ing is known in the Department under

ray control of telephone calls having
been received from Saturn or the neigh-
bourhood. I do not propose for the pro-
sent to take any steps in the matter."

The LOUD MAYOR :
" Saturn is a long

way off."

in.

(Extract from leading article.)

"... Again we ask,
' What is the

Government doing ?
'

For several days
now our columns have been ringing
with the world-wide acclamation of this

stupendous discovery, beside the poten-
tialities of which the wildest efforts

of imaginative literature are reduced to

pallid and uninspired commonplaces.
Even so cautious a scientist as Sir

Potiphar Shucks has declared that the
idea of Saturn being inhabited is one
that ' should not lightly bo set aside,'
and has announced his conviction
that under favourable conditions com-
munication with that planet should
in the near future become ' an accom-

plished fact." Other eminent leaders of

thought and action, including Signor
Troinboni, are even more enthusiastic
in their reception of the great theory
first given to the world by Mr. Diogenes
Dottle in a letter to The Daily Mandate.
But the POSTMASTER-GENERAL is con-
tent to treat the question with the airy
scepticism and obstructive complacency
that have rendered the London Tele-

phone service a byword of inefficiency,
and refuses even to make a grant in
aid of the work of investigation." In these circumstances the pro-
prietors of The Daily Mandate have

Tmliynant Egoist.
" BE CAREFUL cr THERE WHAT sou 'BE DROITISQ. THAT PRECIOUS

NKABLY HIT ME !
"

much pleasure in announcing that

ihey will pay the sum of ten thousand

pounds to the first man, woman or
child in the British Empire who can

produce evidence of having received
in intelligible telephonic message from
Saturn, and a further sum of one hun-
dred thousand pounds to the first per-
son to send a message to that planet
and receive a clear reply. The services
jf a Board of distinguished exports are

seing engaged for the purpose of test-

'ng and adjudicating all claims.
"Meami'hile the POSTMASTER-GEN-

ERAL must go."

" It may safely be said that there are more
millionaires to the square yard in Bradford
th:in in any other city in the country, not
even excepting London or New York."

"

Daily 1'aper.

The news that Britain has annexed the
United States will comfort those who
thought it was the other way about.

"The incessant singing of a cricket in a
Tjondon church compelled the preacher to
shorten his sermon."

The Children's

We may now expect increased enthu-
siasm for the "

Sunday Cricket
"
move-

ment.
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A VERMIN OFFENSIVE.
THERE was a faint scuttling sound

bcliitul the wainscot.

"There it is again," said Araminta.

Not a doubt of it," I replied, turn-

ing pale.

Thrusting on my iiat I rushed up the

hill to the Town Hall and asked to see

the Clerk of the Borough Council

im mediately.
'

1 have reason to suspect," I said in

a hoarse low whisper, as soon as 1 wa^

shown into the man's presence,
" that

our premises are in imminent danger
of being infested. Counsel me as to

what I should do."
" It is your duty as a good citizen to

take such steps as may from time to

time be necessary and reasonably prac-
ticable to destroy the vermin," he said

in a rather weary and mechanical tone.
" I hope I am not one to take my

civic duties lightly," I replied with

some hauteur, "but observe that J

merely said I had reason to suspect
the imminence of the peril. I should

like to know the legal definition of in-

festment, if you please. I cannot de-

finitely say that house-breaking has

taken place as yet. I do not know that

there has even been petty larceny.
There may have been merely loitering
with felonious intent.'

1

" What is the size of your premises?"
he inquired.

"It is more a messuage than a pre-
mises," I explained.

" About twelve

feet by ten, I should say speaking
without the lease."

" And how many vermin do you ex-

pect it to be about to harbour ?
"

" None have actually hove in sight
at present," I said reassuringly,

" but

there is a sound of one in the oiling
in the wainscoting, I mean."

" In a residence of your size I should

say that a single mouse would consti-

tute infestation within the meaning of

the Act, so soon as it forces an ingress.
It will then be your bounden duty to

demolish it. IIow about purchasing a

trap ?
"

" You are sure that is better than

hiding behind the arras and hitting it

over the head with a pole-axe ?
"

I in-

quired anxiously,
" or proffering it a

bowl of poisoned wine ?
"

"Poison is no longer supplied free,"
he answered coldly, and I went out.

Very luckily, as I hastened up the

hill, I had observed a building with the

words,
" Job Masters. Traps for Hire,"

written upon a wooden board. I went
inside and found an elderly man sitting
at a desk in a small oflice. He looked

extremely patient. "Are you Job?"
1 asked breathlessly.

" I have corne
to buy a mouse-trap."

Appearances, of course, are quite

often deceptive. They were in this

case. The elderly man was very much

annoyed. \Vhen he had explained
matters forcibly to me I went on down
the hill and entered an ironmonger's.

" 1 wish to buy a trap to catch a

mouse," I said to the assistant behind

the counter.

"Certainly, Sir. What size?" said

the lad politely.
" Small to medium," I replied, rather

baffled.
" It has only a medium-sized

scratch."

He showed me a peculiar apparatus
made of wire and wood containing

apparently a vestibule, two reception

rooms, staircase and first-floor lobby,
with an open window and a diving-
board. Underneath the window was
a small swimming tank.

" I don't want a hydropathic exactly,"
I explained.

" I propose to exterminate

this rodent, not to foster longevity in

it. How does it work ?
"

He pointed out that, after examin-

ing the various apartments, the animal
would be allured by the fragrance of

a small portion of cheese placed above
the diving- board ; overbalancing, it

would then be projected into the water,
where it would infallibly drown. " It

is a thoroughly humane instrument,"
he assured me,

" and used in the best

"omes."

I bought it and went on to a cheese

foundry. Araminta was rather scornful

of the sanatorium when I came home
with it and set it, loaded and trained,

on the dining-room floor; but the child-

ren were delighted. It ranked only a

little lower than the pantomime, and if

only we could have secured an outside

visitor to it I believe that it would
have defeated the Zoo. To visit it with
a sort of wistful hope became the prin-

cipal treat of the day. But, alas, the

mansion remained untenanted. Some-
times during a lull in conversation we
would hear the faint scuffling again, but
after about six days I became convinced,

by kneeling down and placing my ear

to the carpet like an Indian, that the

noise was even fainter than it had been
at first. A terrible suspicion seized me.
1 dashed out and rang the bell of the
flat next door.

" It is just as I feared," I said to

Araminta on returning a few moments
later.

" We are not going to be infested

after all. The vermin has been sighted
in No. HOB."

" We must make the best of it," she

said, trying to speak cheerfully, "though
it is hard on the children, poor dears."

" I wasn't thinking of the children,"
I replied bitterly ;

" I was thinking of

the expense. If we had been living
in a house instead of a fiat we could

at least have deducted it from the

rates."

I sat down and made out a bill as

follows to the Clerk of the Borough
Council, heading it:

On Account of Spurious Infestment.
To one Mouse Institute and s. d.

Aquarium .... 56
Cheest- 06
Labour at '2/6 per hour . 7 J

Total 6 7A

The man replied coldly that the

householder was responsible for all

expenditure incurred in precaution-

ary measures and that the Council

was in no way liable for the costs

resulting from an offensive that failed

to materialize. He ended with the

rather rude postscript,
" What kind

of cheese did you use?
"

This was a hit sickening. However, by
threatening to lay information against
him, I have at last succeeded in inducing
the occupier of 140n to take over the

abattoir at a very satisfactory valuation.

It was between that and buying his

mouse. EVOE.

TWO NIGHTMARES.
[Dreamed after Tending in a daily paper
that "

any sti/le of dress that lessons

one's self-confidence slwuld be tabooed"

(sic)}.

I TRAVELLED from the Sussex hills

With confidence divine,

Full of the conscious power that thrills

My heart when life is mine,
And strode to Lady Fancy Frills

With whom I was to dine.

Her guests had come from Clubs and
Courts

And Halls of wealthy Jews ;

As they surveyed my running shorts

I felt my courage ooze,
While conscious power, grown out of

sorts,

Leaked through my canvas shoes.

* ;-. *

Then I re-travelled South by West
Inflated with a joy

Which in the suit I called my best

No bullet could destroy ;

I may remark I 'd come full-dressed

From lunch at the Savoy.

But when the hills began to shout
I coloured to the roots,

And when the valleys cried,
" Get out !

"

To the last word in suits,

My joy, displaced by sudden-doubt,
Leaked through my spatted boots.

Of the mysterious Mareonigrams:
"
They may be the effort of sentiment beings

in some neighbouring planet to communicate
with us." Ki-cniny 1'aper.

Can we have broken in on a conversa-
tion between Venus and Mars?
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I'UOI'ITEERING

MANNERS AND MODES.
TUE WEST END COMPELS SUYFAIR TO PUT ON ANY OLD RAGS AND DO ITS

SHOPPING IN SHOREDITCH.
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A CONFLICT OF EMOTIONS.
(With the British Aiiny in France.)
" I "VE soon rivettors at New York pio-

foundries and stew-specialists on North
Sea trawlers," said Percival severely,
" but I never realised how monoton-
ous feeding could be till I got into a

Mess controlled by Binnie."
Binnie putTed his pipo severely, being

of the tough fibre which enables Mess
Presidents to endure. Frederick, who
had been silent, rose from his seat,

heaved a distressing sigh and left the
room.

" There 's the moral that adorns the

throes of a spasm of melancholy. Per-

cival entered and narrowly escaped

being drawn into the vortex of a par-

ticularly powerful inspiration.
"
Freddy, old pard," he said kindly,

"why so triste ? If the trouble 's finan-

cial, my cheque-book is unreservedly at

your service. Ilavin' no balance at the

bank I "ve no use for it myself."
"It's not that at least not worse

than usual," groaned Frederick.

"Then tell me all about it."
" It 's .a long story," commenced

Frederick.
" Let me off with a synopsis," inter-

rupted Percival.

" I can't. It baffled description.
Well, they drifted apart ; but often

afterwards, when that young laddy was

studying his Manual of Military Law
in his lonely dug-out, the imago of

Sister Carruthers glowed on the printed

page. But I never met her again until

the other day, when I was having a

gentle toddle round Quelquepart and
saw her gliding along the quay. Some-

thing gripped me by the heart; I took

my courage in both hands and spoke
to her.

" ' Don't you remember me, Sister ?
'

I said. ' It was you who nursed me in

No. 99 General.'

BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.
'WILL YOU STAND BACK, SlB ? YOU 'BK SPOILING THE PICTURE. '

tale, you you public danger!" con-
tinued Percival, indicating Frederick's

retreating figure.
" Look to what a

condition that once bright youth has
been brought by your endless stews
and curries."

"Not a bit of it," answered Binnie

lightly. "Frederico could eat patent
breakfast food and toasted doormats
without taxing his digestion. His com-
plaint is the tender passion. I recog-
nise the symptoms."

" It looks like an acute attack, any-
how,"said Percival, rising, "and prompt
counter-irritants are indicated. But
I '11 confirm your diagnosis first."

Inside Frederick's quarters the sound
of regular and sustained sighing sug-
gested that the sufferer was in the

" Once upon a time," continued

Frederick,
" there was a big war, which

made quite a stir in the daily papers
and was a common subject of discus-

sion in the clubs. There were many
casualties, amongst them being a blithe

young laddy who came down to the

Base with a fractured maxilla ciusod

by nibbling an M. and V. ration without

previously removing the outside tin

or something of the sort. Ho was sent
to hospital and devotedly tended by a
Sister of exquisite beauty such a figure
and such hair ! It wasn't exactly auburn
and not exactly burnished bronze

"

" And it wasn't pale puce and it

wasn't ultramarine," broke in Percival

impatiently. "Tell me what it was,
not what it wasn't."

" She looked at me coldly.
" ' As you are the third young officer

who has adopted a similar method of

introduction this afternoon,' she said,
'

you must forgive me if I ask for somo
confirmation.'

" '

Surely you haven't forgotten ?
'

I

cried. ' You drew me a sweet little

design in dots and dashes to hang over

my bed. When I was evacuated to

Rugland I wanted to thank you, to ask
if we might meet again, but you thrust
a clinical thermometer between ray
teeth and told me not to speak till you
gave me permission. Then you left

me, and I was whisked away to the
boat clinging grimly to the thermo-
meter, inarticulate and heartbroken.'

" ' And I presume your object in
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ConrersatioiuiHiil.
" EXTBAORDINAKY CHIME WAYK \vi: 'ur. HAVING EB AH FOB THE TIME OF YEAB."

speaking to me to-day is to return the

thermometer?
'

she said primly.
' That, 'd wlicrol took the full count,"

continued Frederick, sadly. "If I

could have produced any old tiling in

the thermometer line my bona trli'n

wuiild have heen established an' I could

have gone ahead like cotton-mill shares.
' Instead of which,' she 'd said Good-day
and gone while I was thinkin' out

explanations. Since that time I 've been

p:i lading Quelquepart simply bristling
with thermometers, but I 've never met

Rain."
" The old Army fault of unprepared-

ness," remarked Percival. "You ought
In ;,

ro to hospital."
"Don't be- juvenile! What have

hospitals to do with heartache '/

"

"
Everything, if you go to the right

one the one where your ministering

angel ministrates, for instance,"
"
Percival, old ace," said Frederick,

with admiration,
"
you '11 rank among

the world's great thinkers yet. Turn
on the current again and tell me what
is my complaint."

"
Digestive trouble," said Percival

promptly.
" There 's already been

rumours about, and you'll be doing a

public service by going to dock with

dyspepsia. Binnio will bo so stricken

by remorse that he '11 at once start

providing the Mess with decent food."
" Then for your sakes I '11 rehearse

the symptoms. But my curso will be

on your bead if I get to the wrong
hospital."

It was unfortunate that the M.O.
was in an unsympathetic mood next

morning. He thumped Frederick on

the lower chest and pooh-poohed the

idea of hospital.
" All you want is a

few of these tablets," he said, "and

you '11 be fit as nails in a day or two."

Frederick crawled away dispiritedly
to confide in Percival. That sapient

youth counselled perseverance.
" You must go right off your feed,"

he said. " Let the doc. see you feebly

pecking and be '11 soon get alarmed.

In the meantime I "in off to give Binnie
critical accounts of your appetite and
send him to market right away."
Only a burning passion and stealthy

bars of chocolate could have sustained

Frederick through the next few days.
To sit down to breakfast with a healthy
appetite and refuse his egg and rasher

put the biggest possible strain on his

constancy. His task was made doubly
difficult by the scheming of Percival,
who was constantly inciting Binnie to

procure fresh delicacies.

" You 've crocked poor Freddy," he

said ;

" and there wiQ be otbers going
the same way if you don't improve
the messing. Now I saw some nice

plump chickens to-day in the . . ."

Thus harried, that evening Binnie

provided a dinner that almost reduced

Frederick to breaking-point. Only the

fact that the M.O. was sitting opposite

gave him strength to refuse the soup
and fish, to trifle with the chicken and
turn wearily from the sweet. As the

savoury was being served he caught a

scrap of conversation across the table.
"

. . . to the boat to see her off for

demob.," the M.O. was saying to the

Padre. "Jolly nice girl Jim Carru-

tliers' daughter, you know."
Frederick pricked up bis ears.
" I remember," said the Padre. " She

used to be at 99 General."

There was no doubt who was the girl

referred to. Frederick sat back in his

chair with a heavy sense of disappoint-
ment and loss. He felt acutely sorry
for himself. But presently above the

pain in bis heart there arose a stronger
and more compelling feeling.

"Corporal," ho said, "I think after

all I '11 try one of those crab patties.
Or you might tell the waiter to bring
in ta'
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Old-fashioned Aunt. "Goon HEAVENS, CHILD! You 'HE NOT GOING OUT LIKE THAT? You LOOK LIKE A CIIORUS-GII:L."
Modern Maiden. "Ou, COME, AUNT! I DON'T LOOK AS HOBRIBLY RESPECTABLE AS THAT, SUKELY?"

PICTURES.
" SOME likes picturs o' women "

(said Bill)
" an' some likes

'orses best,"
As he fitted a pair of fancy shackles on to his old sea-chest

;

"But I likes picturs o' ships
"

(said he), "an" you can keep
the rest.

" An' if I was a ruddy millionaire with dollars to burn that
way,

Instead of a dead-broke sailorman as never saves his pay,
I 'd go to some big paintin' guy, an' this is what I 'd say :

" ' Paint mo The Cutty Sark
'

(I 'd say)
' or the old Ther-

mopylce,
Or The Star of Peace as I sailed in once in my young days

at sea,

Shipshape an' Blackwall fashion too, as a clipper ouht
to be.

"'An' you might do 'er outward bound, with a sky full o'

clouds,
An' the tug just droppin' astern an' gulls flyin' in crowds,
An' the decks shiny-wet with rain an' the wind shakin' the

shrouds.

" ' Or else racin' up-Channel with a sou'-wester blowin',
Stuns'ls set aloft and alow an' a hoist o' flags showin',
An' a white bone between her teeth, so 's you can see she 's

goin'.

' Or you might do 'er off Cape Stiff in the 'igh latitudes

yonder,

With her main-deck a smother of white an' her lee-rail

dipping under,
And the big greybeards drivin' by an' breakin' aboard like

thunder.

" ' Or I 'd like old Tuskar somewhere around or Sydney
'eads, maybe,

Or Bar Light, or the Tail o' the Bank, or a glimp o' Circular

Quay,
Or a junk or two, if she's tradin' East, to show it's tlio

China Sea.

" ' Nor I don't want no dabs o' paint as you can't tell what
they are,

Whether they 're shadders or fellers' faces or blocks or blobs
o' tar,

But I want gear as looks like gear an' a spar that 's like a

spar.

" ' An' I don't care if it 's North or South, the Trades or
the China Sea,

Shortened down or everythin' set, close-hauled or runnin'
fres

;

You paint me a ship as is like a, ship an' that '11 do for me.'
"

====== C. F. S.

Egyptian Darkness.
" Several letters have appeared in the native Press in some of which

they ask Minindirect way, as they have done, hut in a indirect way
they have done but in a clear clear manner which cannot bo inter-

preted two ways." Egyptian Qazettc.

Or, so far as we are concerned, even one way.
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ANOTHER " RESERVATION."
STARVING EUKOPE. "GOD HELP ME!"
AMERICA. "VERY SAD CASE. BUT I'M AFRAID SHE AIN'T TRYING."

["Relief would be found in the resumption of industrial life and activity and tho imposition of adequate taxation. The American

people should not be called upon to finance the requirements of Europe in so far as they result from failure to take these necessary
steps." Mr. CARTER GLASS, Secretary of the United States Treasury.]
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THE RETURN OF THE PRODIGAL.

THE BIG-GAME CUBE.
[In common with everything else, wild

aninuils have risen considerably in price.]

IN other times I might have made
For those wild lands where growls

the grisly,
Have tracked him (with some native aid)
And held a broken-hearted Bisley;

Now that my Maud has murmured,
"Nay,"

Shrinking from, matrimony's tightj,

knot,
I might have acted thus, I say

(Contrariwise, I might not).

In any case to-day I shrink
From thus evading Sorrow's tram-

mels ;

A sense of duty bids me think
How costly are the larger mammals ;

To kill them just to soothe my mind
Would seem to savour of the wasteful,

A thing all patriot poets find

Exceedingly distasteful.

Not mine the immemorial cure;
The voice of conscience warns me

off it;

I '11 leave the following of the spoor
To those who follow it for profit ;

I feel they would not thank me for

Turning the jungle to a shambles,
Who speculate in lions or
Have elephantine gambles.

And so this poet will not roam ;

Remaining on his native heath, he
Will seek an anodyne at home,
Nor look beyond the Thames for

Lethe ;

And if he fades away, denied
The usual balm in cardiac crises,

Say only this of him,
" He died

A prey to soaring prices."

HOW TO ACT IN EMERGENCIES.
The Weekly Dispatch symposium, in

which various celebrities discuss the

way to act in the event of a burglar
being found in the house, shows the
need for a little advice in case of emer-

gencies. We append the following very
helpful hints :

The old plan of offering a burglar a

cigarette and asking him to take a chair

whileyou telephone to the police is not
now so successful as in the past. The
best plan is to tackle the fellow right
away. For this purpose you should

step behind him, take hold of his coat
and force it over his face. Then tie

his left arm to his right leg across
the back. Properly carried out, this
method rarely fails.

* * *

To attract the attention of the young
lady behind a post-office counter, fire

a revolver three times in succession,

using blank cartridges. After first aid

has been rendered to the attendants

step up to the counter and purchase
your stamp.

:!: * *

If you should be knocked down by a

taxi, don't be alarmed and try to creep
out from under the thing. And don't
blame the driver. Apologise to him,
and, as you are being carried away,
shake hands and tell him that while it

was his cab it was your fault. Treated
in this manner, drivers are not nearly
so offensive when they knock you
down the next time.

:|: v i|:

Should the telephone-bell ring in

your house, don't get excited. Keep
calm. Remember General GRANT. Re-
move the women and children to a place
of safety, lift off the receiver and say,
" Good Heavens ! Whoever can it

be?"
* * *

Let us suppose that you are being
attacked by a man with a chopper.
Wait until the weapon is well poised
over your head. Just as he begins the
down stroke step aside smartly. The
hatchet will thftn be found buried in

the ground. This means that bygones
are bygones.
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"AllE THEY RISING THE DAY, SlR ?
" "No."

"AH, WEEL, JUST BIDE A WEE. THEY AYE TAK BEST IN THE COOL OF THE EVEX1XG."

PETER AND JUDY.
EXCEPT for the fact that they had

different sets of parents and were born
some hundred miles apart, Peter and
Judy are practically twins. Conse-

quently, after an interval of three

months, strenuous efforts were made
by the two young mothers to bring
about a proper introduction between
the two wonders.
The occasion was to be one of great

importance, for it was Judy's very first

tea-party, marking, as it were, the
dawn of her social career. For days
the post-office wrestled witli the corre-

spondence necessary to bring about the
meeting. The mothers, both in person
and by proxy, had scoured the precincts
of Kensington and Oxford Street re-

spectively for the necessary adorn-
nents to do their offspring justice,

changing their minds so often that
the assistants came to take as much
interest in the party as if they were
going to it themselves.
And yet, when the great moment

arrived and the strong silent man was
home into the room, round-eyed and
expectant, ho found his hostess al-

ready tired out with her first tea-party
and fast asleep. lie could scarcely

believe his eyes ; nor could Judy's scan-
dalised father.

Peter was very good about it. He
bore this chilly reception stoically,

deprecating any desire to wake the

sleeping beauty deprecating, in fact,

any interest in her or her cot whatso-
ever. Ignoring the efforts of the Big
People to fix his attention by pointing
him directly at the main object of the

tea-party (they should have known
that babies like looking the other way
always) he remained passively inter-
ested in a fascinating brass knob, the
while getting his gloves into a satisfac-

tory state of succulence before the Big
People should take it on themselves to
remove them.

At last his patience is rewarded. The
hostess, sighing sleepity, is beginning
to show signs of realising her respon-
sibilities. Two immense arms, two
enormous fistfuls of fingers gather her

up and she is borne through the air

triumphantly . . . Peter and Judy are
introduced.

I doubt whether any two people in
;his world ever displayed greater in-

difference. Solemnly they turn their

eyes upon every other object in the
room except each other. It is not
until the number of permutations in

which two people can look at every-
thing is exhausted mathematically that
their eyes meet at last.

Then they cut each other dead.
* * * :|: -.;.-

Side by side they recline on the
couch. Judy, pouting with sleep, is

buffeting her face with her little white

boxing-gloves, while Peter stares fas-

cinated at the fire, quite sure that social

functions are not in his line. " O-o !

"

With only three months' experience,
Judy has not yet attained complex
mastery of the art of manipulating
difficult things like limbs. Inadvert-

ently, and in excess of zeal to kick

higher than any other baby, she has
landed out a beautiful backhander and
caught Peter hard in the tummy.
Peter's eyes open wide. Creases appear
on his face and widen. A cavern opens
and a roar follows :

" Ya o-o !

"

"Hullo!
"

(Judy looks up in amaze-
ment, for there is only one noise in the
house like that, and she has the sole

rights of it).
"
Hullo, is that me ? I

didn't know I was doing it
"

(the roara
'rom Peter continue)

" but I suppose I

am. I must be. Let 's have a lot more
of this very good noise I am making
Ya o-o !

"
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Tin; duet produces a crescendo as-

tounding to them both, for there, has

never been a noise so wonderful as this

in nil their experience. Then to Judy
a, very strange thing happens. Shu

ea for breath, but the noise goes
on. "This is amazing how do I do

.t?. .."

She joins in again and then Peter

stops. He too is puzzled vaguely. How-

ever, bother introspection, the concert

proceeds, both artists doing their level

best. Now one of them pauses, now
the other, and at length serious doubts

1 1) creep in. There is something
afoot something . . .

The matter resolves itself. Turning

suddenly they behold each other, both

yelling splendidly. Amazement I Cavern
confronts cavern ! Face to face they
roar their hardest, demanding the rea-

son for this strange phenomenon, "this

other me who doe-; when I don't."

They pause- their mouths remain

agape. Slowly they close and smiles

suc.reed. Joy ! A ;vn.v<j;;<</;/<>-si/ed face

at last. What a relief after the enor-

mous faces, the great mouths, tho Cy-
ranose noses of the Big People who are

wont to come and poor. Hero at last

is a true face, a faca that -no, they
both agree, not to dwell unduly on the

discovery.
Indifferent to each other once again

they regard tho special objects of their

attention, their hands waving gently in

the air, seeking the fairies that babies'

hands are always trying to catch.

Ea! their hands have met.
"

1 loo ! It 's a reasonable hand. It 's

got proper fingers, not stumps of

bananas."

"Moreover," says Peter politely, "if

you ca-o to take advantage of my offer

you will find that it is properly mois-

tened, succulent and suitable to a baby's
You needn't mind

;
I prepared

it myself."
"(ioo! Gool-gur!" All is peace and

chuckles;. Hand-in-hand they survey
their mothers. " Our mothers, yours
mine. Ha, ha be, he goo!"
The inner thoughts of the two babies

may ho hidden from me (I accapt the

punishment), but I know I know
what tho two mothers are thinking of.

Twenty years hence, a paragraph in

The Times: " Peter Judy
"

Oh,
you fatuous mothers! L.

"I'utilir intcn>,t remains unabatod ill the
remarkable occurrences at the poultry-house
farm at Brickoodon, where spirit rappings in
thr morse code have been heard for

. . One question put to the spiri

night wag 'How many people are outside?'
And tho roply \vus 'Korty,' which pr

.'.'I'.

And possibly furnishes some clue to the

identity of the spirit concerned.

,<yf
1

;'. "WHAT HAVE TOD GOT IHEBE ?
"

Officer. "I CAX SKI: THAT. WHAT KIND OF COAL?"
Lighterman. "CoAJ,."

Liglitermau.
" BLACK COAL."

MORE INTENSIVE PRODUCTION.
\\'HI:N first I learned to play the fool

In various (unaccepted) verses

There was, I found, one golden rule

For poets who would line their purses.
" If ye," it ran,

" to wealth would mount,
For silk attire would change your

tatters,

Mere quantity will never count ;

Quality is the thing that matters."

Broadly this precept, too, was laid

On grosser forms of human labour ;

E.(j., on Jones's antique trade,

Or Brown, the sausage-man, bis

neighbour ;

Until of late, throughout a land

Reeling from strikes and " recon-

struction,"
A cry was heard on every hand,
A clamour for " Increased Produc-

tion."

While "
makers," then, gird on their

might
And merchants buzz like bees in

clover ;

When Jones is sawing day and night
And Brown shows twice his last

turnover;
Shall I not follow where they *ve led

And, at the PREMIER'S invitation,
Double my output, Mr. Ed.?

I look for your co-operation.

" '

Oh, to be in Kngland now that Noel's near.'

So, one might adapt one of Kipling's lines."

Indian I'apjr.

What do they know of BBOWSING who
only KIPLING know?

" LADY wishes to travel in exquisite lingerie."

Daily I'aj'ci .

By all means ; but why should she be

content to wear an inferior quality when
she is stationary '.'
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AT THE PLAY.
" MB. Toon's EXPERIMENT."

A NEW terror or elso a new attrac-

tionlias been added to the British

Drama. Mr. WALTER HACKETT lias

brought the scout of the cinema across

the footlights. When ho wants to

inform you of certain episodes in the

hero's past career, or let you know
what he is doing when ho is out of

sight, ho throws tho main stage into

darkness and lights up a smaller one
on which ho gives you as many as six

little tabloid plays within tho play.
Such a scheme has its obvious con-

veniences for tho play wriglit, and should

greatly simplify the difficulties of stage-
craft. Those introductory statements

which are required to explain tho open-

ing conditions and need such adroit

handling will no longer be necessary.
You just put everybody wise by a

series of tableaux parlants. No longer
need the author worry about the best

way of conveying to his audience the

details of any action that takes place
off the stage ; he just turns on a play-
let and there it is. Altogether, with a

couple of tho unities disposed of, he

ought to have a much easier time.

On tho other hand he is going to

have trouble with his principal stage
and put his actors to the inconvenience
of playing in a painfully congested
area. Thus, in Mr. Todd's Experiment,
the permanent scene was the hall of a

house, with a large tapestry occupying
more than half of the wall. Lurking
behind this tapestry was the stage for

the tabloids, and the general company
had to crowd themselves into the re-

mainder or wander forlornly about in

the space in front of the tapestry.
The playlets again are almost bound
to be just concentrated episodes, pro-

bably elemental in theme and certainly

elementary in treatment.

The excuses for their interpolation in

Mr. Todd's Experiment were not marked

by a very great subtlety. There was
really none for the first three, which

simply relieved Mr. Todd of the te-

dious recital of the hero's disillusion-

inents in love. The next two were
introduced by way of illustrating his

alleged gift of clairvoyance ; and the
last served frankly to fill in the inter-

val while the rest of the company was
away at dinner. Tho general effect of

all these desultory little Guignols was

perhaps rather cheap, and not very com-

plimentary to the intelligence of those
of us who had outgrown a childish

penchant for peep-shows.
Mr. Todd's Experiment (for I have

spoken only of Mr. HACKETT'S) was to

restore a UasA and valetudinarian

young man of thirty to a proper state

of energy by recalling the memories
of his past loves and so reviving in

him a desire to atand well in the eyes
of the sex. For this purpose ho pro-
duces (1) a bunch of wood-violets to

suggest (through the nose) the environ-

ment of his first passion ; (2) a specially-

tipped brand of cigarettes to revive

(through tho mouth) the sentiment of

his second
;
and a gramophone record

to recover (through the ear) the asso-

ciations of his third.

So well does lie succeed that the hero

pulls himself together, shaves off his

beard, becomes our OWEN NARKS again,
and sallies forth, habited for conquest,
to pay calls on all tho three. From all

Willoughby Todd (Mr. HOLXAX CLJKK).
BE YOUH OLD TRUE SELF. MAKE THE

WOMEN ADOBE YOU."
Arthur John Carrington (Mr. OWEN NJKES).
YOCE ADVICE IS GOOD. I WILL NOW TAKE

OFF MY BEAED AND BE 0\VEN NABES ONCE
MOBE."

the three ho retires disillusioned, having
found them as egoistic as himself, and
in the end finds solace rather shame-

lessly in the love of a devoted slave
who might have been his for the taking
any time in the last several years.
Tho matter was pleasant enough, but

its interest must, I think, have left us
indifferent if it had riot been for the di-

version afforded by the playlets. While
tho idea was original, tho presenta-
tion of it seemed to have a touch of

amateurishness, though I would not go
so far as to agree with tho old fogey,
played by Mr. FUED KEHK, who pro-
nounced tho scheme to be "

all Tommy
rot." With the exception of one char-
acter the devoted slave the lightness
of the dialogue, mildly cynical, was due
not so much to its wit as to the absence
of ponderable stuff. The easy trick, so

popular with tho modern playwright,

of letting the audience down in tho
middle of a serious situation was illus-

trated by the hero when, being in deadly
earnest, he tells every woman in turn

that she is tho only woman he has ever

loved.

As Mr. Todd, Mr. HOLMAN CLARK was
as fresh as he always is ; but Mr. OWEN
NARES could hardly hope to satisfy the

exigent demands of adoration in the

part of young Carrington. Who, indeed,
could sustain his reputation as a figure
of romance when addressed as " Arthur-
John "

? Mr. FRED KERK, who played
Martin Carrington, the cantankerous

uncle, cannot help being workmanlike;
but he was asked to repeat himself too

much. The best performance was that

of Miss MARION LORNE, in the part
of the hero's one devout lover, Fancy
Phipps ; her quiet sense of humour,
salted with a slight American tang, kept
the whole play together. O. S.

"TEA FOR TlIBEE."

Playwright Mr. Eoi COOPER- MEGRUE,
and principal players Miss FAY COMP-
TON, tho wife

; Mr. STANLEY LOGAN, the

friend, and Mr. A. E. MATTHEWS, the

husband, made a first-rate thing of

two-thirds of Tea for Three.

The wife is without blemish phy-
sically or morally. The husband is

faithful with a single-minded fidelity
in thought, word and deed that looks

(and, I am assured by equally innocent

victims, is) positively deadly. The
friend "frits and flutters" about in a

distinctly casual, not to say poly-
gamous, mood, but has one sacred

place in his untidy heart in which the
wife is enshrined. lie can manage
to sustain life so long as he may come
to triangular tea on Thursdays. But
the faithful husband puts his foot on
that.

Hence the stolen lunch for two with
which the play opens. Philosophy there

is, and very good philosophy too, from
the flutterer and fritter, and such love-

making as every virtuous, woman (at
heart a minx) allows. She is sorry,
doubtless, for the suffering she causes,
but (this is my gloss, not, I think, the

author's) is really enjoying it like any-
thing and taking jolly good care to look
her best. Then follow little lies and
as little and as needless and quite in-

nocent indiscretions; and the jealous
liusband on the rampage.

All this excellently put tog'ether,
seasoned with wisdom and wit and
most capably played ; Miss FAY COMP-
TON, admirable example of a pretty
ictress who won't let herself be cap-
'ured by stage tricks, making every-
hing explicable except her continued

love for her intolerable bore (and Turk)
of a husband; Mr. A. E. MATTHKWS
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handling a desperately unsympathetic
part, which was already beginning to

look impossible, with threat adroitness;

and Mr. ST\NLI:V LoOAH, thongb badly

hampered by a shocking cold and

lighting u coughing audience, carrying
the hulk of the good talk and lifting it

gently over tlio few ditlicult, places with

a brilliant and well-concealed art.

Thus till towards the end of the

Second Act. Then a bad, a very bad,

fairy stuffed into Mr. .Mi:<.nn;'s head
the idea of the suicide lottery. The in-

furiated husband, finding his wife in

her friend's room at 7 P.M. (fright-

fully improper hour), sternly offers his

bowler (or Derby) hat, in which are two
cards. The one marked with n, cross

is drawn by the flatterer and means
that he is for it. He is to kill himself
within twenty-four hours . . . And
all this with perfect seriousness.

You will see how the Third Act of a

comedy which had tied itself in this kind
of a knot simply could not be played.
The author had completely sacritiecd

plausibility, and it was not uninterest-

ing to see him twisting and turning,

hedging and blufling to save it
;
and a

little uncomfortable to note the convic-

tion oozing away out of the performers.
. . . (,'u(ci- iilso that it isn't more

generally recognised that to come to

the theatre with a loud persistent cougli
is a form of premeditated robbery with
violence. __________ T.

A NEW LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
THE latest development in connec-

tion with the International Brother-
hood movement is the establishment
of a College of Correct Cosmopolitan
Pronunciation. The need of such an
institution has long been clamant, and
the visit of the Ukrainian choir has

lirought matters to a crisis. At their
concert last week several strong women
wept like men at their inability to pro-
nounce the title of one of the most
beautiful items on the programme
"
Shtchcdryk." Again, as Mr. SMILLIE

must have bitterly reflected, how can
we possibly render justice to the
cause of Bolshevism so long as we are
unable to pronounce the names of its

leaders correctly? The same remark

applies to the Russian Ballet ; the

Yugo-Slav handbell-ringers ; the vege-
tarian Indian-club swingers from the
Karakoram Himalayas ; the polyphonic
gong-players from North Borneo ; the

synthetic quarter-tone quartette from
San Domingo ; the anthropophagous
back-chat comedians from the Solomon
Islands ; not to mention a host of other

interesting companies, troupes, corro-
borees and pow-wows which are now
in our midst for the purpose of cement-
ing the confraternity of nations.

MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
UK DETERMINES TO MASTER THE AET OF CRACKING A WHIP.

Suitable premises for the College have
been secured in the heart of Mayfair
and a competent staff of instructors has

already been appointed, who, with the
aid of gramophones, will be able to train

the students to perfection in the requi-
site command of the most explosive
gutturals, labials and sibilants. Doctor

Prtnkeivitchsvtnsbchitzky will be the
director of the College; Dr. SETON
WATSON and Mr. WICKHAM STEED have

kindly undertaken to supervise theYugo-
Slav section, and the list of patrons and

patronesses includes the names of the
Prince of

Prinkipp ; Madame KARSA-

VINA, so long a victim of the mispro-
nunciation of her melodious surname ;

Dr. DOUGLAS HYDE, the famous Irish

scholar ; Prenk-Bib-Doda, the Albanian
chieftain ; Sir BABINDRANATH TAOORE ;

Lord PARMOOR; Sir THOMAS BEECHAM
and the Dowager Begum of BIIOPAL.

Pegasus at Polo.

"The following teams have entered for

the Lahore Polo Tournament : 4th Cavalry,
17th Cavalry. 21st Lancers, 33rd Cavalry,
39th Central India Horse, Lahore, the Fox-
hunters from Men-lit, and the Royal Air
Horse from Delhi."

Cii-il and Military Gazette.

An Up-to-date Costume.
" For your evening dress I advise you simply

to buy a piece of broad silver ribbon, pass it

twice round the waist and knot it at the side,

with a little bunch of berries and leaves caught
into the knot." Ladies' Paper.
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REVOLT OF THE SUPER-GEORGIANS.

WILD SrKNi.s AT v MEKTINCJ OF
PHOTKST.

AN Indignation Meeting, to protes

against the outrageous attacks levellec

against Georgian writers and critics b;

Professor NOYES in liis rfccent lecture a

the Itoynl Institution and by Mr. A. D
GODLEY in an article in the curren

Nineteenth Century, was held-' las

Saturday evening at the Klaxon Hall
The chair was taken by Mr. EDWARD
MARSH, C.M.G., who was supported on
tlio platform by a compact bevy o

Georgian bards ; but at an early stage
of tin; meeting it became apparent tha:

a majority of those present in the body
of the hall were extremists of violent

type, and eventually, as will be seen
the proceedings ended in something
approximating to a free fight.

Mi. MAHSH began by a frank confes-

sion. He had taken a First Class in

the Cambridge Classical Tripos. Bui
the days in which he had been steepec
to the lips in Latin and Greek were

long past, never to return. For many
years he had not composed hexameters,
elegiacs or iambics. He had thrown
in his lot with insurgent youth, not as

a, competitor or rival, but as an advo-

cate, an admirer and an adviser. Indeed,
if he might venture to say so, he some-
times acted as a brake on the wheels
of the triumphal Chariot of Free Verse.
He was not an adherent of the fantas-
tic movement known as " Dada."

'

He
had no desire to abolish the family,
morality, logic, memory, archeology,
the law and the prophets. A little

madness was a splendid thing, but it

must be methodic. Still, for the rest
he was a Georgian, heart and soul, and
it pained him when men who ought to
know better raised the standard of re-

action and sought to discredit the
achievements of his prottgts. These
attacks could not be passed over in

silence, and the meeting had been con-
vened to consider how they should be
met, whether by a reasoned protest or

by retaliation.

Miss MessalinaStoot,who punctuated
her remarks with the clashing of a pair
of cymbals, observed that as a thorough-
going Dadaist she had no sympathy
with the half-hearted attitude of the
Eairrnan. It'was a battle between

Dada and Gaga, and emphatically Dada
must win.
Mr.Mimram Stoot, who accompanied

limself on the sarrusophone, endorsed
;he iconoclastic views of his sister.

The only poetry that counted was that
which caused spinal chills and issued
'rom husky haughty lips. The inoan-

ngs of mediaeval molluscs were of no
avail, though they might excite the

crustacean fossils of Oxford, the horn
of lost causes.

Mr. Soumas O'Gamhhaoil wished tc

protest against Mr. NOYES' statemen
that there were (en thousand Bol
shevist poets in our midst. This wa:

a shameless underestimate of the total

which was at least twice that figure
Mr. GODLEY'S offence, however, wa
much worse, as he was an Irishman

though of the self-expatriated type to

which GOLDSMITH and MOORE belonged
The rest of Mr. O'Gambhaoil's speed
was delivered in Irish, but ho was
understood to advocate a repatriatioi
of all Irish renegades to bo tried anc
dealt with by the Sinn Fein llepublic.

Mr. Caradoc Cramp applauded the
sentiments of the last speaker, but con-
sidered that he avoided the real issue
The Chairman had declared himself a

Georgian, but that was riot enougl
The worst enemies of Free Verse were
to be found in that camp. In technique
and even in thought there was little to

choose between many so-called Georg-
ians and the most effete and reaction-

ary Victorians. He alluded to the Wai
poets, or rather the " Duration

"
poets,

most of whom were already back-
numbers. Between these and the Post-
war poets, the true super-Georgians or

paulo-post-Georgians, it was necessary
to make a clean cut. To protest against
Messrs. GODLEY and NOYES was a mere
waste of time and energy. They might
just as well protest against the exist-

nee of an extinct volcano or the
skeleton of the brontosaurus. The real

danger to be faced was the intrinsic

ubjectivity of the early and mid-

Georgian poets, of whom the Chairman
:iad been so powerful and consistent a

supporter. He accordingly called for

volunteers to storm the platform, and,
a large number having responded to
n's appeal,. Mr. MARSH was dislodged
from the Chair after a gallant fight.
A resolution of adherence to the prin-
ciples of " Dada "

having been passed by
a large majority, the meeting broke up
o the strains of the famous song

a e ou o youyouyou i e ou o

youyouyou
drrrrdrrrrdrrrrgrrrrgrrrrrgrrrrrrrr

beng bong beng bang
boumboum boumboum boumboum.

"(lentlcman, Interested in Tattooing and
argely covered, would like to hear from other
nthusiasU to compare notes." Times.

kVp
trust the " bare-back

"
mode is not

;oing to spread to the more modest sex.

From a " stores
"
circular :

"Tins WEKK'S ECONOMY OFFKKS.
Honey in Sections, each IVO, three for 14/0."

?he economy consists, of course, in

luying them one at a time.

WATER-BABIES.

IN a limbo of desolate waters,
In the void of a Hood-stricken plain,

You will find them the sons and the

daughters
Of tropical rain.

For when rivers arc one with the ocean
When the riceiields and roads are no

more,
There 's a feeling of magic, a notion

Of fairyland lore ;

And the babies of Burma can revel
In a nursery of whirlpool and slime,

Where it thunders and rains like the
devil

For weeks at a time.

They paddle their rafts through the

jungle ;

They swim through a network of

leaves ;

They clamber with never a bungle
To dive from the eaves.

'Tis-an orgy of goblins, an image
Of nudity flouting the flood,

Of shorn-headed brownies who scrim-

mage
And splash in the mud.

As we row neath a tamarind, one '11

Eoll off with a gesture of fright,

Bobbing up like a cork at our gunwale
And gurgling delight.

But never a stanza shall measure
The joy of that desperate crew

Of four-year-olds scouring for treasure
Astride a bamboo.

Their fathers smoke, huddled in sorrow,
Their mothers chew betel and fret,

And the pariahs howl for a morrow
Which shall not be wet ;

The plovers wheel o'er them com-
plaining,

And it 's only the babies who pray
That the skies may be raining and

raining
For ever and aye. J. M. S.

Another Mesopotamia!! Scandal.
' The commodious and fast ss. 40 will leave

iasrah for Baghdad and all intermediate ports
on Saturday morning at 9 A.M. Passengers
vill embark at 10 A.M." Basrah Times.

"END OP COTTON SUIT.
DRAMATIC COLLAPSE."

Daily Paper.
Wo are more than ever convinced of the

uperior wearing qualities of woollen.

The Government of the Commonwealth of
Vustralia agrees to the admission on passport
f Indian merchants, students, tourests, with
here irrespective wives." Indian Paper.
3ut ought any Government to en-

ourage this sort of thing ?
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Dancing Man (ai QaUtriet ofNew I'nmilire Arl Society).. "O.NK wori.D HAVK THOI-OIIT. WITH seen A GOOD FLOOB THEY MIGHT
'

\ ]: irr IP SOMI: BETTKn PICTCBE8."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

FOLLOWING the iconoclastic spirit of the age, Mr. BARBY
PAIN has essayed in The Death of Maurice (SKEFFINGTON)
the rovolutiouary experiment of a murder mystery tale that
does not contain (a) a love interest, (b) a wrongly suspected
hero, (c) a baffled inspector, (d) an amateur, hut inspired,
detective. It would be a grateful task to add that the
result proves the superfluity of these time-worn accessories.
But the cold fact is that, to me at least, the proof went
the other way. From the first I was painfully aware of
a lack of snap about the whole business, and t am more
than suspicious that the author himself may have shared
my unwilling indifference. Maurice was an artistic bach-
elor, a landowner, a manufacturer of jam, a twin (with
a bogie gift of knowing at any moment the relative posi-
tion of his other half, which might have been worked
for far more effect than is actually obtained from it), and
a reputation of making enemies. He had also an unusual
neighbour, in the person of a young woman whose un-
conventionality led her to perambulate the common at

midnight, playing -the first bars of Solveig's Song upon the
ute. One night, at the close of the first chapter, a gunwas heard. But you . are wrong to suppose (however

naturally) that the flute-player was the victim. It was
Maurice. And of course the problem was, who did it. I
have told you my own experience of the working out ;

nothing written by Mr. BARRY PAIN can ever be really dull,

just as no story starting with a mysterious murder can lack
a certain intrigue ; but the fact remains that my .wish,

heroically resisted, to look on to the last chapter was
prompted more often by impatience than by any compelling
curiosity. Others may be happier.

The author of A Journal of Small Tilings has done much
to make us understand the sufferings of stricken France and
the more intimate sorrows of war. Chill Hours (MELROSE)
deals with that dark period before the end, when, to some,
it seemed all but certain that the will to victory must fail.

Of the three parts of this gracious little book the first con-
sists of six sketches of life behind the lines, life both gentle
and simple, as affected by war. " Odette in Pink Taffeta,"
an episode of bereavement, is in particular exquisitely vis-
ualised. " Their Places" and "The Second Hay

"
treat,

with a quiet intensity of conviction, of the absolutely deaden-
ing absorption, by overwork and anxiety, of peasant wives
and children left to carry on in the absence of their men.
The third part is a series of hospital vignettes. They do
not attempt to be too cheery, but they have the stamp of
realised truth. "Nostalgia," the second part, is in another
mood recalled memories of the beauties of a loved land
and of dear common things affectionately seen. To those
who dare look at war with open eyes and who take plea-
sure in sincere and beautifully-phrased writing I commend
Mrs. HELEN MACKAY'S book without reserve.

Somewhere in Christendom (ALLEN AND UNWIN) is some-
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what embarrassing to a roviower, for it has the theme of a

great; book with the manner of a trivial one. It is the

history of a very much smaller nation, Ethuria, left de-

spoiled and starving at the end of a nine-years' war, in which
its great neighhours have used it as a battle-ground.
Revolution begins, but a woman prophet steps in and
switches it oft in an unusual direction. The Ethurians

perfect among themselves that fellowship which is the

nice ideal behind many nasty manifestations in the real

world, and, when next they are invaded by neighbouring
n:itinnH anxious to use them as an excuse for belligerency.
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THE CRIME WAVE.
FORTY THIKVKS I IS( ()\ KllKD AT A LONDON HAIl, \\.\Y ST \TION.

CHARIVARIA.
WHITING in the Echo de l'<i>-is

L'KKTINAX
"
asks Mr. LI.OYO GEORCJE

to make some quite clear statement re-

garding liis advice to electors. There is

innocence in Paris than yon might
-impose.

Professor WAM.KU has demonstrated

by experiment that emotion can be
measured. At the same time lie dis-

couraged the man who asked for a

couple of yards of Mr. Cnuuciin.i, s

I (''line's when reading The Maniiinj

v
Sir THOMAS Lirro.N's challenge for

the America Clip lias been accepted by
the New York Yacht Club. It appears
that, neither Mr. Secretary DAN inns nor
"President" r>r. YALKRA was consulted.

* *
*

\\ tdespread alarm has been caused
in London by the report that a certain
famous artist has threatened to paint
a Futurist picture of a typical O.B.E.

:;:

A Dutch paper reminds us that the
ox-CiioWN-PniNcr. has taken a Berlin

University degree. We can only sup-
pose that nobody saw him take it.

In the case of a will recently ad-
mitted to probate it was stated that the
testator had disposed of over seven

hundred thousand pounds in less than
a hundred words. It is not expected
that the Ministry of Munitions will take
this lying down. ... ...

It is said that unless the new Un-

employment Insurance is an improve-
ment on the present rates quite a

number of deserving people will l:o

thrown into work.
* 'I:

i
Much sympathy is felt for the

burglars who broke into a house at

Herne Hill last week. Unfortunately
for them the grocer's bill had been paid
the previous day.

* *

Wo gather that, if DBKP8BY still

refuses to come to London to fight

C.Uii'ENTiKH, Mr. COCHHAN will arrange
to take London out to him.

The Lobby Correspondent of Tlie

]>nili/ Kcpress states that it has been

suggested that the PREMIEU should take

a long voyage round the world. It

would be interesting to know whether
the proposal comes from England or

the world. ..
,
;

.

" The honest man in Germany,' says
Ilerr UAASI:. " will not agree to hand
over the German officers to the British."

We think it would be only fair if Ger-

many would send us the name and
address of this honest man.

Leather is being used in the new

Spring suits, says a daily newspaper.
Smith Minor informs us that he always
derives greater protection from the use
of a piece of stout tin.

The collecting of moleskins has been
forbidden by the Belgian Government

except in gardens. Lure the beast into

the strawberry bed by imitating the
bark of the wild slug and the rest is

mere spade-work.

NYe understand that there is some
talk of Lord FISHF.H giving up work
and retiring into politics.

Matrimonial Economy.
"Travelling in a becoming suit of Copen-

hagen blue with hat to match the newly weds
left on the Dulnth train." Canadian Paper.

" She looked as Eurydice when her captor-
King curried her nway from earth and gave
her instead the queenship of Hell."

"
Dnilij Mail "

Feitillclon.

Presumably Persephone had secured a

decree nisi.

"ThcaO cowardly murders nnd attempted
sa>Mii;itiii> urn abhorrent to the national

mind, whatever its polities! v lews may 1)0, and
it will not seek to exterminate in any way the

position of those who have any share in

them." 1'rorincial Paper.

We still think extermination is the best

thini; for them.

VOL. er.vut.
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A SELFLESS PARTY.

["They (the electorate) know that we (the Labour Party) are not,

and never will be, merely concerned. in the interests of one particular

class."- Mr. Tuon.tn iti-'Tltf Sunday Times."
" Nationalization was proposed not to gain increased wages fo

workers, but in the national interest. . . . They were prepared to

produce to the last ounce of their capacity to give to the nation and

to humanity all the coal they required. If he thought that thu

scheme wag intended to or would give the miners an advantage at, the

expense of the State he would oppose it." Mr. Jiit.ift:, in the House

nf Commons

THOI:I;H Comrade SMILLIE keeps a private passion

That yearns to see Sinn Fein upon its own,

Clearly wo cannot put our Unions' cash on

Men with a motto like " OURSELVES ALONE;"
To us all folk arc brothers

And on our bunting runs the rede,
" FOB OTHERS."

Our hearts are ever with the poor consumer;
We long to give his sky a touch of blue;

To doubt this fact is to commit a bloomer,

To falsify our record, misconstrue

The ends we struggle for,

As illustrated in the recent War.

\\'Q struck from time to time, but not at Caesar,

Not to secure the highest pay we could ;

Our loyalty kept gushing like a geyser;
We had for single aim the common good ;

Who treads the path of duty

May well ignore the cry of " Et tu, Brute!"

Humanity 's the cause for which we labour ;

The hope that spurs us on to do our best

Is " O that I may truly serve my neighbour,
And prove the love that burns within my breast,

And save his precious soul

By a reduction in the cost of coal!"

Nationalize the mines, and there will follow

More zeal (if possible) in him that delves;

Our eager altruists will simply wallow
In work pursued for others (not themselves),

Thrilled with the noble thought
" My Country's all to me and Class is naught !

"

O. S.

A STORY WITH A POINT.

(With Mr. Punch's apologies for not having sent it on to
" The Spectator.")

Geoffrey has an Irish terrier that be swears by. I don't

mean by this that he invokes it when he becomes por-
tentous, but be is always annoying me with tales, usually
untruthful, of the wonderful things this dog has done.

Now I have a pointer, Leopold, who really is a mar-
vellous animal, and I work off tales of his doings on Geoffrey
when he is more than usually unbearable.

Until a day or two ago we were about level.

Although Geoffrey knows far more dog stories than I

do, and lias what must be a unique memory, I have a very
fair power of invention, and by working this gift to its

utmost capacity I have usually been able to keep pace
with him.

As I said, the score up to a few days ago was about even
;

yesterday, however, was a red-letter day and I scored an

overwhelming victory. Bear with me while i tell you the

whole story.
I was struggling through the porridge of a late breakfast

when Geoffrey strolled in. I gave him a cigarette and went
on eating. lie wandered round the room in a restless sort

of way and I could see he was thinking out an ending for

his latest lie. I was well away with the toast and marma-
lade when he started.

"You know that dog of mine, Rupert? Well, yester-

day
I let him talk ;

I could afford to be generous this morn-

ing. He had hashed up an old story of how this regrettable
hound of his had saved the household from being burnt to

death in their beds the night before.

I did not listen very attentively, but I gathered it had
smelt smoke, and, going into the dining-room, had found

the place on lire and had promptly gone round to the police-
station.

When he had finished I got up and lit a pipe.
" Not one of your best, Geoffrey, I *m afraid not so

good, for instance, as that one about the coastguard and

the sea-gulls; still, I could see you were trying. Now I'll

tell you about Leopold's extraordinary acuteness yesterday
afternoon.

" ^Ve he and I -were out on the parade, taking a little

gentle after-luncheon exercise, when I saw him suddenly

stop and start to point at a man sitting on one of the

benches a hundred yards in front of us; but not in his

usual rigid fashion ; he seemed to be puzzled and uncertain

whether, after all, he wasn't making a mistake."

Here Geoffrey was unable to contain himself, as I knew
he would be.

"Lord! That chestnut ! You went and asked the man
his name and he told you that it was Partridge."

"
No," I said,

"
you are wrong, Geoffrey ;

his name, on

inquiry, proved to be Quail. But that was only half the

problem solved. Why, I thought, should Leopold have

been so puzzled? And then an idea struck me. I went
back to the man on the bench and, with renewed apologies,
asked him if he would mind telling me how he spelt his

name. He put his hand into his pocket and produced a

card. On it was engraved,
' J. M. QUAYLE.' Then I under-

stood. It was the spelling that puzzled Leopold."

THE NEW APPEAL.

WE observe with interest the latest development in the

London Press the appearance of the new Labour journal,
The Daily Nail.

In the past, attempts to found a daily newspaper for the

propagation of Labour views have not always met with

success. Possibly the fault has been that they made their

appeal too exclusively to the Labour public. We under-

stand that every care will be taken that our contemporary
shall under no circumstances be a financial failure.

The Daily Nail is a bright little sheet, giving well-selected

news, popular
"
magazine" and " home" features, and, on

the back page, a number of pictures. It has a strong
financial section, a well-informed Society Column, and a
catholic and plentiful display of advertisements, including
announcements of many of those costly luxuries which
Labour to-day is able to afford.

While in its editorial comments it suggests emphatically
that the Government of the day is not and never can be

satisfactory, it refrains from embarrassing our statesmen
with too many concrete proposals for alternative methods.
We learn that the new Labour daily is substantially

backed by a nobleman of pronounced democratic ideals.

From his Lordship down to the humblest employee there

exists among the staff a beautiful spirit of fellowship un-
marked by social distinction.

" Good morning, comrade," is the daily greeting of his

Lordship to the lift-boy, who replies with the same greeting,
untarnished by servility.
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THE NEW COALITION.
MB. ASQUITH (to Viscount CHAPLI.V and Lord ROBERT CECIL).

" THANKS, MY FRIENDS THANKS
FOR YOUR LOYAL SUPPORT. DO MY EYES DECEIVE ME, OR DO I SEE BIG. BEN?"
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S(
J Hi"""'

(I'liU'i-fuininij famous explorer and dittinguithed profestor). "I-r WOULD ASTONLSH YOU FEI.LOA.S IF I TOLD rot;
I Hi: THINGS 1 VE SEEN AND HEAKD THOUGH I'M, COMPARATIVELY SPEAKING, A YOUNG I^AN TWENTY-TWO, TO HE EXACT."

THE INSOMNIAC.
Miss Brown announced her intention

of retiring to roost. Not that she was
likely to sleep a blink, she said ; but she

thought all early-Victorian old ladies
should act accordingly.
She asked Aunt Angela what she took

for her insomnia. Aunt Angela said she
fed it exclusively on bromides. Edward
said he gave his veronal and SCHOPEN-
HAUER, five grains of the former or a

chapter of the latter.

They prattled of the dietary and idio-

syncrasies of their several insomnias
as though they had been so many
exacting pet animals. Miss Brown then
asked me what I did for mine.
Edward spluttered merrily.

" He rises

with the nightingale, comes bounding
downstairssome timeafterteaand wants
to know why breakfast isn't ready.
Only last week I heard him exhorting
Harriet to call him early next day as
he was going to a dance."

They all looked reproachfully at me
because I didn't keep a pet insomnia
too. I spoke up for myself. I admitted
1 hadn't got one, and what was more
was proud of it. All healthy massive

thinkers are heavy sleepers, I insisted.

They must sleep heavily to recuperate
the enormous amount of vitality ex-

pended by them in their waking hours.

Sleep, I informed my audience, is

Nature's reward to the blameless and

energetic liver. If they could not sleep
now they were but paying for past
years of idleness and excess, and they
had only themselves to blame. 1 was
going on to tell them that an easy con-
science is the best anodyne, etc., but

they snatched up their caudles and
went to bed. I went thither myself
shortly afterwards.

I was awakened in the dead of night
by a rapping at my door.

" Who 's there?
"

I growled.
" I Jane Brown," said a hollow

voice.
" What 's the matter ?

"

" Hush, there are men in the house."
"If they're burglars tell 'em the

silver's in the sideboard."
" It's the police."
I sat up in feed. "The police!

why ? what ?
"

" Shissli ! come quickly and don't
make a noise," breathed-Miss Brown.

I hurried into a shooting-jacket and

slippers and joined the lady on the

landing. She carried a candle and was

adequately if somewhat grotesquely
clad in a dressing-gown and an eider-

down quilt secured about her waist by
a knotted bath-towel. On her head she
wore a large black hat. She put her

ringer to her lips and led the way
downstairs. The ball was empty.
"That's curious," said Miss Brown.

"There were eighteen mounted police-
men in here just now. I was talking
to the Inspector such a nice young
man, an intimate friend of the late Sir

CHRISTOPHER WEEN, who, he informs
me privately, did not kill Cock Robin."

She paused, winked and then sud-

denly dealt me three hearty smacks
one on the shoulder, one on the arm
and one in the small of the back. I

removed myself hastily out of range.
"Tarantulas, or Peruvian ant-bears,

crawling all over you," Miss Brown ex-

plained.
" Fortunate I saw them in

time, as their suck is fatal in ninety-
nine cases out of a million, or so GARI-
BALDI says in the Origin of Species."
She snin'ed. "Tell me, do vou smell
blood?"

1 told her that I did not.
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"1 do," she said, "quite close at

hand too. Yum -yum, I like warm
blood." She looked at rno through
half-closed eyelids.

" I should think

you'd hloud very prettily, very prettily."
I removed myself still further out of

range, assuring her that in spite of my
complexion I was in reality anannic.

She pointed a finger at me. "
I know

whore those policemen are. They 're

in the garden digging for the body."
" What body '.'

"
1 gasped.

" \Vh\, KINSTMIX'S, of course," said

lirown. " I'M ward imirdereM him
last night for his theory. Didn't you
suspect ?

"

I confessed that I had not.

"Oil, yes," she said; "smothered
him with a pen-wiper. I saw him do

it, but I said nothing for Angela's sake,
she's so refined."

She darted from mo into the drawing-
room. I followed and found her stand-

ing before the fireplace waving the

candle wildly in one hand, a poker in

the other and sniffing loudly.
" We must save Edward," she said ;

"we must find tho body and bide it

before they - can bring in a writ of

Habeas Corpus. It is here. I can smell
blood. Look under the sofa."

She made a flourish at me with her

weapon and I at once dived under ttie

sofa. I am a brave man, but I know
butter than to withstand people in Miss
Brown's state of mind.

" Is it there?
"
she inquired.

"No."
" Then search under the carpet

quickly !

"

She swung the poker round her head
and I searched quickly under the carpet.

During the next hour, at the dictates

of her and her poker, I burrowed under
a score of carpets, swarmed numerous
book-cases, explored a host of cup-
boards, dived under a multitude of

furniture and even climbed into the

open chimney-place of the study, be-

cause Miss Brown's nose imagined it

smelt roasting flesh up there. These

people must be humoured. When I

came down (accompanied by a heavy
fall of soot) the lady bad vanished. I
rushed into the hall. She was mounting
the stairs.

" Where are you going now ?
"

I

demanded.
She leaned over tho balustrade and

nodded to me, yawning broadly :
" To

Edward's room. He must have taken
the corpse to bed with him."

"Stop! Hold on! Come back," I

implored, panic-stricken. Miss Brown
held imperviously on. . I sped after

her, but mercifully she had got the
rooms mixed in her decomposed brain

and, instead of turning into Edward's,
walked straight into her own and shut

Urchin (wlio has been " moved on "
by emaciated policeman). "AIN'T VEB GOT A COOK

OS YOUR BEAT?"

the door behind her. I wedged a chair

against the handle to prevent any fur-

ther excursions for the night and crept

softly away.
As I went I heard a soft chuckle

from within, the senseless laughter, as
I diagnosed it, of a raving maniac.

* * * * f.

I got down to breakfast early next

morning, determined to tell the whole
sad story and have Miss Brown put
under restraint without further ado.

Before I could get a word out, how-
ever, the lunatic herself appeared, look-

ing, I thought, absolutely full of beans.

She and Aunt Angela exchanged salu-

tations.
" I hope you slept better last night,

Jane."
"
Splendidly, thank you, Angela, ex-

cept for an hour or so ; but I got up
and walked it off."

" Walked it off ! Where ?
"

" All over tho house. Most exciting."
"Do you mean to say you were

walking about the house last night all

by yourself?" Aunt Angela exclaimed
in horror.

Miss Brown shook her grey bead.
" Oh, no, not by myself. Our sympa-
thetic young friend had a touch of in-

somnia himself for once and was good
enough to keep me company." She
smiled sweetly in my direction. " He
was most entertaining. I 've been

chuckling ever since." PATLANDEK.

Our Spartan Editors.
" \YAXTKD : THK CAT. By Horatio Bottomley."

John Bull.
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MARDI GRAS.

(With the British Army in France.)
' HAVK you reflected, man ckou,"sa,id

M'sieur Bonnetou, complacently regard-
in" the green carnations on his carpet-

slippers,
" that to - morrow is Mardi

(Iras ?
"

" I have," replied Madame shortly.
" One may expect then, ma petite,

that there will ho crepes for dinner ?
"

" With eggs at twelve francs the

dozen ? "said Madame decidedly.
" One

may not."

On any other matter M'sieur would

probably have taken his wife's decision

as linal, but he had a consuming passion
for crepes, and was moreover a diplomat.

" La i-ie chcra!" he said sadly; "it

cuts at the very vitals of hospitality.
With what pleasure I could have pre-
sented myself to our amiable neigh-
hours, the Sergeant-Major Coghlan and
his estimable wife, and said,

' It is the

custom in France for all the world to

eat crepes on Mardi Gras. Accept these,

then, made by Madame Bonneton her-

self, who in the making of this national

delicacy is an incomparable artist.'

But when eggs are twelve francs the

dozen
"

ho shook his head gloomily
"
generous sentiments must perish."
Madame perceptibly softened.
"
Perhaps, after all, I might persuade

that miser Dobelle to sell me a few at

ten francs the dozen," she murmured
;

and M'sieur knew that diplomacy had
won another notable victory.

Curiously enough, at this precise
moment the tenants of the premier
ctage of 10 bis, rue de la K6publique,
were also engaged in a gastronomic
discussion.

" If almanacs in France count as they
do in Aldershot," said Mrs. Coghlan,
"to-morrow will be Shrove Tuesday."
"An* what av it?" demanded Ser-

geant-Major Coghlan of the British

Army.
" What of it ? As though ye 'd not

been dreaming of pancakes this fort-

night an* more past fearful to mention
thim an' fearful lest I should forget.

Well, well, if ye '11 bring a good flour

ration in the maruing I '11 do me best."
" I 've been thinking, Peggy lass,"

said the gratified Sergeant-Major,
"

it

wud ho the polite thing to make a few
for thim dacent people on the ground-
flure. I '11 wager they 've niver seen
th" taste av' a pancake in this country."
Thus it was that when Hippolyte

Lariviere, the cornet -
player of the

Palais de Cinema, ascended the stairs

to his eerie-on the top-floor of 10 bis the

following evening the appetising odour
of frying batter enveloped him as a

garment. He sniffed appreciatively." Le gros Bonneton can eat crepes

freely without considering tho effect on

his temperament," he said.
" One some-

times regrets the demands of Art."

Outside the Coghlans' door another

idea struck him. " The essence of a

present lies not in its value but its

appropriateness. A few crepes on Mardi
Gras would he a novel acknowledgment
to the Sergeant-Major of his liberality
in the way of cigarettes. At present

my case is empty."
Ki -tracing his steps he went to the

Caf6 aux Gourmets and persuaded the

proprietaire to prepare half-a-dozen

crepes with all possible speed and send

them piping-hot to his room in ex-

change for a promise of his influence

in getting her on the free list of the

Cinema. Then, in a glow of virtue, he

returned to prepare his toilette for the

evening performance.
It was while Hippolyte was dabbing

his cheeks with a damp towel that

M'sieur Bonneton and Sergeant-Major

Coghlan, having comfortably satisfied

their respective appetites with crepes
and pancakes, proceeded to call upon
each other, bearing gifts. The dignity of

the presentations was impaired by the

fact that they almost collided on the

stairs.
" Mrs. Coghlan wud like your opinion

on these pancakes," said tho Sergeant-

Major, dexterously fielding one that

was sliding from the plate.
" And permit me to beg your accept-

ance of these crepes, a dish peculiar
to France and eaten as a matter of

custom on Mardi Gras," said M'sieur
in his most correct English, producing
his plate with a flourish worthy of a

head-waiter.
" 'Tis with all the pleasure in life

we '11 be tasting thim
"
commenced

Coghlan. Then his eye fell on the
dish and his voice dropped. M'sieur

was also showing signs of embarrass-
ment.

" It seems crepes is but another name
for pancakes," said the Sergeant-Major
heavily, after a pause.

" But yes and I am already filled

to repletion."
" We 've aiten our fill too, Peggy an'

me, an' they 're spoilt whin they "re

cowld. It 's severely disappointed
Peggy will be to find thim wasted."

" And Madame will be desolated to

despair."

They stared blankly at each other
for a few minutes. Then M'sieur took
a heroic resolve.

"We must not hurt the feelings of

those excellent women," he said firmly.
" There is but one course open to us."

Coghlan nodded assent. Solemnly
and without enthusiasm they sat on
the stairs and consumed the pancakes
to the last crumb. Then, leaden-eyed

and breathing hard, they took their

empty plates and entered their respec-
tive flats.

A few minutes later they again en-

countered on the stairs. Once more

they were laden with comestibles.
" For Monsieur Lariviere," explained

M'sieur. "Madame insisted. She has
a heart of gold, that woman."

"
Peggy 's sending these up too," said

the Sergeant-Major.
" I towld her thim

pancakes was the greatest surprise you
iver tasted."

M'sieur nodded. In response to Hip-
polyte's invitation they entered the

room, and M'sieur took command of

the conversation. The Sergeant-Major
stood stiffly to attention, feeling that

the occasion demanded it.

" Two little gifts," said M'sieur,
"
of

epicurean distinction. Tho crepes of

Madame Bonneton are an achievement,
but the pancakes of Madame Coghlan
are irresistible."

" I thank you from the recesses of

my heart," said Hippolyte with emo-
tion

;

" but you understand me as

the slave of Art I am compelled to forgo
such pleasures."

" My friend," said M'sieur sternly,
" to refuse them would be an affront to

the cooking of these excellent ladies.

A true housewife esteems her cooking
only next to her virtue. You must cat

them while they are hot."
" But my tremolo my sostenuto will

be ruined," said Hippolyte wildly.
" What is your tremolo to a woman's

tears ?
"
said M'sieur, with an elegance

born of a fear that he might be com-

pelled to eat the pancakes himself.

"The laws of hospitality chivalry
I'entente cordiale itself demand that

you finish them."
When Hippolyte finally yielded, his

rapid and efficient despatch of the

dainties excited the admiration of his

hosts. They had collected their plates
and were taking their departure, with

expressions of regard, when a knock
announced the arrival of a garqoii from
the Cafe aux Gourmets, bearing a dish

of crisp hot crepes.
" One moment, Messieurs," said Hip-

polyte dramatically to his departing
visitors. " It must not be said that

Hippolyte Lariviere lacks in neigh-

bourly feeling. Behold my seasonable

gift !

"_

M'sieur groaned. The Sergeant-
Major, being a soldier, concealed his

apprehensions. Wild thoughts of sur-

reptitiously disposing of them in a coal-

bin whirled through their minds, but

Hippolyte apparently divined their

thoughts.
" I regret that I must forgo the

pleasure I promised myself of asking
the ladies to take crepes with me," he
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MANNERS AND MODES.
THE NEW POOR MAKE (!OOD.
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said.
" To offer these would be a poor

compliment to their superlative efforts.

But there is no reason why you should

not eat them here."
" I have an excellent reason," said

M'sieur, stroking his waistcoat.
" And

the gallant Sergeant-Major, I imagine,
has another."

" Bah ! what is a little digestive in-

convenience to a breach of courtesy?"
cried Ilippolyte maliciously.

" You
must eat them. The law of hospitality

demands it."

to have a future of its own, that of a

sort of suburban Whitehall."

Have you considered what this new

departure means for those who, like

myself, are the writers of political

romance ? To all intents wo have lost

theBall-platz ;
we have lost theWilhelm-

strasse, and now here is Whitehall going
out into the suburbs ... No doubt our

leading Ministers, attracted by the more

salubrious air, will establish themselves

in the environs of the Metropolis, leaving

behind them only the lower class of civil

the hub of the universe. . . ." Doesn't

that make oven your heart beat faster ?

But who will thrill at this :

" He waited

for a moment before the bijou semi-de-

tached villa (bath h. and c.), known as

Bella Yista, in Eulo Britannia Road,

Willesden Junction ;
then with a swift

glance up and down he stealthily ap-

proached. When the neat maid opened
the door,

' Is the Prime Minister in ?
'

he asked ?
"

(Ho did not hiss. Who
could hiss in that atmosphere?)
Or take this from my last book (shall

LOT

BEHIND THE SCENES IN

HE SWORE TO BECOME A CINEMA-ACTOB.

CINEMA-LAND.
AND HE DID.

When M'sieur and the Sergeant-

Major stumbled unsteadily downstairs

ten minutes later their eyes bulged
with the expression of those whose cup
of suffering is filled to overflowing.

" But after all," as M'sieur remarked,

placing his hand on his heart, whence
it insensibly wandered to a point lower

down, "
it is some satisfaction to know

that the feelings of our excellent wives
remain unlacerated."

SHATTERED ROMANCES.
DEAR MR. PUNCH, I read in a weekly

paper that "plans are well in hand for

putting up other Government Depart-
ment buildings at Acton, which looks

servant. Have you considered the de-

vastating effect of this change ?

Think what we used to give our

readers :

" A heavy mist lay over White-
hall. High above the seething traffic

the busy wires hummed with the fate

of Empires." How, I ask you, will it

look when they read :

" The busy
wires above Lewisham High Street

hummed with the fate of Empires "?

Or think of the thrill that was conveyed
by this (it comes in three of my most re-

cent books) :

" He looked, with a little

catch in the throat, and read the num-
ber,

' Ten '

No. 10, Downing Street,

where the finger of fate writes its de-

crees while a trembling continent waits,

where empires are made and unmade -

I ever write its like again?): "Men,
bent with the weight of secrets which, if

known, would send a shiver through
the Chancelleries of Europe, could be

seen hurrying across the Mall in the

pale light and going towards the great

building in which England's foreign

policy is shaped and formulated." But
the Foreign Office at Swiss Cottage,
or Wandsworth -I could not write of

it. And there will be the India Office

at Tooting, or Ponder's End, or at

But how can your "dusky Sphinx-like
faces, wrapt in the mystery of the East,
be seen passing the purlieus of" the

Ilford Cinema '!

But enough, Sir. Let me subscribe

myself A RUINED MAN.
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\Vn.vr AHI: KI.I:PHANTS' -ITSK.S JIADK OK?''
Smart H,.l/.

"
Pl.KASK, TKACIIEU, IT USED TO BE IVORY; BUT NOW IT'S liKNKIlAl.I.V BOXZOI.IXE."

Vor ask me, Tommy, to tell you the really bravest deed
That was over yet accomplished by one of the bull-dog

breed,

And, although the hero was never so much as an O.B.E.,
1 think I can safely pronounce it the bravest known to me.

It was not done in the trenches, nor yet in a submarine,
Mine-sweeper or battle-cruiser; it was not filmed on the

screen ;

For, though the man who performed it had three gold
stripes on his sleeve,

It happened in Ninetccn-Twenty, when he was in town
on leave.

He was strolling along the pavement, a pavement packed
to the kerb,

When ho felt a sudden craving for China's fragrant herb,
So ho turned into a tea-shop as he said,

"
like a silly fool

"

Which was patronised by the leaders of the ultra-Georgian
school.

He ordered his tea and niulun, and, as he munched and
sipped,
.-;o scraps of conversation his errant fancy gripped,
;o talk of form and metre, of "Wheels" and 08

SHEH.UUJ VINES,
And scorn of TENNYSON, BIIOWNINC. and SWINBURNE (of Tha*

Pines).

A STORM IN A TEA-SHOP.
A NEW TALK OF A GRANDFATHER.

I He never got a medal for his exploit, or a star,
Itened awhile, m silence, but at last the fire grew hot/ And his only decoration was an ugly frontal scar-When he heard The Lotus- Haters

"
described as " luscious' ,But still I hold him highest among heroic men.

This lone Victorian champion in the Georgian lions' den.
rot

"
;

And he shouted out in the madness that is oneof Truth's allies,
"Old TENNYSON'S little finger ia thicker than all your thighs."

A hush fell on the tea-shop, and then the storm arose
As a chunk of old dry seed-cake took him plumb upon the nose,
And a cup, a generous jorum, of boiling cocoa nibs,
Hurled by a brawny Georgian, struck squarely on his ribs.

For several hectic minutes the air was thick with buns,
It was almost as bad, so he told me, as the shelling of the

Huns,
But our gallant Tennysonian held on until a clout
In the eye froiu-a metal teapot knocked him ultimately out.

A sympathetic waitress fled off to fetch the police,

Whoseppportune arrival caused hostilities to cease,

And/fiey carefully conveyed him to a hospital hard by
Where a skilful surgeon managed topreservehis wounded eye.

1& was from the self-same surgeon that I subsequently
learned

The first remark of the victim when his consciousness
returned :

The Georgians may shine at shying the crumpet and the
scone,

But as poets they're just No Earthly compared with
TENNYSON."



"BED, Sin? HERE is A GENUINE JACOBEAN, Fon WHICH WE ARE ASKING ONLY T\VO HUNDRED AND FIFTY GUINEAS."
" WELL, TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH I WASN'T WANTING TO BUY ONE. BUT I CAN'T GET A BED ANYWHERE IN LONDON, AND I WAS

JUST WONDERING IF YOU COULD LET ME SLE^P IN IT TO-NIGHT."

DOMESTIC STRATEGY.
I WILL admit that it was I who gave

Mrs. Brackett the idea. But'to blame
me for the very unfortunate denouement
is ridiculous.

I met Mrs. Blackett in Sloane Street.
" I 'm on my way to a registry-

office," she said. "
No, not tlatv kind

of registry-office ; I 'in not about ( )

commit bigamy. I mean the kind whej.3
domestic assistants are sought, buj
mostly in vain. I suppose you don'
know of a cook, a kitchenmaid, a house-

maid, a parlourmaid and a tweeny?"
I confessed that I did not. But I

told her the story of some friends of

mine who had been in a similar posi-
tion and had succeeded in reorganising
their establishment by an ingenious
strategy.
"The wife went away to stay with

friends in the country," I said,
" and the

husband went to the registry-office,

representing himself to be a bachelor,
a rather easy-going bachelor. It seems
that such establishments are popular
with the few domestic servants still at

large. After a short time he let it be
known that he was really married, but
separated from his wife ; and after a

further interval he called his household

together and with tears in his voice

informed them that he and his wife had

composed their differences and that

she was returning to him on the morrow.
I understand that it was a complete
success."

Mrs. Brackett was very much im-

pressed by this story.
" If I don't find anyone to-day I shall

try it," she said as we parted.
She did not find anyone, and she did

t" tsyut. She left home the following day,
as I learnt from Brackett when I met
him a week later.

"Your tip's come off absolutely A 1,"

he said, "and I 'm most awfully obliged.
The worry wa\5 getting on my wife's

nerves. As it is I-.filled up my establish-

ment a couple of dftys ago and, as every-

thing is going well, I 've wired my wife

to come home to-mbrrow."
.

" Have you broken it to the maids ?
"

I asked doubtfully. ';

"
Oh, no

;
but I slhall just tell 'em in

the morning," said ferackett. " That '11

be all right."
I felt at the tim < that he was being

far too precipitate 'but he seemed so

confident that I di.fln't interfere. The

sequel was disastrous.

In the first place Brackett, in- his

casual way, omitted to say anything
about his being married until Mrs.
Brackett was actually in the house.
Even then he seems to have been rather

ambiguous in his explanations. Any-
way the new maids were, or affected to

be, profoundly shocked. They intimated
that they would never have entered so

iVregular an establishment had they
known, and departed en masse, after

spreading a scandal among the trades-

people which will take the Brackctts

twenty years to live down.

The Arresting Power of Beauty.
" You dreamed of someone with \vhiskers

who made your heart stop beating in your tiny
waist every time he looked at you."

Home Notes.

"
General, good plain cook ;

45
; flat, Maida

Vale ; constant hot water." Times.

But why tell the poor woman before-
hand ?

" It recalls the distressing aphorism :

' Life is real, life is earnest,
And things are not what they seem.' "

Liverpool Post and Mercury.

For example, this may seem like a

quotation from the "Psalm of Life,"

but it isn't.
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A TEST OF SAGACITY.
MR. LLOYD GEOKOI;. "LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, WITH THE LETTERS I HAVE PLACED

BEFORE HIM OUR LEARNED FRIEND WILL NOW SPELL OUT SOMETHING THAT SIGNIFIES
THE GREATEST HAPPINESS FOR IRELAND."

THE PIG. "I CAN'T MAKE THE BEASTLY THING SPELL -REPUBLIC.'"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Turstlni/, l-'i-lirmmj 10th. As His

MA.IESTY read his gracious speech to

the; assembled Lords and Commons
did his thoughts flow hack for a mo-

ment to the last time lie opened Parlia-

ment in person? It was on another
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all round, and wound up by remindin
the House that " we .are many and
are few."

The PIUME MINISTER is not the ma
either to miss a chance or refuse

challenge. The tone of his reply wa
set by Mr. LUKN, not by Mr. BHACE
and though ho had plenty of soli

arguments to advance against th

nuii ion the most telling passage in hi

speech was a quotation from "Comratl

TROTSKY," allowing what Nationalisa
tion had spelt in Soviet Russia labou

cription in its most drastic shape
The nation, lie declared, that had fougli
for liberty throughout the world woul
if and to the death against this ne\

bondage.
Result : Amendment defeated by 32

to 64.

Thursday, Fclnitir;/ l:'/li. This wa
the first Question-day of the new Ses

sion, and the House was flattered t(

see Mr. LLOYD GEORGE in his place
despite the counter-claims of the Peace
Conference at St. James's Palace. Evi

dently he means this year to "slick to

the shop
"
more closely, in view, per

haps, of the possible return fron

Paisley of the old proprietor.
To a Labour Member's complain

that several ex-Generals had been ap
pointed as divisional Food officers, Mr
McCcRDY replied that no preference
was given to military candidates. Bui

why not ? Where will you find more
competent judges of alimentary ques-
tions than in the higher ranks of His

Majesty's Forces ?

In attacking the provisions of the
Peace Treaty with Germany as "im-
practicable," Sir DONALD MACLEAN re-

vealed himself as a diligent student of
a recent notorious book. Most of his

observations excepting, perhaps, the
statement that he had " no sentimental
tenderness for the Germans "

were
marked with the brand of KEYNES, and
his assertion that the utmost Germany
could pay was two thousand millions
came bodily from that eminent statis-

tician. To the same inspiration was
possibly due the unhappy suggestion
that our chief Ally was pursuing a

policy of revenge.
For this he was promptly pulled up

by Lord ROBERT CECIL, who warned
him not to judge the policy of France
by the utterances of certain French

newspapers. Lord ROBERT had, how-
ever, his own quarrel with the Govern-
ment, who, according to his account,
had done nothing to set Central Europe
on its legs again, except to send it a
certain amount of food not, one would
would have thought, an altogether bad

preliminary.
It was a pity that Mr. BALFOUR had

not a stronger indictment to answer,

for ho was dialectically at his bes

After complimenting the Oppositio
leader on his

"
charming tones an

anodyne temper" he proceeded to tak

up his challenge "if I may call it

challenge." If Germany was in doub
us to the amount she might be calle

upon to pay, she had her remedy, fo

the Peace Treaty especially provide
that she might offer a "lump sum.
The list of war-criminals was long, n

doubt, but we had limited our own de

mands to those who were guilty o

gratuitous brutality. As for the con
dition of Central Europe, that was no
the fault of the Peace Treaty, it wa
the fault of the War, and this countr
had done all it reasonably could t

remedy it.

The Opposition insisted on taking i

division, and were beaten by 254 to (JO

So far the "doomed Coalition'" seem
to be doing rather well.

A SINGLE HOUND.
WHEN the opal lights in the West hac

died

And night was wrapping the red fern?

round,
As I came home by the woodland side

I heard the cry of a single hound.

The huntsman had gathered his pacl
and gone ;

The last late hoof had echoed away
The horn was twanging a long way or
For the only hound that was stil

astray.

While, heedless of all but the work ir

hand,

Up through the brake where the
brambles twine,

Crying his joy to the drowsy land
Javelin drove on a burning line.

?he air was sharp with a touch of frost :

The moon came up like a wheel of

gold;
The wall at the end of the woods he

crossed

And flung away on the open wold.

And long as I listened beside the stile

The larches echoed that eerie sound,

teady and tireless, mile on mile,
The hunting cry of a single hound.

W. H. 0.

"Families Supplied."
"
Village General Stores Wanted for di.s.

tidier : also widow and daughter ; price no
>ject if genuine." Daily Taper .

"H. B. Playford is G feet 5 inches, or there-

uts, in height, has a fabulous reach, and
eighs 13J stone. He rowed No. 8 in the
esus four, beaten by Leauder at Henley.'

1

Times.

fabulous reach indeed ! So fabulous
lat it made the four look as long as
n eight.

THE AMALGAMATED SOCIETY
OF PASSENGERS.

" I 'VE hit on something at last,'

cried Charles exultantly, throwing him
self down on my second-best armchair

" I wish you wouldn't hit on
so hard," I complained; "the springs
are half-broken already. What's th
trouble ?

"

" Have you ever heard," he inquired
" of the black-coated salariat ?

"

" The egg of the greater green-backec
woodpecker

"

"It isn't a bird," he said; "it's
class of people that works with its

brains. And the hand of Labour, ac

cording to my evening paper, is boin<,
held out to it."

" I3ut suppose one wears a pepper
and-salt suit," I said,

" and writes,
'

Society Gossip.' What about that ?
'

" That 's just my point. All these ac-

cepted lines of distinction are absolutely
wrong. It isn't what people work al

that divides them, it's the way t!u>\

travel to their work. Sir THOMAS MA-
LORY knew that. When Lancelot was
going to rescue Guinevere he had his

white horse badly punctured by a bush-
ment of archers and had to finish the

journey in a woodcutter's cart. And
that was a great disgrace to him and
made the Queen's ladies laugh. It

would be just the same with the typists
of a rich employer if his motor-car
broke down and he had to arrive in a
bus. How do you get to town in the

morning yourself ?
"

"lam a Tuber," I said sadly. "Every
wight morning I say I will go by bus,
>ut when I reach the Tube station the

draught sucks me in through the door,
the man grabs me by the collar, throws
no into the sink, lifts up the plug and
lown we go into the drain-pipe to-

lether. I think I have the brand of
Tubal Cain on my brow. It is a kind of

>erpetual crease

I too Tube," said Charles ;

" but I

mow many eminently respectable bus

)eople as well. Especially bus-women.

fhey ride about, they tell me, on the
nost fantastically labelled vehicles and
ire always seeing new suburbs swim
nto their ken, and gazing

' Out over London with a wild surmise,
Silent upon a seat of No. 10,'

>r whatever the bally thing may be.

I never join their rash adventures,

belong to a different milieu. I move
. a sort of social underworld. Not
bat I can deny, of course, that there is

certain amount of overlapping."" I overlapped twice to-day myself,"
said,

" and as the second one was
nitting a jumper

"

" And then there are the Trarn-ites,"
e went on. " I don't understand their
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Constable. "Now Tiir.N, WHAT ABB yon DOiV rr m:i:r. '.'"

Jiurglir. "Won in K s'posE I'M DOls'? KKKWN' THE PUSSY-CATS?"

world cither. The train, I am told,

suddenly plunges with a loud roar like

a walrus under the streets of Holborn
and emerges on the Embankment. The
hansom cabs were called the gondolas
of London. The trams, I suppose, are
the submarines. But they are not of

my life. I do not mingle with them."
" I mingled with a train once," I

said. " I clasped it warmly by the
rail as it was going by, but I missed
the step with my foot. It spurned me
rather badly. Bat kindly explain what
you 're driving at."

" All these classes," said Charles,
" have their own friendships, their own
jolts and jars, their own way of being
bullied by conductors and thrown into
the mud and squeezed into cages and

arranged upon straps. But they have
one great thing in common, distinct

though they may be. They are all

passengers, all takers of tickets. There
is going to be a Bus Union, a Tube
Union, and a Tram Union, and when
necessary they will combine."

"
Against what? "

"
Against the motorists, first and

foremost," said Charles. " The opulent
people who ride a-wallop to their
offices in cars. Suppose that Ethelinda
Bellairs, who is a trifle absent-minded,

has got the sack for typing a letter

like this: 'I beg to acknowledge the

receipt of your communication of the
25th ult., and ask you to note that a sud-
den sense of indefinable yearning seized

Ilephzibah. She closed her eyes and

slowly swayed towards him. Awaiting
the favour of an early reply, etc.'

what happens ? There is an imme-
diate strike of the Bus Union until

she is reinstated. If necessary the two
other branches of the Amalgamated
Society of Passengers are called out.
No case of hardship will be too insig-
nificant for the A.S.P. We shall all

carry a symbol in the shape of a secret

season ticket. When the strike occurs

nobody will go to work in the morning.
All the stations and starting-places
will be picketed ; business will be

paralysed."
"
Except for the stout fellows who

walk," I suggested.
"
They will find it very lonely at

their offices," said Charles. "
Nobody

wants to work if there 'a any excuse to

avoid it, and the beauty of the thing is

that wo can strike not only against
ordinary employers, but against the

raising of fares, and against the N.U.K.
or the Vehicle and Transport Workers
Union itself. That will be the quickest

strike that has ever been struck. You
can't go on banging lifts and gates and

rushing about in empty buses without

anybody to shovo into the dirt or any
thumbs to snip bits out of. It takes
all the enjoyment out of life."

" And where exactly do you come
in ?

"
I asked.

" I intend to be the Organising
Secretary of the A.S.P.," he said. " It

will be hard work, but very meritorious."
" Rather a nuisance won't it be on

strike days," I inquired, "going round
and visiting a few thousand pickets on
foot in your black coat, with the brain
waves working on top ?

"

"The.O.S. of the A.S.P.," answered
Charles magnificently,

" will not move
about on foot. He will be provided
with a handsome motor car." EVOE.

' A van containing 3,000 worth of woollen

goods has been stolen from Broad-street,

Blooinsbury. It was left unattended liy the

driver, who went into a restaurant for dinner
and later was found empty at Holloway."

Provincial Paper.

We know that kind of restaurant.

AccovNTixt.; KOH WOMEN."
American Pa})er.

We had always been told there was no
accounting for them.

'
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AT THE PLAY.
" CARNIVAL."

THOSE who imagined that they were
to be given a dramatic version of Mr.
CoMi'TON MACKKN/IK'S romance must
have heen shocked to find that the enter-

tainment provided at the New Theatre
was just a variation, from an Italian

source, of the general idea of Par/liacci.
But it was the only palpable shock

they sustained, for never did a play
run a more obvious course from start

to finish. When you have for your
leading character an actor-manager,
who plays the part of Othello, with his

wife as Deademona (how well wo know
to our cost this conjugal form of nepot-
ism), and discusses in private life the
character of the Moor whether a man
would be likely to indulge his jealousy
on grounds so inadequate speaking
with the detached air of one who is

absolutely confident of his own wife's

fidelity, you don't need much in-

telligence to foresee what the envy
of the gods ig preparing for him.
The remainder is only a matter of de-
tail what particular excuse, for in-

stance, the lady will find for a diversion,
and to what lengths she will go.

In the present case her only excuse
was the old one, that she was " treated
like a child." Certainly she deserved to

be, for her behaviour was of the most
wilful and wayward ; but she was the
mother of a strapping boy, and a wo-
man who is thought old enough to

play, in the premier Italian company,
the part of Desdemona (with the accent,
too, on the second syllable) could hardly
justify her complaint that she was
regarded as a juvenile.
The choice of the Alfieri Theatre for

the scene of the culmination of the
domestic drama seemed to touch the
extreme of improbability. The actors
were not a poor travelling company of

mummers, as in Pagliacci, with no
decent private accommodation for this
kind of thing. The protagonist of
Carnival was lodged in a perfectly
good Venetian palace, where there was
every convenience for having the matter
out with his wife and her lov*er. For
the rest the plot was commonplace to
the verge of banality.
As Silvio Steno, in his home life,

Mr. MATHESON LANG was excellently
natural, but as Othello his make-up
spoilt his nice face and tended to
alienate me. As Simonctta (I got very
sick of the name) Miss HILDA BAYLEY
had a difficult part, and failed, from no
great fault of her own, to attach our
sympathies, till in the end she ex-

plained her rather inscrutable conduct
in a defence which gave us for the first

time a sense of sincerity in her char-

acter. There was too much play with
her Carnival dress of a Bacchante,

which, perhaps, was less intriguing
than we were given to understand.
Mr. DENNIS NEILSON-TKKRY has a
certain distinction, but ho did not
make a very perfect military paramour.
His intonation seemed to lack control,
and ho has a curious habit of baring
his upper teeth when ho is getting

ready to make a forcible remark.
As for the scenes, they wore alleged

to be Venice (where the Doges wedded
the sea), but there was no visible sign
of water. You called for a gondola,
which always sounds better than a

taxi, hut it never appeared. Perhaps,

:- 0/v>
'

Simonctta (Miss HILDA S.in.Er).
" ARE YOU

PLEASED WITH MY FANCY DRESS ? Il WAS TO
BE A CHEAT SURPRISE."

Count Andrea (Mr. NEILSOX-TEHRY) . "NO-
THING SURPRISES ME IN THIS PLAY."

however, for one has not always been
very happy in one's experiences of

stage navigation, this was just as well

O. S.
" PETER IBBETSON."

That incorrigible romanticist, GEORGE
DU MAURIER of happy memory, was so

transparently sincere as to be disarm-

ing. No use telling him "life's not
like that." " That 's just it," he 'd say,
and get on with his pleasant illusions.
Peter Ilbetson is certainly not tuned to
the moods of this decade, but it would
be a pity if we all became too sophisti-
cated to enjoy such occasional excur-
sions into the land of almost-grown-up
make-believe.

If life doesn't give you what you
want, then " cross your legs, put your
hands behind your head," go to sleep
and live a dream-life of your own de-

visingthat is the theme. The hare
essentials of the story are that the be-

loved Mimsy of Peter's happy childhood
becomes the wife of a distinctly un-
faithful duke; while Peter finds himself
in prison for killing his quite gratui-

tously wicked uncle, and for forty years
reprieved convict and deceived duchess
meet in dreams till her death divides
and his again unites them.

It is a considerable tribute to both
author and adapter (the late JOHN
KAI-HAEL) that their work should, at

the height of the barking season, hold
an audience silent and apparently en-

thralled, in spite of the handicap that,
in order.to make the story in any degree
intelligible, much time had to bo given
to more or less tedious explanations.

I will not pretend that the motives of

the characters were clear or that (for

me) the phantasy quite passed the test

of being translated from the medium of

the written word into that of canvas,

gauze and costumed players, with those

scuffh'ngs of dim figures in the semi-
darkness and that furtive and by no
means noiseless zeal of scene-shifters;
or, again, that I was much attracted

by a picture of the life after death, in

which opera-going (please cf. Mr. VALE
OWEN) figured so prominently. Indeed
I think that the play would be better
if it ended with the death of the
dreamers and did not attempt that
hazardous last passage.
But certainly there were quite ad-

mirable tableaux and some very intelli-

gent individual playing- in contrast
with the team - work of (particularly)
the First Act, which was ragged and
amateurish.
Mr. BASIL RATHBONE'S Peter was an

effective study, avoiding Scylla of the

commonplace and Charybdis of the
mawkish no mean feat. A young
man with a future, I dare hazard ; with
a gift of clear utterance, and sensibility
and a useful figure.

It is a good deal to say that Miss
CONSTANCE COLLIER so contrived her
Duchess of Tcnuers as to make us under-
stand Peter's worship.
Miss JESSIE BATEMAN'S Mrs. Deane

seemed to me an exceedingly com-
petent piece of work, and Mr. GILBERT
HARE thoroughly enjoyed every mouth-
ful of Colonel Ibbctson's wickedness,
and made us share his appreciation.
And you couldn't accuse him of over-

playing, though he certainly looked too
bad to be true.

Mr. WILLIAM BURCHILL'S little sketch
of an old French officer was almost
too poignant.
Why the landlord of the Tete Noir

was got up to resemble Mr. WILL EVANS
so closely is a deep matter I could not
fathom, and, if ever I kill my uncle, may
Fate send me a less rhetorical chaplain
than Mr. CYRIL SWORDER ! T.
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MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
. S. (u'ho has taken a Spring fishing). "AND THIS is WHAT I'VE PAID THREE 'UKDRED QUID FOB!"

THE ORDER OF THE B.S.O.

ONE of the oldest of Mr. Punch's

young men thought lie would like to

hear some orchestral music on Monday
week last, so he dropped in at the

Queen's Hall to assist at a concert of the

new British Symphony Orchestra. The
name of the founder and conductor,
Mr. EAYMOND EOZE, was already fami-

liar, for Mr. Punch's young man^ was
old enough to remember Mr. EOZE'S

mother, MARIE EOZE, in her brilliant

prime as prima donna of the Carl Eosa

Company ; and he is glad to know
that she is still living in her beloved

Paris, where she was decorated by
M. THIEKS for her gallant conduct dur-

ing the siege of 1870. So it is pleasant
to find her son so actively associated

in the good work of finding permanent
musical engagements for demobilised

soldiers in the British Symphony
Orchestra.

The.B.S.O. men are not home-keeping
soldiers. Every one of them has served

over-seas, and it was a pity that their

names and the record of their services

were not printed in the programme, forit

is a fine and inspiriting list, and a strik-

ing disproof of the old tradition that

musicians must needs be long-haired,
sallow and unathletic. Alert and young
and vigorous they appealed to the eye as

well as to the ear, and they played, as

they fought, gloriously, these minstrel

boys who had all gone to the War.

Strings and woodwind, brass and per-

cussion, all are up to thebestprofessional
level.

There is no movement which has a

stronger claim on all men and women
of goodwill than that for providing

employment for demobilized soldiers,

and the British Symphony Orchestra
is a first-rate contribution to that de-

sirable end. The personnel of the
orchestra is all that can be desired.

It was bad luck that Mr. EAYMOND
EOZE was prevented by illness from

conducting last week, but the band was
fortunate in securing an admirable sub-

stitute in Mr. FHANK BRIDGE. Mr.
Punch gives the scheme his blessing
without reserve, but with a word of

advice. To win for the B.S.O. the suc-

cess it deserves will need good judgment
as well as energy and efficiency. The
art of programme-framing lias to be
studied with especial cai'e in view of

the powerful but, we believe, perfectly

friendly competition of other established

organizations. Last week's programme
had its beaux moments, but it had also

at least two manvais quarts d'lieurc.

The men, however, were splendid.

The New Colour : Asquithian Rose.

"To-day everything Asquithian has a rosy
hue. To begin with, there arrived a horseshoe

of white chrysanthemums with the words
' Good luck

' worked in green." Daily Paper.

"
Shakespeare's

' Otehllo
' has fallen upon

evil days." Evening Paper.

It certainly seems to be having a bad

spell.

"The vexed question, 'What is a now-laid

egg ?
'

is at present confronting a committee
of poultry experts." Daily Telegraph.

The Committee should invite a hen to

sit on it.

An " under-cut
"

:

"Earl Beatty is setting an example in

hustle at the Admiralty. Photographed yester-

day hurrying to lunch." Daily Paper.

His Lordship's example is superfluous.
The Admiralty has nothing to learn

about hurrying to lunch.
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Mistress. "CAN you EXPLAIN HOW IT is, JANE, THAT WHENEVER I COME INTO THE KITCHEN I ALWAYS FIND roc BEADING?"

Jane. "I THINK IT MUST BE THEM RUBBER 'EELS YOU WEARS, MA'AM."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MB. JOHN HASTINGS TURNER, who had already to his

credit a play, a novel and various successful revues, has

now produced, in A Place in the World (CASSELL), what is,

I understand, to some extent a fictional version of his

play. How far this may be so I am uncertain (not having
seen the play), but I am by 'no means uncertain that it

makes here a wholly admirable story, one moreover that

shows a notable advance in Mr. TURNER'S art as novelist,

being firmer in touch and generally more matured than any-
thing he has yet written. The plot concerns the adventures,

spiritual and other, of Madame Iris Iranovna, pampered
cosmopolitan beauty, when fate or her own egotistical
whim had dumped her as a temporary dweller in the semi-
detached villas of suburbia. The theme, you observe, is one
that might excuse the wildest farce, since the effect of Iris

upon her unfamiliar surroundings was naturally devastat-

ing. Mr. TURNER however has chosen the more ambitious

path of high comedy. In Iris herself, and even more in

the kindly old vicar who so unexpectedly confronts her
with her own weapons of wit and worldly wisdom, he has
drawn two characters of genuine and moving humanity. I

shall not tell you how the conflict (essential to real comedy)
works itself out, nor after what fashion the empty brilliance
of Iris is humiliated and transformed. If I have a criticism
of Mr. TURNER'S method, it is that, as with Bttnthorne, a
"
tendency to soliloquy

"
is growing upon him which will

need watching. But he clothes his reflections pleasantly

enough. Already known as what the old lady called " an

agreeable rattlesnake," he has now proved himself a story-
teller of conspicuous promise.

VON FALKENHAYN'S General Headquarters 1914-1916 and
its Critical Decisions (HUTCHINSON) seems an honester book

than LUDENDOHFF'S ; less political, less querulous, less

egoistic. VON FALKENHAYN, who was War Minister when
the War began and retained his office after he had superseded
VON MOLTKE as Chief of the General Staff, shows himself

incurably Prussian, refusing even to consider the possibility
that any State which could wage war effectively would hesi-

tate to do so from any ethical or humanitarian scruple.
" Don't bother about a just cause, but see that it appears

just before men," he seems to say.
" The surprise effect of

gas (at Ypres) was very great," is all the comment that

tragic episode draws from him. He was a submarine cam-

paign whole-hogger. But he has his own soldierly virtues

of modesty and loyalty, and refuses to air his personal

grievances in the matter of his supersession by the HINDEN-
BURG-LuDENDORFF syndicate. If, as seems likely, he speaks
the truth, as he had opportunity to see it, we must revise

our too flattering estimates of the German superiority in

numbers and attribute a good deal of the stubbornness of

their defence to their quicker appreciation of the character

of siege war. The holding of front-line trenches with few
men and consequent immense saving of life was, according
to the General, practised by the German Command long
before we discovered its value. He gives a reasoned criticism,

which has to the layman a plausible air, to the effect that
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the relative failure of JOKFHK'S great combined Champagne-
Flanders offensive of 191f> was due to the overcrowding
of the attacking armies. General vox F.U.KF.NHAYN, though
l:o h:is a prejudice for the German soldier, can living him-

self to testify to the valour of his British and French oppo-
nent. A readable and conscientious account of a ditlicult

stewardship.

I wish 1 could feel as enthusiastic about The Booming of

Htniku' (JKXKixs) as Mr. /V/cr Mi-Miinn, who, falling oil

a motor-cycle, landed in that quiet Scots village and pro-
ceeded to turn it, by a series of stunts, into a well-known

watering-place. He undertook the job, I gather, partly for

a joke and partly for the bright eyes of Evelyn Kir/n't, whose
father put up the money for the purposes of publicity and

propaganda. The transformation of a hamlet into a seaside

resort has been treated as a sort of psychological romance

by Mr. Oi,m:ii ONIONS in Mushroom Town, where the human
- ;ire a background as it were for the bricks and mortar:

Mr. A. S. NEILL, having chosen to make a farce of it, has

provided a hero who believes in humorous advertisements,
and has evidently persuaded
the author to take him at

his own valuation. This is

hardly to be wondered at,

since Mr. Mclln/in seem-

always keener on popping
bis puns than on selling his

goods. Specimens are given
of speeches, press articles,

posters and cinema pro-
ductions, but the fun rages
with the most furious in-

tensity round the golf links,

where eighteen holes have
been, compressed into the

usual space of one and the
winner stands to losedrinks.

There are also some paro-
dies of ROBERT BURNS,
some jokes about bathing-
machines and some digs at

the Kirk. One has been, of

course, before to seaside

places that were a bit too bracing, and I am afraid that
the air of Bunkie leaves me cold.

enough that so endeared her to her former public.
that and the bloom is indeed" gone.

Touch

With the Chinks (LANK), a volume of the " Active Service

Series," treats of the training of Chinese coolies for work
with the Labour Corps in the B.K.i'. The special interest

of the racial type was, for me, exhausted by the charming
photographs; the task remaining for Mr. DAKYL KLEIN,
Lieutenant in the Chinese Labour Corps, of so conveying
the atmosphere as to absorb the reader's attention, was not

achieved. On the two main aspects of the topic, the origin
in China and the result in France, he makes no serious

attempt. I got no clear impression of the coolie at home
or of why he took to being an allv, and I was left with but

the vaguest conception of the unit in France, since the

narrative- ended at the disembarcation. Lastly, I have
with regret to complain of .one sentence in particular,
where he tells us :

"
It is high time I said something about

the officers." lie had, from the general reader's point of

view, already said too much. It is a pit}- to have to speak
thus moderately of a war-book obviously written with care

and treating of an enterprise
which must have cost much
labour in the achieving and,
in the achievement, must
have duly contributed to our

victory. For those person-

ally involved it will be a

welcome memento. For the

conscientious historian it

will have a certain unique
value. And in fairness it

must be added that in the

latter half there are touches
of humour and humanity
which make the reading

easy and pleasant.

'Is HI: A SAII.OI:, MIM '.'

"

TlIKX \VHKlli:

'YKS, DAHI.I.XG."

s HIS PAUKOT? "

I really think that The World of Woivli-rful Jieality
(HoDDKit AND STOUGHTON) may come to be something of
a test for your true follower of Mr. E. TEMPLE THURSTON.
You recall the ingredients that went towards the first, or

Beautiful Nonsense, book ? Sentiment in the slums, Venice
with a very big V and poverty 2>assim might be regarded
as its composition. Well, here you have John and Jill
home again ; no more Venice, a palpably decreasing sen-
timent and only poverty to fill up with. I am bound
to confess that I found John's protracted preparation for
his nuptials rather less than enough as subject-matter
for a whole book. Of course all this time there remained
Ainher (you recollect her; she "also ran" for the John
stakes), and at the back of your mind a comfortable con-
viction that two strings are still better than one. Having
censured the book for insufficient plot, I had better not

proceed to give away what there is. I will content myself
with a personal doubt as to whether John and Jill will

quite reduplicate their former triumph and that for various
reasons, not least because (for purposes of sequel, I sup-
pose) even Jill herself has been permitted so grave a lapse
from the attitude of stand-anything-so-long-as-it 's-slummy-

It has been my lot, and
I am far from complaining
about it, to read many war-

books, but never hasmy luck

been more completely in

than when With the Persian

K.rpciHtion (ARNOLD) fell into my hands. Major DONOHOK,
while never losing sight of his main object, finds time to

tell us a number of entertaining stories with a sedate
humour which is most attractive. Seldom has an expedition
set out on a wilder errand than this of the "Hush-hush

"

Brigade, or, as it was officially known, the " Dunstervillo
"

or "
Bagdad Party." It was commanded by General

DUNSTERVILLE, and briefly its objects were to combat
Bolshevism, train Persian levies, prevent the Huns and
Turks from threatening India by way of the Caspian Sea,
and a few other little things of the same nature. The men
of this "party" were picked men, and it is enough to say
that their courage was as high as their numbers were few.

It is indeed a mystery why any of them escaped with their

lives, for, as experience proved, it was one thing to train

Persian levies and another to get them to fight when they
were wanted to. And without the levies the " Hush-Hush

"

party was outnumbered again and again. I could have
wished that the excellent map which is firmly embedded in

the binding had been detachable, for the interest of the
chronicle compelled me constantly to refer to it, and I

suffered great distraction.

of Song (LONG), by Mr. GILBERT COLLINS, con-
tains a few sets of verse which have appeared in Punch.
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" AXOTIIKH American," says a Wash-

ington despatch,
" has been captured

'"xicans and is being lield to ran-

som.
" We deploro these pin-prick
IS. If there is something about

the United States that President CAR-

DAN/A wants changed he should say so.

A contemporary slates that the old

theory, that when your ears burn it

ia that people are talking about

you, is accurate. Upon heaving this a

dear old lady at once commenced to

crochet a set of asbestos oar-guards for

Mr. CHURCHILL.
*

The American gentleman who claims

to have invented I'cntrs is

hortiy coming over to

England for a holiday.

lally we should ad-

vine him to wait until the

crime wave has died down
a bit. .,. ...

*'

It is pleasing to note

that in spite of the recent

spring-like weather the

PORT LAURKATK is calmly
:ng bis bead.

In their lust Note to

Holland on the subject of

I he (X- Kaiser's trial the

Allied Governments drop
a hint that it was they
and not Holland who won
t':c \Yar. It is impossible
to be too definite on this

matter.

We live in strenuous times. The
MAU MULLAH has been reported in

action and Willesden has won the

London Draughts' Tournament.

"'*

By the way, those who remember
! MI Mt U,AH'S earlier escapades

are of the opinion that it is high time
for him to be killed again.

t t

The HOMK SKCHKTAHY hopes to intro-

duce an Anti-Firearms Bill. Under
this Act it is expected that it will be

made illegal for criminals to shoot at

people into whose homes they break.
* *

A postcard posted in 1888 has just
been delivered to The Leeds Mfrrnnj,
and they ask if this is a record. Not a

Cotton, it is announced,
<;one up to tcnpcnce

1. The now American whisky
stands at the same figure.

"
Boys sing automatically, like par-

rots," declares the choirmaster of St.

John's Church, Grimsby. His facts are

wrong. The only thing automatic
about a parrot is its bite.

THE CR1MK WAVE.
Crank (enlarging upon pet theory).

" I TELL TOP, Sin, WE ARE ALL
OF us BOLSHEVISTS AT HEART. THE ONLY TIIINCJ THAT 's KEEPING YOU
AND Mi: FROM A LIFE OF CHIME 18 TUB THOUGHT OF THE POLICEMAN
ROUND THE CORNER."

better method than that of suing the

birds in the County Court.

"Useful wedding-presents are now
the vogue," says a weekly journal.

Only last week wo heard of a Scotsman
who at a recent wedding gave the bride

away. , *

" The Jolly Bachelors
"

is the title of

a new club at Nottingham. No attempt
has yet been made to start a Jolly
Husbands' Club. .

*
"

It is gratifying to learn that the

workman who last week fell from some

scaffolding in Oxford Street, but man-

aged to grasp a rope and hang on to it

tih rescued fifteen minutes later, has
now been elected an hon-

orary member of the

Underground Travellers'

Association.

A reader living in

Hertfordshire writes to

say that spring-like
weather is prevailing and
that a pair of bricklayers
who started building about
three weeks ago can now
be seen daily sitting on
three bricks which they
laid last week.

With such energy are

the inhabitants of Leeds

carrying out their cam-

paign against rats that it

is considered unsafe for

any rodent under three

years old to venture out
alone after dark.

* *
*

So thirsty were the Americans on
board, it is stated, that on her home-
ward trip the SLaitrctania was drunk dry
t\\;i days out. To remedy this unsatis-

factory state of affairs a syndicate of

wealthy Americans is understood to be

formulating an offer to tow Ireland
over to the New Jersey coast if a liquor
licence is granted to the tug.

''.' '..

There is no truth in the report that,
ii s the result of a majority vote of the
Dublin Corporation, the sword and
mace have been replaced by a pistol and
mitre.

permanent one, if the Post Office can

help it. ...
,-..

A young lady told the Stratford

magistrates that she gave up her young
man because he said he was a million-

aire, and she had later learned that he

was a waiter. But there is nothing
contradictory in this.

*
"

The ex-CuowN-PBiNCE has written in

the Tligliche Rundschau on " How I

Lost the War." He pays a fine tribute

to the British soldier, who, it appears,

helped him to lose it.

*
.

:

" How to Manage Twopenny Eggs
"

is the headline of a morning paper. A
good plan is to grip them firmly round
the neck and wring it.

* *
*

An article in Tit-Bits tells readers

how to make canaries pay. We have
felt for some time that there must be a

We are glad to learn

that the Brixton lady who mislaid her
husband last week at one of these

West-End bargain sales has now re-

ceived him back from the firm in fairly

good condition. ... ...

During the recent spell of warm
weather several wooden houses threw
out new shoots, some of which are

already in bud. * ...

We understand that the Government

contemplate passing a Bill to forbid

silver-weddings unless a larger per-

centage of alloy is. used with them.

"How utterly unimpressive for ceremonial

purposes is the ordinary episcopal habit . . .

What dignity it ever possessed hns been most

successfully shorn off by the merciless scissors

of ecclesiastical tailors. The history of the

cb.imere and rochot has been truly tragic."
Church -Paper .

Fortunately, the hat and gaiters do

something to relieve the gloom.

\ I I i ! \ 1
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CLOTHES AND THE POET.

["Tho public will weU'onie nu announcement that tho staiulan

clothing Echcnic may bo revived on a voluntary basis." The Times.

I DO not ask for silk attire,

For purple, no, nor puce ;

The only wear that I require
Is something plain and loose,

A quiet set of reach-me-downs for serviceable use.

For these, which I must have because

The honour of tho Press

Compels mo, by unwritten laws,
To clothe my nakedness,

Four guineas is my limit more or (preferably) less.

Let others go in Harris tweeds,
Men of the leisured sort;

Mine are the modest, homely needs
That with my state comport;

I am a simple labouring man whoso work is all bis sport.

I covet not the gear of those
Who neither toil nor spin ;

I merely want some standard clo's

To drape my standard skin,

Wrought of material suitable for writing versos in.

Something that won't pick up the dust
When rhymes refuse to flow ;

And roomy, lest the seams be bust
Should the afflatus blow

Say five-and-forty round the ribs and rather more below,

For poets they should stock a brand
To serve each type's behest

Pastoral, epic, lyric and
An outer size of chest

For those whose puffy job it is to build the arduous jest== 0. S.

THE WOLF AND THE LAMB.
(An imaginary conversation.)

[In his lecture at the Eoyal Institution, to which Mr. Punch
recently referred, Mr. ALFRED NOYES said that "our art and litera-
ture were increasingly Bolshevik, and if they looked at the columns
of any newspaper they would see the unusual spectacle of the political
editor desperately fighting that which tho art and literary portions of
tho paper upheld."]

SCENE. A Club-room n ar Fleet Street. The Political
Editor and the Literary Editor of

" The Daily Crisis
"

are discovered seated in adjoining armchairs.

Political Editor. Excuse mo, but haven't I seen you
occasionally in The Crisis office?

Literary Editor. Possibly. I look after its literary
pages, you know.

P. E.
Beally? I run tho political columns. Did you

read my showing-up this morning of the Bolshevik peril
in the House of Lords ?

L. E. I 'in afraid I never read the political articles. Did
you notice my two-column boom of young Applecart's latest
book of poems ?

P. E. No time to read the literary columns, and modern
poetry 's as good as Chinese to mo. Who 's Applecart ?

L. E. My dear Sir, is it possible that you are unfamiliar
with the author of I Will Destroy ? He 's the hope of the
future as far as English poetry is concerned.

P. E. (cheerfully). Never heard of him. What's he
done?

L. E. (impressively). He has overthrown all the rules,
not only of art, but of morality. He has created a now
Way of Life.

P. E. Can't see that that's anything to shout about.
What's his platform, anyway?
L. E. Platform ? To anyone who has tho slightest

acquaintance with Applecart the very idea of a platform
is fantastic. He doesn't stand

;
he soars.

P. E. Well, what are his views, then'.' Pretty tall, I sup-
pose, if he's such a high flier.

L. E. You may well say so. In the first place he discards
all tho old artistic formulae.

P. E. I know ; you write a solid slab of purple prose,
scissor it into a jig-saw puzzle, serve it with a dazzle dress-

ing and call it the New Poetry.
L. E. Have your joke, if you will. But, more important

still, Applecart is a rebel against humanity and all ita

fetishes, social, ethical and political.
P. E. (startled). A Bolshie, I suppose you mean?
L. E. The artist is proof against all these vulgar terms

of abuse, culled from the hustings. Call him a Pussyfoot
as well ; you cannot shake him from his pinnacle.

P. E. Yes, but look here ho 's just the scrt of pernicious
agitator we're out against in The Crisis at least in my
department. My special article this morning three

thickly
- leaded columns actually revealed the existence

of a most insidious plot to undermine the restraining in-

fluence of the House of Lords by the spread of Bolshevik

propaganda masquerading as literature. You see, there's
a certain section of the Lords, mainly new creations who 've

only recently been released from various employments, who
now for the first time in their lives have leisure for read-

ing ; then there 's tho spread of education among the sport-
ing Peers. Well, these people are ready to succumb to all

sorts of poisonous doctrines, if they 're served up in what
I presume to be the fashionable mode of the moment ; and
I expect your precious Applecart is one of the Bolsh agents
who are laying the trap. You '11 have to stop booming him,
you know. He's not doing the paper any good.

L. E. My dear Sir, literature takes no account of tho fads
and fancies of party politics. And I gather from you that

party politics have no use for literature except" from a

propagandist view. Let us be content to go our own ways
"n peace.

P. E. Yes, that 's all very well for you and me, but what
about the Chief ? How does he reconcile these absolutely
onflicting standpoints ? And what does the public think

of it all?

L. E. (confidentially). Between you and mo, the Chief
mows his public. And the public knows its papers. The
ast thing it wants from us is consistency, which is always
coring. Besides (still more confidentially), the public doesn't
ake us quite so seriously as we like to pretend.
P. E. H'm, maybe you 're right. As a matter of fact

loivering his voice) I sometimes think I 'm a bit of a
Socialist myself.
L. E. Eeally ? As for me (conspiratorially), I adore

?ENNYSON, and EZHA POUND fills me with a secret wrath.
Still, the public

P. E. Ah, the public ! Have a drink ?

[They pledge each other. NOTES without. They disperse
hurriedly. ====^=^=========

In view of the serious shortage of female help, the United Boards of
rade of Western Ontariahavc been discussing proposals to encourage
hoimmigration ofyoung women from Great Britain." Morning Paper.
And have apparently feminized the Province in advance.

" If the Archdeacon of Coventry is correct in stating, as ho did in

invocation, that tho word 'tush' found in the Psalter moans
bosh,' it must in this sense bo what the classical dons call a
liapslcRonienon.' "Evening Standard.

Vhich, again, must be what the classical undergraduates
all a "

slipsns languoc."
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THE IRREMOVABLES.
TURKEY (to his old patron in Holland). "SO WE'RE BOTH REMAINING, WHAT?"
VOICE FROM THE OTHER END. "YES, BUT YOU'VE GOT TO BEHAVE."
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Angry Fattier (of Hie Old Scltocl). "I SHALL CUT YOU OFF WITH A SHILLING !"

The Prodigal.
" NOT ONE OP THE NEW NICKKL THINGS, I HOPE, FATHER?"

THE COWARD.
Cecilia was knitting by the fire.
" What on earth have you two been

doing?" she asked as wo came in.

"John looks as if he'd been in a boiler

explosion."
"
Hardly that," I said. " We 've

been playing with Chris haven't we,
John ?

"

John gasped.
"
No, we haven't," ho said. " On the

contrary, they have been playing with

ma, Cecilia."
"
Well, it's all the same thing, isn't

it?" said Cecilia. "Anyhow, I hoard

you making a most frightful row."
" Of course I was making a row. So

would you make a row if people sud-

denly mistook you for a Teddy Bear or

something and started bunging you
about the room."

" I haven't the least idea what you 're

talking about," said Cecilia,
" but I

think you're being intensely vulgar."

"Vulgar! 'Vulgar,' she says." He
laughed bitterly.

" You 'd be vulgar
too if you'd hud tluit grout hulking

brute" (he pointed at me) "sitting on

the small of your back, and a hooligan
of a boy

"

Cecilia sat up and took notice.
"
Hooligan !

"
she said,

"
Hooligan !

Who 's a Hooligan ?
"

" Sh ! sister," I murmured. " You '11

strain the epiglottis."
John turned on me savagely.
" You keep quiet. It isn't your epi

epi what you said and, anyway, can't

I even have a quiet row with my own
wife without

"

"John, calm yourself," said Cecilia

crushingly.
"
Alan, tell me what you 've

been doing."
"
Yes," muttered John,

"
tell her."

He subsided into an armchair.
"
Well," I said, "you see, Christopher

and I were up in the nursery and get-

ting on quite all right when John butted

in
" I simply opened
"John, keep quiet," said his wife.

"Well, Alan?"
"
Well, the fact is, Chris and I were

in the middle of a great war with all

his soldiers. I had just firmly estab-

lished fire superiority and was actually
on the verge of launching a huge offen-

sive the one that was going to win
the war, in fact when, as I said, in

butted this great clumsy elephant and
knocked half of Christopher's army
over."

"
Purely an accident," said John.

" Will you keep quiet, or must I

make you ?
"
asked Cecilia.

"
Well, of course," I went on,

" find-

ing ourselves suddenly attacked by a

common foe, Chris and I naturally

joined forces to defend ourselves."
" Defend !

"
shrieked John, "No,

I won't keep quiet another second.

Defend ! Why, they rushed at me like

a couple of wild hyenas."
"My dear John," said Cecilia,

"
you

attacked them first, and of course they
defended themselves as best they could."

"Precisely," I said.

"After all, John," said Cecilia, "you
ought to be glad your son is so ready
to look after himself, instead of calling
him a hooligan. You 're always shout-

ing about the noble art of self-defence."
" Noble art of self-defence rot," said
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.lolni. "There's nothing in the noble

uvt about pushing load soldiers down
a man's neck."

" Down your neck ?
"
said Cecilia.

"Yes," said .John. "I keep trying

to tell you and you won't let me. Thftt

brute sat on the small of my hack while

Christopher pushed 'cm down. The

little beasts all had their bayonets fixed,

too."

Cecilia and I laughed.

"Yes, laugh," said John bitterly.
" It

is funny that our child should bo grow-

ing up a Bolshevist ; trying to flay his

own father. Ho '11 ho setting fire to

the cat in a week and then you '11 have

another laugh."
"John," shrieked Cecilia,

" how dare

you? If you say another word about

'the darling
The door opened and Christopher

came into the room.
Ho seemed to have washed his face

or something. Anyway, lie looked quite

a little angel and that's hardly how-

over.
"

I shall tell Chris what you 've been

saying," said Cecilia.

John jumped.
" No, no, Cecilia," ho said in a

strangled voice.
" Don't betray me.

I I 'm sorry ;
I withdraw everything.

Cecilia, save me. Think of our courting

days ; remember
"
Christopher," said Cecilia

clearly,
"
you see your father ? Go and pull his

last remaining hairs out."

Christopher looked at her in amaze-

ment. Then ho walked over to John,
climbed on his knee and put an arm
round his neck.

" I wouldn't hurt you 'dear old Dad,
would 1 ? "he asked affectionately, look-

ing at his mother in pained surprise.
John positively gasped with relief.

"Dear old Chris," he said.
" Oh, you hypocrite !

"
said Cecilia.

" Coward !

"
said I.

I was sitting on one of those dumpy
hassock sort of things. John looked

down at me vindictively for a moment
and then a horrid smile started spread-

ing about his nasty face.

"Christopher," he said very gently,
" wouldn't it ho a good thing if wo
pushed Uncle Alan over and knocked
his slippers off, and then I '11 sit on
him while you tickle his feet?"

Now it sounds silly, but a cold pre-

spiration came over me. Being tickled

is so hopelessly undignified. And, any-
how, I simply can't stand it on the

feet.

"John," I said severely, "don't be

absurd."

Christopher gurgled.
"

1 lo 's afraid," he said. " Come on
Dad."

I saw that they really meant it, anc

Polite Straplumger (to lady u-ho lias been standing on his toes for a considerable time).

ARDON ME, MADAM, ni'T YOU 'I.L HAVE TO GET OFF HERE THIS is AS FAB AS I GO."

I can only suppose that I was carried

away by one of those panics that you
read of as attacking the bravest at

times. Anyhow, quite suddenly I found

myself moving rapidly round the table,

out of the door and up the stairs. Half-

way up I stopped to listen. Cecilia and

John were laughing loudly and coarsely
and Christopher was chanting

" Uncle 'a

got the wind up
"

in a piercing treble.

Not at all a nice phrase for a small

boy to have on his tongue.

It was all very galling for one who
has fought and, I may say, bled for his

country. I almost decided to go back

and fight if necessary. Then I heard

a stage-whisper from Christopher :

"Lot's creep upstairs after him and

tickle him to death. Shall we, Dad ?
"

Sheer hooliganism. It was impos
sible to fight with honour against such

opponents. I disdained to try. I went

hastily up the remaining stairs and
locked myself in my room.
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THE INTERNATIONALIST.
" WHAT on earth,

"
I said to the

waiter, \vlio was standing a few yards
off, lost in a pensive dream of his native

land Switzerland, France, Italy?
well, anyhow, lost in a pensive dream
"what on earth is a Petrograd steak?'

The white napkin whisked like the

scut of a rabbit, and he hounded to my
side. "Eet is mince-up," he said melo-

dramatically.
" Ze Petrograd steak

ver good. Two minute mince-up."
" But isn't that a Vienna steak?

"
I

asked.

A spasm of pain passed over his face.
" Before ze War," he whispered,

"
yes,

Vienna steak. Now we call it ze Petro-

grad. You vill have one ? Yes? Two
minute."
Memories came flooding back of that

moment of crisis which had found so

many of our trusted statesmen ill-pre-

pared, but, terrible as it was, had not

caught the managers of London restau-

rants napping. I remembered tho im-

mense stores of Dutch lager beer which

they had so providentially and so pa-

triotically held in anticipation of the

hour of need. Dutch beer, both light
and dark, so that inveterate drinkers of

Munich and Pilsener were enabled to

face Armageddon almost without a jerk.

They had other things ready too

Danish pate de fois gras, Swiss liver

sausages, Belgian pastries and the rest.

It was in that dark hour, I suppose, that
the Vienna steak set its face towards
tho steppes. But this was in 1914, and
a good deal had happened since then.
It appeared to me that the restaurant
was not exactly au courant with inter-

national complications and the gastro-
nomic consequences of the Peace. I
felt entitled to further illumination.

" I don't feel at all certain," I told

the man, " that I ought to eat a Petro-

grad steak. Is it a white steak ?
"

"
Ah, no, not vite, not vite at all," he

assured me. " Eet is underdone not
much, but a little underdone. Ver good
mince-up."
"I absolutely refuse to eat a Red

Petrograd steak," I declared. " Have
you by any chance anything Jugo-
Slavian on the menu ?

"

" Zero is ze jugged hare
"

" I think you misunderstand me," I

interrupted;
"
this is a point of principle

with me. Supposing I consume this

'Jzecho-Slovakian mince-up and then
have a piece of Stilton ; there has been
no war with Stilton, I fancy

'

"Ver good, ze Stilton," interjected
ihe chorus.
" And coffee

"

" Turkish coffee ?
"
he said.

" There you go again," I grumbled.
' Whatever my attitude may be towards

Vienna and Petrograd (and, mind you,
I am not feeling at all bitter toward

Vienna), my relations with Turkey are

most certainly strained."
" No, not strained, ze Turkish coffee,'

he cried eagerly ;

" eet has ze grounds.'
"So have I," I told him; "we will

call it the Macedonian coffee. It is you
who insisted in obtruding these inter-

national relations on my simple lunch,
and I mean to do the thing thoroughly.
Better a dish of Croat Serbs where
love is than a bifteck Petrograd
Never mind, go and get the thing."
When he returned with it I fell to,

but my thoughts remained with* the

waiter. What a man ! With his dis-

passionate judgment, his calm sane
outlook on men and affairs, shaken a

little perhaps in 1914, but since then

undisturbed, was he not cut out above

all. others to settle the vexed frontier

lines of Europe? I wondered whether
Lord EGBERT CECIL might not possibly
make use of him. I was tempted to

try him still further.
" Have you ever heard of Mr. J. M.

KEYNES ?
"

I asked him when he

brought me the Bessarabian coffee.
" Mr. KEYNES I not know. Ho not

come here, I zink."
" Or the Treaty of London ?

"

"I vill ask ze manager."
" Or President WILSON ?

"

A brilliant smile of illumination lit

up his features.

American, is he not?" he said.
" Ver reech, ze Americans."

This saddened me a little. He was
not then absolutely complete. There
was a faint tarnish on the lustre of his

innocence. He was scarcely perhaps
suited for the League of Nations after

all. Lighting an Albanian cigarette I

asked him for my bill.

THINKING ALOUD.
LORD HALDANE loquitur.

" TIRED of laborious days and nights
Spent on the intellectual heights,
I long to raise and educate
The masters of the future State.

Besides, the people in the plains
Are lamentably short of brains,
And I have even more than KEYNES.
Already in The Herald's page
Am I acclaimed as seer and sage ;

Mine be it then to teach my neighbour
To quit the lowly rut of Labour,
And scale the heights of Pisgah, Nebo,
Or some equivalent gazebo,
For even Labour must afford

To keep one competent Law Lord."

"WAR CRIMINALS DEMAND TO BE
SUSPENDED."

ccning Paper.
Too good to be true.

COX AND BOX.
MY DEAR CHARLES, Let us talk Haute

Finn nee. In other words, let us in-

dulge in that good old Anglo-Saxon
pastime of blackguarding Cox AND Co.
It will remind us of the piping days of

war. There is too much peace about,
and the gentle and ever-forgiving Cox
AND Co. expect their customers to be men
of force and character, showing temper
from time to time. Everybody else

may be demobilised ; I remain a soldier,
and as such I have my special bank.

Ah, me! tho battles in Charing Cross
are not the easy things they used to be.

No longer, as of old, I come fresh to
the attack against a mere underling,
worn down by the assaults of wave
after wave of brother- officers attacking
before me. I enter the Territorial De-

partment alone and am taken on by a

master-hand, supported and flanked by
a number of unoccupied subordinates.
About the Spring of 1925, when I expect
to be the only "T" left, I anticipate
the decisive moment when I shall
cross swords or swop bombs with Sir

Cox himself. Having bravely encoun-
tered "AND Co." these many years, I

shall not be daunted by that gilded
knight.
The war having once put me in pos-

session of my Cox AND Co., I had very
frequent recourse to them when in need
of such solace as only money can bring.
The time arrived when I applied in

vain ; the money had disappeared.
Though I had no reason to suspect
Cox AND Co. of being dishonest I no-
ticed a tone of assuredness and self-

complacency in their letters strangely
similar to that in my own, and I knew
that I was being dishonest, so I de-

manded to see my pass-book. It was a
horrid sight, and it gave me seriously
to think. How came it that the side
of the book which showed my takings
was so clear and easily to bo under-

stood, but the side which showed their

takings wrapt in mystery and hiero-

glyphics such as not even the world's

leading financiers and mathematicians
could hope to unravel ? My subaltern,

being consulted, agreed with me; I
would have had him carpeted by the
r\0. at once if he hadn't.

I stepped round to Cox AND Co. and
had it out with them verbally. After
a discussion lasting half-an-hour, it

was shown that I had been credited
with a week's pay to which 1 wasn't
entitled and that a month's income-tax,
;o which a grasping Government was
entitled, had not been deducted. I

.eft the building ninety-three shillings
worse off than I entered it.

I gave Cox AND Co. six months to go
wrong in, and then called for that pass-
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MANNERS AND MODES.

A YOUNG GIRL HAS THE TEMERITY TO BRING A CHAPERON TO A DANCE.
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BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.
"Tnrs is WIIEEE in: SWIMS THE KAPIDS. How SHALL WE SEND HIM rr on DOWN-?'

book again. My eye fell upon a paying
and deducting and refunding and read
justing of an item itself so shamefu
that it dared only appear under its

initials. Why this oscillation ? I asket

myself. So we engaged upon another
correspondence, and another interview
took place, at which I was supported
by my subaltern (who could multiply
and add), and the bank-man was sup-
ported by a young lady (who could
divide and subtract). At the end of a
passionate discussion, which lasted fifty-
seven minutes (forty-five of them being
after closing time) the conclusion was
arrived at that the total was correct to
a halfpenny. Even Cox AND Co. them-
selves were a bit surprised at that.

Years passed, and there was no doubt
about it; the money continued to dis-

appear. Trusting that Cox AND Co.
were now lulled into a feeling of false se-

curity I tried a surprise reconnaissance.
[ dropped in on thorn without warning
and asked to see that pass-book then
and there. They searched high and
ow, but they -couldn't find it. I, on
he other hand, found it quite easily,
vhen I searched amongst my papers
at home. To me this proved that I
was the better searcher. My subaltern,
however, would have it that the cir-

urnstances gave me no right of action

against Cox AND Co. His sympathie
wore clearly with them, so I requester
him kindly to get on with his own worl
and not to interfere further in nrv

private affairs. Ho went away in

huff, got demobilised and, I have little

doubt, married the young lady who
divided and subtracted and, with her
set up a bank of his own. I devotee

my young life to the search for some
person, firm or corporation, expert in

pass-books, haughty of demeanour, cap-
able of getting blood out of a stone and
not likely to give even the devil his due;
I wanted such an ally for the next
assault.

I have always remained a civilian,
and as such have retained my other
banker. A man of unlimited posses-
sions, I may state accurately that I
have to-day no fewer than two banks
of my own. Let us call this other one
Box and Co. That is not tho real name,
Jut it is as far as I dare go to refer to

;hem, even under an assumed name.
Years of stern handling by them have
taken all the spirit out of me. It is as
much as I can do to screw up my
courage so far as to ask the loan of a
wund or two of my own money off

hem. And there have been times, in
he pre-1914 past, when I have felt it

vould be better to go without money

than to have the stuff thrown at me,
shovelled at me in that contemptuous
offhand manner. I now repaired in

person to the premises of Box and Co.,
witli their handsome marble facade and
their costly mahogany fittings, and had
a word with Mr. Box himself. A little

artful flattery, a few simple lies and
just a touch of ginger in the matter of

professional competition, and Box and
Co. were brought into the war. I
handed them Cox AND Co.'s pass-book
and told them that now was their time
to go in and win.

I used to look in every other day to see
how the struggle went. At first Box and
Co. were confident, remarking on my
wisdom in placing myself (and my pass-
nook) in such competent hands as
;heirs. But as the correspondence
went on their enthusiasm wore off;
Mr. Box gave vent to observations

reflecting ill on the Army system of

pay, on the Army itself, eVen" on that
sart of it which was me. Had it not
)een that the pride of Box and Co. \vti0
nvolved, I believe they would have
jone to London in a body, there to
orm a lifelong friendship with Cox AND
3o., out of pure fellow-feeling. But I
lave hinted that Box and Co. were a
old inhuman institution, whoso busi-
:ess in life it was to do people down,
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or go clown itself. And so Cox AND Co.

had to bo for it. Eventually, in tlio late

winter of 191!), Box and Co. extracted

from Cox AND Co. the admission that a

five had been mistaken for a three, and

1 had been done out of twopence, an

afl'air all the more gross in that it had

ned as Ion;,' ago as the early

spring of I'.";"), and never a word of

rse meanwhile! A conclusion by
which neither Box nor Cox was really

fled, but which, for me, was enough.
\\ e English may only win one battle in

a war, but that battle is the last.

sibly, my dear Charles, you have

a soft spot in your heart for this Cox
AND Co., never failing in courtesy and

ati'-iilion and over heaped with abuse'.'

.1 bo frank, have 1. Let us turn

!
round and blackguard the other follow.

equel is incredible.

I next banded my Box and Co. pass-
book to Cox AND Co..giving them a brief

ami touching ri'SUtnc of my sad story
of wrong and oppression, and bidding
them do their damnedest in their turn.

They wrote to Box and Co. :

" Our cus-

tomer, your customer, we may say THE

iner, Second- Lieutenant, Brevet-

Lieutenant, Temporary Captain, Acting

Major, Local Colonel, Aspiring General

ed in your books as plain Mister)

Henry Neplusultra, informs us that,

j
though be has banked with you since

iirst sovereign ho earned at his

in, ho has been so frowned at

and scorned as to have been rendered

morally unable to handle his current

balance. He instructs us . . ."

But why relate the story in all its

grim horror? Enough to say that so suc-

cessfully did Cox AND Co. pursue their

instructions that they discovered a

credit balance in my favour of 14s. 3(7. ;

so politely and firmly did they conduct
the correspondence that eventually Box
and Co. burst into tears, admitted the
claim and, upon my calling the other

day personally to receive satisfaction,

handed mo the 14s. 3(7. with a defer-

ential bow. If you doubt the truth of

this statement you have only to come
round to my place, whore you can see

for yourself the threepence, which is

still in my possession.
Yours ever, HENRY.

DAY BY DAY IN THE WORLD OF GRIME.

(//'// c( well-known Professor of Larceny.)
IN these days when robbery with

violence is an everyday occurence, few

people will trust themselves alone in

railway carriages. Imagine, therefore,

my surprise, not unmingled with plea-
sure, on seeing a somewhat pompous-
looking individual, with the circumfer-
ence and watch-chain of the successful

merchant, sitting alone in a first-class

Fusser. "I SHOULD LIKE TO KNOW JUST HOW MUCH THIS TRAIN is OVERDUE."

('//'"'<' "A WATCH AIN'T NO GOOD WHAT YOU WANT IS A HALMANACK."

carriage on the suburban up-line from

Wallingford. I always travel from

\Vallingford, as it is the one station on
the lino at which you are not required
to show a ticket on entry. Accordingly
I entered the old gentleman's carriage,
took his ticket, and offered him a

cigarette, which he accented. I then

opened the conversation.
" I wonder you wear your watch-

chain so prominently," I remarked,
"
especially during the present vogue of

crime so tempting, you know."
" Ah !

"
he said,

" so you may think ;

but, being a bit of a crirninologist, I

have arranged that as a little trap. It

is my belief that the pickpocket, foiled

in one particular, never attempts to rob

his victim in any other way. Now this

chain cost mo precisely ninepenco. It

is weighted at each end with a piece of

lead, which gives an appearance of

genuineness to the watch-pocket. I

am heavily armed, in case he should

attempt violence."

It was here that I removed his

pocket-book and slipped it into my
great-coat. Not daring to examine it

openly, I fingered it cautiously, and
felt the stiff softness of bank-notes. I

was so carried away with pleasure that

I was quite surprised to hear his voice

returning from a distance.

"As for my ticket," he continued,
" that is a single from Wallingford to

the next station, Sadliugton; it is two

years old. My season I keep inside

the lining of my hat."

It was here that I returned the ticket

to his pocket. After all, I reflected, I

could pay at the other end with a very
small portion of the contents of the

pocket-book, which I reckoned must
contain at least half-a-dozen fivers.

"
By the way," he added,

" I have a

passion for biscuits ; will you join me
in one?" and he proffered a small tin.

" I eat so many of them," he said,
" that

I can write all my memoranda on the

slips of paper from the tins, and these

I keep in my pocket-hook. My money 1

keep next my season."

It was here that I returned the

pocket-book.

"THE OPTIMISTIC WAITERS.

SOON WE SHALL Go BARK TO OUR WOMK
TlUUMrllANTI.Y.'

"

Ei-cning Paper.

We hope that in the case of certain

restaurants the bark will not be so bad
as the bite.
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Mabel (who lias something in her eye). "Ir 's STILL VEBY SORE, MUMMY. SHALL I GARGLE IT ?
"

THE DEAD TREE.

(Being a terrible result of reading too

much poetry in the modern manner.)
SLUSHY is the highway between the

unspeakable hedges ;

I pause
Irresolute under a telegraph-pole,
The fourteenth telegraph-pole on the

way
From Sliere to Havering,
The twenty-first
From Havering to Shore.

Crimson is the western sky ; upright it

stands,
The solitary pole,
Sombre and terrible.

Splitting the dying sun
Into two semi-circular halves.

I do not think I have seen, not oven
in Vorticist pictures,

Anything so solitary,
So absolutely nude ;

Yet this was an item once in the un-

interesting forest,
With branches sticking out of it, and

crude green leaves
And resinous sap,
And underneath it a litter of pine spin-

dles

And ants
;

Birds fretted in the boughs and bees

were busy in it,

Squirrels ran noisily up it;

Now it is naked and dead,

Delightfully naked
And beautifully dead.

Dolightfully and beautifully, for across

,it melodiously,
Stirred by the evening wind,
The wires where electric messages are

continually being despatched
Between various post-offices,

Messages of business and messages of

love,

Rates of advertisements and all the

winners,
Are vibrating and thrumming
Like a thousand lutes.

Is the old grey heart of the telegraph
pole stirred by these messages ?

I fancy not.

Yet it all seems very strange ;

And even stranger still, now that I
notice it,

Is the fact that the thing is after all

not absolutely naked,
For a short way up it, half obliterated

with ago,
Discoloured and torn,
Fastened on by tintacks,

There is a paper afficho

Relating to swine fever.

The sun sinks lower and I pass on,
On to the fifteenth pole from Shore to

Havering,
And the twentieth

From Havering to Shore ;

It is even more naked and desolate

than the last.

I pause (as before) ....
[Author. We can start all over again

now if you like. Editor. I don't like.]

_
EVOE.

"HOPS.
CANTERBURY, Saturday. Trade was quiet,

with prices steady, as follows : Kent mixed

fleeces, 36d
;
lambs' wool, 22d to 24d ; downs,

41d to 42d
; and half-bred fleeces, 3Sd to 39d

per Ib." Financial Paper.

This may help to explain the taste of
" Government ale."

"
By systematic and scientific training is it

possible to produce that perfect type of man-
hood gifted with the best powers" of what we
are wont to call the ' lower orders of creation

'

keen sighted and swift of motion as a bird,

sharp-sceuted as a greyhound, faithful and
acute as a dog, and full of sentient wisdom
as an elephant." Daily Pai'c r .

We are doubtful about the rest, hut the

greyhound part should be quite easy.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, February Ifitli. Tho great

AUCKLAND still reposes a touching faith

iu tho Profiteering Act. In his opin-
ion it

" has had a stabilising effect on

the price of clothing ;

"
by

wliich heineans,! suppose,
that West-End tailors long

ago nailed their high prices
to the mast-head.

In commending the Bill

for the continuance of

D.O.R.A., a reiiuinct from
last Session, the ATTOK-
KEY-GENERAL was almost

apologetic. He laid much
stress upon the. "modest
and attenuated form"
which the measure now
presented, and the short

time it was to remain in

force. Serious objection
was taken by tho Irish

Members to the provision
that in districts where a

proclamation is in force the

D.O.H.A. regulations, in-

stead of coming to an end
on August 31st, will con-

tinue for a year after the
end of tho War. This they
naturally interpreted as a

means of continuing the

military government of

Ireland,acoun try in which,

according to Mr. DEVLIN,
tho Government had as

much right as the Germans in Belgium.
The House, however, seemed to agree
with the Irish Attorney-General that in

the present state of Ireland it would
not be wise to dispense with tho regu-
lations, and gave the Bill a second

reading by 219 votes to 61.

Then tho House turned to the

discussion of tho levy on capital.
The CHANCELLOR OF THE Ex-
CIIKQUKU was still inexorably op-
posed to a general levy, but would
like a toll on war-wealth alone,
and proposed to set up a Com-
mittee to consider whether it was

practicable. Mr. ADAMSON frankly
declared that tho Labour Party
was in favour of a capital levy, but
wanted to get at the war-profits
first. Mr. CHAMBERLAIN objected
to widening the scope cf tho in-

quiry on tho ground that it would
tako too long, and also that uncer-

tainty would promote extravagance
and discourage saving. And, despite
Lieut. -Commander KENWORTHY'S
naive suggestion that we should
restore credit by making a bonfire
of paper -money he did not say
whose the House agreed with
the CHANCELLOR.

Tuesday, February 17th. The

Acting Colonial Secretary bubbled
over with delight as ho described tho

success of tho operations against
tho Somaliland dervishes. Tho prin-

cipal credit was duo to tho Royal Air

COLONEL AMERY CRUSOE RETURNS FROM A SUCCESSFUL
DAY WITH HIS MAN FRIDAY.

Force, but tho native levies had also
done their part effectively. Tho only
fly in Colonel AMERY'S ointment was
tho escape of that evasive gentleman,
tho MULLAH, to whom ho was careful
on this occasion not to apply tho epi-
thet "Mad." As, however, the MULLAH

TAKING THE OFFERTORY.
Mr. ArsTEX Cii.iMHKni..fis (as Sidesman). "TiiK

TIIHEEPENNY-BIT 18 ECONOMICAL PERHAPS ; BUT A DE-
SIRABLE COIN, rilOM MY POINT OF VIEW, IT IS NOT."

has lost all his forces, all his stock and
all his belongings, it is hoped that it

will be at any rate some time before ho

pops up again.
The Coal Mines Bill was wisely

entrusted to Mr. BRIIX;EMAN. Lord
SPENCEB once delighted
tho House of Commons
by announcing that ho was
" not an agricultural la-

bourer"; and Mr. limni.i:.

MAN similarly put it in a

good temper by admitting
that ho had never himself
worked in a mine. But
he showed quite a suffici-

ent acquaintance with his

subject, and succeeded in

dispelling some of tho fog
that enshrouds tho figures
of coal finance. The
miners, of course, objected
to the Bill on the ground
that it was not nationalis-

ation, but were left in a

very small minority.
A Private Members' de-

bate on the Housing Pro-
blem occupied tho even-

ing. There was much
friendly criticism of the
MINISTER OF HEALTH, for

whom Major LLOYD
GREAME suggested a motto
from the Koran :

" This life is but a bridge ;

Let no man build his bouse

upon it."

But the lapse of time is gradually

bringing performance nearer to pro-
mise, and Dr. ADDISON was able to

announce that over one hundred thou-

sand houses were now " in the tender

stage." Let us hope no bitter blast

will nip them in the bud.

Wednesday, February 18th.

The Lords returned to work after

their week's holiday in a rather

gloomy mood. By some occult

process of reasoning Lord PARMOQR
has convinced himself that the

distress in Central Europe is

largely the fault of the Peace
Conference. He was supported by
Lord BRYCE, who declared that

the "Big Four" approached the'

business of Treaty-making in a

German rather than an English

spirit (which sounds as if he

thought they never meant to keep
it), and by Lord HALDANE, who,
more suo, accused tho negotiators
of having shown "no adequate
prevision." Lord CRAWFORD dealt

pretty faithfully with the cavillers

and pointed out that this country
had already spent twelve millions

on relieving European distress, and
was prepared to spend nearly as



uch again when the United States

was ready to co-operate ; but at present,

10 reminded them, that country was

I'll in a suite of war with Germany.

The one bright spot of the Sitting

w is Lord UVI.TON'S statement that the

National Debt, which was within a

fraction of right thousand millions on

December 31st, had since been reduced

1>V eighty-five millions. The pace is

too good to last, but it is something to

have made a start.

For nearly four years wo have been

anxiously waiting to know what really

did happen at the battle of Jutland.

The voluminous efforts of Admirals and

journalists
have failed to clear up the

MI vstery.and even Commander CARLYON

Hi-.i.i.MRS has not satisfied everybody

so completely as himself that his recent

work reveals the truth. But now the

official history is on the eve of publica-

tion and Mr. LONG no longer feels it

necessary to keep the secret. Here it

is in his own words: "The moral of

the German fleet was very seriously

shaken." What a relief!

It seems that the Turks were in

formed in advance of the intention o:

the Peace Conference to let them stay

at Constantinople in the hope that they

would forthwith abandon their sanguin-

ary habits. Instead of which they

appear to have said to themselves
" What a jolly day ! Let us go out anc

kill something Annenians for choice.'

So nosv a further message has been sen

to them to the effect that the new title

to the old tenement is not absolute bu

conditional, and that one of the coven

ants forbids its use as a slaughterhouse
A modest little Bill empowering th

Mint to manufacture coins worth some

thing less than their weight in silve

aroused the wrath of Professor OMAN
The last time, according to his account

that the coinage was thus debased wa
in the days of HENRY VIII., whos
views both on money and matrimon
were notoriously lax. Other Member
were friendly to the project, and Mr
DENNIS HERBERT, in theavowed interes

of churchsvardens, urged the Govern
ment to seize the opportunity to abolis

the threepeeny
-
bit, the irreducibl

minimum of" respectable
"
almsgiving

The CHANCELLOB OF THE EXCHEQUER
hosvcver, stoutly championed the elusiv

little coin, for which he declared ther

was " an immense demand."
On Captain HAMBRO'S motion de

ploring the action of certain trade

unions in refusing to admit ex-Servic

men to their ranks the Labour Part

heard some very straight talking. Th

svhips of Lady BONHAM-CARTER s

Paisley were nothing to the scorpior.
of ex-Private HOPKINSON, who ha

actually been fined at the instance

10 trade-unions because he insisted

pon employing some of his old com-

ades-in-anns.

Mr. SEXTON'S rather maladroit ac-

ernpt to shift the blame on to the em-

loyers only deepened the impression

hat trade-unionism is developing into a

\ stem of caste, in which certain occu-

ations are reserved for certain people.

July an elect bricklayer, for example,

nay lay bricks though anybody can

leave them and the mere fact that a

nan has shouldered a rifle in the ser-

ice of his country in no way entitles

lim to carry a hod.

Thursday, February 19th. The im-

pending advent of a Home Eule Bill is

jreatly perturbing the little remnant of

rish Nationalist Members, threatened

vith the extinction of their pet griev-

ance. Although but seven in number

Ko-ko (Sir GOSDOX HEWAKI). "PARDON ME
BUT THERE I AM ADAMANT."

they made almost noise enough fo

seventy. Question-time was punctuatet
with their plaints. The CHIEF SECBE
TARY did his best to soothe them, but hi

remark that " no man in Ireland neei

be in prison if he will obey the law

poured oil on the flames.

Despite the reduction of the Question
ration from eight to four per Membei
the House collectively grows

" curiouse

and curiouser." This is partly due t

the popularity of PREMIER -
baiting

now to be enjoyed on Mondays am
Thursdays. In future, Members ar

to 'be further restricted to three Ques
tionsjJO' diem; but no substantial relie

is to be hoped for until the House set

up its own censorship, with power t

expunge all Questions that are trivia

personal or put for purposes of sel

advertisement. Not many a dozen o
two daily, perhaps would survive th

scrutiny.

I NEW ISLE OF THE BLEST.

The " Cubanisation
"

of Ireland, sug-

gested by Mr. DE VALEHA, is being

seriously discussed in Sinn Fein

circles.)

VHEN Ireland is treated like Cuba,

As great DE VALEBA suggests,

nd the pestilent loyalist Pooh-Bah

No longer our island infests,

he Pearl that adorns the Antilles

We '11 speedily duplicate here,

rom the Lough in the North, that is

Swilly's,

Eight down to Cape Clear.

he militant minstrels of Tara

Will change their war-harps for

guitars,
.nd Clare, to be called Santa Clara,

Will grow the most splendid cigars ;

On the banks of the Bann the banana

Will yield us its succulent fruit,

Vnd -the pig with the gentle iguana

Together will root.

Our poets, both major and minor,

Will work the new Manganese vein,

\nd turn out a product diviner

Than even the Cubans obtain ;

jimerigo, Galvejo, Doblino

How lovely and noble they sound !

\nd think of Don Jose Devlino

Cavorting around !

We'll borrow a leaf from Havana;
We'll cultivate yuccas and yams ;

Che Curragh shall be our savannah,

Swept clear of all soldiers and shams ;

\nd then to the cry of
"
Majuba

"

We '11 shatter the enemy's yoke,
When Ireland is governed like Cuba

And grows her own smoke.

DEAD SEA FRUIT.

TO-DAY the telephone has been in-

stalled. The members of our staff are

oing about their duties in a dazed

fashion, and I, to whose single-handed

tenacity the achievement is due, find

myself unable in these first full mo
ments of triumph to concentrate on my
every-day affairs.

I can still remember that fresh sum-
mer morning when with springy step J

set out to call upon the District Con-

tract Agent for the first time. Inno-

cently enough I expected to arrange foi

the installation of a telephone within

the next two or three days. But I re-

collect that as I ascended the steps o:

his premises I became depressed bj
that House of Usher foreboding, a

then, when I witnessed the way n
which an imperturbable official dis

comfited a tempestuous gentlemar
who was giving tongue to a long list o

his wrongs, my carefully rehearsed anc

resolute address shrivelled on my l
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and I found myself asking tamely for a
form .

This form,>Zs the information that

telephones were more speedily installed

whore ex-Service men were employed,
was the net result of my first encounter.
And now, as I turn in reminiscent

mood to a dusty file, I pause before one
of my early letters to the District Con-
tract Agent : "... If you saw our

staff, who are without exception ex-

soldiers, you would say at once that

they are a remarkably fine body of men
and deserving of a telephone. They
mark theirpossessions with theirinitials
in indelible pencil. Between them they
have seen service on every front, from

Mespot to Ireland. Some have been
mentioned in despatches, many have

figured in Cox's Book of Martyrs, and
our cashier says that he once opened a
tin of bully with the key provided for

that purpose. One of our juniors,

Major Bays Waller, O.B.E., who came
to us from a Control Office and who
advises us on our filing, says that it is

like coming from a home to a home.
You must come round and have a chat
with him

; you would have so much in

common.
"
Trusting that you will expedite the

little matter of our telephone installa-

tion, and assuring you that the spirit
of our staff continues to be excellent,
etc. . . ."

Although this- letter was signed"
Henry Thomas, James & Sons," the

District Contract Agent's vague reply
on the file before me commences :

" Sir

(or Madam) ;

"
and I feel now, as I

did then, that it is not in the best of

taste for him to brag as he does about
his telephone and his " Private Branch
Exchange

" on the very paper on whicli
he writes to baffled applicants for in-

stallation.

From this time the correspondence is

marked by an increasing bitterness on

my side and a level colourlessness on
his. Only once did he assume the

offensive, which took the shape of a
demand for four pounds for possible
services to be rendered at some period
in the future. At Yuletide I hoped
that "

during this season of goodwill he
would see his way to give instructions
for the installation of our telephone,"
and in the New Year I played once
more the ex-Service employees' card :

"
. . . Whatever views you may hold

on the policy of the withdrawal of

British troops from Russia, we are con-
vinced that you will sympathise with
our desire to extend a hearty welcome
to a member of our staff on his return
to this office from Murmansk

;
and we

feel that, since he served with theR.E.

Signals, it would be a graceful compli-
ment to him if we had the telephone
installed. We therefore cordially invite

your co-operation so that this may take

place before his arrival . . . The idea
of installing a telephone in this office

is not in itself a novel one, as you
may recollect that the suggestion has

cropped up in the correspondence that
has passed between us ..."

:- * * * #

And now, as I have said, the tele-

phone is installed. The instrument is

fashioned in a severe style (receiver and

mouth-piece mounted on an ebonite
column of the Roman Doric Order), and
it stands for all to see as a symbol that
in the seclusion of our offices we are in

touch with the world at large. But as
a symbol only it must remain, for the
voices of the outer world that call us

up as they search for other friends or
obstruct us when we in turn are, as it

were, groping after ours, have already
frayed the temper of our staff. It was
inevitable that under such constant
irritation these ex-Service men of ours
would one day burst into strong mili-

tary idiom, so wo have disconnected
our telephone in order to avoid the

calamity of losing our lady-typist.

"Man Wanted to lift 1,200 square yards of

Turf at once." Provincial Paper.

Before applying for the job our young
friend Foozle would like to know
whether he will be required to replace
the divot.
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AT THE PLAY.
".Ii-sT LIKI: .It DV."

h the author of Just Like Jiuli/ will

look into that commodious classic, M>\*.

. ho will find a

formula for light pastry. And if he

will proceed to the (for him) enlivening
adventure of essaying a tartlet, he will

find that must fatal among a host of

latal errors will ho any failure to pre-
iervo the due proportion of ingredients.
I do not suggest that there is as rigid

a formula for light comedy. But cer-

tainly Mr. DKNNV throw in too many
unnecessary mystifications and crude

explanations in proportion to the wit,

wisdom and lively incident of his con-

fection. In particular he was con-

stantly making some of his characters
tell the others what we of the audience

either already knew or quite easily

guessed. To exhaust my tedious homely
metaphor, if you put in a double measure
of water the mixture will refuse to rise.

And that 1 imagine is essentially what
happened to Just Like Judy.

Irish Judy, a charmingly pretty
busybody, outwardly just like Miss IRIS

HOKV, comes to Peter Kcppel's studio
and hears that this casual youth has

got into a deplorable habit of putting
off his marriage with her friend Milly.
She (Jiuh/) will see to that! She
assumes the r6le of a notorious Chelsea
model, whom proper Peter has never
seen. Peter knocks his head on the

mantelpiece, just where a shrapnel
splinter bad hit him, and is persuaded
that she, Judy McCarthy, affecting to
bo Trixie- O'Farrel, is his wife. It all

seems very horrible to him, but, shell-
shock or no shell-shock, he sets to
work to paint her portrait in a business-
like way, and at the end of four hours it

doesn't seem at all horrible. And by the
time it is explained that it was all a

joke (some people do have such a nice
sense of humour) he is all for rushing
off to the registry-office, Judy agreeing.Not that Judy is a minx. She did
her level best to make two people who
obviously didn't love one another fulfil
their engagement, instead of, like a
sensible woman, accepting the inevit-
able, which was, as it happens, so con-

il to her. What puzzled me was
'

indignation with poor Millywhen he found that she really didn't love
him (but, on the contrary, a bounder
called

Cratffonf), yet couldn't bear to
cause him urihappincss, and was sacri-

ficipg herself for him. As that was his
attitude precisely, I suppose ho felt an-
noyed by this lack of

originality. If
we men are like that, it wasn't nice of
Mr. DENNY to give us away.
At any rate I am sure Mr. DOXILD

(.U.THROP didn't believe in Peter all

the time. When he did he was very

good indeed. When ho didn't ho was
horrid. Did Miss lius HOEY believe in

.' I am not so sure. I suspect not.

Did I believe in cither ? I did not.

I was a little surprised that Miss

JOAN VIVIAX-EEES should so overplay
her Tri.rie. Her work is certainly in

general not like that, and I conjecture
the influence of some baleful autocrat

of a producer. It seemed to me that

Miss MILDRED EVELYN'S Milly was, all

things considered, a capable and con-

sistent study of a desperately unsym-
pathetic character, a more difficult and
creditable feat than is commonly sup-

posed. T.
" WILD GEESE."

I SHOULD hesitate to accuse Mr. Box-
AI,I) JEANS of originality in the design

Mr. JACK BuciiAx.tx (Hon. Sill Malcolm)" \VlIAT 's THE IDEA ? ABE YOU BY ANY CHANCE
TRYING TO GIVE ME THE COLD SHOULDEK ?

"

Miss PHYLLIS MONKMAN (Violet Braid).
'No. I JUST KEEP ON DOING THIS FOK THE
LOOK OF THE THING."

of his musical trifle at the Comedy.The idea of a company of women that
bans the society of men is at least as old
as the Attic stage. But it is to his
credit that though the theme invited
suggestiveness he at least avoided the
licence of The Lysistrala. Indeed there
were moments when his restraint filled
mo with respectful wonder. Thus
though the Pacific Island to which
the Junior Jumper Club retired with
no male attendant but the Club porter

clearly indicated a bathing scene yetwo had to bo satisfied with an occa-
sional glimpse of an exiguous maillot
with nobody inside it.

In fact, the fun throughout bad a
note of reserve and was never boister-

Mr. JACK BUCHANAN'S quiet

methods in the part of the Hon. Bill

Malcolm, universal philanderer, lent
themselves to this quality of under-
statement. In a scene where he tried
to extricate himself from a number of

coincident entanglements with various
members of the Club he was quite
amusing without the aid of italics.

Mr. GILBERT CHILDS, again, as Wcclces
Club porter and Admirable Crichton

of the island though a little broader in
his stylo, was too.clever to force the fun.
The other sex, as was natural with

women who affected a serious purpose,
had fewer chances, and Miss PHYLLIS
MONKMAN spoilt hers by a bad trick of

hunching her shoulders and waggling
her arms as if she were out for a
cake-walk on Monfcmartre.
There were touches of humour in

Mr. CUVILLIER'S tuneful music and in
the limited movements of the best-

tooking chorus that I have seen for a

long time.

As for the plot, it had at least the
merit of continuity and conformed to
the logic, seldom too severe, of this
kind of entertainment, as distinct from
the so-called revue. Nearly everything
was well within my intelligence, the
chief exception being the title ; for
never surely did a wild-goose chase
offer such easy sport. The birds were
just asking to be put into the bag.
I should myself have preferred, out
of compliment to the chorus, to call
the play

" Wild Ducks," only, of
course, IBSEN had been there before.
Not that this would have greatly trou-
bled an author who showed so little

regard for the proprietary rights of
AKISTOPHANES and Sir JAMES BARRIE.

WITCHES.
"
FINNS, they 're witches," said Murphy,"

'tis born in 'em maybe,
The same as fits an' freckles an" foller-

in' the sea,
An' ginger hair in some folks an'

likin' beer in me.
"
Finns, they 're witches," said Murphy," an' powerful strong ones too ;

They'll whistle a wind from nowhere
an' a storm out o' the blue

'Ud sink this here old hooker an' all
her bloomin' crew.

"Finns, they 're witches," said Murphy,
rubbing his hairy chin,

"An 1

some counts witchcraft bunkum,
an' some a deadly sin,

But there ain't no harm as I see in

standing well with a Finn."

_ C. F. S.

Our Cynical Press.
''Sir

, M.P., is leaving home for a
fortnight s rent." Scotch Paper.
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PROTECTION FROM BURGLARS.
FOR IPKAF, AM) OTHKIl HOMKS.

H AVISO SEEN THAT THE FRONT- DOOR AND THE PASSAGE SPRING-TRAP ADJUSTED AXD THE PATENT PROTECTIVE STAIR-CREAK

BUlliLAR ALARM-GONG IS IN WORKING TO A NICETY RECORDER IS SET TO THE RIGHT KEY
ORDER

\M> YOUR SYNCHRONISED WINDOW-CATCH
WARNING SYSTEM GEARED PKOPERLY

YOU CAN JUST GIVE A LOOK AT THE
MECHANISM CONTROLLING THE BUR-
GLAR CHLOROFORM SHOWER

ARRANGE YOUR BARBED-WinE-ENTAXGLE-
MENT RUG

RUS THROUGH YOUR JIU-JITSU EXERCISES
ACCORDING TO CHART

FIX YOCR INTERIOR BEDROOM-DOOR
DEFENCES

AXD GO TO BED.
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THE INCORRIGIBLE.
: was ;i sprightly youth

With ft passion
for the truth,

\Ylio, tin- other day, I'Ogan

His career as midshipman.
. not in the least degree

Vulgar ctiri isity

t'rging him to ask the reason

Why, hotli in and out of season ;

TV. as hut keenness; all he lacked

a saving sense of tact.

Once the Lieut, of Ernie's watch,

Dour, meticulous and Scotch,

Thought he'd show the timid snotty

(Newly joined) exactly what he

Wanted when inspecting men.

Closely Ernest watched, and thou

Said, saluting,
"

Sir, I note

Several creases in your coat,

And I see upon your trouser

Signs of paint-work; yet just now,

Sir,

Did you not think fit to blame

One poor man who had the same?"

Ere that outraged Lieut, replied

Suddenly our hero spied

Coming aft, his labours done,

Our benignant Number One

(Most abstemious is he,

And, in fact, a strict T.T.,

But it shows how Fate can blunder

No one could be rubicunder).

Ernest, after one swift glance,

Said,
" Excuse my ignorance,

But, Sir, can you tell me why
You are always red, while I,

Even when I drink a lot,

Only flush if lam hot?"

Just as Number One grew pale
And collapsed against the rail,

Striving grimly not to choke,
Ernest heard the busy Bloke

Calling loudly,
" Let her go !

"

To a seaman down below
;

" Fool ! the cutter 's bound to ram you,
Push the pinnace forrard,damn you !"

Ernest shook his youthful head
And he very gently said

Into his Commander's ear,
" You forget yourself, I fear.

May I ask what you would do
If I used that word to you ?

Is it worthy, Sir, of an
Officer and gentleman ?

"

Aft ran little Ernest, only
Pausing when ho saw a lonely
-Figure bright with golden lace
Who appeared to own the place.
"Ah!" thought Ernie, "I know you;
You're the luckless Captain who
(Though you hadn't then a beard)
Most unwillingly appeared
But a year ago or less

In the Illustrated Press."
"Tell me, Sir," the youngster cried,

Crossing to the Captain's side

Of the sacred quarterdeck
" How did you contrive the wreck

Of the cruiser you commanded
When she humped the beach and

stranded?"

You may say,
" He is so brave he

_

Ought some day' to rule the Navy."

Certainly ho ought, but still

I 'm afraid he never will ;

For they talked to him so gruffly

And they handled him so roughly

That, when ho was fit to drop
And the kindly Bloke said,

"
Stop!

Or you '11 make him even madder ;

Ho is wiser now and sadder,"

Ernest simply answered, "Ay, Sir,

You have made mo sad ;
but why,

Sir?"

^QUAM MEMENTO.
" I WONDER," said Mary for the third

time, "if we shall catch the tram at the

other end."

Calmness," I told her this for the

second time "
is the essence of com-

fortable travel. Meeting trouble half-

way
"

It isn't half-way," she said indig-

nantly.
" We 're nearly there."

We were on a bus whoso "route"
terminated some five miles from home,
which wo proposed to reach by a tram,

and, the hour being late, it was our

chances of catching a. car that were

worrying Mary.
Never get flurried;" I went on. " If

people would only go ahead calmly
and steadily . . . What causes half

our traffic congestion ? Flurry. What
makes it so difficult to move quickly in

the streets ? Flurry. What is it clogs
the wheels of progress everywhere?

"

" Don't tell me," she implored.
" Let

me guess. Flurry."

"Exactly," I said, and at this point
we reached our terminus. Two trams
were waiting, one behind the other,
some thirty yards away, and, as we
descended the stops of the bus, the bell

of the first one rang warningly. Mary
would have started running, but I

detained her.

"Flurrying again," I said indul-

gently.
" Here are two trams, but of

course you must have the first one,
however full it is," and I led her to-
wards the second. As I expected, it

was quite empty, and I was still using
it to point my moral when its conductor
began juggling with the pole. It was
then that I realised that, though on
the down linos, this car was going no
further. It was, in fact, turning round
for its journey back to London, while
in the distance the rear lights of our
last down tram seemed to wink a de-
risive farewell.

There was nothing for it but to go
ahead calmly and steadily, and we did

so. It was somewhere about the end

of the fourth mile that Mary asked

suddenly :

" What was it you said clogged the

wheels of progress everywhere?
"

"
Flurry," I said feebly.

"
Well, / think it 's blisters," she

said. ________^_
FILM NOTES.

THOSE who are still inclined to ques-
tion whether the cinema is to be re-

garded as a serious force in the realm

of Art should not only read the frequent
contributions to The Times and other

newspapers on this department of the

drama, but should bear in mind that

quite recently it has been stated that

both the Rev. SILAS K. HOCKING and
Mr. JACK DEMPSEY have taken part in

photo-plays. It cannot be doubted that

the peculiar talent required for making
the heart of the people throb is being
revealed in the most unlikely places.

* * *

If proof were needed that the art of

the film is a dangerous rival to that of

the stage, we would point to the five-

reel drama, The Call of the Thug, of

which a private trade view was given
last week. Miss Flora Poudray, who
is here featured her name is new to

us proves to be a screen actress of

superb gifts. We have seen nothing
quite so subtly perfect as her gesture
of dissent when the villain proposes
that he and she together should strangle
the infant heir to the millionaire woollen
merchant on the raft during the thun-

der-storm. Patrons of the cinema will

do well to look out for this delicate yet

moving passage. The film will be re-

leased as early as November, 1921.

"ME. BALFOUR ON OUR WAR
CRIMINALS LIST."

Daily Paper.

We simply can't believe it.

" The amount of coal available for home
consumption last year was 4,385 tons per
head of the population." Evening Paper.

Then somebody else must have collared

our share.
" LIVE STOCK AND PETS.

GENERAL, family 2
; liberal wages and out-

ings." Liverpool Paper.

The difficulty with "
pets

"
of this kind

is that they are hard to get and almost

impossible to keep.

" An Englishman usually finds it about as
difficult to produce ah R from his thoat as to

produce a rabbit from a, top-hat both feats

require practice." Provincial Paper.

In this case we fear it can't be done,
even with practice.
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MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
'Mrs. P.-W.S. (to P.-W.S., wlia lias been pulled off at a gale, consolingly), "NEVEB MIND, HENRY ; THE HUNTING SEASON is NEARLY

OVEH, AND YOU HAVE THE SATISFACTION OF KNOWING THAT YOU HAVE DONE YOUR DUTY IN THE STATION TO WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN
CALLED."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE publishers of Peter Jackson : Cigar Merchant (Ht'T-

CHINSON) seem in their announcements to be desperately
afraid lest anyone should guess it to be a War book. It is,

they suggest, the story of the flowering of perfect love

between two married folk who had drifted apart. It is

really an admirable epitome of the War as seen through
one pair of eyes and one particular temperament. I don't

recall another War novel that is so convincing. The almost

incredible confusions of the early days of the making of

K.'s army ; the gradual shaping of the great instrument ;

the comradeship of fine spirits and the intrigues of meaner;

leadership good and less good ; action with its energy,

glory and horror
;
reaction (with incidentally a most moving

analysis of the agonies of shell-shock and protracted neuras-

thenia) after the long strain of campaigning all this is

brought before you in the most vivid manner. Mr. GILBERT
FRANKAU writes with a fierce sincerity and with perhaps
the defects of that sincerity a bitterness against the non-

combatant which was not usual in the fighting-man, at

least when he was fighting; or perhaps it was only that

they were too kind then to say so. Also as "one of us
"

he is'a little overwhelmed by the sterling qualities of the

rank-and-file qualities which ought, he would be inclined to

assume, to be the exclusive product of public-school pi.-ying-

fields. I haven't said that Peter Jackson gave up cigars and

cigarettes for the sword, and beat that into a plough-

share for a small-holding when the War was done. A jolly

interesting book.

I found the arrangement of The Clintons and Others

(COLLINS) at first a little confusing, because Mr. ARCHIBALD
MARSHALL, instead of keeping his Clinton tales consecutive,
has mixed them democratically with the Others. Our first

sight of the family (and incidentally the most agreeable

thing in the volume) is provided by
"
Kencote," a brightly-

coloured and engaging anecdote of Eegency times, and of

the plucking of an honoured house from the ambiguous
patronage of the First Gentleman in Europe. I found this

delightful, spirited, picturesque and original. Thence we

pass to the Others, to the theme (old, but given here with a

pleasant freshness of circumstance) of maternal craft in

averting a threatened mesalliance, to a study of architecture

in its effect upon character, to a girls' school tale; finally
to the portrait of a modern Squire Clinton, struggling to

adjust his mind to the complexities of the War. This

last, a character-study of very moving and sympathetic
realism, suffers a little from a defect inherent in one of Mr.
MARSHALL'S best qualities, his gift for absolutely natural

dialogue. The danger of this is that, as here in the bed-

room chatter of the Squire's daughters, his folk are apt to

repeat themselves, as talk does in nature, but should not

(I suppose) in art. Still this is a small defect in a book
that is sincere in quality and convincingly human in effect.

The Clintons and Others is certainly miles away from the

collections of reprinted pot-boilers that at one time brought
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books of short stories into poor repute. Mr. MARSHALL

and Others (a select band) will rapidly correct this by giving

us in small compass work equal to their own best.

Shuttered Doors (LANK) is what you might call a third-

aml-fourth-generation story one of those books, so rightly

devastating to the skipper, in which the accidental turning
of two pages together is quite liable to involve you with

the great-grandchildren of the couple whose courtship you
have bsen perusing. Observe that I was careful to say the
" accidental

"
turning, though I can picture a type of reader

who might soon be fluttering the pages of Shuttered Doors

in impatient handfuls. The fact is that Mrs. WILLIAM HICKS
BEACH has here written what is less a novel than a treatise,

tasteful, informed and sympathetic, on county life and
manners and houses. The last of these themes especially
has an undisguised fascination for her. When Aletta, the

chief heroine, was left pots of money by a Dutch uncle (who
was so far from filling his proverbial role that he hardly
talked at all) she spent it and her enthusiasm, indeed her

existence, iu restoring two variously dilapidated mansions

Graythorpes, her husband's home, and Duller Place, left

her by an appreciative aunt. When not thus employed she
would be reading a paper on
Homes (given here in extenso),
or comparing those of other

persons with her own. I don't

want you to get the impres-
sion that Shuttered Doors is

precisely arid ; it is too full of

ideas and vitalities for that;
but it does undoubtedly de-

mand a special kind of reader.

Incidentally, Mrs. HICKS
BEACH should revise her chron-

ology. For Aletta, who was
married at twenty-eight au<J

died at sixty-two, to have had
at that time a grandson on
the staff of the Viceroy of

India, he must have received
his appointment before the age of fifteen which even in
these experimental days sounds a little premature.

In Memories of a Marine (MUKBAY) Major-General Sir

GEORGE ASTON records for us, cosily and anecdotally, a life

spent in service, not only of the active kind in Egypt and
South Africa hut also as a Staff College Professor, and,
more intriguingly, as an expert in Secret Intelligence in

the cloisters of Whitehall or up and down the Mediterranean.
If his book is not so sensational iu the matter of revelations
as the current fashion requires, it has a restful interest all

its own, varied here and there with some very attractive
stories. To give just one example, the author, when setting
out to co-ordinate the work of various authorities in a
certain harbour, found a signal buoy, a torpedo station, a
fixed mine and a boom, each under separate control, all in-

cluded in the defences. But the torpedo could not be
launched unless the buoy were first cleared away, and the

mine, if fired, would blow up the boom. One would have
welcomed more of this sort of tiling, for the truth is that
even restfulness may be overdone and discretion become
almost too admirable. Occasionally too the writer enlarges
a little on well, he enlarges a little, as anyone would with
half his provocation. Still, for all comrades of his service,
at any rate, every word lie has written will be of interest;
and perhaps he does not really mind so much about the

general public, though he has
had the good sense to crown
his work with an apposite
quotation from Punch.

"COME AWAY, EOBEBT. YOU DON'T SUPPOSE THEY PUT
CHEESE IN THEBE JUST FOB FUN AT TWO SHILLINGS A POUND?"

Do not allow yourself to be misled by the fact that the
trait on the paper cover of Maureen (JENKINS) does I

drnit, remarkably suggest a lady whose mission in life'is
e advertisement of complexion soap. You probably know

already that the methods of Mr. PATRICK MACQILL are made
f sterner stuff. This "

Story of Donegal," which I have
no intention of giving in detail, is the history of the course

true love in an Irish village, full of types which, I dare
ay, are

realistically observed; verbose in places to an
t infuriating degree (not till page 61 does the heroine

o much as put her nose round the scenery), but vvorkin- up
climax of considerable power. Maureen, I need hal-dlv

ay, was as fair aa moonrise, but suffered from the draw-
ick of an irregular origin, which took the poor girl a great

fh Tg
,

d Wn
;

N
-

r lleed l SPecify th fact ^at mosthe male characters in the district are soon claimants forhand. Eeally this is the plot. Havino betrayed so
niuch, however, nothing shall persuade me to expose the

the villa

P
in

e

com!
his

courtship,

The Specials (

is the story of the Metropo
litan Special Constabulary,
and it would have been a
thousand pities if it had not
been told. Colonel W. T.
EEAY'S book will stand as a

record of invaluable service

performed by a devoted body
of men, service for which the
whole nation and London in

particular has every reason
to be grateful. If I understand

Colonel EEAY rightly he doesn't wish bouquets to be thrown
at the Specials, but ho would not, I think, discourage me
from saying that they performed dangerous and ticklish
work with unfailing resource and tact. All of us know
that they desire no other reward for their services than the
satisfaction of having done their duty ; but our gratitude
demands to be heard

; and I for one take this occasion to

trumpet forth the "All clear" signal with feelings of
affectionate pride.

If By WaV of Bohemia (SKEFFINGTON) is a fair sample of
Mr. MARK ALLERTON'S work I have been missing a- number
of very readable stories. His hero, Hugh Kelvin, a journalist
(they must be rare) who had no very good conceit of him-
self, married a barmaid, and she ran his house as if it were
a third-class drinking saloon. She was one of those women
who for want of a better word we call impossible; but she
found Hugh as

unsatisfactory as he found her. In the cir-
cumstances the union had to be dissolved, and, although I
suspect Mr. ALLERTON'S tongue of being very near his cheek
when he contrived Hugh's escape from a life of sordid

wry, I admit that his solution of the difficulty is cleverly
'Id. And after all, coincidences do happen in real li e

it would be unfair to Providence to suppose that they
J not put there for a useful purpose.

" Gentleman washes to be received as Paying Gucst."-Daify rarer.
k. very proper preliminary.
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A i: TNATIC who recently escaped from

nit asylum was eventually recaptured
in a large dancing-hall in the \\r-t

End. The fact that lie \v:is waltzing

divinely and keeping perfect time with

tlio music aroused the other dancers'

suspicions and led to his recapture.

The latest type of Tank, Mr. WINSTON
Ciirucinr.r, informed the House <>t

Commons, weighs thirty tons and can

pass over a brick without crushing it.

It is said to ho modelled on the Pro-

fiteering Act. .. ...

The proposal of tlio HOMP, Si:< -

ui'TMiY to add fifty per cent, to taxi-cab

fares and abolish the initial charge
of sixpence is said to

find favour both with

owners and drivers.

The men in particular
have always chafed at

the necessity of mess-

ing about with small

silver.
,,.

...

*
'

Much sympathy is

felt locally for the man
who in the excitement

cau'-ed by the declara-

tion of the poll at Pais-

ley lost his corkscrew.
* ':

*
"The ex-Kaiser was

responsible for the

W.ir," says the Koln-

Zcitmuj. Our
Huslt - hush Depart-
ment seems to have

grown very lax of late.
* *

A welcome case of judicial sympathy
is reported from West London. It ap-

pears that a Society lady charged with

shop-lifting pleaded that she was the
sole support of two kennel-ridden pood-
les, and was immediately dischar"ed.V
The Press reports the existence of

miles and miles of war-material in huge
dumps near Calais and Boulogne. Wai-
Office officials, we hear, are greatly
relieved, as they have been trying for

several months to remember where

they had left the stuff.

*.,.*

A lady with small capital would like

to meet another similarly situated, with
a view to the joint purchase of a reel

of thread. ...

"'*
'

At Jerusalem a tree has been uprooted
whose fall is locally believed to presage
the destruction of the Turkish Empire.
It is only fair to the tree to point out
that if it had known of this it would

probably, like the Government, have

changed ils mind at the last minute.

" One of the problems of civilixed

humanity,
1

'

s;iys a writer in The llnilii

Mnil, "is the avoidance of pain-pro-
ducing elements in ordinary diet.''

Nowadays it is impossible to eat even
so simple a thing as a boiled egg in a

restaurant without the risk of being
stung. %

The identity of the gentleman who,
under the initial* " A. G.,

11

recently
advertised in the Press for the thyroid
gland of Proteus diplomttiit-Ht remains
unrevealed.

It appeirs that the Government
have undertaken not to engage in

' HAVE YOU ANY EU HATS ?

any mere war with the Bolshevists,
if they, for their part, will endeavour
to quell the peace which is still raging.

"
Englishmen will never forget

America," says a Service paper. For
ourselves we had hoped that the

American bacon affair was closed.
*

.
*

A burglar broke into a barrister's

chambers in the Temple last week. We
understand that he got away without

having any money taken off him.
*

.

*

A woman who said she had bad six

husbands asked a London magistrate
to grant her a separation. It is sup-

posed that she is breaking up her col-

lection.
:;

. +

Owing to the thick fog experienced
in London last week several daylight

hold-ups were unavoidably postponed.
:;: *

With the present fashion in ladies'

wear many owners of beautiful brooches

are in the unhappy position of having
nothing to attach them to.

In order to raise funds for the build-

ing of a new church -porch in a Bir-

mingham parish a member of tlio

committee suggested the sale of small

flags in the street. Struck by tin-

originality of this novel idea tiic chair-

man agreed to go into the matter in

order to see if it was practicable.
'

*
"

A farmer writing from Bridgnorth,
Salop, to a daily paper states that he
lias a tame fox which guards the house
at night and shepherds the sheep l>v

day. We understand that the Dogs'
Trade Union takes a serious view of tin-

whole matter, hut is not without hope
of being able to avert a strike.

* *

The real value of co-

operation was illustrat-

ed the other day on the

Underground Kailway
when a lady complained
that a straphanger was

standing on her foot.

Word was immediately
passed down the car-

riage, with the result

that by a combined

swaying movement in

one direction the of-

fender was enabled to

remove his foot.

It is estimated that

three hundred and forty
thousand persons made
fortunes out of the War.
Of these it is only fair

to say that the number
who actually encouraged the War to hap-

pen are few. The vast majority simply
allowed it to come along and do its worst.

:;. *

The Corporation of London made IH

on the sale of waste paper in the

year 1919-1920, as compared with over

9000 in the year 1918-1919. It looks

as if in the last-named year the Cor-

poration was in communication with a

Government Department.V
" Why will not Scotsmen eat eels ?

asks The Manchester Guardian. Wo
cannot say, but we have always under-

stood that the attitude is reciprocal.

The Post-War Hero.

It was a stainless patriot, who could

not bear to fight
For England the oppressor, or own

that she was right;
But when the War was over, to show

bis martial breed,
He shot down three policemen and

made a woman bleed.

VOL. cr.vin.
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PAISLEY TO THE RESCUE OF
THE COALITION.

(The PIUMI: Mis 1*11:1: to Mi: A .syrm/).

\V i i,COME, for Old Long Since's sake,

Home to your ancient seat !

It needed only this to make

My cup of joy complete ;

The weary waiting time is past;
The yawning vacuum is mended;

And hero we have you back at last

Oh, UEUHKKT, this is splendid !

As one whoso wisdom overflows

With human nature's lore,

You know theyMnake the keenest foes

\Vlio have been friends before;

We loved as only Liberals do

Until their rival sabres rattle

And Greek joins Greek (like ine and

you)
Then is the tug of battle.

As an old Parliamentary hand
Familiar with the ropes,

Those perils you will understand
With which a Premier copes

Whose big battalions run to seed,

Having indulged a taste for slacking,
And let their muscles moult for need
Of foemen worth the whacking.

Such was my case. By habit's use

They still obeyed the whip,
But loyal zeal grew limp and loose

And things were left to rip ;

I had no hope to stay the rot

And fortify their old affections

(Save for the stimulus they got
From losing by-elections).

Daily I took, to keep me fit,

My tonic in The Times ;

Daily recovered tone and grit

Beading about my crimes ;

But one strong foe is what we lack
To put us on our best behaviour ;

That 's why in you I welcome back
The Coalition's saviour. 0. S.

AUCTION IN THE SPACIOUS TIMES.
" IT is Our Royal pleasure to will and

declare one diamond," said the VIRGIN
QUEEN, when the Keeper of the Privy
Purse had arranged her hand for her.
Sir WALTER RALEIGH, who sat on her
left, was on his feet in a twinkling.
"Like to like, 'twas ever thus," be
murmured, bowing low to his Sovereign.
"I crave leave to call two humble
clubs, as becometli so mean a subject
of Your Majesty." It is not known
whether his allusion to the QUEEN'S call
was intended to refer to the diamond
rings upon II KU MAJESTY'S fingers or to
the scintillating glint in HER MAJESTY'S
eyes, but she inclined her head graci-
ously in acknowledgment of his re-
marks before turning to her partner." What say you, my Lord of LEICES-

TER ?
"
she asked. " Wilt support a poo

weak woman?" His Lordship, how

ever, looked down his noble nose an-

said nothing for quite a long time. H
found himself, to use a vulgar phrase, i:

the consommt. His hand contained th

ace, king and six other spades, nothin;

to write home about in hearts or clubs

and one small diamond. To take froir

his partner the right to play the ham
would be the act of a fool the mer

thought made him raise a hand to hi

neck as though to assure himself of it:

continuity. Even failure to suppor
her call would be looked on as un

gallant, if nothing worse.
" How now, sirrah '? Art sleeping in

Our presence ?
"
prompted the

sharply.
The EARL swallowed noisily once or

twice, just to show that he was awake
and then plunged.

" An it please you, Madam, two

diamonds," he muttered, with but

sorry show of his habitual arrogance.
" Double !

"
said Sir FRANCIS DRAKE

in crisp seamanlike tones, whereat the

Earl of LEICESTER was seen to fumble
for the hilt of his rapier.

"
Stay, my Lord," his liege com

manded
;

"
'tis true the Knight hath left

his manners in Devonshire, or on the

Spanish main mayhap, but keep your
brawl for an hour and place more fitting.
We redouble."

A momentary silence followed the

QUEEN'S discourse, cut short by the un-
couth ejaculation

" "Ods fish !

"
which

escaped from Sir FRANCIS apparently
without his consent. He embarked oft

an apology at once, based on the fact

that he was but an honest sailor
; but,

meeting with no encouragement, he

gave it up and fell to sucking his teeth.
Sir WALTER meanwhile made good

use of the interval to perfect a flower of

speech signifying, in a manner worthy
a courtier of his reputation, that he
was content. His effort drew from the
QUEEN a glance as nearly approaching
the "glad eye" as any that august
spinster was ever known to dispense.
The Laird of Kenilworth announced
that he also was content; but historians
should accept the statement with re-
serve. Sir FRANCIS either wasn't sure
whether the rules of the game allowed
him to double again, or else had just
enough tact not to do so. The game
then proceeded.

Sir WALTER led the ace of clubs.
The appearance of the noble lord's

solitary little diaiflbnd, as he laid down
his hand, was greeted by a loud hic-

cough, from the old salt, and the QUEEN
herself was only saved from swooning
by the timely administrations of a pa<*e
with a ilask of sal-volatile.

When, fourth in hand, she trumped

the honest sailor's ace, her partner had
the hardihood to make conventional

inquiry as to whether she had any
clubs. HER MAJESTY uttered in reply
the one dreadful word, "Treason," thus

avoiding with true statesmanship any
direct answer to the question, and in-

dicating clearly her opinion of his two
diamond call. The Keeper of the

Privy Purse shot out a lean hand and

gathered in the trick.

With the help of the ace of spades
in dummy, the ace of hearts in her own
hand, and a discriminating use of her

Royal prerogative in the matter of fol-

lowing suit, all went well until the odd
trick had been won. After that, how-
ever, Sir FRANCIS, who had not doubled
without good reason, proceeded to deal
out six diamonds, led by the ace, king and

queen. His partner unwisely allowed
his feelings to get the better of him.
" As WILL SHAKSPEAHE hath it," he
observed with unction, "'now is the
winter of our discontent made glorious
summer "but stopped on a sudden,
with ears and scalp twitching horribly." Ho without ! Summon the guard !

"

roared the last of the Tudors.and imme-
diately an N.C.O. and six private beef-

eaters appeared on the scene. "Convey
3ur compliments to the Governor of
,he Tower," she continued, addressing
,he N.C.O. ,

" and bid him confine the
Earl of LEICESTER during Our pleasure.
Vly Lord," she added, turning to her
uckless partner," 'twere well, methinks,
you should have leisure in which to
effect on the folly of trifling with a
woman."

It is greatly to the EARL'S credit that
at this point he made strenuous endea-
vours to surrender his sword in accord-
ance with the drill-book, but as it re-
used to come out of its scabbard he
vas obliged to unbutton the frog from
lis belt and hand over the weapon
complete with leather gear. This for-

mality achieved, he was led away to
lurance vile.

SirFRANCis.poor fellow, fared scarcely
>etter than the Earl. "

Begone to sea,
sir Knight," hissed the QUEEN ;

"
may-

lap the Dons will teach .you more be-

.oming manners. Begone, I say, and
ook to 't your ships return not empty,
Ise shall you not receive payment of
irour winnings."
Sir FRANCIS went.

^
A glance at the pitiable condition of

Sir WALTER caused HER MAJESTY'S
eart to soften somewhat. "Come, Sir,"
he cooed,

" an arm, prithee, and We
vill seek a place where you may read
o Us the mummings of this strange
ard, WILL SHAKSPEARTS."
Sir WALTER at once regained control

f his nerve-centres and escorted HER
IAJESTY from the painful scene.
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THE ELUSIVE PEST.

JOHN BULL. " GOT HIM !

"

THE PROFITEER. "1 DON'T THINK!
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Patient. " AND YOU REALLY THINK THESE is NOTHING WBONO WITH MY EYESIGHT ?
'

Oculist. "NOTHING AT ALL. PERFECTLY NORMAL."

Patient. "AH, THEN IT MUST BE THE WAY I'VE BEEN HOLDING MY PUTTEB."

GEORGE AND THE COW-DRAGON.

THE "
rockerty

-

tockerty
- tock

"
re-

frain of the carriage-wheels belosv me
changed into a jarring whine as the
train came to a full stop. I looked out
on a dim-lit platform which seemed to
be peopled only by a squad of milk-
cans standing shoulder to shoulder like
Noah's Ark soldiers.

As the engine shrieked and plunged
into its collar again the door was
jerked open and a man projected him-
self into the carriage and, opening the
window so that the compartment was
Hooded with cold air, leaned out and
resumed his conversation with a friend
till the train bore him out of shouting
range. He then pulled up the window,
trod on my foot, sat on my lap and
eventually came to rest on the seat

opposite me.
It was a small man, red of head and

wight of eye. He wore his cap at the
jack of his head, so as to exhibit to an
admiring world a carefully

- cultured
curl of the "

quiff
"
variety, which was

nastered across his forehead with a
great expenditure of grease. His tie
vas a ready-made bow of shot-colours,

red, green, blue and purple, and from
his glittering watch-chain hung many
fanciful medals, like soles upon a lino.

" Brother-in-law to me," he remarked,
jerking his thumb towards the back-

rushing lights of Exeter.
" Who ?

"
I inquired.

" That young feller I was talking to

just now. Didn't you see mo talking
to a young feller ?

"

"Oh, yes, I believe I did hear you
talking to somebody.""

Well, him. Married a sister to me,
so he's my brother-in-law, ain't he ?

"

"
Certainly."

"
Well, you 're wrong then. He 's

only a half-brother-in-law, because she
is only a half-sister to me, her ma
marrying my old man. Understand? "

I said I did and pulled up my rug as
a signal that I was going to sleep and
the conversation was at an end.

"
Anyhow, whatever he is, he 's good

enough for her."
I remarked that that was most sat-

isfactory and closed my eyes.
He drew -out a yellow packet of

cigarettes, selected one and held them
in my direction. I declined and again
closed my eyes.

"
Very good, please yourself, it 's one

more for little Willie. All I can say is

that you're foolish not taking a good
fag when it don't cost you nothing.
You don't catch me refusing a free fag
even when I don't want to smoke. 1

takes it and puts it in my cap for when
I do. Pounds I 've saved that way,
pounds and pounds."
He lit his limp tube of paper and

mystery, stamped out the match and
spat deliberately on the floor.

"See me do that?"
I nodded with as much disgust as I

could contrive.

"Know what them notices say I can
get for that ? Fined or imprisoned."
He paused for me to marvel at his

daring.
" Think I 'm mad to take risks like

that, don't cher ? Well, I aren't neither.

They couldn't catch me out, not they."
He brushed some ash off his lap on

to mine and winked sagely."
Suppose the guard was to come in

here and start fining and imprisoning
me for it, do you know what I 'd do ?
I 'd swear you did it."

" But I should deny it," I retorted

hotly.
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"Of course you would, old claim,

and I shouldn't blame you neither, but

you wouldn't stand no chance against,

me" bo leaned forward and tapped
mo on tlieknoe as though to emphasize
his words "I could lieyour life away."

lie sank back in his seat, his face

aglow with conscious superiority. The

clamour of the wheels increased as if

they were live things burning with the

fever of some bloodthirsty hunt.

"Firing her up," said the red man;

'always racing time, these passenger

wagons. It's a dog's life and nobloom-

ing error." He prodded my foot with

his. "I said '

it 's a dog's "life and no

error.'
"

"What is?" I growled.

"Engine-driving, of course. I'm on

the road myself. Goods-pushing jusi

now, but I've been on the expresses off

and on, though it don't suit me too

much flaring hurry."
He rattled off into technicalities of

his trade, embroidered with tales cf

hair-bristling adventures and escapes.
"
Yes, old chum, there 's more in our

trade than what most fat-headed pas-

sengers thinks. As long as an accident

don't occur they don't know what

trouble we've been to avoiding of it.

I 'vo a good mind to give 'em a smash-

up now arid again just to teach 'em

gratitood. F' instance, me and me
mate was running a local down Ilfra-

comho way last week when what d'you
think we runned into?

"

" Ilfracombe?
"

I hazarded sleepily.
" An old cow ! Now what d' you

think of that ?
"

" It was so much the worse for the

coo," I quoted.
"What say?"
" It was so much the worse for the

cow."
" Worse for the cow ?

"

" So GEOKGK STEPHEN-SON said, and

he invented the locomotive and ought
to know, you '11 admit."

The little man stared at me, his

mouth open ; for once he seemed bereft

of words. We had slowed to a mo-

mentary stop in a small station anc

pulled out again before he regainec
control of his tongue, then he broke

loose.
" No, I don't admit it neither.

"

don't care if your friend George inveutec

the moon, he talks like a fool, and you
can tell him so from me."

" I can't, unfortunately ; he 's
'

" A chap that talks disrespectful an

ignorant of cows like that didn't oughte
be allowed to live. A cow is one o

the worstest things you can run u

against. I 'd rather run into a row o

brick houses than one of them nast

leathery old devils; and you can ban
the information to your churn George.

nolnnson. "It's ABOUT TIME YOU CHAPS STARTED TO DO SOMETHING. HARD
HJEVER KILLED ANYBODY."

Mendicant. "You ARE MISTAKEN, Sin. I LOST THREE WIVES THROUGH IT."

" I tell you I can't ; ho 's
"

" Ask any driver or fireman on the

road, and if he don't slip you one with

a shovel for your withering ignorance
he '11 tell you just what I 'm telling you
now. Yes, you and your funny friend."

" Look here, GEORGE STEPHENSON
has been

"

" Let your funny friend try running
into a cow just for 'spenrnent. Just

let him try it once. They tangle up in

your bogies, all slippery bones and

hide, slither along with you a yard or

two, and the next thing you know is

you 're over an embankment and your

widder is putting in for insurance. Tell

your pal George from me."

The brakes ground on and the lights

of a station flickered past the windows.
" My gosh !

"
exclaimed the red-

headed man, springing to his feet,
" this is Cullumpton, and I ought to

have got out at the station before." He
wrestled with the door-handle. "And
it's all through sitting here listening
to your everlasting damfool chatter

about you and your friend George."
" Who died forty years before I was

born," said I.
" Good night."

PATLANDKn.
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WIZARDS: KLINGSOR AND ANOTHER.
-.\NOTHKH Ptirsifitl ought to lio written from the angle

,,f HI who was an (lightened Arabian, physician

,.!id probably A Q .. . Tho Knights, and

ler with them, call him a wizard, which was a crude

medieval way of
'

shinning
'

any man who preferred
know-

:itiou."

This rr narkublo uUerance hy the musical critic of The

An/// M.iil in the issue of February 25th has created a

. in the political
world fully equal to that caused

by the announcement of Mr. AsyriTH's return for Paisley,

ic circles have also been deeply moved.

1'Hii.ir S\SM>O.\, Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S new seere

lary, interviewed by our representative, said that the

tribute to his chief was all the more welcome considering

ircc. His only criticism was that, instead of calling

the charge of wiza dry a "crude mediaeval" mode of invec-

tive, he should prefer to style it an ultra-modern applica-
tion of the art of obloquy.

Sir OLIVEU LODGE, in a wireless message from Now York,

entirely approved of The Daily Mail's reading of KLING-

KOK'S character. He was clearly a scientist and a spiritualist

of remarkable attainments. The defection of Kundnj to

the side of the- Knights was a sad instance but not with-

out modern parallels of the unrelenting pressure exerted

on weak women by the zealots of orthodoxy.
Mr. A. 13. WALKLKY said that he had long suspected

KLINGSOR of being a crypto-Aristoteliau, but the arguments
of the writer in The Daily Mail had converted his suspic-
ion to a certainty. He proposed to deal with the matter
more fully in an imaginary dialogue between KLINGSOR and
Sir OSWALD STOLL (who was a devout follower of HERBERT
SPEXCEB) which would shortly appear in The Times.

Mr. DEVANT professed himself delighted with the vindi-

cation of KLINGSOR, who was undoubtedly, like ROGER
BACO^, a first-rate conjurer, far in advance of his time, and
with limited resources was yet capable of producing illusions

which would not have disgraced the stage of St. George's
Hall.

The Archbishop of CANTERBURY excused himself from

pronouncing a definite opinion on the subject, but pointed
out that it would doubtless come within the purview of the

inquiry into Spiritualism undertaken by high clerical

authority.
Mr. JACOB EPSTEIN made the gratifying announcement

iliat he was engaged on a colossal statue of Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE in the character of the modern Merlin. His treat-
ment might not commend itself to the leaders of Noncon-
ormity in Wales, but his own artistic conscience was clear,
xnd he felt lie could count on the benevolent sympathy of
tbo Northcliffe Press.
The Editor of The Times strongly demurred to the state-

ment that KLINGSOH was an Arabian. The great authorityon KUNOSOR was the anonymous thirteenth-century epic
poem on Lolwujrin, the father of Parsifal, and he had no
doubt (1) that the author was either a Czeeho-Slovak or a
Yugo-Slav; (2) that KLINOSOH, as the etymology suggested,was of the latter race. In these circumstances the attempt
to establish an affinity between Mr. LLOYD GEORGE and
KLINGKOR was nothing short of an outrage, which miht
have disastrous results on our relations with the new Stales
of Central Europe.

Mr. J. MAYNAKD KEY.NBJ observed that the character-
tion of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, implicit in the defence of

KLINOSOR made by the musical critic of The Daily Mcil
indirectly confirmed his own impressions. It was true that
the PHKMIER did not phybically resemble an Arab sheikh
ami his knowledge of medicine, science or philosophy to

say nothing of geography, was decidedly jejune, but the sad

case of President WILSON made it all too clear that he was

capable of exerting a hypnotic influence on his colleagues.

Mr. KEYNES did not think Mr. LLOYD GEORGE was an

Aristotelian ;
he preferred to consider him an unconscious

Pragmatist. This view he proposed to develop in his

forthcoming volume on the Subliminal Conscience of

Nonconformity. .

TO JAMES (MULE* WHO HAS PLAYED ME FALSE.

M.IMV mules are appearing upon the streets of London ami arc

sliov.im; an extraordinary and unexpected docility amidst the traffic.]

James, when I note your air supremely docile,

Your well-fed look of undisturbed content

(Doubtless you find this land an adipose isle

After lean time's on active service spent),
I do not join with those who hymn your praises
For calmness mid tho turmoil of the town

;

I find myself consigning you to blazes

James, you have let me down.

For I am one who, after having striven,
A hero (vide Press) though far from bold,

Has come back home and, naturally, given
Artistic touches to the tales he 's told ;

The Transport was my scene of martial labours
;

That was the section where I saw it through ;

And I have told astonied friends and neighbours
Some lurid yarns of you.

You are the theme I have been wont to brag on
;

I 've told how you, my now innocuous moke,
Would chew the tail-board off a G.S. wagon
By way of mere plaisanterie (or joke) ;

Dubbed you most diabolical of ragers,
A rampant hooligan, a fetid tough,

A thing without respect for sergeant-majors
That is to say, hot stuff.

Full many a fair young thing I 've seen displaying
'

A sympathetic pallor on her cheek
And wonder in her eye, when I 've been sayingHow almost every day in Salouique
You jazzed with me on brinks of precipices ;

But when I talk to-day they cannot fail

To think of you in town and murmur, "-This is

A likely sort of tale."

To take, without one thought of evil plotting,
Even without one last protesting kick,

Thus kindly to somnambulistic trotting
Oh, James, old pal, it was a dirty trick

;

To show the yarns I 'd told of you and written
(In letters home) were not entirely swank

At very least, I think, you might have bitten
The policeman at the Bank.

Boat Race "Intelligence."
"The Oxford University crew arrived at Henley vest- rdav for a

reek s practice. The Cambridge president, Mr. E A BerrisfTd
iccompamed the crew as spare man." Provincial Paper.

'The Government,
saidJMr. Bom^Law, had not received anyutimatioii from the Netherlands Government that Holland had

decided to keep the ex-Kaiser in Curacoa." Evening Standard.
Good news for Mr. PUSSYFOOT.

ESSEX and SUSSEX BORDERS.-TO be Let, well-built Mansion,
iu ono o the finest parts of thl*

But it must be rather a nuisance to cross tho Thames every
-imo you want to go from the Essex to the Sussex win".
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MANNERS AND MODES.

TYPICAL COSTUME FOB AN EARNEST WORKER IN THE CAUSE OF CHARITY.
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SUZANNE S BANKING ACCOUNT.

"Tin M: want paying." said Sti/iinno

iis she bounced into iny nominally sacred

iicii at :i s! rictly prohibited hour. There-

with .-.ho thrust a ilnssii'r of tradesmen's

bills into inv feebly-resisting hands, and

Icing wont an idea I had been tenderly

nursing since breakfast.

I Jut I can't spend the rest of the

morning writing cheques," 1 protested.
1 'n i just now on ii most im-

portant article."
" With your eyes shut," commented

synopsis is attached," said Suzanne.

"They're mostly small items; for in-

stance, Madame Pillby she 's the little

dressmaker round the corner, you know ;

though why an all-British spinster

should call herself
' Madame

'

I can't im-

agine five-and-fourpence- ha'penny."
" Suzanne, I will not write a cheque

for five-and-fourpence-ha'peuny ! Are

they all like that ?
"

" The biggest is two guineas ; that 's

what it cost to have my last dance-hat

altered to your specifications, because

you said it tickled your nose.
'

There

morning settling your miserable little

bills. What we '11 do is this : you shall

have your own banking-account, and in

future you can write your own cheques
as long as the Bank will stick it."
"
Oil, how perfectly splendid !

"
cried

Suzanne. " I 've always wanted to havo
a cheque-book of my own, but Father

thought it unsexing. Do let's go and
take out the licence at once."

The precious hour of fertilisation was
already wasted, so there and then I

escorted Suzanne to the Bank. At my
demand we were ushered into tho

BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.
^?? XHIBITED BY AN AUTHOR WHILE HAVING ONE OP HIS NOVELS FILMED IS UTILISED BY

.NT MANAGER OF THE FILM COMPANY FOR A NEW "THREE-REEL COMIC," ENTITLED "HOWALlJiUKh \VORK."

Suzanne, stooping to a grossly unfair
nsinuation. " I must tell Cook to make
he breakfast coffee stronger in future ;

then you might manage to
"

" Look here, Suzanne, you 've been
married to me long enough to know
my methods of work. I can't begin an
article until I Vo got the whole thing
shaped in my mind, and to do that I
must shut out everything else."

Especially your wife, I suppose.
I won't stay. You 've got all the

)ills there; but don't start writing the
.heques till you

'

ve got them well shaped
n your mind."
"But what on earth does all this

mass of accounting literature repre-
ent ?

"
I asked.

"For tho benefit of new readers a

are seventeen of them in all bills, not
hats; total, twelve pounds fifteen shil-

lings and elevenpence three farthings,
pa-pa."

" I '11 tell you what I 'in going to do,"
I said. "I 'm going to advertise in the
Personal Columns of the papers that I
will not be responsible for payment of

any debts incurred by my wife under
the sum of one pound. That '11 stop
this half-crown cheque nuisance. Why
don't you go out and buy yourself a
packet of assorted postal-orders ?

"

" I did once ; but I got in with a nice
long list just before closing-time, and
there was very nearly a riot on both
sides of the counter."

"Well, anyhow, this sort of thing
has got to stop ; I can't waste all tho

Manager's room,whore we were received
with, a courtesy only too obviously
tempered by the suspicion that I had
come to suggest an overdraft On my
explaining our errand, however, tho

Manager's features relaxed their tense-

ness, and as I wrote the cheque that

brought Suzanne's account into a sordid
world he even attempted a vein of

fatherly benediction.
" Now we shall require a specimen

of the lady's signature," he said as he
produced an amazingly obese ledger
and indicated where Suzanno was to

sign her name. "Eemove the glove,
please," he added hastily.

"Just like old times in the vestry,"
said Suzanne to me in a whisper. Then
sho wrote her name" Suzanne Disiree
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Drown. "WHAT DID THEY GIVE OLD SLOWCOMBE THE O.B.E. FOB?''

Jones. "THE 'OTHER BEGGARS' ENERGY,' I IMAGINE."

Beverloy Trump!ngton-Jones
"

all of

it. By the time she had finished she
had trespassed into several columns
reserved for entirely different uses. The

Manager surveyed the effect with con-

sternation.

"Enther a long name, isn't it ?
"
he

asked diffidently.
" I was only wonder-

ing if our cheque-forms would accommo-
date it all."

"
Well, I 'in not really responsible for

it all," she replied. "TheTrumpington-
Tones part is the more or less permanent
result of a serious accident when I was
little more than a child. But I might
shorten it a bit. 1 sometimes answer
to the name of Soozles, but I suppose
that would only do for really intimate

cheques. How would '
S. Beverley

T.-.Toues
'

do ? I shouldn't like to lose

the '

Beverley
'

as it 's a kind of family
heirloom, and I always use it, even when
1 'in writing to the sweep."

1 edged away to the window and left

them to settle the signature question
among themselves.
"And what kind of cheques would

yon like ' Order
'

or ' Bearer "?
"

I

next hoard the Manager asking.
" Show me some patterns, please,"

commanded Suzanne.
On the wall was a frame containing

a number of different cheque varieties,
to which her attention was directed.

"Haven't you any other colours?"
she asked. " I thought a black anil-

yellow cheque would be rather becom-

ing ; but don't bother about it if it 's

not in stock."

She ended by taking one book of blue
and one of purple cheques, and with
these and a paying-in-book (which she
said would do so nicely for spills) we
at last departed. From behind the
closed door of the private office I dis-

tinctly heard a prolonged sigh of relief.

A few days later I came upon Suzanne

sitting at her writing-table and examin-

ing a cheque with a mystified air.
"
Anything wrong?

"
I asked.

" I don't quite know," she replied.
" I sent Angela this cheque the other

day to pay for my ticket for the Law-
Courts' Revel, and she says the Bank
people have returned it to her. And
it's marked 'E. D.' in red ink. Who
is

' B. D.' ?
"

" He 's the gentleman who censors

cheques ; and he has a way of dis-

qualifying them when there's not

enough cash to pay them. Suzanne,
what have you done with all that

money I paid into- your account last

Monday ?
"

" But I 've only paid those footling
little bills. There must be tons of

money left, unless the Bank 's been

speculating with it."

"Let me have a look at that cheque,"
I said.

She handed it to me and I examined
it carefully.

" I see it 's signed 'Thine, Suzanne.'
"

"But that's how I always sign my-
self to Angela." she said ;

" and the

Manager distinctly told me to use my
customary signature."

"
Signature not signatures," I ex-

plained gently.
"
They 're rooted in

Convention at the Bank and can't bear

the least approach to variety. And
what "a this scribbled on the back of

it?"
" Oh, that 's only a note I dashed off

to Angela telling her what I was going
to wear. It seemed such a pity to

waste a sheet of notepaper when there

was all that space to spare."
I gave her a quarter-of-an-hour's

lesson in the art of drawing cheques.
Then I look up the paying-in book
which was lying on the table. I knew
it ought to be in a virgin state as I had
added nothing to the entrance-money.
" And what might all these figures por-
tend ?

"
I asked.

"Those? Oh, that's baby's weight-
chart. I '111 always going to keep it

there."

Well, well, if Suzanne looks after the

\veighitig-in I can at least control the

paying-in. And I left it at that.
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Fond Parent (wlto lias done pretty well in woollens). "WELL, SONNY, WE 'VE DECIDED TO GIVE YOU THE BEST EDUCATION THAT

MOSEY CAH BOY. AFTER ALL, YOU WON'T HAVE TO DO ANYTHING EXCEPT BE A GENTLEMAN."

IF THE AKMY ADVERTISED.
BATTALION ORDERS.

(1) Duties, Officers. Orderly Officer

(or to-morrow : Second-Lieutenant W.
Jenks.

W. Jenks is prepared to undertake

duty for any brother subaltern. Terms
one day's pay, plus fifty per cent, for

Saturdays or Sundays (handsome dis-

count for cash in advance). Sleepless

activity. Guards visited courteously
but firmly. Any unusual occurrence

handled with precision and despatch.

Engage W. Jeuks to do your duty, then

sign your report with a clear conscience.

Testimonials from all ranks.

(2) Parades. 0830 hours and 1130

hours, as per routine.

Hello! Hollo!! Hello!!! Come in

your hundreds. Amusing and health-

giving. Bracing barrack-square ; mag-
nificent pedestrian exercise. Come and
be experimented on by Sergt.-Major
\Vhizbang, the great military spell-
binder. See the Adjutant put Com-
pany Commanders through the hoop.
Screams of laughter at every perform-
ance. Best places in the ranks for
those who arrive early. Twice daily

(Sundays excepted) till further notice-

Breakfast kept for those attending first

house.

(3) Dress, etc., Officers. Attention is

again drawn to recent instructions on

these matters.

Why invite trouble when the local

A.P.M. is simply yearning to advise

you on points of etiquette? A kindly
benevolent man who never forgets that

he himself was once a regimental officer.

He will tell you whether or not you
may arm your aged grandmother across

a busy London street without risk-

ing your commission. If you favour

whiskers, call and see his inimitable

museum ofpermissiblepatterns. Always
at your service.

(4) Musketry. The next party to fire

General Musketry Course will proceed
on the 2nd prox.
The finest form of outdoor sport (for

these who prefer it to any other) is

shooting. We are making up a little

party to proceed to camp next week.
Will you join us? Sylvan scenery;
country air; simple wholesome diet;

young and cheery society. Cigars or
cocoanuts every time you hit the bull's-

eye. Practice at stray dogs about camp

is encouraged. Secure the skin of one

of these beautifully-marked creatures

for your own barrack-room bedside.

(b) Hair, Length of. The practice
of allowing the hair to grow beyond
the regulation length must cease.

Why sutler the inconvenience of

long hair when our own regimental
tonsorial artist is waiting to bob it

for you free of charge ? Luxurious sa-

loon ; deft workmanship ;
no tips. His

speciality memento locks. Twelve
such souvenirs guaranteed from one

crop. Bald soldiers supplied to taste

from surplus clippings. A delicate,

lasting and inexpensive compliment
to lady friends on leaving a station.

Start collecting now.

Inns of Court Reserve Corps.
A psychical seance of the above dis-

embodied Corps will be held on Friday
the 26th March, in the Common Boom
of the Law Society in Chancery Lane

(by kind permission of the Council),

commencing 7.30 P.M.

Astral members desirous of attending
should apply to their late Platoon Ser-

geants, or to Mr. H. L. BOLTON, 1, The

Sanctuary, Westminster.
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THE RETURN OF THE EX-CHAMPION.
MB. LLOYD GEOKGE. "WELCOME BACK! I'VE BEEN WANTING A SPARRING PARTNER TO

GET ME INTO CONDITION; AND YOU'RE THE VERY MAN."
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rr r*c nc OAOI AMC-M-T nis nnnual sneer at "
pious America," | the Bolshevist Government until it U

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. ^^ was himself advised "not to de- ready to adopt civilised methods, bat

Monday, February 23rd. The High- velop more indignation, than he could
.
in the meantime will heartily encourage

land Fling involves, I understand, some contain."
j
trade with Russia. It would seem that

complicated figures, but it

is nothing to the Lowland
Beel (COATS' variety), on
which subject Sir AUCK-
LAND GEDDBS was rather

badly heckled this after-

noon. A suggestion that

Messrs. COATS might use
the profits of their foreign
trade to reduce the price
to the home consumer
drove the harassed Minis-

ter into an unconscious
mot. "Suppose." be said,
'

they cut the thread
. . . where should we be
then?"

Mr. CHARLES PALMER,
the well-known G/ok-trot-

ter, has just completed a
remarkablejourney. With-
in the space of a few weeks
he has traversed the dis-

THE TAXK AND THE LITTLE BRICK.

(II*. CHUXCHIU. AXD CAFTAES WEDGWOOD BESJ

the Floor of the nd without crashing it.

Chamber, going round by
the Wrekin. During the last stage
of the route the intrepid traveller was
accompanied by Sir HENRT DALZTEL
and Mr. BOTTOMLET.
In introducing a Vote on Account of

the Army for a tnfle of seventy-
four millions the WAR MINIS-
TER proudly announced that
Britain and Germany were the

only countries in the world
that had abolished conscription
and Germany's action was

not exactly voluntary.
Mr. CHURCHILL'S description

of a new tank, so fast that it

could outstrip a foxhound
" over a country," so cool that
even in the tropics its crew
would preserve their sangfroid
traditiomtel, and so delicately

sprung that it could run over
a brick without hurting itnnlf

or the brick momentarily
encouraged the belief that here
was the weapon to make war
impossible. But a'most in the
same breath Mr. CHURCHILL
stated that simultaneously the
War Office had invented a rifle

grenade which would put the

super-tank out of action. "As
you were!

"

Criticism was not entirely
disarmed. Mr.DEVLIN of course
talked of Ireland " the only
country with which the Em"-

pire is at war to-day;" and
little Capt. WEDGWOOD BENS
rebuked Mr. CHURCHILL for

That is >iy important point." Mr.

Tuesday. February 24th. la both

Houses the new policy of the Allies in

regard to Soviet Russia was unfolded.

The gist of it is that they will not

enter into diplomatic relations with

r

race has once more dis-

covered a means of in-

- . - '-- >.-:.:: :-

-

; .;

.--.- -

Lord BIRKENHEAD (not
BROKEXHBAD, by the way,
as the Cork Conttittttion,

inadvertently or not. calls

him) chaffed Lord HAL-
DANE on his"How Happy
could I be with Either"
attitude between Liberal-
ism and Labour, and ad-
vised him definitely to be
off with the old love and
on with the new, in order
that when Labour came
into its own the Woolsack

might be adequately filled.

Sir ALFRED MOND did
not allow himself to be

perturbed by the descrip-
tion of certain pictures in

the Imperial War Museum
as " freaks"and " libels," for

he had observed " with some astonish-
ment" that most of the art critics had
pronounced them to be very fine works
of art. But when Mr. JEREMIAH MAC-
VEAGH asked if some of these pictures

were not portraits of Cabinet

Ministers.
" and if so how can

they possiblybe works of art ?
"

the First Commissioner's art-

istic conscience was stirred,
and compelled him to give the

questioner a little instruction

THE LABOCB LOBD CHAXCELLOB.
A forecast.

in first principles. -Whether
a portrait is a work of art

depends." he pointed out.
" on

the artist and not on the sub-

ject painted."
The evening was devoted to

drink. Sir JOHN BBSS, who
urged the abolition of all war-
time restrictions, would have
been more effective, perhaps,
if be had not striven so hard
to be lively. One of his sallies,

evoked by the impending debut
of Lady" ASTOR as a Parlia-

mentary orator, was indeed,
as she observed,

" more than

polite."
She herself had her mo-

ments of gaiety, hot was best,

I thought, when seriously ar-

guing for the continuance of

the restrictions on alcohol in

the special interests of women.
I am afraid, however, that

the nnregenerate were more
intrigued by Mr. GARB'S chum
that the Carlisle experiment
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had been a great success
"

it was

the only city in the country in which

iruin "could buy a bottle of whisky
i<> tal;o home."

,
.'.-'}//(. Qncs-

lioii-timt! in the Commons was domin-

ated by the news that .Mr. Asorrm was

ill for "l '.i; .Members wore more
I in tlio cll'ect of

his return upon the Government and

Opposition than in listening to Minis-

teruil replies. Sir DONALD MAIM KAN

was "all smiles" over his approach-

in;,' release from the responsibilities of

rship; hut Mr. HOUUE, I thought,
looked rather like Mrs. (Ittniniiilijc when
'

thinking of the old "un."

A nod from Mr. MACTHERSOX and

tlio (iovernment of Ireland Bill was

formally and silently introduced

strange contrast to the long debates and

exciting scenes that attended the birth

of the Bill's three predecessors in 1686,
1S93 and 1912.

Sir HOBERT HORNE explained with

bis usual clarity and persuasiveness
the new Unemployment Insurance Bill.

The debate 0:1 it was interrupted to

allow the discussion of a motion by Sir

J. REMNANT advocating the increase of

police pensions to meet the present cost

of living. The police are, with good
reason, very popular with the House.
In vain the HOME SECBETARY pointed
out that the Government even in this

cause did not feel justified in "out-

running the constable." Forgetting all

their recent zeal for economy Members
trooped into the Bobbies' Lobby and
beat the Government by 123 to 57.

The idea that Irishmen, however
much they may dislike British rule,
never miss an opportunity of raiding
the British Treasury, has received a
rude shock. Captain EEDMOND, in-

quiring about the allocation of a sum
of a quarter-of-a-million for reconstruc-
tion in Ireland, was surprised to learn
that ten thousand pounds had been
allotted to his own constituency, but
not claimed. Mr. DEVLIN supplied the

key to the mystery: "The reason it

was not asked for was because we did
not know it was there."

I learn from Who 's Who ? that the
recreations of Sir ALFRED MOND include
"golf, motoring and all forms of sport."
t must have been with keen regret,

therefore, that he felt himself compelled
to refuse facilities for cricket in Hyde
Park, owing to the risk to the public.

on the Constantinople debate. If they

had waited till Monday, as original!,

arrange:), they could have trained thei

big gun from Paisley on to the Govern

ment entrenchments. Through insist

ing on the earliest possible date, the)

had to content themselves with the fa

lighter artillery of Sir DONALD MACLEAN
Much, however, was hoped from Lori

KOHERT CECIL, who was believed to b

heavily charged with high explosives
But before he could come into rang

up jumped Sir EDWARD CARSON, am
in a few brief sentences pointed ou

that until the PIUMK MINISTER had tolc

them the grounds for the decision to

leave the Turk his capital, and the

conditions under which he was to sta}

there, the House was talking in the air

Members thereupon clamoured for the

was\iscountCuKzox asked if cricket .,..
more dangerous than inflammatory
speeches. But the FIRST COMMISSIONER
speaking no doubt from personal ex-
perience, expressed the view that there

more

The Opposition had rather had luck

" Whether a portrait is a work of art depends
on the artist and not on the subject painted."

Sir A. MOXD on the Imperial War Museum
Pictures.

PRIME MINISTER, who accordingly had
to make his defence when he had heard

only half the indictment, and to expend
most of the ammunition he had pre-
pared for Lord EOBEUT, including some
remarkable specimens of the "

deadly
parallel," before receiving his adver-

sary's fire.

That in turn rather upset Lord
ROBERT'S plan of campaign, and he was
not much more destructive than Sir
DONALD MACLEAN had been. Thellouse
as a whole seemed satisfied that the
Allies had done their best with a
problem for which there is no perfect
solution, and that there was at least a
chance that the SULTAN would find the
guns of an international fleet pointing
at his palace windows a strong

"

centivo to good behaviour.
m-

Another Lady M.P. ?
'

Jlr. Asquith was accompanied by Mrs.
Asquith and the audience singing 'lie's a
jolly good Lady Bonham-Carter.' "

Scotch Paper.

A FANCY BIRD.
WHEN any friend of mine is it

trouble I always make a point of writ-

ing and asking if there is anything ]

can do. As a rule there isn't, but il

is a satisfaction to me to know I have
made the offer. When I heard that
Filmer was leaving his spacious house
and grounds at Hampstead, selling
half his furniture and moving into a
third storey flat at Battersea, I wrote
at once. I received in reply one ol

his usual barely decipherable scrawls:

"Yes, old dear, you might find a home
for my raven

;
it 's ancient and a bit

rusty, but lots of life in it yet. I
'

parting with all my garden tilings."
I busied myself about the matter at

once. When a man you have known
and respected for years is driven by
high prices and income-tax to vacate
a beautiful home and asks such a

simple thing of you as to find a sheltei

for bis bird, you like to do your best.

Personally I knew nothing of ravens,
but 1 recognized the inadequacy of my
garden for tho accommodation of a
bird of any kind, therefore I could not
think of taking it. But I had a sur-
:

ace acquaintance with the owner of a

:arriage drive, and I approached him
ivithout delay. He was cold in his

manner and said with so many calls

upon him he could not see his way
iO contribute towards the expense of

Filmer's move, although he had no
doubt, from my representation, that it

was a deserving case.

The misunderstanding arose from my
eading up to the object of my visit

gradually instead of coming to the point
it once and asking him to give a com-
ortable home to a raven. When I

explained further he unbent and said
5 would think it over.

Later he wrote :

Re EAVEN.

"DEAR SIB, I have consulted an

mthority on this bird and find that its

:>ad character has brought about its

practical extinction in this country save
n the mountain fastnesses of Wales
:

nd the craggy moors of Yorkshire.
also learn that its extended wings

neasure thirty-six inches on an aver-

ge. I must decline to provide an
sylum for such an extensive mass of

epravity."

I confess I was discouraged ami
Iso somewhat shocked. I felt Filmer
hould have enlightened me more on
ho characteristics of his proUgi. The
pisodo taught me to avoid preamble
n my next quest for a domicile. Also
thought it only right to express

lyself with absolute frankness. The
ddress of a lady with a reputation for
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a love of animals was given to me,
and I hastened to call upon her. She
answered the door hersoif.

".Madam," I said, "may I ask you
of your kind heart to give a home to

mi almost extinct bird of evil character
about a yard across ?

"

She looked startled for a moment
and then quietly closed the door.

I was still further discouraged. I

felt bound in honour to comply, if

possible, with Fihncr's comparatively
simple request. By chance I ran across

Timberley, a man brimful of resource
and suggestion.

" You want a brewery,"
he said

;

" that 's the milieu for a raven.
To my mind no brewery is artistically

complete without one. A raven hop-
pag about the casks gives a je ne sais

qitoi, a cachet, to the premises. You
should get an introduction to a

manager."
With some difficulty I did, and I

waited upon him in his private office.

He seemed immersed in business and
asked me to be seated in such a brusque

! manner that I had no alternative but
to remain standing.
" I must apologise for trespassing upon

your valuable time, but it has been sug-

gested to me that no brewery is com-

plete without a raven
"

I began,
stammering slightly from nervousness.

"
Well, we 've got one. What about

it?
"

lie said.

In face of this unlooked-for develop-
ment I could do nothing tut bow and
retire.

After this third failure to house the
bird I threw convention to tho winds
and took to accosting utter strangers
in tlw street with,

" Will you have a
raven?" I wont rides in trams and
tubes and canvassed the passengers.
"Not to-day, thank you," was the

response, save in a few instances. One
man invited me to ask him again and
ho would do me in. A lady to whom
I propounded the query as we were

descending the moving staircase side

by side precipitated herself forward

j

with such haste that but for the inter-

vening travellers she must have fallen

headlong to the bottom. The mother
of a family to whom I appealed shook
her head politely and said she was
obliged to me for the offer, but it was
hard enough to pay for butcher's meat ;

she couldn't afford poultry.
Then at last, all iny efforts having

failed, I reluctantly took my pen and
wrote to Filuner. In reply I received

another of his sciawls :

" What 's this about a raven ? Don't
let it grow on you. Tho Victory Croquet
Club is taking my ROLLER, 7 carriage
forward. I gave 3 10s. for it second-

hand ten years ago.
"N.B. I had great difficulty in read-

ing your writing. Don't cultivate illegi-

bility ;
it 's tiresome for your friends."

"
Referring to charges of drunkenness the

Chairman said there were 13 men and fivo

women -ftned for drunkenness and residing at

( 'hi' \vick." Local Paper.

To reside at Chiswick may be -an ec-

centricity, but surely is not an oll'ence.
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KE MOKB'N ELEVEK, OOV'NOB. LOST MV SECOND-BEST EVEKINO TBOUSEBS ON THE

AT THE PLAY.
'JOHN FERGUSON."

AFTER the unsatisfying theatre-diet

which has (alien to me of late I was

doubly glad to get my toeth into Mr.

ST. JOHN ERVINE'S good meaty ration

at the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith.
His theme is as old and new as JOB.

John Ferguson is a saintlyUlster farmer,

apostle of the doctrine of non-resistance

(rare type in those parts, I understand)
and eager justitier of the ways of God to

men. Ferguson's beloved farm is mort-

gaged ;
foreclosure imminent. Help is

confidently expected from brother An-

drew in America, but does not come.

Daughter Hannah, sent with a message
to the brutal mortgagee, is outraged by
him. Prospective son-in-law James,

man of great words but little heart,

rushes into the night to kill the ravishor.

But it is silent son Andrew (destined
for the ministry) who does the killing,

because he knows James to be a craven.

John Ferguson urges confidently the

will of God that James, whom he be-

lieves blood-guilty, should not avoid

arrest, and refuses to hide him. But
when young Andrew insists on giving
himself up to save James and his own

peace the old man's faith, weakened,

falters ;
he protests in his anguish, but

rallies to accept this last blow from the

hand of God made none the easier to

bear by the arrival, just a fatal fortnight

late, of the money from his brother, a

forgetful sort of man, who had mis-

taken the date of the mail. The tragic

irony of the whole is skilfully height-

ened by the fact that it is half-witted
" Clutie" with his penny whistle and

his random words, who goads young
Andrew to his vengeance.
A grim tale finely (perhaps just a

little too diffusely) told and admirably

presented. Mr. E'RVINE'S most effective

stroke was, I think, the character of

James Ccesar, with his pathetic yet re-

volting self-condemnation, interpreted
with a real mastery of art without

artifice by Mr. J. M. KERRIGAN, of the

old band of " Irish Players." Miss

MOYNA MAC&ILL (a name new to me

played her Hannah with an exquisitf

sincerity and restraint. A particular
moment when, from her hysterica

laughter at the careful choice made b;

her father's God of the moment for thi

arrival of the money, she breaks into a

passionate
" It 'a not right ! It 's no

just!" was very fine. The \vholi

character was skilfully built up. The

part by no means played itself.

Mr. HERBERT MARSHALL'S Andrew

was also au excellent performance.
Was it quite right, however, that the

morning after the murder he should

,ppear so completely unruffled ? (I

admit I don't know my Ulster inti-

mately). I rather think that Mr. MILES

MALLESON'S well-studied "Clutie" might
lave been a little less coherent, with

more fawning in his manner. He
seemed something too normal for his

purpose in the piece. The way in which

ihe other characters staved off his

piping was beyond all praise. I should

guess, from specimens submitted, that

his repertory was not extensive.

Mr. EEA, as the father, was of course

competent, but surely a little over-

placid throughout. He accepted the

blow of his daughter's dishonour with

scarcely a sign that submission caused

him any serious pang a seeming indif-

ference shared by Miss MAIKE O'NEILL

(Hannah's mother), who appeared quite
untroubled a few minutes after the

harrowing relation, and indeed seemed

throughout to be playing too easily.

Mr. BAYMOND VALENTINE had a " fat
"

part as the villain, and well and fatly he

played it.

1 realise more than ever the diffi-

culties of an Irish Settlement. T.
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OUR ANIMAL ARTIST, AFTEn A HARD DAY AT THE Zoo, GOES HOME IN A SON-SMOKER AND PALLS ASLEEP.

SLEEPS SO SOUNDLY THAT THE ESTBY OP A BIG-GAME HOSIER'S FAMILY PAILS TO DISTURB HIM.

THE ROAK OF A PASSING TRAIN FITS IN WITH HIS DKEAMS OF WILD ANIMALS, AXD HE WAKES !
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enough, but the situation none the loss
O
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Foit ii Ion" time past I had folt that

something ought to be done about it,

and then one evening as I opened my

paper in the Tube i came suddenly

upon the following paragraph
:

" Lunching yesterday with Jack Pop-

pington at tbeBitz, where, by the way,

.\I. Caramel treated us to a superbly

priceless mous sicnnc, he

told mo that his Little. Vests is selling

like wildfire and proving a real bo-

imnza to the lucky publishers,
Messrs.

Painter and Lilley. Had a pleasant

chat with him about old times in the

Army Pay Corps, in which we served to-

gether for nearly sixteen months during

one of the hottest periods of hostilities

out yonder.' More famous amongst
the general public for his black ribboned

tortoiseshell monocle and invariable

presence at all truly semi-smart Bo-

hemian functions, Poppington keeps a

brindled bulldog, grows primulas and

is, of course, known to a select circle

as the energetic Organising Secretary
of the North Battersea Entomological

Society."
The letterpress which I have quoted

above was headed "
Popular Pap

"
and

formed a kind of frame tor a photograph
of Mr. Poppington, which seemed to

show that his luncheon at the Bitz had

not really agreed with him after all,

and at the bottom of the column I

noted the familiar signature of " Mar-
chand du Beurre."

As usual when I read paragraphs
of this kind I first of all blushed guiltily
and glanced round to see whether any-
one had noticed how eagerly I was

drinking it all in. Then I put on the

faint superiorsmile of recognition which
I felt that the situation obviously de-

manded. Good old Poppington ! One
best. What recollections

Atarchand and he and I-

itof the

stirred !

When I left the Tube I carefully

crumpled the paper up and threw it

away, and in the middle of dinner I

took care to remark casually to Ara-

minta,
"
By the way, I suppose you put

Little Pests on the library list?"
"
Awfully sorry," she said,

" but I 'm
afraid I hadn't heard of them."

"
Poppington's latest," I said curtly." I 'm afraid I haven't heard of Pop-

pington either."

I gave a sigh of desperation and
leant back in my chair.

"
Well, really !

"
I protested.

"
Surely

the man himself everybody I mean
his his eye-glass his bulldog of

course only a few of us fully appreciate
the extent of his actual research work

but still
"

" All right, I '11 get it," she replied.
That finished off Araminta easily

was serious. Paragraphs exactly like

this had been meeting my eye in almost

every popular paper for month after

month, and, though I use two memory

systems and have an electric scalp

shampoo each week, I find them in-

creasingly dirlieult to cope with. Who's

Which already transgresses the es-

tablished canons of literary art. It is

almost as tall lying down as standing

up, and fellows like Poppington are not

even in Who's Which. He had not,

you observed, even obtained an O.B.E.

What would happen if I met him at

some public gathering or dinner and

by some awful mischance forgot those

salient facts ?

It appeared to mo that a process for

reproducing short biographies of this

nature in a slightly larger type on the

shirt-fronts of eminent personages was

badly needed ;
it should be coupled, I

felt, with an arrangement of periscopes
to help one when sitting beside the great
man or standing behind his back. Or he

might perhaps wear upon his sleeve

something like the divisional signs
which were so useful in France. Old

Poppington, for instance, might have a

might wear an I mean there might
be something or other on his coat in

red or green or blue

nature and scope of

to indicate the

his secretarial

activities and give a fellow the right
lead. And to think that every week
dozens and dozens of new Poppingtons
are springing up like crocuses about

me! It was a bewildering thought.

They were becoming perhaps the most
numerous and influential class in the

community. I had visions of mass

meetings of " well - known " men
1 well-known

" men marching in pro-
cession with flags to Downing Street

to demand State recognition, statues

and pensions, and insisting that it

should be made a penal offence not to

recognise their well-known features in

the street. I made a great resolve.

Why should I be left out of it? I de-

termined to join the crowd.
I had got rather out of touch with old

Marchand for some time, and had in-

deed forgotten exactly what he looked

like^but I persuaded a mutual friend to

point him out to me, and, selecting the

psychological moment, cannoned into
him heavily in the street. His spectacles
dropped off and his note-book fell out
of his hand.

"Why, if it isn't Du Beurre!" I

shouted, feigning an ecstatic surprise." I am sorry," he said rather stiffly,
when he had recovered his breath,

but I am afraid I haven't the

pleasure
"

"I am John Smith," I said.
" 1 am afraid I still

"

" Allow me to tell you all about my-
self," I said. And I did.

I was a little nervous as to how he
would take it, but the event justified

me. When I opened my paper next

evening I found the following words:
"Ban across John Smith of Ravens-

court Park yesterday afternoon. Chat-

ting with him about one thing and

another, he told me something of the

methods he has employed to bring
about his present
salubrious suburb.

celebrity in that

Ho has never, it

appears, written a book, collaborated

in a review, appeared in a night-club,
lunched at the Bitz, sat on a committee,
or been summoned as a witness in a

sensational divorce case. His record,
I fancy, must be one of the most

thoroughly unique in Greater London."
There was no photograph of John

Smith, but, biting partly into this

paragraph and partly into another on
the opposite side of the column, was
one of Mortimer Desponser, the new
film star, featured in Scented Sin, which

really did almost as 'well.

Du Beurre !

Dear old

EVOE.

A LA MODE,
young singer whose

MUSIC
THERE was a

moans
Struck a chill to her auditors' bones

;

So she had to explain
That she wasn't in pain,

But was trying to sing quarter-tones.

There once was a basso, a swain
Who came from the rolling Ukraine ;

He could sing double D
From breakfast till tea

Without any symptom of strain.

There was a benevolent peer
Who wished to make Art less severe,

So he learned the Jazz drum
And bids fair to become

The black man's most terrible fear.

There once was a critic whose bane
Was his dread of a style that

plain,

So, resolved to refresh us,

He strove to bo precious,
But sank to the nether inane.

was

" AMATECB SNOOKER POOL CHAMPIONSHIP :

S. H. FBY DEFLATED."
Provincial Paper.

It was noticed even during the Billiard

competition that he never really got
tho wind up.

" The chief obstacle to the development of

water-power is usually the question of finance,
and if the scheme will not hold water from
that point of view it is not likely to float."

Electrical llevicw.

And if it holds too much water it is

certain to sink.
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MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
JrMmian (discussing "roarer" recently purchased byP.-W.S.). "VERY WELL KNOWN, SHE WAS, win THE WABD UNION STAG HOUNDS.

THE HOYS USED TO CALL HER ' THE W1DDA,' FOB WHY THEY SAID YE COCLD ALWAYS HEAR HEB BOBBIN 1 AFTHEB THE DEEB DEPABTED."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

UNDENIABLY Mr. CAKADOC EVANS is the bold boy. "No
doubt you remember (since they are so difficult to forget)
the two volumes in which he dealt faithfully (and a bit over)
with the manners of his countrymen in the land of their

fathers. I have heard, and can well believe, that some of

Mr. EVANS* own people were moved by this tribute even
to the extent of threatening its author with personal violence.
And now he has turned from Welsh Wales to English Lon-
don, and gives us in My Neighbours (MELBOSE) a further
collection of sketches pleasantly calculated to prove that
the general detestability of his compatriots remains un-

changed by their migration from a whitewashed cottage to

a villa in -Suburbia. Whatever you may think of Mr.
EVANS' work, whether it attracts or violently repels, there
can be no question of its- devastating skill. His sketches,
no more than a few pages in length, contain never an idle

word, and the phrases bite like vitriol. Moreover he employs
an idiom that is (I conjecture) a direct transcription from
native speech, which adds enormously to the effect. Under-
stand me, not for worlds would I commend these volumes

haphazard to the fastidious; I only say they are clever,

arresting and violently individual. Also that, if you have
not so far met the work of Mr. EVANS, hero is your oppor-
tunity in a volume that shows it at its best, or worst.
Half-an-hour's reading will give you an excellent idea of it.

At the end of that time you will probably send either to the

chemist for a restorative or to the bookseller for the two
previous volumes. Meanwhile, if I were the writer, I
should purchase a bulldog.

Mrs. GEORGE WEMYSS has for some time past specialised
in spinster-aunts, bachelor-uncles and charming nieces. In

Oranges and Lemons (CONSTABLE) she introduces us pleas-
antly to some more. The plot, in fact, is chieHy concerned
with the violent squabbles of an uncle and aunt, who belong
to different sides of the family, for the good graces of Diana
(who is nineteen, or thereabouts, and radiant), and Shant,
(who says so just like that and is live). There are also
several young men. To test his abilities in the Admirable
Crichton line Diana maroons the most favoured of these,

together with three other aspirants to her hand, and her
bachelor uncle, on an island in a Scottish loch, hamperless,
on a soft day. As the affections of all the lovers remain
undimmed, you can guess what kind of a girl Diana must
have been. Shant's even more responsible job is to tumble
off a pony and allay the temporary tartness which existed
between her two elderly admirers, so that nothing but

oranges and orange-blossoms remain. Eeally, of course,
none of the story much matters. But if you want the
sensation of having stayed with delightful people in de-

lightful places, where rising prices are not even mentioned
or thought of, Mrs. WEMYSS can give it you all the time.

Night and Day (DUCKWORTH) is the title of VIRGINIA
WOOLF'S last book ; but there is no night for the author's
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clarity of vision, or her cleverness in describing even
detail she has seen, or her delicate precision of style:
I here is only daylight, temperate, pervading, hut at times,
1 am nfuiid, almost irritatingly calm. " (live mo one indis-

cretion of sympathy or emotion on behalf of your chur-

',"tho reader is templed to implore her; "lot me feel

that you are a little bit excited about them and I shall feel

excited too." The story, after all, is the simple one (to put
it in the shudderingly crude language of former days) of a

girl's change of heart from an unreal lovo to one of whose sin-

c"iity she eventually convinces herself. Katharine ll'ilbery,
the granddaughter of a great poet, brought up by a father
wh'se only interest is in literature, and a charming mother
who wanders in fields of Victorian romance, breaks off

her engagement with a civil servant who has more taste
than talent for L-tters, and chooses instead a man
slightly below her in social position, but with firmness

characte

: vv?-
I" * S"f^,

and decision of

and genuine skill in what

Ironmongery'.' No, litera

ture. All through the bool
I found myself wonderin*,
whether a mind so finely

tempered as Katharine's, a

perception so acute, was
really fitted for anything so

commonplace as, after all

lovo is. And I longed for the

authoress, who explaineci

every mood so amazingly-
well, to explain this too.

Mrs. NORRIS is evidently
a specialist in unconven-
tional situations. In her
last novel her theme was
the intrigue between a man
and his step-mother. In
Sisters (MURRAY) it is the

passion of a man for his

living wife's married sister,
and in neither case does the
author seern to be conscious
of anything out of the ordin-

ary. Not that there is any
air of naughtiness about
the business. Peter, a rich

cripple, loved Cherry, the
youngest and prettiest of the three Strickland girl. But
larltn, a. casual impecunious stranger, stepped in and tool-er in one bite before />,, could quite reTse s",e was no

55^A*.feSts3"
S^rasnasw^Ss.w.the selfless drives herself and Martin over a cliff b

/ of making things smooth for Peter and Cherry vh.Vh

=5a^&*3?the balance nn the credit

SOUVENIR-HUNTERS OF THE PAST.
SIB ISAAC NKWTON'S APPLE.

reading, for here Sir EIDER HAGGARD is in as good form as
ever he was, when both he and Allan Qiiatcrmain were
younger. Lady Baynall, who is an old friend to readers of
The Ivory Child, reappears hero, having in her possession a
mysterious and potent herb, which she persuades Allan to
inhale. Then the fun takes on a great liveliness. Allan is
wafted back to the days when Egypt was under the
domination of the Persians, and he in his ancient existence-

performed some of the very doughtiest of deeds. No one
living can tell such a tale with a greater dexterity and zest
than Sir KIDEH. And at that I will leave it, with one more
regret that I was not allowed to ho present when Allan
recovered from the effects of Taduki (the herb that did it).

I find that when the medicine of thought is wrapped up
n the jam of fiction I generally take both more wiflinglj
than either alone. But if my author, holding out the

spoonful, protests that the

jam isn't jam at all but part
of the dose, then my mouth
does not open with quite
its usual happy confidence.
Miss W. M. LETTS has said

something of the sort about
her great little book, Cor-

poral's Corner (WEr,r,s,
GARDNER, BARTON), and ]'

wish she hadn't. It is cast
in the form of letters written

by a soldier in hospital to a

nurse who has been good
;o him and whoso lover has
jcsn killed at the Front.
Miss LETTS introduces it

with a foreword which con-

veys the impression that a
eal Corporal Jack wrote
hese letters to a real nurse ;

Kit the letters themselves
convince or very nearly
onvince me that the fore-
vord itself is a mere do-
ice of

authorship,. and one
vhich defeats its own in-

ention of adding weight to
he wise and tender and
ften humorous things the
vriterhas tosay. From hisown death-bed Corporal Jack, together with his own love-

story and that of his chum Mac, writes what he can of com-
fort to his friend, and whether his hand or Miss LETTS'S helde pen the book is the work of someone who knows allabout sorrow, and only the initiated-who must be many
>r a decade to come will know quite how well it is done'

h, v ,' w"
he won position for himself on the staff of T^. In

*-' -i-'-i-i i Ulimi
'g the volume to his readers.
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CHARIVARIA.
THERE aro ono hundred thousand

more people living in London than in

New York. But they arc only just

living. ::

"The Home Rule Bill/' says The

.'li-iuli Unionist Alliance, "would, if put
into operation, cause friction in Ire-

hind." We are sorry to hear this, for

friction is the last thing we want to

see in Ireland. ... ...

M. (lii.u;HKr, who has just
asked for the loan of three

thousand million francs, is the

Polish Minister of Finance.

Yet people say there is nothing
in a name. ...

,.

A Welsh Prohibition Bill is

suggested. We think it should

he pointed out that the Welsh

language is natural and not due
to over-indulgence.

DKMPSEY, the American Box-

er, is to he charged with "draft-

dodging." The other charge of

CocHHAN-dodging will not be

proceeded with.

Gold in the mouth, says the

American Academy of Dental

Science, is out of date. Much
the same applies to gold in the

pocket. ...
.,.

"'*

We understand that an Ameri-
can syndicate has been formed
for the purpose of acquiring the

sole rights in a suit of clothes

by a London tailor.
* :;:

*
American whisky is said to

create in consumers a desire to

climb trees. British whisky, on
the other hand, seems to create
in the Americans a desire to
cross the Atlantic.

With reference to the road-mender
who fell down last week and injured
himself an explanation has now been

given. It appears that the colleague
next to him must have moved.

No fewer than twenty-sevenjpoems
on Spring have been received by one

weekly paper editor. Yet there are

people who still maintain that the
crime wave is on the wane.

*...*

" The Irish swear by two staple bever-

ages," says The Daily Mail. We feel,

however, that an Irishman who was
really trying could swear by more than
this.

We understand that the Foreign
Office takes a serious view of the large
number of public-houses which have
been burgled during the last few weeks.
It is feared that it may be the work of

a foreign spy who is endeavouring to

secure the recipe of British Govern-
ment ale. * *

" A large number of army tanks have
been sent to Africa," announces an
article in a daily paper. However, as
the brontosaurus is supposed to devour
four of these delicacies at every meal,

Holiday-maker (in difficulties). "OH, DASH IT I THERE
GOES THAT LETTER MY WIFE GAVE ME TO POST A WEEK
AOO."

it is feared that unless a great many
more are sent out immediately this

dainty animal may be faced with ex-

termination. ^ ...

A morning paper announces that all

airships of " E 34
"
type are now obso-

lete. Wo have decided to stick a pin
in each of ours. .. ...

''"*

"

From Ireland comes the pleasing
news that the wife of a well-known
Sinn Feiner has just presented her
husband with a little bomberette.

* :]:

Since the publication of Professor
KEITH'S statistics of efficiency, showing
tho superiority of the physical condition
of miners over that of almost every other

class of worker, tho argument, so pop-
ular with the advocates of nationalisa-

tion, that a miner's occupation is a most

unhealthy one, has boon given a rest.
* *

" I doubt if even the youngest child

to-day will live to see the real fruits of

the War," said tho Bishop of Lincoln
last week. Another unmerited slight
on tho O.B.E. ,

: *'

*

" Visitors to the Zoo," says The Daily
" should not miss the rare

spectacle of the highest five animals
under one roof the gorilla, the

chimpanzee, the orang-outang,
tho gibbon and man." Natu-

rally everybody is asking,
" Who

is the lucky man? "

'

*
'

A merciless campaign against
rats is to be waged by the in-

habitants of a large Yorkshire
town. This is supposed to be
the outcome of the continued
indifference with which these

rodents have treated the many
propaganda campaigns which
the town has organised.

*
* *

Liverpool City Council is to

consider the appointment of

women park-keepers. In sup-
port it is urged that when it

comes to persuading a paper bag
to go along quietly the superior
tact of a woman is bound to tell.V

Arrangements for tho con-
tinuation of the Food Ministry,
it is stated, are still incomplete.
It would be a thousand pities if

a mere abundance of food should
lead to the disappearance of this

valuable department.
:;: sjt

" Will the gentlemen on the

Allied Surrender List," says the

Berlin Official Gazette,
" inform

the German authorities of their

address?" This is a typical piece of

Teutonic duplicity. There arc, of

course, no gentlemen on the List.
:'; )h

The chiffehaff has been beard in

Hampshire and a couple of road-peckers
were observed last week hovering in the

neighbourhood of Wellington Street.

Another Impending Apology.
"
Principal said there was a historical

connection between the Royal Asylum (or the
Insane and the University o Edinburgh.'

1

Scots Paper.

"The British rule in India is as savage as

that of the Turk in Armenia."

Washington Times.

Not the "
George Washington Times,"

you '11 note.
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MEN AND THINGS OF THE MOMENT.

Mr. Piiiu-li 1 himself rr

f,, r ,i d in the following cor

ndence.]

TllK MAI.I.UIY-DKKLKY EMl'OKH M.

DEAU Mit. PUNCH, I want you t

use your influence with that great pliil

anthropist, Mr. MALI.AHY-DKELKY. I

know that he is too modest to claim tc

hem-factor of the race, hut I am a

right in calling him "Mr.," foi

that is how ho describes himself on his

shop-window, and lie would naver hav

done that if ho had not desired to

avoid confusion with the commoi
tradesman. Well, I want you to enlist

his powerful sympathy in the cause

of the struggling middle classes, to

which hody I belong. I refer parti

cularly to our crying need for dinner-

jackets at reasonable prices. I am one

of those who spend their holidays at

seaside hotels, where people make a

point of dressing for dinner in the hope
of giving their fellow-guests the im-

pression that this is their daily habit

in the home circle. In view of the

early advent of Spring I approached

my tailor, the other day, with inquiries
as to the cost of an abbreviated dinner-

suit. His prices were as follows :

jacket 10 10*. Od.; waistcoat 3 Ss.Od.:

trousers 4 10s. Od. ; total 18 3s. Od.

I am old enough to recall the time
when the most Mite tailors of Savile

Eow charged no more than 10 10s. Od,

for a complete evening costume, un-

curtailed.

1 am all for the cheap supply of "
gen-

tlemen's lounge-suits
"

for the so-called

working-classes to lounge in. I know
of no surer antidote to the spirit of

Bolshevism. But let us not forget the
claims of the middle classes, who aie

the backbone of the Empire. If Mr.
MALLABY-DEELEY cannot help us in

the direction I have indicated, then lot

Mr. KENNEDY JONES, on behalf of the
Middle Class Union, put a hyphen to
!iis name and open a shop for the sale

of evening wear at domi-popular prices.
Yours faithfully, SUBBITONIAN.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, It would ho a thou-
iand pities if Mr. MALF.ABY-DEELEY'S
jeneficent scheme should fail for lack
of advertisement. Could you not per-
suade your colleagues of the Press to
niblish from day to day the route of
lis car's progress from his private resi-

dence (or the terminus from which lie

lebouches) to his place of business, as
the case of the new Member for

paisley
? My only fear is that the Coali-

ion Government might he suspected of

idopting the Wee Free methods of pub-
icity for political ends ; but this would
uiely be an unworthy suspicion in the

case of a movement designed for the

benefit not of a party, but of mankind

Yours faithfully, STAGE MANAGER.

THE DECLINE OF LEARNING.

DEAR SIR, I look for your sym-

pathy when I say that I regard the

abolition of compulsoiy Greek at Oxforc

as tantamount to the collapse of the

last bulwark of British Culture. It is

idle for the advocates of this act ol

vandalism to protest that the spirit

of Ancient Hellas can be adequately

conveyed in the form of translations,

and to illustrate this futile argu-

ment 1)}'
reference to the authorised

version of- the Hebrew Scriptures.

Admirable as that version may he, is it

for a moment to be supposed that it

can take the place of the original as

education? or

of Holy Writ
a source cf spiritual
that our appi eolation

would not he a hundred-fold increased

if it were fortified by a knowledge of

lie first principles of Hebraic syntax
and by an elementary acquaintance wil h

Hebraic composition. It is impossible
;o estimate the influence of such know-

.edge in tending to endear the Bible to

our youth. To me indeed it has always
jeen incomprehensible that our Pre-

ates, who presumably have the welfare

of the Church at heart, have never in-

sisted on making Hebrew a compulsory
subject for Eesponsions.
And now Greek has gone and Oxford

s the home of one more lost cause.

Che gods (of the gallery) may be with

he winners, but it is the losing side

hat still appeals to

Yours iucorruptibly, CATO.

"THE TIMES' FLIGHT."

DEAR MR. PUNCH, His many friends

among whom I take leave to count

nyself) will heartily sympathise witli

)r. CHALMERS MITCHELL on the engine
.roubles he has passed through, cul-

minating in the enforced curtailment
of his scientific expedition. It is

gratifying to think that the pure and

ofty spirit of research which animated
he great newspaper-proprietor who
lent him forth on this mission has been
/indicated by the Doctor's discovery of
in unmapped volcano. Regrettably the
conditions under which he observed it

precluded him from making an expert
urvey of it, and even from securing
pecimens of its geological structure.
The possibility of such an unfortunate

ontingency, which may have escaped
he consideration of the promoter of
he expedition, was recognised by other
cientists. But it was confidently ex-
lected by his Zoological confreres that
is voyage of exploration would add
argely to our knowledge of the habils
nd customs of the fauna of Africa, and

notably of the giraffe, as coming, by the

exceptional development of its neck,
within closest range of his vision as he
flew through the vast inane.

Even better opportunities for the

observation of animal lile would, it

was thought, occur during the occa-

sional intervals spent on terra firmn
for purposes of repose or repair. And
indeed one is greatly intrigued by the

following terse and airmanliko entry in

the log for February 20th :
" Much dis-

turbed by lions." Nothing is said of

the actual capture of one of these

interesting denizens of the jungle, but

reference to such a feat might well

have been omitted out of regard for

brevity. Is it too much to hope that

the enterprise of 'Ike Times may yet
ho rewarded by the addition of a live

lion to the Zoological Gardens?
In any case, by the exceptional

opportunities he enjoyed for a careful

study of leaking cylinder jackets insu-

lating tape, red-leaded joints and miss-

ing engines the intrepid Doctor must
have added largely to his knowledge of

mechanical science, to say nothing of

the botanical discoveries he made when
his machine came within a few inches of

contact with a banana-tree.

I, for one, look forward eagerly to his

return, when he will be able to nan-ate
lis experience with a fulness and free-

dom of language impossible in cabled

despatches.
Yours faithfully,

STANLEY LIVINGSTONE JONES.

A "Malade Imaginaire"?
'Bath-chair wanted, small lady good con-

dition." Ladies' Paper.

A Choice of Sinecures.
' LADY-NURSE-HELP

; three girls (12, 10,

eight); two maids kept; month's holiday
'fortnightly) ; salary 40." Daily Paper.
" WASTED, a Housemaid, wages 27s. 6d., no

duties." New Zealand Paper.

"Lady would like to Join jolly Family for
Dinner every night." Advt. in Daiiy Paper.

Yes, but how long would they remain
oily ? . .

" Windsor Castle Niggers, from His Majesty'sn
/hapel Royal, gave an excellent programme."

Local Paper.
The programme merely announced
,hem as " Windsor Castle Singers," but
;his n^ doubt was to give the audience
a greater surprise.

"The revival of the Hunt Ball, and the
ntelligence that the Race Ball is also to be
re-introduced next month, has restored the

dance season to its pre-war brilliance.
Che Hunt event passed off with eclair."

Local Paper.

Supper seems to have been all right,
anyhow.
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A CONVEKTED SPIRIT.

GENIUS OP ALCOHOL. "AND TO THINK THAT I WAS ONCE REGARDED AS AN IMPEDIMENT
TO LOCOMOTION!"
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May/air Copper. "Now THEN, GET A MOVE ON, TABZAN. THIS AIN'T A MONKEY NEIGHBOURHOOD."

WON ON THE POSTS.

(With the British Army in France.)

THE decisive victory of the Racing
Club de Petiteville late the deuxieme

I'Unipage of the Sportif Club de

Petiteville over the troisieme Equipage
of the Societe Athletique de Pont Neuf

would not appear to have any bearing
on the washing of Percival's collars

and pyjamas; but, according to Elfred

Fry, there was a poignant connection

between the two.

When the Sportif Club received the

challenge they doubted whether to

accept it, as the Societ6 Athletique was
rumoured to include several veterans

approaching fifteen years of age and of

tremendous physique. On being con-

ceded the choice of ground, however,

they took up the gage and trained and

practised with such vigour that two

days before the date of the match

Georges Darre, right back, punted his

too through a previously suspected
weak spot in the ball and irreparably
ruined it. The Societ6 Athletique was
informed of the disaster and asked to

supply a ball, but they answered that

no knosvn authority or precedent existed

for visiting teams providing the acces-

sories. There was also an insinuation

that the story of the burst ball was a

fabrication, designed to give the Sportif

Club a loophole of escape from a con-

test that spelt certain defeat.

Stung to the quick, the deiixieme

equipage made an urgent appeal to the

premier equipage of the Sportif Club,

who replied that this was the first inti-

mation they had had of the existence of

a deuxieme equipage, and recommended
a tourney at marbles or a combat of

peg-tops as being more suitable to their

tender years.

Naturally this insult could not be

brooked, and it was decided to break

away from the parent body and re-

organise under the title of the Eacing
Club de Petiteville ; but this did not

help them to solve the question of a new
ball. Then it was that Theo Navet,
left half, and son of the blanchisseuse iu

the rue Napoleon, had an inspiration,
and Percival's pyjamas became linked

up with the destinies of the club.

" It wouldn't surprise me, Sir," said

Elfred on the evening when Petiteville

was ringing with the news of the

Racing Club's victory by 4 buts to 2,

"if you are the only orficer in Mess

to-night with a reelly clean collar."
" And why am I singled out for so

much honour?
"
asked Percival, taking

the slacks which Elfred produced from

between the mattresses. " Has the

Washer -women's Union handed
notices and made a complimentary ex-

ception in my case ?
"

"
Well, Sir, you 'ave been favoured

but it weren't a strike," explained
Elfred. " You know, Sir, there 's beei:

an alarming short ration of coal an

fuel down in the village for a long

time, an' two days ago Madame Navet

who does the orficers' washing, came

up an' said she was bokoo fashay bu

the washing was napood for the week
becos she couldn't buy, beg, borrer noi

steal enough fuel to keep her coppe
biling . . . Do we wear the yaller boots

to-night, Sir, or the very yaller ones ?
'

" The light pair," said Percival,
" to

give tone to the clean collar. But go on.'

"Well, I put it to Madam 3 as m
orficer was a very partickler gent, an
she 'd gotter do our washing even
she 'ad to light "er fire with the familj
dresser. She said she was desolated
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she 'adn't suflicient coal to tako the

chill off a mouchoir. I thought of

trying to horror a sack for 'er from tlio

quarter hloke, but our relations 'ave

never been the same since the time 1

took my weekly ration of 'Pink Prin-

.

'

hack an' arsked 'im to change
'em for cigarettes wit h a hit o'lohaccoin.

" After she 'd gone I took a kit inven-

tory 'an found wo was down to our last

cle;ui collar, an" we looked like hein' a

bit grubby in the matter of pyjamas. I

went a walk to the canteen to think it

over, an' on my way Madamc's lad

came up an' said 'is team 'ad an im-

portant matc'i for two days later an"

could I possibly .oblige "em with a foot-

hall. Being a sportsman I take a

franc chance in the camp football

sweep every week I said I 'd try what
I could do, knowin' of a ball which mo
an' the other batmen punt about in

our rare hintervals of leisure. But
then the thought of that washing that

wasn't washed came into my mind.
"'See "ere, Meredith,' I says. 'Je

voo donneray a ball si votre mere does

our washing toot sweet.'
"

" 'E looked blue at this an' said they
couldn't get fuel nohow.

" '

Compree scrounge ?
'

says I.

" It seems 'e did. It seems scroung-

ing for fuel 'ad reached such a pitch in

the village that people took their back-

yard fences in at night, 'an they 'ad

posted a policeman on the station to

prevent 'em sawing away the waiting-
room. But our washing 'ad to be done,
'an I thought if I got the whole of this

football team scrounging they might
find something as everyone else 'ad over-

looked. So I pretended to be indifferink.
" '

Very well," says I.
' San fairy

ami. Napoo washing napoo ball.'

"That set 'em to work. Next day
little boys were scraping the village
over like fowls in a farmyard, getting
a chip 'ere an' a shaving there, an'

making themselves such a nuisance
that there was talk of calling the gen-
darmerie out. They would 'ave done,
too, only he 'd laid down for a nap an"

left strict orders 'e wasn't to be dis-

turbed. Then they slipped into the

Camp, trying to lay nefarious 'ands on

empty ration boxes, but the Camp
police spotted 'em an' chivied them off.

I never seen our police so exhausted as

they were at the end of that day.
" ' I can't think what 's taken the

little varmints,' said the Provost-Ser-

geant.
' It ain't the Fifth of November.'

" On the whole it wasn't a good day 'a

'tinting, but this morning I was waited
on by a deputation wearing striped

jerseys, which they appeared to 'ave

put on at early dawn. They said the
fire was lit under the copper, 'an could

they 'ave the ball ?

"I SAY, EXCUSE ME, DKAK OLD TOP, BUT YOU MUSTN'T WEAR THAT GUNNEK TIB

KOW YOU 'BE DEMOBBED. IT SIMPLY ISN'T DONE \

"

" '

Doucemong !

'

says I. '

Allay

along, an' let 's see the tire first.'

"
Yes, it were lit, but only just. The

water was lukewarm an' the fuel 'ad

nearly all burned away, an' Madame
was standing looking at it hopelessly.

" ' Pas bong,' says 1 to the lads. ' Pas

assay chaud. Voo scroungerex ongcore.'
"
They was frantic, becos it was

nearly match time. I felt inclined to

give 'em the ball, but the thought of

you, Sir, in a dirty collar
"

" You may keep the pair of oldViding-
breeches you borrowed without per-

mission,"interrupted Percy.
" Thank you, Sir. Then all at once

the lads 'ad a confab an' went away,
an' in a few minutes they was back

with some lovely straight planed props

of timber, an' they chopped 'em up in

a jiffy 'an got the fire roaring 'ot, an' I

gave 'em the ball, an' your collars is

done an' the rest of your things is out

drying an' will be finished to-morrow."
" Of course I 'm grateful," said Per-

cival. " You might tell your young
friends I 'm willing to be a vice-presi-
dent of their club on the usual terms.

What 's the name of it ?
"

"They tell me it 's called 'The Racing
Club,'

"
said Elfred. " But I think, Sir,

you 'd better give your subscription to

the other club in the village 'The

Sportif Club.' You see, Sir, they 'ad a

match on to-day as well, an' when

they arrived on the ground they found

someone 'ad been and scrounged their

goal-posts !

"
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THE ANNIVERSARY.

unexpectedly retained possession of my seat in

the Tube the other evening I over-read myself and ran past

ray station, so it was rather late when I reached home.
" Hullo !

"
I called out cheerily.

1 Hullo !

"
echoed Margaret in a Hat sort of voice ;

"
you

back ?
"

I refrained from facotiousness and told her that I was.

"Oh!" she said.
'

Well, well, Margaret," I said in a bright and bustling

manner, " we haven't got on very well so far, have we '!

'

Can't you think of some subject on which we can conduct
; a conversation in words of more than one syllable ? The
skilful hostess should so frame her questions that not even

the shyest visitor can fall back on a simple Yes or No.

Now," I continued, spreading myself luxuriously over the

chesterfield,
"
you know how shy I am. Try to draw me

out, dear. I 'm waiting."
I lit a cigarette. Margaret looked reproachfully at me.
" What was yesterday ?

"
she said.

"Tuesday, my dear. We will now have a little chat

about Tuesday, Coming as it does so soon after Monday,
it not unnaturally exhibits

"

"
Tuesday the.25th of February," said Margaret solemnly.

"Possibly, my dear, possibly. But I cannot say that I

find your remarks very interesting. They may be true, or

they may not, but they certainly seem to me to lack that

agreeable whimsicality usually so characteristic of you."" Our wedding-day," said Margaret impressively." Was it really ?
"
I said in a whisper.

" And you let it

my hand " hero 's my present to you, even though you did

forget yesterday."
" You are a dear, Margaret. And now I '11 tell you some-

thing. It was-"

Just then James came in and announced dinner. James
is all our staff; but her other name is Keziah, so wo had
no choice.

As we sat down I took a small box out of my pocket.
" Give this to your mistress, please," I said to James.
"O-o-o. How ripping of you, Gerald! So you did re-

member, after all."

"As soon as I got to the station this morning," I said,
" I remembered that our wedding-day was to-day."
Margaret lifted her eyebrows at me. "

To-day '?

"

" Yes. You are a little behind or in front of the times,
I 'm afraid. The twenty-fifth was a Tuesday last year, but
it 's trying Wednesday for a change now. Many Happy
Returns of the Day, dear."

We both laughed.

pass without reminding rue.

Margaret smiled.
Oh, how could you ?

"

didn't think of it till this morning after you had
"

gone," she said.

We both smiled. Then we laughed.
"You know, we really are a dreadful couple," I said.

" Your fault is greater than mine, though. I '11 tell you why.
Everyone knows that a man especially a manly man "

I tugged my moustache and let my biceps out for a run
"never remembers anniversaries, whereas a woman a

womanly woman does." Here I plucked a daffodil from
a bowl near by and tucked it coyly behind her ear.

'It really is rather awful of us." Margaret restored the
daffodil to its young companions.

" We 've only been
married three years, too, and yet already

"
She threw

out her arms in a hopeless gesture.
1

Still," I said presently, with my hand full of her hand
I daresay we shall get used to it in time forettinf

the day, I mean. After about the fourth lapse there will be
hardly any sting in our little piece of annual forgetfulness.""We mustn't forget to remember we've forgotten it

though, Gerald, so that we can test the waning powers of
the sting.
"I can see this habit growing on us," I said dreamilyew more years and we shall forget we are married even'

11 come home one day provided I remember wherewe live-and be horrified to find you established in my
>use and using my sealing-wax. Or maybe I shall arrive

some little offering of early rhubarb or forced arti-
inokes only to bo sternly ordered away by a wife who does

>t recognise mo. Please take your greens round to the
tradesmen s entrance,' you will say coldly

"

think" said Margaret, "that we ought to be extra
. to each other now, seeing how short our married life

lay be. Let s begin at once. You let me tidy your desk
every day for you and "

Ice a week satisfy you ?
"

I asked desperatelyand anyway "-she put a little packet into

" Now let's look at our presents," said Margaret happily.

DORA AT THE PLAY.
[" You cannot buy a cigarette, or an ice, or a box of chocolates in a

theatre after eight o'clock by order of D.O.K.A." Advt. passim.]
ATTENTIVE swain, whose lady lias commanded you to be at

her

Disposal as an escort on a visit to the theatre,
I give you precious doctrine that is certainly worth stick-

ing to,

At least as long as Dora is alive on earth and kicking too.

If you would keep your fair companion satisfied and cheery,
some

Provision must be made to fill the intervals so wearisome,
For many a gallant fellow has discovered with a shock o'

late

That after 8 P.M. it 's still a crime to sell a chocolate.

Though you may haunt the bar till ten and confidently
mutter "

Scotch,"
Slie may not even clamour for a humble slab of butter-

scotch,
And should the heat suggest an ice may I be rolled out

flat if I

Distort the truth it 's courting gaol that harmless wish to
gratify.

As for yourself, if you should yearn for blest tobacco's
medium

In those long waits between the Acts to while away the
tedium,

And find you 're out of cigarettes, remember that to sell anyA minute past the fatal hour is counted as a felony.
Unless the pair of you affect the life ascetic, you '11

Be well advised to carry in a hamper or a reticule
A goodly store of provender, both smokeable and eatable,For Dora s m the saddle yet and seemingly unseatable

Broody.
to

No, we expect it will be left
sitting.

"HIDDEN MUMMIES.

We hope that the NS.P.C.C. will see to it

lurfhe, delay

W6d tO **** tO ttdr fafamilies
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-V

MANNERS AND MODES.
THEN AND NOW.

/'/ "in an Early-Victorian pccket
"
Etiquette for Gentlemen" :

" If you so far forget what is elegant as to smoke iu the street or

park, at least never omit to fling away your cigar if you speak to a lady."]
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GOLF NOTES.
(With acl-iioirleiitjmtnts to Mr. A. C.3I.

Crooine.)
AlTUOACHINC.

TAYLOR or was it JAMKS DKAID?-

begins one of his classic and illuminat-

ing chapters with the quotation
"

/. r

lli-rciilem," nor can even woof the

Oxford anil Cambridge Golfing Society
venture to differ from so eminent an

authority or grudge him so apt a

phrase. 1V;7>.
,?,;;>. and, let me add,

sat. To those, few perhaps in actual

reckoning (though I, wearing of right
the wine-dark vesture were there half-

those who have also enjoyed a Univer-

sity education will pick up even as

partner failed to do what I, who
write, am driving at.

Remembering how dear old W.G.
in those halcyon, days when Gloucester

was worthy of the cheese whereof she

is now so chary a producer used to

score with that heavy cut between

point and cover, I too, greatly daring,
cut it and laid it (the ball, not the

cheese) dead. De mortuis . . . For as-

suredly it was good.
The one adornment of this episode
ould have been a quotation from

ARISTOPHANES. It is not, however,

the weight and the corollary is length
increased.

Then arose a certain justly eminent
author, whose list of tales is equalled
only by the tale of his handicap, and
demonstrably discounted weight with-
out pace.

It was then agreed that a test ad
hominem should be applied, and that
the result of such test should determine
the individuality of him who should
settle with our Ganymede. Partner
and I pushed gemitu et fremitu a

bulky sideboard against a paper ball.
The inertia of the object was barely
overcome.

BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.
HE EEALISES THiT HE *

Blues in HOMEE'S time ? cannot com-
pete with JOHN Low et hoc genus omne,
Can tabs confessed, in the prestidigita-
tion of numerals and weird signs of

values) to those, then, few, but of

many parts appreciative, who followed
a certain foursome at Addington last
week, my premiss should be intrinsi-
cally incontrovertible. Partner, whom
had " made "

with a drive well and
truly apportioned ex carne ictum
partner, after much

self-searching and
mental recursion to the maxims ofTOM MORBIS and LA ROCHEFOUCAULD
took his ball on ihe-0 horribile dictu

hall I say horresco referens ?) well
be

meticulously exact, partner
shanked it. And it is just here that

given to all men always to remember.
Non cuivis, in fact.

OF IMPACT.

It was at the ensuing consumption of
Bohea, or of its substitute as provided
by a paternal Government, that one
of the party, with the rashness of a
d'Artagnan, reverted to the question
of weight of clubs. ABE MITCHELL'S
driver, of course, gave him a handle

;

but himself he, unaided, gave awayFor it is not to be boasted by everyman that he has been blessed with an
Alma Mater, and that consequently
logic is to him even as hair and teeth-
save only that these twain be not false
-bor, said this unhappy wight, increase

- -^

Then the man of letters nicked it

across the room with finger and thumb.
And the original theorist became the
poorer by the commercial estimate of
four teas and jam.

PUTTING.

It has been said elsewhere, yet may
not therefore be wholly lacking in
elemental veracity, that putting is the
devil. Systems more numerous than
dactyls and spondees in Classic verse,
patent putters outnumbered only by
howlers in Oxford responsions, bear
witness to this graceless statement.
Quite lately in these columns have I
confessed pulvere cineribusquethaA
our side had twice failed at the incon-
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Kmiiwnt London Architect (submitting his designs to our Village Victory Memorial Committee and warming to his work).
SURMOUNTING THE WHOLE, A GRACEFUL FIGURE OP VlCTOBY, WITH WREATH SO."

AXD,

siderablo distance of two yards, even
after discarding the small thirty-two.
But that further confession will he

forthcoming ia now wildly and pre-

posterously problematical. For I have
discovered the true exorcism for de-

moniac influence in putting. It is this :

First catch your putter. Put the
whole length of the shaft up your
sleeve. Then but I must retain some-

thing for next Saturday's notes, and,
besides, I fancy the secretary of the
Club where I am inditing these words
has his frugal eye on the consumption
of the note-paper. But what I have
written I have written. Litera scrjpta
manet. _________
THE COALITION OF 1950.
" AREN'T you being rather badly hit

by the price of tobacco ?
"

I asked

Charles, whose pipe is a kind of extra
limb to him.

" I have just been composing the plot
of a novel," lie replied with apparent
irrelevance. " It begins something like

this:
" '

Slowly and softly the violet dusk
set in. The beautiful young Premiere
stood at the window of her yellow-and-
black boudoir, gazing a little wistfully
at the almost deserted pavements of

Downing Street, A white pigeon
perched

' "

"
They aren't white," I said ;

"
they 're

a sort of purply pinky grey."
" All right," said Charles, unmoved,

"
only it rather spoils the sentence. ' A

sort of purply pinky grey pigeon perched
pompously

' "

" Never mind the pigeon," I said,
"

tell me what was the trouble with
the B.Y.P."

" A change in the leadership of the

Opposition. The old leaderess had just
retired and her place had been taken

by a new one, a man this time, young
and handsome as Apollo, who had
thrown up the Chair of Cinemato-

graphy at the London University to

plunge on to a political platform."
" What was the programme," I in-

quired, "of this er furniture -re-

mover?"
"He was a reactionary," said Charles.

" The Premiere's party had won a not

too sweeping victory at the polls on

prohibition (not of alcohol, of course

that had been done long ago but of

tobacco)."
" How on earth did she do it ?

"

" National economy, mostly," an-

swered Charles. " She had the wives'

vote solid, and they carried the more
docile of the husbands with them. She
had to throw out bribes to the un-

married electorate of both sexes, of

course, bribes which she had since

been attempting to pay. Powder and
chocolates had been made cheaper.
There was the Endowment of Cinemas
Act of 1948, and the Subsidized Foot-
ball Bill of '49.. But all these extra-

vagances had largely ruined the effect

of the abolition of tobacco. At the

beginning of that year she had been

obliged to cancel the State holiday on

Mondays
"

" Why Mondays ?
"

I inquired.
"
Everyone feels beastly on Monday."

"But I don't see why they should
feel any better on Tuesday."

" It was twenty-four hours nearer

Saturday," he replied,
" and Saturday

was also a State holiday. Labour, of

course, was infuriated, and unrest was

every day becoming more apparent.
The by-elections were going against the

Premiere. And now this new handsome

young hero had arisen not only to crys-
tallise the support of his own sex, but

capture the hearts of all the female

electorate under twenty."
"Twenty!" I gasped.
"
Everyone over fifteen had the fran-

chise,"saidCharlescalruly. "Now mark

you, the programme of the Opposition
was very cunning. They only proposed
to reintroduce cigar and cigarette smok-

ing. Edward Oburn, the young leader,

being a film actor, naturally smoked

nothing but exquisite Havanas. In
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n -u>:/-ftj.7<ii"TTYTTW77 K&t^Jc&rcr'tSMe
(interpreting costumes to the crowd). AND _.,.. A Esguivom."

' '
;

-
this he had the support of the wealthier
employers^ but the enormous army of

cigareite-suckers, male and female, was
with him.

" But I don't see how he proposed to
cut down expenses," I objected." He was going to tax the printin" of
11 words over two syllables in length

"

rephed Charles. "The Press of those
days was not affected by the proposal

it a considerable revenue was expectedfrom scientific books, high-brow novels
Socialistic publications. Well the

remiere, as I say, was a prey to sad
reflections, when

suddenly- the chur-
cnur of a taxi_."

I Mid
11 '* } U thinkinS of

n'ght-jars ?
"

"Possibly I ara ," lle admitted; "it
nay have been a

chug-chug. Anyway,threw a w.de arc of
light into the

gloom and stopped at the door of No 10
f".

moments later the door
'

ing about and fearing. We must have
the Bachelor Tax,' ".he said.

/'Now, the Bachelor Tax had been
tried some twenty years before, but ha
failed, partly owing to the number o
passive resisters who had had to b
forcibly fed, and partly owing to th
number of men who had shown sub
stantial proof of recurrent rejectionsHow were they to bring in a reason
able and

satisfactory Bill ? After a Ion"
consultation, lasting several hours be"
yond midnight

"

did she want?"
' was a he this 'time, and hadme to announce the inevitable thn

erythmg that the Premiere v^s think?

"Shut up Thoy decided eventuallythat if a bachelor made a written pro-
posal and was rejected he was entitled
to have his case tried before a iui v of
women, who should decide whether itwas a reasonable offer and one that
should

normally have been
accepted-i they found that it was, he was to be

exempt from further efforts The Billwas
accordingly drafted, and carried

sue s

y
ed

and
On

etW ""
1

Ubt J
' U K

ea. On the day after it becamelaw the beautiful young Pre
ceived a

neatly-typed offer of

from Edward Ohurn. They met
; there

was a scene of the utmost beauty and
pathos ; they became engaged, and the
Coalition Government of tho middle of
19oO began."

" How long did it go on ?
"
I inquired." Until tho day of revolution," said

Charles
pleasantly, refilling his foul old

boar "the great day when Fleet Street
ran with blood and the pipe-smokers
put up barricades in tho Strand, and
l
iccadilly became a reeking shambles

-Have you got a match ?
"

.EvoE.

The chauffeur, who sprang into the vehicleW it started off, was injured when it collidedwith a lamppost. Both were removed to hos-
)ital. Daily Paper.
It is hoped that when the lamp-post
las recovered it may throw some li"hton the accident.

*.

" ' In a few more fleeting years
'

will still be Earning Money for itswnei when other cars have caused their
to become but a memory.

"

Provincial Paper.
ifte advertiser ought not, we think, toave suppressed the names of these
nurderous machines.
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THE KINDEST CUT OF ALL.
WELSH WIZARD. "I NOW PROCEED TO CUT THIS MAP INTO TWO PARTS AND PLACE

THEM IN THE HAT. AFTER A SUITABLE INTERVAL THEY WILL BE FOUND TO HAVE
COME TOGETHER OF THEIR OWN ACCORD (ASIDE) AT LEAST LET'S HOPE SO; I'VE

NEVER DONE THIS TRICK BEFORE."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, March 1st. Calendar note

(extracted
from The, Wee Free Alma-

nack) :
"
Asquith comes in like a lion."

Everybody wanted to EOO tho victor

pound for his benefit tlio moral of Paisley
I am afraid ho had but a poor success,
for in the ensuing debate on food-control

the Member for Govan shocked his

Liberal hearers by declaring that "the
Manchester School is dead and there is

of Paisley make hiarentrie.

The Peers' Gallery was so

crowded with his former

colleagues that Lord HOTH-
KUMKIIK had scarcely room
for the big stick which

typifies his present atti-

tude towards the Govern-
ment. Poor Lord BEAVBE-
isnooK was quite in the

background ; but I am told

that on historic occasions

ho always prefers, with
characteristic modesty, to

be behind the scenes.

As the hero of the hour
walked up the floor, es-

corted by Sir DONALD
MACLEAN and Mr.TnoRNE,
his supporters did their

best to give him a rousing
welcome. But they were
too fesv to produce much
effect, and a moment or

two later, when Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE left the Treasury
Bench to greet his old chief

behind tlio SPEAKER'S
Chair, they were compelled
to hear the young bloods
of the Coal.tion "give a
louder roar."

Finding the traditional
SclT1NOs) WHAT THE PRICE op Hrg LATEST cur

LT.-COL. WILL THORNE TO ASK WHETHER ANY REDUCTION is MADE IN

as a pacificist who conducts a persist-
ent offensive. Ho accused the WAK Mix-
ISTEH of having made a false statement
about Conscript ion in America, and later

on made an allusion to General DKXIKIX
which Mr. CHURCHILL, to tho satisfuc-

BUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS ON THE CLOTHING
DIFFICULTY.

tion of tho IJouso, which
does not exactly love the
Central Hullalialloonist,
described as "a singularly-
ill-conditioned sneer."

Ljrd WINTKRTON, once
tho "

baby "of the House,
is still one of i ts most popu-
lar figures. Members were

quite interested as ho pro-
ceeded to explain, with an

engaging blush, that a
" hard case

"
which ho had

brought to the notice of

the WAU MINISTER was his

own, and sorry when the

SPEAKER brought the nar-

rative to a sudden stop by
observing,

" This is not

the moment for autobio-

graphy."
Tho FIRST COMMISSIONER

OP WORKS was roundly
abused for having spent
3,250 on tapestry for

Hampton Court Palace.

But when it turned out
that tho panel in question
was the long - missing
number of a set belonging
to Cardinal WOLSEY, and

seat of the Leader of the

n m that its recovery was large-MB. 0. B. THORNE TO ASK MB. MALLABY-DEELES (CONTROLLER OF
Jy duj> fco the enterprise

.--. ...
j_

' II j_l_
** .-v/vij. 1 1 UM4 A owtiMiai \J AOIV n ajgf&^uut /vii

Opposition still in the oc- PROPORTION TO QUANTITY OP CLOTH PURCHASED.

cupation of Mr. ADAMSON,
Mr. ASQUITH bestowed himself between
tho Labour Leader and Mr. NEIL MAC-
LEAN, with whom he entered into con-
versation. If he was endeavouring to ex-

MR. ASQUITH SITS UP AND TAKES
NOTICE.

"THE MANCHESTER SCHOOL OP POLITICS
IS DEAD AND THERE IS NO GOING BACK TO
IT." Mr. Nr.it, MACLKAX.

no going back to it." In opposing
tho continuance of D.O.E.A. Captain
ELLIOT was again in good form. His
best mot,

" With the Cabinet a thing is

always either sub judice or chosejugee,"
will take a good deal of beating as a

summary of tho Ministerial method of

answering Questions.
I understand that Mr. MALLABY-

DEELEY disclaims being the customer
to whom tho Disposals Board sold

577,000 suits of Government clothing.
He makes a point of never being over-

dressed.

A suggestion that in view of the

difficulty of filling diplomatic vacancies

the Government should appoint suit-

able women to some of these posts was
declined by the PRIME MINISTER on
the ground that it was not practicable
at present. I doubt if he would have had
the hardihood to make this avowal but
that Lady ASTOR had been ousted from
her usual seat by Mr. PEMBERTON
BILLING.

Tuesday, March 2nd. Lieut. -Com-
manderKENWOIITHY might bo described

and munificence of the

right hon. gentleman him-

self, the House agreed that

his completion of " Seven Deadly Sins
"

was a venial offence.

Other Estimates evoked more healthy

v ^^

THE HULLABALLOONIST.
LlECT.-COMMANDEH KENWORTHY.



Haicker (to lady who is in bitter need of fuel). "EAGER AS I AM, MADAM, TO EXPLAIN THE MERITS OF THESE LOOS

SHILLINGS A HUNDRED, I CANNOT IGNORE THE NOTICE EMBLAZONED ON YOUR GATE, AND THEREFORE WISH YOU A VERY
AT FOURTEEN
GOOD DAY."

criticism. Sir FREDERICK BANBURY was

eloquent upon what he called a " hotel

for gardeners
"

at Kew. Mr. HOGGE
was for rooting up the Royal Botanical

Gardens, since they were hardly ever

visited by Scotsmen, and Captain STAN-

LEY WILSON inveighed against the ex-

travagance with which the British dele-

gates were housed in Paris. Sir ALFRED
MONO admitted that they "did them-
selves very well," hut pleaded that they
could hardly be expected to go to Mont-
martre at least not collectively and

pointed out that some of the criticisms

should be addressed to other Depart-
ments. He was not responsible, for

example, for " clothes of typists."

Wednesday, March 3rd. Among the

things that they do better in France,

according to Lord SUDELEY, is the

popularisation of picture-galleries and
museums. He instanced the pictures
on French match - boxes. But were

they always confined to reproductions
of Louvre masterpieces ? My recollec-

tion is that at one time they took a
wider range and were distinctly more
striking than the matches.
One was reminded of PKAED'S lines

"Hume, no doubt, will be taking the sense
Of the House on a question of thirteen-

pence
"

when the Government very nearly
came to grief to-night over a question
of five pounds for the Inland Revenue
offices in Manchester. In vain Mr.
BALDWIN pointed out the desirability

of giving proper accommodation to the

gentlemen who pick our pockets in the

interest of the State. The House was
still obstinate, until Mr. BONAB LAW
declared that the Government would

resign if they did not get their "
fiver."

As he undertook, however, not to spend
it without further leave, the vote at

last went through.

Thursday, March 4th. Lord BUCK-
MASTER'S scheme for preventing the

I bankruptcy of the Stateisto makeevery-
body invest a portion of his capital in

Government securities and to withhold
the interest until such time as the
State should find it convenient to pay.
This, he explained to his own satisfac-

tion, was quite different from that

dangerous expedient, a levy on capital.
Lord PEEL took a more cheerful view
of the situation, and indicated that it

was quite unnecessary for noble lords to

get the wind up, since the Govern-
ment would have no difficulty in

raising it.

Even the most rigid economists will
not cavil at the latest addition to our
financial burdens. The PENSIONS MIN-
ISTEK announced an addition of close
on two millions a year to the annual
charge. The increase is chiefly for a
much-needed improvement in the allow-
ances made to disabled officers, who
have hitherto been but scurvily treated.
Mr. HIGHAM objected to receiving an

answer about the telephones from Mr.
PIKE PEASE. He demanded a reply

from the PKIME MINISTER, not from
a representative of the department
impugned. The SPEAKER, however,

pointed out that there were limits to

the PREMIER'S responsibilities :

" He
does not run the whole show." After
this descent into the vernacular 1 half-

expected that Mr. LOWTHER would clam

the stream of Supplementaries that fol-

lowed with,
"
Oh, ring off !

"
but he con-

tented himself with calling the next

Question.
The debate on the Third Reading of

the War Emergency Laws (Continu-
ance) Bill was chiefly devoted to Ireland.

CaptainWEDGWooD BENN, after spend-
ing a whole week in that country, is

convinced that all the trouble is duo
to the Government's reliance upon
D.O.R.A., and declared that the only
people who were not in gaol were the
murderers. That would mean that
there are some four million assassins in

Ireland
; which I feel sure is an exagger-

ation. The two hundred thousand
mentioned by the CHIEF SECRETARY
would seem to be ample for any country
save Russia.

Scarcely was this gloomy episode
over than the House was called upon
to pass a Supplementary Estimate of

860 for "Peace Celebrations in Ire-

land." As 500 of this sum was for

flags and decorations, which, in Mr.
BALDWIN'S phrase, "remain for future

use," the Irish outlook may, after all,

be not quite so black as it is painted.
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A BUY ELECTION.
'Tlir I'xcdl.Mil. pr, (vdnit set, l.y Mr.

M M.I.U-.V DI;I i.i.v in supplying needed goods
at elie.ip rales ma\ pn/.e a 111 lie awkward
if adopted I

iy Parliamentary Candida;

ifaown in I ho following anticipatory rep

QUIET confidence reigned in the

ranks of tlio Muddleboro Labour Party.
Tlio action of their Candidate, Mr.

Dulhain, in arranging for a co-operative
milk supply at sixpence per quart, was

supposed to have won the hearts of

all householders. They had no fear of

Mr. Coddcm, the representative of the

great BorroMr,KY party. It was true

that Mr. Coddem had taken over a

local brewery and was supplying beer

at threepence per pint. But the Labour
stalwarts argued that, in the first place,
this would iose him the women's and

temperance vote, and, in the second

place, the electors would drink the brew-

ery dry in double-quick time. All those

who failed to get cheap beer would

revenge themselves on the Candidate
who Irul failed to keep his promise.
The Wee Free cause was nearly hope-

less. Their candidate, Mr. Guff, bad
made a desperate bid for popularity by
offering, in conjunction with The Daily
News, cocoa at reduced rates. But the

Labour Candidate had put the pointed

question,
" Who made cocoa clear in

the first place '?

"
and Mr. Guff had

evaded the question.
When Mr. Stilts, the National Party

Candidate, promised the public cheaper
honours urging that, if he were re-

turned, it would l.e unnecessary to sub-

scribe to party funds to get a title the

voters were quite unmoved. Perhaps
they knew that they could get the
O.B.E. for nothing, anyhow, and had
no higher ambitions.
The Coalition Candidate, Mr. Jenkins,

alone said nothing. The Star, that

famous organ of the Anti-Gambling
Party, proclaimed triumphantly that

the odds offered in the constituency
were ten to one against Jenkins. But
Mr. Jenkins lay low and said nothing.
Or rather he achieved the not impos-
sible feat in a Parliamentary contest of

saying nothing and saying a good deal.

But the day before the poll Mr.
Jenkins's polling cards were delivered.

They were headed,
" Vote for Jenkins

and Kill Profiteering. Give up this
card at your polling- station for free

samples of silks in my great blouse
offer. I sell for 9s. IT^d. a blouse

usually priced at twp guineas. Not
more than six sold to any one voter.

OUT SIZES NO EXTRA CHARGE."
A quarter-mile queue of lady-voters

was standing outside the polling booths
at eight o'clock. Hundreds of them had
their husbands in custody with them.
In vain were representations of the

DEMODE.
Slit. "SOMEWHAT AHCHAIC WHAT?"
He. "YE ES. ALL RIGHT six WEEKS AGO. Qrm: ACADEMICAL sow."

Full Milk Jug and the Flowing Pint
Pot paraded before them. The Wee
Free procession, headed by a Brimming
Cocoa Cup, was received with jeers.
When the poll was declared the

figures ran

Jenkins (Coalition) .... 20,428
Coddem (Bottomley) . . . 9,344
Dulharn (Labour) .... 9,028
Guff (Wee Free) 2,008
Stilts (National Party) ... 49

And The Daily News' headline the

next day was
'CORRUPT MINORITY CANDIDATE

CARRIES MUDDLEBORO."

Commercial Candour.

From a poultry-breeder's advertise-

ment :

"My strains of Rhodes are only too well

known."

"Miss Winnie , the charming and
talented actress, writes :

' I am quite positive
I owe my present health and spirits to .'

"

Advt. in Daily Paper.

"Poor Miss Winnie has had to retiro

suddenly from the revue doctor's orders."

fianie paper, saute day.

We should have liked to hear the

Advertisement Manager's view of the

News Editor.
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' "
"lum lit \;W fit 7 ^>'^~

"Oo, LUMME! ^YoT MICE BEGINALD IN 'is MALLABY-DEELEYS ?
"

FREUD AND JUNG.

[A reviewer in a recent issue of T]\e Times Literary Supplement

asks,
" Why should the characters in the psychological novel be in-

variably horrid ?
" and is inclined to explain this state of affairs by the

undiscriminating study of " the theories of two very estimable gentle-

men, the sound of whose names one is beginning to dislike Messrs.

Freud and Jung."]

IN QUEEN VICTORIA'S placid reign, the novelists of note

In one respect, at any rate, were all in the same boat ;

Alike in liichard Feverel and in Aurora Floyd
You '11 seek in vain for any trace of Messrs. JUNG and FREUD.

They did not fail in colour, for they had their PEACOCK'S
tales ;

Their heroines, I must admit, ran seldom off the rails ;

They had their apes and angels, but tbey never once

employed
The psycho-analytic rules devised by JUNG and FREUD.

They ran a tilt at fraud and guilt, at snobbery and shams ;

They had no lack of Meredithyrambic epigrams ;

The types that most appealed to them were not neuras-

thenoid;

They lived, you see, before the day of Messrs. JUNG and
FREUD.

(1 've searched the last edition of the famous Ency. Brit.
And neither of this noble pair is even named in it

;

Only the men since Nineteen-Ten have properly enjoyed
The privilege of studying the works of JUNG and FREUD.)

Their characters, I grieve to say, were never more unclean
Than those of ordinary life, in morals or in mien ;

They had not slummed or fully plumbed with rapture

unalloyed
The unconscious mind as now defined by Messrs. JUNG

and FUEUD.

The spiritual shell-shock which these scientists impart
Had not enlarged or cleared the dim horizons of their art;

They had not learned that mutual lovo by wedlock is

destroyed,
As proved by the disciples of the school of JUNG and FREUD

The hierophants of pure romance, ev'n in its recent mood,
From STEVENSON to CONRAD, such excesses have eschewed

But the psycho-pathologic route was neither mapped nor

buoyed
Until the new discoveries of Messrs. JUNG and FBEUD.

That fiction should be tonic all may readily agree ;

That its function is emetic I, for one, could never see ;

And so 1 'm glad to find The Times Lit. Supp. has grown
annoyed

At the undiscriminating cult of Messrs. JUNG and FBEUD'.

Let earnest " educationists
"
assiduously preach

The value of psychology in training those who teach ;

Let publicists who speak of -Mr. GEORGE, -without th

LLOYD,
Confound him with quotations from the works of JUNG anc

FREUD

But I, were I a despot, quite benevolent, of course,
Armed with the last developments of high-explosive force,

I 'd build a bigger" Bertha," and discharge it in the void
Crammed with the novelists who brood on Messrs. JUNC

and FREUD.
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"I S'POSE I MUSTN'T GO IN THE OABDEN WHILE YOU 'BE BESTING, MUMMY?" "No, DEAB IT'S TOO DAMP.'

"If I DID GO IN TUB GARDEN WHILE YOU "BE BESTING, MUMMY, WOULD YOU PUNISH ME, OB BEASON WITH ME?"

OPEEATICS.
IT has been suggested before now

that Opera might be improved if the

sinking were done behind the scenes

and the performance on the stage were
carried out in dumb show by compe-
tent actors who looked their parts.
But the idea that the movements on
tho stage would correspond with the
utterances oil it is not encouraged by
tho present lack of collusion between

singers and orchestra I refer to cases

where a performer is requited to simu-
late music on a dummy instrument.

This reflection was forced upon me
at a recent performance of Tannhciuser.

It is true that Miss LILLIAN STANFORD
us the Shepherd fingered her pipe in

precise accord with the gentleman who
played the music for her. But Mr.

MULLINGS, as Tannhauser, took the

greatest liberties with his harp. He
just slapped it whenever he liked, with-

out any regard to the motions of bis

collaborator. As for, Mr. MICHAEL,
who played Wolfram, he was content
to fill in the vocal pauses with a little

suitable strumming ; but when he sang
he was so distracted by his own voice

that he left his harp to play the accom-

paniment without visible assistance

from his hand.

For the fine performance which Mr.
ALBEKT COATES conducted I have no
word but of praise, except that I could

have wished that Miss ELSA STBALIA
had borne a closer resemblance to what
is expected of Elisabeth. She seemed
to want to look as much as possible
like Venus, whose very opposite she
should have been in type as in nature.

Her colouring upset the whole scheme
of contrast, and one never began to

believe in the sincerity of her spiritual
ideals or that her death from a broken
heart was anything but an affectation.

0.8.

A LEONINE EEVIVAL.
AMONGST the dead lions of the past,

some of us have prematurely reckoned
those of Peterborough Court. MATT.
ARNOLD was supposed to have adminis-

tered, if not the coup de grace, at any
rate a serious blow to their gambollings
in Friendship's GarlanJ.

It is therefore a matter for unfeigned
rejoicing to find that they are not only
alive but rampant, with all their old

splendid command of polysyllabic peri-

phrasis. One need only turn to the

notice of " The John Exhibition
"

in

last Thursday's Daily Telegraph, from
which we select the following page :

" It [the exhibition] is a display of

purposeful portraiture that helps one to

realise the effect which Theotokopoulos
produced upon his watchful contempo-
raries, and to understand why the Cre-

tan continued to walk alone on his way.
If some insist on finding modern El
Greco versions of Inspectors and In-

quisitors-general in this John gather-

ing, compounded of comparatively in-

nocuous personalities, the privilege is,

of course, permissible, and incidentally

brightens conversation in irresponsible
circles."

But a higher level of full-throated

bravura is attained later on :

" If reiteration may also be the mark
of the best portraiture, pace Lord
Fisher, commendation should be given
to Mr. John for continuing to visualize

the great seaman as Jupiter Tonans

flashing in gold lace."

How delightful it is, after tho arid

methods of the modern critics, bred

up on BENEDETTO CROCE, to hear
the old authentic leonine ecstasy of

SALA,
" monarch of the florid quill 1

"

Mr. Punch, once hailed by the D.T. as
" the Democritus of Fleet Street," on
the strength of his " memorable mono-

syllabic monition," in turn salutes the

immortal protagonist of the purplo
polysyllable.
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WnOHOBAfT.
(.1 M<-ili<.-val Tragedy.)

" I W\NT," said tho maiden, glancing

round her with tremulous distaste at

the stuffed crocodile, tho black cat and

the cauldron simmering on tho hearth,

" to see some of your complexion speci-

alities." . ,,

"You want nothing of tho kind,

retorted the witch. " Why prevaricate
?

\ maid with your colour hath small

need oven of my triple extract of toads

livers. What you have really come for

is either a love-potion" she paused

and glanced kesnly at her visitor "or

the means to avenge love unrequited.
'

The maiden had (lushed crimson.
" I

wish he were dead !

"
she whispered.

"Now you are talking. That wish

is, of course, the simplest thing in the

world to gratify, if only you are pre-

pared to pay for it. I presume Moddam
would not desire anything too easy ?

"

" He had promised," broke out the

maiden uncontrollably,
" to take me to

the chanty bear-baiting matinee in aid

of unemployed ex-Crusaders. The whole

thin,1 was arranged. And then at the

last moment :

"

"Precisely as I had supposed. A case

for one of "our superior wax images,

made to model, with pins complete.

Melted before a slow fire ensures the

: gradual wasting of the original with

pangs corresponding to the insertion of

each pin."
The customer's fine eyes gleamed.

" Give me one."
" I will sell you one,' corrected the

witch. "But I should warn you. They
are not cheap."

" No matter."
" Good. I was about to observe that

since our sovereign liege KING EICHABD

granted peace to the Saracen the cost

both of material and labour hath so

parlously risen that I am unable to

supply a really reliable article under

fifty golden angels."
" I have them here."
" With special pins, of course, extra."

"Take what you will." The maiden

flung down a leathern wallet that

chinked pleasingly. The witch, having
transferred the contents of this to her
own pocket, proceeded to fashion the

required charm, watched by her client

with half-repelled eagerness.
"Hawk's eye, falcon's nose, raven's

lock, peacock's clothes," chanted the

crone, following tho words with her

cunning fingers.
"How how know you him?

"
Panic

was in the voice.

The other laughed unpleasantly." Doth not the whole district know the
Lord CEil-de-Veau by reputation ?

"

She held out the image.
" Handle him

carefully and use a fresh pin for each

record." . ,

The maid snatched it from her hands

and was turning towards the door of the

hut when a low tap on its outer surface

caused her to shrink back alarmed.

Tho witch had again been watching her

with an ambiguous smile. 'Should

Moddam wish to avoid observation,"

she suggested,
"tho side exit behind

yonder curtain In an instant

she was alone. Flinging the empty
wallet into the darkest corner the witch

(not without sundry chuckles) slowly

unbarred the entrance.

On the threshold stood a slim female

figure enveloped in a cloak.
" The lovo

potion I had here last week," began a

timid voice, "seems hardly satisfac-

tory. If you stock a
stronger^ quality,

no matter how expensive
"
Step inside," said the witch.

:;: * * * *

Some couple of months later the

ladies of the house-party assembled at

Sangazure Castle for the Victory jousts

were gathered in tho great hall, ex-

changing gossip and serf-stories in the

firelight while awaiting the return of

their menkind.
"Hath any heard," lisped one fair

young thing,
" how fareth the Lord

(Eil-de-Veau ? They tell me that some

mysterious ailment hath him in thrall."

At the words the Lady Yolande

Sangazure (whom we have met before)

was aware of a crimson flood mounting

swiftly to herexquisite temples. Strange
to add, the same phenomenon might
have been observed in a score of

damosels belonging to the best families

in the district. The hall seemed suf-

fused in a ruddy glow that was certainly
not reflected from the exiguous pile of

post-Crusading fuel smouldering on the

great hearth.

".Tush !" broke in the cracked voice

of a withered old dame, "your news is

old. Not only hath the so-called fever

vanished but my lord himself hath
followed it."

" Gone !

" The cry was echoed by
twenty voices ; twenty embroidery-
frames fell from forty arrested hands,
while niiie-and-thirty dismayed eyes
fixed themselves upon the malicibusly-
amused countenance of the speaker.
Only one, belonging to the Lady Beau-

regarde, who squinted slightly.remained
as though unmoved by ttap general
commotion.

"
Moreover," continued the Aid dame,

"
report saith that with him Yvent his

leman, who, having some art ifc necro-

mancy, transformed her bear^f to the
semblance of a witch and pro^Eded her
own dowry by the sale, to certaijp addle-

pated wenches, of charms for ifcch her
lover himself prepared the

But his fever?" an impetuous
voice broke in.

Cozening, no doubt. Of course the

iale may be but idle babble; still, if

true, one would admit that such

credulous fools got no more than they
deserved."

She ceased, well satisfied. "I fancy,"
observed tho Lady Yolande coldly, "that

hear our lords returning." And in

the eloquent silence a score of fair

young minds slowly assimilated the

profound truth (as fresh to-day as

ight hundred years ago) that Satan

finds some mischief still for the impe-
cunious demobilised.

TO JESSIE

(" one of the Zoo's most 2x>pnlar

elephants," now deceased).

Jessie of the melting eye,
Wreathed trunk and horny tegum-

Ent, whom I have joyed to ply
With the fugitive mince-pie
And the seasonable legume,

Youth has left me ;
fortune too

Mounts my efforts to annex it ;

Still, I occupy the view,

Bored but loath to leave, while you
Make the inevitable exit.

Ne 'er again for blissful rides

Shall our shouting offspring clam-

ber

Up your broad and beetling sides ;

Ne'er again, when eventide's

Coining turns the skies to amber
And the fluting blackbirds call,

Poised above a bale of fodder

In your well-appointed stall

-Will you muse upon it all,

Patient introspective plodder.

Once, an anxious mother's care,

Day by day you roamed the jungle,
Felt the sunshine, sniffed the air

;

Life, methinks, was passing fair ;

But of that no mortal tongue '11

Tell. Perhaps you never thought
If it bored you or .enraptured

Till the wily hunter caught.
You and all your friends and brought
Home to England, bound and cap-

tured,

Jessie, fairest of your race,

Now you 're gone and few will miss

you;
There will come to take your place
Creatures less replete with grace ;

Elephants of grosser tissue

Will intrigue the public sight ;

That, old girl, "s the common atti-

tude.

Still, these few poor lines I write

May preserve your memory bright,
Since the pen is dipped in gratitude.

ALGOL.
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MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
P.-W.S. (having struggled over many ploughed fields). "Now THEN, MY LAD, FETCH 'JM OVER 'EBE AND I'LL GIVE YOU A TANNEB."

Dufohc Profiteer. "NoA, YE DOAN'T! GIVE 01 TEN BOB OR 01 LETS HE GO AGAIN."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

WE are apt to think of Lord NORTHCLIFFE as the " onlie

begetter" of the New Journalism. Bub here comes Mr.
KENNEDY JONES, M.P., to remind us, in Fleet Street and

Downing Street (HUTCHINSON), that he too had a very

large share in its parentage. And up to a point he is a

proud father. Circulations reckoned in millions instead of

thousands, journalistic salaries raised from hundreds to

thousands, advertisement-revenues multiplied many-fold
these are some of the outward signs of the success of a

policy which the author summarised when he told Lord

MOBLEY, " You left journalism as a profession ; we have
made it a hranch of commerce." But there is another side

to the medal. Frankenstein's monster was perfect in every-

thing save that it lacked a soul. In all material things the

New Journalism is a long way ahead of the Old; and yet,
after chronicling its many triumphs culminating in the

capture of The Times its part-creator is fain to admit that

"puhlic distrust of news is the most notable feature in

journalism of recent years," and that the influence of the

daily Press on the public mind has hardly ever been at a

lower ebb. This frankness is characteristic of a book which
on nearly every page contains something to startle or

amuse. The author's experiences on his first day in London,

including an encounter with a sausage-seller (more friendly
than CLEON'S rival) ; his negotiations for the purchase of

The Tim:S, and his offer of the editorship to Lord CUBZON,
who unfortunately refused it; the provenance of "The
Pekiu Massacre," which originated, it appears, not with
a "stunt" journalist, but with a Chinese statesman wish-

ing to pull the Occidental leg these and many other inci-

dents are admirably described by a writer who, though he

long ago doffed his journalistic harness, has not forgotten
how to write up a "good story." Be your opinion of the

New Journalism what it may 1 guarantee that you will find

its champion an agreeable companion.

There are parts of Mr. W. J. LOCKE'S latest novel, The
House of Baltazar (LANE), which will, I fear, make almost

prohibitive demands upon the faith (considered as belief in

the incredible) of his vast following. To begin with, he
introduces us to that problematical personage, whose

possibility used to be so much debated, the Man Who
Didn't Know There Was A War On. John Baltazar had

preserved this unique ignorance, first by bolting from a

Cambridge professorship through amorous complications,
next by living many years in the Far East, and finally by
settling upon a remote moorland farm (locality unspecified)
with a taciturn Chinaman and an Airedale for his only

companions. This and other contributory circumstances,
for which I lack space, just enabled me to admit the situ-

ation as possible. Naturally, therefore, when a befogged

Zeppelin laid a couple of bombs plonk into the homestead,
the ex-professor experienced a mental as well as a bodily
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shake-up. I had no complaint either with tiie trans-

formation that developed //<" li>titn:,ir from the only

outsider to apparently the big boss of the War; while the

scenes between him and the son of whoso existence ho

..on unaware (a situation not precisely new to fiction)

are presented with a sincere and moving simplicity. So far

so good, even if hardly equal to the author's best. But the

catast rophe and the melodramatics about War-Office secrets,

preposterously put on papor, and still more preposterously

preserved, simply knocked the wind of reality out of the

whole affair. A pity, since Mr. LOCKE (though I prefer
him in more fantastic vein) has clearly spent much care

upon a tale that, till its final plunge, is at least lively and

entertaining.
'

The amateur of lace, whe
ther as expert or owner
will be pleasantly stirred 1>\

learning that another bool

has been added to the al

ready large bibliography o

a fascinating subject in Tin

Romance of the Lace Pill/ni

(II. II. ARMSTRONG), pub
lished at Oiney from the

pen of Mr. THOMAS WRIGHT.

Olney, of course, has two
claims on our regard
COWFEK and Lace, and it

is now evident that Mr.
WRIGHT has kept as atten-

tive an eye on the one as
on the other. His book
makes no pretence to be
more than a brief and

frankly popular survey of

the art of lace -

making
chiefly in Northampton-
shire and Bucks, and to
it he has brought a wealth
of various information

(which the average reader
must take on trust) and an
enthusiasm that can be

judged by his opening state-

ment that "lace ... is the

expression of the most rap-
turous moments of whole
dynasties of men of genius."
So now you know. Even
those of us who regard it

with a calmer pulse can take _
pleasure in the many excellent photographs of lace-work of
tfferent periods and schools that adorn Mr. WRIGHT'S

As for the letter-press, though I will not call the
writer s style wholly equal to his zeal, his chapters are full

f interesting gossip, ranging from the late KATHERINE OF
N (the originator, according to one theory of English

ace-mak.ng), to some jolly stuff on the literature of Bob-
bins and the old Tolls, or working-songs, sun" by "the
spinners and the knitters in the sun, and the free maids

; weave their threads with bones." I have a fancyit the whole volume has been more or less a labour of

i7tfcr Srt W id I et " with such a

think

Maida Vale, victims of all those petty, sordid, but deadly
troubles known only to the middle class. Without warrant,

explanation or excuse he introduces into their routine a
sudden touch of magic ; the tired City man, the acid foster-

mother, the children (mercifully devoid of any priggishness),
and the pre-eminently human housemaid and cook are

transplanted for a moment into the ago of tho knights-
errant. Thither also are transplanted their special friends
and enemies, all retaining their modern identities and their
current troubles, and all getting unpleasantly involved in

tiio troubles of the ancients, to boot. Eventually the
interlude is found to have provided the solution of the diffi-

culties, pecuniary and other, of the home in Maida Vale; and
'I will say no more (him
that a very telling story
ends well and naturally.
No reader should imagine
ho has read all this before;
the admixture of fairy ima-

gination with the intensely
practical things of life is

something new, and there
is a definite purpose in it

all. The book may be
labelled intellectual, but the
characters always remain

very human; thus Geor./r,

finding himself back in the
times of a thousand years
ago, says critically,

"
It

looks old, but it feels just
the same ;

"
and his father,

seeing him engaged in an
assaulton the castle, shouts,
'

George ! put that sword
down instantly." Mr. CORN-
"OHD makes his points with
mch discretion and under-

standing that even the
nost solid materialist must,
after reading, feel a little

ess sure of himself.

. ?,

-, ^*i-t- vr^' .

-%:.iib^5i^-S4

Tramp. "YES, MUM, I'M AN OLD SOLDIEB; FOUGHT IN THE "

""'

Tf!*T"*'

" Y U
I EEMEMBEB E ARMY TRAINING?"

IN A SINGLE WORD
Mrs - T - A -

" THEN, ABOUT TURN ! QUICK MARCH !

"

I rather think that if I

iad the opportunity of dis-

jussing with ELINOR MOR-
DAUNT her OZf? Wine in New
Bottles (HuTCHiNSON) and
lad the courage to say what
vas in my mind :

" Don't
ou think perhaps that

jour vigorous and uuex-

v, ,

characters are out of story-land rather than out
ife ? and if she riposted,

" But is it necessary theyshould be like life if they are life-like ?
"

I should be left with
no more effective retort than "Quite," or sometime justas futile For there 's no doubt that these queer villains,
Chinese dealers, bold sailormen, travellers, rapt lovers, do
get over the footlights in an effective wav. They do the
things that are only done in magazines, but they do them
wit i a gusto which engages the attention. Perhaps indeed

6 s what the author meant by her ingenious title;
though I suppose her device of setting before each storya longer or shorter, more or less relevant, passage from theOld Testament gives a clearer clue to the precise way in

f Jf
InterP ts "nothing new under the sun."S Presc

,

lbe of th 's old wine one or two bot-
Bettel' n0t l hink"' the
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CHARIVARIA.
PBIXCK AI.HKRT JOACHIM, it appear?,

did not take part in the attack on a

J'Ycnrh ol floor at the Hotel Adlon. but

only gave the signal. Always the little

Bohenzollern! .

:

It seems that at the last moment
Mr. ('. J>. Cot HHAN broke off negotia-

tions for the exclusive right to organise
the CAKi'KNTiKit wedding.

* *

"Will Scotland go dry?" asks Tht

il.r)>ri'xx. Not on purpose, we

imagine. :;: *

\ ni'w method of stopping an

omnibus by a foot-lever has been

patented. This is much better

than the old plan of shaking one's

umbrella at them.

Mr. LLOYD GEOHGE, wo road,

makes a study of handwriting.
The only objection that The Times

has to this habit is that ho posi-

tively refuses to notice tho writing
on the wall.

'

*'

It is rumoured that the Govern-
ment will construct an experi-
mental tunnel between England
and the United States in order (1)

to cement Anglo-American friend-

ship, and (2) to ascertain if the

Channel Tunnel is practicable.
* *

Dr. C. W. Cor,i!Y, head of the

Department of History, has taken
Sir AUCKLAND GEDDES' place as

Principal of McGill University.
The report that Sir AUCKLAND will

reciprocate by taking a place in

history awaits confirmation.

With reference to (he pending retire-

ment of Mr. ROIIMUT SMII.I.II: from the

Presidency of tho MineiV I'Vdr; niion, it

appears that there is talk of arranging
a farewell strike.

* *

The Berlin Vorwaerts stales that ex-

Kmpcror CAUL lias heen discovered in

Hungary under an assumed name. The
Hungarian authorities say that unless

he is claimed within three days he will

be sold to defray expeii'

Wo understand that Mr. Justice
DAKLINU'S weekly denial of the reports
of his retirement will in future be issued

"It is quite usual nowadays," a
well-known auctioneer states,

" for

mill hands to keep a few orchids. Wo
Understand that by way of a counter-
stroke a number of noblemen are

threatening to go in for runner ducks.

A llotherham couple who have just
celebrated their diamond wedding have
never tasted medicine. We ourselves
have always maintained that the taste
is an acquired one.

yA Greenland falcon has been shot in
the Orkneys. The view is widely taken
that tho wretched bird, which must
have known it wasn't in Greenland,
brought the trouble on itself.

*
.

:|:

An alleged anarchist arrested in
Munich was identified as a poot and
found Not Guilty not guilty, that is to

say, of being an anarchist.

"\YKLL, ASVIIOW, xo OSK COULU TELL THAT THIS
WAS OSCK A BRITISH WARM."

on Tuesdays, instead of Wednesdays,
as hitherto. ... +

""*

When hit by a bullet a tiger roars

until dead, says a weekly paper, but a

tigress dies quietly. Nervous people
who suffer from headaches should
therefore only shoot tigresses.

Two out of ten houses being built at

Guildford are now complete. Builders

in other parts of the country are asking
who gave the word " Go."

* *
" Marvellous to relate," says a Sun-

day paper,
" a horse has just died at

Ingatestone at the age of thirty-six."

Surely it is more marvellous that it did

not die before. * v
'*

"

It is said that the Paris Peace Con-

ference cost two million pounds. Tho
latest suggestion is that, before the
next war starts, tenders for a Peace
Conference shall be asked (or and the
lowest estimate accepted.

A Wralsall carter has summoned a
fellow-worker because during a quarrel
ho stepped on his face. It was not so
much that lie had stepped on bis face,

wo understand, as the fact that lie had
loitered about on it.

A painful mistake is reported from
North London. It appears that a

young lady who wont to a fancy-dress
"ball as "Tho Silent Wife" was
awarded the first prize for her
clever impersonation of a telephone
girl

We are glad to learn that the

thoughtless tradesman who, in

spite of the notice,
' Please ring

the bell," deliberately knocked at

the front-door of a wooden house,
has now had to pay the full cost of

rebuilding. ,,.
,,.

After reading in her morning
paper that bumping races were
held recently at Cambridge, a dear
old lady expressed sorrow that the

disgraceful scenes witnessed in

many dance-rooms in London had

spread to one of our older univer-
sities. ... ...

Tyrolese hats have reappeared
in London after an interval of

nearly five years. We understand
that the yodel waistcoat will also

be heard this spring
* *

A Welshman was fined fifteen

pounds last week for fishing for

salmon with a lamp. Defendant's

plea, that he was merely invest-

igating the scientific question of

whether salmon yawn in their sleep,
was not accepted.

More Boat-Race "Intelligence."
" The Oxford crew had a hard training for

an hour and a-half under the direction of Mr.
Harcourt Gold, who is to catch them at

Putney." Kiotinij 1'apcr.

But will they catch Cambridge at

Barnes ?

" The Cambridge people have elected to use
a scull with a tubular shank or loom.'

' Oxford are using those sculls, too."

/.'roil ing I'ajxr.

We have a silly old-fashioned preference
for the use of oars in this competition.

"On St. David's Day, Welshmen wear a leak

in their hats." Provincial Paper.

Lest they should suffer from swelled

head ?

VOL. CLVIII.
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THE "NEW" WORLD.
["Direct Action," which was n'^inli '1 as a

f. .r an a*,v ' lotion,

the Trades
per place ill

the old :md (iiscri(iiti-l ci-di-r !' tiiii

IN llioso, the young Millennium's years,

Wlicroof they loudly boomed tlio

birth,

Promising hy the lips of seers

New 1 IIMYIMIS and a brand now Earth,

\\'c find the advertised attraction

In point of novelty is small,

And iirgiimont by force of action

Would seem the oldest wheeze of all.

When Prehistoric Man desired

Communion with his maid elect,

And arts of suasion left him tired,

He took to action more direct;

Scaring her with a savage whoop or

Putting his club across her head,
Ho bore her in a state of stupor
Home to his stony bridal bed.

In ages rather more refined,

Gentlemen of the King's highway,
Whose democratic tastes inclined

To easy hours and ample pay,
Would hardly ever hold their victim

Engaged in academic strife,

But raised their blunderbuss and ticked

him
Off with " Your money or your life."

So when your miners, swift to scout
The use of reason's slow appeal,

Threaten to starve our children out
And bring the country in to heel,

There 'a nothing, as I understand it,

So very new in this to show
;

The cave-man and the cross-roads
bandit

Were there before them long ago.
O. S.

and

one considers the buildings and muni-

tion dumps, the live and rolling stock,

the jungles and forests in that half-

charted territory ;
when one considers

that even the mere wastepaper basket

by the writing-desk (and it docs look a

bit battered, that wastepaper basket) is

sometimes the tin helmet under which

Kicliard defies the frightfulness of

LAus POKSKNA, and sometimes a neces-

sary stage property for Priscilla's two

favourite dramatic recitations

'He plunged with a delighted sciceam

Into :i Ixnvl of clotted cweam,"

I

' This is Mr. Piggy Wee,
With tail so pink and curly,

And when I say,
' Good mornin', pig,"

I
He answers vewvy surly,

' Oomph ! Oomph !

' "

and sometimes the hutch that harbours

a cotton-wool creation supposed to be a

white rabbit, and stated by the owner to

he " munsin' and munsin' and munsin' a

carrot
"

when, 1 say, I consider all

these things 1 anticipate that the pro-

ceedings of theEeparation Commission
will be something like this :

He (looking a little ruefully at the

round music-stool). I suppose your wife

plays the piano a good deal ?

I (brightly). If you mean the detach-

able steering-wheel, it is only fair to

remember that a part interchangeable
between the motor-omnibus and the
steam-roller

FAIR WEAR AND TEAR.
IN a short time now we shall have

to return this Hat to its proper tenants
and arrive at some assessment of the

damage done to their effects. With
regard to the other rooms, even the
room which Eichard and Priscilla con-
descend to use as a nursery, I shall

accept the owners' estimate cheerfully
enough, I think; but the case of the
drawing-room furniture is different.
About the nursery I have only heard
vague rumours, but in the drawing-
room I have been an eye-witness of the
beta.

The proper tenant is a bachelor who
lived here with his sister; he will

scarcely realise, therefore, what happens
at 5 P.M. every day, when there comes,
as the satiric poet, LONGFELLOW, has
so finely sung

" A pause in the day's occupations,
Which is known as the children's hour."

Drawing-room furniture indeed ! When

He. I don't understand.
/. Permit me to reassemble the mech-

anism.

He. You mean that when you put
that armchair at the end of the sofa
and the music-stool in front of it

/. I mean that the motor-omnibus
driver, sitting as he does in front of his
vehicle and manipulating his steering-
wheel like this, can do little or no harm
to the apparatus. On the other hand,
the steam - roller mechanic, standing
inside the body of the vehicle, and
having the steering

- wheel in this

position
He. On the sofa?
/. Naturally. Well, supposing he

happens to have a slight difference of

opinion with his mate as to which of
them ought to do the driving, the wheel
is quite likely to be pushed off on to the
macadam, where it gets a trifle frayed
round the edges.

lie. I see. How awfully stupid of
me ! And this.pouffe, or whatever they
call it ?

*

/. Week in and week out, boy and
girl, I have seen that dromedary ridden
over more miles of desert than I can
tell you, and never once have I known
it under-fed or under-watered, or struck
with anything harder than the human
fist. Of course the hump does get a

little floppy with frequent use, but con-

sidering how barren your Sahara .

lie. Quite, quite. I was just looking
at that armchair. Aren't there a lot

of scratches on the legs?
/. Have you ever kept panthers ?

Do you realise how impatiently they
chafe at times against the bars of their

cage ? Of course, if you haven't . .

Finally, I imagine he will see how
reasonable my attitude is and how
little lie has to complain of. He will

recognise that one cannot deal with

complicated properties of this sort
without a certain amount of inevitable

dilapidation and loss.

As a matter of fact I have an even

stronger line of argument if 1 choose
to take it. I can put in a counter-
claim. One of the principal attractions
of old furniture, after all, is historic
association. There is the armchair,
you. know, that Dr. JOHNSON sat in,
and .the inkpot, or whatever it was,
that MAKY, Queen of Scots, throw at
JOHN BUNYAN or somebody, and I have
also, seen garden-seats carved out of
famous battleships. And then again,
if you go to Euston, or it may be Dar-

lington, you will find on the platform
the original tea-kettle out of which
GEORGE WASHINGTON constructed the
first steam-engine. The drawing-room
furniture that we are relinquishing
combines the interest of all these things.
If I like I can put a placard on the
sofa, before I take its owner to see it,

worded something like this:

"Puffing Billy, the original steam-
roller out of which this elegant piece
was carved, held the 1920 record for
fourteen trips to Brighton and back
within half-an-hour." And after he has
seen that I can lead him gently on to

Bearing Eupert, the arm-chair. Beally,
therefore, when one comes to consider
it, the man owes me a considerable
sum of money for the enhanced senti-
mental value that has been given to his

commonplace property.
Mind you, I have no wish to be too

hard on him. I shall be content with
a quite moderate claim, or even with
no claim at all. Possibly, now I come
to think of it, I shall simply say,
"You know what it is to have a

couple of bally kids about 'the place.
What shall I give you to call it square?

"

And he will name a sum and oi'fer

me a cigarette, and we shall talk a
little about putting or politics.
But it doesn't much matter. What-

ever he asks he can only put it down
in the receipts' column of his account-
book under the heading of '

Deprecia-
tion of Furniture," whereas in my ex-

penses it will stand as " Eichard and
Priscilla: for Adventures, Travel and.
Bomance." EVOE.
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A ST. PATRICK'S DAY DREAM
(MAECH 17).

THE IDYLLIST OF DOWNING STKEET (with four-leaved shamrock). "SHE LOVES ME! SHE-

PEBHAPS I'D BETTER NOT GO ANY FURTHER."
BUT
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Visitor. "AxD now is YOUB SEWI.Y-JIABJUED DAUGHTEB?"

Mrs. Brown. "Ou, SUE'S KICELY, THASK YOU. SUE FINDS HEB HUSBAND A BIT DULL CUT THEN, AS I TELLS HEU, mi: CIOOD

WINTER SPORT IN THE LOWER ALPS.

AIJOUT two months ago, after a course

of travel literature and some back num-
bers of The Badminton Magazine, I

became infected with a desire to spend
a winter in the Alps, skating, sliding,

curling and yodelling in the intervals of

ski-ing, skijoring, skilacking and ski-

liaudlung. The very names of the pas-
times conjured up a picture of swift

and healthy activity. As the pamphlets
assured me, I should return a new man;
and, though I am greatly attached to

the old one, I recognised that improve-
ment was possible.

I don't remember how it came about
that I finally chose Freidegg among
the multiplicity of winter-sport stations

whose descriptions approximated to

those of Heaven. I expect Frederick
forced the choice upon me ; Frederick
had been to Switzerland every winter
from 1906 to 1913 and know the ropes.
I somehow gathered that the ropes
were of unusual complexity.
The entire journey was passed among

wintcr-sporters of a certain type. From
their conversation I was able to learn
that Badeloden was formerly overrun

by Germans ;
that Franzheitn was ex-

cellent if you stayed at the Grand, but

at the Kurhaus the guests were unso-

ciable, while at the Oberalp you were

not done well and the central-heating
was inefficient.

I ventured a few questions about the

sport available, but was gently rebuked

by the silence which followed before

conversation was resumed in a further

discussion of comforts and social am-
enities.

On arrival at the hotel I took out my
skates, but, on Frederick's advice, hid

them again.
" Don't let people see that

you are a newcomer ; there won't be any
skating for some weeks yet," said he.

"But why not?
"
I objected.

" The
ice must be at least six inches thick."

"
Well, it isn't done," he replied.

" One's first week is spent in settling
down

; you can't go straight on the ico

without preparation."
On the third day a Sports' Meeting

was held, as the result of which a pro-

gramme of the season was published.
It was announced that there would be,

weekly, three dances and one bridge
tournament; a theatrical performance
would be given once a fortnight, and

the blank evenings filled with either

a concert or an entertainment. I began
to wonder how I could squeeze in time

for sleep.
In order that boredom might not

overtake the guests before evening
came, a magnificent tea was served

from four to six. During the afternoon

one could visit the other hotels of the

place and usually found some function

in progress. We were not expected to

breakfast before ten, and the short time

that remained before lunch was spent
in a walk to the rink, where we would

solemnly take a few steps on the ice,

murmur, " Not in condition yet," and
return to the hotel.

After about a fortnight of this I an-

nounced to Frederick that I was going
to skate, no matter how far from per-
fection the ice proved to be.

Frederick was indignant.
" You '11 make yourself both conspic-

uous and unpopular. The two Marriotts

are giving an exhibition to-morrow ;
if

you spoil the ice for thorn their show
will bo ruined."

"Very well, then," said I, "I will

borrow some ski and mess about on the

snow."
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' You can't do thai," ho replied, hor-

riliivl ;
"tlio professionals are coming

next week for t ho open eompetilion, and

if they don't find clean snow
'

All right ;
J '11 got ono of those grid-

irons and courss down the ice-run. J

suppose that's what the ice-run is fur,"

said I bitterly.
" And spoil the Alpine Derby, which

you know is fixed for tho tenth '.'

"

Frederick' addressed mo with sonic se-

verity.
" Look hero you must elm,, sr

your sport and stick to it. I am a

ski-er; you don't find me skating or

bobbing or curling."
" Or ski-ing," 1 added.
" Before ski-ing," ho informed me,

" ono must havo one's ski in perfect con-

dition. Mine are improving daily.''

1'Yedorick in fact spent his short

mornings in giving instructions as to

how his ski wore to be oiled and rubbed.

All tho most complicated operations
of unction and massage were performed

upon them, and all the time Frederick

watched over them as over a sick child.

Next I was told that tho height of

the season had arrived. The round of

indoor entertainments went on and
almost daily the guests walked to some
near point to witness performances by
professionals who seemed to tour the

country for that purpose.
Just when there appeared to be a

slight prospect of some general outdoor

activity (and Frederick's ski were pro-
nounced perfect) a thaw occurred. I

am bound to say that the event was
received philosophically. Not a single
member of the company made any
complaint; they faced adversity like

true Britons and boldly sat in the warm
hotel to save themselves for the evening.
Nor did their distress put them off their

food ; they punished the tea unmerci-

fully, showing scarcely a sign of the

aching sorrow which devoured them.
Soon it froze again. The daily visit

to the ice was made and Frederick's

ski were once more put into training.
As for mo I began to believe that

there was something shameful or dis-

graceful in my desire to skate. So I left

secretly for Sicily. Here I can enjoy
passive entertainment without being
unpleasantly chilled.

Well, a few days ago I received from
Frederick a letter, from which the

following is a quotation: "The final

thaw has now occurred and the season
is ended. It has boon one of tho most
successful on record. The full pro-
gramme was carried out to the letter;

I wish you had been here for the last

Fancy Dress. My ski were really ill

and I was looking forward to some
great days on tho snow. I think I

made a bit of a hit too, playing Lord
TV inkles in The Gay Life."

"ANOTHER BLOW FOR THE COALITION."
Sombre Reveller. "Is THIS PADDIXGTON ?

"

Porter. "PADDiNOTON ? No! IT 's MEHSTHAM. WHY, you AIN'T EVES os THE RIGHT

BAILWAY. THIS is SOUTH-KASTEKN ASD CHATHAM."

Jiereller. " THERE Y'ARE, Y'SEK. THAT'S WHAT COMES OF GOV'MEXT COXTBOL OF

RAILWAYS. "

The ski will no doubt miss Frederick's

affectionate attention; ho was very
fond of them.

Yesterday, by the purest accident I

came across Claudia, like myself on-

joying the warmth and sunshine.
" Oh, you 'vo been to Freidogg ; how

lovely ! 1 wont to Kestaag this year and

was very glad to leave. Nothing to

do in the evening but sit round a fire.

All day the hotel was like a wilderness

and outside nothing but a lot of men
falling about in the snow. They were
too tired to do anything during the

evening. It was horrid. Next time I

shall be more careful and choose a nice

bright place like Freidegg."
Nest time I too shall be more careful.
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HOUND-FOXES.
IT was really Isabel's idea. But it

must ho admitted that tlio Foxes look

it up with remarkable promptitude,
lli.w it reached thorn is uncertain, but

maybe the little bird that nests outside

her nursery window knows more than

\vo do.

The idea owed its inception to my
attempt at explaining the pink-coated

horsemen depicted ou an old Christinas

oard, I did my best, right up to and

including the '

worry," in which Isabel

joined with enthusiasm. Then she

went to bed.

Jiut not to sleep. As I passed by
the open door I heard a small excited

voice expounding to a lymphatic dolly
the whole mystery of fox-hunting :

"And there was a wood, and there

was a smell. And all the peoploos
on 'nonnoits huge high horses. And
lien all the hound-foxes runned after

the smell and eat'ed it all tip."

A fortnight later, taking a short cut

through the Squire's coverts, I sat

down to enjoy the glory of woodland

bursts over the best line in the country;

no more grass and easy fences ;
uo more

favourable crossing points at the Whis-

sendine Brook ;
no more rhapsodies in

The Field over "a game and gallant

springtime,
there was a

" There was a wood and
smell." There certainly

was; in fact I was all but sitting upon
an earth.

All this is credible enough. Now I

hope you will believe the rest of the

sheet of paper lay near
story.
A dirty

Reynard's front doorstep. Idly curious,
1 picked it up. Strange paper, a form
of print that I had never seen before ;

marked too with dirty pads.
It was a newspaper of sorts. Pro-

minent notices adjured the reader to
" Write to John Fox about it." The
leading article was headed

"AN APPEAL."
" Foxes of Britain !

"
it began ; "op-

posed though we have always been to

revolutionary politics, a clear line is

indicated to us out of the throes of the
Re-birth. The old feudal relations be-
tween Foxes and Men have had their

day. The England that has been the
paradise of the wealthy, of the pink-
coated, of the doubly second-horsed,
must become that of the oppressed, the
hunted, the hand-to-mouth liver. In a
word, we have had enough of Fox-
Hounds; henceforth wo will have
Hound-Foxes."
Then the policy was outlined. Foxes

could not hunt hounds no
; but they

could lead them a dog's life. They had
been in the past too sporting ; thought
too little of their own safety, too much
of the pleasure of the Hunt and of the
reputation of its country.
Henceforth the League of Hound-

Foxes would dispense justice to the
oppressors. No more forty

- minute

A Hound-Fox would be game, but

not gallant. He would carry with him

a large-scale specially
- marked map,

showing where bullfinches were tin-

stormablo ;
where the only gaps har-

boured on the far side a slimy ditch
;

where woods were rideless ;
where

wire was unmarked; where railways
lured to destruction over and through
each and every point would the Hound-
Fox entice the cursing Hunt.

As for the Hounds, they feared no

obstacles, but they hated mockery.

They should be led on to the premises
of sausage factories ; through villages,

to be greeted us brothers-in-the-chase

by forty yelping curs; into infant-

schools (that old joke), where the de-

lighted babes would throw arms around

their necks and call them "
Doggie,"

until both men and hounds would begin
to question whether the game were
worth the candle.

Therefore let every eligible vulpine
enroll himself to-day as a Hound-Fox.

They must be dog-foxes, rising three or

over, of good stamina, with plenty of

scent, intelligent and preferably unmar-

SURMISES AND SURPRISES.
THB appearance of the Dean of ST

PAUL'S at a recent social gathering no
in the character of a wet blanket, bu
as a toller of jocund tales and a retailei

of humorous anecdotes, must not be
taken as an isolated and transient trans

formation, but as foreshadowing a gen-
eral conversion of writers and publicists
hitherto associated with utterances o:

a mordant, bitter, sardonic and pessi-
mistic tone.

It is rumoured at Cambridge that
Mr. MAYNAHD KEYNES, mollified by the

reception of his momentous work, has

plunged into an orgy of optimism, the
first-fruits of which will be a treatise

on The Gastronomic Consequences of
the Peace. Those who have been for-

tunate enough to see the MS. declare
that the personal sketches of Mr.
CLYNES, Mr. G. H. ROBERTS, Mr. Hoo-

ried. The League Secretary was

(here followed the name, earth and
covert of a well-known veteran).
There was other matter, of course.

A " Grand Prize Competition A Tur-

key a Week for Life !

"
was announced.

A humorous article on Earth-Stoppers
and, on the " Vixens' Page," a discus-
sion as to the edibility of Pekinese.

Absent-mindedly I crumpled up the

astounding rag and thrust it down the
hole.

* * * * *

I arose stiff, bemused. The hot March
sunshine and the song of birds had left

me drowsy. A glance at my watch
showed me, to my astonishment, that
it was tea-time. So I made my way
home.
The reception of my story was as

cold as the tea. They weren't such
fools, they said, as to believe it. So,
knowing your larger charity, dear Mr.
Punch, I send it to you.
And I shall await that retrospective

article in some Maytime Field, entitled
" A Season of Disasters."

A Critical Problem.
" The AtlmiraUa Crichton is still one of the

most captivating of modern plays, rich in
humour, scenically

'

telling
'

and close-packed
with Barrieisms." Times. .

" ' Crichton '

is one of the most agreeableBame plays, because it is so free from Barrie-
isms." Manchester Guardian.

VER and M. ESCOFFIEB are marked by
a coruscating wife unparalleled in the
annals of Dietetics. The account of a
dinner at the "White Horse" is per-
haps the clou of an exceptionally ex-

hilarating entertainment.
This agreeable swing of the pendulum

is further illustrated by the report that
Mr. PHILIP GIBBS, by way of counter-

acting the depression caused by his last

book, is contemplating a palliative under
the title of Humours of the Home Front.
It is hoped that the book will come
out serially in the pages of The Hibbert
Journal.

Very welcome too is the report, not

yet officially confirmed, that Sir E.
KAY LANKESTEH is engaged on a genial

biography of Sir ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE,
with special reference to his achieve-
ments in the domain of psychical re-

search.

Other similar rumours are flying
about in Fleet Street, but we give them
with necessary reserve. One of them
credits Mr. LYTTON STRACHEY with the
resolve to indite a panegyric of the

Archbishop of CANTERBURY. Another
ascribes to Lord FISHER the preparation
of a treatise on The Evils of Egotism.

The Week's Great Thought.
"We are at a crisis, and a critical one at

that." Sir AKCHIU.U-D SMI-IDGE in "Tlic
Sunday Chronicle."

In a Good Cause.

A special matinee is to be given by
Mr. CHARLES GULLIVER at the Pal-
ladium, on Friday, March 19th, for the
National Children's Adoption Associa-
tion. Mrs. LLOYD GEORGE, who makes
a strong appeal for this good work,
will receive applications for tickets at

10, Downing Street, S.W., and cheques
should be made payable to her.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
THE KLKCT AUK PRIVILEGED TO SEE THE FINISHED STATUE OF HEUCUI.ES BY A CELEBRATED SCULPTOR.

SONGS OF THE HOME.
IV. THE BAUHISTEH HUSBAND.

How doth the Barrister delight,

According to his sort,

To mix in any form of fight
In any hind of Court.

Wlien Nurse's temper runs nmok,
And Cook is by the ears,

And all the home is terror-struck

By notices and tears,
And Madame begs me estimate
What argument or bounce '11

Restore and keep the peace, I stato

Opinion of Counsel :

" With language dignified and terse

And with a haughty look

I should annihilate the Nurse
And coldly crush the Cook ;

And, if they started in to weep,
A word would make them stow

it:
' That 's not effective, merely cheap ;

And, what is more, you know it."'

" You 'd bring the Cook," says she,
" to

book

By just a look?
" " I should."

"By something terse you 'd make the

Nurse
Feel even worse?

" " I would."

" You 'd say to weep was merely cheap
And, what was more, they knew it ?

"

" I should," say I; and her reply
Is :

" Come along and do it."

How doth the Barrister delight
In (tni/ lew resort,

And hurry from the losing fight
To seek another Court.

"Mmc Tetrazzini had not been heard in

London for five years and sonic little ooooooo

aaaaaaaay slid cf ewyyy might have been

biKy on her voice. Well, it has scarcely."
Sontli African Piper.

Her many
know this.

admirers will be clad to
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THE BOAT-RACE AGAIN.

Is Juno, ]'.U4, 1 took a liouso on the

met, iu order to make sure of a

good view of tlio Bout-Race; then a

IIKUI threw n lioinl) at Sarajevo and

ruined my plans. But now it is going
to happen again. And instead of fight-

inx' with a vast crowd at Hammersmith

I'.ii.iir 1 shall simply wall; up into the

bathroom and look o'ut of the window.

It is wonderful.

Vet meanwhile I have lost some of

my illusions ahout this race. I have a

boat myself; I myself have rowed all

the crowd would get a good look at

them, instead of seeing them for ten

seconds. The race ought to be rowed

against the tide. Then it really would

he a feat of strength ;
then it really

would take ten years off their lives

perhaps more. Then perhaps small boys
would drop things on them from the

bridges, as they do on me. I wonder

they don't try to do that now. There

is a certain quiet satisfaction in drop-

ping things on people, especially if

they are labouring under Hammer-
smith Bridge against the tide, and I

should imagine that the temptation to

rudder moving at high speed through a
horse's legs. If the raco were rowed

against the tide we should all get
our money's worth ; and the oars-

men could then put more realism
into their " After- the - Finish

"
atti-

tudes. As it is, they roll about in the
boat with a praiseworthy suggestion of

fatigue, but nobody really believes they
are tired nobody at least who has
rowed on the Thames with the tide.

No, I am afraid the actual race is a

sad hypocrisy. But the training must
be terrible. Think of it. They started

practising in the second week in Jan-

BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.
"HAND OVER YOUB MOSEY!"

"CERTAINLY, MY GOOD MAN. NOW I DON'T WANT TO BE PERSONAL, BUT YOU 'VE GOT THE VEBY FACE I WANT FOR MY NEW FILM
LREEK. 1 LI. GIVE YOU FIFTY POUNDS A WEEK FOE AN EXCLUSIVE CONTRACT. CAN I TEMPT YOU ?

"

over the course in my boat. It is only
;en test long, but it is very, very heavy.
Still, I have rowed in it all over the
:ourse with ease. Yet people talk as
f it was a marvellous thing for eight
men to row a light boat over the same
vater. Why is that? It is because
ho ignorant land-lubber regards the
river Thames as a pond ; or else he
regards it as ft river flowing always to
the sea. He forgets about the tide.
The Boat-Eace is rowed with the tide ;

they deliberately choose a moment
when the tide is coming in, and hope
nobody will notice; and nobody does
notice. The tide runs about throe
miles an hour, sometimes more; if

they just sat still in the boat they
would reach Mortlake eventually, and

drop things on a University crew would
be almost irresistible. It is not every-
one who can look back and say,

" In
1890 I hit the Oxford stroke in the
stomach with a stone." As it is,

though, I suppose they go too fast for
that kind of thing.
But apart from the small boys on the

bridges, the present system is most un-

satisfactory for people who know "a
man in the boat." Even in a football
match it is possible for an aunt occa-

sionally to distinguish her nephew and
say, "Look, there is Edward." But if

she says, "Look, there is Edward,"
meaning No. 5 in the Cambridge boat,
you know she is imagining. All she
sees is a vague splashing between i\jo
bowler-hats, .or possibly the Oxford

uary :. they row the race in the fourth
week in March. For ten weeks and
more they have been "getting those
hands away" and driving with those
legs and not washing-out. For ten
weeks horrible men with huge calves
have shouted at them and cursed them
and told them their sins, like a monk tell-

ing his beads "Bow, you 're late; Two,
you 're early ; Throe, you 're bucketing ;

Four, you're not bucketing enough."
I listen painfully, hoping against hope
that at least one of the crew may be
left out of the catalogue, that Stroke
at least may be rowing properly. But
no, Stroke is not forgotten, and even
Cox doesn't always give complete satis-
faction.

Sometimes I feel that I ought to
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cJ mid quick-tempi ml Master of Hounds. "Hi ! WHAT D'YE MEAN BY IIKADIXU MY HOUNDS WITH THAT INTUBXAL CAB?
i>i:rci: CAN YOU HURT IN A THING LIKE THAT, SIB?"

row out in my little boat and offer to

tow the incompetents back to Putney.
Yet they seem somehow to travel very

easily and well. But, however harmoni-

ously they swing past
" The Doves

"
or

quicken to thirty- five at Chiswick Eyot,
1 know that in their hearts they are

hating eacli other. Goodness, how they
must hate each other ! For ten weeks

they have been rowing together in the

same boring boat, behind the same bor-

ing back. 1 read with grim interest about
the periodical shiftings of the crew, how
Stroke has moved to the Bow thwart,
and Bow has replaced Number Three,
and Number Three has shifted to the

Stroke position. They may pretend
that all this is a scientific matter of

adjustment, of balance and weight and
so forth. 1 know better. I know that

Stroke is fed up with the face of Cox,
and that the mole ou Number Two's
neck has got thoroughly on Bow's
nerves, and that if Number Three has
to sit any longer behind Number Four's

expanse of back he.will go mad. That
is the secret of it all. But I suppose
they each of them hate the coach, and
that keeps them together.
Of all these sufferers perhaps Cox is

most to be pitied. They all have to

eat what they're told, no doubt, yards
and yards of beefsteak, and so on. In

the old days rowing men had to drink

beer at breakfast ;
I can't think of any-

thing worse, except, perhaps, stout.

But Cox doesn't eat anything at all.

He has to get thinner and thinner.

And if there is one thing worse than

eating beefsteak at breakfast it must
be watching eight rowing men eating
beefsteak at breakfast and not eating

anything yourself.

Yes, beyond question Cox is the real

hero. I watch him dwindling, day by
day, from nine stone to eight stone,

from eight stone to seven stone twelve,
and my heart goes out to the little

fellow. And what a job it is ! If any-

thing goes wrong, Cox did it. He kept
too far out or he kept too far in, or too

much in the middle. But who ever

heard of Cox doing a brilliant piece of

steering, or saving the situation, or

even rising to the occasion ? His high-
est ambition is for The Times to say
that ho did his work "

adequately
"

like the Second j\IttrdcrenaSa\KSPKARK.
And at the finish he can't oven pre-

tend that he 's tired, like the other men ;

even if there was any spectacular way
of showing that he was half-frozen he

couldn't do it, because he alone is re-

sponsible if one of the steamers runs

over them and they are all drowned.

We ought to take off our hats to Cox;

though, of course, if we did, Stroke

would think it was intended for him..
But indeed I take off my hat to all

of them ; not because of the race, which,
as I say, is a piece of hypocrisy, being
rowed with the tide, but because of

the terrible preparation for the race.

I wonder if it is worth it. It is

true that they have lady adorers on
the towing-path at Putney, and it is

even rumoured that they receive anony-
mous presents of chocolates. But pre-

sumably they are not allowed to eat

them, so that these can do little to

alleviate their sufferings. It is true

also that for ever after (if their wives
allow it) they can hang an enormous
oar on the wall and contemplate it

after dinner. But, after all, I can do
that too, if I like ; for I too have rowed
over the course.

And I shall have a free view of the

race. But none of them will see it at

all. They will all be looking at the

back of the man in front, except Stroke,
whose eye will be riveted on the second
button of Cox's blazer. \Vhat a life !

A. P. H.

"To Let, permanent, Furnished Sitting-
Boots (size G) ; 20s." Local Paper.

No, thanks ; we already have a pair
that are no good for walking.
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Knthusiaitic Lady (at Musical At Home). "Do YOU BEMEMBEB
-

WHAT THIS TUNE is OUT OF, DOCTOR?

K WIIKN WE WEHE IN OCR 'TEENS. TUM TUM TUM TUM TUM TUJt-TUM TUM .'

USED TO BE ALL

I'.AGE WHEN WE WEHE IN OUB TEEN

Eminent Dyspepsia Siwcialist. "THE WORDS AUE FAMILIAR."

THE SECOND TIME OF ASKING.

(Tltc advancing price of rice has occupied much space in the

papers of late.)

Maud, when you turned me down (a year to-morrow),

Bidding me rise from off my suppliant knee,

And, while regretful if you caused me sorrow,

Murmured, "
Sebastian, it can never be,"

I did not lay aside my fond ambition ;

I told myself,. in spite of what occurred,

"This is her lunch or three o'clock edition,

And not her final word."

1 merely marvelled at your eccentricity,

Feeling convinced amid my blank amaze
That, though you might

" absent you from felicity

Awhile," 'twas but a temporary phase;
Convinced the mood impelling you to stifle

The aspirations that I 'd dared outline

Was simply due to some extraneous trifle,

Not any flaw of mine.

A chill or toothache might have vexed you greatly ;

Perhaps you had a corn inclined to shoot,
Or possibly the sugar shortage lately
Had proved itself abnormally acute ;

In short, I felt that, though unkindly treated,
A happier time to me would surely come,

When my request (impassioned) would bo greeted
With no down-pointing thumb.

Maud, it occurs to me you shunned a marriage
Because that function, otherwise "

quite nice,"

Involved the facing of a friendly
"
barrage

"

Mainly composed of valedictory rice,

Stinging the cheek and nestling in the clothing;
If that was so, I share the feeling, sweet ;

For rice in puddings I 've no special loathing,
But I detest it neat.

If such your reason was, there 's no material

Objection to our union to-day ;

No risk remains of that offensive cereal

Being employed in such a reckless way ;

You can say "Yes
"
without one apprehensive

Thought that your brother is a deadly shot ;

Eice as a missile now is too expensive.

Anything doing what?

"According to a Paris report, an Anglo-British force of 50,000 arc

on their way to occupy Constantinople." Daily Paper.

It is, no doubt, the peculiar composition of this force that

has aroused the apprehensions of French chauvinists.

"Denikin's troops are fleeing partly in steamers, partly along the

coast, leaving a large booby."
' ' Planters and Commercial Gazette

"
(Mauritius).

" A Bolshevist wireless says the Reds captured Tagonrog, Denikin's
former headquarters, taking a huge booby." Same Papci'.

The booby prize has apparently been awarded to the Beds,
but we feel that our contemporary might have put in a claim.
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THRIFT

THE FOKGOTTEN CAUSE.
MAN IN TIIK STUKET. "WELL, IF THE OTHER ALLIES SAY SO TOO, THERE MUST BE

SOMETHING IN IT. BUT I ALWAYS UNDERSTOOD THE GOYEHS11EST WAS TO BLAME
FOR EVERYTHING."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Mondial, Mnrch Mil. -1 slioulcl IK ti-

to i Mil Sir J I \M MS GREENWOOD the

Puck-link of tlio Ministry,

though lio has something of

,Yorth\'s suhliino self-

conliilonoo and his capacity
for taking any number of

The House, which
knows him hoth as I'nder-

Secrctary for Foreign Affairs

Secretary to the Overseas

Trade Department of I ho

'Hoard of Trade, was surprised
to hear him answering ques-
tions relating to the nascent

oil-wells in the United King-
dom, and to learn that he had

me " Minister for Petro-

leum Affairs." But there the

likeness ceases to bo exact.

Pooh link's interest was in

palm-oil.
A few days ago the CHAN-

OK OF THK EXCHEQUER
facetiously compared the cri-

tics of the Government to

the poet of Rejected Addresses
who declared that it was
BUONAPARTE "who makes the

quartern loaf and Luddites rise."

<Vvv.

Out
of the Government's own mouth the

critics are now, at any rate, partially

justified, for the PIUME MINISTER an-

nounced that the bread subsidy was
to he halved, and that on and
after April l'2th the quartern
loaf would rise he did not

quite know where.
In view of the occasional

rumours of friction between
Government departments it

is pleasant to record that the

Ministry of Transport and
the War Office are on the
friendliest terms, invited to

abolish, in the interests of

the taxpayer, the cheap rail-

way tickets now issued to

soldiers, Mr.NEAL said it was
primarily a question for the
War OHice, as in this matter
Sir Kmc GEDDES would wisli

to move in harmony with
Mr. CHURCHILL. As the WAR
SECHKTAHY promptly an-

nounced his intention of do-

ing his best to maintain the
soldiers' privilege it is con-

jectured that he will return
from the ride witli Sir EKIC
inside.

The now Member for Pais-

ley delivered his maiden
speech to-night,and acquitted
himself so well that in the

opinion of Members many

to go far. The Government had pro- Mr. BONAR LAW promptly perceived
posed to "guillotine" the remaining I ho a [vantage of transferring from the

Supplementary Estimates in order to .Government to the House a disagroo-
get them through before March :ilst. abl- responsibility. Forgetting Unit he

was cast for the executioner,
not the hero, he murmured,
"It is a far, far better thing,"
and graciously accepted the

proposed alternative. Mr. As-

<>rrrn, not unwilling to help
in establishing a precedent
which some day he himself

may find useful, backed him

up, and the House, as a whole,

congratulating itself on its

escape from the public exe-

cutioner, cheerfully procoaded
to commit harakiri.

Tni'Kilnii, March f)th. Mr.
SHOHTT relieved our appre-
hensions by stating that the
few spurious

"
Bradburys

"

in circulation are of homo
manufacture, and that, while
a few specimens emanating
from Russia had been sent
here for identification, they
were so poorly executed that

they would scarcely pass mus-
ter in this country. It is

comforting to think that there
is one British industry which lias no-

thing to fear from foreign dumping, but
is cheerfully forging ahead.

The HOME SECRETARY also denied
that there had been any remarkable in-

crease in pocket-picking or
that schools existed for the

training of young criminals.
As Sir MAURICE DOCKHELL
pointed out, there is indeed
no need for them so long as
the cinemas provide their

present facilities. Fagin has
been quite knocked out by
the film.

The Parliamentary vocab-

ulary extends apace. Mr.

KENDALL, whose motion on
divorce had been postponed
under the new arrangements
for business until after

Easter, complained that Sir

FREDERICK BANBLTRY had
"done him down."

Part of the evening was
devoted to the bread-subsidy.
The debate incidentally illus-

trated the intellectual inde-

pendence of Ministers. A few

days ago Mr. LLOYD GEOROF,,
in advocating the resumption
of trade with Russia, de-

clared that " the corn-bins

of Russia were bulging with

grain." To-night Mr. Mc-

h-ul
CURDY told the House that,

according to his informa-

tion, the resumption of trade

CARRYING ON.

MH. NEAL CADDIES FOB SIB EKIC GEDDES.

Some ardent economists, mainly drawn
from the Coalition, while ready to con-
cede the end, protested against the

means, and proposed that the House
should make its own arrangements.

KARA AVIS IN TERRIS.
"Never since the days of Icarus had there been an aviator quite

like the right lion, gentleman [Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL] . Ho hud

displayed much sympathy with the Air Force and had almost been
months Ins senior ho is likely one of its martyrs'." Lord JIvaii Cr.m .
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Actor (who itas brought friend in for supper to lodging-house keeper).
" TUT, TUT, MA ! CEASE YOUII AI-OI.O... i U .

IS BUT TWOPEXSYWOBTH OP FISH AND CHIPS ? BlHNG IT FOBTU. TlIIS IS BOHEMIA !

"
WHAT IF Tin RE

Ma (politely bowing to stranger). "How D'YE DO, SIB?"

with Russia was not likely to open

up any large store of wheat or grain
in the near future. Possibly there is

no real incongruity. The grain may
lie there, but the Eussiaus, greedy
creatures, may be going to eat it them-

selves.

Wednesday, March 10th. Even in

the gloomy atmosphere of the Upper
Chamber the subject of divorce lends

itself to humour. Lord BUCKMASTEB,
who introduced a Bill founded on
the recommendations of the Royal
Commission, performed his task with
due solemnity, but some of the noble
Lords who opposed it were positively
skittish. Lord BRAYE, for example,
thought that, if the Bill passed,
ir/io's Who would require a sup-
plement entitled Who's Who's Wife;
and Lord PHILLIMOKE illustrated the
effects of easy divorce by a story of a
Swiss marriage in which the bride-
elect was attended by four of the happy
man's previous spouses. lie also told

another of an American judge who,
having explained that in this depart-
ment of his duties he was "

very strict,"

added,
" Of course I make no difficulty

the first time, but if they come again
within twelve months I want a good
reason."

Mr. HOGGE led a vigorous attack on
the Ministry of Transport, which he

seemed to think had done very little

for its money except to divert the

omnibuses at Westminster and so make
it more difficult for Members of Parlia-

ment to get to the House. Mr. KENNEDY
JONES, who was responsible for the

innovation, rather hinted that in the

case of some Members this might not he

altogether an objection. The brunt of

the defence fell upon Mr. NEAL, owing
to the regretted absence of his chief, who
had been ordered away by his doctor
for a much-needed holiday and was re-

ported to be recruiting himself on the

golf-links. If exercise is what he needs
he could have got plenty of it in the
House to-night. Thanks to a per-
sistent minority, Members were kept
tramping through the Lobbies for the
best part of five hours, and did not

complete the full round of eighteen
divisions until 2.15 A.M.

Thursday, March ll/7<. Possibly
the news of "direct action's" heavy

cropper at tho Trade Union Con-
ference had reached the Front Bench
before the PRIME MINISTER, in reply to

a question regarding the shortage of

labour in the building trades, bluntly
attributed it to the stringency of the

Trade Union regulations." When Mr.

ADAMSON attempted to shift the blame
on to a Government Department Mr.

LLOYD GEORGE retorted that he would
be perfectly ready to deal with any
peccant official if the Labour Leader
for his part would deal with the Trade
Unions.

General SEELY repeated his familiar

arguments in favour of an independent
Air Ministry, and Mr. CHURCHILL onco

more defended his position, urging that

it was better for the Air Service to have
half a Minister in the Cabinet than
none at all. To a suggestion that the

lives of the Armenians might havo been

saved if we had sent more aeroplanes
to Asia Minor, Mr. CHURCHILL replied
that unfortunately tho Armenian and
Turkish populations were so inter-

mingled that our bombs would bo drop-

ping indiscriminately, like the rain,
"
upon tho just and unjust feller."
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!;rm;i,K AND SQUEAK.
(/;//

ii tiniti'ftd Stiiili-nt of the AV;r

I'.ni/liiili Dictionary).

I i'VN conjugate tlie modern verb "to

wangle,"
And, if required, translate it into

Greek ;

1 can oven toll a wurzel from a mangel;
.But I cannot tell a bubble from a

gqheak.

I still can march eight furlongs at the

double,

Although I shall be seventy next

week ;

I can separate a bubble from a bubble
;

But I cannot tell a bubble from a

squeak.

I know a catfish difl'ers from a seauiew ;

I don't expect Bellaggio at Belleek ;

I know a cassowary from an emu ;

But I cannot tell a bubble from a

squeak.

1 'ui acquainted with the works of

HKNUY PURZELI,

(My mastery of spelling is unique) ;

1 repeat, I know a mangel from a

wurzel;
But I cannot tell a bubble from a

squeak.

1 'in proficient both in jotting and in

tittling;
I know a certain cure for boots that

creak ;

I can see through Mr. KEVMES and
Mr. liritliiii/:

But I cannot tell a bubble from a

squeak.

I can always tell a hart from a kari

( l{arakin ''is a silly pedant's freak);
I can tell the style of CAINE from that

of MARIE
;

But I cannot tell a bubble from a

squeak.

I never take a DEELEY for a DOOU:Y
;

I never take a putter for a cleek
;

I i icvoi
1

talk of HEALY, meaning HOOLEY;
But I cannot tell a bubble from a

squeak.

I understand the sense of "oils are

spotiy
"

;

I know the height of Siniolchum's

peak ;

J know that some may think my ditty

dotty;
But I cannot tell a bubble from a

squeak.
P.S. .

1 know the market price of eggs in

Surrey,
The acreage of maize in Mozambique-

Ami now at last, thanks to immortal
" MURRAY,

'

1 've learned to tell a bubble from a

squeak,

I ^
.- v /

'On, GEORGE, WE MUST HAVE STEPPED CFP WITH THE WHONG Fooil"

THE CONSERVATISM OF THE
LIBERAL PARTY.

DEAR MB. PUNCH, I know you take
no sides in party politics, but I still

think you would like to hear why it is

that I have gone over to the Inde-

pendent Liberals. No, it has nothing to

do with Mr. ASQUITH'S triumphal pro-
cession and still less with the NORTH-
CLIFFE Press. The fact is that till quite

recently I belonged to the true blue

Tory school -was indeed probably the
last survivor of the Old Guard and I

found myself out of touch with the

progressive tendencies of modern Tory-
ism, its deplorable way of moving with
the times, its hopeless habit of dis-

carding what it would call the old

shibboleths when it wrongly imagined
them to be outworn. My decision to

leave a party that has long ceased to

deserve its honoured name was imme-

diately due to a Liberal Paper which

editorially ridiculed the Liberty League,
formed for the defeat of Bolshevist pro-
paganda, and pooh-poohed the idea of

the existence of dangerous Bolshevist
elements in the country. This attitude

attracted me enormously ; fdr I recalled

the standpoint of the same paper in the

days before the War how it ridiculed

the alleged German menace and pooh-
poohed the idea of the existence of

hostile German elements in our midst.

Here, I said, is the party for mo; here
is your authentic Bourbon spirit the

type that learns nothing and forgets

nothing ; that in the midst of a changing
world remains immovable as a rock.

Yes, Sir, for a Tory of the old school
there is no place to-day except in the
ranks of Liberalism.

Yours faithfully, SEMPER EAUEM.



MODERN' DRAMA BELOW STAIRS.

THE "MAID'S" HOSPITALITY TO "EGBERT."

RATES OF EXCHANGE.
Jones was reading his morning paper

in the opposite corner seat with un-

usual attention, and he disregarded my
greeting.

" Why this absorption ?
"

I inquired.
"
Usually you come to the station with

a piece of toast behind one ear, fasten-

ing your boots as you run, and wake
us all up with your first fine morning
rapture."
"I was just taking a look at the

exchanges," he replied.
" The mark 's

about the same price as fly-paper, and,

judging by the news from New York,

your chewing-gum is going to cost

you more shortly. Do you know any-
thing about the money market?

"

" I occasionally see it stated that
'

money is plentiful
'

in it," I returned.
"I should think it must be an ideal

place."
"The most gorgeous thing in the

world is to make a bit on exchange,"
ho said. " There 's such a splendid feel-

ing of not having earned it, you know."

"I understand exactly," I replied.

Cox once credited me with an extra

month's pay by mistake. But I didn't

realise that you ever had to think about

money matters after having run our

Mess in France."

He appeared to take no offence. His

capacity for being insulted in that

direction had probably been exhausted

during the period in point.
" 1 know quite a lot about exchange,"

he remarked with a reminiscent smile.
" You remember that when 1 got pipped
in France in "15, they sent me out next

time to Salonica. I hadn't been there

very long before the question of ex-

change cropped up. In the early days
most of us had English money only,
and the- villagers used to rook us fright-

fully changing it. I remember sending
my batman, MacGusgogh, to a place
for eggs, and he came hack with the

change for my Bradbury in nickel. I

had a good look at it, and on each coin
was the mystic inscription, 'DIHAP,'
which is pronounced

'

dinar.'
" '

MacGusgogh,' I said,
'

you pretend

to be a Scotsman and yet you 've been

diddled. This is Serbian money, and

not worth a bean.'
" ' Oh the deceitfu' deevils,' said he,

'there's neither truth'nor honesty in

the leein' buddies, Sir. But here 's

your Bradbury, an', at onny rato, we
hae the eggs, Sir, for I paid for them
wi' a label off yin o' they Japaneesy
beer bottles. It seemed an awfu' waste

to spend guid siller on folk that dinna

ken when they seo it.'
"

I began to see the possibilities of

the money market.
" I was round about there till the

Armistice," Jones wont on,
" then I

drifted by stages to South Bussia. All

the Eastern countries live by exchange.

Practically the only trade they have

is playing tennis with each others'

currency, and the headquarters of the

industry in 1918 was South Eussia.

I thought I 'd seen the limit of low
finance when I "d experienced the franc,

lira, drachma, dinar, lev and piastre;
but they were all child's play to the I

rouble in 1918."
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"I thought Banian money \v:is all

dud before that," I remarked.
" Not a bit of it," said Jones. " You

see, it 's not as if there were one breed,

ao to speak, of 1'ouble. There were
KKKKNSKY roubles, and Duma roubles,

and XICHOIAS roubles, and every littlo

town had a rouble-works which was

turning out local notes as hard as they
could go. I missed a fortune there by
incites."

"Tell nio," I said, in response to his

lotal eye.
"1 had a job there which consisted

of going backwards and forwards on
the railway between Otwiski and Triad-

ropoldir in tho Caucasus, a six days'

trip. The possibilities of tho situation

never struck nio till one day 1 asked a

shopman in Triadropoldir to give me
my change in Otwiski roubles both

towns had their own currency, of course.

He gave me live Otwiski roubles for

one of his own town. I thought a bit

about that, and when I got back to

Otwiski I tried tho same thing, and
found I could get three Triadropoldir
roubles there for one Otwiski."
"I see," I remarked, as the beauty

of this arrangement dawned upon me.
" All I bad to do therefore was to

cluing;; my money in Otwiski for three
times as much Triadropoldir currency,
and then go up the line to the other

place and change it back again, making
fifteen hundred per cent, on the round

trip. Of course you couldn't always
change tho full amount, but in a couple
of months I had sixty thousand roubles

--my valise was crammed with them
and I was only waiting to get down to

tho Field Cashier to change out- and
make my fortune."

" And did you?
"

I asked.
"
No, I didn't. One morning the

Reds arrived in Triadropoldir, and my
servant and I only just got away with
the valise on one of those inspection
cars which you propel by pulling a
bundle backwards and forwards. A
section of lied Cavalry came after us,
and we took it in turns to work tho
handle."

"Your servant won't ever be short
of a job," I commented. " He ought
to take to film-acting after that like a
duck to water."

" \Vo soon finished my servant's
ammunition and they were closing in
on us fast. My hair had appreciably-
lifted my tin hat when I bad a brain-
wave and threw out a- double handful
of rouble notes. It worked like a
charm

; they all stopped to collect the

money, and we had gone quite a dis-

tance before they caught us up again.
I threw out more notes at intervals,
and tho last thousand roubles went
just as wo came in sight of DENIKIN'S

Ordinary Man (to well-fed friend).
' HULLO ! How ABE THINGS WITH YOU ? MAKING

LOTS OF MONEY, I SUPPOSE ?
''

Yorksliireinan. "No. WE DON'T M.IKJ-: MONEY AT BKADFOBD WE JUST TICK IT OOP."

outposts fifteen miles down tho line.

We wore saved, but I had lost my
fortune, for there was no chance of

repeating the operation."
I sighed. Then, without any regard

for the conclusions of my fellow-pass-

engers, I silently raised both my hands
above my head.

" She bud her hair cut short, am! claimed to

be a member of a tilted family."
Procititiiil l\i

One with a bend sinister, \vo presume.

A leader of fashion at Ely
Whose clothes were a bit dowu-at-heely

Was quite overcome
When ho found he 'd the sutn

That would buy him a Mallaby-Deeley.

"BLACK CATS' STRIKE THREAT."
Heading in a Sunday Paper of a re/tort of
a demand made by Viennese c'erkt for
doubled salaries.

For "
CATS'," read " COATS'." the diff !

(as WonoswouTH said).

" Retriever Wanted ; steady good worker :

retrieve feather or fur, laud or water."
Provincial Paper.

The exile of Amerongen could do with
one of this breed.

" The act of the donor suggests tho lines :

' How far doth that little candle throw its

beams
On like a good deed in a naughty world.'

"

Daily Graphic.

The author's name is not given, but we
do not think he has improved much on
SlIAKSl'EAHK.



* tarn from his heart's desire at the stroke

a

, n . a sparking-plug
shall we strive to put

i spurs as a souvenir to gather reproachful

Shall ivc never again rule knoe to knee in the pomp of

With hea. 1- rope" white as a mountain drift and curb chains

nil a-shine'.'

Will they dawn no more, those glorious days when the

world seemed all our own,

Who rode as scouts on an errant quest, alive, alert, alone I

Can a man bo made by a motor-car as a man is made by

a horse, .

With strength in his back and legs and arms, and a brain

of swift resource ?

Wo eared for our mounts before ourselves, their thirst

before our thirst ; .

Shall we come to learn, with the same content, to think of

an engine first ?

Grousing enough. Though times have changed a man

may be needed yet.

Shall we stand aloof in an idle dream to nourish .a vain

regret?
Whatever England may ask of us our service must be hers ;

And a horseman's quality 's in his heart and not in a pair

of spurs._ W. K. H.

THE GREAT MUTTON CAMPAIGN.

THE recent disclosures concerning the enormous stocks

of frozen mutton held by the Ministry of Food some of it

killed two years ago have put the Government on their

mettle, and a vigorous campaign is now in preparation with

the object of inducing the public to assist in the disposal of

these overgrown supplies. Mr. Punch, being in touch with

sources of information not accessible to the general Press,

has been able to secure an advance copy of. a popular appeal
which is about to be issued broadcast by the Government.
It runs as follows :

" Men, Women and Children of the United Kingdom !

"The time has now arrived when each one of you is

privileged to illumine these drab days of peace with a show
of patriotism no less brilliant than that which lit up the dark

years of war. The task that is demanded is a simple one,
and no heavy price is exacted ;

all that is required is a single-
minded concentration upon the one essential need of the

moment.
" Your Government, solicitous as always for your welfare,

has during the past two years accumulated a vast store of

nutritious mutton to safeguard you against the peril of

starvation. That danger being happily averted, it is now
up to you to eat the stuff. This is not a problem that can
bo tackled by half-measures. If you desire to preserve the
financial stability of the Empire, and if you do not wish to

go on eating antiquated corpses of Australasian sheep for
the rest of your lives, you must set your teeth in grim
earnest, eating against time and chewing over time. You
must consume mutton for breakfast, mutton for luncheon,
mutton for tea and mutton for dinner. In fact, each one of

glutton.
" Do you shrink from the task ? Do you shirk the chop

now that you know what is at stake? An army marches

on its stomach ;
the nation's well-being hangs on yours.

Henceforth, until the 'Cease Fire' sounds, you must fall

upon the domestic enemy as our gallant soldiers fell upon
the alien foe. No quarter must be given, no quarter, fore

or hind, be permitted to escape. Beef must be banned and

veal avoided as the plague ;
no Briton worthy of the name

will claim a fowl.
" What are you going to do about it? Do you intend (to

borrow a Trans-atlantic phrase) to give the frozen mitt

to the frozen mutt? Or are you going to take it to your
bosom and give it there, or thereabouts, the home for which

it has so long been vainly seeking?
"Do it now and do it always. Let your daily motto

bo ' licvenons a iios moutons.'
"

In addition to the foregoing, every British housewife

is to be supplied with a valuable booklet containing a num-
ber of official recipes for dealing with mutton. Among tha

tasty dishes thus described may be mentioned Whitehall

Hash, Ministerial Mince, Reconstruction Rissoles, Control

Cutlets and Separation Stew.

Mr. Punch also learns that in honour of the campaign
the Yeomen of the Guard are henceforth to bo popularly
known as the " Muttoneaters."

WHAT OF THE DUMPS?
[" Wo repeat our question, therefore, and expect a ' Yes ' ov ' No '

answer : Have all the dumps been sM, or have they not '.

"

Daily Mail.-]

WHILE wealth untold lies heaped in idleness

We will not see the nation go to pot ;

Wo ask you (kindly answer " No "
or " Yes ") :

Have all the dumps been sold, or have the;/ not ?

By many a shell-torn desolate chateau
Stand monumental piles of martial store

Beared up long since to stem a savage foe

By labours of the Army Service Corps ;

And day by day, in spite of our advice,

They linger wastefully to rust and rot ;

Wo ask (and let your answer be concise) :

Have all the dumps been sold, or hare they not ?

No more may KELLAWAY in bland retort

Disguise the truth with verbal circumstance ;

Our special correspondents still report :

"Entrenching tools obscure the face of Franco."

The case is plain ; the issue is distinct
;

You either answer now or out you trot

(And kindly make that answer quite succinct) :

Have all the dumps been sold, or have they not ?

" WKDDING ROMANCE.
The acquaintanceship soon developed into a house where Miss

was living.". Daily Paper.

The chief obstacle to matrimony being thus removed, there

could, of course, be only one end to the story.

"The Committee has decided to call the contest the 'Golden
Apple Challenge,' having in mind the legend of Paris giving a golden
apple tu Helen of Troy as the fairest of the three beautiful women
who came to ask his judgment." Daily Mai!.

Personally we never attach much importance to these"

Paris legends.
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MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
Master. "Hi! YOU! 'WARE BEANS. DON'T YOU KNOW BEANS WHEN YOU BEE 'EM?"
P.-W.S. "THEY'RE THE LITTLE THINGS THEY PUTS IN TINS WITH PORK, AIN'T THEY?"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

DURING the past few years the plays and stories, especially
the stories, of ANTON TCHEHOV have so triumphantly cap-
tured English-speaking readers that there must be many
who will welcome with eagerness the volume of his Letters

(CriATTO AND \VINDUS). This happy chance we owe, of course,

directly to Mrs. CONSTANCE GABNETT, who here proves once

again that in her hands translation ranks as a fine art.

Both the Letters and the Biographical Sketch that precedes
them are of extraordinary charm and interest. Because
TCHEHOV'S stories are so conspicuously uncoloured by the

personality of their writer (his method being, as it were, to
lead the reader to a .window of absolute transparency and
bid him look for himself), it comes almost as a shock to find

how vivid and many-hued that personality in fact was.
Nor is it less astonishing to observe a nature so alive with

sympathy expressing itself in an art so detached.. More
than once his letters to literary friends are concerned with
a defence of this method :

" Let the jury judge them ; it "s

my job simply to show what sort of people they are."

They are filled also with a thousand instances of the
author's delight in nature, in country sights and scents,
and of his love and understanding for animals (from which
of the Talcs is it that one recalls the dog being lifted into
the cart "wearing a strained smile"?) Throughout too,
if you have already read the eight little volumes that con-
tain the stones which I certainly advise as a preliminary
you will be continually experiencing the pleasure of re-

cognising the inspiration for this or that remembered scene.
In short, one of the most fascinating books that has come
my way for a long time.

I needn't pretend that Bed and Black (METHUEN), by
GRACE S. RICHMOND, is what is known to the superior as a
serious work of art or that the men (particularly) of her

creating are what would be called likely. But there's a

sincerity about the writing which one has to respect. Of
her two heroes, fled is Kedfield Pepper Burns, the rude and

rugged doctor, and Black is the Itev. Robert McPherson
Black, the perfect paragon of a padre in an American pro-
vincial town. The author's main thesis is that padres are

made of the right stuff. Black, who was all for getting
into the War from the beginning, rushes off to Europe as

chaplain with tho first American drafts, gets wounded,
decorated and married. The conversion of lied Pepper, the

doctor, and of Jane liay, who became Mrs. Black, is a little

too easily contrived to be very convincing. But this is a

simple work for simple souls who like a wholesome tale

with a distinct list to the side of the angels. Such un-
toward conduct as here appears is not put in for its own
interesting sake, but merely to bring out the white-souled

nobility of the principals.

If I had to select an author likely to win tho long-
distance dialogue race of the British Isles I should, after

reading Uncle Lionel (GRANT RICHARDS), unhesitatingly
vote for Mr. S. P. 13. MAIS. It is not however so much the

verbosity as the gloom of Mr. MAIS'S characters that leaves

me fretful. Nowadays, when a novel begins with a married
hero and heroine, we should be sadly archaic if we expected
tho course of their conjugal love to run smoothly ; but I

protest that Michael and Patricia overdid their quarrels,
or, at any rate, that we are told too many details about them.
And when these people were nasty to each other they
could bo very horrid. All which would not trouble me half
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so much if I were not sure that Mr. MAIS, in his desire to

bo forceful and modern, is iiillictinj; u quite unnccessary

iKHulu-ap ,, ron himself. At present he is in peril
of wneku

bi, craft upon some .humorous rocks which (though I know
bi, craft up

, !!.,!,!,( n:um- for rocks) I will call "The Doldrums.

My advice to him is to cheor up. And the sooner the better,

__
There bo novelists so fertile in literary resource or so

catholic in their choice of subject that tho reader is never

sure, when ho picks up their latest masterpiece, whether he

is to have a comedy of manners, a proletarian tragedy, a

tale of Court intrigue or a satire on the follies of the ape.

To the steady-going devotee of fiction the reader on the

Clapham omnibus this versatility is a source of annoyance

rather than of attraction, and_I

accordingly take pleasure in

stating that by those who like

a light narrative, in which mys-

tery and romance are pleasingly

blended, the author of TlieFoint-

in,i Man can be relied upon fco

fill tho bill every time. Con-

formity to type is a strong point
with this author as far as the

mystery and romance are con-

cerned, but within those limits

he (or she) provides an admir-

able range of scene, character

and plot. In The Further Side

of the Door (HUTCHINSON), the

once handsome and popular hero

emerges from a war- hospital

badly disfigured and is promptly
jilted by his fiancee and avoided,
or so be thinks, by his acquaint-
ances. Disgusted he buries him-
self in an old haunted house in

the wilds of Ireland and aban-
dons himself to the practice of

magic. The result is highly
successful, for he raises, not a

spirit indeed, bat something
much more desirable to a lonely

young man who has been con-

templating suicide. So much
[or the romance. The mystery
is provided by a villain, an

enterprising young married wo-
man, and the sinister denizens
of a creepy boarding-house. I heartily recommend Punch
readers who like a mystery to buy the hook and find out
what happens.

with the daughter of a peer, and finishing him off as a

member of the Government, alarmed at Socialist hecklers

and welcoming the War as likely to give a new direction to

forces that threaten to become too strong for his well-

meaning incompetence.
" It would rouse the ancient spirit

of the people and dispel their madness .... Even defeat-

as a united nation would be better than ignoble peace with

the anarchic mob supreme." Of course this may be highly
amusing, but- Tho fact is that, with a disappointment
tho greater from having genial memories of a former book
of his, I have to confess myself one of the dullards for

whom Mr. PICKTHALL'S satirical darts fall apparently point-
less. I am sorry.

GENTLEMAN (LATE OF PARACHUTE SECTION,
R.A.F.) AFTER A BAD WEEK'S RACING LEAVES HIS
HOTEL WITHOUT UNNECESSARY OSTENTATION.

I am feeling a little peevish about Ladies in Wullhuj
(HODDER AND STOUGHTON), he-

cause Miss KATE DOUGLAS \Yic-

GIN has often charmed me by
her writing in the past, and
now she has disappointed me.
Her latest book contains iive

stories, all nicely written and
set in charming scenes ; but
their innocent sweetness is very
nearly insipid, and the fact that

Miss WIGGIN'S only concern has
been to find suitable husbands
for her six heroines (there are

two in one story) makes them

curiously unexciting. Of course
we all know that in American
fiction the hero and heroine will

in the end marry, to their

mutual satisfaction
; but unless

the author can contrive en route

a few obstacles which will in-

trigue the reader a marriage an-

nouncement in the newspapers
would be more economical and

quite as interesting. It is diffi-

cult to be " nice
"
and "

funny,"
I know, and it was very noble
of Miss WIGGIN if one quality
had to be left out to cling to

the niceness
;
but I hope that in

her next book she will manage
to be both.

The publishers of Sir Limpidus (COLLINS) call it, in lare
print, a " new and amusing novel," but I am not confident
about your subscription to the latter part of that statement

;

for Mr. MAKMADUKE PICKTHALL'S irony is either so
iubtle or so heavy (I cannot be positive which) that one
may well imagine a not too dull-witted reader going from

i to end without
discovering the hidden intent The

ibject of the tale, which has no special plot, is a numbskull
idowner, Sir Lnnpidus, son of Sir Rusticus, lord of

.unt Abbey, and type (according to Mr. PICKTHALL)he landowning class that he evidently considers ripe for
As propaganda to that end he conducts his

through tho usual career of the pre-war aristocrat,
ending him to public school and Varsity (those sufficiently

Itargets), giving him a
marriage, strictly de cmvenance

While reading With the Mad
1 7th to Italy (ALLEN AND UNWIN)

I could not help feeling sorry that the public's appetite
for war - literature is reported to have become a little

jaded for anything that is not a book of revelations ; and
this because Major E. H. HODY, who was in command
of the 17th Divisional Supply Column, describes his trek
from Flanders to Italy with uncommon zest. It is an
admirable account of an achievement well worth recording,
and the author in his advice to C.O.'s, which seems to me
full of wisdom and sound common-sense, explains how it

was that "the mad 17th" were from first to last "a happy
family." There is cause for deep sorrow in the thought
that Major HODY died suddenly at Cologne only a few weeks
after his preface was "finished. He has left behind him
a book which will be valued not less for what it contains
than for the sake of the man who wrote it.

i coin-In Songs of the Links (DUCKWORTH) Mr. Puncl
mends to his readers the work of two of his contributors,
Mr. E, K. RISK and Mr. II. M. BATEMAK.
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CHARIVARIA.
" NOWODY knows," says a Berlin mes-

sage,
" how near the KAPP counter-

revolution came to being a success."

A kind word from Commander KKN-

WOHTHY, it is believed, would have

made all the difference.

It is reported that Miss ISOBKL

KI.SOM, the cinema star, tried to get

knocked down by a taxi-cab for the

purposes of a film, but failed. Wo can

only suppose that the driver must have

been new to his job.

A vicar has written to the Press

complaining indignantly of a London
(inn's offer to supply sermons at five

shillings each. We
are not surprised.
Five shillings is a lot

of money to give for

a sermon.
* :.

The Llangollen Golf

Club has decided to

allow Sunday golf.

In extenuation it is

pointed out that the

Welsh for "
stymied

"

does not constitute a

breach of the Sabbath,
as is the case with the

Scots equivalent.
# :;:

*
At Caterhain a robin

has built its nest in a

bully beef tin. These
are the little things
that give the Dispos-
als Board a bad name.

Hot Cross Buns will probably cost

threepence this year. An economical

plan is for the householder to make his

own hot cross and then get the local

confectioner to fit a bun to it.

# *

" There will bo no whisky in Scot-

land in the year 1925," says a Pro-

hibitionist speaker. He did not say
whether there will be any Scotsmen.

*...*

No arrangement has yet been made
for the carrying on of the Food Ministry,

though it is said that one food pro-
fiteer has offered to buy the place as a

memento. ^ ...

'*'"
i

"All the great men are dead," states

a London newspaper. This sly dig at

A North of Ireland

man who has just died at the age
of 107 boasted that he had never had a

bath. This should silence the faddists

who pretend that they can hardly wait
till Saturday night.

:;: -.;.

The ruins of Whitby Abbey, it is

announced, are to be presented by their

owne/ to the nation. On the other

hand, the report that Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE intends to present the ruins
of the Liberal Party to Manchester

City is not confirmed.
*

.
#

The latest information is that the
recent German revolution had to be
abandoned owing to the weather.

%*
From a weekly paper article we

gather that the trousers-crease will be
in its accustomed frontal position this

year. It is unfortunate that this an-
nouncement should have clashed with
the attempted restoration of the Mon-
archy in Berlin.

Hygienist. "FEELING THE COLD, EH? AHA LOOK AT ME. I DOK'T KNOW
WHAT COLD IS."

Normalliidividtml. "THEN N-NATURALLY YOU D-DON'T F-FEEL IT."

So much difficulty is being experi-
enced in deciding whose incendiary
bullet was the most effective, that it is

thought possible that the Government

may arrange for the Zeppelin raids to

be revived. ... ^
-'.-

A society paper reports that a large
number of millionaires are now staying
on the Riviera. It is not known where
the other shareholders of COATS'S are

staying. # ,
*

In order to influence the exchange a

contemporary suggests that we should
sell our treasures to America. We un-
derstand that a cable to New York

asking what they are prepared to pay
for Mr. RAMSAY MACDONALD remains

unanswered.

An egg weighing
nine - and - a - half

ounces has been laid

at Bayonne, France.
It looks like a walk-

over unless The Spec-
tator has something
up its sleeve.

" One hears the cry-

ing of the new-born
lambs on all sides,"

writes a Nature cor-

respondent. On the

other hand the un-

mistakable bubbling
note of the mint-sauce
will not be heard for

another month or so.
.

the

Mr. CHURCHILL'S robust health is

surely in bad taste.
v
**

We are glad to hear that the strap-

hanger who was summoned by a fel-

low-passenger on the Underground
Railway for refusing to remove his

foot from off the plaintiff's toes has
now been acquitted by the jury. It

appears that he was able to prove that

ho was not in a position to do so as

his was not the top foot of the heap.v
According to a trade journal the

latest fashion in umbrellas is a pigeon's
head carved on the handle. This, we
understand, is the first step towards a

really reliable homing umbrella.
f,s

|

*

The appearance of -a hen blackbird

without any trace of feathers on its

neck or back is reported by a Worcester

ornithologist. The attempt on the part
of this bird to followourpresentfashions
is most interesting.

Will the A.S.C.

private who in 1917
was ordered to take a

mule to Sutton Coldfield please note

that the animal has been sighted in

California still chewing an army tunic,

but the badges are missing ?

* *
*

" So many letters are being lost in

the post nowadays," states a daily

paper,
" that drastic action should be

taken in the matter." We understand

that the POSTMASTER-GENERAL has ex-

pressed his willingness to be searched.

A Vulnerable Spot.

"Lady, a word but oh, beware!
And prithee do not slight it

If you will have your back so bare,

Someone is sure to bite it."

"An official of the Coal Controller's Depart-
ment said that everything possible would be
done to relievo the situation.

'No stone will bo left unturned,
1

he said,
' to ease the position.'

"
Daily Paper.

This accounts, no doubt, for the stuff

in our last half-hundredweight.

VOL. CLVIII.
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A JUNKER INTERLUDE.

O.xvi: inoro the Militunt Mode recurs

\Vitli clunk of subie ami clink of spurs;

Once more tlio long prey cloaks adorn

Tho bellicose hacks of the high-well-born;
Onoe. more to tlio click of martial boots

.lunkers exchange- tbeir grave >alu;

Taking the pavt-mriit. largo with side,

Shoulders padded and elbows wide:

And if a civilian dares to mutter

They boost him of! ai.J he bites the gutter.

Down by tlio Brandenburger Thor
Kitrhens are worked by cooks of war;

Loyal moustaches cease to sag,

Leaping for joy of the old war-flag;
Drums are beating and bugles blare

And passionate bandsmen rip the air;

Prussia's original ardour rallies

At the sound of Dentsclilttiu? iihi-r allcs,

And warriors slap their fighting pants
To the tune llcil dir im Siegetkrant.

Life, in a word, recalls the phase
Of the glorious Hoheuzollern days.
What if a War's meanwhile occurred

And talk of a humbling Peace been heard?

Treaties are meant to be torn in two
And wars are made to be fought anew.
Hocli .' for the Tag, by land and main,
When the Monarchy comes to its own again.

Surely the wind of it, faint but sweet,

The Old Man sniffed in his Dutch retreat;

Surely it gave his pulse a jog
As he went for his thirteen thousandth log,

Possibly causing the axe to jam
When he thought of his derelict Potsdam,
Of his orb mislaid and his head's deflation,
And visions arose of a Bestoration.

(If not for himself, it might be done
For LITTLE WILLIE or WILLIE'S son).

Alas for the chances of child or sire!

The coup went phut, for the KAFP missed fire.=====: 0. S.

A FLAT TO LET.
IT was twelve o'clock (noon) and I was sitting over the

fire in our squalid lodgings reading the attractive advertise-
ments of country mansions in a weekly journal. I had just
decided on a delightful Tudor manor-house with every mod-
ern convenience, a nice little park and excellent fishing and
shooting, when Betty burst upon mo like a whirlwind.
Her face was flushed and a fierce light shone in her usually

mild blue eyes. She looked like a Mirnad or the incarna-
tion of Victory at a bargain sale.

"Come on," she gasped, seizing me by the arm. "
Hurry."" Good heavens ! Is the house on fire '/ My child ! Let

me save my child."
"
Oh, do come on," cried Betty ;

" there 's not a moment
to be lost."

But how can I come on in slippers ?
"

I demanded. " If
I may not save the young Henry Augustus, at any rate let
me put on my boots."

Betty's only reply was to drag me from the room, hustle
mo through the hall, where 1 dexterously caught my hat
from the stand in passing, and thrust me into the street.
"I 've got a flat," she panted. "That is, I've got it if

we're quick enough. Hi, taxi!"

" But, my dear," I remonstrated as the taxi-driver, cowed

by the look in her eye, drew up to the kerb,
"

if we take

a taxi we shan't have anything left to pay for the flat."

"Victory Mansions, Trebarwith Road. Drive fast!"

shouted Betty as she pushed me into the cab.
" Now you 've done it," 1 said bitterly.

" Do you know
I've only five pounds ten on me at the moment? We
shall loso the flat while we're quarrelling with the driver."

"Oh, dear," cried Betty, "can't you see that this is

serious? It was a wonderful piece of luck. I was passing
the mansions and I happened to look up just as someone
was sticking up a notice,

' Flat to Let,' in one of the

windows. There was a beast of a man on the other side of

the street and he simply leapt across the road. I slipped,

or I should have beaten him. As it was lie got to the door

a yard ahead of me. We looked over the Hat together, but

of course he was first, and he said he was sure it would suit

him, only he must ask his wife. It was awful ! I felt as if

I must kill him."
" So you followed him out and pushed him down the lift-

shaft? My dear brave girl !

"

"
No, but I heard him say he could be back in half-an-

liour. I knew I could do it in twenty-five minutes. Look !

"

Betty crushed my hand as in a vice. " There he is."

As we took a corner on two wheels I looked out and
saw a man running. "Taxi!" he shouted in the hoarse

voice of despair. Our driver sat like a graven image and we
swept on in triumph.
"Oh!" cried Betty suddenly, "suppose that, after all,

somebody else
"

She choked on a sob.
"
Courage, dear heart," I said. " All is not yet lost."

A moment later we had reached Victory Mansions and
made a dash for the flat.

" Are we in time ?
"
asked Betty as the door was opened.

"I think so, Ma'am," said the smiling maid and ushered
us into the presence of the out-going tenant. A tour of the
rooms at express speed showed the flat to be a desirable
one enough. There were three years to run and the rent
was not extortionate for the times.

" I '11 sign the agreement now," said I.
"
Half-a-minute," said the out-going tenant as he pro-

duced the documents
;

" I '11 get a pen and ink."
The whirr of an electric bell resounded through the flat.
"
Quick !" panted Betty.

" Your fountain pan." I pro-
duced it and wrote my name with a hand trembling with
eagerness.
"A gentleman about the flat, Sir," said the maid, and,

haggard, pale and exhausted, our defeated rival staggered
into the room.
He looked at us with a dumb agony in his eyes, and

neither of us two men had the courage to deal the fatal
blow. It was Betty who spoke." I 'm sorry, but we 've just taken this flat," she said

sweetly, and added with true feminine cruelty,
" I saw it

first, you know."
The stranger lost control and crashed badly on the

hearth-rug.
"Poor man," said Betty to the late tenant. " Be kind

to him for our sakes." Then she led the way to our cab.
Hotel Splendid !

"
I said magnificently to the driver."

Wot," he growled,
" not in them slippers ?

"

"True," I said, with what dignity I could muster, and
gave him the address of our lodgings.
"None the less," I said to Betty, "you shall lunch

among the profiteers. This is a great day, and it is yours."

The Inter-University Sports.
Great interest is being taken in the plucky attempt of Cam-

bridge to beat America, Africa and Europe (with Oxford).
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WHAT'S IN A NAME?
MATE. "WHILE WE ARE DOIN' HER UP, WHAT ABOUT GIVIN' HER A NEW NAME?

HOW WOULD 'FUSION' DO?"

CAPTAIN. "'FUSION' OR 'CONFUSION' IT'S ALL ONE TO ME SO LONG AS I'M SKIPPER."
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First Jurrtiile Spectator (as (lie Oxford crew go out to practice). "THEBE Y 'AKE, 'EBB WOT DID I TELL YKR? THEY 'JPE GOT

OSLY OSE OAB EACH !

"

Second ditto. " You WAIT TILL THE DAY OF THE RACE !

"

THE LAST OF THE WATCH DOCS.

MY DEAR CHARLES, In all the stirring

history of the War I don't know which
has been the most moving sight : the

War Office trying to get me to be a

soldier, or the War Office trying to get
me to stop being a soldier.

Before the late Summer of 1914, Eng-
land had evinced no burning interest in

its Henry. It had, in fact, left me to

make my own way, contenting itself

witli cautioning me if I didn't stick to

the right side of the road, or to fining me
if I exceeded the speed limit. In August
of that memorable year it got, you will

remember, mixed up in rather a nasty
bother. Searching for friends to get
it out, it bethought itself of Henry, along
with 499,999 others whose names for

the moment I do not recall. Between
us (with subsequent assistance) we set

things to rights, and nothing remained
for Old England save to rid itself grace-

fully of what remained of its few mil-

lions of new-found friends. There was,
however, no shaking off its bosom

pal, Henry. I am one of those loyal
characters whose affection, once gained,

nothing can undo. No use saying to

me :
"
Well, old man, it 's getting late

now
; you must come and see us again

some other day." 1 ain one of the sort

who answer: "Don't you worry your-

self about that. I "in going to stay
and go on seeing you now."

In the early days of demobilisation

there was, I think, a certain novelty
and attraction about my attitude to

the problem. In contrast to the im-

patient hordes crowding the entrance

of the War Office, ringing the front-

door bell violently, tapping on the

window-panes and generally disturbing
that serene atmosphere of peace which
was the great feature of the War in

Whitehall, it was refreshing to think
of Henry, plugging quietly away else-

where at his military duties, undeterred

by armistices, peaces and things of

that kind. I fancy I was well thought
of in those days at the War House.

"Say what you like about him," I

can hear A.G.4 remarking to M.S. 19

(decimal 9 recurring) as they met in

the corridor on their way to lunch,
" but I find him a patient, well-behaved

young fellosv."
"
Yes," would be the thoughtful an-

swer,
"

it seems almost a pity we are

going to lose him."

Speaking strictly between ourselves,
I have never thought much of the Mili-

tary Secretary branch. What made
them think they were going to lose me
as easily as all that ?

What I said to myself was :

"
Henry,

my lad, thirteen shillings and eleven-

pence a day is thirteen shillings and

elevenpence a day ;
now isn't it '? And

war isn't war when there is a peace

coining on. Why then throw up a fat

income just for the sake of getting into

long trousers ? You stay where you are

till they come and fetch you."
So I just stayed where I was, and I

conducted the operation with such

ability and tact that Whitehall came
to forget all about me. My name went
on appearing, with ever- increasing

dignity and beauty, in the Army List;

but that made no difference. You see,

though lots of people write the Army
List, no one ever reads it ; only from
time to time a man will surreptitiously
turn up his own name, just to renew
his feeling of self-importance, or in an

emergency he will look up the name
of a friend in order to get the right
initials after it and not risk giving that

personal offence which may prevent
the loan. ...
But when I say that I stayed where

I was I don't mean to suggest that I

didn't go on leave in the usual way. In-

deed I often came home, in full regi-

mentals, too, partly to impress you and

partly to travel first-class at your ex-

pense. Fellow-passengers neverthought
of turning on me and rending me, as

being the cause of six-shillings-in-the-

pound. They would be extremely polite
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and make friendly conversation with

me, loading up to the point that they
had been soldiers themselves once, but

had given it up, owing to having been

told that the War was finished.

I would ho just a< polite to them,

telling them they might count on mo to

return to the discomforts and risks of

civil life as soon as I could ho spared
from the front. They had never the in-

telligence or daring to ask, "The front

of what?
"

Now the climax has arrived ; I am
asked if they must throw me out or

will I go quietly '! I fancy I have been

caught hy OIK; of those card-indexes. I

suspect some Departmental General of

showing oil' to a friend.
" This is my

IN basket," I can hoar him explaining
as ho shows his audience his ollice;

i y letter which comes in goes into

the IN. That is my OUT basket, and

every letter which goes out goes out of

the OUT.
" And then, Sir, we have the Card In-

dex. A complete record of every officer

in the Army, permanent or temporary."
" Are there still temporary oilicers

in the Army ?
"

asks the audience, not

being able to think of anything better

to ask. and clearly being called upon to

ask something.

"Sergeant-Major, turn up 'Officers,

army, temporary, the, in," for this gentle-
man."
And thus the shameful truth comes

out. One card only mine.

Kxit audience wondering what man-
ner of intrepid man this Henry might be.

Originally the W.O. had had a great
idea; they caused my regiment softly and

silently to vanish away, thinking that

I would vanish with it. But 1 had
been too sharp for them. Learning that

they were bent on "disembodying" me,
and not liking the sound of the word,
I had very quietly removed myself from

my regiment to the Staff. Thus for a

few happy months we see the W.O.
rendered inert.

My final defeat was due to a chance
remark of my own, made to one of the

fifty-nine officers under whose direct

command I served. Upon my first

arriving on his Staff he had said to me,
"Oh, by the way, P.S.C., of course?"

Quito affable, frank and to the point;
"P.S.C., of course?"
Not knowing the language, I could

not make an equally affable answer. I

asked him to repeat the question, but
to change the code.

" You have Passed Staff College, of

course?
"

he said a little less affably.
I then had the misfortune to answer :

"
Why, of course, if you mean that tall

building on the right as I came up here
from the station?

"

He then made up his mind that I was

fill

Old Ladi/.
" WILL YOU PLEASE PUT ME DOWN AT THE SAME PLACE AS roc DID LAST

FRIDAY WEEK?"

not only wanting in essential parts, but

was also the sort of person who jested
on religious subjects. He never forgot
the matter; indeed, when applied to

(under
" Secret and Confidential

"
cover)

to suggest a means of getting rid of me,
he very clearly remembered it. At once

every department in the War House

got busy ;
the interest of the Secretary

of State was enlisted, and the Wai-

Cabinet decided that for permanent
purposes my post must necessarily be
held by a P.S.C. man. Done in by what
was little better, when you come to

think of it, than a mere postscript.
Please understand that there was no

talk of discharging me ; no talk of de-

mobilising me; no talk even of dis-

embodying mo. Without any reflection

on my conduct and merely upon the

grounds that, not being P.S.C., I could

not be regarded as quite right in the

head, they intimated their intention of

vacating my appointment by the simple

procass of an advertisement in the

fashionable columns of The London
Gazette.

" What happens next?
"

1 asked.
" You will return to regimental

duty," they said.
" But there isn't any regiment," I

pointed out triumphantly,
" therefore

there won't be any duty."
They didn't seem to mind that, and

for some time I wondered why. Then
a thought occurred to me.
"But here, I say, what about my

pay?"
"Ah!" said they unhelpfully. . . .

And that, my dear Charles, is why,
if you keep your eye on the journals of

(say) the Summer of 1925, you will

read in the Stop-press Column an

urgent telegram from the W.O. :

" On
April 1st, 1920, the following relin-

quishes his appointment
(Remaining, however,

Yours always), HENRY."

Another Impending Apology.
"MOTHERS' UNION. . . . A helpful
followed on ' How to Deal with Unworthy
Members.' There were about 50 present."

I'arish Magazine.
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THE PRACTICE OF THE CREWS.

(Ballad ail,',- C.N.C.)

THK reporter aired his aquatic lore

(Popply u-ater in Cornei/ Reach],

A thing he had yearly essayed before ;

And a rowing jargon obscured his

speech.

The coach ho coached with a megaphone
(Crabtree, Craven <m<l CkimtickjSyot)

Till the crew were prone to emit a groan,
And the Cox suid nothing but "

Bo\v,

you 're late."

The Stroke he quickened to thirty-four

(/;; the first half-minute struck sacn-

Some clocks returned it a trifle more,
Which wasn't so good as it might
have been.

The towpath critic he shook his head

(Thornycroft '$, where they began to

row) ;

"Hung over the stretcher" was what
be said,

And " missed the beginning," and
" hands too slow."

The towpath critic, whoe'er he be

/;/;/ and some barges blocked the

way),
For thirty odd years, it seems to me,
Has never found anything else to say.

The towpath critic's remarks are trite

(Off Ayling's Yard in a stiftish breeze),
Yet I study religiously morn and night
Whole columns consisting of words

like these.

THE GENIUS OF MR. BRAOSHAW.

(By our Literary Expert.)
No one will be surprised to hear that

the Christian name of Mr. BUADSHAW
was George. Indeed, it is difficult to
think what other name a man of his
calibre could have had. But many
people will be surprised to bear that
Mr. BBADSHAW is no longer alive.

Whatever one thinks of his work one
is inclined to think of him as a living

personality, working laboriously at
some terminus probably at the Char-
ing Cross Hotel. But it is not so. He
died, in fact, in 1853. His first book

or rather the first edition of his
book* was published in 1839; yet,
unlike the author, it still lives. He is,
in fact, the supreme example of the

posthumous serial writer. I have no
information about Mr. DEURETT and
Mr. BURKE, but the style and substance
of their work are relatively so flimsy
that one is justified, I think, in neglect-
ing them. In any case their public is
" 1 "" ;f '1 -

So, of course, is Mr.a limited one.

"Bradshaw'a General Railway and Steam
Navigation Guide for Great Britain and Ire-
land."

BRADSHAW'S ; but it is better than theirs.

Mr. DEBBETT'S hook we read idly in an

idle hour; when we read Mr. BRAD-

SIIAW'S it is because wo feel that we

simply must ; and that perhaps is the

surest test of genius.
It is no wonder that in some circles

Mr. BBADSHAW holds a position com-

parable only to the position of HOMER.
I once knew an elderly clergyman who
knew the whole of Mr. BRADSHAW'S

book by heart. He could tell you
without hesitation the time of any
train from anywhere to anywhere else.

He looked forward each month to the

new number, as other people look for-

ward to the new numbers of maga-
zines. When it came he skimmed

eagerly through its pages and noted

with a fierce excitement that they
had taken off the 5.30 from Larne

Harbour, or that the 7.30 from Gala-

shiels was stopping that month at

Shankend. He knew all the connec-

tions ;
he knew all the restaurant

trains; and, if you mentioned the 6.15

to Little Buxton, he could tell you off-

hand whether it was a Saturdays Only
or a Saturdays Excepted.

This is the exact truth, and I gathered
that he was not unique. It seems that

there is a Bradshaw cult
; there may

even he a Bradshaw club, where they
meet at intervals for Bradshaw dinners,
after which a paper is read on "Changes
I have made, with some Observations on

Salisbury." I suppose some of them
have first editions, and talk about
them very proudly ;

and they have hot
academic discussions on the best way
to get from Barnhatn Junction to

Cardiff without going through Bristol.

Then they drink the toast of "The
Master" and go home in omnibuses.

My friend was a schoolmaster and took
a small class of boys in Bradshaw

; he
said they knew as much about it as he
did. I call that corrupting the young.
But apart from this little band of

admirers I am afraid that the book
does suffer from neglect. Who is there,
for example, who has read the " Direc-
tions

"
on page 1, where we are actually

shown the method of reading tenta-

tively suggested by the author himself?
The ordinary reader, coming across a
certain kind of thin line, lightly dis-
misses it as a misprint or a restaurant
car on Fridays. If he had read the
Preface he would know that it meant a
SHUNT. He would know that a SHUNT
means that passengers are enabled to
continue their journey by changing
into the next train. Whether he would
know what that means I do not know.
The best authorities suppose it to be a
poetical way of saying that you have
to change what is called an euphe-
mism.

No, you must not neglect the Preface;
and you must not neglect the Appendix
on Hotels. As sometimes happens in

works of a philanthropic character, Mr.
BRADSHAW'S Appendix has a human
charm that is lacking in his treatment of

his principal theme, the arrival and de-

parture of trains. To the careful stu-

dent it reveals also a high degree of

organisation among his collaborators,
the hotel-managers. It is obvious, for

example, that at Bournemouth there
must be at least one hotel which has
the finest situation on the South coast.

Indeed one would expect to find that

there was more than one. But no
;

Bournemouth, exceptionally fortunate
in having at once the most select hotel

on the South coast, the largest and

best-appointed hotel on the South coast

and the largest and most up-to-date
hotel on the South coast, lias positively

only one which has the finest position
on the South coast. Indeed, there is

only one of these in the whole of Eng-
land, though there are two which have
the finest position on the East coast.

How is it, we wonder, that with so
much variation on a single theme such
artistic restraint is achieved? It is

clear, I think, that before they send in

their manuscripts the hotel-managers
must meet somewhere and agree to-

gether the exact terms of their contri-

butions to the book. " The George
"

agrees that for the coining year
" The

Crown" shall have the "finest cuisine
in England," provided "The George"
may have "the most charming situation

imaginable," and so on. I should like

to be at one of those meetings.
Thisis theonly theory which accounts

for the curious phrases we find so fre-

quently in the text :

"
Acknowledged to

be the finest
"

;

"
Admittedly in the best

position." Who is it that acknowledges
or admits these things? It must be
the other managers at these annual

meetings. Ys, the restraint of the
collaborators is wonderful, and in one

point only has it broken down. There
are no fewer than seventeen hotels with
an Unrivalled Situation, and two of

these are at Harrogate. For a small

place like the British Isles it seems to
me that this is too many.
For the rest, what imagery, what

exaltation we find in this Appendix!
Dazed with imagined beauty we pass
from one splendid haunt to another.
One of them has three golf-courses of

its own ; several are replete with every
comfort(and is not "replete" the perfect
epithet ?). Here is a seductive one " on
the sea-edge," and another whose prin-
cipal glory is its sanitary certificate.

Another stands on the spot where
TENNYSON received his inspiration for

the Idylls of Die King, and leaves it at
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MANNERS AND MODES.

THK COMPANY-PROMOTER'S PROBLEM HOW TO UTILISE THE BOOM IN SPRING.
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that. In such a spot oven "cuisine"

is negligible.
On the whole, from a literary point

of view, the hydros come out better

than the mere hotels. But of course

they have unequalled advantages. With
such material as Dowsing liadiant

Heat, D'Arsonval High Frequency and

Fango Mud Treatment almost any
writer could ho sensational. What is

High Frequency, I wonder? It is

clear, at any rate, that it would be mad-
ness to have a hydro without it.

Well, I have selected my hotel on

purely literary grounds. Or rather I

AN INTER-SERVICE MATCH.
(\\'ith the British Army in France.)

Frederick entered the Mess with a

decided sea-roll, hitched his slacks and

berthed himself on the starboard settee.

"Cheerio, my hearties," said ho

breezily.
"
Everybody on the old lugger

still lulling along all serene?
"

"Why so oppressively nautical?"

inquired Percival. " You haven't been
on the leave-boat lately."

" 'Tis true, old messmate. I 'm under
the influence of my new batman, one

'Enery 'Enson. After a lifetime in the

busy wallowing in my hot water tha

you never heard my protests on th
door. You really must curb his buc

caneering instincts, old Tirps."
" I accept no responsibility for his

methods," said Frederick baughtily" I merely profit by them. In any casi

I didn't take your hot water
;
I simpl'

used it. You should live near the bath
house and get up promptly when you
are called, as I do."

"
Well, I don't mind the British Navy

ruling the waves," grumbled Binnie
" but I object to its extending its sphere
of influence over my bath-water."

"THAT'S KINK.

BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.
BUT, AS I HAVEX'T GOT ANY FILMS LEFf, I SUPPOSE THERE '8 NO USE STAYING HERE.

have selected two. One is the place
where they have the Famous Whirlpool
Baths. I shall go there at once.
The manager of the other is a great

artist; alone among the collaborators
ho understands simplicity. His con-
tribution occupies a whole page; but
there is practically nothing in it,

nothing about cuisine or sanitation, or
elegance or comfort. Only, in the
middle, he writes quite simply
Tin: MOST PEBFECT HOTEL IN THK WOULD

A. P. H.

A Zoological Curiosity.
"The complaint made was that men came
the district and asked inflated prices for
r,s, f;lr above the market value, and it was

rgucd that the new exchange would tend to
obviate this system of sharks feathering their
nests. Lancashire Paj>er.

Marineshe's now spending his declining
days in the Army, and he 's terribly in-
fectious. I found myself saying,

'

Ay, ay,
Sir,' when the C.O. spoke to me."
"I think I've noticed your 'Enery,"

said Percival. "Isn't he about ten
feet high by six broad, tattooed all over
like a circulating art gallery, and ad-
dicted to chewing quids and swabbing
out your hut in his bare feet ?

"

''My cabin, you moan. And sayshe 'B going ashore when he takes a tripdown the village. That 's 'Enory."'

Incidentally he 's a confirmed bath-
ifter," interjected Binnie. "

Yesterday
morning my batman prepared me a
tub, and while he was fetching me
along your hulking pirate boosted out
my sponge and towels and installed
your lily-white self in it. You were so

"
It jolly well doesn't extend over

mine," said Percival with pride.
" Fred-

erick's 'Enery doesn't get the better of

my Elfred. This morning a queue, con-

sisting of two perfectly good Loots, a

really excellent Skipper and a priceless
Major were waiting for vacant baths.
But was Elfred Fry dismayed? To
forestall an answer that might possibly
be wrong I may say that he wasn't.
He promptly appropriated a cubicle
that happened to be unoccupied

"

"
Eeally, my frowsty old Camembert,

don't ask us to believe that they had all

overlooked it," expostulated Frederick.
"Not for worlds would I endeavour

to impose on your gentle trusting
natures. So far from their overlooking
it the bath had been the subject of
earnest scrutiny, and they had all re-
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Profiteer (la .U. /'.//.). "LooK 'ERE! THIS is THE THIRD TIME I'VE BEEN oti WITH YOUR CROWD, AS' Y' 'AVEN'T CAUGHT A FOX.

BEST THING lor CAN CO IS TO GIMME BACK ME 'SUB* AN 1 BELL YER BLOOMIS' DOGS !
"

gretfully come to the conclusion that it

lacked one important attribute of a

bath it wouldn't hold water. The

plug was missing."
" And by it singular chance the plug

happened to he in the possession of

your Elfred?
"

"That is my case, me luds," said

Percival simply.
" If the silent Navy

wants to beat my Elfred it 's got to rise

very early in the morning."
" We shall see,"said Frederick darkly.

" I 'm going to toll this tale to the

Marines."

Thatevening the troops had organised
a stupendous boxing tournament in the

Recreation Hut. Binuie by invitation

combined the offices of referee, M.C.
and timekeeper, and Frederick and
Percival at the ring-side unanimously
disagreed with his verdicts.

" Most appalling decision," said Per-

cival in a loud whisper. "The referee

has obviously been got at."

"Sh! "replied Frederick. "He hasn't

been told it 's a boxing contest. He
thinks it 's a clog-dancing competition
and is giving the points for foot-

work."

Unfortunately the M.C. did not hear.

Ho was speaking himself.
" The next bout should conclude our

programme," he said,
" but I am asked

to announce that Private Henson
challenges Private Fry to box six two-
minutc rounds, hacking himself for five

'rancs against a small article of no
Intrinsic value."

Enthusiastic applause greeted the

announcement. A disturbance in the

rear of the hut indicated that Elfred

was heading for cover.
" 'E 's twice iny size," he wailed as

strong hands hauled him back.

"The challenger admits that he bolds

a slight advantage in weight," con-

tinued the M.C.,
" but considers that is

counterbalanced by hisadvanced years."
" This is your fiendish work," hissed

Percival to Frederick.
" Not a bit of it, old sportsman,"

replied Frederick cheerfully.
" The

patent rights are held by 'Enery. I

merely mentioned to him that Elfred

possessed a desirable bath-plug that it

might be useful to acquire."
Percival left his seat to confer with

the shrinking Elfred.
" 'E can 'ave the old bath-plug an'

welcome, Sir, as far as I 'm concerned,"
said tin: latter.

"
Tut, tut 1

"
saidPercival. " You must

make a fight for it. The honour of the

Army is at stake."
" I ain't all that set on the honour of

the Army," said Elfred. "But 'im being
the challenger, shouldn't I be justified
in putting the plug in one of my gloves ?

' '

" The rules don't provide for such a

contingency. Hurry up now and get

stripped, and I '11 give you twenty
francs if you win."

Both combatants were warmly re-

ceived. 'Enery 's decorative tattooing
was much admired, and Elfred was

urgently requested not to spoil the

pictures. By desire of the referee the

stakes were handed to him Frederick

producing the five francs for 'Enery
and the battle commenced.

It was early evident that the Navy
intended shock tactics, while the Army
favoured a system of clastic defence.

A salvo of short-arm jabs by 'Enery
was answered by long-range sniping on

the part of Elfred, no direct hits being
recorded. Towards the end of the round

'Enery attempted to approach under
cover of a smoke screen, but action was
broken off at the sound of the gong.
The second round opened sensa-

tionally. Elfred, on the advice of his

seconds, was "
making use of the ring

"

when he accidentally collided with his

opponentcoming in thereverse direction

and gave him a violent thump without

return. There seemed every prospect
of trouble, but clever footwork pre-
vented the incident developing into a

fracas. Round two concluded with

Elfred leading handsomely by one point
to nothing.
"Two to one on Elfred," said Per-

cival excitedly.
"Take you in bath plugs, "answered

Frederick, carefully entering the bet.

'Enery equalised in the third round,

Elfred having incautiously wandered
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Blusterous Person (who Jias forced a cigar on unwilliny Club aegva/mtonce), "THERE, MY BOY YOU DON'I OFTEN SMOKE A THING
XJKE THAT ! THAT 's SOMETHING LIKE A CIGAR, EH ?

"

The Victim. "YES SOMETHING. WHAT is IT?"

into the track of a stray upper-cut and
bounced off. More footwork followed,
Elfred winning by about two yards.
Both were breathing heavily when time
was called, and 'Euery was complain-
ing about his bronchitis.

Skirmishing tactics in the fourth
round resulted in Elfred having a nar-
row escape from being torpedoed be-
neath the belt, and during several sub-

sequent clinches he was requested to

stop studying the pictures and get on
with tin! business.

The fifth and sixth rounds were
marked by the departure of most of
the spectators, and in the end a draw
was the only possible verdict.

"But what about the plug, old
scout ?

"
asked 1'ercival, as they wan-

dered back to their quarters.
"As referee," answered Binnie, "I

gave a draw ; as Battalion Boxing
Board of Control I order the match to
be re-fought in six months' time, to give
the men a chance to get into condition

;

and meanwhile as stakeholder I con-
tinue to hold the five francs and the
bath-plug."

THE TRUE 'SONG-STUFF.
[A writer in an evening paper describes

a certain song as being sung,
" sometimes with

a lump in tho throat and a tear in the eye,"
all over England.]

IF you wish to succeed as a writer
Of songs that undoubtedly count,

By making the atmosphere brighter,
The moral barometer mount,

Then be it your aim and endeavour to

try
For the lump in the throat and the tear

in the eye.

SCRIABINE and STRAVINSKY may flatter

The ears of the brainy elite,
But the musical numbers that matter

Express what is simple and sweet
;

You may easily miss, by aspiring too

high,
Botli the lump in the throat and the

tear in the eye.

Though cynics conspire to repress it,

To sentiment,
"
heavenly link

"

(As the Bard of Savoy would address
it),

\\ ith joy
" I eternally drink

;

"

For it gives us the key. which no
science can buy,

To the lump in the throat and the tear

in the eye.

But, if you are anti-Victorian

And, scorning the coo of the dove,
Hold the roar of the primitive Saurian
The final expression of love,

You may have, if you choose, an alter-

native shy
At a tear in the throat and a lump in

the eye.

" For 70 years Regent Street has basked in

sunshine, and now it is to be cast into shadow
again. It will bo like a gloomy canon between
dour stone walls." Daily Chronicle.

We have heard of a gloomy Dean,
whose habitat answers to the descrip-
tion given. Can this be his understudy ?

" The ' brasses ' worn by tho modern cart-
horse are a direct survival of the amulets
which bedecked the horses of the time of
Julius Caesar. They are worn on the farthin-

gale as charms against the Evil Eye."
Daily Paper.

You should see our Clydesdale in her
crinoline.
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AN UNPOPULAR REVIVAL.
FRITZ. "THIS IS NO GOOD TO ME NOW. YOU WANT A SWELLED HEAD FOR THIS

SORT OF THING."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
M'itliii/, Mnirli 1'tth. ThogreatFood-

prices debate liardly justified its pre-

liminary advertisement. Mr. McCrunv
took sure ground when lie argued that

high prices were mainly due to

world -
shortage ; and, though ,

he entered more disputablo

territory when he declared that

(lie Profiteering Act was not

primarily intended to punish
profiteers, Mr. ASQUITH did not

seriously attempt to dislodge
liim. Indeed, the EX-PiiKMiEu's

speech was mainly composed
of truisms, his only excursion
into the speculative being an
assertion with which not all

economists will agree that
inflation of currency is a con-

sequence and not a cause of

high prices.
An ox-Food Controller, Mr.

dKoitciif! ROBERTS, defended the
Government against charges
of extravagance, and ventured
to remind Labour as THOMAS
DHOIMOND reminded Irish

landlords that it had duties
as well as rights.

Karly in the evening the
PRIME MINISTER, who had sat

through many speeches in

readiness for the threatened
attack, folded his notes and
silently stole away.
On the adjournment General

I'.u.i-: CROFT accused the Ministry of
Munitions of unfair treatment to one of
its employees. The peroration to Mr.
KHI.IAWAY'S spirited defence deserves

quotation :

" The decision taken by
the Ministry is a decision that will
stand." That 's the stuff to give 'em.

Tuesday, March 16th. The LORD
CHANCELLOR was so unusually apolo-
getic in his exposition of the War Emer-
gency Laws (Continuance) Bill that
none of the Peers had the heart seri-

ously to oppose him. Lord SALISBURY
took note of the Government's admis-
sion that they were anxious to say
Good-bye to D.O.R.A. and only com-
plained that the farewell ceremony was
HJ long-drawn-out. Lord BUCKMASTF.I:
failed to understand why D.O.R.A.
should have a longer life in Ireland
than in England, and was so carried

away by his own eloquence as to
declare that all the crimes attributed
to the Sinn Feinors had been due
to misguided attempts to enforce

special legislation against a misunder-
stood and a gallant people." Lord
BIRKENHEAD replied that there was at
least a plausible case for the contention
that the boot was on the other leg.

It is unusual to find Members of the

IIouso of Commons 'objecting to their

speeches being reported, but apparently
some of them do when the reporters
are police constables. The HMMI: SECRE-
TARY thought it quite possible that if

Members attended certain meet ings the

MR,

"CONTROLLERS" CONTROLLED.
C-.YXES. Mn. McCcRDY. MR. G. ROBERTS.

official stenographers might think it

worth while to take down their utter-

ances; but I gathered that he was not
prepared to give any guarantee on the

subject, and that Colonel WEDGWOOD
and Lieut.-Commander KKNWORTHY

must not count too confidently on liav

ing a further road to fame opened to
them.

Mr. BOXAR LAW read a telegram from
Lord KIMIAUNOCK regarding the situa
tion in Berlin. As it was already .

day old, was admittedly based
on a cominitnii/ni- tromWblff't
Hnreait, "censored" by Mr.
TRKIIITSC ii LINCOLN (lato Lib-
eral Member for Darlington),
and had "in the meantime been

officially contradicted by the
old Government, it did not add
much to our knowledge.
Time was when it was usual

, to move to reduce a Vote by a
hundred pounds if you wanted
to defeat the Government. But
such paltry figures are no good
in these spacious days. Sir

DONALD MACLEAN'S proposed
i eduction in the Vote on Ac-
count for the Civil Services was
the much more mouth-filling
morsel of one hundred million

pounds. Mr. CHAMBERLAIN
considered it very handsome
of the Opposition, on the eve,
ho understood, of coining into

office, thus to cut off its own
supplies. Nevertheless he de-
clined to accept the generous
offer. Our finances would be
all right if the Houso would
back the Government by prac-
tising economy as well as

preaching it. As it was, he

THE CORNUCOPIA,
OR HORNE OF PLENTY.
Sin ROBERT HOUSE.

thought the worst was over, for

strange and agreeable phenomenon
the floating debt was sinking.

After this it was, perhaps, not very
complimentary of Mr. J. W. WILSON to

urge the Government to put forth their
best speakers. The PRIME MINISTER
was still coy, but Sir ROBERT HORNE,
in virtue of his new office as President
of the Board of Trade, stepped nimbly
into the breach, and made a speech so
cheerful both in substance and delivery
as to justify the hope that in him the
Government have found the HORNE of

Plenty.

Wednesday, March 17th. Seventeen

years ago Lord BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH,
as a hard-shell Free Trader, sacrificed
office sooner than bow the knee to
the new gods of Birmingham. This
afternoon ho brought in a Bill (to safe-

guard
"
key industries" and counteract

"dumping") \7hich would have glad-
dened the heart of Mr. JOSEPH CHAM-
BERLAIN. Some of the other Free
Trade Peers were still unrepentant.
Lord BEAUCHAMP, for example, declar-

ing that shipping was our real "quay-
industry

"
and needed no protection,

announced his intention of moving the

rejection of the Bill
; and Lord CREWE,
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Captain.
" 'ERE, LEI 's PACK UP NOW ;

IT 's GETTIN' LATE. BESIDES, THE KID WANTS 'is smni BACK."

although one of the authors of the Paris

resolutions, on which the measure was

ostensibly based, thought that it went

far beyond present necessities. The only

dumps with which Germany was likely

to be associated for some time to come
were doleful, not aggressive.
The Report of the Supplementary

Estimates furnished the Commons with

abundant points for criticism. In pro-

testing against an increase in the re-

muneration of the Law Officers, Mr.

HOOOE revealed a hitherto unsuspected
admiration for the PRIME MINISTER,
whose services, he considered, were

most inadequately rewarded with five

thousand pounds a year and no pension.
If anyone deserved an increase of salary
it was he.

Mr. TYSON-WILSON had the temerity
to complain that the Government were

not finding work for all the disabled

ex-Service men whom they trained in

the technical schools, and laid himself

open to a damaging
" tu qiiotjue

"
from

Sir ROIIKKT lIoitXK, who pointed out

that this lack of employment was

largely due to the trade unions, which
refused to admit these men as "im-

provers."
In introducing the Naval Estimates

for eighty odd millions Mr. LONG was
almost apologetic for not having made

them larger. The personnel has been

drastically reduced, and parents are

actually being offered a premium of

three hundred pounds to remove their

sons from Osborne. On the other hand

promotion from the lower deck was to

be encouraged, and in future every

youngster entering the Navy would

metaphorically carry a broad-pennant
in his ditty-box.

Thursday, March 18th. A proposal
to erect a military monument on a

hill near Jerusalem was adversely
criticised by Lord TBEOWEN. Lord

SOUTHBOROUOH, as a recent visitor to

the Holy City, thought that the Govern-

ment would be better advised to de-

molish some of the recent buildings,

including the ex-Kaiser's ridiculous

clock-tower, which had not even the

negative merit of telling the time.

In consequence of his rather exhaust-

ing seance with the Liberal Party the

PRIME MINISTER was looking a little

jaded. But he perked up wonderfully
when Mr. \YILI, THOUNE, Apropos of a

story that the Russian Soviet Govern-
ment had introduced martial law into

the workshops, asked whether he did not
think that all able-bodied people ought
to he compelled to work. There \va'

the old twinkle in his eyes as he re

plied that it would be very interesting

to know if that was the view of the

irade unions. From recent information

I gather that the bricklayers, at any

rate, would not subscribe to it.

Upon the further consideration of the

Navy Estimates General SEELY urged
the re-establishment of the Com-
mittee of Imperial Defence. Mr
LONG said the Admiralty were mosi

anxious for it. Mr. ASQUITH also ap-

proved, but from his ten years' experi

ence as its President entered a cavea

against expecting the Committee to

take upon itself executive functions
" Had it done so," he observed,

" there

would have been collisions, cross-pur

poses, waste of application, and ir

many cases something approaching
to administrative confusion." Whicl

things of course never occurred untie

his regime of shall 1 say ? expectan
watchfulness.

The rest of the debate was chiefly re

markable for Lady ASTOR'S bold declar

ation, "The sea belongs to England
and it could not be in better bands.

Coming from a country-woman of Mi
DANIELS it was doubly exhilarating.

"Direct Action" at Putney.
" When the Light Blues went out a secon

time H. C. Barrett, of the winning trial cigh

crew, was at strike." Daily Paper.
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NEMESIS.

KINDLY the dentist was, for 1)6

Hud obviously sought
To keep his waiting victims free

From apprehensive thought,

Providing for those souls in fear

The Comic Press of yesteryear.

I read those jests of days agone,
Those jibes at folly flown,

And wondered should I light upon
Some trifle of my own,

A par well pointed in its time

Or fragment of reputed rhyme.

Could I retrieve some sparkling fytte

Bedecked with jeux de mots,

I fancied that the sight of it

Might soothe my present woe,

Rewinding me how once I had

Been quite a jocund kind of lad.

Lo, what a foolish hope was this !

I realised too soon

The special form of Nemesis
That waits on the buffoon :

The joke I found concerned the gloom
Inside a dentist's waiting-room.

THE LATEST PARTY.
i the Diary of a well-intentioned

Voter.)

Monday. -Important article in my
morning paper on the serious political
outlook. Recommends the formation

of a new party to carry out progressive
reforms and combat the forces of Revo-
lution and Anarchy. Sounds excellent.

The new party is to be called the

People's Party. I decide to join it.

Tuesday. By a fortunate mistake my
newsagent placed wrong paper on my
stop to-day. Find I was being misled

by the sheet I usually take. A new
party to carry out progressive reforms
and combat the forces of Revolution
and Anarchy has already been formed.
It is called the National Party. I

decide to join it.

'hiesday. Attended public meet-

ing advertised as being in support of

the new party. Expected to hear all

about the programme of the National

Party. Instead was urged to join the
Modern Party, to carry out progressive
reforms and combat the forces of Revo-
lution and Anarchy. Signed card before

leaving the hall pledging my support.
Thursday. Dined with Brooks, who

takes very grave view of the state of

the country. Said what we really want
is a new party. Went on to outline some
urgent progressive reforms and men-
tioned one or two necessary steps for

combating the forces of Revolution and
Anarchy. Suggested that he and I

should try to start a local branch of the
Britannic Party. Seemed so enthusi-

"HE HADS'T BEES DEAD A WEEK WHEN THEY STARTED QUARRELLING OVER HIS ESTATE."

"DID HE LEAVE MUCH?" " No OKLY THREE GALLONS."

astic that I hadn't the heart to refuse

him.

Friday. Johnson called at the office

during my busiest hour. Wanted to

enrol me as a member of a new party, to

be known as the Efficiency Party. No
time to go into it properly, so agreed,
to get rid of him. Anyhow, the object 's

a good one. It was something about

progressive reforms and combating the

forces of Revolution and Anarchy.
Saturday. Heard at the Club that

if the Coalition is not better supported
in their attempts to carry out progres-
sive reforms and combat the forces of

Revolution and Anarchy, they will form

themselves into a new party and go to

the country. Locally we are to have,

in addition to the retiring Coalitionist.,

a Free Liberal candidate, a Labour

Party candidate, a couple of Indepen-
dent candidates, a People's Party can-

didate, a National Party candidate, a

Modern Party candidate, a Britannic

Party candidate, and an Efficiency

Party candidate. A "raid this would
make my position extremely compli-
cated. Decide to give undivided sup-

port to the Coalition in the hope of

averting a General Election.
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AT THE PLAY.

"Tin: TRUTH ABOUT THE KUSSIAN

\ViTii that uncanny tuition of his

Sir JAMES HAH HIE has, of course, hit on

the precise truth. Russian dancers ;ire

not born hut made by the Ma<'sti\>,

which I take it is (broadly speaking)
Italian fi>r 1'roducer and Presenter.

When Ktirissitiia goes on a visit to

the stately home of the Veres the peace
of that ancient haunt of the conven-

tionally correct is queerly broken.

7oangord Vere loses his lieart. How-

ever, that might just us easily or more

easily have happened if the Gaiety had

been invited. Bat a dreadful change
comes to Uncle Hill he buys his clothes

ready-made (at La boutique fantasqne,
for a guess, or possibly Mr. MALLABY-

DEELEY'S), grows dundrearies and goes

hopelessly off his game at golf.

Karitnma, poor dear, can't walk or

talk or putt, for that matter, except
with her toes. Bill culls this last cheat-

ing, but young Vere thinks it simply
adorable as do we all. Lady Vere,

his mother, can't get used to being
kissed by Kurissinui, who trill stand

upon her lightly with one foot, cddly

waving the other meanwhile in the

air. Besides it takes too long and is

rather too demonstrative. And couldn't

Karissima dear just try to walk with
her soles really tlat on the ground in

the solid English county way ? Cer-

tainly Karissima will try, to please
Madame, and with painful effort

achieves a half-dozen clumsy steps till

unconquerable habit and Mr. ARNOLD
BAX'S allusively witty music lift her
on tiptoe again. And really she is sucli

a darling that the once reluctant dow-

ager finally consents to the marriage;
wedding bells forthwith (within) ; a
white-haired clergyman, surprised at

nothing, as becomes the very best type
of padre, appears ; follow corps de ballet

bridesmaids ; and Bill gives her away.
Karissima, says Vere to Maestro later

in the evening, is depressed. Because
she hasn't a child. They both tremend-

ously want a child. Maestro, silently

showing his watch-dial, would seem to
wish to suggest that they were un-

reasonably impatient. Karissima also

pleads. Well, ho will see what ho can
do. But there's an awful penalty.
For a now Russian dancer cannot he
mado unless another surrenders life.

Anyway he fetches his black bag.
And Karittima dances down the main
staircase with her babe, who grows
apace and is shortly seen prancing
in the garden (on his toes "Thank
Heaven!" says the Maestro).
And Knrissima dies and is brought in

on her bier, and dances (she would .')
her

own funeral service. Maestro's heart

is touched; he lies down in her stead,

and she, dancing on a carpet of thistle-

down shot with stars (I think), and

her lord (I am sure), perpetually ex-

claiming,
" How perfectly topping !

'

both achieve an enviable immortality.

Madame KARSAVINA is exquisite ;
she

is well supported by Mr. C. M. LOWNE

(Hon. Bill), Mr. HF.KMAN DE LANCE

(Maettro), Miss G. BTSBBOLL(Doioagr),
and Mr. BASH, FOSTER (Lord Vere).

And I thought I detected Mr. Du
MAVHIER'S appreciation of the bizarre

in his production. But the triumph
is the triumph of the whimsical author.

1 don't think ho has ever done any-

thing bettor; more ambitious things,

yes, but nothing so free from flaw.

Isn't it more than possible that just

three- score years age, on a May day
(soy Who's Who), some Maestro of

Fantasy slipped into a little house in

Kirriemuir, N.B., with a black bag?
Wouldn't that explain the otherwise

inexplicable, the unwearying resource-

fulness, the unabashed playfulness of

this impenitent youth ? T.

DRAM.BAC.
A SUGGESTION has been put forward,

with the support of the British Drama

League and others, for the establish-

ment at our universities of a "
Faculty

of the Theatre and Dramatic Degree."

Heartily applauding the proposal, we
append a typical exatniaation paper
for the final school ;

(1) Sketch briefly the progress of

amateur acting in this country, from
the impersonation of a Danish minstrel

by ALFRED THE GREAT, to the Victory
Varieties Matinto arranged by Lady
Eve Tatlery.

(2) Arrange, in order of probability,
the first fifty authors of SHAKSPEARE.

(3) "The Battle of Waterloa was
won on the playing -"flSTdsTbT Etofc/'
Estimate the rival claims

~

Windsor Strollers.

(4) Indicate your make-up for ROM
ULUS, HENRY THE EIGHTH, ABRAHAM
LINCOLN. ^<

(5) What is a point, svnfi how made?
A "straight" line lies evenly between
any good points; give instances.

(G) Under what dramatic conditions
can a part be greater than the whole ?

Cite the authority of any two actor-

managers for this theory.
(7) Explain, with diagrams, (a) The

Eternal Triangle ; (b) Squaring the

Upper Circle.

(8) Illustrate the axiom that the
length of a run varies with the breadth
of the dialogue.

(9) What proportion of the music-
hall comedians of Great Britain is

supplied by (a) Lancashire; (b) Scot-

land?

(10) Wliich European drama requires
most doors for its honeymoon farces?

(11)
" What Manchester thinks to-

day England will think next Sunday
evening." Analyse this statement in

its bearing upon the play-producing
societies.

(12)
" Let who will make a nation's

laws so that I make its songs." Discuss

the ethical and sociological significance
of this with regard to (a)

" Where do

flies go in the winter-time?" (b) "I
do like an egg with my tea."

In the vivd-voce portion of the exam-

ination, candidates for Honours will be

required to satisfy the examiners (to the

point of actual tears) by their recital of

selected passages from prepared books.

They may offer any two of the follow-

ing :

"
Buckingham's Farewell

;

" " The

Signalman's Daughter;" "The Death
of Little Nell

"
(with voices).

For candidates not seeking Honours
a passable imitation of Mr. GEORGE
ROBEY will entitle to one group. A. E.

TWO VIEWS.
THERE was a high priest of illusion

Who rose by his leader's extrusion ;

By way of amends
He invites his old friends

To extinguish their prospects by Fusion.

There was a great foe of delusion,

Who came to the honest conclusion

That Socialist Labour

Plays beggar-my-neighbour
And sought to defeat it by Fusion.

A Leap-Year Record.

"CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY SpORTS. II . M.
Abrahams winning the long jump with a

distance of 22yds. to his credit."

Picture Paper.

"THE PREMIER AND HIS FUTURE.
WHITHER GOKTH THOU?"

Headings in Daily Paper.

Answer adjudged correct :

" I knowest
not."

"Wanted, a Horse for its keep. Excellent
cuisine." The Times of Ceylon.

A la cart, we presume.

" A roof garden for cats is included in the
scheme for the extension of the premises of Our
Dumb Friends' League." Evening Paper.

We have heard the nocturnal cat on
the tiles called many names, but never
a " dumb friend."

"The Police announce that dogs without
dollars found wandering after 10 p.m. are
liable to be destroyed." Ilony Kong Papa .

We understand, however, that in China

dogs are almost invariably provided
with taels.
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TRIALS OF THE FISH-TRADE.
"CLOTHES, MY DEAR! DON'T MENTION CLOTHES. YOU OCOHT TO BE IN THE FISH LINE. WlIY, I BUNS THROUGH A 8ET O 1 FURS

IS ABOUT A MONTH !

"

A NOTE TO NATURE,
accounting for my previous silence in an unusually tem-

perate March and also presenting an ultimatum.

YE great brown hares, grown madder through the

_
Spring !

Yo birds that utilise your tiny throttles

To make the archways of the forest ring
Or go about your easy house-hunting !

Ye toads ! ye axolotls !

Ye happy blighters all, that squeal and squat
And fly and browse where'er the mood entices,

Noting in every hedge or woodland grot
The swelling surge of sap, but noting not
The rise in current prices !

But chiefly you, ye birds, whose jocund note

(Linnets and larks and jays and red-billed ousels)
Oft in those happier springtides now remote
Caused me to catch the lyre and clear my throat

After some coy refusals !

Ay, and would cause me now I have such bliss

Seeing the star-set vale, the pearls, the agatea
Sown on the wintry boughs by Flora's kiss-
Only the trouble in my case is this,

I do not feed on maggots.
Could I but share your diet cheap and rude,
Your simple ways in trees and copses lurking;

But no, I need a pipe and lots of food,
A comfortable chair on which to brood

Silence ! the bard is working.

Could I but know that freedom from all care

That comes, I say, from gratis sets of suitings
And homes that need not premium nor repair

Except with sticks and mud and moss and hair,

My ! there would be some flutings.

So and so only would the ivory rod
Stir the wild strings once more to exaltation ;

So and so only the impetuous god
Pound in my bosom and produce that odd

Tum-tiddly-urn sensation.

And often as I heard the throstles vamp,
Pouring their liquid notes like golden syrup,

Out would I go and round the garden tramp,
Wearing goloshes if the day were damp,
And imitate their chirrup.

Or, bowling peacefully upon my bike,

Well breakfasted, by no distractions flustered,

Pause near a leafy copse or brambled dyke,
And answer song for song the black-backed shrike,
The curlew and the bustard.

But now ah, why prolong the dreadful strain ?

Limply rny hand the unstrung harp relaxes ;

The dear old days will not come back again
Whatever Mr. AUSTEN CHAMBKBLAIN
Does with the nation's taxes.

Lambs, buds, leap up ; the lark to heaven climbs ;

Bread does the same ; the price of baccy's brutal ;

And save (I do not note it in The Times)
They make exemptions for evolving rhymes,

Dashed if I mean to tootle ! EVOK.
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* (fiut vnergedfrw A. fcroofc). 'FoCE ,
DID YOU SAY? DASH n AUGUST MV LUCK. GOT MY GLASSES ALE MUD

'T BBE THE FUN." _
;

THE METHODS OF GENIUS.

(By our Special Literary Parasite.)

THE public already know something
of the painful difficulties under which

novelists labour at the present moment

owing to the paper shortage and the

enhanced cost of book production. But
" the economic consequences of the

Peace
"
by no means exhaust the han-

dicaps of the conscientious and sensitive

novelist. We are glad therefore to note

the efforts of The Daily Graphic to

enlist the sympathy of the public on

behalf of this sorely tried and meritori-

ous class. Our contemporary tells us,

for example, of one momentous writer

who was reduced to dictating blindfold
" because the facial peculiarities of first

one and then another amanuensis
"
up-

set her equanimity. Then there is the

tragic story of Mr. B. L. HICHENS, who.

being engaged to write an article against

time, sent out for a stenographer, who
on arrival proved to be a man with a

largo black beard of so sinister an

aspect that Mr. UICHENS was forcec

to dismiss him and write the article in

his own hand. Yet Mr. HICHENS is not

easily put off, for we learn that ho finds

he works best in big hotels and not, as

we might have guessed, in the seques-

tered tranquillity of a minaret.

To some writers solitude is the true

school of genius. Yet Sir LEWIS MORRIS

!ound some of his happiest thoughts
come to him while travelling in the

Underground, while Mr. W. B. YEATS

records a similar experience as the re-

sult of a journey on the top of a tram-

car. Your advanced modernists, with

MAHINETTI at their head, find their best

stimulus to creative effort in the. clang
and clatter of machinery. Per contra, to

return to The Daily Graphic, Mrs. C. N.
WILLIAMSON must have pretty things
to look at " in business hours." But the

happiest of all our authors is Madame
ALBANESI, who " finds her brain-spur
in a blank sheet of paper, and not the

ghost of an idea what she is going to

write about." Less fortunate writers

labour assiduously only to leave the

minds of their readers a blank, \vithou'

the ghost of an idea of what the authoi
has been writing about.

It is a pity that Mr. W. L. GEORGE
in his interesting survey of modern
writers of fiction in the English Review
has told us nothing about the methods

if the " Neo-Victorians
" and "Semi-

Victorians," the " Edwardians
"

and
' belated Edwardians," and the
'

Georgians
"

and "
Neo-Georgians."

With all these classes he deals faith-

ully. But his criticism is purely liter-

ary. He fails to tell us the things that

every reader wants to know. It is all

very well to say that the neo-Georgians
'

paint in ink," but he ought to have

mentioned whether it is green or red.

Does Miss DOROTHY RICHARDSON dic-

tate to the sound of trumpets, garbed
in crimson trouserloons ? Does Mr.

ARNOLD BENNETT cantillato his "copy"
into the horn of a graphophone or use

a motor-stylus ? Does Mr. SIEGFRIED

SASSOON beat his breast with one hand

while he plays the loud bassoon with

the other? 'Does Mr. ALEC WAUGH
use sermon-paper or foolscap? Does

Mr. ALDOUS HUXLEY keep a tame go-

rilla ? These are the really illuminating
details that we hunger for. Without
them it is impossible to appreciate the

artistry of our young Masters. Mr.

W. L. GEORGE has given us a glimpse
of the working of their brains ; let him
now reveal to us the secrets of their

workshops.
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'TllERK's THAT DAHHED BULL OF YOURS IN MY FIELD AGAIN] ONE OF THESE DAYS I *LL I'LL WRING ITS CONFOUNDED NECK."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

After the Day : Germany Unconqucrcd and Unrepentant
(JENKINS) is the kind of thesis-book which it is wise to read
in a deliberately incredulous mood. Mr. HAYDEN TALBOT
is an American newspaper man of immense resourcefulness

but, I should judge, of a not conspicuously judicial habit of

mind. That, perhaps, is hardly a newspaper man's busi-

ness. He is after copy, and certainly there 's good enough
copy in his interviews with Count BERNSTORFF and Dr.

RATHKN.U-, and one must admire his feat of getting out of

these and seven other German publicists, including MAXI-
MILIAN UAUDEN, the draft of a manifesto to the people of

America, composed in the hope, vain as it happened, that
the KAISER would break his long silence and sign it. It is

the author's theory that it is the inner camarilla, working
for a speedy restoration of the monarchy, that is responsible
for the certainly uncharacteristic reticence of Amerongen.
Mr. TALBOT also interviewed HINDENBUBG, whom he found a
"
broken-down, inconsequential, garrulous example of sen-

ility ;

"
LVDENDOBFF, who was very stiff and proud and rude ;

and tt\e fiancee of the man who sank the Lusitania. His

general idea of Germany is summed up in the remark of

Mr. MANDELBAUM, of New York: "All this talk about
Fritz being down and out is all bunk !

"
Germany is full

of energy and hate; she will soon bo a monarchy again;
will undersell the world

; is assiduously preparing for air

supremacy as the way to revanche. I take it that this is

not so much a book as a rechauffe of newspaper articles,

which alone will account for its formlessness and frequent

changes of plane. Mr. TALBOT, confessing to a total ignor-
ance of the German tongue, seems quite unconscious that

this imposes certain limitations on his capacity to make
an adequate survey of a difficult problem.

I may confess at once that I finished the first chapter of

The Woman of the Picture (HODDEB AND STOUGHTON) in a
mood of slight derision, induced by Mr. G. P. TUBNER'S

allowing one hero to say of the other that he had " the

interminable limbs
"

of an aristocrat. To the end of

the book indeed I was uncertain whether such occa-

sional lapses were meant to illumine the character of

the supposed speaker or were unintentional. But again
to quote, this time a phrase in which Mr. TURNER clearly
shares my own delight,

" before we were through with the

affair
"
such details had ceased to be of moment. The

plain fact is that The Woman of the Picture is the most
breathless, irresistible piece of convincing impossibility you
have read for ages. I decline to struggle with any tran-

scription of the plot. On the wrapper you will observe
the woman stepping bodily out of the picture, like the

ancestors in the whisky advertisement ; this, however, is a

symbolic rather than an actual presentment. But there is

plenty without it : a rightful heir, mountain castles amid
the eternal snows, a villain (with sorceries), half-a-dozen



attempted murders and the most hair-lifting duel iinagin-

nss is a riot of
1,1,.

-

Sohorly considered the whole business is a riot of

delirium, belonging flagrantly to that realm where all he

world's a screen, -ul ll the men and women merelj
I Ot-l tv ii **

i l 1
"

*! f

Hut the unexpected charm of the book 11 bat
niovius. j>un i"' uiii,.|-v.. -;-- . .,

(with the possible exceptions noticed above it is told

a touch of distinction, even of subtlety, that inVBfl

wildest audaeities with an atmosphere of fantastic truth.

In short, if Mr. G. F. TIKNF.U has done nothing else he

has at least enabled the fastidious to enjoy the thrills of a

shocker while retaining their self-respect.

In the first of the three stories, each about a hundred

paes in length, which make up Gold and Iron (Ilr.iNF.MVNN),

it is hard to escape the conviction that Mr. JOSEPH

Hi-;u(iKsiu-:iMKR is saying between the lines, "So you

thought that CONRAD was the only JOSEPH who could

throw a man and woman together on a mysterious coast

in the most strangely romantic circumstances, and provide

a thoroughly groolly scrap into the bargain. Well, here 's

another little Victory for you." lie seems definitely to

challenge that air of the extraordinary and the inevitable

combined which Mr. CON-

RAD so subtly conveys; It

is a big effort, and I don't

feel that the author quite

brings it off, yet I cannot

think of anyone but Mr.

CoNHU> who would have

come nearer to doing so,

and the fight in the dark

in this story is one that

even after the War will

make a reader catch his

breath for half - a - dozen

pages at least. In the

second and third stories,

which actually deal with

gold and iron (the first of

the three is called " Wild

Oranges," though perhaps
" Blood Oranges

"
would

have been a better title),

the writer returns to a happier mftier, and deals with
an America remarkably interesting and wholly novel to

me, an America where foundries and railways are in their

infancy and crinolines are worn. Saloons, bowie knives
and bags of gold-dust are all too familiar to us, but who,
on this side of the Atlantic at any rate, ever remembers the

cjuiet towns with Victorian manners to which the diggers
belonged and returned? Both "Tubal Cain" and "The
Dark Fleece

"
are excellent yarns and wonderful pieces of

pictorial reconstruction as well.

After reading The Searchers (HoDDER AND STOUGHTOS), I

seriously think of myself joining His Britannic Majesty's
Secret Service. All the fun and firearms, and ever, at the
conclusion, a startling surprise for your friends and admirers,
among whom you stand cool, calm and collected. Anthony

l.c-ili<> did not deceive me when, upon his first intro-
duction as a secret servant, he modestly disclaimed the thrills
and excitements commonly attributed to his trade. I knew
that many pagc-i would not bo turned before he would
land us in the middle of some crimson intrigue; mysterious
strangers, disguises, cryptic and invaluable manuscripts, ur-

gent telegrams, codes, Italian hidden hands, Scotland Yard,
pseudo-taxiciibs, clues and things. But lot others beware of
.Mr. .Inns- i-'osTKB, a most ingenious manipulator of the old
stock-in- tr.idt: and possessing a rarosense of humour. For the

reader to pit his wits against the author's is, in this instance,

to be completely
" had

"
and to become under the necessity

(about page 265) of taking off his hat, not only to the secret

servant but to a mere minion of the "Yard" also. Two

minor points emerge from a close study of the book. The

first is that the author is undoubtedly a barrister himself:

if I am wrong on this point I finally withdraw my threat

to join the Service. The second point is that he knows his

Scotland even as well as he loves it. In the result you have

two merits, which together amply discount the element of

cheap sensationalism : one merit is the logical development

of the story, and the other is its beautiful setting. I don't

know whether it is due to the Scottish climate or to the

legal atmosphere that the author omits all reference to the

feminine sex or affairs of the heart; but anyhow it seemed

ri"ht and meet that women should be left at home when

men were engaged upon such violent and dastardly business.

From certain internal evidences, mainly orthographical,
I am led to suppose The Branding Iron (CONSTAULE) to

be of Transatlantic origin. This, no doubt, explains my
unfamiliarity with the name of Miss KATHARINE NEWLIN

~
BUBT, also certain minor

points, notably the fact

that tlie story, though by
no means badly told, suf-

fers from what 1 can only
call a plethora of plot.

As I followed the devel-

opments of its intrigue
and tracked the heroine

from untutored savage,
wife of the wild Westerner
whose excusable suspic-
ions caused him to brand
her as private property, to

themomentof hertriumph
as the bejewelled idol of

theatrical New York, the

conviction grew upon me
that here was a tale surely

predestined to be the screen

that covers a multitude of

melodrafnatics. Presently indeed the suggestion became
so insistent that I went further and began to -wonder

whether I was not in fact reading a "
story-form

"
of some

already triumphant film. Certainly the resemblance is

almost too pronounced to be fortuitous ; from the sensa-

tional branding scene, through cowboy stunts, to the up-
town playhouse, where a repentant and wife-seeking hero

recognises his mark upon the shoulder of the leading lady
and so to reconciliation, slow fade-out, and the announce-

ment of Next Week's Pictures. But though it is impossible
not to suspect Miss BUHT of having an eye to what poetic

journalism calls the Shadow Stage, this is by no means to

belittle her mastery of the colder medium of print ;
and I

hasten to acknowledge that, upon me at least, The Branding
Iron has left a distinct though possibly fleeting impression
of good entertainment.

THE RELUCTANT PEGASUS.
A YOUNG SPUING POET HAS TROUBLE WITH HIS MOUNT.

Cane or Birch P

"House Porter wanted, to live in or out, able to manage boating
apparatus. Apply, Stating wages required, to Headmaster, -
school." Local I'ajter.

" The total cost of the. British delegation to the Peace Conference
at I' iris from December, 1918, to 31st September was .4-503,368."

. . Liverpool Paper.
But it is only fair to say that in the last month they seem
to have put in a bit of overtime.
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CHARIVARIA.
\Yi: \vcro glad to see that two of our

most important I'nivcfsittes were again
successful in obtaining first and second

places in this year's boat-race. (As
this \\as written before the race we
eni\e tlie indulgence of our readers if

our prophecy should [trove incorrect.)

Bradford Corporation is selling white

collars to its citizens at sixpence a- piece.
How tbo Labour 1'iivly proposes to

combat this subtle form of capitalist

propaganda is not known.

"I have been knocked down twice

by tho same bus, but fortunately have
sustained no serious injury," stated a

plaintiff at a London

police-court the other day.
The bus in question, we
understand, -will bo given
one more try, and in the

event of failure w'ill bo de-

barred from all further

contests of the same na-

ture.
x

. ...

"
Quite a lot of Ameri-

can liiieon is being smoked
in London," says a news
item. We arc glad they
have found a use for it,

but nt tlie risk of appear-

ing fastidious we must say
ich prefer Havannah

tobacco. ... ...

The Variety Artists'

:tion bus passed a
resolution against the en-

.(lit of Germans in

the profession. With yet
aiiolhei a\enuo of industry

mist him General LVDKX-
noi:i r i--. said to be contemplating a

dignified retirement.
* :|:

"Should uglier husbands have heavier

damages?" \\as a question raised in

-lit divorce action. The better

opinion is that the fact that; tho ugly
nian must have gone out of his way to

get married should tell against him.
:;: *

Signs of Spring are everywhere. A
couple of telephone mechanics have
made their nest on the roof of a house
in \\ est Kensington.

'. *

At Question-Time in the House there
was trouble over the pronunciation of

Bryngwran and Gwalchmai. One of the
Welsh Members present said he could
have played them if he had had his

harp with him. ,. ^

:irdny afternoon funerals have

been stopped at Hexhill. Wo are very
d to note this, because if there is

one thing which mars the enjoyment
of the week-end it is being buried.

The Hon. JOHN ( '01. 1.11:1: will shortly

explain why lie, p. tinted the famous

picture, "Tho Fallen Idol." If only
some of our minor artists would be

equally frank.
.,. #

A weekly paper is ottering a pri/<' to

anybody who discovers the oldest living
fish. It is just as well that no prize
is offered for the oldest dead fish.

* '

::

"
Largo dumps of valuable material

which is slowly rotting arc to bo met
all along the main road in Northern

r (ii-liii }n-:x bfcn /la'nl the correct fare).
" Vr.r

'

, i i .;;.,OTTI:>'

SOMKTHINT. . Crv'.XOIl."

/'c/.-V. "WHAT IH IT?"
Tini-iliii-fi-. "Yoru Animrss. I MII.HT WANT ANOTHER MASCOT SOME

mv."

It is feared that, owing to the Bidden

appearance of Summer weather last

week, tho POKT LUHKVIT. \\ill once

again be obliged to hold over his Spring
poem. + ...

It seems a pity that eight of the nine

bricklayers who entered for the recent

brick-laying contest should have col-

lapsed, allowing the ninth an easy walk-
over with seven bricks to his credit.

SI a tistics show a remarkable increase

in the Welsh birthrate as compared
with previous years. As usual, nothing
is being done about it.

There are several ways, says Sir

JAMKS MACKENZIE, the eminent speci-
alist, of tracing heart

weakness. One way is to

charge the owner of the
heart seven-and-six for a

pound of butter. If he
faints he has a weak heart;
if lio pays he is merely
weak in tho head.

A Hill has been intro-

duced in tho New York

Legislature to confine the

headlines in murder cases

to thirty-six points. The
limit for international

headliners is still fourteen

points. ... ...

*

The Government, says
a contemporary, is about
to start growing tobacco
in Norfolk. Whether it is

to bo sold as Coalition

Mixture or Carlton Club
has not yet been decided.

France to-day," complains a morning
paper. A responsible Government ofli-

cial now admits that whilst motoring
in that district last week he noticed
that the road was bumpy in places.

* *

There is some talk of tho Americans

having a League of Notions of their own.

M. CHAIU.KS NOHDMANN states that
tho world will end in ten thousand
million years. It will be interesting to

see if America will refuse to take part
in this as well.

.,. ^
'.-

Our horticultural expert informs us
that during the next two or three weeks
all wooden houses should bo carefully

pruned.

The rumour that Mr. MAI.I.ABY-

DKKT.KY, M.P., will be asked to design
a new uniform for the Royal Air Force
is without foundation.

The Royal Academy have issued a

notice that frames other than gilt will

be admissible this year. Many people,
it is thought, who never felt attracted

by the old-fashioned gilt frames will

now visit the exhibition.
" *

An auctioneer's clerk has been sum-
moned for throwing a bun at a railway
buffet waitress. It was a thoughtless

thing to do. Ho might have broken it.

We have just beard of a Scottish

engineer who has decided to strike

out along novel lines. Although only
twenty-twoyears of age he has arranged
to settle down in Scotland.

From a fashion-advertisement :

"PAHIS MOVKS TIIK WAIST-IJXI:."
American Paper.

But it is believed that the young man's

strong right arm will succeed in re-

discovering it.
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"SUMMER-TIME"
(iriti,

TO-DAY 1 Irft, my downy lair

An linur before my wont;

Hut do 1 consequently wear

An unctuous smilo'.' 1 don t.

If with the early lark's ascent

I -oared from out my boil, it

Is to :in Act of Parliament

That 1 must give the credit.

When 1 e-e;i|>e,
in butter's dearth,

The fiiult of waxing fat,

Calmly 1 view my modest girth

And take no praise for thai :

mine tlie glory when my soul

Abjures its ruling passion ;

"J'is his. the lc.nl of Food-control,

NVho fixed my sugar-ration.

Hammered by regulations for

I'lie chastisement of crime

Ar.on and theft and marrying more

Than one wife at a time

I like to feel some sins there be

For which the law can't hurt you.
In whose regard your heart is free

To follow vice or virtue.

Of one temptation I rejoice
I specially to think,

That leaves me loose to lake my
choice

My reference is to DRINK ;

Here, where as yet no rules apply

By Pussyfoot dictated,

The merit 'a mine whenever I

Am uot inebriated. 0. S.

THE PERSONAL
AT A MOTOR

ELEMENT
SHOW.

NOT to ho outdone by Olympia wo
have just held a motor show in our

provincial Town Hall. \Vbat though
the motoring magazines, obese with
the rich diet of advertisement, grew no
fatter in its honour, it was at least

the most successful social function wo
have known since the War began. The
Town Hall externally was magnificent
\\ith flags by day and coloured lamps
by night, and within was a blaze of

bunting and greenstuff. The hand of

the lice Shepherds played popular
music, and the luncheon and tea rooms
were the scene of most delightful lit-

tle gatherings, Besides all this, quite
a number of cars were to lie found

amongst the decorations.

Nearly every demobilised officer in

the county teems to have taken up an

agency for a car or two, and bought
himself -.pats on the strength of a pro-
spective fortune. Jimmy Wrigley and

amongst them. \YiigIoy in the
: War was M.T., B.A.8.O., and

knows :so much about, curs that he can
tell the make of lamps from the track
of the tyres; while I was a cavalryman

and know so little that I judge Jimmy's

cleverness only by other people's in-

credulity. On our stand at the show

we exhibited two ears, which, as I care-

fully learned beforehand from the book

of the words, were a Byng-Beatty
and a Tanglefoot, these being the cars

for which wo are what they call con-

cessionaires. (The bat is tricky, but

one picks it up loafing about garages.)

As a rule Jimmy and I do the corre-

spondence between us Jimmy con-

tributing the technique and 1 the punc-

tuation; but for the three days of the

show his cousin Sheila volunteered to

preside at a dainty little table and make

jottings of our orders. Sheila is always

ornamental, and as we had the stand

draped to tone witli her hair, and she

wore a dress which harmonized like

soft music with the pale heliotrope of

the Tanglefoot's body-work, our display

was a magnet from the word "Go."

And then on the morning of the

opening day Jimmy went down with his

I.nke Doiran malaria and left me to it!

I am as brave as most people, but

this calamity unmanned mo. "
Sheila,'

I said to a pair of pitying grey eyes, as

the crowd, having heard the show de-

clared open, massed about our stand

"Sheila, the situation is desperate.
These people will ask me about the

cars. They will expect me to answer
them intelligently, and it 's no use in

the world talking horse to them I can

sec that from their sordid looks. I shall

disappear. You can say I have gone
out on a trial run, which won't he a

lie, only an understatement. And you
can just hand them out the little books
and let them paw the varnish. Silence

\\ill ho better than anything I could

say. Probably it is better than what

any conscientious man could say about
the Tanglefoot."

" I '11 carry on, Nobby," said Sheila.
" You go and buy buns for Miss Hurdle-

wing, and be

purchaser."

happy. I'ly ! hero's a

Sheila's whisper dispersed mo into
the crowd and I strolled away, while
she bestowed a smile and a specification

pamphlet on the first of the crowd to

step on to our stand.

1 found it impossible to keep away
for long. Sheila looked so well against
the heliotrope Tanglefoot limousine
that 1 had to go hack to look at her.

The stand was surrounded by a

throng, hushed and breathless with
interest. Sheila was talking volubly.
1 lardened motorists listened with their
mouths open ; zealots, feverish to ex-

pend their excess profits on motoring
because it was a novelty and expen-
sive, stood spell-bound ; a rival agent
drank in her words with tears in his

eyes tears for his old innocence- and

bis cheek flushed with a sudden and

splendid determination to amalgamate
with our linn.

"This chassis, gentlemen," Sheila

was saying, with a glance towards the

Byng-Beatty, "has the most exclusive

features. The torque-tube being fitted

with an automatic lighter, it is possible

to change tyres without leaving your
seat; while by a simple adjustment of

the universal joint the car will take

any reasonable obstacle gracefully and

without any inconvenience to the occu-

pants. The clutch is of the Alabama

type. . This new pattern created a great
sensation at Olympia, owing to the

ease with which it permits even the

amateur driver to convert the present

body into a cJiar-d-banc or a tipping-

waggon. The hood is reversible, so

that passengers may be sheltered from

the, wind when the car runs backwards.

In the rear of the boot, concealed by
a door flush with the panels, is an

EINSTEIN parachute, by moans of which
a passenger may leave the ear before

an imminent accident or when tired of

the company."
I could not move ;

I did not want to

either ; and 1 certainly dared not

interrupt.
"The Tanglefoot," continued Sheila,

while a sigh of sheer rapture rose from

the crowd,
"

is pre-eminently the car

for a medical man or pushful under-

taker. No horn is supplied, though
this will be fitted if desired. The car

is not cheap, but properly used will

soon repay itself. Amongst the ac-

cessories supplied with the standard

chassis 1 should like to call your
attention to the collapsible game-bag
and landing-net."

This went on for a long, long time,

and I stayed till a man in the crowd

recognised me and showed symptoms
of coming out of his trance. 1 fled, and
returned only at the luncheon interval.

"
Sheila," I said "

Sheila, this may
be fun for you, but James Wrigley and
I may sing in the streets to pay for it."

" You great stupid
"

her eyes were

sparking as she spoke
" I "ve booked

more orders than you will he able to

carry out before you 've learned wisdom.
Look !

"
It was practically a nominal

roll of the local capitalists that she

showed me. "
Nobody believes what

you say about a car, so you can say
what you like. The thing is to get it

noticed."
" Did they study these cars much

before they let yon take their names?
"

my eyes and

W. K. II.

Sheila looked into

laughed happih

Our Eccentric Advertisers.

'Youth Wanted to Sti-ikc."

I'l-nrhiclal Paper.
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THE DACHSWOLF.
I-'KITZ (doubtjullii). "GOOD DOG IF YOU STILL ARE A DOG.
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Ull, Al'XTIi:, 'X.VMOTIC' 11 A VUMXY WOBD FOE YOU TO BK SO FOXD OF."

MY DEAB CHILD, WHAT ABE YOU TALKING ABOUT?"

DADDY SAID YOU WEBB VEKY FOXD OF THE LAST WOBD, SO I LOOKED IT UP IK THE DICTIONARY."

ABOUT BATHROOMS.
OF all the beautiful things which are

to he seen in shop windows perhaps
the most beautiful are those luxurious

baths in white enamel, hedged round

with attachments and conveniences in

burnished metal. Whenever I see one

of them I stand and covet it for a long
time. Yet even these super-baths fall

far short of what a bath should be ; and

as for the perfect bathroom I question
if anyone has even imagined it.

The whole attitude of modern civili-

sation to the bathroom is wrong. Why,
for one thing, i it always the smallest

and barest room in the house? The
Komans understood tlie.se things ; we
don't. I have never yet been in a bath
room which was big enough to do my
exercises in without either breaking the

light or barking my knuckles against a
wall. It ought to be a big room and

opulently furnished. There ought to

he pictures in it, so that one could lie

back and contemplate them a picture
of troops going up to the trenches, and
another picture of a bus-queue stand-

ing in the rain, and another picture of

A windy day with some snow in it.

Then one would really enjoy one's

baths.

And there ought to be rich rugs in it

and profound chairs ; one would walk

about in bare feet on the rich rugs
while the bath was running ;

and one

would sit in the profound chairs while

drying the ears.

The fact is, a bathroom ought to be

equipped for comfort, like a drawing-
room, a good, full, velvety room

;
and

as things are it is solely equipped for

singing. In the drawing-room, where
we want to sing, we put so many cur-

tains and carpets and things that most
of us can't sing at all; and then we
wonder that there is no music in Eng-
land. Nothing is more maddening than
to hear several men refusing to join in

a simple chorus after dinner, when you
know perfectly well that every one of

them has been singing in a high tenor
in his bath before dinner. We all know
the reason, but we don't take the ob-
vious remedy. The only thing to do is

to take all the furniture out of the

drawing-room and put it in the bath-
room all except the piano and a few
cane chairs. Then, we shouldn't have
those terrible noises in the early morn-

ing, and in the evening everybody would

be a singer. I suppose that is what

they do in Wales.
But if we cannot make the bathroom

what it ought to be, the supreme and

perfect shrine of the supreme moment
of the day, the one spot in the house

oil which no "expense or trouble is

spared, we can at least bring the bath

itself up to date. I don't now, as I did,

lay much stress on having a batli with

fifteen different taps. I once stayed in

a house with a bath like that. There
was a hot tap and a cold tap, and hot

sea -water and cold sea -water, and
PLUNGE and SPRAY and SHOWEU and
WAVE and FLOOD, and one or two more.

To turn on the top tap you had to stand

on a step-ladder, and they were all very

highly polished. I was naturally ex-

cited by this, and an hour before it

was time to dress for dinner I slunk

upstairs and hurried into the bathroom
and locked myself in and turned on all

the taps at once. It was strangely disap-

pointing. The sea-water was mythical.

Many of the taps refused to function at

the same time as any other, and the

only two which were really effective

were WAVE and FLOOD. WAVE shot out
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a thin jet of boiling water which caught
me in tlio chest, and ri.ooii iilled the

bath with cold water long before it

could he identified and turned off.

No, taps are not of the first import-
ance, though, properly polished, they
look well. Jin) ii" bath is complete
without one of those attractive bridge-,

or I rays where one puts the sponges
and til" soup. Conveniences like tli;it

are a direct stimulus to \\ashing. The
first time I met one 1 washed myself
all over two or three times simply to

make tho most of knowing where the

soap was. Now and then, in fact, in a

sort of bravado 1 deliberately lost it, so

as to bo able to catcli it again and put
it. back iii full view on the tray. You
(-in also rest your feet on tho tray when

you iiro washing them, and so avoid

cramp.
Again, I like a bathroom where there

is an electric bell just above tho bath,

which you can ring with tho big toe.

This is for use when one has gone to

sleep in tho bath and tho water has

frozen, or when one has begun to com-
mit suicide and thought better of it.

Apart from these two occasions it can
bo used for Morsing instructions about

breakfast to the cook supposing you
have a cook. And if you haven't a cook

a little bell-ringing in tho basement does

no harm.
But tho most extraordinary thing

about the modern bath is that there is

no provision for shaving in it. Shaving
in the bath I regard as the last word
in systematic luxury. But in the ordin-

ary bath it is very difficult. There is

nowhere to put anything. There ought
to bo a kind of shaving tray attached

to every bath, which you could swing
in on a flexible arm, complete with
mirror and soap and strop, now blades

and shaving-papers and all tho other

confounded paraphernalia. Then, I

think, shaving would be almost toler-

able, and there wouldn't bo so many of

these horrible beards about.

Tho same applies to smoking. It is

incredible that to-day in the twentieth

century there should be no recognised
way of disposing of a cigarette-end in

the bath. Personally I only smoke
pipes iii the bath, but it is impossible
to find a place in which to deposit even
a pipe so that it will not roll off into

the water. But I have a brother-in-
law who smokes cigars in the bath, a

disgusting habit. 1 have often won-
dered where he hid the ends, and I find
now that he has made a cache of them
in the gas-ring of the geyser. One day
tho ash will get into the burners and
then the geyser will explode.

Next door to the shaving and smok-
ing tray should be tho book-rest. I
don't myself do much reading in the

Mistress. "I SEE THE NEW CUBATE HAS CALLED. WHAT IS UK LIKE, S.MITHERS?"

Butler (u-ho had noticed that the Curate mas dressed for golf). "He HAD THE APPEAR-

ANCE, MY LADY, OF BEISG OUT OF 'OLY OBDEB3 FOB THE DAY."

bath, but I have several sisters-in-law

who keep on coming to stay, and they
all do it. Few things make the leaves

of a book stick together so easily as

being dropped in a hot bath, so they
had better have a book-rest ; and if

they go to sleep I shall set in motion

my emergency waste mechanism, by
which the bath can be emptied in malice
from outside.

Another of my inventions is the Pro-

gress Indicator. It works like the indi-

cators outside lifts, which show where
the lift is and what it is doing. My
machine shows what stage the man
inside has reached tho washing stage
or the merely wallowing stage, or the

drying stage, or the exercises stage. It

shows you at a glance whether it is

worth while to go back to bed or

whether it is time to dig yourself in on
the mat. The machine is specially
suitable for hotels and large country'
houses where you can't find out by
hammering on the door and asking,
because nobody takes any notice.

When you have properly fitted out
the bathroom on these lines all that

remains is to put the telephone in and
have your meals there; or rather to

have your meals there and not put the

telephone in. It must still remain the

one room where a man is safe from
that. A. P. H.
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NATIONAL COAL.

A ,
1 ,,l OOBMDM is being

:alkcd about our coal-mine*. 1 -hould

therefore to tbr.Av a little helpful

li.-lit on the subject of naUonaliaation.

Speakingasan owner
and no*aianuner

ire at 1 1m present moment at least

MX coaU and a p.nind or two of assorlc-.i

mineral rubbish), 1 want to consider

,,f tli,- pro, .aid cons of this

ble proposition.
I t:iko it, first ot

all. that we shall pay for our coal along

with our taxes and in proportion
to our

income. This will come rather bard,

of course, on the kind of people who

insist on wanning their rooms with

three large electric vegetable marrows,

or by means of a number of small

skeletons pickled in gas.'. But such

people will no doubt be able to claim

rebates, and rebating is one of the most

healthy and instructive of our British

parlour games. Let us pass on, then,

to the means of distribution.

I greatly doubt whether under State

organisation the practice of opening

up those romantic and circular caverns

in the middle of the pavement and sud-

denly filling our cellars with smoke,

rain and thunder will be allowed to

continue. Rather, I expect, at the

moment when John Postman pushes
the budget of bills through the slit in

the front-door, William Coalman, walk-

ing along the roof, will be dropping a

couple of Derby Brights, in the mode

of Santa Glaus, down the chimney.
This will get over the basement trouble,

and deliveries of course will occur fre-

quently, if irregularly, throughout the

day at such times as the Government
consider them to be necessary for

making up the fire.

But whatever happens about deliv

cries the Inspector of Grates -will be

an infernal nuisance. Nothing makes
a man more unpopular than interfer-

ence in a quarrel between husband ant

wife, and I imagine that there will be

many little suburban tragedies like the

following:

Srr.SE. A Kensington ilrairiiuj-rooui

Mr. n ml Mrs. Smith are discovers

shiverinij ova- the fire.

Mr. Smith. No, no. Not like tha

at all. You must break up that hi;

lump
Mrs. Smith (coldly). This is the waj

my mother taught me to make up fires

Mi: Smith. Your mother '. Ha!

[Snatches the m her liana

Mury (entering'). The Coal Inspecto
has called.

Knter Coal Inspector.

Tiil.uiij the /HiLi'i- j'niiu Mr. Smith

,, if i tk three

thrusts he, assassinates tin'

moribund fire. The,, v.-atch him with

faces of horror. Ax If turns to go

they 'i lance at each othu; and with a

simultanemu impulse seize the tongs

and shovel and strike him Wtth all

their atreiiijth
on the back oj the head.

Mr. Smith rimjs the bell. Enter Mary.

Mi: Smith. Please swoop that up.

a xd. He takes up ""'

l>okcr and resumes the alto ca-

tion.

But let us turn again to the brighter

de of things. Nothing fills a house-

older with such deep pleasure as a

jgitimate grievance against
the Govern-

ient on minor counts, especially when

uch grievances arc properly ventilated

i the daily Tress. Thus :

IORE GOVERNMENT CARELESSNESS.

--i'ARK FALLS ON A HEAKTIIRUG
AT CROYDON.

)r

PRIME MINISTER ENCOURAGES
PNEUMONIA.

IRE GOES OUT AT I'ONUER'S END.

These are specimens of the headlines

ve may confidently expect, and little

onus like the following will be found

u the more popular dailies :

PROTEST TO YOUR M.P.

I protest against the continued

refusal of my fire to burn up, for

which Government maladministra-

tion is responsible. I urge you to

do all in your power to see that

a warm ruddy glow is cast con-

tinually over my dining-room. The

men, women and children of youi

constituency will judge you at the

next election by your action in this

matter.

And then there is the question of the

niscellaneous material which is now

jeing supplied in the name of coal

especially those large fiat pieces of ex

cellent slate. As things are now I often

wonder that the miners don't make
use of them for propaganda purposes
Chalked manifestoes such as

We demand forty-four shillings
more a tou, a five-hour week ani."

control of the mines

would do much to convert the arm
chair critic as he digs about in tin

scuttle. When we get our coal from
the State, however, we shall, of course

carefully set apart these sections c

slate, wrap them in brown-paper an
send them by parcel post to the neares

elementary school, with a note to say
there must have been an inter-depart

al error.

From State coal too it will only be

step to State firewood, and we kno\
from the papers what lots the Govern
inent has of that. Army huts, tables

od-boards, trestles, aeroplanes, rail-

vay trucks there is no end to it all.

Uul underneath the firewood, of course,

arefully packed, comes the daily news-

aper itself. There can be little doubt

hat, once they have obtained a grip of

oal and kindling-wood, the Govern-

lent will proceed to nationalise the

'ress. EVOE.

REDS AND DARK BLUES.
[Mr. R. ll.'TA \VNEV and Mr. G. I). II.

'OLE, both Oxford iVllows, rdprosent academic

itellectualism in exceUis at the G.H.Q. of

,abour.]

ONLY a simpleton or sawney
short in reverence for TAWNEY ;

Only the man without a soul

disputes the kingliness of COLE.

labour, no longer gross and brawny,
?inds its true hierophant in TAWNKY;
\nd, freed from all save Guild Control,

Attains its apogee in COLE.

Proud Prelates in their vestments

lawny
at the heresies of TAWNEY;

prostrate Dukes in anguish roll,

Scared by the scrutiny of COLE.

rhe Nabob quits his brandy-pawnee
To listen to the lore of TAWNEY ;

Hie plain beer-drinker bans the bowl,

Weaned by the witchery of COLE.

Students however slack or yawny
Grow tense beneath the spell of

TAWNEY ;

Footballers score goal after goal,

Trained in the principles of COLE.

The shrimp grows positively prawny
On list'uing to the voice of TAWNEY ;

While upward shoots the blindest mole

Beneath the airy tread of COLE.

There's something thrilling Colleen-

Bawny
About the articles of TAWNEY ;

And no one can so grandly toll

The knell of Capital as COLE.

As Cornwall rallied to THELAWNY
So Labour rallies to its TAWNEY ;

And miners find a " better "ole"

Provided by the creed of COLE.

" Our evening congregations have more thai:

doubled in t\vo months. Sans Deo !
"

Parish Magatine.

We don't wonder that two foreigr

languages were required to veil this

shocking observation.

From a feuilleton ("dramatic, kinema
and all other rights secured ") :

" So lie just shook Lands all round, and tool

off his coat, and lit a cigar, and laughed \vhcs

Betty Cardon pointed out that he had put the

wrong end of it in his mouth." Daily Poper

This incident should " film
"

well.
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SHOULD AUTHORS PUBLISH THEIR OWN PORTRAITS!
Mr. I'm it-li I)- n -\\itli Hi-i I;tiiii- all inu-jition of quoting Jin- mi*' uf ;n. >ok.]

"Tin- voi'sa IAHM

A J..V1TER-DAY

Jly LIFE-V.-OHK is Tin-

KI-tMS."

'Till: ttO.MAN WITH A ) UlU'LK I'AM'.'
1

"TllK LYBE OF LOVE." ' HALF-UOUUS wjni UUNYAX."

' COt'KT LIFK FROM TIIK IX "STAGE DEPOKTMKST FOIl AMATEl US.''

" \VUAT PHYSICAL CCLTURE HAS
DOSE FOR ME.''
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And hear the starfish calling to his

mate," 1 extemporised.SEASIDE ISSUES.
-

Till-, summer," said Su/.annc-.
" u'O

the bun by the forelock.
'

.

,, ife," 1 c-riad. "at your

.,,,. you inns! not dream of joining
m

: Besides I don t

think tho Hummer is quite the season

f,,r Spain." .

"Who/a talking about Spam. And

is this insinuation about my age .

.1 few short years liavo sped since

\ on took mo from the schoolroom

,U i UAuUt J* jjv- .

And wo '11 live a life of freedom in a

corner by ourselves," sho continued

with a disconcerting change of metre

into which i could not hope to follow

her. But her words gave me an idea.

-
I do believe," I said,

" I know the

exact spot you 're pining for. To-mor-

row, something tells me, is Saturday.

On Saturday 1 down tools at twelve.

Meat mo on the weighing-machine
at

Victoria Cross a quarter after noon and

I will show you tho place you seek."

The man's a marvel, "said Suzanne.

I could have believed that the machine

had recorded the truth.

When we had both regained our

composure Suzanne inquired if I had

got the tickets. The moment for cn-

ghtenment had arrived.

I led her to a hoarding and placed

her in front of a poster which depicted

a most alluring seaside resort. The

sea was of the royalest blue, the sands

were a rich 22-carat ; there was a cave

in the left foreground, a gaily-striped

tent on the right, and a tiny harbour

with yacht attached in the middle

distance; and, with the exception of a\Vhcro you iroultl mix up the pro

verb-; in your copy-book

BEHIND THE SCENES IN CINEMA-LAND.
"MY DLAK MlSS MOSTKITII, COCLDS'T YOU GIVE VS A MOBE APPROPRIATE EXPRESSION? DON'T FORGET

^

YOU 'HE SUITOSKD TO

HE BTKFPIXO FBOM TUE TOP OF ONE SKV-BCltAPEB TO AKOTUEB, BO 1X> THY AND LOOK JUST A LITTLE PEEVISH."

got back to our startiug-point; what

exactly is it you meditate doing this

summer it any '.'

"

"Taking the childivn to tho seaside,

of course ; and, as 1 said, wo must
make our arrangements well iu advance,

otherwise \ve sluill get left, as wo did

last year, and have to put up with

lodgings in Margate."
Have you any particular place in

view '.'

"
I asked.

" No. Hut it must have a nice sandy
lieach for Barbara, and must not be too

bracing for Baby, and there must be

one or two caves dotted about, and a

snug little harbour with a duar old fish

ii who can take you sailing, ant

-oh, and \M- '11 bask on the shore al!

day and walch the ripples dancing in

the sun
"

What frocks shall I pack for the week-

end ?
"

" We return before nightfall," I re-

plied.

Next day I sought Suzanne at the

appointed hour and station. Sho had
aken my words literally and was

steadfastly occupying the automatic

weighing machine, with her back im-

passively turned upon an indignant

youth who \vas itching to gamble a

penny on the chance of guessing his

avoirdupois. Quietly I crept behind
her aud placed a coin in the slot,

simultaneously pressing my foot upon
the platform. Su/anne gazed with

mingled horror and fascination at the

mounting indicator, and at sixteen
stone jumped off with a gasp on to my
disengaged foot. For a few moments

lady escaped from a lingerie advertise-

ment whom vandal hands had pasted
on the scene, the sole occupants of this

coastal Paradise were a gentleman in

over-tailored flannels, red blazer and

Guards' tie who was dancing a Bac-

chanalo with a bath-towel, a small boy
who was apparently fleeing from his

parent's frenzy, and a smaller girl,

mostly sun-bonnet, who was nursing
a jelly-fish. Beneath the picture was

the legend, "You Can Let Yourself Go
at Giddyville."

I looked anxiously at Suzanne as she

surveyed this masterpiece.
"
Well," I said at last,

" isn't that

the place of your dreams'.' It's all

practically as you described it last

night, and you will observe that it 's by
no means overcrowded."
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" Hut what objectionable children !

"

said Hii/anne. "
I shouldn't at all care

n-bara. to mix with them ;
and

jclhfish sting. 1'. :!iut Ixiat

doesn't look at all >afo, and the man 's

a bounder in eviTv s n-o of tho word.

What 's this other place'.'
"

1 \\a ; disappointed, and consi<

Su/annc's criticism superiicial in the

extreme. The next pictures showed an

emerald son and pink shore, two piers,

a flock of a-'rnplanes, and a structure

that combined the characteristic fea-

tures of tho KilTel Tower and the Albert

Memorial. Ono suspected a herd of

minstrels in the distance, but hero

again the bi'aeh was remarkably and

invitingly uncougested. A solitary
barefooted maiden (omimming with a

crustacean rail. or caught my fancy, but

it didn't need the angle of Suzanne's
to tell mo that "PuddJesey for

iirc" was a wash-out; frankly, it

was too good to believe that all the

holiday-makers but ono were content
tronise either the piers or the

aeroplanes or the hidden attractions of

tho architectural outrage, and to leave

-irably vacant.

Wo passed over in eloquent silence a

e of lurid djflwlies which declared
that "

l-'.xhampton Is So Kxhilarating
"

(a middle-aged person in side-whiskers
and a purple bathing-suit attempting to

i his unfortunate wife), and that
"

!!'> >ksea Will Kestore the Roses
"

(a

fragile young woman in a deck-chair
nourished out of a box of choco-

liy ii sentimental ass whose attire

proclaimed him a member of the local

concert party). The next scene to en-
our attention was much more

simple in its appeal and striking in its

effect. Tho sea was neither so bla-

tantly blue nor so vividly green as the
other sens had been ; the beach was but

normally sandy-lined, and there was a

delicious little fellow, c'.ad in nothing
much except seaweed, who was splash-
ing himself with great seriousness in

tho middle of a sinning pool. Again
that amazing absence of tho seaside
crowd

; but somehow or other this

picture seemed to ring true. There
were no piers or other "

attractions,"
and to souls that shunned such delights
the aio-ii of the place was extremely
sympathetic, A single glance sufliced
to determine us both.

"
Quick !

"
said Su/.anne with a catch

in her breath. "What's tho place
called '.'

"

Ala-;! where the legend should have
appeal e i was an ugly gap. The picture
had been badly torn in its most vital

part, and nothing was thereto reveal
tho identity of that magic spot where
that

delightfully real and really delight-
ful baby boy had been caught by the

ni. '-AMMONIA? Ay, I HAS: AMMONIA, BUT TUB BTOITKI: 's OOT AN' THU
GUIDNKSS GAM:.''

(.'ustoiiifr. "\VKI.L, IIAVI: you BENZINE?"

Shopman. "BENZINE? AY, I H.U: iii:xzm-:, HUT TUT: STOITEK 's IN AN' I CANNA
Cil-'.T JT OOT."

camera of the publicity agent. Hur-

riedly we sought the Inquiry Bureau,
but no answer could bo obtained to

Suzanne's incoherent questionings. We
have since written to various agencies,
but in vain ; nor, strangely enough, in

spite of much searching, have we ever
seen the poster exhibited anywhere
else.

Suzanne, however, who has not given

up her sanguine interest in tho sport of

bull-baiting, is still intent on taking
time by the horns and getting in before

the rush. She has just compiled a list

of "likely "places (selected for tho most

part because she likes the sound of

their names), to which we are appar-

ently to pay week-end visits of explora-

tion. I have calculated that long before

we come to the end of those expedi-
tions the summer if any will be over.

Whether we shall ever find the land of

our hearts' desire is, as the bull himself

said, a toss-up.

No More " Feed the Brute."
"The speaker advised tbe \vi >;neu nut to go

in for [KtMrv politics, but to bo good siiffra-

getb . working only for the benefit of their

sox." Soi'tk African

"It is now announced that the A

Cup defender, us well as thr r]Killc]i'4.:r, will

bo steered by an amateur helmsman, Mr.
Charlrs Ail.HIM. '

f. H.'Ston, having undertaken
the duty." I'rurini-i.il I' < .

We congratulate Mr. APAMS on bis

impartiality.
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THE BULLDOG BREED.

Sjior/swian (a-fcose opponent lias just achieved the hole in one). "Tins FOB A IIAI.I !

"

A SPRING SONG.

[A daily paper sUt that very few housewives will be able to indulge in the luxury of Spring-cleaning tliis year owing to

the enormous increase in the cost "of materials and labour.]

Sing!
I will make me a song about Spring ;

I will write with delight of the brightness in store;

I will sing of a'Spring never dreamed of before,

A Spring with a new and more beautiful meaning,
A season of reason, a Spring without cleaning,

A Spring without painters, a Spring without pain,

A Spring that ior onco will not drive me.insane.

I lift up my voice and rejoice at this thing,
This excellent Spring.

Di

\Vill in all probability cry ;

She will rave at the news and refuse with disgust ;

She will say that she must have a thrust at the dust
;

But I know what I'm saying,
NVo 've got to go slow ;

\\c can't go on paying

Spring-cleaning must go.

It's tho knell of Iho mop and the doom of the

broom ;

\Vo cannot afford to do even one room ;

If ttho wants her own way I shall say with a frown,
"

It 'a too dear, and I fear, until prices come down,
\\ti must try and deny ourselves this little thing."

Magnificent Spring !

I'm

doing to have a delectable time;

Though in previous years I 'vo been hustled about,
And they 've driven mo mad till I had to go out,

Without flurry or worry this year I shall stay

And know just where to'look for my book ev'ry day;
It's the finest of schemes ;

It "s a blessing, a miracle ;

Spring of my dreams,
I can't help growing lyrical

Over this quite unbelievable thing-
Glorious Spring!

This

Is a song of. unqualified bliss ;

I have never sung quite such a song in my life ;

T have nothing but jeers for tho tears of my wife;

Hlie may moan, she may groan, she may weep and

grow wild,

But the-Spring shall remain undisturbed, undofiled,

Spring with a new and more beautiful meaning,

Spring as it ought to be, Spring without cleaning ;

Halcyon days !

Oh, let us raise

Shouts of thanksgiving and paeans of praise.
Join me, O men. Bound the world let it ring

Exquisite Spring!

"The Town Clerk said that Kilkenny coal, or coal raised clsjwlicro

in Iri'luml, \v;is uncontrollable." Irish Paper,
Like most other things in that country.

"Ci sTOMKiis ix LONDON. Hardly creditable, yet true; we satisfy
them ; let us satisfy you. Laundry." Scotch Paper.
On the contrary, we think it most creditable.
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OCCASIONAL COMRADES.
Mn. Asgiir... "AS I WAS SAYING THE OTHER DAY, -THERE ARE MANY ROADS WE
TRAVEL SIDE BY SIDE.' THIS IS ONE OF THEM."

LABOUR. ' AH ! AND AS YOU WKHH ALSO SAYING ON VARIOUS OTHER OCCASIONS
\\AIT AND SEE.'

1 '
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quite respectable people; agreeing with

him is that it should not be oflicorcd

from one class. Mr. MUI.KAX is not

so revolutionary as ho thinks himself.

The most, insurgent tiling about him
is his hair, and even that is not more
rebellious than Mr. DAN IUVINC;'*.

Man-it :''!><]. Lord PEEL
was evidently surprised at tlio amount

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
i<lai/, Man-It :':'iid. As if the con-

dition of Ireland were not bad enough,
Mr. CI.KM EDWAUDS .sought to make
our llerili crecj) by asking whether

the (iovcniment had information that

risings had been planned for Easier

Monday, not only in that country but

in Liverpool, Manchester
iiiul (llasgow as well. The
I'KIMI: MINISTER declined to

answer the question, ar.d

was manifestly relieved

when Mr. JACK .losi:s, with

great tact, changed the sub-

ject by asking if a white

blackbird. had boon caught
that, morning on Hackney
Marshes.
Lord NVisTEHTOx and the

other " Young Turks
"
were

again inquisitive about the

suppressed report of the

alleged Greek outrages at

Smyrna, until Mr. LLOYD
( .i . >IU;K put an end to the

calecliism with the remark
th:it "oven Christians are

led to a fair trial."

Chafing under the accus-

ation that the trade unions are largely
'

of opposition encountered by the Silver

ies|ionsiblo for preventing ex-Service Coinage Bill. Having a specimen of

men from obtaining employment the the new shilling in his pocket he him-
Labour Tarty pressed the PRIME

! self was fooling particularly bobbish,
MIMSTKU to produce his evidence, and could not understand the gloomy
To-day they got it, in stacks. All the vaticinations of Lord BucKMASTEB.and
unions, in principle, are in favour of

j

Lord SALISBURY as to what might
training disabled men, but in practice

'

happen in West Africa and elsewhere if

most of them require that a workman we depreciated our currency. But his
1111 l i j riff

IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT MIS. NEIL MACLEAN AND .Ml;

DAN IRVING HAVE DECIDED TO BOYCOTT THE HAIR-
CUTTING INDUSTRY PENDING ITS NATIONALISATION.

shall have worked at his craft for from
three to six years before being
admitted to their ranks. " You
have fought for us, but you shall

not work with us
"

is their atti-

tude.

On the Army Estimates Sir

SVMI-EL SCOTT pleaded for the
formation of an Imperial General
Staff. Even in peace-time there
were plenty of problems to be
solved. We should never he really
ut peace, moreover, so long as
there were tribes on our frontiers
who looked upon war as an
amusement and a pastime, "as
lion. Members look upon golf."

Surely this is to underestimate
the devotion of our earnest golfers.

Judging by the condition of the
links on Sunday I should say
some of them look upon it as a

religion.

Mr. NEIL MACLEAN pretended
not to understand why wo
wanted an army at all. Was not
the last war " a war to end war

"
?

But his main point in which ho

usual self-confidenco so far deserted

The Aildison Bird. "BEAUTIFUL SPRING WEATHER, JOHX.
John Bullfinch. "YES, NY DEAR. BUT YOU DON'T SKRIiii * wvwwrw J-fitti ftf9fff9, -t i

~>
.

'ii ur.Aik.

bo surprised to find many OUSLY MEAN TO START BUILDING WHAT?

him that ho confessed that ho could
not "answer for the whole of the
British Empire at a moment's notice."

The LORD CHANCELLOR refused to

accept Lord BALKOCH OF BCRLEIOH'S

proposal to abolish the D.O.li.A. regu-
lation forbidding the sale of confec-

tionery in theatres, on the ground that

it would ho unfair to the ordinary shops
to allow this competition,
and that the business of the

theatre was to supplydrama
not chocolate. Lord BAL-
i-'oru was unconvinced. His

imagination boggled at the

thought of a Scotsman, at

any rate, paying for a seat

in a theatre in order to pur-
chase a shilling's-worth of

"sweeties."

The House of Commons
has a childlike sense of

humour. There is nothing
that it enjoys more than to

have a Minister struggling
with the pronunciation of

some outlandish place-
name. When, therefore, Mr.

ILLINGWORTH, posed with
the deficiencies of the mail
service to Brj'ngwran and

Gwalchuiai, made a gallant but ineffect-

ual effort to get over the first obstacle
and evaded the second by calling it "the
other place," Members roared with

delighted laughter.
In the further debate on the Army

Estimates a good deal was said about
the unfortunate events in Ireland. Mr.
T. P. O'CoNNOB had the grace to with-
draw some of the unfortunate insinua-

tions against the conduct of the
British soldiers into which he had
been betrayed the day before, but
Messrs. KENWORTHY and MALONE
repeated them with additions of

their own, and incurred thereby
a castigation from Mr. CHURCHILL
which the House cordially ap-
proved.
The Coal Mines (Emergency)

Bill was read a third time. On
behalf of the Labour Party, Mr.
ADAMSON declared that the profits
of the coal industry must be
"
pooled

"- a proposition which
would command general approval
if there seemed any likelihood
that consumers would receive a
share of the pool.

Wednesday, March 24th. Since
DISRAELI startled a scientific

meeting by declaring himself to

be " on the side of the angels
"

there has been no more remark-
able piece of self-revelation than
Lord BIRKENHEAD'S defence of

the Matrimonial Causes Bill. It

was not so much his wealth of

\
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UHAT YOUR Little fiirl. "
No, SIR, IT AIN'T ounx. WE AIN'T "AD NONE SINCE ME.'

and puttees and roll up your sleeves.

And while you Ye doin' it listen to your
r>rown, wlr.) 'a goiu' to give

things au
"

1 'aveu't took any of you lads before

(come along there, my son ; we ain't

ipalin' the movements) but I 'nj

you 're all B.K.F. men. Well then,
1 cxpu't you think you know some-

thing. So you do. You know what a

loiT\ looks like and what a Whizzbang
Annuls like.- Hut that ain't much.
ion don't know me. 'Avo a good look
at mo. Yi-.u '11 'ear what I sound like

in a minute."

lie paused for effect anil breath.
" Now you 'ave 'ad a look at me

you'll know mo. Not the Apollo
Hdgravia, but just plain Brown Mrs.
Brown's old man that's me; and
ihiink 'Haven it's 'im you 've got to
d<';il with and not Mr. .Brown's old

woman. Now we '11 get to work, lads,
and 'ustle 's the word."

lie moved away a few paces.
"When I say '.Round mo nip,'

"
he

shouted, "i want to sec a cloud of dust
and a liviu' statue. Hound me Nu> !

"

There was boxing.
"

'It 'im," yelled Brown
;

"
you ain't

doiu' a foxtrot ! Bite 'is oar orf ! .Make
'is nose bleed !

"

Their noses bled.

There were bayonet charges on stuffed

sacks.
" Kick "em," roared Brown, leaping

round like a dervish
;

" make faces at

'em ! I want to see yo getting uglier

every minute."

They grew uglier.
Half- an- hour later the squad, limp

and perspiring, lay down for a rest.
"
Well, you 've not done too bad,"

said Brown ;

"
you 're all breathin',

anyway. Get dressed now, and don't

be 'ivlf-an-hour at it. Don't forget, my
lads, 'ustle 's the word what makes such
men as me and you too by the time
I 've finished with you. I '11 make it a

bit stiffer to-morrow."
II strolled off.

A voice arose from the squad :

"
Anybody 'd think we was a lot of

blinkin' animals."
* : : * :;

I came back suddenly to the carriage
and the crush.

" So you 've altered your ideas about

hustling?
"

I said.

"Altered them '.' Why?"
"
Well," I said,

" I can remember a

day when ^Irs. Brown's old man "

"
Why, Sir, you mean to say

"

" I do," 1 said.

And after a time:
"
Well, good-bye, Sergeant. Awfully

glad to have seen you again, and to

know you don't like being hustled any
more than we did."

He laughed.
" One for you, Sir," he said. " But

after all you was carrying a ritle, not a
bloomin' baby."

A Cool Reception.
"YisiT OP 10 \VESLEYAN MINISTIIIIS.

Wesleyan Church.
' Is happiness possible to-day ?

' "

Provincial I'aper.

"
Nursery Governess to go to Jamaica early

Slay ; two boys ages seven and four ; one able
to give first lessons and music." Times.

Then why can't he teach the other?

"A VNIQUE OPPORTUNITY.
Exception*] Purchase of- Cigars. Weight

about li Ibs. Length 5 inches."
A Jft. in F.ccninq Paper.

But only suitable, we should imagine,
(or very heavy smokers.

" Kx- Government Bedside Table.?, make
Boat Cupboard*. Safes, Bookcases, Wash-
stands, etc., not large enough to live in."

Provincial

Not a solution of the housing problem
after all.
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AT THE ANKLE."

SCREEN v. STAGE.

reads

have no
works neither entertain nor interest him. J

THEME is bitter grief at Stratford, on the silver Avon's marge,

Where the cult of WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE is extremely fine

and large,

For across the broail Atlantic comes the petrifying news
_

That the greatest film comedian does not care for WILLIAM'S

Muse.

Serious problems economics and the price of margarine

Occupy the hours of leisure that he snatches from the screen ;

But the works of WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE he dismisses as

inane,

And ho harbours no ambition to enact the princely Dane.

This momentous revelation, little birds reveal to me,
Has produced a spasm of anguish in the heart of SIDNEY LEE ;

NVails arise from

MOSCOVITCH,

HF.NUY AINI.EY, BEXSON, LANG and

Though so far no word of protest emanates from LITTLE TICK.

Still, by way of compensation for this ruthless turning clown

Of the chief Elizabethan by a neo-Georgian clown,

Tis averred that STOLL (Sir OSWALD), in a life of storm

and stress,

Kinds distraction from his labours in the works of WILLIAM S.

In this context I may notice that the "consequential
1

Kl.V.NKS

1-ioin an economic survey of the cinema abstains;

But this curious lacuna does not prove that he has missed

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S true importance as a sociologist.

All the same, good Viscount MOBLEY is, we are prepared to

state,

Unaware of the existence of the peerless HARRY TATE ;

And the name of MARY PICKFORD doesn't palpably convey

Any sort of connotation to the mind of Viscount GREY.

This is much to be regretted, but I 'in not without the hope
That our publicists and statesmen may enlarge their

mental scope

By frequenting entertainments where the pleased spectators

rock

At the antics of GEORGE EOBEY or the drolleries of GHOCK.

So, conversely, CHARLIE CHAPLIN, in a later, mellower phase,

May attain to the enjoyment of Elizabethan plays,

And, when economic problems on his jaded palate pall,

Recognise that there is something in our WILLIAM after
adj

Extract from a lover's letter, read recently in court :

"I see those self-same eyes, which arc my own love's, looking
;it

each other with all that tenderness with which they once looked into

mine."- Provincial Paper.

It would appear that the object of his affections suffered I

from some obliquity of vision.
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OUR "DUMB" PETS BUREAU.

As<iNT,
OK i \MII.Y OAT (lady), elderly;

would give slight services (mous-

ing, etc.) in return for comfortable home.

.igs. Highest n;fs. Strictest con-

fidence.

PAH
HOT seeks sit. with icliiicd conver-

sationalists. Kighiy years in last

place. Cause of leading, death of owner.

EAHMT.
Quiet, domesticated, with

family of nine, wishes to find home
with vegetarians. Sleep out.

DOG,
young, seeks home in cheerful

family. Well bred society. Children

not objected to. Liberal table and good
outings necessary.

PONY,
no longer young, quiet t: ;

is seeking post with family where
i is kept.

Sclcvi'ii
encumbrances, wishes to

ad with Jewish family. Liberal

table.

roxELY
goldfish would like to meet

-i with another similarly situated.

View to partnership.

DONKEY,
at present in seaside town,

wishes post inland during holiday
months. Suitable for bed ridden invalid.

C
\\U(Y, powerful notes, enthusiastic

singer, seeks board-residence with
musical family.

HOMES
KKOM HOME. CUCKOOS CO111-

ing England in April desire ad-

i
dresses of well-appointed nests for

1

depositing eggs. Personally investi-

gated.

\r
PAIR. Roiux, having maisonette

larger than he requires (flower-pot),
would like to find another to share it.

early riser, smart, good
J appearance, seeks sit. in country

house. Preference for one with home-
:ann immediately adjacent.

Pi. AMI;, the property of butcher's

daughter, desires home with humane
gentlewomen.

,, tidd, rather stout but pleas-
ing appearance, is giving up country

pursuits owing (o difference with game-
keeper. Would join lady in carriage
drives and meals.

PEKINESE, noble birth, would go as
-L companion in Ducal family livingm good neighbourhood. Carriage. No
knowledge of Chinese required.

f

s>

"I'M LOOKING FOIV .MY JIOTHKlt. HAS SHE BEKX IX HEKK ? I KNOW SHK WEST
TO BIY A CHICKEN, BUT I DOX'T KNOW IF YOU 'r.E UEB CHICKEN Bl'TCIIHil."

"EXPORT SECTION.
Sm AUCKLAND GKDDES AND OTHER

PROBLEMS."
Canadian (iazttte.

But we understand that the late Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade is no

longer a problem. The last thing be
did before leaving office was to issue a
licence for bis own exportation.

The Soldier Ants of New Zealand.
"Details of the distribution of the payments

to soldiers' wives in lieu of separation allow-
inccs ha\v not vet been finally approved, but
tlic amount is to lie made up to 3s.. a day.
Sir James Allen told a Tost reporter this

morning, in reply ants and 2nd lieutenants
would share in the distribution."

Zealand Taper.
"The Di-lin." "Uinistn- v.:is asked !'V Mi 1

,

G. Witty if ho would extend the payment of

gratuities on behalf of deceased soldiers to
sisters and cousins when the soldier had made
a will to that effect." Same paper. Inter.

The reason why Mr. WITTY'S solicitude

was limited to the sisters and cousins

evidently was that the ants had been

already provided for.

"Sir Oliver's personality is like that of one
of the prophets of old. Venerable, white of
biMrd and what scanty locks of hair remain,
a dome-like head, over six feet in height."

Uostoii HcrU,
This must be the result of the American

atmosphere, as we are quite certain
that the last time we saw Sir OMVKR
his head was not an inch over thres
feet in height.
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DEMOBBED.
INDIA, I'.I-JO.

-1 M pim' home," said Hennessey, "tor I've been Bast

1 mmt the* English hedges ""' i'"-' 1 ' 1 * a "' the KnSlisl

thrush's song,

\n' the honest English faees an' never nobody black ;

It 'a home for mine,- said Hennessey, -so it's down your

tents and pai-k.
It '11 pass out here

For u month or a year,

not for a lifetime no dam fear.

1 want my folks," said Hennessey, "an' I'm jolly well

goin' back."

Hut / s;iid,
" Homo's -one different an' I vo somehow lost,

1 ho touch, . ,

An' nobody 's written for fifty years, so they 're not \vorrym

much;
An' I like it here; I love it." Says Hennessey,

"
\\ell,

I 'in shot !

\Voulcl ye <iio an' ho buried in India?" "
Well, Natty,"

says I,
"

\vliy not?"

Africa, (lien," said Hennessey; "it's a promisin'

place is that

Money to make an' jobs galore, easy an' rich an' fat ;

An' think of the ridin' an' shootin' an' the camp an' the

trulikiif too;

}'<m'\o no ties," said Hennessey; "it's the place for a

chap like you.
There 's a grand career

For a pioneer,
Which is more than ever you '11 see out here.

Africa 's it," said Hennessey,
"

if the half they say is

true."

But /said, "Blow East Africa an' slavin' yourself all day;
I 'in an idle man bone idle with a little bit saved away,
An' I like them palm-tree beaches an' the warm blue sun-

lit sea;
East India, yes, an' welcome, but East Africa no, not me."

"
\\Y11, Palestine," said Hennessey; but I cut him short

and sweet,
An' "

Natty," I said,
" I 've heard it all an' I don't want to

repeat
Jerusalem or Mombasa, Tahiti or Timlmctoo,
Or careers an' pioneerin' an' the rest of it all nab poo !

It 's no good, Nat,
For I tell you flat

I 've cottoned to India an' that 's just that
;

Jius hnjcni ; all done finish ; I 'm here till the trees turn

blue,

For I love thorn early mornings, shiny an' clear an' grey,
An' I love the cool o' the evening when the temple drum-

mers play,
An 1

the long, long, lax.y afternoons, when the whole creation

sleeps
Quit it? Old man, 1 couldn't; I'm India's now for keeps.

"So Hennessey, you go home," 1 says, "an" see to the
wife an' kid.'

1

"You'll follow me there one day," says he, an' I says," Heaven forbid!

11 just be goin' aboul an' about an' konpin' an open mind
An' Mmetimea doiif a job o' work, but not if I'm not

inclined :

An' I won't care
If I'm hero or there,

.1
inigle or forest or feast or fair ;

1 11 take it nil as it comes along, as the Maker o' things

designed ;

I '11 tramp it North to the Kashmir hills an' South to the

Nilgiris :

1 'II find my friends a^ I find my fun -and that 's whero I

dam well please ;

An' never no saman or houses or taxes or servants to send

things wrong."
"It wouldn't suit me," said Hennessey. "It wouldn't,"

says I.
" So long!

"

THE ACTRESS.
You are doubtless aware that in the successful musical

comedy, The, Ciirl of Forty-Seven, there is a scene in which
Miss Verbena Vaine, as Clementina, the horse-dealer's

beautiful daughter, denounces the disreputable old veterin-

ary surgeon, Binnett, so whimsically played by that ripe

comedian, Mr. Sid Apps.
On my first visit to the play many weeks ago an incident

occurred which both enhanced Mr. Apps's reputation for

spontaneous humour and highly diverted the audience.

It will be remembered that at the climax of her outburst,

Clementina, with eyes ablaze and voice vibrating with pas-

sion, hisses, "Loathsome scoundrel, how I detest and de-

spise you!
" On the evening to which I refer a mock-sub-

missive look came into Apps's face when these words were

spoken, and he interrupted gently,
" Not too much soda,

Verbena," glancing with mischievous curiosity to see how
she would take bis humorous comment upon her emphatic
utterance of this line of many sibilants.

The audience was greatly delighted by this effect. Miss
Vaine failed completely to maintain the role of the indignant

beauty and turned her back to the footlights to hide her

face, though her laughter was betrayed by the shaking of

her handsome shoulders. There was a pause of some
moments before she resumed,

" My father shall know of

this," and so forth.

Last week, when Doris, my niece, chose that I should

take her to see The Girl of Forty-Seven, I was not un-

willing again to enjoy Apps's humour. I listened with

especial care as wo approached the scene in the play to

which I have referred. Perhaps he would employ some
still more successful gag. At last came Clementina's out-

burst. "Loathsome scoundrel, how I detest and despise

you!" she exclaimed with vehemence. "Not too much
soda, Verbena," replied the comedian gently, with a mis-

chievous glance of curiosity. The actress gave a look of

amazement, then quickly turned her back to the audience,
where she stood for some moments with her face in her

hands and her shoulders shaking, the audience laughing
aloud with delight. The action of the play was delayed for

some moments before Miss Verbena Vaine resumed her part.

Another Sinecure.

"Wanted, Housemaid, 45, for three in family, three maids;
no children; good room; all time off usual." Morning 1'apcr.

The Domestic Problem.
"

's Registry have ladies waiting here daily, 2 to 4.30,
kinds of maids (with or without experience).

1
'

Scotch Vaper.
\Ve don't doubt it for a moment.

for all

"Councillor : Can we afford to allow the town to be in real

jeopardy every hour ?

The Chairman (to the Brigade Captain): Did you have tu tat
the horses away from a funeral the other day, when there \va- ;i rail

Brigade Captain : We had to wait until the funeral party got lurk.'

Local Paper,
" Where are the gees of the Old Brigade?"
"Gone to a funeral, Sir," she said.
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HUNT STEEPLECHASE.
I in'. / fiom the Crated (to sportsman whose Imrso has refuxfd the brook). "Now TIIKX, OCVSOB, WHVT YKU AFRVID or? SPOH.IXH

uii: I'll

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Kir. Puncli's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

<'oi N i i.i-.ss Haulers, fusionists and others, will be glad to

have Mr. Uu:or,i> SI-KXDKH'S sparkling abstract of the
more romantic jia.-.sages in the life of The Prim*' Minixtfr

1:11 AND STOI-CHTON). The first half of the book
describes the upbringing' and early battles of this man of

peace, Kose Cottage at Llanystumdwy with " Uncle Lloyd
"

there is a touching picture of the courage, wisdom and
Unselfishness of this grand old man the little attorney's
ollico at Portmadoc, squire- and parson-baiting passim,
capture of Carnarvon Boroughs!, guerilla tactics in the

House, suspension, recognition, pacifism, office, original

budgeting, Limehousing (very reticently indicated), social

reform. Then \Var and the supreme opportunity for the

energy, persuasiveness, adroitness and determination which
must extort even from opponents the tribute of admiration.
Not a dull page; occasionally an obscure one. None of

your cold and calculated criticism for Air. SIM:NI>I:I;. Have
idols clay feet? 'Well, not this one, thank you. And it is

an attitude which enables him to convey to the reader

something of the irresistible personal magnetism of his

distinguished friend, and the courage which delights in

riding the storm and is at its best in the tight corner (one
might suspect the PHEMIEH of holding the view that if there
were no tight corners it would be necessary to invent them).
The summary of the War period is admirably done. The
history of events leading to the formation of the second
Coalition Government and the third is again tactfully

i ted. It would be unreasonable to suppose that all of

Mr. SPKNDEU'S verdicts and estimates will be unchallenged
by historians. But it is unlikely that the PKEMIEU will

find a more competent hagiographer.

A story that so far violates the conventions as to start

with a mother whose moral instability is a worry to her

children, and a hero who longs to be a practical builder

despite a parental command to follow art such a tale can
at least claim the merit of originality. Mr. J. D. BKUKSFOJID
would be fully justified in claiming this and much more for

An Imperfect Mother (COLLINS). Here is an interesting,

fascinating and certainly unusual story, in which only two
characters are of any real moment, Cecilia, the imperfect
mother, embodiment of the artist temperament, egotistical
almost to inhumanity, who abandons her dull husband
and boring daughters to " live her own life" ; and Stephen,
the sou, who alone can give her a half-sympathetic, half-

resentful understanding. You see already the cleverness
of Mr. BKUKSKOUD'S conception. Keally, it is just this

that works (at least for me) its undoing. His characters
are fashioned with the nicest ingenuity ; the positions
into which he so dextrously manipulates them compel your
interest and delighted wonder ; but never once do they
touch your emotions, and never once can you see them as
an yt hing but the creations of a highly talented brain. This
is the more strange because Mr. BEKESFOIID'S people arc as

a rule so convincingly real. Perhaps to some degree the
effect of artifice is due to the author's exclusive preoccupa-
tion with his central character. Cecilia's husband her

daughters, the home of her early married life, are shown to

us only by the light of her flashing personality; this with-
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drawn, they simply cease to exist, On the whole, therefore,

1 should cull An' Impend Mth?r a. highly entertaining

example of ])ure intellect, admirable but uninspired, which

for my <>\MI part 1 enjoyed ;una/ingly.

Tluui"h "K. II. AssTurniKii
"
(Mrs. J. C. Sgrmr) lias

called her latest story The. Husband (LANE) one can hardly

the feeling that this is rather a generous description

of the central character, who indulged in so much philander-

ing with one person or anther that it is ditlicult to regard

him as more than a husband in. so to speak, his spare time.

Hiclinnl Driinilhonif, i must believe, was a "ladies' man
"

in two senses, since lie is undeniably a very womanly con-

ception of the ftU-eonqU&ing male, wit'i indeed more than

a little of Mi: Horhester in his composition. The story

tells how Penelope, the heroine, comes to live with her

adopted aunt Miinirrii. of whom Hit-hunt was the spouse

(intermittent! ; how Bicharf, at the moment absent upon
amorous affairs, returned, and so fascinated Penelope with

his masterful ways that she ilod to London : how, almost

immediately after, she

stultified her precau-

tions, but saved the

plot, by becoming
Hichnrd's secretary at

his ottice in that city ;

and how, finally,

poor Margery (who
throughout monopo-
lised my sympathy),

having generously ex-

pired, Penelope, and

the ex --husband fell

intooach other's arms.

Of course these is a

lot more than this

really, so don't think

that I have spoilt the

fun for you. As for

the quality of the tale,

this, 1 fancy, may be

better appreciated by
women than men,
since.asl have hinted,
its outlook is so essentially feminine. Mrs. SQUIRE writes
with sincerity and brings her characters to life. She needs,
however, to remember that words unwatched are dangerous.
Such slipshod phrasing as "young muscular youth" must
grieve the judicious, while the effect of the sentimental
interview on p. 99 was simply ruined for me through the
unfortunate suggestion conveyed by

" her blood rose in a
Imil to her face." The italics are mine, but the proof-read ing
is (or should have been) the author's.

Miser's Maiii-;/ (HJ.INKMANN) biings Mr. EDEN PHILI.POTTS
back to Devonshire, and I wave my little flag to welcome
him. Of lato he has sometimes been a shade too didactic
for my liking, but here he gives us yet another plain tale of
his beloved moor, and bo is instructive only in showing the
danger of too much money a danger at which most of us
cau in those days afford to smile. The Mortimers were,
one would have supposed, a clan unlikely to be moved from
their >il by anything loss convulsive than an
earthquake. But money did it. One of them was a miser,
and when he died- after a terrific gorge at his brother's

i,e he left trouble behind him. Some of his relations
wanted more of his money than was good for their souls,
and one of them (actually) fought shy of receiving her pro-
per share. Altogether a pretty tangle, which was not
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unravelled until the Mortimers had resolved to try new

pastures. True, they did not go very far, but the dis-

turbing influence of money is sufficiently illustrated by
the fact that it induced such deeply-rooted folk to move at

all. If the theme of this story is a little sordid it is relieved

by its treatment from any reproach, and faithful followers

of the PHILLPOTTS' trail will enjoy every word of it.

All that we ever hoped some day, when the War was

over to hear about those most fascinating mysteries, the

Tanks, has be:-n put together by Major C. and Mr. A.

WILLIAMS-ELLIS, under the title The Tank Corps (Country
Life Officss). Here are genuine uncamouflaged pictures of

all kinds of tanks, with detailed maps and descriptions

showing their operations, as well as stories not only of

those that walked in orthodox fashion through enemy
villages

" with the British army cheering behind," but of

others that disappeared entire in mud, or drove themselves

unaided back to our lines when too full of gas to be

occupied, or scrunched up batteries of field-guns, or cruised~
alono for hours, like

the famous one called

Musical Box, among
the enemy's commu-
nications, or crossed
vast trenches
bundles of

carried upon their

backs. Every boy of

the right kind who
inherits the proper
zeal for mechanisms
will certainly find in

this book the most

absorbing of yarns.
Not that the subject
is treated in the least

lightly or frivolously,

but, since the barest

truth is here incre-

dible romance, the

authors, soberly col-

lecting materials from

despatches, diaries
and so on, as well as drawing on their own obvious first-

hand knowledge, have achieved a fairy-tale of mechanics.
That the crews were no less wonderful than their machines
we know before, but the writers' modest yet illuminating
account of the difficulties under which they worked is

none the less welcome.

rXRKCORDED HISTORICAL SCENE. ROMULUS HEARS FROM HIS
CONTRACTOR THAT ROUE CANNOT BE BUILT IN A DAY.

over

faggots

If you decide to go on Circuits (METIIVKX) with Mr.
PHILIP CAMBOUNE you will find him an interesting and

informing companion. His hero and heroine are a \Vesleyau
minister and his wife, so completely out of tune with 'the

usual heroes of contemporary fiction that they are actually
shameless enough to be in love with one another from the
first page to the last. Though ho shows a remarkable
insight into the lives of Wesleyan ministers, Mr. CAMBOKSK
declines the popular methods of sectarian fiction and refrains
from any attempt to proselytize. Instead we arc simply
given a clear and often amusing account of what Man
Frazer had to put up with in his wanderings from circuit
to circuit. Mr. CAMBOKNE is modern in confining himself to
the history of a single family, but in outlook he belongs to
a past century. And I mean that for a compliment.

Motlo for the Wea Frees when attempting to conciliate
the Labour Party : Lib. and let Lab.
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CHARIVARIA.
"Do tlio British people," asks Mr.

BiiATCHt'OBD,
" understand tlio nature

of the monster modern military science

:vated?" We hope to lioar later

what mi mo Mr. WINSTON CHURCHIU,
lias found for Mr. Br.ATCHFOBD.

* A

Agitation for a Federal Divorce Law-

is being revived in the United States.

It appears that there aro still some
backward States where the expenses
of a divorce suit mount up to some-

thing like ten dollars and the parties
often have to wait as long as three

weeks before the knot is untied.
* *

" It has now been decided definitely,"
The Ji.iili/ K.rpress,

" that Sir A u c K L A N D
GEDDIW will leave Eng-
land on April 10th." This

disposes finally of the

rumour that he intended

taking it with him.
*

:

*

The natives of the An-
daman Islands average
about seventy pounds each

in weight. They are so

short in stature that their

feet only just reach the

ground in time.
* *

M. LOUCHEI-R suggests
that France should build

houses similar to those
which are not being built

in England.

stupendous figures without any human
help at all. A correspondent writes to

say that in his house he has the identi-

cal gas meter which gave the inventor
liis idea.

The contemporary which refers to the

discovery of a gold ring inside a cod-

fish as extraordinary evidently cannot
be aware that many profiteers who go
in for fishing are nowadays using such
articles as bait.

A purse containing nearly a hundred

pounds in treasury notes, picked up by
a policeman in South Wales, has not

yet been claimed. It is now thought
probable that a local miner may have

dropped his week's wages whilst enter-

inucli more, trustworthy than thcxc

being built at the present time. \Vo
a \\ait, fearfully, the comments of Lord
FlBBBB, * *

Dutch wasps, says a news item, are

very much like British. Only the fin-

ished expert can toll the ditttrenco on

being stung.

It is said that the Dutch aro the most
religious race of to-day. Of course it

is well known that the Chinese pray
more than the Dutch, but then nobody
understands what they are saying.

* *

"
Sergeant R. Pernotte,"

says a student of human
endeavour, "last week

punched a ball for fifty

hours without a break." It is pre-
sumed that the ball must have done

something to annoy him.
< *

Thirty thousand years ago, says a

weekly journal, the seas around England
were at a higher level than at present.
It is difficult to know what can be
done about it, but it is just as well that
the matter should be mentioned.

:'.'

:

*

According to Mr. M. T. SIMM, M.P.,
there are many wayside inns of a pass-
able nature. The trouble, of course, is

that so many people have a difficulty in

passing them. ... ^

We understand that Mr. Justice 's

question," WhoiaMr.LLOTOGsOBGE?"
has been postponed to a date to be
fixed later. ... ^

A trade journal advertises a new
calculating machine which will total up

-

rr-

UNLIKELY SCENE AT A LABOUR EXCHANGE: OtTT-OF-WORK
POET PASSING THE INSPIRATION TEST BEFORE A SUPEB-
VISING OFFICIAL OF THE BOARD OF THAI)!

1

..

The Ascot Fire Brigade went on
strike last week and several important
fires had to bo postponed at the last

moment. ...

The Bolsheviks, it ap-

pears, may not, after all,

be as black as they are

painted. It is reported
that TROTSKY has caused
one of his Chinese guards
to bo executed for calling
another an Irishman.V i

Senator BORAH recently
informed the American
Press that the President-

ial election campaign was

becoming a Saturnalia of

public corruption. In one

flagrant case it appears
that a man who was given
the money to buy ten

dollars' wortli of Irish

Republic went and bought
a box of cigars instead.

.

ing his ear and that his secretary has
not yet called his attention to the
deficit. ...

,,,'

:',-

" The way some newsboys dodge in

and out of the moving traffic is most

dangerous and a serious accident is

sure to result before very long," com-

plains a writer in an evening paper.
For ourselves we cannot but admire
this attempt on the boys' part to make
history while in the act of selling it.

* *
*

We learn from an evening paper that

a large woollen warehouse in London
was completely destroyed by fire the
other day. We cannot understand why
some people use such inflammable
material for building purposes.

-::-

An old pleasure-boat proprietor at

Yarmouth has stated in an interview

that, although all his skiffs and dinghies
are ten to fifteen years old, they are

"To keep cats off the

seed beds," says Home
Chat,

"
bury a small bottle up to the

neck and fill it with liquid ammonia.
"

The old practice of burying the cat up
to the neck in the seed bedding and

keeping the ammonia for subsequent
use is considered obsolete.

During the past year in London 2.88G

persons were knocked down by horsed

vehicles, as compared with 8,388 who
were knocked down by motor vehicles.

The popularity of the latter, it seems,
is still unchallenged.

* :t:

A weekly paper has an article on
"Bad Manners Among Fish." We have
ourselves noticed a tendency to ignore
the old adage that fish, like little

children, should be seen and not heard.

"
Young lad}' requires daily work as Cook-

general ;
work not objected to ."

Pun-incial Pajvr.

Very obliging of her.
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POSSESSION.
THE dear old homo has boon let to

strangers. An interloper occupies the

messu.it:.'. A foreign master controls

tho demesne.

To-day .specially, when as 1 write

the air is balmy and tho skies are blue,

it is agonising
to feel that our own

sprin" rhubarb '* growing
crimson only

B toyod with by alien lips, and that

the thrush on our pear-tree bough

But no, I am wrong: tho pear-tree

bouh is in the garden of No. 9; it is

only the trunk that stands in the garden

of No. 10. That, by tho way, is an acci-

dent that frequently occurs to estate-

owners. Consider critically for a mo-

ment those well-known lines in which

BROWNING says
llurk wh.Te my l>l,~>in''l peai tree iii the

ll' Ig

Loans to the fluid,
''

and then goes on to speak of " the

wise thrush
"
on " tho bent spray 's edge

"

as "singing his song twice over." It

is pretty obvious that tho reason the

poet assigns to this action on the bird's

part is not the correct one. Evidently

the part of the tree on which it was sit-

ting was on the other side of the hedge
in the next-door fellow's garden, and

it was conscientiously trying to allot

one performance to each of the two

rival householders. But I seem to

have wandered a little from tho ancient

home.
Come with me in imagination, reader,

p,nd let us have a look at it together.

Tho fourth house to tho left in this

winding road that fringes the common

you see it standing .there gazing a littl(

wistfully, yet with a quiet air of semi-

detachment, out over tho wide expanse
of green. Half right and half loft are

two monstrous blocks of red brick flats

overlooking it with a thousand envious

eyes.
The middle distance is dottec

pleasantly with hawthorn bushes ant

the pretty pieces of sandwich-pape
that are always tho harbingers of Lon
don's Spring. Beyond those things
and far away to .the front, you in..\

detect on clear days a white church
.tower nestling like ri-.viss milk aniongs
immemorial trees. And this viow i

mine mine, like the old home. If w

linger for a moment in the road \v

shall probably see the scornful face o

the proud usurper at one of the win
dows calmly enjoying this view of mine
all unconscious that I, the rightfu
owner, am standing beneath. Does i

not remind you of the films ?

"Chid!/'* Ciirruilicrs, an outcast Iroi

his ancestral halls, eyes mournfull
tho scene of merry junl cling withii

Cluirles Carntthcis Mick ! blickl"
and you see him eyeing mournfull

utsido
" blick ! biicK '. -aim yoi

eo tho junketers eating his junket

ithin. ,

On looking back in a calmer mood

n the lines which I have just written,

feel it possible
that I may have let

my emotions run away with me and

onveyed a slightly false impression. J

iay have suggested that tho old home

as belonged to my family since Domes-

ay Book or dear-knows-when or some

ther historic date in pur
island story.

That would not be strictly true. As a

natter of fact I have never lived in the

louse, nor have any of my relations

ither. It has belonged to me, to be

pite accurate, since March 25th, 1920,

and the interloper was interloping on

a short lease when I bought the long

ease over his head. It is also true

hat by an awkward and absurd con-

tention I have to restore the old home

the ground landlord in 1941. But

who cares about what is going to

lappen in 1941 ? The Coalition may
lave come to an end by that time, and

ho first Labour Government, under

jord NORTHCLIFFE or Mr. JACK JONES,

may be in power. Some bricklayer, in

, mood of artistic frenzy, may have de-

igned the plan of a new brick and had

t passed by tho Ministry of Housing.
)KMPSEY may have met CARPENTIER.

No, tho trouble is about the inter-

oper. It appears that, having the

remainder of a lease to run, he can go
on anteloping (you know what I mean)
'or two years more if he likes. To do

lim justice he admits that the place is

mine aud wants to leave it. He has

no real love for the priceless old spot.
All that he asks is somewhere better to

jo to. So I am gladly doing my best

;o help him. I send him notices oi

iorty-roomed Tudor mansions, which
seem to abound in the market, man-
sions with timbered parks, ornamenta

waters, Grecian temples, ha-has, gaze-
bos, herds of graceful bounding gazebos
and immediate possession. I do more
than this. I send him extravagan

eulogies of lands across the seas, wheri

tho grapes grow larger, the pear-tree;
blossom all the year round and separate
thrushes laid on to each estate neve
cease to sing. I suggest the advan

tages of the mercantile marine and a

life on the rolling main, of big game
shooting, polar exploration, and th

residential attractions of Constant!

nople, Berlin, Dublin and Vladivostok

Concurrently with this I try hard t

cultivate in him a certain distaste fo

the dear old home. I walk up an
down the road in front of it with a pai
of field-glasses, and, if I see that a littl

chip has fallen off anywhere or th

paint on the gate has been scratchec
1 call on him at once.

to be passing the
" when I noticed a

ither serious item of dilapidation," or

A word with you about the mes-

uage ;
it looks a trifle off colour to-day,

lave you had it blistered lately ?
" And

lis worries him a good deal, because

e is responsible for all repairs.

I do not fail to point out to my
lends, either, that this is my well-

nown family scat, and I persuade
:iem from time to time to go and ask

or me at the door. " What, isn't he

ving here yetl" I get them to say,

vith a well-feigned surprise.
" It is

iis house, isn't it '.'

"
I frequently have

3tters addressed to myself sent there,

,nd every morning and afternoon the

lurse takes the children past it for a

Yalk. Tho children are well drilled.

Look, Priscilla, that 's our garden,"

ays Eichard in a high penetrating
reble; and
"There's a clarlin' little buttercup.
want to go in," Priscilla replies.

All this quiet steady pressure is

)ound to have its due effect in time.

Gradually I think he will begin to feel

hat a shadow haunts the ancestral

lalls (the front one, you know, and tho

iack passage), that a footstep not his

)wn treads behind him on the stair,

hat tho dear old homo will never bo

lappy until it is occupied by its rightful
ord.

I shall send him a marked copy of

his article. EYOE.

VEBS TRES LIB1U-L

(Arabesque on a field of bine).

THESE are the things, or gorgeous or

delicate,

[mposing, intimo, dazzling or repellent,
That sing better than music's self,

Better than rhyme
The praise and liberty of blue :

The turquoise and the peacock 's neck,
The blood of kings, the deeps
Of Southern lakes, the sky
That bends over the Azores,
The language of the links, the eyes
Of fair-haired angels, the
Policeman's helmet and the backs
Of books issued by the Government,
Also tho Bird of Happiness (MAETER-

LINCK)
And many other things such as

The Varsity colours, various kinds
Of pottery and limelight,
Some things by SWINBURNE, BURNS

and EZRA POUND,
The speedwell in tho glade, and, oh!
The little cubes they put in wash-tubs

EEFRAIN.

These are the things, or gorgeous o:

delicate,

And so on down to "
liberty of blue."
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OLIVER 'ASKS' FOR MORE.'
MINER. "YOU'LL BE SORRY ONE OF THESE DAYS THAT YOU DIDN'T GIVE ME

NATIONALIZATION."
PREMIER. "IF YOU KEEP ON LIKE THIS THERE WON'T BE ANY NATION LEFT TO

NATIONALIZE YOU."
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Oirner. "SMAJIT LITTLE THING, ISN'T BIIK?"

Olttttr. "OH, WELL, NOBODY WILL SEE THAT."

Friend. "PiTY SHE'S so UGLS BELOW THE WATER-LINE.

Friend. " WHAT ABOUT WHEN SHE CAPSIZES ?
"

TOOLS OF TRADE.
I AM sorry for the man who took bis

typewriter on the Underground and was
mode to buy a bicycle-ticket for it. But
I have no doubt he deserved it. I am
sure that lie did it in spiritual pride.
Ho was trying to make himself equal
to the manual labourer who carries

large bags of tools on the Tube and

sighs heavily as he lays them on your
foot. I am sure that he was tired of

being scornfully regarded by manual
labourers, and was determined to make
it quite clear that he too had done, or

\vas about to do, a day's labour, and
manual labour at that. It was a sinful

motive and it deserved to be punished ;

but it was natural. Nowadays we all

feel like that. We caught it from the

War, when the great thing was to show
that you were doing more work than

anybody else.

1 take from a recent copy of Hansard*
the following brisk and delicate piece
of dialogue:

" Mr. MACQUISTEN : You Labour men
have forgotten what sweat is.

Mr. W. TuoitNE : I have never seen

many lawyers sweat, anyhow.
Mr. SrEAKKR : This discussion is be-

coming intemperate.

'February ;Mtli, ,}. 1639.

AN HON. MEMBER: The Hon. Member
'or Springburn never sweated in his life.

Mr. MACQUISTEN : Yes, I have laboured

in the docks."

That is it, you see. Sweating is the

great criterion of usefulness to-day. If

you cannot show that you have sweated

in the past, you must at least show
that you are sweating now, or have

every intention of sweating in a mo-
ment or two. Personally, as a private

secretary, I find it very difficult, though~
do my best. As a private secretary I

labour in a rich house in the notori-

ously idle neighbourhood of South Ken-

sington, where nobody would believe

that anybody laboured, much less per-

spired over it. So when I pass, on
the way to my rich house, a builder's

labourer or a milkman or a dustman, I

have to exhibit as clearly as I can all

the signs of a harsh employment and
industrial fatigue. I take great pains
about this; I walk much faster; I frown

heavily and I look as pale as possible.
In the Tube I close my eyes. I hope
all this is effective, but as far as I can
see the milkman never looks at me,
and the builder is always saying to

another builder,
" 'E says to me,

' Wot
abaht it?' 'e says, and I says to 'im,
'

Yus, wot abaht it ?' I says." But it is

worth the effort.

Well, that is why that poor man was

carrying a typewriter. I wonder why
everybody else in the Tube carries an
" attache-case." It has been calculated

that if all the attache-cases which get

on to the train at Hammersmith at

9 A.M. were left on the platform, six

men or twelve women or three horses

could take their place in every car.

That means about ninety more men or

one-hundred-and-eighty more women
or forty-five more horses could leave

Hammersmith between 9 A.M. and 9.30.

So that if attache-cases were forbidden

the traflic problem would be practically
solved.

Why shouldn't they be forbidden?

It depends, of course, on what is inside

the cases; and nobody knows that foi

certain. But one can guess. I have

been guessing for a long time. At first

I thought they were full of very con-

fidential papers. In the old days the

attache-case was the peculiar trade-

mark of private secretaries and diplo-

mats and high-up people like that

Even attaches carried them sometimes
The very lowest a man with an attache

case could be was a First-Class Civi

Servant ; and one was justified ir

imagining confidential papers inside, or

at any rate, home-work of the firs'

importance. But nowadays there ar

too many of them for that. Th
attache-case has been degraded; it i
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universal. This might bo because there

is practically no male person alive just

now who has not been an adjutant at

ono time or another, and pinched at

least one attache case from the orderly-

room. But most of the cases in the

Tube are carried by females, so that

theory is no good.
Well, then, I imagined sandwiches

or knitting or powder-putt's or tea;

but those also are rotten hypotheses.
I have too much faith in the good sense

of my fellow-countrywomen to believe

that they would cart a horrible thing
like a cheap attache-case about simply
in order to convey a sandwich or a

powder-puff from one end of London
to the other. So I had to fall back on

my own experience.
1 know, at any rate, what is inside

mine. There are some rather grubby
envelopes which I borrowed from the

House of Commons, and some very

grubby blotting-paper from the same
source, and either a roam of foolscap
or a quire of foolscap, whichever is

which ;
some pipe-cleaners and a few

pieces of milk-chocolate; and a letter

from the Amalgamated Association of

Fish-Friers which ought to have been
answered a long time ago; and a memor-
andum on Hog- Importing which I am
alwaysgoing to read while waiting atthe
station ; and a nice piece of thick string
with which I have tied a bowline on
a bight ;

and two broken pencils and
some more envelopes ;

and a Parlia-

mentary Whip of last year and a

stationery bill of the year before ; and
several bills of my employer, not to

mention a cheque for ninety -seven

pounds which I suppose he would like

me to send to the bank
;
and a great

deal of fluff and a pipe or two and four
or five stamped letters which it is now
too late to post. That is all there is in

my case.

But I carry it backwards and for-

wards, in and out, to and fro, day after

day ; and the only time it is ever

opened at either end of the journey is

when, in addition to the articles pre-

viously mentioned, it contains bottles.

But I do not carry it for the sake of

bottles
; far from it. I am one of those

men who do not mind going about with
a comparatively naked bottle. I carry
it simply because it is the tool of my
trade, and because, if you don't carry a
tool of some kind on the Underground,
at any moment you may be taken for
an idle rich, if not actually a parasite,
who never sweated in his life.

And that, I am persuaded, is why
everybody else carries theirs.

But this is a very serious conclusion.
It will be a terrible thing if everyone
is going to carry the tools of his trade
about with him to show that he has a

Butler (in service of the Earl of Kyloes). "Is THAT YOU, MY I.OKD?"

Burglar (full of guile). "Yus, MATEY."

trade ; the barrister his briefs, the

doctor his stethoscope or his shiny
black bag ; the butcher his chopper ;

the dentist but no, we cannot have
that. There must be other ways. We
might wear badges, as we did in the

War, only they would be office badges
and trade badges, instead of regimental
badges or discharged badges. Then
we should have again the dear old war-

game of trying to read what was on
them without being rude. That is what
one really misses in public places in

these days of Peace that and the

uniforms.
It was easy to make conversation in

a restaurant in the old days, when
people kept on coming in in curious

uniforms, and the ladies wondered
what they were and the men pretended

they knew all about them. But all

that is dead now, and 1 think these

sweat-badges would supply a serious

want.

But what will the author wear?
And who will believe that he ever
breaks into beads of perspiration at his

labour ? A. P. H.

"CAN EUROPE BE SAVED?
By LOVAT FBASEK."

Daily Mail.

We don't know ; but there can bo no
harm in his trying.

Commercial Candour.
" Your Soil needs n tonic. Send 2s>. Cd. for

40 Ib. Ground Lime in a Government twill

bag, worth half the money." Local Paper.

"Antique Copper Fire-irons and Dogs,
almost now." Local Paper.
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THE PACKET RAT.

Wa I K-avo this Western Ocean, to the

1 \\ill !

In a tall Colonial clipper far an' far enough from bore,

Don tl,,. Channel on a bowline, through the Trop.es

ninnin' free, ,
. ...

Wlu-n 1 '... done with this 'ere ocean ... an \vhcn it a

douo \vitli inc.

\.r I'll run my ship in Syinoy, an' then I'll work my

To them smilin' South Seas Islands where there's sunshine

all the i;
, T . . .

An' I '11 sell my ehcst an' gear there as soon s 1 tut I

shore,

An' -ling my last di-uhurgi> a\va\, an go to sea no more.

it time they have there they 've easy quiet

lives ; .

They wear no clothes to speak on ; they 've a bunoh of

hrowny \\i\r

They're baihin' all the day long or haskin' on the sand,

With the jolly brown Kanakas as naked as your hand.

\n' I '11 lay there in the palm-shade, an' take my ease

all day,
An' look across the harbour at the shippin' in the bay,

An' watch the workin' sailormen the hloomin' same as me
In the workin' Western Ocean afore I left the sea.

"I '11 hear them at the capstan, a-heaviii' good an' hard ;

I '11 hear them tallyin' on the fall or sweatin' up the yard ;

Hear them lift a halliard shanty, hear the bosun swear

and shout.

An' the thrashin' o' the headsheets as the vessel goes about.

"
An', if the fancy takes me, as it 's like enough it may,

For to smell the old ship-smells again an' taste the salt an'

spray,
I can take a spell o' pearlin' or a tradin' cruise or two

Where there's none but golden weather an' a sky that 's

always blue.

" But I '11 do no sailorisiu' jobs I '11 walk or lay at ease,

Like a blessed packet-captain, just as lordly as you please,
With a steward for my table an' a boy to bring my beer,

An' a score or so Kanakas for to reef an' haul an' steer.

" An' when I 'm tired o' cruisin', up an' down an' here an'

there,

There '11 be kind Kanaka women wi' the red flowers in

their hair

All a-waiting (or to meet me there a-comiu' in from sea,

When I'm through with this here ocean . . . an' that'll

never be !

"For I'd hear the parrots scroamiu' an' the palm-trees'

drowsy tune,
1 M want the ]3anks in winter an' the smell of ice in

June,
An' the hard-case mates a-hawlin', an' the strikin' o' the

bell . . .

Cod ! I 'vo cursed it oft an' cruel . . . but I 'd miss it all

likelMl.

"
Yes, 1 'd miss the Western Ocean where the packet

come an' go,
An' the grey gulls wheelin', callin', an' the L'rev skv

, , ' J J
hangm low,

An' the blessed lights o' Liverpool a-winkin' through the
rain

To welcome us poor packet-rats come back to port again.

\n' if 1 took an' died out there my soul 'd never stay

I n them sunny Southern latitudes to wait the Judgment Day,

['or acrost the seas from England, oh, I 'd hear the old life

call,

\n' the hloomin' Western Oeeau it'd get me after all.

go nyin' like a seagull, as they say old shellbacks do,

3 see the ships I sailed in an' the shipmates that I
1 M

b'or to see

knew,
An' the tough old North Atlantic where the roanu gales

do blow,

An' the Western Ocean packets all a-plym to au fro.

1 An' I 'd leave tho trades behind me an' I 'd leave the

Southern Cross,

An' the uiollymawks an' flyin'-fish
an' stately albatross,

An' I 'd come through
white as wool,

wind an' weather an' the fogs as

Till I sighted old Point Lynas an' the Port o' Liverpool.

An' I'd fly to some flash packet when tho hands was

bendin' sail,

An' ] 'd set up' on the main-truck doia' out my wings an'

tail,

An' I 'd see the tug alongside an' the Peter llyin' free,

An* the pilot come aboard her for to take her out to sea.

An' I 'd follow down to Fastiiet light, an' then I 'd hang
around

There to watch 'em out to westward an' to meet the home-

ward hound,
For I know it 's easy talkin', an' I know when all is said

It 's the hloomin' Western Ocean what '11 get me when I 'm

dead!" ===== C. F. S.

ETIQUETTE FOB FIRES.

IT seems that Mr. A. E. DYER, the Chief Officer of the

London Fire Brigade, has issued a booklet giving hints

on fire protection and also how to call the Fire Brigade.
\Ve have pleasure in giving a few points which we are

sure are not included in this interesting and useful pub-
lication.

ff 1.- ':- * *

Before sending for the Fire Brigade it is advisable to

make quite sure that you have a fire in the house to offer

them. But do not adopt the old plan of waiting until it

reaches the second-floor. This is rather apt to discolour

the wall-paper.

Above all the householder who intends to have a tire in

his house must keep calm. Immediately the maid rushes
into the room to say that the kitchen is on fire, place the

book you are reading on the table, remove your slippers
and put on a thick pair of heavy boots and a Harris tweed

shooting coat. Your next duty is to call the Firo Brigade,
and not to meddle with the fire yourself, for very often an
amateur completely spoils a fire before the Brigade arrives.

:|: * :;:

When you see the Brigade engine dashing along the
rood don't stop it and offer to show the driver a short cut.

And when they start work do not worry the firemen by
telling them how to do it better. After all, while it may he

your house, it is their fire.

"To SEVERAL INTERESTED. Our editor, Mr.
his name is a pseudouime. English

not an Kng
ortograhist. Our

setters do not yet speak English at all, be assured that v,o will do sur
l>cst to escape the errata in the nearest future."

The World's Trade (Budapest).
We take their word for it but are not sanguine.
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PARTY TACTICS.

IT began with my reading au article

on " How to bo a Success at an Even-

in" Faity." I was rather surprised to

know that, for one thing, some know-

led-o of Spiritualism
is necessary to

enable one to bo a popular entertainer

nowadays. It has never struck me

before that spiritualists
were such a

genial class, full of bonhomie and great

joy; but then, although 1 read the

Sunday papers, I 'in afraid I don't know

enough about the subject.

Even if we haven't got the rollick-

ing boisterous temperament of the

the occult and all that sort of thing,

I remarked carelessly,
"isnt cheiro-

mancy an interesting study ?

Nasty sort of study, I should call

it
" murmured one of the company, evi-

dently under a vague impression that it

had something to do with feet My
hostess looked up sharply. "Cheiro-

mancy," she repeated; "can you read

the hand'.'"

"Only a little," I confessed modestly.
' Just enough to ".

I don't quite know how it happened.

There was a sort of flank and rear

movement and the entire company, ex-

cepting, of course, the dank spiritualist,

istry you soon find out when reading

hands that it 's no use telling people the

truth. They want a version which I

can only describe as "garbled."

Accordingly I bent over the repressed

female's hand with an air of profundity

and said,
" There being a total abssnce

of the mounts of Mercury and the Sun,

a calm and even nature is indicated."

(You 're nearly always sa'fe in saying

this.)
" Your sense of order and of the

fitness of things would not allow you to

see any fun in the joke of, say, pulling

away a chair from anyone about to sit

down. In fact you would not see a

joke in anything like that," I added

MB. ,
THE GREAT CINEMA ACTOR, WHILE STAYING IN THE COUNTRY INCOGNITO, IS ASKED BY THE

MANAGER OF THE PUMPLEFIELD FILM COMPANY TO HELP MAKE A CROWD.

born spiritualist, however, there are, it

seems, other ways of winning a mild

popularity.
" If you confess to only a

slight knowledge of palmistry," the

article continued, "it is often enough
to make you the centre of interest at

once."

This appealed to me strongly. I like

to be the centre of interest. So I

bought a handbook on palmistry and,

having absorbed it, set out for my
next party full of confidence.

Surely enough, the first thing I saw
on arrival was a dank looking man hold-

ing forth on Spiritualism, and enjoying
what I should call a chastened vogue
wtili most of the company gathered
about him.

I took up my position on the fringe
of the group. "Talking of psychics,

precipitated itself on me. Voices clam-

oured for me to foretell destinies. Hands
were thrust before me. They eddied,

surged and swirled about me. I never

saw such a massed quantity of hands.

It was like leaving a Swiss hotel in the

height of the season.

"One at a time, please," I said limply.
I seized a palm, followed it up, and

found that it belonged to a pinched
sour-looking female. Her character

was stamped on her face as well as on
her hand. If, however, I had said to

her,
" Yours is a flaccid repressed dis-

position ; you have a lack of imagina-
tion and a total absence of humour;
your life is too narrow and self-centred

to he of the least interest to anyone,"
she might not have liked it. You see,
with even a slight knowledge of palm-

hastily, and gave her hand back, feel-

ing I had made the best of a bad job.

But she still lingered.
" Does it show if I shall ?

" She

paused in embarrassment.
"Get married?" I asked, knowing

human nature better than palmistry.
She looked so fiercely eager, with

such a vivid light of hope in her eye,

that I decided to award her a husband
on the spot.
"The Hepatica line, being allied to the

line of Fate," I said impressively
"
signi-

fies that you will marry late in life."

The press around mo at once grew
terrific. All the girls said,

" Tell mo if

I 'm going to get married ;

"
and all the

men remarked,
" Of course it 's utter

rubbish," and were more eager about

it than the girls. I became reckless.
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I worked my way steadily through the

crowd, doling out husbands with an un-

sparing hand. And it was just when I

A as beginning to feel a little tired of

the game that my enemy was delivered

into my hands.
\\ o were not on visiting or even

speaking terms
; we were indeed the

most implacable foes. But that did

not prevent the woman from shame-
It ssly thrusting herself before mo and

saying gushingly,
" Do tell me what

you see in my baud."
I looked at her, and before my search-

ing glance even her bra/en face fell.

Sis months previously that creature
had stolen AVilkins, the best cook I ever
had. .Mere man may not understand
the enormity of this offence ; but every
woman knows there is no crime more
heinous, more despicable, more unfor-

givable. She might find it in her heart
to condone larceny, think lightly of

arson, or even excuse murder
; but there

is not one who would extend even a
deathbed pardon to the person who had
robbed her of a treasured servant.
And \Yilkiiis had been a treasure in-

deed. It brought the tears to my
eyes when I thought of her exquisite
onuletlea ./ roijnons, her salads, her
poulard* a la gclcc, her wide diversity

of knowledge regarding entrees and sav-

ouries. With a hard and bitter smile
I settled down to interpret the hand of

the woman before mo.
The company gathered closer round

us and I noticed that Mrs. B., the par-
ticular friend of my enemy, bent affec-

tionately over her with truly feminine

expectation of " revelations." And from
under the scarf which my enemy wore
about her arms and shoulders she

seemed, I thought, to project her hand
rather timidly. Perhaps she realised

too late what was in store for her.

I was quite dignified about it ; I want

you to understand that. Many another,

seeing that creature so plump and well-

fed and knowing the reason, would have
broken out into vituperation. But my
tactics were more subtle. My manner,
as I studied her palm, was at first

nonchalant, even urbane. Then I gave
a start and faltered,

" I I suppose you
wish me to tell you the truth ?

"

A frightened look came into her eyes
which, I noted with satisfaction, were

beginning to show tinges of yellow
(Wilkins

1

only fault is that in some of

her dishes she is over-liberal with the
salad oil and high seasonings). "Of
course I want to know the truth," said

my victim faintly.

With an apparent air of diflidence I

began my recital. 1 did not spare her
in the smallest degree. I ascriLed lo

her all those sinister characteristics I

had read about in the handbook; and,
when I suddenly remembered a delici-

ous vol-au-vent upon which I had doted,
I added a few of my own.

It was a terrible indictment. When
I had finished an awed silence fell

upon the gathering. Everybody waited

breathlessly for the victim to speak.
"That was most interesting," she

said with a sinister laugh. "But per-

haps you will read my palm now. You
see, it was Mrs. B.'s that you have just
read. She slipped her hand through
under my scarf."

There was a burst of laughter from

everybody. Idiotic kind of joke, I call it.

I can assure the writer of the Sunday
articles that a knowledge of palmistry
does not necessarily make one popular.

I am now wondering where you can

buy hand-books on spiritualism.

" It is proposed that the family man shall U*

dealt with on a flat rate. Every wife will con-
fer exemption on 100 of income." Spectator.

Surely our revered contemporary does
not imply that the new Income Tax

proposals will encourage polygamy.
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THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS UNION.
As APPEAL TO ALL HEX OF GOOD WILL.
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of the League of

atlarge. The
is to be

of thepublic
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derated to the

> to the
of the War.
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of the League have covered a wide range, which embraces

organisation for the <lmin>gt<^iMg of fti"'^MT node:

trusteeship, and far the oooskkraOion of international

relating to transit, finance, labour and health.

America's repudiation (only temporary, it may be hoped)
of the pledges of her own President, the original and chief

advocate of the League of Nations, has meanwhile thrown
pan Great Britain the main harden of responsib:

the Coaoefls of the League, a fact that constitotes an over-

whelming chum upon the patrioHsm of British cilizens.

The dvtj of bringing this daun home to the public has been
taken op by the League of Nations Union, under the Presi-

dency of Loot GREY OF FALLODOX. It has already estah-
a headqnarters and a staff of experts; organised hmv

"

-
-

'

- '::.':; ir. '- ..-.:.: '.

mil} two hundred branches. It publishes two periodicals
- -

'- -

"

: -

- ---

.

-

'- - .: _

it is taking part in an intern

: -

:- : -:-

similar

dearly such work cannot be carried on without geuetuusK
B sum for which the League of Nations Uniou

-- : - - -----.:-:-:--

only the cost of four hoars of the War, and is not
to ask as an insurance against another and yet more

very earnestly begs his readers to send con-
in aid of this great and necessary work to the
surer of the Fund (Sir BBIEX COKATSK. late
of the Bank of England), addressed to THE

L*fiCK OF Xraoxs USMS, 22. Buekinghaai Gate, S.W.
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THE HOPE OF THE WORLD.
PEACE. "THIS IS MY TEMPLE AND YOU ARE ITS PRIESTESS. GUARD WELL THE

SACRED FLAME."
[The objects and needs of tho League of Nations Union are set out on the opposite page.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
'hi!/, Mmrli :'!>tli. -During a brief

sitting tlio Lords got through a good
deal of business. Tho Silver Coinage
Bill awakened Lord CHAPLIN'S reininis-

ccncos of his bimetallic days, when lie

was accused by Sir \Vn.i, i \M 1 ! ARCOURT
of trying to stir up mutiny in India.

I'ndetorred by this warning, however,
tin 1

, I'eers gave a Second Beading to

the measure and also to the Coal Minus

Emergency Bill, which is less

up-to-date than it sounds,

and deals not with the present

emergency but with the last

emergency but one. They
also passed the Importation
of I'lumago Bill, at the in-

:eofLord ABERDEEN,who
pleaded that beautiful birds,
" tho result of myriads of

yens of evolution," should

not ho exterminated to make
a British matron's picture-
hat.

A few noble lords tore

themselves away from these

entrancing topics to attend
the opening of the debate in

tho Commons on the Govern-
ment of Ireland Bill. They
were ill-rewarded for their

pains, for never has a Home
Rule debate produced fewer

interesting moments. The
CHIEF SECRETARY was so

studiously restrained in ex-

plaining the merits of the Bill

(hut the "yawning chasm"
which, according to its op-
ponents, the measure is going .

to create between Southern
and Northern Ireland was to

be observed in advance on the
countenances of many of his

listeners. Years ago Mr. BAL-
told the Irish National-

ists that Great Britain was

only recently begun his researches into

Irish history and Irish character, and is

working backwards. His prescription
was to cease governing Ireland by
I'oreo and leave her to frame her own
constitution.

Lord EOHKUT Ci:: n, agreed with Mr.
CLTNBB in regarding it as a very had

Bill, but there parted company with
him. In his view the deterioration of

Ireland began in 190(>, when tho era of

"firm government
" came to an end.

force. He hoped that Southern Ireland

would recover its sanity, accept the Bill

and set itself to persuade Ulster into an
All-Ireland Parliament via the golden
bridge of the Irish Council.

Captain CKAU, could not imagine
that happening in his lifetime. To his

mind the only merit of the Bill was
that it safeguarded Ulster against
Dublin domination.

not to be bored into accept-
ance of Home Eule

;
but I

am beginning to doubt now
whether he was right. If the
Government get the Bill through it will
be due more to John Bull's weariness
of the eternal Irish Question than to

any enthusiastic belief in the merits of
this part icular scheme. Hardly anyone
off the Treasury Bench had a good
word to say for it, but fortunately for
its chances their criticisms were often

mutually destructive.
Mr. CLYNES moved its rejection. From

his remark that Irish respect for tho
law was destroyed in 1913, and that
tho present Administration was re-

garded as "
tho most abominable form

of government that had ever ruled in

Ireland," I should gather that he has

Mr. M.uriiEitsox. "WITH ALL TIIKSE CHERUBS GOING FOE MY KITK
FILL BLAST IT LOOKS AS IP I MIGHT KEEP THE THING FLYING."

LORD ROBERT CECIL. CAPTAIN REDMOND.
MESSRS. CLYNES AND ASQUITH.

March 30th. Someone I

suspect a midshipman has been tell-

ing Mr. BROMFIELD that five

British Admirals have been
sent to Vienna to supervise
the breaking up of the Aus-
trian Fleet, and that the said

Fleet now consists tff three
motor-boats. Ho was much
relieved to hear from Mr.
HARMSWORTH that only one
Admiral had been sent, and
that the disposal of a Dread-

nought, several pro -Dread-

noughts and sundry smaller
craft will givehim plenty to do.

There appears to be a short-

age of ice in Hull. It is sup-
posed that theMember for the
Central Division (Lieut.-Com-
mander KENWORTHY) has not
cut so much as ho expected.
The debate on the Home

Eule Bill was resumed in a
much higher temperature
than that of yesterday. Mr.
ASQUITH, as he thundered in

carefully
-
polished phrases

against the "cumbrous,costly,
unworkable scheme," earned

many cheers from his fol-

lowers, and the even greater
tribute of interruptions from
his opponents. For a moment
he was pulled up, when to his

rhetorical question,
" What

has Home Eule meant to us ?
"

some graceless Coalitionist

promptly-answered, "Votes!
"

Drop coercion by all means, but '-let

the murderers begin." As for forcing

self-government on a country that re-

jected it, that was nonsense.
As " a citizen of the world," and

not merely an Irishman, Mr. T. P.
O'CONNOR denounced the Bill urbi et

orbi. Nobody in Ireland wanted it

unless it was the place-hunters of tho
Bar and the Press, for whom it would

provide rich pickings.
The House was brought back from

rhetoric to plain fact by theCHANCELLOR
OF THE EXCHEQUER'S reminder that if

the Bill were not passed the Home
Eule Act of 1914 would como into

but he soon got going again.
Ireland, he declared, was a
unit. The Bill gave her dual-

ism " with a shadowy back-

ground of remote and potential unity."
The vaunted Council was " a fleshless

and bloodless skeleton." He remarked

upon
" the sombre acquiescence of the

Ulstermen," and wondered why they
had accepted the Bill at all.

" Because
we don't trust yon," came the swift

reply from Sir EDWARD CARSON.
Mr. ASQUITH'S own remedy for Irish

unrest was to take the Act of 1914
and transform it into something like

Dominion Home Eule. Any county
Ulster or Sinn Fein that voted against

coming under the Dublin Parliament
should be left under the present ad-

ministration.
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Mr. BONAR LAW did not fail to point
out the inconsistency of condemning
the Government scheme for its com-

plexity and then immediately proposing
another which would involve not one

hut a dozen partitions and make the

political map of Ireland look like a

crazy quilt. He advised the House to

reject Mr. ASQUITH'S advice and pass
the Bill, even though it should have

the paradoxical result, for the moment,
of leaving Nationalist Ireland under
British administration while providing
i'nionist Ulster with a Home Rule Par-

liament for which it has never asked.

I suppose Mr. DEVLIN is not like the

Sinn Foiners, who, according to " T. P.,"

are so contemptuous of the Bill that

they have never read a line of it. Parts

of his speech, and particularly his

peroration, seemed far more suitable

to a Coercion Bill than to a measure
which is designed, however imperfectly,
to grant Home Rule to Ireland. The
Nationalist leader may be forgiven a

great deal, however, for his inimitable

description of Lord ROBERT CECIL as
"
painfully struggling into the light

with one foot in the Middle Ages."
ir,v/iii'W(i.y, M,ir<-h :ilst.'ho third

mill last Act of the Home Rule drama
was the best. Nothing in the previous
two days' debate not even Mr. BONAR
LAW'S ruthless analysis of the Paisloj

policy for Ireland gripped the audience

so intensely as Sir EDWARD CARSON'S

explanation of the Ulster attitude. He
declared that the Union had not failed

in Ulster, and would not have failed

anywhere if British politicians could

have refrained from bidding for Irish

votes. There was no alternative to it

but complete separation, and that was
what Home Rule would lead to. Ulster

did not want the Bill, and would not

vote for it
; but, as the only alter-

native was the Act of 1914, she was

prepared to accept it as a pis allcr, and
to work her new Parliament for all it

was worth. At least it would enable her

to find schools for the thirty thousand
Belfast children now debarred from

education. More than that, he was

prepared to co-operate with any men
from Southern Ireland who were will-

ing to work their Parliament in a

similar spirit ;
and he paid a personal

tribute to Mr. DEVLIN, whose courage
he admired though he detested his

politics.
Thus there were gleams of hope even

in his otherwise gloomy outlook, as the
PIU.MK MINISTER gladly acknowledged
in winding up the debate; and they
probably had some influence in swelling
the majority for the Bill, the figures
being :jlH for the Second Reading, 94

against.

POISSON D'AVEIL.

FOB the tragedy of which I am about

to tell I consider that Brenda Scott is

entirely to blame. You shall judge.

There is a vacancy in my domestic

staff, and the rush to fill it has been

less enthusiastic than I could wish.

My housewifely heart leapt, the'refore,

when, last Thursday morning, I espied

coming up the drive one whom I classed

at once as an applicant for the post of

housemaid. Nor was I deceived. She

gave the name of Eliza Smudge, and

said she came from my friend, Mrs.

Copplestone.

My suspicions were first aroused by her

extraordinary solicitude for my comfort.

"Outings" were entirely according to

my convenience. And when she added

that she liked to have plenty to do, and

that she always rose by 6 A.M., I began
to look at her closely.
She wore a thick veil, and her eyes

were further obscured by large specta-

cles, but I could discern a wisp of rather

artificial-looking hair drawn across her

forehead. And she was smiling.
Now why was she smiling ? I could

certainly see nothing to smile at in

rising at six o'clock every morning.
"I shall be free on 5th of April,

ma'am," she was saying.
" Let me see,

to-day is the 1st of April
"
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The Nt of April ! It came to me then
in a flash in one of those moments
of intuition of which even the inind of

the harassed housewife occasionally is

I'iipahlo. It was Brenda Scott mas-

querading as a housemaid!
Our conversation of a fortnight ear-

nine back to me Brenda's desire
to disguise herself and apply to Lady
Lupin for the post of kitchenmaid, her
I'Diiiidenco in her ability to carry it

oil successfully, my ridicule of the

l>o-jsihility that she could pass un-

recognised. So now, on the 1st of April,
she was for proving me wrong.
The disguise was certainly masterly.

Had it not been lor that unaccountable

smile, and the hair

I did not lose my head. I continued
to carry on the conversation on orthodox
linos. Tlu;n 1 said,

" Do you know
Miss Breuda Scott, who lives near
Mrs Copplestone ?

"

"Oli, yes, I 've known her since she
was a little girl," was the answer.
" Sweet young lady she is."

" Ye es," 1 said. " A little too fond
of practical jokes, perhaps."

The eyebrows went up almost to the

artificial-looking hair, which I had now
decided was horse-hair.

"
Indeed," she said.

"
Yes, my dear Brenda, it is your

besetting sin. You should pray against
it," I said bluntly.
She stood up with an opposing air of

surprise and alarm. But I was not to

be deceived.
" Yourassumed name, Eliza Smudge,"

I said, "gave you away at the start. And
that hair- it is the tail of your nephew's
rocking-horse, isn't it ? And "

But she had fled from the room and
was scudding down the drive, heedless
of my cries of " Brenda, you idiot, come
back !

"

:;-. * ;: *

As I watched from the front - door
I saw that "Eliza Smudge" had met
another woman in the lano and had

ciigaged her in conversation.

Then they parted, and the other

woman came in at the gate and up the

drive.
" My dearElfrida," said a well-known

voice, "what have you been up to?

You seem to have thoroughly upset
that nice woman who was with the

Copplestones so long. She told me you
were a very strange lady ; in fact she

thought you must be suffering from a

nervous breakdown."
I leaned for support against the

door-post, feeling a little faint.
" Brenda ? You ?

"
I gasped.

" I

thought
"

" Such a splendid maid she is,"

Hn-iiiia went on. " You '11 never find

her equal if you try for ten years."

Eccentric Behaviour of a Cuckoo.

"The summer-like weather which set i

during the week-end lias Ix-i-n marked by the
arrival of the cuckoo, which was heard at

Shaukliu on Saturday and on Sunday morning
at Staplers, bursting into full flower of plnni
and pear trees, and general acthity in the

gardens and fields." Local 1'apcr.

Q"Ho (Mr. Asquith) could only say
Sanctas Simplicitas.' (Laughter.)

"

Jiinh 1'apcr.
" I can only say :

'

Osanctussimplicitus !

' ''

Yorkshire Paper.
Neither version seems to us quite wor-

thy of an ex-Craven Scholar.
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AT THE PLAY.
" I'NCI.I: NKI>."

A> the final curtain fell on the Fourth

Act there was talk of celebrating the

i <>f the villain in a bottle of

the best (190Gj. But this did not mean

that the good wine of the play had been

kept to the end. Indeed it had been

practically exhausted about the middle

of the Third Act, and the rest was bar-

ley-water, sweet but relatively insipid.

So long as Mr. HKNHY AINI.KY was just

allowed to sparkle, with beaded bubbles

winking all round the brim of him,

. ;hing went well and more than

well ;
tho trouble began when the

author, Mr. Don, i. AS MIHIIAY, remem-

bered that no British audience would

be contented with mere irresponsible

badinage, however fresh and delicate ;

that somehow he must provide an end-

ing where virtue prevailed and senti-

ment was satisfied.

So, when Uncle Ned's humour had

failed to move the brutal egoism of his

brother, beating upon it like the light-

est of sea-foam on a rock of basalt, he

was made to fall back upon the alterna-

tive of heavy denunciation. And it was

significant that this commonplace tirade

drew more applause than all the pretty
wit that had gone before it. Seldom
have I been so profoundly impressed
with the difficulties of an art which

depends for its success (financial, that

is to say) on the satisfaction of tastes

that have nothing in common beyond
the crudest elements of human nature.

Mr. AINLEY had things all his own

way. Between him, the romancer of the

light heart and the free fancy, and
his brother, the millionaire tradesman
of the tough hide, there was the clash

of temperaments but never the clash of

intellects. (" Nobody with a sense of

humour," says Uncle Ned,
" ever made

a million pounds.") That the man -with

the iron will should be beaten at the
last with his own weapons, and brought
to see the lifelong error of his ways by
a violent philippic that must have sur-

prised the speaker hardly less than his

audience, was the most incredible thing
in the play. Indeed the author was
reduced to showing us the results of the
bad man's change of heart and leaving
us to imagine the processes, these being
worked out in the interval between two
Acts by means of a fortnight's physi-
cal collapse, from which he emerges
unrecognisably reformed.

I cannot praise too warmly the de-

lightfully fantastic and inconsequent
humour of the first half of the play.
Often it was tho things that Mr. AIXLKV
was given to say ; but oven more often,
I think, it was the incomparable way
ho said them, with those astonishingly

swift and unforeseen turns of gesture

and glance and movement which uro

his peculiar gift.
Now and then, to re-

mind us of his versatility, he may turn

t,, sentiment or even tragedy, but light

comedy remains his natural mttier.

If I have a complaint to make it is

that Cnclc Ted's studied refusal to

understand from an intimate woman-

friend why it was that his elder niece,

who had been privily married, "could

no longer hide her secret
"
(the reticence

of his friend was the sort of silly thing

that you get in books and plays, but

never in life) was perhaps a little

wanton and caused needless embarrass-

ment both to the young wife and to us.

Sir Robert Graliam (Mr. HAXDLE Arniox).
"MAKE YOUBSELF AT HOME. DON'T MIND ME."

Edward Graham (Mr. HF.XKY AIXLEI'). "I
DON'T."

And one need not be very squeamish to

feel that it was a pity to put into the

lips of a mere child, a younger sister,

the rather precocious comment that she
makes on the inconvenience of a secret

marriage. The humour of the play
was too good to need assistance from
this sort of titillation.

Mr. BANDLB AYBTON, as the pluto-
cratic pachyderm, kept up his thankless
end with a fine imperviousness ; and
Miss IRENE EOOKE, in the part of his

secretary, played, as always, with a very-

gracious serenity, though I wish this

charming actress would pronounce her
words with not quite so nice a pre-
cision. Miss EDNA BEST was an admir-
able flapper, with just the right note
of gaucherie.
As Hears, Mr. CLAUDE RAINS was" not

to bo hampered by the methods dear to
the datective of convention; he looked

like an apacho and behaved, rather

effectively, like nothing in particular.

TbeDatckins of Mr. G.W. ANSON knew
well the first duty of a stage-butler, to

keep coining on whenever :i stop-gap
is wanted ;

but he had also great per-

sonal qualities, to say nothing of his

astounding record of forty years' ser-

vice in a house where strong liquor

was only permitted for "medicinal"

purposes. O. S.

"TuE YOUNG PERSON IN PINK."

What the chair-man said about The

Young Person in Pink who had been

hanging about the Park every morning
for a week was that nowadays you
couldn't reelly tell. He thought on the

whole she was all right. The balloon-

woman was certain that with hoots

like that she must he a 'ussy ;
but then

she had refused to buy a balloon. As

a matter of fact she couldn't, being
broke to the world. And worse. For

she had arrived at Victoria Station un-

able to remember who she was or where

she came from, ticketless, a few shil-

lings in her purse. She had murmured
" Season

"
at the barrier and had taken

rooms at the Carlton because she had
a queer feeling she had been there he-

fore. Her things had a coronet on
them. The rest was a blank.

Of course nobody believed her
;
the

women were scornful, the men not quite

nic'e, till very young Lord Steveuage,
the one that was engaged to a notori-

ous baby-snatcher, Lady Tollbridge
in a high fever he'd unfortunately said
" Yes

"
meets her, and you guess the

rest. No, you don't. You couldn't

possibly guess Mrs. Badger, relict of an
undertaker and now in the old-clothes

line, who has social ambitions. (I must
here say in parenthesis that Mrs. Badger
is a double stroke of genius on the part
both of Miss JENNINGS the author and
of Miss SYDNEY FAIRBROTHER. You
don't know which to admire most, the

things she says [Miss J.] or the way
she says them [Miss S. B.] . Honours
divided and high honours at that.)

Lady Tonbridge had advertised for a

clergyman's widow to render some
secretarial service, and the ambitious
Mrs. Badger had applied, duly weeded.
Meanwhile the elderly Lady T. had
seen her fiance and with the young
person in pink, and it was a brilliant

and base afterthought to bribe the

clergyman's widow to claim the girl as

her long-missing daughter (invented).
Both the young Lord and the young
person, too much in love perhaps to be

critical, accept the situation
;
but you

haven't quite got Mrs, Ihulyer if you
think she 's the sort of person one
would precisely jump at for a mother-
in-law.
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DRESSING THE PART.
Stunt Tramp (wlto has been successful at the latt house}. "Tm6 is A NICE 'AT SHE'S GIVE Mi:.'

1

Partner. "Yus, IT is A NICE 'AT; BUT, HIND YOU, IT AIN'T GOT THE HREAD-WISSIN' QUALITIES OF THE OLD *CN."

At, tlie supremo moment when Mrs. B.,
after an interview with the whisky
bottle, forgets her part anil, lapsing into

tlio mere widow of the undertaker, gives
it to the intriguing Lady Tanbridge in

the neck with a wealth of imagery, a
command of slightly slurred invective
and a range of facial expression beyond
adequate description, she is perhaps
loss attractive in the capacity of mother-

by-marriago than ever, even if the inter-

lude prove the goodness of her heart.
But it is just at that moment that the

young person is recognised by her maid.
The daughter of the Duchess of Hamp-
shire, no less ! So all is well.

Not that Miss JENNINGS' plot matters.
She freely accepts the absurdities which
her bizarre outline demands, but doesn't
shirk the pains to make her situations

possible within the pleasantly impos-
sible frame. What is all-important is

that she does shake the house with

genuinely explosive humour.
If they wt.-i-(> Miss JENNINGS' bombs,

Mi^-s FAIBBROTHBU threw the most and
the best of them with a perfect aim. The
rest of the platoon helped in varying

degrees. I hope I don't irretrievably

damage Miss JOYCE CAREY'S reputation
as a modern when I say that she looked
so pretty and innocent that I don't be-

lieve even sour old spinsters would have
doubted her. A charming and capable
performance. Mr. DONALD CALTHKOP
made love quite admirably on the lighter
note ; a little awkwardly, perhaps, on
the more serious. Miss SYBIL CARLISLE
handled an unpromising part with great
skill. Miss ELLIS JEFFBEYS as the in-

effable Lady Tonbridge was as compe-
tent as ever, and had a coat and skirt

in the Third Act which rilled the female
breast with envy. Looks like a long run.

"Art in Washing with economy. Ladies

desiring personal attention are invited to apply
to- Laundry." Daily Paper.

No "
imperfect ablutioner

"
(vide

" The
Mikado ") should miss this opportunity.

"Fun undiluted and rippling is the main
feature of The Little Visitrrs, and not a single
feature of the author's book is lost in the pro-
i'e>-i of dramatisation." Weekly Pujicr.

Except, apparently, the title.

The Boat-Race.
ADVANTAGES KSJOYED BY CASIBIUIX.I .

In complimenting the Light Blues
we cannot help calling attention to two
curious facts which may bave contri-

buted to their victory, and seem to

have escaped the notice of tbe Oxford
crew. According to The Weekly Dis-

patch Mr. SWANN rowed " No. 9 in the

Cambridge boat
"

; and a photograph
in The Illustrated Sunday Herald

("the camera cannot lie") distinctly
shows the Cambridge crew rowing with

as many as eight oars on the stroke

side. How many they were using on
the bow side is not revealed.

" WANTED IMMEDIATELY !

MEDICAL Docrou
for Joe Bait's Arm and vicinity. Salary two
thousand dollars guaranteed. All specials ad-

ditional. Address communication to

AI.EX. COFFIN,
Sec. Doctor's Committee."

Newfoundland Paper,
Even the serious condition of Joe Bait's

Arm hardly interests us so much as

the challenge to the world's humourists

implied in the Committee's selection of

their secretary.
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MY ONE ADMIRER.
Of course my wife had made 1110 go

to the ba/aar.
'

All men go ti> ha

either because tlieir wives scud them,

or in M'urch of possible
wives. IM

,,,IMI who ;uv inner :it l):i/u:irs arc,

with liuui:iiie wives, or the true

bachelors.

I did not mind the young lady who

,-nihhed my walking-stick and pro-

mo with a shilling cloakroom ticket,

or the Other who placed a buttonhole

in my coat (two-and-Mxpence),
or the

third'who sprayed mo with scent (one

shilling, hut had 1 known of the

threatened attack 1 would have paid

two shillings for immunity), or the

fourth, who snatched my rather elderly

silk hat and renovated it, not before its

time, with some mysterious lluid (one-

and-ninepence). Those are the things

one expects.
But when I faced the stalls I must

admit that I trembled. In pre-war

days it was occasionally hinted that

bazaar prices were a trillo high. What
would they he now '.' 3 low could I face

the Bazaar profiteer? Suras, reminding
me of schooldays, ran in my head,

" If

milk ho a shilling a quart what will ho

the price of a sofa-cushion '.'

"

As I stood in the centre of the hall

I could see that the eyes of the stall-

holders were upon me oold, horrid,

calculating eyes. I could read in them,

"How much has this man got?" 'I

felt that it would l>e a proper punish-
ment for war-profiteers if they were

sentenced to purchase all their require-

ments at bazaars for six months.

Glancing round the hall in search

of a place of refuge I saw a sign

"Autograph Exhibition Admission one

shilling." A shilling! Why, such a

comfortable hiding-place would have
been cheap at half-a-crown. I boltec

for the Autograph Exhibition before a

piratical lady, bearing down on me
with velvet smoking caps, could reduce

me to pulp.
A smiling elderly gentleman was

in charge.
" Hah, you would like to

see my little collection ? Certainly

certainly."
I am not interested in autographs

Most bygone celebrities wrote undo

cipherablo hands. I have been eqnalh
puzzled in trying to read the hand

writing of Guv F.VWKKS and MI-

GLADSTONE. But this collection wa:

different. It had letters from ncarh

every one distinguished in the work

to-day good, lengthy, interesting

"How did you contrive to got nl

these?
"

I asked the exhibitor.

"Tact, foresight, and flattery, mj
dear Sir. It would ho no use writinj

these people to-day. \ou d get

,-nored, or at best two hues type-

vritten by a secretary. Now look at

hat long' letter from LLOYD GEORGE

ihout Welsh nationality and that other

rom IliLAiuK I'.KI.I.OC concerning the

ululteration of modern beer. lou

oiildn't get them now. My idea is to

-itch vour celebrity young. When a

nan produces his first play or novel

or hook of poems I write him an ad-

niring letter. You can't lay it on too

hick. Ask him some question on a

opic that interests him. It always

draws. They are unused to praise and

you catch them before the public has

spoilt them. I card-index all the

cplies I get. Of course nine out of

uen of the people turn out of no

account, but some are sure to come off.

You just throw out the failures and

nit the successes in your collection."

At this point I heard our Archdeacon

ifar off. Our Archdeacon booms not

ike trade, but like the bittern. I heard

nm booming outside,
" My dear lady,

1 cannot miss the chance of seeing deal-

Mr. Fletterhy's collection."

Fletterby ! The name was familiar.

Long years ago I published something
don't inquire into the details of my

crime and the sole response I had

from an unappreciative world was a

highly eulogistic letter from one Samuel

Fletterby. I remembered the time I

had spent in writing him a lengthy and

courteous reply. I remembered that

often in my darker days I had drawn
out the letter of Fletterby to encourage
me.
And now! I looked at the collection.

It was arranged alphabetically. As
I turned to the initial of my name 1

framed a dramatic revelation for my
friend Fletterby: "That writing is

familiar to me. In fact, Mr. Fletterby
I am its unworthy writer."

But my letter was not included in

the collection.

"Throw out the failures," Mr. Flet-

terby had said.

I. threw myself out instantly from
the Autograph Exhibition. Better, fai

better buy tilings I didn't want a

prices I couldn't afford than stay in the

company of that faithless one, my sol"

erstwhile (as the papers say) admirer.

There was a groat athlete named BUDD
Who was horn with a Blue in his blood

Stout-hearted, spring-heeled,
He achieved on the field

What bis Varsity lost on the flood.

But when he bad breasted the tape
A cynic emitted this jape:

"
Pray notice, old son,

'Tisn't Oxford that 's won,
But Utah, Bowdoin and the Cape."

EASTER IN WILD WALES.
THE recent discovery (duly noted in

Die. Daily Graphic of the 30th ult.) of

'seven pearls of excellent quality
"
by

an Aberavon labourer in a mussel

trandcd by the tide has led to an

extraordinary influx of visitors to that

[uiet seaside resort. Costers have been

.rriving at the rate of several hundreds

day, attracted by the prospect of

hiding the raw materials for the indis-

>ensable decoration of their costumes,

ind the local authorities are at their

vits' end to provide adequate accom-

lodation. Amongst the latest arrivals

s the great architect, Sir MAHTIN CON-

VAY, who has been consulted with

egard to the erection of a number of

mngalow skyscrapers, and an urgent

message has been despatched to Sir

EDWIN LUTYENS at Delhi, begging him
,o supply designs of a suitable character.

Meanwhile pearl-diving goes on day and

night on the sea-front, with the assist-

ance of a flock of oyster-catchers, whose
irilliant plumage adds greatly to the

jicturesqueness of the scene.

Though the special good fortune of

Aberavon has excited a certain amount
of natural jealousy in the breasts of

notel and boarding-house proprietors at

other Welsh seaside resorts, they have

no serious reason to complain. The
usual attraction? of Barmouth have

oeen powerfully reinforced by the pre-
sence in the neighbouring hills of a

[ull-sized gorilla which recently escaped
from a travelling menagerie. When
last seen the animal was making in the

direction of Harlech, which is at present
the head-quarters of the Easter Vaca-

tion School of the Cambrian section of

the Yugo-Slav Doukhobors. It is un-

derstood that the local police have the

matter well in hand, and arrangements
have been made, in case of emergency,
for withdrawing all the population
within the precincts of the castle.

Great disappointment prevails at

Llandudno owing to the refusal of Mr.

EVAN EGBERTS, the famous revivalist,

to localise the materialisation of the

Millennium, -which he has recently

prophesied, at Llandudno during the

Easter holidays. By way of a set-off

an effort was made to induce Sir

AUCKLAND GEDDES to give a vocal re-

cital before his departure for America.
As his recent performance at a meeting
of the London Scots Club proved, Sir

AUCKLAND is a singist of remarkable

power, infinitehumourand soul-shaking

pathos. Unfortunately his repertory is

confined to Scottish songs, and on this

ground he has been obliged to decline

the invitation, though the fee offered

*was unprecedented in the economic
annals of the variety stage.
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MORE ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
P.-tr.S. flJ a Hunt Meeting (concluding a passajc-at-arms with a member of the ring). "I'M SOT ONE OF THOSE TOFFS THAT i'ou

THINK YOU CAN IMPOSi; UPON. I 'M A SHI.F-MADF. MAN, I AM."

Bookmaker. "WELL, I WOULDN'T TALK so LOUD ABOUT IT. IT'S A SASTV BIT o' WOICK."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Mil. Fomtr.sT Hi:m is a writer upon whoso progress I have
for some lime kept an appreciative eye. His latest story,

bearing the attractive title of Pirates of the Spring (UxwjN),

proves, I think, that progress to be well sustained. As

you nmy have guessed from the name, this is a tale of

adolescence ; it shows Mr. KKID'S North-Ireland lads differ-

ing slightly from the more familiar home-product, though
;:ti;ils than in tricks of speech, and (since these

are day-school boys, exposed to the influence of their several

i an echo of religious conflict happily rare in the

experience of English youth. Mr. REID is amongst the

few novelists who can be sympathetic to boyhood without

sentimentalising over it ; he has admirably caught its strange

mingling of pride and curiosity, of reticence and romance
and jealous loyalty. The talb has no particular plot; it is

a record of seeming trifles, friendships made and broken and

renewed, sporadic adventures and deep-laid intrigues that

lead nowhere. JJut you will catch in it a real air of youth,
a spring-time wind blowing from the half-forgotten world
in which all of us once were chartered privateers. There

are, of course, worthy folk who would be simply bored

by all this which is why I do not venture to call

Vimtra of thi' Sprinij everyone's reading; others, however.

more fortunate, will find it a true and delicately observed

study of an engaging theme.

I must really warn the flippant. It would be appalling if

admirers of Literary (and other) Lapses were to send blithely
to the libraries for Mr. LEACOCK'S latest and find them-
selves landed with The Unsolved Itiddlc of Social Justice

(LANE). And yet I don't know. Here is a subject which
even the flippant cannot long ignore. And a man of the

world with a clear head and a mastery of clearer idiom than

a professor of political economy usually commands has
here said something desperately serious without a trace of

dulnoss. I should like Professor LEACOCK'S short book to

be divided into three. The first part, a trenchant analysis
of some of the evils of our social and industrial system,
1 would send to the impossibilists and obstructives ;

the

second, a critical examination of some of the nostrums of

the progressives, should go to the hasty optimists who
think that a sudden change of system will as suddenly

change men, for it contains much that they will do well

(and now resolutely refuse) to ponder. The third part I

would return, to the author for revision, for it contains no

more, when analysed, than an ipsc dixit, and quite fails to

show that the evils denounced as intolerable in the first

part can be remedied without some substantial portion at

least of the heroic reforms denounced in his second. Also



would remind him, or rather perhaps the more ingenuous

., on ,,-;.,-,,, there have been later

,i practice of new-world building

yard.

ThcC.'cut !>. tin (HoDBKBABSt6T7TOH^l8anoveHuJ
of shrewd philosophy and excellent tall:. Mr. AI.KXANDKI

tooul to prove
o*Wnf.*JjJ

>tif? llo

2J5[2
[hem^oing'iboS

their war-time business, the
;
great

, being Simply the thing that is uppermost, m
niml of each one. As a composite picture of what New

fork thought about the bus! -

,.f getting into the \Var

the result could hardh 1 e

lettered. One never fculs

;h*t latent antagonism which

readers, even though they

nay agree with him, imcon-

sriously experience towards

an author who seems to be

vrguing a point. Mr. BLACK

jives the extreme views of the

ilatant patriot, and of the

anarchist and socialist who
cannot see the distinction

between arguing against war

on paper and arguing against
this War on the street corner.

He makes us realise the peo-

ple who think only how to

make the War an adjunct of

themselves and those who de-

sire only to make themselves

a useful adjunct of the War.

He draws his types cleverly

and states the case of each one

fairly, but with a humorous
restraint and from a stand-

point of absolute detachment.

The Great Desire has plenty
of charm regarded merely as a

story, but I recommend it

especially to those who are

apt to judge the Americans

by theirpoliticians orto assess

New York on the basis of the

HEABST newspapers.

If it were only for his com

plete fearlessness in follow ing
well-worn convention anc

his apparent reliance on his

readers' ignorance or want of memory, Mr. J. MURRAY
GIBBON'S Drums Afar(L\SE) would be rather a remarkable
book in these psycho-analytical days. His hero actually
lias the audacity to have blue eyes and fair hair, to start

his career in the House, and to end it, so far as the novel
is concerned, lying wounded in a hospital, where his fiancee,
a famous singer, happened to be a nurse in the same ward.
Nor does the young man disdain the threadbare conversa-
tional clicht.

" Don't you think there is something
elemental in most of us which no veneer of civilisation or
artificial living can ever deaden?" lie says in one place
(rather as if veneer were a kind of rat poison). Still bolder,
on leaving America, where he has become engaged to a

wealthy Chicagan's daughter, he quotes
:ikl not love thco, dear, so much
Ix>vcd I :i"t honour more."

AlHl, aiUlOUg" uiio gin j , , .,, r

the citation. Much of the story, however, deals with Chicago,

and since my previous knowledge of that city could have

easily been contained in a tin of pressed beef I can pardon

Mr GIBBON for being as informative about it as he is about

bxfo-'d colleges. (He seems, by the way, to have a rooted

contempt for Balliol, which I had always supposed was a

quite well-meaning place.) On the whole, either in spite

or because of its rather Baedeker-like qualities, Drums Afar

will bo found quite a restful and readable book.

Somewhere in the course of the tale that gives its title to

fhelilou-er of Bubbles (CHAM-
the character who is

supposed to relate it denies

,hat he is a sentimentalist.

1 may as well say at once

hat, if this denial is intended

o apply also to Mr. ARTHUR
[IKVEKLEY BAXTER, who
wrote the five stories that

make up the volume, a more

ompreherisive misstatenient

was never embodied in print.

Because, from the picture on

the wrapper, representing a

starry-eyed infant conducting
an imaginary orchestra, to

the final page, the book is

one riot of sentiment plots,

characters and treatment

alike. Not that, save by the

fastidious, it must be con-

sidered any the worse for

this
;
even had not Mr. BAX-

TER'S hearty little preface

explained the conditions of

active service under which it

was composed, themselves

enough to excuse any quan-

tity of over-sweetening. I

will not give you the five

long-shorts in detail. The

first, about a German child

and a young man with heart

trouble, shows Mr. BAXTER at

his worst, with the sob-stuff

all but overwhelming a suffi-

ciently nimble wit. My own
favourite is the fifth tale, a

spirited and generous tribute

to England's war effort. (1

should explain that the book,

Pedestrian. "DBOPPED ANYTHING, MISTEU?'

Motorist. "YES."

Pcdestnan. "WHAT is IT?"

Motorist. "MY GIRL."

and I suppose the author also, is by origin Canadian.

This last story, told partly in the form of letters to his

editor in New York by an American officer and journalist,
has all the interest that comes of seeing ourselves as others

see us ; though I could not but think that the narratoi

erred in making the haughty Lady Dorothy, daughter ol

his noble hosts, exclaim, on the entrance of a footman with

a letter,
" Pardon me, it 's the mail." So there you aro

If you have a taste for stories that make no pretence ol

being other than fiction pure and simple, limpidly pure
and transparently simple (yet witty too in places), try

these; otherwise pass.

" UTOPIA.
Mk- Ruliy Sundaycd under the parental." Canmlim I \iper

Wo congratulate Utopia on its ideal language.
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CHARIVARIA.
"lI.\T-riNs to match tlio colour of

. es are to he \<T\ fashionable this

.'irding to a Trade journal.

This should ho good news to those

travellers who object to having

gie. u hat-pins stuck in their blue eyes.

Knterprise cannot lie dead if it, is

really hue that a well-known publisher
At last managed to persuade Mr.

\\'INSTON CHUHCHII.I. to write a few

words concerning the Labour Question.

"
1 have never been knocked down

by a motor omnibus,"
Mr. .IrsTicK iMit-

i,is<i. The famous judge
should not complain,
lie must take his turn

like the rest of us.
-:;

*
" Never pull t ho door

bell too hard
"

is the

advice of a writer on

etiquette in a ladies'

journal. When calling
at a new wooden house
the safest plan is not to

pull the boll at all.

*
i

*

"American bacon

opened stronger yester-

day. "says a market re-

port. If it opened any
stronger than the In si

lot wo bought it must
have "gone some."

* ,*

Five golf halls were
discovered inside a cow
which was found dead
last week on a Hert-

fordshire golf course.

\Ye understand that a

certain member of the

Club who lost half-a-

i balls at Easter-
time has demanded a recount.

*
,

*
' An Englishman's place is by bis

own fireside," declares a writer in the

Sunday Press. This is the first intima-
tion we have received that Spring-

cleaning is over. ... ...

A serious quarrel between two promi-
nent Sinn Feiners is reported. It ap-

that one accused the other of

being
" no murderer."

* *

The Commercial llril'cr]/ and Tipping
aevieto, a new American publication,
oilers a prize of four pounds for the
best article on "

Why I believe barbers
should not bo tipped." The barbers
claim that what they receive is not a

tip, but the Price of Silence.

According to an evening paper,
crowds can be seen in London every

day waiting to go into the pit. Oh, if

only they were miners!

'.:

" It is the last whisky at night which

always overcomes me," said a defendant

at the Guildhall. "A good phm," says
a correspondent, "is to finish with the

last whisky but one."
* <:

The British Admiralty are ottering
two hundred and fifty war vessels for

sale. This is just the chance for people
who contemplate setting up in business
as a new country.

record. Quite a number of instruments

have been fitted up in less time than

this. * *
*

" THOUGH THK MATERIAL, SIB, is SOMEWHAT MORE EXPENSIVE, THE I.EATIIEK
I:K\I E HAS THE GRKAT ADVANTAGE THAT IT LASTS ron EVER; AND, MOKEOVI:R,
WHEN" IT WEARS OUT IT MAKES AN EXCELLED RAZOR-STROP."

" A good tailor,'' says a fashion

writer, "can always give bis customer
a good fit if he tries." All be lias to

do, of course, is to send the bill in.

Mr. ALLDAY, a resident in Lundy
Island for twenty years, who has just
arrived in London, states that he has
never seen a tax-collector. There is

some talk of starting a fund with the

object of presenting him with one.
*

i
*

Duninow workhouse is offered for

sale. A great many people are anxious
to buy it with the object of putting it

aside for a rainy day.
* '*

A Iloundsditch firm has just had a

telephone installed which was ordered
six years ago. This, however, is not a

We understand that the thmidebrolt

which fell at Chester is not the one
that the J'HUMIKH intended to drop this

month.
'

*
'

Siguor ('.U'lioxr, lecturing in New
York, says that aeroplanes capable 'of

carrying five hundred passengers will

shortly bo constructed. We can only

say that anybody can have our seat.

Since The Daily Express tirade

against the officials of

the Zoo visitors are re-

quested not to go too

near the Fellows.

"The French army,"
says the lierlincr Taijc-

blatt,
" will soon be all

over." It does not say
what ; but if our late

enemy continues the
violation of the Peace

Treaty the missingword
should be "Germany."

'

*
Birds, says The Times,

are nesting in theplane-
trees of Printing House

Square. Some of the

fledglings, we are in-

formed, are already
learning to whistle the

familiar Northcliffeair,
" LLOYD GEORGE Must
Go," quite distinctly.

The National Portrait

Gallery, occupied by the
War Office since 1914,
has just been reopened.
The rumour that a

Brigadier-General who
had eluded all attempts

to evacuate him was still banging about

disguised as a portrait of Mrs. SIDDONS
attracted a large attendance.

'"*
"

The Corporation of Waterford has
refused to recognise "Summer" time.

One gathers that it is still the winter
of their discontent down there.

* *

Sinn Feiners are now asking for the

abolition of the Royal Irish Constabu-

lary, and it is feared that, unless their

request is granted, they may resort to

violence.

Mrs. Requires usoful I.uiliiV JInid,
for Bath and country ; only cx-soldicr or sailor

tired apply." Provincial PaftT.

A job that will obviously need a man
of proved courage.

VOL. CM'III.
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WISDOM UP TO DATE I2TH EDITION.

t M hM auii..uiie,-<l. in two ,-.ms.viUivc i-u,-.
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KtanSSTSMflS
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IK-, ,, of tiu.

,

,, v //. -, tfr.HoopEB. rhopreieni publisher!

;in- I lu- I'amliriilf;'
1 1'nn. r-il> I'M

1 1 is a common object of remark

How niiitiy thing* in life are periodic,

il (like tlio nesting of the lark,

Derby-day), und others more! spasmodic,

Recurring \li<>n the I"" 11
'

is n
l"' ;

And here 1 sin-- a sample of the latter type.

Nine years have coursed with their accustomed speed

-land hailed its previous apparition,

Since e\ery man and woman who could read,

\\ anting the nearest way to erudition,

Hought as an ornament of her (or his) home

The monumental masterpiece of Mr. CHISHOI.M.

.Much has occurred meanwhile of now ami strange;

/.'../., i" matters purely scientific

(iieat Thinkers, eager to enlarge our range,

Have (on tho lethal side) hecn most prolific:

Ten tonics would scarce contain what might he said on

Their contributions to the recent Armageddon.

What wonder if the Editor forsakes

The conduct of Th,' 'J'i 1111:1' financial pages?
An even weightier task he undertakes

Than to report on bullion ;
he engages

To let us know, by 1922,

All things (or more) that anybody ever knew.

Why should ho care if Oil-cakes fall or jump?
lie has the Total Universe for oyster;

Yankees may yield a point or Rubbers slump,
Yet not for such tilings shall his eye grow moister,

Save when, by force of habit, ho admits
A heavy tendency to-day in Ency. Brits."

Could but The Times revive its ancient part,

Repeat its famous turn of dollar-scooping!
O memories of tho urgent boomster's art,

And that persistent noise of HOOPER whooping,
Down to the Last Chance and the Closing Door,
And then the Absolutely Last, and then some more!

Those shrill appeals to get the Work TO-DAY
I With the superb revolving fumod-oak garage)

How well they followed up their fearful prey
Till the massed thunders of tho final barrage

Such pressure on your tympanum would bring
That you could Ixjar no more, and had to buy the thin":_==- 0.8.

The Giant's Robe Cheap.
l-'nii S.M.I:. Superior Ihvs-. Suit, .TTfliost, City made, silk facinys

.ind lining, worn twice, no further use, suitable for individual 7 ft. 8 in.
I'ri.-c 4 guineas." Lot-ill Paper.

I'AYIN.. C.IT.STS \VANTKI. I'n.m 1 I .luuc, married couple with
in. children ; also :it once, single married lady or gentleman for three
Dingle rooms or our single married couple."Indian Paper.

To bo in keeping with tho inhabitants the house, no doubt,
is "semi-detached."

TWO GUINEAS
I UK VorNi; WIFK-S ALLOWANCE."

Dail
i/ Paiw.

The young husband who tries to got off for two guineas will
find that tho young wife regards two hundred and

fifty
as entirely inadequate.

OUR SUPER-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS.

THK meagre and tantalizing report of Lord Northsquith's

great journey through Spain and North Africa which has

been issued through Heritor's agency lias stimulated but not

allayed curiosity. It is therefore with unfeigned pleasure

that we are able to supplement this jejune summary with

some absolutely authentic details supplied us by a Levantine

detective of unimpeachable veracity who shadowed the party.

Of the journey through Spain ho has little to say. Lord

Northsquith attended a bull-fight at Seville, at which an

extraordinary incident occurred. At the moment when tho

distinguished visitor entered the ring and was taking his

seat in the Eoyal Box, the bull, a lingo and remarkably
ferocious animal, suddenly threw up its hind legs and, after

pawing tho air convulsively for a few seconds, fell dead on

the spot. No reason could be assigned for this rash act,

which caused a very painful impression, but it is a curious

fact that it synchronized exactly with the issue of the special

edition of the Seville evening Tarantula, with the placard

Strange behaviour (extravagancia) of the British Prime

Minister."

At a subsequent interview with Count ROMANOXKS, Lord

Northsquith was reluctantly obliged to confirm the state-

ment that Mr. LLOYD GKORCE was still under the impression
that tho Spanish Alhambra was :i late replica of a theatre

in London, but begged him not to attach undue importance
to the misapprehension.
The tour in Morocco was not attended by any specially

untoward incidents, but at Marrakesh a group of Berberq
evinced some hostility, which was promptly converted into

effusive enthusiasm on their learning that Lord Northsquith
was not of Welsh origin. Similar assurances were conveyed
to the sardine-fishers of the coast, with beneficial results.

The Pasha of Marrakesh expressed the hope that Lord

Northsquith was not disappointed with the Morocco Atlas,

and the illustrious stranger wittily rejoined,
"
No, but you

should see my now morocco-bound Times Atlas." When
the remark was translated to the Pasha he laughed very
courteously.

Always interested in the relics of the mighty past Lord

Northsquith made a special trip to the East Algerian High-
lands to visit Timgad, and spent several minutes in the

tepidqrium of the Roman baths. It was understood from
the expression of his features that he was profoundly im-

pressed by the superiority of the arrangements over those

contemplated by the Coalition Minister of Health in the
new bath-houses to be erected in Limehouse.

Lastly the tour included a flying visit to Carthage. The
French arcbccologists in charge of the excavations had

recently dug up a colossal statue of HANNIBAL, and tho
resemblance to Lord Northsquith was so extraordinary that

many of them were moved to transports of delight. 'They
were however unanimous in their conviction that the de-

plorable state of the ruins was largely, if not entirely, due
to Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S ignorance of Phoenician geography.

A Startling Disclosure.

From " Answers to Correspondents
"
in a Canadian Paper :

"Q. Is it not a fact, that all of Lipton's challengers were built

stronger and heavier than the American cup defenders, to enable
them to cross tho Atlantic? A. I). 1!., Montreal.

A. Yes. they were built stronger as ihev had to ei-uss the ocean
under their own steam."

"Serious injuries were sustained by , aged 54. while assisting
in discharging cargo. Shortly before one o'clock, it is stated, a cheeM
struck him and knocked him down." Provincial Paper.
We have always maintained that these dangerous creatures
should not be allowed to run loose.
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TENNIS PROSPECTS.

LITTLE BITS OF LONDON.
THE IIousus OF PARLIAMENT.

TIIK guide-books have a good deal to

say about the Houses of Parliament,

but the people who write guide-books
never go to the really amusing places
and never know the really interesting

things. For instance they have never

yet explained what it is that the House
of Commons smells of. I do not refer

to the actual Chamber, which merely
smells like the Tube, but the lofty pas-

sages and lobbies where the statues

are. The smell, I think, is a mixture

of cathedrals and soap. It is a baffling
but rather seductive smell, and they
tell me that the policemen miss it when

they are transferred to point-duty. Pos-

sibly it is this smell which makes ex-

1'iemiers want to go back there.

lint let us have no cheap mockery
of the Houses of Parliament, because
there is a lot to be said for them. They
are much the best houses for hide-and-

seek I know. The parts which are

dear to the public, the cathedral parts
are no good for that, but behind them
and under them and all round then

,here are miles and miles of superb
secret passages and back staircases, the

very place for a wet afternoon. They
are decorated like second-class waiting-
rooms and lead to a lot of rooms like

third-class waiting-rooms; and at every
corner there is a policeman ;

but this

only adds to the excitement. Besides,
at any moment you may blunder into

some very secret waiting-room labelled
"
Serjeant-at-Arms."
If you are seen by the SEKJEANT-AT-

ARMS you have lost the game, and if

you are seen by a Lord of the Treasury
gather from the policemen that you

would be put in the Tower. Or you may
start light-heartedly from the Refresh-
ment Department of the House of

Commons and find yourself suddenly in

the bowels of the House of Lords, pro-
bably in the very passage to the LOUD
CHANCELLOR'S Secretary's Room.

Still, there is no other way for

Private Secretaries to take exercise and
at the same time avoid their Members
without actually leaving the building,
so risks of that sort have to be faced.

\Yhile the Private Secretary is play-
ing hide-and-seek in the passages and

purlieus his Member waits for him in

the Secretaries' Room. The Secretaries'

Room is the real seat of legislation in

this country, and it is surprising that

Mr. BAOEHOT gave it no place in his

account of the Constitution. It is also

surprising, in view of its importance,
that it should be such a dismal, ill-

furnished and thoroughly mouldy room.

It is a rotten room. Mr. ASQUITH,
when "a Private Secretary, is reported
to have said of it,

" In the whole course

of my political career I can recall no

case of administrative myopia at all

parallel to the folly or ineptitude which

has condemned the authors of legisla-
tion in His Majesty's Parliament to dis-

charge their functions in this grotesque

travesty of a legislative chamber, this

sombre and obscure repository of

mouldering archives and forgotten re-

cords, where the constructive states-

men of to-morrow are expected to shape
their Utopias in an atmosphere of

disillusion and decay, in surroundings

appointed to be the shameful sepulchre
of the nostrums of the past." If that

is what Mr. ASQUITH said, I agree with
him

;
if he didn't say it, I wish he had.
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Tho room is pitch-dark always, and

it is full of tables mid tomes. The
talilc.s are waiting-room tables and tlie

tome-, arc as Mr. ASO.TITH has dcM-ribed

them. It is divided into two by a swing
door. One part is tlio female Private

Secretary part, the other is tbo male

Private Secret ary part, and it is lament-

able to record that no romance has ever

occurred between a male Private Secre-

tary and a female one.

The room is plentifully supplied with

House of Commons' stationery, which

disappears at an astonishing rate. This

is because the Members come in and

remove it by the gross, knowing full

well that the SI:IUKAN r-AT-Aiois will

suspect the Private Secretaries. It is

a hard world.

However, this is where the Members
'o their Private Secretaries for in-

structions. They come there nominally
to dictate letters to their constituents,

but really they come to bo told what

amendments to inovo and what ques-
tions to ask and what the Drainage
Hill is about, and whether they ought

ipport the Dentist Qualification

(Ireland) (No. 2) Bill, or not. It is

awful to think that if the Private

Secretaries downed tools the whole

machinery of Parliament would stop.
No questions would be asked and no

amendments moved and no speeches
made. Tho Government would have

things all their own way. Unless,
of course, the Government's Private

Secretaries struck too. But of course

tin; Government's Private Secretaries

never would, the dirty blacklegs !

After the Secretaries' Room perhaps
(he most interesting thing in the two
Houses is the House of Lords sitting
as the Supremo Court. Everybody
ought to see that. There is a nice old

man sitting in the middle in plain
clothes and several other nice old men
in plain clothes sitting about on the

benches, with little card-tables in front

of them. Two or three of them have

beards, which is against the best tra-

ditions of the Law. But they are very
jolly old men, and now and then one
of them sits up and moves his lips.
You can see then that he is putting a

sly question to the barrister who is

talking at the counter, though you can't

hear anything because they all whisper.
While the barrister is answering, an-
other old man wakes up and puts a

sly question, so as to confuse the
barrister. That is the game. The bar-
rister who gets thoroughly annoyed
first loses the case.

They have quite enough to annoy
them already. They are all cooped up
in a minute pen about eight feet square.
There are eight of them, four K.C.'s and
four underlings. They have nowhere to

Excitable Tenor (during dispute about flu bill). "Bi/T. MY FUIKXU, voc SOT KNOW .ME

WHO I AM NO? I AM SPOFFEBINO. To-NIQUT I BING AT ZE OPEBA ' BUTTERFLY.' "

Waiter (unimjn-essed) . "UM YOU LOOK LIKE A BUTTERFLY !

"

put their papers and nowhere to stretch

their legs. They sit there getting cramp,
or they stand at the counter talking to

the old men. In either position they
grow more and more annoyed. Four
of them are famous men, earning thou-

sands and thousands. Why do they
endure it ? Because lawyers, contrary
to the common belief, are the most

long-suffering profession in the world.

That is why they are the only Trade
Union whose members have only half-

an-hour for lunch. Well, it is their

funeral ; but if I were a K.C. sitting in

that pen, with the whole of the House
of Lords empty in front of me, I should

get over the counter and walk about.

Then the LORD CHANCELLOR might have
a fit ; and that alone would make it

worth while.

The only other interesting place in the

Houses of Parliament is the Strangers'

Dining Room. This is interesting be-

cause the Members there are all terri-

fied lest you should hear what they are

going to say. They never know who
may be at the next table a journalist
or a Bolshevist or a landowner and

they talk with one eye permanently over

their shoulder. It must be very painful.
But of course the best time to visit

the House is when it is not sitting, be-

cause then, if you are lucky, you may-
sit with impunity on the Front Bench
and put your feet up on the table. If

you are unlucky you will be shot at

dawn.
"

A. P. H.

-s BOOTS
HAVE BEEN

Ix KVKKYBODY'S MOUTH."
Adrt. in Local Paper.

We fear the advertiser has put his foot

in it.
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LABOUR AND THE RUSSIAN BALLET.

I WASN'T present at the station when

Madame I'VM.OVA arrived in London,

bringing with her, as I have been as-

sured l>y six dilferent newspapers, no

fewer than three hundred and eighty-

live pieces of luggage. I'.ut 1 have

'thanks to Sir .1. M. J'.utiUK. the

formation which a Russian pnma
ritia muk.'S in an English count ry

home, so I happen to know exactly

what occurred. I tliink it deserves to

>rded. Very well then.

Si I:M:.- .! Metropolitan railiray term-

inus, tlinuijk you wouldn't perhaps re-

I it looks a little like

the interior of a Greek cathedral and a

little like the fair at Nijiii Novgorod,
and the post' >^ have obviouslybeen

painted I''/ Mr. WYNDHAM LKWIS

or somebody like that. One porter is

discovered leaning against an mito-

nititic sweet machine designed by an

l-:.rpressionist sculptor. He is wear-

ing a long mole-coloured smock, and

looking with extreme disfavour at his

ln<l<j(ige-tritck,
n-hich has somehow got

I 1self painted liright blue and green,
irith red wheels. Music by 3. H.
Thomaski.

[Enter L., puffing slowly, the boat-

train. The engine and carriages
resemble Early-Victorian prints.
Madame PAVLOVA descends, and
in a very expressive dance con-

veys to the Porter that she has

one or two trunks in the guard's
can which she wants him to con-

i to a taxicab.

Porter. 'Ow many is there, lady ?

[PAVLOVA piroiteltes a little more
and points three hundred and

eighty-five times at the station-

roof with her right toe.

Porter. Can't be done nohow.
1 'A v 1,0VA dances a dance indicative

of absolute and heartrending de-

spair, terminating in an appeal
to the heavens to come to her aid.

Enter K. an important-looking

personage with a long white

beard, wearing a costume which

might be called a commission-

Hire's if it icasn't so like a harle-

Hitin's.

iler (impressively and with evident

relief). The Stazione Maestro!
The Staziune Maestro. Whak'sall this?

1

' \VLOVA dances an explanation of
the impasse. The S.-M. arid the

Porter ri'iimn- their caps and
scratch tlieir heads solemnly, to

slow music.

The .S'.-.V. (lifter deep cogitation). This
must he referred to the N.U.R.

[Enter suddenly. It. and /,.,

'i tire Com-
mittee of the \.l'.l;. There is

thunder and lightning.
PAVLOVA

repeats her appeal. The C.B.C.

confabulate.
The Chairman fin-

ally announces that the thing is

entirely contrary to the principles

of their Union, and (/'Me Station-

master permits it he must take

the consequences. The C.E.C.

disappear,
The -S'.-.V.' What about it, Bill?

Porter. We'll do it. (He dances.)

Here goes, Mum.

[Enter, suddenly, chorus of porters

irith multi-coloured trucks. (They
are the same as the C.E.C. really,

but they have changed their

clothes.) Aided by the S.M. and

Bill they remove the three hun-

dred and eighty-five packages,
and wheel them, walking on their

toes, to the station exit, B. Here

is seen a taxicab whose driver is

wrapped in profound meditation

and smoking a hookah, the bowl

of which rests on the pavement.
It is represented to him that a

lady with some luggage desires to

charter his conveyance and pro-
ceed to Hampstead. He comesfor-
ward to the centre and explains:

1. That it is near the dinner-

hour.

2. That he has no petrol.

3. That he wouldn't do it for
LLOYD GEORGE hisself.

He retires to his vehicle and re-

sumes his hookah. PAVLOVA
dances some dances expressive of

Spring, of Butterflies, of Flowers,

of Unlimited Gold. In the midst

of the final passage the driver

leaps from his seat, rushes on to

the platform, jumps three hun-
dred and eighty-five times into

the air, whirls PAVLOVA off her

toes and dashes'from side to side,

carrying her in one hand. He
finally flings lier into the taxicab

and returns to his seat. The lug-

gage is piled upon the roof by

dancing porters and tied with

many-coloured ribbons. The taxi

departs in a cloud of petrol, the

driver steering with his toes and

manipulating the clutches with
his Jiatids. Farewells are waved
and finally, surrounded by the

rest of the porters, the Station
Master and Bill dance a dance

of Glad Sacrifice, stab themselves
with their hands, and die.

CURTAIN OP SMOKK.

Mind you, as I said at the beginning,
I wasn't there myself, but I helped to

steer three boxes to the seaside during
the Easter holiday without the bland
ishments of Art. So I know something

EVOE.

LABUNTUR ANNI.

To A CHITAL HEAD ON THE WALL OF
A LONDON CLUB.

LIGHT in the East, the dawn wind sing-

ig.
Solemn and grey and chill,

Rose in the sky, with Orion swinging
Down to the distant hill

;

The grass dew-pearled and the mohwa

shaking
Her scented petals across the track,

And the herd astir to the new day
breaking

Gods ! how it all comes back.

3o ifc was, and on such a morning
Somebody's bullet sped,

And you, as you called to the herd a

warning,

Dropped in the grasses dead ;

And some stout hunter's heart was

brimming
For joy that the gods of sport were

good
With a lump in his throat and his eyes

a-diniming,
As the eyes of sportsmen should

;

As mine have done in the springtime

running,
As mine in the halcyon days

Ere trigger-linger had lapsed from cun-

ning
Or foot from the forest ways,

When I 'd wake with the stars and the

sunrise meeting
In the dewy fragrance of myrrh and

musk,
Peacock and spurfowl sounding a greet-

ing
And the jungle mine till dusk.

You take me back to the valleys of

laughter,
The hills that hunters love,

The sudden rain and the sunshine after,

The cloud and the blue above,
The morning mist and creatures crying,
The beat in the drowsy afternoon,

Clear-washed eve with the sunset dying,

Night and the hunter's moon.

Not till all trees and jungles perish
Shall we go back that way

To those dear hills that the hunters

cherish,
Where the hearts of the hunters stay ;

So you dream on of the ancient glories,
Of water-meadows and hinds and

stags,
While I and my like tell old, old

stories . . .

Ah ! but it drags it drags. II. B.

" MATRIMONY.
Accountant would write up Books, also Tax

Returns
; moderate charges."

Liverpool Paper.

This is much more delicate than the

usual crude stipulation that the lady
must have means.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
A NKO-C.I-idUiUAN TRIKS To MAKK T1IF.M CNDF.KSTAXP.
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PEACE WITH HONOUR.
Tins is the story of Mr. Holmes, the

Curate, and <>f how ho brought peace
to our troubled house. The principal
character! are John, my brother-in-law,
and Margery, my unmarried sister, and,
ui th. theprogramme, in large
If' UTS, Mr. Holmes, the Curate. I have
a small walking-oil part. The story
will now comni'

John ami Margery went out for a
walk in the beautiful Spring sunshine
as friendly as friendly. They came back
three hours later well, Cecilia (bis

wife) and I beard them at least two
villages away.
They both rushed into the room

d wilh mud and shouting at the

tops of their voices.
"
Cecilia," roarec

John,
" order this gir

out of my house. She
shan't stay under my
roof another hour."

"Cecilia," shrieked

Margery,
" he 'a an

obstinate ignorant
wretch, and thank
Ileaven he isn't my
husband."

I put a cushion over

my head.

Cecilia kept hers.

"If you will both go
out of the room," she
said, "take oft' your
filthy hoots and come
back in your right
minds and decent

clothing I '11 try to un-
derstand what you are
both talking about."

They crawled out of

before you existed at all, it was mj
custom to ramble o'er the dewy meads

plucking the nimble Nipplewort anc

the shy Speedwell. I breakfasted on

botany."
"
Talking of botany," I broke in,

' there was a chap in my platoon
John groaned loudly.
" Do you suggest," I asked,

" that he
\\ as not in my platoon ?

"

"I suggest nothing," ho answered;
I only know that they can't all have

i in your platoon."
All who, John ?

"
asked Cecilia.

All the chaps he tells us about.
Haven't you noticed, since he came
lorne, it 's impossible to mention any
.ype or freak or extraordinary indi-

vidual that wasn't like somebody in

the room abjectly and I came out into
the open once more.

" Good Lord ! What a family to be
in !

"
I said.

t
"
Cecilia," said John at tea,

" bark
mg back to the question of Hairy
Bittercress

"

" Huzel Catkin," said Margery.1 What on earth ?
"
began Cecilia

11 tell her," said Margery quickly.
ilia, we had a competition this
noon, seeing wno could find most
of Spring. Well, I found a bit of

! Catkin ."
'

Hairy Bittercress," said John.
tell you ," went on Margery

If you will calm yourself," inter-
ropted John with dignity, wo will
<li:-cuss the point."" There 's nothing to discuss. What
o you know about botany, I ',) like to
Enon .'

"
My dear child." said John,

" when
were an infant - in - arms, nay,

I CAN RECOGNISE THE PLACE.

"That is all, Cecilia," I said; "that
is how he got to Blighty."" We will now proceed with the sub-
ject in hand," said John after a mo-
ment's silence. He produced a small
crushed piece of green-stuff from his

pocket.
"The question before the house is,

as we used to say in the Great War,
'

Qu'cst-ce-qiifi c'est quo ccci?' Any
suggestions that it is of the Lemon
species will be returned unanswered.
For my part I say it is Hairy Bitter-
Tess."
" And I say it 's Hazel Catkin," said

Margery.
"And what says Hubert the herbal-

st?" asked John, handing the weed
o me.

his platoon ? It must have been about
nve thousand per cent, over strength."" I treat your insults with contempt

"

1 said " and proceed with my story.
This chap had the same affliction that
has taken Margery and yourself. He

t his life searching for specimensof the Single- weed and the five-leaved
JMinglebid. At bayonet-drill he would
stP 'n the middleof a 'long-point, short-
point, jab' to pluck asuddenOojah-berrythat caught his eye. In the end his
passion got him to Blighty

"
" H "

asked Margery.
Well," I continued, "it was the

morning of the great German attack
My fnend-er-I will call him X and
myself were

retiring on the village of
-Y, followed by about six million

Annans. Shots were
falling a ll roundwhen

suddenly X saw a small wild

Alan '"

I examined it care-

fully through the ring
of my napkin."

Well," I said,

"speaking largely, I
should say it is either
Mustard or Cress, or
both as the case may
bo."

I was howled down
and retired.

* * *
We heard lots of

the weed during the
next few days. Each
morning at breakfast
it sprouted forth as it

were.

"And how is the
Great Unknown?" I

would ask.

"The Hairy Bitter-
cress is thriving, we
thank you," John
would answer.

"Hazel Catkin," Margery would
throw out.

"Catkin yourself," from John, and
so on ad lib.

. They kept it
carefully in a small potin the window, and if one looked at it

the other watched jealously for foul
play.
"On Saturday," said John, "the

Curate is coming to tea. He is a man
of wisdom and a botanist to boot or
do I mean withal? On Saturday the
Hairy Bittercress shall be publicly pro-
claimed by its rightful name."
"Which is Hazel Catkin," said Mar-

gery.

Saturday came and Saturday after-
noon and, about three o'clock, the

I saw him coming and met
him at the door.
"Good afternoon, Mr. Holmes," I" You come to a house of bitter-

ness and strife. Walk right in.""
Indeed I trust not," he said.

1 Come with me," I replied ;

" I will
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lil.r UP, DEAR, AND (IIVE YOl H SKAT TO THIS I.ADV.

'On, DON'T I? I LOSE .MY PEAT."

KEMEMBKK YOI i.osi: XOTIIISO IJY BEING POLITE."

tell you all about it." And I led him
on tip-toe to a quiet spot.

Mr. Holmes," 1 said,
"
you know

the family well. We have always been
a happy loving crowd, have we not?"

" Indeed you have," he said politely.

"Well," I continued, "a weed has

split us asunder. My brother-in-law
and my younger sister are on the point
of committing mutual murder."

I explained the whole situation and
drew a harrowing picture of its effect

on our family life.
" Unless you help

us," I said,
"
this Hazel Catkin or Hairy

Bittercress will ruin at least four pro-
mising young lives."

" But 1 hardly see how I am to

I't'gan Mr. Holmes.
1 told him what to do.

"But surely," he said, "they will

know better than that."
"
No, they won't," I said. " Neither

of them knows anything about it, really.

Come, Mr. Holmes, it is for a good
cause."

"
Very well," he said. "

Perhaps the
end justifies the means. We will see
what wo can do.''

" Good man," I said. "Children un-
born will bless your name for this day's
work."

I took him to the dining-room, where

Margery and John were sitting.
" Here is Mr. Holmes," I said.

They both made a dash at him.
" Mr. Holmes," said John,

" we seek

your aid. You have a wide and deep
knowledge of geography that is

botany, and you shall settle a problem
that is ruining my home."

"Certainly I will do my best," said

Mr. Holmes. And then without a blush :

" What is the problem, may I ask?
"

" We have found a piece of

began John.
" Don't tell him," shrieked Margery.

" Let him see for himself."

They fetched the weed and handed it

reverently to the Curate.

Mr. Holmes looked at it carefully.
He breathed on it and moistened it with
his finger. At last he looked up.

" This is a very rare specimen indeed,"
he said ;

" I never remember to have
seen one quite like it. It is in fact a

hybrid." He stopped and beamed at us.

"What's it called?" shrieked Mar-

gery and John together.
Mr. Holmes chose his words carefully.
"It is called,"he said, "Hairy Catkin."
There was a pause while Margery

and John gaxed at each other.

" '

Hairy Catkin,'
"

said John sol-

emnly.
"Then then we 're both right !

"
said

Margery.
They looked at each other again and

then did the only thing possible in the
circumstances. Each fell on the other's

neck.

Mr. Holmes and I shook hands

silently.

The Wool Shortage.

"Blankets, guaranteed all wood."
Provincial Paper.

"
Antique Carved Ebony Carpet."

Another Proi-incial Pn/x-r.

Within there is the delicious scent of

burning logs, and all the fragrance of only a
Hd. stamp." Daily Paper.

We have tasted the backs of these

stamps a delicious bouquet.

"Berwick Guardians tm Eucsday favour-

tarining in Ireland, was more able to deal
receive their vates. The candidate, Mr. D.

S90I<1 jo uoi!)isod joj <|om!q oqj, uouitdo

accompanied feasting* and jollification, and
sent.uion what elections were like in the
the business of auctioneer."

North-Country Paper.

Portions of the paragraph are not too

clear, but we should say there was no
doubt about the jollification.
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STAGE AMENITIES.
"HELLO CISSIE! So you 'BE ASSISTING AT DAISY DABLIST'S BENEFIT TOO,

CHIPPO'S SCENARIO.

(With the British Army in France.)

IT was the Societe Grand Guiguol de

Cinema's busy day. On the beach at

Petiteville cameras were rattling away
like machine guns, orders from the

producer were hissing through the air

with the vicious hum of explosive
bullets, and weary supers were march-

ing and Doubter-marching in a state of

hopeless apathy.
At the very height of these operations

ChippoMunks wandered in tothe camera

barrage and got firmly entangled in

the picture. As "crowd in background"
was indicated by the scenario, the

producer refrained from killing Chippo
out of band in fact he invited his co-

operation for another crowd a little

later on. Thus it was that Chippo
earned the right to describe himself as

a " (ilium actor," with licence to speak
familiarly of his colleagues, CHAUI.KS
CHU-I.IN and MAHY I'ICKKOHU, and ful

posvers to paw ;is the ultimate au

tliority of the camp whenever cinemas
mentioned.

At the Cafe des Promeneurs it was

jenerally assumed that Chippo was

nerely waiting for a fat contract from

,he Societ<5 Grand Gnignol, and pending
ts arrival he explained that he was

ionstructing a suitable scenario.
" The public," he said,

"
is fed up

with Texas rancheros in Anza.c 'ats and
antimacassar trousers playing poker
dice with one 'and and keeping a sus-

iained burst of rapid fire against their

opponents with the other. They wants

something true to life. Now, my fillum

opens at the Cafe de 1'Avenir, where a

stout old British soldier runs a Crown
an' Anchor hoard at personal loss, but

"appy in the knowledge that 'e is

amusing his comrades."
" The same answering to the name of

Chippo Mimks ?
"

interjected Chris
Jones.

" The name on the programme is

Itriiiiiald Delivers," said Chippo firmly.
'

Aorost the way, at the Cafe de la

Vache Noire, a drunken unprincipled
gambler named Jim Blaney which
you will also reckernise is an alias

regularly pockets the pay of 'is follow-

i'S under pretence of a square deal

at banker an' pontoon. One night,

aving sucked 'is victims dry for the time

jeing and also largeh taken 'is cawfee

avec, Blaney goes acrost to the Avenii

in' sets 'is stall out there. Reginald
remonstrates.

I 'in the Great White Chief in this

'ostelry,' says he,
' an' we don't want no

three-card-trick sharks butting in.'

" ' My modest shrinking vi'let,' says

JJlunci/,
' I '11 play where I blinking

well please.'
. "Reginald thereupon remarks thai

sooner than allow 'is innocent patrons
to be swindled by a six-fingered thim

blerigging son of a confidence trickstci

'e'd start in an' expose 'im.
" At this point Blaney swears to be

revenged, an' there is n hinterval o

a minute while the next part of the

fillum is boin' prepared.
" The following scene shows Blancij

all poshed up and busy trying to worn
'is way into the confidence of SUZHHIU

(the daughter of the patron of the Caf<

do 1'Avenir), who cherishes a secre

passion for Reginald. 'E kids 'er to
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Mabel (to dentist). "BE CABEFCL, WON'T voc? I'M UBEFFI.V TICKLISH.

drop the contents of a white packet into

Ht'ijinald's vang llanc, telling lier it 's a

love lotion I should say potion that

will gain 'er Reginald's everlasting
affections. Reggie, being thirsty, scoffs

oft' the whole issue an' finds to his dis-

may that 'is voico 'as been completely
destroyed. That 's a thrilling situation,

Chris, tLprofesseurdeGrovm an' Anchor
not being able to do his patter."

'

'}} might as well shut up shop
right away," agreed Chris.

"Jest so. Reginald rushes after

lildiify and tells him off good an'

proper
"

" 'Ow could 'o when 'e 'd lorst his

voice?
"
asked Chris.

"Oh! burn it. This is a fillum

drama. 'E sees 'is extensive clientele

drifting away to the Vache Noire an'

Blanei/ getting so rich 'o can afford

Beaune an' eggs an' chips for 'is supper
every night. In the interests of the

misguided victims Reginald tells the

Military Police that drinking goes on

during prohibited hours at the Yache
Noire, an' gets the place put out of

bounds. All the speckorlaters there-

upon return to the Avenir, an' Part II.

finishes with Reginald recovering 'is

voice an' carolling 'Little Billy Fair-

play, all the way from 'Olloway
'

while
he rakes in the shekels with both bands
and feet."

" I 'm getting the 'ang of this a bit,"
said Chris; "I recollect there was a

chap named Slaney as once did you
down on a deal, an' I remember a red-

'aired girl at the Avenir. But all this

talk about love lotions and voico dope
gets me guessing."

" A fillum drama that 's true to life

ain't bound to be absolutely true as to

facts. The trimmings is extra. We
opens next with a little slow music an'
Jim Blaney meeting Reginald an'

-telling 'iin 'e 's reformed an' given up
gambling. Instead 'e's running a very
respectable football sweep, the prize to

be given to the one as draws the team
that scores most goals, an' 'e offers

Reginald a commission an' a seat on
the drawing committee if he '11 recom-
mend it amongst 'is clients. Such is

'is plausibleness that 'e even sells

Suzanne a ticket, though she's not

rightly sure if Aston Villa is a race-

horse or a lottery number. Reginald,
however, suspects treachery.

" ' Take your breath reg'Ier,' 'e says,
or makes movements to that effect.
' The matches for this sweep is played
on Saturday, an' I seems to recollect

that you an' a lot of the crowd is due for

demob on Wednesday, an' I 'm going
for leave on Tuesday. What guarantee
'ave we that you weigh out before

you go ?
'

" ' I pays out immcdiatemong on re-

ceipt of the Sunday papers, which will

be Sunday night,' says Blaney.
' That 's

good enough, ain't it ?
'

"
Reginald therefore invests an' par-

ticipates in the drawing, though still a
bit doubtful. 'Is fears is justified, for

on Friday night, 'aving got all the

money, Blaney steps outside the estami-

nay an
1

hits a Military Police over the
ear."

" Whatever for ? "asked Chris. " The
War 's over."

" That 's a mystery ; but the mystery
is solved when they 'ear that Bluneij
'as gone to clink to do ton davs F.P.
No. 2.

" ' 'E 's just gauged it to a nicety.'

says someone;
'

'e won't come out till

we 're demobbed, an' 'o '11 bo orf before

Reginald gets back from leave.'

"It's 'ere the finest scene in the
fillum ought to 'appen. Imagine a
crowd of defrauded au' infuriated sol-

diery, led by Reginald, marching up to

the F.P. compound and demanding that
the miserable Blaney an' their stakes
should bo 'anded over to them.

" ' Never!
'

says the Provost-Sergeant,
twirling his moustaches to needle

points.
" ' As a sportsman I appeal to you,'

says Reginald, 'or we'll wreck the
blinkin' compound.'
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Informative Visitor (member of party viewing sights of London). '"EaE Y' ABE, BOYS.

RINUKIt, Al.BKKT 'ALL, AND ON THE HIGH! WE 'AVE THE KENSINGTON GAS WORKS."
N OUB LEFT IS TUB STATOO OF THE FAMOL'S

" ' I '11 not give liini up while I have

breath in my body,' says the Provost-

Sergeant.
' I 've drawn Chelsea in the

sweep.'
" Then should ensue the gloriousest

shemozzle that ever was; but this scene

is spoiled by some miserable perisher
who says it ain't worth while making a

rough house till they know who 's won.
What really happens is that they wait

till the Sunday papers arrive, when it

is found Suzanne 'as won the sweep,
'er 'aving drawn Sunderland, what was

top-scorer with seven goals.
" It is then that Reginald's noble

nature shows itself. Instead of telling
'er that she's won an' then disap-

pointing 'er by saying the prize money
is in custody, 'e buys 'er ticket for 'alf-

price. Then 'e goes to the compound
an' bribes the sentry to let 'im talk to

niane;/ through the barbed wire.
" ' There 'a the winning ticket,

Bhiney,' 'e says ;

' now pay out.'

"'Pay out?' says Blaney, grinning
hideously.

'

Why, what do you think I

got into clink for?'
" And the end comes with Ee/jinaU

stalking 'elplessly outside the wire, an'

liliini'i/ laughing :in' taunting "im from
Inside."

"I don't think much of it," said

Chris critically.
" I know that Slaney

'im what you call Jilancy did actually

[lo you down real proper, but as a

ilium it ain't a good ending."

"P'r'aps it ain't as it stands,"

admitted Chippo,
" but when I 'in de-

mobilized when Reginald is demobi-

lized ,
I should say, an' 'e 'appens to

meet that Jim Blaney there'll be the

linest fillum finish that 's ever been re-

leased, if the police don't interfere."

THIS FOR REMEMBRANCE.
[The Government is reported to have three

million empty ruin jars for sale.]

I 'VK long mused on buying a rifle,

A chunk of an aeroplane's gear
Or other belligerent trifle

By way of a small souvenir ;

I've thought 'twould be fine (and your
pardon

I beg if this savours of swank)
If the grotto that graces my garden
We:e topped by a tank.

But only this morn I decided

Exactly the thing I preferred
To call back the prodigies I did

When the call for fatigue men was
heard ;

Though my life is again a civilian's,
Martial glories shall come back to

view
If I buy from those derelict millions
A nun jar or two.

Though the spirit 's long since been a
"
goner,"

Though the uttermost heel-tap be

drained,
1 will give them a place of high honour,
Well knowing that once they con-

tained

My solace when seasons were rotten,

When the cold put my courage to

flight,

Or the sergeant, perchance, had for-

gotten
To kiss me good-night.

In a world that is apt to he trying,
When things are inclined to go ill

And I 'in sitting despondently sigh-

ing.

Perhaps they will comfort me still;

At the sight of these hum hie mementoes
It may he once more I shall know

From the crown of my head to my ten

toes

That radiant glow.

Journalistic Candour.
" CHANCES MISSED.

By The Daily Mail correspondent recently

in France." hailij Mail,

" ' The Trojan Person in Pink '

will fill the

bill at the Haymarket." Evening Paper.

Is this intended for a description of the

lady to whom Paris gave the golden

apple ?
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THE WORM TURNS.
A JUGOLKK'S COMIC ASSISTANT UEFUSKS TO Ml'FF HIS TRICKS.

PRESENCE OF MIND.
Pifoun is not tho word for me
When 1 hear my 8-h.p.

i'st, model motor-bike,
J laving dodged the latest strike,

Is awaiting mo complete
At the garage down the street.

Joyfully I take my way
(And a cheque-book too to pay
Tim two hundred odd they thought it

Kight to charge the man who bought
it).

Still, it is a lovely creature,

Ip to-date in every feature,
And a aide-car, painted carmine

Joy ! to think they really are mine !

Time is short ;
I don't lose much in

Starting, and I let the clutch in
;

Lest I should accelerate

1'nssing through the garage-gate,
Feeling certain as to what '11

Happen, I shut off the throttle,
Whi'ii my heart begins to boat
I 'in propelled across the street
In a way I never reckoned,

(lathering speed at every second.

Frantic, 1 apply the brake,

Realising my mistake
With my hist remaining wit:
1 Yc not nil /it, hut opened it!
In another instant 1

Hit the curb and start to ny.

Aeronautic friends of mine

Say that flying is divine;
Now I 've tried it I confess
Few things interest me less,

Still, I own that in a sense
It is an experience.

These and other thoughts are there
As I whistle through the air,

And continue till I stop
In an ironmonger's shop
(Kept by Mr. Home, a kind

Soul, but deaf and very blind).
Still I mention this with pride,
For it shows how well I ride

1 have left the bike outside.

=|: * * * *

Little Mrs. Home is sitting
In the neat back-parlour, knitting.
Mr. Home, who hears the din

Which I make in coming in,

Leaves the shop and says to her :

" Martha, here 's a customer.
From the sound of clinking metal
I should judge he wants a kettle."

Mrs. H. shows some surprise
At the sight that greets her eyes,
And, in answer to her shout,
Mr. H. comes running out.

* * * :!: *

Now, it 's something of a strain

On the busy human brain

Passing through a window-pane
To decide what it will do
When at last it 's safely through.

As I gaze around I find

Horror! why, I must be blind !

Blind or dead, I don't know which-
All about is black as pitch ;

Thick the atmosphere as well

With a dank metallic smell . . .

Guessing that I am not dead
I attempt to loose my head
From a kettle's cold embrace :

And, meanwhile, to save my face

(Finding I can't get it out),

Say politely up the spout
"
Lovely morning, is it not, Horno '.'

Think I '11 take this little lot, Home;
It is such a perfect tit,

And I .m so attached to it

That I find I cannot bring
My own head to leave the thing.
So you will oblige me greatly
If you '11 pack them separately."

The Housing1

Stringency.
"House lor Sale l'2ft. by 1ft.. suitable for

bed-sitting-room." Provincial I'ajicr,

Commercial Candour.
" We claim that we can do you anything in

our line as well, or perhaps a little bit lest

than you will get it at many other places."
Advt. in Local Paper.

"ALLEGKU \VALI.KT-SNATCHKR TAKES Two
OMNIIUSKS."

Krening News.

No wonder there is a shortage in

London travelling facilities.
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THE WORD-BUILDERS;
A SlIOIlTAliK OP STRAW.

AiU'hkin has been doing great things

in forage, but prosperity
has not spoilt

him. Although be must bo aware that

I remember liiin in pro-war days, when

he used to strap-bang to the City witli

hU lunch in a satchel, nevertlieloss he

often invites me round on those rare oc-

casion-, when ho dines quietly at home.

The oilier evening, as he toyed with

a modest eight-course dinner, I per-

ceived that his cheerfulness was a trifle

forced, and I thought that probably he

was worrying over the behaviour of his

little son, who, tiring that afternoon of

iotor scooter, had done incalculable

damage to the orchid -house with a

home-made catapult.

When wo were left alone with our

cigars he unburdened his soul. It

appears that, ever since the Armistice,

ambition has spurred Aitclikin to be

something more than the " & Co." of a

firm which has become torpid with war

profits. He bad decided to start in

business
" on his lonesome," and to

make "Aitchkin" and "
forage" synony-

mous terms. Already be had taken

over the premises of a sovereign purse-
maker at a " reasonable figure." (When
Aitchkin is "reasonable" somebody
loses money.) But his bargain did not

include a Telegraphic Address, and that

morning, working from his letter-bead-

ing,
" Alfred Aitchkin," he had brought

himself to compose an appropriate
word. To the " Alf

"
of the Christian

name ho added "
Alpha

"
representing

the initial of the surname (I suspected
the assistance of his lady-typist), making
the complete word " Alf - Alpha

"
or,

written phonetically,"Alfalfa" Spanish
for lucerne. It was a word which
could not fail to fix itself indelibly in

the minds of his clients, for it recalled

not only Aitchkin's name, but the com-

modity he dealt in. Full of the pride
of authorship be bad driven round to the
G.P.O. in bis touring car.

"But they crabbed it at once," he
said sadly. '"Telegraphic addresses

nowadays have to conform to a lot o

rotten new rules."

He handed me a slip of paper on

which, over the dead body of "
Alfalfa,'

he had jotted down the following
notes :

(1) Not less than eight, not mor
than ten letters.

(2) Must not be composed of word
or parts of words.

(3) Words or parts of words may be

accepted if they appear in the middle.

(4) Must not look like a word.

(5) Must be pronounceable.
(fi) Russian names, on account o

their unusualspelling, might be accepted

And what 's more," Aitchkin con-

iniied, "even when you've got a word

vhich the Department will accept, it

las to be submitted to a Committee

,-ho take 'ten to fourteen days' to

nake up tboir minds."

A faint tinkling of the piano came to

or ears. Mrs. Aitchkin was waiting

sing to us. I produced pencil and

japcr and threw myself heart and soul

nto Aitchkin's problem.
" Eules 2 and 3 arc a little contra-

.ictory," I said,
" and it will require no

light ingenuity to form a combination

f letters which shall be pronounceable
Rule 5) and yet avoid the damnable

ippearance of a word (Rule 4). The con-

essio'n about Russian names reminds

ne of something I have read about

.baking bands with murder. In any
:ase it is a barren concession, because,

as we have seen, telegraphic addresses

nust be pronounceable. There is some-

hing sinister here," I continued. "This

s the work of no ordinary mind. Some

egal brain is behind all this."

Love of the bizarre and the latitude

of the Russian Rule led me to make

my first attempt with the name of that

ill-round Bolshevik sportsman, BLODN-

INKOFF, and I was endeavouring to

abridge it to not less than eight and not

more than ten letters without spoiling
;he natural beauty of the name when
Aitchkin stopped me rather brusquely.
And my next effort, "PLUCIUES," he

quashed, because he said that the im-

placable suspicion of the G.P.O. would
3e at once aroused by the diphthong,

'ancy, though, from the narrowing ol

sis eyes that he had some misgivings
as to the derivation of the word.

I then set to work with alternate

consonants and vowels (which must

jive a pronounceable word), dealing
with difficulties under the other rules

as they might arise. Meanwhile Aitch-

kin, after the manner of an obstruc-

tionist official of the worst type, sal

over me with the rules, condemning my
results. Even "

Telegrams : HAHAHA-
HAHA London," merely caused him to

sniff contemptuously.
" You '11 like this one," I exclaimed

ARLEYOTA. This is a combination o
the word 'barley' (the 'b' being
treated as obsolete like the ' n

'

in
1

norange ')
and the word ' oat

'

will

the ' a
'

and '

t
'

transposed."
Aitchkin was interested. Breathing

heavily, he tested the word with eact
rule in turn, while I sat relaxed in mj
chair. I pictured AKLEYOTA passed hi

the Department and brought into i

hushed chamber before a solemn con
clave of experts. How they would
probe and analyse it during thos<

momentous ten to fourteen days. Am
what a sensation there would be when

he}' discovered that ABLEYOTA begins
and ends with the indefinite article.

Aitchkin thrust the papers into his

jocket and rose abruptly, jamming the

stopper more tightly into a decanter

vith his podgy hand.
" Not too bad, AKLEYOTA," ho said

oftily ;

" I '11 get them to polish it up
it the office to-morrow." (So I was

ight about the, lady-typist).
He opened the door and we passed

out.

But it ends in TA," ho shouted

against the Ji'oscs of Picardy which

low came with unbroken force from

;he drawing-room.
" ' TA '

is a word,

you know."
" You may use it as such," I bawled,

but they 've never heard of it among
the staff of the G.P.O."

THE WANDERER IN NORFOLK.
A Fantasia on East Anglian

Place-Names.

TIRED by the City's ceaseless roaring~

fly to Great or Little Snoring;
When crowds grow riotous and lawless

I seek repose at Stratton Strawless ;

When feeling thoroughly week-endish

I hie in haste to Barton Bendish,
Or vegetate at Little Hautbois

(Still uninvaded by the "
dough-boy ").

The simple rustic fare of Brockdisli

Excels the choicest made or mock dish ;

Nor is there any patois so

Superb as that of Spooner Row.
PETT-RIDGE'S lively Arthur Lidlmcjtcn

Might possibly be bored at Didlington ;

And I admit that it would stump SHAW
To stir up a revolt at Strumpshaw.
The spirits of unrest are wholly
Out of their element at Sloley ;

But even the weariest straphanger

Regains his courage at Shelfanger.
No taint of Bolshevistic snarling
Poisons the atmosphere of Larling,
And infants in the throes of teething
Become seraphical at Seething.

Nor must my homely Muse be mute on

The charms of Guist and Sail and

Booton,

Shimpling and Tattersett and Stody

(Which, be it noted, rhymes with ruddy),
And fair Winfarthing, where KING TINO

Would seek in vain for a casino

Or even a flask of maraschino.
For here, far from the social scurry
That devastates suburban Surrey,
You find the authentic countryside;
Here, taking Solitude for bride,

The wanderer almost forgets
The jazzing crowd, the miners' threats.

" UNAPPROACHABLE
FAMILY ALES & STOUT."

Adi't. in Provincial Paper.

This should please Mr. " PUSSYFOOT."
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THE NEW SPIRIT IN WEDDING GIFTS.
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ON Till'. WKSTEHX FKONT.

ONCE again wo are " for it."

that heavy hour between live ami MX

when the, vitality is all too low for

the ordeal tliut bW*ita us. On either

side the far-Hung buttle lino of cluster-

ing figure* stretches away into the

gloom. It is an inspiring sight, this

tense silent crowd of men of every

class and vocation, united by a common

purpose, grimly awaiting the

moment when as ono man

they will hurl themselves into

the fray.
1 s it the mere lust for fight-

ing that has brought them

hero? Or is it the thought
of the home that each hopes
to return to that steels their

courage and lends that iiim

to their resolution without

which one enters the struggle
in vain ?

In the dim half -
light I

furtively scan the set fuees

around me and find myself

wondering what thoughts
those impassive masks con-

ceal. Are they counting the

cost? Most of them have

been through the ordeal be-

fore. Pale faces there are

small wonder when one

thinks of what lies before

them. Here and there a man
is puffing at his beloved "gas-

per" with the nonchalance
that marks yourbull-dogbieed
when stern work is afoot.

Yet one cannot keep one's

thoughts from the tremen-

dous possibilities of the next

few minutes. Where shall

we be a few minutes hence ?

Some, one knows, will have

gone West -and the others ?

Would they effect a lodge-
ment, or be hurled back baf-

fled and raging and impotent,
as, alas! had too often been
the case before ?

And what of those who
were even now maybe pre-

paring against our onslaught ? Their

intelligence could hardly have failed

to warn them of our intentions. The
position would be occupied, never fear,

and in force, with seasoned men from,

the East.

At last a stunning roar that seems
to shake the very ground, rising to a
shriek. Now it is each 'man for him-
self. The long line surges forward,

looking eagerly for a breach. Now we
can see our opponents hate in their

eyes as they brace themselves for the
shock. Now we are into them, fighting
silently, with a sort of cold fury save

where a muttered curse or the sharp

cry of the injured bears testimony to

the fierceness of the struggle.

But see, they turn and waver. One

more rush and we are through, driv-

ing them before us. The position is

won.

Breathing hard wo look around at

the havoc we have wrought, and sud-

denly the glamour of victory seems to

fade'and one loathes the whole sense-

SHAKSPEARE AND THE NEW ART.

'WHAT'S HEBE? THE PORTRAIT OP A BLINKING IDIOI?"
Merchant of Venice, Act II. Sc. 9

less, savage business. We do not really
hate these men. After all, they are our
fellow-creatures.

But what would you ? One cannot

spend the night on Charing Cross
District platform.

From a drapery firm's advertisement :

"WE NEVER ALLOW
DISSATISFIED CUSTOMKB TO LEAVE THE

1'HKMISES IP WE CAN AVOID IT.

IT DOESN'T PAY I

"

Scotch Paper.

Suspiciously like a case of " Your money
or your life!

"

BY THE STKEAM.

(Featuring the Premier.)
Ma. LLOYD GEORGE has relumed

from a visit to the haunts of his youth
with renewed health and reinforced

Welsh accent. The last day of his

holiday was spent in fishing in the

company of t\vo friends; but unfortu-

nately the newspapers failed to supply

any details of the scene, a lack of enter-

prise which it is difficult to

understand, especially on the

part of the journals known
to employ Rubicon experts
on their staff. Happily we
aro able to give information

which we have reason to

believe will not be officially
contradicted.

From his childhood Mr.

LLOYD GEORGE has known

intimately the romantic

stream, named, for some un-

explained reason, the Dwyfor
river.

'

To its musical mur-
mur may., be traced the

mellifluous cadences of the

statesman's voice employed
so effectually in his appeals
to Labour and the Paris

Conference. Who can say
what influences this little

Welsh river, with its bubbling
merriment, the flashing force-

ful leap of its cascades, its

adroit avoidance of obstacles,

may have had upon the career

of the statesman of to-day,
as through the years it has

wound its way from the

springs to the ocean ? The
senior fish of the Dwyfor are

well known to him, and they

gather fearlessly in largenum-
bers to smile at his bait and to

point it out to their friends.

- Towards the end of the day
ahumorousincidentoccurred.
A keeper appeared on the op-

posite bank of the river and

excitedly warned the party
that they were trespassing,

requesting them to retire.

To his amazement his demands were

ignored, and the trespassers replied to

his protests by singing "The Land

Song," the PREMIER'S rich tenor voice

being easily distinguished above the

roar of a neighbouring cascade.

"Lieut proposed that Mr.
,
our

present vice-chairman, be elected to the chair

until the usual election of officials took place,

by that time a capable member would prob.ibly
be found willing to accept the position.
Mr. thanked the proposer and seconders

for their compliment." Service Paper.

The new chairman seems to be easily

pleased.
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Sunday School Teacher. " DEAR ME, :MA<;C;IK, YOU 'BE NOT GOING AWAY HKFOIIE THE SERVICE is BEUCX?"
Little Girl. " IT 's OUR FREDDIE, Miss. 'K 's SWALLOWED THE COLLECTION.''

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
J/r. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IXKVITABLY you will line! a sad significance in the title of
nn-cst (COLLINS), the last story, I suppose, that we shall

have from the pen of -Mrs. HUMPHBY \V.\iu). It is a quite
simple tale, very simply told, and of worth less for its in-
herent drama than for the admirable picture it gives of rural

England in the last greatest days of the Great War. How
quick was the writer's sympathy with every phase of the
national ordeal is proved again by a score of vivid passages
in which the fortunes of her characters are dated by the
tremendous events that form their background. The story
itself is of two women in partnership on a Midland farm, one

j

of whom, the senior, has in her past certain secret episodes
which, as is the way of such things, return to find her out
and bring her happiness to ruin. The character of this
Janet is well and vigorously drawn, though there is perhaps
ttle in her personality as shown here to make understand-

able the passion of her past. All the details of life on the
land in the autumn of 191H are given with a skill that
brings into the book not only the scent of the wheat-field
but the stress, emotional and economic, of thoso unforget-
table months. Because it is all so typically English one
may call it a true consummation of the work of one who
loved England well. In Mrs. WAKD'S death the world of
letters mourns the loss of a writer whose talent was ever

ungrudgingly at the service of her country. She leaves a
gap that it will be hard to fill.

In some ways I think that they will be fortunate who do
not read A liemedij Against Sin (HUTCHINSON) till the
vicissitudes of book-life have deprived it of its pictorial
wrapper, because, though highly attractive as a drawing,
the very charmingly-clad minx of the illustration is hardly
a figure to increase one's sympathy with her as an injured
heroine. And of course it is precisely this sympathy that
Mr. W. B. MAXWELL is playing for first, last and all the
time. His title and the puffs preliminary will doubtless
have given you the aim of the story,

" to influence the public
mind on one of the most vital questions of the day," the
injustice of our divorce laws. For this end Mr. MAXWELL
has exercised all his ability on the picture of a foolish young
wife, chained to a lout who is- shown passing swiftly from
worse to unbearable, and herself broken at last by the
ordeal of the witness-box in a " defended action." Inevitably
such a book, a record of disillusion and increasing misery,
can hardly be cheerful; tales with a purpose seldom are.
But the poignant humanity of it will hold your sympathy
throughout. You may think that Mr. MAXWELL too obvi-

ously loads his dice, and he aware also that (like others of
its kind) the story suffers from over-concentration on a
single thenie. It moves in a world of incompatibles. The
heroine's kindly friend is tied to a dipsomaniac wife; her
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coachnuin li.is no remedy for a ruined homo because of tho

expense of divorce, und so on. To u great extent, however
Mr. MAXWII.I.* craft has enabled him to overcome even

these obstacles; his characters, though you may suspect

manipulation, remain true types of their rutlier tiresome

kind, anil tho result is a book that, though depressing,
refuses to he put down. But as a wedding-present no !

>'ltl (JKSKIXS) describes life round about and
down below a small coal-mine in Scotland something near

thirty years ago. Its authoi . ,|.\MI:S \YKI,SH. tells us in a

simple manly preface that ho became a miner at the ago
of twelve, and worked at every phase of coal-getting till

lately h-- v, as appointed check-weigher by his fellows, and
therefore writes of what ho knows at first hand. Here
then is a straightforward talo with for hero a sensitive and
enthusiastic young miner who draws his inspiration from
lion SMII.I.II:, loses his girl to the coal-ownor's son and his
life in a rescue party. The villain, double-dved, is not the
coal-owner but his "gaffer," who favours his men as
choice of position at

the coal-face in return
for favours received

from their wives. The
chief surprise to the
reader will ho the differ-

ence between the status

and power of the miner
then and now. The
writer has a consider-

able skill in composing
effective dialogue, es-

pecially between his

men; gives a convinc-

ing picture of the pit
and homo life, the
anxieties, courage, affec-

tions and aspirations
of the friends of whom
he is

" so proud." Nor
does he cover up their

weaknesses. Purple
passages of fine writing
show bis inexperience

BEHIND IN RAILWAY CARRIAGES.

slipping into pitfalls by the way, but Ins work rings true
d deserves to be read

by many at the present time when
imers are so far from being victims of "the block "the
imployers device for starving out a "difficult

"
man-that

they look like fitting the boot to another leg. One is made
realise their anxiety to get rid of that boot.

Ho,,- Th,-y Did It (METHOBN) may be regarded as a novel
a purpose, and, like most such, suffers from the defects
s good intentions. The object is

" an exposure of war
IHIR at home, and it must be admitted that Mr

DONOVAN gu-es us no half-measure; indeed Iras left with the idea that greater moderation would haveo a better case. To illustrate it, he takes his he oDHd <,r,,,,i, through a variety of experiences Incapad'tatcd from active fighting through the loss of an arm e is
given work as a housing officer on the Home Fiont His e ,

".rcoT, r^l l
he

,

all

?
ged extra ance and SjttaS

has too often allowed an honest indignation to carry him
past his mark into the regions of burlesque, and in par-
ticular to confuse character with caricature. But as a

topical squib, briskly written, How They Did It will provide
plenty of angry amusement, with enough suggestion of
tho romun a clef to keep the curious happy in fittin"

originals to its many portraits. 1 should perhaps add that
the plot, such as it is,- is held together by a rather per-
functory and intermittent love-affair, too obviously em-
ployed only to fill up time while the author is thinking
out some fresh exposure. This I regretted, as Man/, the
heroine, is here a shadow of what seems attractive and
original substance. I wonder that the author did not invent
for her a Ministry of Romance. He is quite capable of it.

Among the writers who have established stable reputa-
,ions for themselves during the War "KLAXON" is in the

,-ery front rank. This is partly due to an easy natural style,
nit most to a sound judgment and an amazingly clear eye
or essentials. To those (not myself) who want to forgot the

last few years it may
seem that we have

already been given
enough opportunities
to read about our sub-
marines. Well, I have
read nearly everything
that has been written on
this subject and could

yet draw great delight
from The Story of Our
Submarines (BLACK-
WOOD), a most inform-

ing and
fascinating

book. "Whatever hap-
pens," says "KLAXON."
the German policy

of torpedoing merchant

ships without warning
must be made not only
illegal but unsafe for a

nation adopting it. ...
If these notes of mine

SUCCESS
ARTICLES LEFT

--- serve no other purpose,
they will at any rate, do something towards differentiating
between the submarine and the U-boat." By which it will be

that to his many other claims on our regard
" KLAXON "

ie gift, not always found among experts, of modesty.

TP1E VISIT.
WHEN I went to Fairyland, visiting the Queen,
I rode upon a peacock, blue and gold and green ;

Silver was the harness, crimson were the reins
1 hung about with little bells that swung on silken chains.

When I went to Fairyland, indeed you cannot think
\Y ha pretty things I had to eat, what pretty things to drink;And did you know that butterflies could sing like little birds ?

id you guess that fairy-talk is not a bit like words ?

When I went to Fairyland-of all the lovely things !-
nej really taught me how to

fly, they gave me fain- winsAnd every night I listen for a tapPing
g
On the ptne--w ant so very much to go to Fairyland again. E, F.

\V e share the advertiser's desire for privacy d uring ablutions
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CHARIVARIA.
I i uppears that Irish criminals may

ividod into three classes (a) The
uni can't catch

; (/;)
The ones you

caught but can't convict; (c) The
\ou have convicted but can't keep

in prison.

To such an extent has America gone

dry that nearly all letters despatched
iVom Scotsmen living over there are

I with the stamps pinned to tho

envelopes. * ...

" \Vo are certainly going to gain by
I he sale of the Slough works," said Mr.

I'ONAII LAW last week. Whether to an

extent that will justify
(ho (iovemment for

having kept '1'hc Mi////

Mm! waiting like that

is another question.
*.,

*

Mr. .1 A si MS Fowl, F.I:

of Deptford has offer-

ed So walk from West-
minster .Bridge to

lirighton with a jar
on -his head. We as-

sumo that he. has mis-

laid his hat.

In I [ertfordshire the
i -I her day a boy was
knocked down by a

funeral-car. It may
have lu-eii an accident,
hut. il has all (lie ap-

pearance of greed.
"

*
"

instable giving
evidence at Willesden

police
- court said a

seventy miles an hour, says an inform-

ing paper, may he called a hurricane. At
the same time we doubt if this would
have much effect on it.

* *

Our sympathy is with the young
Flight Lieutenant of the R.A.I 1

', who
has been unablu to keep up with the

uniforms designed by the Air Ministry.
He is now said to be three uniforms
behind. #

It is claimed that whilst standing on

a certain rock near Aberdeen one can
obtain a thousand echoes from a single
shout. We understand that tho local

habit of going there in order to pull a

cork out of a bottle has now been pro-

prisoner called him a

:i;ant - major."
o foci sure the fellow

I not have meant it.

Mi - ALUM-: L.YocuM,ofBoone,U.j3.A.,
i. obtained lier thirteenth divorce.

said that she has the finest col-

lodion of husbands in America.
'''..

*

The man who last week said he had
not read " Another PowerfulArticle" by
Mr. HOKATIO BOTTOMLEY in the Sunday
I'ross is thought to he an impostor.

Parents in New York who are afraid
of losing their children may register
them at the Bureau of Missing People.
As \ve have no such institution in this
e 'untry parents must adopt the old

od of writing their names and
addresses on the top right-hand corner
of their offspring.

Any wind blowing at more than

Tli-itiult Muxeui Official. "No, YOU CAN'T OKT INTO THK MTIIMY CIAI.I.I:F;V.

THE GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AUK STILL TIIKIU:."

I'nstic, "WHAT! AIN'T THEY SOBTED 'EM OOT YET?"

have recently overheard the remark
made by a thoughtless visitor that he
was growing more like a Bolshevik

every day. , ,

A certain lamp-post in Maida Vale
has boon knocked down twice by the

same bus. If tho bus knocks it down
once more the lamp becomes its own
property. ,,

The ama/ing report that one of the

first six to finish in the fxnidon to

Brighton walk was once a telegraph-

boy is now denied.
:|- *

There is a man living in tho Kdgware
Road, it is stated, who has never been

on an omnibus. He
has often seen them

whizzing by, be de-

clares, but has always
resisted the tempta-
tion to take tho fatal

plunge. s
,

There will be no
Naval manoeuvres this

year, it is announced.
How under these con-

ditions Mr. POLLEN
can continue to teach

the Navy its business

is a very grave ques-
tion.

,,,
...

At a St. Duustan's
auction at Thornton
Heath autographs of

Mr. GEORGE Romcv
and the PREMIER were
sold at ten shillings
each. Mr. ROBEY, it

appears, generously
insisted on treating
the matter as a joke.

hibited owing to the annoyance caused
to American visitors.

* ..*

A large grocery warehouse in Liver-

pool was practically destroyed by fire

last Thursday week. We understand
that the orderly manner in which the

cheeses fell in and marched out of the

danger-zone was alone responsible for

preventing a panic.
:|:

^

ifc

"
Keep smiling and you will never

need a doctor," advises a writer in an
illustrated daily. A friend of ours who
put it to the test now writes to us from
a well-known county asylum advising
us to choose tho doctor.

According to a morning paper, Micky,
the oldest ape in the Zoo, now wears
a mournful expression and seems to be
tired of life. It is thought that he may

A Manchester scientist claims to

have discovered a means of making
vegetable alcohol nndrinkable without

impairing its usefulness. It looks as if

the secret of Government ale must have
leaked out at last.

:.
.

X!

We are in a position to deny a report
which was being spread in connection
with a certain Model Village scheme,
to the effect that the model bricklayer
had refused to perform unless he was

provided with a model public-house,
while the model public-house could

not be provided until the model brick-

layer started work.
*,..*

Bonnet strings, says a fashion paper,
will bo worn by debutantes this sum-
mer. Apron strings, we gather, will

continue to be unfashionable with our

flappers.
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Tins is a joyous try sting-place, my love,

\Vitli no inconstant climate to distract us;

1'me ;i/.uiv is thi) sky I hilt laughs above

Tlicso admirable bowers of prickly cactus,

Where wo may nestle, conjugating nmo

('Dear old San Remo!).

We've had onr difforonce, as lovers do;

-lit, misunderstanding came between us,'

But that is past ;
the sky (I said) is blue

And this the very sea that nurtured Venus;

Come, like her doves amid the groves of myrtle-
Come, let us turtle.

"How can they ever kiss again?" 'twas said;

I '.lit. Love made light of that absurd conundrum;

And lo! your breast is pillow to my head,

And wo"'vo a pair of hearts that heat as one drum;

Our bonds, if anything, are even more

Tight than before.

Your independence caused a passing pain,

But now, 1 thank you, I am feeling better ;

You '11 never go upon your own again
Nor I will write another nasty letter;

Embrace me, then, for sign of love's renewal,

Mon bijou (jewel). O. S.

THE IDENTIFICATION OF HOBBS.
OLD Hobbs, the gardener, has been in our family longer

than I have. Although wo live within twenty miles of

London only once has he made the journey to the great

city, for that one memorable day so nearly ended in disaster

that he always speaks of it with a shudder. Indeed, but

for the arrival of Mrs. Hobbs, belated, flustered and inquir-

ing everywhere for her man, he must assuredly have spent
the night in a police-station.

This is how it all happened. Mrs. Hobbs was returning
from a visit to relations in Sussex, and her husband was
to meet her in London, convoy her across the city and

bring her home. In order to avail himself of a cheap fare

Hobbs left by the 7.30 train, theugh his wife would not
arrive till four o'clock in the afternoon.

lie managed to get across London somehow. After

locating the station at which Mrs. Hobbs was to arrive his

intention was to spend the day
"
looking round London

a bit ;

"
but the crowds and the traffic were too mucli for

the old countryman, so he sought safety by staying where
he was.
Time hung heavily after a while. He lingered round the

bookstall looking at the books and papers till a pert girl
behind the counter asked him if lie wouldn't like a chair;
but when Hobbs, who was never rude and consequently
never suspected rudeness in other people, raised his hat
and said, "No, thank'ee, Miss, 1 be all right standing,"
even the pert girl was disarmed.

i lie amused himself counting the milk-churns on the
platform. Then lie killed time by interesting himself in
the stacks of unattended luggage and examining the
labi-ls

; and at three o'clock a railway policeman laid a
band on his shoulder and asked him what his game was.

Hobbs, a little startled but clear in conscience, told his
tale.

"That don't do forme," announced the constable. "I
been keeping observation on you since nine, and your wife
don't arrive till four, so you say. I seen you hanging

round the luggage and fingering parcels, and you'll just '.

come with me to the police-office as a suspected person

loitering. An old luggage-thief, I should say, to put it
;

quite plain."
" Me a thief !

"
gasped Hobbs, roused to realities ;

"
why,

I 've worked ever since I was twelve, and me sixty-three
'

now ;
1 was never a thief, Sir. Look at mo hands."

The constable inspected them critically.
"
They 're a bit

horny certainly; but then that may bo only your dam
artfulness. Come on and talk to the Sergeant."
The Ilailway Police-Sergeant briskly inquired his name,

address, occupation and all the rest of it. Hobbs gave a

good account of himself and mentioned that he had worked

in our family for forty-two years.
"
Any visiting-cards, correspondence or other papers to

identify you ?
"

asked the Sergeant mechanically. Ho had

said it so often to the people who cry
" Season ! Season !

"

when there is no Season.

Ilobbs confessed to having none of these things ; and no,

lie knew no one in London.
"Then you'll stay here till four," pronounced the

Sergeant,
" and we '11 see if this good lady of yours comes

along."
But, alas! no Mrs. Hobbs appeared. "Must have

missed the train," suggested Hobbs despairingly.
"
P'r'aps

the trap broke down or something."
There was only one more train, it seemed, and that

was not due until nine.

"Oh, I don't think my missus 'ud like to be so late as

that," said the suspect.
" She 'd wait till the morning. I

don't reckon she '11 come to-night."
" No more don't I." The constable was beginning to

enjoy himself. " If I was you I should drop the bluff and

own I was fair caught. If you was to ask me, I should

say you didn't look like a married man at all. We '11 see

what the Sergeant says now."
The Sergeant was accordingly consulted. He too was

rather sceptical.
" If there 's any truth in what you say you 'd better wire

to this gentleman at Monk's Langford that you say you
work for, and try if we can identify you somehow," he

advised. And to the constable,
" Take him to the Telegraph

Office and let him send his wire. -Then bring him back

here. Mind lie don't give you the slip."
So Hobbs, sighing deeply and perspiring freely, wrote

his message :

"
Sir, they have got me in the police-station

here and say I am a suspected person, which you know I

never was, having worked for you, Sir, and your father for

forty-two years. But the Sargeant here says he wants

proofs, and you, Sir, must vouch for me as being respectable,
which you know I am, and none of us was ever thieves.

So will you please do so, Sir, and oblige, as this leaves me
at present, George Hobbs."
The clerk glanced at it.

" It 's a long message," he said
;

"
it '11 cost four or five shillings."
Hobbs hadn't got that no, really he hadn't.
The constable standing on guard, rather bored, inter-

posed,
" We ain't asking you to write a book about it."

"
No, Sir, I couldn't do that," replied Hobbs anxiously." What would you say, Sir, if you was me ?

"

" Don't ask me," answered the policeman. "It's your
wire, not mine. Send something you. can pay for. We
only wants to find out if you 're the person you say you are.

Daresay you 'd like me to write it for you", and you 'op it

while I done it. I seen your kind before. Try again, mate."
So Hobbs tried again. And that is how it came uliou:

that at tea-time a telegraph-boy brought me the bewildering

message: "Mr. Lock-wood, The Nook, Monk's Langford.
Sir, am I Hobbs ? Hobbs."
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LOVERS' QUARRELS.
JOHN BULL (to France).

" WONDERFUL HOW A LITTLE STORM IN A TEA-POT BRINGS
OUT THE FLAVOUR!"
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Strong Van "Now THEN, LADIES AND GEKTLEMEN, KIKD APPBBCIAHOK, IF you PLEASE. You SHOBLY DON'T EXPECT A

\Vi:ST-EsD PEUFOKMKU TO 'ALP KILL 'iSSELF IN THE BUBUBS FOR FOCBPENCE?

BRIDGE NOTES.

(With acknowledgments to several con-

temporaries.)

IT would, I feel, be but fair to the

great Bridge-playing public to preface
these few notes with a word of warning

against the writers whom I find to my
regret affecting to speak with authority
on this subject in other periodicals.

Until, as in the kindred profession of

Medicine, it is impossible to practise
without a Bridge degree, nothing can

be done to prevent these quacks from

laying down the law. All I can do for

the present is to point out that there is

only one writer who can speak nol

merely with authority, but with infalli-

bility, upon all matters pertaining to

our national game.
In this the eighth instalment of my

series on Auction etiquette, I shoulc

like to urge once more upon the younj
Bridge-player the importance of play
ing quickly. And this because ye'
another case has come under my notice

n which much trouble might have

been avoided by doing so. In this case

. took seven minutes to decide whether

to play the King or the Knave, which,

specially as the Queen had already
jeen played, was, I consider, far too

ong. Y., the declarer, sitting on A.'s

eft, certainly found it so, for towards the

end of the seventh minute he dropped
off to sleep and his cards fell forward

face upward on the table. Dummy
having gone away in search of liquid

refreshment, A. and his partner B. then

played out the hand as they liked and

then roused Y. to inform him that, in-

stead of making game, he had lost three

hundred above.

Now, A. and B. were strictly within

the rules of Auction Bridge in acting
as they did. There is no legal time

limit for players, as there is at cricket.

But it would have been more tactful

had they roused Y. at ones, that he

might see what they were doing with
his cards.

Nor should tact be confined to such

comparatively rare incidents as this

for instance, it is a mistake to confus

Auction Bridge with Eugby football,

have known players who declared

Two No-trumps
"

in very
much the

same manner as that in which a Eugby
football-player throws the opposing

three-quarter over the side-line. Exces-

sive aggression is a mistake. A young
Civil Servant of my acquaintance even

went so far as to abstain from claiming
an obvious revoke when tlve delinquent
was the chief of his department. Unfor-

tunately, however, this young man, so

wise in other ways, had the annoying
habit of turning his chair to bring him

luck. On one evening, when the run

of the cards was against him, he turned

his chair between every hand and so

annoyed his chief that no promotion
has ever come his way, and he now

spends his days bitterly regretting that

he did not claim that revoke.

Passing to another point, I am asked

by a correspondent if it is permissible

occasionally to play from left to right,
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instead of from right to left, just to

relievo tho monotony. He asks, not

unreasonably, why, if this is not so,

writers on bridge go to tho trouble of

putting those little curved arrows to

show which way round tho cards are

to he played.
For myself, I sec no reason why the

right-to-left convention should not occa-

sionally ho reversed, always provided
that tho whole table agrees beforehand

to play in the same direction.

There are many other points to

which I should like to refer, and many
players to whom I should like to give
a word of warning. There is the player
who suddenly breaks off to join in the

conversation of other people who hap-

pen to be in the room. There is the

player who whistles to himself while

he is playing : this is a grave fault, nor

does the class of music whistled affect

the question ;
the Preislied performed

through the teeth is quite as exasper-

ating as K-K-Katie. Then there is the

player who breathes so hard with the

exertion of the game that he blows the

cards about the table. Finally there is

the player who slaps the face of his or

her partner. This is a mistake, how-
ever great the provocation. I have not

space now to deal exhaustively with
these breaches of Auction etiquette.

Besides, I have to keep something in

hand for future articles.

THE MADDING CROWD.
THE scene is an Irish Point-to-Point

meeting.
The course lies along a shallow valley,

bounded on the north by a wall of

cloudy blue mountains.
At each jump stands a group of

spectators ; the difficulty or danger of

an obstacle may be measured by the
number of spectators who stand about

it, recounting tales of past accidents and

hoping cheerfully for the future. Motor
cars, side - cars, waggonettes, pony-
traps and ass-carts are drawn up any-
how round a clump of whitewashed
farm buildings in the background.
Blanketed hunters are having their

legs rubbed or being led up and down
by grooms. Comes a broken-winded
tootle on a coach-horn and the black-
and-scarlet drag of the local garrison
trundles into view. The unsophisticated
gun- horses in the lead shy violently at

the flapping canvas of an orange-stall
and swerve to the left into a roulette-
booth presided over by a vociferous
ancient in a tattered overcoat and blue

spectacles. The gamblers scatter like

flushed partridges and the ancient bites

the turf beneath his upturned board
amid a shower of silver coins. The
leaders, scared by the animated table,

&di

Foreman (to new homd). "WHAT ARE YOU DOIN' THERE?"
New Hand. " OILIN' THE WHEELBARROW."
Foreman. "WELL, JUST LET IT ALONE. WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT MACHINERY?"

and the blood-curdling invocations and

wildly-waving arms and legs of the
fallen croupier, shy violently in the

opposite direction and disappear into

the refreshment-tent, whence issue the
crash of crockery and the shrieks of the
attendant Hebes. (Lieut.-Commander
KENWORTHYshouldhavesomequestions
to pop about this at Westminster when
next the Irish Question comes up.)
The bookmakers are perched a-top of

a grassy knoll which overlooks the
whole course, and around them surges
the crowd.

* * * * *

Scarecrow (in somebody's cast-off

dinner-jacket and somebody else's aban-
doned hunting breeches). Kyard of the
races ! Kyard of the races !

Farmer. Here y' are. How much ?

Scarecroiv. Wan shillin' an'-sixpence,
Sorr.

Farmer. There's "Price wan shil-

lin'
"
printed on ut, ye blagyard.

Scarecroiv. The sixpence is for the
Government's little Intertainmints Tax,
Sorr.

'Farmer. Oh, go to the divil !

Scarecroiv. Shure an' I will if yer
honour '11 give me a letther of inthro-

duction. We '11 call ut a shillin', thin,
and I '11 sthand the loss mesilf.

[Farmer parts with the price and
the Scarecroiv dodges swiftly into

the crmvd. The Farmer peruses
the card andfrowns in a puzzled
way ; then the date catches his

eye and he curses and tears the

list to pieces.
Farmer. Drat take the little scut;

he 'a sold me last year's kyard !

Cattle-Dealer (shouting). Hi, sthop
him there !

Farmer. Whist, let him go. Let him
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trap some others first tho way I '11 not

Lie the only mug on tho market this day.

Trickster (setting up hh table and

jerking his cards about). I 'in ufther

kin' a pony to thim robbers boyant.

hut, as Pierpont Kockafeller said to

.];\\\ n IX Morgan,
" business is business,

an' if yo dou't speculate yo won't accu-

mulate." Spot the dame ami my
money's yours; spot the blank and

yours is mine. " Tlie quickness of the

liiiiul deceives the eye, or vicy-versy,"
as Lord Carnegie remarked to Andrew

-child. Walk up, walk up. my
sporty "intlcmeii and thry yer luck wid

the owld linn.

Fanner. There go the harses down to

the post. Who 's that leadin' on tbe

black?
Dealer. Young Misther Darley, no

less. 'Tis a great fella for all kinds of

ilivarsion he is, the same. I was be-

yant to Darleystown this week past
and found him fightin' a main o' cocks

before the fire in his grandmother's
drawin'-room. Herself riz up oft' her

bed and gave the two of us the father

and mother of a dhrubbin' wid her

crutch, an" she desthroyed wid the gout
an' all.

Farmer. 'Tis herself has the great
heart. Hey ! that 's never Clancy goin'
down on the owld foxey mare? Faith,
it 's sorra a ha'porth cud she course or

lep these fifteen
years.

Dealer. Lep, is ut ? Shure she '11

spring out like a birrd an' fear no foe

by dint of the two bottles of potheen
she has taken an' the couple o' lads

Clancy has stationed at ivvery jump
to let a roar at her an' hearthen her
wid the sthroke of an ash-plant as she
comes at ut."

First Country Boy. Arrah, they 're

off, they 're away !

Second Country Boy. Thin let us
down to the big double, avic, and be
tbe grace of God we'll see a corpse.

< in I in Brown (hopping from one foot
to the other). Can you see Freddy,
Uncle George? Is he in front? I 'm
sure he is. He hasn't fallen, has he ?

He won't fall, will he ? I 'm sure he
will. I do hope he '11 win ; I know he
won't. The jumps look frightful, and
I 'in certain he '11 break his darling
neck. Oh, where is he, Uncle George?

Uncle George. Here, take my field-

glasses.
(iiiiin Brown. I can't see, I can't see.

Uncle George (drily). Try looking
through them the other way round.
Beshawled Crone (touing an aged

beggar-man u-ho u-ears a framed placard
reminding the public that "

charity
a multitude of sins," and an-

nouncing that the bearer is not only"
teetotallij

"
deaf and dumb, but also

blind, barmy and partially

May God's blessin' and the blessin's of

all the howly Saints an' Martyrs 1)3 on

ye, and would ye spare a little copper

for a pooi- owld sthricken crature an'

I '11 pray for ye this night an' ivvery

night of me life?

ilirl 1:1 jlrown. Give her a shilling,

Uncle George, ami tell her to pray for

Freddy now.

[Uncle George does the needful.

Beggar-man (miraculously rccovei ing

hit speech).
Whist! Was thatashillin'

lie gave ye ? That makes ten ye have

now, thin. Bun like a hare an' put ut

on Acrobat at the best ye can get.

Fanner. Clancy leads he a length.

Dealer. Thin 'tis a hardy rider will

dare pass the owld foxoy mare now, for

she'd reach out an' chew the leg off

him, she 's that jealous.
Farmer. Woof ! Pat Maguire is into

the watlier head-first an' dhrinkin' a

bellyful, I '11 warrant which same will

be a new sensation for him
Dealer. It will indeed. 'Tis a wonder

he wouldn't send a lad round the course

before him givin' the ditches a dash

from a pocket-flask the way he 'd be in

his iliment should he take a toss the

thirsty poor fella !

Farmer. The foxey mare is down on
her nose an' Clancy throwing somer-

sets all down the course. Acrobat
has ut.

Dealer. He has not. He is all bet

up. He 's rollin' like a Wexford pig-
boat. Beau Brocade has the legs of

him.

Girl in Brown (jumpingup and down).
Beau Brocade! Beau Brocade! Oh,
Freddy darling !

Beggar-man (miraculously recovering
his sight). Acrobat ! Put the whip to

him, ye lazy varmint I Acrobat ! Och,
wirra, wirra !

Dealer. Beau Brocade has him cot.

He is on his quarther. He is on his

shoulder. They are neck and neck.
He has him bet. Huroosh !

Farmer. What are you hurooshin' for

you with five pouu' on Acrobat ?

Dealer
(crestfallen). Och, dang it, I

was forgettin'.
Girl in Brown (dancing and clapping

her hands). Hurray ! Hurray ! Hurray !

Beggar-man. * * * ! 1 ! * * -in
[Local brass band, throned in a

dilapidated waggonette, explodes
into the opening strains of

.

"
Garryowen."

PATLANDER.

"The question which arises in the mind of
the writer is this: 'la Salicylic Aldehyde" Ca IIt < COH

orthohydroxylJenzaldehyde
"

OH
the cause of the trouble ?

' "

T}te Fruit-Groin i\

It must be a dreadful thing to have a
mind like that.

TELEPHONE TACTICS.
IT is now some months since the

great autumn offensive was conducted
with the idea of biting off an awkward
salient in my circumstances in brief,

of obtaining the necessary telephone to

enable me to commence an ordered

existence. For many, many days my
voice had been unheard crying in the

wilderness that I was a pool-demobilised
soldier, that I had onco had a telephone
and had given it up at my country's
call, and please couldn't they give me
back even my old, old telephone again?'
I have already told how in response to

these very human appeals I at length

got only a request for the balance due
for calls for 1914. My old friend Time,
however, worked his proverbial wonders
and one day a telephone came phit !i

like that.

Directly it had come I suspected a

trap somewhere. Nor were my friends

behindhand in telling me of tho horrors

of gigantic and inexorable bills from
which there was no appeal. They said

I must have a coin-box. Excellent

idea! I would have a coin-box.

So the great Spring offensive began.
In early February I opened a strong
barrage upon the main headquarters

(how lovingly these ancient military

metaphors come back to one!) and kept

up a little ligh.t harassing fire upon
the District Agent. The enemy replied
with rigid uniformity upon printed
forms a mean advantage, for I have
to type mine myself. But matters

progressed. At the end of the first

fortnight I had been advised that the

work of installing my coin-box had
been entrusted to no fewer than three

groups of engineers,
" to whom you

should refer in all cases."

Well, I " referred
"

for some little

time, and then, after a decent interval,

made their acquaintance separately.
If anything was calculated to bring
back memories of the lighter side of

the War it was the gracious and suave
manner in which I despatched and re-

despatched to other departments. I

might have been the buffest of buff

slips the way I was "passed to you,

please."
Once again I cancelled all my work

in the pursuit of where the rainbow
ends. Nor was this renunciation any
great hardship, for I had been writing
a book about the Realities of War, and
had just found that all tbe horrors that

ever might have happened had already
been set down by one who saw most
of the game, being an onlooker. " But
this," I said, as I set out every morn-

ing
"
this is the life, pure adventure

in every moment of it."

My efforts were rewarded. In late
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MANNERS AND MODES.
TIIT.N AND NOW.

I'ntm an Kmiy-Vidorian pocket
"
Etiquette for Gentlemen." "During the morning hours a gentleman visitor who neither shoots,

writes letters nor does anything lint idle about the house and chat with the ladies is an intolerable nuisance. Sooner than
the latter he had better retire to the billiard-room and practise cannons by him-
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THE PIONEERS.
SUPPOSED ORIGIN OF UNDERGROUND TACTICS.

February three people came and left

three coin-boxes in pieces. Then I

must admit that I did a foolish thing. I

wrote and said that I only wanted one

bos. I was afraid that if I kept them
all it would be a case of "Thr-r-ree

pennies, please," instead of one. (Mine
is a penny district).

It annoyed them all. They came
and took all the boxes away again
jealousy, I suppose. So at the end of

February I was back in my old trenches

again and visitors were still saying,
"
Oh, do you mind if I ring up So-and-

so ?
"

and I was listening to myself
answering, "Oh, do. No, of course don't

bother about the twopence" (visitors

always want calls just outside the

radius; I do myself).
The crisis came in March. It was

then that I joined the criminal classes.

For many days I had haunted the

telephone dump, taking a melancholy
pleasure in watching real engineers
come out with real coin-boxes for other

people. No Peri at the golden gate
ever looked more wistful. I know now
that it is opportunity that makes the

criminal, and one day the opportunity
came. It came in the form of a young
and evidently new hand, who emerged
from the dump and pitched upon me
me of all people to ask, "Can you tell

me where this place is ?
"

As he spoke
he began to get out a slip with the

address, and in that moment my fate

was sealed. One glance showed me
that he was the bearer of a perfectly

good coin-box, and in a second I had
seized the opportunity.
What he said I have not the slightest

idea and it wouldn't have mattered what
the address had been ; before he started

had assured him that by a curious

coincidence I was going to that very
place, and that by a still more curious

coincidence I was the very man who
wanted that coin-box. Curious, wasn't

it, how such coincidences happened in

real life as well as in books?
I took him to my home in a taxi. On

the way I succeeded in diverting his
mind from any possible awkward ques-
tions by relating details of my sad

story until I could see the poor fellow

was on the verge of tears. For those
interested in criminology I may say
that all the best criminal devices are
not necessarily planned beforehand to
the end; they are begun any-old-how
and the genius consists in carrying the

thing through afterwards, much the
same as running a great war. I recked
not what might occur after I had nefari-

ously induced the poor innocent to in-
stall the machine ; perhaps I had some
vague idea that the Englishman's house
is his castle, though this seems ridicul-
ous when considered calmly. How-
ever, what matter these psychological

dissections ? He came with me unsus-

pecting, and I piloted him out of the

taxi without his ever noticing the name
of the street even. How could I have
foreseen? Well, anyhow I didn't, or I

shouldn't have tipped him on the stairs.

With many nods and winks I gave

my wife the hint how I had managed
it, and we went about the house whis-

pering and hobnobbing in odd corners

like a couple of conspirators while he

began the work of installation.

Then the first dreadful moment came.

Suddenly he addressed me by my name,
with a certain suspicious interrogation
in his tone.

" Who ?
"

I asked blandly, going as

red as a turkey-cock, of course ;
I never

can help it.

He looked surprised and I plunged
heavily, giving the first name I could
think of, which happened to be the one
he had mentioned in the taxi his own,
in fact. He looked still more suspi-
cious and I knew it had been a mistake,

especially as close to where he had been

working were two envelopes addressed
to me. I am certain that if my wife
had not called me at that moment I

should have gone permanently purple
all over.

When I got back (I tried to get my
wife to go, but she said she would
rather I went, and that I wasn't really
as red as I

felt) when I got back I
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.1/1 .s. Faulkner (to l>htn<l Visitor).
" NICELY, THANK xoc, Miss, EXCEPT FOR A POISONED 'AND. Fon THE UEST OF 'EM, FATHER'S

IN HOSPITAL, l.riTL!: J'l.llltUIK S SCALDED IfKUSKLr AND BABY '8 GOT THE WHOOPING-COUGH. IT BE A lil.KSSINCi THAT TROUBLES
DON'T COMK SINGLY on KLSJ: TinniF, 'i> BE NO END TO IT."

could see that it had dawned upon
him that I had wheedled him there

without his knowing exactly where he

\v;is, and that he was determined not
to he had. Ue asked mo to sign for the

installation.

Alas, I could not do that. It was
only then that I realised that I am
constitutionally honest; hesides they
niifjht find mo out.

\Ye hoth tried to turn his thoughts
to pleasanter topics. Perhaps asking
him to have a glass of port was a mis-
take ; there are times when even bribery
is had policy. Briefly, after a mumbled
remark that " there was something
fishy," he refused to leave the box.

Dry-eyed wo watched him take it all

tlnvui and depart in a dudgeon. We
\v en; left with a vision of shameless
visitors with their twopenny calls and
interminable bills running up even while
wo were away on our holidays.
Let us," I said hoarsely "let us go

and look at our child
; she is all we

have left now."

Moodily wo turned to go upstairs.
In the hall we stopped dead. Upon
the floor was the wretched paper which

my Victorian conscience and my twen-

tieth-century caution had prevented me
from signing.

" He must," said my wife with her
usual perspicacity,

" have dropped it

on his way out. Let 's see who the
box was really meant for."

Picking it up I read aloud in cold

firm tones my own name ami address.

The box had been meant for us after

all. *****
\Yo got it in the end. It came one

morning, like the flowers in Spring,
quite suddenly, and we spent a whole

day telephoning to our friends to tell

them wo had a coin-box at last. I also

wrote a letter full of gratitude to the

telephone people and got the reply that,
"
owing to the shortage of plant, etc.,"

they regretted that for the time being
they could not grant my request for a

telephone.
\Ve did not tell them that we had

had one for tlu-ee months
; Heaven

knows what would have happened.
And we are left in peace now that

our visitors have beard that we have
a coin-box. L.

TWO "STKIN"-WAY GRANDS.
BY A PHILISTINE.

EINSTEIN and EPSTEIN were wonder-
ful men,

Bringing new miracles into our ken.

EINSTEIN upset the Newtonian rule ;

EPSTEIN demolished the Pheidian
School.

EINSTEIN gave fits to the Royal Society;
EPSTEIN delighted in loud notoriety.
EINSTEIN made parallels meet in in-

finity ;

EPSTEIN remodelled the form of Divin-

ity.

Nature exhausted, I hopefully sing,
Can't have more Steins of this sort in

her sling.

"
Disputing Sergt. Alvan C. York's claim as

the world war's greatest hero, Sergt. Mike
Donaldson of Now York has challenged the
Tennesscan to a debate on who is the greatest
war hero."

Neio Haven Journal-Courier (V.S.A.)
Without waiting for the result of this

unique contest Mr. Punch has no hesi-

tation in saying that between them
these warriors are responsible for the

mightiest
" blow

"
of the War.
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id (at tlie end of Ins vocabulary).
" WHAT DID LORD FISHEB BAY IN 1919? "

FROM THE DANCE WORLD.
(By our Ballet Expert.}

The Daily Graphic announces that

Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT has "fallen a

willing victim to the latest fashionable

dances," and is having lessons in them
" in the privacy of his Hanover Square
home." A thousand entrancing possi-
bilities are opened up by this bald an-

nouncement. We are content to sup-

plement it by a few authentic details.

Mr. BENNETT, who does nothing by
halves, has mapped out a programme
which will occupy his energies for at

least two years. First comes the period
of pupilship, which will last for six

months. Then a year on the stage;
then six months devoted to the com-

position of three novels and three plays,
each with a Terpsichorean motive.

Already, while engaged on his daily
exercises, Mr. BENNETT has found time
to revise the titles of some of his earlier

works in keeping with his present aims,
and two of these have now been ap-
propriately rechristened Anna Pavlova
of the Five Towns and Helen of the

High Kick.
In the actual technique of his adopted

art Mr. BENNETT has already shown
extraordinary progress. The other day,
while a wedding party was just about
to leave St. George's, Hanover Square,
Mr. BENNETT, who happened to be

passing by, took a flying caracole clean

over the Rolls-Royce which contained

the happy pair. Those who witnessed

the feat say that it eclipsed NIJINSKY

in his most elastic mood. But Mr.

BENNETT is not satisfied, and declined

an invitation to appear at the Devon-
shire House Ball last week on the

ground that his achievement does not

yet square with his ambition. More-
over he has decided not to dance in

public under his real name, but is not

yet quite certain whether to choose the

artistic pseudonym of Ben Netsky or

Cinquecitta probably the latter.

Above all he is firmly resolved to pre-
serve in his .dancing the sympathetic
and humanistic tone of his presentation
of life in his books. It will be a mes-

sage of hope. He is determined by his

gestural artistry and Resilient thistle-

downiness to " sanction and fortify the
natural human passion for believing
that life can somehow, behind all the
miseries and the mysteries, mean some-

thing profoundly worth while." To
render justice to his mental and phy-
sical agility is beyond our powers.
We have been driven to culling this

memorable sentence from the latest
and most preternaturally precious of

his American admirers.
It is only fair to say that as a dancing

fictionist Mr. BENNETT will not be
allowed to have it entirely his own

way. Rumours are already afloat of

the appearance on the boards of Messrs.

CHESTERTON and BELLOC, under the

impressive aliases of Campoborgo and

Bellocchio,
" the Terrible Tarantula-

tors." This may be only a wild sur-

mise. There is however strong a priori
evidence in support of the statements

that Mr. MASEFIELD is taking lessons in

the Fox Trot at Boar's Hill, and that

Lord Northsquith is bringing back

with him from Morocco a powerful
troupe of Dancing Dervishes, with the

intention of installing them ultimately
in Downing Street.

Our Literary Legislators.

"AN IMPERIAL POLICY. .

(By Mr. ALFBED BIGLAND, M.P.)

May I commence my argument by a well-

known quotation from Shakespeare,
' He

knows not England who only England
knows '

?
"

Liverpool Paper.

"SITUATIONS OPEN.

(COLONIAL, INDIAN AND FOBEIGN.)
IBELAND. Invoice Clerk required by leading

firm of Wholesale Druggists in Ireland."

Trade Paper.

Dominion Homo Rule casts its shadow
before. .

" The decree of the Archbishop of Canterbury
for the creation of a separate Providence of

Wales was read." Scotch Paper.

What'swrong with Mr. LLOYD GEORGE?
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RESTORING THE BALANCE.
VOICE FROM AUDIENCE. " IT 'S A TRICK !

"

PERFORMI.H. "OF COURSE IT'S A TRICK! THE POINT IS THAT IT HASN'T BEEN DONE
FOR YEARS AND YEARS AND I'LL TROUBLE YOU TO APPLAUD IT."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, A/nil 1-lth. Neither Min-

isters nor ordinary Members showed

auy marked eagerness to resume their

Parliamentary labours. Little green
oases were to bo seen in every part of

the House, and on the

Treasury Bench even Un-
der- Secretaries (who often

have to maintain a pre-
carious porch on one an-

other's knees) had room
to spread themselves.

The Underground Rail-

way may, like Nature, bo

careless of the individual,

but it is extremely careful

of the typewriter, and in-

sists on making a special

charge for this instrument,

officially regarded as a

bicycle. But as Sir ERIC
GEDOES announced that

this extortion,
"
though

legal," was in his opinion
"neither just nor expedi-
ent," we may hope that it

will shortly be abandoned.
The Ministry of Transport
at last seems likely to jus-

tify its existence.

Lieut.-Commander KEN-
WORTHY was annoyed to

find that there has been no change dur-

ing the recess in the regulations relat-

ing to passports, and that they are still

not issued to Soviet Eussia. The tone
of the Minister's reply rather suggested
that the Government might be disposed

to learn that, though the heads of agree-
ment were being discussed, no contract

had yet been signed. He was ifcdeed

rather surprised that the Government
should think of parting at all with what
the LEADER OP THE HOUSE had assured

them was going to bo " a dripping roast

"HOT STUFF."
MR. MILLS OP

to make an exception in favour of the
hon. and gallant Member.
Tuesday, April 13th. Afterthe official

announcement that the Slough depot
had been sold, and the chorus of satis-
faction in the Press that the Govern-
ment had disposed of its white elephant
at a profit, Mr. HOGGE was disappointed

MB. PUNCH GREETS HIS DOUBLE.
MR. FILDES OF STOCKPOBT.

for the taxpayer." Mr. LAW smilingly
disclaimed the coinage of this appetising

phrase.
Mr. MILLS, the new Member for

Dartford, is credited with being "very
hot stuff

"
(a cadet, 1 am told, of the

Moulin Rouge family), but he looked
much too trim and spruce for a real

revolutionary as he walked up, amid
the plaudits of his Labour colleagues,
to take the oath and his seat. In fact

Mr. GREENWOOD, the new Coalition-

Unionist Member for Stockporfc, who
followed him, has much more the air of

an homme dupeuple. As for Mr. FILDES,
his Coalition-Liberal colleague, I don't

wonder that Stockport favoured a can-

didate whose genial countenance so

strongly resembles that of Mr. Punch.
The debate on the Civil Service Esti-

mates furnished Mr. HOPKINS with an

opportunity of delivering an appeal,
doubtless cogent but mainly inaudible,
for the restoration of the exchange
value of the pound sterling. Mr. A. M.
SAMUEL, on the other hand, was more
audible than orthodox. At least it

rather shocked me to be told that we
were getting too much for the pound
before the War. Mr. BALDWIN, for the

Government, made a speech so full of

sound commonsense that SirFREDERICK
BANBURY hoped he would send a special

copy of it to San Eemo for the edifica-

tion of the PRIME MINISTER.

The rest of the evening was mainly
taken up with the case of the Irish

hunger-strikers. Mr. BONAH LAW was
at first very stiff 1n his attitude, point-

ing out quite reasonably that if the
Government found it necessary to intern

people suspected of crime it was absurd
to let them out again be-

cause they threatened to

commit suicide. Several

Members, English as well

as Irish, thought that

there was a case for differ-

entiating between con-

victed prisoners and those

who were merely under

suspicion, and on the ad-

journment the Irish Attor-

ney - General a little re-

lieved the prevailing gloom
by a hint that some modi-
fication of the prison-rules

might be made on these

lines.

Wednesday, Aprill4th.
The MINISTER OP HEALTH
announced with some

pride that under the Hous-

ing Acts passed last year
no fewer than 1,346 dwell-

ings had actually been

completed, and twelve
thousand more were in

various stages of construc-

tion. But he showed no enthusiasm
for the suggestion that he should ex-

tend the benefits of the Acts to others
besides the "

working classes," and

flatly declined to attempt a definition

of that ambiguous term. It is believed,

AN EX-ADMIRALTY CRICHTON.
DR. MACNAMARA EFFECTS A LABOUR

EXCHANIiK.
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Our Animal Artist. "THOSE CHICKENS I BOUIJHT OFF YOU ARE xo GOOD TO ME.''

Farmer. "No GOOD, SIR? WHAT'S WRONG wi' 'EM?"

Our Animal Artist. '-THEY'VE GOT NO EXPRESSION. "

however, that recent experience has
convinced hitn that builders in general
and bricklayers in particular cannot

properly be so described.

Mr. KENDALL'S attempt to get the

House to pledge itself in advance to

the full policy of Lord BUCKMASTER'S
Divorce Bill was defeated. The main

opposition came from Mr. RONALD
M< NEILL, who sits for Canterbury
and spoke with cathedral solemnity.
Mr. Mi'Nuo supported the Eesolution,
on the ground that Englishwomen
ought not to be refused the advan-

tages enjoyed by their Scotch sisters.

Marriage in Scotland appears to re-

semble Glasgow there are great facili-

ties for getting away from it. But

Lady ASTOB, hailing from a land where

they are even greater, displayed no
desire to jump to conclusions, and asked
for an interval of five or ten years to

make up her mind.
If the cheers that greeted Mr. MAC

1'iiEitsoN were meant to console him
for bis "Irishman's rise" in slipping
down from the Chief Secretaryship to

the Ministry of Pensions, they were

assuredly superfluous. The supposed
victim was obviously delighted to be riil

of the responsibility for a policy which

seems to grow more tangled every day.

Only on Tuesday Mr. BONAR LAW was

assuring the House that the Mountjoy
hunger-strikers must be left to commit
suicide if they chose; the Government
could not release men suspected of

grave crimes. This afternoon he an-

nounced that sixty-six of them had in

fact been liberated on parole.
The new Minister of Labour (late

of the Admiralty) came on board again,

looking none the worse for his strenu-

ous exertions at Camberwell. He had
a hearty welcome from all quarters of

the House, which would hardly know
itself without its

" Dr. MAC."
It is one thing to gain a seat in the

House, but quite another thing to keep
it, as Sir \V. JOYNSON-HICKS has just
discovered. Returning from a prolonged
tour in foreign parts he found that his
favourite corner-seat had been annexed
by another Member. Determined to
reclaim it, he visited the House at
8 A.M. and inserted his card ; but on
coming back to the House for prayers
found that the usurper had substituted
her own. Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR, with
old-world chivalry, considered that the

only lady-Member should be allowed
to sit where she pleased ; but the

SPEAKER upheld the principle
"

first

come, first served."

On a Vote of twenty-seven millions

for the expenses of the Ministry of

Munitions Mr. HOPE told a flattering
tale. The Department might be spend-

ing a lot of money, but it was making
a great deal more; and he anticipated
that the Disposals Board would hand
over to the Exchequer this year some-

thing like a hundred millions, if not

more. The Slough Depot, he main-

tained, bad been run at a profit and
sold at a profit. The Ministry might
have made some mistakes, but it repre-
sented a prodigious national effort, of

which the historian would speak with

amazement and praise.

Unimpressed by this panegyric Sir

DONALD MACLEAN intimated that he
came to bury the Ministry and not to

praise it. In his view its administra-

tion had been grossly extravagant. He
demanded the full details of the Slough
transaction and suggested that the

Vote should be withdrawn until they
were forthcoming. To this proposal
Mr. HOPE, with more humility than
I should have expected after the op-
timism of his earlier speech, ultimately
agreed.
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KiJitc-r |/o iif I f noinarhat dissolute lialits irho lias been paid in advance /or contributions ir/iit/t are not forthcoming). "I KNOW
10: KK COlJSt; TO THE DEVIL AS 1IAKP AS YOU CAN; BUT YOU '\'E GOT TO 8ISU AS YOU GO."

THE LAND OF LOGIC.
LET me tell you about my National-

ist friend, Gabal Osman EtTendi.

The circumstances of his brother's

death, which were as follows, drove him
into politics and made him a fervent

advocate of "
Egypt for the Egyptians."

His brother was in a very humble

way and lived in a little mud village.
There lie had a friend, yet poorer than

himself, who only attained to prosper-

ity when a plague fell on the village.
The sanitary authorities put a cordon
around it to prevent the spread of the

plague, and hired this man among
others to throw disinfectants and things
into any drains that happened to exist.

Thus Osman Etfendi's brother's friend

became a Government servant.

Now Osman Effendi's brother had a

sore leg. Whon he hoard of his friend's

new work he thought ho saw a way to

avoid any doctor's fees. So he went to

him and said,
" I hear that you are now

a doctor." His friend, proud but truth-

ful, said he was perhaps hardly that,
but he was certainly put to administer

drugs. Osmaii's brother pointed out
that his leg was sore and suggested that
it should be healed. The other looked

doubtful, then produced a lump of his

disinfectant. "This," said he, "is a

powerful drug and, who knows? it may
cure your leg." It was a friendly act ;

but Osman's brother swallowed the

lump and shortly afterwards died.

Osman Effendi at once brought an

action for damages against the Govern-

ment, on the ground that its servant

had caused the deatli of his brother

(whom, as a matter of fact, he himself

had largely supported). The case was
hoard by a Court on which sat two

Egyptian judges and one English, and
the decision went against Osman. This

convinced him of the injustice of the

English.
The Assize Court of Appeal, which

visited the district and heard Osman
Effendi's appeal against the first ver-

dict, consisted of three Egyptian judges.
It is true that the English judge who
should have gone on Assize had fallen

ill, and there was no other to take his

place. But Osman Effendi saw in this

too the malevolent hand of the English,
who nourished a grudge against him.

"How," he said, "can I obtain justice
if there is no Englishman on the

Court ?
"

From that moment he has become
an ultra-Nationalist, and has, I believe,

been seen in the streets of Cairo shout-

ing with the best of them the latest
"
English

"
catchword of "

Long Live

Egypt ! Long Die MILNEB !

"

He is, you see, an educated man.

Consolidating the Empire.
"In honour of the visit to Napier of the

Prince of Wales the roof of the Borough
Council offices is to be given a coat of paint.'

New Zealand

" PERSONAL.
ARTHUR. Yon idiot. Irene." Times.

Very
"
personal," we should say.

" Sir Auckland and Lady Geddes left London
last Saturday for the Untied States."

liiah Paper.

It is only fair to add that they have
not chosen this country for the sake of

its easy Divorce Laws.

"Major Christopher Lowther (CUCumbcr-
land, North) moved a new clause."

PrortncuiZ Paper.

It was somewhere in this neighbour-
hood, we believe, that WOKDSWOBTH
discovered his " winsome marrow."

"Though to-day is Primrose Day . . ."

Daily Mirror, Aprtl V2th.

At the risk of being thought behind

the times, we ourselves deferred our

celebration until April 19th as usual.
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AT THE "PLAY.
" I!lUI>S OF A l''HAT!Ii:it."

IT is nearly always a good thing for

the author of a play to know what he

is after, and if ho can get his audience

to follow him so much the hotter. It

i-i quite possible that Mr. ESMOND had

;m idea in his head when ho wrote Jiinh

of a Ffiithfi; hut if so ho never let mo

get at it. Up to the very end I hud no

conception of what he was trying to

illustrate, unless it was the trite theory
that we are the creatures of our en-

vironment.

That, at any rate, was how Constance

(of "the House of Usslier ") explained
her vagaries, though I couldn't see why.
The daughter of a very rich Jew, whose

Christian wife had run away from him,
she was hrought up in great comfort,

which included the love

of a peer's son, her

father's secretary. It

is true that her stern

parent would not hear

of their union ; but that

has no doubt happened
to young heiresses be-

fore now without turn-

ing them into criminals.

With Constance how-
ever it seems to have
been different. She had

gathered from what she

knew of her father's

career that there must
be easy ways of making
money if you are not

too scrupulous, so she

forged his name for a

thousand pounds witli

speculative intent. It

was open to the old

man to regard this as an act of filial

piety, since it wa's an attempt, however
crude, to follow the parental tradition

;

but apparently forgery had not been
one of his foibles and he threatened
her with the law unless she gave up
the idea of marrying the secretary, now
dismissed from his service.

Meanwhile she has been carrying on
a secret intrigue with that gentleman
(she must have got this from her
"Christian" mother), and when her
father comes to know of it he suddenly
exhibits an unsuspected gift of senti-

mentality (

" My baby Con ! my baby
Con !

"
he sobs), and, in terror lest his

ewe-lamb's name should bo tainted by
the breath of scandal, he oilers his late

secretary a heavy sum of money to
make an honest woman of her. It
sounds a little inconsistent, but of
course there may have been a nice
differentiation in the old rogue's mind
between a moral and a criminal offence,
in favour of the latter.

As for Constance I have seldom met

a less sei/ablo character. If she was

the result of environment there was no

visible sign to show how it infected her.

We simply had to take Mr. ESMOND'S

word for it. To me the menage seemed

to !>e of the most respectable. But, of

course, you can always attribute any-

thing to your surroundings. One en-

vironment is vicious and so drives you
to vice; another is virtuous with the

same effect. Constance might condemn

hers, but it never had a chance with a

girl like that.

For myself it was not her viciousness

that worried me, it was her vulgarity;

and of this she seemedquito unconscious.

Her speech abounded in second-rate col-

loquialisms. Was it her environment

that taught her to say dreadful things
like

" Put that in your pipe and smoke

"YOU SETTLE WITH HIM. YOU 'BE CHAIBMAN OF TUB ANH-PBOFITF.ERING
COMMITTEE."

it
"

? The cheap fun that she got out
of a girl-friend who had made it a rule
to pray for her was the kind of thing
you would be sorry to find in a common
boarding-school. And are gentlefolk
in the habit of asking a man, as Con-
stance did, how it was that he ever
came- to get engaged to such a woman
as the one of his choice ? In Bayswater
it simply isn't done.
At the end of the First Act, after

many trivialities and the waste of pre-
cious time over a description of certain
characters that were presently to appear
and endorse it, there was a sudden
diversion. The professional card of a
private detective was discovered in an
arm-chair. No one seemed to know
how it got there, and, as the curtain
chose this moment to fall, we were left
in a state of palpitation, wondering howwe wore to get through the interval
with our curiosity unappeased. Ulti-

mately it turned out that the detective
was to be employed by Miss Usslier

(aunt) to verify her suspicions with

regard to the morals of Constance. But
I shall never get you to believe me when
I say that the subject was not so much
as touched again till the final Act.

I have spoken of the incongruous
stuff of which old Jacob Ussher's heart

was constructed. That strange organ
was hard enough to make him give his

daughter away to his secretary in the

matter of the forgery ; but when it came
to a question of the exposure of her re-

lations with her lover this same heart

was found to be of the consistency of

putty.
I hope I shall not seem guilty of

Constance's indiscretion if I politely
wonder how it was that so astute a

judge as Miss MAKIE LOHB accepted
this play. Actor-managers, of course,
have been known to produce indifferent

work for the sake of a

good acting part for

themselves. If that

was her motive I think
she must have imagined
a fine subtlety in a

character which was
difficult only because it

was loosely conceived.
If she failed to make it

plausible it was not for

want of very adroit

handling.
In Jacob Usslier Mr.

ESMOND gave himself

a most congenial part,
in which he easily sur-

passed his achievement
as author. Mr. TOZER
as a slum-parson was

extremely probable
with his quiet sincerity.
But our chief consola-

tion came from Miss EACHEL DE SOLLA
as the maiden aunt, a reactionary type
of the most confirmed stolidity, with a

weakness for diamonds and indigestion.
Miss MAKIE LOHU had many clever

things to say, but it didn't matter
what Miss DE SOLLA said ; her manner
was irresistible.

I must doubt, however, whether the
excellent work of the actors will carry
the play to success. Even its title is

obscure. The only thing I know about
"birds of a feather" is that they are

supposed to "flock together"; and I

have always been given to understand
that the adage alludes to the mutual
attraction of similar types. Nobody
ever told me that it was meant to indi-

cate that the sins of the father bird are
liable to be reproduced in his chicken.

ANNA PAVLOVA.
She hasn't changed at all. Many

Eussian dancers have come and gone
since last she was with us, but there is
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THE LANGUAGE OF LOVE.
Schoolboy (after long pause). "I SAY KB CAN you MOVE YOUR EARS?"

still none like her, none. Her perfect

technique remains the least of her

graces. The secret of her charm lies

r, in the power to interpret and

convey emotions in the language of her

art. To watch her feet alone is to hear
the shuddering sigh of her Dying Swan,
but her whole body is alert to translate

nuance of her theme.
SI 10 can draw beauty even from an

anticlimax. Again and again in Snow-

flakes, when her partner withdrew the

it of his hand, she poised for a

moment, and, when the poise had to

covered her descent with the most

fascinating gestures of head and arms.
I liked her least (if one may talk of

her like that) as the gipsy-girl in Amar-
not that she failed in dramatic

intensity hut that jealous passion seems
alien to her temperament as we have

d to know it. I think, however,
that my judgment was tainted by her

wig, which greatly distressed me.
In M. YOLININE she has a very ac-

complished partner. His solo as a

"t, danced to a familiar air of

DVORAK'S, was the most delightful of

ertissements." Her other dancers,
Russian and English, make up a really
excellent company. The presto furioso
of the wild gipsy dance in Amarilla,

to the exciting music of GLOZOXINOW
and DBIGO, was a brilliant lour dc force.

My only complaint (apart from
Amarilla s wig) is that the programme's
explanation of the motive of Snow-

flakes was beyond me. "A little girl,"

it says, "receives as a present a nut-

cracker in the form of a doll. The doll

is in reality a Prince who has been

transformed by a bad fairy, but by an

act of devotion to the little girl he is

restored to life. He then leads his

little friend and other children to the

Kingdom of Pine - trees where the

Christmas-tree was born." It is true

that the music was from TSCHAIKOW-
SKI'S "

Casse-Noisettes," and that the

snow-scene was suggestive of Christ-

mas-time ;
but there was no sign of a

" nut-cracker in the form of a doll," or,

if there was, I can't think how it es-

caped me, for I was watching with all

my eyes. __________ O. S.

"
Chaplain-Master Wanted on May 13th for

one term to Teach Latin and History in I'pper
School, coloris paribus a cricketer would be

most acceptable." Provincial Paper.
" Coloris paribus

"
suggests faintly

that the authorities hope to get a

double -blue; but it looks as if he
would have to spend most of the term
in teaching Latin.

BIED CALLS,
i.

THE lark he trills his song on high,
A tiny speck on a wide blue sky ;

"Tira-lir, it's sweet up here,
It 's sweet up here, my dear, my dear."

The turtle-dove 's in love and so

Is anxious all his world should know
And follow his example too :

Look at us two. Oh do, oh do."

Woodpeckers make their thirsty cry
Of "Pluie, pluie, pluie," to a sunlit sky ;

But sure enough they have their way
For rain, rain, rain will fall next day.

The blackbird also craves a boon,

Says
"
Bring a cherry, bring a cherry,

soon, soon, soon ;

"

And there in answer to his call

The cherry blooms on the garden wall.

The thrush of all the birds that sing
Of nests and little wives in Spring
Alone confides the secret way :

" What does she line it with ? NVhy,

clay."

The willow wren she sings a song
Just like her mate, though not so long,
But both sing in all winds and weathers.
"
Sing to me ; bring to me little brcvn

feathers."
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SPRING AT KEW.

I AM not ono of those who holievo in

going clown to the country to look ut

tliis Spring of which there is so nnu-h

talk. Wanting in business organisa-

tion and coherent effort, Spring in the

country is a poor affair at the host ;

there may ho liulf-a-iUv.cn daffodils in

tli.wer in ono spinney, Imt you have to

tramp over two or three muddy fie.lds

after that to find a button-hole of prim-

roses, and so onwards over a stile and :i

ditch to the place where the blackthorn

has blossomed and the green wood-

pecker is pecking the greenwood tree.

i very likely there are gates.

Judging from statements in novels you

might suppose a gate to be a bright and

simple piece of mechanism, swung on

by rosy-cheeked children and easily

opened" by Lord Hugo with his riding-

crop so that Lady Hermione may jog

through it on her practically priceless

bay. That is quite wrong. It rests on

the primary fallacy that gates are meant

to be opened, whereas they are really

meant to be kept shut. What actually

happens when you want to open one is

that you plunge halfway through a deep

quagmire, climb on to a slippery stone,

wrestle with a piece of hoop-iron, some
barbed wire and some pieces of furze,

lift tbe gate up by the bottom bar and
wade through the rest of the quagmire
carrying it on your shoulder.'

If you are riding like Lord Hugo you
hook the fastening of the gate with the

handle ofyour crop and makeyour horse
shunt slowly backwards by applying the

reverse clutch with your feet. As the

gate refuses to give, you are, of course,
drawn gently over the animal's head
until you tumble into the bog like a

man whose punt-pole is stuck in the
bottom of the stream.

That is why I like going down to

Kew, where the Spring is tidy and con-

centrated, and there is a squared map,
just like France, at the turnstile gate to
direct you to the magnolia dump, and
little notices pointing you to the Tem-
perate Houses, though this is really un-

necessary, because there are no licensed

premises in the Gardens at Kew. All

is quiet and calm. You are not even

compelled to leave the gravel-walks
and tread on the damp grass, unless

you have a desire to go to the river's

edge and see how stiffly the tail of the
Duke of NORTHUMBERLAND'S stone lion

sticks out on the further bank between
the two peel towers from which his
crossbowmen contemplate the Surrey
marshes.

I used to know a man who bad
mugged up all the trees and plants, so
that when you said to him, "What a

funny juniper that is over there, with

blue peach-blossoms
on it,

plv
" You mean t\\e Pyrofoliatapcrsica

," and explain how it was first
,

introduced into England by JERKMY

TAYLOR in 1658. Then when you went

up to look at the placard on the tree

you not only found that he was per-

fectly right, but obtained the additional

information that the wood was of a

particularly
hard and durable nature,

and only used for making the heads of

croquet mallets and the seats on the

tops of motor omnibuses.

I like this plan of putting placards

upon trees, and I think it might well

ho carried out in the country too. There

would be none of that standing about

in the wet then, and arguing whether

the thing is a beech or an oak, when
all the time it is a horse-chestnut and

laughing up its bark at you.
One must not forget either at Kew

the great conservatories, though I do

not care for these so much because

there are men in them watching to see

that you do not pick the cactuses or

the palms to put in your button-hole ;

nor the magnificent Pagoda, which
accommodates the Observator, who
watches for the flowers to come out,

and the Curator, who writes apprecia-
tive little notices to stick on the beds ;

nor the piebald swans in the artificial

lake.

But the great glory of Kew is the

Pump-room. It is surrounded by mar-

ble-topped tables and green seats, and
I am aware that it is not called a

Pump-room, though a noise proceeds
from inside it very like the panting of

a pump. They tell me that this is an

hydraulic machine for washing up the

cups and plates ; but I do not believe

them, because so many people who take
tea round the Pump-room drink left-

handed, as if the reverse side of the

cup had belonged to somebody else.

Anyhow it is a very jolly and demo-
cratic assemblage that sits and drinks
tea under the trees and eats cakes that
have no placard on them to say at what
date they were introduced into England.
Here you may see the prosperous docker
with his wife and family sitting quite
unostentatiously at the next table to the

needy scientist who has come to make
notes about the purple narcissi. And a
little further on is the novelist who is

getting local colour for his great rustic
love-scene which he is going to say took
place in the heart of Devonshire.
But it was not for the purpose of pro-

viding you with tea and cakes that the
Pump-room was founded. Just as you
may read in your morning paper that
the Honourable Miss Muffet has pro-
ceeded to Harrogate to take the waters,
so it is with Kew. One goes to Kew to
take the watercresses. I have found

out by exhaustive inquiries from one
of the waitresses that, though you may
substitute rolls and butter for bread and

margarine, and may have marmalade
with either or both, and though it is

optional to eat even the cakes with-

yellow sugar upon them, there is no

way of evading the watercresses. There
is a strong feeling amongst the wait-

resses that it is just these compulsory
watercresses which have made us Eng-
lishmen what we are. The whole vast

pleasure-ground really centres round

them, and the reason why Londoners
tiock (as the papers say) to Kew is that

they are hungry for the medicinal virtues

of this aquaceous plant.
After you have taken the watercresses

you are allowed to wander about the

Gardens again and look at QUEEN VIC-
TORIA'S cottage, round which there is

always an eager and admiring crowd

examining it from every point of view
and wondering what premium they
would have to pay for it if it were on
the market now. And then you will

want to go home and be unable to find

the gate; but after a little time the

Observator will observe you with his

telescope from the top of the Pagoda
and mention it to the Curator, who will

direct a bronzed and amiable man in a

blue uniform to lead you to the turnstile.

I am told that there are some people
who do not care to sample their Spring
at Kew or in the country either, but

prefer to go to San Remo or spend
Saturday afternoon toiling in their own
back-garden. Let them mind their peas,
I say, while I go down to Kew.===== EVOE.

THE CAUTIOUS AMOEIST
(Shoiving the effect of officialphraseology

on love-letters].

DEAREST Mary, this delay
In the fixing of the day
Drives all happiness away

From my ken.

If you only will decide

When you '11 be my blushing bride

You will see me glorified
If and when.

They have promised mo a rise

When the senior partner dies ;

He is eighty and he lies

Very ill ;

But until you seal your
" Yes "

By a notice in the Press
I shall not feel safe unless

And until.

"
Bicycles of old-fashioned design acquired

a new lease of life, and took to the road, where

thoy were joined by pony traps in which father,
mother and many children

,
all with crimped

hair and white pinafores, were tightly packed."

Daily Paper.
Father, wo are told, looked a perfect
darling.
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THE RULING PASSION.
Absentee. " I WAS PLAYING FOOT-BA' IN THE BTBEET, AND THE POLICE TOOK AND LOCKED ME UP FOR FOCR UOVBS."

Tfin-lier. "Dio YOU GET ANYTHING TO EAT?" Absentee, "AY A HABD BOLL."

Teacher. " WHAT DID YOU DO WITH IT?" Absentee. "PLAYED FOOT-BA'."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE title, somewhat puzzling at first, which Miss F. E.
MILLS YOUNG has given to her latest story, The Almonds

of Life (HoDDEu AND STOUGHTON), turns out to be based

upon a Chinese proverb to the effect that " almonds came to

those who have no teeth." This rather devastating sample
of philosophy (which I have put by for use against the next

person who attempts to work off upon me the adage about
those who wait) forms the text of a well-told tale of mis-

placed affections. As you may expect, if you know Miss
YOUNG'S former work, it is a South African story, not con-
cerned however with Boers and natives and the trackless

veld, but with coastwise civilization and suburban garden-
parties. As before, the author excellently conveys the

place-feeling, so well indeed that 1 was sorry when the love

intrigues of the two protagonists necessitated their quitting
Africa for a more conventional Italian setting. I may
summarise the plot by telling you that the particular
aWnond that fell too late to the heroine was somebody else's

husband. But it wasn't so much that she was unable to

eat him as that he proved indigestible when swallowed.
The lady was Gerda, young and dazzling bride of the

middle-aged Fred Wooten, and the gentleman one of her
husband's closest friends, also (before the arrival of Gerda)
happily married to a wife whom 1 found the most attractive

person in the book. I need not further detail the crooked
course of untrue love, though I may hint at a fault in

balance, where your sympathy, previously and rightly en-

listed for poor betrayed Fred, is demanded for Gerda in her

difficulty with the almond. As usual, Miss YOUNG unfolds

her plot with admirable directness, chiefly through a natural

and unforced dialogue, so easy that it disguises its own art.

If any reasonable man still possesses a grain of sympathy
with Bolshevism I invite him to purge himself by reading
With the "Die-Hards "

in Siberia (CASSELL). In August,
1918, Colonel JOHN WARD, M.P., reached Vladivostok in

command of the 25th Battalion Middlesex Regiment, and
from the time of his arrival until his departure nearly a

year later his position was almost grotesquely difficult. Of
our Allies in Siberia and of their policy he writes with

justifiable frankness. Our own is not excused, but he lets

us clearly see that however ineffectual it may have been

there was honesty of purpose underlying it. In the medley
of confusion which prevailed we were lucky to have in

Colonel WAIID as senior British officer a man who was not

afraid to shoulder his responsibility. Under conditions so

exasperating that anyone might have been excused if he
had been overwhelmed with anger and bewilderment he
was resolved to uphold our prestige. Upon the Bolshevist

horrors in Siberia he does not dwell, but he says enough in

passing to make one shudder. Colonel WARD is a true friend
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of KIISMH. " This grout people are hound to recover, und

:>o nil the stronger for their present trials,'' are the

ri mi-hiding words of his preface. That this prophecy may
_ true must be the prayer of all of us who remember

what we owed to Russia during the earlier part of the \Var.

It was perhaps my misfortune that, not having read the

book in which Mr. Kixi.ut RICK I'.rnmin.iis recorded the

earlier adventures of his hero. ,/C/IN 1'iirtt'i; in the red

planet Mars, when that gentleman precipated -himself

thither (from the banks of the Hudson, of all places), I

found myself in more unSCfl than one out of my element.

Not that it really matters: since the Martian existence of

Mr. Ciirtcr was apparently of that wild and whirling
character, familiar to patrons of the Continuous Pro-

gramme, in which one thrill follows upon another so fast

that their precise order becomes of small moment. When
1 tell you that the opening chapters of this remarkable

nightmare The Gwls <>f Murx (MKTiit'Kx) contain mon-
.vith one white eye and mouths in their hands, flying

pirates, an air-ship that sinks down a volcano, an ageless
witch who hut why
continue'.1 The pub-
lishers call these hap-
penings

" bold ;

"
but

this is a pitiful un-
derstatement. Eeally
t hey are of a character
to make the wildest

imaginings of .h u:s

YKH.NK, friend of my
youth, or Mr. WKU.S,
companion of my
riper years, read like

the peaceful annals of

a country rectory. To
quote again from the

publishers, "only the
man who created
Titrzan could write
such stories." If Tar-
zan were in any- way
comparable with the

with a view to the gradual removal of troops without with-
drawal of entire units. It is hardly necessary to add that
the author is an old literary hand, with a pleasantly clear

and luminous style of his own, though one is free to
admit he splits his infinitives almost as much as Sir IAN
HAMILTON split his forces, and with less justification.

In the very, improving hooks which I had to read long
ago the hero or heroine usually had a cross to bear. Thov
bore it with great 'fortitude, and frequently died youn<<.
When therefore I opened Mr, JF.UOME K. JEKOMK'S All
Hands Lead to Calvary (HTTCHINSON) I fancied I knew
what to expect. I read that Joan Alltvay was possessed
of remarkable beauty, a " Stevensonian touch

"
and suit-

able introductions to editors and newspaper proprietors, and
that from the pulpit of a column in the evening Press, with
her photograph at the top, she attempted to reform the
world. I don't know how the photograph came out, but
there was apparently no martyrdom so far. Afterwards
she began to encourage and inspire Hubert Phillips, a Labour
M.I'. :i nd future Cabinet Minister, and at the same time to be

present volume, it would perhaps not be unfair to add the
n-ollary that only those readers who appreciated the one

could swallow the other. Mercifully, Mr. BUHUOUGHS
rites so

continually at the top of his voice that after a
ie clatter comes to have an effect merely soporific.

Since Major-General Sir C. E. CALI,WELL has, in The
*rdanelle

(CQKBTABLB), added a volume to a series

mifawH, a,,<l Their Lessons, it is clear that be is
itmg mainly for military students, but none the less at

o man m the street-meaning mvself-has been
>r reading plenty of merely descriptive accounts ofthe (.alhpoli affair, to find a book that frankly and justifi-b does iay c aim to technical profioi gfc exponentsof vivid narrative modestly disclaiming expert knowledge.a\e been

painfully hable to break off just short of wha
t to know. They toil us how thingfippened, or, at any rate, how it seemed they happened"

Alf. "Cm-cK IT, JIMMY. T, AIK'T GOT A KIND FACE."

n t ,i

Why
,,

f

'

tllC
>' lliul to others

cvcn more thewh o t thn ly ' am cvcn monot of the magnificent failure. Of actual incident'"man mterest General C.u.r.wK.r/.s account which in asense ,s only supplementary to the others, adds httk to ur
proyious knowledge. The only point of the so I pckecnotice of the characteristic reluctance si on hvAnm. to report themselves- as sick when u ged o do "o

kind to and educate
Mrs. Phillips, wl o
w a s good - naturcd,

vulgar and middle-

aged. Falling gradu-
ally in love with the

politician, she with-
drew only just in time,
nursed in a French

hospital, married a

journalist friend and
settled down happily
with him to reform a

little bit of the world
at si time, and that
the part nearest to
hand. And now I am
left wondering what
Joan Alhray's cross
was. Would avoiding
the Divorce Court be
counted the roughest

-
path of self-denial in a moral anecdote of to-day

llnmuncj Wild (SiMpiuN) is the expressive title of a col-
etion of child-memories by the late Mr. HKKTJUM SMITHwhom readers of Punch will remember by tTie pseudonym

Ihey can here learn from a sympathetic little intro-
duction by Mr. WARD MUIR under what conditions of a brave
but losing battle with ill-health this delicate and vivacious
work was written. When I say that these recollections
(which I decline to call by any word implying more arti-
fice) illustrate their author, I give you their measure for
honesty and charm combined. Honesty first of all

;
Mr

SMITH s young barbarians running wild and, one conjec-
ures, rapidly reducing their elders to a like condition, have
the compelling eSect of unsentimental truth. Few clouds of
glory for example, trail about the protagonists of " A Day,"nbute to the joyous intoxication of a day-long orgio of
naugh mess deliberate and wholly unrepented. You will

d much m these pages to waken half-forgotten and per-
haps secret pleasures. Thus there was for-me a personal

build in* ,

ie

!T i

a%a Seaside entertainment of castle-

th r7> ,

rder
?
d se<l"ence of the tides in favour of

bemfinitely more variable delight- of running water and a
sufliciency o mnd . Perhaps I fave said enough to suggest

? T e
',?

aging Volume
> itself * memorial of one

ly laughter will be missed by many.
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CHARIVARIA.
(,i\i:i'.\r, bioMKiN is now in London.

This is the first visit lie lias paid to

this country since his last assassina-

tion li\ llio Bolshevists.

New proposals regarding telephone

charges are expected as soon as the

Select Committee has reported. If the

system of charging hy time in pluce
of piece-work is adopted it will mean
ruination to many business-men.

The Swiss Government ha^ issued

onlrrs tliiit ex-monarohs may enter the

country without passports. It is re-

quired, however, that they should hike

their places in the queue.

" In New York the other day," says
a contemporary,

" the sky kept stream-

ing silver sheen ; mistlike lights pul-
sated in rapid flashes to the upcx and

pilcd-up stars could be seen." The fact

that New York can still see tilings like

this must he a sorry blow to the Pro-
hihitionists. + ,.

"
Working men have been hit very

hard by the tyrannical Budget," an-

nounces a morning paper. We too are

in sympathy with those miners who
are now faced with only one bottle of

champagne a day.

"'*

"TJ.ese cotton boom profits," said

the President of the Textile Institute

recently, "are abnormal andunhealthy."

It is reported that

a Londonderry man
t>d up to a Sinn

or the oilier da\

>aid,
" Shoot me."

We understand that the

real reason why the

fellow was not accom-
aicd was that he

omitted tosay "Please."

The best Sinn Feiners

are very punctilious.

"V"
"The drinking of

.icants," says an
Amcrieaii prohibition-
ist,

" causes early death
in ninety-five cases out

of a hundred." Several

leans, we are in-

formed, have gallantly
ottered themselves for

experimental purposes.

is a scandal,"
a contemporary,

"It

the clerks at Llanelly should ask

elve pounds fifteen shillings a

But surely there is no harm
,ni. . ^

According to a weekly paper not only
is CONSTANCE BINNKY a famous screen

star, but she is also a first-class ukelelo

player. The latest reports are that the
news has been received quietly.

" If slightly cut before cooking, po-
tatoes slip out of their skins easily,"

a home journal. This is better
than frightening them out of their skins

by jumping out from behind a door and
(
,< " vi "

(to manager of Servants' Reyitiry). "I WISH TO OBTAIN A SEW
QO1 1:1:

Manager. "\YELL, MADAM, i MHI-R WE SUM-LIED YOU WITH ONE
ONLY LAST \VKFK, BUT, Jl'DGINC, IlV THE IlKPORT WE HAY ft I1KCKIVK1). WHAT
Yor UKAM.Y NKED is A LION-TAMI.II."

Airships under construction, declares

Air-Commodore E. M. MAITLAND, will

make the passage to Australia in nine
and a-half days. In tax-paying circles

it is said that the fashionable thing will

be to start now and let the airship
overtake you if it can.

*

More than a million Americans, it is

stated, are preparing to visit Europe
this summer. -It is thought that there
is at least a sporting chance that some
of them will be hoist with their own
bacon. ... .

" The man who does not know
Latin," says the Dean of DURHAM, .

"
is

not really educated." Several unedu-
cated business men are said to have

written to the DEAN
asking the Latin for

what they think of the
new Budget.

* *

At a recent wedding
in Tyrone young men
who had come to wish
the bride and bride-

groom luck lit a fire

against the door, block-

ed the chimney with

straw, broke the win- <

dows, threw water and

cayenne-pepper on the
,

wedding -
party and '

bombarded the house '

with stones for two
hours. It is just this

joyous, care-free nature
of the Irish that the

stolid Englishman will

never learn to appre-
ciate. * *

Mr. WILLIAM Antn, the gorm-proof
man, has been giving demonstrations
in London. It is reported that last
week a germ snapped at him and broke
off two of its teeth.

The Manchester man, however, who
recently came out with innumerable

spots resembling half-crowns as the

result of the boom, declares that no in-

convenience is suffered once the dizzi-

ness has passed away.
"
*

From Bungay in Suffolk comes the
news that a water-wagtail has built its

nest in a milk-can. We resolutely re-

frain from comment.V
A youth recently arrested in Dublin

was found not to have a revolver on
him. He is being detained for a medi-
cal examination.

*,*

A great many people are committing
suicide, says the Vicar of St. Mathew's,
Portsmouth, because they have nothing
to live for. We disagree. The Weekly
Dispatch's accounts of the next world
are well worth staying alive for.

We understand that

the man who tried to

gain admission to the Zoo on Sunday
by making a noise like a Fellow of

the Zoological Society was detected in

the act. ...

A person who recently attempted to

commit suicide hy lying down on the
Caledonian Railway line was found to

have a razor in one pocket and a bottle

of laudanum in the other. The Com-
pany, we understand, strenuously deny
the necessity of these alternatives.

A Callous Crowd.
" The christening ceremony was performed

by Lady Maclay, wife of the Shipping Con-
troller. Thousands of people saw her go down
the slips, and cheers were raised as she took
the water without the slightest hitch."

Daily Ncics.

We gather from the expression r
" with-

out the slightest hitch," that not one
of the onlookers made any effort to

save the lady.
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THOUGHTS ON THE BUDGET.
]',V A PATRIOT.

Tin- twelvemonth at the grindstone I have ground,

ling to meet the toll of profiteers,

And now come* ATSTKN, budgeting around,

mes-the blind Fury with the abhorred shears

(Mii/rox), and leaves me naked as a poodle,

Shornto the bull'- of my laborious boodle.

1 own it irks im> linlc when he goes
For fancy \\veiis and wine of fi//y brands;

But I protest at parting through t-he nose

For what I lit) meanest human life demands;

Nothing is sacred from his monstrous paw,
Not letters, no, nor even usquebaugh.

That beverage, which invites to balmy sleep

((lucrdon of toil), is on the upward ramp;

My harmless doggerel in itself so cheap

Despatched by post will want a larger stamp;
Nor have I any wives or children to

Abate the mulcting of my revenue.

But if you tell me I am asked to bleed

For England; if, by being rudely tapped,

My modest increment may help at need
To spare some Oflice which would else be scrapped

If my poor fleece of wool by heavy cropping
Can save the Civil Estimates from dropping ;

If I can keep in comfortable ease

But one superfluous Staff for one week's play ;

If from my squalor I may hope to squeeze
The wherewithal to chock for half a day

The untimely razing of a single Hut
'Tis well; I will not even murmur "Tut." 0. S.

A TRYING DAY IN MEDI/EVAL TIMES.
THE public torturer hurried homo in an irritable frame of

mind. The day had been for him one long round of annoy-
ances. When he commenced his duties that morning, already
exasperated by the thought that if the drought continued
the produce of his tiny patch of ground would be completely
ruined, he was aggrieved to find that far more than his fail-

share of a recently arrived batch of heretics had been allotted
to him. During the midday break for refreshments his

dreamy assistant had allowed the furnace to go out, bring-
ing upon tho torturer's own bead a severe censure for the
consequent delay. In the afternoon, glancing occasionally
through the narrow window, he was mortified to see that
the promising rain-clouds, which might yet have saved his
cabbages, were dispersing; and then, to crown all, just as
lie was finishing for the day he had caught hold of a p iir
of pincers a trirle too near the white-hot end and seared
his hand.
As he approached the cottage which was enshrined in
) heart by a thousand sacred associations as home the

torturer strove to rise superior to his worries. He whistled
bravely as he crossed the threshold and. caressed his wife

ith Ins usual tenderness. Intuitively she divined the bit-
jrness of the mood which lay beneath the torturer's seeming

cheerfulness, but she stifled her curiosity like the wise little
she was and hastened to lay his supper before him

ihrough the progress of the meal-prepared by her in the
way tho torturer loved so well-she diverted him with her

i- prattle. And at length, when she trod on the do and
t to gue out tt long-drawn howl, she made such a

leat allusion to tho Chamber and heretics that the torturer
laughed till the tears streamed down his cheeks

After the table was cleared the torturer's little blue-eyed

girl came toddling up to him for her usual half-hour's cuddle.

It made a beautiful picture the little inite with her father's

merry eyes and her mother's rosebud mouth, sitting on the

torturer's knee, her golden hair mingling witli his beard.

And how her silvery laugh brightened the place as she played
her favourite game of stretching her rag doll on a toy model
of a rack.

The sound of rain outside brought the torturer and his

wife to the door. As they stood side by side watching
the downpour the last vestige of the torturer's ill-humour

passed away. This rain would mean a record year for his

cabbages, and would do wonders for his beans, which
were already a long way more forward than those of the

executioner.

He realised now that he had allowed the mishaps of the

day to worry him unduly. After all, his hand had suffered

little more than a scorch and no longer pained him, and,

although the censure he had received in the Chamber and
the possible consequences had been very disquieting, yet
he was now able to assure himself and his wife that if

henceforth he kept his assistant from wool-gathering all

would be well.

Suddenly he fell back trembling from the threshold, his

face blanched with terror. A large rain-drop had splashed
on his forehead, reminding him abruptly that before coming
homo that evening he had neglected to fill the water-drip-

ping apparatus, which might be required at dawn for the
more obstinate of the heretics.

TALL TALK.
THE fact that the Bishop-Elect of PRETORIA, the Eev.

NEVILLE TALBOT, is no less than six feet six inches high,
surpassing his predecessor by two inches, has been freely
commented on in the Press. Anxious to ascertain from
leaders of public opinion the true significance of the appoint-
ment, Mr. Punch has been at pains to collect their views.
How divergent and even contradictory they are may be

gathered from the following selection :

Sir MARTIN CONWAY, the Apostle of Altitude, as he has
been recently denominated, welcomed the appointment of

Bishop TALBOT as a good omen for the campaign which he
is so ably conducting.

"
Nothing," he remarks, "has im-

pressed me so much in the works of TENNYSON as the line,
' We needs must love the highest when we see it.' Mountain
or building or man, it is all the same. I never felt so

happy in all my travels in South America as when I was
in Patagonia, the home of tall men and the giant sloth.
At all costs we should recognise and cultivate the human
skyscraper."
The Bishop of HEREFORD (Dr. HENSLEYHENSON) expressed

the hope that the appointment of bishops would not be

governed solely by an anthropometric standard. It would
he a misfortune if the impression were created that prefer-
ment to the episcopal bench was confined to High Church-
men.
The Editor of Tlia Times declined to dogmatize on the

subject. He pointed out however that the average height
of the Yugo-Slavs exceeded that of the Welsh. The claims
of small nations could not, of course, be overlooked, but he
considered it as little short of a calamity when a Great
Power had an undersized Prime Minister. Short men liked
short cuts, but, as BACON said, the shortest way is com-
monly the foulest.

Dr. EGBERT BRIDGES (the Poet-Laureate) writes to say
that, having given special study to the hexameter, he was
much interested to find that the measure now in vogue
amongst bishops was that of six feet and over. He hoped
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A DISTURBER OF THE PEACE
ENTENTE POLICEMAN (to Germany Militant). "ARE YOU GOING TO TAKE THAT STUFF OFF

OB MUST I DO IT FOB YOU?"
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Cafe Genius. "THE FACT is WE MAKE OUUSKLVES TOO CHEAP. OF COUHSE TUB PUBLIC PAYS TO SEE OUR PICITBES, HUT THI:

BLIOHTEllS CAN COME AND SEE US FOB NOTHING."

to treat the subject exhaustively in his forthcoming treatise

on Ecclesiastical Prosody.
Colonel L. C. AMEHY, M.P., strongly deprecated the

attempt to identify excessive height with extreme efficiency.
In the election to Fellowships at All Souls no height limit

was imposed. NAPOLEON and the late Lord EGBERTS were
both small men, and he believed that the remarkable elu-

siveness displayed by Colonel LAWRENCE in the War was

greatly facilitated by his diminutive stature. The testimony
of literature throughout the ages was almost unanimous in

its condemnation of giants. He had never heard of a small

ogre. On the subject of SHAKSPEARE'S height he could not

speak with assurance, but KEATS was only just over five

feet. Jumbomauia, or the worship of mammoth dimensions,
was a modern disease. Far better was the philosophy
crystallised in such immortal sayings as "Love me little,

love me long," and " Infinite riches in a little room."
Mr. MALLABY-DEELEY, M.P., observed that, man being an

imitative animal and bishops being regarded by many as

good examples, there seemed to him a serious danger of an

epidemic of what he might call Brobdingnagitis. Fortu-

nately the results would not be immediately apparent,
otherwise he would be compelled to raise his tariff for

cheap suits. A rise of six inches in the average height of

his customers would throw out all his calculations and
eat up the modest margin of profit which he now allowed

himself. ================
"The weather of the week has been characteristic of the month.

A dawn breaks with a fair sunset." Scotch Paper.

Of course this happens only very far North.

SAFETY PLAY.

(According to local legend, Whitby Abbey possesses a

which only appears in a blaze of sunshine}.

MEN there may be so immune from timidity
Never a spectre could fill them witli fright,

Men who could keep their accustomed placidity
Were they to meet in the gloom of the night

Lady Hermione tramping the corridor,
Wicked Sir Guy with his fetters adrag,

Or a plebeian who' shrieked something horrid or

Carried his head in a vanity bag.

Not such am I. Every hair at the vertical,
I should resort to hysterical screams

Did a diaphanous Lady (or Sir) tickle

Me on the cheek in the midst of my dreams ;

Yet when, at Yule, I hear people converse on all

Manner of spooks round the log in the grate,
Often I wish that I too had a personal

Psychic experience I could relate.

I am a coward when midnight looms murkily,
But when the sunlight of noon "s at its best

1 could face calmly I 'd even say perkily
Nebulous figures as well as the rest ;

So I '11 to Whitby, and (on the hypothesis
That she '11 obligingly come to me there)

Wait in its abbey (see text). By my troth, this is

Just such a ghost as I 'in ready to dare.
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MASCULINE MODES.
BY BI:AU Bui/MMEr,.

THK news that tlio price of lounge
suits will have risen to twenty-four

pounds by the autumn lias created

something of a sartorial panic in the

City and the West Knd.

. Famous old wardrobes are being
broken up on all sides by owners anxi-

ous to acquire fresh clothing before it is

too late, whilst the small properties

thus created find eager tenants unionist
\vlio cannot afford a new outfit

at all.

Many tailors who have built now
suits are beginning to dispose of them
on three or live year repairing leases,

and possession of these may sometimes

be secured from the present occupiers
on payment of a substantial premium.
Gentlemen possessing both town and

country sets of suitings are in many
letting the latter in order to come

up to London for the season, whilst

others are resorting to various econo-

mical artifices to meet the crisis. Plus

four golf knickers, let down, make
admirable wedding trousers for a short

man, and many are the old college
bla/ors dyed black and doing duty as

natty pea-jackets.
In the City, of course, fustian and

corduroys are almost the only wear,
and there is much divergence of opinion
on the Stock Exchange as to the best

knot for spotted red neckerchiefs and
the proper way of tying the difficult

little bow beneath the knees.

In Parliament, where of course the

old costly fashions have long been out

of vogue, the change is equally notice-

able. Lord lioiiEUT CKCIL, for instance,

habitually wears the. white canvas suit

in which Mr. AUGUSTUS JOHN painted
him

;
Lord BIEKENHBAD mounts the

Woolsack in an old cassock, which, as

he points out, not only allows a very

scanty attire underneath it, but gives
him particular confidence in elucidating
St. Matthew; while thePniME MINISTER
himself set off for San Eemo in a sim-

ple set of striped sackcloth dittos.

Many Members are having their old

pre-war morning coats turned; Mr.
WINSTON CHURCHILL in machine-gun
overalls, Mr. MALLABY-DEELEY self-

dressed, Sir EDWARD CARSON in a simple
union suit, are conspicuous figures, and
Mr. HOKATIO BOTTOMLEY by a whim-
sical yet thrifty fancy often attends
the House in the humble attire of the
Weaver in A Midsummer NitjJil's
Dream.
Even in the Welsh collieries it is

becoming the habit to go down the

pits in rough home-spun, and reserving
the top hat, morning coat and check
trousers for striking in.

Assistant. "I'M AFRAID WE 'BE RIGHT OUT OF MOUSTACHE BRUSHES, SIB, BUT THAT'S
AN" KVEBROW BRUSH, AND IT WOULD, I THINK, BEIIVE THE PURPOSE."

"DENIKIN TIRED.
LOOKING FOR A LITTLE HOUSE IN ENGLAND."

Evening Standard.

The gallant General is not the only one
who is worn out with this hopeless task.

"Sir John Cadman, head of the British Oil

Department, has left Birmingham for San
Remo." A'lTJiin;; Paper.

Was this the last hope of restoring
calm to the " troubled waters

"
?

"He has represented Lowestoft at St.

Stephen's one of the most important fishing
centres in the country for many years past."

Daily 1'aptr.

The House of Commons seems to have
been confused with Izaak Walton
Heath.

"LADIES' GOLF AT RANELAGH.
Miss played badly and tore up her card

as well as many other ladies of note."

Pronncial Paper.

But it is hoped that this method of

thinning out the competitors will not

be generally resorted to.

"MURAL TEACHING.

Speaking at Manchester last night Lord
Haldane advocated a groat and new national
reform by enabling the Universities to train

the best teachers of their own level to go out
and do extra Mural teaching on a huge scale."

Provincial Paper.

We gather that in our contemporary's
opinion it is high time that our Univer-

sities recognised
" the writing on the

wall."
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A VANISHED SPECIES.
THE great auk is bub a memory ;

the bittern booms more rarely in our

eastern marshes; and now they tell

me Brigadiers are extinct. Hand-
somest and liveliest of our indigenous
fauna, the bright beady eye, the flirt

of the trench coat-tail through the

undergrowth, the glint of red betwixt

the boughs, the sudden piercing pipe
how well I knew them, how often I

have lain hidden in thickets and behind

hedgerows to study them more closely.
How inquisitive tho creature was, yet
how seldom would it feed from the

hand. And now, it seems, they are

gone.

Vainly I rack my brains to envisage
the manner of their passing. Is there

to be nothing left but silence and a

shadow or a specimen in a dusty case of

glass preserved in creosol and stuffed

with lime? Or did not tho Brig-
adiers rather, when they felt their last

hour was upon them, retire like the

elephants of the jungle to some distant

spot and shuffle off the mortal coil in

the midst of Salisbury Plain or (for so

I still picture it despite the ravages
of a rude commercialism) the vast

solitude of Slough ?

Or it may be that they underwent
some classic metamorphosis, translated

to a rainless paradise, where they
dreamed of battalions for ever inspected
and the general salute eternally blown.

"And there, they say, two bright and aged
snakes

Who once were brigadiers of infantry
Bask in the sun."

Anyhow, I cannot believe that ex-

Brigadiers die. They only fade away.
Fade away, I think, like the Cheshire
Cat in Alice in Wonderland, leaving at

the last not a grin but a scowl behind
them. "Brigadiers will fade away," I

imagine, ran the instruction from the

Army Council, "passing the vanishing
point in the following order :

(1) Spurs. (4) Brass hat.

(2) Field Boots. (o) Seoul."

(3) Main body.

But oh, how they will be missed,
with their insatiable hunger for replies !

I remember one in particular, very fierce

and black-moustached, who used to pop
up suddenly from behind a Loamshiro

hedge with an enormous note-book in

his hand and say to unhappy company
commanders, "The situation is so-and-

so and so-and-so ;
now let me hear you

give your orders." And the Company-
Commander, who would have liked to

read through Infantry Training once
or twice and then hold a sort of inter-

allied conference with his Platoon-

Commander, putting the Company Ser-

geant-Major in the chair, felt that after

frightfulness of this kind mere actual

war would probably be child's-play.
And yet they tell me he was a pleasant

enough fellow in the Mess, this Brig-
adier, and liked good cooking. Now
I come to think of it, he faded away
before the War came to an end. He
faded away into a Major-General.
How different from this sort was the

type that could always be placated by a

glittering bayouetchargeor a thoroughly
smart salute ! I remember one of this

kind who came charging across the

landscape, his Staff-Captain at his heels,
to a point where he saw a friend of

mine apparently lost in meditation and
sloth. Unfortunately the great man's
horse betrayed him as he tried to jump
a low hedge, and, when he had clam-
bered up again and arrived in a rather

tumbled condition to ask indignantly
what had happened to the scouts,

"They. have established a number of

hidden observation posts," my friend

replied, keeping his presence of mind,
"and are making an exact report of

everything that transpires on the

enemy's front," and he waved his arm
towards the scene of the catastrophe.
It was not thought necessary to ex-

amine their notes.

In France Brigadiers were mainly
divided into the sort that came round
the front line themselves, and the sort

thatsenttheBrigade-majoror somebody
else who had broken out into a frontal

inflammation to do it for them. It is

difficult to say which genus was the

more alarming.
The first was apt to exhibit its con-

tempt for danger by strolling about in

perilous places for five minutes and

leaving them to be shelled in conse-

quence for a week.
The second sort was apt to issue

orders depending for fulfilment on a

faulty map reference or a landmark
which had been carelessly removed by
an H.E. shell. One of the most intrans-

igeant of this kind whom I remember
could always, however, be softened by
souvenirs; a cast-off Uhlan's lance or

the rifle of a Bosch sniper went far to

console him for the barrenness of a

patrol report. I feel sure he must have
faded at Slough.
But it was in battle that their wild

appetite for information was most amaz-

ingly displayed. At moments when
nobody knew where anybody else was
or whether the ground underneath him
was likely to remain in that sector

more than a few moments or he de-

tached and transferred to another, they
would send by telephone or by a runner
wild messages for an exact resume of

the situation. It was at such times, I

think, that some of those eminent war

correspondents recently knighted would
have done yeoman service in the front
line. I can imagine them telephoning
somewhat after this manner, in answer
to the querulous voice :

" All hell has broken loose in front
of us. The earth shivers as if a volcano
is beneath our feet. The pock-marked
ridges in the distance are covered witli

the advancing waves of field-grey forms.
Our boys are going up happily shouting
and singing to- the battle. Sorry, I

didn't quite catch what you said about

being in touch on the right. The
brazen roar of the cannon is mingled
with the intermittent rattle of in-

numerable machine guns. Eh, what?
What?"
Yes, I think the Brigadiers would

have liked that. But, alas, it could not
be. And now they have gone, with
their passion for questions, never to

return, or never till the next A.C.I,

cancels the last.

"And now no sacred staff shall limik to

blossom
,

No choral salutation lure to light,"

as SWINBURNE put it
;
or

"All the birds of the air fell a-sighin' and
a-sobbin"

When they heard of the death of poor Cock
Robin,"

as No. 1 platoon of A Company used
to sing. Ah, well. EVOE.

A COUNTEY NIGHT PIECE.

THE darknessmy footsteps wereswatbed
in

Is drenched with a luminous spray ;

For a chain's length the kerbstone is

bathed in

A spindrift of silvery grey ;

By the roadside is mistily glimmering
A wall phosphorescent with pearls,

All glancing and dancing and shimmer-

ing
Like star-dust that swirls.

Where tho high-road dips down to the

dingle,
A coppice in arabesque gleams

Whose traceries melt and commingle,
Like ghost trees in moon-fretted

streams,
As the tremulous glamour sweeps o'er it

And skirts the inscrutable sky ;

Then, Fairyland flitting before it,

The car flashes by.

Sport in Ireland.

"Ill a collision between his vehicle and a

tramcar yesterday a passenger was injured and
removed to hospital.

For other Sporting News see Page 6."

Irish Vapcr.

' 'S SIPPING AGENCY, LTD/'
Le Bi'veil (Beyrouth).

A popular establishment, we feel con-

fident.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
PAVLOVITIS.

[It is announced that at a coming Charity Ball there will be a dance to the music of SAIXT-SAESS' L CygiU.
tin: moment of the Dying Swan's collapse.]

J H-DOwT>.ZO

Our artist anticipates

THE TAKING OF TIMOTHY.
TEA was over, a clearing was made

of the articles of more fragile virtue,
and Timothy, entering in slate, was
oil-loaded from his nurse's arms into

his mother's.

l-m't ho looking sweet to-day'?"
said Suzanne. "It's really time we
had him photographed."

" Why?" I asked.
"
Well, why do people as a rule get

photographed ?
"

"
That," I said,

"
is a question I have

oft.cn asked myself, hut without finding
a satisfactory answer. \\ hat do you
propose to do with the copies?

"

"There are dozens of people who'll
bo only too glad to have them. Aunt
Caroline, for instance

"

" Aunt Caroline one day took me
into her confidence and showed me
what she called her scrap-heap. It

was a hig hox full of photographs that
had been presented to her from time to

time, and she calculated that if she had
had them all framed, as their donors had
doubtless expected, it would have cost

her some hundreds of pounds. While
her back was turned I looked through
the collection. Your photograph was
there and mine, Suzanne."

"
Anyhow, we shall want one to keep

ourselves. Think what a pleasure it will

be to him when he grows up to see

what ho looked like as a tiny baby."
I called to mind an ancestral alburn

belonging to my own family that I had

carefully kept guarded from Suzanne

precisely for the reason that it con-

tained various presentments of myself
at early ages in mirth-compelling gar-
ments and attitudes ; but of course I

could not now urge that chamber of

horrors in opposition to her demand.
"Besides," she went on, "we needn't

buy any copies at all if wo don't like

them. Snapper and Klick are con-

tinually worrying me to have Baby
taken. Once a week regularly, ever

since the announcement of his birth

appeared, they 've rung me up to ask

when lie will give them a sitting.
Sometimes it 'a Snapper and sometimes
it 's Klick ; I don't know which is which,
but one of them has adenoids. We
can't do any harm by taking him there,

because they say in their circulars they
present two copies free and there 'a no

obligation to purchase any."
"I wonder how they make that pay?"
" Oh," said Suzanne,

"
they keep the

copyright, you know, and tnen when
he does anything famous they send it

round to the illustrated papers, which

pay them no end of money for permis-
sion to reproduce it."

" But by the time lie does anything
famous," I objected,

" won't this photo-

graph be a trifle out of date ? Sup-
posing, for instance, in twenty or

thirty years' time he marries a Movie

Queen
"

Just then the telephone-bell rang,
and Suzanne, as is her wont, rushed to
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Host (to friend who feels faint .) "Now, WHAT you WANT is A GOOD STIFF GLASS OF" (suddenly remembering the Budget) "SODA!"

answer it, dropping Timothy into my
arms on the way.

" Hello !

"
I heard her say.

" Yes ;

speaking. Yes, I was just going to

write. Yes
; that will do quite well.

What? Yes, about eleven. Good-bye."
" Not another appointment with the

dressmaker ?
"
I inquired.

" No. Curiously enough it was Klick

again or Snapper and his adenoids
are worse than ever; I suppose it 's the

damp weather gets into them. So I

said we 'd take Baby to-morrow."
" I don't quite see the connection," I

said. "
Besides, aren't they catching ?

"

" Now you 're being funny again.
Save that up for to-morrow."

" What do you mean ?
"

I asked in

some alarm. " And why did you say
we 'd take Baby ?

"

"
Why, of course you 've got to come

too. You can always make him laugh
better than anyone else ;

it 's your
mttier. And 1 do want his delicious

little dimples to come out."

"Do I understand that I'm to go
through my repertoire in cold blood
and under the unsympathetic gaze of

Messrs. Snapper and Klick ? Suzanne,
it can't be done."

" Oh, nonsense ! You 've only got to

sing Pop Goes the Weasel in a falsetto

voice and make one of those comic
faces you do so well, and he '11 gurgle
at once. Well, that 's settled. We
start at half-past ten to-morrow."
The coming ordeal so preyed upon

my mind that I spent a most restless

night, during which, so Suzanne after-

wards told me, I announced at frequent
intervals the popping of the weasel.
The day dawned with a steady drizzle

of rain, and, after a poor attempt at

breakfast, I scoured the neighbourhood
for a taxi. Having at last run one to

earth, I packed the expedition into it

Suzanne, Timothy, Timothy's nurse
and Barbara (who begged so hard to

be allowed to "come and see Father
make .faces at Baby

"
that Suzanne

weakly consented).
Arrived at our destination, Suzanne

bade the driver wait. " We shall never
find another cab to take us home in

this downpour," she said, "and we
shan't be kept long."
We were ushered into the studio by

a gentleman I now know to have been
Mr. Klick. He aroused my distrust at

once by the fact that he did not wear a

velvet coat, and I pointed out this artis-

tic deficiency in a whisper to Suzanne.
" Never mind," she whispered back

;

" we needn't buy any if they 're not

good."
Timothy, who had by now been put

straight by his attendant, was carefully

placed on all-fours on a pile of cushions,
which he promptly proceeded to chew.
Mr. Klick, on attempting to correct the

pose, was received with a hymn of hate
that compelled him to bury his head

hastily in the camera-cloth, and Suz-
anne arranged the subject so that some
of his more recognisable features be-

camo visible.
" Now then," she said to mo,

" make
him smile."

With a fiy-tive glance at Mr. Klick,
who fortunately was still playing the

ostrich, I essayed a well-tried " face
"

that had almost invariably evoked a

chuckle from Timothy, even when
visitors were present. On this occasion,

however, it failed to produce anything
more than a woebegone puckerthatfore-
shadowed something worse. Hastily
I switched off into another expression,
but with no better result.

" Go on, Father," encouraged Bar-
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bara, who Imtl been taking a breathless

interest in tin so proceedings; "try

your funny voice."

Mr. Klick had emerged from cover

and was standing expectantly with his

hand on the cap.
Dear reader, have you ever been

willed upon to sing Pop Goes the Weasel

in a falsetto voice before a fractious

baby, a small but intensely critical

child, a stolidly contemptuous nurse, an

agitated mother and a gaping photo-

grapher, with the knowledge that suc-

cess or failure hangs upon your lips,

and that all the time a diabolical ma-
chine in the street below is scoring

threepence against you every minute or

so? Of course you haven't; but pos-

sibly you may be able to enter into my
feelings in this hour of trial. \Vith a

prickly heat suffusing my whole body
and a melting sensation at the collar I

struggled through the wretched lyric
once. Timothy regarded me lirst with

scorn and then with positive distaste.

In desperation I squeaked it out again
and yet again, but each succeeding

"pop "only registered another scowl

on the face of my offspring and another

threepence on that of the cabman's
clock.

I was maddened now, and Suzanne

sought to restrain me; but I shook her
off violently and went on again da, capo,
and was just giving vent for about the

seventeenth time to a particularly ex-

cruciating "pop
" when the door of the

studio opened and a benevolent-looking
old gentleman entered. He gax.ed at

us all in wonderment, aud, overcome by
mingled shame and exhaustion, I sank
into a chair and popped no more.

"Ah, Mr. Snapper," said Mr. Klick,
" we were just trying to get this young
gentleman amused."

Mr. Snapper, who, I should imagine,
was the adenoid victim, looked first at

me and next at Timothy, and then blew
his nose vigorously. It was not an

ordinary blast, but had a peculiarly
musical timbre, very much like the note
of a mouth-organ. It certainly attracted

Timothy's attention, for he at once
looked round and theglimmer of a smile

appeared upon his tear-stained face.

"That's it!" cried Barbara excitedly.
"Do it again."

"0\),plettse do,'' entreated Suzanne.
Mr. Snapper, adenoids or no adenoids.

spor; sinan. He quickly under-
stood what was required of him and blew
his nose again and again. And with each
blow Timothy's smile became wider,
the dimples grew deeper, and Mr. Klick
at the camera was pushing in and pull-
ing out plates for all ho was worth. At
last Mr. Snapper could blow DO more,
and with profuse thanks we gathered
ourselves together and departed. On

...
.. iiNG <T*

,

"Y'EVER HAD A BARF, BlLLY?" "Yl'S, I ONST FELL IN THE SEBPEKTINK."

our arrival home the cabman, fortu-

nately, was induced to accept a cheque
in payment.
The photographs have turned out a

great success. One in particular, wliich

shows the first smile breaking through
Timothy's tears, is of a very happy
character, and Mr. Snapper has as-ked

and received permission to send it to

the illustrated Press under the title,

"Sunshine and Shower"; and Aunt
Caroline has not only been given a

copy, but has had it framed.
Now, when I am called upon to pro-

duce a laugh from Timothy, I no longer
make faces or "

pop." I have discovered

how to blow my nose like a mouth-

organ. It 's trying work, but the effect

is magical.

Bedintegratio Amoris.
" The'Publie is hereby notified that myself

and uiy Wife Millicent is together again.
I got hasty and advertised her with no just
cause. FITZ ." West Indian Paper.

"This telegram had been preceded by others,
which were, unfortunately, contrary to in-

structions at the Post Office, delivered at this

office, which was closed, and, therefore, not

opened." Irish Paper.

That, of course, would be so.

" At a meeting of the Child Study Society
on Thursday, April 29th, at 6 p.m., Sir A. 1 ..

Shipley, G.B.E., D.Sc., F.R.S., will give a

lecture, illustrated by lantern slides, ou biting
insects and children."

British Medical Jottnial.

And we had always thought him such
a kind man !
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Gloomy Artist. "YES, I GAVE HER ALL MY LAST YEAR'S SKETCHES FOB HEB JUMBLE-SALE IN THE EAST-END. TOLD HER TO <,I:T
KID OF THEM FOB ANYTHING SHE LIKED HALF-A-CBOWN OB A COUPLE OF BOB "

(Pauses for exclamations ofhorivr at the sacrifice.)
Friend. "AND DID THEY SELL?"

THE MINXIAD.
(Being the scenario of a modern doggerel Epic.)

THE lady I choose for the theme of my lay
Is a portent

"
conspicuous even to-day,"

For, though she was freely condemned and abhorred,
She was never suppressed and she can't he ignored.

Her parents, most anxious to give a good time
To their children, if only they helped them to climb,
Unconsciously aiding the new Self-Expression
Left all from the start to their daughter's discretion.

No nurse was allowed to rebuke her or warn her,
No governess put her to stand in'a corner

;

At six she revealed a peculiar joy
In the taste of old brandy, and dressed like a boy ;

At eight she had read CASANOVA, CELLINI,
And driven a toasting-fork into a tweeny ;

At ten she indited and published a story
Described by The Leadenhall News as "too gory."
One governess after another was tried,
But none of them stopped and one suddenly died.
Then she went for a while to a wonderful school
Which was run on the plan of the late Mrs. BOOLE

;

But no "ethical safeguards
"
could ever restrain

So impulsive a heart and so fertile a brain
;

And a fire, for the kindling of which she was held.

Eesponsible, led to her being expelled.

On the strength of her fine pyromaniac rage
For a season or two she appeared on the stage ;

Her dancing was crude and her voice was a blank,
But she carried it off by superlative swank,
And married a swarthy and elderly milli-

onaire who was killed in an earthquake in Chile.

A militant during the Suffrage campaign,
In the War she adopted the cause of Sinn Fein,
And, according to credible witness, was seen
In the thick of the fighting at Easter, '16.

Escaping arrest by a dexterous dodge
She became a disciple of OLIVER LODGE,
Gave lectures on Swedish and -Swiss callisthenics,

Eurhythmies (DALCROZE) and Ukrainian eugenics.
Last, married in haste to a Bolshevist don,
She dyed her hair green and was painted by JOHN,
Eloped.with a squat anthropophagous Dago
And finds a fit home in Tierra del Fuego.

" TEMPERANCE WOMEN OF ALL LANDS.
ONE PBOPOSES KNEELING OUTSIDE HOUSE OF COMMONS."

" Star " Headlines.

We have read the article carefully, but the Member to whom
this Leap-Year proposal was made is not mentioned.
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IN A CUSHY CAUSE.
OVEB-SHOBN SHEEP. "OH, SO THAT'S WHERE IT GOES TO, IS IT? 1
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, April 19th. Primrose-day

in the House of Comment was more

honoured in the breach than the ob-

servance. Barely a dozen Members

sported Lord BEACONFIELD'S favourite

flower (for salads), and one of them
found himself so uncomfortably con-

spicuous that shortly after the proceed-

ings opened he furtively transferred his

buttonhole to his coat-pocket. Among
those who remained faithful were Lord

LAMHOUHNK (in the Peers' Gallery), who
had for this occasion substituted a posy
of primroses for his usual picotee, and,

quaintly enough, Mr. HOGGE, who had

not hitherto been suspected of Dis-

raelian sympathies.
For a Budget-day the attendance

was smaller than usual. But it was

largo enough to prevent Mr. BILLING
from securing his usual seat. The
STKAKKK, however, did not smile upon
his suggestion that he should occupy
one of the vacant places on the Front

Oppositioti Bench, and curtly informed
him t hat there was plenty of room in

the Gallery. Thither Mr. BILLING be-

took himself, and thence he addressed a

question which Mr. HOPE, the Minister

concerned, was unable to catch, his

ears not being attuned to sounds from
that altitude.

Otherwise Question-time was chiefly
remarkable for the loud and continued
burst of cheering from the Coalition

benches which greeted Mr. WILL
THOUNK'S suggestion (a propos of

LENIN'S industrial conscription) that

"it would be a very good thing to

make all the idlers in this country
work." Mr. THOUNE seemed quite em-
barrassed by the popularity of his pro-

posal, which did not, however, appear
to arouse the same enthusiasm among
his colleagues of the Labour Party.

It was four o'clock when Mr. CHAM-
HKRLAIN rose to "open the Budget"
(he clings to that old-fashioned phrase),
and just after six when he completed a

speech which Mr. ASQUITH (himself an
ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer) justly

praised for its lucidity and comprehen-
siveness

Mr. CHAMHERLAIN could not on this

occasion congratulate himself (as his

predecessors were wont to do) on the

accuracy of his forecasts. He had two
shots last

year,
in Spring and Autumn,

hut both times was many millions out
in his calculations. Fortunately all the
mistakes were on the right side, and he
came out with a surplus of one hundred
and sixty-four millions (about as much
as the whole revenue of the country
when first ho went to the Exchequer)
to devote to the redemption of debt.

-But that did not content him. For

an hour by the clock he piled up the
burdens on the taxpayer. His argu-
ments were not always consistent. It

is not quite easy to see why, because

" A primrose by a river's brim
A yellow primrose was to him

And it was nothing more."

"Mr. HOQOE had not hitherto been sus-

pected of Diswelian sympathies."

ladies have taken to smoking cigarettes,
an extra heavy duty should be imposed
on imported cigars ; or how the appear-
ance of " a new class of champagne-
drinkers" justifies a further tax upon

^[r. Cii.4xiiKRr..tix. "I DON'T CARE WHAT
ANYBODY SAYS ABOUT THIS BLOOMING TREE

(I U6E THE EPITHET IN ITS LITERAL SKNSt:):

I SHALL I.ET IT KEEP ON FOR ANOTHER YEAB."

the humble consumer of " dinner-

claret."

Nor is it easy to follow the process
of reasoning by which the CHANCELLOR

convinced himself that the Excess Pro-
fits Tax, which last year ho described
as a great deterrent to enterprise and

industry, only justifiable as " a tem-

porary measure," should now be not

merely continued but increased by fifty

per cent.

This proposal seemed to excite more
hostility than any other. But the

single taxers were annoyed by the final

disappearance of the Land Values Duties

(the only original feature of Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE'S epoch-making first Budget).
Mr. EAFFAN pictured their author being
dragged at the Tory chariot-wheels, and
Dr. MURRAY observed that the land-

taxes were evidently not allowed " on
the other side of the Kubicon."
The general view was that the Gov-

ernment had shown courage in impos-
ing fresh taxation, but would have saved
themselves and the country a great deal
of trouble if they had been equally bold
in reducing expenditure.

Tiiesday, April 20th. When a local

band at Cologne recently plays'd the
" Wachtam lihcin

"
the British officers

present stood up, on the ground (as

they explained to a surprised German)
that they were now the \Yatcb on tiie

Rhine. But are they? According to

Colonel BURN the Army of the Rhine
is now so short of men that it is com-

pelled to employ German civilians as

batmen, clerks and even telephone-

operators ; and Mr. CHURCHILL was
fain to admit that it would not sur-

prise him to hear that " some assist-

ance has been derived from the local

population."
The Carnarvonshire police are peeved

because they are not allowed to belong
to any secret society except the Free-

masons, and consequently are debarred
from membership of the Royal Ante-
diluvianOrder of Buffaloes. Mr. SHOHTT
disclaimed responsibility, but it is ex-

pected that the Member for the Car-
narvon Boroughs, who is notoriously

sympathetic to Ante-diluvians (is not
his motto Aprts moi le dtlnge ?), will

take vtp the matter on his return from
San Retno.

Having -had time to consider the

Budget proposals in detail Mr. ASQUITH
was less complimentary and more crit-

ical. Good-humoured chaff of thePRiME
MINISTER on the demise of the Land
Values Duties before they had yielded
the "rare and refreshing fruits" pro-
mised ten years ago, was followed by a

reasoned condemnation of the proposed
increase in the wine duties, which he
believed would diminish consumption
and cause international complications
with our Allies. The CHANCELLOR,

again, had thought too much of re-

venue and too little of economy. He
urged him in a magnificent mixture of
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was supported by Sir

BOSCAWEN in a speech

metaphors to cut away those parasitic
excrescences upon the normal adminis-

trative system of the country which
now constituted an open tap.

Wednesday, April 21st. The aboli-

tion of the Guide -lecturer at Kew
Gardens was deplored by Lord SUDE-
LEY and other Peers. But as, ac-

cording to Lord LEE, out of a million

visitors last year only five hundred

listened to the Guide an average of

less than three per lecture the Govern-

ment can hardly be blamed for saving a

hundred pounds. Retrenchment, after

all, must begin somewhere.
Sir DONALD MACLEAN cannot have

heard of this signal example of

Government economy or he would
not have denounced Ministers so

vehemently for their extrava-

gance. His most specific charge
was that in Mesopotamia they
were "

spending money like water
in looking for oil."

In a further defence of the Bud-

get proposals Mr. CHAMBERLAIN
disclaimed the notion that it was
the duty of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer to denounce in the

House the Estimates which he
had approved in Cabinet. His
business was to find the money.
Circumstances had altered his

attitude to the Excess Profits

Duty, and he was now determined
to stick to it. Did not a cynic
once say that nothing succeeds

like excess?

Mr. BARNES, who was loudly
cheered on his return to the House,

joined in the cry for economy.
"Some departments," he declared,

"existed only because they had
existed."

The country clergy are without
doubt the most over-rated per-
sons in the country I mean, of escat but Resurget" (cheers).

- - , 1.J*. dc-/, 7-i-r

course, from a fiscal point ot

view. Consequently the House gave a

friendly reception to a Bill intended to

relieve them of some of their pecuniary
burdens.

Thursday, April 22nd. When Dr.

MACNAMARA was Secretary to the Ad-

miralty no Minister was clearer or more
direct in his answers.. Now that he
has become Minister he has laid aside

his quarter-deck manner and adopted
tones of whispering humbleness which

hardly reach the Press Gallery.
He ought to take example from Mr.

STANTON, who never leaves the House
in doubt as to what he means. This
afternoon his purpose was to announce
that a certain " Trio

"
on the Opposition

Benches was in league with the forces

of disorder. "Bolshies!" he shouted
in a voice that frightened the pigeons
in Palace Yard.

Later in the evening Mr. STANTON
indicated that unless the salaries of

Members of Parliament were raised he
should have seriously to consider the

question of returning to his old trade

of a coal-hewer, at which I gathered
he could make much more money with
an infinitely smaller exertion of lung-

power.
The vote for Agriculture and Fisheries

A. GRIFFITH-
crammed full

of miscellaneous information. We
learned that the Minister once smoked
a pipe of Irish tobacco, and said

"Never Again"; that the slipper-lim-

LITTLE BITS OF LONDON.
" THE BEAK-GARDEN."

THE autlfors of the guide-books have

signally failed to discover the really

interesting parts of Law-land. I have
looked through several of these works
and not one of them refers, for example,
to the "Bear-Garden," which is the

place where the preliminary skirmishes
of litigation are carried out. The Bear
Garden is the name given to it by the

legal profession, so I am quite in order
in using the title. In fact, if you want
to get to it, you have to use that title.

The proper title would be something
like "the place where Masters in

Chambers function at half-past
one;" but, if you go into the Law
Courts and ask one of the attend-

ants where that is, he will say,
rather pityingly,

" Do you mean
the near-Garden?

"
and you will

know at once that you have lost

caste. Caste is a thing you should
be very careful of in these days,
so the best thing is to ask for the

Bear-Garden straightaway.
It is in the purlieus of the Law

Courts and very hard to find. It

is up a lot of very dingy back-

staircases and down a lot of very

dingy passages. The Law Courts
are like all our public buildings.
The parts where the public is

allowed to go are fairly respect-

able, if not beautiful, but the pur-
lieus and the basements and the

upper floors are scenes of un-

imaginable dinginess and decay.
The Law Courts' purlieus are

worse than the Houses of Parlia-

ment's purlieus, and it seems to me
that even more disgraceful things

"If, as appears to be the case, it is for the moment more are done in them. It only shows
or less decently interred, its epitaph should be not Beqiii- you the danger of Nationalisation.

Mr. AsQi'rrii on the Land Values Duties.

pet, formerly the terror of the oyster-
beds, had now by the ingenuity of his

Department been transformed into a

valuable source of poultry-food, and
that the roundabout process by which
the Germans in bygone days imported
eel-fry from the Severn for their own
rivers, and then exported the full-grown
fish for the delectation of East-end

dinner-tables, had been done away with.

In the matter of eels this country is now
self-supporting.

" The stock markets showed a good deal of

uncertainty this morning, and dealers marked
prices lower in many cases to protect them-
selves against possible sales on the Budget
proposals, particularly the excess profits duty
and the corruption tax." Provincial Paper.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN omitted to mention
the last-named impost, but no doubt
that was his artfulness.

On the way to the Bear-Garden

you pass the King's Remembran-
cer's rooms. This is the manwho reminds

His MAJESTY about people's birthdays;
and in a large family like that he must
be kept busy. Not far from the King's
Remembrancer there is a Commissioner
for Oaths ; you can go into his room
and have a really good swear for about

half-a-cro\vn. This is cheaper than

having it,in the street that is, if you
are a gentleman ;

for by the Profane

Oaths Act, 1745, swearing and cursing
are punishable by a fine of one shilling

for every day-labourer, soldier or sea-

man
; two shillings for every other per-

son under the degree of a gentleman ;

and five shillings for every person of or

above the degree of a gentleman. This

is not generally known. The Commis-
sioner for Oaths is a very broad-minded

man, and there is literally no limit to

what you may swear before him. The
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.sv. "AT TWO O'CLOCK THIS MORNING, MAUY, WE WKIU: WAKKNKD BY LOUD BLOCKING, AND YOUR MASTER WENT DOWN 'AND
ii IT WAS A I'ULK I.MAN', WHO TOLD HIM THE PAXTHY WINDOW WA8 OPEN."

Mnnj. "On, 'E DID, DID 'K? 'Ao 'E BED 'AIB? I'LL LARN 'IM TO GO "AMMERIN" AT DECENT PEOPLE'S DOOBS IN THE MIDDI.I:
OF Till: NIGHT JUST BECAUSE I WOULDN'T OO TO TUB PICTURES WITH 'l.M LAST FlUDAY. IMPEHENCE !

"

only tiling is that he insists on your
tiling it before you actually say it. This

may causo delay ;
so that if you are

feeling particularly strongly about any-
thing it is probably better to have it

out in the street and risk being taken
for a gentleman.
There are a number of other interest-

ing functionaries on the way to the
Bear-Garden ; but we must get on.

When you have wandered about in the

purlieus for a long time you will hear
a tremendous noise, a sort of combined

Snarling and roaring and legal conver-
sation. "When you hear that, you will

know that you are very near the bears.

They arc all snarling and roaring in a

preliminary arena,where the bears

prepare themselves for the struggle ; all

round it are smaller cages or arente,
where the struggles take place. If

possible you ought to go early, so that

you can watch the animals massing.
Lawyers, as 1 have had occasion to
observe before, are the most long-
suffering profession in the country, and
the things they do in the Bear-Garden
they have to do in the luncheon-hour,
or rather in the luncheon half-hour,
between half-past one and two.

This accounts perhaps for the ex-

treme frenzy of the proceedings. They
hurry in a frenzy up the back-stairs

about 1.25, and they pace up and down
in a frenzy till half-past one. There
are all sorts of bears, most of them
rather seedy old bears, with shaggy and

unkempt coats. These are solicitors'

clerks, and they all come straight out
of DICKENS. They have shiny little

private-school handbags, each inherited,
no doubt, through a long line of ances-

tral solicitors' clerks ; and they all have
the draggled sort of moustache that

tells you when it is going to rain.

While they are pacing up and down
the arena they all try to get rid of these

moustaches by pulling violently at

alternate ends ; but the only result is

to make it look more like rain than
ever.

Some of the bears are robust old

bears, with well-kept coats and loud

roars
; these are solicitors' clerks too,

only better fed ; or else they are real

solicitors. And a few of the bears are

perky young creatures in barrister's

robes, either for the first time, when
they look very self-conscious, or for the

second time, when they look very self-

confident. All the bears are telling
each other about their cases. They
are saying,

" We are a deceased wife's

sister suing in forma pauperis," or " I

am a discharged bankrupt, three times
convicted of perjury, but I am claim-

ing damages under the Diseases of Pigs
Act, 1862," or " You are the crew of a

merchant-ship and we are the editor

of a newspaper." Just at first it is

rather disturbing to hear snatches of

conversation like that, but there is no
real cause for alarm

; they are only
identifying themselves with the in-

terests of their clients ; and, when one
realises that, one is rather touched.

At long last one of the keepers at

the entrance to the small cages begins
to shout very -loudly. It is not at all

clear what he is shouting, but appar-
ently it is the pet-names of the bears,
for there is a wild rush for the various

cages. Across the middle of the cage
a stout barricade has been erected, and
behind the barricade sits the Master,

pale but defiant. Masters in Chambers
are barristers who have not got proper
legal faces, and have had to give up
being ordinary barristers on that ac-

count ; in the obscurity and excitement
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of the Bear-Garden nobody notices that

their faces are all wrong. The two
chief hears rush at the Master and the

other bears jostle round them, egging
them on. 'When they see that they
cannot get at the Master they begin

snarling. One of them snarls quietly
out of a long document about the State-

ment of Claim. He throws a copy of

this at the Master, and the Master tries

to get the hang of it while the bear is

snarling ;
but the other bear is by now

beside himself with rage, and ho begins

putting in what are called interlocu-

tory snarls, so that the Master gets

terribly confused, though he doesn't

let on.

By-and-by all pretence of for-

mality and order is put aside and
the battle really begins. At this

stage/of the proceedings the rule is

that no fewer than two of the pro-

tagonists must be roaring at the

same time, of which one must be

the Master. But the more general

practice is for all three of them to

roar at the same time. Sometimes,
it is true, by sheer roar-power tho

Master succeeds in silencing one
of the bears for a moment, but he
can never be said to succeed in

cowing a bear. If anybody is

cowed it is the Master. Mean-
while the lesser bears press closer

and closer, pulling at the damp
ends of their rainy moustaches
and making whispered suggestions
for new devilries in the ears of the

chief bears, who nod their heads

emphatically but don't pay any
attention. ,

The final stage is the stage of

physical violence, when the chief

bears lean over the barricade and
shake their paws at the Master ;

they think they are only making
legal gestures, but the Master
knows very well that they are get-

ting out of hand; he knows then
that it is time he threw them a bun. So
he says a soothing word to each of them
and runs his pen savagelythrough almost

everything on their papers. The bears

growl in stupefaction and rage, and
take deep breaths to begin again. But
meanwhile the keeper has shouted for

a fresh set of bears, who surge wildly
into the room. The old bears are swept
aside and creep out, grunting. What the

result of it all is I don't know. Nobody
knows. But the new bears

AT THE PLAY.
" MARY Rosi-:."

OF course nobody could possibly sus-

pect Sir JAMES BAHRIE of plagiarising

(save from himself), yet it will explain

something of tho atmosphere of Mary
/ iV.su if I say that it is a story with
such a themo as that admirable ghost-
monger, the Provost of Eton, would
whole -

heartedly approve thrilling,

sinister, inconclusive with (shall I

say?) just a dash of Sir ARTHUR CONAN
DOYLE in Ids other-worldly mood to

bring it well into the movement. Natur-

ally the variations are

and of the most adroit.

sheer BAIUUE

THE BOY WHO WOULD GROW UP FASTER
THAN HIS MOTHER.

Mary Hose . . . Miss FAY COMPTON.

Harry .... Mil. ROISEET LOK.UNE.

[EDITOR. I am much bored with this.

AUTHOR. Oh, very well.] A. P. H.

From the directions on an omnibus
ticket :

"Passengers are requested not to stand on

top of the .Bus back seats for smoking."

This is a thing we never do.

Mar i/

couldn't

Hose

grow

is

up

in fact a

because
girl who
whenever

she visited a little mystery island in the

Outer Hebrides "
they

" who lived in a
"
lovely, lovely, lovely

"
vague world

beyond these voices would call her

vaguely (to Mr. NOEMAN O'NEILL'S

charming music), and she would as

vaguely return with no memory of

what had passed and no change in her

This didn't matter
a mere child, she

physical condition,

so much when, as

disappeared for thirty days ;
but when,

mother of an incomparable heir of two,
she was rapt away in the middle of a

picnic for twenty-five years, and re-

turned to find a husband, mother and
father inexplicably old and changed, and

dreadfully silent about her babe well,

you see for yourself how hopeless every-

thing was. As if there were not enough
real tragedy in the world and it were

necessary to invent!

I don't think it fair to tell you any
more. You shouldn't suffer these thrills

at second-hand. But I can say that,
in spite of making it a point of profes-
sional honour to try to keep a warm
spine and cheek the unbidden tear from

trickling down my nose (which makes

you look such an ass before a cynical

colleague during the intervals), I was
beaten in both attempts. The "effects

"

were astonishingly well contrived by
both author and producer (Mr. HOLMAN
CLARK). You were not let down at the

supreme moment by a hurried shuffle

of dimly seen forms or the click

of an electrician's gear suggesting
too solid flesh. The house was in

a queer way stunned by the poig-

nancy of the last scene between the

young ghost-mother and the long-

sought unrecognised son, and had
to shake itself before it could re-

ward with due applause the fine

playing of as perfect a cast as I

have seen for a long time. There 's

no manner of doubt that Sir JAMES

"got it over" (as they say) all right.
Miss FAY COMPTON makes aston-

ishing strides. Her Mary Hose,
had adorable shy movements
caresses, intonations, wistfulnesses.

These were traits of Mary Hose,
not tricks of Miss COMPTON. And
they escaped monotony supreme
achievement in the difficult cir-

cumstances. Mr. EoiiEiiT LORAINE
in the doubled roles of Mary Hose's

husband and son, showed a very"
fine skill in his differentiation of

the husband's character in three

phases of time and development,
and of the son's, with its family
likeness and individual variation.

Mr. EKNEST THESIGER, who seems
to touch nothing ho does not adorn,

gave a fine rendering of as charm-

ing a character as ever came out of the

BARRIE box the superstitious, learned,

courteous crofter's son, student of Aber-

deen University, temporary boatmau
and (later) minister. Jle did his best

incidentally, by rowing away without

casting off', to corroborate the local

legend that the queer little island some-

times disappeared. Miss MARY JERBOLD
was just the perfect BARBIE mother

(of Mary Bosc). Mr. ARTHUH WHITBY'S

parson, Mr. NORMAN FORBES' squire,
Miss JEAN CADELL'S housekeeper, left

no chinks in their armour for a critic's

spleenful arrow. T.

"It was one of those peif^ct June nights
that so seldom occur except in August."

Magazine.

The result of Daylight-saving, no doubt.
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THE AGE OF UNREST.

c.HAKDMAMMA, WHO HAS BKKN TH\\ AHTKD, GOES OX HVMiKR -STRIKE.
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SHOCK OF A TRAVELLEB LOST IN THE SNOW WHEN HE PERCEIVES THAT HIS RESCUER IS A PUSSYFOOT.

THE CONNOISSEUR
No more to bits of china (though I

love it),

To coloured prints no more my fancy
roams,

Or all the works of art I used to covet
In other people's homes.

Old first editions, Sheffield plate and
brasses,

Weapons of CROMWELL'S time and
coats of mail,

Gate-tables, QUEEN ANNE chairs and
aught that passes

For craft of CHIPPENDALE

Such things no more I spend my hard-
earned cash on

(Fain though the spirit be, the purse
is weak) ;

Yet strong within me burns the ruling
passion
For anything antique.

To haunt the sales for "finds" no more
my job is ;

I 've found at length, to satisfy my
bent,

A wider sphere for this my last of

hobbies,
Which costs me not a cent ;

Where I can see my friends possess the
treasure

Their souls desire, nor envy them for

that;

My game 's to scan my fellow-man at
leisure

Divested of his hat ;

Among my own coevals, whom at last

Time
Is taking by the locks at forty-nine,

Searching (a quaint but inexpensive
pastime)
For balder heads than mine.

HINTS ON ADVERTISING.
IN the belief that the numerous signs

and notices, such as those containing
warnings and advice to the public, with
which the eye is so familiar, might bo

employed as suitable media for com-
mercial advertisement, the following
suggestions are offered for what they
are worth :

LIFT ttOT WORKING.

When you walk upstairs
be sure your boots are
shod with PUSSYFOOT

Rubber Heels.

THIS RACK IS PROVIDED FOR
LIGHT ARTICLES ONLY.

If your baby is a GLOXO baby
keep it on your knee.

GLOXO builds Ittlky bairns.

KEEP OFF THE GRASS.

Unless you are wearing
QUMBOODLE'd

Goloshes.

Won't wet feet.

BEWARE OF THE DOG.

Wait till he hears

HIS MASTER'S VOICE.

TO STOP THE TRAIN PULL
DOWN THE CORD.

Then light a NAVY LIST Cigarette.
That alone is worth the o.

STICK NO BILLS.

It's not your job.
Lot STIKKOTINE do it.

Sticks anything.

YOU MAY TELEPHONE FROM HERE.

Ring up your newsagent and order

your DAILY WAIL.

Billion Sale.

Order it now.
CIIU CHIN CHOW.

"CHARLES
This week, DRIVEN FROM HOME.

Next week, AT SEA."

Daily Pryvr.

Surely this pitiable case ought to b(j

brought to the attention of the Actors
Benevolent Association.
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Epicurean. "An, YOU LITTLE KEALIBE HOW THESE APIUL SHOWERS BRING ON THE PEAS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

1 HAVE a mild grievance against that talented lady, Miss
^IAKKHUI: BOWEN, for labelling her latest novel" a romantic

fantasy." Because, like all her other stories, The Cheats

(COLLINS) moves with such an air of truth, its personages
are so human, that I could delightfully persuade myself
that it was all true, and that I had really shared, with a
sometimes quickened pulse, the strange fortunes of the
sombre young hero.

'

But fantasy ! That is to show the

strings and give away the whole game. However, if you
can forget that, the coils of an admirably woven intrigue
will grip your attention and sympathy throughout. The
central figure is one Jaques, who comes to town as a

penniless and love-lorn romantic, to be confronted with the
revelation that he is himself the eldest son, unacknowledged
but legitimate, of His Majesty KINO CHARLES THE SECOND,
then holding Court at Whitehall. It is from the plots and

counter-plots, the machinations and subterfuges that follow
that Miss BOWEN justifies her title. Certainly The Cheats
establishes her in my mind as our first writer of historical

fiction. The character-drawing is admirable (especially of

poor weak-willed vacillating Jaques, a wonderfully observed

study of the STUAUT temperament). More than ever, also,
Miss BOWEN might hero he said to write her descriptions
with a paint-brush ; the whole tale goes by in a series of

glowing pictures, most richly coloured. The Cheats is not
a merry book

;
its treatment of the foolish heroine in parti-

cular abates nothing of grim justice ;
but of its art there can

bo no two opinions. I wish again that I had been allowed
to believe in it.

It must be unusual in war for a commander-in-chief to

be regarded by his opponents with the respect and admira-

tion that the British forces in East Africa felt towards
VON IiETTOW-VoRBECK ;

from General SMUTS, who congratu-
lated him on his Order " Pour le Merite," down to the

British Tommy who promised to salute him "
if ever

'e's copped." The fact that VON LETTOW held out from

August, 1914, till after the Armistice with a small force

mainly composed of native askaris, and with hardly any
assistance from overseas, ia proof in itself of his organizing

ability, his military leadership and his indomitable deter-

mination. As these are qualities which are valued by his

late enemies his story of the campaign, My Reminiscences

of East Africa (HussT AND BLACKETT), should appeal to a

large public, especially as it is written on the whole in

a sporting spirit and not without some sense of humour.
His descriptions of the natural difficulties of the country
and the methods he adopted for handling them are interest-

ing and instructive. But in military matters his story is

not altogether convincing ;
for if his " victories

"
were as

" decisive
"
as he represents them how is it that they were

followed almost invariably by retirement ? The results

are attributed in these pages to "
slight mischances

"
or

" unfavourable conditions
"

or merely to "
pressure of

circumstances." Would it not have been better, while he

was about it, to claim boldly that he was luring us on?
This is a question on which one naturally refers to the

maps, and it is therefore all the more regrettable that these

contain no- scale of mileage, an omission which renders

them almost meaningless. How many readers, for instance,

will realise that German East Africa was almost twice the

size of Germany ? The translation on the whole is good,
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hough some phrases such as " the at times barely sufficient

ation" are rather too redolent of the Fatherland.

I see that on the title-page of his latest story Mr. W. E.

\ORRIS is credited with having already written two others

specified by name), etc. Much virtue in that "etc." I can-

lot therefore regard The Triumphs of Sara (HUTCHINSON)

>recisely as the work of a beginner, though it has a fresh-

less and sense of enjoyment about it that might well belong

o a first book rather than to I doubt whether even

Mr. NORRIS himself could say offhand what its number is.

Sara and her circle are eminently characteristic of their

creator. You have here the same well-bred well-to-do

)ersons, pleasantly true to their decorous type, retaining

ilways, despite modernity of clothes and circumstance,

a gentle aroma of late Vic-

onanism. Perhaps Sara is

,he most immediate of Mr.

MORRIS'S heroines so far. Her

rioney-bags had been filled in

Manchester, and from time to

ime in her history you are

eminded of this circumstance.

ft explains much; though
lardly her marriage with Euan

Leppington, whose attraction

apparently lay in being one of

;he few males of her acquaint-
ance whom Sara did not find

it fatally easy to bring to heel.

Anyhow, after marriage she

quickly grew bored to death

of him ; so much so that it

required an attempt (badly

bungled) by another woman
to get Elian to elope with her,

and a providential collapse of

the very unwilling Lothario, to

bring about that happy ending
that my experience of kind

Mr. NOERIS has taught me to

expect. I may add that he

has never done anything mere

quietly entertaining than the

frustrated elopement ;
the lun-

cheon scene at the Metropole,

Brighton, between the angry
but amused Sara and a hus-

band incapacitated by rage,

remorse and chill, is an es-

" PROPER FED UP WIV YOl
DAY LONG. I 'D 'IT YEB OVER
I \VOS A MODERN WOMAN."

pecially well-handled little comedy of manners.

Sir JULIAN COBBETT, in writing the first volume of Naval

Operations (LONGMANS), has carried the semi-oflicial history

of the War at sea only as far as the Battle of the Falklands;

but if the other three or four volumes the number is still

uncertain are to be as full of romance as this the complete
work will be a library of adventure in itself. Hardly ever

turning aside to praise or blame, he says with almost un-

qualified baldness a multitude of astounding things things

we half knew, or guessed, or longed to have explained, or

dared not whisper, or, most of all, never dreamt of. Here is

a gold-mine for the makers of boys' books of all future

generations to quarry in. Think, for instance, of the liner

Ortcf/a shaking off a German cruiser by bolting into an un-

charted tide-race near the Horn ; or the Southport, left for

disabled by her captors, crawling two thousand miles to

safety with only half an engine ;
or the triumphant raider

Karlsruhe, her pursuers baffled, full to the hatches with

captured luxuries, bands playing, flags flying, suddenly
blown up in mid-Atlantic. The game of hide-and-seek, as

played by the Emden and her like, naturally figures very

largely in a volume which HEXTY could hardly have bettered,

The author's veracious narrative, leaving all picturesque
detail to the imagination, gets homo every time by the

sheer weight of its material. The War in Home waters is

no less fascinatingly reconstructed, and the case of in;i)>.-

contains in itself living epics for all who study them with

understanding.

In writing her second book Miss HILDA M. SHAHI' has

allowed herself what is, I suspect, the lady novelist's

greatest treat, the extraordinary achievement of using the

first person singular and making it masculine. She has
~~
done it very well too, and I

am happy to recall that, in

another place, I was among
the many who prophesied good
concerning her future when
she made her debut us a novel-

ist with The Stars in th,ir

Courses in Mr.FisHKii UXWIM'S
" First Novel Library." A
Paicn in Paten comes very

properly from the same pub-
lisher. It has one of tho?e

plots which it is most parti-

cularly a reviewer's business,

in the reader's own interest,

not to reveal, but it is per-
missible to explain that the
"
pawn

"
of the title is a little

girl adopted from an orphan-

age, where, as someone say.-;,

the orphans aren't really

orphans," by Julian Tarrant,

whom a select circle acknow-

ledged as the greatest poet
that the last years of the nine-

teenth century produced. Miss

SHARP earns my special mi-

miration by getting through
the inevitable description of

the beginning of the Great

War in fewer words than any-

body whose attempt I hn ve

yet encountered, and steers

throughout a pleasant course

midway between a "best-

seller" and a "high-brow." Lydia,' the "pawn," is very

charming, but quite possibly so, and though, of course, she

must marry ono of the three men interested in her adoptic

Miss SHARP will probably keep most of her readers, as she did

me, in doubt as to which it is to be until quite the end of

the' book. -I think that he may prove an- acquired tasti

with most readers; but directly I found that he was apt I

quote the reviews in Punch 1 realised that he was a man

of discrimination and deserved his good luck.

An Urgent Request,
" CO-OPKIUTIVK SOCIETY, LTD.

Membert are requested to hand in their Share PUSS Books for Audit

Purposes to the Head Office on or before AT ONCE.'' Local Paper.

u Rev . writes: 'I have a Cousin residing in the T;

who has been living on three plates of porridge made of -

years, and is well and strong on it.' "South African Vaper.

It sounds very sustaining.

,
I AM. Gay, CKY, CKY ALJ.

TUB 'BAD wiv THE BOTTLE it'
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CHARIVARIA.
WE understand that Lord FISHER,

who is reported to have taken a week
, say what he thought about the

(, lias asked for an extension of

time. .
;

. *

Germany has decided to abolish grad-

ually all titles of nobility. They will

disappear Von by Von.
1

*
Six hundred Irish emigrants left for

New York last Wednesday on board

eltic. All, we understand, were

advised before leaving that the price
of a man's votes, after the first five or

six, isn't what it was in former Pre-

lial elections.
* *

'

I hope I will not come back until

; of a real

with Kussia is

d," said Mr.

SNOWDEN on the eve of

his departure. There
.ire other people who
don'tmuch mind what
rause detains him.

An earthquake is

ed in California,

and a volume of poems
by the POET L.u iti

'

\ 1 1:

is announced. What
a breathless week !

:;: *

" What is wanted
in our prisons," says a

well known preacher,
lore humanity;

in the Irish prisons
in particular the right
i.iml of humanity."
I, ven in the rare cases where we get
hold of it we don't seem able to keep it.

Liverpool and District Federa-
tion of Brotherhoods and Sisterhoods,

protesting against Sunday cricket, de-

'lare their anxiety to maintain in every
:he traditional sacredness of the

Knglish Sabbath. With roast beef at

resent price this seems scarcely
;ble.

,..
...

*

A" uniform evening dress for women "

advocated at a discussion on
;

lions" by members of the Lyceum
Hub. Smart Society, it is observed,
by a gradual process of elimination is

vorking down to something of the

terms of the Peace Treaty and the sec-

tion that merely intends to evade them.
* #
*

It appears that a man has been fined

live pounds for using bad language
about Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL. Latest

reports from the district are to the

effect that his remarks were rather

good value for the money.
* *

A weekly paper advocates the steril-

izing of all foodstuffs. This is a decided

advance on the old custom of sifting

soup through a set of whiskers.
* *
*

Germany, says Mr. JAMES DOUGLAS,
lost the War. It is said that even the

ex-Kaiser now admits that everything
seems to point that way.

* *
*

A Madras tiger cub, we are informed,

stalled in a certain large aerodrome in

Hampshire. It is rumoured that they
will be willing to buy them back from
the purchasers at an, enhanced price in

order to equip a new aerodrome in the
same locality.

According to a witness at Willcsden
Police Court a carter charged with

insulting behaviour swore for twenty
minutes without repeating himself. We
understand that the Bargees' Union
take a very serious view of the matter.

* *

" The cost of cremation is now excep-

tionally low," announces a Sunday
paper. Inexpensive luxuries are so

rare in these days that one is tempted
to give it a trial.

r

Replying to Sir K. FBASEB, Mr.
AUSTEN CHAMHKRLAIN
stated that he was
not prepared to levy
an equalizing tax on
total abstainers. The
belief that they are

already sufficiently

punished is widely
held.

*

" Man, naturally

funny, desires to be

trained for stage

funny-man
"

(Times
Advertisement). The
initial handicap is

bound to tell against
him. He should try
the House of Com-
mons. * ...

THE THINGS WE WRITK.
" SlH POMPEY AND HIS GUESTS LITERALLY SWAM IN CHAUPAGNK

"Increased party bitterness," says
a Berlin correspondent, "is becoming a

'! of German life." A sharp cleav-
"f opinion is detected between the

party that refuses to comply with the

has been born at Pontypridd. We can

only suppose that the animal did not

know it was Pontypridd.
* :?

*
Futurist painters, says a contempo-

rary, are becoming scarce in America.

The wave of crime that followed the

War seems to be falling off.

The Department Committee of the

Falkland Islands suggest that whales
should be marked by a small projectile.
This is much better than screwing the

monster into a vice and carving its

name and address on it with a chisel.

A Beachy Head correspondent writes

to a daily paper to say that he has seen

a peculiarly bright light in the sky.

Quite a number of people are asking,
Can it be tile sun '.'

A morning paper reports that the

Government is now offering for sale

all machinery, fixtures and fittings in-

Twenty - one pigs
have died at Woking

as the result of eating phosphorus. The
owner was apparently unaware that

it has taken years to accustom the

American pig to a phosphorus diet.

Hythe Council is offering sixpence
a dozen for dead wasps. Hunters may
bring their captures in on the hoof but

must slaughter them before they can

toucli the money.
* *

A South Wales miner charged with

trapping birds was found to be wearing
three coats. As this might have been

due to an oversight on the part of his

valet it was not included in the charge.

Our Tireless Terpsichoreans.

"Miss 's dance will take place on the

2'2nd and terminate on the 29th for this sea-

son." Advt. in Provincial Paper.

"That fine sporting neighbourhood, Epsom,
is represented by a big cheque from the town
cub." K railing 1'aper.

Good dog !

TCL. i
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THE HEALING WATERS OF SPA.

[It is feared that the Treaty with the Turk

will not be signed in time for him to receive

an invitation to join the Allies and their late

enemies, toward* the end of May, at the Con-

ference to be held at Spa, where it is proposed
to discuss a common scheme for the regenera-

tion of the world.]

SWKET after hopes deferred that make
The stomach feel so queer,

To think the Peace for which we ache

May very soon be here ;

That, though but scarce two years have

passed
Since we contrived to win it,

The War, if things go on so fast,

May end at any minute.

Yet must the pace bo hotter still

With less of " hum !

"
and " ha !

"

If we would have our pleasure's fill

And meet the Turk at Spa ;

How nice if he could only come,
Fresh from Armenian slaughter,

And join our Mixed Symposium
Over a mineral water !

His ripe experience would show
Just how (by Allah's grace)

To make this world of sin and woa
Into a better place ;

And, though we failed to cure at sight
All ills that want allaying,

At least (between the Acts) we might
Together go a-Maying. O. S.

LE MONDE OU L'ON TRAVAILLE.

THERE had been a long silence be-

tween us. We sat lunching comfortably
at the Ritz, and the Spring air came

pleasantly in at the open window beside

us. I watched the people passing by
and commented on some of them to

Tony ,
but heseemed completely wrapped

in meditation.

Really it was a little aggravating.

Spring always thrills me to the tips of

my fingers ;
I had put on my very

nicest clothes ; we were eating the very
last word in lunches, and there was a

glorious atmosphere of holiday in the
air ; but it was all lost on Tony.

Suddenly he roused himself. " It 's

a queer thing," he began a propos of

nothing, abstractedly toying with his

p&che Melba and lapsing into thoughtful
silence again.

" Shouldn't be surprised," 1 retorted

sharply.
Then I looked across at him and my

heart smote me. He is extraordinarily

food
to look upon fair crinkled hair,

axon colouring and blue eyes that can
warm up so delightfully at moments.

" What is queer, Tony ?
"

I went on
more gently, conscious that in spite of

his abstraction his gaze was wandering
appreciatively in my direction, so that
I felt my new blouse was not entirely
wasted after all.

"
Well, the fact is," he roused him-

self to start,
" I 've been making some

very inlerestin' experiments."
" Oil !

"
I said, a trifle disappointed.

"
Yes, very interestin' indeed. You

know, of course, that I 've only been

demobbed about six months, so there 's

no ghastly hurry or anythin', but I

rather feel that I ought to begin to

think of doin' somethin' some busi-

ness, profession sort of affair, I mean.

Havin' made up my mind more or less,

I thought I 'd come up to town yester-

day and have a talk with one or two of

the fellows I know who have got jobs

get a few tips and so on."
" That sounds an awfully good idea,"

I encouraged him.

"Well, it was rather," he agreed

modestly,
" but on my life, Betty, you'd

never believe Well, I '11 tell you.
" I dropped in first of all on Dixon.

Not a bad chap at all, one of those

you know solicitors. Partner in an

Al firm an' all that. Thoy 're fairly

rakin" in money at present with this

boom in Divorce Court stunts.
"
Anyway we began talkin' about old

times and so on, as I hadn't seen him
for ages. We got laugh in' over some
of his funny stories about their stuff

no names or anythin' like that, of

course and then bit by bit I started

tellin' him what was really at the back

of my mind about takin' up the work.
I don't think he grasped it quite at

first, but when he did he just leant

back in his chair and looked at me with
a kind of pityin' expression. 'My dear

old boy,' he said,
' take it from a friend,

one who has been through it don't !

It's a dog's life; years of training;
work all day and night. No peace. Re-

sponsibility all the time. You know,
dear old fellow, what you want is a

soft job. Why don't you start stock-

brokin' or somethin' ?
'

"
Well, of course that was a bit of a

set-back ; still I thought,
' Are we down-

hearted ?
'

So I trotted on round to

old Simkins remember that stock-

broker chap we ran into at the Gaiety
the other evenin' ? He 's a decent sort

of fellow ; clever an' all that too but
not by way of overworkin' himself.

"
Well, I got to his office and asked

him out to lunch at the Club, but he
wouldn't hear of it.

' My dear old man,'
he said,

'

you 're comin' right along
with me to the Carlton, and we 're goin'
to have the best lunch they can turn
out. I tell you I 've struck lucky this

morning ; absolutely had a haul !

'

"
Well, I thought that sounded pretty

cheery, so we toddled off,- and I must
say they did us jolly well. It seemed

just the chance to get him to talk in a

pally sort of way, so I simply put it to
him straight and told him what I was

thinkin' of doin'. Ho listened to me a
bit doubtfully for a few minutes and
then leaned across the table and put
his hand on my arm, interruptin' me.
1 Don't you do it, my son," he said. 'As

a pal I warn you. The work ! tlie

worry ! the carking anxiety ! Take my
word for it the life of a stockbroker
isn't fit for a dog.'

" Seemed funny, didn't it? Only he
was so insistent that I began to get the

hump about it myself too and after a

little while I managed to leave him and
rolled oft' to get cheered up by Bird.

Teddy Bird 's one of the best of fellows

always merry an' bright. They manu-
facture ladies' jumpers or somethin' of

the sort ; they were on Army clothin'

durin' the War; pots of money, of

course ; not doin' too badly now either.
" I just blew in an' told him to come

on the binge or somethin' to cheer me
up. He wanted to know what I had

got the hump about, so I told him
about these other two chaps, and really
I was beginnin' to think what a let-off

I had had. Then a bright idea flashed

into my mind. Why shouldn't I manu-
facture somethin"? It seemed such a

toppin' good scheme that I asked him

straight out what he thought about it.

" ' My poor innocent lad,' he said,

'don't you yet realise the sort of exist-

ence fellows like me have to lead?

Labour troubles, money troubles, tax-

ation on profits. Why, good heavens,
it 's little better than a dog's life!

'

" I kind of felt crumpled and left

him."

Tony looked across at me gloomily.
There was a heavy silence. I couldn't

think of anything comforting to say.

He paid the bill and we started thread-

ing our way towards Piccadilly.
"
But, Tony," I finally suggested

rather desperately, "you said just now
there isn't such a ghastly hurry. Why
don't you just stay round and amuse

yourself for a bit till something crops

up?"
He turned and gazed at me re-

proachfully.
" My dear Betty," he said,

" I thought

you understood me better than that.

For a fellow of real ambition and keen-

ness for gettin' on, it 's absolutely feed-

in', an existence like this, just messin'

about'. It 's the limit. Why, it 's

nothin' better than a dog's
"

I glanced at him quickly and lie

flushed crimson to the ears.
" What I mean to say oh, hang it !

'

he stuttered, waving his cane. "Hi,

taxi! That's right. Hop in, Betty.

We 've just about time to get a look in at

the Palladium. You know one wants

cheerin' up these days. Thinkin'

seriously about things is so beastly

worryin'."
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FROM TRIUMPH TO TRIUMPH.
Mn. LLOVD GEORGE. "I'VE MADE PEACE WITH GERMANY, WITH AUSTRIA, WITH

BULGARIA, AND NOW I'VE MADE PEACE WITH FRANCE. SO THERE'S ONLY TURKEY,
IRELAND AND LORD NORTHCLIFFE LEFT."
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OUE NATURE CORRESPONDENT WRITES TO US THAT THE COUNTRYSIDE IS LOOKING ALMOST PERKKCT.

ALL FOR JANE.

(With the British Army in France.)
How Jane contrived to inspire affec-

tion and bitter rivalry in the hearts of

Sergeant Bulter and Chippo Munks is

bard to imagine. She was not beautiful
or agreeable or even intelligent. And
she was certainly fickle and greedy.
If .Sergeant Bulter persuaded her to

accompany him for a walk she was
quite likely to return witli Chippo ; and
if Chippo invited her to dine the end of

the dinner was usually the signal for

her to leave in search of the further

hospitality of Sergeant Bulter.

Nevertheless both soldiers wooed her
with an intensity that nearly brought
thorn into deadly conflict. The climax
was precipitated by an announcement
in Battalion Orders that ran :

" All ownerless dogs straying about
the Camp will be secured by the Camp
police for destruction. Owners of dogs
will therefore ensure that their dogs are

provided with collars showing names
of owners, and such clogs are not per-
mitted to stray about the lines un-
attended."

On reading this Chippo laboriously
inscribed an old identity disc ,

JANE MUNKS,
"B" COY.,

and sought out Jane in her usual
corner near the cook-house. He was
threading the disc with a piece of string
when Sergeant Bultor appeared.

" What are you doin' to that dawg ?
"

demanded the Sergeant.
"
Fittin' 'er with a necklace," replied

Chippo.
"
Well, you can keep it to hang your-

self with," said Bulter triumphantly ;

" she 's already provided."

Chippo perceived, what he had pre-
viously overlooked, that Jane's neck
was encircled with a collar marked

JANE BULTER,
MESS.

A sick feeling of disappointment came
over him, but he dissembled.

" I reckernize the family likeness, Ser-

geant," he remarked and walked away,
whilst Jane, with callous disregard for

hia sufferings, meditated whether to
dine with the Ration Corporal or the

Sergeant Cook, or both.

Chippo walked gloomily in the direc-

tion of the town. As he approached
the place the blaring of cornets and
sounds of hilarity reminded him that

Quelquepart was holding its annual

foire. Merry - go -rounds and swing-
boats were not in harmony with C hip-

po's mood, and the performance at the

gaudily-painted Guignol struck bin; us

particularly dreary, but the sight of

Ferdinand Delauney's Grande Loterie,
with its huge red wheel and tempting
array of prizes, roused him to anima-
tion. Ferdinand was attracting in-

vestors by methods of persuasion which

Chippo, as an acknowledged
" Crown-

and - anchor "
expert, recognised ;is

masterly.
"Beckon I'll try a franc's-vvorth of

Ferdy's prize bonds," ho said. " But I

expect it'll just be my luck to win a !

dog-collar or a muzzle."
In due course the wheel began to :

revolve, and it had scarcely sto]
before Ferdinand jumped from tho

platform and embraced Chippo with

emotion.
"Mon ami," he said," mesfelt

Vents avez gatjnA le premier -pi-i
el"
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Opening a crate ho extracted an ath-

letic young cockerel, which ho thrust

under Chippo'8 arm, and the latter

walked away with a prize for which

he had not tlio slightest use.

Presently the cockerel began to

struggle, and Cliippo, after considering

all methods of transport, took the string

intended for Jano from his pocket, at-

tached it to the rooster's leg and

marched it before him. Ho had not

proceeded far before ho was confronted

by the scandalised Sergeant Bultor,

with Jane trailing miserably at his

heels.
' Jii !

"
shouted the Sergeant, "what

do you mean parading the town like a

hhuned poultry siiow ?
"

" A c.hap must 'ave a bit o' company
when he goes out. /ain't got no dawg
now," replied Cliippo pathetically.

" Dawgs is* one thing," said the

Sergeant,
" and a mangy wry-necked

rooster wot 'a probably missing from

some-one's back -yard is another. It

ain't regimental."
" It 's as regimental as a yellow flap-

eared mongrel wot 's bin enticed away
from its rightful owner," said the in-

subordinate Cliippo.
" There ain't no-

think in King's Regs, against it."

"
P'r'aps there ain't," said Bulter;

"but it ain't soldierlike."

"One minit, Sergeant. Wot's our

regimental mascot ? It 's a goat. An'

what's the Dampshires' ? A chatter-

ing monkey. If monkeys an' goats is

soldierlike so 's poultry."
The Sergeant was silenced, and Cliippo

and his rooster proceeded on their

way, giving a finished exhibition of the

goose-step.
Thereafter Cliippo and his pet osten-

tatiously paraded the lines, selecting the

occasions when the Sergeant was start-

ing out for a constitutional. Though
Bulter's feelings were sorely outraged
he preserved an air of icy aloofness,

which Jano imitated as long as she was
on the lead. This apparent indiffer-

ence should have been a warning to

the cockerel, but he did not know Jane's

peculiar temperament. The full revela-

tion came one morning when they mel

in the lines unattended by their respect
ivo masters. The rooster quickly fel'

a victim to feminine duplicity, and Jane
carried the mangled bundle of claws
and feathers and dropped it at Chippo's
feet.

Cliippo took the remains to Sergean
Bultor.

"See what your dawg's done," hi

said with indignation.
" An' a good job too," answere(

Bulter.

"You 'ear that?" appealed Chippc
to another N.C.O. who was standing by
" He was allus jealous of me 'avin' :

Fatuous Person. "ABE YOU A DIVER?"

Cynic. "Ho, NO. I'M PAVLOVEB'S DANCIN' PABTNEB."

pet, so 'e deliberately sot 'is dawg on it,

a,n' now 'e 's gloatin'."
" See 'ere, my lad," spluttered Bulter,

"
you '11 be for orderly-room to-morrow

if you ain't careful."
"
Very well, Sergeant," said Chippo

meekly ;

"
it '11 give me a chawnce to

make my complaint to the orficer."
" 'Ow do you mean ?

"

" Why, against you for flat disobedi-

ence of Battalion borders. If you 'adn't

let your dawg run about the lines un-

attended this wouldn't 'ave "appened."
The Sergeant's face bore the expres-

sion of a quack compelled to swallow

his own pills. Chippo continued re-

lentlessly and untruthfully
" I 'ear she 's bit the Colonel's groom

an' pinched the joint from the Warrant

Orficera' Mess. She never oughtn't to

bo at largo, she didn't."

Rarely in his career had Bulter shown
such visible discomfiture.

"Of course," added Cliippo casually,
"

if Jane was my dawg I 'd 'ave no

grounds for complaint."
When your strong man is compelled

to submit to the inevitable he usually
does it ungracefully. Bulter took the

collar from Jane's neck and pushed her

over with his foot.
" Take the brute," he said,

" an' if

over I see 'er round this Mess again
I '11 shoot 'er !

"

"Paris, Friday. The High Court of the

Senate resumed in public its hearing of the

Caillaux trial. . . The jury found the pris-

oner guilty. Mr. Justice Darling postponed
sentence." Scotch Paper.

No other journal appears to have

noticed this remarkable extension of the

Entente Cordiale.
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SUSSEX GODS.
1 HAVE been told, and do not doubt,
That Devon lanes are dim with trees,

And shagged with fern, and loved of

bees,
And all with roses pranked about;
I do believe that other-where
The woods are green, the meadows fair.

And woods, I know, have always been
The haunt of fairies, good or grim ;

There the knight-errant hasted him;
There Bottom found King Oberon's

Queen ;

The Enchanted Castle always stood

Deep in the shadow of a wood.

But I know upland spirits too

Who love the sliadeless downs to

climb ;

There, in the far-off fabled time,
Men called them when the moon was

new,
And built them little huts of stone
With briar and thistle over-grown.

The trees are few and do not bend
To make a whispering swaying arch

;

They are the elder and the larch,
Who have the north-east wind for

friend,
And shield them from his bluff salute

With elbow kinked and moss-girt root.

There, when the clear Spring sunset dies

Like a great pearl dissolved in wine,

Forgotten stragglers half-divine

Creep to their ancient sanctuaries

Where salt-sweet thyme and sorrel-

spire
Feed on the dust of ancient tire.

And when the light is almost dead,

Low-swung and loose the brown
clouds flow

In an unhasting happy row
Out seaward over Beachy Head,
Where, far below, the faithful sea
Mutters its wordless liturgy ;

Then Sussex gods of sky and sun,
Gods never worshipped in a grove,
Walk on the hills they used to love,

Where the Long Man of Wilmington,
Warden of their old frontier, stands
And welcomes them with sceptred

bands. D. M. S.

Improving upon Nature.

From an hotel advertisement :

"
Pishing on hike and stream, also 4.', mil..'

Vyrnwy Rivor, recently redecorated."

Provincial Paper.

"SHOT AT DAWN AGAIN.
BY HOIUTIO BO'JTOMMEY."

'John Bull" Poster.

This accomplished marksman seems to

have missed his man at the first

attempt.

WHEN THE CHESTNUT FLOWERS.
FAMOUS FOLK WHO VISIT HAMPTON

COURT.

(Specially contributed by ourmendacious

Paragraphical Expert after the best

models.)

WONDERFUL is the lure that Cardinal
WOLSEY'S ancient seat has for all

classes of Londoners, especially now
when the spires of pink and yellow
blossoms rise amidst the dark foliage
of Bushey Park, but it is not gene-
rally known how many celebrities of

the day are attracted to Hampton
Court Palace unobserved by anybody
but me, who make a habit of noticing
this kind of thing. Leaders in the
worlds of politics and art wander on
the closely-shaven lawns or through
the stately chambers, where our Eng-
lish kings made their home and in most
cases left their bedsteads behind for

posterity to admire. It is as if some
irresistible compulsion drove the great
minds of the present to commune with
the mighty shades of the past. Either
that or because the return fare from
Waterloo is comparatively cheap.

]' '.' # * *.

Paying my penny to visit the Great
Vine the other day, I found myself
alone in the conservatory with none
other than the CHANCELLOR OF THE
EXCHEQUER himself, who was regarding
this magnificent specimen of horticul-

tui'e with evident interest through his

monocle. After mentioning to him
that its record output was twenty-two
hundred clusters, I could not resist the

temptation of asking him whether he

thought the manufacture of home-

grown wines would be stimulated by
the provisions of the present Budget.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN, however, returned
an evasive reply and went out to join
Sir EDWARD CARSON, who was pacing
up and down in front of the Orangery.

Other well-known politicians whom I

have noticed here lately have been Lord
BEATTYand Lord FISHER strolling arm-
in-arm beside the Long Canal, and
Mr. JACK JONES looking contemptu-
ously at the Kynge's Beestes

;
and the

other day, owing to identical errors in

our choice of routes, I bumped into Sir

ERIC GEDDES no fewer than five times

during one afternoon in the Maze. The
LORD CHANCELLOR is another frequent
visitor. For one who has the mitiga-
tion of the harsher features of our

marriage laws so much at heart, these

Courts, where "bluff KING HAL" cele-

brated so many of bis cheeriest wed-

dings, have a special charm. It is true

that the eighth Henry was a little one-

sided in his ideas of reform, but that

was the fault of bis ago rather than

himself, and, like the present National

Party, he had, as the LORD CHANCELLOR
put it, the great heart of the people
behind him.

Nor is it only statesmen who haunt
the great palace. Nowhere else but

here, where JAMES I.'s company of

actors, including WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE,
performed, can Mr. HENRY AINLEY
obtain the requisite atmosphere which
inspires his swift variety of impersona-
tions, and 1 am told that his sudden
remark of,

"
Oh, pardon me, tliou

bleeding piece of earth," made to one
of the attendants who had been for.

many years in the army, was nearly
the cause of a slight fracas. Mr. H. G.
WELLS has sometimes been seen staring
open-mouthed at the painting of 'the

Olympian cosmogony which adorns the

ceiling and walls of the Grand Staircase,
and in the wych-elm bower Sir J. M.
BARRIE tells me that be often thinks
out the titles of bis new plays. It was
here, in fact, whilst he was weighing
the delicate question,

" Why did Alice-

Sit-By-the-Fire ?
"

that the sudden

happy answer occurred to him,
" Be-

cause Mary Rose."

P.S. I forgot to say that Lady
DIANA DUFF-COOPER frequently comes
down here. Or, at any rate, if she

doesn't, I shall say she does, because I

always mention her in my paragraphs.====^= V.

MY STRONG SUIT.

NOT for me the profiteer's

Lucky hauls,
But a prospect of lean years

That appals ;

Yet, although I dimly grope
On an ever downward slope,
I espy one gleam of hope

Overalls.

When the experts prophesy
Further squalls,

And my income, never high,
Falls and falls,

Then the twenty-guinea suit

Is to me forbidden fruit,

But I cordially salute

Overalls.

Not to mention other woes,
Other calls,

Paying tailors through the i

Greatly galls ;

So farewell, expensive tweeds,

Though my manly bosom blec

For the situation needs

Overalls.

Governess (not over 40) wanted
for three children, girl 10 years, twin;- '

girl H)." Times.

Ob, gemini !
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MANNERS AND MODES.

TIIK HARDENING EFFECTS OF W.'.R.

IF TUB BnOSTOSAtTRUS CAME TO LONDON.
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ELIZABETH AND HER YOUNG MAN.

THE study door burst open and one
end of Elizabeth the articulate end

was jerked into view.
" Wot will you 'ave for lunch ?

"
she

demanded breathlessly.
" Lamb or

'am?"
Abruptly recalled from the realms of

fiction-writing, I (her mistress) looked

up a little dazed. " ' Lamb or 'am,
' '

I repeated dully,
" lamorram ? Er

ram, I think, please, Elizabeth."

Having thus disposed of my domestic

obligations for the day I returned to

my writing. I was annoyed therefore

to see the other end of Elizabeth travel

round the doorway and sidle into the
room. Her pretext for

entering that of dust-

ing the roll-top desk
with her apron was a

little thin, for she has
not the slightest objec-
tion to dust. I rather

think it cheers her up
to see it about the place.

Obviously she had come
in to make conversa-

tion. I laid down my
pen with a sigh.

" I yeerd from my
young man this morn-

ing," she began. A
chill foreboding swept
over me. (I will ex-

plain why in a minute.)
" Do you mean the

boiler one ?
"

I asked.
" 'Im wot belongs to

the Amalgamated Ser-

ciety of Boilermakers,"
she corrected with dig-

nity.
"
Well, they 've

moved 'is 'eadquarters
from London to Man-
chester."

There was a tense silence, broken

only by Elizabeth's hard breathing on
a brass paper-weight ere she polished
it with her sleeve.

"If 'e goes to Manchester, there I

goes," she went on; "I suppose I'd

quite easy get a situation there?
"

"Quite easy,"I acquiesced in a hollow
voice.

She went out leaving me chill and

dejected. Not that I thought for one
moment that I was in imminent danger
of losing her. I knew full well that
this was but a ruse on the part of the

young man to disembarrass himself of

Elizabeth, and, if he had involved the
entire Amalgamated Society of Boiler-
makers in the plot, that only proved
how desperate ha was.

I have very earnest reasons for wishing
that Elizabeth could have a "settled"

young man. You see, she never retains

the same one for many weeks at a time.

It isn't her fault, poor girl. She would
be as true as steel if she had a chance

;

she would cling to any one of them

through thick and thin, following him
to the ends of the earth if necessary.

It is they who are fickle, and the

excuses they make to break away from
her are both varied and ingenious.

During the War of course they always
had the pretext of being ordered to the
Front at a moment's notice, and were

not, it appears, allowed to write home
on account of the Censor. Elizabeth
used to blame LLOYD GEOUGE for these

defects of organisation. And to this

day she is extremely bitter against the

Government.

Mrs. Smythe de Willougliby.
" WAS THE GROCEU'S BOY IMPUDENT AGAIN THIS

JIOHNING, CLARA, WHEN YOU TELEPHONED THE OKDEK?"
Clara. " 'E WAB, MUM! BUT I DIDN'T 'ARF GIVE 'IM WOT FOR. I SEZ, 'WHO

i>
'

YEK BLINKIN" WELL THINK YOU'RE A-TALKIN' TO? I'M MBS. SMYTHE DEU
WlLLOUGHBY !

"

In fact, she is bitter against every-
one when her love affairs are not run-

ning smoothly. The entire household
suffers in consequence. She is sullen

and obstinate ; she is always on the

verge of giving notice. And the way
she breaks things in her abstraction is

awful. Elizabeth's illusions and my
crockery always get shattered together.

My rose-bowl of Venetian glass got
broken when the butcher threw her
over for the housemaid next-door. Half-
a-dozen tumblers, a basin and several
odd plates came in two in her hands
after the grocer's assistant went away
suddenly to join the silent Navy. And
nearly the whole of a dinner service

was sacrificed when LLOYD GEORGE
peremptorily ordered her young man
in the New Army to go to Mesopotamia
and stay there for at least three years
without leave.

You will now understand why I was
dejected at the perfidy of the follower

belonging to the Boilermakers' Society.
I saw a dreary period of discomfort
ahead of me. And worst of all I was
expecting the Boscombes to dinner
that very week. They had not before
visited us and Henry was anxious, for

business reasons, to make a good im-

pression on them. I will not elaborate
the case. All I can say is that there
is no earthly possibility of making a

good impression on any living thing if

Elizabeth is in one of her bad moods.
And it would be no use explaining the
situation to Mrs. Boscombe, because
she has no sense of humour

; or to

Mr. Boscombe, because he likes a good~~
dinner.

Finally, the Domestic
Bureau failed me.
Hitherto they had al-

ways been able to sup-
ply me with a temporary
waitress on the occa-
sion of dinner-parties.
Now it appeared these

commodities had be-

come pearls of great

price which could no

longer be cast before

me and mine (at the
modest fee of ten shil-

lings a night) without
at least fourteen days'
notice.

The Bureau promised
to do its best for me,
of course, but reminded
me that women were
scarce. I asked, with

bitterness, what had
become of the surplus
million wo heard so

much about. They re-

plied with politeness
that, judging from the

number of applications received, they
must be the million in search of

domestics.

Eeturning home from the Bureau I

found Elizabeth studying a time-table.
" I see it 's a hundred and eighty-
three miles to Manchester," she com-
mented,

" an' the faro 's 15s. 5},<1."

"That's an old time-table you've
got," I hastened to remark;

"
it is now

2 Gs. 4J<4 return fare."
" I shan't want no return ticket,"

said Elizabeth grimly.
Sickening outlook, wasn't it ?

# * * Jjc *

The day of my dinner-party dawned
fair and bright, but Elizabeth was

raging. Things got so bad in fact that
about mid-day 1 decided I must tele-

phono to the Boscombes and tell them

Henry had suddenly been taken ill;

and 1 was just looking up the doctor's
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Ladu (tendering h-ilf-croKn). "I'M vi s.mp.Y, I HAVEN'T A PKNXY."

.'rtor.
" DON'T you WORRY, Miss YOU 'LL SOON 'AVE TWENTY-SINK.''

hook to find something specially viru-

lent and infectious for Henry when
Kli/aboth came in. Ama/.ing to relate,

!ier face was wreathed in smiles.

"They've sent from the Domestic

Boorow," she began.
What!" i exclaimed, "did they

waitress after all ?
"

smirked. "
They 've sent a man

this limo. A footman 'o was before

A'ar, but since 'e 's been demobbed
'o's been out of a job. That's 'ow it

is 'e's takin' temporary work and
"

" He seems to have told you quito a

lot about himself already," I inter-

posed.
Site smirked again.

" 1 'adn'fc been

Calkin' to him ten minutes before 'e

mo wot was my night out. 'E

art a one."
"
It seems he isn't," I agreed. And I

Nol up a silent prayer of thankfulness

to Heaven and the Domestic Bureau.
" But what about the amalgamated
boilermaker?

"

Oh, 'im!" She tossed lior head.
" 'K nun go to Manchester."

A Legacy of the War.

No one will lightly forget the noble

services rendered by the Y.W.C.A. to

our troops and those of our Allies

during the War, and many of Mr.

Punch's friends must have given prac-

tical expression to their gratitude. But

we are liable to forget that the end of

the War has not brought an end either

to the work of the Y.W.C.A. or to the

claim which that work has upon our

recognition. There is pressing need of

accommodation and protection and

healthy environment for the large army
of girls who have been demobilized and

are now engaged in, or seeking for,

civilian employment. The funds of the

Y.W.C.A. do not admit of the estab-

lishment and maintenance of suflicient

hostels for this good purpose. At the

moment a chance is offered to them of

purchasing a large, suitable and per-

fectly-equipped house rented during

the War, and after, by the Y.W.C.A.

in a densely
- populated district in

South London. The offer holds good
for only a few days, and, if it is not

taken, over two hundred girls will bo

turned adrift to wander in search of

lodgings. The price is thirty thousand

pounds. It is diilicult to think of any
cause to which money could be more

usefully subscribed. Mr. Punch begs

his readers to send to the promoters of

this good work some token of their sym-

pathy and appreciation. Gifts should

be addressed to the Hon. Emily
Kinnaird, 1, Duke Street, W.I.

1N1TF.I) ST.V1TS AND AKMKNIA.
It would bo grossly misleading to ^iy that

Congress, in its present frame of mind, would

accept actual responsibility for a country
whose place on the map of Europe is 11

known to tin; average clUMB."- -Ki/y l^iyer.

Even we ourselves were under the im-

pression that it was still in Asia.

"The Conference of San Rcrno is virtually

over, but thecaravan->rai .>f peace must make

yet another journey before its goal is reached."
Irish I'upcr.

Forthcoming s.mg by Mr. LLOYD

GEORGE: "Where uiy caravanserai

has rested."
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liei-eller. "So IT'S YOU WHO 'BE TURNING THE STREET ROUND, is IT?"

THE TOW-ROPE GIRLS.
OH, a ship in the Tropics a-foaming along,
With every stitch drawing, the Trade blowing strong,The white caps around her all breaking in spray,
For the girls have got hold of her tow-rope to-day.

(And it 's
" Haul away, girls, steady an' true,

Polly an' Dolly an' Sally ah' Sue,
Mothers an' sisters an' sweethearts an' all,
Haul away, all the way, haul away, haul! ")

She 's logging sixteen as she speeds from the South,The wind in her royals, a bone in her mouth
;

With a wake like a mill-race she rolls on her way,For the girls have got hold of her tow-rope to-day.

The old man he stood on the poop at high noon ;He paced fore and aft and he whistled a tune
;

Then put by his sextant and thus he did say,

'

"The^irls have got hold of our tow-rope to-day.
" Of cargoes and charters we 've had our full share,
)f grain and of lumber enough and to spare,Of nitrates at Taltal and rice for Bombay,And the girls have got hold of our tow-rope to-day.

"She has dipped her yards under, hove-to off the
Horn

;

In the fog and the floes she has drifted forlorn
.Becalmed m the doldrums a week long she lav'
But the girls have got hold of her tow-rope to-day

I
"

Oh, hear the good Trade-wind a-singing aloud
His homeward-bound chantey in sheet and in shroud;
Oh, hear how he whistles in halliard and stay," The girls have got hold of the tow-rope to-day !

"

And it 's oh for the chops of the Channel at last,
Tiie cheer that goes up when the tug-hawser 's passed,The mate's "That'll do," and a fourteen months' pay,For the girls have got hold of our tow-rope to-day.

(And it 's
" Haul away, girls, steady an' true,

Polly an' Dolly an' Sally an' Sue,
Mothers an' sisters an' sweethearts an' all,
Haul away, all the way, haul away, haul ! ") C. F. S.

A Political Prodigy.
"Mr.Runciman is one of the coming men in British politics. As

statesmen go, he is a young man. He is just under 5."

. Provincial Paper.
From a recent novel :

"

... had bought the long-uninhabited farmhouse . . and was
anvertmg it into a little ventre-d-tcrre for his widowed mother."

It looks as if the old lady intended to go the pace.

"COOK-GENERAL Wanted; all nights out; piano, well furnished
iittmg room ; month's holiday with wages each year; three days off
per week

; washing sent out
; wage, one guinea per week."

,
Northumbrian Paper.

With another three days off and the cooking put out as
well as the washing, the Cook-General's Union would, we
understand, be almost disposed to recommend the situ-
ation to the notice of their less experienced members.
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THE BECKONING.
GERMANY. "YOU REMEMBER ME? I MADE THIS MY HEADQUARTERS SOME TIME

AGO BUT HAD TO LEAVE RATHER HURRIEDLY."
BELGIUM. " I 'VE NOT FORGOTTEN. I'VE KEPT YOUR BILL FOR YOU."
[A Conference of the Allies, to which representatives of Germany have been invited, is to be held at Spa, the late G.H.Q.

of the German Army.]
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ESSENCE OF
April

CHA.MKKKLAIN could not agree. In his

view the larger the taxatioti on the

PARLIAMENT.
With. Among the

many Members of the House who have

held His Majesty's commission there

are, no doubt, some rather eccentric

poisons, but that hardly justified Mr.

I'AI.MEB in suggesting that they should

bo deprived in debate of the customary

prefix "gallant." Tlio SI-EAKEU gave
no encouragement to the idea, and

was still more shocked by Mr. DEVLIN'S

proposal that all these courteous ex-

pressions should be dropped, and that

Members should "call each other by
own names." It would certainly add

to the pungency but not to the peace-
s of debate if the Nationalist

Leader wore allowed to refer to " Sir

l',i>\\ AU-H-D CAB-R-SOX," instead of to

"the right honourable gentleman the

Member for Duncair-r-n."

At Question-time Lord ROBERT CECIL

was informed that a report on the state

of Ireland was being prepared and

would shortly be circulated. But a

further crop of outrages so moved him

that he could not wait for the facts,

and forthwith moved the adjournment.
The ensuing debate was not very help-

ful. Lord ROBERT demanded the re-

storation of law and order in tones so

vigorous that an lion. Member called

out,
" A New Cromwell !

" He did not

seem to like the comparison and later

on took most un-Cromwellian excep-
tion to the Government's methods of

"coercion." Mr. BONAR LAW'S speech
could in the circumstances be little

more than an elaboration of " Do not

shoot the pianist ;
ho is doing his best."

Tuesday, Api'il 27th. On the report
of the Budget resolutions there was, of

course, the usual attempt to get rid of

the tea-duty. As Colonel WARD sar-

castically pointed out, opposition
to this particular impost has been
for years the "

by-election stunt
"

of every party in turn. To-day
the rejection was moved by the

Labour Party, and when the

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
asked if in exchange they were

prepared to extend the income-
tax downwards Mr. J. H. THOMAS
boldly declared that for his part
ho was quite ready. But as it

appeared that his idea of the ex-

emption-limit was 325 a year
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN thanked him
for nothing.

Among the varied and ingenious
arguments adduced by Colonel
GuiNKESS against the increased
tax on sparkling wines the one
that he evidently thought most
likely to soften the heart of the
CHANCELLOR was that it would o_. t

reduce consumption, since at cur- good dinner and a good cigar? "Mr. JACK JOXES.

rent prices it would be an offence against

good taste for anyone in this country to

In' M-cn drinking champagne. But -Mr.

" The Hon. Member says I am like OLIVER
CROMWELL." Lord HOUKSI CECIL.

bottle the greater the patriotism of the

consumer.
In advocating a slight relaxation of

the cigar-duty Mr. HUHD quoted Mr.
BONAU LAW for the dictum that the

excellence of a dinner largely depended
upon the quality of the cigar that

followed it, and went on to remark
that ho did not on this matter expect
the support of the Labour Party. Mr.
JACK JOMM stentoriuiisly resented this

slur upon their taste. " We like a

good cigar as well as anybody," ho

shouted, adding somewhat superflu-

ously,
" Who has a better right to a

good dinner ?
"

This outburst may
have shaken the CHANCELLOR'S con-

viction that Havana cigars aro indu-

bitably of the nature of luxuries.

Wednesday, April ;.'*th. According
to the Duke of RUTLAND, who made an

eloquent plea for the better protection
of wild birds, their worst enetny is the

village schoolmaster, whose motto seems
to bo,

" It 's a tine day ; let us go out
and collect something." I cannot help
thinking that his Grace must have
some special dominie in his mind and
was arguing from the particular to the

general.
The story of Lady ASTOR'S seat is

beginning to resemble a penny novelette.

Evicted by the bold bad Baronet below
the Gangway the heroine lias been
enabled by the courtesy of one of

Nature's noblemen, in the person of

Mr. WILL THOBNE, to find a new home
in the precincts of the Labour Party,
and seems quite happy again.

Since the American Senate takes so

kindly an interest in our affairs as to

pass resolutions in favour of Irish

independence, Mr. RONALD McNsiLL
thought it would be only friendly if

the House -of Commons were to recip-
rocate with a motion in support of the

Filipinos' claim to self-determination.

Mr. BONAB LAW fought shy of the

suggestion and preferred Sir EDWABD
CARSON'S idea that it was better for

each country to leave other countries

alone. " I would be very thankful,"
he added rather wistfully,

"
if Ire-

land would leave us alone." But
his appeal fell on deaf ears, for,

at the instance of Mr. T. P. O'CoN-

Non, the House spent most of the

evening in discussing the threat

of the Irish dock - labourers in

Liverpool to paralyse the trade of

the port unless the Government
released the hunger-strikers at

Wormwood Scrubs.

The rest of the time was spent
in getting the House to agree to

the expansion of the Excess Pro-

fits Tax. This was largely secured

by the special pleading of Mr.

BALDWIN. His argument that to

call the tax "
temporary," as his

chief did last year, was quite com-

patible with maintaining and
even increasing it, was more in-

genious than convincing, but his

Who has a better right [than the Labour Party] to a promise that, if the shoe really
rl .linnrr n.irl n. onnA <-icxar9" \fr J irtr J,l\l pinched the Small buslttOSS and

.1
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Hetty (hearing the cuckoo's call tlm first time).
" MUMMY, DEAR, DO ALL THE OTHEB DICKY-BIBDS HAVE TO GO AND FIND IT NOW?"

the now business, the CHANCELLOR
would do his best to ease it, combined
with an urgent

"
whip

"
to secure a big

majority for the impugned impost.

Thursday, April 29th. Mr. WINSTON
CHURCHILL gave an account of the

Raster riots in Jerusalem, where Jews
and Moslems have been breaking one
another's heads to the glory of God,
for all the world like Irishmen in Bel-

fast. He also promised to give further

information as soon as Lord ALLENISY'S

report should be received. Lord ROBERT
CECIL, who has lately developed an un-

lawyer-like tendency to jump to con-
clusions ahead of the facts, made what
sounded distinctly like a suggestion
that the British officers on the spot had
been remiss in their duty, and thereby
earned from Mr. CHURCHILL a dignified

castigation which pleased the House.
Crowned with olive-branches plucked

from San Eemo the PRIME MINISTER
celebrated one of his now familiar peace-
triumphs. Everybody knows the pro-
cedure on these occasions the crowded
House, the cheers raised by the faithful

Coalitionists as the victor is seen mak-

ing his way to the Table, and then the

speech, so unvarying in its construction
that I fancy there must be a sealed

pattern for it in the archives of No. 10,

Downing Street. First comes a recital

of the immense difficulties of the prob-
lems to be solved in this case includ-

ing a really serious difference of opinion
with our good friends the French ;

then a little comic relief at the expense
of his arch-critic in the Press, who on
this occasion had surpassed himself in
" simian clatter

"
; next a summary of

COLONEL WEDGWOOD PROTESTS
AGAINST MINISTERIAL "IMPERTI-
NENCE."

the wonderful results achieved chiefly
the establishment of direct relations

with the hitherto boycotted Govern-
ments of Russia and Germany; and

lastly a declaration that all differences

and difficulties had melted away, and

that henceforward the Allies would be

a band of brothers.

Once more Mr. ASQUITH disappointed
his more impetuous supporters and

displayed his statesmanship by a speech
in which he practically said ditto to the

PRIME MINISTER ; the only suspicion of

a sting being contained in his sug-

gestion that the Supremo Council had

now outlived its usefulness and should

promptly be replaced by the League of

Nations.

Mr. BOTTOMLEY, on the contrary, was
all sting and no statesmanship. I

gather that he has been conducting an

unofficial conference en his own, and

as the result of his conversations with

distinguished but anonymous foreign

statesmen has arrived at quite different

conclusions from those of the PHI.MI

MINISTER. The fact that he was kept

waiting on the pier at Boulogne while

the British Delegation went off in a

special steamer, on which ho was not

invited to embark, may have impartec
an extra spice ofrancourto his stricture-
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HIGH-BROWS, LTD.

oNKVKii wo spend a week in

. 'ii we never seem to find lime for

the tilings we really want to do. Alter

dinner, on our last ni^ht :it homo, I

say to Angela, "Let's see have we

any engagements this trip?
"

J Angela answers, "Don't you
remember? Wo 'ro dining with the

Ilowetsons on Thursday, and on Satur-

day the Ktheridgos are taking us lo a

symphony concert. Thou there 's your
sister."

"Oil, ring lierup.and suggest we come
to dinner on Sunday. We don't want
to waste a proper night on Nellie."

" All right. That leaves us four oven-

ings for ourselves. 1 suppose you want
to see the Quartermasters' Exhibition

at Olympia ?
"

"What's that?"
"I can't think which part of the

newspapers you read. Why, they 've

had columns and columns about it."
"
Ah, that 's how i missed it. I only

look at the ' late news." It seems a

waste of time to read the rest."
"
Well, it 's an exhibition showing the

wonderful work done by Quarter-
masters in the War. There are Quarter-
masters checking stores- "

"Are they shown wondering where

they ought to stand on a battalion

punide?
"

"
1 don't know about that; but we

see them indenting for coal-- "

" And regretting their inability to

same?
"

"Very likely. Anyhow, everything
is arranged practically under the actual

conditions. The exhibition started in

an Army hut in St. James's Park, but

proved such a success it had to be
moved to Olympia. Why, Mr. Cnun-
ciui/i, was there one day this week."

" Did he make a speech ?
"

" Jld cither made a speech or left by
a side door. 1 can't remember now,
but I know he was there."

"
Why can't wo go in the after-

noon ?
"

"They say it's better at night, be-

cause the whole place is lit up by hurri-

cane lanterns and looks like fairyland."
"
Oli, very well. That leaves us three

evenings. We- "

"There's this French season at the
Central. The papers say that no one
who appreciates good acting can afford
to miss that. It 's packed, I believe. . .

Besides, one finds one's French comes
hack very easily. By the end of the

evening I can generally follow most of
what they say."

"Il'm. Wo shan't be able to see
EOJSEY and BEKRY and GRAVES and
LKM.II: HENSON and UELYSIA. in two

'

'

,

Customer. "I BEE CORONODOIIAS AUK uomo TO BE FIVE SHILLINGS r.vcii NOW."

Barber's Assistant. "WELL, \VE SHALL 'AVE TO SMOKE 'EM NKAIIEU THE END, THAT'S ALL.''

" No o. . . . Besides, everybody
says one ought to see this Japanese
man in Borneo and Juliet. 1 hear the

way he swarms up the creeper in the

balcony scene is quite too wonderful.

They made him do it four times the

first night."
Thus we are left with six evenings

of duty and one of enjoyment, unless

Angela happens to hear that there is a

'cellist from Spitsbergen or a Bolshevik

soprano whom it is social death not to

he able to discuss. In that case we
get no fun at all.

The Hewctsons, who live in London
and can enjoy all these opportunities
for improvement and still have time
for Mr. EOBEY and the rest, think me a

terrible Philistine. But, as I pointed
out to Hewetson, he suffers just as

acutely when he has a holiday and

goes to Paris. Hewetsou holds that

there is only one theatre in Paris, the

Varietes. But by the time lie has

accompanied Mrs. II. to the Francais,.

the Opera, the Opera Comique and the

Od^on, to say nothing of the Theatre
des Arts, he is due back at the office.

When I explained this to him, his whole
attitude changed at once, and he im-

plored me to accept his subscription for

shares in my company. But his heart-

rending account of his last visit to

Paris, before the War, when he and
Mrs. H. spent two days hunting round
the Louvre (Musee) under the impres-
sion that the KODINS were kept there,

suggested a wider scope formy schemes,
and it seemed to me that the only fair

way of acknowledging this was to

make Hewetson a director.

And now I must tell you about my
company, for, although we are in danger
of becoming over-capitalised, there are

still one or two shares we are willing
to sacrifice, practically at par. The
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company is known as High-brows, Ltd

j

and is
"
designed to meet the require

ments
"

of the countless thousands wh
detect a familiar note in the conversa
tion with Angela just recorded. Th
idea is simple and, like all simple ideas

great. We buy a house in each of th

chief capitals of the civilised world, an
to this house the visitor hurries as soo

as he has left his luggage at the hote
Each house will be arranged in th

same manner, so that no knowledge o
the language of the country is require'
to enable the stranger to find his wa;
about.

The ground floor will consist of on

large hall or room, combining the func
tions of waiting-room and Fine Ar

Gallery. Eeproductions of the principa
pictures and statues of the nationa
museums will occupy two walls anc

the centre carpet, the remaining walls

being hung with the more astonishing
examples of contemporary painters
(We are not anticipating any inquiries
for contemporary sculpture). A mini
mum of ten minutes is allowed for this

room. When your turn arrives you
mount to the first floor, which you tine

divided into two parts. In each o:

these a cinematograph is installed
one "

featuring
"
prominent artists in

the standard dramas of the particular
country works like Le Cid, Macbeth,
Faust, or Peer Gynt ; while the other
runs through the more discussed scene:
of any current entertainment which
conceivably one "

ought to see."

_

The first of these programmes is de-

signed primarily for foreigners, and is

meant to save them the fatigue of a visit

to national or subsidised theatres, where
these exist. The second is intended to
meet the requirements of natives. Each
bill will last an hour, and, though clients
are entitled to see both performances,
full-time attendance at either carries
with it the right to proceed to the
next floor. Here again are two more
rooms. In the first of these a gramo-
phone renders in turn the leading
vocalists and instrumentalists (serious)
of the country. (Say half-an-hour.)
So far you will have been put to a
minimum expenditure of one hour and
forty minutes, and, as only five minutes
is allowed for the last room, the time
total cannot be considered excessive.
In this last room is nothing but a

row of desks. You wait your turn
before one of these ; then you hand in

your name and receive a pass. On this
is printed a certificate that you, the
above-mentioned, are acquainted with
the masterpieces tabulated overleaf.
Thus in less than two hours (inclusive
of possible delay in the waiting-room)
you are free to spend your holiday
exactly as you choose. It is hoped

that in time these certificates may com
to be accepted as carrying complet
immunity, for at least a month, from

every form of intellectual treat.

Hewetson wanted the certificates t

be issued in the waiting-room. H
said it would save time. But I decide

that, if the prestige of the institution
and their certificates is to be kept up
unscrupulous people must have n
chance of obtaining a pass and slippin
away without going up-stairs. Indeed
I am adding an elaborate system o

checks, by which it will become im
possible to reach the Discharge Bureau
without spending the requisite time in

each room. The first room is tin

danger. In the crush people migh
escape to the cinemas before their ten
minutes is up. My idea is to hand to

each entrant a lump of High-brov
itickjaw, guaranteed not to dissolve in

le,ss than the stipulated period, and to

station a lynx-eyed dentist at the foo
of the stairs . . .

Hewetson in his simple-minded way
also wanted the company to be callet

the Holiday-makers'Enjoyment League
or the Society of Art-Dodgers, or some
such name. He even thought the
houses should be painted in brighl
ittractive colours. I pointed out to

lira that they should be uninviting and
dull in appearance, and that a uniform

sobriety, a suggestion of yearning and

uplift, in every feature of the company's
appeal would not only allow thousands
of hypocrites, like Angela, to seek relief
at our doors, but would actually confer-
on people like Hewetson and me a

stamp of that same intellectual passion
rom whose manifestations we are en-

;aged in escapin

"SWANSEA AND DISTRICT RUGBY
LEAGUE.
CUP FINALS.

Admission : Is. ; Grand Stand, Is. extra,

(including Tax).
II Seats Free. No Collection.

Please bring your Bible for reference.

Welsh Paper.
The Welsh may not, like the English,
ake their pleasures sadly, but are evi-

ently expected to take them seriously.

PABTNEBSHIP. Ex-Regular officer, owing
otel at fashionable spa, desires to meet lady
r gentleman, with capital." Daily Paper.

3efore replying we should like to know
he amount of the bill he owes.

From a short story :

" Unconscious of the waiter at her elbow
ith pad and pencil poised for her order, un-
onscious also of her husband, now her happy
ete-a-tete, she spoke aloud :

' One never
nows !

'

"Monthly Magazine.

How they must have enjoyed their

osy vis-a-vis.

BIRD CALLS.
n.

I WOULD not ba the tomtit's mate,

For, even if I were not late,

It seems as though he 'd gird at me,

Saying,
"
Quick, quick," eternally.

The chaffinch you would never think

Was much addicted to strong drink,
Yet all the Spring you '11 hear him say

"Oh,
There 's cheaper beer in County Mayo.'

The jay, whatever he is after,

Makes the woods ring with ribald

laughter ;

"Hee, hee, ha, ha," he says, and then
" Ha, ha, hee, hee, ha, ha," again.

The plover over fields brown red

Weeps for her children who are dead
;

Still day and night she cries to you,
" Mes pauvres petits ! La grande

cliarrue !
"

So silently the screech-owl flies

You sometimes scarce believe your eves,
Until you start to hear him shout
To timid mice, "Gomeout ! Coma out !"

Are baby martins in the nest
With extra-loving parents blest ?

That they should murmur sleepily,
' Oh cuddle me, oh cuddle me."

When first the chiff-chaff comes your
way

You 're glad, it means Spring 's come to

stay ;

But soon you wish he 'd change his

song
With his "Chiff-chaff, chiff-chaff" all

day long.

Chose white-throats in the raspberry
canes !

Chey never take the slightest pains
Co hide from you how much they steal,

But say,
"
Thief, thief," throughout

their meal.

Commercial Candour.
" Your 20 at 's buys 25 worth else-

vhere." Advt. in Provincial Paper.

A Humane Edict.

"Notice is hereby given that the washing of

notor cars and vehicles, and the washing of

vidows, etc., by hose has been prohibited."
Tasmanian Paper.

" Accountant wanted for Motor Companies
n West End ; must have experience in Book-

eeping." Weekly Paper.
t perhaps an unreasonable stipula-

ion in the circumstances.

From " Books Wanted "
:

' Orlando Furioso. 4 vols. 1773. Fiuo

uilding." Publisher's Circular.

Ve dare say it is. But what we are

ooking out for in this connection is

works.
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EXHIBITION OF

MODERN 3QILPTLWE

.: :

-.'

A USE FOR MODERN ART.
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who lent a regrettably Pagan element
to the assembly. But Lady ASTOR as

CORNELIA, mother of the GKACCHI, was
an austere and dignified figure in her

panniered Botticelli stola, witli pearl-
ombroidered red wings, and a flabelinm

(or fan) of albatross feathers with gold
bells attached. The grandeur that was

Eome, again, was revived in Mr. JOHN,
who assumed the role of his namesake,
AUGUSTUS, and in Mr. BOTTOMLEY,
who as HOBATIUS FLACCUS imparted a

Sabine simplicity to the scene.

It is a pity that a good many of the

guests had indolently taken advantage
of the fact that ancient Eoman dress

was not obligatory, and yet it must be

admitted that some of them looked the

Eoman part to perfection. The un-

adorned rigours of evening dress only
threw into greater relief the truly
Caesarian lineaments of Lord EIDDELL,
the stoical independence of MI'.CHARLES
TREVELYAN and the aquiline dignity of

Mr. Tien (Parvus).
It may be added that the use of

Latin was not compulsory, but that one

of the guests, who appeared as Pbu-

phluns, the Etrurian Bacchus, and par-
took freely of the excellent neo-Faler-

nian supplied by the firm of LEONES,

expressed the pious hope that he would
not suffer too much from calida (era on

the morrow.

"LOOK 'EKE, 'Ens, IF YEB CAWN'T BE TIDY THEN FOB 'EVIN'S SAKE TUT AN' LOOK
AS IF YEB WEBB !

"

ROMA EEDIVIVA.

(A Classical Revel, after the Press

accounts of last week's Italian ball).

ANCIENT history became luminous at

Covenfc Garden last week, when the

great ghosts of the past, from EOMULUS
to NERO and from EGERIA to AGRIPPINA,
were seen one-stepping gaily in toga
and stola at the great Eoman ball. It

was the night, not of the Futurists, but
the Prueteritists, and right royally did

they avail themselves of their chance.

Perhaps the most arresting of all the
costumes were those worn by Lord
CUBZON as TARQUINIUS SUPERBUS and
Mr. LANSBUHY as SPAUTACUS. The
former was garbed in a magnificent
toga purpurea, elaborately adjusted so
as to show the laticlave on his tunica.
Over this was a sumptuous lacerna of

silver tissue fastened over the right
shoulder with a diamond fibula. On

his head he wore a petasus of hyacin-
thine hue, out of which sprang three

peacock's feathers. He was shod with
curule shoes, or mullei, fastened with
four crimson thongs. Mr. LANSBURY'S
costume was simpler but not less strik-

ing, consisting of scarlet braccce or

barbarian pantaloons, a jade - green
synthesis, buckskin solece and an ac-

cordion-pleated pileus. Lord HOWARD
DE

.
WALDEN as MAECENAS attracted

general attention by the lustre of his

amethystine tunica and the crimson
heels of his crepidce, which maynot have
been archseologically correct, but were

certainly a happy thought. Mr. BER-
NARD SHAW, who personated CATO of

Utica, wore hygienic sandals, a white

toga and a brown felt Jaeger pileus.
Mr. HAROLD BEGBIE as MARCELLUS, the
best boy of ancient Eome, formed an

agreeable contrast to the numerous
Messalinas, Poppseas and Cleopatras

"Mr. Pirn Passes By."
OUR Mr. A. A. M.'s play is now com-

fortably settled in its new home (No. 3)

at The Playhouse. A correspondent
informs Mr. Punch that since the open-

ing night Mr. DION BOUCICAULT'S popu-
lar part has been developed to the slight
disturbance of the balance of things ;

not so much by new dialogue as by
deliberate iteration and portentous

pauses. That on his first entrance he

now studies a photograph with his nose

close up to the glass, forgetting that,

if he is as short-sighted as all that, the

protracted gaze which he had previ-

ously directed upon the ceiling must
have been fruitless. That Miss IRENE
VANBRUGH has dispensed with whatever

serious element there was in her part
and relies for her brilliant effects almost

completely on its irresponsible frivolity.

That Mr. BEN WEBSTER has come on

remarkably ; and that the part of the

flapper is now played according to

nature by the right person.
Mr. Punch's advice to any who have

hitherto passed by is to go in and see

Mr. Pirn doing it.

"Now one. just hates to drag in personal

experiences, because it looks as if one were

trying to pose as a uero, which thing I hate."

Illustrated Paper.

We heartily share the writer's dislike

of the character.
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TTorA-s Manager (to applicant for 2*>st as niyht-icatchman). "HAVE YOU AST PABTICCLAR QUALIFICATION FOB THIS JOB?"

Applicant. "OsLY THAT I 'M A VEBY LIGHT SLKEPEB, SIB. I WAKES AT THE LEAST NOISE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By J/r. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Fi:\v will deny that, in writing The Life of Lord Kitchener

(MACMILLAN) so soon after the death of the great Field-

Marshal, Sir GEORGE ARTHUR has at least displayed the

courage of his affection, since to publish such a work
in a time of controversy like the present is inevitably
to trail a coat of many colours, each a challenge to some

particular prejudice. If, however, one can avoid any such
attitude of parti jtriS and regard these three dignified
volumes simply as the record of a great man by one who
best knew and admired him, they will naturally be found
of compelling interest. The three main chapters, so to say,
of the story, Africa, India and Whitehall, will each call up
vivid associations for the reader ; each has been told care-

fully, with just sufficient detail. Perhaps circumstances
made it unavoidable that Sir GEORGE ARTHUR should, if

anything, rather overdo the discretion that is the better

part of biography ; certainly in the result one gets what

might be called a close rather than an intimate study of a

figure that in life was already almost legendary. If any
man of our time was fittingly named great this was he
alike in his single-minded patriotism, his success and that
touch of austerity which no anecdotes of exceptions can

wholly disprove. In surveying his career of merited

triumphs one remarks how often it was given to him as
at Omdurruan and Pretoria to redeem early disaster, and
one feels again the pity of it that lie might not live to see
his noblest task accomplished at Versailles. No doubt the
last word upon KITCHENER or KHARTUM cannot be written

yet awhile ; in the meantime here is a book that will have its

value as history hereafter, and is to-day a grateful tribute

to one who nobly deserved gratitude.

Personally speaking, I .could find it in me to wish that

Mr. MAURICE HEWLETT would consult a good man about

the Saga habit, which appears to be growing upon him, to

the loss (or so I think) of all those who were lovers of his

more human and companionable fiction. But I repeat that

this is no more than individual prejudice, based on the fact

that these Norse chronicles (of unpronounceable people in

prehistoric times) leave me singularly cold. This apart,

however, The Light Heart (CHAPMAN AND HALL) may be

admitted an excellent sample of its kind. It is all about

the friendship of Thorgar and Thormod, with the former's

untimely death, and the punctilious attempts of the latter

to fulfil his social obligation in the matter of exterminating
the slayers of his friend ; also, as second theme, the love of

Thormod for King Olaf, and the ending of both of them
and of the tale also in the heroic battle of Sticklestead.

One way and another, indeed, you seldom saw a short book

that contained more bloodshed, or in which love-making

(oh, Mr. HEWLETT !) played a smaller part. There was a
"
slip of a girl

"
in the early chapter of whom I had hopes,

but sterner business caused her to be too soon eliminated.

Skill and learning The Light Heart has in plenty, and an

engaging suggestion of the early artistic temperament in

the character of Thormod, fighter and song-maker. But
I fall back on my old complaint of being left cold ; and

that I should suffer that way from the work of Mr.

HEWLETT gives you the measure of our loss.

In his last grim and terrible work, Realities of War
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(HEINEMANN), Sir PHILIP GIBUS has fairly flung aside the

restraint, enforced or self-imposed, that marked his des-

patches from the fighting fronts, to present war, the horrible,

senseless nightmare, as it really appeared to him. His
work as a correspondent emphasised for him the accumu-
lated miseries of thousands rather than any individual's

share, and his point of view is as remorselessly gloomy as

can be imagined. He is detailed in disgust ; he is passion-
ate in pessimism, lie presents not only the soldier's dis-

taste for trenches and machine guns, and his desire for the

things of familiar life, but also, with surprising vehemence,
his hatred of generals who give blundering orders from
comfortable billets in the rear, or of munitioners in England
who keep optimistic in spite of bad news from the Front.

Ho does not pretend to be quite fair in his criticisms, for

obviously the higher command had
to keep out of the firing-line and

somebody had to work and hard
too to supply the torrent of muni-
tions demanded. Sir PHILIP ad-

mits all that, but in a kind of agony
calls on God and man to realise the

meaningless horror of it all and

forbid, at any price, the possibility
of its recurrence. If sometimes

unjust and nearly always tragical,
the book none the less is free from

anything like hysteria.

Mr. WARD Mum writes with one

eye on the evening papers, and the

very title (not to mention the wrap-
per) of Adventures in Marriage
(SIMPKIN) lures us without any
sense of difficult transition from
the news of the day to the realms
of romance. Fifteen stories are

contained in this book, of rather

unequal length and merit, nearly
all of them dealing with a tense
situation between husband and
wife, several of them calculated to

lift the hair, and one or two suffi-

ciently ingenious in mechanism, I

should think, to raise a curtain.

The adventures are not all un-

happy, and the author would seem
on the whole to balance the scales

fairly evenly between those who
desire to reform the Divorce Law
and those who would rather reform
the world. With the exception of the first the tales are
all effectively told and, if the machinery is fairly obvious,
it does not click too much. The last on the list is much
lengthier than all the others, belonging to the classic maga-
zine school, which ransacks the bowels of the earth for a
new arid terrible setting. Here the heroine, a beautiful
Chinese girl, is discovered by the hero, a missionary, in
the cinnabar caverns of Hang Yiu, where the workers
have never seen the light of day, are mostly blind and
spend the intervals of labour in opium sleep. 1 like this

yarn and recommend it to the attention of anybody who
feels that marital squabbles are beginning to pall.

An excellent purpose will have been served by German
Spies at Bay (HUTCHINSON) if it is carefully digested by
those scaremongers who during the War insisted that
spies were as plentiful as sparrows in Great Britain. Mr.
KKI.STEAD tells us the truth, and, though it may offer too

HOUSING SHOKTACK.
[It is suggested that those who occupy houses con-

taining more accommodation than they need should
be compelled to allow their superfluous rooms to be

occupied by less fortunate people.]

Visitor. " IT 's ALL BIGHT, SIR. I 'VK CALLED TO
SKE Miss SPKIGOINS THIRD FLOOR BACK. I 'M 'F.R

FKEONCY. You DON'T 'APPKN TO KNOW IF SHI: 's

AT "OME ?
"

little of sensationalism for some tastes, it is very comforting
to read. The fact is that the spies of the enemy were
pounced upon so promptly and had such a harrowing time
that both their quantity and quality gradually sank to

something very like zero. It is no exaggeration to say
that most of the miserable creatures who came spying to
this country never had a dog's chance from the word " Go."
One cannot waste one's sympathy upon those who for

mercenary motives consented to be spies, but I am glad
that Mr. FELSTEAD pleads on behalf of such men as CARL
LODY. " Some day," he writes, "when the nations of the
world grow more sensible, there will be two methods of

treating spies. Those who can prove patriotism as the

inspiring motive will be dealt with as prisoners of war; the

hirelings will be condemned to the death they richly deserve."
The rules, as they stand, decreed
that LODY had to be shot, but, if

he could have received the treat-

ment which brave men have a

right to demand all the world over,
I do not believe that even the most
rabid Germanophobe would in his

heart have been sorry.

Mountain Memories (CASSELL)
must, if honestly named, concern
itself to a certain extent with moun-
tains, but even those of us who
have never felt the smallest wish
to climb can read it with great
pleasure. For although Sir MARTIN
CONWAY does mention some of his

mountaineering feats this book is

concerned primarily with the spirit
rather than with the body.

" A
Pilgrimage of. Romance" is its

sub-title, and, though there can't

be many Pilgrims who have done
better climbing, I doubt if any
more difficult feat stands to his

credit than this of putting these

impressions of* the quest of beauty
so clearly and delicately before us.

The least deviation from the patli
of modesty would have led him
into trouble, but he never makes it.

"
Reader," he writes,

"
if you and

I are to be real comrades we must
share the same adventures of fancy
and of soul. . . My fairies must be

thy fairies and my gods thy gods.
Hand-in-hand we must thrill with a single rapture

'
la

ca?ur en fleur et I'ame en flamme.'
"

For myself I am well
content (whether he addresses me in the second person sin-

gular or plural, or both as here) to have vicariously achieved
such heights in the person of so admirable an agent.

" A ' C/KSAR ' COMMENTARY.
' The Trial Scene ' from 'Julius Ca;sar,' as given at the Coliseum

this week, struck mo as somewhat dull, or should we say out of place?
Detached from the body of the play, the scene must have perplexed
some of the audience unfamiliar with the written word."

" The Jiatnbler
"

in " The Daily Mii-i-cr.''

Possibly he would have preferred the " Tent Scene
"

from The Merchant of Venice.

"YVii.n ANIMALS. I have been told that when men are attacked
and eaten by wild animals there is no sensation of pain. Can any-
one who has had experience confirm this '.'

"--II 'eddy I'fifi, r.

Referred to Sir A. CONAN DOYLE.
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CHARIVARIA.
\\'K are pleased to note that the

KINO'S yacht Ilrilniiniii is about :

after being laid up since August, 1914.
*

,

Smoking and chatting periods have

been introduced in some Massachusetts

lies. Extremists in this country

complain that, while this system may
be all right, there is just the danger
that working periods might also lie

introduced. + +

\Ye are pleased to report that the

eclipse of the moon on May 3rd passed
oft' without any serious hitch. This

speaks well for the police arrange-
ments. * *

"Audiences at the music-halls,"
< an actor to the Press,

" are more
difficult to move on Satur-

days than on other days.'
This is not our experience.
On it Saturday we have
often withdrawn without

any pressure after the first

turn or two.

'"*"

Sir L. WOKTHINGTON
EVANS, says a contempo-
rary, has been asked to in-

vestigate the mutton glut.
What is wanted, we under-

stand, is more glutton and
less mutt.

"

*
'"

Mme. LANIUU-, the wife

of the Parisian " Blue-

has been granted
a divorce. \Ye gather that

there is something or other
about her husband which made their

tastes incompatible.
* *

It appears that Mr. JEHKY MC\"EAGH
is of the opinion that the Home Rule
Hill is quite all right except where it

applie-, Io livland.

A visit to the Royal Academy this

again encourages us to believe

that, though we may be a bad nation,
\\e are not so had as we are painted.

According to a morning paper a
commercial traveller who became vio-

lently ill in the Strand was found to have
11 feather stuck in the lower part

of the throat. If people will eat fresh

''ggs in restaurants they must he pre-
pared to put up with the consequences.

The report that no inconvenience

experienced by any of the pas-
irs in the South London train

which collided with a stationary goods-
engine now turns out to be incorrect.

It transpires that a flapper complains
that she dropped two stitches in her

jumper as a result of the shock.

*
A water-spaniel was responsible last

week for the overturning of a motor-
car driven by a Superintendent of the
Police near Norton Village in Hertford-
shire. We understand that the dog has
had his licence endorsed for reckless

walking. ... #
*

According to a Manchester paper a
new tram, while being tested, jumped
the lines and collided with a lamp-post.
It is hoped that, when it grows more
accustomed to street noises, it will get
over this tendency to nervous excite-

ment. * "'

A serious set-back to journalism is

reported from South Africa. It appears

the announcement has caused wide-

spread consternation among building
contractors. ^

An American contemporary inquires
why (lermany cannot settle down. A
greater dillieulty appears to be her

inability to settle up.
-

*
A shop at Twickenham bears the

notice,
"
Shaving while you wait." This

obviates the inconvenience of leaving
one's chin at the barber's overnight.

" Life and property," writes a corre-

spondent,
" are as safe in Hungary to-

day as they are in England." It should
be borne in mind that there is usually
a motive underlying these alarmist

reports. * +

" It is ten days," writes a naturalist,
~~ " since I heard the unmis-

takable '

Cuck, cuck, cuck
'

of thenewly arrived cuckoo
at Hampstead." Not to be
confused with the "

Cook,
cook, cook !

"
of the newly-

married housewife at Toot-

ing.

" WHAT'S 'is BUSINESS?'' "'E's A TAXIDERMIST."

"Ou, is 'E? WELL, 'K SEEMS TO 'AVE DONE BETTER OUT OP IT THAN

that the Army aviator who flew from

England to his home at Johannesburg,
after an absence of four and a-balf

years, deliberately arranged to see his

parents before being interviewed by
reporters. .

:

. ^

In a London Police Court the other

day a defendant stated that ho was so

ashamed of his crime that he purchased
a revolver with the intention of shoot-

ing himself.
.
On second thoughts he

let himself off with a caution.
:;: #
*

Apparently the clothing of the Royal
Air Force is not yet complete. Large
headings announcing an R.A.F. Divorce
Suit appeared in several papers recently,

although its design and colouring were
not mentioned.

..,

*

Builders have been notified that the

prices of wall-paper are to be raised

forty to fifty per cent. In view of the

vital part played by the wall-paper in

the construction of the modern house,

A weekly paper has an
article entitled " The Lost

Haggis." We always have
our initials put on a haggis
with marking ink before

despatching it to be tailor-

pressed. ,. .

At the annual meeting
of the National Federation
ofFish-fryers the President
asked whether it was not

possible to make fried fish shops more
attractive. It appears that no serious

attempt has yet been made to discover
a fish that gives off an aroma of violets

when fried.
1

*

The Directors of the Underground
offer a prize of twenty pounds to their

most polite employee. We have always
felt that the conductor who pushes
you off a crowded train might at least

raise bis hat to you as he moves out of

the station.

After considering the Budget very
carefully some people are veering round
to the theory that we didn't win the

War, but just bought it.

The Scarecrow Profession.
" WASTED, Youth of sixteen for one of the

In ;iltliiost jobs ill the world, most of the time

spent basking in the sun, listening to skylark*
and throstles ; wages 35s. guaranteed to smart

youth. Lots of weaklings have been set on
their feet and prepared to face the world at
tlii- sitnritinn." --Prcrineial Paper.

r.v 1 1 1 .
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TO A BRICKLAYER IN REPOSE.

BEST from your work awhile, my son,

And lot a mug of beer replace

The moisture sign of duty done

That oox.es from your Ifonest face ;

Your tale of bricks,

A long hour's task, already totals G.

Our goose that lays the bars of gold

Must not incur too big a strain ;

Nor need you, as I think, be told

To keep a check on hand and brain,

Lest you exceed

Your Union's limit in respect of speed.

For homes a homeless people cries,

But you 've a principle at stake ;

Though fellow-workers, lodged in styes,

Appeal to you for Labour's sake

To fill their lack,

Shall true bricklayers waive their Eight to Slack?
*

Never! You'll lay what bricks you choose,

And let the others waste their breath,

These myriads, ranged in weary queues,
Who desperately quote Macbeth :

"
Lay on, Macduff,

And damned be he that first cries ' Hold, enough' !'

Your high profession stands apart ;

By years of toil you 've learned the trick

(Like PHEIDIAS with his plastic art)

Of slapping mortar on a brick;

Touched too the summit
Of science with your lore of line and plummet.

And none may join your sacred Guild,
Save only graduates (so to speak),

Experts with hod and trowel, skilled

In the finesse of pure technique:
And that is why

No rude untutored soldier need apply. o.s.

KING'S REGULATIONS, PARA. 1696.

I HAVE been in the Army for over five years ;
I have

wallowed in Flanders mud; I have killed thousands of

Huns with my own hand
;

I have seen my friends resume
the habiliment of gentlemen and retire to a life of luxury
and ease ; and yet I am still in the Army.

I am informed that I am indispensable and that, although
I shall be allowed to go in due course, the fate of the nation

depends on my sticking to my job for a short time more.
It would be against the best interests of discipline for me
to tell you what my job is.

Last week I yearned for a civilian life and decided that
not only would I leave the Army but immediately and in

good style.
I laid my plans accordingly and proceeded to Mr. Na-

than's. There for the expenditure of a few shillings I

purchased the necessary material for my guile.
I retired to my ollice, that is the desk that I sit at in

a room with two other officers, and I armed myself with
a file which would act as a passport to the Assistant of a
Great Man, who in turn is Assistant to a Very Great Man.
They all reside at the War Office. I went there and was
conducted to the Assistant of the Great Man. Everything
was proceeding according to plan.

I found him, after the manner of Assistants, working
hard. He did not look up, so I laid my 'file before him.

It was entitled "Demobilization, letters concerning," and
this was followed by a long number divided up by several

strokes. Within the file were some letters that had nothing
to do with my plan and still less to do with demobilisation,

but I hoped that the Assistant of the Great Man might
not delve too deeply into their mysteries.

My hope was justified. "A personal application?" he

asked as lie glanced at the reference number.

"Undoubtedly, Sir," I replied, and something in the

soldierly timbre of my voice arrested his attention.

Carefully replacing his teacup in its saucer he raised his

eyes towards me. As he did so he started as though he
had received a shock ;

a look of perturbation came over

his features; his cheeks assumed an ashy tint and for a

moment my fate trembled in the balance. But gradually
I could see his years of training were reasserting thems -Ivcs

;

the moral support of the O.B.E. on his breast was restoring
his courage; he muttered to himself, and I caught the words
"
Superior Authority."
Still muttering he rose and retired into the next room.

Everything was proceeding according to plan.
In less than a minute he reappeared and beckoned me

to follow him. I then knew that I should soon be in the

presence of the Great Man himself.

I stood in front of an oak desk and noticed the keen but

suppressed energy of the wall-paper, the tense atmosphere
of war vibrating through the room, the solid strength of

England incarnate behind the oak desk.

The Great Man spoke. His opening words showed that

his interest was centred rather in me personally than in the

file that lay before him. He spoke again, rose from his seat

and disappeared. And as he went I caught the words,
"
Superior Authority." In less than a minute lie returned

and beckoned me to follow him. I then knew that I should

soon be in the presence of the Very Great Man himself.

Everything was proceeding according to plan.
I stood in front of a mahogany desk and noticed the

keener but more suppressed energy of the wall-paper, the

tenser atmosphere of war vibrating through the room, the

solid strength of the Empire incarnate behind the mahogany
desk.

The Very Great Man spoke. His opening remarks
showed that his interest was centred in me personally.
He spoke again, and these are his exact words: "Mr.

Jones," he said,
" I perceive that you are a student of

King's Regulations, and that you conform your actions to

those estimable rules. You will be demobilised forthwith,

and in view of your gallant service I havo pleasure in

awarding you a bonus of two hundred pounds in addition

to your gratuity ;
but please understand that this exceptional

remuneration is given on the condition that you are out of

uniform within two hours."

With my feet turned out at an angle of about forty-five

degrees, my knees straight, my body erect and carried

evenly over the thighs, I saluted, about turned and marched
to the door. Everything had proceeded according to plan.
As I reached the door the Very Great Man spoke to the

Great Man. " You will flraft an Army Order at once," he

said, "in these words: King's Regulations. Amendment.
Para. 1696 will be amended, and the following words

deleted :

'

Whiskers, if worn, will be of moderate length.'
"

I am still in the Army. The truth of the matter is that

what I have described did not really happen. My nerve

failed me at the door of Mr. Nathan's. But I believe that

whiskers, detachable, red, can be obtained from Mr. Nathan
for a few shillings.

Motto for the Anti-British Echo de Piir,s :

insolentem liulere PEBTINAX."
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EXPERT OPINION.
FIRST BRICKLAYER (pausing so as not to exceed his Unions speed limit). "BOUGHT ANY OF THESE

'OUS1NG BONDS, MATE?"
SECOND BRICKLAYER (ditto).

" NOT ME ;
THEY 'LL NEVEB GET NO 'OUSES BUILT, NOT IF

THINGS GO ON THE WAY THEY'RE GOING."
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Incoming Untsman (to Deep Fidel). "En AM I GOING BIGHT FOB THE WICKKT, PJ.KASE?"

DENMARK TO HAVE A MANDATE
FOB IEELAND.

SENSATION IN POLITICAL CIRCLES.

DASHING round to Downing Street

on our motor-scooter we were just in

time' to catch Sir PHILIP KERB by one
of his coat-tails as he was disappearing
into the door of No. 10 and to ask him
whether the strange rumour as to the

PRIME MINISTER'S latest project was
true.

"Perfectly," replied the genial Sec-

retary, gently disengaging us. " Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE has been greatly struck

by Mr. JACK JONES'S comparison of

Lord EGBERT CECIL to OLI\EU CROM-
WELL, and has been studying the whole
Irish Question anew from an historical

standpoint. He has decided that the
mandate for Ireland ought never to

have been undertaken for the Papal See

by HENRY II. STHONGBOW
" Let 's see, wasn't lie a Marathon

runner ?
" we asked.

" You are thinking of LONGUOAT," he

replied. "The Earl of PEMBROKE was
invited to enter Ireland by DESMOND
M.U'MoiuxJH, and between you and me
and the lamp-post DESMOND was a

bad hat. Look at the way he stole

DEVORGHAL, the wife of TIGHEIRANACH
O'EOURKE."

"Quite, quite," we replied. As a

matter of fact, if he had mentioned
"The Silent Wife" we should have felt

a bit more at home with the situation.
" Now lake the Danes," said Sir

PHILIP. " Do you ever hear an Irish-

man complain of the injustice done to

Ireland by the Danes ? After that Uttle

scrap at Clontarf they accepted the

Danish invasion quite naturally. Any-
how, the Danes got there first, and the

PRIME MINISTER'S view is
'
first come

first served.'
"

" But will Denmark undertake the

mandate?" we asked doubtfully.
" Why not ? They have Iceland

already, and there is only one letter

different.
"

Scooting thoughtfully away, we went
to visit Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR, feeling sure

he would have some light to throw on
the situation. Wo found him overjoyed
with the proposal.

" Ireland and Denmark are simply
made for each other," he pointed out;
"both are butter -producing countries

and, welded together, they will form

one homogeneous and indissoluble pat.

Peace will reign in Ireland from marge
to marge."

Mr. DEVLIN was less optimistic. The
rule of Dublin Castle under OLAF Tim;-
VESSON was, he declared, not a whit

better than the rule of Dublin Castle

to-day. It was true that TURGES the

Dane was King of All Ireland in 815,

but it was not until that chieftain had

been -very rightly and carefully killed

by MELACHLIN that the Golden Age
of Ireland began. He was doubtful

whether Mr. EDMUND DE VALERA would

consent to be a toparch under Danish

suzerainty. As for himself, he held by
the Home Eule Bill of 1914 or, failing

that, BRIAN BOHU.
When we asked Sir EDWARD CAK^-ON

how he viewed the prospect of becom-

ing a Scandinavian jarl, he adopted
a morose expression reminding us not

a little of the "
moody Dane."

" If the PRIME MINISTER'S proposal
becomes law," he said firmly,

" I shall

have no alternative but to hand over

Ulster to Holland."
We scooted slowly back to the office,

forced to the conclusion that the Irish

Question is not settled even yet.
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CKNIUS AT PLAY.

SHAM, I ever see again
]n tho human head a brain

Liko the article that fills

That interior of Bill's?

Never a clay can pass but ho

Makes some great discovery;
Jlis inventions are so many
That you cannot think of any
Realm of science, wit or skill

That is not enriched by Bill.

To relieve the awful strain

Of possessing such a brain

William always used to play

Eighteen holes each Saturday.
But he scarce could see at all,

And ho often lost his hall,

J'lus his temper and his pelf,

So he made a hall himself,

\Vhich, if it should chance to roam
Out of sight, played "Home, Sweet

Home"
On a small euphonium ho

Had inserted in its tummy.

Next he wrought with cunning hand
Bound its waist an endless band,
An ingenious affair

Such as tanks delight to wear
;

And, inside, a little motor
Started every time you smote or

liven when you topped your shot;

And, once started, it would not

Stop, for if it came within

Half a furlong of the pin,
Then it was designed to roll

Straight and true towards the hole.

This is scarcely strange, because
It was hound by Nature's laws,
And a magnet was the force

(Hidden 'neath its skin, of course)

Which, thought he, would make it

feel

Drawn towards a pin of steel.

'When he practised first with it

William almost had a fit,

For the ball with sudden whim
Started madly chasing him !

" That 's a game that I '11 soon settle,"

"William said ;

" my clubs are metal ;

Spoons and other clubs of wood
Will be every bit as good."

Then he found to his dismay
Every time he tried to play
That the ball with sundry hoots
Chased tho hob-nails in his boots.

1'inally he had to use
On his feet a pair of shoes
Of a most peculiar shape
Made of insulating tape.

So the final test arrives
When once more he tees and drives.

Joy 1 As soon as he has hit he
Sees it toddling down the pretty,
Never swerving left or right
Till it waddles out of sight,

Best Man. " 'Ow MUCH ?
"

Parson. "WELL, THE LAW ALLOWS ME SEVEN-AND-SIXPENCE."

Best Man. "THEN 'ERE 'a "ARF-A-CBXHN. THAT MAKES IT DP TO "ABF-A-QUID."

Plodding through a bunker and

Braying like a German band.

Reader, possibly you '11 guess
That the ball was a success.

'Twas in fact a super-sphere,
But I shed a scalding tear

On these verses as I write "em

He forgot just one small item

Which (as small things often will)

Simply put the lid on Bill :

For the hole proved far too small

To accommodate his ball.

" \YANTED Situation by respectable middle-

aged Girl ; working housekeeper, can cook,
bake ; would not object to milk one cow

(Protestant)." Ulster Paper.

As distinct from a Papal Bull.

Singular Coincidence.

"Having successfully towed tho disabled

American steamer Tashmoo 1,200 miles, the
Fort Stephens, a Cunard steamer, arrived at

Queenstown on Saturday." Daily Paper.

"Having successfully towed tho disabled

American steamer Tashmos, with which she

fell in last Monday, 200 miles, the Fort

Stephen, a Cunard steamer, arrived at Queens-
town on Saturday." Same paper, same day.

"The King has notified his intention to

command the attendance of Lieutenants of

Counties and the Lord Mayors and the Lost
Provosts of Great Britain, at Buckingham
Palace on the 15th instant." Glasgow Paper.

Mr. Punch hopes that this additional

publicity will lead to the recovery of

the missing magistrates.
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THE AUTHOR-MANAGERS.
LITERATURE is becoming so com-

mercialised that it is to be expected
that before long popular authors,

who

already surreptitiously practise the

tradesman's art, will go a step further

and write their own advertisements.

No longer will they be content to get

themselves interviewed on the subject

of their next book, their new car and

their favourite poodle, or to depend
on the oleaginous eulogies of the pub-
lishers.

For instance :

MR. DOUGLAS DORMY
begs to announce that he is

NOW SHOWING
his new Novel,

THE HIDDEN HAND OF HATE,
and confidently recommends it to

his Customers.
It contains no fewer than 92,563 of the

BEST WORDS
in the English Language

and is guaranteed
FREE from Split Infinitives.

Or again :

Are YOU one of the

mentally alert men, the wistful women,
who have filled up an application form

to-day for

PATTERNS OF CHAPTER ONE
of

SEPTIMUS POSHER'S
New great romance of love and mystery

THE SICKENING THUD?
If you have not already done so, lose

no time, but write asking for sample of

OPENING CHAPTER
(where the PINK-EYED WOMAN prevents
the marriage of ETHEL and LUDOVIC) ;

of

CHAPTER NINETY,
with its nine SUPERB-QUALITY MURDERS;

or

CHAPTER TWO HUNDRED
(the last), where ETHEL and LUDOVIC
at last set out through the

FAIRYLANJ) OF LIFE.

You incur NO RISK in asking for these

exquisite samples.
Write direct to SEPTIMUS POSHES.

Or yet again :

MK. BOREAS BINKS
has pleasure in announcing that his

new volumes of

RECOLLECTIONS
is now showing at all Libraries. He
can confidently claim that this work,
entitled

PEOPLE I HAVE MET AND
WHAT IS WHONG WITH THEM,
is absolutely the most refined volume

of Scandal on the market. All the re-

miniscences are novel and tasty.

Or once more :

KEATS WILLIAMS,
Poet aiul Critic.

Poems of every description completed
at the SHORTEST NOTICE.

Ask to see our choice SPRING LINES.

Specimens Free.

EPICS within Two Days.

ODES within a few Hours.

Sonnets, Eondeaux, Triolets, Quatrains
\\hile you wait.

.1 u-ell-knoirn Judge writes: "I should very
much like to give you a trial. I am sure you
deserve it."

DER TAG ONCE MORE.
["One hundred Diplomatists' Writing Tables,

Cupboards, etc., for immediate delivery.
Oftice Furniture Manufacturers, and Co.

,

,
Berlin." The Times "Business Oppor-

tunities" column.']

LIGHTLY loose the silken cable,

Swell, ye sails, by zephyrs kissed,

Bearing me the walnut table

Thumped by BETHMANN-HOLLWEG'S
list;

Steering, not by course erratic,
'

Safe to the appointed wharf,

Bring, bark, the diplomatic
Kneehole desk of LUDENDORFF.

Softly now, ye dockers, pardie,
Cease your wrangling for a bit,

Dump the seat whereon BERNHARDI
Bowed his dreadful form to sit ;

Make no scratch however tiny
When the circling crane-arm sags

On the chair that rendered shiny
HINDENBUEG'S enormous bags.

Blotting- papered, india-rubbered,
Good as new, with pencils piled,

Bring me the immortal cupboard
Where the Hymn of Hate was filed;

Who can say how oft, when brisker

Beat the heart behind his ribs,

TIRPITZ wiped upon a whisker

Pensively these part-worn nibs ?

Here are Kultur's very presses,
Calendars that marked The Day,

MAX VON BADEN'S ink-recesses,
DERNBERG'S correspondence-tray ;

Gone the imperial years, and cooler

Counsels on the Spree are planned,
Still one may acquire the ruler

Toyed with by a War Lord's hand.

Waft them then, ye winds, let Fritz's

Office furniture be mine;
Each one of these priceless bits is

Salvage from a Junker shrine ;

Breathing still the ancient essence,

They shall give me, when I speak,
Something of the German presence
And the blazing German cheek.

EVOE.

MANUAL PLAY.
ONE point emerges very clearly from

the murky chaos of the industrial

situation to-day; and that is that the

brain-worker will not for ever be content
to be merely a brain-worker, thinking
and thinking, hour after hour, day after

day. He is beginning to realise his

latent capacity for manual labour
; and

he demands as his right a larger oppor-
tunity for self-development, so that he
too may escape from the drudgery of

brain-work and rise at last to the higher,
freer life of muscular exertion. There
must already be many brain-workers
who are well-fitted to take their place
in the ranks of manual labour; and
the cry goes up with increasing force

that, given only that opportunity which
is every man's due, millions of their

fellows are capable of lifting themselves
to the same standard.

In my house the cry goes up with

peculiar force about Easter-time, when
I repaint as much of the house as I am
allowed and whitewash the rest, and
can appreciate what I am missing in

my everyday calling. It is astonishing
to think that one used actually to pay
people money to paint and whitewash,
and looked on with meek wonder, for

six weeks, while they did it. Bour-

geois I may be, but I have put aside

that folly. The Easter holidays now
are to me the best holidays of the year,
because for four whole days I can do
almost unlimited decorating. I begin
with the conservatory; I do it a deli-

cate pale blue, and it looks very lovely.
The vine in the conservatory no longer

yields her increase as she used to do,

but I can't help that. After the con-

servatory I start on the basement, and
the opportunities in the basement are

endless. It is a curious thing that

brain-workers who do much decorating
in their spare time do most of it in the

basement and not in the rooms they
have to occupy themselves. The base-

ment is fair game. Another curious

thing is that the people who do have to

occupy the basement never seem to

appreciate what you are doing for them.

They appear to think you are merely
amusing yourself.
The best day for doing the basement

therefore is Easter Monday, when you
can legitimately send the whole staff

(if any) away for a holiday, and com-

mandeer the entire kitchen equipment.
This point is more important than you
may suppose; since if the staff are at

home and you want to use the base-

ment bucket or the soft broom (both of

which are essential for efficient white-

washing) it is almost certain that they
will at the same time want to put them

to some preposterous use of their own;
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MANNERS AND MODES.
(iWINC, TO THE SHORT \(,K \ND PROHIBITIVE PRICE OF SILK STOCKINGS, THE LADIES JIAYFAIE DECIDE

TO MI WITHOVT THEM AND HAVE MKCOCRSE TO PAINT.
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and this causes either delay or friction,

probably both. Besides, they keep bust-

ling about behind you and saying, Tt,
'ft," or "

Busy to-day !

"
in a surprised

voice. This is most irritating, and an
irritated painter always goes over the

edges.
W hon you have got rid of the staff (if

any) you can get to work on the scul-

lery and whitewash the ceiling. White-

washing is much superior to painting.

Painting looks lovely while

you arc doing it, but is verj
horrible when it is dry
being streaky or blistery or

covered with long hairs

Whitewash looks horrible

while you are doing it, but
marvellous when it is dry
which is much more satis-

factory. In a life of average
prosperity and no small

public distinction, includ-

ing an intimacy with a

professional tenor and
two or three f/ee lunches
with noblemen, I can re-

call few moments of such

genuine rapture as the one
when you creep down to

the basement to find the
whitewash dry at last and
brilliant as the driven
snow.
The other thing about

whitewashing is that it is

done with a broom, not
with a finicking brush and
a small pot, but a good fat

bucket and the house-
maid's soft-broom. In this

way you can really get
some bravura into your
work. And, except per-
haps for watering the gar-
den with a hose, there is

no quicker way of making
a really good mess. White-

washing by this method,
I find that it takes much
longer toremove thewhite-
wash from the floors and
other places where it is not
intended to go than it does to put the
whitewash on the places where it is

intended to go ; but the charwoman
does the removing on Easter Tuesday,
and I still think that that method is

the best. Especially, perhaps, for out-
side walls, because in one's artistic

frenzy it is usual to cover most of the
rose-trees with whitewash; they look
then like those whitewashed orchards,
and visitors think you are a scientific

gardener, combating Plant Pests.

Personally I don't pay too much at-
tention to the rather arbitrary rules on
painting laid down by the Painters'
Union. Life is too short. 1'or instance,

I don't put my brushes in turpentine
when I have finished for the day ; and
if I do I put the green brush and the

light-blue brush and the black brush
and the white brush in the same pot,
and terrible things happen. I don't

like my art to be hampered by petty
notions of economy, and if brushes per-
sist in crystallising into tooth-brushes
when left to themselves for an hour or
two I simply use a new brush. t'tt,

Mistress (to maid who IMS just served boarders' breakfast). "\YH/T WFBE
THEY TALKING ABOUT, JANE?"

Jane. "You, MUM."

Nor do I insist on "
cleaning thor-

oughly the surface before the paint is

applied." Anyone who sets out in prac-
tice to clean thoroughly the surface of
the basement before applying the paint
will find that the Easter holidays have
slipped away long before any paint is

is one thing the staff enjoy more than

tea-cups coming away in the 'and, it is

really rubbing themselves against wet
paint and wandering round muttering
complaints about it. Without a driers
or some drier or whatever it is, the
basement remains wet for ever, and all

work ceases while the staff amble
about, ecstatically rubbing themselves

against the doorposts and saying
"
T'tt,"

in a meaning way.
It is a sad quality of oil-

paint that when it is dry
it no longer looks so lovely
and shiny as it looks when
it is wet. It was found
that the sense of disap-
pointment which this pro-
duced was greater than the
Painters' Union could
bear; so someone, in order
to prevent industrial strife,

invented some stuff called

varnish, by which, at the

very moment of disillu-

sion, the. maximum of

shininess can be again pro-
duced with the minimum
of effort. It is one of the
few inventions which
make a man grateful for

the advance of science.

Well, that is all there is

about painting. The only
difficulty, once you have

begun, is to know when to

stop. Painting is a kind
of fever. The painting of

a single chair makes the
whole room look dirty; so
the whole room has to be

painted. Then, of course,
the outside of the windows
has to be brought up to the
same standard; and if once

you have painted the out-

side of a window you are

practically committed to

painting the whole house.

The only thing that stops
me painting is a turpentine
srisis, which usually occurs
ust before church on Sun-

applied at all.

main objects of
Besides,

paint is

one
to

of

uide

the
the

dirt, so why waste time in removing it ?

On the other hand, I am not content
with mere painting ;

I go in thoroughly
for all the refinements like driers and
varnishes and gold-size. Driers and
gold-size are extremely necessary when
painting the basement, because if there

day morning, when one has three work-
manlike coats of glossy enamel or pale-
green on one's hands. Week-end
paintel-s should keep a close eye on the

situation, and cease work while there
is yet sufficient turpentine to cope with
the workmanlike coats; for I find that
in these days the churchwardens look
askance at you if you put in a penny
with a pale-green hand.
The extraordinary thing is that this

painting feverdoesn't seem to afflict pro-
fessional painters ; they know exactly
when to stop. But then they don't

appreciate the luxury of their lot.

They don't realise that theirs is one of
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l.ady (malting conversation). '-How PERFECTLY SWEET! I'M SUKE I MCST HAVE BEEN IIIKKK. 1 IIEMEMBKB THOSI:

GLORIOUS PINES."

Jfeal Artist. "I CALL THAT 'THE FEETILISINO INFLUENCE OP THE SUN'S RAYS ON THE MIND OF A POKT LOST IN THOUGHT.'"

j Lady. "How rt:ittt:< n.\ KWI-.ET! No WONDEB HE LOST IT, POOR DAKLINO."

the few forms of labour in winch a man
lias some tangible result (well, not tan-

gible, perhaps) to show for bis work at

the end of the day. There is nothing
more satisfactory than that. It is true,

no doubt, that the professional painter
would rather have a windy article like

this to show
;

all I can say is I would
nither have a bright-blue basement or
a middle-green conservatory.

A. P. H.

THE EVE OF CREAT POSSIBILITIES.

IN a Press sighing deeply over the
various Labour crises there is the glad
news that Mr. CLKM EI>\VAHDS, M.P.

(barrister), of the National Democratic

Party, has made a match with Mr.
1-UiKs WALTON, M.P. (miner), of the
Labour Party, to "

hew, (ill and train
two tons of coal in the shortest time
for fifty pounds a side." The contest
is to take place at Whitsuntide.
We hope that more Members of

Parliament will follow suit, and chal-

lenge each other to feats of wholesome
toil, to the great benefit of the nation.

In time no doubt the idea would
take on with the masses and an im-

mense amount of useful work would be

performed disguised as sport. August
Bank Holiday might become the great

yearly fixture for a sort of Gentlemen v.

Players bricklaying competition ,
and we

may one day read of huge crowds being
attracted to the East India Docks on
Easter Monday to watch stockbrokers,
flushed with their victory of Boxing
Day, playing a return match with the

dockers at unloading margarine. The
movement might expand until even on
Labour Day work would be in progress.

All this is, however, remote, but the

solid fact remains that during Whitsun-
tide of this very year work will actually
bedoneinacoal-mine. So far the miners
themselves have expressed no otticial

views on the contest, but there is a

general feeling of amazement among

them that anyone should work so hard
on the chance of winning a mere fifty

pounds. For the public at large there

is the gratifying thought that Messrs.

EDWAUDS and WALTON are very nearly
matched, and they should therefore

produce between them in their friendly

struggle the best part of four tons of

coal, an unexpected windfall for the

"POST OFFIC'K TREASURY BOM'S.
It should lie noted that, as regards the Post

Office issue, dividends on registered bonds will

not be deducted at the source." Daily Paper.

Nor, we understand, has the CHAN-
CKLLOR OF THK EXCHEQUER any present
intention of confiscating the capital.

"AMERICA'S FIUST FLOATING BAB-BOOM,
'I'm. Cm- <)* Mi.i MI. 300,000 dols. has been

spent in fitting up this vessel for thirsty
American citizens. She will ply b. :

Miami, Fla. and Havana, Cuba. A special bilge
keel is being fitted to steady ship and pas-

sengers." Shipping Journal.

A very necessary precaution.
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fond and resourceful Mother. " IT 's BABY'S BIBTHDAY TO-MORBOW. HEPEOPLE IN TO PLAY BBIDGE.
S TOO YOUNG TO INVITE CHILDREN, SO I'M HAVING FIFTEEN

TO A COMING CHAMPION.
THE exodus was ended

; stilled the urgingTo " wait and let the passengers off first ;

"

I and my fellow-sufferers were surging
Along the gangway in one short sharp burst,

Clutching the straps so thoughtfully provided,
Stamping on any feet that lay about,

And, Lady, it was then that you decided
This was where you got out.

I noted with an awestruck admiration
The gallant way in which you faced the press,What force, what vigour, what determination
What almost everything but politesse ;And then I gave back several hasty inches
Before your rnaanad rush

; I felt alarmed
Lest you should use a hatpin in the clinches

While I was all unarmed.

So in a more or less intact condition
You made your exit through the trellised gate,And (this, I must admit, is mere suspicion)Asked of a porter was your hat on straight ;And lo ! the bard, left dreaming suo more
Mused upon things the future hid from view

lie looked adown the years and saw the glory
'

Lngland would win through you.

For in my morning sheet I 'd seen it bruited
Mid talk of Jazz and Fox Trot, plaids and checks,

J.Hat boxing was a sport precisely suited
To what it quaintly called the gentler sex

I thought about the coming day when bevies
Of beauty would he found inside the ropes,And saw you, eminent among the "

heavies,"
The whitest of white hopes.

I saw and at the vision England's stock ran
High above par how in the padded strife,

Beneath the auspices of Mr. COCHRAN,
You'd whip the world, or should I say his wife?

Our land once more would boast the champion thumper,The doughtiest dealer of the hefty welt,
The holder of but no, by then a jumper

Will have replaced the belt.

"OFFICERS' HEAVY-WEIGHTS.
Final : Lt. W. B. Nicol (R.F.A.) knocked out Lt.-General Lord

Kawhnson, Commanding at Alderskot." Sportsman.
That 's more than LUDENDOBFF could do.

T ,

' Som
5> y^ 1* h P^sed since I last saw Mr.

, and last eveningI found him considerably aged. His one black hair is very grey."
Provincial Paper.

Probably the result of depression caused by loneliness.

The Prince of - - has returned recently from England where he
vas educated. Ho is to marry several wives, as is the custom of -

Us education is to continue." Korth China Daily News.
We can well believe it.

The Chester Vase resolved itself into a contest between a four-
ear-old and some three-year-olds, but in this case the four-year-oldras Buchan, a Trojan among minnows." Provincial Paper.
The writer seems to be a student of "classic

"
form.
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EXIT THE MINISTERING ANGEL.
DR. BONAB (to Nurse DEVLIN). "MUST YOU GO, NUESE ? (Resignedly) WELL, WE SHALL

HAVE TO DO OUR BEST WITHOUT YOU."
[Nationalist Members havo decided to tako no further part in the discussion of tho Government of Ireland Bill.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, May 3rd. The PRIMK

MINISTER being confined to his bed

and Mr. BONAH LAW being engaged
elsewhere in inaugurating the Housing

campaign the House of Commons was

in charge of the HOME SECRETARY.

Consequently Questions went through
with unusual speed, for Mr. SHOHTT
has a discouraging way with him.

The most searching
"
Supplementary

"

rarely receives any recognition save a

stony glare through his inseparable

eye-glass, as who should say,
" How can

So-and-so be such an ass as to expect
an answer to his silly question ?

"

People who consider that the MINIS-

TEH OF TRANSPORT is too much of " a

railway man
"

will, I fear, be confirmed

in their belief. In his opinion the

practice of the Companies in refusing
a refund to the season ticket-holder

who has left his ticket behind and has

been compelled to pay his fare is

"i-nlirely justifiable." He objected,

however, to Sir C. KiNLOCH-CooKE's in-

torpi ctation of this answer as meaning
that it was the policy of H.M. Govern-

ment "to rob honest people,"so there

may be hope for him yet.
It is wrong to suppose that the class

generally known as "Young Egypt"
is solely responsible for the anti-British

agitation in the Protectorate. Among
a long list of deportees mentioned by
Lieut.-Colonel MALONE, and subse-

quently referred to by Mr. HARMSWORTH
as " the principal organisers and leaders

of the disturbances
"

in that country,
; rod the name of "MAHMOUD PASHA

, aged ninety-eight years."

SPRING-CLEANING (INDEMNITY)
BILL.

THE SOLICITOR-GENERAL.

The process of cloaning-up after the

War involves an Indemnity Bill. Sir

EHNKST POLLOCK admitted that there

was " some complexity
"
in the measure,

and did not entirely succeed in unravel-

ling it in the course of a speech lasting
an hour and a half. His chief argu-
ment was that, unless it passed, the

'TOO MUCH OF A RAILWAY-MAN."
Sin EBIC GEDDES.

country might be let in for an additional

expenditure of seven or eight hundred
millions in settling the claims of per-
sons whose goods had been comman-
deered. An item of two million pounds
for tinned salmon will give some notion

of the interests involved and inci-

dentally of the taste of the British

Army.
Lawyers and laymen vied with one

another in condemning the Bill. Mr.

RAE, as one who had suffered much
from, requisitioned, complained that

their motto appeared to be L'itat c'est

moi. Sir GORDON HEWABT, in mitiga-
tion of the charge that there never had
been such an Indemnity Bill, pointed
out that there never had been such a

War. The Second Eeading was ulti-

mately carried upon the Government's

undertaking to refer the Bill to a Select

Committee, from which, if faithfully

reflecting the opinion of the House, it

is conjectured that the measure will

return in such a shape that its own
draftsman won't know it.

Tuesday, May 4th. The Matrimo-
nial Causes Bill continues to drag its

slow length along in the House of

Lords. Its ecclesiastical opponents are

gradually being driven from trench to

trench, but are still full of fight. The

Archbishop of CANTERBURY very nearly
carried a new clause providing that it

should not be lawful to celebrate in any
church or chapel of the Church of

England the marriage of a person,
whether innocent or guilty, whose pre-

vious union had been dissolved under
the provisions of the Bill. His most
reverend brother of York spoke darkly
of Disestablishment if the clause were

lost, and eleven Bishops voted in its

favour, but the Non-Contents defeated
it by 51 to 50.

Captain WEDGWOOD BENN wanted to

know whether swords still formed part of

the uniform of Royal Air Force officers,

and, if so, why. Ho himself, I gather,
never found any use for one in the

Side Shows" which ho has described

so picturesquely. Mr. CHURCHILL'S de-

fenceof its retention was more ingenious
than convincing. Swords, he said, had

always been regarded as the insignia of

rank, and even Ministers wore them on
occasions. But the fact that elderly
statesmen occasionally add to the gaiety
of the populace at public celebrations

by tripping over their "
toasting-forks

"

hardly seems a sufficient reason for

burdening young officers with a totally
needless expense.
The POSTMASTER-GENERAL is all for

a quiet life. When the Dublin postal
workers announced their intention of

stopping work for two days in sym-
pathy with a Sinn Fein strike, did he
dismiss them ? Not he. You can't, as

he said, dismiss a whole service. No,
he simply gave them two days' leave

on full pay, a much simpler plan.
Thanks to the Irish Nationalists,

who have announced their intention of

taking no part in the discussion of the

Government of Ireland Bill, Mr. BONAR
LAW was able to drop the scheme for

closuring it by compartments. The
new Irish doctrine of self-extermina-

tion has given much satisfaction in

Ministerial circles. Mr. CHUBCHILL'S

"L'ETAT C'EST MOI."
' THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL.
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THE PROFITEER'S CIGAR.
Spokesman of Club Deputation. "WE TRUST, SIR, THAT you ABE NOT DELIBERATELY WEARING THAT BAXD ON YOUR OIOAB \s

IT IS THE DESIRE OF YOUR FELLOW-MEMBERS THAT YOU SHOULD OBLIGE THEM BY IHOMOVINf; IT."

gratitude, I understand, will take the
form of a portrait of Mr. DEVLIN as

Sydney Carton under the shadow of
the guillotine.
On the Vote for the Ministry of Agri-

culture and Fisheries Colonel BURN
suggested that a new Department
should be set up to deal with the harvest
of the sea. Dr. MUBBAY approved the
idea, and thought that the Minister
without Portfolio might give up loafing
and take to fishing.

Wednesday, May 5th. Apparently
it is not always selfishness that makes
Trade Unionists unwilling to admit
ex - service men to their ranks, but
sometimes solicitude for the welfare of
these brave fellows. Take the manu-
facture of cricket -balls, for example.
You might not think it a very arduous
occupation, but DF.MACNAMABA assured
the House that it required "a high
standard of physical fitness," and that

leather-stitching was as laborious as

leather-hunting. It is true that some
of the disabled men with characteristic

intrepidity are willing to face the risk,
but the Union concerned will not hear
of it, and the MINISTER OF LABOUR
appears to agree with them.

Even on the Treasury Bench, how-
ever, doctors disagree. Dr. ADDISON
seems distinctly less inclined than Dr.
MACNAMARA to accept the claims of the
Trade Unionists at their own valuation.
The bricklayers have agreed to admit
a few disabled men to their union

brickUyingapparently being a less stren-

uous occupation than leather-stitch-

ing but exclude other ex-service men
unless they have served their appren-
ticeship as well as their country. Upon
this the MINISTER OF HEALTH bluntly
observed that the idea that it takes

years to train a man to lay a few bricks
was in his opinion all nonsense.

Thursday, May 6th. Possibly it was
because to-day was originally assigned
for the opening of the Committee stage
of the Home Rule Bill that Members
in both Houses drew special attention
to the present state of lawlessness in

Ireland. If their idea was to create a
hostile " atmosphere

"
it did not succeed,

for, owing to Mr. LONG'S indisposition,
the Bill was postponed. Besides, the
fact that every day brings news of

policemen murdered, barracks burned,
tax-collectors assaulted and mail-bags
stolen, while to one class of mind it

may argue that the present is a most

inopportune moment for a great con-

stitutional change, may to another

suggest that only such a change will

give any hope of improvement.
It is, at any rate, something to know

that Irishmen have not in trying cir-

cumstances entirely lost their saving

grace of humour. Thus the writer of

a letter to Lord ASKWITH, describing
with much detail a raid for arms, in the

course of which his house had been

smashed up and he himself threatened
with instant death, wound up b\

ing,
" I thought I would jot down these

particulars to amuse you."
The Commons had a rather depr>

speech from Mr. McCuRDY. His pulley
had been gradually to remove all food-

controls and leave prices to find their

own proper (and, it was hoped, lower)
level. But in most cases the result had

aeen disastrous, and the Government
lad decided that control must continue.

3ir F. BANBURY complained of the

conflict of jurisdiction between the

Departments. It certainly does seen:

unfair that the FOOD - CONTROLLED
should be blamed because the Board

of Trade is
" making mutton high."
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AudUmcer (m'lling summer "grass-keen"). "Now THEN, HOW MUCH FOB THIS FIELD? LOOK AT THAT GRABS, GENTLEMEN. THAT'S
Till) KIND OF STUFF NEBUCHADNEZZAR WOULD HAVE GIVEN TEN POUNDS AN ACRE FOR."

WANTED A BOOK SUBSIDY.
MH. JOHN- MURRAY, the famous pub-

lisher, has recently given a representa-
tive of The Pall Mall Gazette some

interesting facts and figures bearing on
the impending crisis in the publishing
trade. It is a gloomy recital. Men
doing loss work per hour with the pre-
sent forty-eight hour week than with
the old fifty -one hour week, and agi-

tating for a further reduction of hours;

na])cr rising in price by leaps and
bounds. " Between the two they are

forcing up the price of books to a point
when we can only produce at a loss."

In other words, we are threatened with
not merely a shortage but an absolute

deprivation of all new books. The
horror of the situation is almost un-

thinkable, but it must be faced. We
can dispense with many luxuries en-

cyclopaedias and histories and scientific

treatises and so forth but among the
necessities of modern life the novel
stands only third to the cinema and
the ja/z. It is possible that in time
the first-named may reconcile us to

booklessness, but that time is not yet.

What amazes us in Mr. JOHN MUR-
RAY'S pessimistic forecast is his failure

to recognise and advocate the only and
obvious remedy. By the reduction of the

Bread Subsidy fifty millions have been
made available for the relief of national

needs. We do not say that this would be

enough, but if carefully laid out in grants
to deserving novelists, so as to enable

them to co-operate with publishers on

lines that would allow a reasonable

margin of profit, it might go some way
towards averting the appalling calamity
which Mr. JOHN MURRAY anticipates.
The Ministry of Information is closed,

but should be at once reorganised as the

Ministry of Fiction, with a staff of no
fewer than five hundred clerks, and in-

stalled in suitable premises, the British

Museum for choice, thus emancipating
the younger generation from the dead

hand of archaeology. Similarly the

utmost care should be taken to exclude

from the direction of the Ministry any
representatives of Victorianism, Han-

overism, or the fetish-worship of reti-

cence or restraint. But no time should

be lost. The duty of the State is clear.

It only needs some public-spirited and

respected Memberof Parliament, such as

Lieutenant-Commander KENWORTHY or

Colonel JOSIAH WEDGWOOD, to promote
the legislative measures necessary to

secure a supply of really nutritious

mental pabulum for the million.

For Prospective Centenarians.
"
Salary, 50 per annum, rising upon satis-

factory service by annual increments of i'5 to

a maximum of 830." Welsh Paper.

"CONSCIENCE MONEY. The Chancellor of

the Exchequer acknowledges the receipt of

10/- from Liverpool.

The charge for announcements in the IVr-

sonal Column is 7/G for two lines {minimum).
and 8/6 for each additional line." 'limi v

Any largo outbreak of conscientious-

ness on this scale will mean ruin for

the country.

"A baud of armed rufliuns disguised ns

soldiers held up a train near I'ar^helia, in

Calabria, and carried off the contents of two

VOIK, consisting chiefly of sausa'

Scotch Paper.

This is an abbreviated way of speaking.

By "the contents of two vons
"

the

writ or evidently means the contents of

the baggage of two German noblemen.
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CONSPIRACY.
IT all happened so naturally, so

inevitably, yet so tragically like a

Greek play, as Willoughby said after-

wards.

Willoughby is my younger brother

and in his lighter moments is a Don at

Oxford or Cambridge; it will be safei

not to specify which. In his youngei
and more sei ious days he used to play
the banjo quite passably, and, when the

Uicksons asked us to dine, they insisted

that he should bring his instrument

and help to make music to which the

young people might dance, for it seems

that this instrument is peculiarly suited

to the kind of dancing now in vogue.

Willoughby had not played upon the

banjo for fifteen years, but ho unearthed

it from the attic, restrung it, and in the

event did better than might have been

expected.

Anyhow, he did not succeed in spoil-

ing the evening, which I consider went

well, despite the severe trial, to one of

my proportions, of having to perform,
soon after dinner, a number of scenes
" to rhyme with hat." Indeed, when I

was finally pushed alone on to the

stage, any chagrin I might have felt at

the ease with which the audience

guessed at once that I represented
"fat" was swallowed up in the relief

at being allowed to rest awhile, for
"

fat
"
proved to be correct.

It is not of dumb-crambo, however,
nor of hunt-the-slipper (a dreadful

game), nor of "
bump

"
(a worse game)

that I wish to speak, but of that which
befell after.

It was a very wet night, and when
the hour for our departure arrived

there arose some uncertainty as to

whether we could find a taxi willing
to take us home.

" I will interview the porter," said

Willoughby (the Hicksons live in a

flat), and he disappeared, to return in

a few minutes with something of the
air of a conspirator.

" Get your coafc on," he said curtly." Have you a taxi ?
"

"
No, I have a car. Get your coat

on, and be quick about it."

"A car?" I said. "What car?
Whose car?

"

Willoughby turned upon me. "If

you prefer to walk, you can," he said ;

"
if not, get your coat on, as I say, and

don't ask stupid questions."
I did not prefer to walk would that

[ had ! but proceeded to bid my host
and hostess Good-night. Even as I

was doing so the porter came to the
door.

"Hurry up, Sir," 'he called to

Willoughby in a stage whisper.
" He

an't wait ; he 's late already."

As we followed him into the hal

the porter went on whispering to

Willoughby.
" Friend of mine. Always do me a

turn. Going right to your square.'

He continued to nod his head confi-

dentially.

Willoughby turned to me.
" Got half-a-crown?

"
he grunted.

I had. The porter's head-nodding
redoubled.

Arrived at the door, we found a

resplendent car, a chauffeur of the im-

perturbable order seated at the wheel.
" I 'in very much obliged ," Wil-

loughby began.
" That 's all right, Sir," said the man.

" I 'm going that way."
We stepped in, drew the fur rug over

our legs, and the car glided off.
" It 's a nice car," said Willoughby.
" I understand that the chauffeur is

a friend of the hall porter ?
"

I com-
mented.

" That is so."
" And the owner of the car is ?

"

" Some person unknown."
" Where ignorance is bliss
" I am a little doubtful if the

chauffeur will mention our ride to his

master, if that is what you mean,"
aid Willoughby.
" Have you considered the bearing

of the law concerning Conspiracy on
this case?

"
I asked.

" I have not, nor do I intend to,"
said Willoughby airily.

" The law

concerning Bribery and Corruption has
a much more direct tearing. Got two
more half-crowns?

"

I was searching for them as we
iurned into the square in which we
live and the car slowed down.
"Tell him it's at the far corner," I

said.

And then suddenly a rasping voice
sounded on the night air :

"
Here, Eodgers ! Where are you

off to? You 're very late, you know
very late."

The car had stopped with a jerk
Before a house which was certainly not
our house. A stream of light from the

open door flooded the pavement. On
he steps stood Percival, the man I had
;hat row with about the Square garden.
On the pavement, his hand outstretched

open the car door, was he of the

rasping voice.

"This is theowner," said Willoughby,
and he laughed quietly to himself. He
always giggles in a crisis. I could have
dcked him. But at the moment I was
uirriedly debating whether I could

)ossibly escape by the door on the far

side without being seen. " A small
bin man might have done it," I thought.
3ut, alas ! I am neither small nor thin.

Then the door of the car opened and

Willoughby stepped forth into the lime-

light, as it were. During the evening
the dumb-crambo and such had rather
dishevelled his hair, and a wisp of il

now appeared from beneath the brim o:

an elderly Homburg hat pushed on to
the back of his head. Under his arm
was the banjo. On his face was thai

maddeningly good-natured smile of his.
" What are you doing in my car?

'

demanded the rasping voice.

Willoughby did not answer for a mo-
ment, but simply stood there smiling.
Then he said, "Entirely my fault

Your chauffeur is in no way to' blame.
The fact is we couldn't get a taxi, and

my brother being rather delicate
"
What, another ?

"
barked the rasper.

There was nothing for it. Acutely
conscious as I was how emphatically
my countenance, flushed by the exer-
tions of theevening, belied Willoughby's
description of "

delicate," it was impos-
sible for me to remain in the car, and I

stepped heavily out.
" It rhymes with hat," said Wil-

loughby softly.
* : * * !|:

As we slunk off down the Square,
after as painful a five minutes as I care to

remember, Willoughby kept repeating,"
Very unlucky very unlucky," till we

arrived at our own door. Then he

began to laugh.
" And what is the joke ?

"
I asked.

"There is no joke," he said "no
joke at all."

" Indeed there is not," I said bitterly." You must remember that, unlike

yourself, I live here permanently."
" I realise it," said Willoughby. "But

do you not think, on consideration, that

that really gives you the advantage ? I

mean, you have thus the opportunity
of living down the unfortunate accusa-
tion of inebriety that has been brought
against us, which I shall not be in a

position to do."

I hate living things down.

Commercial Candour.

From a restaurant bill-of-fare :

"Devclled Leg of Foul and Curly Bacon, 2/6."

"WORMWOOD SCRUBS'S ILL-HEALTH.
, REI,EASED TO PRIVATE HOSPITAL.

Mr. Kelly, the Lord Mayor of Dublin, has
released Wormwood Scrubs owing to his

health." Australian Paper.
Some trouble in the cellular system, we

gather.

Mr. JAMES SEXTON, M.P., who was
aowled down at a meeting at St. Helens

recently, said he refused to bow the

nee to a lot of body-snatchers who
wanted him to sacrifice his manhood
and conscience to satisfy their inclina-

ions. A self-respecting sexton could

do no less.
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ROYAL ACADEMY- FIRST DEPRESSIONS.

:iT7

\ sriitm.i' 1:1 i
i

i;! ^STATION OF "Cx" CANSV" ON THI: KKSTIWI COAST HURLS.
1NITMI. WOKK ON Till: ClI \N.\KL TrNNKL. I'il'C. B.C. '200.

TIIK BULL-DOG BiU:i.H.

AN A(ii:n corpi.E, THKIU FEATCREB DI8-

FIOTHED BY MOSQl'ITO BITEH, liln\II.\

CONTINUE TO SIT FOB THKIU 1-OUTRA i

.

'I UK K'llKN \\IIlCIt ALL WHO KNOW AND LOVK TIIF.

KHS'l 'JHADITIONS OF THK ACADKMY \VOn.1l EXI'KCT TO
UNI) l.N THIS rlcniu: HAK KVIBENTLY STBAYKD INTO

THIS ONE. WE DRAW ATTENTION TO THIS SO A8 TO PREVENT
VISITORS FBOM WASTING THEIB TIME IN SEARCHING FOR IT ALL
OVER THE GALLERIES.

,

'

\

c*/
-*2i-=

m
Set itri.on-.

' THE FAMOUS MARIONETTE SHOW AT THK QUAI D'OESAY.
Ml'CII INTEHEST IS Sl'BE TO BE TAKEN IN THIS PICTURE, AS MANY I'EOPLE MCST

HAVE I1KEN WONDERING WHAT THESE WOBLD-FA.MOl'8 STATESMEN LOOKED LIKE.

-/ /7
' '

,-

KMi IT

'

it ,

-

. ILEMAN AITKAKS TO FKI.I. SOME
HKAT. THAT IH \viiv THK

HAVI: THorc.HTiri I.Y M s-

1 I' SOME [CE O\ I:K HIS HEAD.

WE HAVE A SCENE OF DOMESTIC I'NHAPI'INESS IN A SCOTTISH
IMAM:. Tin: (ioiii) WIFE is SCANDALISED BY HER HUSBAND'S LEVITY
IN DANCING ON THK SAIIBATR.
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Navvy cm Girders (soliloquising),
NEAP IP THIS 'EKE CHAIN BREAKS 1

"

' 'EAVES 'EI.P THEM POOK PERISHEKS UNDEB-

THE PALACE AND THE
COTTAGE.

(After ANN and JANE TAYLOR.)
HIGH on a mountain's haughty steep
Lord Hubert's palace stood ;

Before it rolled a river deep,
Behind it waved a wood.

Low in an unfrequented vale

A peasant had his cell ;

Sweet flowers perfumed the cooling

.gale
And graced his garden well.

But proud Lord Hubert's house and

lands,
Of which he 'd fain be rid,

Long linger on the agents' hands
He cannot get a bid.

On sauces rich and viands fine

Lord Hubert's father fed ;

Lord Hubert, when he wants to dine,
Eats margarine and bread.

How diff'rent honest William's lot !

He 's cheerful and content ;

He always lets his humble cot

At thrice its yearly rent.

His dapple-cow and garden grounds
Prod.uce him ample spoil ;

Hislodgerspay him pounds and pounds,
He has no need to toil.

Lord Hubert sits in thrall and gloom
And super-taxes grim

Pursue him to his marble tomb,
And no one grieves for him.

But, when within his narrow bed
Old William comes to lie,

They '11 find (I mean when William 's

dead)
A tidy bit put by.

ANOTHER HONOUR LIST.

(From an Oxford Correspondent.)
THE list of the recipients of honorary

degrees to be conferred by the Univer-

sity of Cambridge has already been an-

nounced. We are glad to be able to

supplement it by information, derived

from a trustworthy source, of the cor-

responding intentions of the University
of Oxford.

The Oxford list is not yet complete,
but the following names and the reason

'or which the distinction is to be con-

ferred may be regarded as certain and
authentic :

The Right Hon. WINSTON CHURCHILL,
M.P., for his strenuous efforts to

brighten Sunday journalism.
Mr. AUGUSTUS JOHN, for unvarnished

portraiture and the stoical fortitude ex-

hibited by him in face of the persecution
of the Royal Academy.

Mr. LOVAT ERASER, for his divine

discontent with everything and every-

body and his masterly use of italic type.

Lady COOPER, the wife of the LORD
MAYOR, for conspicuous gallantry in

advocating the taxing of cosmetics.

Sir PHILIP GIBBS, for his generous

recognition of the services of British

generals during the War, and for pro-

moting cordial relations between all

ranks in the Army.
Mr. WICKHAM STEED, for his invalu-

able and untiring exertions in familiar-

ising the public with Jugo-Slav geo-

graphy.
All the above will receive the D.C.L.

It is also proposed to confer the degree
of Honorary Master of Arts on the en-

tire body of Oxford road-sweepers, for

their disinterested patriotism in accept-

ing a wage on a par with that received

by many tutors and demonstrators of

the University.

Anna Pavlova.

Since I first saw her this year she

has been a Sleeping Beauty (very wide

awake) and a Chrysanthemum and

many other lovely things. In Autumn
Leaves, where her bloom is blown away
by the fierce ardour of the Wind, and

she is left to die forsaken, she recalled

a little the moving sadness of her Dying
Swan. It was a "

choreographic poem
"

of herown making to music of CHOPIN
and I think I have never seen any-

thing more fascinating than the colour

and movement of the Autumn Leaves

and the "splendour and speed" of the

Autumn Wind. This was dancerl by
Mr. STOWITTS, and it couldn't have been

in better hands or feet. M. VOLININK is

largely content to be a source of sup-

port and uplift to his partner, but in

The Walpurgis Night he gave us an

astounding exhibition of poise and re-

silience. In The Magic Flute (not
MOZART'S but DKIGO'S), Mile. BUTSOVA
had a great triumph. She has all the

arts and graces of her craft that can

be taught, and to these she adds one

of the few gifts that no training can

confer the natural joy of life that

comes of just being young. 0. S.

" Food prices were coming down. Soap had

already been reduced Id. a Ib." Daily I'aper.

\Ve tried it in 1917, but found it deficient

in protein.
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'You 'UK si'iiE THIS is WILTSHIRE BACON?
1 \VllK I'.K DO YOU GKT IT FROM, THKN ?

"

"Ku I WOULDN'T LIKE TO GUAHAXTKK IT, MADAM HOT JIISOLUIKLY."
" WELL, IT COMES FROM AMERICA, MADAM."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

1'iioiuuLY one of your first, and abiding, impressions of

The Third Window (SECKER) will l>e that of almost extreme

modernity. Certainly. ANNE DOUGLAS SEDGWICK (Mrs.
BAMI, DE SELINCOUET) lias produced a story that, both in

its protagonists a young war-widow and a maimed ex-

-and in its thome spirit -communication and
survival of personality is very much of the moment. It

is a short book, not two hundred pages all told, and with

only three characters. You observe that I have given you
no particulars as to the third, though (or because) she is of

the first importance to the development. To say more of

tliis would he to ruin all, since suspense is essential to its

proper savouring ; though I may indicate that it turns upon
the question whether the dead husband is still so far present
as to forbid the union of his widow and his friend. The
tliin" is exceedingly well done, despite a suggestion now
and again that the situation is becoming something too

Due-drawn; I found myself also in violent disagreement with
the ending, though for what reasons I must deny myself
the pleasure of explaining. Perhaps the cleverest feature of

an unusual tale is the idea of Wyndwards, the modern
"artistic" house that is its settin a house rather over

and self-conscious in its simplicity and beauty,
lacking soul, but swept and garnished lor the reception of

the seven devils of bogiedom. The atmosphere of this is

both now and conveyed with a very subtle skill.

It must be admitted that Mrs. BELLOC LOWNDES'S young
ladies enjoy singularly poor luck, as is shown notably by

their habit \yhen in foreign parts of picking up the worst

people and generally surrounding themselves with a society
that it would be flattery to call dubious. The latest victim

to this tendency is Lily, heroine of The Lonely House

(HUTCHINSON). It was situate, as you might not expect
from its name, at Monte Carlo, and Lily had come there

as the paying guest of a courtesy uncle and aunt of foreign

extraction, about whom she really knew far too little. They
had trio 1 to postpone her visit at least for a couple of days,
the awkward fact being that the evening of her arrival was

already earmarked for an engagement that Auntie euphe-
mistically called "seeing a friend off on a long journey."
If you know Mrs. BELLOC LOWNDES at her creepiest, you
can imagine the spinal chill produced by this discovery.

Gradually it transpires (though how I shall not say) that

whenever the Count and Countess Polda were in want of

a little ready cash they were in the habit of "
seeing off"

some unaccompanied tourist known to have well-filled

pockets. So you can suppose the rest. If I have a criticism

for Mrs. LOWNDES' otherwise admirable handling of the

affair it is that she depends too much on the involuntary

eavesdropper; before long, indeed, I was forced to conclude

either that Lily possessed a miraculous sense of overhearing,
or that the acoustic properties of the lonely house rendered

it conspicuously unsuited for the maturing of felonious

little plans. But this is a trifle compared with the delights
of such a feast of first quality thrills.

The extraordinary cleverness of A Woman's Man (HEIXE-

MANN) is the thing which most impresses me about this

life story of a French man of letters, at the height of his

fame somewhere in the eighteen-nineties. He is made to
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tell liis own story, and pitfalls for the author must have

abounded in such a scheme, but Miss MAHJOKIE PATTEKSON
scorns to have fallen into very few of them. Anna/id Jc

\\incourt is a self-deceiving sensualist who justifies his

iimours as necessary to literary inspiration and neglects his

wife only to find, too late, that she has been his guardian

angel, her love the source of all that was worth while in his

life and work. There have been such characters as Annand
in fiction who yet made some appeal to the reader's affec-

tion ; it is the book's worst defect that Armand makes
none. His recurring despairs and passions grow tedious;

his final but rather incomplete change of heart left me
sceptical as to how long it would have lasted had the book
carried his history any further. Armand as a study of a

certain type of egoist is supreme ; my difficulty was that I

had no desire to study him. Even Maria-Thtrtse Colbert,

the decadent wife of his publisher, a very monster among
women, is more interesting. Miss PATTERSON is on the

side of the angels, but she makes her way to them through
some nasty mire, calling spades spades with a vigour which
seems to have pre-
vented her from pay-

ing much attention

to some beautiful and

hopeful tilings which
also have everyday
names.

Dear Old Soul. "THANK you YEUY MUCH KOR DRIKOIXG ME ACHOSS.
HOPE YOU'LL GET SAFE BACK AGAIN.'"

Germany's High Sea
Fleet in the \Vorl<!

IFi'ir(CASSELL), which
is Admiral SCHEEH'S
addition to the enter-

taining series,
" How

we really won after

all," by German Mili-

tary and Naval com-
manders, gives you,
on the whole, the im-

pression of an honest
sailor-man telling the
truth as he sees it

and only occasionally

remembering that he
must work in one of

the set pieces of official propaganda. To a mere layman
this record is of immense and continual interest ; to the

professional, keen to know what his opposite number was
doing at a given time, it must be positively enthralling,
especially the chapter on the U-boats, with its dis-

creet excerpts from selected logs. Incidentally one can't
withhold tribute of reluctant admiration for the technical
achievements of the submarines and the courage, skill and
tenacity of their commanders and crews. Most readers
will find themselves turning first to the account of the
Jutland battle. The tale is told not too boastfully, though
the Admiral claims too much. Perhaps that may he for-

given him, as he certainly took his long odds gamely and
fought his fleet with conspicuous dexterity. Also the Ger-
man naval architects and ordnance folk proved to have a
good thing or two up their sleeves, and the gunnery, for a
lime at any rate, was unexpectedly excellent. Naturally
perhaps Admiral SCHEEB may be claimed as supporting the

Beattyites rather than the Jellicoists. But he is biassed
and goes further than the most extreme of the former school.
For bis real grievance against the British Navy, constantly
finding vent, is that it did not ride bravely in" with bands
playing, to the perfectly good battleground prepared with
good oldGerman thoroughness under the guns of Heligoland.

No pioneer work was ever more persistently attacked

by the weapons of ridicule and contempt than that of the
Salvation Army, and 1 suggest that all who sat in the
hostile camp should read William liootli, Founder of the

Salvation Army (MACMILLAN), and see for themselves what
ideas and ideals they were opposing. Mr. HAHOLD BI:<;I.II;

has done his work well, and the only fault to be found with
him is that his ardour has sometimes beguiled him into

recording trivialities ; and this error strikes one the more as

BOOTH, both in his sti'ength and in his weakness, was not
trivial. When this, however, is said, nothing but praise
remains for a careful study both of the man and of his

methods. The instrument upon which BOOTH played was
human nature, and he played upon it with a sure hand
because he understood how difficult it is to touch the spirit
when the body is suffering from physical degradation. To
this must be added a genuine spiritual exaltation and love

of his fellow-man and also an indomitable courage. Few
men could have emerged with hope and enthusiasm un-

quenched from such a childhood as BOOTH'S; but we know
how he lived to con-

quer all opposition
and to promote and

organise what is per-

haps the greatest
movement of modern
times. In paying our

tribute to him for his

successful crusade
against misery and
evil we are not to

forget his wife, whose

unfailing love and de-

votion were his con-

stant support.

Mr. JOHN GAT.S-

WOUTHY'S short stories

and studies in Tatter-

di'inulion (HEINE-
MANX) are divided

'into " of war-time
"

and " of peace-time."
I think the greater

part of the author's
faithful company of readers will prefer the latter. Mr. GALS-
WORTHY has less than most men the kind of mind that

can put off the burden of the suffering of war or submit

easily to the difficult need for us all to think one way in ;i

time of national crisis. But "Cafard," study of a poilv in

the despairing depression that comes of the fatigue and
horror of long fighting, who is lifted back to courage by a

little frightened beaten mongrel whose confidence he wins,
so forgetting his own trouble, was written, one can feel,

because the author wanted to write it, not because he felt it

was expected of him. Of the peace-time sketches " Manna,"
with the theme of a, penniless and eccentric parson chargql
with stealing a loaf of bread and acquitted against the

evidence, is as admirable as it is unexpected in flavour.

For the rest there is good GALSWORTHY, if not of the very
best, and but little that one would not praise highly if it

came from an author of lower standards.

I no so

Three members, quite immune to scowl or snub,
Disturbed the quiet of the selfsame club;
Tbe first in resonance of snore surpassed,
The next in raucousness, in both the last.

Patience, exhausted, heaved a futile sigh ;

No force can cure them and thev will not die.
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CHARIVARIA.
A SWEDISH scientist has invented a

new building material called sylvonse-

loait. It is said to cost one-fifth the

price of the building material in use in

this country, which is known to tho

trade as wishyumagetit.
':

p

*

A folding motor-car is said to have

been invented which has a great or speed
than any other car. The next thing
that requires inventing is a folding

pedestrian to cope with it.

* *
*

Berlin manufacturers are experiment-

ing in making clothing from nettles.

This is a chance that the nettle lias

long been waiting for.

tho apple weevil. A very good plan is

to make an imitation apple of iron and
then watch the weevil snap at it and
break off its tooth.

One North of England workman is

said to be in a bit of a hole. It seems
that he has mislaid his strike-fixture

card. # *
*

Immediately after a football match
at Londonderry, one of the players was
shot in tho leg by an opponent. The
latter claims that ho never heard the

whistle blow. V
Dr. EUGENE FISK, President of the

Life Extension Institute, promises by
scientific means to prolong human life

A business magazine
osts that a series

icrnoon chats with

business men should

lie arranged. Our war

experience of morning
hack chats at the gro-

is not encourag-

ing- ^# *

The capture of

GeneralCARRANZA.says
a Yera Crux message,

a mistake on the

part of General KAN-

CHF.X. We trust this

not mean that they
will have to start the

thing all over again.
*

:

*

Those who under-

stand the Mexican
trouble say it is doubt-
ful whether America
can deal with this war
until the Presidential election is over.

Onewar at a time is the American motto.

We gather from a contemporary that

people who have been ordering large
stocks of coal in the hope of escaping
the new prices will be disappointed.
Still, they may get in ahead of the next
advance. * ...

*"'

The inventor of the silent typewriter
is now in London. We seem to know
the telephone which gave him the idea.

* *

A man at Bow Street Court com-
plained that the Black Maria which
conveyed him there was very stuffy.
Some prisoners say that this vehicle is

so unhealthy as to drive custom away
from the Court. . ^

*

Fruit blight threatens to be serious
this year, says a daily paper, and
drastic action should be taken against

Visitor. "Win JMJKS YOI/R SKUVAKT GO ABOUT THK HOUSE WITH HKH HAT ON?"
Misti-exs. "On, SHE 's A NKW GIEL. SIIK ONLY CAME THIS MOBHIXG, AUD HASN'T

YET MADI: ri> m:n MIXD WHETHER SHB'LI/ STAY."

for nineteen hundred years. If this is

the doctor's idea of a promise we would
rather not know what he would call a

threat. o. ^

Wood for making pianos, says a

w'eekly journal, is often kept for forty

years.
" And even this," writes " Jaded

Parent,"
"

is not half long enough."
'''*

With reference to the man who was
seen laughing at Newport last week, it

is only fair to point out that he was
not a ratepayer, but was only visiting
the place. V
LARRY LEMON, says The Sunday

Express, is considered to be better than

CHARLIE CHAPLIN. As he is. quite a

young man, however, it is possible that

he may yet grow out of it.

* *
*

The Clerk of the oldest City Com-
pany writes to The Times to say that

his Livery has resolved to drink no

champagne at its feasts. Meanwhile
other predictions as to the end of the
world should be treated with reserve.

* :;:

*
After tho statement in court by Mr.

Justice DARLINO people contemplating
marriage should book early for divorce

if they want to avoid the ru ii.

"Why Marry?" says the title of ;i

now play. While no valid reason ap-

pears to exist many declare that it is n

small price to pay for the satisfaction

of being divorced.^ ^

Three-fourths of the public only bus-

newspapers to read the advertisement*,

says a contemporary. It would be in-

teresting to know what
the others buy them
for.

,

;;.

" Few people seem to

realise," says a cinema

gossip,
" that Miss S.

Eaden, the American
film actress, isfondoftu-

lips." Wo are ashamed
to confess that we had
not fully grasped this

fact.
, ,

*

It appears that one

newspaper has decided
that May 24th shall be

tho opening date for

ceasing to notice the
cuckoo. Will corre-

spondents please note?

"
Things are un-

settled in Ireland," says
a gossip writer. \Ye
think people should be

more careful what they say. Scandal
like this might get about.

'"*

A certain golf club has petitioned
the local Council for permission to play
golf

" in a modified form." Members
who recently heard the Club Colonel

playing out of the bunker at the seventh

declare that no substantial modifica-

tion is possible. +

A new invention for motorists makes
a buzzing sound when the petrol tank
is getting low. This is nothing com-

pared with the motor-taxes invented by
the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER,
which make the motorist himself

whistle. ... *
""#

In the opinion of a weekly paper no

dog can stand the sound of bagpipes
without setting up a howl. This only

goes to prove, what we have always
contended, that dogs are almost human.

VOL. CLVITT.
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THE LIBERAL BREACH.

(.Is viewed dispassionately by a

looker-on.)

\Yni:.N dog with dog elects to fight

I take no hand in such disputes,

Knowing how hard they both would bite

Should I attempt to part the brutes.

So in the case of man and wife

My rooted habit it has been,

When they engage in privy strife,

Never to go and barge between.

Nor do I join the fighting front

When Liberal sections disagree,

One on the Coalition stunt

And one on that of Freedom (Wee).

Though tempted, when I see them tear

Each other's eyes, to say, "Be good !

"

As an outsider I forbear,

Fearing to be misunderstood.

Fain would 1 use my gift of tact

And take a mediatorial line,

But shrewdly recognise the fact

That this is no affair of mine.

Yet may I venture to deplore
A great tradition cheaply prized,

And yonder, on the Elysian shore,

The ghost of GLADSTONE scandalised.

But most for him I mourn in vain

Whom Fate has dealt so poor a fist

(Eecalling SHAKSPEARE'S gloomy Dane,
That solid-fleshed soliloquist)

cursdd spite that he was born

(ASQUITH, I mean) to close the

breach

And save a party all forlorjn

By mere rotundity of speech.
O. S.

A LIAR'S MASTERPIECE.
MY friend Arthur's hobby is the stu-

pendous. He conceives himself to be the
direct successor of the mediaeval travel-

story merchants. War-tales, of course,
are barred to him, for nothing is too

improbable to have happened during
the War, and all the best lies were used

by professionals while Arthur was still

serving. Once, however, in his career
he has realised his ambition to be taken
for a perfect liar, and that time he hap-
pened to be speaking the simple truth.

1 was his referee and he did it in this

wise.

When ALLENBY was making his last

great drive against the Turk, he was
no doubt happy in the knowledge that
Arthurand I were pushingEast through
Bulgaria to take his adversary in the
rear. We pushed with speed and ad-

dress, but just when it looked as if we
should exchange the tactical for the

practical we stopped and rusticated at
the hamlet of Skeetablista, on the

Turco-Bulgarian frontier.

Skeetablista was under the control

of Marko and Stefan and an as-

sorted following of Bulgar cut-throats.

Although the mutual hatchet had been

interred a bare three weeks wo found

ourselves among friends. Thomas At-

kins was soon talking Bulgarian with

case and fluency, while his " so-called

superiors," as the company Bolshevik

put it, celebrated the occasion by an in-

ternational dinner in Marko's quarters.
The dinner consisted chiefly of rum

(provided by us) and red pepper (pro-

vided by Marco and Stefan).
These latter were bright and eager

youths from Sofia military academy, and

while the rum and red pepper passed

gaily round they talked the shop of

their Bulgarian Sandhurst in a queer
mixture of English and French. They
made living figures for us of the KAISEE,
who had inspected them not long be-

fore, of FERDIE and of BOKIS his son,

and told moving tales of British gun-
fire from the wrong end. We countered

with KITCHENER, LLOYD GEORGE and
the British Navy, while outside in ihe

night the Thracian wolves howled de-

risively at both alike.
" I should like plenty to travel away

and see theother countries, "saidMarko,

rolling us cigarettes after dinner. " This

is a good country, but ennuyant. 'Ow
the wolfs make plenty brouhaha to-

night, hein ? Stefan, did you command
the guard to conduct our frien's 'ome?

"

Stefan waggled his head from side

to side in assent.
"
Yes," continued Marko,

" to see

Italie, Paris, Londres. Particulietiy
Londres."

" I live in London," Arthur remarked.
" You live ?

"
said Marko with interest.

" Tell me, 'ow great is Londres ?
"

" How great ?
"

repeated Arthur,
doubtful what kind of greatness was
indicated, moral or material.

" Ou i, 'ow great ? From one side to

the other side?"
"
Oh, I see," replied Arthur, and took

thought. "About twenty -five kilo-

metres, I suppose."
"
Twenty-five !

" Marko
'_s eyes rounded

with astonishment. "
Ecoute, Stefan ;

vingt-cinq kilometres."
" But but," demanded Stefan,

" 'ow

many people is there ?
"

"About six millions," replied Arthur,

swelling with pleasure. At last he had
found his incredulous audience.
"But that is a nation! I do not know

if there are so many in all Bulgario,"
cried Marko. " 'Ow do they travel?
No droski could go so far it is a day's
march. But perhaps you 'aye tram-

way ? In Sofia we 'ave tramway," he
added, not without pride.
"There are trams, but most of the

people travel in buses
"

"Bussesse? "interjected Stefan. "
Qu'

est-ce quo c'est, bussesse?"
" Lorries camions. Big automobiles

containing many people. And there
are also underground railways, railways
under the ground in a tunnel. You
know tunnels?

"

"
Oui, galleria. But a railway under

a town wtojt Dicu !
"

said Marko, ap-
palled.

" 'Ow do the people descend
to it?"

" In lifts asccnseurs. From the
street."

Stefan nodded assent. " I 'ave seen
ascenscurs at Sofia," he said.

" In these tunnels," continued Arthur,

visibly warming to his work, "trains

go to all parts of the town every three

minutes, and the cost is only twenty
statinki. The streets above are paved
with wood."

" With wood ! Kolossal!" said Marko,
forgetting our prejudice against Bosch
idiom in his wonder at this crowning
marvel.

To what lengths of veracity Arthur
would have gone I never knew, for at

that moment a trampling of feet and
a hoarse command outside announced
the arrival of our escort, and Marko,
still in a sort of walking swoon of

amazement, went out to give them
their orders.

Stefan regarded us with twinkling
eyes.

"
Ah, farceur !

"
he remarked, shak-

ing his finger waggishly at Arthur.
" I know all the time you make the

joke, but poor Marko, you 'ave deceived
'im absolument. Eailway under the

ground, streets of wood, 'e swallow it

all. Oh, naughty Baroutchik !
"

The wolves did not come near us and
our escort on our way home, but they
could have had Arthur for the taking.
At the moment he had nothing left to

live for. _
"
Johannesburg tramway men started a

lightning strike on Thursday owing to the

suspension of a conductor." Daily Paper.

It seems a logical reason.

"Do not waste any time in entering for our
' Hidden '

Geography Competition."
Daily Paper.

Thanks for the advice ; we won't.

LECTURE. Dr. Henry Head,
P.R.L.

,

'

Aspasia and Kindred Disorders of the

Speech.'
"

Cambridge Calendar.

Yet this is the lady who is supposed to

have inspired the most famous of

PERICLES' orations.

" Furnished Railway Carriage in Surrey
garden to Let

;
3 beds

; company's water,

gas-cooker, and light : 2gs. weekly."
Daily Paper.

Miss DAISY ASHFORD seems to have fore-

seen this development when she wrote

of Mr. Salteena's "
compartments."
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THE EELUCTANT THRUSTER.
MB. ASQUITH (performing tlie function of a battering-ram). "I CONFESS THAT AT MY TIME OF

LIFE I SHOULD HAVE PEEFEEEED A MOEE SEDENTAEY IP LESS HONOEIFIC SPHEEE
OF USEFULNESS."
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Profiteer (after trying a variety of patterns without success). "WELL, IT LOOKS PRETTY 'OPELESS WHEN THEY WON'T 'AYE A COLD
FLY. WHAT DO THEY EXPECT DIAMONDS ?

"

THE PERSONAL TOUCH.
(By our tireless Political Penetrator.)
FOR some time past, I understand,

the Government has been considering
stops to bring the personalities of Cab-
inet Ministers more prominently into

the public eye.
" We are not suffi-

ciently known," said Sir WILLIAM SUTH-
ERL\ND, who has the matter in hand,
"as living palpitating figures to the
man in the street. We do not grip the
nation's heart. We lack pep."

I told him that it was a pity about

pep. I felt that the Government ought
to have pep. and plenty of it. If pos-
sible they ought to have vineg. and
musb. too.

"You are right," he said. "Occasional

paragraphs in the Press, snapshots
which take us very likely with one leg
stuck out in front as if we were doing the

goose step, rare provincial excursions
and bouquets from admiring mill-girls
are all very well in their way, but they
are nothing to constant personal ap-
pearances at stated times and in stated

places before an admiring mob. The
heroes of sport are overshadowing us,"

he continued with a sigh, pushing me
over a box of cigars.

" What are you going to do about
it?" I asked, lighting one and putting
another carefully behind my ear.

"
You. must remember first," he re-

plied,
" that this is quite a modern

difficulty. Statesmen of the past used
to make their leisurely progress through
the town surrounded by retainers on

horseback, or in sedan-chairs, beauti-

fully dressed and scattering largesse as

they went. THOMAS A BECKET, the

great Primate and Chancellor, used to

have poor men to dine with him and
crowds thronging round to bless him.

To-day, I suppose, JOE BECKETT in his

flowered dressing-gown would be a more

popular figure than Lord BIRKENHEAD
and the Archbishop of CANTERBURY, if

you can imagine them rolled into one.
In CHARLES II. 's reign, when politicians
used to play p&lc-melc where the great
Clubs are now, anyone could rub shoul-

ders with my lord of BUCKINGHAM and,
if he was lucky, get a swipe across the
shins with the ducal mallet itself. That
is the kind of thing we want now.
"I had thoughts of running popular

excursions down to Walton Heath, but I

am not sure that the people would care

to go so far even to see Sir ERIC GEDDES

carrying the home green and Lord
RIDDELL the Eiddell of the sands, as

we call him affectionately down there

getting out of a difficult bunker. So

I am trying to arrange for a few putting

greens in railed-off spaces in St. James's

Park near the pelicans, and we also

propose to hold there on fine summer

days the breakfast parties for which
the PRIME MINISTER is so famous.

We shall make a point of throwing not

only crumbs to the birds, but slices of

bread and marmalade to the more in-

digent spectators. We shall also try to

get two or three open squash racket

courts in Whitehall, so that on hot

summer days the most carping critic

who watches a rally between Mr. AUS-

TEN CHAMBERLAIN and the SECRETARY
OP STATE for WAR will have to admit

that we are doing our utmost to elimi-

nate waste-products."
" But what about the clothes and the

stately progress and the largesse?'
asked

;
the largesse idea had struck me

with particular force.
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Farmer. "DEAR ME! C-CAN I DO ANYTHING?"
Airman. "

THANKS, BUT REALLY I THINK I 'VE DONE ALL THERE is TO BE DONE."

" Wo are thinking of goat carriages
and overalls for economy," he said,
" und the largesse cannot, I am afraid,
be allowed for in the Treasury Esti-
mates. But we shall certainly scatter a
handful or two of O.B.E.'s as we go."
"And how will you deal with the

country and the outer suburbs ?
"

1
asked when my admiration had parti-
ally subsided.

"Ah, there you have the Cinema,"
replied Sir WILLIAM enthusiastically." Wo are going to make great strides
with the Cinema. Our first film, which
is now in preparation, deals with the

Leamington episode and has been very
carefully staged. It has been neces-

sary, of course, in the interests of art
to elaborate the actual incidents to a
certain extent. Coalition Liberals, for

instance, were obliged to board the
train in the traditional manner of the
screen, leaping on to it whilst in mo-
tion and climbing, some by way of
the brakes and buffers, some along the
roofs of the carriages, into their re-
served compartment. Then again we
could not reassemble the actual gather-

ing ofWee Frees to represen t the enemy,
but we secured the services of actors
well trained in Wild West and " crook

"

parts, capably led by those two promi-
nent comedians, Mr. Mutt and Mr. Jeff.
The film ends, of course, with the second

meeting at the Central Hall, West-
minster, when Messrs. Mutt and Jeff

again appear as comic and objection-
able interrupters, and are ignornini-

ously hurled into the street.
"
Very soon we hope to have all im-

portant Parliamentary debates filmed.

It will be essential, of course, to provide
some comic relief, and wo are relying
confidently on certain Members to prac-
tise the wearing of mobile moustaches
and to take lessons in the stagger, the
butter slide, the business with the cane
and the quick reversal of the hat."

" In short you think politics should
be more spectacular?

"

"That's it," he said. " HOBBS the
mammoth hitter and a little less of the
Leviathan."

Greatly impressed I bit off the end
of his second cigar and went back to

the office to look up Leviathan. V.

An Optimist.
"The pastor of the Congregational

Church has been ordered by his medical ad-
viser to take a rest. The rev. gentleman is

therefore spending a fortnight's holiday in
Ireland." Provincial Paper.

"
During the period of waiting before tha

bridal party appeared, the organist played
Wagner's

' Bridal Chorus,' and ' Cradle Song
'

(Guilmant)." West Country I'aper.

The organist seems to have been rather
a forward fellow.

With the Polo-season imminent we
feel that we must not withhold from

intending players the admirable and
disinterested advice given in an Indian
Trade circular :

"The skill of a polo player lies in his well
management of horse in the turmoil of Play.
Ill-weighed Polo sticks make the situation
worse if the horse is not so kept.
We try our best to construct Polo sticks in,

such a way as may help the player in the blur
of game and put him in a more progressing
mood.
Make a real pleasure of your game and not

labour as other sticks than ours would tend to
make it. A fond player would liko to giva
anything for a good stick."
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HOME-SICKNESS;
OB, THE SINN FEINER ABROAD.

( ifter
" The Lake Isle of Innisfree," with sincere apologies

to Mi: W. B. YEATS.)

I WILL arise and go now to Galway or Traloe

A nil burgle someone's house there and plan a moonlight
raid ;

Ten live rounds will I have there to shoot at the R.I.C.

And wear a mask in the bomb-loud glade.

And I shall have great fun there, for fun comes fairly fast,

Bonfires in the purple heather and the barracks burning

line,

There midnight is a shindy and the noon is overcast

And evening full of the feet of kine.

I will arise and go now, for always in my sleep

There comes the sound of rifles and low moans on the

shore ;

I see the sudden ambush and hear the widows weep,
And I like that kind of war. EYOK.

AURAL TUITION.
THE only other occupant of the carnage was a well dressed

man of middle age, clad in English clothes, but from many
slight signs palpably a foreigner of somo sort.

Soon after the train started I noticed that his mouth and

throat were twitching and I surmised that he was about to

speak. But speech is no term in which to describe the queer
animal, vegetable and mineral sounds which issued from

him. First his mouth opened slightly and he seemed about

to sneeze. Next I was conscious of a scraping noise in his

throat, accompanied by a slight ticking. It appeared that

he was going to have a fit and I regretted that we were alone.

The noise grew louder, took on speed and rose in a crescendo

almost to a screech. Then a few more scrapes, as of a pencil
on a slate, and I began to detect that he was speaking. Hia

lips did not move, so that his voice had a curiously distant

sound. Nevertheless the words were clearly audible.

The following is what he said in a low, metallic mono-
tone :

" Good morning, Sir. I am very pleased to meet

you. Can you tell me what o'clock it is ? I am much
obliged. I wish to descend at Manchester. At what hour
do we arrive there ? There are few passengers to-day. The
weather is fine. I beg your pardon if I do not make myself
clear. I do not speak English perfectly as yet. No doubt
I have need of much practice. Can I send a telegram from
the next station ? Is there a good hotel at Manchester ?

Will you do me the favour
"

"
Stop," I cried, after having several times opened my

mouth to answer one or other of his questions.
As soon as I spoke the words ended with a sudden click ;

the voice descended and became a scrape ; at last silence.

"My dear Sir," said I, "I shall be happy to give you
any information I can if you will ask one question at a
time. You evidently speak English very well indeed."
His face lighted with approval of the compliment and

then the whole performance began over again. Ouee more
the wheeze, the scrape, the screuch, the tick and all the rest

of it. I became terrified at these painful impediments in his

speech.
I remembered that somebody had once told me what to

do on such occasions. It was either to throw the patient
upon his back and move his arms up and down in a

travesty of rowing or to slap him violently on the back.

Seeing that the stranger was several times larger than

myself I chose with diffidence the latter course. Eising to

my feet I turned him round and thumped his back vigor-

ously. Lie received the treatment with amiable smiles.

Next he produced from his pocket a booklet, which he
handed to me with a polite bow, desisting entirely from his

menagerie noises.

I am of a nervous temperament and needed some minutes'

rest in which to collect myself. Then I began to examine
the stranger's gift.

It was a well-printed pamphlet, obviously an advertise-

ment :

"HOW TO LEARN FOREIGN LANGUAGES.
The One Truly Scientific Method.

The only way to acquire the real accent of the native is

to listen repeatedly to the language spoken by a native.

With our phonograph No. 0034 and a selection of suitable

records the student may listen for as many hours daily as

he chooses to the voice of a native speaking his own

language."

Lower down I saw: "Contents of Records. No. 1, At

the Hotel; No. 2, At tlio Railway Station; No. 3, In the

Train." Ah ! there it was the whole monologue :

"Good morning, Sir. I am very pleased to meet you. Can

you tell me' -'!
"

The explanation relieved me
;

I turned to my fellow-

traveller.
" My dear Sir," said I,

" I congratulate you on being the

perfect pupil. Your teacher, could it feel such emotions,
would bo proud -of you. Only to an exceptional student can

it be given so faithfully to reproduce "His Master's Voice."

FIGURE-HEADS.
" You never see a decent figure-'ead,

Not now," Bill said ;

" A fiddlin' hit o' scrollwork at the bow,
That 's the most now ;

But Lord ! I 've seen some beauties, more 'n a few,
An' some rare rum uns too.

"Folks in all sorts o' queer old-fashioned rigs,

Fellers in wigs,

Chaps in cocked 'ats an' 'elmets, lords an' dukes
Folks out o' books,

Niggers in turbans, mandarins an' Moors,
And 'eathen gods by scores ;

" An' women in all kinds o' fancy dresses

Queens an' princesses,
Witches on broomsticks too, an' spankin' girls

With streamin' curls,
An' dragons an' sea serpents Lord knows what

I 've seen an' what I 'vc not !

" An' some 's in breakers' yards now, thick with grime
And weathered white wi' time ;

An' some stuck up in gardens 'ere an' there

With plants for 'air
;

An' no one left as knows but chaps like me
How fine wi' paint an' gold they used to be

In them old days at sea." C. F. S.

"Bag and Baggage."
"
According to present arrangements the Turkish Peace Treaty

will be presented to the Turkish delegation on May 11 at 4 p.m. in the

Cloak Room of the French Foreign Office." Times.

These ceremonies are usually conducted in the Salon de

1'Horloge, but the new venue was doubtless thought more

appropriate for disposing of the Turkish impedimenta.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
THE STHIKK AGAINST THE PRICE OP CLOTHES IS SPREADING.

[Fashion Xnte. Lady Hcrmaudii Speedwell was seen walking in the Park looking sweet in a rhubarb-leaf hat, the stulk worn
at the sidi'. H,T coinage 'was of cliugiiig ivy leaves, iu coutcast to the fuller effect of her banana-skin skirt. Her companion wore
the usual morning-coat and kilt of grass, but struck a new note with a pumpkin hat.]
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THE MAKING OF A CRISIS.

arc privileged to-day to publish an

iimvritli-n chapter from Mr. II. G. WKLLS'

History of the H'oi-.'ii. It is entitled "The
Slime Age," and has :i topical interest since

it outlines the methods of production of the

Crisis, the only article of which the supply

to-day exceeds the demand.]

OUT of all this muddle and con-

fusion and slipshod thinking there arose

one man with a purpose, one man who
fixed his eyes on a single inevitable

goal and walked straight at it, not

minding what or whom ho trod upon
on the way. His purpose was the mass-

production of crises, and he created

crises as rabhits create their young,
nine at a time. In those fuddled in-

competent days before the Great War
the crisis was a little-known phe-
nomenon. Here and there in the drab

routine of peaceful corpulent years there

flashed in the prosperous
firmament the baleful light

of a great anxiety. Agadir
was one ; CARSON and his

gun-runners was another.

But they were few ; they
came like rare comets and
were forgotten.
Then in the Great War

a new habit was born in

the minds of the people,
the habit of crises. Even
then at first they came

decently, in ordered suc-

cession MODS, Ypres, the

Coalition, Gallipoli. But
the people's craving was
insatiable; thepeopleeried
for more crises.

Then this man stood up

Extract from a leading article in " The

Slime," April Glh, on Land Tenure

in Wales :

"... Parliament to-day will be occu-

pied with the preposterous Budget pro-

posals, but we hope our legislators will

find time to press the PRIME MINISTER

for an explanation of the outrageous
incident at Bobadig reported in our

columns last week. There is only too

good reason to fear that the policy of

alternate violence and inertia, against
which we have so often protested, has

at last inflamed the law-abiding animals

of Bobadig . . ."

From " The Slime
"
Special Com-

spondent :

BOBADIG, April 8th.
" Since my last message (much muti-

lated by the Censor) events have moved

rapidly. Two of the mules have died

Party

TRUE POLITENESS,
in Check Cap. "WILL TOO HAVE MY PLACE,

and said to the people,
" I will give you

crises."

And he did. Instead of a casual crisis

here and there, to every year a crisis

or two, he gave them a crisis every
month, every week, every day, and still

they were not satisfied. And so, at

last, out of all the muddle and waste
and pettifogging stupidity this man
created crises as men create matches,

by the gross. And this was how he
created them :

Extract from
" The Slime," April 3rd,

a paragraph in the Foreign Intelli-

gence :

"
BOBADIG, April 1st.

"A party of French mules, passing
to their quarters in the vilayet of Arima-
bug, were to-dny attacked by an Aus-
tralian sheep on the staff of the British

Military Mission. It is feared that

many of the mules were injured. Feel-

ing runs high among the peasantry,
incensed already by the failure of the
British Government to provide mos-
quito-nets for the sacred goats."

of their injuries in hospital ; three others
lie in a dangerous condition at Umwidi,
four miles away, where they fled for

refuge from the wanton onslaught of

the Australian sheep. This sheep, it

now transpires, was the personal attend-
ant of General Eiddlecombe, Head of

the Military Mission, a circumstance
which is not calculated to allay the
local animosity which the incident has
aroused. The situation will require all

the tact that the British Government
can command."
Extract from the Special Crisis Column

of
" The Slime," April llth :

"ANGLO-ARMENIAN RELATIONS.
GRAVE WARNING.

" In a telegram which we print in

another column our Special Correspon-
dent in Armenia confirms to-day the
serious fears to which we gave expres-
sion in our issue of April 6th con-

cerning the possibility of a crisis in

Anglo-Armenian relations. The inci-

dent of the Bobadig mules is already
bearing fruit, and we can no longer
doubt that popular feeling in the vilayet

of Arimabug has been dangerously in-

flamed by the obtuse procrastination
of the British Government. These un-

fortunate mules. . . ."

"
SCRATCHIPOL, April 10th.

" Communications with Bobadig have
broken down, but it is reported that a

mule was buried there on Sunday in

circumstances of great popular excite-

ment. A large crowd followed the body
to the cemetery and made a demonstra-
tion after the ceremony outside the

house of the local veterinary surgeon,
who is alleged to have treated the

animal for mumps instead of sheep-
shock, with fatal results."

From " The Slime," April 1-Mh.

"GRAVE CRISIS.

ARMENIAN ANGER.
THE MURDERED MULES.

" As we feared, a serious crisis has

arisen in Anglo-Armenian
relations. At Bobadig a

third mule has perished
and his interment was
made the occasion of a

great popular demonstra-
tion against tho policy of

Great Britain. In diplo-
matic circles no one is

attempting to conceal that

the situation is extremely

grave. The PRIME MIN-
ISTER has returned to

Downing Street from Le

Touquet. Shortly after his

arrival the Armenian Min-

ister drove up in a motor-

cab and was closeted with

the PREMIER for a full ten

minutes. After lunch, Lord

Wurzel arrived in his brougham. At
tea-time the Minister of Mutton-Con-
trol dashed up in a 24 'bus, followed

rapidly by the Secretary of State for

War on his scooter. Mr. Burble wore
an anxious look. . . ."

Extract from a leading article in " The

Slime," April 16th :

"SPIT IT OUT.
" We trust it is not already too late

to appeal to the Government to extri-

cate the Empire from the perilous posi-
tion in which their wilful stupidity has

placed it. The news from Bobadig is

exceedingly serious. Another of the

affronted mules has perished in circum-

stances of the foulest indignity ;
it only

remains for the other two to die for

the triumph of British statesmanship
to be complete. These wretched crea-

tures are being slowly sacrificed for the

foolish whim of a British Prime Min-

ister. No doubt remains that they
have been subjected to sheep-shock by
the savage bites of the Australian

animal. The Government, blinded by

Sin?
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THIS H
WALL,-
TO LETT

lluune-huntcr (after aiwtlwr fruitless day).
" WHAT ABOUT TAKING THIS ? WK COULD AT LUAST HANI, oi'u i-icri;UKS."

its own infatuate folly and deaf to

the storms of popular indignation in

tliis country, continues to treat them
lor mumps. . . . By this test the

Government will be judged at the forth-

coming election. They must realise

that the time for trifling is past. If

the resources of the British Empire are

unable at this date to combat the

menace of sheep-shock among the loyal
mules of Bobadig, then indeed .... At
least wo are entitled to ask for an ex-

planation of the presence of an infuri-

ated sh.-ep on the staff of a British

General. The I'KIME MINISTER . . . ."

From " The Slime," April l',tli.

"AT LAST.

The situation in Bobadig is easing
rapidly. The Government has at last

iiuiiel out the instructions of Tlie

Slime, and we understand that a Min-
isterial expert in sheep-shock has been
sent to the assistance of the surviving
mules. But while we may congratulate
ourselves on the lifting of the clouds in

that direction matters in West Ham
Rive ground for the gravest anxiety.
The wood-lice of West Ham are pro-

verbially of an irritable nature, and the

attitude of the Government has been

calculated for some time to inflame . . ."

From " The Slime," April 10th.

"BOBADIG CRISIS OVER.

PHEMIEB YIELDS.

We are glad to report . . . ."

From " The Slime," April ?0th.

-WEST HAM CRISIS BEGINS.

WOOD LICE IN REVOLT.

GRAVE WARNING.

Once again we must warn the Gov-
ernment . . . ."

And so 011. A. P. H.

" Three swift fierce rounds between Beckett

and Wells and the 18,000 spectators at Olympia
last night witnessed the close of yet another

great ring drama." Daily Chronicle.

" Beckett . . . bowed more by instinct than

of set purpose to the shouting, over-wrought

people who from the floor of Olympia shot up
to the ceiling." Daily Tclegnqil!.

We had no idea until we read these

paragraphs that the spectators took

such an active part in the proceedings.

THE FAIRY BALL.
" I AM asked to the ball to night,

to-night ;

What shall I wear, for I must look

right?"
" Search in the fields for a lady's-smock ;

Where could you find you a prettier
frock?"

" I am asked to the bull tj night,

to-night;
What shall I do for my jewels bright ?

"

" Trouble you not for a brooch or a

ring,
A daisy-chain is the proporest thing."

" I am asked to the ball to night-
to night;

What shall I do if I shake with fright ?
"

" When you are there you will under-

stand
That no one is frightened iu Fairvlnnd.''

k F.

"WIT AND IICMOUR.
Ashton and District Undertakers' A

tiou have advanced the prices of hcarsn and

carriages for funerals." Yorkshire Paper.

If this is the kind of humourthat appeals
to our contemporary it should alter the

heading to " Grave and Gay."
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THE LUXURIES OF THE RICH.

CUT . DAsn

COMMUNISM AT CAMBEIDGE.
[Bolshevism and Communism claim many

adherents among the young intellectuals at
our ancient Universities. Vide Press.]

I AM a Socialist, a Syndicalist, an
Anarchist, a Bolshevist whatever you
like to call me ; if you wish to be "pre-
cise, an International Communist.
Anyhow, as such I am opposed

tooth-and-nail to the iniquity of the
existing Competitive System. It is my
intention to devote my life to its eradi-
cation, m whatever form it may be
disguised, and to inaugurate an era

loving-kindness, peace, leisure and
plenty, similar to that now enjoyed bv
the people of Russia.
But my duties do not lie only in the

distant future; they are here, in the
present, facing me in the UniversityFor never, I think, was the unclean
thing, Competition, so prevalent and
unabashed as at Cambridge to-dayBoth in work and in sport is the evil
rampant. Take as an example the re-
actionary custom of dividing the TriposHonours List into three classes. Can
you imagine anything more inducivoo competition ? Worse, it is a direct
nvitation to the worker-often I am

_

proud to say, unheeded to exceed th
one -hour -day for which we Com
munists are striving.
Even more deplorable is the compe

titive spirit in sport ; more deplorabl
because more insidious. Even thos
whom we are wont to regard as ou
comrades and leaders are not alway
proof against the canker in this guise
I remember paying a visit to Fenner's
that fair field corrupted by competi
tion, to raise my protest agains
inter-collegiate sports. To my inde
scribable grief and amazement I beheld
one whom I had always followed and
reverenced a man of mighty voice

t lifted in debate preparing to com-
pete (mark the. word) in a Three-Mile

"Stay, comrade,"! cried. -He
heeded me not ; moreover, it certainly
appeared to me that he attempted
thank God, unsuccessfully to win the
race. Maybe I go too far in ascribingto him this desire to come in first with
a resultant triumph over his fellows

;but was not his very entrance a coun-
tenancing of evil ? Had he considered
the

feelings of bitter enmity inspired in
the many who toiled behind him ? And

s encouragement to College rivalry !

a rivalry in no way differing from
that between nations, save that College
distinctions are, of course, less artificial.

It becomes obvious, I think, to every
unprejudiced observer that most of the
games now unfortunately so popular
at the University rowing, cricket,
football and the like must go. But
let it not be assumed that the Com-
munist is averse from recreation pro-
perly conducted; far from it. There
is no possible objection to diabolo or

top-spinning, for instance, and, though
competitive marbles must not be played
[whether on the Senate House steps or

elstfwhere), solitaire may be permitted
is m no way provoking "the deplorable
spirit of

rivalry.

_

Of other games the Communist will
discard bridge, billiards and "general
:>ost"; and even "hunt-the-slipper"
and "hide-and-seek" are not altogether
ree from the competitive taint. But
an excellent game is open to him in

'patience," while there is no pastime
More indicative of the true Communis-
ic spirit than "

ring-a-ring o' roses," so

ong as proper care be taken that at
ie last "

tishu
"

all the players collapse

multaneously.
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HOMAGE FROM THE BEAYE.
"OLD CoNTKMi'TiiiLE

"
(to Member of the Royal Irish Constabulary). "WELL, MATE, I HAD TO

STICK IT AGAINST A PRETTY DIRTY FIGHTER, BUT THANK GOD I NEVER HAD A JOB

QUITE LIKE YOURS."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, May 10th. But for the pre-

sence of a handful of Irish Peers and

of Sir KIMVAKD CLARKE (looking little

older than when ho pulverised GLAD-
YS second Home liulo scheme in

ls:i:() you would never have

thought that this was the first

day in Committee of the Bill

"for the hotter government of

Iivland." The Clstoniien were

on duty in full force, but the

bench on which the National-

are wont to sit was, like

their beloved country, "swarm-

ing with absentees."

Lord HUGH CECIL, like Jlar-

/n, smote everyone impar-
tially, one of his most telling

strokes being the remark that

the PitiMK MINISTER could not,

distinguish between the art of

winning an election and the

art of governing a country ; but

ol hcrwiso his performance was
about on a par with that of

Mr. JACK JONES, who spoke
against the Amendment and
voted for it. Mr. BONAR LAW'S
declaration that the Bill, how-
ever unacceptable to Ireland

at the moment, furnished the

only hope of ultimate settle-

ment, coupled with the Ulster leader's

promise that, much as he loathed the

idea of a separate Parliament, he would
work it for all he was worth, carried

the day. Mr. ASQUITH'S Amendment
was knocked out by 259 to 55.

In subsequent Amendments other

Members attempted to emphasise the

idea of ultimate union by calling the

statutory bodies " Councils
"
instead of

"Parliaments," and by setting up a

single Senate to control them both.

But they did not meet witli acceptance.

Captain ELLIOTT thought the first as

absurd as the idea that you could make
two dogs agree by chaining them to-

A PROTESTING CONVERT.
SIB EDWARD CARSON.

HARLEQUIN'S OFFENSIVE.
LOUD HUQH CECIL.

gether, and Mr. LONG dismissed the

second with the remark (which shows
how rapidly his political education lias

advanced since the Parliament Act) that

ho was in great doubt as to whether a

Second Chamber was in itself a pro-
tection for minorities.

Tuesday, May llth. Lord LONDON-
DERBY moved the second reading of the

Air Navigation Bill. An important

part of the Bill relates to trespass or

nuisance by aeroplanes. The rights of

the property-owner usque ad caeliim

will obviously have to be considerably
modified if commercial aviation is to be

possible; but Lord MONTAGU entered a

caveat against accepting the provisions
of the Bill in this regard without close

examination. Constant flying over a

man's house or property might, as he

said, constitute a serious nuisance.

Imagine an "air-drummer," if one may
so call him, hovering over a Royal
garden-party and showering down
leaflets on the distinguished guests.
The little coterie that is so nervously

anxious lest this country should do

anything to assist the Poles in their

attacks on the Bolshevists was par-

ticularly active this afternoon. Even
the SPEAKER'S large tolerance is be-

ginning to give out. One of the gang
announced his intention of repeating a

question already answered. " And I

give notice," said Mr. LOWTHER, " that

if the lion, and gallant Member does

repeat it I shall not allow it to appear
on the Notice-paper."
Another lion. Member wanted to know

why, if wo wore not helping the Poles,
wo kept a British mission at Warsaw.
" Among other tilings," replied Mr.

CHURCHILL, " to enable me to

answer questions put to mo
here." A third sought inform-
ation regarding the expendi-
ture of the Secret Service

money, and was duly snubbed

by Mr. CHAMHEBLAIN with the

reply that if ho answered the

question the Service would
cease to be secret.

The rejection of the Finance
Bill was moved by Mr. BOTTOM-
LEY. In bis view the CHAN-
CELLOR was making a great
mistake in trying to pay off

debt, especially if it meant the
taxation of such harmless lux-

uries as champagne and cigars.
"Jjet posterity pay," was his

motto. Still, if Mr. CHAMBER-
LAIN was determined to persist
in his foolish course, let him
give him (Mr.-BoTTOMLBY) a
free hand and he would guar-
antea to raise a thousand mil-

lions in a month. The best
comment on this oration was

furnished by Mr. BARNES, who strongly
advocated a tax upon advertisements.

Wednesday, Slay 12th. The pre-
valent notion that the only road a Scots-

man cares about is that which leads to

England cannot be maintained in face
of Lord BALFOUR'S vigorous indictment
of the Ministry of Transport for its

neglect of the highways in his native
Clackmannan. The Duke of SUTHBR-

I

"SUMER IS Y-CUMEN IN."
SIR ROBERT HOUSE WELCOMES A USEFUL,

ALLY.
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.

:
.
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:

Sergeant, "'Oi-D YEB "EADS ui> ! ALL THE FAG ENDS WAS PICKED UP LONG AFORE YOU 'ERE, WHAT THE ?"

Old Soldier (wJio lias produced a small note-book). "ALL BIGHT, SERGEANT, I 'M ONLY KEEPING A BECORD OF THE ' FAG END '

JOKF..

I 'VE NOW HEARD IT TWO THOUSAND FOUR HUNDBED AND SEVENTEEN TIMES."

LAND was equally eloquent about the de-

plorable state of the Highlands, where
the people were not even allowed tele-

phones to make up for their lack of

transport facilities.
" Evil communica-

tions corrupt good manners," and there
was real danger that the Highlanders
would vote " Wee Free

"
at the next

General Election. Appalled by this

prospect, no doubt, Lord LYTTON has-
tened to return a soft answer, from
which we learned that three-quarters
of a million had already been allocated

to Scottish roads, and gathered that the
dearest ambition of Sir ERIC GEDDES
was to share the fame of the hero im-
mortalised in the famous lines :

"Haul you seen but these roads before they
were made

You would hold up your hands and bless

General WADE."

Only Mr. KIPLING could do full justice
to the story of the abduction, pursuit
and recapture all within thirty-six
hours of an English lady at Peshawar.
Even as officially narrated by Mr.
MONTAGU it was sufficiently exciting.

The most curious and reassuring fact

was that all the actors in the drama,
abductors and rescuers alike, were
Afridis. It is to be hoped that this

versatile community includes a cinema-

tograph operator, and that a film will,

like the lady, shortly be "released."
The miners' representatives made an

unselfish protest against the increase
in the price of coal. Although it would

justify them in demanding a further

increase in their present inadequate
wage they did not believe it was neces-

sary or, at any rate, urgent. Sir EGBERT
HORNE assured them that it was, and
that the present moment the season
in happier days of " Lowest Summer
Prices

"
had been selected as the least

inconvenient to the public.

Thursday, May 13th. Ireland main-
tains its pre-eminence as the land of

paradox. Among the hunger-strikers
recently released from Mountjoy prison
were (by an accident) several men who
had actually been convicted. The House
learned to its surprise that these men
cannot be re-arrested, but are out for

good (their own, though possibly not

the community's); whereas the untried

(and possibly innocent) suspects may
be re-arrested at any moment.
The new Profiteering Bill, which, to

judge by the criticisms levelled against
its exceptions and safeguards, will be

about as effective as its predecessor,
was read a third time. So was the

Health Insurance Bill, but not until

a few Independent Liberals, led by

Captain WEDGWOOD BENN, had been re-

buked for their obstructive tactics by
Mr. MYERS and Mr. NEIL MACLEAN of

the Labour Party. As the small hours

grew larger this split in the Progressive
ranks developed into a yawning chasm,
and the Government got a third Bill

passed before the weary House ad-

journed at six o'clock.

"It has been arranged that the Speaker shall

make the presentation of plate [to Miss BONAB

LAW], and Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. As<ju;th
will take part." Daily Chronicle.

It is hoped that they will leave a sub-

stantial portion for the bride.
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A SMALL FARM.

To all of you who have begun to ga/e

| pensively at railway posters, to furrow

j your brows over maps and guide-books,
i or hovor sheepishly about the inquiry

!

ollices of Holiday Touring Agencies, I

would whisper: "Go to a small farm

: and bask."

You will note that I say a small

\
farm. A largo farm has much that is

ant and pungent about it, but to

tin mind you cannot bask properly on

a largo farm. You are too much in the

way. The medley of barns, byres, styes,

rods, poles and porches is a hive of rest-

less energy. Unless you are walking
about with a bucket or prodding some-

thing with a stick you feel you have no

right to 1)0 there. On a large farm you
are expected to accompany your host

across a couple of ten-acre fields to look

at his young wheat. Some people can

tell what is the matter with a field of

young wheat by merely leaning on a

and glancing at it. Unless I can

lirl its pulse or take its temperature I

cannot tell whether young wheat is

suffering from whooping-cough or nasal

catarrh. All I can do is to nod my
head sagely and say that, considering
the sort of Government we have got, it

looks pretty nourishing. Then my host

remarks that he has got a young bull

in Bodger's Paddock (about three miles

across country) that it will do my heart

good to see. That is the worst of a

large farm ; anything you want is sure

to ho several fields away from you.
Now at the small farm which I re-

commend, but the address of which I

am not going to give away, you may
lie and bask by the duck pond and be

quite in the picture. Further, if a

sudden irresistible desire for something
a hoe or a cow, for example should

come over you, you have only to put
out your hand and grab it. There is

a compactness about the place. They
do not put the cattle in odd fields five

mill's apart, but leave them to lounge
round the duck pond or sit in the front

n, where they can be collected

\\ it hout effort. There are no energetic
si|iiads of farm-labourers ;

no bustling
battalions of land -girls with motor

plough attachments. The outdoor staft

is generally to be found sitting on a
backet by the duck pond rubbing at a
bit of harness and looking decently
rural. When he has rubbed the bar-

he stands up and looks at the

young wheat. Then be turns rounc
and glances at the mangel-wurzel field

If the appearance of it displeases him
he reaches out for a rake and puts it

right. Then he sits on the bucket

again and has lunch.
When you go to bed at this farm yoi

Shopman. "ARE you SVBE ONE WILL BE SCFFICIKNI V
''

Member of the New Plutocracy. "WELT., I'VE ONLY ONE NECK, AIN'T I?'

mock your head against the lintel of

the sitting-room with a force corre-

sponding to your height and vitality.

Then you hit your head a second time

when ascending the stairs and again
on entering the bedroom. If you are a

heavy breather you sweep the ceiling

clear of Hies and cobwebs while you
sleep. At dawn, or possibly an hour

or so before (for he is A nervously con-

scientious bird), the farm cock steps off

the roof of the cow-shed on to your
window-sill and bursts into enthusiastic

admiration of himself and things in

general. Some people of an egoistic
and unimaginative temperament get up
at once, in order that they may spend
the rest of the day telling you how

much they enjoyed the sunrise and

what a fool you were to miss it. The
true basker, on the other hand, de-

clines to be a party to a procedure
which destroys the whole poetry of

dawn and reduces the proud chanticleer

to the sordid status of an alarum-clock.

He simply pushes the bird off the

window-sill witli bis foot, turns over

and goes to sleep. And later on, when
the sound of other people knocking
their heads against various portions of

the building arouses him, he goes to

sleep again.

" Corsinv JOIXKK Wanted."
Advt. in I'roviitcial Paptr.

To work on the Channel Tunnel?
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BRIDGING THE LITERARY GULF.

(Famous Publisher's Great Scheme of

Reconciliation.)

HEARING on good authority that Mi1

.

Blinkingham.tho well-known publisher,

was about to launch an enterprise oi a

ina'-nitudo only comparable with that

of (ho Enrtj. Brit, or the D.N.B., Mr.

Punch hastened to headquarters for con-

firmation of the report, was graciously

admitted to his presence and furnished

with the following interesting details.

Mr. Blinkingham, it may be mentioned,

is at all points a finely equipped repre-

sentative of his class, handsome, well-

groomed and wearing his monocle with

distinction. His sanctum is furnished

with delightfully catholic taste Louis

Quinze furniture, a Japanese embossed

wall-paper, pictures by BOTTICELLI and

Mr. WYNDHAM LEWIS and statuettes of

PLATO, VOLTAIRE and Mr. \VELLS (the

Historian, not the Bombardier).
After some preliminary observations

on the deplorable condition of the pulp

industry, Mr. Blinkingham unfolded

his colossal scheme. "
By way of pre-

face," remarked the groat literary im-

presario, "let me call your attention to

the momentous statement made by the

Editor of The Athencewn in the issue

of May 7th :

' We doubt whether there

baa ever been a generation of men of

letters so startlingly uneducated as this,

so little interested in the study of the

great writers before them.' The Editor

of The Athenaum takes a most gloomy
view of the situation, which is fraught
with an atmosphere of hostility and sus-

picion inimical to a revival of criticism.

Yet he sees in such a revival the only

way of salvation, the only means of heal-

ing the internecine feud which is now
convulsing the young literary world.

"For my own part I am convinced
that a better way is to lure back the

modernists to a study of great writers

by presenting them in a more palatable
form, not by compressing or abridging
them for that bas been tried before

but by having them re-written in con-

formity with present-day standards by
eminent contemporary writers. This
notion had been germinating in my
bead for some time past, but I did not
see my way clear until I read the
luminous and epoch-making remark of

Mr. C. K. SHORTER, that he would
sooner have written Tom Jones than any
book published thesetwo hundred years.
In a moment, in a flash, my scheme
took shape.

' He shall write it, or rather

re- write it,' I said to myself, and I have

already submitted to this eminent man
of letters my rough scenario of the linos

on which FIELDING'S novel should be

brought home to the Georgian mind.
Tn reply he has made a counter-sug-

gestion that the characters should be

rearranged on a Victorian basis, CHAK-

LOTTE BRONTE replacing Sophia, THACK-

ERAY Mr. Allworthy, while the title-

role should be assigned to an enter-

prising publisher. But I am not with-

out hope that he will adopt my plan.

"The revival of interest in the works of

RICHARDSON, the other great eighteenth-

century novelist, is, I think I may
safely say, a foregone conclusion. Miss

DOROTHY RICHARDSON has enthusiasti-

cally welcomed the proposition that she

should reconstruct the romances of her

illustrious namesake, and confidently

expects, on the basis of the method

employed by her in Tlie Tunnel, that

she will be able to excavate at least a

hundred volumes from the materials

supplied in Sir Charles Grandison and

Clarissa Harlmve.
" Nor shall we overlook the earlier

masters. Professor CHAMBERLIN, whose

thrilling lectures on QUEEN ELIZABETH
and Lord LEICESTER have been the

talk of the town for the last fortnight,
has kindly undertaken to organise a

new variorum version of the Plays of

SHAKSPEARK, with the assistance of

Mr. LOONEY, the writer of the recently-

published and final work on the author-

ship of the plays. MILTON will be pre-
sented in both verse and prose, Mr.
MASEFIELD having promised to re-write

his epic in six-lined rhymed stanzas,

shorn of Latinisms; while a famous

novelist, who does not wish her name
to appear at present, has consented to re-

cast it in the form of a romance underthe

title of The Miseries of MephistopJieles.

"Returning to the eighteenth century,
I am glad to be able to say that a bril-

liant reconstruction of POPE'S Dunciad
is promised by the SITWELL family, in

which the milk-and-water school is held

up to ridicule, with TENNYSON in the

place of dishonour formerly occupied

by THEOBALD. With a magnanimity
that cannot be too highly commended,
the staff of The Times has undertaken
to adapt another forgotten work under
the title of Grey's Eulogy, with special
reference to the work of the League of

Nations.
" I confess to feeling rather doubtful

as to the possibility of reviving any in-

terest in the works of SCOTT, DICKENS
and THACKERAY. They are at once too

near and too far. Still I hope to per-
suade Miss REBECCA WEST to try her
hand at Vanity Fair. Then there is

GEORGE ELIOT, another uncertain quan-
tity, though perhaps something might
be made of The Mill on the Floss if it

were renamed Tulliver's Travels, and

given an up-to-date industrial atmo-

sphere by Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT. I

have my eye on Mr. LYTTON STRACHEY
as tho man who could make a fine

modern version of Tom Brown's School-

days. At the moment he is too busy
with his Life of Queen VICTORIA, but I

fool sure he will not lightly abandon so

splendid an opportunity of unmasking
the pedantry and pietism of Dr. AitNor.o

and throwing the white light of truth

on '

Eugby Chapel.'
"

BIRD CALLS.
in.

THE robin helps to brighten Winter

days
And, if you listen carefully, he says,
" Oh please, oh please do leave some

crumbs for me;
"

It's greed, but still he says it cheerily.

The starling rolls his "
r's

"
with unctu-

ous joy
And, preening, wonders whom he may

annoy,
Then imitates a hen, a water-fowl

And next the "Be quick" of a white

barn-owl.

The heron has a fierce and yellow eye
And eats up all our fishes on the sly;
There seems to be but one he deigns to

like,

For all I hear him say is simply "Pike."

Tree-creepers, like some busy brown

field-mice,

Unwearying chase the furtive fat wood-

lice,

Then round the oak-tree's bole they

slyly peep
And tell you what you thought you

knew " We creep."

This is the way the sparrow calls his

mate;
He says it early and he says it late,

He says it softly, but he says it clear:

"Come unto me, come unto me, my
dear."

Dress at the Curzon Wedding.
" Princess wore a black hat, a cloak of

tailless ermine, and a black and silver toque."

Daily Telegraph.
" Then came Mrs. in a dull golf hat."

Daily Graphic.

As a protest, we suppose, against the

other lady's extravagance in wearing
a couple of hats.

"John ,
a coloured man, was charged

with using obscure language in Maria Street.

The magistrates fined him 5s." Welsh Paper.

Most unfair ! Lots of men do the very
same thing in Parliament and get paid
four hundred pounds a year for it.

Heading from pp. 516, 517 of Punch's

official rival, The Telephone Directory :

" SUBSCRIBERS SHOULD NOT ENGAGE
THE TELEPHONISTS IN CONVERSATION."

We should ourselves have placed the

asterisks after the word " THE."
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ROYAL ACADEMY-SECOND DEPRESSIONS.

i
" W K\ '

*/

Up/ , ;

Si I ]>Y OF A CHILD, SOME GOATS AND A KOHSK.
TlIK HOUSE IS FULL OF FIRE AND LOOKS AS IF

Hi: n\D JIST SPRUNG FROM HIS ROCKERS.

i -r-
DOUBLE OB QUIT." A SPOUTING OFFEB BY A PBOFITEERIV

Fair Boiamond. "OH, MY GOODSESS! Is THAT A DAOGEB?"
Queen Elinor. "QUITE BIGHT, BUT IT 's ONLY TO HEIGHTEN

I HE DRAMATIC EFFECT. I KNEW YOU WOULD PREFER POISON.''

TllF. l:\HAUHTKD SITTER AND THE INKXOttABLE ARTISTS
1'liKHISTOmC I'RI/.E-FTOIITEnS REMOVING A HKAVY-WT.IGHT

CHtMPION AFTER HIS DEFEAT.

, ,
"

\\ IMlO\V-I>lli:sslN., IS NOW ONK OF T1U: FIN!: AU'IS. A CHARMING GROUP BtCtttd BathfT. SoMKTHI.Nii QUEER ABOUT Tl.

OF WAX Fiu r.i:s MADE' TO THE ORDER OF MESSRS. \VIIITKKIDGE. ROCKS. ONE OF THEM is TICKLING ME ON THE BACK!"
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in a

is

AT THE PLAY.
WHY MAKUY?"

THIS is a protracted discussion of a

venerable topic and takes place in

sun-parlour, which I regret to say
the brightest thing about it.

John is a dollar-snob it is John's

parlour and has two sisters, Jean and

IL'lcn. John is easily the heavy-weight

champion in stage brothers. Sister

Jean, who is entirely dependent on

John, loves a poor man, but under

John's guidance traps a rich one. Sister

Helen (who has a job) also loves a poor
man, but thinks marriage not good

enough. This was, I imagine,

chiefly to living with John and

Mrs. John. She may have got
a touch o the sun-parlour.
Her man is a terrific young
scientist, who once with four

colleagues deliberately let a

dangerous Cuban mosquito
nibble bis arm. The colleagues
died while Ernest survived,

which I regretted. However he

became demonstrator at the

Institute of Bacteriology, with
Helen as his assistant, and in

the excitement of the imminent

discovery of his new bacillus

the two spend the night in

the laboratory totally unchap-
eroned. The discovery saved

thousands of American babes,
but it ruined Helen's reputa-
tion.

Here the narrative becomes

confused, but anyhow John,
who was a trustee of the In-

stitute, spent the three Acts in

alternately sacking and rein-

stating Helen and Ernest, in

thinking of a salary, doubling
it, adding thousands of dol-

lars to it and taking away the

due

principles,
which he promptly swal-

lowed. But it was Uncle Everett, the

judge (the only human figure in the

bunch), who grasped the fact (long after

I did, but let that pass) that the two

principal young egotists simply loved

being talked over at such gross length.

To put an end to the business he used

a trick whereby, apparently according
to the law of the unnamed State in

which the parlour was situate, the two

were legally married without intending

it. They had the tact to accept this

solution, and this softened my heart

towards them for the first time.

It was amusing to see Mr. AUBHET
SMITH wondering how on earth he had

culties of marriage and the conven-
tional hypocrisies that hedge round
that honourable institution, but just

forgot that serious argument cannot

easily he conveyed through the medium
of fantastically impossible and unin-

teresting people in an extravagantly
The play was kindly

T.

"WHY MARRY?"
Mr. C. AUBREY SUITII (Uncle Everett). "Do YOU KNOW THE

ANSWEB ?
"

Miss HENRIETTA WATson (Lucy). "THERE ABE A GOOD MANY
QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS PLAY THAT I WOULDN'T CABE TO HAVE
TO ANSWEB."

salary first thought of, together with
the additions (and so da capo), according
as he wished to prevent the marriage
because of Ernest's poverty, or bring
it off because of Ernest's disposition to

take Helen to Paris (France) and dis-

pense with empty rites, or postpone it

to gain time, or, on the contrary, have
the dressing
in order to

announce it to important members of

the family, who, if I understood the
butler aright, had already fallen on
their food while host and hostess, two
pairs of lovers, Uncle Everett and
Cousin John were bickering in the sun-

it celebrated between
and the dinner gongs

parlour.
Cousin Theodore, a guileless and

dollarless clergyman, padded about on
the outskirts of the discussion, making
obvious remarks about the sanctity of

marriage and enunciating the highest

got into this play, and Mr. A. E. GKOB^E
prowling about the stage intent appar-
ently on showing how many ways there
are of uttering "Pshaw!" and "Tut-
tut !

"
or noise to that effect. It isn't

as easy as it ought to be to do justice
to players playing impossible parts ; to

Miss HENRIETTA WATSON struggling
pluckily and skilfully with her Mrs.
John

;
or to Mr. COWLBYWRIGHT or Miss

EOSA LYND, so perfectly appalling did

Ernest and Helen seem to mo and so
anxious was I to get them off to Paris

respectably or otherwise. They never,

by the way, gave me the faintest im-

pression that they could ever have done
work of any value in their laboratory.

I have no idea what the moral of

this modern mystery play may be, but
I did gather that the authoress was
seriously perplexed, not perhaps in any
startlingly new way, about the diffi-

farcical situation,

received.

THE MADNESS OF THE MACNAMARA.

(From tlie Gaelic ivith apologies to

BON GAVLTIEII.)
WEEFKEES swore a feud

Against the clan McGeorgy ;

Marched to Leamington
To hold a pious orgy ;

For they did resolve

To extirpate the vipers
With thirty stout M.P.s
And all the Northsquith

"pipers."

"
Lads," said HOGGE and BKNN
To their faithful scholars,

" We shall need to fight
To retain the dollars;

Here's MHIC-MAC-NAMABA

Coming with his henchmen,
HEWAKT, KELLAWAY
And several Front- Bench

men."
* * *

"
Coot-tay to you, Sirs,"

Said MHIC-MAC-NAMAKA
In a voice that reached
From Leamington to Tara;

" So you 'd drum us out

To enjoy your plunder,

Adding to a crime
Suicidal blunder."

But the brave Weefrees,
Heedless of his bawling,

Drowned him with the storm

Of their caterwauling;
So MHIC-MAC-NAMARA
And tha valiant KELLAWAY

Gave some warlike howls
And in haste got well away.

In this sorry style
Died ta Liberal Party,

Which in days of old

Had been strong and hearty ;

This, good Mr. Punch,
Is ta true edition ;

Hero 's your fery coot health

And bless ta Coalition I

Another Impending Apology.
" We arc glad to be able to state in reference

to our Pastor that, though much improved in

health, he is still unfit to resume his work

amongst us." Congregational Magazine.

"This should bring joy to tha heart of

every resolutiouary Socialist."

The Workers' Dreadnought.

All the Socialists we have met answer

to this description.
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ADVENTURES OF A POST-WAR SPORTSMAN.
P.-W.S. (otter-hunting for the first time).

" TIRED? COOKED TO A TURN I I WOULDN'T 'AVE COME so FAR BDT ONE OF TOUB
CHAl'S TOI.D ME YOU 'AD A BTBONO DRAG UP THE KIVEB AND I THOUGHT WE MIGHT ALL OO 'OME IN IT. AND NOW *E SAYS IT'S

ONLY A SMELL *E MEANT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I SHOULD certainly call Mr. COMPTON MACKENZIE our first

living expositor of London in fiction. Indeed the precision
with which, from his Italian home, he can recapture the

aspect and atmosphere of London neighbourhoods is itself

an astonishing feat. In The Vanity Girl (CASSELL) he has

happily abandoned the rather breathless manner induced

by the migrations Sylvia Scarlett, and returns to the

West Kensington of Sinister Street, blended subsequently
with that theatrical Bohemia in which Jenny Pearl danced
her little tragedy. There is something (though by no
means all) of the interest of Carnival in the new stage

story ; that the adventures of Dorothy lack the compelling
charm of her predecessor is inevitable from the difference

in temperament of the two heroines and the fact that Mr.
MACKENZIE with all his art has been unable to rouse more
than dispassionate interest in what is really a study of

successful egotism. From the moment when, in the first

chapter, we encounter Dorothy (whose real name was

Norah) washing her hair at a window in Lonsdale Eoad,
an eligible cul-de-sac ending in a railway line, beyond
which a high rampart marked the reverse of the Earl's Court
Exhibition panorama, to that final page on which we take
leave of her as a widowed countess, sacrificing her future
for the sake of an Earl's Court of a different genre, her

career, sentimental, financial and matrimonial, is told with

amazing vivacity but a rather conspicuous lack of emotional

appeal. It is perhaps an unequal book ; in parts as good
as the author's best, in others hurried and perfunctory.
One of our more superior Reviews was lately debating Mr.

MACKENZIE'S command of the " memorable phrase." There

are a score here that I should delight to quote, even if the

setting is not always entirely worthy of them.

So long as " BERTA BUCK "
will write for us such pretty

books as SweetJicarts Unmet (HODDER AND STOUGHTON),
we need never feel .ourselves dependent on America for

our supply of sugary novels. This home-grown variety
is just as sweet, and really, I think, may be guaranteed not

only harmless but positively beneficial. The authoress has

evidently a tender pity for the young men and women whom
our social conditions doom either to have no companions
among their contemporaries or only the wrong ones. Her
heroine represents the too-much-sheltered girl alone in an

elderly circle, her hero the lonely young man who has no
means of getting to know people of his own sort (I can't say
class, because the authoress seems rather uncertain about

that herself). Her story is written in alternate instalments

by
" the boy

" and " the girl," a method which encourages

intimacy in the telling as well as a sort of gushing attention

to the reader not so pleasant. Miss NOKA SCHLEQEL has

drawn a pretty picture of Julia and Jack to adorn the

wrapper, and I can assure everyone who cares to know it

that they are just as nice as they look; Jack's passion
for abbreviation ("rhodos" for rhododendrons) being the

only ground of quarrel I have with them or their creator.
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In Passion (DUCKWORTH) Mr. SHAW DESMOND desperately

wants to say something terrific about love, money and

power. His violence makes one feel that one is reading
under a shower of brickbats, and it is the effort of dodging
these which perhaps distracts the mind from his message,

(la he a Marinettisfc, I wonder?) There are not enough
words in the language for him, so he invents fresh ones at

will ; while as for grammar and syntax he passionately
throttled them in Chapter I.

;
nor did they recover. I will

own that notwithstanding all this the author has a way of

making you read on to find out what it is all about. You
don't find out; but there, life's like that, isn't it? The
author's ideas of the operations of high finance are ingenu-
ous. The Mandrill (do I rightly guess this to be a portrait
distorted from the life?), who is out to corner copper and "do
down" the Squid (head of the opposing copper group), is,

if you are to judge by his passionate exuberance at board

meetings, about as likely to corner the green cheese in the

moon. I imagine the

author saying, "Mandrills

mayn't be like that, but

that 's how I see 'em. It 's

my vision and mood that

matter. Take it or leave

it." Well, on the whole I

should advise you to take

it, first putting on a sort

of mental tin hat. You '11

at least have gathered
that Mr. DESMOND is a

lively writer.

["I hear of a seaside hotel whose proprietors have instructed their
staff never to correct the pronunciation or use of a word by a guest. If
it is necessary to use the same term in the conversation the' guest's form
of it is the one to be used

;
it saves a lot of irritation, if not actual

humiliation." Daily News."]

Waiter (with antinpath-e tact) to holiday customer. "AxY HORSE
DOOVEKS, SIB ?

"

Of a war- story reviewed
in these pages some
months ago I remember
taking occasion to say that

the author had damaged
his effect by a too obvious
wish to injure the repu-
tation of a certain cavalry
brigade (or words to that

effect). Well, a book that
I have just been reading,
The Squadroon (LANE),
might in some sense be

regarded as a counterblast
to the former volume,
since its , writer, Major __
ARDERN BEAMAN, D.S.O., has admittedly intended it as a
vindication of the work of the cavalry in the Great War. I
can say at once that the defence could scarcely have found
a better advocate. Major BEAMAN (who, 1 think super-
fluously, figures in his own pages in the fictional character
of Padre) Iras written one of the most interesting records
that I have read of personal experience on the Western
Front. Partly this is explained by his fortunate possession
of a style at once sincere, sanely balanced and always
engaging Also his story, apart from the matter of it,
reveals in the men of whom he writes (and incidentally in
the writer himself) a combination of just those qualities
,hat we like to call essentially British. Cavalrymen of
course will read it with a special fervour

; but I am mis-
taken if its genial temper does not disarm even so difficult
a critic as the ex-infantry Lieutenant than which I could
mrdly say more. In short, T)ie Squadroon is a belated
var book in which the most weary of such matters may
well recapture their interest.

Written in the last great ebb and flow of the War, when

the censorship still prevented anything like carping criticism
of matters near the battle-front, The Glory of the Coming
(HODDER AND STOUGHTON) naturally resolves itself into a

paean of praise of the French and British armies in general
and the American troops in particular, both white and black.
Mr. IRVIN S. COBB brings good credentials to his task, for
he saw the advance of the German army through Belgium
in 1914, and in this book he describes the combined resist-

ance to their last great effort before defeat. The accident,
if we may so call it, to the Fifth Army lia's had nowhere a
more eloquent apologist.

"
They were like ants

; they were
like flies," he says of the Germans; "they left their dead
lying so thickly behind that finally the ground seemed as

though it were covered with a grey carpet." There are

interesting strictures in the later chapters on some of the

quaint semi-official delegations and personages who per-
suaded the United States Government to let them come over
and visit the War; and there are a number of quite good~

yarns of the Yankee pri-

vate, related in the Yankee
style. But better than all

the American stories I

think I like that of the
Bedfordshire soldier who,
when asked by the writer
to direct him to Blerincourt

during the chaos of the

great retreat, replied, "I
am rather a stranger in

these parts myself." Per-

haps by the way I ought
to make it quite clear

that the title refers to the

coming of the American

troops, and that, although
the line,

" He is trampling
out the vintage where
the grapes of wrath are

stored," is also quoted in

the prefatory stanza, there
is nothing in the book
about Mr. " PUSSYFOOT

"

JOHNSON.

I suppose the War did

throwup a great number o

worthy pomposities genu-

inely eager to serve their

country in some conspicuous and applauded way, and old Mr.

Thompson-, the principal figure in Young Hearts (HoDDKii AND

STOUGHTON), may be taken, on the authority of J. E. BUCK-
ROSE, as an East Biding variant of the type. He had always
some patent scheme for winning the War or improving the

Peace, and no doubt deserved all the ragging he got, though
I lost my zest in the patter before the author did. Mr.

Thompson had two daughters ; a minx (almost too minx-like
for belief) and a never-told-her-love maiden of sterling worth.
The latter marries the good-young-rnan-under-a-cloud (the
cloud was, of course, a misapprehension or, alternatively, had
a silver lining), though the minx shamelessly tried to "

bag
him," as she did every eligible male, the good sister tamely
submitting under the impression apparently that the other
was a perfect darling. I indeed seemed to be the only
person who really understood what a little beast she was
and possibly the author, who finally allotted to her the

beautiful unsatisfactory young man with the emotional
tenor. Commended for easy seaside reading.

To RECALCITRANT HOUSE-OWNERS : Let and let live.
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Sportsman. "\\'HAT ON KARTH'S HAPPENED TO TIIK FAVOCIUTK ?

The Jonah Man. "I ITT SOME MONEY ON HIM."

CHARIVARIA.
BOHEMIA has decided to have a

Coalition Government. Several Lon-
don morning papers are prepared to

offer them one in good going condition,

providing they pay cost of transit.
: t-

Accordingtoacontemporary ,

' ' rabbits

are worth less when they are skinned by
tho shopkeeper." So is the customer.

" It is of greater advantage to know
the Welsh language," says Professor

TROW, " than to know French." That
is, of course, if you wish to use it for

defensive purposes.

Sir GORDON HEWAET has declined to

"make any attempt to consider what
is to happen after the next election."

The fact of the matter is that The Daily
Mail itself lias not yet decided.

* ,*

It is reported that an opposition
League of Nations is to be started

among countries addicted to war. The
Lua^uo will take cognisance of all out-

l;s of peace. ..

.,,

A peculiar incident is reported from
a large town in the South of England.
It appears that one day last week a

bricklayer lost count of the number of
bricks ho had laid, with the result that
a recount had to be made to enable him

to ascertain whether he had finished

for the day or not.
* >;:

*
The Post Office Workers' Union Con-

ference at Morecambe declared last

week that the Government was "with-
out capacity, courage or principle."

Apart from these defects they have no
fault to find with it.

V
Sir JAOADIZ CHUNDEK BOSE, lectur-

ing at Westminster School, said that

plants, like human beings, are sensitive

to pain. Some of the war-time allot-

ment marrows we heard so much of

must have suffered badly from obesity.
*...*

Most actors, in the opinion of an
official of tho Actors' Association, are

better- off than they used to be. But
what we want to see is an improvement
when they are on.v
American shipping circles deny the

rumour that they are building a liner

measuring thirteen hundred feet in

length. Wo felt at the time that this

vessel must have been a Canarder.
* :;:

Although a heavy safe was bodily re-

moved from a small house in Wolver-

hampton during the night, not one of

the four persons sleeping in the next

room was awakened by the burglars.
Such tboughtfulness on the part of the

intruders deserves the greatest credit.

"A single greenfly," declared a speaker
at a meeting of the R.S.P.C.A., "may
have fifteen thousand descendants in a

week." This almost equals the record

of the Chicago millionaire who recently
died intestate.

.,,
...

*

A motor-cyclist who was thrown from
his machine as a result of colliding with

a car near Birmingham was asked by
the occupants of the latter why he did

not look where he was going. This in

our opinion is a most difficult thing to

do, as one's destination is so uncertain

until the actual landing takes place.
; *
*

On being sentenced to six months'

imprisonment at a London Police Court
last week a burglar threw his boot at the

magistrate and used insulting language
towards him. . We understand that in

future only law-abiding criminals will

be allowed inside the court.
* :

A Hackney boy has dug up a Queen
Anne shilling. We understand that, on

hearing the price of sugar, the shilling
asked to be put back again.

* *

The old gentleman who, after reading
in the daily papers that all hairy cater-

pillars should be destroyed at sight on
account of their destructive powers, tried

to crush a Society lady's pet Pekinese
in Hyde Park with his foot is now sup-

posed to be short-sighted.

VOL. CLVIII.
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THE VIRTUE THAT BEGINS AWAY FROM HOME

(as illustrated by an American sample of missionary

zeal).

'!N Europe's hour of darkest night
Tiiat daunts the faith of sage and seer

I long to share the morning light

Diffused in yonder hemisphere;
There all is joy and radiance (just

As when on Eden first the sun rose),

Thanks to the Power that holds in trust

That legacy of Colonel MONROE'S.

But out of those so halcyon skies

Chill blasts of disillusion blow

\Vhen I observe with pained surprise

The state of things in Mexico ;

And "Why," I ask, "in Heaven's name,

Can't ' God's own country
'

(U.S.A.) go

And, by the right none else may claim,

Put it across the dirty Dago?"

Then I reflect: "'Tis not so strange;

Some virtues best begin at home,
But others, of superior range,

Prefer to start beyond the foam ;

There are who mend the ills at hand,

But those whose aims are even bigger
Seek out a far and savage land

There to convert the godless nigger.

"This chance, no doubt, distracts the Yank
From sinners at his very door;

No local cure, he feels, can rank

With efforts on a distant shore ;

His heart to Sinn Fein's gospel wed,
And by its beauty deeply bitten,

He sends his dollars forth to spread
The fear of hell in heathen Britain.' 0.8.

THE BEST PICTURE IN THE ACADEMY.
LET me see. I must have been battling my way through

the Galleries step by step for an hour and three-quarters,
and I haven't yet decided which is the best picture.
But then it 's no easy matter to make up one's mind when

there are so many, many pictures and so many, many
people. . . .

And some of them, I 'm sorry to say, are not quite so

considerate as they might be. For instance, I had nearly
chosen Mr. CLAUSEN'S Shepherd Boy : Sunrise. I was

imagining the hush, the solitude. Suddenly two inexorable

hats were thrust between me and the canvas, while two in-

exorable voices carried on a detailed discussion about what
Doris (whoever Doris may be) was wearing at the wedding
yesterday.

It wasn't fair to me ; and it wasn't fair to the Shepherd
Boy. I know he hasn't got a face, poor fellow. But is

that a reason for putting ideas into his head ?

It seems to me the crush is fiercer than ever in front

of the picture over there. Probably I shall find that to be
the best of all ; .No. 274 : Mr. J. J. SHANNON'S Sir Osivald

Stall. Ah, I see. These ladies are simply using the un-
fortunate gentleman as a looking-glass to tidy their hair in.

But oh, Sir OSWALD, do I really look as tired as alHhat ?

Yes, you 're right ; I am tired. 1 '11 go and sit down.
Not a vacant seat anywhere. . . . Yes, there is quick !

At the far end of the Galleries. Now isn't it just like the

Supreme War Council to have left that one chair empty for

me at their table?

No, it 's a trick ! The artist knew I should never have

the effrontery to sit there, right under the PRIME MINISTER'S

nose. Very well, Mr. OLIVIER, exhausted though I am, I shall

not vote for you either.

There 's a dull pain all down my spine. My feet are like

lead. Give it up? Never! I will not leave until I have
found the masterpiece.
But I can stem the tide no longer. I surrender myself

to the mob and let it bear me whither it wills . . .

Where am I? Oh, the Architectural Boom. Thronged this

afternoon, like all the others. And yet, once upon a time, be-

fore I grew old and weary heavens, how weary ! I remem-
ber this room with only one other person in it, and she

Why, here ! Eight in front of me ; No. 1235 : London

County Westminster and Parr's Bank, Ltd. : Brondesbury
branch. That 's it. That 's the best picture in the Academy !

Not so much because of its chiaroscuro, not because

of its romantic associations, but because, immediately op-

posite that branch-bank, there's a place where at last, at

long, long last ah I- I can sit down.

OPEN DIPLOMACY.
STUNG to the quick by the accusation of secrecy hurled

at him by a portion of the Press in connection with the

conference at Lympne, Mr. LLOYD GEORGE has arranged
with M. MILLERAND, we understand, to make the next

encounter, on French soil, a vastly different affair. As a

delicate compliment to the Welsh blood shared by the

PBIME MINISTER and the greatest of our Tudor kings, and

through the courtesy of Sir PHILIP SASSOON who has

kindly promised to defray the whole of the expenses, the

mise en scene will be arranged to resemble, almost to the

minutest detail, the Field of the Cloth of Gold.

* * * * *

The place of meeting will be between Ardres and Guisnes.

Hundreds of skilful workmen, if they do not happen to be
on strike, will be employed in erecting the pavilions that

are to lodge the two statesmen, who will meet in open
field, but not be allowed, either of them, to visit the camp
of the other lest they be suspected of secret diplomacy.
M. MILLERAND and Mr. LLOYD GEORGE will first meet rid-

ing on horseback, and each wearing as much cloth of gold
and silver as can possibly be put upon their backs. Mimic

jousts and mock combats will be held. Lord DERBY, Lord
EIDDELL and Mr. PHILIP KERB will all encounter chosen

French champions. Six days will be given to tilting with

the lance, two to fights with the broadsword on horseback,
two to fighting on foot at the barriers. Mr. LLOYD GEOKGE
will wrestle with M. MILLERAND.

On the last day there will be a gorgeous masque, at which
the PRIME MINISTER will appear accoutred as Hercules, wear-

ing a shirt of silver damask, with a garland of green damask
cut into vine and hawthorn leaves on his head, and in his

hand a club with fourteen spikes. His Nemean lion skin

will be of cloth of gold, and his buskins of the same material.

Fountains of French wine will play in the British marquee.
M. MILLERAND'S chief pavilion will have a magnificent dome,
sustained by one huge mast, covered with cloth of gold and
lined with blue velvet, with all the orbs of heaven worked
on it in gold, and on the top outside a hollow golden figure
of St. Michael. All the Press, but particularly those repre-

senting Lord NORTHCLIFFE'S papers, will be not only
allowed, but entreated and cajoled, to go everywhere and see

everything, to play about with the ropes of the tents and

take snippets of cloth of gold for souvenirs.

$ * * * *

Oh, how different from Lympne (pronounced
"
mph ") I
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HIS OWN BUSINESS.

UNCLE SAM. "IF I WEREN'T SO PREOCCUPIED WITH IRELAND I MIGHT BE TEMPTED
TO GIVE MYSELF A MANDATE FOR THIS."
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HAMPSTEAD.
THE trouble about Hampstead is tha

it is so very much further from Ken
sington than Kensington is from ii

Every day, I believe, there pass be
tween Kensington and Hampstead tele

phone conversations something lik
this:

Kensington. When are you coming
to see us ?

Hampstead. Why don't you corni
here instead ?

Ken. It 's such a fearfully long way
Hamp. I like that. Do you know

that a bus runs the whole way from
here to Kensington ?

Ken. I don't blame it. But I'm jollv
sure it doesn't go back again.
Then Hampstead rings off in a rageand nothing is done about it.

Mr. BUDYARD KIPLING must surelyhave known of this regrettable estrange-ment or he would never have sung
"North is North and West is West, and never

the twain shall meet

Except in the Tube at Leicester Square or
the corner of Oxford Street."

Anyhow you will find that people
living in Hsftpstead tend more and
"lore to regard themselves as dwellers
in the mountains, and take defiantly to
caring plaid shawls and big hobnail

brogues, and carry alpenstocks in the
lergroimd with them. They acquire

moreover, the keen steady gaze of tho
who live in constant communion wit
the silent hills, so different from th
Oriental fatalism in the eyes of th

Kensingtonite, which comes from th
eternal contemplation of the posters o
Cfm Chin Chow.
It is possible, however, to visit Hamp

stead, if you are
sufficiently venturous

by bus, tube, tram or train. If you an
very rich the best way is to take a taxi

cab^as
far as Chalk Farm, where Lon

don's milk supply is manufactured. You
cannot go further than Chalk Farm bj
taxi-cab, because the driver will explain
that he is afraid of turning giddy, hav-
ing no head for heights. You have then
;he choice of two courses, either to pur-
chase the cab outright and drive it your-
self, or to finish your journey by the
unicular railway.
Let us suppose that you have done

the latter and emerged on the final peakwhich surmounts the Hampstead range.Jn your way upwards you will have
>een charmed by the number of pic-
uresque houses which seem to have
)oen thrown at the side of the hill and
o have stuck there, and also by the
uxuriant groves of cocoanut palms and
range and banana trees which the
j.C.C. has

thoughtfully planted to pro-
ide sustenance for London on its Whit-
untide Bank Holiday. It is indeed a
leasant thought that so many hard-

working people are able on this day to
snatch a little leisure in the good old

English fashion on the swings and
roundabouts and forsake the weary
routine of watching American films.
These great crowds picnic also on the

greensward, bringing their food in

paper wrappers, so that a student of
such matters can easily gauge the pro-
portionate circulation of our principal
morning dailies by taking a walk
round Hampstead Heath early on Whit-

Tuesday morning.
When you have reached the last sum-

mit you will find yourself confronted
by a frowning Gothic pile known as
Tack Straw's Castle, and a large flag-
staff on which the flag is only flown
when

J;he castellan is in residence.
There is also a pond where the inhabit-
ants of Hampstead, both old and young,
swim their dogs after sticks and float a

?reat variety of boats. On fine morn-
ngs there is such a confusion of boats
nd sticks and barking dogs that, if you
re lucky, you can come up with' an
rish terrier and an ash plant and go
own rather proudly with a Newfound-
md and the latest model of Sham-
ock XIV.
Looking downwards from the top
ou will discern on the open slopes and

winkling amongst the vegetation a
ast multitude of white poles. On
aturday afternoons, I believe, there
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ioro poll's
on Hampstead Heath

than in tho \vliolo of Kioff. Jvich pole

is attached to a boy scout, and it luis

boon calculated that, if all tbo boy
i in Hampstcail were to set their

, ii,l to end in a perfectly straight

lino from tho flagstall', pointing iii
r

a

south-easterly direction, they would he

rly told off by their scout-masters

:iaving in such an idiotic manner.

Next perhaps in interest to the boy
scouts, both because of their quaint

. val costume and the long lances

which they carry in their hands, are

the rangers of Ilampstead Heath.

1 retainers of the L.C.C., they

sally ever and anon from their lairs

with lances couched to spear up the

of paper which tho people of

Hi have left behind; and this

^ticking is really the best sport
to 1)0 enjoyed now on Ilampstead Heath,

s one counts fishing for dace in

nuls, which I take to be the most

contemplative recreation, except coal-

mining, in the British Isles.

Amongst tho very many famous

people who either live or have lived at

Ilampstead may bo mentioned Mr.
( !I.;UAI,D nir MAUBIEB, CONSTABLE, Lord

UYKON, I .ord LEVEBHULME, JOHN MASE-

riKi.n, .lor. BECKETT, the younger PITT,
Miss MARIE LLOYD, KEATS, Madame
Pu i.OVA, KOMNEY, CLAUDE DuvALand
lliciiAKD Tuni'iN, the last of whom, I

believe, bequeathed bis spurs to the

borough in grateful memory of all that

it had done for him. There are no high-

waymen to be met at Hampstead Heath
now, but the solicitor and house-agent
of the man from whom I am trying to

Number but there, perhaps
1 had hotter not go into that just now.
I cimnot however omit to say a few
more words about KEATS, because the
nation is trying to buy his house,

although it has not yet been decided
which of them is to live in it if they get
it. In the garden of this house the poet
is said to have written his celebrated
"Ode to a Nightingale," and the night-

ingale may still be heard on Hamp-
stead Heath in June. Presumably it is

the same bird, and the lines,

"Thou wast not born for death, immortal bird
;

No hungry generations tread thee down,"

must be taken as a remarkable instance
of literary foresight, for crowds of people
have for years been trying in vain to

trample tho brave bird down and have

evidently been hungry, or they would
never have left so much sandwich-paper
about.

Oli, and there is yet one more notable
resident of Ilampstead, as you have
doubtless just gathered, and that is

myself, or will be if those accursed
but another time, perhaps. EVOE.

J. H.DONNTD-2O

Conductor (to alighting passenger, who his rung the bell several times). "THAT'LL DO,
. MY BANANA QUEEN. ONE KING IS SUFFICIENT NOT ' THE BLUE BELLS OF SCOTLAND.'

"

A PLEA TO THE EXCHEQUER.
LESS gifted souls may seek an earthly

mate;

Lonely for over I am doomed to be,

For all my life to Art is dedicate
;

Yea, Art for mine'or (speaking Eng-
lish) me.

I 've put away the Commonplace de-

lights
Of humbler folk to brood on things

sublime;

Rapt and aloof I ever tread the heights,

Thinking great thoughts and getting
words to rhyme.

Maidens have passed before me, but no
bride

Among them all have I essayed to

choose ;

Sternly I 've put tho thought of love

aside,

An austere poet "wedded to the Muse."

But now of one small guerdon 1 am fain

(A poet's solace for the love he lacks)
That this may qualify mo to attain

The married man's relief from in-

come-tax.

Commercial Candour.

"AMAZING SHOE OFFER.
LAST SEVEN DAYS."

Adrl. in Daily Paper.

Wo know this kind of shoo.

" PAKUOT. splendid talker, South African

grey, in perfect condition ; good reason for

soiling ; does not swear." Provincial I'aper.

Tastes differ, of course ; but personally
we should not call this a "good

"
reason.
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THE TARTAR PRINCESS.
SHK was staying at a Finnish hydro

near llelsingfors. I asked for her on

the telephone and her old mother an-

swered.
" Is it you, Monsieur Anatole ? Fancy

: ringing up so early twelve o'clock!

: Of course Tatiana is in bed. One can

, see you have been away from your
native country a long time. Wo left

Petersburg three months ago. Come
and see us at a reasonable time say
three o'clock and we'll tell you all

about it."

My two years' sojourn in England
had accustomed me to English ways.
1 had certainly committed an indiscre-

tion in ringing up my former clients (I

was their legal adviser in Petersburg)
at such an unconscionable time.

I found Tatiana, in a smart black

glac6 gown, reclining on a sofa and

smoking a cigarette in a dull sitting-

room, surrounded by other Russian

fmigrfs. She jumped up when she saw
me.
"At last, Monsieur Anatole," she

said. " You remember when you left

Petersburg in 1918 I told you that you
would be submarined, but here you are

back again safely. I 'm so ijlad." Her

eyes shone and she held out her little

white hand. "You have brought it

with you '?

"

" What with me ?
"

" The soap, of course. Surely you
remember. I asked you to buy mo
some Savon Ideal ill Paris. It is the

only kind that suits my skin."

"But I haven't been to Paris."
" You haven't brought my soap !

Why haven't you been to Paris ?
"

" I have been to London."
She pouted.

" Why stay in London
instead of Paris? What silliness !

"

"And how did you get here?" I

asked.
"
By sledge. It was terribly exciting

and illegal, of course, and dangerous.
Petersburg 's awful. All the pipes have
burst and there are no Russians there."

" No Russians !

"
I exclaimed.

"Because the best people I mean,
of course, the people who won't work
have all adopted other nationalities.

We are what are we, Mother? "

" I think it 's Adgans, my dear," the
old lady chimed in.

"Adgans," I repeated.
"
Something of that sort," said the

Princess. " It doesn't matter about the

name, but it 's more convenient. You
are under the protection of your Gov-
ernment and theu your property bene-
fits."

" Do you mean Azerbaijans ?
"

I

asked.
"
Oh, I daresay."

"But what claim have you to be-

come Azerbaijans ?
"

"
Every claim," she answered with

asperity.
"
Somebody had a property

there once either one of our family
or a friend. Why don't your family
become Enthoninns? You'd find it

much more convenient. Your father

could leave Petersburg."
" But he 's never been to Esthonia."
" That 's nonsense,

"
said Tatiana;

" he must have travelled through Reval
at some time, and besides I remember
he went to Riga once to tight a case

for the Government."
" But Riga 's in Latvia," I protested.
" What does that matter? Anyhow

we escaped with two hundred thousand
roubles and one small trunk. The first

few weeks we had a great time here

and spent all our money, but after that

we had to '

put our teeth on the shelf.'
"

"But how did you manage without

money?
"

"
Well, we sell our things jewellery

and clothes. I think you might at least

have come back through Paris ;
I can't

understand how you forgot about the

soap. You "ve no idea what bad mani-
curists the Finns are ; they 've torn my
fingernails to bits."

"But. when you've sold all your
clothes and jewellery what do you in-

tend to do ?
"
I asked.

Tatiana laughed. "Then there's

the house in Petersburg that will fetch

quite a lot of money, and there are a
number of people here who want it."

" How can you sell a house to people
who can't get to it ?

"
1 asked.

Tatiana shrugged her shoulders. " Of
course I can sell it all the better because

they don't know the state it's in. I

think England must have made you
rather silly. You wrote and asked me
to lunch without my husband and you
know it's not done in Petersburg;
you've become quite English."

" But last time we met you were just

divorcing the Count and 1 wasn't quite
ure of your relations with your new
husband."
Tatiana kissed the tips of her fingers.

" He 's lovely !

"
she cried enthusiasti-

cally. "A real Cossack officer. Why,
there he is ! Dmitre, this is Monsieur
Anatole, our-family lawyer. lie '11 sell

the house for us, and he 's promised
me some Savon Ideal from Paris.
You'll go to Paris, won't you?" she
said, putting a very seductive face close
to mine.

I parried.
"
It 's difficult for Rus-

sians
"
Oh, that 'sail right; you can become

Czecho-Slovak. I can give you a
letter; you need only stay there half-

an-hour when you 're passing through."
I felt my cherished Russian nation-

ality slipping away and my only safety
seemed to lie in an instant departure.
I caught her hand and kissed her pol-
ished finger-tips. She bent forward and
kissed my forehead.

" Good journey," she said.
" A happy time at homo," I answered,

and, saluting her husband, I hurried
to the door.

" I 'in glad there 's a little bit of

Russian left in you," she called after

me. " And by the way you might
bring two boxes of the soap ;

it doesn't
last long."

ONE SPORTSMAN TO ANOTHK R.

You that I fancied my prey
(Mine was the blunder)

Three pounds I 'd back you to weigh,
Not an ounce under

Are you, like prices to-day,

Rising, I wonder?

Triton were you among trout,
Jaw tough as leather;

I put it over your snout

Light as a feather

Splash ! and the line whizzing out

Linked us together ;

Till, ere your fate I could soa!,

Me you eluded ;

Back came the line to the reel

(Cast not included) ;

Oft 'twixt the weed and the creel

Fish slip as you did.

So, since all winter, alack !

1 have bemoaned you,
Give me a chance to get hack
Some of my own due

Interest earn'd on the black

Gnat that I loaned you.

Then we '11 be for it, we two

(Luck to the winner!) ;

Meanwhile be careful what you
Take for your dinner

;

Fancy confections eschew

Blue, dun or spinner.

Scorning (you '11 grant me the boon?)
Other folk's gay fly,

Under the willow till June
Sheltered and safe lie

;

1 shall be after you soon,
I and my May-fly,

" I should be very glad to have a movement
started to put ail end to the extravagant, un-

seemly and disedifying length to \\liirli ladies

in this country have gone in adopting fashions

of dress." IrixJi I'apcr.

Hitherto it had been supposed that tlie

objection to the modern modes was

their excessive brevity.

"
Coopnrs Wanted, dry or tight ; only

men need apply." Adrt. in Daily J'aper.

Inebriation is no longer popular among

Society men.
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MANNERS AND MODES.

HIS 1'ITCH. WHAT OUR ARTIST POSER HAS TO PUT UP WITH.
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MUCH THE BETTER HALF.
" THEN you moan that neither of you is coming to the

concert?" said Margery.
"
Speaking for myself," said John,

" the answer is in

the affirmative or negative, just as you prefer. Any way,
I 'in not coming. Your worthy brother must decide for

himself."
" Our worthy brother-in-law has spoken for me, Margery,"

I said
;

" I also regret my inability to assist at the revels."
" Then all I can say is I think you 're a couple of pigs."

"Margery, Margery," said John, "really your lang-

uage I shall have to write to the papers about you."
"That 's the idea," I joined in. "'The Modern Flapper,'

by 'Broad-minded but Shocked." You'd better look out,

Margery, or you '11 never marry. The papers are full of

letters about people like you. There 's a beauty this

morning. Half a minute
;
I '11 read it to you."

" Don't trouble yourself, please," said Margery, curling
her lip up somewhere
over her right eyebrow.

" No trouble at all,

it 's a pleasure," 1 said,

turning over the pages.
" Ab ! here we are. This
is signed

'

Disgusted
Ex-Soldier.' Listen :

"'SiB, Speaking as

one but recently return-

ed to so-called civili-

sation after the horrors

of two years of war

["Conscript!" said

John] ,may I venture to

give you my opinion of

the Modern Girl . . .'

"

"That's you he
means," said John.
"Pah!" said Mar-

gery.
" And bah ! to you

twice," said John.

"Shush, both ofyou,"
I said;

" listen k> ' Dis-

gusted Ex- Soldier
'

:

"' What was it kept up our hearts and spirits during the
terrible days and nights in the trenches ?

' "

"The Eum Eation," cried John. "Hear, hear. Loud
cries of ' Down with Pussyfoot !

' "

"
Nothing of the sort," I said. " ' It was the thought of

the sweet simple girls at home in England that nerved us

during those frightful days.'
"

" Was it ? So it was. Of course," said John feebly," I forgot."
" ' It was for them that we suffered as we did.'

"

"Did we? I mean was it? So it was," said John,
growing enthusiastic. " Good old ' Ex-Soldier !

' What 's

he say next ?
"

" ' And when we return at last from the toil and stress
of war [Grunts of appreciation from John] , what do we
find?"
"Pork and beans," said John.
I looked at him severely.

_"John," I said, "this is no matter for idle jesting.
Listen what the poor fellow goes on to say, "'What do
wo find?'

'

"Boiled be I don't know, Alan," lie finished hur-

riedly as I looked at him again.
" I I don't think I

found anything."

Fish Hawker (reading a book of Natural History lie lias bought for his son's

birtMay). "Liz, I BIN SWINDLED. I 'VE BEAD ALL FKOO THE INDEX OF FISHES,
AN' KIPPERS AIN'T EVEN MENTIONED."

" ' We find,'
"

I continued, treating him with contumely,
"'a laughing, giggling, smoking, jazzing, frivolous and

slangy crowd of ill-mannered flappers, devoid of all interest

in the higher aspects of life and thinking only of the latest

fox-trot. What hope have I of finding among such aa

these the woman who will look after my home and bring

up my children ?
' '

"
Hooray !

"
said John,

" that 's the stuff to gio "em."

Margery squeaked with indignation.
"Look after his home, indeed," she choked. "The

impertinence of it! The conceited ape! Who does he
think lie is ?

"

"
Margery," said John in his special deep tone,

"
you are

too young to understand these things."
" Understand them ! I should just think I am. I didn't

believe such conceit existed in a man nowadays."
" It isn't conceit, my dear Margery ; it is the Bight

Attitude to Adopt," said John, speaking in capitals.
" Per-

sonally, 1 admire the man. Begin as you mean to go on,
I say."

Margery snorted.

"I should just like

to see you beginning
then," she said.

" That is precisely
what I am going to do,"
said John, leaning back
in his chair and stretch-

ing his legs.
" I see

now that I have always
been too easy -

going
with Cecilia. From now
onwards, however.lhero

will be a difference. I

shall be master in my
own house. In short

or no its a vans

change tout ccla! Am
I right, Alan ?

"

"
Nothing to speak

of," I said; "but the

idea 's good. Carry on,

John."
"
Ah, well, the idea's

the thing, as SHAKSPEAKE said. Anyway, the point is that

'Ex-Soldier' has awakened my sense of manhood. In
future I shall, as I say, take my rightful position.""

Indeed," said Margery;
" and how are you going to set

about it ?
"

"Well, here's a case to begin with," said John. "1
have said that I won't be dragged round to your beastly

village revels to-morrow, and I stick to it. What Alan does
is his own concern. For my part I shall spend to-morrow

evening having a quiet million up on the table."

"I'm with you," I said; "we will bash the globules
together."

Margery decided to change her tone.
" Don't bo beastly, John," she said ;

"
you know Cecilia

expects you to come with us."

John laughed softly.
"
Precisely, my dear Margery," he said,

" and that 'a a

very good reason why I shouldn't go. Cecilia always
does expect me to do everything she wants. And I 'm
so good-natured I have always given way. But never

again, Margery; I shall not come to the concert. I shall

say to Cecilia,
'

Cecilia, I am not corning to your concert,'

and that will end the matter."
"Then I think you're a selfish beast," said Margery.
Just then Cecilia came into the room.
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WHITSUN AUCTION AT OUR BOARDING-HOUSE.
\"i'/u'<(ii (whofic jifirtner Itns nnt laJ her xnit against a,

" three no-trumps").

<) EB KK PLAYKn THE OAMK BEFOBE, PABTSEB ?
"

'NOT HAVINCI (iw/isc's the enormity of lur

" Ami \vlio 'a a selfish beast ?
"

she asked.
" Not me, Cecilia," I said. Cecilia is my elder sister,

and I have known her for many years.
"It's John," said Margery. "He's talking the most

awful rot, and now he says he won't come to the concert."
' XYon't come to tho concert?" said Cecilia, lifting her

eyebrows.
" Of course he 's coming. Alan 's going to sing

and John will probably have to say something."
I sat up straight and swallowed hard.

"No, Cecilia," I gasped,
" I really can't sing. I '11 turn

up if you like and cheer and all that sort of thing, but

really I can't sing."'

"Of course you can. You must. I 've told them to put
your name down. Everybody has got to do something.
It 's for St. Dunstau's, you know, and everyone for miles
round is turning up."

I subsided, murmuring feebly.
John was gazing moodily at the fire.
" So that 's that," said Cecilia cheerfully, resting her hand

softly on his shoulder. " And you 'd better be thinking what
to say to make the jolly old farmers stump up, my dear."

John cleared his throat.
" I 've er decided not to come to the concert, dear,"

lie said.

"Don't bo ridiculous, John," said Cecilia, cooing like a

covey (or whatever it is) of doves. " Of course you 're

coining. I 've arranged it all."
" I think I 'd rather stop at home, dear," he said ;

" I

can er look after Christopher and er there 's a bit of

work I have to finish."

"Christopher will be in bed, and your old work can wait,

just as it always has to."
"
Well, you know, darling," said John, looking furtively at

Margery and me,
" I 'm not much use at these social

affairs. I always say the wrong thing."
"I know you do, dear," said Cecilia sweetly; "but they've

all heard you before, and nobody minds."

She paused a moment while John gulped.
" So that 's settled, isn't it ?

"
she said.

John gulped again.

TO A DENTIST.
[" Dry champagne is an excellent mouth-wash." Dr. Siv \\'.ui. i .

at a Conference on Prevention of Diseases of the Teeth.]

WHILE in your dismal salle d'attenie I wait
And with forgotten Punches idly toy,

How it will reconcile me to my fate

To muse upon the mouth-wash you employ.

Or, squirming in the plush-upholstered chair,

How shall I thrill with valour to observe

Among the implements of torture there

A magnum of the best, to brace my noire.

Not the hooked probe nor hum of whirring file,

The fearful forceps nor the needled lance

Will wholly banish my expectant smile

That greets
" the foaming grape of eastern France."

E'en in that pass whereat the boldest blench,

The "
aching time

"
will quickly turn to bliss,

When, having borne the devastating wrench,
I hear you murmur, " Hinse your mouth with this."

I thank you, Dr. WALLACE, for that word ;

My teeth, I 'm sure, require attention soon ;

Ah ! Widow CLICQUOT, how my heart is stirred !

Appointment? Eight. To-morrow afternoon.
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AT THE OPERA.
First Patroness of Art. "Bui WHY COME HERE IP IT BOBES YOU so?"

Second ditto. "MY DEAB! ONE MUST OCCUPY ONESELF SOMEHOW AFTEB DINNER TILL IT'S TIME TO GO SOMEWHERE.'

MEETING THE COUNTESS.
" COULD you find time to meet the

Countess of Aire?" inquired the Vicar's

wife with her gracious smile, after we
had chanced together at a corner of our

village street.
" At five o'clock," she

added,
" at the cross-roads."

" I shall be charmed," said I.
" But

what a funny meeting-place."
" It seems to me very natural," said

the Vicar's wife.
" Is there going to be speech-mak-

ing ?
"
I asked.

" How absurd !

"
she answered. " But

of course there will be a discussion."
" Who else will be present ?

"
I

asked.
" No one," she said.

I was never so puzzled in my life.
" It really seems rather odd," said I'

" that we should meet alone at the

cross-roads. And it seems so romantic
too. At five o'clock, you said ? I always
think that is such a sentimental hour."
A bewildered look now crept into the

Vicar's wife's face.

"Are you joking or serious?" she
said. "

Perhaps I have not made my-
self clear. I am simply asking if you

could kindly meet the Countess of Aire

in place of the Vicar."
" And I say I shall be charmed," I

repeated;
" and I think the prospect is

most alluring, and I shall endeavour to

do the occasion all honour. I shall put
on my best mustard-coloured suit and

my new green Tyrolean hat the one
with the feather in it."

" I don't see why you should, simply
to meet the Countess of Aire."

" But think of the romance of the

meeting,"! urged. "Just fancy! It

is to be at the cross-roads, perhaps
above the nameless grave of a suicide.

There I shall be waiting at five o'clock,
all dressed up in my mustard suit and
tremulous witli excitement. And at

last there will dash up to the tryst-

ing-place some splendid equipage, a

silver-plated car, or the family coach
with prancing and foaming horses.

And there, at the cross-roads, we shall

have our little discussion; no speech-
making, all quite informal. Oh, I wish
it could have been moonlight !

"

The Vicar's wife began to look quite
scared.

" Are you going mad ?
"
she asked.

"I think so,"I said. "Do you know,"

I went on wildly, saying just anything

by way of preserving my sanity,
"
J

remember that once, when I was quite

little, I half promised I would marry
this highly exalted person ;

we were

playing together as boy and girl in a

garden."
" But the Countess of Aire," cried the

Vicar's wife,
" never was a girl."

" And never was a boy either," I

cried.

"The Countess of Aire," screamed

the Vicar's wife yes, sho was fairly

screaming by now "
is a he."

" Now that is absurd," I said.

It was the Vicar, coining round the

corner in his usual hurry, as if every

day were a Sunday, who saved the sit-

uation by bumping into us both.
" The Countess of Aire," shrieked his

poor wife, frantically clutching him by
the coat-tails,

"
is a man, isn't he ?

"

"
Certainly," said the Vicar. "It is

a terrible age, but thank Heaven for

this," he added piously, "we have yet to

learn of a female County Surveyor."

"NcKSERY GOVERNESS WANTED. Three

children, 7, 6, and 2 ears." Daily Paper.

Plenty of stuff to box.
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THE LIMIT-AND BEYOND.
GKUMANY. "THEY TELL ME I'VE GOT

'

TO MAKE UP THIS COLOSSAL SUM."
TURKEY. "IT'S WORSE FOB ME. 7'VE GOT TO MAKE, UP MY MINDl" (Swoons.)
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

THE PARLIAMENTARY TRAIN.
PORTER L.iir. "SOME OP THIS STUFF WILD HAVE TO BE LEFT FOB THE BELIEF TRAIN IF WE HAVE ONE."

Mr. LLOYD GEOKGE. "THAT'S ALL RIGHT so LONG AS YOU CAN CABBY MY LITTLE LOT."

May 17th. In theory the

business of a Second Chamber is to

revise calmly and dispassionately the

legislation which has been scamped by
the First. In practice what happens
in our Parliament is that the Peers, after

killing time with academic debates for

two or three months, are suddenly called

upon, whenever a liecess is in con-

templation, to pass three or four Bills

through all their stages in as many days.
At the invitation of Lord CRAWFORD
(Lord SALISBURY perfunctorily protest-

ing) they entered upon one of these

legislative spasms this afternoon, and
within less than an hour gave a second

reading to two Bills, and a third read-

ing to two others, besides listening
politely while Lord NEWTON (with him
Lord LAMINOTOX) bewailed the sad fate
of certain German "

Templars
"

(a

species of Teutonic Quaker and quite
harmless, wo were told) who, having
been evicted from Palestine, are now
threatened with compulsory deportation
to a Fatherland which they have no
desire to visit.

" Some hustlers, your
Peers," remarked a visitor fresh from

Washington.

That distinguished seaman, Lieut. -

Commander KENWORTHY, would never

think, I am sure, of speaking disrespect-

fully of the Equator, but he lias no

compunction in abusing the Poles. He
regards their recent advance into the

Ukraine as an unprovoked assault upon
the poor innocent Soviet Government,
and is shocked to think that it should

have even the negative approval of His

Majesty's Ministers. Mr. BON AU LAW'S
assurance that the military stores de-

spatched to Poland from this country
were the Poles' own property, and that

the fact that they were embarked upon
a vessel called the Jolly George had
no ulterior significance, quite failed to

convince him.

According to Sir ROBERT HORNE the

price of a best quality worsted suit, as

made "by a high-class tailor in this

country, is approximately sixteen to

eighteen guineas, and is still rising,

though he thinks it should not be more
than twenty guineas next winter. His
remark that quite good suits could be

procured at much lower prices prompted
Sir F. HALL to call attention to the

wares of a fellow-Member, upon which

Mr. WHITLEY who was occupying the

Chair, observed, with a touch of Mr.
SPEAKER'S humour, that Question-time
must not be used for advertisement.

The approach of the holidays gave
point to Mr. FORREST'S complaint of

the inefficiency of the present arrange-
ments for conveying passengers' bag-

gage by rail. Mr. NEAL expressed a

rather faint hope that the system of

"luggage in advance" might be re-

introduced. There are signs, however,
that the Parliamentary train is already
overloaded and that a good deal of

Ministerial impedimenta will have to

be left behind.

Tuesday, May 18th. Our ancestors,

generous fellows, considered British

citizenship such a fine thing that they

sought to extend its benefits as widely
as possible. Under the existing law
the child of British parents born in

Canton and the child of Chinese parents
born in Stepney are equally entitled to

boast " Civis Britannicus sum." Lord

STANHOPE, regarding this as an objec-
tionable anomaly, brought forward a

Bill designed to restrict British nation-

ality to persons of British blood, But,
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i though lie did this with the ohject of
1

enabling the Government to fulfil one of

their election pledges, "Britain for the

British," he received scant sympathy
from the LOUD CHANCKI.I.OK, who de-

clared that, far from making for sim-

plicity, the Bill would produce a state

of tilings "partly overlapping and

partly contradictory."
Although close upon a hundred

Generals have heon demobilised since

the Armistice, there is no immediate

danger of this interesting race disap-

pearing altogether. Twenty-six of the
finest specimens are special!-
maintained at the War Office

at the comparatively triflinj
cost of sixty-two thousanc

pounds a year.
Viscount CUR/,ON lias many

times both on sea and laiu

shown himself the possessoi
of a fine nerve, but never more
so than this afternoon, when
he contrasted the activity o:

the police in apprehending
infringers of the Motor-Cai
Acts with their alleged failure

to capture really dangerous
criminals. Mr. SHOKTT gave
the figures of the motor-car

prosecutions, and resisted the

temptation to point out the
extent to which

they had been
swollen by the noble Lord's
own delinquencies.
A listless House resumed

the discussion of the Gov-
ernment of Ireland Bill. Mr.
FISHER declined to accept a

proposal to include nine

I

counties, instead of six, in
the Northern Parliament, the
view of the Government being
that they must cut their legis-
lativeUlsteraccording to their
Protestant cloth. MT.CLYNES
announced the intention of

theLabourParty to wash their
hands of the Bill, which he
regarded as a sheer waste of
time. Undeterred by the prospect of
this calamity theHouse passed Clause I.

by a majority of 152.

Wednesday, May 19th.~^Lr. BOT-
TOMLEY obtained leave to introduce a
Bill to create a Public Defender, in

spite of an attempt by Lieut.-Com-
mander KE.VWOKTHY to strangle the

bantling at its birth. He did not suc-
ceed in making clear his objection to

are centred. Exactly fifty Members
wore present to listen to this epoch-
marking discussion, carried on entirely

by a few English enthusiasts and the

Members from Ulster. They differed

profoundly on most of the details of

the Council's constitution, but were
unanimous in expressing the belief that

nothing much mattered since it would
never work. Lord WINTERTON indeed

prophesied that if it is composed, as

seems probable, of a solid bloc of Sinn
Feiners from the South and another of

Unionists from the North there would

Keeper at tlte Zoo (exhausted with efforts to catch refractory ibex)
WELL, THEY CAN 'AVE THEIR FANCY MAPPIN TEKBISSES. A

CAGE FOB ME EVEBY TIME."

the measure, and it is thought that he
may have confused it with Sir EGBERT
HORNE'S Bill to regulate the Supply of
Gas.

When the Committes-stage of the
Home Eule Bill was resumed the sub-
ject of debate was the Irish Council,
the pivot on which all hopes of unity

be

that

body after all.

a free fight at every meeting. In
case it may become a popular

Commercial Candour.

"Dry Old Chickens, 50s. to 4 4s. per do*.'

Local Paper.

Our Musical Athletes.
"Double-action Gothic Harp (by-Erard),

suitable for a lady in perfect condition."
Provincial Paper.

For Domestic Interiors.
"For the Blood, Stomach, and Liver, there

is nothing to compare with
CORK LINOS. 800 rolls to choose from."

Provincial Paper.
Buttered rolls, we trust.

UNIVERSAL " TRAINING."
THE Great Eastern have inaugurated

a new plan for helping food-producers.
They are sending out an instructional
train, manned by experts and full of
live stock poultry and rabbits and
goats which is to traverse their system
for two months. The contents will be
on view and lectures will bo given to

cottagers, artisans, clerks to all in fact
who are interested in the breedin of
the lesser live-stock, apple-growing.'etc.
The plan is so excellent that we feel~

sure it is bound to lead to
further developments in re-

gard to the industries and
pursuits that really matter.
The rural districts, it may

be safely assumed, already
know something about agri-
culture. But many areas are
still in a state of benighted
ignorance about the results of

intensive culture applied to
the arts. There are parts of

the Cornish Riviera, for ex-

ample, in which you may
travel for miles and miles
without hearing a syncopated
orchestra. Here is the op-
portunity of the Great West-
arn to equip and despatch a
irain band or band train, with
a personnel carefully selected
'roin the best negro perform-
ers (of whom there are now
several

thousandsinLondon),
with the view of brightening
and enlightening the exist-

ence of those unfortunate

villagers hitherto beyond the

ange of the beneficent do-

niniou of din. As an antidote
10 agricultural discontent we
jan conceive nothing more

ialutary.

Again, there are portions of

he Black Country where the

very names of the leading
Georgian poets are unknown.

A troupe of poets, personally conducted

by Mr. EDWARD MARSH or Mr. EDMUND
GOSSE, or both, should without delay
be organized and sent forth by the

Nprth- Western and Midland Railways
to give recitations over every portion
of both systems. The effect on the out-

put would be instantaneous. London
should not be allowed to monopolize
this stimulant to activity. Minstrelsy
should be mobilized. It is true that a

small group are interested in rotary
motion, but we want to see all the

Georgian poets on " Wheels." If we
cannot have a free breakfast-table, at

least we ought to be in a position to in-

dulge without any control the appetite
of our people for free verse.
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"I'M-: JI.-T 'KAUI>. Ml:s. T'XTABLE, AS 'OW MT Ni:i> 18 BKHAV1S' BO W1X1. THAT 'IS KENTEKCE IS BE1N' KblJXJJCKD BY SIX MONTHS."

"You DON'T SAY so! WELL, BEELLY, MRS, 'ARRIS, WOT A COMFORT n csr BE TO YOU TO 'AVE A sos WHAT DOES YOU *o
Mivii , RBDIT."

Lastly, the plan of the instructional

train might be applied with the most
beneficial results to spreading the taste

for the Russian Bullet. We do not

hope to detach such bright particular
stars as PAVLOVA or KAKSAVINA from
the London stage, but at the present
moment, according to the latest statis-

tical returns, there are several hundred
Kussian JIM mitres tlanseuscs and thou-
sands of corypli&es of all grades congre-
gated iii the Metropolis, many of them
without engagements, and reduced to

giving dancing lessons to the daughters
of profiteers, Crypto-Semites and other

uupropitious persons. The organisation
of a Kussian Ballet train would there-

fore serve the double purpose of freeing
these gifted performers from an ignoble<
use of their talents and at the same
time initiating the provinces iu the

poetry of motion.

" OXFORD I'NI\KHMIY. First Innings.
K. II. Bettingtoii, dun out . . 12"

Daily Paper.

The batsman himself, we understand,
expressed the opinion that he had been
"done in."

HIGH FINANCE.
[Lines written at Geneva, with the rate of

exchange standing at about twenty francs

to the pound in Switzerland and about fifty

francs to the pound in France. French and
Swiss franc-pieces are good currency in both

countries.]

Now here's a thing which makes me
laugh

And in a bitter way :

The egg, that once was twopence-half,
Is fivepence net to-day.

It needed but this final woe
To till the wretched cup,

That Hecuba, the hen, should go
And put her prices up.

This Hecuba, her pride is such
She '11 only do her job

For pay in francs ; she will not touch

The honest British bob.

Thus I, who have not got the dash
To borrow, steal or beg,

Have first of all to buy the cash
Wherewith to buy the egg.

And when I go to buy some francs

To see the matter through
I find that hereabouts the banks
Have raised their prices too. . . .

The farm is Swiss ; but then, suppose
You place yourself by chance

Upon the southern edge, your nose
Is trespassing in France.

'Tis here that Hecuba, the hen,
In solitude sublime

Does business every now and then
At half-a-franc a time.

Then ought she not (of course she ought)
To pause and shift her ground,

And lay my egg where francs are bought
At fifty to the pound? HKNRY.

From a music-hall advertisement :
-

"IMPORTANT NOTICE!
OWING TO THE

KS011MITV OF THIS 1'BODCCTIOS,
FIRST HOUSE COMMENCES. .6.15."

Provincial Paper.

The licensing authority seems to have
been caught napping.

"The interesting announcement is made
that Finchale Priory has been handed over to

the care of the Society for the Prevention of

Ancient Monuments." Provincial Paper.

It is suggested that some of the London
statues might profitably be handed over
to the same body.
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THE PERFECT SCULLERY.

i
I WAS more than interested in the

article " About Bathrooms
"
which ap-

peared in the columns of Punch o

.March 31st last, because I too always
smoke a pipe in a hot bath, to which 1

add the habit of reading, not books

they are too sacred to risk but news-

papers. I also frequently indulge in

a further luxury at this time, a cup oi

code?, which rests on the sponge anc

soap bridge between sips. Of course

the soap sometimes falls into the coffee,

and if this is undetected in time a

slight frothing at the mouth occurs, but

no really serious harm ensues.

I tried the effect of pictures round
the bath pictures with a shiver in

them that made me pull the water up
closer round my neck. But I found
that they were being ruined by the

steam, so I removed them and am now
looking for some undraped but respect-
able statuettes that will give the same
result.

I have not tried the rich rug stunt.

The only rug we possess which might
be so described is a Persian one, and is

on our cat at present. When she has
done with it I intend to spread it over
the only part of the bathroom floor

which is permanently dry. And, suffer-

ing as our bathroom does from that
lack of space which the writer on bath-
rooms so justly laments, the "profound
chair" is out of the question.

While his views on bathrooms are
sound it seems evident to me that the
writer of the Punch article lives in pre-
war style with servants. We don't.

Our last maid left us to be a Waac and
has not been seen since in the precincts
of domestic servitude. I did hear some-
thing about her approaching marriage
to a Colonel of Hussars, but don't know
whether it came off or not.

It seems to me that what is chiefly
wrong with houses, at any rate with
our house, is the scullery. It is smaller
than most bathrooms, and, though it

is anything but bare, the furnishings
of it are not intriguing to one who,
.like myself, spends therein such an
undue proportion of the twenty-four
hours.

Our present char comes three days
a week, about eleven o'clock, has a look
round with a duster in one band till

thirteen o'clock, then lunches and (pro-
bably) has a cigarette. She leaves at
fifteen o'clock. This means that I help
with the washing-up of the breakfast,
tea and dinner things on char days,
and of luncheon things as well on non-
char days. My share of the task is

generally the wiping. This is not such
an engrossing occupation as to prevent
one from thinking great thoughts at

the same time, thoughts worthy to hi

committed to paper afterwards. Now
as a song-writer, 1 ask how can one go

inspiration while gazing at a row o

saucepans, a cullender, a bottle of ineta

paste, one ditto knife polish and a plate
rack ?

If any room in the house should b

luxuriously furnished it is the scullery
But what is even more important, '.

think, is that the whole garneof scullery

ing should bo revolutionised. The im

plements sttll in use are worthy of the

Stone Age. The rules should be so

framed that there should be little or no

washing-up, in the ordinary acceptatior
of the term.

Let me put before you a pen-picture
of the scullery of my dreams. A cosj

pleasant room, the whole length of the
house in fact, with a south aspect, ful

advantage of which is secured by a long
window filled with leaded lights 01

opalescent glass (in order that the

Hilary-Tompkins next door, who have
two servants, may not grow too ribald).
On the western wall is a rich mosaic de-

picting Hercules cleansing the Augean
stable, and below this a fountain oi

clear limpid water, warmed to at least

twenty over grease-proof, gushes forth
and flows in a pellucid stream, between
banks of marble, to the eastern end of

the chamber. At the fountain head
reclines Euphemia, my wife, arrayed
and fructed proper, who leisurely drops
the crockery into the stream. At the
other end of the room, seated in a
"
profound chair

"
by the estuary, where

the waters of the Eiver Plate fall into
the Sink Basin, behold me lazily watch-

ing the cups and platters as they glide
gently down the rippling flood towards
me, dexterously fishing out each fresh
arrival and depositing it in a hot-air

receptacle conveniently placed for its

accommodation.

Such, I say, is the scullery of my
dreams, in which the washing up of a
nine-hole-course dinner would be as

pleasant as a round of golf. No un-

sightly pots, pans, brooms, tins or
other junk pollute the apartment ; they
are in the dream ante-chamber, to be
'iiereinaftej: described or not, if the
Editor sees fit. [Eo. He does not see

fit.] =====
Shakspeare and Mr. Charles Chaplin.
Mr. CHARLES CHAPLIN writes from Los

Angeles protesting against the allega-
tion, made in our issue of March 31st,
;hat " he does not like SHAKSPEAEE."
Mr. Punch cannot accept responsibility
'or a statement quoted from the report
of an interview, but he has no hesitation
n expressing his profound regret for any
wrong that he has inadvertently done
both to Mr. CHAPLIN and SHAKSPEARE.

THE GREAT DIVORCE QUESTION.
WHEN I week-end with people I like

them to be tactful. I thought Mrs.
Bcnham lacked the tact essential to a
hostess when she said,

" We breakfast
at half-past nine on Sundays. That
will give us all ample time to get to

church." She never seemed to contem-
plate the possibility of my having a

Sunday morning indisposition.
Now there is no virtue in compulsory

church-going, but as I was for it I

accepted my fate cheerfully. I walked
with Benham across the park to the
church. He is the adopted Candidate
for the division, and he took the oppor-
tunity of rehearsing to me a speech he
was preparing which showed up Bolsh-
evism in its true colours. Though no
Sabbatarian I have the deepest objec-
tion to political speeches on a Sunday,
and it was really a relief when I reached
the gracious refuge of the church.

Tiie family pew was a little too near
the pulpit, but it was most comfortable.
When the sermon came on I settled

myself in a restful corner to listen to

the Archdeacon. After a moment or
two I felt he was on sound orthodox
lines and needed no supervision of

mine. I leant back and gradually dozed

Then in my sleep I became aware of

a stern voice disapproving of something.
It seemed to me that Benham was at a

public meeting denouncing Bolshevism
o a very lethargic audience. It was

my bounden duty to support my host.

"Hear, hear! Hear, hear!" I said
most emphatically.

I woke up just as the last "Hear"
.eft my lips. The choir -boys were

sniggering you can always trust them
;o do that. A large curate was eyeing
me as if I were something between a

eper and a dissenter. Mrs. Benham
,vas looking indignantly down the pew
at me; Benham was tactfully but in-

effectively pretending not to have heard

anything.
I went hot all over. What could I

do ? Should I be prosecuted for brawl-

'ng in church ? Could I possibly explain
;o the Archdeacon that I spoke in my
ileep, and thereforewas not responsible?
There are some explanations that aggra-
vate an offence.

There came a terrible moment when
e service was over. The Archdeacon

stepped deliberately towards our pew.
. was tempted to bolt through a stained-

glass window. And then, as he came
Tear, he beamed on me.
" Don't apologise, my dear Sir, don't

apologise. If you were so moved by
he picture I drew of the inroads the

lew Divorce Law would make on the

anctity of our homes why should you
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Farmer. "So YOU WANT A JOB OF WORK, EH?"

Applicant. "I SAID A JOB. I NEVER SAID A JOB o' WORK."

not express your indignation? En-
thusiasm is far better than lethargy."

" Mr. Johnson feels very strongly on
the subject," said Mrs. Benham. I had
never said a word about it before her in

my life.

That night she surveyed me carefully.
" I can see you 've a headache, Mr.

Johnson," she said. " You had better

not go to church ; there is nothing
worse than a hot church for headache."

After all, Mrs. Benham is not with-
out tact. ____________

Another Impending Apology ?

" Tho Bank now gives employment to 6,000
persons, 2,000 of whom are women. In order
to accommodate them outside premises have
been acquired from time to time. The chief
of these new establishments is St. Luke's

Hospital for Lunatics." Sunday 1'aper.

MAGNANIMOUS MOTTOES.
A WRITER in The Evening Standard

calls attention to the latest ornamenta-
tion of the fine old Elizabethan Hall of

Gray's Inn, in the shape of the arms of

Lord BIHKENHEAD, who as a past Trea-
surer of the Inn is entitled to this

armorial distinction in his lifetime.

But, he goes on,
"

it was not so much
the arms as their motto which attracted
me the motto of a man who began his
brilliant career as plain Mr. F. E. SMITH.
Now the Latin for '

smith,' as am arti-

san, is faber (artificer or fabricator
in the primal sense) ; so, with a fine

democratic courage, Lord BIRKENHEAD
has chosen as his family motto: ' Faber
metz Fortunes

'

(Architect of my own
Fortune)."

Wo agree; but it must not bo sup-

posed that Lord BIRKENHEAD has an

entire monopoly of this frank spirit.

Other eminent men who have recently
been ennobled or decorated have shown
a similar frankness. Thus it may not

he known that Lord BIDDELL has

adopted a motto which reveals the

comparatively modest beginnings of

his greatness. Lord RIDDELL was, and
we believe still is, the proprietor of The
Neivs of the World. Now the Latin

for news or newness is novitas (novelty
or unfamiliarity in the primal sense) ;

so with a noble democratic courage he

haschosen as his family motto: "Sascnl-

orwn vetustati prtfstat novitas mnndi,
"

(The news of the world surpasses the

antiquity of the ages). It is rather a

long motto, but it is eminently Cicer-

onian in its cadence.

Then there is the case of Lord NORTH-

CLIFFE, who began bis brilliant career

as simple Mr. HARMSWORTH. Now the

Latin for "harm "
is damnum (loss or

sacrifice in the primal sense), and for

"worth" dignus. So, with a fine loyalty
to his antecedents, Lord NORTHCLIFFE
has adopted the heroic and pleasantly
alliterative motto :

" Per damna ad

dignitatem
"

(Through sacrifices to

worthiness).
Even more ingenious is the motto

chosen by Lord BEAVERBROOK, who

began his coruscating career as a native

of New Brunswick. Now the Latin for

"beaver" is castor (not to be confounded

with the small wheels attached to the

legs of arm-chairs), and in Greek myth-

ology Castor was the brother of Pollux

who was famed as a boxer. " Boxer'

is a synonym for "prize-fighter"

"prize-fighter" recalls "WELLS"
"wells" contain "water," and "water"

suggests
" brook." So Lord BEAVER-

BROOK, with a true allegiance to Canada,

coupled with a scholarly mastery of the

niceties of Classical etymology, has

chosen for his family motto: "E Castari

Pollux" (Brook from the Beaver).

THE DEVIL IN DEVON.
THE Devil walked about the land

And softly laughed behind his band
To see how well men worked his will

Anti helped his darling projects still,

The while contentedly they said :

" There is no Devil; lie is dead."

But when by chance one day in Spring

Through Devon he went wandering
And for an idle moment stood

Upon the edge of Daccomhe wood,
Where bluebells almost hid the green,

With the last primroses between,
He bit his lip and turned away
And could do no more work that day.

E. F.
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THE HEDGER.
"WOT BE OOIN 1 TO WIH THE TWO-THIRTY RACE, VAKMER?"

"VvKI.I., YOUNQ FELLER, THERE BE NINE 'OSBES RUNNIN', AN I *AS THBEE FANCIES AN 1 FOUR SXEAKIH 1

FANCIES.
1 RUAN'T BE A BIT SURPRISED IP ONE o' THEY OTHER TWO DON'T DO THE TRICK."

BUT, MARK MY

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THERE lias recently been a notable output of books of

"personalities" and critical appreciations, contemporary,
historical and (for the most part) iconoclastic. One may
herefore say that Mr. HORACE G. HUTCHINSON is distinctly
f tho movement in compiling his Portraits of the 'Eighties

I'NNVIN). This is certainly a volume that anyone can dip
nto with instruction and entertainment, even if (to be quite
mnest) tho former is likely to predominate. The fact
s that one has become so used to the satirical method in

wrtraiture, in which the attack is all and the subject
merges only as a beriddled target, that an ordinary pen-
iiclurc, however faithful, is apt to seem heavy by contrast.
*lr. HUTCHINSON certainly is not of the slingers; he will just

;
toll you about

"
the notable persons of his period, setting

lown nothing in malice, omitting little however banal, and

ejecting no aphorism or anecdote as outworn. Perhaps his
icarest approach to the popular method is a very occasional
ouch of gentle irony, as when he permits himself to say of
J. W. E. KUSSELL (to whose Portraits of the Seventies the

,'rpsent volume is intended as a sequel) that he " used to
rive about London in a carriage picked out in colours that
id not suggest that he sought seclusion." I have no
pace for tho barest list of the sitters in Mr. HUTCHINSON'S
rowded picture of a time rich in character, his treatment
f which aims rather at covering a wido ground than at

intimacy of detail. To mention but one, it is interesting
to compare his General GORDON with the recent present-
ment of him by another hand. If the result is more
creditable to Mr. HOTCHINSON'S kindliness than to his wit,
it may serve as an apt comment on the whole book.

Beauty and Bands (CONSTABLE) is not, as you might
excusably suppose, a treatise on syncopation or the decline
of Jazz, but takes its title from a verse in the Book of

Proverbs. Really what the story most illustrates is the
extent to which a clever and experienced writer can clothe
a wildly impossible plot with some aspect of reality. Miss
ELLEN THOBNEYCBOFT FOWLEB assuredly does not lack

courage ; having thought out a "
good situation

"
(which it

certainly is) she was not going to be put off by any con-

siderations of probability. I can't resist some sketch of it,

even at the risk of spoiling your pleasure. Suppose a lovely
but selfish wife, bored to the point of flight from a well-

intentioned husband, then involved in a railway smash
which disfigures her beauty, destroys her memory and inci-

dentally reforms her character ; let her by plausible circum-
stance be mistaken for another traveller in the wrecked
train and under a new name and personality meet her

husband, fall in love with him, but be compelled to reject
his suit by the presumption that his vanished wife may
still be living as I hinted, the result in situations is enough
to satisfy the most exacting, the only real drawback being
that not all Miss FOWLER'S pleasantly persuasive efforts can
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make me believe a word of it. If she had dared a little

uiore, and inflicted the husband with blindness, impaired

hearing and slight mental deciiy, I would have stretched

a point and supposed that, during a protracted courtship,
he might never have recognised his own wife. Lacking
these concessions I can only report an entertaining but

preposterous absurdity.

Those of us who read With the Persian Expedition know

something about the Hush-Hush Army ; enough, at any
rate, to whet our appetites for more. Let me then recom-
mend The Adventures of Dtnisterforce (ARNOLD) to your
notice, and assure you that it is a most lively account of

as strange an enterprise as any that the War brought
forth. Briefly, the object of General DUNSTKRVILLE'S
mission was to prevent German and Turkish penetration
in the area of the Caucasus, Baku and the Caspian Sea. In

January, 1918, he set
|

out from Baghdad with
what he calls "the lead-

ing party." Continually
hampered by lack of

men, the mission failed

to achieve its original

object ; but what it ac-

complished in most
diflicult circumstances
was of great value to

the Allies. The condi-

tions at the time when
the author sailed from
Enzeli with his " Dun-
sterforce

"
to raise the

U I!KS rEOPLE D0 POfiTi:ns

siege of Baku were de-

lightfullycosmopolitan.
He describes himself as

"a British General on
the Caspian, the only
sea unploughed before

by British keels, on
board a ship named
after a South African
Dutch President and
whilom enemy, sailing
from a Persian port un-
der the Servian flag to

relieve from the Turks
a body of Armenians
in a revolutionary Eussian town." " Let the reader," he
adds,

"
pick his "way through that delirious tangle,' and

envy us our task who may." After pursuing the tricky
course of this astounding adventure I confess myself lost,
not in its mazes, thanks to an excellent map, but in pro-
found admiration for " Dunsterforce

"
and its leader.

I WISH THEY WOULDN'T .

MAKE THE WOEDING

In A Merchant Fleet at War (CASSELL) it takes nearly a
hundred pictures to illustrate the fighting effort and ex-
periences of the Cunard Steamship Company. Quite a lot
of them are from snap-shot photographs actually taken
while in action with submarines, and where through an
unfortunate oversight these have not been available some-
one with vivid brush and imagination has done wonders to
11 the gap. Certainly such a subject as the passing of the

Lmitama, her decks still packed though her great bulk is

three-quarters gone, the sea crowded with boats and, pre-
sumably, drowning Englishmen, is perhaps a little poignantbe handled in this fashion

; but no one can object to
seeing a U-boat nose-diving at the instance of S.S. Phryqiaor another being messed up by a shell from the Valeria

'

while the historic fight between Carmania, in Prussian
blue, and Cap Trafalgar, mostly crimson, competes for
lurid splendour with the Manretania in "dazzle" costume,
staged with a sky to match. Incidentally Mr. ARCHIH.U.O
HURD has acted as showman for the collection. One might
have found his exposition rather more substantial but for

Sir JULIAN COBBETT'S first volume of Naval Operations,
which has set an uncomfortably high standard in sea

history. Frankly, the deeds of the men of our merchant
fleets, of the Cunarders no less than others, were so magni-
ficent that a book to be worthy of them must be in itself as
modest and unpretentious as they were. This book is not.

The Tall Villa (COLLINS), by
" LUCAS MALET," has a

strange theme no less than the deliberate wooing, by a
sensitive unhappy woman, of a more unhappy ghost. Lord
Oxley had lived in this odd villa on Primrose Hill a hundred

years ago with a noted

stage beauty who had

finally jilted him. One
of his descendants,
Frances Copley, ban-
ished from Grosvenor

Square by her hus-

band's financial failure

and conscious of the

growing rift between

them, detaches herself

more and more from
the world of sense till

she is well, till she is

in just the right mood
for seeing ghosts. First

it is a mere shadow that

stands by her piano ;

next a faceless figure,

exquisitely dressed, sits

brooding in her chair;
then she hears a pistol

shot; later but this

will spoil your enter-

tainment. I cannot say
I was quite convinced,
but I certainly was held

to the end by a tale very

skilfully, almost too

carefully, told, and by
the cleverness of the

four portraits Frances herself, the adorable Lady Lucia her'

cousin, Charlie Montagu the passionate bounder, and, a little

less definite, Morris Copley the stockbroldng husband.

Messrs. HODDEH AND STOUGHTON have beaten up various
American magazines and shepherded a few Waifs and Sirni/f
of short stories by the late " O. HENRY "

(WILLIAM SYDNEY

PORTER) into a final, volume of their excellent edition of

his works. They have also included appreciations by
various- American and British critics of the author's

achievement, together with some sparse biographical details.

The stories are of varying value, exercises on a sentimental
motive cloaked by humorous or bizarre exaggeration of

language, with those unexpected but ingeniously plausible

endings which are of the essence of " 0. HENRY'S
"
method.

Of the criticisms, English readers will be most affected

by Mr. STEPHEN LEACOCK'S " The Amazing Genius of

O. HENBY," an analytical appreciation in the most hand-
some terms, deploring English neglect of this master of

one of the most difficult of art-forms a neglect which we
have done something of late to remedy.

GO ALL BOUND LIKE THIS.
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CHARIVARIA.
SOME idea of the heat experienced in

this country last week can be deduced

i,ho fact that several bricklayers
\\ ere distinctly seen to wipe their brows

in their own time.
*

It is all very well for LKXIX to talk

ahout Great Britain recognising Russia,

while his followers are doing their best

to render the place almost unrecognis-
ahle.

*

Normally, says Dr. GEOFFREY KKYNKS,
.1 person has fifteen thousand

millions of blood corpuscle^

circulating in his body. Peo-

ple suffering with insomnia

might try counting them in

bed.

According to a scientific

journal, tests recently made
show that microbes cannot live

long on coins.
" Middle Class"

\\riies to say this is nothing
in \\ to him, as no germ could

live on his salary.

The promoters of the Milk

and Dairies P.ill hope to en-

sure clean milk for the public.

They seem to have thought out

an improvement on the present
s\ siem by which certain dairy-
men are in the habit of wash-

ing their milk.

"*
"

Jt took nature several million

. says Tltc New York
r

,
to make a ton of coal.

It looks as if she has arranged
to charge us retrospectively by
the hour for the stuff.

V
Agold wedding-ring has been

found inside a large doe rabbit

which was shot recently in a
wheat-field near Wilbury. The
question arises,

" Do modern rabbits go
through the marriage ceremony?"

*
The latest fad of the American golfer

have a small painting made of

himself in the act of driving. We feel,

however, that it will be some time
before English golfers will place orders
for plaster casts of their language.

Nearly all the extra firemen required
!or the London Fire Brigade have been

4ed. Clients are assured that ar-

in a local concert hull. It is rumoured
that a performer was at the time re-

citing a chapter of Lord FIKHKH'S

autobiography.

A strike of incubator makers is threat-

ened and many grocers who slock break-

fast-eggs fear that a lot of chicks may
come out in sympathy.

According to an evening paper a

young lady who was chased by a bull

in a provincial meadow ran a quarter
of a mile and jumped a stream sixteen

feet wide before gaining safety. Not

J-H T>r>wn 20
CHAGIUX ())' MK.MKKU OK ADVANCKI) AKT (iliOfl'

AT NECESSITY OP MAKING THK LETTKUINCi OF HIS
POSTEB INTELLIGIBLE.

of iires will now
with all speed.

be worked off

According to a daily paper a severe
thunderstorm which recently visited
I Alton was not heard by the audience

much of a jump, surely, considering the

long run she took.
* *

" Whilst motoring between Baldock
and Grantham one is struck by the

greenness of the growing wheat and

barley," states a writer in a motor

journal. The regularity with which
these cereal grasses adopt this colour

is certainly worthy of attention.
:

_

*

Our heart goes out to the American
travellers who set foot on our shores

at Southampton one day last week just
five minutes after closing-time.

V

In their recent match against Sussex
the first four Middlesex batsmen each
scored a century. We understand that

in order to obviate a recurrence of this

sort of thing a movement is on foot

to increase the number of run.-i in a

century to a hundred and fifty.

We are informed that "a man ar-

rested by Dute.h fishermen in the belief

that it was the CROWN I'KINI i: making
his escape turned out to be a notorious

jewel thief." The error seems to have
been excusable. ...

*

The case of the dock labourer who
appeared at a County Court in a tail

coat and white waistcoat is now ex-

plained. The man's valet, who
usually looks after these things
for him, had gone on strike for

more wages. ^ ^

Charged with taking one
hundred and forty-five pounds
of his employers' money a

Newcastle office - boy was
stated to have been reading

trashy novels. It was thought
to be only fair to the finan-

cial papers that -the public
should know where he got
the idea from.

* :

*
"I reckon I can drink fifty

pints a day, easy," a witness

told the Portsmouth magis-
trates, lie may do it for a

while, but sooner or later his

arm is hound to go back on
him. ... *

"Under British guidance."

says a contemporary, "Persia's

future is bright with promise."
We know nothing of its future,

but its present seems to be

scintillating with performance
under Bolshevik direction.

"Cave exploration," declares

a writer in The Daily .!/</;/,
"

is a most fascinating sport."
There is always the thrilling possi-

bility that you may find another Liberal

principle hidden away somewhere.

Owing to the increased cost of living
it is said that burglars will now only
book jewel robberies of two thousand

pounds and over.

"NK\V I'OI.HY IN IHKI.\NI>.

No Tnur.s WITHOIT A i

Dublin I'aprr.

A good idea, but it was anticipated in

the matter of jugged hare.

"Register as n regular reader of Tlit-
, and you at once disqualify f

during disablement." Daily 1'aper.

We shall be careful not to register.

Iktilij

VOL. CIAIII.
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ODYSSEUS AT THE DERBY.

ing men will not need to be reminded that Polumetis (many-

counselled) is named after a common epithet of the hereof the Odyssey.]

AT times the pulse of memory is stirred

Out of a chronic state of coma

By just a poignant tune, a rhythmic word,

A whiff of some refined aroma,

And lo ! the brain is made aware

Of records which it didn't know were there.

So in a sudden moment I was shot

Back to my boyhood and the highly
Instructive works of HOMKR, long forgot,

And with the late Odysseus (wily)

Ploughed once again the wine-red deep
On drawing Polumetis in a sweep.

Oh,
"
many-counselled

"
hero ! if a horse

Your attributes may also borrow,

Lend him your cunning round the Derby course,

Teach him a thing or two to-morrow,
That at the end it may be said :

" He did a great performance with his head."

As you contrived by tricks of crafty skill

Ever to down your foes and flatten 'em,

So may he lie low going up the hill,

Secure the inside berth at Tattenham,
And do a finish up the straight
Swift as your shafts that sealed the suitors' fate !

Fortune attend his name, though some deplore
Its pedantry, and I assume it is

Likely, from what I know of bookies' lore,

That on the rails he '11 be " Poloometis
"

;

For me, I do not care two pins
How they pronounce him, if he only wins. 0. S.

THE SERENE BATSMAN.
IT is a common fallacy among cricketing coaches and their

pupils that when the young batsman has mastered all the

strokes that can be imparted to him at the nets his educa-
tion is complete. So far from that being the case, it has

barely begun. Under the prevailing system, the psycholo-
gical factor, the most important of all, is entirely neglected.
The most trying moment of a cricketer's life is when he first

steps forth alone from the pavilion of a public ground. In
that moment all that the old pro has taught him of cuts and
drives, forward play and back play, will.not prevent his knees
from weakening as he totters to the wicket, whereas the

following hints may enable him to face the occasion with
confidence if not contempt.
Eemember that for a public performer a good entrance

is more than half the battle; the first impression on the

spectators is the most lasting.

Nothing looks worse than a batsman hurrying out at a
furtive trot, as if he were going to pawn his bat. When
your turn comes to go in, take care to be just within the

regulation two minutes, but school yourself to emerge from
the pavilion at a leisurely stride with more than a suspicion
of swagger in it. The bat should not be carried as a shy
curate carries a shabby umbrella, but either boldly across
the shoulder, like a rifle, or tucked under the armpit, so that

you may do up your batting-gloves in your progress across
the greensward. An excellent effect will be produced if

you pause half-way and execute a few fancy strokes at an

imaginary ball. Besides, you may not have another oppor-
tunity of displaying your accomplishment.
Having, as it were, reported yourself at the wicket, it is

a good plan to discover that you need a new batting-glove.
This will afford you an excuse for a return journey to the

pavilion, during which your gait will lose nothing in stateli-

ness if you can manage to adopt the goose-step. On your
return to the wicket you will probably find, if the weather
is mild and the grass dry, that the fieldsmen are reclining
on the ground; it will enhance your reputation for non-

chalance and good-fellowship if you can contrive to give one
of them a playful pat with your bat in passing, especially
if he is a total stranger to you and much your senior.

On your second arrival at the wicket, you might get the

wicket-keeper to take his gloves off and adjust the straps of

your pads. This is one of many subtle ways of demoralising
the fielding side and whetting the interest of the onlookers.

After taking middle with such scrupulous exactitude as

to imply that you suspect the umpire's eyesight, take one
of the bails and scratch a block deep enough to plant

something in. Then beckon to the square-leg umpire to

come and replace the bail. In this you will be strictly
within the law, and nobody can suspect you of the surrep-
titious use of a little cobbler's wax.
Your next move should be to summon the other batsman

to a whispered conference in the middle of the pitch. It

doesn't much matter what you say to him
;
a new funny

story or the plot of a play you saw last week will serve to

make him assume an air of thoughtful attention.

After a chat of about five minutes, you will return slowly
to your crease, there to scrutinise the slip fieldsmen, and
then to gaze all round the ground as if to make sure that

the other side is not playing more than eleven men.
When taking your stance you will do well to give full

effect to some such mannerism as Mr. WARNER'S trick of

hitching up the left side of the trousers and tapping the

ground seven times. And just as the howler is about to

start his run you can disconcert him by suddenly whipping
round to see if they have moved another man over to the

leg side while your back was turned.

As soon as the bowler has covered half his course to the

wicket you should raise your hand to arrest his career.

Then you must stroll about a third of the way up the pitch
and give the ground a good slapping with the face of

your bat.

If you feel so inclined, there is no reason why you should

not repeat this manosuvre. Nothing is more calculated to

upset a highly-strung bowler. And when the ball does

come down the chances are that it will be a wide, in

which case you will have earned one run for your side.

If, on the other hand, it should happen to knock your
middle stump out of the ground, there is nothing more to

be done, but you will have the satisfactory feeling that your
little turn in the limelight has not been utterly inglorious.

3n /iDemorfam.
CECIL CLAY.

ATHLETE and wit, whose genial tongue
Cheered and refreshed but never stung ;

Maker of mirth and wholesome jokes ;

Fit mate of dear KOSINA YOKES ;

Creator, to our endless joy,
Of priceless Arthur Pomeroy
Light lie the earth above his head
Who lightened many a heart of lead ;

Courteous and chivalrous and gay,
In very truth no common Clay.

WE learn -with regret of the death of Mr. A. CHANTREY

COBBOULD, whose work as a sporting artist was familiar

to an earlier generation of Punch's readers.
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ENVOYS EXTRAORDINARY.
PRIME MINISTER

(to Bolshevist Delegates.) "HAPPY TO SEE YOU, GENTLEMEN. BUT WOULD
YOU MIND GOING ROUND BY THE TRADESMEN'S ENTRANCE, JUST FOR THE LOOK OF
THE THING?"
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Shipwrecked Mariner. "AHOY, MATES! \\'OT 's WON T' DERBY?"

THE EISE AND FALL OF AN
AMATEUR EXAMINEE.

THE Nabobs is, I suppose, one of the
best girls' schools in England. Any-
how it is perhaps the most exclusive
unless you have money enough. But,
as the prospectus says,

"
it commands

an extensive view of the English
Channel," and I suppose these things
have to be paid for. At all events there
is no doubt that the principal, Miss

Penn-Cushing, has her heart in her
work and is a splendid disciplinarian,
and so I sent my niece Mollie there to
be finished (her mother being in India).

I have an idea at times that it is

Mollie 'who will finish Miss Penn-

Cushing, but I try to preserve a bene-
volent neutrality combined with a regu-
lar supply of food parcels to my niece.

Miss Penn-Cushing is LL.A. of one

University and LL.B. of another, and,
I think, LL.C. of a third, so that she

ought to be more than a match for six

Mollies.

I have always had the impression
that Miss Penn-Cushing regarded me
as a humble entomological specimen
until the other day when she paid me
a staggering compliment. She herself
teaches all the English literature in

her academy, and each class in turn

goes up to her room to receive its daily
dose. Mollie says that when she grows
up she is going to give up English
literature for ever and read something
interesting.

I am glad that the revered Principal
is never present to hear Mollie's blas-

phemies, at which I as an uncle have
to shudder. Since the publication of

The Cambridge History of English
Literature Miss Penn - Gushing has
been steadily absorbing it, to help her
in her daily task, and has apparently
reached the chapter in which is suit-

ably acknowledged the debt of English
literature to Punch.
So at least I judge, for she gave the

girls a long serious talk on humour in

literature, how to detect it and what
should he done about it. One rather
sensitive child began to cry, but Mollie,
who has never kept a secret in her life

and in fact loves to drag her uncle's

skeletons out of cupboards, blurted out,
" Uncle writes for Punch !

"

I was somewhat alarmed when I

heard of this, for I did not know how
Miss Penn-Cushing, who keeps all the

girls' uncles in order, might take it.

My fears were groundless, perhaps
stupid, for the immediate result was an

invitation to examine Mollie's form in

literature at the forthcoming Christ-

mas examination. I felt uplifted in

spirit; I felt that people were beginning
to understand me. I even entertained

an hallucination that perhaps Mollie

might now treat my intellect with

respect and stop calling me
" Old deaf."

Three inches taller I sat down to my
desk and, thanking Miss Penn-Cushing
for the honour paid me, I promised I

would do my best, although it would
be my first appearance in the rule.

I determined, however, not to allow

this distinction to make me overhearing
to my inferiors at our next speech-day.
I would be affable to ordinary uncles,

common parents and guardians of the

othea- girls, but I would lead the con-

versation artfully on to other literary
critics and examiners of the past. As
a preparation I read up MATTHEW
ARNOLD.

It is not easy to be an examiner, I

found. I would rather write ten lead-

ing articles than one examination-paper.
It appeared that I had to set themes for

essays as well as questions in litera-

ture. We never learnt literature when
I was young and I didn't know you
could, but I borrowed a text-book from

Mollie and did my best.
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The result was a crushing letter

inn the lady principal. Slio said that

The Ton Points of a good Doll
"

coined a preposterous subject for senior

tridents <>f literature to write about,

nd "My Favourite Elopement in Fic-

ion
"
would bo outside the purview of

ny of her girls. She would substitute

nstead (with my permission),
" The

)obt of Literature (as well as Science)

o DAUWIN
"
and " My Favourite Piece

>f Epic Poetry." In fine, if I did not

oally mind, she would liersolf set all

ho questions and I should examine the

inswors. She thought that the more
ructiforous course.

How to mark was my chief difficulty.

low many marks should one give a

larling with brown eyes and a musical

augh (Mollie has brought her to tea

ften) who signs herself
" Norah

)'l'>i ion," and winds up delightful irre-

evancos about DARWIN and her abhor-

enco of reptiles with a personal appeal
,0 the examiner. I do not know what
other examiners do in such cases. It

was a beautifully worded and most re-

spectful appeal. 1 decided to give her

'orty for Norah and forty for O'Brien

Both names have always appealed to

me.
This made it necessary for me to give

eighty marks to her sister Kathleen,
who wrote really an excellent essay on

a subject we had stupidly forgotten to

set. It was an excellent subject, and
she has even browner eyes than Norah,
but as an examiner one must be rigid
and impartial.
Eunice came next. This name re-

called dear memories of the past and of

what might have been. But as an ex-

iuninor I could not let old dreams weigh
down my impartial scales, so I refused

to give her more than eighty. Finally,
for they are really charming girls and

know far more about literature than I

do, I gave eighty to everybody except
Mollio, and for being Mollio I gave her

eighty-two.
I forgot. There was one perfectly

horrid little girl called Katie de Pin-

nock. She never shared her chocolates

with anyone ; the fact was notorious

She wrote in a copperplate hand senti-

ments like these: " MILTON awes me
SHELLEY thrills me ; BLAKE, the pro
phot of self-sacrifice, is ever my couso
lation and my guide. I ask for nothing
beyond." I gave her nineteen.

And now conies the tragedy. Miss

Penn-Cushing's letter of thanks was

icy. She feared I had been " a though
nepotic," and (with my permission) shi

would revise my marks.
She dealt me the final blow at ou

Speech-Day.
" I have decided," sin

gave out,
" to award the first prize in

Literature to Missivatie dePinnock.

Fafmer. "En, LUCY, THESE MOVING STAIRS DO BE VINE THINGS von SAVING VOLK'S TIME."

am sure, though, that you will not be

surprised to hear that Mr. Marcus

O'Eeilly, our examiner, was so im-

pressed with the literary excellence of

all your papers that he has presented
the whole class with consolation prizes.

We tender him our heartiest thanks."

Commercial Candour.

Extract from a Canadian business-

circular :

" What intelligent car owners have been

looking for is a tiro that will g'.ve them a mini-

mum amount of service for a maximum
amount of expenditure. You can get that

tiro from us."

"THE MASSACRE OF THE INNOCENTS.
By THE ET. HON. C. F. G. MASTEBMAN.

'Die, thou children of stormy dawn,' cries

the Prime Minister to-day, as he stamps out

the life of his little land taxes." Daily Xfii-s.

According to his critic Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE seems to have done great
violence to his syntax as well as to his

little land taxes.

"The bride, a tall brunette, looked a vision

of golden beauty as she advanced up the aisle

on the arm of her father." Evening Paper.

We do not think that this was the

right occasion for an exposure of

feminine camouflage.
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THE ART OF POETRY.
i.

MANY people have said to me, "I

wish 1 could write poems. 1 often try,

but
"

They mean, 1 gather, that

the impulse, the creative itch, is in

them, but they don't know how to

sitisfy it. My own position is that I

know how to write poetry, but I can't

he bothered. I have not got the itch.

The least I can do, however, is to try to

help those who have.

A mistake commonly committed by
novices is to make up their minds what

it is they are going to say before they

begin. This is superfluous effort, tend-

ing to cramp the style. It is permis-

sible, if not essential, to select a subject

say, MUD but any detailed argument
or plan which may restrict the free de-

velopment of metre and rhyme (if any)
is to be discouraged.

With that understanding, let us now
write a poem about MUD.

J should begin in this sort of way :

Mud, inuJ.

Nothing but mud,
my God !

It will be seen at once that we are

not going to have much rhyme in this

poem ; or if we do we shall very soon

he compelled to strike a sinister note,

because .almost the only rhymes to

mud are blood and flood ; while, as the

authors of our hymns have discovered,

there are veiy few satisfactory rhymes
to God. They shamefully evaded the

difficulty by using words like road, but

in first-class poetry one cannot do that.

On the whole, therefore, this poem had
better be vers libre. That will take

much less time and be more dramatic,
without plunging us into a flood of

blood or anything drastic like that.

We now go on with a little descriptive
business :

Into the sunset, swallowing up the sun,
Crawling, creeping,
The naked flats

Now there ought to be a verb. That
is the worst of vers libre

; one gets
carried away by beautiful phrases and
is brought up suddenly by a complete
absence of verbs. However at a pinch
one can do without a verb ; that is the

best of vers libre :

Amber and gold,

Deep-stained in mystery
And the colours of mystery,

Inapprehensible,
Golden like wet-gold,
Amber like a woman of Arabia
That has in her breast

The forsaken treasures of old Time,
Love and Destruction,
Oblivion and Decay,
And bully-beef tins.

Tin ujxjn tin.

Old boots, and bottles that hold no more
Their richness in them.

And I-

We might do a good deal more of

this descriptive business, bringing in

something about dead bodies, mud of

course being full of dead bodies. But

we had better get on. We strike now

the personal note :

And I,

I too am no more than a bottle,

An empty bottle,

Heaving helpless on the mud of life,

Without a label and without a cork,

F.nipty I am, yet no man troubles

To return me.
And why ?

Because there is not sixpence on me.

Bah !

The sun goes down in the West,

(Or is it the East?)
Hut I remain here,

Drifting empty under the night,

Drifting

When one is well away with this

part of the poem it is almost impossible
to stop. When you are writing in

metre you come eventually to the

eighth line of the last verse and you
have to stop; but in vers libre you
have no assistance of that kind. This

particular poem is being written for

instructional purposes in a journal of

limited capacity, so it will probably
have to stop fairly soon ;

but in practice
it would go on for a long time yet. In

any case, however, it would end in the

same way, like this :

Mud, mud,
Nothing but mud,
0, my God !

That reasserts, you see, in a striking

manner, the original motif, and some-

how expresses in a few words the poig-
nant melancholy of the whole poem.
Another advantage in finishing a long

poem, such as this would be, in the same

way as you began it is that it makes it

clear to the reader that he is still read-

ing the same poem. Sometimes, and

especially in vers libre of an emotional
and digressive character, the reader has

a hideous fear that he has turned over

two pages and got into another poem
altogether. This little trick reassures

him ; and if you are writing vers libre

you must not lose any legitimate

opportunity of reassuring the reader.

To treat the same theme in metre
and rhyme will be a much more diffi-

cult matter. The great thing will be

to avoid getting mud at the end of a

line, for the reasons already given. We
had better have long ten-syllable lines,

and we had better have four of them
in each verse. GRAY wrote an elegy
in that metre which has given general
satisfaction. We will begin :

As I came down through Chintonbury Hole
The tide rolled out from Wurzcl to the sea.

In a serious poem of this kind it is

essential to establish a locality atmo-

sphere at once; therefore one mentions
a few places by name to show that one

has been there. If the reader has been
there too he will like the poem, and if

ho hasn't no harm is done. The only

thing is that locally Chintonbury is

probably pronounced Chun'hury, in

which case it will not scan. One can-

not be too careful about that sort of

thing. However, as an illustration

Chintonbury will serve.

It is now necessary to show somehow
in this verse that the poem is about
mud

;
it is also necessary to organise a

rhyme for ' Hole
'

and a rhyme for

'sea,' and of the two this is the more

important. I shall do it like this :

And like the unclothed levels of my soul

The yellow mud lay mourning nakedly.

There is a good deal to be said against
these two lines. For one thing I am
not sure that the mud ought to be yel-
low

;
it will remind people of Covent

Garden Tube Station, and no one wants
to be reminded of that. However, it

dees suggest the inexpressible bilious-

ness of the theme.
I think "levels" is a little weak. It

is a 'good poetical word and doesn't

mean anything in particular; but we
have too many words of that kind in

this verse. "Deserts
"
would do, except

that deserts and mud don't go very well

together. However, that sort of point
must he left to the individual writer.

At first sight the student may think

that "
naked/?/

"
is not a good rhyme

for " sea." Nor is it. If you do that

kind of thing in comic poetry no editor

will give you money. But in serious

poetry it is quite legitimate ; in fact it

is rather encouraged. That is why
serious poetry is so much easier than

comic poetry. In my next lecture 1

shall deal with comic poetry.
I don't think I shall finish this poem

now. The fact is, I am not feeling so in-

spired as I was. It is very hot. Besides,
I have got hay-fever and keep on sneez-

ing. Constant sneezing knocks all the

inspiration out of a man. At the same
time a tendency to hay-fever is a sign
of intellect and culture, and all the

great poets were martyrs to it. That

is why none of them grew very lyrical

about hay. Corn excited them a good
deal, audeven straw, but hay hardly ever.

So the student must finish this poem
as best he can, and I shall be glad to

consider and criticise what he <l<>.

though I may say at once that there

will be no prize. It ought to go on for

another eight verses or so, though that

is not essential in these days, for if it

simply won't go on it can just stop in

the middle. Only then it must be

headed " MUD : A Fragment."
And in any case, in the bottom .left-

hand corner, the student must write:

Cliiiitonbimi, May 28th, 19X0.

A. P. II.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
WHAT OCR I'UOFITKER'S BUTLEB (WHO WAS TAKEN ON WITH THE IfOfSE AND FURNITURE) HAS TO

IT I' 11' WITIi: MASTER'S RELATIONS.
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ELIZABETH'S TIP FOR THE DERBY.

" TALKIN' o' the Derby," began Eliza-

beth.

As a matter of fact I was not talking
of the Derby or even thinking of it at

the moment. I had just been telling

Elizabeth that the omelette which she

had served us at dinner was leathery,

and her remark struck me as irrelevant.
" Master thinks the omelettes would

be lighter if you 'fried them in more

butter," I continued. Of course Master

had thought nothing of the kind. But

nowadays complaints must be convoyed
to domestics in this indirect way.
Elizabeth ignored the omelette. "I'm

goin' to win fifty pounds at least," she

exclaimed, and in her excitement broke

the cup slie held I mean to say the

cup came in two in her hand as she

spoke.
" I 've got a bit on

an 'orse for the Derby."
I felt slightly shocked.

It is always surprising to

discover a latent sporting
instinct in one's domestics,
unless they are highly

placed and dignified do-

mestics like butlers or

head-footmen ; but in a

cook-general it seems pe-

culiarly low.

"I shouldn't bet if I

were you," I advised; "I
think er Master thinks,"
I added involuntarily

-

"that you might lose

money at it."
" But I 'm goin' to win

money this time," an-
nounced Elizabeth trium-

phantly ;

" my young man
ses so, and 'e knows."

" Which young man ?
"
I inquired.

Elizabeth, I ought perhaps to explain,
is uncertain about her young men. She
never has any lack of them ; but they
are like ships that pass in the night
(her night out as a rule) and one bv one

they drift off, never stopping to cast
anchor in her vicinity. You know what
I mean. Elizabeth can't keep a young
man. Perhaps she lacks the charm
which BARBIE describes as " a sort of a
bloom on a woman." Or if she has anv
of that bloom it must be swamped in
the moist oleaginous atmosphere of

washing-up which seems to cling per-
manently about her.

" It 's a new young man," said Eliza-
beth in answer to my question,

" an'
'e 's got work in a racin' stable, so that 's

'ow 'e knows wot 's goin' to win. It '11

be an outsider, 'e ses, which makes it

all the better for me."
" All the better for you ?

"

"
Yes, 'm. You see, the more you puts

on the more you wins."

Elizabeth may not have charm but

she certainly has simplicity. "You
don't mean to say," I cried, a light

breaking on me,
" that you got your

next month's wages in advance just to

put it all on a horse?
"

"That I did," she replied complacent-

ly.
" You see, my young man ses that,

if you put it on some time before'and,

you get a better price, so I thort I 'd

give it to 'im to put on at once. 'E

promised 'e wouldn't waste a minnit

over it."

" But this is most foolish of you to

trust your money to an entire stranger,"
I expostulated.

" 'E isn't a stranger 'e 's my young
man," corrected Elizabeth, tossing her

head.

For the following few days she was
radiant but then anybody would be

Who Never Came Back." He romped
out of Elizabeth's existence on the Sun-

day preceding the Derby.
"I waited for 'im four-an'-an-'arf 'ours,

an' 'e didn't turn up," she informed me
next day.

"
Perhaps he was prevented from

keeping the appointment," I suggested
to comfort her, though I felt the out-

look was gloomy.
She shook her head. " I "11 never see

'im no more. I knoiv 'em," she said,

drawing on the depth of her experience
of young men who dr> the vanishing
trick.

" An' my money gone too. It 's

'eartbreakin'. But 1 might 'ave known
that that there 'orse was a bad sign."" What horse?

"
I asked, bewildered.

" The one 'e told mo to put my money
on. The name alone ought to have set

me agen it
; it was too true to life."

" And what was the

name of the horse?" I

inquired as she drifted

dismally to the door.

"'E Goes," said Eliza-

beth mournfully.

TRY 'IM wiv A WOKM, GUV'NOB !

who was certain of the winner

Derby a week before the

of the

Inrace.

addition to this she had got a young
man. Those brief periods when Eliza-

beth's young men are in the incipient

stages of paying her attention are

agreeable to everybody. Elizabeth, feel-

ing no doubt in her rough untutored

way that God 's in His heaven and all 's

right with the world, sings at her work
;

she shows extraordinary activity when
going about her duties. She does un-
usual things like remembering to polish
the brasses every week indeed you
have only to step intothe hall and glance
at the stair-rods to discover the exact

stago of her latest " affair." I remember
that, when one ardent swain " in the rly-

ing corpse
"
went to the length of offer-

ing her marriage before he flew away,
she cleaned the entire house down in

her enthusiasm, and had actually got
to the cellars before he vanished out
of her life.

The follower from the racing stable

might aptly be described as " The Man

THINGS NOT CENERALLY

KNOWN.

(By our Lunatic Con-

tributor.)

THAT the notorious KING
BELSHAZZAR

Was noted as the earliest

Jazzer ;

That, on the contrary,
ZERUBBABEL

Was most exclusive and
unclubhable ;

That ROMULUSand brother

REMUS
Were not so tall as Polyphemus ;

That the one weakness of Calypso
Was what is briefly known as "

dipso ;

"

That CLODIUS, very long ago,
First bore the nickname of " Old Clo;"
That the illustrious PALESTRINA
Did not invent the concertina

;

That WAGNER'S methods in Tannliauser

Never appealed to Mrs. Peyser ;

That the Albanian PRENK BIB DODA
Prefers his whisky minus soda;
That good Professor FLINDERS PETRIE

Did not discover SACHA GUITRY.

Our Journalistic Sleuths.
" The circumstances under which the de-

ceased came by his death are shrouded in

mystery. Prom the gun shot wounds it is

surmised that he either shot himself or some-

body had shot him." Indian Paper.

"Would Persons present in Restaurant in

Shiprow on Saturday Night, when dispute
arose with regard to sixpence, please com-

municate with No. 798 Express Office ?
"

Scotch Paper,

Who heard the bang?
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i,-end hostesses arc now giving
" Lend-a-hand "

parties, at which every guest is expected to do some household service..

Wife. "I'M ASKING DOLLY DITCHWATER THIS WEEK-END. BIT DULL, BUT SHI; DOESN'T DROP THE CHINA."

Husband. "DON'T FORGET BEKTIE BUNT. BIT OF A BOUNDER, BUT HE'S AN ACE AT CLEANING BOOTS."

AMERICA AGAIN.
A SITUATION of extreme international

delicacy has recently arisen. We under-

;
stand, with regard to the impending
strike of Italian organ-grinders and ice-

11 merchants in the Metropolis, that

SignoriBimbomboFuriosoandFagiuolo
Antico, representing the Amalgamated
Society of Itinerant Instrumentalists
and the National Union of Refrigerated
Tuck Sellers, have lately been invited to

iferonce with Dr. MACNAMARA, and
economic grievances are now under

the consideration of the MINISTER OF
I .A noun. These, briefly, are as follows :

(
1

)
The high price of sugar.

(2) Restricted hours and insufficient

emoluments.
I'ndue interference by the police.

(4) Inadequate supplies of monkey
nuts.

It now appears that in order to make
a bid for the largo Italian vote in the

forthcoming Presidential elections in
the U.S.A. a violent anti-British pro-

paganda compaign is raging on the

other side of the Atlantic, and that an

enormous amount of spurious sympathy
is being manufactured on behalf of the

purveyors of rotary music and frozen

confectionery in Soho. Beautiful Italian

girls are daily besieging the British

Embassy at Washington with placards

bearing such inscriptions as

SHOULD HOKEY POKEY SUFFER?
ENGLAND COERCES HER TRAVEL-

LING ORGANISTS.

AMERICANS ! HELP THE DUMB APE !

The agitation is the more uncalled for

since, as a matter of fact, both Signer
Furioso and Signor Antico, like most of

their compatriots in this country, are

pronounced Irredentists and filled with

aspirations for a larger Italy, so that

they have little or nothing in common
with anti-ImperialisticAmerica. Never-

theless, so bitter is the feeling which
has been aroused that, large subsidies are

being sent overseas and Black Hand

gangs organised to resist the London

police. All over the outer suburbs

organ-grinders are refusing to move on,

and insist on playing well into the

early hours of the morning. Deleteri-

ous substances of an explosive nature

are being mingled with the ice cream,
or else it is being supplied in such a

watery condition that it is impossible for

customers to lick it out of the receptacle
without ruining their shirt fronts and
waistcoats. Monkeys are being trained

to give violent manifestations of fero-

city, and, should the present heat-wave

continue, rabies is anticipated.
The latest development is a rumoured

suggestion from the U.S.A. Govern-
ment that a representative should be

sent over to take part in the Conference,
and the names of Mr. JOE DEMI-I-KY

and Mr. CHARLES CHAPLIN have been

put forward as possible mediators.

"All is not piano sailing vet for the (t<Tin:iii

in search of foreign markets." Ercningl'aper,

But wait till their flying bagmen get to

work.
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Hairdresser in Ancient Assyria.
" DON'T GO, SIR. I SHALL BE FINISHED WITH THIS NOBLEMAN IN THREE OR FOUR HOURS."

PRACTICAL ZOOLOGY.
THEUE is nothing which distinguishes

your true Briton so much as the syste-
matic study of the ways of wild animals,
and there is no kind of instruction which
an English child so eagerly accepts.
"The addax or Nubian antelope,"

how frequently one may hear a father

say to his small son in the schoolroom,
" has horns very similar to those of the
Indian antelope, but is a larger animal."
"
Yes, father,"responds the boy brightly,"
it has a tuft of long hair on the fore-

head and large broad hoofs, adapted for

treading on fine and loose sands."
But it is easier perhaps to make

these nice points in natural history in

the comparative calm of the home than
in the more frenzied atmosphere that

reigns in the Zoological Gardens them-
selves. It is for that reason that I

have put together the few notes which
follow, hoping that they may assist

the reader to adopt a definite system
in dealing with this great national in-

stitution and educate the young mind
on a reasoned and scientific plan.
Take the order of visiting the cages

first. I do not complain of your natural
wish to begin with the giraffe, because
it has such an absurdly long neck and

may possibly mistake Pamela's straw-
hat for a bunch of hay and try to eat it,

and because you will b^able to see the

hippopotamus on the way. As a matter
of fact you will find that the giraffe is

not standing near the bars at all, but

close to its stable, where it is mincing
and bridling exactly like a lady in a

Victorian novel, and as for the hippo-

potamus you cannot see the pretty pink
part of him because he is giving his

famous imitation of a submarine. But
never mind that. Your difficulty now
will be,

" What shall we do next ?
"

and in order to assist you I have con-

structed a logical order for visiting the
various cages. Here it is:

L.The lions, because you can hear
them already roaring most horribly

fiercely.

2. The sea-lions, because they are

saying
"
Ock, ock."

3. The lions, because the tiger may
be roaring too this time.

4. The Elephant House. No, Pamela,
I don't know why he is swaying about
like that.

5. The lions, because Tony did not

really see the black panther, which was
asleep in one corner of its cage.

6. The Monkey House. I suppose
we must.

7. The lions, to wait there till they
are fed.

The only trouble about this order is

that you may not have much time to

visit the Mappin Terraces, and it is of

course very' important that you should

go there because of the boars. The
bears by rights should be fed on um-

brellas, because they suck the stick and
the ribs of thu frame for all the world

as if they were pieces of asparagus, and
tear the silk part very carefully into

tiny little shreds. But umbrellas are

very expensive just now and the keeper
does not think they are very good for

the bears either. It is better to give
them oranges, but oranges are expen-
sive too, so you must make quite cer-

tain that you do not waste them on the

grizzlies which are not on tiie Mappin
Terraces at all. It is no use giving an

orange to a grizzly bear, because it goes
down with one quick motion, like the

red into the right-hand top pocket.
Bu if you give it to one of the Hima-

layan bears he opens it and scoops out

all the inside and guzzles it up and
then sits down and licks his paws ex-

actly like a Christian, and while he is

doing that the other Himalayan boar

comes up and is so annoyed at not

having an orange too that ho lies down
and groans with rage and flaps himself

with his paws. So you have to get
another orange.

Another thing that you have missed

all this time and ought to see if pos-
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A DARK HORSE.
PROFITEER. "'ECONOMY'? NEVER HEARD THE NAME. LOOKS AS IP HE MIGHT

SPOIL MY BOOK, THOUGH."
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THE NICETIES OF CLOTHES ECONOMY.
" GOOD LOBD I THAT FELLOW 'a ACTUALLY HAD HIS OVERALLS PATCHED !

'

"DARNED LITTLE FOP."

siblo is the Antelope House, where the

telephone is. I don't know why the

antelopes want a telephone more than

all the other animals, but they do. Of
course if they knew how bad the tele-

phone is they would realise that with

their long legs they could get there and
back again in much quicker time than
it takes to get a call through.
And then there are the Small Birds.

It is not known to everybody, least of

all, 1 think, to poets, that the nightin-

gale sings best of all in a cage in broad

daylight and amongst a lot of other

birds, all twittering away like any-
thing. We should like to take Mr.
ROHEUT BRIDGES to the Small Birds'

House. We should like to take Mr.
ROBERT SMILLIE there too, and intro-

duce him to the bird just underneath
the nightingale, which is called the

Talking Mynah.
But you are not very much interested

in coal or poetry, and will probably
like the Sugar Birds best, for, if there
is anything more delightful than being
a bird, especially a tiny little bird, blue

or green underneath, it must be living
on sugar and having grapes stuck in

the bars of your cage.
The snakes of course are slimy sort

of creatures and their house is a long
way off, and, though we fully agree
with you that the monkeys were just
like real persons, we think we really

ought to be starting home now.

No, there is no time to see the lions

again. . . . _______^____ EVOE.

THE CAP THAT FITS.

"Gerald, dear," said my wife the

other evening,
" I wish you 'd write

and order some more notepaper ; we 've

hardly any left."
" All right, Margaret. What sort do

you want? The last lot was beastly
too thick to make into spills and not

large enough for drawing up the fire."

"Well, here's a list of the different

kinds they have in stock at Jones and
Robinson's."

I took it from her and glanced through
it.

" What do you say to ' Cream Laid,'

Margaret? I like the sound of that.

It will make me feel so nice and cool

in the hot weather to think of the rows
of fresh-faced country girls, in their

spotless white overalls, pouring the

cream delicately over the paper. I

wonder how they get it to stop exactly
at the edge?"

" It wants a very cool head and

steady hand, I expect," said Margaret ;

"
they 'd all be picked cream-layers, of

course. But how would you like ' thick

hand-made paper with deckle edges
'

?

What are deckle edges, I wonder ; and
how is paper hand-made ?

"

" Rather like treading grapes, I fancy,

only that 'a done by foot. I mean they
smash up the pulp with a very heavy
pestle in a huge

"

" Mortar !

"
cried Margaret triumph-

antly.
" Yes ; but am I telling this story or

are you? Well, and then they put it

through a mangle
"

"
Wurzel," said Margaret.

"
Wrong just a mangle, and roll it

out flat, after which they deckle the

edges."
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"But how do they do that, Gerald ?"
Oh, they just call in the edge-deck-

er and say, See to 't that yon edgesbe deckled ere set o' sun,' and he sees
His is a most important post I

>elieve."

Margaret came and sat on a tuffet
y my chair.

; Sorry about wurzel," she said.
iSow tell me all about machine-made

paper, there's a dear. It will be so
> to be able to explain all this to

Nat when he 's older."

"Paper-making by machinery, mydear I said
graciously, "is a most

complicated process. 1 won't puzzle
you vyith all the details, but roughly the
idea is to pulp up the-er-rags and
so on in a huge sort of-er-bowl, and
then to roll it out thin in the rollin-
out machine."

-Margaret thought this over "It
sounds just the same as the hand-
made, she said.

"Oh, MO," I said quickly; "it's all
one by machinery, you see. Pistons

rollers and-er-rneehanical edge-decklers and so on."

^Andwhatdoes'LinenWove'mean?"
hey employ people to thread the

paper with Imer, threads, my dear A
ery delicate performance; that's why

Linen Wove is so expensive. Azui
Wove is, of course, done with blue flaxe
threads. Silurian Bond is made by
fellowship of geologists, and for Chelse
Bank they have a factory on the ban
of the Thames at Cheyne'Walk. That

'

all I need tell you, though I know i

lot more."
I never realised before how awfulh

interesting paper- making could be,'
said Margaret gratefully.

" Write ant
order me a good supply of Chelsea
Cream Wove, will you, dear? Ob, anc
some other kind for yourself, to write
your stories on. Don't forget."
"Very well; Chelsea Cream Wove

for you. And what shall I have ?
"

Margaret's mouth twitched a little.

'Foolscap, I think, dear," she said.

ANALGESIA.
(With Mr. Punch's best ivishes for the

speedy recovery of the French PRESI-
DENT.)
["President Deschauel . . . was compelledto take several analgesia cachets. (AnalcesH

is a condition in which there is incapacity of
feelme n\ .'^Evening Paper.

.

WHEN, haply through excess of cake,
In childhood's days of fun and frolic

1 suffered from that local ache
Known to the Faculty as colic ;

Or if across the foam I fared
And was

(invariably) sea-sick,How much distress had I been spared
Just by a simple analgesic.

In the Headmaster's awesome den,
His cane poised o'er me palely bend-

ing,
A lo/enge deftly swallowed then
Had eased the smart of its descend-

ing.

Thus might I have indulged in "rags,"
Immune from every sore corrective,

Nor need I then have stuffed my bags
With notebooks, often ineffective.

Henceforth, in any sort of fuss-
Life's little incidental dramas,

As when one boards a motor-bus
,0r leaps from trains in one's

pyjamas

'11 take a tabloid. DESCHANEL !

^

So much to me your agile feat meant;
'exemple pnttidentiil
Lends quite a cachet to the treat-

ment. _

"59 ACCIDENTS IN 5 VKAKS.
PROPOSED ROAD WIDENING TO INCLUDE

CEMETKRY COIINKK.''

Hrciiiiiy /'.

he only alternative would uprear to

e to enlarge the cemetery.
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AN ERROR OF JUDGMENT AT EPSOM.

I \M notattendingi he! >erl>y this year,
Nor was it my original intention to go

''ur, hut since my beneficent cin-

pln\ers, unasked, offered me a day off,

Se'iua insisted we ought to
{,'0.

It was
a national institution, a sight everyone
should see onco in a lifetime, and so

forth. 1 protested it was ati rxtrriva

; that to bo married was n

more than we could afford, let alone

race-meetings. But Selina was firm.

She would pay, if necessary, out of the

house-keeping money. Besides it need

nothing. \Ve might win enough
* to cover our expcn

Thus the idea of betting was intro-

duced. ( iambling in all forms is against

my principles; and how I came to give
in un the point I scarcely know. From
the way Sclina argued one might have

supposed that a bet on the Derby was
a prudent investment, something in

ituro of a life-insurance which no
careful husband wmild neglect to make.
^1 I yielded, merely stipulating that

: ike was not to exceed one pound ;

..iid this amount fortunately satisfied

Selina's conception of recklessness.

Si i upon the appointed day we found
ourselves at the famous Heath, or is it

the Downs? The selection of a horse
ir our fortunes to victory was not
without anxious debate, since

I's choice was based upon the
ilour scheme of the jockey's coats,

:!id mine on the romantic associations
i the animals' names. In the end we
mipromised on a horse called Grand

ile.

Next, equally momentous, we selected

a bookmaker who was to oblige us hy-

ing our fancy at the most advant-
is rate. I was in favour of picking

a man whose abundance of chin and
paunch would, should he default, pre-
vent his attaining more than four miles

ur on the flat. I had already dis-

mvered one that answered this descrip-
Ho was soliciting clients in a

voice that made one think a vulture

might he rending his liver. Selina, who
pretends to read character from faces,

red his eyes were too close together
for those of an honest man. She had

d out a more suitable individual,
-he indicated to me a slender

gentlemanly man dressed in a grey
: rock-coat with a tall hat of the same

r just pathetically beginning to

grow shabby. He also invited custom,
but in a refined, almost confidential
tune which, in comparison with the bray-
ing of his rival, resembled the cooing

'love. His features, which to me
denoted weakness of character, Selina
asserted to be those of an honourable
man struggling with adversity. It was

" So YOU ABSENTED YOURSELF WITHOUT LEAVE, ASD WENT TO ErSOM. WHAT HAVE
YOU GOT TO SAY ?

"

"THAT IT WAS WORTH IT, SIR, KVEN IF IT DO MEAN THE LOSS OF MY PENSION."

to support au ailing wife, she felt sure,
that he toiled at his uncongenial voca-
tion. I should have liked to explain,

though I knew it was useless, that our

object in dealing with him was not to

contribute to the support of his wife;
that our success, indeed, might mean
that the unhappy lady would be de-

prived for many a week to come of

those little delicacies that are essential

to the comfort of an invalid.

Against my better judgment I gave
in and our little stake was deposited
in his hands. I almost felt inclined

to apologize for its smallness, but his

courtesy in accepting it rendered ex-

cuses unnecessary. Nevertheless I

should have preferred, when taking up
a position to view the race, to have
chosen a spot from which we could'

at the same time have kept an eye on
his gentlemanly tall hat. Selina how-

ever poohpoohed the idea. We there-

fore walked some little distance to a

point on the hill whence, some ten

minutes later, we had the satisfaction

of seeing Grand Parade gallop home a

winner.
In the moment of triumph I had

almost forgotten my apprehensions as

to our bookmaker. Selina however
had not, for, as we caught sight of his

elegant grey-clad figure on our return,
she could not resist exclaiming,

" See
how wrong your suspicions were."

The crowd, set loose after the tension

of the race, impeded our progress, so
that by the time we reached him he was
alone. Apparently he had paid off all

the other winners, and we wore the last

claimants to arrive.
"
Ah, I was waiting for you," he said

in his easy well-bred fashion. " You
will think it very strange, perhaps, but
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for tho moment I am unable to pay

you. Most absurd. My losses have

been rather more than I calculated, and

I have unfortunately disbursed all my
available cash. You need be under

no apprehension, however; if you will

kindly give me your address you shall

have a cheque by the lirst post to-

morrow."
I tried to recall what one did to

\velshers. I seemed to remember that

one raise;! a hue-and-cry, that one

tarred and feathered them, and rode

them on a rail to a pond. I am,

however, constitutionally timid about

making my voice heard in public, and
I was as short of tar and feathers

as he was of ready cash. I had there-

fore no alternative but to draw out my
pocket-case and present him with a

card.

"Ah, thanks," he said, and with a

neat little silver pencil he scribbled on

the back a hieroglyph of some sort,

doubtless to jog his memory. Then he

wished me good-day with many apolo-

gies and, politely taking off his hat to

Selina, sauntered leisurely in the direc-

tion of the railway-station.
I confess that tins contretemps some-

what dashed my spirits. Nor was my
chagrin lessened by observing, during
the remainder of the afternoon, my
corpulent friend, notwithstanding the

closeness of his eyes to each other,

paying off regularly, at the end of each

race, a host of customers with the great-
est good grace, enlivened by coarse

jocularities. I followed the rest of the

sport with little zest, and my cup of

enjoyment was not filled to overflow-

ing when, possessing first-class return

tickets, we had to stand, Selina as well

as myself, in a crowded third-class

smoker.
Selina however preserved both her

spirits and her confidence. Book-

makers, she had heard, were, as a class,

most honourable. Their losses could

not be recovered by law, but they re-

garded them as debts of honour. There
were exceptions, of course, but the

gentleman in grey was not one of them.

Something told her so. I should see

that she was right.
At breakfast next morning we scanned

our post for a letter in an unfamiliar

handwriting. There was none.
" It was really rather early to expect

one," said Selina.

On the following morning, however,

amongst others there lay a letter in a

strange writing, addressed moreover in

precisely the same style as the de-

scription of me on my visiting card.
" What did I tell you ?

"
said Selina.

" Well?" she asked, as I tore open
the envelope and read the letter.

" This must be some mistake," I said.

" It is a demand from the railway for a

first-class fare from Epsom to London.

They state that I was detected travel-

ling without a ticket, llidiculous. I

shall pay no attention to it."

In the evening, however, as I started

home from the City, I thought better.

It would save trouble if I looked in at

London Bridge.
" You have come to pay ?

"
said the

chief clerk, as I showed him the note.

"Indeed I have not," said I. "On
the contrary the Company should re-

fund me the difference between first

and third-class fare."

"Do you deny, then, that you trav-

elled back from Epsom without a

ticket?"
" Indeed I do."
" You will not deny, perhaps, that

this is the card you handed the in-

spector with a promise to pay ?
"

I took the proffered card. I could

not deny it, for the card was mine. I

turned it over. There, faintly legible
on the hack in pencil, was the hiero-

glyph that the bookie had scrawled
on it.

I explained to the clerk. I also ex-

plained to Selina when I got home.

She, however, sticks to her original
contention. She was not deceived.

Fundamentally the man was honest.

Only the expenses of his wife's long
illness had caused him to deviate from
the path of probity.

METHODIC MADNESS.
(By our Medical Correspondent.)
THE newspapers have recently de-

voted a certain amount of space to the

American millionaire who, while con-

fined in a psychopathic ward of a pri-
vate lunatic asylum, by his clever finan-

cial manipulations added in tho course

of six weeks five, hundred thousand

pounds to a fortune "
conservatively-

estimated at three million pounds."
In spite of this achievement tho mis-

guided millionaire pleaded earnestly for

his release. But the verdict of the

New York Sheriffs' Court was adverse.

The expert
" alienists

"
admitted that

he possessed an extraordinary memory
and undoubted genius, but held that he

was none the less insane. Accordingly
he is to remain in the psychopathic
ward to which he was consigned "at
the request of his aged mother." A
simple sum in addition establishes the

fact that, if the patient maintains his

present average, he will considerably
more than double his fortune in a year.
Yet none of the newspaper commen-
tators have realised the tremendous

possibilities underlying" this achieve-

ment.
We are threatened with national in-

solvency, and here is an infallible remedy
ready to hand. Lord FISHEB'S panacea
for our discontents was to " sack tho
lot

"
to dismiss all our rulers and ad-

ministrators. But he had only a glim-

mering of the truth. Our cry should
rather be,

" Lock up the lot." Experi-
ence has taught us that if complete
latitude js given to eccentrics and in-

competents, if, in the words of Professor

SODDY, F.B.S., the destinies of the coun-

try are entrusted to people of archaic
mental outlook, the result is bound to

be disastrous and chaotic. But if you
treat them as lunatics, there is a strong
presumption of their mending their

ways and proving valuable factors in

the economic reconstruction of the

Empire and the world.

Grave evils call for drastic treat-

ment, and in view of the hectic con-

dition of the Stock Exchange and the
" vicious circle

"
round which indus-

trialism is now unhappily revolving I

cannot but think that the temporary
seclusion of the Ministry in a psycho-

pathic ward might be fraught with

economic consequences of the utmost

importance. Even if they were only
able to reduce our indebtedness at the

same rate as that attained by the Amer-
ican millionaire, their combined efforts

would represent a magnificent total.

Perhaps it would be wiser to proceed

tentatively and not commit ourselves

for more than six weeks to start with.

It is just conceivable that the treatment

might stimulate extravagance instead

of economy. Financial thrombosis is

not unknown as one of the obscurer

forms of megalomania. Still, as I have

said, the experiment is worth making.
In other spheres of activity the results

achieved are most encouraging. For

example, an extremely mitre Cubist who
was recently consigned toa psychopathic
ward at the instigation of his grand-
mother, developed a remarkable talent

for painting in the manner of MARCUS
STONE ; while a neo-Georgian composer
under similar treatment has produced a

series of etudes indistinguishable from

the pianoforte music of STERNDALE

BENNETT, though he had previously far

outstripped the most unbridled and

exacerbated aberrations of SCRIABINE in

his latest phase.

Commercial Candour.

"YE OLDE TEA HOUSE
(Opposite the Church).

HOME-MADE CAKES. ANTIQUES."
Local Paper.

"TO BE SURE.
' Why do you call that performing poodle

Sidius?'
' He 's a dog star, ain't he now ?

' "

Canadian Paper.

Still we don't see it.
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THE PROVISION MERCHANT.

fi

, !: Bl I'l'I.V YOU WITH A CAB,
but? ('Kin UNI.Y.

Tins is oun 1920 TOURING MODEL
1'KOVISIONAL, OF COU11M1.

I'.V Till: WAV. THK BODY, YOU M
ONLY A PROVISIONAL OSK.

-i

Till'. ESGINE-DE6IOD is ITRKLY 1'RO-

\l., vol
1

'l.L L'X

AND Tin: HOIISF.-POWKK IS PROVISIONALLY
FIXED AT 1278.

l'l!.l\F.HY IS IN KICiHTKEN MONTHS
PROVISIONAL, THAT IS

ASP THK 1'iiici: WK I-CT I-HOVISIOSAI.I.Y

AT t 1,200.

\\'K SHALL 11EQUIHE, OP COURSK, A DK- I MAY ADD THAT A Gl'ARAOTKE GOF8 WIIH
POSIT OF 000 BKFOBE WE CAN I'KOVIS- EACH CAB PROVISIONAL, NATL'BALLY
IONALLY ACCEIT THE OliDER.

AND WK WII.I. 1'BOVISIONAI.I.Y
TAKE TO INFOI1M YOU OF ANY PRO-
MMi'NAI. Al Ti UATI; >TS

THAT Wi: MAY MAKE IN OUB PRO-
VISIONAL DF.SIGNS IF YOD APPLY TO
OCR PROVISIONAL WORKS

PROVIDED NO. SlR, I CANNOT
YOf WIIKRK YOU CAN IIIBE A

PUSH-BIKE ! ! !

"
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AT THE PLAY.
"THE MYSTERY OF THE YELLOW EOOM."
GENTLEMEN of the Press having been

tactfully requested not to give away
this awesome mystery, I am barred by
the fastidious sense of honour whieK

distinguishes our profession from spoil-

ing your pleasure in this matter a

course which otherwise 1 should natur-

ally have preferred.
Not that I have any too clear idea of

what it was all about or why an inno-

cent gentleman should be apparently

going to be guillotined for it. For there

was no question of anyone having been

murdered, the only tangible crime be-

fore the Court that I could see being
the abstraction of some scientific papers.
However don't imagine that this vague-
ness will deprive you of the pleasures of

shock. Only don't go thinking about
it. Eemember Rosamund and her Pur-

ple Jar.

I think I am free to tell you that a

young journalist possessing (character-

istically)
" fantastic humour and ex-

uberant gaiety," a famous amateur de-

tective to boot, outwits all the official

police, robs the law of its prey and
finds a long-lost mother for himself.

If this doesn't excite you sufficiently

you can extract fun from subsidiary de-

tails. It is always diverting to the un-

spoilt soul when the principal lady goes
to turn up one lamp and the other

promptly glows instead; or when, a

particularly obvious and commonplace
knock assaulting the ear, she exclaims
in tragic accents, "There's someone at

the door;
"
or when the detective drags

from the bottom of the lake a pair of

the driest of dry old boots.

Or, if you are superior to this kind of

thing, you can amuse yourself by de-

ducing from the practice before you the

famous Rules for Revolvers, which, mu-
tatis mutandis, are as old as the Aris-

totelian unities and, for all I (or, pro-

bably, you) know to the contrary, were
laid down at the same time by the same
hand. .

Ride 1.
" All Innocent Characters ex-

pecting murderous assault from Par-

ticularly Desperate Villains will provide
themselves with revolvers. Before re-

tiring for the tragic night they will,

grasping the revolver firmly in the right
hand, place it carefully (as Professor
LEACOCK would direct) on the revolver-

stand. The P.D.V. will then know
what to do about it. (Note : P.D.V. 's do
not carry revolvers. They don't need to.)
Rule 2. "T.C.'s actually attacking

P.D.V. 's will on no account fire, but, ad-

vancing stealthily, will offer their pistol-
wrist to the enemy, who will at once
lock it in a deathly grip. After a brief

struggle, swaying this way and that,

the P.D.V. will, on the word '

Four,'

put on another beard and have the I.C.

thrown into prison." And so forth.

I have no serious fault to find with
those tactics. On the contrary. But
I rather think that in the first Act an
incident was introduced (no doubt in

the spirit of the little girl's explanation

propos of her riddle, "That was just

put in to make it more difficult"), which
was not quite cricket as it is played

by the best people in these stage
shockers.

But I am on dangerous grounds. Let

me say that Mr. HANNAFOBD BENNETT
has been distinctly ingenious in his

adaptation from M. GASTON'S LEUOUX'S

hecticfeuilleton; that Miss SYUILTHOHN-

Joseph Roulelabilte (Mr. ABTHUR PUSEY) to

Frederic Larsan (Mr. FRANKLIN DYALL).
"FATHER, I AM A JOURNALIST; I CANNOT
TELL A LIE. YOU DID IT !

"

DIKE put in a much finer quality of

work than is usually supplied with this

kind of heroine ;
that Miss DAISY MARK-

HAM as her friend played very gaily and

prettily as long as the situation allowed

it, and that Messrs. FRANKLIN DYALL,
LEWIS CASSON, NICHOLAS HANNEN,
ARTHUR PUSEY, MAJOR JONES, COLSTON
MANSELL and the Prompter all did

notable work. T.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.
"No doubt the inhabitants of the seaside

resorts are duly grateful as they turn their

faces to tho trippers arid the sun. Like Niobe,
they are all smiles." Provincial Paper,

"It certainly was a heavy swell, but the

good ship
' Onward '

had, so to speak, got its

sea legs, and so had the party aboard
;
and

although we rolled, it was a long steady roll

which in time became almost most enjoyable."
Isle of Man Weelcly Times.

It is on occasions like these that the

Manxman finds his third leg so useful.

CUTCHERY CATS.
[In order to check the depredations of

mice and rats the Government of India have
directed the maintenance of cats in every
public office (" Cutchery "). Rations do not
err on the side of over-abundance, and the
cats in consequence are not always the most
favourable specimens.]

WHAT time five notes on the cutchery
gong

The aged orderly rings,
And he who calleth the waiting throng

Striketh his work and sings,
There cometh a man with broken

meats,

Cheerily calling, and him there greets
\Vith wailing of souls that are tried

too long,
A bevy of Fearsome Things.

Bibbed as railings and lank as rods,

Stark as the toddy trees,

Swarming as when from the bursting

pods
Scatter the ripened peas,

Flaming pupil and naked claw,
Gaunt and desolate, maimed and raw,
Cats by courtesy, but, ye gods !

Never were cats like these.

Nay, of a verity these be souls

Such as in life were vile,

Risen again from the nethermost coals

To harry the earth a while ;

Versed in wickedness, old in sin,

Never was hell could hold them in,

And back they hasten in droves and

shoals

To desecrate and defile.

Here where the shadow of Ancient Lies

Falleth athwart the room,
Where the Angel of Evil Counsel plies

His chariot through the gloom,
Where the Lost Endeavours and Faded

Hopes
Cluster like fruit in the mango-topes,
Here is the perfectest paradise
For the damned to work their doom.

And swear will I by the Cloven Hoof

And the name of the Manichees,

By the hair that riseth despite reproof
And the rebel veins that freeze,

That at night, when the graves give up
their dead

And the thunder belloweth overhead,

You would not get me under this roof

For a lakh of the best rupees !

; # * :;: *

The Magistrate 's risen and eke the Sub,

And bicycles homeward spin ;

The clerks depart with a shrill hubbub

And the snores of the guard begin ;

Ah, lock ye the strong-room sure and

fast,

For the night draws down and the day

is past;
Masters, I will away to the Club,

For the hour of the cats is in.

H.B.
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I DON'T WANT NONE OF YOUB UNDEII'ANDS. BOWL ANOTHER AN' I TAKES THE BAT 'OME BEE?"

OUft BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

ALTHOUGH Madeline of the Desert (UNWIN) is published in

tho First Novel series, it by no means follows that Mr.
ARTHUK WEIGALL can be considered a beginner in author-

ship, his various activities already including some volumes
mi Egyptology that have made for him a wide circle of

appreciative readers. You will therefore be correct in

guessing that the Desert of the title is Egyptian ; also that

the story is one in which the setting and the local colour
are treated with expert knowledge and an infectious

enthusiasm. Of Madeline herself I should say at once
that nothing in her life, as shown here, became her like

the beginning of it. Her entrance into the tale, arriving
out of the desert to consult the recluse, Father Gregory,
whose nephew she afterwards marries, does very strikingly
Achieve an effect of personality. Madeline was a product
of Port Said and, when we first meet her, an adventuress
of international reputation, or lack of it. Then Robin
rescues, marries and educates her. It was the last pro-
cess that started the trouble. Madeline took to education
more readily than a duck to water ; and the worst of it

was that she was by no means willing to keep the results
and her conclusions therefrom to herself ; indeed she devel-

oped the lecturing habit to an extent that almost (but not

quite) ruined her charm. Mr. WEIGALL is so obviously
sincere in all this that, though I cannot exonerate him from
a charge of using Madeline as the mouthpiece of his own
sociological and religious views, I must acknowledge his

good intentions, while deploring what seems to me an
artistic error. But, all said, the book is very far from being

ordinary ; its quality in the portrayal both of place and
character is of the richest promise for future stories, in

which I hope the author will give us more pictures of the

land he understands so well.

I certainly admit that the publishers of The Strangeness

of Noel Carton (JENKINS) have every justification for

speaking of it as " a new note in a novel." Indeed that

clever writer, Mr. WILLIAM CAINE, has here sounded as new,

original and (for all its surface humour) horrible a note as

any I have heard in fiction for some time. My trouble is

that I can hardly indicate it without giving away the whole
business. Very briefly tho tale is of one Noel Carton, who
has married beneath him for not quite enough money to

gild a detestable union, and, being an unstable egoist and

waster, presently seeks consolation (and pocket money) by
writing a novel founded in part on his own position. One

may note in passing that Mr. CAINE seems to have but a

modest idea of the mental equipment required for such a

task. Still I suppose he knows, and anyway that isn't the

point. The point is that, once Noel has got himself properly

projected into his novel, all sorts of the queerest and most

bogie coincidences begin to occur. Again to quote the puff

preliminary,
" as the book develops the reader has a sus-

picion which becomes almost a certainty, until the great
and astounding climax is reached;

"
concerning which you

may justly remark that no reader with a certainty would

regard its verification as "
astounding." But this takes

nothing from the craft with which, on looking hack, you see

the climax to have been prepared. I could hardly call the

tale altogether pleasant, but it is undeniably new and

vastly original.
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The good Sioux glories in his scalps, and Mr. ISAAC F.

MARCOSSON, of Louisville, must surely he the Great Chief

of interviewers. Interviewing, lie tells us, is, after all, only
u form of reporting, and so are history, poetry and romance.

What, he asks, were MOMMSKN and QlBBON, WORDSWORTH
and KEATS but reporters, and I can only answer, What
indeed? To have been found worthy of tonsure by Mr.

MARCOSSON it is necessary to be very eminent, and to win
his highest praise it is essential also to be a good

"
imparter,"

though he has a kind of sneaking admiration for the pale-
face who insists on handing him a written statement and
declines to speak. Such a one was Sir EDWARD CARSON.

Hanging to Mr. MARCOSSON'S girdle are the chevelures of

Mr. LLOYD GKOHGE, Lord HAIG, Marshal FOCH, Sir JAMKS
BARBIE and Mr. EOOSEVELT, to name no more. Naturally
Adventures in Interviewing (LANE) is full of side-lights on
the recent war. How could it be otherwise when so many
celebrated brains are laid bare? One quotation 1 cannot
refrain from giving.

Speaking of Lord BEA-
VEHBBOOK lie says, "He
had come to London a

decade ago, to live
' the

life of a gentleman,' but

was drawn irresistibly
into politics." 1 chal-

lenge our literature to

produce a more beau-

tiful" but."

Mistress. "NoRAH, i>o YOU EVER UKPKAT ANYTHIXI; YOU HKAH THE MASTKK
AND MYSELF SAY TO EACH OTHKIt WHEN WE HAVE A SLIGHT DIFFKHKXCK Of
OPINION- ?

"

Domestic. "THE SAINTS FORBID. MUM!"

Miss EDITH DART
has grouped against her
Dartmoor setting in

Sareel (PHILIP ALLAN)
just the characters to

act out the well-worn

story of the mutual in-

fatuation of a young
man of birth and au

ignorant country maid.
Kut though Sareel, the

little workhouse-reared
servant at the farm,
falls in love in the ac-

cepted fashion with the

best-looking of the three

young men who lodge there on a reading tour, and

though he duly falls in love with her, the innocence of

her soul keeps their passion on the highest plane. What
is more, when Alan, as such young gentlemen in fiction

generally do, changes his mind Miss DART provides a

happy ending, without even a suicide to spoil it, and with-
out inconsistency either in her own point of view or in

that of her characters. I don't really believe that Devon-
shire people say that they like things "brave and well"

quite as often as Miss DART makes hers, and I wish she
had not so great a fondness for the word "such "

that she
must invent phrases as weird as "

though he had not sought
such

"
in order to bring it in ; but apart from these triiles

Sareel, as something like a feminine version of a book by
Mr. EDEN PHILLPOTTS arranged for family reading, will

certainly please a great many people.

If you would like to see a white lady ride on a white
horse to Banbury Cross and elsewhere with a body-guard
of men in tin hats, carrying The Banner (COLLINS) and pro-

claiming the League of Youth (against war and other evils)
and forcible retirement from all offices of profit or power
under the Crown at the age of forty, get Mr. HUGH F.

SPENDER'S new and, as it seems to me, rather ingenuous
novel. Love is not neglected, for a peer's son, deaf and
dumb through shell-shock, so responds to the counter-
irritant of seeing this modern JOAN riding through Piccadilly
that he recovers both speech and hearing and promptly
uses them to put her a leading question and understand
her version of " But this is so sudden. However "

There is a people's army; a rose-water revolution with the

King accepting it as all in the day's dull work
; a fight or

rather an arming of a few last-ditchers of the old order,
and much else that is not likely to happen outside Ruritania.

Also candid expression of the opinions of (I take
it) the

" Wee Frees'" concerning Glamorgan Jones.

If Mr. ALAN GRAHAM does not unsettle my conviction that

it is easier to begin a story of hidden treasure than it is to

finish it, I can nevertheless promise you a good day witli

the sleuth-hounds, should you decide to Follotr the Little

Pictures (BLACKWOOD).
For some not too lucid,

reason I went to the

moot with a fear in my
heart that thecomniaiid
in the title referred to

the "
movies," and my

relief was great on dis-

covering that it was
taken from a cipher

containing the key to

the treasure. The scene
of this hunt is laid in

Scotland, and the most
notable figure among
its followers is a cer-

tain. Laird Tanish. The

pecuniary fortunes of

the Tanish clan were
at a low ebb, and in

his determination to

improve them by win-

ning the prize thc.7/rtm/

broke all the rules of

the game and gave way
to terrific outbursts of

rage in the manner of

those explosive gentle-

men with whom Miss KTHF.L DELL has familiarised us.

There is both ingenuity and originality in this story, and J

should be doing the author and his readers a great disservice

if I disclosed the details of the plot. Anyone with a bent

for treasure-hunting will be missing a fine opportunity if lie

refuses to have a day (or a night) with Mr. GRAHAM'S hounds.

A Sympathetic Auditor.
" Dr. H. C. Ghostlcy, of Edmonton, was in the city lat v

attended Sir Oliver Lodge's lecture." Canadian 1'aper.

" W. \V. , the Rugby International forward, won his third

in four days at Chesham Oddfellows' and For.

yesterday, when he tool; first prize in the 10 yards open ev, i

7.1 yards start, in 9 2-5 sec." Daily Paper.

His strong point, we gather, is not speed but staying-power.

, i i>i'0pos of the DE KEVSSEU case :

'

Unfortunately, the Dora regulations against free speech and

printing were never taken before the High Court, and our ancestors

will wonder at our timidity." Daily Herald.

We understand that Sir A. CONAN DOYLE has already

received several urgent messages on the subject.
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CHARIVARIA.
OWING to heavy storms the other

day one thousand London telephones
wow thrown out of order. Very few

sub-cribers noticed the difference.
.

\ camera capable of photographing
the most rapid moving ohjects in the

world is the latest invention of sin

American. There is some talk of his

trying to photograph a bricklayer whiz-

zing along at liis work.

IV, jury is now rampant
in all our Courts and there

to he no way of pre-

venting it,"declares a well-

known judge. Surely if

they did away with the oath

i"\ance would soon

disappear. ^ .,.

" With goodwill on both

sides," said Lord ROTH-
SCHILD recently,

" the .lews

will make a success of col-

onising their own country."
There will have to be assets

as well as goodwill, it is

thought, if they are to be

made to feel thoroughly at

home.
.,. ^

Mr. GEOKOE BEEK, the

man who built the first

ulass houses in this country,
has died at Worthing. The
man who threw the first

stone from inside has not

\ei been identified, but

suspicion points to Sir

FHKDKHK K lUxuuiiY.
- *

When the policeorderyou
to move on, said the Thames
magistrate, it is better to go
in the long run. Others de-

'liat it is quite suffi-

i ; ni to melt from view at a

ssliko waddle.

Signor MAUCOXI has failed to get into

touch with Mars. At the same time
wo are asked to deny the rumour that

OOmmonioation has been established

between Lord NOBTHCLIKKK and the
I'KKMiEn. . .

"Comedians," says a stage paper,
"are born, not made." This disposes
of the impression that too many of

them do it on purpose.

*
It has been established in the Court

On AND I WANT SOME
CLEANING HAIItllltrsHKS, ISN'T IT?"

PEROXIDK. F.K IT'S

"The only way to got houses," says
the Marylebone magistrate,

"
is to build

them." The idea of knitting a few
seems to have been overlooked.V
We understand that the Scotsman

who \vas injured in the rush outside the

post-office on the last night of the three-

halfpenny postage, is now able to get
about with the help of a stick.

V:

New motor vehicles to take the place
of the " Black Marias

"
are now being

used between Brixton Gaol and Bow
Street. Customers who contemplate
arrest should book early to avoid the
congestion.

of Appeal that the farther north you go
the larger are people's feet. Surprise
has been expressed at the comparatively
small number of Metropolitan police-
men who hail from Spitsbergen.

SYDNEY RICHARDSON, the London

messenger-boy who went to 'America
for Mr. DAREWSKI, has just returned.

It is said that one American wanted to

keep him as a souvenir and offered him
a job as a paper-weight for his desk.

The Trafalgar Hotel, Greenwich,
famous of old for its whitebait dinners,

has been turned into a Trades Union
Club. The report that the Parlia-

mentary Labour Party has decided to

preserve the traditions of the place by
holding an annual red herring supper
there is not confirmed.

A certain brass band in Hertford-
shire now practises in the evening on
the Hat roof of a largo factory. Wo
understand that the t'nion of Cat
Musicians are taking a serious view of

the matter.
*

A \agr:int \\us hefore the magistrate
last week, charged with tearing his

clothes and destroying all

the buttons on them whilst

in a workhouse ward. It

is hot known at what hum
dry he served bis appren-
ticeship. , r

After announcing that

the fox which had been

causing severe losses to

poultry had at last been
killed a local paper admits
that the wanton destruction

of fowls is still going on.

It is thought that another
fox of the same name was
killed in error.

**
"The Irish will take

nothing that we can offer

them," say a Government
ollicial. Outside of that

they seem to take pretty
much what they want.

*

We think that the atten-

tion of the N. S.P. C.C.
should be drawn to the fact

that several stall-holders on
the beach of a popular sea-

side town are offering ices

at twopence each, or twelve
for one-and-six.

*
A man was charged at

the South Western Police

Court with throwing a sand-
wich at u waiter. Very

tless. Ho might have broken it.
'

thoug

A new instrument for measuring
whiskey is announced. The last whis-

key we ordered seemed to have been

squirted into the glass with a hypo-
dermic syringe.

The Bull-do^ Breed.

"H. Prcw, b Staples, c L. Mitchell, c Ey-
Innd, b Rajendrasinhji, 17." Daily Pajter.

The gallant fellow doesn't seem to have
known when he was beaten.

" Wanted, thoroughly capable Woman, to

take management of cnntoon ; one with know-

ledge o ambulance work preferred."
Provincial Paper.

A " wet
"
canteen, presumably.
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"
UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE."

["A Skilled Labourer," writing to The Times,

spt'aks of "the extremists" among the working
classes as "cherishing a belief that the intelli-

gence of educated persons is declining."]

DOUBTLESS, my Masters, you are right

As to the lore which they delight

To teach at Cambridge College;
Contented with a classic tone,

Those useful arts we left alone

By which we might have held our own

Against the Newer Knowledge.

Even if I could still retain

The ethics which my early brain

Imbibed from AUISTOTLU,
It would not serve me much to speak
His views on virtue (in the Greek)
When buying table claret (weak)
At ten-and- six the bottle.

'

Or when my tailor claims his loot

Of twenty guineas for a suit

Of rudo continuations,
I must remain his hopeless thrall,

Nor would it move his heart at all

Could I from JUVENAL recall

Some apposite quotations.

If I engaged a working-man
To mend a leaky pot or pan
Or else a pipe that 's porous,

He would not modify his fees

For hours and hours of vacant ease

Though out of ARISTOPHANES
I said a funny chorus.

I am a failure, it appears ;

I cannot cope with profiteers
Nor with enlightened Labour;

Too late I see, on looking back,
Where lies the blame for what I lack

;

Why was I never taught the knack
Of beggaring my neighbour?

O. S.

A CONNOISSEUR'S APPRECIATION.

SHARP EISE OF GKEAT BRITAIN IN THE
ESTIMATION OF U.S.A.

THE first-class carriage was empty.
I threw my coat into a corner and
settled myself in the seat opposite.
Just as the train started to move, the

door was Hung open and a tall lean

body hurled itself into the compartment
and dropped on my coat. He was
followed instantaneously by a leather

bag which crashed on to the floor.
"
Say, these cars pull out pretty

slick."

My intelligence at once conjectured
that this was an American, one of the
thousands who have lately taken ad-

vantage of the exchange to spy out the
nakedness of our land.

I must admit that I understand
American only witli great difficulty. I

try to guess the meaning of each sen-

tence from theunimportant wordswhich

I can interpret. I surmised somehow
that his speech referred to the bag on

the floor.

So I answered, civilly enough,
"

I

hope your bag is undamaged. Excuse

me, I will relieve you of my coat." So

saying, I pulled it from beneath him
and with a single movement flung it

on the rack over my own head.

The stranger spoke again after some
moments. He appeared to have spent
the interval in repeating my words to

himself, as though to grasp their mean-

ing. Yet, heaven knows, I speak

plainly enough.
This time he said,

" Guess my grip 's

O.K. But I ain't plunkin' my bucks
on the guy that says the old country 's

in the sweet and peaceful."
After this most extraordinary and un-

intelligible communication he began to

feel his pockets and his person all over,
as though searching for something. I

felt myself at liberty to resume my
study of The Spectator.

However, I was not to be left alone.

Again he addressed me. " Guess I

gotta hand it to you."
'

" I beg your pardon," I observed,

lowering my paper.
" You 've got 'em all whipped blocks,"

he went on, his absurd smile still per-

sisting.
" You 're a cracker jack, you "re

a smart aleck. You 've done to me
what the fire did to the furnishing
shack. You 've dealt me. one in the

spaghetti joint. Oh, I gotta hand ft to

you."
I could understand little of the words,

but I gathered from his manner that he
was congratulating me on something in

the extravagant but interesting fashion

of the North-American tribes.
" You sure put the monkey-wrench

on me," he continued. " You make me
feel like I couldn't operate a pea-nut
stand. I 'm the rube from the back-

blocks, sure thing. I ain't going to

holler any not me. I 'm real pleased
to get acquainted. Shake."

I took his hand with as little self-

consciousness as possible, not yet hav-

ing been able to understand what praise-

worthy act 1 had accomplished. I must
admit none the less that I felt vaguely
pleased at his encomiums.

" There was a guy way back in

Nevada used to have a style like

yours. They called him Happy Cloud

Sim, and he had a hand like a ham.
See that grip? Well, Sir, Sim 'ud

come right in here, lay his hand some-
wheres about, and that grip 'ud vanish
into the sweet eternal. You could

search the hull of the cars from caboose
to fire-box and nary a grip. He was
an artist. Poor Sim, he overreached
himself in Albany, trying to attach a

cash-register. The blame thing started

ringing a bell and shedding tickets all

along the sidewalk. The sleuths just

paper-chased him through the burg.
Ho was easy meat for the calaboose
that Fall."

I was at a loss to understand the
relevance of this extremely improbable
narrative. It did not appear, on the
face of it, complimentary to connect
me with a declared thief and gaol-bird.
Still it was my duty to be courteous to

one who was for the time a national

guest.
" A most interesting story," I re-

marked, "and one which has the further

advantage of conveying a moral lesson."

"But you got Sim beat ten blocks,"
he resumed. " The way you threw

your top-coat up made Sim look like a
last year's made-over. I never set eyes
on a dry-goods clerk as could fix a

package slicker. I '11 have a lil some-

thing to tell the home town."
Helookedoutof thewindow. " Guess

this is Harrow," he remarked,
" and

we're pulling into the deepo. I may
as well have my wad back."
So saying he put his hand into the

folds of the coat over my head and
withdrew a roll of notes fastened with
a rubber band. This roll he then
stuffed into his hip-pocket. I began to

see the meaning of his insinuations.
" If you think," said I indignantly,

"that I saw you drop your notes

and deliberately rolled them up in the

coat-
"

" Nix on that stuff," he retorted

jovially. "I know them dollar-bills;

they kinder skin theirselves off the

wad and when you come to pay the bar-

tender they 've hit the trail and you
stand lonesome with a bitter taste in

your mouth, like LOT'S wife."

The train stopped; the man stepped
out with the unnecessary haste of his

kind.
"
Well, I 'm pleased to have met you,"

he concluded, still smiling amiably

through the window ;

"
if ever you

strike Eapid City, Wis., you '11 find me

rustling wood somewheres near the

saloon. I 'd like to have got better

acquainted, but I promised the folks

I 'd stop off here and get wise as to

how boys is raised in your country.

They sure grow up fine men. I reckon

we 're way behind the times in Eapid
City

"

The train passed out leaving me

speechless with indignation.
It took me some moments to recover

my normal balance. Then I confess I

was delighted to notice that the fellow,

in his enthusiasm over the alleged

lightness of my fingers, had left his

precious "grip" behind him.

It travelled with me to my destina-

tion. I hope it is still travelling.
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MORE HASTE, LESS MEAT.
The Calf (to the Butcher of the Exchequer).

" OH, SIR, IT SEEMS SUCH A PITY TO KILL ME.

YOU'D GET SO MUCH MORE OFF ME LATER ON."
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WHEN EXPERTS DIFFER.
Junior Partner (in syndicate whose operations on tlie 2.30 race six furlongs have gone wrong).

DIAMOND'S PRIDE WAS A FIVE-FURLOHG 'OHSE?"

' THERE DIDN'T I TELL YER

ON APPROVAL.
John looked up from his paper.
" Ah !

"
he sighed loudly,

" how the

world progresses."
There was silence. John sighed again.
" How the world progresses," he said

a shade louder.

Cecilia and I continued reading.
" Can't anyone ask a question ?

"

asked John peevishly.
" Where do the flies go in the winter-

time ?
" murmured Cecilia without look-

ing up.
I was weak enough to laugh. For

some reason it annoyed John.

"Go on, go on, laugh!" he splut-
tered ;

"
you 're a good pair, you and

your sister. Say something else funny,
Cecilia, and make little brother laugh.
What a crowd to have married into !

Shrieks of laughter at every feeble joke,
but as for intelligent conversation

"

" Well, we 're reading," said Cecilia ;

" we don't want intelligent conversa-

tion."
" There 's no need to tell me that.

I know it only too well. I haven't been
married to you for all these years with-

out seeing that."
" ' All these years,'

"
repeated Cecilia,

aghast.
" The vindictive brute."

" And," continued John bitterly,
" I

say again what I said just now : How
the world progresses."

"Well, there's no need to keep on

saying it, dear old cauliflower," I said
;

" we know it progresses. What are we
expected to say?

"

" I know," said Cecilia brightly.
"
Wliy ?

"

John pulled himself up.
"Because," he said, "they are pro-

posing in the paper here to start a

system of temporary marriages which
can be dissolved if either party is dis-

satisfied after a fair trial. I only
wish somebody had thought of it

how many ? eight years ago."
Cecilia's jaw dropped. I chuckled.
" You certainly bought that one all

right, Cecilia old dear," I said. " Can't

you manage a witty retort ? Try, sister,

for the honour of the family."
Cecilia pulled herself together.
"Retort?" she said in surprise.

" Why on earth a retort, my dear Alan ?

When my husband makes his first really
sensible remark for years I don't retort,

I applaud. If only I had known the

sort of man he is before I tied myself
to him for life ! What an actor he
would have made ! Why, before we
married

"

"'Nothing was too good for you,'"
I encouraged.

" Go on, Cecilia."
" Don't interrupt, Alan nothing was

too good for me. Afterwards
" Last year's blouses and a yearly

trip to the Zoo. Shame !

"
I said.

"And what about me?" said .lohn.
" Haven't I been deceived ? Didn't you
all conspire to make me think she \vas

sweet and good ? I remember somebody
telling me I was a lucky man. I realise

now you were all only too glad lei get

rid of her."
" Alan ! How can you let him '.'

Cecilia with a small scream of ragu.
" Come, come," I said, "this family

wrangling has gone far enough. You
are married and you can't get out of it.

Make the best of it, my children, and

be friends."
" Yes," said John sadly,

"
it is too

late now. I must try to bear up ;
but

it is hard. If only this scheme had been

started a few years earlier. If only 1

could have taken her on approval."
He paused a moment and smiled

softly.

"Imagine the scene," he resi
" '

Cecilia,' I should say,
' I have given

you every chance, but I am afraid you
don't suit. For eight long years I lniv>

suffered from your rotten cooking, your
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. . . extravagance . . . and so on . . .

et C(ftera . . . and I regret that I must

give you a month's notice, to take effect

as from four o'clock this afternoon. You
have good qualities. You are honest

and temperate and, to some extent, not

bad looking in the evening, anyway.
Your idea of keeping household ac-

counts is atrocious, hut, on the other

hand, you look rather nice in a hiMii-

mock on a hot summer day. But that

is all I can say for you. You have not

given mo the wifely devotion I expected.

Only last week, when I carno homo feel-

ing miserable, you sat at the piano play-
tracts from some beastly revue,

when a true wife would have been sing-

ing "Parted "orevon"Koses of Picardy."

Again, you invariably put our child in

front erf me in all things, such as the

last piece of cake or having an egg for

tea. 1 am not jealous of the boy, mind

you, hut 1 hate favouritism, and I won't

play second fiddle to Christopher or

anyone else.

'"In fact, my dear Cecilia (I use the

phrase in its formal sense only), not

being satisfied that you do all that was

promised in the advertisement, I have
decided to return you without further

liability and ask for a refund of the

cost of carriage. That will bo all,

thank you. You may go.'
"

There was a few moments' ominous

quiet, and then Cecilia went over the

top with a roar of artillery and the
rattle of machine guns. John put up
a defensive barrage. Cecilia raked him
with bombs and Lewis guns. He re-

plied with heavy stuff. The air grew
thicker and thicker.

" Shush !

"
I shouted through the din

of battle. "Man and wife to wrangle like

this! Think of your good name. Think
of the servants. Think of the child."

Cecilia caught the last phrase and
the noise subsided.

'Yes,"she said, breathless but calm,
" there 's the hitch in your plans, Master
John the child. If I go I take Chris-

topher with me."
"That you don't. Christopher be-

longs to me. He is part of my estate
in law. You can't take him."
"Can't I?" said Cecilia. "Am I

his mother or am I not?
"

'Who pays his school-fees?" said
John. "What's his name? Whose
house does he live in ?

"

Cecilia was gathering herself for an-
other offensive when the door opened
and Christopher came in.

V, e looked at him and he paused in

embarrassment.
"\Vhat are you all looking at me

for?" he asked, smiling uneasily; "I
haven't done anything."

'He belongs to me," said Cecilia

suddenly.

Tlte Wife.
" MUST WE ALWAYS 'AVK CHAMPAGNE, 'ARBY? IT DON'T BEELY SUIT ME."

The Profiteer. "OF COURSE WE MUST. THEY MIGHT THINK WE COULDN'T APFOHD IT."

" He belongs to me," said John with
decision.

Christopher knows his parents fairly
well. " Whatever are you doing?" he
asked with a chuckle.

" Come here," said John.

Christopher advanced and stood be-

tween his mother and his father.
" I don't know what I 'in inspected

to do," he said.
"
Christopher," said John, "to whom

do you belong to your mother or to

me? Think well, my child."

Christopher wrinkled his nose obedi-

ently and thought for a moment.

"Why," he said, his face clearing,
" we all b'long to each other."

1= * * * *

'"The Heart of a Child,'" I said;

"the beautifullest love-story ever told.

Featuring Little Kandolph, the Boy
Wonder."

They took no notice. They were all

three busy rehearsing the final recon-

ciliation scone.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

From a special golf correspondent :

"I cannot remember the Latin for a daisy,
but most emphatically

' Delanda ost.'
"

OCarthego! Daily Paper.

" ' Pol-u-me-tis.' The Greek brings back
the thundroua verse of Virgil. Echoes from
the twilight of the gods." Daily Paper.

Poor old Gotterdammerung.

Another Sex-Pi oblem.
" White Milking Shorthorn Bull for Sole,
50." Farmers' Gazette.

"A Good Canvasser wanted for Credit Gen-
tlemen's wear; ready to wear and made to

measure clothing." Daily Paper.
" One," in fact,

" that was made a shape
for his clothes, and, if ADAH had not

fallen, had lived to no purpose."

"To-morrow afternoon, the Dansant. 3p.m.
to 6 p.m. Tickets inclusive 3s. 6d. Dansant
(only) is. 6d." I'rovincial Paper.

The " the" seems cheap at a shilling.
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THE ART OF POETRY.
ii.

IN this lecture I propose to explain
how comic poetry is written.

Comic poetry, as I think I pointed
out in my last lecture, is much rnore

difficult than serious poetry, because
there are all sorts of rules. In serious

poetry there are practically no rules

and what rules there are may be shat-

tered with impunity as soon as they
become at all inconvenient. Rhyme
for instance. A well-known Irish poet
once wrote a poem which ran like this :

" Hands, do as you 're bid,
Draw the balloon of the mind
That bellies and sags in the wind

Into its narrow shed."

This was printed in a serious paper;
but if the poet had sent it up to a

humorous paper (as he might well have

done) the Editor would have said,
" Do

you pronounce it shid?", and the poet
would have had no answer. You see,

he started out, as serious poets do, with

every intention of organising a good
rhyme for bid or perhaps for shed
but he found this was more difficult

than he expected. And then, no doubt,

somebody drove all his cattle on to

his croquet-lawn, or somebody else's

croquet-lawn, and he abandoned the

struggle. I shouldn't complain of that
;

what I do complain of is the deceitful-
ness of the whole thing. If a man can't
find a better rhyme than shed for a

simple word like bid, let him give up
the idea of having a rhyme at all

; let

him write

Hands, do as you 're TOM>,
or

Into its narrow HUT (or even HANGAK).

That at least would be an honest con-
fession of failure. But to write bid
and shed is simply a sinister attempt
to gain credit for writing a rhymed
poem without doing it at all.

Well, that kind of thing is not allowed
in comic poetry. When I opened my
well-known military epic, "Riddles of

the King," with the couplet,
Full dress (with decorations) will be worn
When General Officers are shot at dawn,

the Editor wrote cuttingly in the mar-

gin,
" Do you say dorn ?

"

The correct answer would have been,
of course,

"
Well, as a matter of fact I

do;" but you cannot make answers of

that kind to Editors ; they don't under-
stand it. And that brings you to the
real drawback of comic poetry ; it means
constant truck with Editors. But I must
not be drawn into a discussion about
ihem. In a special lecture two special
ectures Quite.
The lowest form of comic poetry is,

of course, the Limerick
; but it is a

mistake to suppose that it is the easiest.

It is more difficult to finish a Limerick

than to finish anything in the world

You see, in a Limerick you cannoi

begin :

There was ail old man of West Ham
and go on

Who formed an original plan.

finishing the last line with limb or hen

or bun. A serious writer could do thai

with impunity, and indeed with praise
but the inoro exacting traditions 01

Limerical composition insist that, hav-

ing fixed on Haiti as the end of the first

line, you must find tsvo other rhyme
to Ham, and good rhymes too. This is

why there is so large a body of un

completed Limericks. For many years
I have been trying to finish the follow-

ing unfinished masterpiece :

There was a young man who said "Hell !

I don't think I feel very well "

That was composed on the Gallipoli
Peninsula; in fact it was composed
under fire ; indeed I remember now
that we were going over the top at the

time. But in the quiet days of Peace
I can get no further with it. It only
shows how much easier it is to begin a

Limerick than to end it.

Apart from the subtle phrasing of

the second line this poem is noteworthy
because it is cast in the classic form.
All the best Limericks are about a young
man, or else an old one, who said some
short sharp monosyllable in the first

.ine. For example :

There was a young man who said "
If

Now what are the rhymes to if? Look-

ing up my Rhyming Dictionary I see

;hey are :

clifi hieroglyph hippogriff
skiff sniff stiff tiff whiff

Of these one may reject hippogriff at

once, as it is in the wrong metre. Hiero-

glyph is attractive, and we might do
worse than :

There was a young man who said '

One murdered a hieroglyph-
"

If

[laving, however, no very clear idea of

ihe nature of a hieroglyph I am afraid

ihat this will also join the long list of

unfinished masterpieces. Personally
[ should incline to something of this

dnd :

There was a young man who said " If

I threw myself over a dill

I do not believe

One person would grieve
"

Sfow the last line is going to be very
difficult. The tragic loneliness, the
itter disillusion of this young man is so

ividly outlined in the first part of the
)oem that to avoid an anticlimax a

eally powerful last line is required. But
here arc. no powerful rhymes. A serious

3oet, of course, could finish up with
leath or faith, or some powerful word

like that. But we are limited to skiff,

snif, tiff and whiff. And what can

you do with those ? Students, I hope,
will see what they can do. My own
tentative solution is printed, by arrange-
ment with the Editor, on another

page (458). I do not pretend that it

is perfect; in fact it seems to me to
strike rather a vulgar note. At the
same time it is copyright, and must
not be set to music in the U.S.A.

I have left little time for comic poetry
other than Limericks, but most of the
above profound observations are equally
applicable to both, except that in the

case of the former it is usual to think
of the last line first. Having done that

you think of some good rhymes to the
last line and hang them up in mid-air,
so to speak. Then you think of some-

thing to say which will fit on to those

rhymes. It is just like Limericks, only
you start at the other end ; indeed it

is much easier than Limericks, though,
I am glad to say, nobody believes this.

If they did it would be even harder
to get money out of Editors than it is

already.
We will now write a comic poem

about Spring Cleaning. We will have
verses of six lines, five ten-syllable lines

and one six-syllable. As a last line for

the first verse I suggest
Where have they put my hat ?

We now require two rhymes to hat.

In the present context flat will ob-

viously be one, and cat or drat will lie

another. Our resources at present arc

therefore as follows :

Line 1

3
3.
4

5 -

flat.

cat or drat.

Where have they put my hat?

As for the blank lines, wife is certain

to come in sooner or later, and we had
better put that down, supported by life

("What a life!"), and knife or s

There are no other rhymes, except rife,

which is a useless word.
We now hold another parade :

Torumti umti umti umti wife,
Terumti umti umti umti flat;

1'eroodlc oodle oodle What a life !

Terumti oodle umti oodle cat (or drat);
feroodlc umti oodle umti knife(o>
Where have they put my hat?

All that remains now is to fill in the

umti-oodles, and I can't be bothered

,o do that. There is nothing in it.

A. P. II.

" WILL any gentleman requiring a l
:

Deeper accept two decently brought up
vge 1'2 and 8 years? Excellent cook and

lousekeeper ; capable of full control."

Daily 1'ni

Someone really ought to give these

young sportsmen a trial.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
THE DOMESTIC SERVANT SHORTAGE.

HOW THE M1SSKS MARJORIBANKS DE VERB (WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF A 1'EHRfQUIER) UPHOLD THE
ITY OF HER LADYSHIP THEIR MAMA'S AFTERNOON "AT HOMES."
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I

2Vi Fisifor. "Bui YOU SPOIL THE PLACE BY HAVING THE PUBLIC INCIKEUATOB ON THAT HILL OVEB THERE."
Tlte Town Clerk. "PABDON ME, SIB THAT is MI IDEA. IT COMPLETES THE BESEMBLANCE TO THE BAY OF NAPLES, WHICH wi:

INSIST ON IN ALL OUR ADVEBTISEMENTS."

THE LOQUACIOUS INSTINCT.
DON'T you ever know the impulse,

when you are idly turning the pages
of a telephone directory, to ring up
some total stranger and engage him in

light conversation ?

I do, quite intensely. In moments of

ennui, when there is really nothing to do
in the office, the fear of discovery alone
restrains me. I 'm not sure that I can

rely on the professional secrecy of the

girl at the exchange. Has she strength
of mind to refuse a righteously indig-
nant subscriber who demands to know
(with imprecations) what number has
been talking to him ?

I could take h'er into my confidence,
I suppose. Only the thing oughtn't to

be elaborately premeditated ;
ib should

be sudden and spontaneous, the matter
of a happy moment. You' get your
number and say :

" Hullo ! Is that Barefoot and Hum-
page, the architects ? Can I speak to

Mr. Barefoot or Mr. Humpage ?
"

"Mr. Humpage speaking. Who is

that, please ?
"

"
Well, I want you to design me a

cathedral. By to-morrow afternoon,
if poss

'

" To design you a what ?
"

"A cathedral. C-A-T-H but I

expect you heard me that bkne. A
massive structure, you know, chiefly
built of stone. As at Salisbury, and

Ely, and well, probably you'll know
what I mean. Now, as to details

" Who are you?
"

" I ? Oh, I 'm a collector of these

buildings in a small way. But about
this one we 're discussing. Something
in the pre-Eaphaelite manner, do you
think with arpeggios dotted about
here and there?

"

Of course I don't know what Mr.

Humpage would say at this point.
Therein would lie the fascination of

these experiments to discover just
what different people would say at that
kind of point.
Take Mr. Absalom, for instance, who

is described in the Directory as a com-
mission agent. How would he express
himself, I wonder, if I were to ring
him up and request him to dispose, on
the most advantageous terms, of my
commission in the Army?

Messrs. Wheable Brothers too. Just
the people I 've been looking for.

" You 're the sand and gravel con-

tractors, aren't you?
"
I should begin.

"
Well, I know of some sand that badly

wants contracting."
" I beg your pardon ?

"

"
Perhaps I had better explain. You

see, I always spend my holidays at

Pipton-on-Sea. This year, in fact, I'm

going there in two or three weeks' time.

Earlier holidays asplendid movement,
what ? See railway posters. In June
the average snowfall is only But

the point is that at Pipton there 's a

belt of about two miles of sand, even

at high-tide several hundred yards,

anyhow and it does spoil the bathing
so. Now if you could arrange to have

this sand contracted to half or a third

of its present width ? Perhaps you '11

quote me terms. Thank you so much."
Then there, 's the Steam Packet Com-

pany at a neighbouring port. One

might ask them to supply half-a-dozen

small packets of steam for the uu-

gumming of envelope-flaps.

,
I find also in the Directory two or

three gentlemen with the surname of

"George." I could profess to be an

earnest Liberal opponent of the PRIME

MINISTEB, accustomed to refer to him

by that disrespectful abbreviation :

"
Oh, is that Mr. George ? Well, Sir,

I wanted to have a word with you on

your handling of the European situ-

ation. Now, it 's surely obvious thut

the Jugo-Slavs
It seems possible that your victim

now and then might enter into the

spirit of the thing and do his best to

make the dialogue a success. Con-

trariwise, if you were seeking violent

excitements, you would ask a retired

admiral, let us say, his opinion on the

question
" Do flappers put their haii'

up too soon ?
"

or some such urgent

problem of the day. How jolly
these

promiscuous exercises in conversation

might be!
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'.,'/ (rccmcrimj a spoon the morning after tlie parly). "StnE, OSE AV THE QUESTS MUST HAVE HAD A HOLE m HIS POCKUT."

TO TIIE NEW POLICEMAN.
icreusrd remuneration is attracting to

-co a more intellectual and better class
"f rt'cniil. . . . Police administration here is

now organised in a more humanitarian spirit
ilian formerly, and :i policeman is as much

to piv\,nt the necessity of an
L an arrest." Sir WH.I.UU

tiring chief af the Briijhton
ii 1'noii-n <K Sir William

n/li'ineii"), inten-ieu'cd bij "The
.

Robert, in our hours of crime
Certain to nab us every time,
Or, failing, fill a dungeon cell

With someone who does just as well ;

Now you 'ro a gentleman in blue
Provided with a princely screw,
More is expected of you still;

You must prevent us doing ill.

No longer is it deemed enough
To slip the baud within the "

cuff,"
To trap road-hogs and motor-bikes,
Or merely to arrest Bill Sikes.

Thus, when you take position at
The window of an empty flat,
\nd Hill arrives to burgle it,'

him his evil ways to quit;

Or, posted in a public bar,

Where men drink too much beer by far,

Before them you might firmly put
The arguments of PUSSYFOOT ;

Or, summoned to a scene of strife,

Persuade the fellow with the knife

By means of tactful reasoning
That murder is not quite the thing.

The world would profit if you took
A leaf from out the Parson's book,

Becoming a judicious blend

Of "guide, philosopher and friend."

Discard your truncheon for a tract ;

Strive to admonish ere you act
;

In Virtue's force enrol recruits

And stamp out Belial with your boots.

ITEMS FROM ANYWHERE.
(After the model of most of the dailies, by
our specially unreliable neics service.)

IT is reported that, owing to the

present high price of labour, a German
Zeppelin is to be loaned to the Govern-
ment to carry out the demolition of the

nineteen unnecessary City churches.
*

Arrested on a charge of loitering with

felonious intent, Thomas Wrott, aged
forty, of Featherleigli, Beds, stated that
he was building a house.

: *

Though the titles of all the pictures in

a recent Vorticist exhibition wore placed

by a printer's error opposite to the

wrong numbers in the catalogue, none
of the visitors discovered the mistake.

'. .

Strike action is threatened in Man-
chester by the Amalgamated Society of

Tyldesleys, several Lancashire wickets

having been taken by non-union labour.

:= * ft

It is reported that Lord J-i>m:u was

recently traversing The Times with a

belt of Biblical sentences when a cross-

feed occurred, causing the action to jam.
: * *

A silver salver is to be presented to

the Royal Automobile Club in token of

gratitude by octogenarian villagers of

Sussex.

"
Experienced Cook-Geueral Wanted ; nun-

fortable home; liberal outings; wages 40;

policeman handy." Welsh I'aper.

Would it not have been more tactful to

say,
"
Copper in kitchen

"
?
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Disgusted Plutocrat (to partner, who IMS just missed a fifty-pound putt). "COULDN'T YOU SEE THAT SLOPE AFTER I POINTED IT OUT
Partner. "AFTER YOU'D DONE WAVING THOSE DIAMONDS ABOUT I COULDN'T SEE ANYTHING."

: FOR REMEMBRANCE.
IN stone perdurable and bronze austere
We have bequeathed the memory of the dead
Unto the yet unborn; '"their name,'

" we said,
"'Liveth for evermore'; each happier year
Shall see, we trust, before the unmossed stone

Love and Remembrance wed."

Though from dim hosts that narrow and recede
Dear unforgotten eyes salute us still,
Look back a moment, make our pulses thrill

With the old music, though the festal weed
Of Spring be cypress-girt, oblivion

Will come, as Winter will.

Ah, not oblivion drowsing love and pain
Into dull slumber

; still we can retell ;

How young blithe valour broke the powers of hell
;We grope for hands that will not stir again

In ours, hear still in every carillon
The cadence of Farewell.

Not these things and not thus do we forget ;

But the informing spirit, the dream withiii
And the high ardour that was half-akin

To ancient faiths and half to hopes not yet
Coherent, unperceived are surely gone,

Like stars that dawnward set.

Though
" theirname liveth," the dream they died to bringUnto fruition eludes our fumbling hold;

The Othman riders gallop to their old

Red revels, and the seas are darkening
Round all the Asia.n shores, while one by one

Depart the sweets of Spring.

you whom yet we mourn, for whom the song
Of victory and sorrow dies not away,
Well is it with you if beyond the grey

Islands of sleep that you are met among
No world-born memories win. May there be none !

We have not remembered long.

Yet if beyond the sunset's golden choir,
Instead of one august enduring sleep,
There waits a life where memory shall keep

Her ancient force and hope'her old desire,

Now, even now, on altars cleft and prone
Rekindle the pure fire ! D. M. S.

"SCOUNDREL AND MAN OP LETTERS.
One of the Prizewinners in Our Article Competition." Weekly Paper.

But ought an editor to give away his contributors like this?

"M. Devos, the leading French amateur [tennis] of the day, who
was beaten in 1914 after ' une tutte a charne,' as the French say,
will bo competing." Daily Paper.
The French have a lot to learn about their own language.

'Dr. - be kindwill extract a tooth free from the person who will

enough to secure him an office in the Central district."

North China Daily News.

This is presumably meant as an inducement, but it sounds
like a threat.
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Do NOT HESITATE TO

HOOT ATTHE PIANIST.

THE GKEAT IMPKOVISER.
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Was

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Tuesday, June 1st. Tempted by the

fine weather a good many Members had

evidently determined that the country
was good enough for them and that

Westminster could wait. But Viscount

CUR/ON was not of their number,

it not on the glorious
First of June, a hun-

dred and twenty -six

years ago, that his

great
-
great

-
great

-

grandfather won vic-

tory for his country
and immortal fame for

himself? On such an

anniversary he was

obviously bound, no
matter at what per-
sonal inconvenience,

to show a like public

spirit. Accordingly,
with a full sense of

responsibility, he ad-

dressed to the appro-

priate Minister this

momentous question:
" Whether any fried

fish shops are now the

property or under the

control of the Ministry
of Munitions ;

and if

so how many?
" The

House paused in awed

anticipation of the

reply, but breathed

again when Mr. HOPE
announced that " No
fried fish shops

The discussion on the Navy Esti-

mates was chiefly conducted by Lieut. -

Commander KENWOBTHY, who made
half-a-dozen set speeches, besides any
number of informal interjections. To
place them in order of merit would be

impossible, but of single passages that

which perhaps carried most conviction

From left to right : The Whirlpool of Charybdis ; The FIBST LOUD OF THE
ADMIRALTY; The Rock of Scylla (SiB EDWARD CARSON).

is known, were
the Ministry of

are

now nor, so far as

ever conducted by
Munitions."

No other episode of Question-time
rose to this high level. Next in im-

portance to it were Mr. BALDWIN'S
revelations on the subject of " con-

science-money." It seems that in one

particular instance it cost the Treasury
eleven shillings to acknowledge the

receipt of half-a-sovereign ; but that
was because the dilatory tax-payer in-

sisted that the depth of his remorse
could only be adequately exhibited by
a notice in- the "agony-column." In

ordinary cases no charge is incurred.

Any conscientious Sinn Feiner who
may have been fearing lest the recent
destruction of Inland Kevenue offices

in Ireland should prevent the authori-
ties from sending out the usual demand-
notes, may now forward his contribution
direct to the Treasury without hesita-
tion. Mr. BALDWIN is doubtless relying
upon the wide adoption of this practice,
for he stated that, although the damage
might cause delay in the collection, it

was not expected tkat the ultimate yield
of the tax would be seriously affected.

'

with his audience was the description
of the pre-war Navy as "a sort of

pleasant service into which the fools

of the family could be put."
In the discussion on the Navy Esti-

mates Rear-Admiral SirREGINALDHALD,
resisting a proposal to hand over the

coastguards to the Board of Trade, sur-

prised the House with the apparently
reactionary statement that " we do not
want to run the Navy in water-tight
compartments."
Commander BELLAIRS, enforcing the

point
'

that adminis-
tration must depend
upon policy, recalled

the fact that in his

time " the Mediter-
ranean outlook

"
had

given way to " the
North Sea outlook,"
and expressed the con-

fident belief that we
should next have " the
Pacific outlook." Well,
let us hope we may.
At any rate the House

agreed with the FIRST
LORD that the best

way to ensure it was
to keep the Navy
strong and efficient,

for by half-past eight
it had passed all the

Votes submitted to it.

Wednesday, June
2nd. Derby Day and
an adjournment of the
House of Commons !

Mr. BALFOUR might
well rub his eyes and
wonder if there had
been a revival of the
Saturnian days when
Lord ELCHO used an-

THE CHIEF SECRETARY FOR IRELAND.

"No arrests have been made."

nually to mount his favourite hobby and
witch the House with noble horseman-

ship. But on this occasion the adjourn-
ment lasted only half-an-hour, and had

nothing to do with Epsom. Chivalry,
not sport, was its motive. The House

merely wished to do honour to its

Leader by assisting at the presentation
of its wedding gift to Miss BONAB LAW
(now Lady SYKES).
At Question-time Lord CURZON sought

information regarding the British Naval
Mission recently captured at Baku, and

inquired whether the Government in-

tended to continue negotiating with

people who were keeping our men in

prison. Sir JAMES CRAIG could not say

anything on the question of policy, but

to some extent relieved the anxiety of

the House by stating that the last news
of the prisoners was that they were seen

playing football.

The complications of the Peace Settle-

ment continue to increase. Thus Pre-

sident WILSON has consented to delimit

the boundaries of Armenia, although
the United States shows no desire to

undertake the mandate for its adminis-

tration. No doubt it is with the kindly
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"OH, EAST IS EAST."
Meclianical Transport Officer. "I TOLD YOO HOT TO DBIVE FAST THROUGH THE BAZAAR."

Lorry Driver. "Bui, SAHIB, THESE BE ONLY VERY IGNORANT PEOPLES. ME MOTA DRIVER !

THINK ME COMMON PERSON."
IF DRIVE SLOW, THESE PEOI'LES

intention of helping those dilatory
Americans to make up their minds that

Turkey has asked for an extension of

time before signing the Treaty.
The placid progress of the Govern-

ment of Ireland Bill through Com-
mittee was broken this afternoon when
Captain COLIN COOTE proposed to hand
overthe control of the armed forces of

the Crown in Ireland to the new Par-
liaments. His argument was in brief

that these bodies must be given serious

responsibilities which would compel
them to unite. He wanted, as he said,
to " infuse blood into their veins

"
at

whatever risk COOTE que coi'tte.

The idea of providing a probably Sinn
Fein Parliament in Dublin with sub-
marines and aeroplanes did not appeal
to the FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY,
who was hotly rebuked for his lack of

imagination by Captain ELLIOT. The
fact that two young Coalitionists should
have advocated such revolutionary ideas

inspired another of Sir EDWARD CAR-
SON'S gloomy variations on the theme
that any form of Home Rule must lead

ultimately to separation.
, Thursday, June 3rd. Sit HAMAE
GREENWOOD, who took his seat on

Tuesday, answered Irish questions for

the first time. His manner was as

direct and forceful as ever, but his

matter, unhappily, consisted chiefly in

the admission of unpleasant facts re-

garding recent attacks upon the police,
with the invariable addition that " no
arrests have been made."
The hon. baronet who sits for Notting-

ham, is so much impressed with the

necessity for economy that he ought to

be known as Bees angustce. But he has
noluck. Mr. FISHER offered the " frozen

face
"
to his complaints that the State

is giving free education at the Ministries

to ex-Service men ; and Mr. SHORTT was
no more sympathetic to his plea that the
new policewomen should be abolished.

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, looking delight-

fully cool in a new grey suit, made
a welcome reappearance after some
weeks' absence. He gave a version of the
KRASSIN negotiations which, accord-

ing to his account, had followed exactly
the course marked out by the Supreme
Council in Paris and San Eemo very
different from that presented in a section
of the Press, and he implied that the

alleged perturbation of French public
opinion only existed in the imagination
of "certain newspapers which are try-
ing to foment ill-feeling between two
countries whose friendliness is essential
to the welfare of the world." His most

satisfactory pronouncement was that

British prisoners must be released be-

fore trade with Eussiawould be resinned.

In spite of the absence of the regular

Opposition the FIRST LORD OF THE
ADMIRALTY is finding the Government
of Ireland Bill a rather unhandy vessel

to steer. He dares not concede too many
powers to the new Parliaments lest he

should be putting weapons into the

hands of our Sinn Fein enemies ;
on

the other hand, he cannot reduce them

overmuch lest the Bill should cease to

have any chance of conciliating Irish

sentiment.

The dilemma arose acutely over the

clause relating to the Irish police.

When, if ever, should they be handed

over to the new Government '? The

Bill said not later than three years after

the appointed day. An amendment

suggested
" not earlier." Sir EDWAKD

CARSON thought the only fair thing
would be to allow the police to retire on

full pay directly the Bill came into force,

instead of leaving thorn with a divided

allegiance and control. Eventually,
on the Government undertaking to

modify their proposals, the clause was

passed ;
but with so many matters to

be adjusted on Report it looks as if it

will bo a LONG, LONG way to Tipperary.
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PEBCE MURGATIIOYD, MASTER
BRICKLAYER

BY ONE WHO KNEW HIM.

BY the untimely death of the late

Mr. Percival Murgatroyd we suffer the

irreplaceable loss of our youngest and

perhaps most talented master brick-

layer. The story of his life is yet an-

other example of genius triumphing over

adversity. Perco Murgatroyd was born

in a mean street. His father was a poor

hardworking physician. Lacking the

influence necessary for the introduction

of his boy to some lucrative commercial

calling he contrived at great self-sacri-

fice to educate him for the Civil Service.

The long hours of grinding toil and
the complete lack of sympathy at home
could not extinguish the divine fire of

genius in the youthful Murgatroyd.
Exhausted and hungry as he often was
at the end of the day's work, he devoted

his leisure to the study of bricks and

mortar, and out of his scanty pocket-

money he bought for himself first a

trowel and later a plummet.
When I first made his acquaintance

he was already, at the age of twenty-
five, assisting a bricklayer's helper, and

urly launched on a career of un-

broken success which was to culminate
in a master bricklayership at the record

age. of thirty-eight.
Some of the finest things Murgatroyd

did are to be found in and around

Tooting, a quarter which is becoming
known as Murgatroyd's London; but
there is scarcely a district which does
not cherish some gem from his trowel.

At Wanstead Flats, during some re-

parations to " Edelweiss Cottage,"
there was discovered under the plaster
a party-wall which proved to be a

genuine Murgatroyd. It is one of his

early works, executed with his studied

reserve of power, and is marred only by
suggestions of the conventional haste
of the early Georgian School, from
which Murgatroyd had not in those

completely broken away. It is

also worth while to make a pilgrimage
in Walliam Green, where all that is

best and most typical of the Master
that effect he obtained of deliberate

treatment of each individual brick

may be seen in a perfect little poem
an outhouse (unfinished).
The fame of Perco Murgatroyd is

founded on the quality rather than the

quantity of his output. To our eternal
loss he suffered from a temperament.
Ho worked only by fits and starts. He
never overcame a superstition that

"Monday was a bad day for good
work." And he was too conscientious
an artist to attempt anything on days
when the sky was overcast and the light
bad. Often too, when he had actually

> 4x\\\\\\\\\\\\\^\\ ,-

Gwendoline. " 'K AIN'T AGOIN' TO GET up FOB NO BUN.
r.oi OF rp TO GET."

'E 'D 'AVE SUCH AN OBFCL

made a start, he would stand, smoking
furiously, in front of his work waiting
for an inspiration.

This habit of his was the primary
cause of his premature end. Emerging
from some such fit of abstraction he

became aware that it was after twelve.

Convivial spirit that he was, he hurrieil

to join his colleagues at their dinner,

displaying remarkable agility as ho de-

scended the scaffold. But the effort

caused him to perspire, and he took a

chill, from which he never recovered.

The keynote of Murgatroyd's char-

acter was simplicity. Unaided he rose

to be pre-eminent as a bricklayer, but

in private life he never became accus-

tomed to the exclusive society to which

by his genius he had won admittance.

He never quite lost the mincing speech
of the class from which he sprang, nor
could he acquire facility in the vigorous
mode of expression proper to his new
and exalted station. "Not "arf" and
" 'Strewf

"
ever came haltingly to his

tongue, and to the last he struggled

painfully with the double negative.
But the same indomitable courage

which brought him to the top of his

profession eventually served him in his

adopted social sphere, and in the end
he won through.
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THE BRAIN WAVE.
I HOPE William likes it, for he brought

it on himself. As soon as the sad event

was announced to me I discussed the

matter most seriously with Araminta.
" A situation of unparalleled gravity has

arisen," I said, "with regard to the

wedding of William. It is going to be

carried out at Whittlehampton in top-

hats. Picture to yourself the scene.

Waterloo Station full of lithe young ath-

letes of either sex arrayed for sports on

flood and field, carrying their golf-clubs,

their diabolo spools and their butterfly

nets, and there, in the midst of them, me
with my miserable coat-tails, the June
sun glaring on my burnished topper,
and in my hands the silver asparagus-
server or whatever it is that I am going
to buy for William. I tell you it isn't

done. They will come round and mock
me. They will titter at me through
their tennis-racquets."

" Couldn't you wear a common or

Homburg hat and carry your other in

a hat - box ?
"

she suggested in that

bright helpful way they have.

"Amongst the severe economic con-

sequences of the recent great war," I

replied coldly,
"
was, if you will take the

trouble to remember, the total loss of

my top-hat box."

"Well, why not a white cardboard

box, then ?
"

" No power on earth shall induce me
to stand on Waterloo Station platform
dandling a white cardboard box," I

cried. " Waterloo indeed ! It would
be my Austerlitz, my Jena. I should
never dare to read the works of ' Man
about Town' again. Besides, what
about my morning-coat ?

"

"
Well, I could pin the tails of it up

inside if you like. Or what about wear-

ing an overcoat?"
"Your first suggestion makes me

despair of women's future position in

the economic sphere. The second I
would consider if I could settle the
hat problem."
And still thinking hard I rang up

William.
" I suppose you couldn't possibly

cancel this wedding of yours ?
"
I asked

when I had explained the impasse.
Self-centred as usual, he flatly declined.

"
Honestly, I don't see the difficulty

at all," he went on. " I expect you '11

look a bit of a mug anyhow, and pro-
bably there '11 be lots of people on the

platform dressed in morning-coats and
top-hats."

"
Nobody leaves London on a Satur-

day morning wearing top-hats," I as-
sured him,

"
nobody. If I were coming

in to London it would be quite a dif-

ferent matter. I might be an officer in
the Guards, or M. KRASSIN proceeding

to a deputation in Downing Street ;
but

goingout no. Look here, why not make
it a simple country wedding sports
coats and hayseed in the hair, and all

that sort of tiling?
"

"
Spats and white vest-slips will be

worn by all the more prominent guests,"
he replied firmly.

"
Well, hang it, have the thing in

London, then," I implored, "and I'll

promise to add the price of the return-

fare to the cost of your wedding pre-
sent."
" Thebride's parents reside at Whittle-

hampton, and the wedding will take

place from the home of the bride," he
answered.
"You got that little bit out of The

Morning Post," I said.
" Couldn't you

persuade the bride's parents to take a

house in London? There's one just

opposite us at only about thirty pounds
a week. Stands in its own grounds, it

does, and there 's a stag's head in the

hall. There's nothing like a stag's
head for hanging top-hats on."

It was no good. You know what
these young lovers are. Immersed in

their own petty affairs, they can pay
no proper attention to the troubles of

their friends.

William rangoff and leftme once more
a prey to harrowing despair. There
were only three nights before the

calamity took place, and I had terrible

nightmares on two of them. In one 1

attended the wedding in a bowler hat
and pyjamas, with carpet slippers and

spats. In the other my top-hat was on

my head and my vest-slip was all right,
but I tailed off into khaki breeches and
trench boots. On the third day a gleam
of light broke and I rang up William

again.
" I haven't quite settled that little

hat problem I was talking to you
about," I told him. "Look here can

you lend me your old top-hat-box ?
"

" Haven't got one," he replied.
" In

the chaos consequent upon Armageddon
it somehow disappeared."

I breathed a sigh of relief.

Happily the morning of the wedding
was cloudy and dull. I wore my oldest

squash hat and coat and went to

Whittlehampton carrying my present
in my hand. As the train arrived the
sun broke through the clouds, and I

also emerged from my chrysalis and
attended the ceremony in all the pano-
ply that William's egotism had de-

manded. If it had not been too late to

get into the list you would have seen
this entry amongst the wedding gifts :

" Mr. Herbert Eobinson : Leather
hat-box."

Perhaps if it had been a very full list

it would have gone on :

"
Containing unique specimen of

dappled fawn trilby headwear slightly
moth-eaten in the crown."
As I explained to William, it is cus-

tomary to give useful rather than
ornamental gifts nowadays, but I could
not refrain from adding a small senti-

mental tribute. EVOE.

THE WESTERN LIGHTHOUSES.

FLASHED Lizard to Bishop,
"They 're rounding the fish up

Close under my cliffs where the cor-

morants nest ;

The lugger lamps glitter
In hundreds and litter

The sea-floor like spangles. What news
from the West ?

"

Flashed he of the mitre,
" The night 's growing brighter,

There 's mist over Anpet, but all 's clear

at sea;
Lit up like a eity,
Her band playing pretty,

A big liner 's passing. Ay, all 's well

with me."

Flashed Wolf to Eound Island,

"Oh, you upon dry land,
With wild rabbits cropping the pinks

at your base,
You lubber, you oughter
Stand watch in salt water

With tides tearing at you and spray in

your face."

The gun of the Longships
Boomed out like a gong,

"
Ships

Are bleating around me like sheep gone

astray ;

There 's fog in my channel
As thick as grey flannel

Boom-rumble ! I 'm busy ; excuse me,
I pray."

They winked at each other

As brother to brother,
Those red lights and white lights, the

summer night through,
And steered the stray tramps out

Till dawn snuffed their lamps out

And stained the sea-meadows all purple
and blue. PATLANDEII.

"Advertiser has Stole Skin, Eussian Sables,

for Sale." Daily Paper.

This is what comes of opening up trade

relations with the Bolshevists.

A provincial firm announces that it

supplies "distinctive clothing for men."

And a very necessary thing, too, in

these days of sex equality.

" EX-SOLDIER requires Loan of 100. What
interest? No lenders." Daily Paper.

We should have thought "No interest!

What lenders ?
"
would have been more

to the point.
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SQUIRE. ALMSHOUSE INMATE, LATE R<;rnu:. SECOND UNDER TWEENY AT THE HALL

(See Squire).

~~-

PLOUGHMAN HOMEWARD PLODDING nis WEARY WAY. VILLAGE SHOP PROPRIETOR.

OLDEST INHABITANT. PARSON.

f\ .'

BIRD SCAREB (D.S.O., M.C.j.

[Among the Americans who will \i>it us this siuniner there may be sonic not familiar with our countryside types. Mr. Punch hopes
the above will be useful.]
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The Ex-Plunger.
" CHUCK 'ORSES, MY SON THEY'LL BE THE RU.IN OF YER.

LORST A FORTUNE ON THE DUEBY."

HOW TO PACIFY IRELAND.

(By a Student of anti-Coalition Political

Psycho-Analysis.)
THE announcement that a child of

ten years old, recently described by the

Willesden magistrate as " a remarkable

example of a child kleptomaniac," has
been handed over to an eminent spe-
cialist in psycho-pathology, has not

yet received the attention that it un-

doubtedly demands. It is true that, in

the beautifully alliterative phrase of one
of our contemporaries,

" with the ex-

ception of a penchant for petty pecula-
tions

"
the young offender " has always

been a model girl, industrious and
truthful," thus justifying the belief of

the eminent specialist, that he could
"
wipe out the original sin

"
in her. But

the child is mother to the woman, am
those of us who have been gradually am
conscientiously convinced of the tota

inadequacy of the Government's polic;

towards Ireland, cannot but recognise
in this experiment an example whicl

might be profitably followed in dealinj

with what with all due deference ti

Hibernian susceptibilities we are re

luctantly driven to call the irregula
conduct of certain sections of Iris!

society.
With the exception of a penchant fo

petty pin-pricks at the expense of th

police, Ireland's behaviour has been

exemplary in its industry and humanity
So averse were a large number of he
sons from the employment of violenc

in any form that they refused to parti

cipate in warlike operations agains

ie enemy that threatened our common
Impire. So magnanimous was their

harity that they found it impossible to

redit the harsh and unchristian allega-

ions levelled at the KAISER and his

ountrymen. But it could hardly be

xpected that so high-spirited and

nergotic a race could indefinitely pur-
ue a course of inaction. The relentless

ogic which has always been a distin-

guishing feature of the Celt has impelled
hem, since the cessation of formal

lostilities, to express their disapproval
f a war waged in their interests by in-

lulging in demonstrations if so harsh

i term may be permitted directed

,gainst the rigime which has secured

hem immunity from invasion, devasta-

ion and conscription, and at the same
;ime afforded them exceptional oppor-
unities for amassing wealth.

It must be reluctantly admitted

ihat some of these ebullitions have

jordered closely on what we may be

'orgiven for describing as indecorum.

But the motive was undoubtedly a

onerous instinct of self assertion. Ever

since the days of CAIN, the first great

self-expressionist, there have always
aeen richly-organised natures to whom
ven fratricide is preferable to the dull

routine of agricultural life.

None the less it is at least arguable
that an indefinite extension and ex-

pansion of the conduct now prevalent in

the Sister Isle might be fraught with

consequences not altogether conducive

to the longevity of the minority. And
while sad experience has proved tlie

futility of legislative panaceas there still

remain the fruitful possibilities inherent

in an application of the principles of

psycho
-
pathological treatment based

on the discoveries of FKBUD. For our

own part we are convinced that herein

lies the only solution of Ireland's dis-

content.

Therefore let the Government at once

withdraw all troops and munitions of

war from Ireland, disband the E.I.C.

and invite the leaders of the Sinn Fein

movement and of the I.E.B. to submit

to a course of psychiatric treatment

conducted by an international board

of specialists, from which all repre-

sentatives of the belligerent Powers

should be excluded, with possibly the

exception of America. It seems in-

credible that such an offer should be

refused. If it is we can only patiently

acquiesce in the optimistic view of the

famous Celtic chronicler, GIKALDUS

CAMBBENSIS, that Ireland will be ulti-

mately pacified just before the Day of

Judgment vix paulo ante diem jwlicii.

THE ART OF POETRY.
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM ON PAGE 446.

"It comes of my having a sniff."
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OUR VILLAGE FIRE BRIGADE.
Amateur Engineer (who lias burst tlie boiler mid shouted to the driver to stop).

" GET OUT THE HOSE guiCK I THE ENGINE '8 APIBE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

FROM what is known of the tastes of Sir IAN HAMILTON
it> might have been supposed that lie wrote his Gallipoli

Dairy (ARNOLD) lest his pen-hand should lose its cunning
while wielding the sword. Indeed he tells us of a rumour

among his officers " that I spend my time composing poetry,

especially during our battles." But that he did not write

for the sake of writing must be clear to anyone who reads

the book, even if the author had not declared his motive in

the preface. Here he admits that, though "soldiers think of

nothing so little as failure," it was in fact the thought of pos-
sible failure that determined him, at the very start, to pre-

pare from day to day his defence. Perhaps this is not quite
the attitude of one who stakes all upon the great chance.
In another significant passage of self-revelation he tells us

how, on a tour of inspection in Egypt, he met RUPERT
BROOKE,

" the most distinguished of the Georgians."
" He

looked extraordinarily handsome . . . stretched out there on
the sand, with the only world that counts at his feet."

Whether in ordinary times the world of art is or is not
the "only world that counts," I cannot say, but I am
certain that to a soldier entrusted with an enterprise of so

great moment the only world that should have "counted"
at that hour was the world of \var. If the chapter

\yhich
describes the failure that followed the landing in

Suvla Bay exposes the incapacity of some of his officers to

inspire their men with that little more energy which would

have_
ensured a great victory, it seems also to expose a

certain want of compelling personality in the High Com-
mand. But of the military questions here raised I make no

pretence to judge, and in any case judgment has been passed
on them already. The interest of the diary lies in its appeal
as a human document. It is the apologia of a man who, for

all his criticism, often apparently justified, of the authorities

at home (there are passages which he must surely have sup-

pressed if Lord KITCHENER had still been living), sets down
scarce a word in malice and but few in bitterness of spirit ;

who appreciates at its high worth the devotion and gal-

lantry of his officers and men ; who, whatever qualities he

may have lacked for his difficult task, reveals himself as

loyal at heart and generous by nature.

Miss EUTH HOLT BOUCICAOLT (a name with a double

theatrical association) has written, in The Rose of Jericho

(PUTNAM), a novel of American stage life which I should

suppose comes as near to being a true picture as such

stories can. She derives her title from the convenient

habit of the desert rose of detaching itself from uncongenial
or exhausted soil, subsiding into a compact mass and

travelling before the wind to more profitable surroundings.
It will be admitted that the author has at least hit upon a

pictutesque metaphor for a touring company, which on
this analogy becomes a very garden of (Jericho) roses.

Actually, however, she no doubt intended it to apply more
to the disposition of her heroine, and in particular to her

power of transferring her young affections, flower, leaf and

root, from one object to another, with undiminished enthu-

siasm. Sheelah's capacity for being off with the old and
on with the new is almost preternatural ; her progress from

stage-child to leading lady is accompanied by such various

essays in unconventional domesticity that the reader may
well experience a sense of confusion, or at least feel some
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difficulty in sustaining the first freshness of his sym-

pathy. The story is at times almost startlingly American,

as when the original betrayer of the heroine is excused on

the ground that, being English, his morality would naturally

not rise to native level (I swear I 'm not laughing see

page 168) ;
and so full of the idiom of the Transatlantic

stage as to he a perfect rade mccum for visiting mimes from

this side. For the rest, vivacious, wildly sentimental and

obviously written from first-hand experience.

By calling her Potterism (COLLINS)
" a tragi-farcical

tract
"
Miss EOSE MACAULAT disarms our criticism that she

conducts too heavy a discussion from too light a platform. I

don't think the author of What Not is likely to write any-

thing dull, anything I shan't be pleased to read. She has

a keen eye, a candid soul, a sharp-pointed pen. She is

deliciously modern. And she dislikes Potterism, which is

sentimental lack of precision in

thought. It is much more (or
much less) than this, but I get
the definition by inverting a

phrase of her dedication. Potter,

by the way, or Lord Pinkerton,
as he is now, owns a series of

newspapers "not so good as The
Times nor so bad as The Weekly
Dispatch

"
(guileless piece of

camouflage this
!),

and Mrs.
Potter ("Leila Yorke") is a

novelist who might have written
The Rosary. Two of the young
Potters, Jane&nd Johnny, though
they both when up at Oxford

joined the Anti-Potter League,
do not thereby escape being
Potterites. They cling to mater-
ialistic Potter values. Whereas
an aristocratic clergyman, a wo-
man scientist, a Jew journalist

(this last an admirable study)
do in varying degrees contrive
to avoid the deadly infection.

This tract needed writing. I
have a feeling that it could
be better done and by ROSE
MACAULAY. But it makes ex-
cellent reading as it is. ...
The pachyderm will wince,
shake himself and be left grinning.

Mr. ARNOLD PALMER derives the title of My Profitable
Friends (SELWYN AND BLOUNT) from a verse, new to me, in
which the poet, apparently when launching her wares,
concludes,

' But who has pain has songs to sell
;

My Profitable Friends, farewell !

"

which I take to be the pleasantest way in the world of
calling them pot-boilers. But whether they were so in-
tended or not, there can be no question of the very aree-
able dexterity that Mr. PALMER brings to the composition.his tales. Save for a few experiments (which 'I should
call the least successful in the collection) his formula is
not the episodical

"
slice of life," with crumbly edges His

choice is for the well-made, with usually some ingenious
ttle twist at the finish, and (so to speak) a neatly tied bow

I all. As an instance of this kind I commend to your
notice the admirably shaped little yarn called "Two-
penn'orth." Mr. PALMEK has a pretty wit (perhaps here

there a trifle thin), shown nowhere to better advantage

than in "A Picked Eleven," one of the most entertaining.
and at the same time human, short stories that I have ever
read. Further, his tales are essentially of the friendly order,
and the public will be in fault if they do not also prove
profitable, since we have none too many writers capable of

getting such deft results with the same economy of means.

In most stories constructed on the Enoch Ardcn principle
one of the husbands or wives (whichever it may be of whom
there are too many) is usually a very nasty person. Miss
SOPHIE COLE, in The Cypress Tree (MILLS AND BOON), makes
all three of her entangled characters quite attractive; in

fact, though I fear she would not wish me to say so, I

really liked the unsuccessful competitor better than the
winner. Books made up of the little homely 'things
which might happen to anybody and distinguished by their

pleasant atmosphere have been Miss COLE'S speciality in

the past ; this time she lias,

without abating a jot of her

pleasantness, added a touch of

the occult in the shape of an
old black-letter volume which
infects everyone who gets pos-
session of it with a mildly in-

sane determination to keep it.

An honourable man steals it

and a nice woman smacks her

baby for holding it, so you can

see how really baleful its influ-

ence must have been when you
consider that they were both

Miss COLE'S characters. A very
little of the occult will excuse a

good deal of improbability, and
the small amount that has crept
into The Cypress Tree does not

spoil the effect of a truly
" nice" tale.

Customer. "Bci IP THESE WATCHES COST TEN BOB TO
MAKE, AND YOU ARE SELLING THEM AT THE SAME PRICE,
WHERE DOES YOUR PROFIT COME IN?"

Watchmaker. "WE GET IT REPAIRING THEM."

As an admirer of the

Tamson books it irks me to

have to say that Winnie McLeod

(HUTCHINSON) contains too much
solid sermon to appeal to me.

I gather that B. W. CAMPBELL
wants to show how dangerous
life may be for a poor and beauti-

ful girl, and as a warning Winnie
can be confidently recommended. But sound and whole-

some as the preaching is it seems to me more suitable for a

tract than for a novel. Moreover it is not easy to feel full

sympathy with a hero who is frankly called an Adonis, who

"played a good bat at cricket," and also in a strenuous

rugger match "
dropped a beauty through the Edinburgh

sticks." Altogether the picture suffers from the prodigious
amount of paint that has been spent on it ; yet I am con-

fident it will afford edification to many, people whose tastes

I respect but cannot share.

"Ninety-six per cent, of men employed in the gas undertakings
voted in favour of a strike. Four per cent, were against sue!:

and the neutrals formed an infinitesimal number." Daily Paper.

A mere cipher, in fact.

"Required, immediately, man with intimate knowledge of colour-,

to call on consumers with ochres from the French Alps."
Daily Paper.

Personally, we always prefer to consume raw umbers from

the Apennines.
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CHARIVARIA.
11 THE Bolshevists," says a gossip

writer, "do not always rob Peter to

pay Paul." No, they sometimes just

rob Peter. * *

A Yarmouth report anticipates a

iige of herrings. It is said that

tho Pimm MINISTER has a couple of

second-hand red ones for disposal which

only been drawn across the path
once or twice.

:;
. *

"One of the Kaiser's mugs," says a

nows item,
" has just been sold

in Now York for forty pounds."
We have suspected for some
time that ho was a double-

faced fellow. .

"There should be no temp-
tations to crime in so beautiful

a spot,'' said Mr. Justice COLE-

IUDGE when presented with

'.vhitt! gloves at the Anglesey
assizes. The sentiment is

thought to be as old as ADAM.
* *
*

"If it is necessary to

strengthen the hands of the

military in Ireland," said Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE, "the Govern-
ment will certainly do so."

Our own view is that they
should be protected even if it

means sending the Reserve of

Special Constables to do it.

'. :|:

According to the Ministry of

Transport, there is only one
motor-car toevery one hundred
and twenty people in preat*
llritain. The necessity of fix-

ing a maximum bag of pedes-
trians per car does not there-

fore arise.

Tweed inquires what bait the fellow

was using.

The POSTMASTEK-GKNERAL points out

that five hundred new telephones are

to be erected in rural districts. Local
residents should at least be grateful for

this little friendly warning.

It is reported that M. KKASSIX told

the PREMIER all about Eussia. Mr.
LLOYD GKORUE was very interested, as

he had often heard of the place.
* *
*

With the letter postage at twopence,

brought round by whisky. The report
that on being informed of this fact lie

again went off into a faint is happily
without foundation.

* *
*

: OT
i

,

A purple-eyed fish, eleven
feet long, with a horn on its

nose and no teeth, has been

caught at San Diego, California. That
is the sort of thing that makes Pro-
hibition a secondary issue.

:.: *

As the result of "some remarks let

<lrop by the crew and repeated by the

ship's parrot, several hundred bottles
uf liquor were found on board the
S.S'. ( 'urucao by the San Francisco port
authorities. It is now suggested, in
tlio interests of philology, that the
parrot should be put back to hear how
the crew takes it.V
A young man while fishing on the

Wye landed a wallet containing twenty-
two one-pound Treasury notes. A cor-

respondent writing from North of the

'An-y. "THEY'RE TALKIN' ABAHT DOIN' GREEK PLAYS AN'
PAGEANTS AN' ALL SORTS O 1 LOOPY STUNTS AT 'AMPSTEAD ON
BANK "OLIDAYS."

'Arriet. " LUMME ! IT

A man aged seventy-six was charged
last week with threatening to shoot a

West-End family of six. It is said that

his parents intend to plead the baneful

influence of the cinema.

The fact that at least seven people
have expressed their intention of swim-

ming the English Channel this year
draws attention once more to the lack

of accommodation on our cross-

Channel steamers.

A wheelbarrow has been

presented to the parishioners
of Hornchurch, Essex. We
have maintained all along that

the motor-car craze would
wear itself out in time.

*...*

On April the 21st the Maha-

rajah of BIKAMR shot his hun-
dredth tiger. All efforts to in-

duce him to join the E.I.C.

have so far failed.
* :

'

:

The case is reported of a

hen -which lays an egg each

morning on her master's bed
and then pecks his cheek to

wake him up at the proper
time for breakfast. Guess
where this happens. America ?

Right. * *
;;;

We understand that in view
of the paper shortage the West
Drayton man who managed
to got through ou the tele-

phone last week has abandoned
the idea of writing a book
about it. * *

GIT THE PLACE A BAD NAME.

we read, it is in many cases just as

cheap to telephone. And in some cases

just as quick. ... ...

" Will Wilde meet Beckett ?
"
asks a

headline. We can only say that we do
not intend to stand in their way.

* *

General VON KLUCK has been telling

somebody that he lost the battle of the

Marne by a fluke. As we can't have
the War over again we must let the

matter remain at that.
* :-

According to an evening paper a

temperance speaker fainted during a

procession in a Kentish town, and was

immediately carried into a shop and

Much annoyance is said to

have been caused to one brick-

layer last week. It seems that

just before the dinner hour somebody
kicked away the brick he had laid and
the unfortunate fellow had to start the

day all over again.

According to The Manila Bulletin

the cost of living is going to fall. Not
on us, we trust.

The Hire Education.

"Required, an Assistant Teacher (Lady),
with option of purchase." Australian Paper.

"Ex-Soldier's Tale.

NOTE TO WAR PRISONER HIDDEN is CHEESE."'
National News.

We should like to hear more of the

prisoner and his novel hiding-place.

VOL. cr.vm.
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MAY-WEEK.
[Addressed affectionately to the author of "

May-Week Then and

Now" in The Times of last Wednesday.]

THOUGH forty years have done their worst

To change us to the sere and brown,

Since we in verdant freshness first

Assumed the triple-chevroned gown,
As I perused The Times this very day week

Your statement thrilled me through and through

How people still go gathering nuts in May-week
Much as they used to do.

The courts their dun-grey hahit keep,

Their velvet-green the sacred lawns ;

The rooks that marred our matin sleep

Still devastate the golden dawns;
Beneath my westward windows still the same bridge

Sags in the centre as of old;

In fact, in all essential matters Cambridge
Preserves its ancient mould.

Slight innovations have occurred

That rudely on your senses strike ;

Our innocence had never heard

The hooting of the motor-bike;

And though you might approve, with your rich tresses,

The vogue of leaving off your hat,

I with a crust that loathes the wind's caresses

I should revolt at that.

But for the rest there's little strange;
Still Cam pursues his torpid way ;

'Tis we alone who suffer change

(I could not stick the course to-day) ;

New generations lash the same old river,

Spurt up the Long Reach, bump and sup;
What if we pass, through weight of years or liver ?

Somebody keeps it up.

Time may have weaned us long ago
With even sterner heights to win

Than when the once resilient toe

Was apt to dance the daylight in
;

No doubt we 've grown in wisdom since we started,

But I would give my head (with brain)
Just to be back there, young and agile-hearted,

Just for one June again. O. S.

AUTHORSHIP FOR ALL.
[In this series Mr. Punch presents a few specimens of the work of

his newly-established Literary Ghost Bureau, which supplies appro-
priate Press contributions on any subject and over any signature.
Terms and simple self-measurement form on application.]

I. THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF GENIUS.

By Miss Dinkie Devereux, the renowned Film Favourite.

THE Editor of The Weekly Neivsbag has kindly asked me
to write an article on the

duty which we denizens of Flicker-
land owe to the public. This, it happens, is a subject that
has long given me "

furiously to think," as a witty French-
man once said in French. It may be of interest, by the

way, to state that I am myself partly of Gallic extraction,

my mother having been a Lyons girl before she was en-
abled to open a tea-shop of her own

; and, although born
and bred in what I am proud to call my native country, I
can even now act just as fluently in a French film as in an
all-British production.
But I must not let my thoughts run away with my pen,

fascinating though such cross-country excursions may be.
To return to my appointed topic, heavy indeed is the burden

that is laid on the back of a cinema star. You who know
me only as the reigning queen of countless Palaces may pos-

sibly imagine that my life is spent in flitting butterfly-
fashion from film to film, existing only for the golden
moment. But one is not born a butterfly, nor does one
remain so without constant effort. The strenuous nature of

my labours indeed necessitates frequent periods of recu-

peration, which I seek either in my Highland fastness, or

on my Californiau poach-farm, or amid the lotus-bushes of

my villa on the Riviera. This, then, is one of my first duties
to the public^-to preserve that Heaven-sent talent which,
in the words of mighty MILTON,

"
is death to hide." (MiL-

TON, I may say, is my favourite poet next to GKOEGE B.

SIMS, and "Odont" is my favourite mouth-wash.)
But the intervals between pictures are not all play. When
receive notice of a forthcoming production in which my

services are entreated (and I owe it to humanity not to re-

fuse my co-operation provided certain bothersome prelimin-
aries of a financial nature are successfully negotiated), I

spend a considerable time steeping myself in the atmo-

sphere of the part I am to fill. One of my most famous
rdlcs, as I need hardly mention, is that of Lilian the Lift-
Girl, in the great Soiomonson six-reeler, Ups and Doiuns.

In order to prepare for this momentous undertaking I used
to visit Whiteridge's Stores daily and devote an hour or so

to travelling in the elevators; only thus could I hope to

attain the proper perspective. The attendants of course

knew me well and used to ply me with gifts of choco-

lates, etc.; but after a time I was compelled to refuse these

touching offerings because my chauffeur has a tendency
to biliousness.

Then there is the sacred duty of looking after what my
Press agent is good enough to call my "unearthly charm."
I do not agree with the dictum that " we are as Heaven
made us," and I am sure no film enterprise could carry on

successfully on those lines. Of course you must have some-

thing to work upon, and for the bare edifice of my beauty,
which in all humility I admit was raised by other hands than

mine, I claim no special praise. But I think I may justly
take credit for the structural alterations I have effected and

for the self-sacrificing labours I have willingly undergone
to maintain each of my features at its maximum effi-

ciency; to these the advertisement columns of the papers
bear constant testimony.

(In passing let me observe that I have always found

Mrs. Phipps's Face -Fodder of invaluable assistance in

"that fierce light which beats upon the screen," as dear old

TENNYSON another great favourite of mine so nearly said.)

Naturally enough the public is always ravenous for in-

formation concerning the minutest details of my life, and to

prevent disappointment in this respect I send the Press

a daily budget of iny doings, entitled Dinkie Day by Dan.

That is another burden I cheerfully shoulder, and by ibis

method my admirers are kept fully acquainted with what

I may call the real me with the heart that heats beneath

the shadowed counterfeit. Nevertheless at times the most

absurd rumours get abroad. Recently, for example, I saw;

it stated in quite a reputable organ that my favourite jam if

blackberry-and-apple ; as a matter of fact I find all jam;;

ruinous to the figure, and as a tea-relish I usually limi
:

myself to the more ascetic bloater-paste, with salmon-arid

shrimp as an occasional variant.

My pet hobby is collecting precious stone.?, and m;

favourites among these are pearls and diamonds, especiall;

of the larger variety. Frequently admirers of my art win

know of this harmless foible are good enough to add to in;

collection, and these spontaneous tributes are among th

compensations of a life dedicated at every moment of tli

day to the public service.
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DIRECT REACTION.
LABOUR EXTKKJIIST. "HE'S A BIT TOO QUICK ON THE BEBOUND."

[Mr. LLOYD GEORGE gave a very straight answer to the representative of those members of the National Union of Baiiwayraen
who had rofuaad to handle munitions intended for the dofonce of the Royal Irish Constabulary against murderous Attack.]
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HOLIDAY GOLF.
Landlady (slioicing apartments in the vicinity of famous links). "OH, YOU'LL BE QUITE COMFORTABLE HKRE, SIR; YOU SEE,

WE 'HE USED 1O GOLFERS."

ANOTHER DOG DISPUTE.
As far as was revealed by the torn

remnants of posters adhering to Farmer
Pyke's barn, the only event of im-

portance in Little Spudsey since the

letting by auction of fifty-seven acres
of summer keeping in April, 1918, was
the Rural District Council Election in

March, 1920. Conspicuous mention
was made of Pyke, Cluttrel and Gedge,
Coalition Candidates, who had appar-
ently coalesced to crush one Winch,
Independent. I was endeavouring to
discover his fate when old William
Trimble doddered along.

"Marnin', Mr. Lomax," he said;
"
you be back at last ?

"

I could not deny the fact.
" There be only Hosea Bennett an'

George Eiley to coorn now, an' the toll

'11 be complete."
" Whore are they now ?

"
I asked.

"
George bo in India, or leastways 'e

was, an' Hosea 's at Cologny. They'm
both expected back by Saturday forfcnit,

an' th' question which on 'em really
owns th' Yarkshire tamer '11 have to

be settled once an' for all. Yon election

hinged on it."

"I'm afraid I 've forgotten the de-

tails, William," I confessed lamely.
" You '11 surely remember th' little

Yarkshire tarrier as strayed into th'

village in the summer o' '14," said

William. " Hosea claimed it as his'n

by right of hollering it first, but George
rackened him givin' it a bit o' bacon-
rind from 'is lunch med 'im th' rightful
owner. It stayed a few days wi' Hosea,
then George 'ticed it away, an' generally
it hungtotheone as happened to have th'

biggest bone. Feeling ran high atween
them till, after the harvest 'acl bin got
in, Mr. Gedge, at The Chequers, axed

George what about j'ining up.
" '

What, an' give Hosea a free run
wi' th' tarrier?' said George. 'Not
blessed likely.'

" Hosea for his part said 'e weren't

going to budge while th' village were
infested wi' dog - stealers ; so Mr.

Gedge 'e says,
' Hand th' dog to me.

I '11 howd it wi'out fear nor favour, an'

when you both cooms back we '11 have

it properly arbitrated on.'
" So Hosea j'ined the Infantry an'

George went into th' Yeomanry. There

was some friction when George first

coom on leave an' Mr. Gedge let 'im

have th' tarrier for a day's ratting. Th'

Bennett family said it were breaking
the agreement, but Mr. Gedge said it

were a patriotic duty to give th' lads a

bit of amusement when they came on

leave, an' 'e 'd undertake the Eileys 'ud

make no objection when Hosea coom
home. But it made a lot 'o coolness

atwesn th' families, an' when Hosea
were wounded in '15 the Bennettses as

good as said th' Eileys weren't no

better nor pro-Germans in not giving

up their claim to th' tarrier. Public

opinion were with Hosea at that time,

but it veered round to George when 'e

won tli' Military Medal in '16.
"However, Georgegot orders to go East

in '17, an' Hosea had pretty frequent
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Host (to guest, who is helping him to make a pergola).
" DON'T LEAN ON IT, YOU SILLY ASS ! You 'LL HAVE IT DOWN."

leaves and were allus parading th' dog
outside the Rileys' cottage. About the

end o' 'ISowd Ephraim Riley got tired

of it and went to see Mr. Gedge on th'

subject.
" ' Fair 's fair,' he says,

' an' Hosea
ain't no right to be worming 'is way
into that dog's affections while George
can't get home.'

" ' There 's summat in that,' said Mr.

Gedge ;
an' next time Hosea cooms

home 'e finds the dog in pound, so to

speak.
" '

Very good,' says he ;
'I don't coom

home again till George is here.'
" In th' spring of '19, 'bout the time

as the tarrier which was getting owd
and cantankerous bit Wilfred JBrowitt
in th' leg, we heerd that George weren't

likely to be back for a longish time, an'

Hosea wrote to say in that case he 'd

tako on in th' Army for another year.
Then we had mower excitement, for it

was said that Winch, a new-comer, had
put up for th' Council, an' it 'ud mean
an election. Fowks were so used to

Farmer Pyke an' Mr. Gedge and Mr.
Cluttrel setting that they rackened they
didn't need to be voted on, but would

go in automatic. However, there were
a meetin' in th' parish-room, an' when
Chairman axed if anyone 'ad any ques-
tions Wilfred Browitt got up an' said :

" ' Who owns tarrier, Hosea Bennett
or George Riley ?

'

" It were well known that Wilfred

were a meari-sperrited crittur as only
wanted to know from which one 'e "d

be likely to get compensation for th'

bite on his leg. So Mr. Gedge 'e rose

an" answered :

" ' It 's well known Mr. Pyke nor Mr.
Cluttrel nor self can't say anything on
the matter, as it is sub-judish till th'

lads coom home.'
" ' What do you say, Mr. Winch ?

'

persisted Wilfred.
" ' I declare for George Riley,' said

Winch boldly,
' him being the first to

give it sustenance.'
" There were a great sensation at that,

an' it showed the cunningnesso' Winch.
He knew the Rileys were intermarried

wi' half th' village and all George's
relations 'ud be bound to vote for 'im

after he 'd declared for them. And so

it proved, for, though th' Bennettses

rallied everyone they could for th' Coali-

tioners, they weren't strong enough, an
Winch got in in place o' Mr. Cluttrel."

"
Still," I remarked,

" the question of

ownership isn't settled."
" No, that '11 be settled Saturday fort-

nit. It '11 be a rare set-back for Winch
if the verdict goes to Hosea."

" But in any case the terrier is sure

of a good home," I said.
"
Well, as to that," replied William,

"
it were the principle o' the tiling that

were at stake. When th' tarrier bit

Wilfred Browitt in '19 he chased it out

of th' village wi' his stick, an' nobody
ain't seen it since."

Our Modest Advertisers.

"To BE LET. Charming Little Gentle-

man's Pleasure Farm." Field.

" A Northampton Corporation report states

that contractor's workmen have applied for

permission to work longer hours."

Daily Chronicle.

We understand that the Labour Party
will at once order the Ministry of Health
to take steps to isolate these cases, and
that there is little danger of a spread
of the epidemic.
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A PRISCILLA DIALOGUE.
THERE is probably some way by which

a young female child can be led through

easy stages of Socratic dialogue to

the idea of ultimate truth in morals as

well as art. There is probably some

way of talking to such a child without

being badly scored off. But I do not

seeni to have the gift.
This ia the more

unfortunate because the thing usually

happens before I have finished my
breakfast, and nothing is quite so dam-

aging to my self-esteem as to be soundly
snubbed in my gwn house before the

day's work has begun.
Mind you I do not honestly believe

that my logic is at fault. I believe that

there is usually a flaw in the reasoning
of the child. But you cannot very well

say to an infant of three,
" You are now

being guilty of an undistributed middle

or a petitio elenchi or whatever it is."

She would do what I have heard even

older women do in like circumstances.

She would change the subject at once.

Perhaps the MONTESSORI system . . .

But let us take a typical case.

I found her sitting at a large table

by the dining-room window, in a high
chair that left her red shoes eighteen
inches from the ground, a complete
doll's tea service in front of her and a

small stuffed lamb on her right-hand
side. The tea-pot appeared to contain

real water and the sugar-basin real

sugar, and although she was supremely
busy watering and sugaring and re-

arranging her cups and jugs and spoons
she greeted me with the composure of an

experienced chatelaine. Our conversa-
tion went something like this :

She. Will you have any cup of tea?

I (having drunk a small cup of water
with a very little real sugar and a large

quantity of real grit in it.) Thank you.
How delicious ! But I must go and h ave

my breakfast now.
She (taking no notice at all and offer-

ing me a small fragment of moist toast).
Will you have any piece of cake?

I. Thank you. What lovely plum-
cake!

She (with infinite scorn). Ho ! that
isn't plum-cakQ. There isn't any plums
in it. It 'a choclat cake.

I (humiliated). Ob, well, I don't
think I will have any more tea, thank

you.
She (coldly). I'm going to give my

lamb tea now.

[The method ofgiving tea to a lamb,
in case it is not generally known,
is to plaster the lamb's nose with

spoonfuls of sugar and then lick

off the sugar with one's tongue.
At least that is the way Priscilla

does it.]

I (reprovingly from the breakfast-

table.) What a funny way to give your
lamb tea, Priscilla.

She. My lamb says he likes having
his tea like this. (A longish pause.)
Please will you draw me a picsher ?

I. What kind of a picture ?

Site. A picsher of a house.

7. What kind of a house ?

She (in one long breath). A purple
house with a yellow roof and blue

curtains and a green door and rose-trees

with red roses and hollyhocks and a

dear little pussy-cat and a motor-car

coming up the drive.

[This is executed in coloured crayons
with a, rapidity born of hunger
and long practice, and passed to

the Hanging Committee for in-

spection^]
She (examining it critically). Ho !

that isn't a door.

I. Yes, it is, Priscilla. It 's a very nice

door.

SJie. It isn't a door. It hasn't any
knocker.

[After all, when is a door not a

door ? I finish the joinery job
and carry on with my bacon.)

She (suddenly). There isn't any sun.

[7 sketch in tlie regulation pattern

of circular sun, with eyes, a nose

and a smile complete.']
She. That isn't a sun. It hasn't any

hair.

/. The sun doesn't have any hair,

Priscilla.

She (decisivebj). Nurse has hair.

[This really seems unanswerable.

Having amended Phwbus Apollo
I start in with my marmalade.

After a lapse of a few minutes a
low hammering is heard from
somewhere on the floor at the far
side of the table."]

I. Whatever are you doing, Priscilla ?

She. Sooing my horse.

[She is discovered beating the

wheels of a grey u-ooden flat-
backed animal on a stand with
a hammer procured from heaven
alone knows where.]

I. Well, don't hit him on the wheels,

anyhow. (A pause, subdued noises and
a siqh.) What are you doing now,
Priscilla ?

She. Sooing him on his back.
I. Doesn't that hurt him ?

She. It hurts him very much, but he
doesn't say anyfing.

[/ come round to give cctwiriary

advice.]
I. Don't you love your horse, Pris-

cilla ?

She. Yes, he 's my friendly horse.

I. Well, don't bang him about like

that ; all the paint 's coming off him.

[The carpet is in fact bestrewn ivith

small flakes of grey paint from
the unhappy creature's flanks.]

She (derisively). Ho ! that isn't paint.
That 's snorts.

I (helplessly). Whateverdo you mean?
She. That's snorts. Snorts from his

mouf. White snorts.

/. But why is your horse snorting
from his mouth, Priscilla?

SJte. He's snorting from his mouf
because I 'm sooing him on his back.

Well, there you are, you know ;
what

is one going to do about it ? There is a

sort of specious plausibility about these

replies after all
;
I am no farrier, but I

should think it quite likely that if you
shoed a cart-horse long enough on the

back with a large enough hammer he
would snort white snorts from his

mouth
; and it 's no use telling the girl

that she can't jump from realism to

romance in that disingenuous manner.
Besides she might start hammering the

wheels again. Or else she would s:iy

that her horse said he was snorting,
and who am I to contradict a British

horse ? I used to consider myself pretty

good at what are called back-answers
and I still believe that with a little

practice I could hold my own in White-

chapel or the House of Commons, but

there are subtle transitions about Pris-

cilla's method of argument with which

only a Prime Minister could cope. It

carries too many guns for me. It

cramps my style. V.

A CORNISH COTTAGE.
BESIDE the clock two spaniels stand,

Two china spaniels golden-spotted;
On a lace d'oyley (contraband)
Beams a red-faced geranium (potted).

Framed portraits rest on woollen mats,
Black-bearded smugglers with their

spouses ;

The gentlemen wear bowler hats,

The ladies sport their Sunday blouses.

Two pictures decorate the wall,

Vesuvius spouting sparks and ashes,

The brig Calypso in a squall,
Full-sailed despite the lightning

flashes.

Without, the dark Atlantic flings

Against the clitf its booming surges,

And, as a shell, the snug room rings
With its reverberating dirges.

Against the door the night winds rave

Like outcast dogs, their lot deplor-

ig;
Triumphant over wind and wave

Rises my landlord's lusty snoring.

"There was one summer when he lived by
himself in a lonely old houseboat on the

Thames, from which he paddled himself ashore

every morning in a top-hat." Daily Paper.

The drawback to this kind of craft is

that it onlyaccommodates a single skull.
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MANNERS AND MODES.

MK. (ULEAD P. BLOGGS (U.S.A.) ORDERS FOR HIS NEW DINING-ROOM AT P1TTS13UKG A COLOSSAL
1'lt IURK REPRESENTING A HOSPITABLE SIDEBOARD, TO KEEP ALIVE HIS MEMORIES OF "WET" AMERICA.
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Accused (just dismissed). "MANY THANKS! WHAT SHOULD I HAVE DONE WITHOUT you?' Counsel. "OH, ABOUT six MONTHS."

LITTLE BITS OF LONDON.
BILLINGSGATE.

IN order to see Billingsgate properly
in action it is necessary to get up at

half-past four and travel on the Under-

ground by the first train East, which
is an adventure in itself. The first

train East goes at throe minutes past
five, and there are large numbers of

people who travel in it every day ; by
Charing Cross it is almost crowded.
It is full of Bolshevists

; and I do not
wonder. One sits with one's feet up
in a first-class carriage, clutching a
nice cheap workman's ticket and trying
hard to look as if, like the Bolshevists,
one did this every day.
On arriving at the Monument Station

one walks briskly past the seductive
announcement that "THE MONUMENT
is Now OPEN," and plunges into a
world of fish. I have never been able
to understand why fish is so funny. On
the comic stage a casual reference to fish
is almost certain to provoke a shout of

laughter ; in practice, and especially in
the mass, it is not so funny ;

it is like the
Government, an inexhaustible source of

humour at a distance, and in the flesh

extraordinarily dull.

Over the small streets which sur-

round the market hangs a heavy pall
of fishy vapour. The streets are full

of carts
;
the carts are full of fish. The

houses in the streets are fish-dealers'

places, more or less full of fish. The

pavements are full of fish -
porters,

carrying fish, smelling of fish. Frag-
ments of conversation are heard, all

about fish. Fish lie sadly in the gutters.
The scales of fish glitter on the pave-
ments. A little vigorous swimming
through the outlying fisheries brings
you to the actual market, which is even
more wonderful. Imagine a place like

Covent Garden, and nearly as big, but

entirely devoted to fish. In the place of

those enchanting perspectives of flower-

stalls, imagine enormous regiments of

fish-stalls, paraded in close order and

groaning with halibut and conger-eel,
with whiting and lobsters and huge
crabs. Round these stalls the whole-
sale dealers wade ankle -

deep in fish.

Steadily, maliciously, the great fish slide
off the stalls on to the floor

; steadily
the dealers recover them and pile them

up on their small counters, or cast them

through the air on to other counters, or

fling them into baskets in rage or morti-

fication or sheer bravado.

The dealers are men with business-

faces, in long white coats, surprisingly
clean. Every now and then they stop

throwing crabs into baskets or retriev-

ing halibut from the floor, and make

little entries in long note-books. I do

not know exactly what entries they

make, but I think they must all be in for

some competition, and are making notes

about their scores ; one man I watched

had obviously just beaten the record

for halibut-recovery. He recovered so

many in about a minute that the tops of

his boots were just beginning to show.

When he had done that he made such

long notes in his book about it that

most of the halibut slid on to the floor

again while he was doing it. Then he

began all over again. But I expect he

won the prize.
Meanwhile about a million fish-

porters are dashing up and down the

narrow avenues between the fish-stalls,

porting millions of boxes of fish. Nearly
all of them, I am glad to say, have been
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in the army or have had a relative in

the army ;
for they aro nearly all wear-

ing the full uniform of a company cook,

which needs no description. On their

they have a kind of india-rubber

hat, and on the india-rubber hat they
have a largo box of iish weighing about

six stone six stone, I tell you. This

box they handle as if it was a box of

cigars. They pick it up with a careless

ire; they carry it as if it was a

slightly uncomfortable hat, and they
:hro\v it clown with another careless

gesture, usually on to another box of

iish
;
this explains why so many of

.no's herrings appear to have been

maimed at sea.

'When they have finished throwing
ihe boxes about they too take out a

note-book and make notes about it all.

This, it seems, is to make sure that they
arc paid something for throwing each

box "about. I don't blame them. It

must I);; a hard life. Yet if I thought
1 could pick up six stone of salmon and

plaice and throw it about I should sign
.n at Billingsgate at once. It is true

,tart work about five; but they stop
work, it seems, about ten, and they
i 'am a pound and over for that. Then

;hcy can go home. Most of them, 1

no, are stockbrokers during the

it of the day.
And they are a refined and gentle-

manly body of men. I hope the old

legend that the iish-portcr of Billings-

gate expresses himself in terms too

forcible for the ordinary man is now
exploded ;

for it is a slander. In fact

it is a slander to call him a "
porter ;

"

at least in these days I suppose it is

libellous to connect a man falsely with

the N.l'.R., if only by verbal implica-
tion. But, however that may be, I

hero assort that the Billingsgate fish-

porter is a comparatively smooth and
courteous personage, and, considering
his constant association with fish in

bulk, I think it is wonderful.
At the far end of the market is the

river Thames
;
and on the river Thames

there is a ship or two chockful of fish.

Fish-porters with a kind of blase ani-

nation run up and down a long gang-
way to the ship with six-stone boxes of

lino fresh whiting on theirlieads. These
boxes they pile up on a chute (carefully

noting each box in their note-books),
c which an auctioneer auctions the

boxes. This is the really exciting part
of the show. The dealers or the dealers'

agents stand round in a hungry ring
and buy the boxes of fish as they slide

'lowii the chute. The dealers seem to

detail a less cultured type of man for

this purpose, and few of the bidders
come up to the standard of refinement
jf the fish-porters. But the auctioneer

understands them, and he knows all

Connoisseur (smoking cigarette stump just thrown au-ay by fasser-by). "Emniu
TF.RBAKKEB ISN'T WOT IT WOS OB THCSE 'KRE TOFFS AIS'T."

their Christian names. He can tell at

a glance whether it is Mossy Isaacs or

Sam Isaacs. He is a very clever man.

They stand round looking at the

boxes of fish, and when one of them
twitches the flesh of his nose or faintly
moves one of his eyelashes it means
that he has bought six stone of whiting
for thirty shillings. That is the only
kind of sign they give, and the visitor

will be wise not to catch the auctioneer's

eye, or blow his nose or do any overt

action like that, or ho may find that he

has bought six stone of salmon and
halibut for forty-five shillings. At an

auction of fish it is true to say that a

nod is as good as a wink ;
in fact it is

worse.

The dealers are silent motionless

men ; but nobody else is. Everybody
else is dashing about and shouting as

loud as he can. As each box of fish is

sold the porters dash at it and shout at

it (of course in a very gentlemanly way)
and carry it off in all directions. It is

quite clear that nobody knows who has

bought it and where it is going. The
idea of the whole thing is to impress
the visitor with the mobility of fish, and
this object is successfully attained. No
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Aspiring Solicitor (spealiing in telephone with the idea of impressing supposed client). "Yns, TELL THE LOKD CHANCELLOR I WILL
LUNCH WITH HIM, AND SHALL BE VEBY HAPPY TO GIVE HIM THE BENEFIT OF MY ADVICE IN THE MATTEK HIS LOBDSHIP MENTIONED.
GOOD-BYE. Now WHAT CAN I DO ron YOU, SIB ?

"

Supposed Client. "WELL, I'VE COME ABOUT YOUB TELEPHONE, SIB, WHICH I UNDEBSTAND FBOM YOUB LETTEB TO us HAS KEEN
COMPLETELY OUT OF WOBKING OBDEB SINCE YESTEBDAY."

doubt when the visitors have gone away
they settle down and decide definitely
whom the fish belongs to.

It is now about half-past six. Fish
is still rushing in at one end from the

ship and is rushing in at the other
from the railway-vans. The porters are

throwing the fish at the dealers' stalls

(registeringeach hit in their note-books),
and the dealers are throwing it on to
the floor or throwing it at each other
or trying to throw it at a retailer, who
always puts on a haughty air and passes
on to the next stall, till he too gets en-

tangled in the game and finds that he
has bought twenty-four stone of whit-

ing at twopence a pound; then he throws
it at some more porters, and the porters
dash outside and throw it at the carts,
and the carts clatter away to Kensing-
ton, and my wife buys a whiting at ten-

pence a pound, and the circle of fish

organisation is complete.
At about this point it is a good thing

to pass on to Covent Garden and buy
some flowers. A. P. H.

A Record Crash.

From "
Sayings of the Week "

in a

Sunday paper :

" With the aerial world at our feet we arc

making noeffort to grasp it. G. Holt Thomas."

CAPUA.
(A Bolshevist's lament, designed to shmv

iliat though we may appear to be giving

way rather easily to'the Russian Gov-
ernment we have a deep purpose in

it
all.)

SILKEN ways and softer manners
Bend the barbarous victor down ;

Woe unto the Soviet banners !

M. KKASSIN is in town.

Hark ! the Lydian lute is thrum-

ming;
Eoses fall about his feet ;

He shall pardon each shortcoming,
Conqueror he shall taste defe"at.

Puzzled, maybe slightly baffled,
He shall get to like it all,

Overlook the absent scaffold

At the windows of Whitehall.

Piccadilly, though it warps his

Sense of justice, he shall see

Unencumbered by the corpses
Of a bloated bourgeoisie ;

Quite forget the stern aspirants
To a nobler newer world ;

Tread the Birdcage Walk with tyrants,
Have his hair by Bond Street curled ;

Lulled by scented airs and graces,
Feel the Scythian ardours fade ;

Purchase underwear and braces

In the Burlington Arcade ;

Losing for a mess of pottage
TROTSKY'S wireless apothegms,

Take a little country cottage
And a houseboat on the Thames.

Oh to think that as he lingers
Hour by hour he needs must hook

Bound imperial palms the fingers
Of a hand that LENIN shook.

Commerce like an iron girder

Props the new world and tlie old;

All men know the stains of murder

May be lightly washed with gold.

Ah, but when the bright-eyed vulture,

Fresh from feasting on the slain,

Learns the way of foreign culture

Shall his claws grow sharp again?

So for him we weep, the Tartar

Blood-bedabbled to his wrists,

When his free soul sinks to barter

With abhorred capitalists.

Silken ways and softer manners
Bend the sturdiest victor down ;

Woe unto the Soviet banners !

M. KKASSIN is in town. EVOE.
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AIR-CRAFTINESS.
BHITISH LION. " HALLO !,- STARTED FLYING AGAIN ALREADY?"
GERMAN EAGLE. "OH. PURELY A COMMERCIAL FLUTTER."
BRITISH LION (to himself). "I REMEMBER HEARING THAT SAME YARN ABOUT THEIR

NAVY. TIME I DEVELOPED MY WINGS AGAIN."

["Iu Germany there are millions of men firmly determined to win back by tho air what thoy have lost by sea and on land."
General
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, June 7th. "Has the right

hon. gentleman any experience of Sun-

day School treats?" asked Mr. INSKIP

after the MINISTER OP TRANSPORT had

announced that the railway companies,
while conceding reduced fares for these

outings, could not extend the facilities

to more than one adult for every ten

children. Sir Emc GEDDES admitted

that his experience was- "
many years

ago." There must have been "giants
in those days

"
among the Sunday

School teachers if one of them was ahle

to
" moderate the transports

"
of ten

little ERICS.

The PRIME MINISTER had discarded

the jaunty grey suit which he wore last

week, and in his "blacks" looked rather

like a Scottish elder. Nevertheless, when

requested by Mr. MACCALLUM SCOTT to

interpret the articles of the "AuldKirk"
he declined to rush in where Mr. BONAR
Lvw had feared to tread, and contented

himself with the remark that this was
" a very dangerous question for a mere
Southerner."

The negotiations with M. KRASSIN
caused many inquiries. Mr. WILLIAM
SHAW, for example, sought a guarantee
that the Bolshevists should not be al-

lowed to pay for the goods they might
now order with the stores that they
had seized from His Majesty's Govern-
ment. One is reminded of PHIL MAY'S

publican, who took the theft of his pew-
ters philosophically,
but was moved to

strong protest when
thothief brought them
back in the form of

bad half-crowns.

Coalitionist anxiety
in regard to the PRIME
MINISTER'S flirtation

with the Soviet emis-

sary took shape in a
motion for the ad-

journment moved by
ColonelGRETTON, who
was shocked at the
idea of negotiating
with a Government
that depended on vio-

lence, and seconded

by Admiral Sir R.

HALL, who doubted
whether there was
anything to he got out
of Ilussiu. Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE replied that,

according to the evi-

dence of anti-Bolshevist refugees, there
were quantities of grain and raw ma-
terials awaiting export, while in regard
to the general question he poured much
rhetorical contempt on the argument

country that was misgoverned. What
about Turkey ? What about Mexico '.'

"You cannot always examine the re-

cords of your customers."
Earlier in the day Sir A. GRIFFITH

A-w

"MANY YEARS AGO."
SIR ERIC GEDDES AT A SUNDAY SCHOOL

TREAT.

BOSCAWEN had moved tho Second

Eeading of the Agriculture Bill with
so much vigour and enthusiasm that

one wondered why a Bill so vital to

the national well-being had not been in-

that we were never to trade witli a

MR. CHURCHILL SEES RED.
ARMY UNIFORM (1) AS IT is

; (2) AS IT WAS BEFORE THE WAR AND WILL BE
AGAIN

;
AND (3) AS, TO SUIT MR. CHURCHILL'S MARLBOBOUGH TRADITIONS, IT

SHOULD HAVE BEEN.

troduced a little earlier. Later speakers
were less friendly. Mr. ACLAND declared

that the measure was only necessary
because trie Government could not

keep the country out of international

difficulties. Captain FITHROY com-

plained that tho Bill did too much for

the tenant-farmer; whereas Mr. CAUT-
LEY described it as the tenant-farmer's
death-knell.

Tuesday, June 8th. The prevalent
belief that Mr. CHURCHILL is always
spoiling for a fight, and is mainly re-

sponsible for all the wars now going on
in various parts of the world, is, 1 am
ready to believe, entirely erroneous.
But there is no doubt of his desire to
" see red

"
so far as His Majesty's Army

is concerned. The report that the
Government intended to spend three

millions in putting our soldiers back
into the traditional scarlet inspired a
multitude of questions to the WAU SEC-
RETARY this afternoon. Mr. CHURCHILL
declared it to be grossly exaggerated.
Nevertheless, in political circles it is

believed that at the next election the
Government can rely with confidence

upon the nurserymaids' vote.

In resisting the proposal to make
a levy on capital Mr. CHAMBERLAIN
covered the ground so exhaustively
that, as Sir F. BANBURY subsequently
observed, the chief complaint to be
made of his speech was that it was not
delivered three months before, when it

would have saved the money-market
great anxiety and prevented much de-

preciation of capital. For, according
to the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER,
a levy on war-wealth was never really

practicable, and even if it had been
would have had no effect upon the

amount of the floating
debt, his most press-

ing problem. But, if

so, why not have said

it at tho start, instead
of setting up a Com-
mittee to try to find

a solution for the in-

soluble ?

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN'S
contention that by the

income-tax and super-
tax wealth was already

heavily conscripted
would have perhaps
been better left with-

out illustration. His
case of the gentle-
man with 131,000 a

year, who after paying
his taxes had only
42,500 to spend, left

Mr. STEPHEN WALSH
quitecold. SirDoNALD
MACLEAN, by some
odd process of reason-

ing, came to the conclusion that the

Government's decision would bo wel-

comed by all the enemies of capital,
and announced his intention of joining
the Labour Party in the Lobby.

Wednesday, June 9th. The Air Navi-
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Resourceful Spokesman of Picnic Party (anticipating trouble). "DELIGHTED YOU \VKRK ABLE 10 TURN cr I You DON'T MIND OUR
HAVING STARTED WITHOUT YOU?"

gation Bill passed through the usually
serene atmosphere of the Upper House,
but not without encountering a certain

number of "
bumps." Lord MONTAGU,

calling to mind the nursery saying, "if

pigs could fly," was alarmed by the

possibility that "air-hogs" might inter-

fere with the amenities, and might even

endanger the lives, of earth-bound citi-

zens by flying over them at unduly low
altitudes. He suggested two thousand
feet as a minimum. Lord LONDONDERRY
resisted the Amendment on the ground
that it was difficult to gauge the height
at which aircraft flew, and thought few
airmen would care to risk the penalties
provided in the Bill a fine of two hun-
dred pounds and six months' impris-
onment by indulging a taste for for-

bidden stunts.

At first blush you would hardly think
it necessary to include the City Corpo-
ration among the local authorities who
may establish aerodromes. The "one
square mile" does not offer much en-

couragement to the airman who wishes
to make a safe landing. But you never
can tell what may happen. The " Old
Lady of Threadneedle Street," who is

said to be contemplating an upward ex-
tension of her premises, may perhaps
welcome aeroplanes to her hospitable
roof, and thereby give a new significance
to "banking" in the aviator's vocabu-

lary.

In the Commons the anomalous posi-
tion produced by President WILSON'S

undertaking to delimit the boundaries

of Armenia, although his country has

refused to accept the mandate for its

administration, elicited from Mr. BONAB
LAW the curious explanation that the

invitation to delimit was addressed to

Mr. WILSON "in his personal capacity."
But when Mr. BOTTOMLEY sought fur-

ther light on this phrase Mr. LAW was
unable or unwilling to supply it. He
did, however, vouchsafe the information

that, whatever America might do, this

country would not add Armenia to its

existing share of " the white man's
burden."

Thursday, June 10th. It seems a

pity that since Count DE SALIS left

Montenegro and made his famous
secret report the British Government
has had no representative in that dis-

tracted country. In the absence of

official information the most diverse

descriptions of its present state gain
currency. According to Lord SYDENHAM
the Serbians, who wish to incorporate
Montenegro in the new Jugo-Slavia,
are taking every step to intimidate
their opponents (described as ninety
per cent, of the population) and have

incidentally imprisoned a number of

ex-Ministers. Lord CUHZON agreed
that this was quite probable, inasmuch
as ex-Ministers bore a considerable ratio
to the whole population, but otherwise

challenged Lord SYDENHAM'S allega-
tions. His own information (source
not named) was that the Montenegrin
majority was in favour of Yugo-Slav
union. The debate confirmed the im-

pression that all statements emanating
from the Black Mountain should be

taken cuingrano DE SALIS.

In the Commons Mr. BONAR LAW
was taking a day off, and, as usually

happens when the PRIME MINISTER is

in charge, "a certain liveliness" pre-
vailed. The renewed offensive of Gen-
eral WRANGEL incited the Bolshevist

sympathisers to start one on-their own
account. An attempt to move the ad-

journment was nipped in the bud by the

SPEAKER. Colonel WEDGWOOD made a

gallant effort to usurp the functions

of the Chair by declaring that the

matter was both definite and urgent ;

but Mr. LOWTHER replied thfit unfor-

tunately the decision rested with him

and not with the hon. Member.
The House then settled down to

business, and gave a Third Beading to

two Bills, and a Second Eeadiug to

five others. On the Women, Young
Persons and Children (Employment)
Bill Mr. BARNES took exception, not

unnaturally, to a clause permitting
" the

employment of women and young per-

sons in shifts up to ten o'clock at night,"

and Major BAIRD undertook to consider

the withdrawal of this equivocal piece

of draftsmanship.

" ' The time has come,' the walrus said,
' To speak of many things :

Of shoes and ships and sealing-wax,
Of cabbages and kings.' (O. Henry)."

Free State Paper.

Where did LEWIS CARROLL? Appar-

ently not in the Free State.
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THE FUTURE OF APSLEY HOUSE.

CONFLICTING STATEMENTS.

THE possibility of a super-dancing-
iilci ii being erected on the sito of

Apslcy House is, we fear, likely to be

relegated to the limbo of lost oppor-
tunities.

It will be remembered that a few

weeks ago London in general and the

West-End in particular was excited and

delighted by the announcement that

Ap.sley House bad been sold to an in-

tluential syndicate and would shortly
be converted into a massive and

monumental block, forty storeys high,
crowned with the dancing-saloon and

including a concert-hall with the most
i fnl organ in the \vorld, and a

swimming-bath with salt water con-

veyed by a special pipe from Brighton.
It will also be remembered that Mr.

('humpley Swope, the chairman of the

syndicate, issued a powerful manifesto
in which he explained the purely hu-

manitarian motives of the enterprise
to obliterate the militaristic associa-

tions of the site
;

to replace an un-

sightly building by a fabric which would
he one of the architectural glories of

London, and simultaneously to cheer

the patients in St. George's Hospital
with the sounds of harmony by night.

Unhappily the realisation of these

cent and artistic designs seems

likely to be indefinitely postponed, to

judge from the authoritative statements
nado to our representative by Mr.

Pomerene, architect to the

and by Mr. Chumpley Swope
limself.

"There never was any idea," said

\Ir. I'omorene, "in the minds of the

n-esent owners, 'Mr. Otis -Flather and
>! i'. Virgil Onderdonk, of converting the
.ite of Apsley House to the uses of a

uper-dancing-saloon. Mr. Flather is

,.
convinced opponent of the dancing

nania and President of the Anti-Tar-
; ntulation League, while Mr. Onder-
onk has always been a profound ad-
lirarof the great Duke of WELLINGTON.
'iibject to the approval of the present
Hike it is our intention to re-erect

; .psloy House on the Playing Fields at

'.km, and utilise the site for the build-
f Hats for the New Poor."

" The erection of a Neo-Georgian
uper-dancing-saloon on the Piccadilly
'outage of Apsley House," said Mr.

humpley Swopo,
" has long been the

Barest dream of my heart. My first

bgotiations with Messrs. Shumway
id Prudden were conducted for the

(press purpose of facilitating the real-

atiou of this project. Moreover, when
.r. Flather joined me in the purchase
the entire site his representative, Mr.
nderdonk, was fully aware of my

Curate (diiciixainj tlui drink ijitet>tion). "MiND YOU, I'M FOND OF A uLAts OK BEER,
MYSELF, BUT I CAN'T INDULGE. IT DOESN'T AOBEE WITH ME."

Rustic (sympathetically). "DEAU, DEAR! AIN'T THERE NO CUBE?"

plans and expressed his cordial ap-

proval thereof.

"Eventually my friends and I ac-

cepted offers made to us by Mr. Flather

whereby the entire site was vested

in him, subject to an agreement that

the Piccadilly frontage to a depth of

two hundred kilowatts should be re-

served for the erection of the dancing-
saloon, the concert-hall and the swim-

ming-bath.
"
Owing however to the difficulties

connected with the laying of the pipe
from Brighton and the unaccountable

and irrational hostility displayed by the

Governing Body of St. George's Hos-

pital the plan of erecting this Temple
of Terpsichore has fallen into abeyance
and the West-End is threatened with

the loss of an educational asset of in-

comparable value. I may add, however,

that negotiations have been opened with
the Dean and Chapter of WESTMINKTKH
and that I do not altogether despair of

obtaining an alternative site and making
a fresh start with my plans for beauti-

fying and humanising London."

Limitations.

There was a young lady of Clacton
Whose knowledge was wide and exact on

Jazz, jumpers and plays
And the cinema craze ;

But she never had heard of Lord ACTON.

" '

Obregon signed the flag as did others at

the convention,
'

said Villa. 'He kissed the

mlag, and cried as he kissed it. Then those
who wanted to break the agreement stole tho

blag with the signatures of the delegates."
Aiinrican Paper.

This helps us a little to appreciate the

confusion of Mexican politic*.
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PERSISTENCE OF THE MILITARY.

IN pre-war days, when one's health was tested at the

order of a verbally polite but fundamentally distrustful in-

surance company, the examination was a pleasant affair

conducted by a benign old gentleman who behaved like

one's own family physician.
Now all that is changed. I lately took the liberty of

offering to bet a Company that I would not live for ever, in

spite of my present rude health. In reply I was invited
" to meet our medical advisers at our office."

I arrived obediently at the appointed time and was
ushered into a room in which sat behind a table two elderly

gentlemen of ultra-military appearance. When, later, they
addressed each other as "Colonel" and "Major" I knew
that they were civilian dug-outs militarised by the War.

Colonel drew himself up and spoke to me in a C.O. voice :

"
Well, what is the general state of your health ?

"

I felt that it was up to me to play the old war-game,
even if it ruined nay chance of getting insured. I therefore

started to enumerate the various minor ailments from which
I suffered.

"To begin with," I explained, "I've sprained my wrist

rather badly and
"

"That won't prevent your holding a rifle," interrupted
Colonel severely.

"Then," I continued,
" sometimes I have a headache."

"Ah," said Major, "and I suppose when you run uphill

your heart palpitates like a pea in a drum ?
"

"
Yes," I replied quickly,

"
it does do that. How did you

know? "

Major laughed a laugh such as HINDENHURG himself

might have delivered. It was cold and mirthless and must
have hurt his face.

"Come," said Colonel sharply," let's have no more of

this humbug. Drink and smoke less and keep yourself fit
;

and don't come whining before us, complaining of this and
that. A few route marches will soon set you up."

"But, seriously," I objected, "my health is not of the
best and I feel I ought to warn you that there are slight
disabilities in my constitution which-

"

" Which make you," interjected Major, "of course unfit to
do your duty." His voice was like steel wire and I hated
him.

"Very well, then,"I answered calmly, "I will say no more."
" You 'd better not," roared Colonel. " It 's no use your

thinking you can impose on us. I 've marked you down
Al. I 'm sick to death of you fellows who try to get behind
a doctor directly your comfort is threatened. That disposes
of your case. About turn!"

Mechanically I left their presence. . . .

I don't know what the Insurance Company will make
of it when they find all their candidates passed as first-class
lives. Somebody ought to tell these doctors that the War
is over.

ANOTHER POST-OFFICE HOLD-UP.
OUH post-office is to be found taking cover in one corner

of the village's general shop. Poetically it may be described
as between the lard and the lingerie. In prose the most
interesting thing to be said of it is that I was there this
morning.

It was while I was buying a box of matches that the
thought came to me that I might as welt enjoy myself
thoroughly and have some stamps as well. There was
quite a crowd m the shop at the time, and we both moved
to the postal counter together. She, however, got in the
first word.

"One stainp, ploase," she demanded, and went on,
" You '11

never guess what I want it for."
" Isn't it for a letter, then?

"
asked the post-mistress, as

if, for instance, stamps might be used for holding down the
butter while the bread is rubbed against it.

"
Yes, but who to ? That 's the point. Our George !

"

To me there did not seem much in this to cause a sensa-
tion, but it did. Question and answer flew backwards and
forwards as thick as reminiscences at a regimental dinner.

" Not young George ?
"

"Yes, old George. We had a letter from him last week.
First we 'd heard for six years."

"Lordy, lordy," said the post-mistress, "it only seems
yesterday that he went away. I remember "and she

proved it by doing so for ten minutes with a volubility that
would have made the fortune of a patter comedian. At
the first sign of a pause I found the courage to ask for my
stamps, but quite in vain. The conversation was only
getting its second wind.

"Young George, to be sure ! And how is ho? Tell me
all about him."

I gathered that George was in the best of health and in

America, was unmarried and umpired out in a recent base-
ball match and wanted "

[" A dozen stamps, please."
This from me.] a photograph of the old people and his

brothers and sisters. From this the transition was easy to
an uncle of the post-mistress's who went "

[" A dozen

stamps."] to foreign parts. He always was a rolling stone,
he was. Never gathered no moss. On the other hand, there
were no flies on him. Did very well for himself, he did, and
when he died

But it was at this point that the moisture from the

margarine cask against which I had been leaning began to

make its presence felt, and, stampless, I left the shop.
At the edge of the village I met our policeman.
"Go quickly," I implored him

; "there's a hold-up at the

post-office."

Perhaps "quickly" is not quite the right word, but, at

any rate, he went. I doubt if he will get promotion over
the job, but I am sure he too will like to hear about our

George, if there's anything left to say by the time he gets
there.

SOMETIMES.
SOME days are fairy days. The minute that you wake
You have a magic feeling that you never could mistake;
You may not see the fairies, but you know they 're all about,
And any single minute they might all come popping out;
You want to laugh, you want to sing, you want to dance

and run,

Everything is different, everything is fun
;

The sky is full of fairy clouds, the streets are fairy ways
Anything might happen on truly fairy days.

Some nights are fairy nights. Before you go to bed
You hear their darling music go chiming in your head ;

You look into the garden and through the misty grey
You see the trees all waiting in a breathless kind of way.
All the stars are smiling ; they know that very soon
The fairies will come singing from the land behind the moon.
If only you could keep awake when Nurse puts out the

light . . .

Anything might happen on a truly fairy night. E. F.

"CBICKET.
Little Snoring Ladies v. Little Snoring Lads." Local Paper.

This match was played in Norfolk and not, as you might
lave expected, in Beds.
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THE BROTHERHOOD OF MUSIC.
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A CAST.
GhUlie. "AY, SIR, THE FUSHERS ABE NO WHAT THEY WERE. YE'LL MAYBE so BELIEVE ME, BUT THERE WAS A MAN HEBE LAST

MONTH THAT HAD NAETHING BUT A SUP O 1 COLD TEA IN HIS FLASK TO WET A FUSH WHEN HE CAUGHT YIN I

"

THE PARADISE OE BAEDS.

(From an Oxford Correspondent.)
CONSIDERABLE resentment has been

caused in various centres of poetic ac-

tivity by the preference recently ex-

pressed by the PBIME MINISTER for the

products of Welsh minstrelsy. In a

letter addressed to Huw MENAI, the

working South Wales miner poet, Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE declares that he has
read his poems with the "

greatest de-

light." If the PREMIER had merely
said "great delight" no untoward con-

sequences would have ensued, but the in-

vidious use of the superlative threatens
to embroil the whole country in that

internecine war recently predicted by
the Editor of The Athenceum in his

gloomy survey of Neo-Georgian litera-

ture.

Meetings of protest have been held in

Hainpstead, at Letchworth, Stratford-
on-Avon and the Eustace Miles Restaur-

ant, but the most remarkable and orderly
of these demonstrations was that which
took place at Boar's Hill on Saturday
last, under the presidency of the POET
LAUREATE. Boar's Hill, we need not
remind our readers, is par excellence

the fashionable intellectual suburb of

Oxford, and has been called the " Para-

dise of Bards." Dr. BRIDGES in a

brief opening address, speaking more in

sorrow than in anger, dealt with the

statistical side of the question. He
pointed out that of the residents at

Boar's Hill one in every six was a true

poet, and three out of every five were"

masters of the art of prosody. There
were no miner poets on Boar's Hill.

Their motto was Majora canamus.
Professor GILBERT MURRAY, who

followed, laid stress on the perfect

harmony which reigned amongst the

residents, in spite of the fact that all

schools of poetry were represented,
from the austerest of classicists to

the most advanced exponents of Neo-

Georgian vers libre. They were a

happy family, linked together by a
common devotion to the Muses, and in

their daily output of verse showing a

higher unit of production than that
recorded of any other community in
either hemisphere.
Mr. JOHN MASEFIELD moved the only

resolution, which was carried unani-

mously, to the effect that Mr. FISHER,
the Minister of Education, should be

requested to convey to the PRIME

MINISTER the regret of the meeting

that he should, have overlooked the

paramount claim of Boar's Hill to be

regarded as the Parnassus of Great

Britain. In Murray's Guide to Oxford-

shire it had been spoken of as " a health

resort for jaded students," but that

was an obsolete libel. Constitutionally

vigorous and daily refreshed by draughts

from the pellucid springs of the Pierides,

they led a life of exuberant health, as

the vital statistics of the neighbourhood
would abundantly show. On Boar's

Hill people began to write poetry earlier

and continued to do so later than iu

any other spot in the British Isles.

Sir ARTHUR EVANS, in proposing a

vote of thanks to the Chairman, made

the gratifying announcement that Mi'

MASEFIELD was already engaged on

companion poem to his "
Reynard the

Fox," commemorating the genius kc,

under the inspiring title of
" The Sticking

of the Pig.''

A Very Free Translation.
" ' Have you come to make peace ?

'

' Nous verrons pour cela ('
That is what W'

have come for),' replied Krassin at once."

Daily Paper.
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V v'<

Martha (to ancient spouse, who tias narrowly escaped being run over by passing car) .
" AN' SEBVE VEn BIGHT TOO IF IT 'AD A-KHOCKED

VEB. YKU DU GO KACIN' A'EAD NO SENSE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

RECENT developments have given an unexpectedly topical
interest to a new book by Professor PAUL MILIUKOV, LL.D.,
entitled Bolshevism ; an International Danger (ALLEN AND

UNWIN). The whole question of the de facto Government
of Russia is so fiercely controversial that it is not to be

expected that such a work should escape violent criticism

from those for whom that Government can do no wrong,
though the writer justly claims that (however obvious his

own views) he has striven to be strictly fair to those of the

enemy. The scheme of his work has been " to trace the

evolution of Bolshevism from an abstract doctrine to a

practical experiment." One may excusably find the history
a grim and menacing one. In the course of it Professor

Mn.irKov tells again the tragedy of the great betrayal
(which it will do no one harm to ponder upon just now),
when the Commander of the 1st corps of the Siberian

Army reported :

" A brilliant success crowned our efforts . . .

there remained before us only a few fortifications, and the
battle might soon have taken the character of a complete
destruction of the enemy." But the work of M. LENIN had
been too thorough ;

instead of a victory that might have
ended the War and saved thousands of lives, we saw this

already triumphant army, equipped through British in-

dustry, melt into a disorganised rabble. Nor is the writer
loss interesting on other aspects of his theme; in particular
an exposition of the notorious Third International and a

survey of the present-moment activities of Bolshevist pro-
paganda, notably in our own country. No one who wishes
to read and keep for reference a clearly written and
understandable survey of the most urgent problem in

modern politics need go further than this short but highly
concentrated study.

The March to Paris and the Battle of the Marne, 1914

(ARNOLD), by Generaloberst ALEXANDER VON KLUCK, is

more of a soldiers', indeed a staff-officers', book than any
that has appeared here from the other side. It deals ex-

clusively with the operations of the German right wing,
VON KLUCK'S own (first) army and his liaison with the

second (VoN BULOW'S), during the move forward to the

Grand Morin, the allied counter-offensive and the establish-

ment of the line of the Aisne that is from the twelfth of

August to the twelfth of September. The principal army
orders are given textually. An admirable map illustrates

each day's routes and billets for his first line and second

line troops, his cavalry and the extreme right of the second

army. VON KLUCK'S explanation of his breach of the

Supreme Command's orders and the manoeuvre which

exposed him to MANOURY'S stroke was that, while ignoring
the letter, he was acting in the spirit of those orders on the

information available; that a pause to fulfil them literally

would have given the enemy time to recover ;
that defective

intelligence kept him ignorant of the fact that the German
left and centre had been definitely held by the French (if

he had known this he would not, he says, have crossed the

Marne). An examination of the frontispiece portrait sug-

gests that this fighting General would easily find excellent

reason for disobeying other people's orders and maintain

an obstinate defence of his own decisions once made, how-
ever disastrous in result. Notes by the historical section

(military branch) of the Committee of Imperial Defence

point out inaccuracies and contradictions which the lay
reader would be unlikely to discover for himself. He will

however, if I mistake not, appreciate a soldierly narrative,

unspoiled by
"
political

"
parentheses or underestimation of

opponents, of what was undoubtedly a great military feat.

The German right wing covered the most ground and met

perhaps the toughest of the fighting.
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I have found in Lighting-up Time (CoBDau-SiNDEBSON)
that all too rare thing, a theatrical novel of which the

vitality does not expire towards the end of the fourth

chapter. Obviously Mr. IVOB BROWN knows the life of

modern stageland, one would say, with the intimacy of

personal' experience. More important still, he commands
an easy style and a flow of genial, not too esoteric, humour
that combine to keep the reader chuckling and curious to

the last page. His title is characteristic, Lighting -itp Time

symbolising here that period in the career of an actress

when her possibly waning attractions need the illumination

of a judicious boom. The two main characters are Mary
Maroon, the leading lady, and Peter Penruddock, the astute

publicity agent who engages to set her upon her financial

and artistic pedestal. Peter, in other words, is Mary's tide,

taken at the flood in chapter one, and leading her, very

divertingly, on to fortune. Both the tour of Stolen or

Strayed and the company that present it are admirably
true to life, while Mr. BROWN has even been able con-

vincingly to suggest the atmosphere of. theatrical Oxford,

when iii due course

his mummers de-

scend upon that

home of lost co-

medies and impos-
sible revues. If I

have a complaint

against the book it

is that a tale of

such pleasant irony

hardly needed the

general pairing-off
with which the au-

thor rings down his

curtain ; but for th i s

Noah'sArk I should

have more easily
believed in a story
thatentertained me
throughout.

m^^wjj-

LIFE'S LITTLE ANOMALIES.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS OF POUNDS HAVE BEEN OFFERED TO CARPENTIER AND DEMPSEY

TO FIGHT, AND NOW HEBE IS A KIND OLD LADY GIVING TWO BOYS SIXPENCE EACH IF
THEY 'LL PROMISE -VOr TO.

There are some

forty
- odd bits in

A Bit at a Time
(MILLS AND BOON),
and they embrace a variety of subjects, ranging from
crocuses in Kensington Gardens to corpse-boats on the

Tigris. They are all, whether sentimental, satirical or

pathetic, fiction of the lightest type. Such literature was
eminently readable during the War most of Mr. DION
CLAYTON CALTHROP'S bits have to do with somebody's

" bit"
when a touch of conventional pathos and pretended

cynicism and a generous padding of humour, real or forced,
provided sufficient relaxation from the strain of anxious
hours. But the wisdom of republishing them in book form
in these sober days of peace is open to question. When
Mr. CALTHROP talks satirically of "perfect officials" or of
an earnest young American aviator who writes letters home
in a United States dialect that was never heard on land or
sea outside Bayswater, or of the war-time adventures of
one Mr. Mason, skipper, and Mr. Smith, his mate, he is

tolerably amusing. When he becomes serious, as in "The
Prayer of the Classical Parson

"
and " When the Son Came

Home," his limitations become increasingly apparent. Yet
t is in this vein that he gives us what is by all odds his
best bit, "The Chevalier of Carnaby Bow." When he
writes of Cupids and fauns and Columbines and rose-leaves
and the sort of young females that find this environment
congenial (in books) I like Mr. CALTHROP least. Perhaps

it is because the publishers have put his picture on the

paper cover. He looks much too stalwart and sophisti-
cated to be toying with such gossamer fantasies.

I doubtwhetherthecomplications which attend the devolu-

tion of dead men's property were created for the confusion
of survivors or for the convenience of novelists. In the case

of The Lost Mr. Lintliicaite (HODDER AND STOUGHTON),
Mrs. Byfield had married Mr. Byfield, or at least she thought
she had, and Mr. Byfield had died, supposedly intestate.

Previously Mrs. Byfield had married Mr. Melsome, or again
she thought she had, and Mr. Melsome had disappeared and
was assumed to be dead, leaving nothing behind him except
a brother as vile as himself. The following discoveries

were made by her in due sequence : That Mr. Melsome was
not dead and that therefore she was not Mrs. Byfield hut

Mrs. Melsome ; that Mr. Melsome was already married when
he purported to marry her, and that therefore she was not

Mrs. Melsome but Mrs: Byfield ;
and that a solicitor's clerk

was absconding with the bulk of the Byfield estate, which,
of course, was what
the bother was all

about. Her son,
bitten with the

craze for discover-

ies, then discovered

on his own that the

late Mr. Byfield
hadn't died intes-

tate. I wonder my-
self if he ever really
died at all. . . .

These are what Mr.
J. S. FLETCHER
very aptly calls the

mere legalities ; the

plot, which thick-

ens and thickens

from first page to

last, concerns the

handling of them

by the evil but tal-

ented Melsome
brothers, the acci-

dental intervention
of Mr. Linthwaite, and the rescue work of his admirable

nephew, Mr. Richard Brixey, of The Morning Sentinel. Mr.

FLETCHER tells his story well, but up to the very last

moment I was looking and hoping for a surprise and was sus-

pecting those legalities of being a deception invented to make
the surprise all the greater. A first-class adventure, in my
opinion spoilt by the sacrifice of originality to technicality.

"The girls, to the number of 110, escaped in their night attire, and

displayed great coolness." Ncics of the World.

Very natural.

"Baron Evence Coppee, a Belgian, has been arrested on th<

of furnishing coal to the enemy during the war." Daily PCIJX r.

With a name like that the copper could hardly miss him.

" Sir Robert is now satisfied, I understand, that there is considerable

merit in the adage
' all comes to he who waits.'

"
Daily Pai>er.

Sir EGBERT seems easily pleased.

"ORCHESTRA (small), or few Instrumentalists, for sea-handling

Margarine and Butter in up-to-date style." Advt. in Provincial /'/'</.

But we fear that some of the stuff met with nowadays
would "beat the band."
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CHARIVARIA.
l\n;]'F has been retaken by the Bol-

shevists. It looks as if the Poles will

liave to win tbo place three times in

succession before it becomes their own

property. * .
;:

Annoyed by a small boy who was

ng sweets and laughing a parson

recently stopped in the middle of his

sermon and refused to go on with it.

We are informed that the boy in ques-
tion has since received several tempting

s from other parishes.

A motorist, summoned the other week,
diuitted to having knocked three peo-

ple down one day and
;\vo people the next.

if only this progress
e steadily main-

lined !

"*'

Ti-aflic iu Finsbury
was consider-

ielayed the other

iy
a crowd which

c 'llected in the main
in order to

i two bricklayers
i ad deliberately

, od their coats.
* *

A weekly paper
a that the wind-

Mg up of the Ministry
>i Munitions will not
a completed until

xt your. After all it

-
just as well not to

i things.

" Mars will be only thirty-five million

miles from the earth." It has not yet
been decided what can be done about it,

but we understand that Lord NORTH-
CUFFH has the matter in hand.

***
Scotland Yard is warning people

against a man who perpetrates fraud

by means of the telephone. It is to be

hoped he will soon be captured so that

the secret of how he gets through can
bo wrested from him.

v
"An expedition in search for gold,"

says a contemporary,
" will leave Glas-

gow next week." In view of their

object no surprise is felt that they
have decided to leave Scotland.

few who have again adopted the

Underground Railway as their training

quarters. : .

"
Only the small

>oy knows the joys
'! ice cream," says
in evening papcV. Inside information,
.ve presume. ^ ..,

*

A New York writer thinks that a man
B large family of girls is fortunate.

! ii the contrary, in these days, just as
'

the last one married off, the first

i divorce and comes back home.
* *

" The secret of health," said Professor
'iNVAi, of the French Academy of

uo,
"

is to walk on the toes." This
er than the plan adopted by Tube

ravellers of walking on other people's.

: lie Business Exhibition there was
!">wn a waistcoat-pocket calculator
uaranteed to juggle with figures up to
ve thousand pounds. This should
o just the thing for persons ordering
inner at a London restaurant.

*.,.*

'In 1924," says a contemporary,

TIME : Monday Morning.

Golfer. "No, I NEVAH GO TO THE CLUB ON SATURDAYS OE SUNDAYS. I FIND
A MUCH BETTEB LOT THEBE ON MONDAYS."

The Otlicr (bound Citywards). "REALLY. WELL, YOU MIGHT KEEP A SPECIAL
LOOK-OUT FOB A COUPLE OP NEW ' PUBPLE DIMPLES '

I LOST AT THE FOURTEENTH
YESTK.RDAY."

Mr. ROBERT HYDE, a chemist of Pitts-

burg, claims to have obtained sugar
from sawdust. This is not so very
remarkable. Several people in this

country have succeeded in obtaining

sugar from a grocer.
* *
*

" On July 1st," says an official notice,
"

all banks in the United Kingdom
will be closed." To avoid disappoint-
ment, holders-up are requested to enter

the date in their engagement books.
* :!=

Whilst assisting with the repairs to

his church a clergyman in the Midlands
has had the misfortune to injure his

thumb with a hammer. It still re-

mains a mystery what the clergy say
on such occasions.V

Although this year the majority of

lady-shoppers are practising in private
for the summer sales there are still a

The principle of the League of

Nations has now been accepted by all

the Great Powers with the exception
of America and Mr. BOTTOMLEY.

* *

A bargee summoned in Warwickshire
for saying what he thought of the

Government was acquitted, but was
told that if he repeated the offence the
fine would be five pounds. Wo under-
stand that he is saving up for it.

* *

" We must thank Germany for the

present high cost of living," says an

evening paper. Per-

sonally, at the risk of

appearing ungrateful,
we shall do nothing
of the sort.

* *
*

During a recent de-

bate on crime a well-

known doctor stated

that, although his
house was often left

empty, no attempt
had ever been made
upon it. We hear,

however, that he has
since been visited by
the secretary of the

Burglars' Union and
has agreed to await
his turn. ... *

''*

In reply to several

correspondents we
have now much plea-
sure in announcing
that it is not neces-

sary to wear kilts

whilst taking the oath
in the Scottish fashion.

"SEND TWOPENCE FOB THE LATEST
PAMPHLET ON THE EAST :

CARRYING FREEDOM TO TURKEY.
DELIVEBY MAY BE SLIGHTLY DELAYED."

Muslim Outlook.

We can well believe this.

There was a young man of the Peak
Who had kippers for tea once a week ;

As he hated the taste

It was rather a waste,
But it gave him a feeling of chic.

" It was learned yesterday, on enquiry at

the offices of the City of Dublin Steampacket
Company, that there is no truth in the state-

ment that the officers and crews of the com-

pany's boats had been served with six months'
notice in into a new contract for the carrying
of the Government." Irish Paper.

We doubted it from the start.

vor.. cr.vin.
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THE ART OF POETRY.
in.

IN this lecture I shall deal with the

production of Lyrics, Blank Verse and

(if I am allowed) Hymns (Ancient and

Modern).
First we will write a humorous lyric

for the Stage, bearing in mind, of course,

the peculiar foibles, idiosyncrasies and

whims of Mr. Alf Bubble, who will sing

it (we hope). Mr. Bubble's principal

source of fun is the personal appearance
of his fellow-citizens. Whenever a new
character comes on the stage ho makes

some remark about the character's
" face." Whenever he does this the

entire audience rolls about on its seat,

and cackles and gurgles and wipes its

eyes, and repeats in a hoarse whisper,
with variations of its own, the uproari-
ous phrasing of Mr. Bubble's remark.

If Mr. Bubble says,
" But look at his

face !
"

the audience, fearful lest its

neighbours may have missed the cream

of the thing, splutters hysterically in

the intervals of eye-wiping and cough-

ing and choking and sneezing,
" He

said,
' What a face !

' "
or " He said,

' Did

you see his face ?
'"

or " He said,
' Is it

a face ?
' '

All this we have got to remember
when we are writing a lyric for

Mr. Bubble. Why Mr. Bubble of all

people should find so much mirth in

other men's faces I can't say, but there

it is. If we write a song embodying
this great joke we may be certain that

it will please Mr. Bubble ; so we will

do it.

Somebody, I think, will have made
some slighting remark about the

Government, and that will give the

cue for the first verse, which will be

political.

We will begin :

Thompson . . . .

I don'tknow why the people in humor-
ous lyrics are always called Thompson
(or Brown), but they are.

Thompson, being indigent,
Thought that it was time he went
Into England's Parliament,

To earn his daily bread ....
That is a joke against Parliament

you see Payment of Members and al!

that; it is good. At the same time.il
is usual to reserve one's jokes for the
chorus. The composer, you see, re

serves his tune for the chorus, and, i

the author puts too much into the
verse, there will be trouble betweer
their Unions.
Now we introduce the face-motif:

Thompson's features were not neat
;

When he canvassed dahn our street

Things were said I won't repeat,
And my old moth-ah said :

This verse, you notice, is both in

metre and rhyme; I don't know how
hat has happened ;

it ought not to be.

Now we have the chorus :

"Oh, Mr. Thompson,
It isn't any good ;

I shouldn't like to vote for you,
So I won't pretend I should ;

I know that you 're the noblest

Of all the human race . . . ."

That shows the audience that face
s coming very soon, and they all get

eady to burst themselves.
" I haven't a doubt, if you get in,

The Golden Age will soon begin
But I DON'T' LIKE your FACE."

At this point several of the audience

svill simply slide off their seats on to the

loor and wallow about there, snorting.
The next verse had better be a love-

verse.

Thompson wooed a lovely maid

Every evening in the shade,
Meaning, I am much afraid,

To hide his ugly head ....

Head is not very good, I admit, but

we must have said in the last line, and
as we were mad enough to have rhymes
n the first verse we have got to go on
with it.

But when he proposed one night
Did it by electric light

Mabel, who retained her sight,
Just looked at him and said :

Now you see the idea ?

"Oh, Mr. Thompson,
It isn't any good;

I shouldn't like to marry you,
So I won't pretend I should

;

I know that you have riches

And a house in Eaton Place ....

(Here all the audience pulls out its

handkerchief)
I haven't a doubt that you must be
The properest possible match for me,
But I DON'T LIKE your FACE."

I have got another verse to this song,
but I will not give it to you now, as I

think the Editor is rather bored with
it. It is fortunate for Mr. Bubble that

he does not have to perform before an
audience of Editors.

Having written the tyric the next

thing to do is to get a composer to com-

pose music for it and then you get it

published. This is most difficult, as corn-

posers are people who don't ever keep
appointments, and music publishers
like locking up lyrics in drawers till the
mice have got at the chorus and the
whole thing is out of date.

By the time that this song is ready
Mr. Bubble may quite possibly have
exhausted the face-motif altogether
and struck a new vein. Then we shall

have wasted our labour. In that case
we will arrange to have it buried in

somebody's grave (Mr. Bubble's for

choice), and in 2000 A.D. it will be dug
up by antiquaries and deciphered. Even
a lyric like this may become an Old

Manuscript in time. I ought to add that
I myself have composed the music for

this lyric, but I really cannot under-

take to explain composing as well as

poetry.
The serious lyric or Queen's Hall

Ballad is a much easier affair. But
1 must first warn the student that

there are some peculiar customs at-

taching to this traffic which may at

first sight appear discouraging. When
you have written a good lyric and in-

duced someone to compose a tune for

it your first thought will be,
"

1 will

get Mr. Throstle to sing this, and he

will pay me a small fee or royalty per

performance;" and this indeed would
be a good arrangement to make. The

only objection is that Mr. Throstle, so

far from paying any money to the

student, will expect to be paid about

fifty pounds by the student for singing
his lyric. I do not know the origin of

this quaint old custom, but the student

had better not borrow- any money on

the security of his first lyric.
For a serious or Queen's Hall lyric

all that is necessary is to think of some
natural objects like the sun, the birds,

the flowers or the trees, mention them

briefly in the first verse and then in the

second verse draw a sort of analogy or

comparison between the natural object
and something to do witli love. The
verses can be extremely short, since in

this class of music the composer is

allowed to spread himself indefinitely
and can eke out the tiniest words.

Here is a perfect lyric I have written.

It is called, quite simply, Evenimj :

Sunshine in the forest,

Blossom on the tree,

And all the brave birds singing
For you and me.

Kisses in the sunshine,

Laughter in the dew,
And all the brave world singing
For me and Jou.

I see now that the dew has got into

the second verse, so it had better be

called quite simply The Daivn.

You notice the artistic parallelism ol

this lyric; I mean, "The brave birds

singing" in one verse and "The brave

world singing
"
in the next. That is a

tip I got from Hebrew poetry, especiall)

the Psalms: " One day telleth another

and one night certifieth another," and s(

on. It is a useful trie's to remember, aw

is employed freely by many inoden

writers, the author of " The King
1

Regulations," for example, who ii

Regulation 1680 has the fine line:

" Disembarkations are carried out in a

similar manner to embarkations."

That goes well to the Chant in C majc

by Mr. P. HUMPHREYS.
But I am wandering. It is becomin

clear to me now that I shall not havetim
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A MIDSUMMER NIGHTMARE.
Joiix BULL. '"IF I HAD WIT ENOUGH TO GET OUT OF THIS WOOD,' . . ."

A Midsummer Night's Dream, Act III., Sc. 1.
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ELIMINATION.

Stranger. "CAN YOU TELL ME WHERE MB. TOOLEY LIVES?'

Stranger. "MR. SAMUEL TOOLEY?"

Stranger. "HE is, I BELIEVE, A CARPENTER."

Stranger. "His AGE is SEVENTY-EIGHT."

Native. "THERE'S FIFTEEN FAMILIES o' TOOLEYS."

Native. "THERE'S TWENTY SAM TOOLEYS."

Native. " TEN ON EM 's CABPENTEBS."

Native.-" AH, THAT MUST BE ME. WHAT CAN I DO FUK EE?'

to do Blank Verso or Hymns (Ancient
and Modern) in this lecture, after all,

so I will give you a rough outline ot

that special kind of lyric, the Topical
Song. All that is required for this class
of work is a good refrain or central idea;
when you have got that, you see how
many topics you can tack on to it.

But if you can tack on Mr. WINSTON
CHURCHILL you need not bother about
the others.

Our central idea will he "
Eations,"

and the song will bo called Heaps and
Heaps :

Now Jimmy Brown

(always begin like that)
Now Jimmy Brown
Ho went to town,

But all the people said,
" We 're rationed in our jam, you know,
Likewise our cheese and bread ;

But we 'vc lots of politicians
And Ministers galore,

We 've got enough of them and. gee !

Wo don't want any more."

Chorus.

We 've had heaps and heaps and heaps of
Mr. SMILLIE (Loud cheers) ;

We 've had heaps and heaps and heaps of
our M.P. (Significant chuckles) ;

At political carouses
We 've had heaps of (paper) houses

But though we WAIT, no houses do we SEE

(Bitter laughter).
The khaki-boys wore good enough for fighting,
But now we hear the khaki-coat is barred ;

If they ration us in Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL,
Why, anyone may have my ration-card !

(Uproar.)

All you have to do now is to work in

some more topics. I don't think I shall
do any more now. The truth is, that
that verse has rather taken it out of me.

In niy next lecture I shall deal with
Blank Verse and " The King's Regula-
tions." A. P. H.

"DEESIDE FOREST FIRE.
Ground game flew from their nesting places

with shrill cries." Daily Paper.
Odd behaviour for hares and rabbits?

Professional Candour.
" YOUNG GENTLEMEN TAUGHT

BALLROOM DANCING
(Privately).

INDIVIDUAL INSTEUCTION. No CLASS."

. Advert, in South African Paper.

" FOR SALE. A chance for Art Collectors :

Beautiful Enamel on Gold by Email do

Geneve." Singapore Free Press.

We understand that the advertiser has

also for sale some priceless statuary by
the eminent sculptor, Platre do Paris.

"By Lady M S ;-.

My favourite quotation is :

'

Things ai

they are, and the consequences will be what

they will be
; why, then, should we wish to bo

deceived?' Samuel Butler." Daily Sketch.

It always looks well, when mentioning
the name, of the author of one's favour-

ite quotation, to get it right. There

seems to be an Analogy here between

Lady M S and that PHARAOH

"who knew not JOSEPH."
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NI'.W MODES FOR MARS.

TDK anti-scarlet fover raging through-

out the country is causing the Govern-

ment the deepest concern, and many
schemes for modifying the present
khaki uniform of our troops, instead of

reverting to the old red and blue for

ioiiial wear, have, it is well known,
boon under consideration by the tailor-

ing experts of Whitehall. Bright and

ln-iiiny as are most of the projects, we
ilhorised to state that the follow-

ing memorandum at present holds the

field, being considered to provide the

st measure of economy and utility,

nattiness and hygiene.
* :|: * If

The flat-topped service cap (to begin
with the private's bead) is to undergo
considerable alterations, the crown be-

I'Dining dome-shaped, the peak disap-

pearing ami a brim 'being added eight
inches wide and curving deeply down-
wauls. This detail will be carried out

for summer in chip-straw, for winter

in crown velours, and completed with

a ribbon in the regimental colours (to
: ho place of the regimental badge),

with two streamers in the rear, like those

of the Glengarry bonnet, but greater in

length and width. The chin-strap will

ho made of white elastic, but not pipe-

clayed, and worn permanently round
the chin.

-I: * *
>'\

*

Owing to the expense of brass buttons

and the bother of cleaning them theS.D.
frock will cease to be worn, a Cardigan
taking its place both for winter and

ier use. The old shades of grey-
brown elephant and mole will disap-

pear, but in deference to the views of

the pacifists a pale pink will be substi-

tuted for the unpopular red. White

igs will surround the collar, cuffs

and bottom edge of this garment, which
will extend to a depth of eight-and-a-
luilf inches above the knee-cap. If side-

arms are worn they will be of a minia-
i/e and suspended round the neck

to hang in front by means of a lariat

decorated with coral beads. Non-com-
missioned rank will be indicated by
bangles round the right wrist.

* * * * *

Service trousers and puttees are both

clumsy in appearance and awkward
to put on, and will bo replaced by a

'nt of the Scottish kilt, navy blue
in colour and without the sporran or

pleats. Under this will be worn pink
socks, supporting the motif of the Car-
digan, and, instead of the ammunition
boot, tan shoes, fastened by means of a

single cross strap and button, a mech-
anism which can be taken down and
reassembled with remarkable ease.

Policeman. "You SAY YOU SAW THE MAN. WHAT BOUT OF A MAN WAS 'K?"

Lady (giving the information). "OH, A CLEAN-SHAVED BLOKE SAME AS MY 'USBAND
'ERE."

A small haversack will be carried by
a cord attachment in the right hand,
and will contain the following items of

small kit:

One housewife.

One hold-all. [This will be filled with

the usual toilet requisites, including a

toothbrush, to be employed for the first

time, in view of the abolition of brass

buttons, for the purpose of brushing
the teeth.]
One front hair glass.
One back ditto.

Six safety-pins.
One tin shoe-cream.

One tin face-cream.

It will be compulsory to shave the

upper lip, but, in order to minimise ex-

pense at the barber's shop, the hail-

will be worn not less than ton inches

in length and brushed with a downward
and backward movement of the right
band away from the crown, so as to

leave the forehead clear and conceal

the ears.

White cotton gloves will be worn,
one on each hand. Y.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.
"
Slightly to vary the old Greek proverb, we

must lware of the Bishops when they pay us

compliments !

" John Bull.
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THE ELFIN TUBE.
I KNOW a solemn secret to keep between ourselves

I heard it from a sparrow who heard it from the elves

That always after 2 A.M., before the first cock-crow,

The elfin people fill the Tubes just full to overflow.

The grown-ups do not know it; they put the trains to bed

And never guess that magic will drive them in their

stead
;

All day the goblin drivers were hiding in the dark

(If mortals catch a fairy's eye they take it for a spark).

Elves patter down the subways ; they crowd the moving
stairs ;

From purses full of tiddly-winks they pay the clerk their

fares ;

A Brownie checks the tickets and says the proper things :

" Come pass along the car there !

" " Now, ladies, mind

your wings !

"

They 're never dull like mortals who read and dream and

doze ;

The fairies swing head downwards, strap
- hanging by

their toes ;

When Puck is the conductor he also acts as host

And sets them playing Leapfrog or Coach or General
Post.

I 'd love to travel with them ! The sparrow says he
thinks

I "d get from here to Golder's Green for three red tiddly-
winks

;

Two yellows pay to Euston, four whites to Waterloo ;

Perhaps I '11 go some moonlight night ; the question
is will YOU ?

AUTHORSHIP FOR ALL.
[Being specimens of the work of Mr. Punch's newly-established

Literary *Ghost Bureau, which supplies appropriate Press contributions
on any subject and over any signature.]

II. THE MIDDLE-CLASS MOTHER.

By Lady Vi Fitzermine, Leader of Society's Bevels.

ARE we growing dull? That is a question which in
these pip-inducing times of peace one is frequently con-
strained to ask

; and in the view of many, I fear, there can
be but one answer.

During the late lamented War it was almost impossible
for any rightly constituted woman to experience the pangs
of boredom. When one wasn't making things vibrate in the

hospitals of France and Flanders there was always abund-
ance of excitement on the Home Front flag-days, tableaux,
theatricals, dances and other junketings in aid of this or
that charity. And when the supply of charities threatened
to run dry it was always a simple matter to invent new
ones. All you had to do was to organise a drawing-room
meeting, put the names of the Allied nations in one hat
and of the more or less recognised necessaries of life in
another and draw out one paper from each receptacle.
You there and then registered a new charity out of the
result and advertised some thrillingly expensive form of
entertainment in support of the Society for the Supply of

Chewing-gum to theCzecho-Slovakians, or any other equally
pathetic cause.

In those days a charity began at an At Home and usually
ended at the Coliseum or the Albert Hall or (in a few
unfortunate cases) in the Bankruptcy Court. Nowadays,
however, people are deplorably sceptical on the subject of
new appeals to the pocket, and many folk find time hanging
heavy on their hands in consequence. It is for us who are

of what I may call the organising class to break down the
walls of this growing prejudice, which, if not checked in

time, threatens to add seriously to the general volume of

unrest. Hence it is necessary to scrap a good many of our
old ideas and to realise that for all essential purposes the
exotic form of charity is played out. To-day a Society
woman who wishes to maintain her position as arbiter

elegantiarum must tap other sources of inspiration and'

supply.
It is in these circumstances that I confidently fall back

upon the Middle-Class Mother. After all, who was always
the chief financial support of my wartime enterprises?
The Middle-Class Mother. It was to her heart that the cry
of the Croat, the moan of the Montenegrin, theululation of

the Yugo-Slav made its most effective entry. It was she
who lavished her husband's pay or profits on the entrancing
vision of the Countess of Bustover as Britannia or of Lady
Aaronson as England's Girlhood. So I have determined
that she shall now have a show to herself, and we shall

see whether she will subscribe to her own charity as whole-

heartedly as she did to those of our Buffering Allies.

Without a doubt the Middle-Class Mother is a very

deserving institution and has done extremely good work in

the past, which I regret that the space at my disposal does

not permit me to particularise. I must perforce content my-
self with announcing that on her behalf a grand Zoological

Fancy Dress Ball will be held next month at Valhalla, which
will be converted for the occasion into a realistic repre-
sentation of a Bear Gai'den. I myself am appearing as

Queen of the Polar Bears, and by way ofaugrnenting the

takings I propose to sell hugs at a guinea per head. The
whole of the proceeds, after the expenses have been deducted,
will go to the Middle-Class Mothers' Mutual Criticism

Society, an animated body of which I have the privilege
to be founder and hon. president.

MAIDEN'S BOWER ROCKS, SCILLY.

IT was an earl's daughter, she lived in a tower

(Ding-dong, ding-a-dong-dey),
And she was as fair as the loveliest flower

That nods in the girdle of May.
The floor of her bower was strewn with green rushes

;

Full many knights' banners hung waving above ;

And round her young minstrels stood singing like thrushes

Brave ballads of lovers and love,

Dove-

Wooings and cooings of love.

But over their harping and over their singing,
When twilight came mantled in lilac and grey,

Would sound the sweet clangour of chapel-bells ringing
"
Ding-dong, ding-a-dong-dey,"

From over the hills and away.

It was an earl's daughter, she lived in a tower

(Ding-dong, ding-a-dong-dey),
But the salt sea arose in a terrible hour
And smothered her singing in spray.

It changed her to rock, and she lies in her chamber,
Her faithful stone minstrels all crouched by her side ;

Above her, weed banners of crimson and amber
Wave slow in the sweep of the tide,

Glide

Hither and yon on the tide.

Yet down through the fathoms of twilit green water

Where eerie lights glimmer and strange shadows sway,
The steamer bells ring to the earl's little daughter,

"
Ding-dong, ding-a-dong-dey,"

Eing out and sail on and away. PATLANDER.
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Itinerant Photograplter (to couple who are in the middle of a quarrel).
" 'ERE Y' ARE, SIB! THE LATEST IN 'IGH-CLASS SNAPSHOTS.

BOTH YER 'EADS ON ONE CARD ENCLOSED IN A 'EART. VERY PRETTY. 'ALF-A-CROWN ONLY."

GETTING FIXED.
" Now mind, my boy, what you 've

got to do is to tell all your friends you
are out looking for a job, and they '11

give you introductions. Nothing like

'em ; a friend at court, you know, and
all that." This was from one of the

friends to whom I had applied for a post.
The advice was all he had to offer me.

I acted on it, and found my friends

only too ready to give the required
introductions. With alacrity they min-
uted me on from one to another till I

felt as if
"
passed to you, please

"
had

been scrawled all over me. But I

persevered, and eventually weeded out
from my list of introductions half-a-

dozen that were addressed to solid men,
high up in the City, who might be
counted on not to miss the chance of a

good thing. That is how in the early
days of the Peace I was disposed to re-

gard a demobilized young officer who
had worn red tabs.

The first name on my selected list

was John Pountney, of the firm of

Laurence, Pountney & Co. My wife's
uncle had been at school with John
Pountney's brother, who unfortunately
had no connection with the firm. But
no matter; I filled up a form in the
outer oflice " Nature of Business, per-
sonal "and sent it in with my note of

introduction attached. John Pountney
saw me.

'

He did all the talking in

quite an affable manner, told me of his

son's experiences in the War, deplored
the high price of petrol and his wife's

difficulties in obtaining servants, and
then: "Well, let's get to business.

So you would like good employment in

the City ? What can you do ?
"

I began :

"
Well, Sir, when I was

on the Staff He interrupted :

" Now, don't go on to say that you can

organise ;

"
and he shook a finger at me

playfully and was off once more with
an anecdote about an officer in his son's

regiment.

Eventually I found myself being
bowed out in a rather dazed condition.

Only one thing emerged at all clearly
out of the whole interview ; and I took
from my pocket a sheet of paper, on
which I had jotted down my most

telling qualifications, and with a stub
of blue pencil regretfully but firmly
biffed out item No 1, Organising
Ability.

I next approached the firm of Wai-
brook Bros., armed with a letter from
a man who had once belonged to the
same golf-club as the senior Walbrook
brother.

" I can't read your friend's name,"
said this magnate,

" but whoever he
is ho seems to think that you are the

sort of man who might be useful in

my business. What can you do?"
and he leaned back patiently in his

chair, finger-tips to finger-tips, but

with all the appearance of one ready to

pounce at my first weak statement.

"For the best part of four years," I

began, "I have been living in France,

and
He pounced. "Ah, French ! I thought

so. Now if you had said Spanish, or

even Russian ..."
He frowned as the thought crossed

his mind that I might yet say either of

them. But I didn't, and he was free to

expatiate on the alleged advantages of

Spanish and a sound commercial educa-

tion. The end was that I found myself
once more in the street, this time

erasing the word "
Languages

"
from

my dwindling list.

And so it went on. Mr. Hall, of the

firm of Copt and Basing Hall, begged
me not to speak of any capacity I might

possess for controlling men. (Item

No. 3 : Disciplinary Power and Habit of

Command.) He himself was able to do

all the controlling that his staff would

be likely to require. Mr. Throgmorton,

managing director of the firm of Capel

Sons and Threadneedle, Ltd., hoped at

the outset that I would not speak of my
mathematical proficiency. Many men

were inclined to make a fetish of math-
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Member. "WHAT'S HIE BEEF LIKE TO-DAY? Is IT EATABLE?"
Club Waitress. "SOME SAYS IT is AND SOME SAYS IT ISN'T; BUT YOC NEVEB CAN GO BY WHAT PEOPLE SAY."

finatics. He feared I might bo one of

from the fact that I had begun to

of (item No. 4) the tabulation and
i filiation of statistics.

After a week of this sort of thing I

iuul acquired nothing but experience,
:.'! my experience now gave me an

1 drew up a new list of important
to which I had received no intro-

' motions at all, and selected one which
1 knew was presided over by a man of

t world-wide fame. Taking my
uirago and nothing else in rny hands,

1 entered the inquiry-office.
'

Slip, please," I said briskly to the
nth behind the counter, and he

antleil mo the customary form. Dis-

ii"g the spaces to be filled in, I
;

led diagonally across the paper
unc of the great man, and wrote

underneath :

" Have called in passing,
ml cannot stay many minutes."
This I signed and handed to a mes-

r, remarking in a hurried and
ill-hand manner, "Say that, if he's

;ed, I 'd rather come another day,
don't want to miss the 12.5 ^

Hatfield."

to

I had no desire to catch it either;
but Hatfield is where the great man
lives. This was my ingenious method
of getting through the outer defences,
and it worked. The youth behind the

counter supposed I must be a personal
friend (did I mention that I have an
"air" and a power of controlling? . . .

Ah, yes, item No. 3), and sped the

messenger on his way. Not only so,

but my message must have deceived

the great one himself, for I was ad-

mitted to the Presence immediately.
He stood before me, holding my slip

in his hand, with a puzzled frown on
his face. The frown deepened as he
failed to recognise me.

" You need have no fear," I said ;

" I

have no letter of introduction." And I

smiled pleasantly at him.
His look of apprehension vanished,

and I continued, unfolding my blue-

pencilled list of accomplishments :

" Listen : I am no organiser ; my
knowledge of French may be dismissed
as negligible (this from the man with
whom Jeanne Vincent had deigned to

converse in her own tongue !
) ; 1 pro-

fess no power of controlling my fellow-

men ; my mathematical ability isn't

worth a rap, and, as to statistics, I

neither tabulate nor co-ordinate them
with any degree of readiness." There-

upon I bowed, with hands extended, as

who should say,
" You behold me ;

that's the sort of man I am."
He smiled faintly.

" Excuse me,
but what can you do ?

"

"That," said I, "is for you to dis-

cover. If, when I shall have worked in

your office for say three months "
he

started "
you are unable to find any

use for me, then you are not the kind
of man I take you for." And I drew

myself up, striking what I hoped was a

dignified attitude.

He stared at me for some seconds.
" You have references?

"
he asked.

"Of course," I answered, "but I

know enough not to produce them till

they are called for."

Then he pressed a bell.
" I am

going," he said,
" to introduce you to

my manager. You have certain qualifi-
cations which I think may be useful
to us."
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Bored Little Girl. " AKEN'T YOG NEAULY CLEAN NOW, MUMMY?"

THE ESSENTIALS OF GOLF.
" Do you know anything about

golf ?
"

I asked Pottlebury by way of

making conversation with a compara-
tive stranger, and immediately after-

wards knew I had made a mistake. I

should have inquired,
" Do you golf ?

"

or " Are you a golfer ?
"
and no evasion

would have been possible.
"I should think I do," he replied." I suppose there '& hardly a course

between here and Strathpeffer that I

haven't visited. English and Scottish,
I know them all."

"And which is your favourite course?
"

"That is a difficult question," he re-

marked judicially.
"
Only last night

I was arguing about the comparative
merits of Westward Ho! and St. An-
drews. Both are easily accessible from
the railway, but if you take your car
the latter is to be preferred. You get
your life bumped out of you on those
North Devon roads."

" I wasn't thinking of the travelling
facilities," I observed coldly." No, of course. It 's what you find
at the other end that counts. Well then,

travelling aside, there is much to be said

for Sandwich. The members' quarters
are comfortable very comfortable."

I must have made a disparaging ges-
ture, for he immediately continued:

"
But, if it 's only lunch you want, I

advise those Lancashire clubs round

Southport. They know how to lunch
in those parts Tweed salmon, Welsh
mutton and Whitstable oysters."

" No doubt your judgment is correct,"
I replied,

" but I
" And at one of them they keep a

real French chef who knows his busi-

ness. I wouldn't wish for a better
cuisine anywhere."

" There are othor things," I remarked
loftily,

" besides those you mention."

"Exactly; that 's why I like to see a

good bridge-room attached and enough
tables to accommodate all comers. They
have that at Spotworth. You can often

get a game of poker as well."
" But don't you see," I exclaimed,

" that all these things .are mere acces-
sories and circumstances ?

"

" That is true," he murmured; "
they

are but frames as it were of the human
interest. After all there 's nothing to

equal a crowd of jolly good follows in

the smoking-room. I 've had some ex-

cellent timesdown at Bambury stayed

yarning away to all hours. Some of

the best fellows I ever met belonged to

that club."
" You don't talk at all like a golfer,"

said I.

Pottlebury laughed.
" I was for-

getting. If it 's whisky you want you
can't heat Dornoch and Islay. We 've

nothing in England to touch them.

Why, I 've met some of the keenest

golfers of the day at Islay nothing
less than a bottle a day apiece."

"
Sir," said I severely, "it is clear

that you have never struggled like grim
deatli with an opponent who was three

up at the turn until you were all square
at the seventeenth, and then found your
self after a straight drive with an easy

baffy shot to
"

" One moment," said Pottlebury ;

" what exactly is a baffy ?
"

Asking For It.

" 's have dozens of other ears available ;

65 to 1,700 ;
call and insult us."

Motoring Paper.
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HIS FIRST PATIENT.
PERSIA. "THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ADVICE."
DB. CURZON. "NOT AT ALL. THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR ASKING FOR IT."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, June 14th. As an Ulster

Member, Mr. LINDSAY protested against
the availability of return-tickets be-

tween Ireland and England having been

reduced from six months to two. Sir

Eiuc GIODDES explained that the change
had been made to stop the illicit traffic

in return-halves, though he hastened to

disclaim any suggestion that Members
of Parliament were concerned in it.

The grievance is probably not of largo
dimensions. It is difficult to under-

stand why anyone leaving Ireland in

those days should want to go back

there.

The PRIME MINISTER did not seem to

favour the suggestion, pressed upon him
from many quarters, that the Govern-
ment should cause an estimate to be

made of the national income, and then

limit public expenditure to a definite

proportion of that amount. A private

person may cut his coat according to

his cloth, but the Government, he

argued, is unfortunately obliged by cir-

cumstances to reverse the process.
Even so the taxpayer may be forgiven
for thinking that the State costume
still bears some superfluous trimmings.
When economy is proposed, however,

it is not always popular. Sir JOHN
HER, in protesting* against the

Government's proposal to sell the

Brussels, the late Captain FRYATT'S

ship, was expressing a wide -spread
feeling. But Colonel LESLIE WILSON
disarmed criticism by pointing out that
if all British vessels with heroic asso-

ciations were to bo kept as exhibition-

ships a large proportion of the British

mercantile marine would be laid idle.

A few years ago the General Manager
of one of the English railways the

; ir GEORGE FINDL\Y, I think de-
clared that lie could look after the whole
of the Irish railways and have three

days a week left for fishing. Nowadays,
>pose, the Irish lines are not laid

in such pleasant places. At any rate
the best part of two days has been

occupied in deciding whether in the
new scheme for the government of
Ireland they should he administered

by the Central Council or the two Par-
liaments, and under the compromise
eventually reached they will be more
or less subject to all three authorities.
The debate was chiefly remarkable

for the evidence it provided that the
men are developing into the

strongest of Home Eulers almost Sinn
1' einers, according to one of their critics

where their own province is con-
cerned.

Tuesday, June 15th. Mr. CHURCHILL
had again to withstand attacks upon his

Army uniform proposals, this time on

the ground that the reversion to scarlet

and pipeclay would entail extra labour
and expense upon the private soldier.

His confidence that Mr. Atkins would
not grudge the short time spent on

cleaning his full dress, so closely bound

THE BUTTON EXPEET.
"ABOUT TWENTY MINUTES, AND I SPEAK

FROM EXPEniKNCE." Mr. BILLING.

up with regimental traditions, was
endorsed by Mr. BILLING, who said,
" The time occupied is about twenty
minutes, and I speak from experience."
A statement that the issue of bag-

pipes to certain Irish regiments was

MR. ASQUITH IS DEEPLY STIRRED.

under consideration brought protests
from Scottish Members, who evidently

thought that their own national warriors

should have a monopoly of this form
of frightfulness. But Mr. CHURCHILL

pointed out that the Irish Guards wore

already provided with bagpipes, and
Lt.-Commander KENWOHTHY horrified
the Scots by declaring that the pipes
were jiot an indigenous product of their

country, but had been imported from
Ireland many centuries ago.
Further progress was made with the

Government of Ireland Bill. A pro-
posal to strengthen the representation
of the minority in the Southern Parlia-

ment was sympathetically received by
Mr. LONG, who thought, however, that
the Government had a better method.
As that consists in a proposal to exact
the oath of allegiance from every candi-
date for election and to give the KINO
in Council power to dissolve any Parlia-
ment in which more than half the
members have not taken the oath, it is

sufficiently drastic. Having regard to
the present disposition of the Sinn
Feiners there seems to be mighty little

prospect of a Parliament in Dublin
before the date known in Ireland as
"Tib's Eve."

Wednesday, June. 16th. In both
Houses Addresses were moved praying
His Majesty to appoint two additional

Judges of the King's Bench Division.
The motions met with some opposi-
tion, principally on the score of

economy, and it was suggested that
no additions to the Bench would be

required if the existing Judges resumed
the old practice of sitting on Saturdays.
This drew from the LORD CHANCELLOR
the interesting information that the

Judges devoted their Saturdays to

reading
" the very lengthy papers that

were contained in their weekly dossier."

It is no doubt the great length of

these documents that accounts for the

peculiar shape of the* bag that Mr.
Justice 'a attendant was carrying
when I met him at Sandwich a few

Saturdays ago.
Lord BIRKENHEAD soothed the econo-

mists by pointing out that the new
Judges would probably more than earn
their salaries of five thousand pounds
a year. In accordance with the pre-

vailing tendency court-fees are to be

raised, and at Temple Bar as in Savile

Row our suits will cost us more.
Until Colonel LESLIE WILSON moved

the Second Eeading of the Nauru Island

Agreement Bill I don't suppose a dozen
Members of the House of Commons had
ever heard of this tiny excrescence in

the Western Pacific with its wonderful

phosphate deposits. Captured from
the Germans during the War, it is now
the charge of the British Empire, and
the object of the Bill was to confirm
an arrangement by which the deposits
should be primarily reserved for the

agriculturists of Australasia, New Zea-
land and the United Kingdom. It pro-
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Nepliew (after several hair's-breadth escapes). "Noi FEELING NERVOUS, ARE YOU, AUNTIE?"
Aunt. "I AM, BATHER. YOU SEE, THIS IS ONLY MY THIRD EXPERIENCE OP A MOTOR-CYCLE."

Nephew. "WELL, YOU'VE BEAT ME; IT'S ONLY -MY FIRST."

duced a debate of extraordinary ferocity.

Young Tories like Mr. ORMSBY-GOBE
vied with old Liberals like Mr. ASQUITH
(on whom the phosphates, plus the
Louth election, had a wonderfully
tonic effect) in denouncing the iniquity
of an arrangement by which (as they
said) the principles of the League of

Nations were being thrown over, and
this country was revealed as a greedy
monopolist. Thus assailed both by
friend and foe Mr. BONAE LAW required
all his cool suavity to bring the House
back to a sense of proportion, and to
convince it that in securing a supply
of manure for British farmers the Gov-
ernment were not committing a crime

against the comity of nations.

Answering questions for the Irish
Government in these days is rather a

melancholy business, but the ATTOBNEY-
GENEBAL for IBELAND resembles Dr.
JOHNSON'S friend, in that "

cheerfulness
will keep breakingin." Thus he excused
the Government's non-interferencewith
the Sinn Fein "courts," whose writ
now runs over half Ireland, on the

ground that for all he knew they might
be voluntary courts of arbitration

; and
when Msljor O'NEILL expressed the

hope that he would at least take steps
to protect the British public from the

criminals "
transported

"
by sentence

of these mysterious tribunals he blithely
disclaimed responsibility, and said he
was quite content that they should be
out of Ireland.

Considering the counter-attraction of

the Ascot Gold Cup, Mr. BALFOUB had
a surprisingly numerous audience for

his discourse on the League of Nations.
His enumeration and analysis of the

League's various enemies were in his

happiest vein of philosophical humour.
His conclusion was that the League
had much less to fear from its avowed
foes than from its fanatical friends, who
were already attempting to put upon it

tasks for which it was unfitted, and
even to supply it with an International
Police Force. Its proper weapons were
not armies and aircraft, but Delay and

Publicity.
This formula, so reminiscent of Wait

and See, did not prevent Mr. ASQUITH
from hinting in the politest manner
that the League was not likely to pre-
vent the wars of the future unless it

made some effort to stop those now in

progress.
'

BAW SOUL STUFF.
I DON'T think I have ever read a

short story about a film, so I have

made one up myself.
:'? :]: # * *

"Viviana Smith was born in Battersea.

At twelve years old she ran about the

streets with holes in her stockings and

played a complicated game with chalk

squares and a stone. She had the

accent of London streets, which is the

only accent that can pierce through the

noise of London traffic. But she had

hair the colour of marsh-marigolds, a

Vorticist mouth and patent enlargeable

eyes. In the street she made eyes at

errand-boys, and at school she made

eyes so large that there was no room

to dot them.
At the age of seventeen she went in

for the Purple Pomegranate film com-

petition, and was selected from five

hundred thousand candidates to be a

motion-picture star. She starred some.

At the beginning she played in roman-

tic comedy films with woodland scenery
and rustic bridges and pools where she

tickled for trout. She tickled so well

that one could almost hear the trout
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laugh. Later she played in " crook

"

melodrama,where somebody wasalways

peeping through the door when the

secret patent was being taken out of the

! oflice safe, and where men always kept

arriving in motor-cars and going up

flights of steps with their faces turned

to.tho audience and going down flights

of steps with their faces turned to the

audience and getting into motor-cars

again. They never missed a step. There

is something about this feat which
holds a cinema audience spellbound.

Litter she rode on untamed mustangs
iiiul fell over cliffs gagged and bound,
and sometimes she was even promoted
to slide or twirl into a bakehouse and

tumble with a talented cast of actors

and actresses into a large trough of

dough. When they had wiped the

dou^h off they all came back into the

bakehouse one after another and tum-

bled into the dough-trough again. Re-

petition is the soul of wit.

One day Viviana met Ignatius Vava-

sour, the poet. For two years he had

worshipped her afar on the screen. He
had seen her in so many reels that

she made him giddy. He had seen her

in Youth's Yodelling May-tide Hour,

length five reels, and in Hate's Hideous
Hand of Crime, length six reels, and
in Gertie Flips the Flap-jack over,

length seven reels and a half. He bad
never heard her speak, but he had seen

her beautiful lips ripple into a thousand
artless expressions of grief and joy. He
did not know whether he loved her

most when she was tripping through
a silvan glade, with meadow-sweet in

her hand, or when she was gliding

gracefully over Niagara Falls in a tar-

luuTel
;
when she was cracking the

door of a strong room with a jemmy
or when she was getting the dough out
of her hair with a rake. But as soon
as he had seen her out of the pictures
he knew that he loved her best as she
was. Ho knew that he could not live

without her. He told her so.
'

But, Mr. Vavasour," she protested.
"Call me Iggie," he cried.
" But you have only known me such

a short time," she said. " You have
seen me, you say, a hundred times on
t he films, and I daresay you admired me
immensely, but tell me this, Iggie, Is
it my real character that you love?"

"
No, no! A thousand times no!"

lie exclaimed.

"Then I cannot marry you," she
answered coldly, turning away.
Crushed with disappointment Igna-

tius staggered from the room. He had
no thought for poetry now, but wan-
dered

feverishly about the streets,

searching for some mad excitement to
stifle his despair. He played billiards
and vingt-et-un. He took to drugs and

"OH, YCSS, THEY 'BE VERY GRAND NOW. THET DINE LATE AND LOW."

to drink. He even had thoughts of

standing for Parliament. But he soon
found that the sorrov^ gnawing at his

hearlj was one that politics could never

assuage nor alcohol drown, not at least

at the present price of green Char-
treuse.

One day as he slouched miserably

along the pavement he saw the adver-

tisement of a lecture outside the door
of an institute.

" The Ideal in Philo-

sophy and Art," said the placard ; and,

scarcely knowing what he did, Ignatius
went in. But the lecturer had barely

begun to expound his theme, which he
did in the following forcible words: " The

categorical subjectivity of all intuitive

apperceptions of the ideal" when a

wild light flashed in the poet's eyes
and he started from his seat and rushed

madly from the room. The lecturer

wondered mildly what bad happened,
but blinked and went on. What had

happened was that Ignatius Vavasour
was pounding like a prize American
trotter to the nearest telephone box.

"Viviana," he cried an hour later,

when he bad got through,
"
you re-

member what you said the day wo
met ? Is it your real character that I

love ? And I said ' No.'
"

"
Yes, Iggie," she said with a catch

in her voice.
" Did you mean Babbits, Eggs, Eggs,

Lloyd, or Eabbits, Eggs, Albatross,

Lloyd ?
"

"
Albatross," she moaned.

"
Well, it is. I mean, I do," he cried.

"Viviana, will you marry me? "

"
Sure, Iggie," she answered softly.

"
Good-bye."

* =:: * *

And now that I have written this

story I am going to get it filmed.

EVOE.

"Could we gather grapes from thorns or

pigs from thistles ?
"

Report of Lecture de-

livered by the Astronomer-Royal of Scotland.

As far as English thistles are con-
cerned (we cannot speak for Scotland)
the answer is in the negative.
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IMPORTUNITY.
WHEN the club secretary first wrote

and told me that it was proposed to

acquire two pictures (one Naval and one

Military), which were to hang in the

club as worthy reminders of the Great

War to future generations when he

wrote and told me this, and suggested

(apparently as an afterthought) that a

cheque from me would further the pro-

ject, I was content to keep the matter

in view.

When he wrote, some months later,

and told it me all over again, accom-

panying the afterthought on this occa-

sion with a printed subscription form,

I took the trouble to reply, letting him

know that I was keeping the matter

in view.

When he wrote a third time, afford-

ing me a glimpse of the guileless faith.

he had in me, I felt genuinely sorry for

the poor chap.
He said; there were many possible

reasons to account for the non-arrival

of my cheque. I might, for example,
be abroad, somewhere out of reach of

postal facilities, or perhaps the cheque
had been lost in the post. Of one thing

only he was sure there had been no

parsimonious intent on my part.
I was able in some sort to relieve

his mind of anxiety by mentioning that

I was still a resident at the address in

Cheshire under which I last wrote to

him. 1 even assured him that, so long
as my tailor did not forsake his present
attitude of friendly remonstrance, it

was improbable that I should proceed
abroad. Nor had I as yet any reason

to suspect that great public institution,

the pest. The fact was that I still had
the matter in view.

As regards the pictures, I said that I

had a friend who was in love with the

daughter of an A.R.A., and who, in

telling me about a financial controversy
between himself and his prospective
father-in-law, had let slip the informa-

tion that a slump in artists' prices was
imminent. In view of this I suggested
that the agreement with the artists

commissioned by the club should for

the present be a verbal one and elastic

in its wording.
In the last part of my letter I re-

viewed the history of my own connec-
tion with the club, covering a period of

five years. I recalled the epoch-mak-
ing day when I received my first letter

from Mr. Secretary a letter acquaint-
ing me of the fact that I was a full-

blown member all but, at least. What
was thirty guineas? And each year
since then, I reminded him, I had dis-

bursed a further ten guineas without a
murmur.
On the other side of the account I

showed in tabulated form all the change
the club had given back :

d.

Use of soap, 1916 .... OJ

"Laundering of towel, ditto . 3

Use of soap, 1919 .... 1

Laundering of towel, ditto . 3

Fifty per cent, excess for ditto 1J

Stolen : Three matches, one

tooth-pick i

Total . .... 91

I pleaded a moral right to dispose of

the balance. I suggested that seventy-

three pounds nine shillings and two-

pence three - farthings (waiving the

question of interest) might be sutlicient

to buy a third War picture, the interior

of a Government office during the tea-

hour, or something of that sort. I begged
that he would lay the matter before the

Committee.
I am not very hopeful about my

letter. Probably he has spent that

seventy-three pounds odd already on

stationery and postage-stamps.
I think that, if it finds its way into

print, I may send him half the proceeds
of this article. No harm in keeping
the matter in view, at all events.

MUSICAL NOTES.

(By our Modernist Critic).

A CERTAIN amount of dissatisfaction

has been expressed with the Negro
Rhapsody by Mr. JOHN POWELL, per-
formed by the New York Symphony
Orchestra at their concert last week.

According to the analytical programme
the composer has sought inter alia to

depict
" the degenerative frenzy of a

Voodoo orgy
"
and " the physical im-

pulses of the adult human animal," cul-

minating in " a flood of primal sensual-

ism." Yet, if the Press is to be believed,

the performance fell lamentably short in

the epileptic quality so finely displayed

by many of the coloured Jazz-band

players now in London. None of the

audience had to be removed
;
The Morn-

ing Post only speaks of the "
becoming

picturesqueness of design
"
of the Rhap-

sody ; while The Times' critic did not
care much for it because it took too

long to get to business, and adds that

he was not very sure what its business

exactly was. This, in view of the ex-

tremely explicit statement of the com-

poser's aim given in the programme,
seems to us most unjust.
Here is a gifted composer with high

and serious aims for what could be
more instructive or spiritual than a
musical rendering of " the degenerative
frenzy of a Voodoo orgy"? and the
musical critics either evade the issue

by talking vaguely of picturesqueness
or deny that he means business. Verily
the lot of the composer is hard. Quite
recently 1 heard of a native British

symphonist who had composed a re-

markable orchestral Fantasy dealing
with the psychology of members of the

N.U.R. engaged in the railway trans-

port of fish and milk. I have not heard

the music, because unfortunately it has

not yet been performed, but I have
read the programme, and nothing more

stimulating can be imagined than the

final section, in which a terrific can-

nonade of milk-cans is combined with

a marvellous explosion of objurgation
from the fish-porters on strike. Yet
if it were.to be performed The Morning
Post would probably dismiss it with

a few polysyllabic platitudes and The
Times affect ignorance of what it waa
all about !

In view of the misconceptions and

misinterpretations to which serious

composers are subject, we are not sur-

prised to hear that a society has been

formed for the purpose of giving
"
silent

auditions
"
of modern masterpieces. No

orchestra nor any instrument will be

employed, but each member of the

audience will be provided with a full

score. The first hour will be devoted
]

to the study of the music ; the audience I

will then write down their impressions
forhalf-an-hour; subsequently the com-

poser will expound his aims from the

platform ;
and the price of admission

will be returned to the student whose

impressions acCord most closely with

the composer's
"
programme." In this

way the cost of concert-giving will be

considerably reduced, and it is also I

hoped that the consumption of sedative
j

tablets, which has reached formidable
'

dimensions amongst frequenters of

symphonic concerts, will be rendered

unnecessary.
Our only criticism of this admirable

scheme is this that the number of

amateurs who can read a modern full-

score at sight is still somewhat limited.

The view that "heard melodies are

sweet, but those unheard are sweeter"

might be quoted in support of " silent

auditions
"
were it not for the unforMin-

ate fact that KEATS, who expressed it,

is now completely out of fashion with

our emancipated Georgians. .But the

broad fact remains that the forces of
j

reaction are by no means crushed.

The Handel Festival has been revived

at the Crystal Palace; and Handel-

worship is anathema to the Modernist,

as redolent of roast-beef, middle-class

respectability and religious orthodoxy.

Only recently a brilliant writer com-

pared his oratorios to mothers'-meet-

ings. The revival of these explosions
j

of pietistic jumbomania is indeed a sad

set-back to those ardent reformers who

seek to elevate and purify public taste

by the musical delineation of "the de-

generative frenzy of a Voodoo orgy."
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THE INSURANCE AGENT: SHOCK TACTICS.

'

I WANT TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT INSURANCE. I WON'T KEEP YOU A MOMENT. HAVE A CIGAE?

NOW WHAT PROVISION ARE YOU MAKING
FOR THE FUTl'RE ?

THINK OF YOUR LITTLE ONES. YOU ARE A HEALTHY MAN, BUI

YOU MAY FALL ILL- OH THE WORST MIGHT- SIGN HER::/'
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AT THE PLAY.
" DADDALUMS."

THIS is a play about a Northampton
shoe-manufacturer of Scottish nation-

ality. There is, of course, nothing quite

like leather, and I can well believe

that the lucrative properties of the boot

trade (notwithstanding its alleged as-

sociation with atheistic principles) must

at one time or other have attracted

this prehensile race ; yet I doubt if

Northampton, home of the cobbling

industry, ever encouraged a Scot to

penetrate its preserves. Mr. Louis ANS-

PACHEK, who wrote the play, may have

some inside knowledge denied to me,

though his name does not vividly indi-

cate a Scots origin ; but

itiscertain.ifhis Wallace

Craigie really came from

over the border, that he
was no true Scot,

'

for

his dialect showed ob-

vious traces of Sassenach

pollution.
I H&ve a mind that

moves slowly and I hate

to be hustled at the open-

ing of a play. I hate an
author to plunge me into

a whirl of movement and
a medley of characters as

if he assumed that I was
intimate with circum-

stances known only to

himself and his cast. I

want to be told, very
quietly, where I am, and
if he does not tell me I

become peevish. But,
even if I hadn't been put
off at the start, I don't

think my sympathies
would ever have been

very deeply engaged. I

conclusion as in the character of this

lovable old boot-maker, whosesingle aim
in life was to give his son the best that

money could buy. His heart, I think,

began by being fairly large, but got con-

tracted through specialising in this pas-
sion. Snobbery is alien to his nature, but

he becomes a snob for Tammas's sake.

Stubborn and domineering with others,

he is as putty in the boy's hands. He
has no use for his other child a girl.

She, like himself, must be sacrificed if

it suits the young gentleman as it did.

I won't say that any very nice psy-

chological subtlety was needed for the

portrayal of a character whose ruling
motive was so clearly advertised, but it

had its lights and shadows, responsive

SCOTS WHA
Wallace Craigie . .

'

. .

Fergus McLarnie . . .

HAVER.
MR. Louis CALVERT.
MR. ERNEST HENDRIE.

(like myself) found no difficulty in ap-
preciating. Miss EDYTH OLIVE, as the
hero's neglected daughter, acted with
a very nice self- repression, which was
all that could be expected of her rather
colourless part.
The first-night audience was very

warm in its appreciation. Yet I must
doubt whether a play that is chiefly
concerned with the highly-developed
paternity of a boot-manufacturer will

make a very poignant appeal to the

sentiment of the public.
For one thing they may find the love-

interest too sketchy. Of the boy's two
fiancees one was impossible, and the

other (Rose) just a perfunctory phantom
that flitted vaguely from time to time

across the stage. She
must have known it was
a play of father and son,

where girls didn't really
count. Poor Hose, so un-

assertive! How modestly
she kept herself in the

background in that last

scene where Tammas,
having "dreed his weird"

(as they would say in

Northampton) and re-

deemed his past, comes
back from Canada, ffings
himself into his father's

arms, remains there lis-

tening to a sustained ex-

position of parental loy-

alty, and only after a

considerable interval re-

marks the presence of his

future wife. She took it

very well, but if I know

anything of the British

public it won't be so

easily pleased. 0. S.

soon saw that, whatever happened to

anybody, I should easily bear up. Mr.
Louis CALVERTclid all that was humanly
possible to correct my indifference, but

^lis
Daddalums (as you might gather

from such a name) was not one of those
heroic figures whose struggles against
the perversity of fate are apt to melt even
the cold hearts of the gods (Olympian).
This old cobbler, suddenly grown rich,
whose one ambition was to make his
son " Tammas" a gentleman (as he un-
derstood the term), at any cost to the

boy's soul, was asking for trouble from
the beginning. And when he got it I
was far less sorry for the old fool than
I was pleased at the chances which this
turn of fortune gave to the versatility
of Mr. CALVERT.
But the interest of the play lies not

so much in the plot worked out me-
chanically, with one or two saving
touches of ingenuity, to a conventional

to changing conditions, and Mr. CAL-
VERT was quick to seize them all.

The boy's part was too unsympa-
thetic to be played easily. But he had
one saving virtue ; ho never practised
his snobbery on the old man who
encouraged it. He still called him
"Daddalums," and that, I take it, was
what the papers would call an "acid
test

"
of his piety. As his fortunes de-

clined Mr. LISTEB rose to the occasion.
The tighter the comer the better he
coped with it.

Mr. HENDRIE'S Fergus McLarnie,
whose people must have migrated to

Northampton from the neighbourhood
of Thrums, was an admirable crony ;

but he insisted too much and too de-

liberately on a Scottish accent that
made for obscurity. In a broader vein
Miss AGNES THOMAS played the part of

Ellen, the Maid (another Scot), with
a humour which even an Englishman

A Matinee in aid of the

Housing Association for Officers' Fami-

lies, of which the QUEEN is a Patron, will

be held at the Winter Gaixlon Theatre on

Thursday, June 21th, at 2.30 P.M. The

programme includes a Mime play, for

which Mr. EUGENE GOOSSENS will con-

duct Mr. ARTHUR CLARKE JKKVOISE'S

music. Mrs. CHRISTOPHER LOWTHER,
who appears in the play, is also arrang-

ing "An Elizabeth Episode," in which

the STUART-WILSON Sextette will sing.

"Wanted, Lad, about 14

phone. Good wages ; good

or 15, for tele-

opportunity to

learn confectionery." Local Paper.

We often wondered how these tele-

phonists occupy their time.

"Shop Window Wanted within stone's

throw of Brook Street and Bond Street."

Daily Paper.

With so many Bolshevists about we

think the advertiser should have used

a less provocative phrase.
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Tommy. "THAT'S THE BOUT OP DOG I'M HAVIN'."

Nurse. " TOMMY, YOU 'RE POROETTINO THE ' o '

AGAIN."

Tommy. "GEE! THAT'S THE SORT OP DOO I'M HAVIN'."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The Secret Corps (MURRAY) is the title of a book on

espionage, before and especially during the War, every page
of which I have read with the greatest possible entertain-

ment the greatest possible, that is, for anyone at home.
To get the real maximum out of Captain FERDINAND

's a-tcniihing anecdotes one would, I suppose, need
to be under a table in Berlin while they were being perused
by the ex-chiefs of Intelligence on the other side. It is a
book so stuffed witli good stories and revealed (or partly

revealed) mysteries that I should require pages of quotation
to do it anything like justice. It can certainly be claimed
for Captain TUOHY that he writes of what he himself knows
at first hand, and that his knowledge, like that of another

expert, is both extensive and peculiar, gleaned as it was
from personal service in Russia, Poland, Austria, Belgium,
France, England, Italy, Salonica, Palestine, Mesopotamia
and several neutral States. Still, absorbing as his book is,

it suffers perhaps from being what its publishers call " the
first authentic and detailed record." One feels now and
then that posterity (which gets all the good things) may
score again in the revelation of yet more amazing details
for which the hour is not yet. Meanwhile, here to go on
with is a fund of thrilling information that will not only
hold your delighted interest, but (if you make haste before

t becomes too widely known) ensure your popularity as
a remunerative diner-out.

One after Another (HwrcmtiKOx), by Mr. STACY AUMONIEB,
is a tale of social progress : of the steps I imagine this is

where the name justifies itself by which the son and

daughter of a Camden Town publican rise to higher or at

least more brilliant things. You might suppose this plan,
to promise comedy, but the fact is otherwise. Eeally it is

an angry book, and though there is laughter in places it is

mostly angry laughter, with a sting in it. Somehow,
whether speaking in his own person or through the voice

of his hero, Mr. AUMONIER gives me here (perhaps unjustly)
the impression of having a grievance against life. Yet it

cannot be said that Tom and Laura Purbeck found their

climb frota Camden Town unduly arduous, since in a com-

paratively short time one has made a position and pots of

money as a fashionable house-decorator, and the other is a

famous concert star and the wife of a marquis. I think my
impression of unamiability must be derived from the fact

that the entire cast contains not one really sympathetic
character. Old Purbeck, who ruled his bar like an autocrat

and believed in honest alcohol (and fortunately for himself

died some years ago), comes nearest to it. Laura, of whom
the author gives us spasmodic glimpses, is vividly interest-

ing, but repellent. Tom, the protagonist, I found frankly
dull. Perhaps I have dwelt overmuch on defects. Cer-

tainly the story held my attention throughout, even after

my disappointment at finding nobody to like in it.

A lot of diaries make very poor reading, because people
who are conscientious enough to keep them at all keep them
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conscientiously and fill them with nothing but facts. Mr.

MAURICE BABIXG of course has no empty scruples of this

kind, and B.F.C. //.','. UI141918 (BELL AND SONS), though
it has plenty of statistics in it and technical details as well,

is in the main a delightful jumble of stunts and talks and

quotations from Mr. MAURICE BARING and other people,

culinary details, troubles about chilblains and wasp-bites,

and here and there an excellently written memoir of some

friend who fell fighting. The main historical fact is, of

course, that our airmen from small beginnings reached a

complete ascendancy at the end of 1916, and then suffered

a set-back, reaching their own again when the mastery of

the Fokker was overcome. The author himself was liaison

oilicer and interpreter at H.Q., and stuck to General

TRENCHARD throughout, although he was urgently re-

quested to go to Russia. Scores of eminent people make
brief appearances in his book, and the following is a fair

::ple of his method: "January 3rd, 1917. An Army
Commanders' Conference took place at Rollencourt. My
indiarubber sponge was eaten by rats." Happily his diary

escaped.

Lieut.-Colonel JOHN
BUCHAN, in his now
familiar rdle of the

serious historian, has
been officially com-
missioned to tell a tale

more thrilling in hero-

isms, if perhaps a

trifle less madcap,
than anything his un-

official imagination
has given us. His lat-

est volume, The South

African Forces in
France (NELSON),
though naturally it

does not break much
new ground, still con-

tains a good deal that

was well worth sifting
from the mass of war

history and is written
with a vigour that __
could not be excelled. The proudest claims of the South
Africans are, it seems, that they finished " further East

"

when the cease-fire sounded (I wonder if this will go unchal-

lenged), that they were three times practically exterminated,
and that they were the most modest unit in the field the
author of course being solely responsible for letting us know
this last. Their terrible fights, not only at Delville Wood,
but even more at Marriere Wood and Messines, are beyond
question amongst the greatest feats of arms of the War, and
on the last two occasions their stand in the face of odds went
far to Bave the Allied cause in the black months of 1918.
Since, as the author joyously notes, Dutch and English ele-
ments in the South African forces lived and died on the field
like brothers, we may all agree with him, politics or no poli-
tics, that there has been something fundamentally right for
once about the Empire's treatment of their country. This
alone would give the book importance and interest outside
the Southern dominions to which it is first addressed. In
Capetown and Pretoria it will be the history of the War.

In John Bull, Junior (METHUEN) Mr. F. WREN CHILD
sets out to record the difficulties which a "

home-trained
boy encounters at a public school." Whether his picture

Irfe as it was some years ago is true or not,

The Novice. "I AM A LITTLE ABSENT
IP I PBOVB TO BE A WINNER. "

it is unlikely that there will be keen competition among
public schools to claim the' original of St. Lucian's; and I

do not think that tender-hearted mothers need fear that
their own children will be beset by the temptations which
Brant had to encounter, for in his hectic career he was un-
fortunate enough to have card-sharpers, whisky-drinkers
and other unusual types of boyhood among his fellow-pupils,
and with such company it is not to be wondered at that
he was more often in than out of trouble. But, since he

helped to solve the mystery which was perplexing St.

Lucian's, it would seem that whatever happened to his

soul he contrived to keep his head. Boys with a taste for

amateur detective work might derive enjoyment from this

tale, and to them I recommend it.

Stephen Manaton, heir to great possessions, found that

his wealth and worldly position were slipping away from

him, but as compensation' against his losses he had the

supreme satisfaction of discovering that the girl of his

choice loved him solely for himself. So with the best will

in the world I could

not shed tears over

The Manaton Disaster

(HEATH CRANTOX),
though I admit that

Miss PHILIPPA TYLER
does her strenuous
best to set my sym-
pathy in motion. Pos-

sibly she tries a shade
too liard, and in future

I hope that she will

cut shorter or eveu

cut out completely
the soliloquies of her
heroes. Miss TYLER
has the dramatic
sense, and an author

\\Iio can write over

a hundred -and -fifty

words without a full-

stop is not to be

thwarted by trifles ;

but she dissipates her

forces and fails to

reach the catastrophic climax at which she apparently aimed.

The ways of the humorist are" hard indeed, and it must
be particularly exasperating, even if you are a clergyman, to

be told by some disgruntled reviewer, as " GEOHGE A. BIR-

MINGHAM" must, I am afraid, here be told, that his latest,

Good Conduct (MURRAY), is not up to standard. Viniiniii

Tensest, the tomboy, the extremely unworthy recipient of

the good conduct prize at Miss Merrideiv's academy, hasher

points, but her pranks are played with or against such dull

folk : an editor and assistant editor for whom I blush ;
an

emporium owner who is kinder and wealthier and stupider
than he is diverting ;

an assistant schoolmistress, a surgeon,
a Euturist-painter, a bishop. None of these worthy people
commands my respect or laughter. The high spirits seem
not entirely genuine. A casual lapse into Brummagem,
I take it.

"
Wanted, for 3 mouths, nice Bedroom and small Padded: for

pony."
" Six Acres Freehold Land, with Two Cottages, near Southampton ;

suitable pig and poultry." Provincial Paper.

With bedrooms for ponies and cottages for pigs, what

chance has a human of getting housed?

-MINDED, SO YOU MUST GIVE ME A SHOUT
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CHARIVARIA.
IM;\\ I:H births are recorded in Ireland

during tins past seven months. No sur-

prise can 1)0 felt, for we cannot imagine

ly being born in Ireland on pur-

pose just now. ... +

A London linn are now manufac-

turing what they call the smallest

motor-car on tho mar-

kei How great a boon

this will bo to tho gen-
eral public will begath-

fioni tho report
that one of these cars

has been knocked down

by a pedestrian.

According to a Sun-
.

iper MusTAi'HA
KF.MAL wants as sol-

diors only those who
will die for their belief in

:iis cause. Previous ex-

perience is notessential.

Citixens of Killing
have protested against

Sunday concerts unless

Sunday bathing is also

|)iTinitti'ii. The pre-
war custom of merely
-ponging the curs after attending a

I was never wholly satisfactory.
* ;:

According to an inscription on the
score card of the North Berwick Club,

1

golf is a science in which you may
xhaust yourself but never your sub-
cot." Several clubs, however, claim

colonels who can say practi-

ally all that is worth saying
Ibout the game without stopping
'0 get their second wind.

in the garden," Mr. SMII.UK told a re-

porter, on his return to London, "and
have coaxed some nice rod roses out."

Coaxing the nice red miners out is

comparatively easy work.

***
On a question of equipment Ashford

Fire Brigade 1 as resigned. It is not

known yet whether local tires will go
out in sympathy with tho Brigade.

life of the KX-KAISKK. It is hoped that

ho will realise that it would boa breach

of etiquette to get assassinated before

the Allies have decided what is to be

done with him.

THE GORGEOUS UNIFORMS OF THE I'AST MAY BE RE-INTRO-

DUCED INTO THE ARMY: BUT, IF SO, THE CINEMA ATTENDANT
WILL NOT GIVE IN WITHOUT A STRUGGLE.

Letchworth, the first Garden City,
has voted itself dry by a majority of

sixty-five. There seems to be a lack

of hospitality in this attempt to dis-

courage American visitors.
* *

The latest news from Turkey, Eussia
and Ireland sets us wondering what
the War made the world safe for.

We understand that one of the

Poor who recently found a burglar
in his house searching for money im

mediately offered the intruder ton per
cent, if he proved suc-

cessful.

lieferring to the re-

port in these colunm>
last week that two

bricklayers were seen

to remove their coatn

at Innsbury Park, we
now bear that it was

simply done to oblige
a photographer who
was understood to have
boon sent down by Dr.

ADDISON.
^

Among the articles

loft in trains on a South
Coast railway is a sand-

wich. Unless claimed
within three days we
understand that it will

be broken up and sold

to defray expanses.

Our Enterprising Contemporaries.
"NKWS BY WlliK AND Am.

To-day is the longest clay."

"Daily Mail," June -21*7.

broadened out a

a speaker at the

Girls have

hired

innual conference of the Head-
nistresses' Association. The
iome-mado jumper, it appears,

n coming in for a good
leal of unmerited blame.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

A middle - aged man was
1 at the Thames Police

'

he other day with having
n altercation with a lamp-post.
t appear- that the man called
ho lamp-post

"
Pussyfoot," and

he latter promptly knocked him down

Special courts, it is stated, are to be
ot up for the trial of Irish criminals.
.he need, we gather, is for some ma-
hinery by which the trial can be con-

: ucted in the absence of the prisoner.

I have put in a good three months

Mr. Punch begs leave to draw the attention

of the Intelligent Public to the fact that on

Monday next
, July 5th, he proposes to publish

a Special Summer Number. All his previous
Summer Numbers have appeared in the form
of an ordinary weekly issue, with additional

holiday and other matter. This is a Special
Summer Number, altogether distinct from the

weekly issue. It will contain thirty-six pages,
almost entirely made up of drawings, and in-

cluding several pages of illustrations in three

colours. Mr. Punch has great pleasure in in-

viting his friends to encourage him in this

new venture.

The Expansion of Scotland.

"The most interesting features of the vital

.statistics of Scotland . . . The nirt!i

rate was higher than those of all fir-!

quarters since 1891." Daily Paper.

Our Merry Municipalities.
" TOWN COUNCIL.

MINUTES FOB MONDAY'S MEKTIM,.
MORE Iscnr.ASES OF WAGS."

Provincial 1'apcr.

Threatened Unrest at the Zoo.

"Mr. Churehill has made up his

mind, hut if ho g<ts liis way every

fcldpole and tapir will take it as a

precudont." Daily

Ants, we are informed, will not come
near the hands of a person if well

rubbed with a raw onion. The last

time we attempted to rub an ant with

a raw onion he broke away and made
a dash for the hills.

* *

The CJticaijo Tribune points out that

two attempts have been made on tho

"In a driving competition Kay
drove 7'23 yards, one inch."

South .tfriran 1'npfr.

Another inch, and we should

have refused to believe it.

ix WOULD TAKE MANIMTI: OVER
AMKUICA.

\VA.SIIIM;TOX. M:iv '2.5. President \ViIsoii

Monday ;iski".l authority from Congress for

ntcd States to accept a mandate over
Armenia." Canadian Pojxrr.

But there is no reason to believe that

the headline is inaccurate.

vor.. cr.vin.
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HOLIDAY ANTICIPATIONS.

[Now that holiday-planning is in season

we have pleasure in announcing a few proposed
:, s for the r.-creation of some of the might;

brains that shape our destinies and guide our

groping intelligences. Hut it must be clearly

understood that in these inconstant times we

eaim.it vouch for their authenticity or guar-

antee fulfilment.]

ME. ASQUITH'S recent success in

spotting the winner of the Derby is

believed to have inspired Mr. LLOYD

GEDKUE with an idea of combining his

present policy of always going one, if

not two or three, better than the Old

Man with a public demonstration of the

extent to which the crude Puritanism

of his youth has been mellowed by

sympathies more in keeping with his

later political alliances. Ho is credited

with the intention of putting to appro-

priate use his peculiar gifts of non-

committal prophecy and persuasive

casuistry, and at the same time making
sure of a profitable holiday in the open
air by

"
doing

"
the Sussex Fortnight,

beginning with the Goodwood meeting,
in the capacity of Downy Dave, a race-

course tipster.
* *

There is reason to believe that, if

the Recess should afford Sir WILLIAM
SUTHEULAND an opportunity to indulge
his craving for the Simple Life, he will

proceed to Italy to join the coterie of

ascetics known as the Assisi Set. His

conspicuous ability in telling the tale

to the London Pressmen encourages

expectations that be will be no less

successful as a preacher to the birds,

after the manner of St. FRANCIS, the

founder of the cult.

* * *

In financial circles it is expected that

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN will spend the vaca-

tion incognito in the neighbourhood ol

Blackpool, partly for the sake of the

invigorating air, but mainly, in view ol

the abnormal prosperity of Lancashire
for the purpose of considering on the

spot the possibilities of a levy on cap-
ital as a local experiment.

* -'.' :'.:

A rumour is current in Whitehall
and gains colour from the activity in

certain seaports, that, in consequence
of Earl CCBZQK'S having been inforaiec

that the number of Channel-swimmers
is likely to be unusually large this

summer, his lordship has decided to

take command of a fleet of Foreign
Office launches, which will patrol the
coast to make sure that none of those

persons is unprovided with a passport
* * *

At Unity House a suspicion is enter
tained that Sir ERIC GEDDES contem-

plates utilising the holidays for the
double purpose of working off supor-

luous steam and familiarizing himself

with the true attitude of the railwaymen

)y working as a stoker on one of the

great main lines. Should this scheme

je carried into effect arrangements are

n readiness to compel him to become

a member of the N.U.R.
* * *

It is hoped that Mr. AUGUSTUS JOHN
will be able to accompany Lord BEAVER-
iROOK to Canada this summer, so that

us lordship may gratify his lifelong

ambition to be painted by Mr. JOHN,

with the primeval backwoods for a

setting, in the character of a coureur-

Ics-bois, of the type immortalized by
Sir GILBERT PARKER in Pierre.

* * *

As far as can be ascertained, Mr.

BERNARD SHAW intends to devote the

holidays to verifying the report of his

namesake, Mr. TOM SHAW (with whom
he has been stupidly confused), on the

Bolshevik r6gime. He will probably
enter Russia secretly, accompanied by
a mixed party of vegetarian Fabians

disguised as Muscovites, so that in the

event of being denounced as Boorjoos
they may hope to pass for returning
Duldiobors, or, in case of detection, for

an amateur theatrical company touring
with Labour's Love's Lost.

: * *

We understand that Lords LONSDALE
and BIRKENHEAD are making arrange-
ments for a joint trip to Cuba, in order

to investigate personally the condition

and prospects of the Havana leaf in-

dustry. It will not be surprising if

this visit bears fruit in the shape of

the eighteen -inch super-cigar which

sporting men have been for so long
demanding.

ON THE EATINC OF ASPARAGUS.

THERE were twenty-three ways of

eating asparagus known to the ancients.

Of these the best known method was
to suspend it on pulleys about three

feet from the ground and "
approach

the green
"
on one's back along the

floor
; but it was discontinued about

the middle of the fourth century, and
no new method worthy of serious con-
sideration was subsequently evolved, til]

the August or September of 1875, when
a Mr. Gunter-Brown wrote a letter to

the A.AM. (The Asparagus Absorbers
Review and Gross Feeders' Gazette)
saying that he had patented a scheme
more cleanly and less unsightly than
the practice of tilting the head back-
ward at an angle of forty-five degrees
and lowering the asparagus into the

expectant face, which is shown by stat-

istics to have been the mode usually
adopted at that time.

Mr. Gunter - Brown's apparatus

necessary to the method he advocated,
consisted of a silver or plated tube, into

which each branch of asparagus, except
;he last inch, was placed, and so drawn
nto the mouth by suction, the eater

grasping the last uneatable inch, to-

gether with the butt end of the tube,

n the palm of his hand. Asparagus
)ranches being of variable girth, a rub-

ier washer inserted in the end of the

;ubo furthest from the eater's mouth

lelped to cause a vacuum.
The inventor claimed that the edible

portion of the delicacy became detached

f the intake of the eater was strong

inough, but he overlooked the fact that

,he necessary force caused the aspa ; ;

,o pass through the epiglottis into the

oesophagus before the eater had time to

enjoy the taste (as was proved by ex-

)eriment) and so all sense of pleasure
was lost.

More prospective marriageshavebeen
marred through the abuse of asparagus
at table than through mixed bathing at

Tunbridge Wells. For instance, though
ihe matter was hushed up at the time,

it is an open secret among their friends

that Miss Gladys Devereux broke "off

icr engagement to young Percy Gore-

Mont on account of his t/aucherie when

assimilating this weed at a dinner party.

It seems that he simply threw him-

self at the stuff, and that one of the

servants had to comb the melted butter

out of his hair before he could appear
in the drawing-room.
The case of the Timminses, too, pre-

sents very sad features, though the

marriage was notinthiscase abandoned,

the high contracting parties not having
once encountered a dish of asparagus

simultaneously during the engagement.
Yet it is more than rumoured that when,

at the end of the close season, asparagus

may be hunted, there is considerable

friction in the Timminses' household,

because Mrs. Timmins plays with a

straight fork, while Timmins affects the

crouching style.

Happily, however, a light at last ap-

pears to be shining through the dark-

ness. Under the auspices of the Vege
table Growers' Association (Luxurj
Trades section) an asparagus 'eating con

test has been arranged to take place
ii

the Floral Hall early in July. As tin

entrants to date include a contortionis

and at least three well-known war

profiteers it is confidently expected tha

some startling methods will be exhi

bited which may revolutionise aspara

gus-eating in this country.

" DUNOON. Sitting room and two bedroom

to let for month of l)unooii." Scotch Paper.

Wewelcome the introduction of
"
rhym

ing slang
"

to brighten up the advertise

ment columns.
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PAEADISE LOST AGAIN I

MB. ASQUITH (to Joto SwM;. "OF COURSE MESOPOTAMIA IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE. AND
NO ONE HAS EVER BEEN ANXIOUS TO VACATE THE GARDEN OF EDEN; BUT YOU
MUST REFLECT THAT THE COST OF ITS UPKEEP HAS INCREASED ENORMOUSLY SINCE
ADAM'S TIME."
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V* Mills.

Lady of Hie Manor. " HOWDY, Bo? SIT BIGHT DOWN. I SUBE HOPE YOU'RE FEELING FULL OF PEP! EXCUSE MK, VICAII, BIT

I'M PBACTISING A FEW PHBASES SO THAT IN CASE 1 MEET ANY OF THIS AMERICAN INVASION I CAN MAKE THKM FEEL AT HOME."

A NOTE ON CHESTERFIELDS.
IN the Soviet Republic of Eussia, I

am told, no one can lay claim to the
title of worker unless his hands are
hardened and roughened by toil, and
LK.NIN and TROTSKY have to take their

turns at the rack, like the commonest
executioner. In England we are not

nearly so particular about the manual
test, and, besides feeling quite kindly dis-

posed towards professional footballers,
tea-tasters and the men who stand on
Cornish cliffs and shout when they see

the pilchard shoals come in, we still

give a certain amount of credit to mere
brain-work as well.

There is, however, a poisonous idea

prevalent,especially amongst thewomen
of this country, that a fellow is not

working with his brain unless he is

walking rapidly up and down the room
with wrinkles on his forehead, or sit-

ting on a hard chair at a table with a
file of papers in front of him. But
there is no rule of this sort about the
birth of great and beautiful ideas in the
human brain. It is all a matter of indi-

vidual taste and habit. I know a man,
a poet, who thinks best on the Under-

ground Eailway, and that is the reason

why he said the other day,
" Give rne

to gaze once more on the blue hills,"

to the girl in the booking-oflice, when
what he really wanted was a ticket (of
a light heliotrope colour) to St. James's
Park. Lord BYRON, on the other hand,

composed a sorrowful ditty on the deca-

dence of the Isles, of Greece whilst

shaving ; but the invention of the safety-
razor and the energetic action of M.
VENIZELOS will most likely render it

unnecessary for anyone to repeat such
a performance. As for the people who
have a sudden bright idea whilst they
are dressing for dinner, they may be
dismissed at once, for they nearly always
go to bed by mistake and, when they
wake up again extremely hungry, they
have forgotten what it was.
Most experts are really agreed that a

recumbent or semi-recumbent position
is the best for creative thought, and
another friend of mine, also a maker of

verses, has patented the very ingenious
device of a pair of stirrups just under

the mantelshelf, so that, when lie sits

back in his armchair, he can manage his

Pegasus without having his feet con-

tinually slipping off the marble surface

into the fender.

Much may be said too for a seat in

a first-class railway carriage, when you
have the compartment all to yourself

and the train is going at sixty miles an

hour or more. But England is hardly

spacious enough for a really sustained

inspiration ;
and the result of being

turned out suddenly at Thurso, N.B., or

Penzance is that some opening flower

of the human intellect fails to achieve

its perfect bloom, and as likely as not

your golf clubs are left in the rack.

There is also, of course, an influential

school which believes strongly in the

early morning tea hour, and people

who ought to know tell me that Mr.

WINSTON CHURCHILL plans new uni-

forms for the Guards as well as the

campaign in Mesopotamia with pink

pyjamas on, and that the PRIME Mn>

ISTEB can never be persuaded to get

up for breakfast until ho has hit on a

few of those striking repartees
which
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are subsequently translated by his posse

of interpreters into Russian, Italian,

Bohemian and Erse.

For my part, however, I swear by a

Chesterfield sofa, a largo one, on which

you can lie at full length, as I am lying

now; the most comfortable thing there

is on earth, I think, except perhaps a

truss of hay, when one has been riding

for about six consecutive hours in an

army saddle. But there are disadvan-

tages even about a Chesterfield sofa.

It"is, to begin with, in the drawing-
room ; and in the drawing-room one is

not so entirely immune from the trivial

incidents of everyday life as I like to bo

when I am having brain-waves. Doors

are opened and tiiis creates a draught,
and it is not the slightest use attempt-

ing a real work of imagination when

people will come in and ask if I am

lying on The Literary Supplement of

The Times (as if it were likely), or the

anti-aircraft gun that the children were

pl.vying with after lunch. For this

reason I have had to invent an even

better thing than the ordinary Chester-

field sofa, and since it will be, when
made, the noblest piece of scientific up-

holstery in the world I will ask the

printer to write the next sentence in

italics, please.
It is a Chesterfield sofa enclosed on

all four sides. Thank you.
The marvels of this receptacle for

human thought will dawn upon the

reader by slow degrees. Try to imag-
ine yourself ensconced there, having
climbed up by the short flight of steps
which will be attached to it, enisled and
remote amidst the surging traflic that

sweeps through a drawing-room. In-

stead of making a rapid bolt to escape
from callers and probably meeting them
full tilt in the hall, you simply stay on,

thinking. You have nothing to fear

from them, unless they are so inquisi
live and ill-mannered as to come and

peep over the edge. With plenty ol

tobacco, a writing tablet and a fountain-

pen, you can stare at the anaglypta
ceiling and dream noble thoughts anc

put them down when you like withoul

interruption. On sunny days the ap-
paratus can be wheeled on to the bal-

cony, where the sapphire sky will be

exchanged for the anaglypta ceiling
and for winter use a metal base will be

supplied, under which you can place
either an oil-stove or an electric radiator

I should like to see this four-sidec

Chesterfield in offices also. The master
strokes of commercial and administra
tive skill would be much more masterl,
with most people if they did not have
to proceed from a hard office chair. Yoi
can easily dictate to a typist from th
interior of a Chesterfield, and, though
know that business men and Govern

1*-

Gladys. "HAVE YOU ANY INTERESTING CASES COMING ON, SIB CHARLES?"

Eminent K.C. "WE HAVE A VERY INTRICATE AND TECHNICAL CASE COMING ON

MOST INTERESTING. Il TURNS ON THE QUESTION WHETHER A CERTAIN SUBTERRANEAN
CONDUIT SHOULD BE CLASSIFIED AS A DRAIN OR A SEWER."

Gladys. "On, BUT WHY NOT ASK A PLUMBER?"

ment officials are often subjected to

deputations, during which they have
to look their persecutors in the face,

this difficulty could be overcome by
means of a sliding panel, through which
the face of the recumbent administrator

could be poked when necessary, wearing
the proper expression of shrewdness,

terror, conciliation or rage. I should

like Sir ERIC GEDDES to have one of

my four-sided Chesterfields.

With his usual sagacity the reader

will probably remark here that the

four-sided Chesterfield can be procured

ready-made at any moment by turning
the usual article round and pushing it

up against the wall. This point has not

escaped notice, my friend. But you
can hardly imagine the objections that

will be urged by the female members of

your household against adopting such
a course in the drawing-room. They
will assert, amongst other things, that

Mrs. Ponsonby-Smith is on the point
of arriving and that she will think

you 've done it on purpose.
I shall have the upholsterer in to-

morrow. EVOE.
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DEDICATIONS.
MK. COMPTON MACKKNZIK has found

it necessary to state publicly in a dedi-

cation that his books have not been

written by his sister.

The following extracts are taken from

possible future dedications by various

authors :

Mr. H. G. WJ-:LLH to the Bishop of
LONDON.

As I have seen it stated in various

journals that you are the author of my
book, The Soul of a Bishop, I hereby
take the opportunity of informing your

Lordship most definitely and emphati-

cally that you are not. That book

and also The Passionate Friends were

written without any assistance from

the episcopal bench. To avoid future

misunderstanding I may say that all

my books are written by myself. If at

any time it is suggested that any pub-
lication of your Lordship has been

written by me, I shall be glad if you
will immediately issue a contradiction.

Mr. BERNARD SHAW to the Editor of
" The Morning Post."

You have not written my books. You
have not written ray plays. Any state-

ment to the contrary is an infamous
falsehood. No one else, dead or alive,

could ever have written anything which
I have written. When I have become an

imbecile, which is not likely to happen
yet, as I am a vegetarian and do not read,

your rag, it will be time enough for other

people to lay claim to my work. Nor
have I ever assisted you in conducting
that which you call a paper, nor have
I ever written an editorial for its col-

umns. Please let this matter have your
futile attention.

Miss DAISY ASHFORD to Lord
HALDANE.

If I did not believe your Lordship to
be really innosent I should be very
vexed with you. But let me explain.
I have heard it said in reliable quarters
that you are the author of The Young
Visiters. Oh, my Lord ! my Lord ! I

thought everybody knew by now that
no one helped me even to spell a word.
I have read your Lordship's books with

pleasure and of course realise their

promise. But it is all very diferent
stuff from The Young Visiters. Please
in the future disclaim all credit for

giving me my idears, and in return I

can assure you that your skemes for
the better education of the people shall
have my enthoosiastic suport.

Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT to The Man
in the Street.

The last thing that I wish is that you
should be misunderstood; all my life I

have laboured to explain you to your-
self. That my explanation has pleased

you is shown by the fact that you buy

my books. But you have commenced
to give yourself airs, my man, and it is

time you were put in your place. My
books are so much to your taste that

you have been led to believe yourself
the author. Now please understand

my books are written for you and not

by you. You merely exist thanks to

me and pay. I have been told that I

once wrote a book called The Old Wives'

Tale. If so, that was in earlier days,
and you have long since forgiven me.

And do you not owe me something for

The Pretty Lady ? Have I not shown

you that your love is both sacred and

profane ? As I have enough to contend
with from those who care for literature

I hope any further word from me on

this subject will be unnecessary.

Mrs. FLORENCE BARCLAY to Lord
FISHES.

Tiie phenomenal success of our re-

cent volumes has, I understand, led a

certain section of our public to believe

that you are the author of several of

my books. In particular it has been
stated that The Rosary was written by
your Lordship. As you know, 1 have
a great respect for the aristocracy, and
I do not suggest that you have de-

liberately put yourself forward as the

author of my books. You will, how-

ever, understand me when 1 say that

only your Lordship could express all

that I feel about the matter. The

mixing up of our identities is probably
explained by the fact that we are both

stylists and seekers for the mot juste.
Will you please assist me in making it

clear that we work independently ? As
I am staying in a country parsonage
and it is our custom to read one
another's letters over the breakfast-

table, I shall be glad if any reply you
may wish to make should be sent to

the Editor of The Times.

Sir ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE to Sir
OLIVER LODGE.

Our common concern with the life

beyond has become so well known that
our interests in this present life are in

danger of becoming involved. In a

volume of Sherlock Holmes stories re-

cently purchased abroad I find you
described as the author, and another
book assures me that I have written

extensively on the Atomic Theory.
You will, I am sure, see the harm which
I am likely to sutler through such mis-
takes. Nor does the confusion end
here. I find that my novel, Tin- Hound
of the Baskervilles, is now stated to be

by Sir CONAN LODGE, and another book
of mine, The Lost World, to be by Sir

OLIVER DOYLE. Also I have seen my-

self described as " The Principal of

Birmingham University," and yourself
as the well-known detective of Baker
Street. May I solicit your aid in help-
ing me to suppress any further con-
fusion of our respective genii '! My
best wishes to you arid the good work.

LABOUR-SAVING.
["Electric bore, one man. portable.

"

Trade Journal.]

THOUGH not a scientific bean
I am occasionally seen

Scanning a technic magazine.

I love to learn of any wheeze
Wherewith to win by quick degrees
A rich sufficiency of ease.

And so it thrilled me to the core

To read the phrase,
" Electric bore,"

And think of happy days in store.

In former times I 'd often start

Abroad with eagerness of heart
To patronise dramatic art

;

Only at curtain's fall to corne

Homeward again, dejected, glum,
And overwhelmed by tedium.

With ennui verging on distress

I 'd witnessed from the circle
(clr

Some transatlantic HUGE SUCCESS;

Or else some play of Irish life,

Ending with father, son and wife

Impaled upon a single knife
;

Or haply I had chanced to choose
Some even surer source of blues,

One of the things they call revues.

But now those times are passed away ;

Electric bores have come to stay ;

I mean to purchase one to-day.

I don't know how it works, but uu

Authority declares it can
Be guided by a single man.

I have in mind a little niche
Beside my study window "which

Will just accommodate the switch.

Henceforth abroad no more I '11 roam,
But turn it on at evening's gloaui
And yawn my time away at home.

Our Go-ahead Municipalities.
" Visitors to this summer need not

fear want of recreation, for the Urban ('<

on Wednesday granted an application by Mr.

for leave to place an additional donkey
on the beach." I'rorintifil 1'aiter.

" Mr. Taylor, who had relieved Mr. Higfiiiis,

here had tlie misfortune to see Seymour badly

hit over the right eye on attempting to hook

one of his rising deliveries." Daily Paper.

SEYMOUR, we understand, sympathised

warmly with Mr. TAYLOR over this

piece of bad luck.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
DAKBY AND JOAN (FOE THE PREVAILING EPIDEMIC SPARKS XK1THEK AGE NOR VIRTUE) FAIL TO FIND

T1IK WINNER OF THE 2.30.
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A DOG'S LIFE.

THE life of a public man is a dog's

life. I don't know why a dog's life

should be the type and summit of un-

pleasantness in lives ;
for myself I

should have thought it was rather a

good life ;
no clothes to buy and no

shortage of smells ;
but there it is. The

reason is perhaps that a dog spends
most of his day just finding a really

good smell and being diverted from it

by something else, a loud whistle in

front or a motor-bicycle or another

smell. He rushes off then after the

whistler or the motor-bicycle
or the now smell, missing all

kinds of good smells on the

way and never getting the

cream of the old one. And
that is like the day of the

public man.
He sits up in bed in the

morning, having his breakfast

and thinking over the smells

he is going to have during the

day. There is an enormous
choice. The whole of the bed

is covered with papers; there

are tables on either side of the

bed covered with papers, letters

and memoranda, and agenda
and minutes and constituents'

grievances, and charitable ap-

peals and'ordinary begs. When
he moves his foot tbere is a

great crackling, and the surface

papers float off into the air and
are wafted about the room.

Each paper represents a differ-

ent smell. He is going to make
a speech to the Bottle-Washers'

Union at 11 A.M. and he is read-

ing the notes of his speech; but

before that he has got to in-

troduce a deputation of Fish-

Friers to the HOME SECBETAKY
at ten and he is trying to find

out what the Fish-Friers are

after. But the telephone-bell

keeps on ringing and the papers keep
on floating away, and the papers about
the Fish-Friers keep mixing themselves

up with the papers about the Bottle-

Washers, and the valet keeps coming
in to say that the bath is prepared or

the hosier has come, so that it is all

very difficult.

All his family ring him up, and all

the people who were at the meeting
last night and were not quite satisfied

with the terms of the Resolution, and
all the people who are interested in

Fish-Frying and Bottle-Washing, and
all the people who want him to make
a speech at Cardiff next year, and
several newspapers who would like to

interview him about the Sewers and
Drains Bill, and a man whose uncle

has not yet been demobilised, and a

lady whose first-born son would like to

bo President of the Board of Trade as

soon as it can be arranged. Meanwhile

people begin to drift into the room.

The Private Secretary drifts in with a

despatch-case, full of new smells and

some old ones ;
and the valet drifts in

to say that the bath is still prepared,
and a haircutter and a man from the

shirt-makers, and the Secretary of the

Fish-Friers, who has looked in for a

quiet talk about the situation.

When they are all ready for their

quiet talks the public man decides that

AT WIMBLEDON.
Umpire.

"
FORTY, THIRTY, SLASHER."

Diana (fresh from Ascot) . "Pui ME THIRTY SHILLINGS ON."

it is time he got up ; he leaps out of

bed and rushes out of the room and
shaves and baths and does his exercises

very very quickly. Then he rushes
back and has a talk with the HOME
SECRETARY on the telephone while he is

drying his ears. When his ears are
nice and dry he rings off and ties his

tie, meanwhile dictating a nasty letter

to The Times about the Scavengers
(Minimum Wage) (Scotland) No. 2 Bill.

In the middle of this letter two new
crises arise

( 1) TheHOME SECRETARY' s

Private Secretary's Secretary rings up
and says that the Fish-Friers' depu-
tation is postponed till 11 A.M. because
of a Cabinet Meeting about the new
war. (2) The Assistant-Secretary to
the PRIME MINISTER'S Principal Secre-

tary's Secretary rings up and says that

the PRIME MINISTER can see the public
man for ten seconds at one minute

past eleven. It is now clear that the

Bottle-Washers and the Fish-Friers and
the PRIMK MINISTER are going to clash

pretty badly, and a scene of intense

confusion takes place. The public man
runs about the room in his shirt-sleevea

smelling distractedly at the papers on
the floor and on the bed and everywhere
else. Some of the papers he throws at

the Private Secretary and tells him to

write a memorandum about them, and

go and see the War Office about them
and have six copies made of

them. Most of them, how-

ever, he just throws on the

floor or hides away in a dress-

ing-gown where the Private

Secretary won't find them
;

this is the only way of making
sure of a permanent supply of

good crises. A crisis about a

lost document is far and away
the most fruitful kind of crisis.

Meanwhile the valet pursues
the public man about the room
with spats and tries to attach

them to his person. If he can

attach both spats before the

Fish-Friers' man really gets
hold of him he lias won the

game. The Fish-Friers' man

keeps clearing his throat and

beginning, "The position is

this
"

; and the Private

Secretary keeps saying in a

cold dispassionate voice,
" Are

you going to the Lord Mayor's
lunch ?

"
or " How much will

you give to the Dyspeptic
Postmen's Association ?" or
" What about this letter from

Bunt?"
The public man takes no

notice of
,any one of them, but

says rapidly over and over

again,
" Where are my spec-

tacles?
"

or " What have you
done with the brown socks?" He is

playing for time. If he can put them

off for a little more, some new crisis may
occur and he will be able to say that he

is too busy to deal with them now.

The Private Secretary knows this and

continues to say, "Are you going to the

Lord Mayor's lunch?" The Fish-

Friers' man doesn't know it, and crawls

about excitedly on the floor looking for

the spectacles under the bed. When
he is well under the bed the public man
tells the Private Secretary to ring up
the Bottle-Washers and the Fish-Friers

and the PRIME MINISTER and arrange

things somehow, and rushes out of the

room. He is hotly pursued by the valet

and the hosier and the hairdresser, but

there 's a taxi at the door and with any
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Visitor (to actor friend). "Y'Ksow, I WAS COIN' ON THE STAGE MYSELF ONCE, BUT MY PEOPLE DINE so LATH."

luck he will now get clear away. In
the hull, however, the cook meets him
in order to give notice, and by the time
lie has dealt with that crisis the Private

Secretary has had three wrong numbers
and given it up, and the Fish-Friers'
man has humped his head and given it

up. They give chase together and catch
the public man just as ho is escaping
from the front-door. The Private Sec-

. starts again about the Lord
ir's lunch, and the Fish-Friers'

man starts again about the position.
The public man knows now that he

is done, so ho drives them into the taxi

and says he will talk to them on the

way to the PKIME MINISTER. The taxi

dashes off, leaving the hosier and the
hairdresser and the valet wringing their
hands in the hall.

The only thing the public man can
do now is to invent a new crisis for the
Private Secretary, who is still saying
in a cold dispassionate voice, "Are you
going to the Lord Mayor's lunch ?

"

So he thinks of one of the letters he
has hidden in his dressing-gown and
tells the Private Secretary that he must
have that letter for the Bottle- Washers'
meeting. Then he stops the taxi at a

plac.e where there is no Underground
and no 'bus, and pushes the Private

Secretary out. He has disposed of the

Private Secretary for the day.
But the Fish-Friers' man's throat is

practically clear by now and he gets to

work at once. The public man pays no
attention but prepares in his mind his

opening sentences to the PBIME MINIS-
TER. In the Park he sees two other

public men walking and he takes them
into the cab. Each of them has dis-

covered some entirely new smells and
starts talking about them at once very
fast. The public man promises to go
and try them all immediately. When
he gets to the PRIME MINISTER'S he

rings up and cancels the Fish-Friers

and the Bottle-Washers. When he has
done that the Assistant-Secretary to the

PRIME MINISTER'S Principal Private

Secretary's Secretary comes out and

says that the PRIME MINISTER has been
called away suddenly to Geneva.
The public man then goes off after the

new smells. A dog's life. A. P. H.

A Sporting Offer.
" Rabbit trapper would take so much the

couple or rent them, or give so much the

couple and kill them." Scotch Paper.

A CORNISH LULLABY.
A.D. 1760.

SLEEP, my little ugling,

Daddy 's gone a-smuggling,

Daddy 's gone to Boscoff in the Mcva-

gissey Maid,
A sloop of ninety tons

With ten brass-carriage guns,
To teach the King's ships manners and

respect for honest trade.

Hush, my joy and sorrow,

Daddy '11 come to-morrow

Bringing baccy, teaand snuffand brandy
home from France ;

And he '11 run the goods ashore
While the old Collectors snore

And the wicked troopers gamble in the

dens of Penzance.

Eock-a-bye, my honey,
Daddy 's making money ;

You shall be a gentleman and sail with

privateers,
With a silver cup for sack
And a blue coat on your back,

With diamonds on your finger- bones
and gold rings in your ears.

PATI.ANDER.
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Motorist. " THAT REMINDS ME I NI;VER POSTED THAT LETTER."

POPULAR CRICKET.
DEAR MB. PUNCH, I enclose a cut-

from Lc Radical, one of the leading
Mauritius papers, and on behalf of the

lovers of our national game in the

island venture to ask for information

regarding the last match recorded :

"
Londres, 14 mai, 4 hres P.M. Mary-

le-bone a battu Nottingham' par 5

wickets ; Lancashire a battu Leich-

ester; Sussex a battu Warriok. En
second lieu un joneur du Sussex a abattu
H. Wilson par 137 wickets."

We are much perturbed at the strange
developments that are evidently taking
place in the game at home. Was this

match, we want to know, a single-
wicket game between the Sussex player
and H. WILSON ? If so how did he
beat him by 187 wickets?
An ex-captain of theCambridge eleven

living here is of the opinion that, in
order to make cricket more popular, the
numbers of the opposing sides are being
increased, and that this match must
have been between a team of, say, a

couple of hundred Sussex players and
one of a like number captained by
H. WILSON, and that only some dozen
wickets had fallen in the second innings

when the match ended. If this is the

correct interpretation we should be

very grateful for the rules, plan of the

field, etc., as we are most anxious to

move with the times in this little out-

post of Empire.
I fear however that we shall have

some difficulty here in raising two
teams of more than a hundred-a-side.

We presume that, as a match of

eleven-a-side takes two or three days to

finish, about six or eight weeks are

allotted to this new game.
Any help that you can give us, Sir,

will be much appreciated.
Yours faithfully, M. C. C.

FROM THE FILM WORLD.
As an interesting supplement to the

announcement that Sir THOMAS LIPTON
has kindly placed his bungalows and
estates in Ceylon at the disposal of the
East and West Films, Limited, for the

filming of The Life of BUDDHA, wo are

glad to learn that preparations are

already well advanced for the presenta-
tion of the Life of HANNIBAL on the
screen.

Messrs. Sowerly and Bitterton, the
well-known vinegar manufacturers,
have undertaken to provide the neces-

sary plant for illustration of the famous

exploit of splitting the rocks with that

disintegrating condiment, and Messrs.

Rappin and Jebb, the famous cutlers,

have been approached with a view to

furnish the necessary implements for

the portrayal of the tragedy of the

Caudine Forks. Professor Chollop, who
is superintending the taking of the

pictures of the battle of Cannte and the

subsequent period of repose at Capua
in their proper atmosphere, states that

he is receiving every support from the

local condottieri, pilferari, banditti and

lazzaroni, and expects to be able to

complete his task by the late autumn.

A certain amount of antagonism, on

humanitarian grounds, has been shown

by the Italian Government to the im-

portation of a herd of elephants, which

were essential to the realistic depiction
of the passage of the Alps by the

Carthaginian army ; but it is hoped
that by the use of skis the transit may
be effected without undue casualties

among the elephantine fraternity.

Lord FISHER has been invited to im-

personate SCIPIO, and the role of

FABIUS, the originator of the " Wait

and See
"

policy, has been offered to

Mr. ASQUITH, but authentic details

are as yet lacking as to their decision.
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THE BLAMELESS ACCOMPLICE.
IHISH RAILWAYMAN (to Sinn Fein Assassin). "YOU'LL BE ALL RIGHT. DETESTING MURDER,

AS MR. THOMAS SAYS I DO, I'VE TAKEN CARE THAT THAT FELLOW SHOULD HAVE
NO AMMUNITION."

Che Irish members of the N.U.R. exprcrsed publicly their feeling of disgust at murder and outrage." Mr. J. H. TIIOUAS.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Jane 21st While the PRIME

MINISTKK was celebrating the longest

and pretty nearly the hottest day

by a i
-m d'honneur at Boulogne Mr.

BONAR LAW had to con-

tent himself with small

beer in the Commons.
The Government, it

seems, is to offer its ser-

vices to effect a peaceful
settlement between the

Imam YAHYA and the

Said IDRISSI, who are

rival rulers in Arabia.

There is believed to be a

possibility that in return

the said Said will offer

his services to effect

peaceful settlement

Hibernia Infelix.

The Government is

not so indifferent to eco-

nomy as is sometimes

suggested. The PHIMK
MINISTER'S famous letter

to the Departments was

only written in August
last, yet already, Mr.
BONAR LAW assured the

House, some progress
has been made in reducing redundant

staffs, and the Government has ap-

pointed no, I beg pardon,
" decided to

appoint" independent Committees to

carry out investigations. The hustlers !

The Member for Wood Green, who
urged that the Treasury
should prepare an estimate
of the national income, with
the view of limiting the na-

tional expenditure to a de-

finite proportion of that

amount, displayed, it seems
to me, amazing temerity.
The course of taxation in

recent years encourages the
belief that the only thing
tiiat restrains the CHANCEL-
LOR OFTHE EXCHEQUER from
taking our little all is that
lie does not know how much
it is.

Capt. WEDGWOOD BENN'S

complaint that theMINISTER
OP TBAKSPORT habitually
absented himself from the
House met with little en-

couragement from the

SPEAKER, who sarcastically-

inquired if he should send
the SERJEANT-AT-ARMS to

ting, and kept the House up till half-

past three in order to do it. Dr. ADDISON

had need of what the IRON DUKE called

"two o'clock in the morning courage
"

to ward off attacks. Once, when Sir

ARTHUR FELL was depicting the des-

"Do YOU EXPECT ME TO SEND THE SEEGEANT-AT-ARMS TO FETCH THE
MINISTER OF TRAKSPORT?" The SPEAKEK.

perate plight of the landladies of Yar-

mouth, forbidden under a penalty of

a hundred pounds to charge more
than twenty-five per cent, in excess of

their pre-war prices, it looked as if the
Minister must give way ; but with some

THE YOUNG UNIONIST MOVEMENT.
"IF THEY WKRE TO HAVE HOME KULE

THE WHOLE HOG.' " Mr. OKM.1HY OoRE.
AT ALL THEY MUST ' GO

fetch the delinquent. Capt. BENN then

dropped the subject, and Sir COLIN
KEPPEL looked relieved.

The Government insisted on taking
the Keport stage and Third Reading of
the Rent

(Restrictions) Bill at one sit-

diflicu{ty he convinced his critics that
the clause in question had nothing to
do with seaside landladies.

Tuesday, June 22nd. In the Lords
the Bishops, reinforced by the eccles-

iastically-minded lay Peers, made a last

attempt to throw out the Matrimonial
Causes Bill. Lord BHAYE moved its

rejection, and was supported by Lord
HALIFAX in a speech whose pathos was
even stronger than its argument, and

by the Archbishop of CANTERBURY, who
admitted that reform of

the marriage laws was

required, but considered
that the Bill went a great
deal further than un-

necessary. The LORD
CHANCELLOR thereupon
re-stated the case for the

measure, for which be be-

lieved the Government
were prepared to give
facilities in the othei

House, and Lord BUCK
MASTER repeated his ex

egesis of the vexed pass-

age in St. MATTHF.W'.*

Gospel, on which the

whole theological con

troversy turns. The

Third Reading was car

ried by 154 votes to 107

The Commons -in the

course of the Irish De
bate discussed the failure

of the Government tc

prevent the regrettable
incidents in Derry and Dublin. Colorie

ASHLEY demanded martial law
; Majo:

O'NEILL was for organising the loya

population ;
Sir KEITH FRASER ap

proved both courses and advanced tin

amazing proposition that the troubli

in Ireland was entirely du<

to the religious question
and that even the Sim

Feiners were loyal to th

Empire.
The ATTORNEY-GENERA

FOR IRELAND pointed ou

that faction -
fighting i

Derry was endemic, an

drew an amusing picture c

the old city, where everyon
had some kind of rabbit-hoi

from which he could emeig
to fire a revolver. As i\

gards the general questio
he denied that the Coi

stabulary had been instruct

ed not to shoot. On th

contrary they had been tol

to treat attackers as
" em

rnies in the field," and i

call upon suspected persoi

to hold up their hands.

Lji-d ROBERT CECIL w;

at a loss to understand tl

policy of a Government that applit

coercion to the very people to whom
was preparing to hand over the goven
ment of Southern Ireland, and Mr. J:

SKIP was equally at a loss to uncle

stand the policy of the noble lord, \vl
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Naturalised Alien. "Vy DOND YOU OED OUD OF MY VAY? DOND YOU KNOW DEB BULB OF DEB RIVER?''

Bargeman. "WHICH? THE RHINE?"

seemed to think that conciliation was

mcump;i!ible with putting down crime.

Wednesday, June 23rd. A large com-

pany, including the QUEEN and Princess
M \KY, attended the House of Lords to

i inco ALBERT take his seat as Duke
of YORK. It was unfortunate that the
now peer was unahle to wait for the
< nsuing debate, for Lord NEWTON was
in his host form. His theme was the

absurdity of the present Parliamentary
arrangement under which the Peers

\vorekept kicking their heels in London
for the best mouths of the year, then
overwhelmed with business for a week
>r two, and finally despatched to the

Hintry in time for the hunting season,
which nowadays most of them were

:iuch impoverished to enjoy. Lord
t'riwoN condescended a little from his

1 Olympian heights, and declared
that one of the drawbacks to conduct-

ing business in that House was the

difficulty of inducing noble Lords to
attend it after dinner.
To judge by Mr. ASQUITH'S recent

speeches outside ho meant to have de-
livered a thundering philippic against
our continued occupation of Mesopo-
tamia. Some of the sting was taken
out of the indictment by the publication
of an official statement showing that
Great Britain was remaining there at

the request of the Allies. After all, as

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE observed in his

reply, it would not be an economical

policy to withdraw to Basra if we were

MENS JKQUA. REBUS IN ARDU1S.
MB. DENIS HENRY ON THE IRISH SITUATION.

to be immediately requested to return

to Baghdad.
The rest of the evening was devoted

to a renewal of the protests against
Mr. CHURCHILL'S " Red Army." Among
the critics were Mr. ESMOND HABMS-

WORTH and Mr. OSWALD MOSLEY, the

two " babies
"

of the House, and the

MINISTER adopted quite a fatherly tone

in recalling his own callow youth,
when he too, just after the Boer War,
denounced " the folly of gaudy and
tinselled uniforms."

Thursday, June 'Mth. On behalf of

the Government Lord ONSLOW gave a

rather chilly welcome to Lord BALFOUR
OP BURLEIGH'S Bill for the regulation
of advertisements. It is true that the

noble author had explained that his

object was to secure "publicity without

offence," but I believe he had no desire

to cramp the PRIME MINISTER'S style.
Sir ERIC GEDDES belongs to that

wicked species of fauna that defends
itself when attacked. He complained
this afternoon that Mr. ASQUITH had in

his recent speeches
" trounced a be-

ginner," but Sir ERIC showed, for a

novice, considerable aggressive power.
He claimed that the Ministry of Trans-

port had already saved a cool million by
securing the abrogation of an extrava-

gant contract entered into by Mr. AS-

QUITH'S Government. The EX PREMIER,
however, insisted that if a mistake had
been made the Railway Department of

the Board of Trade could have corrected
it just as well as its grandiose successor
and at an infinitely smaller cost.
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THE NEW COUBTIERSHIP.
ltJi profound acknowledgment to the

writer of the article on " Heroine Wor-

ship
"
in " The Times

"
of June XMi.)

WHILE thrones and dynasties have

rocked or fallen in the great world up-
heaval of the last six years, there re-

mains one form of monarchy which has

proved impervious to all the shocks of

circumstance the monarchy of genius.
If proof be demanded of this assertion

we need only point to the wonderful

manifestations of loyalty evoked in the

hist week by the advent of the Queen
of the Film World and her admirable

consort. The adoration of MABY PICK-

KOBD has been compared with that of

MABY QUEEN OF SCOTS,
and not without some
show of reason, for the

appeal which her acting
makes is always to the

sense of chivalry which,
in however sentimental

a form, is characteristic

of our race.

But the noble adula-

tion which the latest of

our royal visitors in-

spires is deeper and
more universal than
that prompted by the

charm and the misfor-

tunes of her namesake.
MABY QUEEN OF SCOTS,
as the evidence of con-

temporary portraits
conclusivelyestablishes,
was not conspicuous
for her personal beauty.
In the "Queen busi-

ness
"
she was a failure,

and her prestige is

largely if not entirely

posthumous. Her char-

acter has been impugned by historians ;

even her most faithful champions have
not pronounced her impeccable.

Centuries were necessary to raise
MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS to her some-
what insecure pinnacle of devotion ; by
the alchemy of a machine centuries have
been shortened to days and nights in

the meteoric career of Miss PICKFORD.
Yet merit has joined fortune in high
cabal. Handicapped by a somewhat
uneuphonious patronymic, MARY PICK-
FORD has established her rule with-
out recourse to any of the disputable
methods adopted by her predecessor.
At home in all the "

palaces
"

of both
hemispheres, she owes her triumphs to
the triple endowment of genius, loveli-
ness and gentleness. Moreover, in the

highest sense she is truly an ambassa-
dress of our race, for the kiss which she
so graciously bestowed on Mile. SUZ-
ANNE LENCILEN at Wimbledon on Wed-

nesday last has probably done even

more to heal the wounds inflicted on

our gallant Allies by the disastrous

policy of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE than the

heroic efforts of The Times to maintain

the Entente in its integrity.
The parallels and contrasts with MARY

QUEEN OF SCOTS need not be farther

laboured. But far too little stress has

been laid on the rare felicity of a union

which links the name of Mary with

that of Douglas. The annals of British

chivalry contain no more romantic or

splendid entries than those associated

with Sir JAMES DOUGLAS, alternately

styled the "Good" and the "Black,"
hero of seventy battles and the victor

in fifty
- seven, peerless as a raider,

AGKIPPINA, Queen PICKFOBD the Kirs;,

may
" endure her felicity with fortitude."

Conspicuous grandeur has its penalties
as well as its privileges, but the chivalrie

instinct is still alive in our midst ; und
all of us who are not perverted or de-

based by the malign "wizardry
"

of the
PUIME MINISTEB will spring to the de-

fence of MARY " the Sweetheart of the

World," and DOUGLAS " tender and

true," in their hours of peril. In tliut

high emprise the gentlemen of the world,
however humble, stand, as of old time,
side by side and shoulder to shoulder.

THE IRRESISTIBLE MEETS THE IMMOVABLE.
SCENE: Exclusive West-End Square, with passiiiy procession of

"
Ileils."

The Flag-bearer. "COMBADE, THE REVOLUTION is 'EUE !

"

The Compkte Butler. "Aa! WILL YOU KINDLY DELIVER IT AT THE HAHI:A
HKXTRANCE ;

who crowned a glorious career by his

mission to Palestine with the embalmed
heart of BRUCE, and his death in action

against the Moors. His illustrious

namesake is now conducting a " raid
"

on our shores of a purely educational
and humanitarian nature, and our

welcome, while it expresses the rare
and momentous influence of the film, is

no mere gratitude for pleasure afforded;
it is rather the recognition of a human
touch tending to make the whole Eng-
lish-speaking world kin.

The visit is not unattended by risks,
for the ardour of enthusiasm imposes a

corresponding strain on the endurance
of this august and inimitable pair. But
there can be no doubt as to the absolute

sincerity and spontaneity of these mar-
vellous demonstrations of loyal affec-

tion. We can only hope that, to borrow
the noble phrase of the Roman Senate
in their address to NERO on the death of

THE BATTLE OF THE MOTIIHHS.
WE were sitting in the smoking,

room when the Yi-nw

able Archdeacon en-

tered. He had be

long absent that \vc

asked him the reason.

Had he been ill ?

111? Not he. He
never was better in his

life. He luul merely
been on a motor toui

with his mother.
" Do you mean tc

say," someone inquired
an equally elderly

member almost v

anger, certainly with a

kind of outraged sur-

prise,
" that you have a

mother still living'.'
"

"Of course I have,'

said the .Man of God

"My mother is not onlj

living but is in the pint
of condition."

" And how old if

she?
"

the questions
continued.

" She is ninety-one,'
said the Archdeacon proudly.
Most of us looked at him with won

der and respect even a touch of awe.
" And still motoring !

"
I commented

" She delights in motoring."
"Well," said the angry man, "yoi

needn't be so conceited about it. Yoi

are not the only person with an agei

mother. I have a mother too."

We switched round to this nev

centre of surprise. It was more iu

credible that this man should have i

mother even than the Archdeacon. N<

one had ever suspected him of anytlu'n;

so extreme, for he had a long whit*

beard and hobbled with a stick.
" And how old may your uiothe

be?" the Archdeacon inquired.
" My mother is ninety-two."
" And is she well and hearty ?

'

"My mother," he replied, "is in rud

health or, as you would say, full of

beans."
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Valctiiilinariiin. "1 'VK <IOT ciitimosis OF THE LIVEII, AN iN'CiriENT CAIIBUNCLE ON MY NECK, INFLAMMATION OK THE
TUKOAT AND (JKNEKA1. 1'llOSTRATION."

i' l-'rii'iiil. "\VKI.L, AND HOW ABE YOU?"

The Archdeacon made a deprecatory
movement, repudiating the metaphor.

" She not only motors," the layman
pursued, "hut she can walk. Can your
mother walk ?

"

"
I urn sorry to say," said the Arcli-

u,
" that my mother has to be

::i'lpt'<l a good deal."
" Ha !

"
said the layman.

"
l>nt," the Archdeacon continued,

" she has all her other faculties. Can
your mother still read?

"

"My mother is a most accomplished
and assiduous knitter," said the bearded
man.

"No doubt, no doubt," the Arch-
deacon agreed ;

" but my question was,
Can sli,' still read ?

"

"With glasses yes," said the other.

"Ila!" exclaimed the Archdeacon,
"I thought so. Now my dear mother
can still read the smallest print without
glae

Vu: murmured our approval.
"And more/' the Archdeacon went

on, "she can thread her own needle."
\Vo approved again.
'That 's all very well," said the other,

"but sight is not everything. Can your
mother hear?

"

" She can hear all that I say to her,"

replied the Archdeacon.
" Ah ! but you probably raise your

voice, and she is accustomed to it.

Could she hear a stranger ? Could she
hear me ?

"

Remembering the tone of some of his

after-lunch conversations I suggested
that perhaps it would be well if on
occasions she could not. He glowered
down such frivolousness and proceeded
with his cross-examination. " Are you
trying to assure us that your mother is

not in the least bit deaf?
"

"
Well," the Archdeacon conceded,

"I could not go so far as to say that

her hearing is still perfect."
The layman smiled bis satisfaction.

"In other words," he said, "she uses

a trumpet '.'

''

The Archdeacon was silent.
" She uses a trumpet, Sir? Admit it."

"Now and then," said the Arch-

deacon,
" my dear mother has recourse

to that aid."
" I knew it !

"
exclaimed the other.

" My mother can hear every word. She

goes to the theatre too. Now your
mother would have to go to the cinema
if she wished to be entertained."

" My mother," said the Arcbdeaeon,
would not be interested in the cine-

ma" (he pronounced it ki-nema);
" her

mind is of a more serious turn."
" My mother is young enough to bo

interested in anything," said the other.
" And there is not one of her thirty-

eight grandchildren of whose progress
she is not kept closely informed."
He leaned back with a gesture of

triumph.
"How many grandchildren did you

say ?
"

the Archdeacon inquired.
" I

didn't quite catch."

"Thirty-eight," the otherman replied.
Across the cleric's ascetic features a

happy smile slowly and conquering]}
7

spread. "My mother," he said, "lias

fifty-two grandchildren. And now," he
turned to me,

" which of us would you
say has won this entertaining con test ?"

" I should not like to decide," I said.
" I am fortunately perhaps for your
mothers no Solomon. My verdict is

that both of you are wonderfully lucky-
men." E. V. L.

A Knowing Old Bird.

tiroy African Parrot . . . every question
fully answered ; .10 or offers." Wecl'l:/ Paper.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

WE have had to wait four years for the concluding

volumes of The Life of Benjamin Disraeli (MURRAY), but,

as the engaged couple said of the tunnel,
"

it was worth it,"

for in the interval Mr. BUCKLE has been able to enrich

his work with a wealth of new material. This includes

DISRAELI'S correspondence with QUEEN VICTORIA during
his two Premierships, and the still more remarkable letters

that he wrote to the two favoured sisters, ANNE, Lady
CHESTERFIELD, and SELINA, Lady BRADFORD, during the

'.ast eight years of his life. To one or other of them he

wrote almost every day, and from the sixteen hundred letters

that have been preserved Mr. BUCKLE has selected with

happy discretion a multitude of passages which throw a

vivid light upon the political events of the time and upon
DISRAELI'S own character. Whereas the first four volumes

of the biography might be likened to a good sound Burgundy,
thanks to these letters the last two sparkle and stimulate

like a vintage champagne. As we read them we seem to

be present at the scenes

described, to overhear

the discussions at the

Cabinet, to catch a

glimpse of the actors en

dishabille. Mr. BUCKLE

says that "
Disraeli,

from first to last, re-

garded his life as a

brightly tinted ro-

mance, with himself as

hero." In one of his

letters to Lady BRAD-
FORD he says, "I live

for Power and the

Affections." A poseur,
no doubt, he was, but
not a charlatan. His

industry was amazing
and his insight almost

uncanny.
" I know not

why Japan should not
become the Sardinia of

the Mongolian East," he writes in 1875. To the political
student tltese volumes will be almost as fruitful a field as
BURKE ; for myself, I have found them more fascinating
than any novel.

It seems a great pity that Mr. KIPLING'S Letters of Travel

(MACMILLAN) contains nothing later than 1913. It would
have been particularly interesting to see how far the events
of the great tragedy might have modified or aggravated his
scorn against those who do not see eye to eye with him.
In the pre-war KIPLING, as we have him here,

" Labour "

is always the enemy, "Democracy" the hypocritical cant
of cranks and slackers. What do they know of England
who only KIPLING know ? Well, they know one sideof it,
and a fine side. The first sheaf of letters" From Tideway
to Tideway (1892) "describes a tour through America and
Canada, with a rather too obvious bias against the habits
and institutions of the former, but with so eloquent a pre-
sentation of the dream and fact of imperial pioneering ser-
vice that it might draw even from a Little Englander," Almost thou persuadest me !

" " Letters to the Family
"'

deals with the Canada of 1907, a very different entity from
the Canada of to-day after the later Imperial Conferences
and five years' trial of war, but none the less interesting to
hear about. A voyage in 1913, undertaken " for no other

reason but to discover the sun," is the begetter of the third

group,
"
Egypt and the Egyptians," the first letter of which

will not, I imagine, be reprinted and framed by the P. and 0.
Brilliant word-pictures of things seen, thumbnail sketches
of odd characters, clever records of remembered speech,

intelligent comment from a well-defined point of view
these you will have expected, and will get.

Alexander (bored). "LIFE is VEKY DULL, MY DEAR Box. No MORE WCBLDS
TO "

Roxana. "On, NONSENSE, ALEC! THERE'S ALWAYS SOMETHING TO DO. I

WISH YOU 'D GO INTO THE KITCHEN AND DISCHARGE THAT CAPPADOCIAN COOK.
SHE DRINKS.''

Lady DOROTHY MILLS, who has already made some suc-

cess as a holder of the mirror up to a certain section of

ultra-smart society, continues this benevolent work in her

new novel, The Laughter of Fools (DUCKWORTH). It is a

clever tale, almost horridly well told, about the war-tirne

behaviour of the rottenest idle-rich element, in the disor-

ganised and hectic London of 1917-18. Perhaps the obser-

vation is superficial; but, just so far as it pretends to go,

Lady DOROTHY'S method does undoubtedly get home. Her
heroine, Louise, is a detestable little egoist, whose vanity
and entire lack of moral render her an easy victim to the

vampire crowd into which she drifts. The "sensation"

scenes, night club orgies, dope parties and the like will

probably bring the book
a boom of curiosity ;

but

there are not wanting
signs, in the author's

easy unforced method,

thatwithalargertheme
she may one day write

a considerably bigger
book. The Laughter of

Fools, one may say,
ends tragically; Louise,
after exhausting all

her other activities, be-

ing left about to join
a nursing expedition
to

,
Northern Eussia.

Which, judging by pre-
vious revelations of her

general incompetence,
is where the tragedy
comes in for the pro-

spective patients. A
moral rather carefully

unmoralised is how I should sum up an unpleasant but

shrewdly written tale.

To The Diary of a U-Boat Commander (HUTCHINSON)
" ETIENNE "

adds an introduction and some explanatory
notes. In one of these notes we are told that the Diary
was left in a locker when the Commander handed over his

boat to the British. We are all at liberty to form any

opinion we like on the use made of this Diary and I am
not going to reveal mine. For, after all, it is the book

itself however produced that matters, and even those of

us who are getting a little shy of literature connected with

the War will find something original and intriguing in this

Diary. With what seems to me unnecessary frankness the

publisher refers to the Commander's " incredible exploits
and adventures on the high seas." For my own part my
powers of belief in regard to the War are almost unlimited,

and the only thing that really staggers me here is the men-
j

tality of the diarist. From the record of his purely private

life, which is also exposed in these pages, 1 gather that ,

he was as unfortunate in love as in war; but he seems to
j

have loved with a whole-hearted passion that goes far to

redeem him. I must add a word of praise for Mr. FBANK
MASON'S illustrations, which contributed generously to my
entertainment.
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AN OPEN LETTER TO FRANCE.
Mr. Punch had kissed the lady's hand and she had smiled upon him very graciously, for they were old friends.
"I have brought you a letter from myself," he said.
"Shall I read it while you wait?" said Madame la France.
"
Please, no. I never read my contributors' compositions in their presence.

'
It is embarrassing to both sides.

\ml I want you to take your time over this one, and consider carefully whether it is suitable for publication in your
. have enclosed a stamped and addressed envelope, to be utilized in the event of your deciding to return

y communication with regrets. In any case I propose to publish it in my own paper, The London Charivari."

[Here begins the letter:

"Ni-.uiKsi AND DEAHEST OF ALLIES, You and I (I speak for my country, though I have not been asked
do so) have gone through so much together that it would be an infinite pity if any misunderstandin" were
fered to cloud our friendship for want of a little candour on my part. No Entente can retain its cordiality

vithout mutual candour; and hitherto the reticence has been all on our side.
'Not when your splendid courage and your noble sacrifices gave us a theme; then we were always frankly

in our admiration ; but when we reflected upon what I may venture to call your faults and failings. Whatever
my have thought about them during all those terrible years, you will find in our public statements no note of
sin and not a single word that did not breathe a true loyalty. You too were generous in your praise of us

len we won battles; and at the end, with your own FOCH for witness, you were quick to recognise what part

f

e played in those great Autumn days that brought the crowning victory. But it almost looks as if vour memory
brotherhood in arms were beginning to fail; as if we, who were then hailed as your -glorious Allv,' were
o resume our old name it has already been revived in some quarters of 'Perfide Albion.'
Oh, I know that the best of France is loyal to us; that her true chivalry understands. But what of

our public that is all ear for the so-called Echo de Paris, with its constant incitement to jealousy and suspicionWhat of your second-rate Press and its pin-pricking policy, connived at, if not actually encouraeed
y your Government?

"Of course I recognise that you never really liked the idea of all those British soldiers makin" themselves
in your country, though they did it as nicely as it could be done, and made hosts of frfends in the

can believe that we should not have been too well pleased at having a like number of French troops
etween Dover and London. I don't say we should have charged you rent for every yard of their
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trenches or claimed heavy damages for any injury they might have done to our roads in the course of defending
the Metropolis from our common enemy. But we certainly should not have been depressed when we found that

they needn't stay any longer. Still I hope we should have registered on the tablets of our hearts a permanent
record indicating that we appreciated their friendliness in coming to our support.

"But I am told that the secret of the present attitude of our French critics ia that they cannot forgive
us for having used the soil of France in order to defend our own. Is this quite fair or even decent? Let me
refresh their memory of the motive that brought us into this War. The true motive was not to be found
in the duty imposed upon us by Germany's breach of the Belgian Treaty, though that in itself furnished us

with an unanswerable reason. The true motive was our desire to help you. We had nothing in those days to

fear for ourselves. We knew that our Fleet was strong enough to protect our own shores. We had not yet

appreciated the submarine menace ; we did not recognise what your loss of the Channel ports might mean for us.

We entered the War besause we could not look on and see you overwhelmed.
" You complain, again, that, in contrast to yourselves, we have got all we wanted out of the War. As a

fact we wanted nothing; but let that pass. You point to the destruction of the German Fleet as if it were a

private gain for us and us alone, and not the removal of a danger to the whole world. And what of the German
armies now in process of reduction to a mere police force? Did you derive no advantage from the overthrow of a

system which was always a greater menace to you than the German Fleet ever was to us ? And, though we did

not pretend to be a military nation, had we not some little share in that achievement?
"And what of your revanche ? How do the German Colonies, which we have freed and now hold in trust how

do these compare with your solid recovery of Alsace-Lorraine ? No, you have not come badly out of Armageddon.
"Oh, you have suffered, that we know; you have suffered even more than we, who at least were spared

the ravaging of our lands. And never for a moment do we forget this. But you too must not forget that where
the soil of France suffered most there thickest lie our English dead, who fought for England's freedom, yes, but
for your freedom too. And it is we who stand by you still, pledged to be once more at your side if the same
peril ever come again ; though America, for whom nothing was once too good, should fail you in your need.

"There, I have said what I wanted to say; what your best friends here have been thinking this many a

day. For your best friends are not, as you might imagine, to be found in a certain section of our Press who
for their own political or private ends are prepared to encourage all your suspicions if so they may injure the

good name of our statesmen who meet you in council for the common cause. Your best friends arc the men
who deplore those suspicions; who beg you, as I do here, to get them swept away as being unworthy of a great
nation and a great alliance.

"For this end, Believe me, dear Madame, to be at your service as always,

Here ends. the letter.]

" And now, dear lady," said Mr. Punch, " let me say that, if there is anything in this letter which seems but

only on the surface to be inconsistent with my profound devotion to your person, it is the first word of the
kind that I have put on paper since our friendship began. All through the War and the hardly less trying times
of Peace that have followed it I have not once swerved frem rny loyalty to you. Accept, I beg of you, the
renewed assurance of my affection the most sincere, and, for token, this latest of a series in which you will find

many proofs of the love I bear you my

mttorrtr mttr
Jfifig-dfrigbtfr iohmte.
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Cartoons.
PARTRIDGE, BERNARD
Air-Craftiness 471
Another Reservation Ill
Hh.lilrlrss Accompli (Tin-) II

Dark Horse (A) 431
Exit the Ministering Angel 371

Forgotten Cause (The) 211
Great Improviser (The) 4M
His First Patient 4!il

Homage from the Brave 3 >1

Hope of the \\ oriel ('1'lic) '271

In a Cushy Cause :cu
International Eurhythmies .... 11
Kindest Cut of All (The) 1H1

Levy on Patriotism (A) *2tH

Limit and Beyond (The) til

ANDERSON, JIiss K. V. II.

iedyof an Author's Wife 66

ATKI:.', BERTRAM
Best of Things (The) 04

Brno, A. W.
Hri.li:.' Notes 304

C.mspini.-y 37(i

Domestic Strategy 130
< >n d'AYri! 274

. Miss M.
t(The) 34

Hiding Lesson (The) 76

H i:in ox, CYRIL
Cluirivnrm weekly
(liiinea-pigs 88
To.lessie 188
To my Butter Itation 70

BROWN, ('. L. M.
Our In vincible Navy 24
\\hutofthe Dumps"? '.MS

With the Auxiliary Patrol 62

N, HILTON
Cutrhory Cats 438
Demobbed -i'is

Homo Thoughts from Hind 8fi

Labnntur Anni 2B6
:

r, GERALD
Exile (The) 90

BriiTON, C. E.
Flat to Let (A) 222

. C. E.
Analgesia 434
Talc of tile Tuneful Tub (The). 7.^

To a Dentist 409
To the New I'olieeman 449

CARTKU, .Id SMOND
Spring SonR(A) 250

t'AssoN, C. R.
Coward (The) 144
Indiuruhlx r Bloke (The) 'i'-A

Occasional Comrades i"il

Reckoning (The) 351

Ik^toring the Balance 311

Return of the ex-Champion (The) 171

Rouge Gagne 71

Test of Sagacity (A) 131

Unpopular Revival (An) '231

Woman of Some Importance (A) 91

RAVEN-HILL, L.

Conscientious Burglar (The) 103
Converted Spirit (A) IKi
Dachswolf (The) 24 )

Direct Reaction 463

Disturber of the Peace (A)
Downing Street Melodrama (A)
Elusive Pest (The)
Even-handed Justice
Expert Opinion
From Triumph to Triumph
Heir-Presumptive (The)
His Own Business
Irremovables (The)
Lovers' Quarrels
Midsummer Nightmare (A) ....

More Haste Less Meat
New Coalition (The)
Paradise Lost Again ?

Popular Reappearance (A)
Reluctant Thruster (The)

Articles.
Much the Better Half 408

My Debut in Punch 49
On Approval 444
Peace with Honour 288

CASSON, E. K.
Anniversary (T);e) 186

Cap that Fits (The) 433

CHANDLER, Miss B. W.
Fancy Bird (A) 174

CLARK, DDDLEY
Small Farm (A) 395

COLLIKS, GILBERT
Questionable Alien(The) 13

CONRAN, E. D.
On the Western Front 298

COXON, MAJOR A. M.
Popular Cricket 510

CRAWFORD, L. J.
Liar's Masterpiece (A) 382
Rates of Exchange 216

CUNDY, C. W.
All for Jane 344
Another Dog Dispute 464

Chlppo't Boeurio 290
Conflict of Emotions (A) 108
Inter-Service Match (An) 2-28

Limpet of War (A) 64
Mardi Gras 126

Newspaper Scoop (A) 8
Smuggler (The) 45

Sporting (iolf 84
Won on the Posts 184

DAKMADY, E. S.
Burial of Dundee (The) 53
Error of Judgment at Epsom . . 435

DAVI.;, R. K.
Shakspearc the Traducer 58

DRENNAN, MAX
LittloTalesforYoungPlumbers 86
Our Ballybun Lottery 4'2

Rise and Fall of an Amateur
Examiner (The) 244

EASTWOOD, CAPT.
King's Regulations, para. 1696 . . 362

ECKEHSLEY, ARTHUR
Dram.Bac 236
Witchcraft 198

ELIAS, FRANK
Author-Managers (The) 363
Shattered Romances 128

FARJEON, Miss E.
Two Nightmares 106

FAY, S. J.

Authorship for All 462,486
Billiards 46
Bunch of Poets (A) 6
Dora at the Play 186
Golden Geese 75
Great Mutton Campaign (The). . 218

My Fire 28
Rings from Saturn 104
Seaside Issues 248
Suzanne's Banking Account. ... 168

Taking of Timothy (The) 327
Wolf and the Lamb (The) 142

FOX-SMITH, Miss C.

Figure-Heads 386
Packet Rat (The) 266
Pictures 110
So Long 44

Tow-rope Girls (The) 360
Witches 156
Words of Wisdom 10

FYLEMAN, Miss ROSE
Fairy Ball (The) 389
Devil in Devon (The) 418
Sometimes ,476
Visit (The) 300

FYSON, O. P.
Communism at Cambridge 390

GARSTIN, CROSBIE
Cornish Cottage (A) 466
Cornish Lullaby (A) 509
Fixes the Hare ... .88

St. Patrick's Day Dream (A) .... 203

Sounding the "All Clear" 11
What 's in a Name? 223
Withdrawal from Moscow (The) 283

REYNOLDS, FRANK
"
Positively Last

"
Appearance (A) 3

TOWNSEND, F. H.

Another, Turkish Concession . . 23

Envoys Extraordinary 4'23
" Oliver ' Asks '

for More "
2U3

"Wanted" 43

George and the Cow-Dragon 164
Insomniac (The) 124
Jumble Sale (The) 68
Letter to the Back-Blocks (A) . . 16
Madding Crowd (The) 306
Maiden's Bower Rocks, Scilly . . 486
Painful Subject (A) 26
Western Light-houses 456

GILLMAN, CAIT. W. H.
More Championships 77

GOODHAKT, MRS. H.
Bird Calls 317, 356, 396

GRAHAM, R. D. C.

Loquacious Instinct (The) 448

GRAVES, C. L.
Animal Helps 15
Books and Backs 78
Bridging the Literary Gulf 396
Bubble and Squeak 215
Candour of Keynes (The) 33
Easter in Wild Wales 278" First Hundred "

of Loeb (The) 7
Freud and Jung 196
From the Dance World 310
From the Film World 510
Future of Apslcy House (The) . . 475
How to Pacify Ireland 458
Magnanimous Mottoes 418
Methodic Madness 436
Modern Moon-rakers 58
Musical Amenities 96
Musical Notes 496
New Courtiership (The) 514
New Isle of the Blest (A) 154
Paradise of Bards (The) 478
Reds and Dark Blues 246
Revolt of the Super-Georgians. . 118
Screen i: Stage 256
Storm in a Tea-Shop (A) 129
Tall Talk 322
Wanderer in Norfolk (The) 296
Wizards : Klingsor and another 166

GREENLAND, GEOROE
Best Picture in the Academy 402
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Articles continued.

GUEST, C. H.
Tartar Princess (The) 400

HERBERT, A. P.
About Bathrooms 244

Art of Poetry (The) 1-26, 446, 482

Boat-Race Again (The) 208

Dog's Life (A) 308

Genius of Mr. Bradshaw (The) . iM
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Getting Fixed 488
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LOCKER, W. A.
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Men and Things of the Moment 182
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Odysseus at the Derby 422
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Open Letter to France (An) 517
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Summer-time -^4^

Sweet Influences of Trade (The) &!
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To a Bricklayer in Repose :y;j
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"University Intelligence" 44.2
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This Picture Free You can obtain a copy of tills picture, free of advertising n

by sending to address below a " De Reszke
"

box lid

alter, printed in colours, on art paper, i^"xio",
and 2d. stamps, mentioning picture No. 77.

w
result yo
has "De

HEN

When PhyUis walks the sun-kissed links with me,
Putting De Reszkes "

; though each moment fliesThe game is more than common leisurelyA bunker is a welcome paradise I

Rt. Hon. Sir Gilbert Parker. Bt., P.C.
M.P., writes "I find the ' De Reszke '

Cigarettes as good as any I have ever
smoked. May they continue to find a
wide circle of consumers !

"

Miss Frances Coopman writes "Many
thanks. Your De Reszke '

Cigarettes
have a most distinct and charming flavour
which I much enjoy."

something- you prize is denied to youis that you appreciate it to the full. For example-during the war, the enormous demand
Army and Navy necessarily restricted the home supplies of " De Reszke" Tenors As -i

"Ten UT 8

1
6
K
6r be

!
re " ThC shortaSe is over - Every good tobacconist 'again>rs. To buy a box is to renew acquaintance with perfection in Turkish cigarettes.

Colonel H. C. Petre, C.M.G., writes-
''

I have S'i oked ' De Reszke' Cigarettes now
for some time and h.ve always found them
excellent I never want a better cigarette."

W. H. Squire, Esq., writes "Your
excellent ' De Reszke' Cigarettes are
both soothing and satisfying, thus appeal-
ing in no uncertain manner to the artistic

temperament."
R (Turkish, : IO for l/3 j : 25 for 3/2

. ^ for 6/i _ AMKRICAN ^
Sold everywhere, or post free from

J. Millhoff & Co., Ltd. (Dept. 7), 6 Piccadilly, London, W.i.

The Rev. Prof. Percy Dearmer. M.A.. D D.,
writts "Your 'De Reszke '

Cigarettes are

very much appreciated by all our guests.
They are of very good quality indeed."

Mme. Mignon Nevada writes "Those of

my friends who are real connoisseurs have
tried your

' De Reszke' Cigarettes, and are
all enthusiastic over their merits and in

fact their perfection."

De
Cigarettes
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Ouner (trying to be sympathetic). "WELL, YOU'VE GOT A FINE DAY FOB IT."

N'l WE BETTER TAKE A REEF IS?" " NOT LIKELY. GET A LITTLE MORE OVER TO WINDWARD IP YOU'RE NERVOUS.
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THE INCONSIDERATE BATHER.

^. o-, i-:

(Vymft;

>i

OWING TO THE SHORTAGE OF BATHING-MACHINES AT SHINGLESKA THE ACTION OF MR. JONES. FROM Si:A-VIEW

a-~- *^N^,

a JO

&&**."'^

GETTING CAURIED

OUT TO SEA

PICKED DP BY A PASSING

u

CAUSED A GREAT DEAL OF INCONVENIENCE TO OTUEB BATHERS.
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THE JUDGMENT OF PARIS.

THE "FLAPPER SEAT" AND ITS HOLIDAY PROBLEMS.

Percy.
" DOES IT ALWAYS BAIN IN THIS GHASTLY PLACE?"

Boatman. "LoR* BLESS YER, NO, SIR. WHY, ONLY LAST SUMMER A LONDON GENT WENT 'OMB WITH SUNSTROKE."
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POST-WAR UNREST. GRANNIE GETS OUT OF HAND.

(1) AT ASCOT SHE PLUNGES.

"KaT CHAMPIONSHIP SHE DETERMINES TO SECURE A GOOD VIEW OF
. ARRIVING EARLY SHE TAKES UP A COMMANDING POSITION.
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POST-WAR UNREST. GRANNIE GETS OUT OF HAND.

(3) SHE RtNS AMOK AT HENLEY.

(4) SHE COMES ABOARD AT COWES.
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NEW NURSERY RHYMES FOR OLD.

GOLDILOCKS, GOLDILOCKS, WILL YOU BE MINE?
You SHAN'T WASH THE DISHES; WE WILL FIGHT LIKE SWINE

;

IP WE CAN'T GET A SERVANT WE'LL MANAGE WITHOUT
AND LIVE UPON BULLY-BEEP, PICKLES AND STOUT.

SING A SONG o' SIXPENCE A TUMBLERFUL o' BEER,
FOUE-AN'-TWENTY GLASSES 'BAD STILL CLEAR;
SOBER AS I STARTED

; SAME LIKE I BEGAN
;

'ERE "s A PRETTY PROBLEM FOR A WORKING-MAN.

"\\JIKRE ARE YOU GOING TO, MY PRETTY MAID?"
"1 M GOING A-BATHIN 1

, SlR," SHE SAID.
THEN COME ALONG IN AND BATHE WITH ME."

"ALAS! IT WOULD RUIN MY DRESS," SAID SHE.

SIMPLE SlMON PAID A FLYMAN
JUST HIS LEGAL FARE.

SAID THE FLYMAN TO SIMPLE SlMOS-
" * "

(P'RAPS WE 'LL LEAVE IT THERE.)
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NEW NURSERY RHYMES FOR OLD.

I

'MARY, MARY, SLIGHTLY AIRY,
HOW DO THE FASHIONS GO?"

'SCRAPED-UP HAIR AND SHOULDERS BARE
AND \ KRTEBR.K ALL IN A ROW.' 1

W/l,
JACK AND JILL WENT up THE HILL
AND FOOZLED FROM THE TEE ;

SHE REACHED THE GREEN IN SEVENTEEN,
B0T HE TOOK FORTY-THREE.

MAUV ii ui A LITTLE I.AMII.

. r. \\ \S 1.11EKN AS GRASS ;

IT FOLLOWED IIEII WHERE'ER SHE \vr.vr,

THE KII.LY LITTLE ASS.

"PlTSSYCAT, PUSSYCAT, WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN'?''

"I'VE BEES DINIXi; AND SUPPING AND DANCING BETWEEN."
" PUSSYCAT, WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO YOUR HEAD?"
"I SAT ON THE STAIRS AND I

"
["THAT'LL DO." ED.]
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WHY NOT KEEP COOL ?

WITH ONE OP THE NEW "BATHERS' FRIEND " BREATHING-TUBES YOU CAN REMAIN TOTALLY SUBMERGED
FOR AH INDEFINITE PERIOD. . AT THE SAME TIME THE PERISCOPE ATTACHMENT ENABLES YOU TO KEEP
YOUR EYE ON

-YOUR CLOTHES. THE COST IS ONLY TWO GUINEAS.
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A STIFF TEST FOR THE ENTENTE.
A RESTAURANT CAR OSCILLATING SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE. EerrsR LADY OP UNCERTAIN AGE (ENGLISH).
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Nervous Gentleman. "I BELIEVE I'M TO BE YOUR PABTSKR NEXT SET."

Our Lady Champion (witlio'it enthusiasm).
" SPLENDID."

Nervous Gentleman. "I'M AFRAID T'M SOT A VERY STBOXG PLAYEB."

Our Lady CJuimpion. "On, I EXPECT YOU 'BE QUITE GOOD AT GETTING OCT OP THE \YAY.

THE LINKS THAT SEVER.

A GOLFER TO HIS NEW WIFE ON BEING INVITED TO PLAY A SINGLE WITH HER.

THINK not I hold your love, my Susan, lightly ;

Think not that my so firm affection fails,

Or that I deem your face has grown unsightly
That drew me swooning to the altar-rails;

Fear not that those pure ardours, my sweet, wane
Which still recall the sun's meridian rays,

If round the links I recommend that we twain
Should go our several ways.

It is a game, this golf ah, what a pity!
Where true love's course is seldom smoothly run ;

Where constant deviations from the pretty
Sunder the tracks that rightly should be one;

You on the sea-beach, I amid the heather,

Traversing totally divergent scenes

Only by mere chance should we come together
Save on the tees and greens.

Eapture, I grant, would follow each reunion
That marked our eighteen separate journeys' ends ;

After the horrid gaps in our communion
Meetings like these would make a fair amends

;

But there's a risk that we might both be minded
To interchange salutes in 'lovers' wise,

And such a spectacle ere now has blinded
A modest caddie's eyes.

Or, on the other hand, there might be quarrels
]f you should underestimate your score;

If, with a woman's sketchier sense of morals,

You made it twelve in lieu of twenty-four;
Your legend might arouse derisive laughter
Or in a peevish moment I might let

Fall some expression which for ever after

Both of us would regret.

Besides, the language of profound displeasure
In which I tell my clubs that they 're to blame

Might shatter your ideal (and you, my treasure,

Possibly say the like when off your game);
Before each other, ever since our bridals,

We 've said no word a saint might not repeat ;

And we should loathe it if we caught our idols

Ending in putty feet.

What if the links without you will be lonely?
What if the parting cuts you like a knife?

We 11 keep our mutual respect the only
Sound basis of the perfect wedded life ;

Though (as I mentioned) I shall sadly miss you,
I know the hazards, and I think it best

We should not stake our all upon the issue

Of quite so high a test. 0. S
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Tit well

?onto ,
fetch To l>c or noT to be -

'tis nobler m
ini to suffer

Or to take arms
against

sea of troubles,Tfie slirisfi arroWJ
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FIRST WICKET DOWN
; OR, THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME.
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FIRST WICKET DOWN; OR, THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME.
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'FlSHIN' AN' CATCHIN' FISH IS, AS YEB MIGHT SAY, Sm, TWO WEBBY DIFFEBENT THINGS."

.

Conrii-ial Yachtsman (very much between land and water). "I WILL GET THIS BEASTLY SAIL FUELED BEFOBE I TUBS IN."
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i
THE JUMPER.

ACT I.

(A week elapses).

ACT U.
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SOME CUTTINGS FROM THE ILLUSTRATED PAPERS OF THE PAST.

WINS 100 PENNIES.

Thomas of Epping, this week's winner in

our Wolf's Head Competition.

SEA ROVERS ARRIVE.

Hengst and Horsa landed on the East Coast last week. A
recent picture of the famous explorers.

ETHELRED
"BE PREPARED."

On Monday the King presented the East
Saxon Regiment with a mascot.

ROMANTIC ENGAGE-
MENT.

Rosamond the beautiful Re-
vue Artiste who is to marry
the Earl of Stony Stratford

HUSTLED BY PIRATES.
Raids by the Danes are becoming frequent on the coast of Suffolk. An unfortunate

Saxon lady is carried off to solve the domestic servant problem in Denmark.

Be sure to read Edgar Long-i'-
the-Jaw's powerful article on
the Danish Peril in next Sun-

day's number.

HIS MAJESTY GETS HIS FEET WET.
King Canute, whose witty reproof of his courtiers will King Edgar and the Eight Kings had a
make him more popular, if possible, with his devoted was lovely and the tributary monai

UNIQUE BOATING PARTY.

subjects.

a delightful outing on the river Dee last week. The wea

rchs were unanimous in their praises of His Majes

kindness and hospitality.
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SOME CUTTINGS FROM THE ILLUSTRATED PAPERS OF THE PAST.

KING INVENTS CANDLE CLOCK.
Our ingenious King with his newly

invented time-measurer.

HAPPY WARRIORS.
Norman Tommies on the beach at Hastings enjoy a dip after the

battle.

LATE KING'S HUMBLE
UNDERTAKER.

Mr. Purkess, the charcoal-burner, who
found the body of King Rufus.

I

FORTUNATE CHURLS RECEIVE DOLE.
The Earl and Countess of Bucklebury distributing

bread to the poor last Thursday.

WELL-KNOWN SPORTSMAN INJURI

Sir Robert FitzHugh met with an accident in the hunting field a few days ago. We are glad
to hear that he is making a rapid recovery.

! STRIKE IN THE LEATHER TRADE.
Pickets at work in the streets of Northampton.

SPORT-LOVING MONARCH TAKES A DAY OFF.
The Royal Hunting Party on the way to the New Forest.
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111

OW Lady.
" There 's a dance at our hotel to-night, dear ; won't you come ?

"

Young Lady. "I'd love to
;
but I didn't bring any evening {recks down here."

Old Lady. "Never mind that ; just come as you are."

Young Lady.
"
Right-o, I will."
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And, except for a trifling re-arrangement, she does.
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'

AT THE DERBY WITH BOTTICELLL
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ON THE RIVER WITH WATTEAU.
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THE ENTOMOLOGIST AND THE BUTTERFLY.
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EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS."

SOMKBODY OUGIIT TO TELr, THOSE KIDS NOT TO DO THAT. I 'O. SWJE SOMEBODY OUGHT TO TKLL THOSE KIDS NOT TO
DO THAT.

'v -*s

OT^
4i

\VlIV DOCSN'l SOMEBODY TELL THOSE KID3 NOT TO DO THAT? THOSE KIDS ODGHT TO BE TOLD NOT TO DO THAT.

V
*:'* t f

SgiJJ^

-^r

IF SOMEBODY DOESN'T TELL THOSE KIDS NOT TO DO THAT- I JT.Vi.-IC SOMEBODY OUGHT TO HAVE TOLD THOSE KIDS NOI TO
DO THAT.
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'THE YOUNG VISITERS " AT THE SEASIDE.

'N

(1) MR. HORACE MET Miss PRUNELLA ON THE BEACH. SUE HAD ON A FRESH WHITE MUSLIN FROCK WHICH HAD GROWN iunn:u
BIIOBT, AND ALTOGETHER LOOKED HATHER HASH. HE WAS OP A NOBLE NATURE AND WORE A SCRUMPSHU8 TIE SirK SOCKS A\D A
CLEAN WHITE FLANNEL SUIT.

Jffs:M to Her, "LET DS BASK ox THOSE NICE GBKK.N i:r.OCKS BY THE FRAGRANT POOL.'
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THE YOUNG VISITERS " AT THE SEASIDE.

(3) Site said to Him, "
OH, YES, LET 'a !" AND SANK IN A VEEY S',TEBIOB WAY OH TO THE SEAWEED, WHICH WAS WKT AND QBEF.K.

(4) AND, HAVING STAHTED OS THE COURSE OF TRUE LOVE, THEY NEVER LOOKED BEHIND THEM.
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Cosier (reassuringly).
"Ii's OBL BIGHT, MUM. 'E 's 'AD 'is BREAKFAST.

Informative Fielder (to batsman who seems inclined to weigh the situation).
" THAT 's OUT, GEORGE."
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'

THE LEGEND OF HI-YOU.
i.

IN the days of Good King Carraway
(dead now, poor fellow, but be had a

pleasant timo while he lasted) there

lived a certain swineherd commonly
called Hi-You. It was tho duty of

Hi-You to bring up one hundred and

forty-one pigs for bis master, and this

he did with as much enthusiasm as the

work permitted. But there were times

when his profession failed him. In
the blue days of summer Princes and

Princesses, Lords and Ladies,
Chamberlains and Enchanters
would ride past him and leave

him vaguely dissatisfied with
his company, so that he would
remove the straw from his

mouth aud gaze after them,

wondering what it would be
like to have as little regard
for a swineherd as they. But
when they were out of sight he
would replace the straw in bis

mouth aud fall with great dili-
'

genco to the counting of bis

herd and such other duties as

arc required of the expert pig-
tendi-r, assuring himself that if

a man could not ho lively with
one hundred and forty

- one

companions he must indeed be
a poor-spirited sort of fellow.

Xuw there was one little black pig for

whom Hi-You had a special tenderness.
Just so, he often used to think, would
ho have felt towards a brother if this

had been granted to him. It was not
the colour of tho little pig nor the
Burliness of his tail (endearing though
this was), nor even the melting expres-
sion in his eyes which warmed the

swineherd's heart, but the feeling that

intellectually this pig was as solitary
among the hundred and forty others as
Hi-Yon himself. Frederick (for that

was the name which be bad given to

it) shared their food, their sleeping

apartments, much indeed as did Hi-You,
but he lived, or so it seemed to the

other, an inner life of his own. In

short Frederick was a soulful pig.
There could be only one reason for

this : Frederick was a Prince in dis-

guise. Some enchanter it was a com-
mon enough happening in those days
annoyed by Frederick's father, or bis

uncle, or even by Frederick himself,
bad turned him into a small black pig
until such time as the feeling between

them had passed away. There was a

Prince Frederick of Milvania who had

disappeared suddenly; probably .this

was ho. His complexion was darker

now, his tail more curly, but the royal

bearing was unmistakable.
It was natural then that, having

little in common with his other hundred
and forty charges, Hi-You should find

himself drawn into ever closer -com-

panionship with Frederick. They would
talk together in the intervals of acorn-

hunting, Frederick's share of the con-
versation limited to "

Humpbs," un-

intelligible at first, but as the days
went on seeming more and more

charged with an inner meaning to

Hi-You, until at last he could interpret

every variation of grunt with which his

small black friend responded. And in-

deed it was a pretty sight to see them

sitting together on the top of a bill, the

world at their feet, discussing at one
time the political situation of M ilvania,

at another the latest ballad of the coun-

tryside, or even in their more hopeful
moments planning what they should

do when Frederick at last was re-

stored to public life.

II.

Now it chanced that one

morning when Frederick and
Hi-You were arguing together
in a friendly manner over the

new uniforms of the Town
Guard (to the colours of which
Frederick took exception) King
Carraway himself passed that

way, and being in a good hu-

mour stood for a moment list-

ening to them.
"
Well, well," he said at last,

"
well, well, well."

In great surprise Hi-You
looked up, and then, seeing that

it was the King, jumped to his

feet and bowed several times.

"Pardon, Your Majesty," he stam-

mered,
" I did not see Your Majesty. I

was I was talking."
"To a pig," laughed the King.
"To His Eoyal Highness Prince

Frederick of Milvania," said Hi-You

proudly.
" I beg your pardon," said the King;

" could I trouble you to say that

again?
"

"His Eoyal Highness Prince Fred-
erick of Milvania."

"
Yes, that was what it sounded like

last time."
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" Frelerick," murmured Ili-You in

his friend's ear,
" this is His Majesty

King C'urnnvuy. Ho lets mo call liiui

Frederick," he added to the King.
11 You don't mean to tell mo," said

His Majesty, pointing to the pig,
" that

this is Prince Frederick' ?
"

" It is indeed, Sire. Such distressing

incidents must often have occurred

within Your Majesty's recollection."
"
They have, yes. Dear me, dear

me."

Humph," remarked Frederick,

feeling it was time he said some-

thing.
" His Eoyal Highness says that

lie is very proud to meet so distin-

guished a monarch as Your Ma-

jesty."
" Did be say that ?

"
asked the

King, surprised.
"
Undoubtedly, Your Majesty."

"
Very good of him, I 'm sure."

"
Humph," said Frederick again.

" He adds," explained Hi-You, "that
Your Majesty's great valour is only
excelled by the distinction of Your

Majesty's appearance."
" Dearme," said the King, "I thought

he was merely repeating himself. It

seems to me very clever of you to under-
stand so exactly what be is saying."

"
Humph," said Frederick, feeling

that it was about acorn time again.
" His Eoyal Highness is kind enough

to say that we are very old friends."

"Yes, of course, that must make a
difference. One soon picks it up, no
doubt. But we must not be inhos-

pitable to so distinguished a visitor.

Certainly he must stay with us at the
Palace. And you had better come along
too, my man, for it may well be that
without your aid some of His Eoyal
Highness's conversation would escape
us. Prince Frederick of Milvania dear
me, dear me. This will he news for her
Eoyal Highness."

So, leaving the rest of the herd to
look after itself, as it was quite capable
of doing, Frederick and Hi-You went
to the Palace.
Now Her Eoyal Highness Princess

Amaril was of an age to be married.
Many Princes had sought her hand, but
in vain, for she was as proud as she was
beautiful. Indeed, her beauty was so
great that those who looked upon it

wore blinded, as if they bad gazed upon
the sun at noonday or so the Court
Poet said, and he would not be likely
to exaggerate. Wherefore Hi-You was
Glled with a great apprehension as he
walked to the Palace, and Frederick, to
whom the matter had been explained,
was, it may be presumed, equally stirred
within, although outwardly impassive.
And, as they went, Hi-You murmured
.o his companion that it was quite all

ight, for that in any event she could

not eat thorn, the which assurance

Frederick, no doubt, was peculiarly glad
to receive.

" Ah," said the King, as they were

shown into the Eoyal Library, "that "s

right." He turned to the Princess. "My
dear, prepare for a surprise."

"
Yes, Father," said Amaril dutifully.

"
This," said His Majesty drama-

tically, throwing out a hand,
"

is i

Prince in disguise."
"Which one, Father?" said Amaril
"The small black one, of course,'

said the King crossly ;

" the other is

merely his attendant. Hi, you, what 's

your name?"
The swineherd hastened to explain

that His Majesty, with His Majesty's
unfailing memory for names, "had gra-
ciously mentioned it.

" You don't say anything," said the

King to his daughter.
Princess Amaril sighed.
" He is very handsome, Father," she

said, looking at Hi-You.
"
Y-yes,'' said the King, regarding

Frederick (who was combing himself

thoughtfully behind the left ear) with
considerable doubt,

" there is perhaps
a certain elusive charm about him
which an untrained eye might miss,
but we must remember that appear-
ances in this case are only temporary.
The real beauty of Prince Frederick's
character does not lie upon the surface,
or anyhow er not at the moment."
"No, Father," sighed Amaril, and

she looked at Hi-You again.
Now the swineherd, who with in-

stinctive good breeding had taken the
straw from his mouth on entering the
Palace, was a well-set-up young fellow,
such as might please even a Princess.

'

There was silence for a little while
in the Eoyal Library, until Frederick
realised that it was his turn to speak.

'

Humph !

"
said Frederick.

"There!" said the King in great
good humour. "

Now, my dear, let me
tell you what that moans. That means
that His Boyal Highness is delighted
to meet so beautiful and distinguished
a Princess." He turned to Hi-You."
Isn't that right, my man ?

"

:

Perfectly correct, Your Majesty."" You see, my dear," said the King
:omplacently, "one soon picks it upNow in a little while-

" Humph !

"
said Frederick again." What did that one mean, Father?

"

asked Amaril.
"That meant er that meant well,

it 's a little hard to put it
colloquially,'

hut roughly it means "
he made a ges-

ture with his hand " that we have
or been having very charming weather

lately." He frowned vigorously at the
swineherd.

"Exactly, Your Majesty," said
Hi - You. "

Charming weather for

the time of year."
" For the time of year, of course,"

said the King hastily.
" One nat-

urally assumes that. Well, my dear,"
he went on to his daughter,

"
I 'm

L sure you will be glad to know
v\_ that Princo Frederick

KsST has consented to stay with
us for a little. You will

give orders that suitable apartments
are to bo prepared."
"Yes, Father. What arc suitable

apartments?
"

The King pulled at his beard and
'

regarded Frederick doubtfully."
Perhaps it would bo better," the

Princess went on, looking at Hi-You,
';if this gentleman

"

"Of course, mydear, of course. Natur-

ally His Royal Highness would wish to

retain his suite."

Humph !

"
said Frederick, mean-

ing, I imagine, that things were look-

ing up.
in.

Of all the Princes who from time to

time had visited the Court none en-

deared himself so rapidly to the people
as did Frederick of Milvania. His com-

plete lack of vanity, his thoughtfulness,
the intense reserve which so obviously
indicated a strong character, his power

of listening placidly to even the most
iedious of local dignitaries, all these

were virtues of which previous royal
'isitors had given no sign. Moreover
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on set occasions Prince Frederick could

make a very pretty speed). True, this

iead for him, owing to a slight

affection of the throat from which, as the

icellor pointed out, His Royal High-
was temporarily suffering, but it

1 bo couched in the most perfect
and seasoned at suitable functions

(such, for instance, as the opening of the

first Public Baths) with a pleasantly

restrained humour. Nor was there any
doubt that the words were indeed the

Prince's own, as dictated to Ili-You

and by him put on paper for the Chan-

cellor. For Hi-You himself never left

the Palace.
" My dear," said the King to his

daughter one day,
" have you ever

thought of marriage?
"

" Often, Father," said Amaril.
" I understand from the Chancellor

that the people are expecting an an-

nouncement on the subject shortly."
" \Ve haven't got anything to an-

nounce, have we? "

" It 'a a pity that you were so hasty
witli your other suitors," said the King
thoughtfully. "There is hardly a Prince

left who is in any way eligible."
"
Except Prince Frederick," said

Amaril gently.
The King looked at her suspiciously

and then looked away again, pulling at

his beard.

"Of course," went on Amaril, "I
don't know what your loving subjects
would say about it."

" My loving subjects," said the King
grimly,

" have been properly brought
up. They believe they have my
authority for believing that they are

suffering from a disability of the eye-
sight laid upon them by a wicked en-

chanter, under which they see Princes

as er pigs. That, if you remember,
was this fellow Hi-You's suggestion.
And a very sensible one."
"But do you want Frederick as a

son-in-law '.'

"

"
Well, that 's the question. In his

present shape he is perhaps not quite
not quite well, how shall I put it?"
"Not quite," suggested Amaril.
"
Exactly. At the same time I think

that there could be no harm in the an-

nouncement of a betrothal. The mar-

riage, of course, would not be announced
until

" Until the enchanter had removed
his spell from the eyes of the people?

"
Quite so. You have no objection

to that, my dear?"
" I am His Majesty's subject," said

Amaril dutifully.
" That 's a good girl." He patted the

top of her head and dismissed her.

So the betrothal of His Royal High-
ness Frederick of Milvauia to the Prin-

cess Amaril was announced, to the great

joy of the people. And in the depths
of the Palace Hi-You the swineherd
was hard at work compounding a potion
which, he assured the King, would
restore Frederick to his own princely
form. And sometimes the
Princess Amaril would help
him at his work.

IV.

A month went by, and then
Hi-You came to the King with
news. He had compounded
the magic potion. A few drops sprinkled

discriminately on Frederick would re-

store him to his earlier shape, and the

wedding could then be announced.
"
Well, my man," said His Majesty,

genially,
" this is indeed pleasant hear-

ing. We will sprinkle Frederick to-

morrow. Really, I am very much in

your debt ; remind me after the cere-

mony to speak to the Lord Treasurer
about the matter."

"Say no more," begged Hi-You.
" All I ask is to be allowed to depart
in peace. Lob me have a few hours
alone with His Royal Highness in the
form in which I have known him so

long, and then, when he is himself again,
let me go. For it is not meet that I

should remain here as a perpetual re-

minder to His Royal Highness of what
he would fain forget."

"
Well, that 's very handsome of you,

very handsome indeed. I see your point.

Yes, it is _better that you should go.

But, before you go, there is just one

thing. The people are under the im-

pression that er an
enchanter has er well,

you remember what you
yourself suggested."

" I have thought of

that," said Hi-You, who
seemed to have thought of everything.
" And I venture to propose that Your

Majesty should announce that a great
alchemist has been compounding a

potion to relieve their blindness. A few

drops of this will be introduced into

the water of the Public Baths, and all

those bathing therein will be healed."
" A striking notion," said the King.

" Indeed it was just about to occur to

mo. I will proclaim to-morrow a public

holiday, and give orders that it be cele-

brated in the baths. Then in the even-

ing, when they are all clean I should

say 'cured' we will present their

Prince to them."
So it happened even as Hi-You had

said, and in the evening the Prince, a

model now of manly beauty, was pre-
sented to them, and they acclaimed him
with cheers. And all noticed how lov-

ingly the Princess regarded him and
how he smiled upon her.

But the King gazed upon the Prince
as one fascinated. Seven times he
cleared his throat and seven times he

failed to speak. And the eighth time he

said,
" Your face is strangely familiar

to me."
" Perchance we met in Milvania,"

said the Prince pleasantly.
Now the King had never been in

Milvania. Wherefore he still gazed
at tin; Prince and at length he said,
" What has happened to that Hi-You
fellow ?

"

" You will never hear of b'im again,"
said the Prince pleasantly.

" Oh !

"
said the King. And after

that they feasted.

And some say that they feasted upon
roast pig, but I say not. And some

say that Hi-You had planned it all from
the beginning, but I say not. And some

say that it was the Princess Amaril who
planned it, from the day when first she
saw Hi-You, and with them I agree.
For indeed I am very sure that when
Hi-You was a swineherd upon the hills

he believed truly that the little black

pig with the curly tail was a Prince.

And, though events in the end were too

much for him, I like to think that Hi-
You remained loyal to his friend, and
that in big plush-lined sty in a quiet

part of the Palace grounds Frederick

passed a gentle old age, cheered from
time to time by the visits of Amaril's

children. A. A. M.
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Katii-e (to visitor, who is dramng a steamer for his daughter). "THOSE FUTUEIST PICTURES MAY DO ALL RIGHT IN BRIGHTON MY LAD
C THEY 'LL NEVER GO IN BURLEY-ON-SEA."

Uncle. "So you BELIEVE IN DREAMS COMING TRUE, DO YOU BETTY?"
%. "OF COURSE. WHY, LAST NIGHT I DREAMT I'D BEEN PADDUNG-AND I HAD."
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"THE PICTURES."
A STUDY IN EMOTIONAL RECEPTIVITY.
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A STUDY IN EMOTIONAL RECEPTIVITY.
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SHAKSPEARE ON TRADE UNION LINES.

Hamlet. "FoB WHO WOULD BEAR THE WHIPS AND SCORNS OF TIME "

Trade Union Delegate.
" You MUST CA' CANNY WITH THESE 'ERE SOLILOQUIES, YOUNG FELLER, OH YOU 'LL GET INTO TROUBLE

WITH THE ACTORS' UNION. THE LIMIT is FIFTY LINES."

Macbeth. "HANG OUT OUR BANNERS ON THE OUTWAKD WALLS!"
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SHAKSPEARE ON TRADE UNION LINES.

;

I Hiring the supers' strike for recognition the management successfully carried on without a crowd.]

Antony. "FRIENDS, ROMANS, COUNTRYMEN "

DEPUTATION OF STAGE-HANDS THREATEN TO DOWN TOOLS IF COKIOLANCS REFUSES TO MODIFY HIS CONTEMPTUOUS ATTITUDE
TOWARDS THK PLEBEIANS.
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OUR VILLAGE PITCH.

NOBODY MINDS Ji

WHO COMKS IN UtOM
i in: uKF

OR SMITH, WHO COMES
BACK FROM OUTSIDE
THE LEO STUMP

&m
v
*t:-^l ^

on BROWN, WHO BREAKS BOTH
I'AYS IN THE AIR

OR ROBINSON, WHO BREAKS A
DIFFERENT WAY EVERY TIME
THE BALL BOUNCES

jf

HE 'S THE FELLOW
WHO CAUSES ALL THE FEELING.
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JymarA rarffi

TIMON.
A nor r a month ago we lost our clog.
uun'i describe liini, although I have
ioil from time to time ; hut Elaine, my

' ife, said I hould not speak in that
ishion of a dumb animal. He stands
bout two hands high, is of a reseda-
reen shade, except when in anger, and

o distinguishing marks except the
bseuce of a piece of the right ear,
liicli was carried off hy a marauding
isli terrier. J le answers with a growl

'

nuuiy names, including that ofTimon.
10 will also answer to a piece of raw
icat, another dog or a postman.
I do not know if dogs can he said to
u-e a hobby: if so, Timon's liohby is

^tiuen. He studies them closely. In
ct I should not he surprised if he
mies to write a monograph on them
)ine day.
As soon as one of them has daringly
issed the entrance gates of Bellevue,
imou trots forth like a reception
immittee to meet him. He studies
ie bunch of communications that the
sitor bears in his hand. If they are
I

right cheques from publishers,

editors and missing -heir merchants,
invitations to tea and tennis or dinner
and dominoes, requests for autographs

Tinion nods and allows the postman
to pass unscathed. On the other hand,
if the collection includes rejected manu-

scripts, income or other tax demand
notes, tracts or circulars, then I hear the
low growl with which Tiinon custom-

arily goes into action, and the next
moment the postman is making for the

neighbouring county and taking a four-

foot gate in his stride.

Consequently it is to be anticipated
that if the Olympic Games are ever
held in our neighbourhood the sprint
and the hurdles will be simply at the

mercy of our local post-office. They
take no credit for it. It is simply prac-
tice, they say.

But, to return to the main subject,
we have lost Timon. One month has

passed without his cheery presence at

Bellevue. Eeckless postmen have made
themselves free of the front garden and
all colour has gone out of life.

We have done everything to win him
hack. We have inserted numerous ad-
vertisements in the agony columns of

the newspapers:
" If this should catch

the eye of Timon," or "Come back,
Tiinon. All will be forgiven ;

"
but ap-

parently we have yet to find his favourite

newspaper.
We began with the well-known can-

ine papers, trusting vainly that he

might happen to glance through them
some day when he was a hit bored or

hadn't an engagement. After that we
went through The T.mcs, The Morniiuj
Post (he 's strongly unti- Bolshevik), The

Daily News (his views on vivisection

are notorious) and other dailies, and
then took to the weeklies.

We had strong hopes for a time that

The Meat Trade Jlcvieir would find him.
Timon is fond of raw meat. But failure

again resulted. We have now reached

Syren and Shipping and The Iron-

mongers' Gazette and
* * * * 4-

I must stop here to inform you of

the glad news. Elaine has just hurried
in to tell me that Timon has replied
and will be back to-morrow.
How did we catch his eye? 'Well,

of course we should have thought of it

before. It was The Post Office Gazette.
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THE ROMANCE OF BOOKMAKINC.

A VISIT TO Mr.sMts. I'KVCK l'.M/rn.

(With ackni'wlc,lijiit/'iits
in the rujh

quarter.)

A r.KiAvnc coininissioimire flings

wide the doors for us and, passing rev-

erently inside, we are confronted by the

magnutaeot equestrian statue of Mr,

Bookbam Pryce, the founder of the firm,

This masterpiece of the Post-Cubist

School was originally entitled,
" Niobe

Weeping for her Children," but the

gifted artist, in recognition of Mr.

1'ryco's princely offer of one thousand

guineas for the group, waived his right

to the title.

On the left we see the Foreign De-

partment. Here we watch with rapt
attention the arrival of countless busi-

ness telegrams from all parts of the

world. We choose one or two at ran-

dom and see for ourselves the ramifica-

tions of Pryce's far-flung booking ser-

vice. This one from China :

" Puttee

fifty taels Boko Lauchester Cup ;

"
an-

other from distant Siberia, emerging
from the primeval forests of that won-
drous land of the future: "Tenbobski

Quitter Ebury Handicap." Bets are

accepted in all denominations from

Victory Bonds to the cowrie-shells of

West Africa.

Passing up the marble staircase and

leaving the Home Department on our

right we arrive at the Stumer Section.

Here a small army of ex-Scotland Yard
detectives are engaged in dealing with

maid-fide commissions attempts on
the part of men of straw to make credit

bets, or telegrams despatched after a
race is over.

Where shall we go next? We ask
a courteous shopwalker, who in flawless

English advises us to try the Winter
Gardens, where a delightful tea is

served at a minimum cost. Here, whilst

sipping a fragrant cup of Orange Pekoe,
we can watch the large screen, on which
the results of all races are flashed within
ten seconds of the horses passing the

winning-post. At one time, in fact, it

was nothing unusual for Pryce's to
have the results posted before the horses
had completed the course, but in defer-
ence to the prejudices of certain purists
this practice was abandoned.

Follows a hurried visit to the Library
and Museum, where we gaze enthralled
at the original pair of pigeon-blue trou-
sers with which Mr. Bookham Pryce
made his sensational debut on the Lin-
coln course in the spring of 1894. We
might linger here a moment to muse
)v> r the simple beginnings of great
nen, but time is pressing and we are
ill agog to visit the Bargain Basement.
An express lift Hashes us downwards

n a few seconds and behold we are in

the midst of rows of counters groaning
under bargiiins that even the New Poor

can scarce forbear to. grasp.

Here, for example, is one-hundred-to-

eight olTered against Pincushion for

the Gimcrack Stakes. This wondrous
animal's lineage and previous perform-
ances are carefully tabulated on a card

at the side, and, remembering the form

he showed at Gatwick, one wonders, as

the man in the street would say, how
it is done.

Or look at Tom-tom, which left the

others simply standing in a field of

forty-four at Kempton Park, and carry-

ing eight-stone-seven. Here he has a

paltry four-pound penalty for the Wor-
cester Welter Handicap, yet one can
have seven to one about him.
How the House of Pryco can offer

such bargains is a mystery to the old

school of red-necked bookmakers, whose
Oxford accent was not pronounced.
They fail to see what courtesy, urbanity
and meat-teas at three shillings per
head can do in the way of stimulating
business.

From the Bargain Basement \ve

wander at will through the remaining
departments, making inquiries here
and there from the expert assistants,

technically known as laymen, without

being once importuned to make a bet.

And when at length, refreshed and
pleased with a delightful afternoon, we
pass again through the portals of the
House of Pryce, we make for home, con-
firmed supporters of the modern per-
sonal touch, which has transformed a
drab business into a veritable romance.

Our Optimistic Advertisers.
"Will Person who took Gent.'s Trenchcoat

by mistake whilst motor-cycle was on fire in

Rd., on Wednesday night, please return
me." Provincial Paper.

"Alec Herd, who went round in 72, and
who is one of the old school, was second in
the Open Championship no fewer than 28
years ago, and won it as far back as 19042."

B.C., of course.
Provincial Paper.

'

Yesterday was St. Stephen's Day, and,
therefore, the patronal festival of the Abbey
3hurch. Hence the choice of the date for the
issueof the appeal, though probably not one
Englishman in a thousand connects the Abbey
with any particular saint." Daily Paper.

Well, certainly not this one, though
we have heard St. PETEK alluded to in
;his connection.

" THE HENLEY REGATTA.
A remarkable feature of the meeting is the

lumber of ladies rowing, the ten heats for

sight-oared boats in the Ladies' Challenge Cup
>eing decided to-day." Provincial Paper.
^estthe male element should be entirely
orgotten, would it not be well to call
t in future "The Cock-and-henley
egatta

"
?

IMPORTANT NEW BOOKS
PUBLISHED BY THE MABYLAXL>CO.MI>ANY,

SQUINTING HOUSE SQUAKE.

Ready to-day. An arresting Novel.

By KIZZIO DARNLEY.
REINCARNATION OR, THE TWO

MARIES.
With eighteen illustrations on super-
pulp paramount artcraft vellum.

"The story is one of the most giippii
I have ever read. I am still suffering from its

grippe."
Lord Tlia.net in " The Daily Feature."

Also ready to-day. The Book of the Year.

FROM SCllKEN TO THRONE.

By HAHKY EGBOLD.
" I am glad to pay a tribute to the sin,

intimate knowledge and exalted Quixotry of

this extraordinary book. It is the best that
has ever been written."

Lord Thanet in " The Daily Mary,"

The Novel of the Century.
THE PERILS OF MAJESTY.

By H. STICKHAM WEED.
In MALLABY - DEELEY cloth, with

luminous portraits.
" It is so rich in plums that I do not recom-

mend anyone to read more than hulf-a-,

at a time. In this way the pleasure and profit
can be spread over several weeks. This wonder-
ful book is the product of a brilliant thinker
and tender-hearted gentleman. My she]

full, but I should take down any war-hook to

make room for this." I.oi-d Tlmnct (third
revieio in " Tlie Dcujlas Daily Diyatch.")

A Novel of Super-Pathos.
THE QUEEN'S BEST CURE.

By
" MB. X."

" The Queen's Best-Cure is a greater book

than The Rescue by JOSKTII CONUAD. '

the sinister thrill of suspense yields to UV
ever-fresh romance of young love. 1 have read

and re-read it with tears of pure delight,

punctuated with shrieks of happy lan^litcr."
Lord Thanet in " The Mart/land Mn

QUOTES AND CHEE11IES.

A medium of instruction and enlighten-
ment for literary gents, gentle readers

and all persons anxious to-think about

tour things at once.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Mary's Journal of her Trip to Eiin

The concluding instalment of Mary
3ueen of Hearts' journal of her trip to

England appears in the current issue

of Quotes and Clieerics under the

caption of "
Squinting House Square

Papers." Eeference has already been

made in a preceding instalment to the

riots at the Fitz Hotel and the flight of

;he Queen to Wimbledon in a taxi

driven by Sir Philip Phibbs, afterwards

Lord Fountain of Penn.
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L'ENFANT TERRIBLE.
YOUNG TURK. "I WILL FIGHT TO THE DEATH FOB OUR NATIONAL HONOUR."
OLD TUBK. "WELL, II? YOU MUST. BUT I WASH MY HANDS OF THE WHOLE

BUSINESS UNLESS, OF COURSE, YOU WIN."
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Golfer. "WHAT'S THE MATTEB, SANDY? AREN'T YOU GOING TO PLAY THIS AFTERNOON :

Sandy. "MAS, HAVE YOU NOT HEARD? I 'VE LOST JIA BALL."

ELIZABETH GOES TO THE SALES.
" ARE you goin' to the Summer Sales

this year, "m?" inquired Elizabeth, sud-

denly projecting herself on the horizon
of my thoughts.

I laid down my pen at once. It is

not possible to continue writing if

Elizabeth desires to make conversation
at the same time.

"
Certainly I shall, if I hear of a sale

of cheap crockery," I replied pointedly;" ours badly needs replenishing."
The barbed arrow did not find its

mark. It may require a surgical opera-
tion to get a joke into a Scotsman, but

only the medium of some high explosive
could properly convey a hint to Eliza-
beth.

"'Oo wants to go to sales to buy
things like pots?" asked Elizabeth
scornfully.

"
People irho are always getting their

pots broken," I replied in italics.
"
Well, everyone to their tastes," she

commented casually. I began to won-
der if even trinitrotoluol could be in-

effective at times. " Wot I mean by
sales is buyin' clothes," she continued;
"bargins, you know.".

"
Yes, I know," I answered

;

" I "ve

seen them in the advertisements. But
I never secure any."

" Why don't you, then ?
"

"Because of all the other people,
Elizabeth. Those who get the bargains
seem to have a more dominant nature
than mine. They have more grit,
determination

' '

"
Sharper elbows is wot you mean,"

put in Elizabeth. "It's chiefly a
matter of 'oo pushes 'ardest. My ! I
love a sale if only for the sake o' the

scrimmage. A friend o' mine 'oo 's

been separated from 'er 'usbaud becos
they was always fightin' told me she
never misses goin' to a sale so that
she 11 be in practice in case 'er and 'er
old man make it up again."

I 'in not surprised that I never get
any bargains," I commented, "

although
I often long to. Look at the advertise-

ment^
in this newspaper, for instance.

Here 's a silk jumper which is absurdly

cheap. It 's a lovely Eose du Barri

tricot and costs only
" ' Oo 's rose doo barry trick-o when

'e 's at 'ome?
"
inquired Elizabeth.

I translated hurriedly.
" I mean it 's

a pink knitted one. Exactly what I

want. But what is the use of my even

hoping to secure it '?

"

"
I '11 get it for you," announced

Elizabeth.
" You! But how ?

"

" I '11 go an' wait an hour or two
afore the doors open, an' when they
do I don't 'arf know 'ow to fight my
way to the counters. Let me go, in'in.

I 'd reelly like the outin'."

I hesitated, but only for a moment.
\\ hat could be simpler than sending an

emissary to use her elbows on my
behalf ? There was nothing unfair in

doing that, especially if I undertook

the washing-up in her absence.

Elizabeth set out very early on the

day of the sale looking enthusiastic.

I, equally enthusiastic, applied myself
to the menial tasks usually performed

by Elizabeth. We had just finished a
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lunch of tinned BOH]), tinnoil fish and

tinned fruit (oh, what a Messing ib a

can-opener in the absence of <l<

wh(!n she reappeared. My heart leapt

at the sight of ;i parcel in her hand.
" You got it after all !

"
1 exclaimed.

thrice blessed Kli/ahoth ! O mo^t

excellent domestic! For the battles she

had fought that day on my behalf she

should not go unrewarded.
" I 'm longing to try it on," I said as

1 tore at the outer wrappings.
" Well, I orter say it isn't the one

you told rno to get," interposed Eli/a-

betb.

I paused in unwrapping tho parcel,
'i;d by sudden misgivings.

" Isn't

this the jumper, then V
"

" Not that portickler one. You see,

it was like this : there was a great 'orse

of a woman just in front o' me an' I

couldn't move ahead of 'er no'ow, try
as 1 would. It was a case o' bulk, if

you know what I moan, an' elbows
wasn't no good. An' 'ang me if she

'I goin' in for that there very
tricky jumper you wanted ! I put up
a good fight for it, 'in, 1 did indeed.

\Ve both reached it at the same time,

got 'old of it together, an' an'

when it gave way at the seams I let 'er

avo it," said Elizabeth, concluding her

simple narrative. It sounded convinc-

ing enough. 1 had no reason to doubt
it at the moment.

" Tho beast !

"
I said in the bitterness

of my heart. "Is it possible a woman
could so far forget herself as to behave
like that, Elizabeth ?"

" But there 's no need for you to be

disappointed, as I got a jumper for you
arterall," she continued. She took the
final wrappings off the parcel and drew
out a garment.

" There !

"
she remarked

proudly, holding it aloft.

The Old Masters, we are told, dis-

covered the secret of colour, but the
colour of that jumper should have been

kept a secret it never ought to have
been allowed to leak out. It was one
of those flaming pinks that cannot be

regarded by the .naked eye for any
length of time, owing to the strain it

puts on the delicate optic nerve. Bands
of purple finished off this Bolshevist
creation. .

" How dare you ask me to wear that ?"
I broke out when I had partially re-

covered from the shock.
"
\Vhy, wot's wrong with it? You

said you wanted a pink tricky one.
It's pink, isn't it?

"

"Yes, it is pink," I admitted faintly." An' it 's far trickier nor wot the
other was."

" You bad better keep the jumper
lor \ ourself," I said crossly.

" No doubt
it will suit you better than it would me."

seemed gratified, but not un-

V

Proprietor (to tlte rescue of his assistants, who liave failed to satisfy customer). "ABE
YOU SURE YOO KNOW WHAT KIND OP CAP YOU DO WANT?"

New "Blood." "WELL, YE SEE, IT'S LIKE THIS I'VE BOUGHT A MOTOB-BIKE, AND
I THOUGHT AS 'OW I'D LIKE A CAP WI 1 A PEAJC AT THE BACK."

usually taken aback at my generosity.
"
Well, since you ses it yourself, 'in,

p'raps it is more my style. Your com-

plexion won't stand as much as mine."
I was pondering on whether this was

intended as a compliment or an insult

when she spoke again.
" I shan't 'arf cut a dash," she mur-

mured as she drifted to the door
;

" an'

it might be the means o' bringin' it off

this time."
"
Bringing what off, Elizabeth ?

"

"
Bringin' my new young man to the

point, 'in. You see, 'e do love a bit o'

colour ; an I knew 'e wouldn't 'ave liked

the rose doo barry trick-o, anyhow."

"Wanted, a General, plain cooking, gas
fires, two boys 9 by 5. South Streatham."

Local Paper.

Nothing is saidof their third dimensions.

A Remarkable Coincidence.

"To-day is the birthday of Lord Durham
and his twin brother, the Hon. F. \V. Lamb-
ton, both of whom are sixty-five."

Provincial Paper.

"Prince Arthur is well fitted for tho high
post to which he has been called. He is the

tallest member of the Royal Family."
Daily Paper.

But it is only fair to his Royal Highness
to say that he has other qualifications
as well.

From the recent debate on " Doctors
and Secrecy

"
:

" If you begin to open the door you take

away the sheet anchor upon which our pro-
fessional work is based." Daily Paper.

We trust that the speaker mixes his

medicines more discreetly than his

metaphors.
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ON WITH THE DANCE.
1 HAM: been to iv dance: or rather

I i, in .
i a fashionable restaurant

wlii'ro dancing is done. 1 was not in-

vited to a dance -there are very good
ns for that; I was invited to dinner.

i i:iny of my fellow-guests have in-

vested a lot of money in dancing. That

is to hay, they keep on paying dancing-
instructors to teach them new tricks;

and the dancing-instructors, \vlio know

their bus:i p
0:1 in\r:iting new

tricks. As soon as they have taught

everybody a new step they say it is un-

ushioiiable and invent a now one.

This is all very well from their point

of view, but it means that, in order to

keep up with them and get your money's
worth out of the last trick you learned,

it is necessary during its brief life of

respectability to dauce at every avail-

able opportunity. You dance as many
nights a week as is physically possible ;

you dauce on week-days and you dance

on Sundays; you begin dancing in the

afternoon arid you dance during tea in

the coft'ee-rooms of expensive restau-

rants, whirling your precarious way
through littered and abandoned tea-

tables; and at dinner-time you lea)) up
madly before the fish and dauce like

variety artistes in a highly-polished
arena before a crowd of complete
strangers eating their food; or, as if

seized with an uncontrollable craving
for the dance, you fling out after the

joint for one wild gallop in an outer

room, from which you return, perspiring
and dyspeptic, to the consumption of

an ice-pudding, before dashing forth to

the final orgy at a picture-gallery, where
the walls are appropriately covered with

pictures of barbaric women dressed for

the hot weather.
That is what happened at this dinner.

As soon as you had started a nice con-
versation with a lady a sort of roaring
was heard without ; her eyes gleamed,
her nostrils quivered like a horse plan-
ning a gallop, and in the middle of one
of your best sentences she simply faded

away with some horrible man at the
other end of the table who was probably" the only man in London who can do
the Double Straddle properly." This
went on the whole of the meal, and it

made connected conversation quite diffi-

cult. For my own part I wont on eat-

ing, and when I had properly digested
1 went out and looked at the little
victims getting their money's worth.
From the door of the room where

the dancing was done a confused up-
roar overflowed, as if several men of

powoiiul physique were banging a
number of pokers against a number of

saucepans, and blowing whistles, and
occasional catcalls, and now and then

heating a drum and several sets of

huge cymbals, and ceaselessly twanging
at innumerable banjoes, and at the

same time singing in a foreign language,
and shouting curses or exhortations or

street cries, or imitating hunting-calls

and the cry of the hyena, or uniting

suddenly in the war-whoop of some

pitiless Sudan tribe.

It was a really terrible noise. It hit

you like the back-blast of an explosion
as you entered the room. There was
no distinguishable tune. It was simply
an enormous noise. But there was a

kind of savage rhythm about it which
made one think immediately of Indians

and fierce men and the native camps
one used to visit at the Earl's Court

Exhibition. And this was not sur-

prising. For the musicians included

one genuine negro and three men with

their faces blacked ; and the noise and
the rhythm were the authentic music
of a negro village in South America,
and the words which some genius had
onco set to the noise were an exhor-

tation to go to the place where the

negroes dwelt.

To judge by their movements, many
of the dancers had in fact been there,

and had carefully studied the best in-

digenous models. They were doing
some quite extraordinary things. No
two couples were doing quite the same

thing for more than a few se?onds, so

that there was an endless variety of

extraordinary postures. Some of them
shuffled secretly along the edge of the

room, their faces tense, their shoulders

swaying like reeds in a light wind, their

progress almost imperceptible ; they did

not rotate, they did not speak, but
sometimes the tremor of a skirt or the

slight stirring of a patent-leather shoe
showed that they were indeed alive and
in motion, though that motion was as
the motion of a glacier, not to be mea-
sured in minutes or yards.
And some in a kind of fever rushed

hither and thither among the thick

crowd, avoiding disaster with mar-
vellous dexterity ; and sometimes they
revolved slowly and sometimes quickly
and sometimes spun giddily round for
a moment like gyroscopic tops. Then
they too would be seized with a kind
of trance, or it may be with sheer
shortness of breath, and hung motion-
less for a little in the centre of the room,
while the mad throng jostled and flowed
about them like the leaves in A-utuinn
round a dead bird.

And some did not revolve at all, but

charged straightly up and down
;
and

some of these thrust their loves for ever
before them, as the Prussians thrust
the villagers in the face of the enemy,
and some for ever navigated themselves
backwards like moving breakwaters to

protect their darlings from the precipi-
tate seas.

Some of them kept themselves as

upright as possible, swaying slightly
like willows from the hips, and sonic of

them contorted themselves into sf

and angular shapes, now leaning peril-

ously forward till they were
practically

lying upon their terrified partners, and
now bending sideways as a man bends
wiio has water in one ear after ba

All of them clutched eacli other in a

close, and intimate manner, but some,
as if by separation to intensify the joy
of their union, or perhaps to I

greater freedom for some particularly
spacious manoeuvre, would part sud-

denly in the middle of the room

clinging distantly with their hand
cute a number of complicated side

in opposite directions, or aim n

of vicious kicks at eacli other,
which they would reunite in a pa
ate embrace and gallop in a fivnxy
round the room, or fall into a trance
or simply fall down. If they fell down
they lay still for a moment in the
ful expectation of death, as men lie who
fall under a horse ; and then the}' would

creep on hands and knees to the wall

through the whirling and indifferent

crowd.

Watching them, you could not tell

what any one couple would do next.

The most placid and dignified among
them might at any moment fling a leg
out behind them and almost kneel in

mutual adoration, and then, as if

nothing unusual had happened, shuffle

onward through the press; or, as though
some electric mechanism had been set

in motion, they would suddenly lift a

foot sideways and stand on one leg.

Poised pathetically, as if waiting for

the happy signal when they might put
the other leg down, these men looked

very sad, and I wished that the Mcdusa'g
head might be smuggled somehow into

the room for their attitudes to I <

perishably recorded in cold stone : it

would have been a valuable addition to

modern sculpture.

Upon this whirlpool I embarked with

the greatest misgiving and a strange

young woman clinging to my person.
The noise was deafening. The four

black men were now all shouting at

once and playing all their instriti

at ouco, working up to the inconceivable

uproar of the finale ; and all the dancers

began to dance with a last desperate

fuiy. Bodies buffeted one from behind,

and while one was jet looking round

in apology or anger more bodies bin

one from the flank. It was like swim-

ming in a choppy sea, where there is no

time to get the last wave out of your
mouth before the next one hits you.

Close beside us a couple fell down
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with a great crash. I looked at them
with concern, but no one else took any
notice. On with the dance! I

;uul faster the black ineu played. 1 was
dimh aware now that they were stand-

ing on their chairs, bellowing, and
(I the end must be near. Then

\vo were washed into a quiot backwater,
in a corner, and from hero 1 determined

! o issue till the Last Banjo should

indeed sound, llero 1 sidled vaguely
about for a long time, hoping that I

looked like a man preparing for some
vasl culminating feat, a side-step or

a bu/z or a double-Jazz-spin or an

ordinary fall down.
The noise, suddenly ceased ; the four

black men had exploded.
"
Very good exercise," my partner

said.

"Quite," said I. A. P. II.

" We published yesterday a protest from an
mlcnf a^ahi'-t the appoint-

of a British Ambassador to Berlin.

iiiidi'i'staiiil, nevertheless, that LOUD
lias I/ecu selected for the appoiiit-"

Ttiucs.

Sir WILLIAM OHI'KN is already at work,
\\e understand, on a picture for next

year's Academy, entitled " David defy-
ing the Thunderer."

VANISHED GLORY.
/'//>' Life-tragedy of a Military Way.)
TIMI: was I rocked the crowded

tents

With laughter loud and hearty,
Librettist to the regiment's

Diverting concert party ;

"With choice of themes so very
small

The task was far from tiring ;

There really was no risk at all

Of any joke misfiring.

I found eacb gibe at army rules

Appreciated fully ;

I sparkled when describing mules
As "embryonic bully,"

Or, aided by some hackneyed tune,

Increased my easy laurels

Hy stringing verses to impugn
The quartermaster's morals.

And so I vowed oil my demob.
To shun the retrogression

To any sort of oflice job ;

I 'd jest as a profession
And burst upon the world a new

Satirical rebuker,

Acquiring fame and maybe too

A modicum of lucre.

But vain arc all my jeiix de iitot,

No lip is loosed in laughter ;

I send them to the Press, but no

Acceptance follows after ;

And if, as formerly, I try
Satiric themes my gibe "11

Be certain to be hampered by
The common law of libel.

In short, my hopes begin to fade;

The yawning gulf has rent them
Twixt finding subjects ready made
And having to invent them.

Shattered my foolish dreams recede

And pass into the distance,

And I must search for one in need
Of clerical assistance.

BHEAKS WINDOW
\\rni Two

ANI> HOLTS

Daily

You can only do this kind of thing with

the refreshment-room variety.

"For Sceptic Throats uso Iodized Throat
Tablets." l,ocal Pa^xr.

This distressing complaint is the very
reverse of "clergyman's sore throat."

" LAHY wishes to Exchango. from 15th July
to 10th September, YOUIIK KiiKh'shman for

Young Frenchman." -Dailij /'./

We fear she is a flirt.
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THE KING'S MESSENGER.
Is Paris Gerald. lie's mother

grata) that. as 1 wa- paving rt vis

London, I could bring GtenldilM out

\\iili iiu' on the return journey.
She

bring out

a new hat for her ^u>ra!dme's fflO

:i: tin- s;\nu> time. Though being in

love iuitlii>r with Goraliline's mothei

nor \vitli tieraldiue's mother's b:\t I

had to take kindly to both, to further im

(Ijn-l; CieraUlino

In LoaOOO I inspoctoil the hat, com-

plete in box. It was immediately ob-

vious that it and I could never make
the journey to Paris together. Thesight
of mo carrying a hat-box at the early

hour of 8 A.M. on Victoria Station would

have put Geraldine off. Geraldine is

very pretty, but she is like that.

On reflection, the transport of the

hut from London to Paris seemed to

mo to be a matter eminently suited to

the machinery of our Foreign Office.

Though the Foreign Officer is as formid-

able as a Bishop in his own cathedral,

ho is, to those who persist in knowing
him personally, a man much like one-

self, fond of his glass of beer, ready to

exchange one good turn for another.

It happens that I have assisted the

F.O. to make peace much as I have

helped the W.O. to make war. In the

sacred precincts I reminded my friend

of this fact, and impressed upon him
that the consolidation of the entente

between Geraldine and myself was one
of the most urgent political matters of

the day. He was undiplomatic enough
to ask how he could help . . .

1 don't want you to'loso your awe of

Diplomatic Bags, but there have been
occasions when the Secret and Confi-
dential Despatch consists of little more
than a personal note from one strong
silent man to another, touching on such
domestic subjects as, say, a relative's
hat. It was eventually, if arduously,
arranged that in this instance the

despatch should consist of the hat
itself . . .

My fascinating manner of greeting
Geraldine on Victoria Station did not

betray the fact that I had seen that
arch- villain, George Nosbitt, installed
in our train, looking terribly important.
George doesn't want to marry any girl;
3very girl therefore wants to marry
George. ] managed to hustle Geraldine
nto our carriage and got her locked in
without her seeing George. ButGeorgomd soon her, and, not knowing that he
U'.n't want, to marry any g\r\ and
thinking that ho wants to marry every
girl, In! lirmly convinced himsOlf(l have

Mint ho was passionately in
lovn with ( ioraldine, as lie travelled down
'

I "'I.' .t.ine, in l,is lonoly splendour.

On the Channel boat . . . but per

haps it is fairer to all parties to omit

that part.
A: Boulogne. 1 became inextrieabh

mixed up with tlu< Customs' people
C.eraldine meanwhile got inevitahh

associated with George Nosbitt. Si;,

i, of course, Indeed, when at las;

I scrambled to the Paris train, with the

eord of my pyjamas trailing from nn
eraldine installed in

.;o's special carriage, very sympa
thotieally studying George's passport,
wherein all Foreign Powers. great .small

and medium-sized, were invited in red

ink to regard George as It.

George informed mo that, being a

King's Messenger, he was afraid be

dare not trust mo, as a more member
of the public, to travel in t he same car-

riage as the Diplomatic Bag. 1 said I

must stay with thorn and keep an eye
on Geraldine. George said that ho
would do that. In that case, 1 said, I

would stay and keep an eye on the

Diplomatic Bag. Geraldine being a

one end of the carriage and the ha

being at the other end George eo;ild

not very well keep an eye on both.

The possibility of George's eyes wan-

dering apart when he was off his guard
made a fleeting impression on Ger-
aldine in my favour. I stayed.

George then set about to make the
most of himself. Geraldine abetted.

Geraldine is a terror. I became more
determined than ever to marry her,

George and the KINQ notwithstanding.
George however got going.

" For a

plain fellow like myself" (he knows
how confoundedly handsome he is)

"
it

has been some little satisfaction to be
selected as a Special Courier."

I explained the method of selection
as I guessed it.

" He forced his way
into the F.O. and in an obsequious
tone, which you and I, Geraldine, would
be ashamed to adopt, bagged for the
favour of a bag to carry with him. If

the KING had known about it he would
rather have sent his messages by post."
"The general public," said George

to Geraldine,
"
is apt to be very noisy

and tiresome on railway journeys, is it

not?"
Geraldino acquiesced. She doesn't

often do that, but when she does it is

extremely pleasant for the acquiescee.
I pressed on with my explanation des-

perately.
" I can hear poor old George

pleading in a broken voice that ho bad
to get to Paris and dared not go by
himself. So they listened to his sail

story and gave him a bag to see him
through, and it isn't George who is

taking the bag to Paris, but the bag
which is taking George." To prevent
lim arguing 1 told Geraldiue that you
can tell a real K.M. by his Silver

Greyhound badge, which he'll show
you if you doubt him, just as you can
tell a Stockbroker by bis pearl i

which yon can see for yourself. This

put George on bis mettle.

"To think that to me are enti

messages \vbieh may alter the n

Kuropo and change the histon of the
world! Hut 1 mustn't let m\ 01

run away with me, must 1
"

lively 1 believe tleraldino at thai

to play with tho idea of doing what

George said ho mustn't let !

do. Anyhow 1 had half an hour to

myself while she listened to tho inner

histories of European Courts and
with the Hearer of Pospatches. 1 was
loft ga. ing at the bag.

There was onl\ one bag, but. i

very bulky. Tho contents were a tight
fit ; something round, about a yard in

diameter, about a foot and a half in

depth.
"Are you looking after this 1>

yours properly, George?" i

\Ye shall bo very angry with \ou if

you go and lose it." Something
tinahlo but intensely important, in my
tone caught Goraldine's attention.

"That is between me and the F.O.,"
said George irritably.

" When I was talking to them about
it -" said I.

What havo you to do with the

Foreign Office?
"
asked (ioraKli;

"Little enough," I said modestly.
I have my own business to see 10.

But the F.O. have always wanted to

have something to do with me. So I

gave them the job of looking after your
mother's hat. Had I known that they
would send it along by any Tom, Pick

or George who happened to drop in

and offer to take the bag
George snatched the bag, examined

it hastily and then tried to conceal it

behind his own luggage. But doraldine

knows enough about bats to be able to

spot a hatbox. when put to it, through
all tho heavy canvas and all tho fancy
labels in the world. So there wus

nothing more to be said about it ; and

there was little more to bo done about

it except for George to go on doing

special messenger with it. Tho inner

histories died down and, after a brief

silence, George affected to go to

I only woke him up once and that

was to ask whether he cared to look

vfter tho rest of my luggage for mo.
When we got to Paris 1 explained to

George that I had not meant to hurt

feelings ; there was no follow I

would more gladly entrust my odd jobs
;o. Indeed Geraldine and 1 should want
lim to officiate in a similar capacity at

ibe coming ceremony.
A very satisfactory conclusion. I

*ot Goraldino; Geraldino got her full
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GOLDW1HH AND POPPYHKJ:i>.

(.4 Chinese Poem.)
I MAKI-: u, how

; and then
I <:i/e my brush (or pen)

And imint in hues enamel-bright
Scenes of Cathay for your delight.

Two hu/xards by a stream,
80 still that they nr^ht seem

Part of a carving wrought in bone
To decorate a royal throne.

Two lovers by a mill,

A picture sweeter still :

Will Clien-ki-Tong in this pursuit
lo Pa-pa's avenging boot?

Lotus and mirror-lake
I belie contact make;

No interfering dragon v.

If is tnil ;u-i-o,s their travelling liiig-f.

Blue terraces of jade;
Sherbet and lemonade

!.'
; ale the overloaded guests ;

They Io(js(; the buttons on their chests.

Hird ,'-n< ; ,ts and shark -fin

I join the festive group ;

My simple spirit merely i

A briiei! of tiflei-nil, cent'ii \ i

I'.i pa with heavy \\liip
Waits ni;:ir (lie laden ship.

The cloud that bides the ivory (noon

Is singularly opportune.

Clamour of gilded gongs
And shout of wedding songs.

I do not fail to notice that

The ophicleides are playing flat.

Peacock and palanquin,

Lacquered without, within.

This is the jasmine-scented bride

Resting her fairy toes inside.'

Joss-sticks and inceiise.s'..

The perfume of her feet

Creates around her paradise.
I also lind it rather nice.

A Chinese talc, you know,
Works upward from below.

The sense of mine is none the worse
If taken backward, verse by verse.

" Frederick --
, 14, \vn-i :imiiii)neJ f.;r

failing to display a white front light on a
id guilty.

Policewoman taUxl the f:ut-, and Was
fined /

Most discouraging.

"FlOl he th.ni-.ii..i lot

Tln-y an- nlO DlCfl fur liord-

plots. ,ii

luili-k linili ( 'nl'ilague.

We should nut dare to treat a British

florist like this.
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Bright Beginner (as opponent is serving).
" DOES THK BALL COME TO ME NOW?"

CHARIVARIA.
" THE English comedians are great,"

Mr. DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is reported
to have told an interviewer. He has

already accepted an invitation, we un-

derstand, to visit the Law Courts and
hear Mr. Justice DARLING ask,

" Who
is MABY PICKFORU?"

* *
id

A turkey with four legs has heen

born in Purley. This attempt to divert

attention from the visit of Miss MARY
PICKKOBD seems to have failed mis-

erably. ,;: *
*

" The increased wages in the cater-

ing trade," says an employer,
" will he

borne by the public." How he came
to think out this novel plan is what

mystifies the man in the street.
* *

There is one reason, we read, why tea
cannot he sold cheaper. If " The Pro-

!
fiteer

"
is not the right answer, it 'a

quite a good guess.
* *

No burglar seems to visit the houses
of the profiteers, says a Labour speaker.
Perhaps they have a delicacy about

dealing with people in the same line of

business.

For the seventh successive time, says
a news item, there are no prisoners for

trial at Stamford Quarter Sessions. We
can only remind the Court that bulldog

perseverance is bound to tell in the end.
* #
*

It is fairly evident that the Americans

fully realised the physical impossibility
of having American bacon and Prohibi-

tion in their own country at the same
time. ,

:

*

Western Texas, says a cable message,
is being eaten hare by a plague of grass-

hoppers. Before Prohibition set in a
little thing like that would never have
been noticed in Texas.

* *
*

Some of the new rich, says a gossip,

only wear a suit once. There are others
like that, only it is a much longer once.

* *
" A healthy boy's skin should be well

tanned after a holiday," says a health-

culture writer. Surely not, unless he
has done something to deserve it.

* *

"But why a Ministry of Mines?"
asks a contemporary. The object, of

course, is to put the deep-level pocket-
scarching operations of the CHANCELLOR
OF THE EXCHEQUER on a national basis.

Special arrangements have been made
for expediting fish traffic on all rail-

ways. Meanwhile it is to be regretted

that, owing to the nation's persistent

neglect of scientific research, the self-

delivering haddock is still in the experi-

mental stage. .
,- :

New Jersey has a clock with a dial

thirty-eight feet across. In any other

country this would bo the largest clock

in the world. In America it is just a

full-size wrist-watch.

According to a medical writer, hearing

can often be restored by a series of low

explosions. The patient is advised to

stand quite close to a man who has just

received his tailor's bill.

* *

Baby tortoises are being sold for two-

pence-halfpenny each in Kentish Town,

says a news item. One bricklayer de-

clared that he wouldn't know what to do

for exercise without his to lead about.
* *

An extraordinary report reaches us

from a village in Essex. It appears
that in spite of the proximity of several

letter-boxes, a water-pump and a Ger-

man machine-gun, a robin has deliber-

ately built its nest in a local hedgerow.
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GERMAN DELEGATE at Spa Conference). "WE HAVE NO MONEY; BUT, TO PROVE THAT WE
ARE ANXIOUS TO PAY YOU BACK. LET ME PRESENT YOU WITH OUR BERNHARDFS
NEW BOOK ON THE NEXT WAR."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Manila;/, June XSth.Less than thirty

years ago the prophets of ill foresaw

ruin for the British shipping trade if

the clock labourers got their " tanner."

i miner
"
has now hecome a florin,

and tliis afternoon the Peers passed
without a dissentient voice the Second

ing of a Bill to enable Port and
iiir authorities to pay it.

They were much more critical over

the Increase of Rent Bill, and at the

nee of Lord MIDLF.TON defeated by
a two to one majority the Government's

proposal to deprive landlords of the

ir to evict strikers in order to pro-
vide accommodation for men willing to

work. I Hit the Government got a little

of their own hack on the clause author-

:in increase of rent on business

promises by forty per cent. Lord SALIS-

uriiY wanted seventy-live per cent, and

hiiughlily refused Lord ASTOR'S sport-

ing offer of fifty, but on a division ho
eaten by 25 to 23.

In the Commons Sir FREDERICK HALL
complained that slate and slack were still

l:oing supplied to London consumers
under the guise and at the price of coal.

What was the Government going to do
about it ? Mr. BRIDGEMAN replied that

control having been removed the Gov-
rninent could do nothing, and con-

sumers must find their own remedy a

reply which drove Sir FREDERICK into

;uch paroxysms of indignation that the

\ivKii was obliged
to intervene.

Mr. KIF.EY'S gloomy
vaticinations as to the

disastrous effect of the

Plumage Bill on
British commerce met
with no encourage-
ment from Sir ROBERT
HOUNE. In his opin-
ion, I gather, our

foreign trade is quite
<afe, and the Bill will

lot knock a feather

3ut of it.

To Viscount CUR-
'.ON'S inquiry whether
he Allies were going
:o proceed with the
.rial of the EX-KAISEH
.he PRIME MINISTER
it first replied that he
,iad "nothing to add."
3n being twitted with
iis election-pledge he
ulded a good deal.

vVhen he gave that

>ledge, it seems, he
lid not contemplate
he

possibility that
folland would refuse
o
surrenderherguest,

and lie had no intention of using force to

compel her. WILLIAM HOHENZOLLERN,
he considered, was not worth any more
bloodshed. In that case the Govorn-

"WHO WAS CHIEF MOURKEB?"
"I," SAID THE Wl'.EN,

"I, \VKDOWOOD BENS,
I WAS CHIEF MOUBNEK."

ment would save a good deal of Parlia-

mentary time if they were definitely to

write him off with their other bad debts.

Among other methods of brightening
village life the Ministry of Agriculture
has lately circulated " rules for the

HALF MEASURES.
SIR ROBERT HORNE, PRESIDENT OP THE BOARD OF TRADE. AND

SIR ERIC GEDDES, MINISTER OP TRANSPORT (speaking together).
"That 's a rummy get-up. But perhaps he couldn't afford anything
better."

mutual insurance of pigs and cows."
The intellectual development of our
domestic animals evidently proceeds
apace. Wo have all heard cf the learned

pig, but that tho cow also should bo
i] capable of conducting actuarial

calculations does, I confess, surprise
me.

Having heard the latest feat of the
Sinn Feiners in kidnapping a British

General, tho House evidently considered
that it had better hurry up with the
Government of Ireland Bill. Clauses
51 to 69 wore run through in double-

quick time. Only on Clause 70, pro-
viding for the repeal of tho Homo Rule
Act of 1914, did any prolonged debate
arise. Captain WEDGWOOD BENN pleas-

antly described this as the only clause
in the Bill that was not nonsense, and
therefore moved its omission. He was
answered by the PRIME MINISTER, who
declared that no Irishman would now
be content with the Act of 1914, and
defended the present Bill on the curious

ground that it gave Ireland as much
self-government as Scotland had ever
asked for. Sir EDWARD CARSON'S plea
that it was a case of " this Bill or an
Irish Republic

" was probably more

convincing. In a series of divisions the
" Wee Frees

"
never mustered more

than seventeen votes. The author of

the Act of 1914, Mr. ASQUITH, was not

present at the obsequies.

Tuesday, June 29ih. The establish-

ment of a " National home "
for the

Jewish race in Pales-

tine aroused the ap-
prehensions of Lord
SYDENHAM and other

Peers, who feared that

the Moslem inhabi-

tants would be ex-

ploited by the Zion-

ists, and would en-
deavour to re-establish

Turkish rule. Lord
CURZON did his best

to remove these im-

pressions. Authority
in Palestine would be
exercised by Great
Britain as the Man-
datory Power, and the
Zionists would not bo
masters in their " nat-

ional home," but only
a sort of "paying
guests." The confi-

dence felt in Sir HER-
UERT SAMUEL'S abso-
lute impartiality as

between Jews and
Arabs was such that
a high authority had

prophesied that with-
in six months tho

High Commissioner
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would bo equally unpopular with both

Jn tlio Commons Mr. BALDWIN ex-

plained tluit tho Inland Revenue

Authorities were taking all posfflUe

- to collect income-tax in Ireland

despite the ol -V.ccd in their

way b

upon
richest

iy
the local authorities. W hero-

Sir MAI BIO DOCKKKI.L. iu his

broue, summarised the Irish

situation as follows:
" Is not the diffi-

culty that they do not know \vhich

horse to b:i>

A Bill
" to continue temporarily the

ollice of Food Controller" was read a

first time. Tho House would, I think,

be sorry to part with Mr. McOcBDT,
whoso replies to Questions are often

much to the point. He was asked this

afternoon, for example, to give the

salaries of three of his officials, and this

was his crisp reply :

The Director of Vege-
table Supplies serves

the Ministry without

remuneration ;
the post

of Deputy-Director of

Vegetable Supplies does

not exist, and that of

Director of Fish Sup-

plies lias lapsed."
Mr. BONAR LAW shat-

tered two elaborately-
constructed mare's -

nests when he announc-
ed that the appoint-
ment of a British Am-
bassador to Berlin was
made in pursuance of

an agreement arrived

at in Boulogne on the

initiative of the French

Government, and that

Lord D'ABERNON'S
name was suggested by the FOREIGN
SECRETARY. I am not betraying any
confidence when I add that it will be no

part of Lord D'ABERNOX'S new duties

to establish a Liquor Control Board on

would involve three or four limes that

amount.

Wednesday, June 3<>th. Iho Lords

discussed, in whispers suitable to the

occasion, tho Official Secrets Bill. As

originally
drawn it provided that any

person retaining without lawful autho-

rity any official document should be

guilty of a misdemeanour. But, thanks

to tho vigilance of Lords BuBNHAMund
RIDDELL, this clause, under which every

editor in Fleet Street might have found

himself in Holloway, was appreciably

softened. Even so, the pursuit of

" stunts
"
and "

scoops
"

will be a de-

cidedly hazardous occupation.
The Press Lords were again on the

alert when tho Bents Bill came on, and

objected to a clause giving the LORD

CHANCELLOR power to order proceedings
under the measure to be held in private.

" THERE IHAT'S WHAT COMES o' ARGUING ALONG o' YOU
;

BRICKS OVER ME THREE 'USDHF.D !

"

the Spree.
Tho Overseas Trade (Credits and

Insurance) Bill was skilfully piloted

through its Second Reading by Mr.
BRIDOEMAN. Tho House was much
pleased to hear that only nine oflicials

would be required to administer the

twenty-six millions involved, and that
their salaries would not exceed seven
thousand pounds a year although two
of them were messengers.
But this temporary zeal for economy

quickly evaporated when the Pre-\YaV
I 'cnsions Bill made its appearance.
Member after Member got up to urge
tho extension of the Bill to this or that

deserving i lass, until Sir L. WOUTHINO-
TON-EvA.ss pointed out that, if their de-
mands were acceded to, the Hill, instead
of costing some two millions a year,

This time the LORD CHANCELLOR was
less pliant, and plainly suggested that
the newspapers were actuated in this

matter by regard for their circulations.

Does he really suppose that the disputes
of landlords and tenants will supply
such popular

"
copy

"
as to crowd out

the confessions of Cabinet Ministers ?

Constant cross-examination ou the
Amritsar affair, involving the necessity
of framing polite replies to thinly-veiled
suggestions that MONTAGU rhymes with
Q'DwYER, is making the SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR INDIA a little restive. The
tone in which he expressed his hope
that the promised debate would not
be much longer delayed distinctly sug-
gested that his critics would then he

all from an office in Whitohall. By
the Ministry of Mines Bill it is pro-

posed to treat the mines in much the
same way. Sir ERIC GEDDKS' scheme
has yet to run tho gauntlet of Parliamen-

tary criticism. Sir HOHERT HoKNF.'shad
its baptism of lire this afternoon, and
a pretty hot lire it was. Miners like

Mr. BRACK cursed it because it did not

go all the way to Nationalisation
; coal-

owners like Sir CLIFFORD COKY, b

it went too far in that direction. Tho
voice of the mere consumer, who only
wants coal cheap and plentiful,

hardly heard. The second readin

carried, but by a majority substantially
less than tho normal.

Thursday, July 1st. Unfortunately
the House of Lords does not contain a

representative of Sinn Fein and there-

fore had no opportunity of learning~~
the opinion oi the do-

minant party in In '.

regarding Lord MONT-
I:A<;LK'S Dominion of

Ireland Bill. Other
Irish opinion, as ex-

pressed by Lords Dr.v
UAVEN and KILLAMX,
was that it would pro-

bably cause the seeth-

ing pot to boil (i

Lord ASHBOURNE made

sundry observations in

Erse, one of which was
understood to be that
" Ireland could afford

to wait." The Peers

generally agreed with

him, and, after hearing
from the LORD CHAN-
CELLOR that of all the

Irish proposals he had

studied this contained

I 'VK LAID KOCH

'

for it."

Two days ago the MINISTER OF
WhiteTRANSPORT expounded in _

Paper his elaborate plan for redistribut-

ing and co-ordinating the activities of
the railway companies the North
Eastern excepted and directing them

the most elements of danger, threw out

the Bill without a division.
" A sinecure, whose holder is in re-

ceipt of a salary of five thousand

pounds per annum," was Mr. BONAR
LAW'S description of his ^office as Lord

Privy Seal. The House rewarded the

modesty of its hard-working Leader with

laughter and cheers. None oNiis pre-
decessors has excelled him in courtesy
and assiduity ;

as regards audibility
there is room for improvement. Air.

LAW rarely plays to the Gallery ; b_ut he

might more often speak in its direction.

The funniest game in tho world is ducket. 1

!

I'rocincial

We should like to hear more of this

humorous pastime.

A daily paper describes the contest

at Henley for the " Silver Giblets." It

is rumoured that the Goose that laid

the Golden Eggs has become a bimetal-

list.
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THREE EXCEPTIONAL MEN.
H

1 1 these men are types, bow London
: united !" I said to myself. Hut

be? 1 fear not
;

I fear that

iptional
"

is the only word to use.
1 was very remarkable to meet

iill on the same day, Friday,
June :T>tli.

The first was on an omnibus. A big

with a grey heard who was alone

on the seat. Several other seats had

only one pa senger ;
the rest mine

among them were full. At Wcst-

iine up a youth and a girl

cry obviously woro lovers. Owing
to the disposition of the seats they had

irate, the girl subsiding into the

place beside the big man immediately
in trout ol' me. At first he said nothing,
and then, just as we were passing the

Ming of the Cenotaph, he did

:hing which proved him to be very
much out of the common, a creature

apari. Reaching across and touching
the youth on the shoulder, he said,

Let me change places with you. I

; you young people would like to

ogether."
That was exceptional, you will agree,

lie was right too; the young people
did like to sit together. I could see

that. And the more the omnibus rocked

and lurched the more they liked it.

The second exceptional man was a

river. 1 wanted to get to a cer-

tain ollice before it shut, and there were
low minutes to do it in. The

driver did his best, but we arrived just
too late ; the door was locked.

" That 's a bit of hard luck," he
said. "But they're all so punctual

closing now. It 's the daylight-saving
it. Makes people think of the

npen-uir more than they used."

As I finished paying him no small

affair, with all the new supplements
sumed.

" I'm sorry you had the journey for

nothing,
1

'

he said. "It's rough. But
never mind have something on Com-
rade t'orthe Grand Prix" (he pronounced
"1'rix" to rhyme with "fix") "in Franco
on Sunday. I 'm told it 's the goods.
Then you won't mind about your bad
luck this afternoon. Don't forget
Comrade to win and one, two, three."

After this 1 inns! revise my opinion
of taxi-drivers, which used not to

he very high : especially as Comrade
differed from most racehorses of my
acquaintance by coming in first.

The third man perhaps was more

unexpected than exceptional. His un

cxpectedness took the form not of bene-

volence but of culture. He is a vendor
of newspapers. A plea-ant old fellow
with a smiling weather-beaten face, grey
tnou&tacheand a cloth cap, whom I have

,.

'A AH! V you K KNOW YOU'RE s STANDING ON siv FOOT?"
1 WELL. WOT YEU UOIN' TO DO ABAIIT IT?"

known for most of the six years during
which he has stood every afternoon

except Sundays on tha kerb between a

lamp-post and a letter-box at one of

London's busiest corners. 1 have bought
his papers and referred to the weather

all that time, but I never talked with

him before. Why, I cannot say ;
I sup-

pose because the hour had not struck.

On Friday, however, we had a little con-

versation, all growing from the circum-

stance that while he was counting out

change I noticed a fat volume protrud-

ing from his coat pocket and asked him

what it was.

It was his reply that qualified him to

be numbered among Friday's elect.

"That hook?" he said "that's linr-

chester Towers."

I asked him if he read much.

He said he loved reading, and par-

ticularly stories. MAKIK COBELLI,

OUIDA, he read them all ;
but TBOLLOI-E

was his favourite. He liked novels in

series ; ho liked to come on the same

people again.
"J'ut there's another reason," ho

added, "why I like TKOLLOPK. You see

we were both at the Post Office."

Some day soon J am going to try him

with one of Mr. \Yu.ki,KY s criticisms.

From an article on the Lawn Tennis

Championship, purporting to be written

by Mile. Sr/.ANNi: LEXGI.KS :

"Quolle jourm i's ils <
; i;tit

'
"

" MM dieu. rouiinc rtait U'uu !

"

(", -t 1. putii li- pin- di-.putt'-."'

.V
'

iula;i Paper.

\Ve can only hope that the Entente is

now strong enough to survive even

these shocks.
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toucan, because she saw them both for

[JULY 7, 1920.

PRISCILLA PAINTS.

"Tiu:i;i: \v;is a lot of men in the

l,o:it." *:iid 1'riscilla from behind the

table, where she sat daubing with little

, .|,,-. -,-tic grunts.
"Oli, there wi-iv, were there/ 1

aiiswuivd from behind The Times.
_

Confident of arousing my enthusiasm

in the oncl, slie continued to issue tan-

talising bulletins about the progress of

the great work.
" it was an all-colour boat," she told

me, "purple and yellow and green. "^
" A very nice kind of boat too," I

agreed.
"And the biggest man of all hadn t

got any body at all."

I suggested weakly that perhaps the

biggest man of all had left his body
behind on the table at home. The

suggestion was scorned.
" No, he hadn't never had any body

at all, this man," she replied. And

then, as my interest seemed to be flag-

ging again,. "They all had very rosy

faces; and do you know why they had ?
"

" I don't, I 'm sure."
" Because they 'd eaten up all their

greens."

Vanquished at last, I went over to

visit the eupeptic voyagers. Seven in

all, they stood in their bright boat on

a blue sea beneath a round and burning
sun. Their legs were long and thin,

their bodies globular (all save one), and
their faces large. They were dressed

apparently in light pink doublets and

hose, and on his head each wore a huge
purple turban the shape of a cottage
loaf, surmounted by a ragged plume.
They varied greatly in stature, but their

countenances were all fixed in the same

unmeaning stare. Take it all in all, it

was an eerie and terrible scene.
" I don't quite see how the boat

moves along, Priscilla," I said; "it

hasn't any oars or sail."

It was a tactless remark and the
artist made no reply. I did my best
to cover my blunder.

I expect the wind blew very hard
on their feathers," I said, "and that
drove them along."

What colour is the wind?" in-

quired Priscilla.

She had me there. I confessed that
I did not know.

" It was a brown wind," she decided,

impatient at my lack of resource, and

slapped a wet typhoon of madder on
the page. There was no more doubt
about the wind.

" And is the picture finished now ?
"

[ asked her.

No, it isn't finished. I haven't
drawn the pookin yet."
The pookin is a confusion in the mind

of Priscilla between a pelican and a

the first time on the same day. in tins

case it consisted of an indigo splodge

and a long red bar cutting right through

the brown wind and penetrating deeply

into the yellow sun.
" It had a very long beak," observed

Priscilla.
" It had," I agreed.
I am no stickler for commonplace

colours or conventional shapes in a

work of art, but I do like things to be

recognisable; to know, for instance,

when a thing is meant to be a man and

when it is meant to be a boat, and when

it is meant to be a pookin and when it

is meant to be a sun.

cilia seems to me to

The art of Pris-

satisfy this test

much better than that of many of our

modern maestri. Strictly representa-

tional it may not be, but there are none

of your whorls and cylinders and angles

and what nots.

But I also insist that a work of art

should appeal to the imagination as

well as to the eye, and there seemed

to me details about this picture that

needed clearing up.
" Where were these men going to,

Priscilla?" I asked.

"They was going to Wurvin," she

answered in the tone of a mother who
instructs fier child.

" And what do you
think they was going to do there?

"

" I don't know."
"
Theywas going to see Auntie Isabel."

" And what did they do then ?
"

"
They had dinner," she cried enthusi-

astically.
" And do you know what they

did after dinner?"
" I don't."
"
They went on the Front to see the

fire-escape."
It seemed to me now that the con-

ception was mellow, rounded and com-

plete. It had all the haunting mystery
and romance of the sea about it. It

was reminiscent of the Ancient Mariner.
It savoured of the books of Mr. CONKAD.
It reminded me not a little of those

strange visitations which come to quiet

watering-places in the novels of Mr.
H. G. WELLS. When I thought of those
seven men one, alas, disembodied
so strangely attired yet so careful of

elementary hygiene, driven by that

fierce typhoon, with that bird of portent
in the skies, arriving suddenly with the
salt of their Odyssey upon their brows
at the beach of the genteel and respec-
table Sussex town, and visiting a per-
haps slightly perturbed Auntie Isabel,
and afterwards the fire-escape, I felt

that here was the glimpse of the wild
exotic adventure for which the hearts of
all of us yearn. It left the cinema
standing. It beat the magazine story
to a frazzle.

"And who is the picture for, Pris-

cilla?" I asked, when I had
thoroughly

steeped myself in the atmosphere.
'"It's for you," she said, presenting

it with a motley-coloured hand; "it's

for you to take to London town and
not to drop it."

I was careful to do as I was told,

because I have a friend who paints Ex-

pressionist pictures, and I wished to

deliver it at his studio. It seems to

mo that Priscilla, half-unconsciously

perhaps, is founding a new school of

art which demands serious study. One

might call it, I think, the

School.

Pookin
EVOE.

WHEN CHABL. COMES OVER.
IT is said that Mr. CHARLES CHAPLIN,

a prominent citizen of Los Angeles, Cal.,

has employed the greater part of the

last few days in mopping his brow, sigh-

ing with relief and exclaiming "Gee!"
Mr. CHAPLIN declares that missing

the boat for England recently was the

narrowest escape from death he has

ever enjoyed. But for having been thus

providentially prevented from visiting
his native land in the company of Miss
MABY PICKFORD and Mr. DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS (better known as " MAIIY

"

and "Douo." respectively) he would

have come back to the dear homeland
all unprepared for what would surely
have happened to him no less than it

happened to his illustrious colleagues
in the film world.

Since his promised visit to our shores

cannot long be delayed, he has already

begun elaborate preparations for travel-

ling in safety. He is growing a large
beard and is learning to walk with hia

toes turned in. A number of his teeth

will be blackened out during the whole
of his European tour, and his hair will

be kept well-ironed and cropped short.

He has engaged a complete staff of

plain-clothes pugilists to travel with

him everywhere and to stand on guard
outside his bathroom door. They will

also surround him during meal-times

to prevent admirers from grabbing his

food to hand down to their children as

heirlooms.

He is being measured for a complete
outfit of holeproof clothing, and his

motor will be a Ford of seventeen

thicknesses, with armoured steel win-

dows, and fitted with first-aid acces-

sories, including liniment, restoratives

and raw steak. His entourage will in

elude a day doctor, a night doctor, a

leading New York surgeon and a squad
of stretcher-bearers.

It has been suggested to him that a

further precaution would be not to ad-

vise the Press of the date of his arrival;

but that he considers would be carry-

ing his safety-first measures to a foolish

extreme.
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STOP-PRESS NEWS.
Observant Visitor. "I BAY EXCUSE ME, BUT YOUB HAT is KXOCKED IN."

Farm Sand. "
WHOI, I'VE KNOWED THAT FOB THE LAST SEVEN YEAB."

A TEAGEDY OF EEACTION.
IT was a super-poet of the neo-Georgian kind
Whose fantasies transcended the simple bourgeois mind,
And by their frank transgression of all the ancient rules

Were not exactly suited for use in infant schools.

But, holding that no rebel should shrink from fratricide,
His gifted brother-Georgians he suddenly defied,
And in a manifesto extremely clear and terse

Announced his'lirm intention of giving up free verse.

The range of his reaction may readily be guessed
When 1 mention that for BUOWXING his devotion he

confessed,
Knihroned above the SITWELLS the artless Muse of "

BAB,"
And said that MAHI.XETTI was not as good as CBAUBE.

At first the manifesto was treated as a joke,
A boyish ebullition that soon would end in smoke;
But when he took to writing in strict and fluent rhyme
His family decided to extirpate the crime.

Two scientific doctors declared he was insane,
But likely under treatment his reason to regain;
So ho 's now in an asylum, where lie listens at his meals
To a gramophone recital of the choicest bits from Wheels.

The Return to Woad.
'The bride's mother was handsomely attired in heliotrope stain."

Canadian l'n/>- r.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

WHATEVEH else may be said about Mr.
RICKETT as a novelist, it can at least be urged for him that

lie displays no undue apprehension of the too-facile laugh.
For example, the humorous possibilities (or perils) in the

plot of The Shadow of Stephen Wade (.JENKINS) might well

have daunted a writer of more experience. Stephen Wade
was an ancestor, dead some considerable time before the

story opens, and to quote the old jest there was no com-

plaint about a circumstance with which everybody was well

satisfied. The real worry over Stephen was twofold : first,

that in life ho had been rightly suspected of being rather

more than a bit of a rip, and secondly that his grandson,

Philip, the hero of the story, had what seemed to him good
cause for believing that Stephen's more regrettable tendencies

were being repeated in himself. Here, of course, is a theme

capable of infinite varieties of development ; the tragedies
of heredity have kept novelists and dramatists busy since

fiction began. The trouble is that, all unconsciously, Mr.

CoMi'TON-BiCKETT has given to his hero's struggles a

fatally humorous turn. Philip'I initial mistake appeared to

be the supposition that safety could be secured by flight.

But it has been remarked before now that Cupid is winged
and doth range. Philip dashed into the depths of Devon-

shire, only to discover that even there farmers have pretty

daughters ; seeking refuge in the slums he found that the

exchange was one from the frying-pan to the fire. In short,
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there was no pence for liini, till tin1 destined heroine . . .

Well, yon (MM now sec whether you arc likely to he amused,
edilied. or bored by a well-meaning story, told (I should

add) with a rather devastating .solemnity of style.

M. HKNUI I>I>\II-:I.II-:H. (he author of /<'<///;/</ llie Scene* al

1:1 lli'iidi/iiiirli ra (Ih'Hsr AND 15i. -\CKKTT), must also be

iited

of Belgium.

,

t l;e proplie: s. for lie foretold the invasion

Ueiore the \Var lie edited a newspaper in. eo
(.'liurlevilie, and when the Ardonnes had been "inundated

by the enemy hordes
"
and the local authorities had with-

drawn to Rothcl, he stayed in Charleville and acted as

Secretary to the Municipal Commission. This organisation
was recognised by the (iermans, but to be secretary of

it was still a dangerous post, and M. MAURICE BARRSS in

eloqueut preface tells us of some of the sufferings that M.
I)<).\II:I.H:H bad to endure while trying to carry out bis diili-

cult duties. The French who remained in Charleville had
more than ample opportunities of seeing both ths EX-KAISER
and bis eldest son, and
M. DOMELIKK writes

of them with a pen
clipped in gall. No
book that I have read

puts before one more

poignantly the mis-
eries which the in-

habitants of invaded
Francehad to bear dur-

ing "thegreatagony."
For the most part they
bore them with a cour-

age beyond all praise ;

but some few, giving
way under stress of

physical suffering or
moral temptation, for-

got their nationality ;

and these M. DOMK-
LIEK makes no pre-
tence to spare. I think
that even those of us
who have definitely
made up our minds re-

garding the Hun and

<F
_. _-

., ^ ^.j
^.^

ai,u.f. ^iii i 11 ASTONISHIN' \ViiAYE THOUGHT THKER COULD BE AS MUCH w iTFK \S THAT?"
Hi,,,,,. "YES; AN" REMEMBER. MAKIA, YE ONLY SEE TVHAl's'o.N TO1>.

want to read no more about him will welcome this bookf~, ., .,

~
' "'" ueiuome inis UOOK

f if it is primarily an indictment of Germans and
erman methods, it is hardly less a tribute to those who

firm through all their misery and never gave up hope
during the darkest days.

I have before now met (in books) heroes who wore
ungaree and had as setting an engineer-shop or a foundrybut never one who equalled Jim Ilobmson (HUTCHING) inthe strictness of J 1I8 attention to business. Jim is the

, LMteg. a firm wWohn
, e. a rm wo

in a wonderful copper alloy which he himself has
invented, and the book tells the stor of bis long

brother on the board of

and self-possession, it is plain that Nary loves the bus\
managing director; but Jim's feelings are more difficult tc
fathom. In fact be is so long in mentioning his passior
that it is quite a relief when, on the last page but one, wha
publishers call the " love interest

"
suddenly strengthens am

their engagement is announced, very suitably and to hoi
entire satisfaction, to the charwoman at the foundrv.

. the two hundred and
fifty pounds

prize offered by Messrs. MELBOSE, and without troubling
to inquire into the merits of its rivals I wholehearted!?
commend the award. For some curious reason its length
(one hundred and eighty thousand words no

less) is In-
sisted upon by the publishers, but as a matter of fact Miss
CATHERINE CARSWELL'S novel would have been even more
remarkable if it had been of a less generous bulk. Her style
is beyond reproach and she has nothing whatever to learn
in the mysteries of a woman's heart. The principal scenes
are placed in Glasgow, and the Bnnuenitann family are laid~

stark before us. Mrs.
Bannermann was so
intent on the next
world that for all

practical purposes she
was useless in this.

Having been left a
widow with two sons
and two daughters,
she was incapable of

managing the easiest
of them, let alone such
an emotional com-

plexity as Joanna. It

is upon Joanna that
Miss CARSWEIJ, has
concentrated her

forces; but she is not
less happy in her anal-

ysis of the many lovers
who fell into the net of

this seductive young
woman. Indeed J

have not for many a

day read a novel" of- which the psychologyseemed to me to be so thoroughly sound.

I hope
" Miss M. E. FBANX-IS

"
will take it as a compli-ment when I say that Beck of Bee*ford (ALLEN AND UN WIN,

should form part of the holiday equipment of all of us whose
brows are not too exalted to enjoy it. In her unostentatious
way Miss FRANCIS knows bow to provide ample entertain-
ment, and she has nothing to learn in point of form When
we arc introduced to the Becks they are proud and poor

haying impoverished themselves in the process 6f removinga blot from their escutcheon. Sir John is a working farmedand Lady Deck does menial duties with an energy that
most servants of to-day would not care to imitate. The
apple of their old eyes is their grandson, Roger, and the
story turns 011 his struggle between pride and love. No true
Franciscan need be told that he comes through bis strugglewith Hying colours. So quietly and easily does the tale run
that one is apt to overlook the art with which it is told.
But the art is there all the time.

all<;
'C wllilc

>"ou are

-

Wttvill ' Wllidl yo
cquaintanceship." Home Notes.

cling _l,v smiling
> defends on I h~

.
.

And not, as you might think, on your proficiency as a cyclist.
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CHARIVARIA.
\K understand tlmfc it Las now been

decided that the Ex-K\isKi< will travel

to England for his trial !>y way of the

Channel Tunnel.
:(

. ,.

A new coal war is anticipated by
Tin' Ht'ilii ]-;.ri-efiii.

The difficulty is

in knowing where the last coal war
.d and this one will begin.

..- *

We understand that the Government
fixture card is not yet complete and

they still have a few open dates for

Conferences (away matches) for

medium teams.
'

*
'

The world's largest blasting-furnace

lias been opened at Kbbw Vale. It is

expected however that

others will Hare up imme-

diately the CHANCKI.UIU'K

proposals go through.
* ''

" Militarism has created

a dragon whose fangs will

never properly ho drawn,"
announces a writer in a

Sunday paper. This

;e against Mr. WIN-
STON CHURCHILL'S dentist

is, in our opinion, most
unkind. ... .

The report that the

Turks had appealed to the

Allies to stop the new war
in Asia Minor turns out to

bo incorrect. What the

Turks demand is that the

Allies shall stop the Greek
end of it. ... *

members of a well-known club in the

City who inadvertently took away their

own umbrellas have now agreed to

exchange same, so that the reputation
of the club shall not suffer.

*

A Warwickshire miner summoned
for not sending his child to school is

reported to have pleaded that he saw a
red triangle danger notice above the
word "school" and therefore kept his

daughter away.

" We must have support," said the
POSTMASTKH-GKNEUAL last week. We
can only say that we always buy our

stamps at one of his post-ottices.
* *

A little domestic tragedy was enacted
in London last week. It appears that

Shoicman.
KIVK HOUNDS

;l DON'T GET HIM TCO TAME, PBOFES8OU. HK 'B GOT TO GO
WITH THE BOXING KANGABOO WHEN YOU -VE FINISHED."

" I would like to take a great piece
of England back to America as a

souvenir of the happy time I have re-

cently spent there," exclaimed Miss
M\HY PICKFORD to a reporter in Bel-

gium. Arrangements, we hear, are now
being hastily made to offer her the

whole of Ireland if she will take it

away during this month.

According to a local paper a lawyer
living in Birmingham, returning unex-

pectedly from the theatre, discovered
two burglars at work in his library. It

is reported, however, that the intruders

with great presence of mind immedi-

ately reta'ined him for their defence.
'.: *

Several workhouses in the South of

England now possess tennis-courts and

bowling-greens. It is satisfactory to

note that preparations are at last being
made to receive the New Poor.

* =1:

We are glad to learn that the two

a small boy, on being offered a penny
by his mother, who bad just returned

from the winter sales, refused it, saying
that he was not allowed to accept money
from strangers. ... ^

An official of the New York Y.W.C.A.

inquires whether a woman of thirty

years is young. A more fair question
would be,

" When
years of age ?

is a woman thirty

President C. W. ELIOT, of Harvard

University, says Britishers drink tea

because it feeds the brain. Our own

opinion is that we drink it because we
have tasted our coffee.

# c

So many servant-girls are being en-

ticed from one house to another that

several houses now display the notice,
" Visitors are requested to refrain from

stealing the servants."
* *

Under a new Order public-houses

will not open until seven in the evening
on Sundays. This seems to be another

attempt to discourage early rising on
that day. ,,

*

Two men have been arresti

Oignios, Pas de Calais, for selling | :

as coal. We fancy we know the conl

dealer from whom they got this wrinkle.
* *

Speaking at Shotiiold University hist

week, Sir Enic GKUDKB said he hoj on

to see the day wheu there would be
a degree of Transport. What we're

getting now, we gather, can't really In-

called Transport at aU.V
A live mussel measuring six incheB

has been found inside a codfish at New-
castle. We expect that if the truth was

known the mussel snapped
at the cod-lish and an-

noyed it.
,.

*

A soldier arrested at

Dover told the police he

was Sydney Carton, the

hero of The Talc of Tvi>

Cttii'.i. He is supposed to

be an impostor.

*'"

A market-gardener in

Surrey is said to be the
double of Mr. WINKTOX
CHURCHILL. Since thi.s

announcement it is stated

that the poor fellow has
been inundated with mes-

sages of sympathy.

" The secret of success,"

says Mr. W. HARRIS,
"

i^

hard work." Still, some

people would scorn to take

advantage of another man's secret.

*
Wives, said the Judge of the Clerken-

well County Court recently, are not so

ignorant that they do not know what
their husband's earnings are. There is

no doubt, however, that many work-

men's wives simply pocket the handful
of bank-notes their husbands fling them
on Saturday night without stopping to

count them.

There were no buyers, it is stated,

for fifty thousand blankets offered by
the Disposals Board last week. We
have all along maintained that, though
it would take time, the Board would
wear its adversaries down.

According to an ollicial list recent h

published the Government employs
over three thousand charwomen. The
number is said to he so great that they
have to take it in turns to empty Mr.

Ar-n.x CHAMBERLAIN'S portfolio.
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A CRICKET MANNERISM.
A WRITER commented recently in an

article in Punch on the advantage to

a cricketer of some harmless manner-

ism, giving as an instance Mr. P. F.

WARNER'S habit of hitching up the left

side of his trousers and patting the

ground seven times with his bat. This

homely touch reminded me irresistibly

of Kinikin. Not that Eankin resembles

Mr. WARNER even remotely in any other

way. But Eankin has a mannerism,
one which is fairly harmless, too, as a

general rule. If on one occasion, of

which I will tell you, it had unfortunate

results, there was then a combination

of circumstances for which Rankin was
not entirely responsible. That much I

now feel myself able to admit. At the

time I could see nothing good about

Rankin at all.

Rankin resides in our village of Little-

borough, and is by trade what is known
as a jobbing gardener. On Thursdays he
is my gardener, on Wednesdays Mrs.
Bobbie's gardener, and so on. On
Saturday afternoons he plays cricket.

Or at least he dresses in (among other

garments) a pair of tight white flannel

trousers and a waistcoat, and joins the

weekly game.
Recently we met in deadly combat

the neighbouring village of Smallwick.

Away into the unchronicled past runs
the record of these annual contests.

Each village hints that it has gained
the greater number of victories ; each
is inclined in its heart to believe that
the other one has actually done so

because, as I suppose, the agony of de-
feat leaves a more lasting impression
than the joy of victory. But I digress.
We have not even got to Rankin's
mannerism yet.
Rankin's mannerism is the habit of

plunging his hands into his trouser

pockets. A very ordinary one, you will

say ; but not when carried to the extent
to which Rankin carries it. It is useless
for Rankin to field at short slip, for in-

stance. The only time he did so a catch

some Brass-hat, inspecting llankin's

regiment, must have noticed that Ran-
kin's hands were iu his pockets when
he should have been presenting arms?
I can only presume that they all loved

Rankin, and love is blind. Well, he is

quite a good chap. I like him myself.
We now come to the day of the

Smallwick v. Littleborough match.
Smallwick lost the toss and went out

to field, and, as one of their players hud
not arrived, Rankin went with them as

a substitute.

We lost three wickets for only ten

runs, and then I went in. It was one
of my rare cricket days. I felt, I knew,
that I should make runs not much
more than twenty, of course, but then

twenty is a big score for Littleborough.
And I felt like twenty at least.

Rankin was fielding at deep long-on,
close to the tent ;

but they had no one
at square leg, which is my special direc-

tion on my twenty days. Presently the
bowler offered me a full pitch on the

leg side. I timed it successfully, and
had no doubt of having added four to

my score, when, to my astonishment,
I saw a fieldsman running from the
direction of the hedge. The next mo-
ment he had brought off a very credit-

able catch.

It did not dawn on me at first that
this was their eleventh man, arrived at
that moment. When it did, I could not

help laughing to think that he should

imagine he could rush in like that while
his substitute was still fielding. Then
I heard the bowler appeal to the umpire,
and to my horror I heard the umpire
(their umpire) say

" Out."
But they can't have twelve men

PHILOSOPHERS.
WE are all different, and often our

differences are of the widest.
men can be knocked prostrate by the
most trifling disappointment, while
others can extract comfort or even
positive benefit from what looks like

complete disaster such as the Cam-
bridge youth I met last week, raving
about TURNER'S "

Fighting Temeraire.'
" But I didn't know you were inter-

ested in pictures," I said.

"Oh, yes, I've always been, in

way," he replied ;

" but it wasn't till

the rain ruined the first day of the

Varsity match that 1 ever had a real

chance to get to the National Gallery,
and when it came down like blazes

again on Tuesday I went back there.

fielding," I cried.

still there."

"The substitute is

struck him sharply in the lower chest
(and fell to the ground, of course) before
he had time to take his hands out of his

pockets. When he is batting he crams
one hand into his pocket between each
delivery. As he wears a large batting
glove and his trousers are very tight
(as I mentioned before) this is a matter
of some difficulty. In fact we usually
attribute the smallness of his scores to
its unsteadying effect.

How he ever survived five years of

military service without being shot for

persistently carrying his hands in his
sockets while on parade, to the detri-
nent of good order and military discip-
ine, I can never understand. Surely

" You 're out, Sir," said the umpire
haughtily.

" The substitoot has already
retired. 'E 's standing there watching
the game with 'is 'ands in 'is pockets."

A Self-Starter.

Bom of an Iris motor and a Scots father,
in Chicago, U.S.A., Mr. 's ability for the
stage developed very early."

Neio Zealand Paper.

"Within the square of spectators were
paraded about two thousand Girl Guides. It
delighted the eye to see the companies march
with precision and smartness, while the ear
was charmed and the marital spirit stirred by
the music of the pipes and drums."

Scotch Paper.
So that 's the idea.

"Soon we could make out the Sultan's
Palace, from which the tired ' Hunter of the
East' was now unwinding his 'noseof light.'

"

Magazine.
For further details of this remarkable
organ see LEAR'S "Dong with the
Luminous Nose."

Did you ever see such painting? And
the pathos of it too ! And then that

frosty morning scene in the same room
Why, TURNER was too wonderful."
How some of the other dampened

enthusiasts tided over their loss I can

only guess; but this ardent one re-

minded me of the Shipwrecked Ento-

mologist, and I placed him on a niche
somewhere near that radiant soul.
And who was he ?

Well, he was the curator of his own
department in some Indian museum
I think at Calcutta and when the time
came for his holiday he took a passage
for Japan on a little tramp steamer.

Everything went well until a few hours
out of Shanghai, when a typhoon began
to blow with terrific force. The ship
was driven on the coast of Korea, where
she set about breaking up, and only
with the greatest difficulty did the pas-
sengers and crew get to shore, bruised
and saturated, without anything but
their clothes and what their pockets
could hold. Some lives were lost, but

my man was saved.
It was a desolate part, with nothing

but the poorest huts for shelter, dirty
and verminous, so that the discomforts
of the land were almost equal to the

perils of the sea.

Naturally, on his return to Calcutta
the curator was plied with questions.
How did he feel about it ? Wasn't it

an awful experience? If over a man
deserved sympathy it was he. And so
forth. But he wouldn't rise.
"
Sympathy? "hesaid. "GoodHeavens!

I don't want sympathy. Why, I had
the time of my life. Do you know that

during the night in that Korean hovel
I found five absolutely new kinds of

bug." ________ E. V. L.

"NOTICE to the public, that John
,

Toronto, will not bo responsible for debts here-
after contracted by any one."

Caiiadlan Paper.

Very sensible of him.
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SUBJECT TO REVISION.

BRITISH HOUSEWIFE. " DO YOU EEALLY MEAN IT ?

MINER. "WELL, PAET OF IT, ANYWAY."
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in (lo rcnj unnuccf.is/ttl lob ioicltr). "Oi I-.E .-:OUKY TO 'AVK TO TAKE 'EE OFF. GABGK, BCT I MTST 1.1:1 TIIK Vim: 'AVK A
i.D BEFORE THE BALL GETS ECU-SHAPED."

SANTAMINGOES.
A FANCY.

r
'l'he sautaiiiingo is a kind of Oriental bird believed by foolish sailor-

ineii to confer ou its possessor great content and peace of rnind.l

EAST from the Mahanadi and north of the Nieobar
You will come to Evening Island where the santamingoes

are ;

Their wings are sunrise-orange and their tails are starlight-
blue ;

You catch a santamingo and all your dreams come true.

They 've a crest of flaming scarlet and a purple-golden
breast,

And their voice is like all the music that ever you liked the
best,

And their eyes are like all the comfort that ever vou hoped
to find

;

You catch a santamingo and you '11 get peace of mind.

You won't find buried treasures, you won't get sudden luck,
Hut things '11 just go smoothly that used to get somehow

stuck

The little things that matter, the trumpery tilings that
please,

You catch your santamingo and you 're always sure of these.

You don't get thrones and kingdoms, you don't turn great
or good,

But you know you'ie just in tune with things, you know
you 're understood,

And wherever you chance to be is home and any old time 's

the best

When you 've got your santamingo to keep your heart at

rest.

If ever you 've dreamed of a golden day when nothing at

at all went wrong,
Or a pal who 'd want no tellings but would somehow just

belong,
Or a pliiea that said, "I was made for you

'

well, sailor-

men tell you flat,

You catch your santamingo and you '11 find it all like that.
* * ::= -.: :'.-. ::= ::=

I 've sailed from the Mahanadi to north of the Nicobar,
But I can't find Evening Island where the santamingoes

are,

Though I've taken salt to put on their tails and all that a
hunter should

Perhaps you can't really catch them
; but don't you wish

you could ?
'

H. B.

"Capitalist who will consider financing Canadian oil fields or will
send English theologist to investigate property." Daily Paper.
And do the clerical work, \ve suppose.

From a description of the V.C.'s at Buckingham Palace :

" There were a sergeant-major arranged in nine separate groups, and
an attempt had been made to get old comrades together as far as

possible. ": Provincial Paper.
The reassembling of the sergeant-major must have taken a
bit of doing.
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MY RAT.
Hi: visits me at least onco every day.

His favourite time is the hour of tsa,

when the family and staff may be ex-

pected to be at home ; but sometimes ho
honours us with an additional call at

the luncheon hour. He emerges from
his deep hole beneath an ivy root, takes

the air tip aud down the paths of my
rockery, glances in at the drawing-room
window, passes on to the back premises,
and so home.
There is nothing furtive about his

movements. His manner is that of one
who lias purchased the mansion and its

appurtenances but does not wish to

disturb the sitting tenants. It is his

duty to see that the premises are pro-

perly cared for, but for the present he
has no desire to take possession. It is

beautiful weather and the simple life

out-of-doors contents him.
He is a brown rat. I write of his sex

with confidence because his urbanity
is that of a polished gentleman of the
world ;

no feminine creature could ever

display it. A female rat who had bought
the house would eagerly try to get in

and drive us forth. But not so my rat.

He discharges the function of a land-

lord as considerately as he can ; after

all, even a landlord must be allowed the

rights of inspection of his own property.
At first 1 regarded him as merely

an ordinary intrusive brown rat. I

laid down poisonous pills composed of

barium carbonate and flour. He did
not take offence ; he understood our
human limitations. He showed by a

jaunty cock of the eye that all to under-
stand is all to pardon. His daily visits

continued without abatement.
It has been suggested to me that we

should await his regular calls with

dogs, blood-thirsty terriers. I cannot
take so scurvy an advantage of his

confidence.*****
I have sinned. The fault is less mine

than that of the High Court of Parlia-

ment. I was bidden to study the

penalties laid down for those who do
not proceed to the destruction of their

rats. When I weighed my landlord rat

against five treasury notes I confess
that in an hour of meanness I per-
mitted the notes to tip the scale. I

prepared phosphor paste and laid a trail

of this loathsome condiment upon the

path trodden every afternoon by my rat.

He came as usual on the day after

that on which I had basely planned bis

murder Heaven forgive me ! that I

might escape a trifling fine, and he

deigned to partake of my hospitality.

Twenty-four hours later, when duty
summoned him once more at the hour
of tea, his eye was dim and he staggered

Jack (to nor ice in difficulties with the tide). "THE NEXT TIME YOU SPOBTSMES TAKES
AN OUTIN' TRY A NUMBER TWENTY-SEVEN BUS."

slightly in his gait. He was still able

to go his rounds, but since that tragic
afternoon I have seen him no more.

My family eyes me with suspicion.

They look for the rat, which no longer
arrives at his accustomed hour. My
cook has given notice. I alone bear the

burden of the fatal secret.

* * * *

Saved ! What care I for five paltry

pounds now that our rat has recovered

[rom his indisposition and has hastened

to re-visit his property ? The phosphor
paste, like arsenic, has added bright-
ness to his eye and brought a beautiful

.ustre to his smooth brown coat. He

has softened in his manner and tends

towards friendship. There is less of

the grand air, less assertion of the vast

gap which yawns between the landlord

and the tenant. Presently, if I con-

tinue to prove worthy of his condescen-

sion, my rat will eat phosphor paste
out of my hand.

From the obituary notice of an

octogenarian :

" Ho was a keen chronologist, and possessed
a valuable collection of shells."

Provincial Paper.

Picked up, no doubt, on the sands of

time.
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THE LITTLE HORSE.
The following fragment is taken from the play. Darid l.lotjilfleorge,

\\hich \ve understand may some day be produced at the Lyric Opera
ll.ni>.-. Hammersmith, as a companion-piece to Abraham Lincoln.']

THE scene is laid in the House of Commons, where Sir

FKEI>I:KICK BAMU-RY has moved tlie rejection of the Poets

and Verso (Nationalisation) Bill.

tin- 1'nKiiKiiii-K J3.<\ ;;r/,' i i\ fi/x'dkinrj.

But it stands to reason,

If you propose to pay them just the same
Whether they write a little or a lot,

They won't write aiii/thiinj. There will not be

Sufficient stimulus. It's human nature,

And human nature is unchangeable.
Do you imagine, Sir, that KEATS or SHEJJ.KY
Would have produced such valuable work,
So large an output, if this precious Bill

Hud been in operation at the time?
We should have had no SHAKSPEARE. And, besides,
Jt means the death of British poetry,
Because we can't continue to compete
With foreign countries.

.-I l.nlioitr Mmunr. I am not a lawyer
Nor I am not a manufacturer,
But earned my bread these tive-and-forty years,

Sweating and sweating. I know what sweat is ...
An Hon. Member.

You 're not the only person who has sweated..
Labour Member.

At any rate I sweated more than you did.

Mr. SPXAEEX.
I do not think these constant interruptions
Are really helping us.

Labour Member. So you may take it

That what I utter is an honest word,
A plain, blunt, honest and straightforward word,
Neither adorned with worthless flummery
And tricks of language for I have no learning
Nor yet with false and empty rhetoric
Like lawyers' speeches. I am not a lawyer,
I thank my stars that I am not a lawyer,
And can without a spate of parleying
Briefly expound, as I am doing now,
The whole caboodle. As for this here Bill,
So far as it means Nationalising verse,
We shall support it. On the other hatfiJ,
So far as it means interferences
With the free liberty of working-men
To write their poitry when and how they like
We will not have the Bill. So now you know

Mr. ASQUITH.
It was remarked, I think by ARISTOTLE,
That wisdom is not always to the wise;
To which opinion, if we may include
In that august and jealous category
The President of the Board of Ululation
I am. prepared most freely to subscribe.
When was there ever since the early FortiesA more grotesque and shameless mockery
)f the austere and holy principles

\\ Inch Liberalism like an altar-flame
Has guarded through the loose irreverent yearslhan this inept, this disingenuous,
Tins frankly disingenuous attempt1o smuggle past tlie barrier of this HouseAn article so plainly contraband
As this imlicens'd and contagious Bill

A Bill which, it is not too much to say,
Insults the conscience of the British Empire ?

I will not longer, Sir, detain the House ;

Indeed I cannot profitably add
To what I said in 1892.

Speaking at Manchester I used these words:

"If in the inconstant ferment of their minds
The KINO'S advisers can indeed discover

No surer ground of principle than this
;

If we have here their final contribution

To the most clamant and profound conundrum
Ever proposed for statesmanship to solve,
Then are we watching at the bankruptcy
Of all that wealth of intellect and power
Which has made England great. If that be true
We may put FINIS to our history.
But I for one will never lend my suffrage
To that conclusion." [An Ovation.

Mr. DAVID LLOYD GEOUIIE. Mr. SPEAKER, Sir,
I do not intervene in this discussion

Except to say how much I deprecate
The intemperate tone of many of the speakers
Especially the Honourable Member
For Allways Dithering about this Bill,

This tiny Bill, this teeny-weeny Bill.

What is it, after all ? The merest trifle !

The merest trifle no, not tipsy-cake
No trickery in it ! Really one would think
The Government had nothing else to do
But sit and listen to offensive speeches.
How can the horse, the patient horse, go on
If people will keep dragging at the reins?
He has so terrible a load to bear,
And right in front there is a great big hill.

The horse is very tired, and it is raining.
Poor little horse! But yonder, at the top,
Look, look, there is a rainbow in the sky,
The promise of fair weather, and beyond
There is a splendidly-appointed stable,
With oats and barley, or whatever 'tis

That horses eat, while smiling all around
Stretch out the prairies of Prosperity,
Cornfields and gardens, all that sort of thing.
That 's where the horse is going. But, you see,
The horse has got to climb the great big hill

Before he gets there. Oh, you must see that.
Then let us cease this petty bickering ;

Let us have no more dragging at the reins.
What is this Bill when all is said and done ?

Surely this House, surely this mighty nation,
Which did so much for horses in the War,
Will not desert this little horse at last
Because of what calumniators say
Newspaper-owners I know who they are
About this Bill ! No, no, of course it won't.
We will take heart and gallop up the hill,We will climb up together to the rainbow

;We will go on to where the rainbow ends
I know where that is, for I am a Welshman.
It is a field, a lovely little field,
Where there are buttercups and daffodils,
And long rich grass and very shady trees.
Hold on a little, and the horse will get there,
Only, I ask you, let the horse have rein
lhat is my message to the British nation :

Hold on ! Hold fast ! But do not hold too tight !

"

[An Ocation. A Division is taken. Tlie Ayes have it.

A. P. H.
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TRUE SPORTSMANLIKE BEHAVIOUR.

'

THAT WAS A DOUBI.K FAM.T 1 *I:KVI.I>. WASN'T IT?

LOVr-FCTTEEK."

"NO. YOI'H SKCOND ONK WAS IN AI.I, llll.HI', I

THINK. I''ll-Ti:i N -l.0\ B."

" BtT I'M ALMOST HI UK IT WAS SOT. J.OVl: FlK-

TKI:N."

"NO, HKAT.LV, I'M THAI ni.'Al.l.Y CIHTAIS IT \\ \ > TV.

1'lhTKKN-MH I:."

IT I,OOKJ:I> Mii.i-.s our TO UK.

"\VEI.L, YOU wr.Ki: wuoxt;, THAT'S ALL. FIFTEEN-
i.ovH.

1
'

I!LT. MT PI:.MI <:,uui> )i;i.i.ow, 1 KNOW I'M Bicur.

Lovc-nmu.*1

"MY YK.RY noon IDIOT, vor AUKN'T. FIKFEES-I/I'. i

"

You I'l'i-HKADKU BI:AST, 1 AM. 7,o\ K-

I: A I.IAH! Yoc 'KI-: NOT. KIFTKI:X-! "\ i:

"Wtix, CALL JT A Lr.r."
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WORD CHAINS.
Sheila Davios and lior brother had

cycled over to play tennis. They sat,

with John and myself, on the steps and

watched the rain falling.
" As a matter of general interest,"

said Arthur Davies to me,
" when a

man invites his friends and neighbours
over to play tennis and it pours with

rain all the time, what is the correct

tiling for him to do?
"

"As a matter of general interest," I

answered,
" the good host will send the

ladies to play the piano, if any, and to

talk scandal, whether there ir

any or not. He will himself con

duct the men of the party to the

billiard-room or the smoking-
room and offer them cigarettes
and whisky if any."

"
Ah," said Davies,

" then it

isn't usual just to keep them

sitting miserably on the steps

watching the net float away ?
"

John, on whose steps we were

sitting, felt the need of speech.
"I liave often wondered," he

said, turning- to Miss Davies,
" how your brother ever got into

such a nice family as yours.
How do you keep so cheerful

with it always about?
"

" One gets used to it in time,"
said Miss Davies.

" I suppose so," said John.
" After all, we have the same
sort of family disaster in Alan,
but we manage to bear up."

Davies rose.
" You and Idon't seem popular

here,"he said tome. "Will you
conduct me to the billiard-room
or the smoking-room ? I am in
need of a wash."

" As a matter of general inter-

est," said John to Miss Davies,
"

is it the correct thing to wash
before setting out to visit friends,
or can it be left until some hours
after arrival?

"

Miss Davies sighed heavily." If you two are going to sit here
thinking of clever remarks to make
about each other I shall go home. For
goodness' sake let 's pretend we are
enjoying ourselves."

I am enjoying myself," said John
plaintively ;

" I 've been wanting to say
what I

really think of your brother for

years."
"
Well, don't do it now. Things are

miserable enough without having dis-
cussions on Arthur. Let 's all have a
game at something, shall we? "

'Splendid idea," said her brother."
What about tennis?"

"That's not a had notion," said

John, "and then he needn't have a

wash until to-morrow."
" I suggest," continued Miss Davies,

" that we play at Word Chains."

Davies buried his face in his hands

and groaned.
" It sounds fine," I said gallantly.

' What is if.'"
"
Well, it 's really a sort of mind

exercise. They recommend it in those

courses, you know," said Miss Davies,

r
'

it stimulates a logical sequence

reasoning and quickens the mental

processes.'
"

"Jolly good, Alan. However did you
euess it? Has he won?" he asked

" we

f

THE NEW RIVER BELLE."
Society Gossip Note. " I also saw the Honourable Pamela

Puntah, attended by a gorgeous creation in tangerine orange
and cornflower hlnn_ wit.h hafc n.vH Tinn/ika..^;,^ * .4-i*

*
**J

** gj'-'if^i-'wo U&vnUlUU HI UitllHcL 1IIU 1(111

and cornflower blue, with hat and handkerchief to match.
[It was remarked that at Henley the men's river attire

quite outshone the ladies'.]

guess it '/

Miss Davies.

"Of course not," said she;
haven't begun yet."

I sat down again hurriedly.
"Then," continued Miss Davies, "we

take turns, starting with the word
'margarine' and making a chain, each
word being connected in some way
with the one before it. And whoever
can get to the word 'hippopotamus'
first has won."

" One hippopotamus ?
"
asked John.

" WON," said Miss Davies sweetly.
Her brother groaned again.
" I "11 just give you an easy

example," went on Miss Davies

enthusiastically, "and then we'll

begin. Take the words 'fire'

and '

nigger.' A good chain would
be 'fire coal black nigger.
Do you see?

"

John and I made sounds ex

pressing that we thought we did
Davies just went on groaning."

Very well,
"
said Miss Davies,

"we'll begin. Now don't forget.We start with 'margarine' and

try to get to '

hippopotamus.'
The great thing is to keep the
word 'hippopotamus' in your
mind all the time and keep try-

ing to work towards it. Are you
ready? I"

'grease.'
"

"Greece?" said John, looking
startled.

:l

Yes, margarine grease,"
explained Miss Davies.

"
Oh, I see," said John, "er

oil."

I thought seriously for a mo-
ment.

Salad," I said, looking round
for approval.

"
Splendid," said Miss Davies.

Now you, Arthur."
"I refuse Oh, all right,"

he said. " Where have we

" We might get into bathing togs and
play polo," I suggested.

" Is that what they say about it ?
"

asked John fearfully.
"But it makes a splendid game,"

added Miss Davies eagerly.
" Let me

explain it to you and you '11 see. First
of all we think of a word, such as
er '

margarine.'
"

" Why ?
"
asked John.

" It 's part of the game, of course,"
said Miss Davies indignantly."

Oh, I see of course. How stupid
of me !

"
said John.

"Then we think of another word
quite different, such as

"

' '

Hippopotamus,'
"
I suggested." That 's right," said Miss Davies.

I stood up and bowed.
"Well, I'm hanged!" said John.

salad
'

er '

lobster.
' "

Do you catch the idea, as it were ?

We seemed to fall into the way of it

in a moment. Once we had tried

we progressed at a tremendous rate.

Perhaps we are all very clever, or

perhaps it was really easier than it

seems in the telling, but looking back
the conversation seems to have been

simply brilliant.

Well, here 's an idea of how we went
on, anyway, and you can judge for your-
selves (Davies, you remember, has just

snapped out " Lobster ") :

Miss Davies (quick as lightning).
Shrimp.

John. Whiskers. (A very subtle one,

this.)
Me. Beard. (Bather weak effort.)
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PLAY us A CHUNK, MIKTEH."

Dacies. Moustache. (Weaker still;

received with groans.)
Miss Da-vies (quick as another light-

ning). CHARLIE CHAPLIN. (Loud cheers
here and laughter, followed by a long
pause while John thinks.) At last :-

John. MARY PICKKOKD.
Me (after another pause). DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS.
Dacit'ti (indicating with a wave of the

hand that it lias been forced on him).
I). \V. (iiiiKKiTiis.

There is a slight hold-up at this

point while Miss Davies tells her brother
that he is not trying, and he says he
knows he isn't. Miss Davies gets back
on to the track amidst applause, how-
ever, with :

" Broken Blossoms."
After this things went on for a long

time, hours and hours I should say. 1

remember that \ve mentioned among
many subjects of interest sausage-
rolls, horoscopes, hair-pins, Cleopatra's
Needle and lung-wort. I must resist

the temptation to tell the whole ab-

sorbing story in detail, and skip rapidly
to the point where the chase reached
the fallowing interesting stage:
Mius Daries (still going strong).

Whale.
John (struggling hard but growing

weak). Oil.

Me. (quite innocently). Grease.

Davies (triumphantly). MABUARINE.
I looked at Miss Davios in embarrass-

ment. John gazed round pitifully.
"
But," he murmured weakly,

" isn't

that where we started ?
"

" Of course it is," said Miss Davies

indigna?itly.
" You 've spoilt the whole

game, Arthur."
"
Well, I can't help it," said her

brother ;

"
I thought that was the word

we were after. What was it, anyway '.'

"

We all looked at the sky and thought
hard.

"
Hanged if I know," said John.

"I 'in sure I don't," I said.

"Well, isn't that ridiculous?" said

Miss Davies.

"Of course it is," said her brother

brutally ;

" I knew it was ridiculous

from the beginning. You said it quick-
ened the mental processes. Would

memory be one of them ?
"

" Let 's go inside and have some ten,"

said John.

\\'o crept quietly indoors.

:!: ::: * * *

Halfway through tea Miss Davies

suddenly waved her teaspoon aloft.

We looked at her and saw a great light

shining in her eyes.

"Hip hip hippopotamus !

''

she

shrieked.

We all agreed that Miss Davies had
won.

M;i unanimity.
There was once a satirical pup
Who with newspaper rule was fed up,

So ho wrote bitter rhymes
Which disparaged The T-- /,

Hut wore praised in its weekly Lit.
'

The C inad'an officials refused to allow her
to land because she did not proopsc to carry
out her original intention torn any Captain

, ami the New Yorknut horities declined to
interfere with the Canadian decision."

Jtally Paper.

But what we really want to know is

where Tom and 'Arry come in.

" NKW VOHK, Sunday.
The S.K. Minuchuha left here vt -.In-day for

London with fifty crates of American birds and
a great variety of animal*.
Three trunks were carried for Ihc oppossinn

to build in and for the beaver* to gnaw."
/Mi/>/ Mirror.

Nothing is said about the other crea-

tures' luggage.

From the time-table of a Hampshire
motor-service :

The Fare; between any points on any
route will be found where the veitical Jim- ..!

figures under the name of one of the points
meets the horizontal line of figure's which
terminates in the name of theotherof the two

iul* between which a i* df.intl to travel."

The Hampshire Hog needs to be a very
learned pi^'.
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Mother. "WELL, DARLINGS, WHAT ABE YOU PLAYING?"

Margaret. "WE'RE PLAYING AT WEDDINGS. I'M THE BRIDE AND BETTY'S THE BRIDESMAID."

Mother. "Bui WHERE'S THE BRIDEGBOOM?" Margaret. "On, THIS is A VERY QUIET WEDDING.

THE REEFS.
ALL the grim rocks that stand guard about Scilly

Wingletang, Great Smith and Little Granilly,
The Barrel of Butter, Dropnose and Hellweather

Started to boast of their conquests together,
Of drowned men and gallant, tall vessels laid low
While gulls wheeled about them like flurries of snow
And green combers romped at them smashing in

thunder,

Gurgling and booming in caverns down under,

Sending their diamond-drops flying in showers.
" Oh," said the reefs,

" what a business is ours !

Since saints in coracles paddled from Erin

(Fishing our waters for sinners and herrin')
And purple-sailed triremes of Hamilco came
To the Islands of Tin, we've played at the game.

'

We shattered the galleys of conquering Koine,
The galleons of PHILIP that scudded for home
(The sea-molluscs slime on their glittering gear) ;

We plundered the plundering French privateer,
We caught the great Indiaman head in the wind
And gutted her hold of the treasures of Ind

;

We sank a whole fleet of three-deckers one night
(The drift of the sand keops their culverins bright),
And cloudy tea-clippers that raced from Canton

Swept into our clutches and never went on.
Come steel leviathans scorning disaster
We scrapped them as fast if anything faster.

So pick up your pilot and take a cross-bearing,
Sound us and chart us from Lion to Tearing,
Arid ring us with lighthouses, day-marks and buoys,
The gales are our hunters, the fogs our decoys.
We shall not go hungry ;

we grin and we wait,

Blask-fanged and foam-drabbled, the wolves at the Gate."

_^^____________ PATLANDEK.

AWAY TO THE MEADOWS!
ALTHOUGH the cost of everything is on the rise there are

still a few good things that quite a little money can buy.
One pound, for example or, if you prefer it, twenty shil-

lings can work wonders by taking (under the auspices of

the Children's Country Holiday Fund) a London child away
from our smoke and grime for a fortnight of country air

and surprises, excitements and joys. The Fund (the lion.

Treasurer of which is the Earl of AUEAN, 18, Buckingham
Street, Strand, London) must not now be restricted because

lodgings and railway fares are dearer. Last year the sum
asked for each child was just half what is now required ;

but the increase is necessary. Yet even with the increase

it is not great, considering the good that it can do! In

spite of all the other claims of the moment upon his readers'

generosity, Mr. Punch trusts that this modest and most
excellent ameliorative organisation will not be neglected.

"The police are divided in their opinions as to whether M;:mia is

still alive or whether she has gone to Canada." Provincial Pa].er.

Why this "down "
on the Dominion ?
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OUR PARISH CHURCH.
JOHN BULL. "LET ME SEE, WE MUST BE ESPECIALLY GENEROUS TO-DAY.

COLLECTION IS FOB THE RESTORATION FUND."
TflK
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
^,.,.,n/, July 5th. When tho Ger-

mans left IVking after the Boxer Re-

bellion they took with thorn tho astro-

nomical instruments which had hung
for centuries on its walls. How tlio

Celestial equivalent of Old Moore has

^<ed to translate the message of the

stars without; their assistance I cannot

imagine; hut the Chinese Government

does not appear to be worrying, for,

though it was specifically provided at

"A GENEROUS TEAPOT."

COLONEL WEDGWOOD.

Versailles that the instruments should

he returned, China has omitted to sign
the Peace Treaty.
There are the makings of a great

statesman in Sir JOHN BEES. Some

apprehension having been expressed
lest France should prohibit the im-

portation of silk mourning crepe and
so injure an old British industry, he was

quick to suggest a remedy.
" Would it

not he possible," he asked in his most

insinuating tones,
" to have a deal be-

tween silk and champagne ?
" And the

House, which is not yet entirely com-

posed of "Pussyfeet," gave him an

approving cheer.

A certain General GOLOVIN having
published statements reflecting on Mr.
CHURCHILL'S conduct of the campaign
in North llussia last year, that section

of tho House which is always ready to

take tho word of any foreigner as against
that of any Englishman, particularly
of any English Minister, at once as-

sumed that the charges were correct.

The SECEETARY OF STATE FOR WAR was
in his place, with the light of battle in

his eye, ready to meet his enemies in

the gate. But by tho time Mr. BONAR
LAW had done with them there was
not much left of the charges. So far

as the statements were true, he said,

they merely repeated what was already

familiar to the House. Everyho ly

knew that the Government was help-

ing the anti-Bolshevik forces last year.
But the story that Mr. Cm K>.-1111,1, had
taken his orders from Admiral KOLT-
CHAK was both untrue and absurd,

lie had simply carried out the policy
of tho Government, a policy which,

though some lion. Members did not
seem to appreciate it, had now been
altered.

Committee on tho Finance Bill saw
the annual assault on tho tea duty.
" We are going to drop this duty directly
we are in a position to do so," said Com-
mander KENWORTHY, with his eye on
the Treasury Bench. " Who are we ?"
shouted the Coalitionists; and it pre-

sently appeared that "we" did not in-

clude Sir DONALD MACLEAN, but did

include Colonel WEDGWOOD, who, as

becomes one of his name, was all for a

generous tea-pot.
Undeterred by his failure over tea,

Commander KENWORTHY next attacked

the duty on films, complaining inter

alia, "Mr. CHAPLIN is taxed twenty
pounds for every thousand feet." Mr.
CHAMBERLAIN defended the tax on gen-
eral grounds, but wisely avoided Mr.
CHAPLIN'S feet, over which it is notori-

ously easy to trip.

The debate on the beer duty shattered

one more illusion. It is an article of

faith with the " Wee Frees
"
that Sir

GEORGE YOUNGER is the power behind
the scenes, and that Mr. LLOYD GEORGE
is a mere marionette, who only exists to

do his bidding. Yet here was tho auto-

crat confessing, qua brewer, that the

latest addition to the beer duty was the

biggest surprise of his life.

Tuesday, July 6th. The LORD CHAN-
CELLOR'S request for leave of absence in

order that he might attend the Spa
Conference was granted. LordCnKwi-:'s

remark, that it was " a matter of regret
that the Government had to depend
upon the noble and learned lord for

legal assistance," might perhaps have

been less ambiguously worded. At any
rate Lord BIRKENHEAD thought it neces-

sary to allay any possible apprehensions

by adding that he would be accom-

panied by the ATTORNEY-GENERAL.
The gist of Mr. CHURCHILL'S compre-

hensive reply to allegations of waste at

Chilwell was that there were not enough
sheds to cover all the stores, and that

to build additional accommodation
would cost more than it would save.

There was a pleasant Hibernian flavour

about his admission that the goods,
"

if

they remained in theirpresentcondition,

would, of course, deteriorate."

Who says that D.O.R.A. has out-

lived her usefulness ? The HOME SECRE

TAUY announced that the sale of choco-
lates in theatres is still verboten, so
the frugal swain, whose " best girl

"

has a healthy appetite, may breathe

again.
Mr. CI.YNKS, usually so cautious, was

in a reckless mood. First he tried to

move the adjournment over the Goi.o-
vix revelations, and was informed by
the SPEAKER that a report of doubtful

authenticity, relating to events that

happened over a year ago, could hardly
be described as either "

urgent
"

or
"definite."

Next, on the Finance Bill, he shocked
his temperance colleagues by boldly

demanding cheaper beer. But. although
he received the powerful support of

Admiral Sir R. HALL, he failed to soften

the heart of the CHANCELLOR, who de-

clared that lie must have his increased

revenue, and that the beer-drinker must

pay his share of it.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN turned a more

sympathetic ear to the bark of another

sea-dog, Admiral ADAIR, who sought a

reduction of the tax on champagne, and
mentioned the horrifying fact that even

City Companies were abandoning its

consumption. He received the un-

expected support of Lieutenant-Com-
mander KENWORTHY, who declared that

LIEUT. - COMMANDER KENWORTHY
GIVES AN INFERIOR IMITATION OF
MR. CHARLES CHAPLIX.

Yorkshire miners always had a bottle

after their day's work and denounced
an impost that would rob a poor man
of his "boy." Eventually the CHANCEL-
LOR agreed to reduce the new ad valorem

duty by a third. Ho might have mode
the same reduction in tho case of cigars
but for the declaration of a Labour
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Memhei that this was becoming "a rich

man's I'.iul^et iVniii top to bottom.

\\',;in .,/,(, .Inhi ;///. Never was

Ixml HU.OANK.S power of clear kbink-

mployed to better advantage than

in his lucid exposition of the Duplicands
anil Foil-duties (Scotland) Hill. 1 would

not like to assert positively that all the

Peers present fully grasped the mo-

mentous fact that'll duplicand was a

casualty" and might bo sometimes

twice the feu-duty and sometimes three

times that, amount ;
hut they under-

; enough to agree that it, was a

very fearful wild-fowl and ought to be

lined by law.

After this" piquant //orWV/nTc they
d down to a solid joint of national

finance, laid before them by Lord M IDLE-

TON. I am afraid they would have

found it rather indigestible but for the

sauce provided by Lord INCHCAPK, who
was positively skittish in his comments

upon the extravagance of the Govern-

ment, and on one occasion even in-

dulged in a pun. In his view the

Ministry of Transport was an entirely

superfluous creation, solely arising out

of the supposed necessity of finding a

new job for Sir ERIC GEDDEH. I sup-

pose the PfliME MINISTER said,
" Here 's

a square peg, look you ; let us dig a

hole round it."

The LOUD CHANCELLOR'S reply was

vigorous but not altogether convincing.
His description of the Government as

a body of harassed and anxious econo-

mists did not altogether tally with his

subsequent picture of the CHANCELLOR
OK THE EXCHEQUER "

always resisting

proposals for expenditure made by his

colleagues in the Cabinet." Despite
his eloquence the Peers passed Lord
MIDLETON'S motion by 95 votes to 23.

The Commons made good progress
with the Finance Bill, though there was
a good deal of justifiable criticism of its

phraseology. The .SECRETARY OF THE
TRK \SI:RY admitted that there was one
clause of which he did not understand
a word, but wisely refused to specify
it. Colonel WI:IM;\\OOI> advanced the
remarkable proposition that "the work-
ers in the long run pay all the taxes,"
but did not jump at Captain ELLIOTT'S

suggestion that in that case it would
save trouble if the CHANCKLI.OH were to

levy all the taxes on the working-classes
direct. When asked to extend further
relief to charities Mr. CHAMKEKLAIN
sought a definition of "charity." Would
it apply, for example, to " the association
of a, small number of gentlemen in dis-

tress obeying the law of self-preserva-
tion in the lace of world -forces which
threaten to sweep them out of exist-

ence"? I seem to hear ,"!//-. Wilkius
\Ji<-ii-l>cr reply, "The answer is in the
allirmative."

Thursday, Jl;j Uh.Iii the absence

of the LORD CHANCELLOR the Gas

Regulation Hill was entrusted bo UH
U.NDKIi - Si:< RKTAIiY KOH Alii. The

mingling of gas and air has before now

been known 'to produce an explosion,

-fr.. (?,;>,

DAVID COPPERt'IELD UP TO DATE.

3/C. ClyltfS. "LOOK HEBE IF THE PRICE

OF Al.E KEEl'S ON GOING IP LIKE THIS I'LL

HAVE TO SPEAK TO AUSTEN CHANBEHLAIN
ABOUT IT."

but on this occasion Lord LONDOX-
DEiiitY so deftly handled liis material

that not a single Peer objected to the

Second Reading.
The proceedings in the Lower House

were much more livelv. Mr. STANTON

A w

MK. MONTAGU S'EXCUbK.

hreatened that there would be a general
strike of Members of Parliament unless

ir salaries were increased
; but Mr.

BONAU LAW seemed to be more amused
;han alarmed at the prospect. The
OHANCF.T.I.OU OF THE EXCHKQUER was

asked point-blank whether he was
satisfied with the reduction in the

bureaucracy during the last six months,
and replied that lie was not, and bad
therefore appointed Committees to in-

vestigate the staff's in seven of the

Departments. The number is unfortu-

nately suggestive.

"If seven maids with seven mops
Swept it for half a year.

Do you suppose." the Walrus said,
" That they could got it clear '?

"

And we know what the Carpenter re-

plied.
If an unnecessary amount of heat

was engendered by the debate on
General DYER'S case the fault must be

partly attributed to the INDIAN SE< KK-

TAHY'S opening speech.
" Come, Mon-

tagu, for thou art early up
"

is a line

from one of the most poignant scenes
in SHAKSPKAHE

;
but early rising, at

Westminster as elsewhere, is not always
conducive to good temper.
Members who thought with Sir ED-

WARD CARSON that General DYER had
not been fairly treated resented Mr.
MONTAGU'S insinuation that in that

case they were condoning
"

frightful-
ness." Mr. CHURCHILL was more judic-

ious, and Mr. BONAR LAW did his level

best to keep his followers in the Gov-
ernment Lobby. But Sir A. HUNTER-
WESTON'S reminder that by the instruc-

tions issued by the civil authority to

General DYER he was ordered " to use
all force necessary. No gathering of

persons nor procession of any sort will

be allowed. All gatherings will be fired

on," confirmed them in the view that

the GENERAL was being made a scape-

goat. No fewer than 129 voted against
the Government, whose majority would
have been very minute but for the

assistance of its usual foes, the " Wee
Frees

"
and Labourites.

"Kble's own future should be all the muie
secure in a University in which there is not

only complete religious intolerance but com-

plete religious equality." T,ocal 1'upci'.

Poor old Oxford ! Still " the home of

lost causes
"
apparently.

"Few storie.-i of London origin are more
familiar than that of the cabby who, reganliaig
his day off us one of his indisputable rights,

spent it each week in riding about the City
with a fellow cabby in order to keep him com-

pany." Sunday Paper.

That 's why they called him a busman
and his holiday a busman's holiday.

Do you remember the sad fate of a certain

distinguished hostess who found herself at

midnight left with only a few hogs and elderly
men to entertain her pretty girl guests, and the

sudden epidemic of rents that necessitated a

rush to the cloakroom for mending."
Mrcniiiti /','/'' ''

The ripping property of tusks is well

known.
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THE WOMAN-HATER.

FAB-EASTERN ENGLISH.
A HETURNINO circumnavigator re-

ports that the passengers on the hoat

j-a Japanese liner coming from Yoko-
hama to Honolulu were apprised of the
fact that they wore to have two Thurs-

days, one immediately following the
other (and you can have no notion
how long a second Thursday can be),

owing to the crossing of the imaginary
but very boring line which divides the
two hemispheres. The official notice
caine from the captain's own hand.
The ship had an American purser and
an American chief steward, and there
were many English on board, but the

gallant little commander preferred to
tackle the linguistic problem unaided.
On Wednesday, therefore, the board
had lliis announcement pinned to it:

"As she will he crossed the meridian
of 180 to-morrow, so to-morrow again."
Could, after the first blow, anything
be clearer?

Meanwhile from Slain come the glad
tidings that the .British residents in

Bangkok are to have a new paper.

That the editorial promises are rich the

following extracts sufficiently prove :

" The news of English we tell the

latest, writ in perfect style and earliest.

Do a murder get commit, we hear and
tell of it. Do a mighty chief die, we
publish it in borders of sombre. Staff

has each one been college and writes

like the Kipling and the Dickens. We
circulate every town and extortionate
not for advertisements. Buy it."

Rather a Tall Order.

"Fon BALK.

Grey flanucl suit made by English tailor in

January last, unworn Rs. 50 ; chest 39, height
8 ft. 5 inches." Indian Paper.

"Small (Klcphanli I'rain. ;i^ new, extending
back, G gns." Local /

Thanks ; but we always take our

elephant in the side-car.

"Samuel Johnson, who had pleaded guilty

yesterday to stealing a pallet, was >.>iiteuced

t<> three months' hard lalxiii"
1

."

F.veninrt Paper.

When lie comes out
(if there is any

truth in UOSWEI.I.) lie will make a pun.

Vers Libre.

There was an old man of Dunoon
Who always ate soup with a fork ;

For lie said,
" As I eat

Neither fish, fosvl or flesh

I should finish my dinner too quick."

' It is as well to note that during dr\ v, eat In -r

it is always advisable to pas- thr watering c .in

along the rows of plants in order to moisten
the soil." Daily Paper.

This means, we think,
" Water the

garden."
'

'

"The City \iews with the gravest concern
the existence of place-; like I'idcot."

7)<ii/</ Palter.

There is reason to believe that Didcot
entertains precisely similar feelings in

regard to the City.

Commercial Candour.

"For Lightweight Motor C'jcles there is no
.liter-native to the .M >..

Maximum Weight. Minimum Performance."
Traile /'<i/i. r.

"Reason and instinct dictate the smokiug
of a ci i will give the minimum of

pleasure at a moil.

Adri. til Erening I'aptr.
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OUR PASTORAL.
"Hri.i.OA, Melhuish," J said,

" aftoi

all you had itloul weather for your Mi>l-

sttmmt-r Xiyht's Dream yesterday."
"
ideal," said Melhuish moodily.

"Really, if you'd picked the day it

couldn't liave boon better. You want

peculiar atmospheric conditions for a

pastoral, don't you ? Just enough sun,

not too much wind, temperature con-

genial for sitting out-of-doors. You had

'cm all."

Melhuish nodded.
" Your garden must be looking like

fairyland too now with the roses out

and the trees in nil their full summer

greenery."
He nodded again.
" What a setting for

the Dream .' It drew a

crowd, of course?
"

"
Yes, we drew the

county."
I sighed regretfully.

"How 1 wish I hadn't

funked it, but with my
lumbago I never dare
risk damp grass and it

looked so awfully like

rain in the morning."
Melhuish suddenly

got excited. "Looked
like rain !

"
he said vio-

lently. "It did rain.

It rained several drops.
I never saw such drops,
as big as saucers. Per-

haps you didn't hear
the thunder?"

" My dear bean," I

said,
"

it was the thun-
der which put me off

coming to see you as
Bottom and Mrs. Mel-

mer begun in real earnest. We got in

extra gardeners, worked like niggers

ourselves, and when the turf was in per-

fect condition and the thyme was

coming up on 1'itania's bank we fixed

the date and billed the county.
After that we all got nervous and

went about consulting weather fore-

Old Moore prophesied heavy
The Daily Mail said a cyclone

casts.

rains. a _ __

from New York was on the way.
weather -

glasses jumped about
The
and

seemed to know their own minds even
less than usual. Three days before the
date thunderstorms were reported all

over the country and a fowl was struck

Dy lightning. But not a drop of rain

tame to our village.
" At tho dress-rehearsal the night

Profiteer. "I
VALET STANDIN'
TO CALL 'IM."

WANT YOU TO PAJNT ME WITH A BOOK IN Ml" 'AND AND MY
UNOBTRUSIVELY IN THE BACKGROUND IN CASE I MIGHT WISH

huish as Titania in the most idylli

surroundings I can imagine."" You wouldn't have seen us in an;,
idyllic surroundings," said Melhuish
He had relapsed into moodiness again
I could see there was something senous" What happened, old friend ?

"
I saic

gently.
" We began rehearsing during that

glorious spell of sunshine in the springwhen the garden was a carpet of daffo-
dils and it was a sheer joy to play about
out-of-doors. Then the weather broke
for a time and we migrated to the Parish
Hall. You know our Parish Hall ?

"
"
Quite well. A little tin place on the

left from the rectory."" That 's it. It 's got a platform on
trestles at one end and a paraffin lampm tho middle. The Vicar placed it at
our disposal when there wasn't a
Women's Institute or a choir practiceand on chilly nights he had the 'Bea-
nce stove

'

lit for us. Then the Sum-

before the performance we debated the
weather prospects until the moon rose
Lysandcr said his bit of seaweed which
he brought from Bognor was as dry as
parched peas and he would back it

against any fool barometer. Cockle-
white, our prompter, said he didn't want
to depress the company, but he had a
leech in a bottle of water which rose foi
fine weather and sank for wet, and he
was bound to tell us it was like lead
at the bottom at the present moment.
Hermia pointed to the heavens,

' Red
sky at night shepherds' delight,' she
quoted. There was no gefctino
i;om the swallows; they were nose-

away
-. .

" l
*'-'j' >voio iiuay-

diving to a bird. 'Hang swallows,'
Oberon said ;

'

put your trust in mos-
quitoes. Look at my eyelid.'

''It's no good talking,' Theseus
aid

;

'

nobody can tell until the morn-
ng, and then it '11 be up to Bottom to
ecide by 11.30 whether it 's to be in-
oors or out. He 's our stage-manager

and wo know his arrangements in case
of rain. They 're the only arrane-
ments possible in our little village, alid
it 's going to be a nightmare instead of
a dream if they have to bo carried out.
But we can depend upon Bottom to
make a wise decision. He '11 notify us
and tho boy - scouts will notify the
audience. All we've got to do is not
to grouse.'

"Cocklewhite said he would phoneme the position of his leech at 9 A.M.,
and Lysander promised to report an

change in the condition of the seaweec
I set our glass and Titania and I go
up at half-hour intervals during th

night and tapped it. It refused to budg
either way.

At dawn Titania looked out of th
window and gave a wil

cry.
' Bed sky in th,

morning shepherds
warning,' she wailed
At breakfast Cockle
white phoned that hi

leech was dead, and h
had strong suspicion
it had died from atrno

spheric pressure. Al
most at the same
moment Lysandcr sen
word that his seaweec
had gone clammy dur

ing the night. Half
an-hour later came a

clap of thunder and the

drops of rain I men-
tioned. I needn't go
on. You can guess the
rest."

Melhuish paused.
"But the perform-

ance came off, didn't
t?" I said.
"
Yes, in the Parish

a perfect day for aHall. It was
pastoral."

"J.

innings. "-

A Clean Hitter.
- carried his bath through the
-Scotch Paper.

"Fishing near the bridge on Monday a
schoolboy caught a chub with artificial' fly
weighing 21bs. ISozs." Local Paper.
It is supposed that the unfortunate fish
was struck on the head and stunned.

" After long delays a new Polish Cabinet has
been formed under Mr. Grabsld. I ID would
annex much Russian territory outright."

Weekly Paper.
Pace SHAKSPEARE, there would seem to
be something in a name.

"THAT QUEER FISH THE SALMON.
Some fish are 'takers,' some are not. but

nost salmon can be worried into talking."

Daily Paper.
Whereas most fishermen chatter of
.heir own accord.
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t'irir Skipper. "WiHD OKI-TIN" IT NU-H.V WHAT?"

HARDING AND COX.
an inquiry into the two Candidates for the

Presidency of the United States of America.)
I WISH I knew some facts regarding
The private life of Air. HABDING

;

I wish that I had simply stocks
Of anecdotes of Mr. Cox.

In U.S.A. (where both are resident
And each one hoping to be President)

Their favourite hymns, their size in hoots,
Their views on liquor and cheroots

Are known to all; not JULIUS C-ESAB
Is quite so- much renowned as these are.

In England, where they do not dwell,
No one appears to know them well.

One cannot say if Cox's liver

Keeps well upon the Swanee River,
Nor whether HAHDIXG iinds, when glum,
Any relief in chewing gum.

It may be that they both have good rows
Of dental ornaments like WOODROW'S,
The waist of TAFT, the ROOSEVELT eye
For pinking hippopotami.

It may be HARDING had some flickers

Of CLEVELAND'S spirit whilst in knickers,
And Cox while yet a puling babe
Dreamed tiny dreams of LINCOLN (Ann);

And both, although they knew they 'd catch it,

Cut fruit-trees with a little hatchet ;

I loth may have been, when glorious youths.
Too proud to fight or tell untruths.

I cannot say. I know they wrangle
On points 1 dare not disentangle,
That one of them 's a Democrat
And t' other 's uot. And that is that. RVOK.

GEE !

ON the upper floors of a shop in the Strand, between

Wellington Street and the Savoy, is a well-known maker
of fowling-pieces, who gave me a terrible start the other

day ; a-nd probably not me alone, but many passers-by who
chanced to look upwards at his windows, tor he is at the
moment advertising the most undesirable article in the

world, a commodity for which I can conceive of no demand
whatever. Yet there the result of the caprice of adhesive
cement or the desire of one letter of the alphabet to get
level with its neighbour and be dropped too the amazing
notice is, in conspicuous white enamel :

SECOND I! \ND
I'NR.

The Domestic Problem Solved.

"A Lady wishes to meet with a gentleman or lady to share her
home as sole paying guest ; one with a hobby for gardening preferred :

rvcrv home comfort ; terms, i'300 per annum." Sunday 1'aper.

We are desirous of entertaining, on the same terms, a lady
(or gentleman) with * penchant for cooking and washing-up.

"The Hindus and Mahometans are the two eyes of India, but have

long lieen engaged in a tug-of-war. On account of this cleavage both
lia\i suffered, but now tho wall of separation is broken down, and they
arc coming together like Migar and milk, the bitter feeling* between
them having been pulled out like a thorn. They are advised to give
up biting each other for the future." Indian Paper.

Or our contemporary will have exhausted its stock of

metaphors.
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A STORY ABOUT A CLOCK.

Oi'it move-in took place in no furtiv

01- clandestine fashion ;
our installatior

of ourselves in our semi-detached wa

performed well under the eye of th

neighbouring public. Our furnitur

waited on the public thoroughfare unti

our new home was ready to receive it

.11 children played games on ou

sofa; enthusiastic acquaintances playei

tunes on our piano. In a word, ou

move-in was a local festival ; everyon
took part. This is the sad tale of tin

man who took the most expensive par
the clock.

If the hard choice had been put k
Diana, my wife, to say which she couk

least sorrowfully part with, me or the

clock, the clock would have stayed. I

I had been put to the same disma

alternative as to Diana or the clock

Diana would have gone. In fact, directly

the clock was safely in Diana had gon<

out. That was all she cared about

small children might play on the sofa

enthusiastic acquaintances might play
on the piano, and I might toil unremit

tingly with everything else, for all Diana

cared. So, the clock being in, out she

wont upon her lawful or unlawful pur

poses. As she departed she said some

thing about my seeing to the clock

I remembered that later on, but I re

membered it wrong. This is how ]

did it.

The man sat a little on my own
special chair (at that time on the pave-

ment) before he came in. I asked him
what he was sitting there for. He gol

up and came inside. Then I asked him
what he had come in for, and he

said, "The clock." I looked at the

clock and it had stopped. I gave it a

shake, and it still stopped. He said it

was no good shaking it
;
that only an-

noyed it. He said he had come to look

after it. He then took off his hat and his

coat, moved the fingers about, put his

ears to it to hear its heart beating, and
asked me what I had been doing to it.

I said I hadn't been doing anything
io it; he watched me doing things
;o everything else, and adopted an ex-

aression as if to say he didn't believe
me. He gave me the feeling that I was
a very interfering person, and that he
didn't want to have anything more to
do with me. He said he should have
.o take the clock away. I asked him
when he would bring it back. He said
le didn't know. He appeared to take
a pessimistic view of it. I asked him
sheerfully if he would ever bring it

jack. He gave me a contemptuous
ook and, without another word, went,
aking the clock with him.
When Diana came back she asked

vhere the clock was. I said it had

gone. "Gone whore?" asked Diana.

1 said I didn't know ;
the man. had

taken it.
" What man ?

"
asked Diana.

1 was trying to move the sofa at the

moment and I was inclined to be short-

spoken. I said that the man who had

taken it was, no doubt, the man whom
Diana had gone forth to find and bid

take away our clock. Diana said that,

if the man had said that she had said

that he might take our clock away,

the man was a liar. Had the man said

that she had said he might take the

clock away? The answer was in the

negative.
Then the truth emerged. The man

had stolen our clock. I had assisted the

man to steal our clock, helping him to

lift it off its perch and handing him

his bowler hat as ho left.

It all sounds incredible, doesn't it ?

But you will admit, I am sure, that it

is a thing which could quite easily hap-

pen to anyone. Isn't it?

To be quite frank, I have improved
the story a bit. The clock wasn't

really stolen.

Was the man really taking it away to

repair it ? No ; to tell you the truth

he didn't actually take it away at all.

In fact, I might as well own that no

man ever came into the house while I

was shifting the furniture in from the

street. And, if you want to know, I

never had a clock . . . nor a wife . . .

nor a house.

The mere fact of my pretending that

there are such things as semi-detacheds
for people to move into these days
ought to have put you wise from the

start that the whole tale was a fabri-

cation. . =============

CUBES WOETH MAKING.
(By our Medical Expert.)

The Times, in its daily summary of
' News in Advertisements

"
recently

jailed attention to the appeal of an
invalided officer who " will be glad to

give a hundred pounds to any doctor,
nerve specialist or hospital that can
cure him of occupation neurosis and
writer's cramp." A careful study of
other newspapers shows that offers of

.landsome remuneration for cures are
not confined to those who have suf-

fered from the War, but are made by
jivilians and officials of the highest
josition in public life. We append a
ew outstanding examples of the splen-
did opportunities now provided to

jsycho-pathological specialists :

A Cabinet Minister of massive phy-
ique, perfect self-confidence and im-
riovable determination, who has had
'aried experience in different business

allings and (up to a certain point) un-

arying success, offers five thousand
xnmds to any professor of deportment

or member of the Old Nobility in re-

duced circumstances who will impart
to him suavity of manner, tact and

diplomatic courtesy, the lack of which
constitutes the sole obstacle to his

achieving immortality. If the instructor

can succeed in making him (the Cabinet

Minister) really beloved the honorarium
will be doubled.

An Editor of thirty years' experience
as a journalist, first-rate linguist, deeply
versed in geography, Central European
politics, etc., will give five hundred

pounds to any mental specialist, regis-
tered or unregistered, who will cure
him of an irresistible temptation on
all occasions, with or without provoca-
tion, to utilise every incident, occur-

rence, calamity or disaster as a means
of assailing and undermining the posi-
tion of the Coalition Government in

general and the PRIME MINISTER in

particular.
A Member of Parliament, formerly

attached to one of His Majesty's ser-

vices, is prepared to offer fifty pounds
to any phrenologist who without in-

flicting undue pain will reduce or re-

move the Bump of Curiosity which at

present impels him without rhyme or

reason to bombard Ministers with irre-

levant questions contrary to the public
interest and calculated to produce the

maximum amount of irritation even

amongst Members who sit on the same
side of the House.
A Peer of great wealth, striking

physiognomy, affectionate disposition
and wonderful general knowledge will

pay the sum of twenty thousand pounds
to any psychiatric practitioner who
succeeds in eliminating from his system
the microbe of filmolatry, the ravages
of which have latterly threatened to

infect his monumental mind with his-

trionic monomania highly deleterious

to the best interests of the community.
A neo - Georgian poet, disciple of

FREUD, pacificist and vegetarian, will

gladly pay five pounds to any psycho-
pathic suggestionist who will extirpate
from his subconsciousnessthe lingering
relics of an antipathy to syncopated
rhythms which retard his progress to-

wards a complete mastery of the tech-

nique of amorphous bombination.

Another "Substitute."

"For the first time ou record snow has
fallen at Albany, Western Australia.
The Food Ministry announces that this sur-

plus will therefore be available for homo jam-
making." Provincial Paper.

" The Eoman poets, all of them inveterate

Cockneys, talk of the joys of the country, of

purling streams and lowing kine and frisking

lamps." Weekly Paper.

And their verses occasionally smell of

them.
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Prospective Mistress. " ABE YOU A CONSISTENTLY EARLY KISEU ?
"

Maid. "NOT ABF ! WHY, MUM, IN MY LAST PLACE THE MASTER'S PET NAME FOB ME WAS 'THE EARLY WORM.'"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Rescue (DENT) is a story in the authentic manner of Mr.
JOSKI-H CONHAD at his unapproachable best. If it is true,
as one has heard, that tho book was begun twenty-five
years ago and resumed lately, this explains but does nothing
to minimize a fact upon which we can all congratulate our-
selves. The setting is the shallow seas of the Malay coast,
where Lingard, an adventurer (most typically CONRAD)
whose passion in life is love for his brig, has pledged him-
self to aid an exiled young Rajah in the recovery of his

rights. At the last moment however, when his plans are
at point of action, the whole scheme is thwarted by the

stranding of a private yacht containing certain persons
whose rescue (complicated by his sudden subjection to the
woman of the party) eventually involves Lingard in the loss

of fortune and credit. Perhaps you can suppose what Mr.
CONRAD makes of a theme so congenial ; how the tale moves
under his hand in what was once well called that "

smoky
magnificence" of atmosphere, just permitting the reader to

observe at any moment so much and no more of its direction.

Of tho style it would now be superfluous to speak. It has
been given to Mr. CONRVD, working in what is originally a

foreign medium, to use it with a dignity unsurpassed by
any of our native craftsmen. Such phrases as (of the pru-
dent mate remonstrating with Lingard) :

" What he really
wanted was to have his existence left intact, for his own
cherishing and pride;" or again,

" The situation was too

complicated to be entrusted to a cynical or shameless

hope," give one the quick pleasure of words so delicately
and deftly used as to seem newly coined. Rescue, in short,
is probably the greatest novel of the year, one by which

its author has again enriched our literature with work of

profound and moving quality.

I WAS inclined to flatter myself that nothing in the plot
of The Silver Tea-shop (STANLEY PAUL) could possibly take
me by surprise, but I found towards tho end that Miss
E. EVERETT GREEN had contrived to slip in the real villain all

unsuspected while I, as she meant me to, was staring hard
at the supposed one, so that there I must acknowledge myself
defeated. With a stolen invention, an old gentleman found
shot in his room, and a son under a vow to avenge his

father, the story provides plenty of thrills, and the " Silver

Tea-shop
"

itself has the fascination that business ventures
in books often exercise. It seems to be run on such lavish

lines for the prices charged that I found myself looking
hungrily for its address. I wish the author had not re-

ferred to her hero as having
" mobile digits

"
and burdened

her ingenuous story with anything so important as a pro-

logue. By making the villain's deserted offspring not one

baby girl only, or even twins, but triplets, Miss EVERETT
GREEN provides waitresses all of one family for the " Silver

Tea-shop," and that, though a happy arrangement, is a little

toouncommon to add to thelikelihood of an unconvincing tale.

When a book is succinctly labelled Love Stories (DonAN),
at least no one has any right to complain that he wasn't
warned beforehand of the character of its contents. As a
matter of fact, human nature being what it is, I have little

doubt that Mrs. MARY ROBERTS EINEHART has hit upon a

distinctly profitable title. Indeed I believe that this has

already been proved in the Land of Freedom, from which the
work comes to us, where (I am given to understand) the

vogue of sentimental fiction is even greater than with our-
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selves What the name does nothing to indicate is that the

stories are almost all of them laid in or about hospital wards.

For some, perhaps most, of the author's admirers this may

serve only to increase the charm ; for others, who prefer

their romance unrlavonred with iodoform, not. Undeniable

that she has a smiling way with her, and a gift of sympa-

thetic enjoyment that carries off the old, old dialogues, oven

imparting 'freshness to the tale of the patient in e.rtrcinia

who persuades his attractive nurse into a death-bed mar-

riage, treatment that the slightest experience of fiction

should have warned her to be invariably curative. Perhaps

the best of the tales is "Jane," which tells very amusingly

the results of a hospital strike that in actual life would, I

imagine, have provided little humorous relief. By this time

yon may have gathered that what matters about Mrs.

kixriiu'rr is not what she says but the way that she says it
;

upon which hint you can act as fancy dictates.

1 very distinctly feel that " KATHARINE TYNAN
"
could have

made a first-rate novel of Denys the Dreamer (COLLINS) and

have had plenty over for a good second if she had taken the

trouble. Butherrluent

pen rims away with

her down paths that

lead nowhere in parti-

cular, instead of de-

veloping her main
characters and situa-

tions to an intelligible
and satisfactory point.

Denys is of a gentle
Irish family that has
come down to very
small farming. He
dreams good, solid and
rather Anglo - Saxon
dreams of draining

bogs on the sea-coast

estates of Lord Lee-

nane, whose agent he
becomes (and whose

daughter he loves
from afar), and of a

great port that is to rival Belfast. Unexpected, not to say
incredible, assistance comes from a Jew money-lender and
his wife. The portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Aarons are the
best things in the book, and I hope Mrs. HINKSON will

make a novel about these two admirable people some day
soon. Denys makes his own and his patron's fortune and
I am sure lives happily ever after with Dawn, who is the

palest wraith of a girl, owing to the shameful neglect of her
author, who is too busy putting large sums of money into
the pockets of the principal puppets. Indeed, for a West
Coast of Ireland story a demoralising amount of money
is going about.

The principal scenes of The North Door (CONSTABLE) are
laid in the Cornwall of some hundred-and-thirty years ago,and I welcome Dr. GBEVILLE MACDONALD as an expert"in
the Cornish language and character. Cornwall, as all
readers of fiction know, has during the last few years been
attacked again and again by novelists, and most of them
would do well to study Dr. MACDONALU'S romance and most
thoroughly to digest it. In form, however, he will have
ttle to teach them, for his book is very indifferently con-

structed, t may seem ungrateful in these rather skimpy
days to complain of a surfeit of matter, but there is stuff
in this book for two if not three novels. One cannot blame
Ur. MACDONALD for his indignation at the miseries of child-

labour, but here it is perhaps out of place. His Mr. Trc-

renna, the mystical parson, friend of smugglers and of

everyone who suffered from laws (unrighteous or righteous),
is a great figure; and I shall not soon forget either his

correspondence with Lady EcangeUne Walrond or his super-
human kindliness of heart. If you want to get at the true

flavour of Cornwall you have only to open The North Door.

A young clerk in an insurance office, who wanted to go as

a missionary to India, is the hero, if there is one, of Mrs.

ALICE PEBBIN'S latest novel, The Vow of Silence (CASsin.i,).

1 have never read a book about India which made such an

ambition seem more courageous, for it gives such a hot and

thirsty picture of that country when Harold William*

at last reaches it that it is positively uncomfortable to

read it in Summer weather. Harold and his brother and

sister missionaries live in a state of stuffy discomfort which

soon undermines his health and leaves him no defence

against the charms of Elaine Tiirenier, who has a

large cool drawing-room and dainty frocks, and a young
soldier lover and an old scholar husband, and all the other

things we expect of

pretty young women
in Anglo - Indian
novels. PoorHnroM,
consumed at once In

a zeal which makes
him long to save

Elaine's soul and a

passion which makes
him embrace a parcel
of her limjcrie, very

naturally loses the

remains of his reason

and paves the way
for her marriage with

her lover by obligingly

pushing the elderly
husband into the jaws
of a crocodile. If it

were more convincing
it would be a painful

story in some hand*
it might have been a great one; as it is, Mrs. PKIWIN
seems for once to have missed her opportunity.

If the publisher of About It And About had told me on
the wrapper that Mr. D. WiLtouGHBY has an excellent
fund of literary reminiscence, on which he draws for the

modelling of a very pretty epigrammatical style, I should,
after reading the book, have agreed with him heartily.
What Mr. T. FISHER UNWIN does say about these short

essays, which embrace most of the subjects on which people
have violent opinions, is that the author's "point of view
is that of the natural historian making an unprejudiced
examination." An unprejudiced man, I take it, is a man
whose sentiments are the same as mine, and I happen to

disagree with Mr. WILLOUOHBY as profoundly as possible on
several of the themes he lias chosen. On fox-hunting, for

instance, which he considers a more decadent sport than

bull-fighting; and on Ulster, which he attacks bitterly by
comparison with the rest of Ireland, for cherishing anti-

quated political animosities and talking about the Battle of
the Boyne. But will Mr. WILLOUGHBY not have been hear-

ing of " the curse of CROMWELL "
? Let us rather agree to

be impatient with Yorkshire for her absurd tranquillity
with regard to WILLIAM THE FIRST. I repeat that Mr.
WILLOUOHBY has a very clever style, but, bless his heart
he is as bigoted as I am myself.

Occupant of Peu\ "ExTiBELY SELF-MADE. ORIGINALLY A WAITER, AS YOU CAN SEE."
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To judge l>y tlio Spa Conference it

looks us if wo might bo going to have a

i>eaco to oncl peace.
*.

' ::

II will soon l>c necessary for fclie (lov-

eniinunl to arrange an old-age pension
for Peace Conference delegates.

[fc is difficult to know \viioin or what to

blame for the exceptionally wot weather

we have been having, says an evening
fending a denial from Mr.

I.I.OY i> ( li'.oKoi:, 7V', Thni'S has its own

opinion as to who is at the bottom of it.

Mr. Si \NTON pointed out in the House
of Commons that, nil-

d salaries

are given to Members,
there will lie a strike.

s are entertained,

.over, that a settle-

ment will ho readied.

A West Riding paper states that a

postman picked up a pound Treasury
note last week. It is said that he
intends to have it valued by an expert.

: *
*

An engineer suggests that nil

might be made of rubber. For i

trians who are knocked down by motor-
cars the resilience of this material \\ ould

be a great boon.

According to The Kreiiimj News a

bishop was seen the other day passing
the House of Commons smoking a briar

pipe. We can only suppose that be did

the House of Conot recognise '. Commons.

" We can find work for everybody and

A pedestrian knocked down by a taxi

in Oxford Street last Tuesday mai
to regain his feet only to bo again
bowled over by n motor-htis. Luckily,
however, noticing a third vehicle s'

ing by to complete the job, the unfor-

tunate fellow had the presence of mind
to remain on the ground.

According to a local paper rut skins

are worth about 5W. each. Of course
it must be plainly understood that the

accuracy of this estimate is not ad
milled by the cats themselves.

"Too much room is taken up by
motor-vehicles when turning corners."
declares a weekly journal. This is

a most unfair charge

against those self -re-

specting motorists who
negotiate all corners on
the two inside wheels

only.

"The Perry shirt-

cutters,
"

siiys a news

item,
" have decided to

continue to strike." The

Uerry throat-cutters, on

the other hand, have

postponed striking to a

more favourable oppor-

tunity. ,
...

The way to bring
down the price of home-
killed meat, the Minis-

try of Food announces

officially, is for the pub-
lic not to buy it. You
can't have your cheat)

i i _nf :, First Indian Ckit/ (of travelling xltoir).
" BROTHER BKI.I.OWISO-I'APOOSE, WHICH

IS THE WAY BACK TO THK CIBCIS?"

Secotui Ditto. "I KNOW SOT. LKT us ASK THIS PALEFACE."
Harborougli liocks,

one of the few Druid Circles in the

kingdom, has been sold. Heading-for-
the- Rocks, the famous Druid Circle at

minster, has also been sold on
several occasions by the Chief Wixard.

A gossip writer states that he saw a

man carrying two artificial legs while

travelling in a Tube train. There is

nothing like being prepared for all

emergencies while travelling.

.

"The ex-Kaiser," says an American

journal,
" makes his own clothes to pass

the time away." This is better than
his old hobby of making wars to pass
other people's time away.

;;; #

"
Danger of infection from Treasury

notes," says Tlie Weekly Dispatch,
"

lias been exaggerated." Whenever
we see a germ on one of our notes we
pal it on the back and tell it to lie down.

everything," says a Chicago journal.
But what about corkscrews ?

*.-:;

How strong is the force of habit was
illustrated at Liverpool Docks the other

day when two Americans, on reaching
our shores, immediately fainted, and

only recovered when it was explained
that spirits were not sold here solely
for medical purposes.

* *

" Watches are often affected by elec-

trical storms sueli as wo have experi-
enced of late," states a science journal.

Only yesterday we heard of a plumber
and his mate who arrived at a job

simultaneously. ,.

We sympathise with the unfortunate

housewife who cannot obtain a servant

because her reference is considered un-

satisfactory. It appears she was only
six weeks with her last maid.

if we know our Scotland.

An American named
J. THOMAS LOONKY has
written a book to prove
that SiiAKSPKARK was

really the Earl of OX-
FORD. We cannot help
thinking that SHAK-
si'KABK, who went out
of his way to prove that

Ophelia was one of the

original Looneys, lias

brought this on himself.
<: *

Fashionable Paris-

ians, says a correspon-
dent, have decided that

the correct thing this

year is to he invited to

Scotland for July. It

may l>e correct, but it

won't be an easy matter

V
American women-bathers with an in-

clination to embonpoint, it is stated,

have taken to painting dimples on their

knees. The report that a fashionable

New Yorker who does not care for the

water has created the necessary illusion

by having a lobster painted on her toe

is probably premature.
? ^
*

A Bridgewater, Somerset, man of

eighty (or octogeranium) has cancelled

his wedding on the morning of the

ceremony. A few more exhibitions of

that kind and he will end np by being
a bachelor.

There was a young lady of Beccles

Wiiose face was infested with freckles,

But nobody saw

Any facial flaw,

For she had an abundance of shekels.

vor,. ei.is.
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THE GRASSHOPPER.
THE Animal Kingdom may be divided

into creatures which one can feed

and creatures which one cannot feed.

Animals which one cannot feed are

nearly always unsatisfactory ;
and the

grasshopper is no exception. Anyone
who lias tried feeding a grasshopper
will agree with me.

Yet he is one of the most interesting

of British creatures. The Encyclopedia
Hritaimica is as terse and simple as

everabout him. "Grasshoppers,"itsays,
" arc specially remarkable for their sal-

tatory powers, due to the great develop-
ment of the hind legs ;

and also for their

stridulation, which is not always an

attribute of the male only." To trans-

late, grasshoppers have a habit of

hopping ("saltatory powers") and

chirping ("stridulation ").

It is commonly supposed that the

grasshopper stridulates by rubbing his

back legs together; but this is not the

case. For one tiling I have tried it

myself and failed to make any kind of

noise; and for another, after exhaustive

observations, I have established the

fact that, though he does move his back

legs every time he stridulates, his back

legs do not touch each other. Now it is

a law of friction that you cannot have
friction between two back legs if the
back legs are not touching; in other
words the grasshopper does not rub
his back legs together to produce strid-

ulation, or, to put it quite shortly, he
does not rub his back legs together
at all. I hope I have made this point
quite clear. If not, a more detailed treat-

ment will be found in the Paper which
I read to the Royal Society in 1912.

Nevertheless 1 have always felt that
there was something fishy about the

grasshopper's back legs. I mean, why
should he wave his back legs about
when lie is striuulating? My 'own
theory is that it is purely due to the
nervous excitement produced by the
act of singing. The same phenomenon
can be observed in many singers and
public speakers. I do not think my-
self that we need seek for a more
elaborate hypothesis. The Encyclo-
pedia Britannica, of course, says that
"the stridulation or song in the Acri-
diida is produced by friction of the
hind legs against portions of the wings
or wing-covers," but that is just the sort
of statement which the scientific man
thinks he can pass off on the public
with impunity. Considering that stri-

dulation takes place about every ten
seconds, I calculate that the grass-
hopper must require a new set of wings
every ten days. It would bo more in

keeping with the traditions of our
public life if the scientific man simply

confessed that he was baffled by tlii

problem of the grasshopper's back leg

Yet, as I have said, if a public speake

may fidget with his back legs while h

is stridiilating, why not a public grass

hopper? The more I see of scienc

the more it strikes me as one larg

mystification.
J3ut I ought to have mentioned tha

" the AcridiidcB have the auditor

organs on the first abdominal segment,
while " the Locust idee have the auditor}

organ on the tibia of the first leg." Ii

other words one kind of grasshoppe
hears with its stomach and the othe

kind listens with its leg. When a scien

tific man has committed himself to tha

kind of statement he would hardly hav

qualms about a little invention like th

back-legs legend.
With this scientific preliminary we

now come to the really intriguing pan
of our subject, and that is the place o

the grasshopper in modern politics
And the first question is, Why did MI-

LLOYD GEORGE call Lord NOBTHCLIFFI
a grasshopper? I think it was in a

speech about Russia that Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE said, in terms, that Lore

NOIITHCLIFFE was a grasshopper. Anc
he didn't leave it at that. He said thai

Lord NOUTHCLIFFE was not only a

grasshopper but a something something
grasshopper, grnsshopping here and

grasshopping there that sort of thing
There was nothing much in the accusa-

tion, of course, and Lord NORTHCLIFFE
made no reply at the time; in fact, so
far as I know, he has never publicly
stated that he is not a grasshopper;
for all we know it may be true. But
I know a man wliose wife's sister

was in service at a place where there
was a
man was once a

NOBTHCLIFFE'S, and "this man told me
the first man, I mean that Lord

NOKTHCLIFFE took it to heart terribly.
No grasshoppers were allowed in the

garden from that day forth ; no green
that was at all like grasshopper-green
was tolerated in the house, and the

gardener used to come upon his Lord-

ship muttering in the West Walk: "A
grasshopper! He called me a grass-

kitchen - maid whose young
once a gardener at Lord

hopper ME a GRASSHOPPER !

"
The

gardener said that his Lordship used to
finish up with, "I'll teach him

;

"
but

that is hardly the kind of thing a lord
would say, and I don't believe it. In
fact I don't believe any of it. It is a

stupid story.
But this crisis we keep having with

France owing to Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S
infamous conduct does make the story
interesting. The suggestion is, you see,
that Lord NOBTHCLIFFE lay low for a long
time, till everybody had forgotten about
the grasshopper and Mr. LLOYD GEORGE

thought that Lord NOBTHCLIFFE hai

forgotten about the grasshopper, anc

then, when Mr. LLOYD GEORGE was
a hole, Lord NOHTHCLIFFE said,

" Nou
we '11 see if I am a grasshopper or not,'
and started stridulating at high speec
about Mr. LLOYD GEORGE. A crude

suggestion. But if it were true it woulc
mean that the grasshopper had become
a figure of national and internationa

importance. It is wonderful to think
that we might stop being friends with
France just because of a grasshopper
and, if Lord NORTHCLIFFE arranged for

a new Government to come in, it mighl
very well be called "The Grasshoppe.
Government." That would look fine in

the margins of the history-books.
Yes, it is all very

" dramatic." It is

exciting to think of an English lore

nursing a grievance about a grasshopper
For months and months, seeing grass-

hoppers in every corner, dreaming aboul

grasshoppers . . . But we must not
waste time over the fantastic tale. We
iiave not yet solved our principal prob-
em. Why did Mr. LLOYD GKOUGE call

bim a grasshopper a modest friendly
ittle grasshopper? Did he mean to

suggest that Lord NORTHCLIFFE hears
with his stomach or stridulates with
lis back legs ?

Why not an earwig, or a black-beetle,
or a wood-louse, or a centipede ? There
are lots of insects more offensive than
the grasshopper, and personally I would
much rather be called a grasshopper
than an earwig, which gets into people's

sponges and frightens them to death.

Perhaps he had been readingthat nice

>assage in the Prophet NAHUM :

"
Thy

captains are as the great grasshoppers,
which camp in the hedges in the cold

day, but when the sun ariseth they flee

away, and their place is not known
where they are." I do not know. But
The Encyclopaedia has a suggestive
entence :

" All grasshoppers are veget-
able feeders and have an incomplete
metamorphosis, so that their destruc-

ive powers arc continuous from tlie

noment of emergence from the egg until

ieath."
'

A. P. H.

" The Mayor gave details showing how the

Ingineor's salary had increased from 285
hen he was appointed in 1811 to 000 at the
resent time." Local 1'aper.

nd think what he must have saved
be ratepayers by not taking a pension
ears ago.

" Mr. thought that the whole Com-
littee would wish to associate themselves
ith the Cemeteries Sub-Committee in their

ongratulations to Alderman upon his

carriage." Local Paper.

Ve do not quite see why this particular
ub-committee should have taken the

litiative.
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EVIL COMMUNICATIONS.
THE TELEPHONE. " I 'M GOING TO COST YOU MORE."

HOUSEHOLDER. " WHY ?
"

THE TELEPHONE. " OH, THE USUAL .REASON INCREASLNG INEFFICIENCY.
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A QUESTION OF TASTE.
'I'lte U'i/c. "YOD MUST OET YOURSELF A STRAW 'AT, GEOUUE. A BOWLER DON'T SEEM TO GO WITH A CAMEJ1BEUT.'

AT THE PLAY.
"FBENCH LEAVE."

THE Mandarins of the Theatre, who
are no wiser than other mandarins (on
the contrary), have been long repeating
the formula that the public won't look

at a War play. If I 'm not mistaken
it will for many moons be looking at

Captain REGINALD BERKELEY'S French
Leave, He labels it a "light comedy."
That 's an understatement. It is, as a

matter of fact, a very skilful, uproarious
and plausible farce, almost too suc-

cessful in that you can't hear one-third
of the jokes because of the laughter at

tl)e other two-thirds (and a little be-

cause of the indistinct articulation of

one or two of the players). Of course
when I say

"
plausible

"
1 don't exactly

mean that any Brigade Headquarters
was run on the sketchy lint'-i of General
Archibald Hoot's, or that the gallant
author or anybody else who was in the

beastly thing ever thought of the Great
War as a devastating joke, but rather
that if it be true, as lias been rumoured,
that not all generals were miracles of

wisdom and forbearance; that British
subalterns and privates sometimes put
on the mask of humour; that Venus
did wander, as the observatories punc-
tually reported she did occasionally

wander, into the orbit of Mars
then French Leave is a piece of artisti-

cally justifiable selection. Us absurdity
seems the most natural thing in the

world and its machinery (rare virtue
!)

does not creak.

liooty Tooty's brigade then was rest-

ing if in the circumstances you can
call it resting. The rather stodgy Bri-

gade-Major's leave being due, his wife

has come over to Paris to wait for him.
The leave being cancelled (and you could

see how desperately overworked Head-

quarters was) there suddenly appears
what purports to be a niece of the billet

landlady's, a Mdlle. Juliette, of the
Paris stage, with a distinctly coming-oil
disposition (and frock). The uxorious

Brigade-Major, weakly consenting to
the deception, suffers the tortures of the
damned by reason of the gallantries of

the precocious Staff-Captain and the
old -

enough -to - know - better Brigadier.
There is marching and counter-march-

ing of detached units in the small hours
;

arrival of the Brigade Interpreter with

Intelligence's reports; sorrowful con-
viction in the Brigadier's mind that
Jidietteis Olija Olrja Thingummy, the
famous German spy. Confusions ; ex-

plosions; solutions.

That 's a dull account of a bright
matter. The players were not, with

the exception of Miss BENEK KELLY, of

the star class and (I don't necessarily

say therefore) were almost uniformly
admirable. I suppose the honours must

go to Mr. M. Ti. MOUAXD'S excellently
studied Brigadier the most laughter-

compelling performance I have seen on
the "legitimate "forsome years. But the

Mess Corporal (Mr. CHARLES GROVES),
the Staff-Captain (Mr.tlEXBY KENDALL),
the Brigade-Major Qlv.'H.tisio'x -\IJLKJS),

the Interpreter. (Mr. GEORGE DE WAH-
FAZ) and the Mess Waiter (Mr. ARTHUU

RISCOE) all deserve mention in des-

patches. As for the "business" it

was positively inspired at times, as

when the Mess Corporal retrieved the

red-hat (which the passionate Brigade-

Major had kicked in his jealous fury)
with an address which would have
done credit to the admirable GUOCK.
Miss RENEE KELLY had her pretty and
effective moments, but somebody should

ask her (no doubt in vain) to be less

tearful in the tearful and just a little

less bright in the bright parts a little

less fidgetty and fidgettiug and out of

key, iii fact.

I should say in general that author
and producer (Mr. EILLE NORWOOD)
would do well to watch the serious

passages always the danger-points in

farce. As nobody on our side of the
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First Newly-Hich. "Ii's A GREAT SECRET, BUT I MUST TELL YOU. MY HUSBAND HAS BEEN OFFERED A PEERAGE."

Second ditto. "BEALLY! THAT'S BATHER INTERESTING. WE THOUGHT OF HAVING ONE, BUT THEY'RE so EXPENSIVE AND WE
ARE ECONOMISING JUST NOW."

footlights takes these seriously the folk

on the other side must substantially
dilute the seriousness. The tragically

uttered, "O God!" at the end of the

Second Act ruined an otherwise ex-

cellent curtain. But I must not end
on a note of censure. I was much too

thoroughly entertained for that. Here 's

a quite first-rate piece of fooling, with

dialogue of humorous rather than smart

sayings. And humour's a much rarer

and less cheap a gift than smartness.

Our Considerate Scribes.
"
Presumptions is a hard word that I would

not readily apply to any man." Daily Paper.

"PASSIVE PESSIMISM.
BERLIN'S ATTITUDE TO THE SPAR CONDITIONS."

Sunday Paper.

But, after all, Berlin does not seem to

have taken them lying down.

"At the start he made most of his runs by
clover strokes on the leg side, but, once settled

down, ho drove with fin power."
Sunday Paper.

Cricketers need to be amphibious in

these days.

SONGS OF AN OVAL1TE.
THERE was a young man who said,

" HOBBS
Should never be tempted with lobs ;

He would knock them about
Till the bowlers gave out

And watered the pitch with their sobs."

There is no one so dreadful as FENDER
For batmen whose bodies are tender ;

He gets on their uerves

With his murderous swerves
That insist upon death or surrender.

When people try googlies on SANDHAM,
You can see he will soon understand

"em ;

With a laugh at their slows

He will murmur, " Here goes,"
And over the railings will land 'em.

I am always attracted by HARRISON
When arrayed in his batting caparison ;

If others look worried

He never gets flurried,

But quite unconcernedly carries on.

All classes of bowlers have stuck at

Their efforts to dislocate DUCAT ;

Their wiliest tricks

He despatches for six,

Which is what they decidedly buck at.

You should never be down in the dumps
When STHUDWICK is guarding the

stumps ;

His opponents depart
One by one at the start,

But later in twos or in clumps.
" Like father like son," says the fable,

And is justified clearly in ABEL ;

No bowling he fears

And his surname appears
An extremely appropriate label.

If I were tremendously rich

I would buy a cathedral in which
I would build me a shrine

Of a noble design
And worship a statue of HITCH.

Our Sleuths Again.
"His wrists were tied together with a piece

of webbing, two bricks were in his coat pockets,
and, most remarkable of all, the soles of his

boots were found to be nailed to his toes . . .

The police theory is that somebody
' owed tho

dead man a grudge.'
" Provincial Paper.
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AUTHORSHIP FOR ALL.
I:L; specimens of (be work nf Mr. Punch's newly -estublishcc

i \ ( i In ist Unreal], whicli supplies appropriate 1'ivss contributions
>n am subject and over any signature.]

III. ABE \vi: HOLM; TO THE Docs'.'

Hi/ I 'ice-. Itliitirttl (lictii.) Sir JioiiiJ'acc liludijei; K.C.B.

1 WAS standing the other day at the window of the only
( 'lul> in London where they understand (or used to under-

stand) what devilled kidneys really are, musing in post-
prandial gloom on the vanished glories of this England of

ours. " Ichabod !
"

I cried aloud to the unheeding stream
of Piccadilly wayfarers; and echo answered, "Bod."
What is wrong with us? Or what is wrong with me?

Are we actually going to the dogs, or is it merely that the
Club kidneys are going to the devil ? JEBEMIAH or Mrs.

..lidijc which am I? Let the facts attest and let

posterity decide ; thank Heaven 1 shall not be there to hear
the verdict.

After our half-baked victory over the Hun the popular
watchword was "

Eeconstruction." We have now enjoyed
a year and more of this "

building-up" process, and the net
result is that houses for those that lack them are as scarce
as iced soda-fountains in the Sahara.

In this work of restoration, we were told, our women
voters and legislators would play a leading part. What
part are they in truth playing? Their main object appar-
ently is still further to embitter the Drink question, although
they would only put a little more bitter into our nationa

beverage they might help to lubricate matters. Is it not
significant fact that the slackness evidenced in every phas
of industry manifests itself at a time when it becomes mor
and more difficult to get a decent drink ? In this respecour progress is not so much to the dogs as to the cats, who
neak along on the padded paws of Prohibition.
The crazy conditions to be observed in the iudustria

world are well matched by the state of anarchy that pre
vails in the sphere of the arts. Take music, for exampledo not lay claim to more than a nodding acquaintance
vi th Euterpe, and at a classical concert, I am afraid the
oddmg character of the relation becomes especially markedo me the sweetest music in the world is the roar of a
teen-inch gun on a day when the

visibility is good and
plentiful. But I do know enough to be able to saythat thewild asses who with their jazz-bands "stamp o'er our beadsand w,ll not let us sleep" (slightly to amend my old friend
l< IT/GERALD) are nothing less than musical Trotskys

isio was once
regarded as the staple nourishment of

-ender passion and in my younger days the hauntingtrams of The Blue Danube" assisted many a buddin

ove^iairto
blossom. But these non-stop stridencfes ol

3 modern ballroom, even if they left a man with breath
"nough to propose, would

effectually prevent the irl iron
catching the drift of the avowal. You can't roar " w

to the manners of the modern girl, who is so busily ena2ed
in kicking over the traces that formerly kept her in be,
proper place. Nowadays flappers who should still be in theschoolroom consider themselves called upon to teach theii
grandmothers how to conduct their lives; and, to complete
the chaos the grandmothers are eagerly lapping it up, and
in the matter of dress and deportment are even bettcrin
the instruction. Si vieillesse samit !

Oh for a prophet's tongue to lash our visionless leaders
into a realisation of the rocks on to which we are driftingWe need the scourge of a SAVONABOLA, but all we get is theboom of a BOTTOMLEY.

" Hone are our country's glories.O tcnipora, O mores '.'

"

ALL SORTS.
IT takes all sorts to make the world, air the same (o make

i\i Cl'GW
J

It takes the good an' middlin' an' the rotten bad uus tooIhe same s there are on land (says Bill) you '11 find 'em all
elfc SCil

The freaks an' fads an' crooks an' cads an' ornery char
liko me.

It takes a man for all the jobs-the skippers and the matesA chap to give the orders an' a chap to chip the plates :

It takes the brass-bound 'prentices- an' ruddy plagues
they be

A "'

like
P
me

S 8h "'k *"' C '
lilPS M W ''k "J usfc orllelT '>aps

It takes the stiffs an' deadheats an' the decent shell-
backs too,

The chaps as always pull their weight an' them as never do
j

the be

6 '

e'" kn WS Wlmt bloou
'

"so

An' crazy folks an' musical blokes an' ornery chaps like me.
It takes a deal o' fancy breeds-the Dagoes an' the DutchThe Lascars an calashees an' the seedy boys an' such
It takes the greasers an' the Chinks, the Jap and PortugecThe b acks an' yellers an' half-bred fellers and ornery folk

11K0 1110.

" *a

i
e

c

8

rew
S ltS ^ "lake fc ' 1C U01 '' d a" the Sa " ie ' lnilk(

It takes more kinds o' people than there's cn.eters in the

Y U

sea-
61" Uli aSh re (SaJS B11!) an

'

y U lind
'

em a11 at

But do me proud if most o' the crowd ain't ornery chapsIIKG in0 . fi "iji o
I /. |i ^

g^M553=ffiBS3iM!S

- UNITED J.'UEK CHUKCIf.
Eveumg_MoxMu.Y SBBMOX for YOUSLI MION AND WOMFN

'

Love, Courtship, and Marriage
'

Anthem 'And it shall come to pass.
1 "

The organist seems to he a sympathetic sou'iT

^^^^^Sn^t^^^
.

At this rale we shall soon he unable to afford either to liveo die, and must; try a state of suspended animation.

^conclude
these few reflections by drawing attention

Scotch Paper.
1 repared for all eventualities.
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THE HOUSE THAT JACK WANTS BUILT.

Tins is MM-, HOUSE THVT JACK WANTS ni ir.r.

THIS is TIM;
WUO (IK THK TALK (II \

RAILWAY lIKIMi MUll:
OVER THIS HI T 111' I

DOESN'T COME TO A--',

THING, ANI> THK CORI'o
UVriON CANNOT, ATTEB
VLL, UK INDUCt.D TO BUY
II' Ati A RECREATIOM-
GROUND, AMI NO ONE
MAKES A HETIER OKPEB)
IS WILLING TO SKLI, THE
GROUND TO C"ARRY THK
J1OUKK TIUT .Mc'K WNTS
1:1 II R

Tins is THE A.HCHI-

EMI \M KUllVKYOU
WHO (AS SOON AS HK

[
HAS FINISHED HIS DE- /

SICINS KOR -IHi: NEW
TOWN H.tLL, THE PRO-

COUNTY HOSPITAL, THE CATHEDRAL EXTENSION, THE
HOROUCH POWER STATION AND THE DRINKING-FOUNTAIN, AND
PROVIDED THAT NO MORE IMPORTANT COMMISSION TURNS UP) 18

ilOISc; TO DESIGN THE HOUSE TO GO ON Till: GROUND OF THE
WHO ....

Tins is THK rxx/At,
Alj'TIIOUn V WHO (IP
BE CAN OBTAIN DK-
TAIIJJ OF TUB SEVERAL
KBQCIIIKMKNT8OFTH E
COUNTY COUNCII,,
1'AiusH COUNCIL,
( 'RNTRAL HOCSIKG AU-
THOB1TV, MlNISTBTOF
HKAI.TH, DOAUIJ OF

AGWCULTUHK, MINISTRY op TRANSPORT, CONUKSTKU DISTIUCTS
BOARD, AND ANY OTHER DEPARTMENTS INTKRKSTED, KITIIKR NOW
IS EXISTENCE OR CONTEMl'LATED KOR THE FUTURE) IS (iOINU TO
INSI'KCT, JIEVISE, AMEND, AND POSITIVELY FINALLY .M-IMK.IVE THE
UE8ION8 OP THE AI1CIIITBCT AND Bt'RVETOR W1IO .

Till.-- IS THE ISI ILUING CONTRACTOR WHO (PROVIDED
rirvr i-Ki-.ssriiE OK WORK ALLOWS HIM, AND THAT HE
i'\N HET THE MATEUIA1.S, WHICH IS DOUBTFUL, AND
THE MEN, WHICH IS HARDLY PROBABLE, AND THE
IMilCE, WHICH IS PRACTICALLY OUT OP THK. QUESTION)
IS GOING TO CARRY Ol'T THE DESIGNS, AS FINALLY APPROVED BY

OCAL AUTHORITY WHO. . . .

THIS i> THK
WAV OKHUIAL WHO
ION THK SL I POSITION
THAT THE CONGES-
TION ON THE LINK
WILL IOSSIBLY BE
KA8IEU LATKR, AND
THAT THK SUPPLY OF
OOOD8 WAGONS 18
\ ERY COVSIDK11VHLY

AUGMENTED, AND THAT SEW LOCI'S AND SIDINGS NOT
YET KI'GUBSTED WILL BE CONSmm K.I) TO RELIEVE THK
II1KSSURK, AND THAT A REORGANISATION OK THK. RAIL-
WAY STAFF DOES NOT MOVE HIM ELSEWII KRK, AS WILL

ALMOST CERTAINLY HAPPEN) HAS PROMISED TO DO HIS BKST TO
EXPEDITE THE TRANSPORT OF THK XKCES8AIIY MATK1I1 M-S TO THK
111 II.MMI CONTIIMTIU: WHO ....

KliL
Tills JS THE MER-
CHANT WHO (IF

- \KE I.EVT
I.NTIIII I.Y TO HIS
DISCRETION" AND
TIME IS OF NO
JMmilTANCE, AND
IF HE FINDS THAT.
AK'JERALL, IT IS TO HIS AD\ANTAGi; TO SELL IN THIS COUN'IRY
RATHER THAN TO EXPORT, AND IF HE DOESN'T RETIRE IN THE
MEANTIME, AS HE IS THINKING OF DOING) HAS CONSENTBD TO
TRY TO SEND MATKKUT.S THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF THE RAILWAY
01 I U'lAL WHO ....

THESE ARE in: I:IPHI.SI::<TAT IVES OK 1111

HUILDING TRADES WHO (IF ALL MATTERS IN

IHSI'lTi: ARE SATISFACTORILY SETTLED BY
THAT TIME, AND PROVIDED THAT THEY CAN
ALL GET THEIR OWN HOUSES sn ED, DE-

riciNKD, PASSED, COSTRACTEU FOR, 8UPPLIKD
AND BUILT FIRST) ABE GOING TO ERECT THE
MATERIALS PROVIDED BY THE MERCHANT
WHO ....

AND THIS? THIS,
INCIDENTALLY,
is .1 \CK.
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CONVERTED CASTLES.
UriiM, Kngland, I learn, is rapidly

changing hands not for the first time,

by tho way, but we cannot go into that

just now. Kxct-llent treatises on feudal

tenure, wapentake, the dissolution of

tho monasteries and tho enclosure ol

common lands may he picked up dirt

cheap at any second-hand hooksliop in

tho Charing Cross Road with tho words
" Presentation Copy

"
erased from tho

flyleaf by a special and ingenious pro-
cess. What is happening now is that

farmers are buying up the big estates

in pieces, and Norman piles or Eliza-

bethan manors are beginning to be too

expensive to maintain, what with coal
and the rise in the minimum wage of

vassals and one thing
and another.

The stately homes of Eng
land

How beautiful they stooc
Before their rerun [owners
Relinquished them for

good,

as the poet justly ob-

erves. And even if

.here is enough money
;o keep up the castle

vithout tho broad acres

(though as a matter of

fact an acre is not any
broader than it is long)
there is no fun in hav-

ing a castle at all when
the deer park has been
divided into allotments
and the Dutch garden
is under swedes.
The question is then

what is going to happen
to Montmorency (pro

I along with an empty bottle that I want
to got rid of I do not throw it down
into an area, where it would make a

most horrible crash, but softly into the

thick shrubs of the Crescent Gardens.
This brings me back to the country

again.
There will not be enough of tho new

rich to purchase a castellated mansion

apiece, partly because of the Excess
Profits Duty, which is crippling this

kind of enterprise, and partly because
so many baronial seats, romantic and

picturesque in their way, are terribly

under-garaged. On the other hand

you cannot expect a farmer who hap-
pens to be buying the fields round

Badgery Mortimer to have any use for

a dungeon keep or the haunted picture-

MODEBN AND ANCIENT.

"

on
YOU

nounced "Mumsie
') Castle, arid The

Towers at Barley Melling ?

In London the difficulty of dealing
with huge houses has been solved in a
very subtle manner by turning them
into a couple of maisonettes apiece, so
that under the portico of what used to
be 105 Myrtle Crescent you discover two
perfectly good doors, marked 105A and
35u. Into the letter-box of the dooi

marked 105A the postman invariably
puts the letters intended for WOK, am
nee versa, but, as these are always
etters addressed to the last tenant but
two it does not really very much matter.
Both are desirable maisonettes, though
the tenants of 105A have the sole en-
joyment of the lincrusta dadoes in the
original dining-room. In some cases
there are as many as three maisonettes. . "j ** "*o luai&uuuuies,and the notice on the area gate says,"
105c. Mrs. Orlando Smith," where

- used to say simply "No BOTTLES"
1 never

really understood that notice
myself, for whenever I am walking

gallery in .the west wing. No, then
is only one thing to do and that is tc
break these places up into a number o
self-contained homes.

HISTORIC FLATS TO LET
is the house-agents'advertisement which
I seem to see, and what you will actually
find will be a sort of concentrated ham-
let where modern improvements are
mixed with ancient grandeur and the
white-haired seneschal is kept on to
operate the electric lift.

. Let us take, for instance, the case of

boping Hall. There will be none of
that untidy straggling arrangement
about it which detracts so largely from
the beauty of Boping Barnet, Little
boping and Soping Monachoruni. In
Soping Hall the billiard-room will be
the village club, the armoury the black-
smith's shop, the housekeeper's room
ibe place where you buy buttons and
balls of string and

barley-sugar, the
cellars the village tavern, and very nice

top.^
In the state-saloon, with a few

trifling alterations, such as the intro-
duction of a geyser and a sink, will live
Mrs. Ponsonby-Smith, who will sniff a
little at the Jeffries in their attic suite
and the Mutts who live in the moat.
But Mrs. Jeffries will have compensa-
tions, because the air is really so riiuch
more bracing, my dear, on the higher
ground, and on fine days one can walk
about the roof and peep through the
boiling-oil holes, while as for the Mutts
they are protected, at any rate, from
those bitterly piercing east winds and
have an excellent view of the draw-
bridge.
A further advantage of residing at

Soping Hall will be that you can do all

your shopping and pay your calls with-
out going out-of-doors
on a wet day, and, if

you like, have a com-
munal dining-room or

restaurant, where only
those who have been re-

cognised by the county
should sit above the
salt. And if your friends
come to visit you in ex-

pensive motor-cars they
will have the privilege
of passing through the

great iron gates on the
main road and up the

large gravel drive
planted on each side
with the cedars of Leb-
anon which Eoger de

Spping brought back in
:iis haversack from tho
Second Crusade.

I am quite aware that
when federaldevolution

really infec-Becomes -

tious and every county insists on a
legislative assembly of its own it may
be necessary to turn some of these
great houses into Parliament chambers,
and the rural civil service will also no
doubt insist on having offices compar-
able with the vast hotels which their
parent bodies occupy in London. But
this will not account for nearly all tho
ancestral seats, and, in calling the at-
tention of the Minister of Health and
Housing to this little memorandum of
mine, I would specially urge him to
note how it will solve some of the most
difficult problems which confront him
to-day.
There will be a rush upon these

potted villages, and that will ease the
situation in towns and free a number
of cottages for agricultural labourers
;oo. There will be a rush, not only
Because of the advantages which I havo
already enumerated, but because all the
people who live in Soping Hall will be
ible to put

"
Soping Hall

"
on their note-
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I 'nine (seeuiij the siyiyjos/). "Sroi 1

. JI:KKINS - sTor '.

OK SOMKT1I1XU DANHEBOUS."
1 THINK IT WOULD BE SAFEI'. TO TUUJ HACK. TUET MAY HAVK CATAI'UI.TK

paper, and, if they like to pay for it, two

icyeems rampant as well, and everyone
outside the circle of their immediate
friends will imagine that they have not

only bought the whole place but even
become the possessors of the flock of

wyverus that used to be pastured on
the Home Farm.
Three acres and a cow was all very

well in iis way, but what about two

wyverns and a flat? EVOK.

TIPS FOE UNCLES.
DUAU MB. PUNCH, I am writing to

you about uncles because you are in a

way a kind of general uncle. Uncles
are much more useful than aunts, be-

ause uncles always give money and
aunts mostly give advice. Only, as

Uio Head always says when lie jaws our

form,
" I regret to see in this form a

soi iousdeterioration"I mean in uncles.

They come down here and trot us round
and say what a luxurious place it is

compared with the stern old Spartan
days. They know something, though.
They ask us to have meals with them
at an hotel. They take care not to face

a luxurious house-dinner. And while
we dine they tell yarns about the hard-

ness of the old days and how it tough-
ened a fellow. And then, because about
1870 it was the custom to tip a boy five

bob, they fork out five bob anil tell you
not to waste it.

If the Head had any sense only you
can't expect sense from Heads lie 'd

put up a notice at the school gates:
"
Parents, Uncles and Friends are re-

spectfully reminded that the cost of tuck
has increased three hundred per cent,

since 1914." \Vliy, old Badham, my
bedroom prefect, who was a fag in 1914,
turned up the other day and declared

that then he could buy four pounds of

strawberries for a bob, and that a fag
could get enough chocolate for two bob
to give him a week in the sick-room.

Yet we have uncles coming down in

trains (fare fifty per cent, extra), smoking
cigars (costing two hundred per cent,

extra), cabbing it up to school (a huu-

dred-aud-fifty per cent, extra) and then

tipping as if the old KAISEH was still

swanking in Potsdam.
Now Button minor, who has a posi-

tive beast of a house-master and is prac-

tically a Bolshevist, says that we ought
to go on strike against the tipping

system and demand a regular living

wage from relations. He says that if

a scavenger gets four quid a week a

fellow who has to tackle Greek aorists

ought to get eight quid a week.

But I 'm afraid a strike might aggra-
vate uncles. It 's no use upsetting the

goose that lays the silver eggs, so I

thought it better to write to you, point-

ing out that there was one luxury still

at pro-war prices and that uncles should

never miss a chance of indulging in it,

and whenever high prices bothered them

they should write us a bright cheerful

letter enclosing a postal order they 're

still quite cheap.
Chalmers major, who lias read this

and leads a sad life, having only aunts,

says that the only hope for him is in

fixing a standard tip of !).s\ 11 J</. or,

better still, IDs. \\\<1., that women
couldn't help giving.
So hoping that all uncles will put

their hands to the plough I mean in

their pockets and then the bilter cry
of the New Poor will cease in our

public schools,
Yours respectfully, Bin IK TKKTH'S.

"Nonci:.

M\ wife, Hoxic M. -
, having loft my bed

and board, I will not be responsible for any
bills eont rafted after this ditto, June 'U, I'.fJO.

! IIKD -."
American I'apcr.

"NOTICE.

The undersigned wishes to stale I had just
cause to leave, but I left neither bed nor board
as I furnished my own board, and the bed

being mine I took it. Roxn: ."

Siime I'djiei . folloirtinj tiny.

A good example of what Touchstone

calls "The lie with circumstance1 ."

"To-Nn.irr AT 9.80.

NOTHING BUT THE TRl TIT.

For the first time in Calcutta."

Indian I'xfer.

Where was the Censor?
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SMITH

Bridegroom.Elect.
" AND WE WANTS TO HAVE THE HYMN, 'THE FLAG THAT WAVED o'EK EDEN.' "

THE STATE AND THE SCKEEN.

(By a Student of Film Politics.)

GREAT satisfaction has been evinced

in film circles over the conferment of a

signal honour on Signer PAVANELLI, the

outstanding Italian screen luminary.
The rank of Chevalier of the Crown of

Italy is equivalent to a knighthood in

this country, and PAVANELLI'S elevation

is a gratifying proof of the paramount
position which the cinema is assuming
in Italian national affairs. But grati-
fication is sadly tempered by the de-

plorable lack of State recognition from
which film-artists suffer in this country.
The joint co-starring Sovereigns of the

Screen, though acclaimed by the popu-
lace with an enthusiasm unparalleled
in the annals of adoration, were allowed
to depart from our shores without a

single oflicial acknowledgment of their

services to humanity. No vote of con-

gratulation was passed by the Houses
of Parliament

;
no honorary degree was

conferred on them by any University ;

no ode of welcome was forthcoming
from the pen of the POET LAUREATE.
The discontent caused by the indif-

ference of the Government to the wishes

of the people is fraught with formidable

possibilities. Already there are serious

rumours of the summoning of a Special
Trade Union Congress to discuss the

desirability of direct action as a means
of compelling the Government to aban-

don their attitude of hostility to the

only form of monarchy which the work-

ing-classes can conscientiously support.
It is further reported that Lieutenant-

Commander KENWORTHY, M.P., will

seize the first opportunity to move the

impeachment of Dr. BRIDGES. The in-

dignation in'Printing House Square has

reached boiling-point, and it is reported
that the 'authorities are only awaiting
the delivery of a huge consignment of

small pica type to launch a fresh and
final onslaught on the Coalition.

The provocation has undoubtedly
been intense. It was proved in an
article of studied moderation and ex-

quisite taste that the time had come to

revise our estimates of bygone grandeur
and substitute for the devotion to a

Queen of tarnished fame and disastrous

tendencies the spontaneous and chival-

rous worship of her beneficent and pros-

perous namesake. Yet in spite of this

dignified and convincing appeal no in-

vitation was sent to the one person
whose presence at the recent proceed-

ings at Holyrood would have lent them
a crosvriing lustre. The action or in-

action of the LORD CHAMBERLAIN is

inexplicable, except on the assumption
that Queen PICKFOKD'S engagement to

attend the Spa Conference would have

rendered it impossible for her to accept
the invitation to Edinburgh. None the

less the invitation should have been

sent. Besides, the resources of aviation

might have surmounted the difficulty.

In any case this deplorable oversight
has knocked one more nail in the coffin

of the PKIME MINISTER.

"At the fifth each played a magnificent tea

shot. Hodgson again used his favourite

spoon." Provincial Paper.

Obviously the right club for the pur-

pose.
" ' THE TONGUE CAN NO MAN TAME.'

St. Peter."

Heading in Daily Paper.

A clear case of robbing JAMES to pay
PETER.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, July 12th. Viscount CUR-

X.HN'S complaint about "crawling" taxi-

was ostensibly based upon the ob-

struction thus caused to more rapidly

SI It FREDERICK BANBURY SHOWS
HOW IT'S DONE.

"To PRODUCE A SAVING OF ONE HUNDRF.D-
AND-KIFTY MILLIONS YOU MERELY HAVE TO
HOLD THK HAT FIRMLY IN THE LEFT HAND
Till 8."

moving traffic. But I fancy that it was

reully due to an inherent belief that the

motor-car is a noble creature, only

happy when exceeding the speed-limit
and dashing through police

- controls,

and that to compel the poor thing to

crawl is
"
agin natur'

"
and

ought to be dealt with by the

R.S.l'.C.A.

As usual much of Question-
timo was devoted to Russian
affairs. Colonel WEDGWOOD
wanted to know whether the

Cabinet had approved a mes-

sage from Mr. CHURCHILL to

the late Admiral KOLCHAK, ad-

vising him how to commend his

Administration to the PRIME
MINISTER, who was described
in the telegram as "

all-power-
ful, a convinced democrat and

particularly devoted to ad-

vanced views on the land

question." Mr. LAW, while

provisionallypromising aBlue-
book on Siberia, declined to

pick out a single message from
a whole bunch.
Thenows that theSoviefc Gov-

ernment had accepted the British condi-
tions with regard to the resumption of

trade and had thereupon boon requested
to conclude an armistice with Poland
did not seem particularly welcome to

any section of the House. Those wln/m
Mr. STANTON in stentorian whispers
daily desciibos as tbo " Bolshies

"

evidently feared that the request had
been accompanied by a threat, while
others were horrified at the idea of re-

cognising the present rtgimcia Russia,
and drew from Mr. LAW a hasty dis-

claimer. The House as a whole would,
I think, have liked to learn how you
can do business with a person whom
you do not recognise?
The CHANCELLOR OK THK EXCHIOQI r.u

refused to accept Mr. GEORCETKRRELL'S

proposal to reduce the Excess Profits

Tax from sixty per cent, to forty, but, in

reply to Sir G. YOUNGER who " has
such a way wid him "

promised that

next year he would make the reduction.

He admitted that it was in many ways
an unsatisfactory tax, but the Govern-
ment could not afford to part with it

unless a substitute was provided. Some-

body suggested
"
Economy," and Sir F.

BANBURY proved to his own satisfaction

that the present estimates could be re-

duced by a hundred-and-fifty millions.

But unexpected support for the Gov-
ernment came from Mr. ASQUITH, who
as the original sponsor of the tax felt

it his duty to support it.

There was a perfect E.P.D.mic of

criticism, but it was brilliantly count-
ered by Mr. BALDWIN, who declared that

the CHANCELLOR, far from leading the

country down the rapids,
" was the

one man who had seized a rock in mid-
stream and was hanging on to it with
hands and feet." The Amendment was

rejected by 289 to 117, and the clause

as a whole was passed by 202 to 16.

Tuesday, July lUth. Lord O'HAGAN
was one of the Peers who helped to

outvote the Government, a ftiw days ago
on a motion excusing them of extrava-

gance. Yet that did not prevent him

Mr. SEAL.
MORE."

Yoi'n FADES WILL COST YOU

THE LIMPET OF THE EXCHEQUER.
MR. BALDWIN PORTRAYS HIS CHIEF "HANGING TO

WITH HANDS AND FEET."

to-day from saying that the War Office

should be more generous in their finan-

cial treatment of the Territorial Force,
and particularly of the Cadet Corps.

Naturally Lord PEEL did not

refrain from calling attention

to this inconsistency com-
mon to most of the financial

critics of the Administration
but nevertheless he made a

reply indicating that the grants
for the Territorial Force were

being revised, presumably in

an upward direction, since

Lord O' HAGAN expressed him-
self grateful.
The Commons, like the Lords,

are all for economy collectively,
if not individually. General
cheers greeted Mr. BONAR
LAW'S announcement that all

war-subsidies save that on
wheat were to be brought to

an end as soon as possible, but
then there were similar cheers

A ROCK for those Members who urged
the substitution of ex-service
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men for the loss highly
- paid women

in various Public Departments.
The House enjoyed the unusual ex-

perience of hearing from Lieut.-Com-

munder KKNWORTHY an apology and
a very luind.soino one too for some-

thing that ho had said in debate about

Colonel Cuoi'T. It was accompanied

hy a tribute to his military eilieioney
which made that gallant warrior blush.

It only now remains for the Leader of

the National 1'arty to reciprocate hy
rescuing from the Naval archives some

equally complimentary reference to the

services of Lieut.-Com-
mander KKXWOHTIIY.
A new sport has been

invented by Colonel

GUINNESS, it consists

in sending two tele-

grams simultaneously
to Paris, one vid London
and the other vid New
York, and seeing which

gets there first. At

present New York wins

by twenty minutes. "Mr.

II.I.INGWOBTH excused
himself from giving an
immediate explanation
on the ground that he
had not had time to

check the facts. No
doubt lie hopes that in

the interim other Mem-
bers will follow Colonel
GUINNESS'S example
and, by joining in the
new pastime, briuggrist
to the Post-Oflice mill.

Wednesday, July 14th.
Lord MILNEU must

have thought he was
back in the era of

"Chinese Slavery"when
he found himself as-

sailed on all sides be-

cause the Chief Native
Commissioner in Kenya
Colony (late British
East Africa) had issued
a circular

instructing
she chiefs to influence their followers
n the direction of honest toil. Lord IS-
LINGTON described this us "perilously
iear forced labour;" His Grace of
IVNTIIRJSUKY

facetiously suggested that
.he chiefs' idea of influence would be
he sjambok; and Lord KAIMOTT talked
f
"
Prussianism."

Taught by past experience Lord Mu,.
: did not make light of the accusa-

ions, but sot himself to show how little
eal substance they contained. The
hief Native Commissioner was "not
1 russian

"
; on the contrary the local

lute population thought him too great
) upholder of native privilege

man to work, and had therefore issued

this circular, which was open to mis-

interpretation.
An explanatory docu-

ment would be issued shortly.

Echoes of the DYER debate are still

reverberating through the Commons,
and Mr. MONTAGU was put through
a searching cross-examination regard-

ing his relations with Mr. GANDHI.

Apparently that gentleman has a very

simple plan of campaign. lie agitates
more and more dangerously until he is

threatened with prosecution. Then he

says
"
Sorry !

"
and Mr. MONTAGU begs

B.C. 1920.
Sir AiFjts* Uoso. "WHAT A TOPWNCI IDEA! THEY'LL XKVFU GETSMTABU: DBMS FROM TIIK OFFICE OF WOBXS-XOT IF THEY WAIT 3840

i * **V,iIC'Q. JJUl
e was very keen on gelling the black fact had not happened, could

him off. After a brief interval of qui-
escence lie starts again. Just now he
is once more Hearing the imaginary line
that separates proper from impropa-
Gandhism.
The House was delighted to see Mr.

DEVLIN and Mr. MAC\"EAGII back in
their places. A little honest Irish ob-
struction would be a refreshing change
after the feeble imitations of the Ken-
worthies and Wedgwoods. But the
Si-EAKEU could not accept the pro-
position that a speech delivered three
weeks ago, in which an Irish official
was alleged to have prophesied some
dreadful things which as a matter of

garded as " a definite matter of urgent
public importance."

It is unfortunate that the Pisnir
MINISTER was unable to get back IVoni

Spa in order to assist in the final sup-
pression of his famous land-duties
Most of the speeches delivered were
made up of excerpts from hisold orations
of ton years ago that almostprehistoric
era known as the Limehouse Period
and it would have been an object-lesson
in political gymnastics to see him ex-

plaining himself away.
The land-taxers made a gallant effort

to frighten their oppo-
nents away by chanting
the "Land Song" in
the Lobby, but it is

supposed that the Gov-
ernment supporters had
copied Ulysses' method
with the Sirens, for

enough of them re-

mained faithful to de-
leat the land-taxers by
190 to (is.

Thursday, July 16tm
Mr.Nio.u.'s announce-

ment that the proposed
increase in railway fares
had been postponed un-
til August 5th, in order
not to spoil the Bank-

Holiday, was far from

satisfying the House.
Mr. CLYNKS pointed out
that large numbers of

the working - classes
now took their long
holidays in August. Mr.
PALMEK was of opinion
that the working-
classes could pay well

enough; it was the

middle-class that would
sufier most

; and Mr.
li. McNEiLL, following
up this assertion, sug-
gested (without suc-

cess) that for the sake
of poverty - stricken

M.P.'stheHouseshould
adjourn before the fateful date.

Sir H. GEBENWOOD gave particulars
of the Sinn Fein raid on the Dublin
Post-Oflice, but declined to give an

opinion as to whether there had been

any collusion with the staff inside.

Judging by the promptitude and effi-

ciency of the raiders' procedure it seems
highly improbable that postal oflieials

had anything to do with it.

"Each day the barometer seems to drop n
little lower, the rain seems to drop a little
more persistent and wet." I'rorincial l.',ii-i:

It is this persistent wetness that is so

annoying. Nobody would mind a little

dry rain.
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TWENTY YEARS ON.
Wi: were sitting iu the verandah,

I and 1. On tlie greensward before
us Ernest Junior and James Junior

(1 am .1 antes) .disported themselves as

be:- HMO their years, which were respec-

tively 1J and 1|;. In the middle dis-

tance, or as middle as the size of our
lawn permits, might he seen themotliers
of Ernest Junior and J times Junior deep
in conversation, discussing, perhaps,
the military prowess of their lords,

though I rather fear I caught the word

"jumper" every now and then.

A loud difference of opinion between
lames II. and Ernest II. as to the

possession of a wooden horse momen-
tarily disturbed the peaceful scene. It

was left to Ernest and myself to settle

it, our incomparable wives being still

completely engrossed with the subject
of our military prowess (or of jumpers).
When quiet reigned once more Ernest

said,
" Have you ever looked twenty

years on '!

"

"
Practically never," 1 answered. "It

is too exhausting."
"It is exhausting, but with my usual

energy I do it all the same," said Ernest,
who is as a fact the world's champion
lotus-eater. " Last night I was pictur-

ing a little scene in the year 1940.
Shall I tell you of it?" And wit.h-

for my assent he pro-out waiting
ceeded :

" The scene is laid in an undergradu-
ate's rooms. Ernest Junior and James
Junior are discovered in ntglige atti-

tudes and the conversation proceeds

something like this :

" Ernest Junior. What are you going
to do with yourself iu the Vac. ?

" James Junior. I shall go abroad, in

spite of my choice of objectives being
so terribly restricted.

"Ernest Junior. Why restricted?
" James Junior. Well, I wouldn't say

this to anybody else, but to tell you the

truth it is impossible for me to go to

either France, Belgium or Italy. You
see my dear old father was in these

countries during the first Great War,
and if 1 were so much as to mention
them he 'd never stop talking. If I

were to say that I proposed spending
a fortnight in the Ardennes it would

let loose such a flood of reminiscence

that I should hardly get away before

next term begins.
"He gets a little confused too at times.

He told me the other day a long story
about the relief of Yprcs, and he also

boasted of having himself captured a

large number of Turks on the Soinrne.
" And it isn't only that. My mother

was a V.A.D. in France, you know.

And when the old man had done talk-

ing of Ypros and the Souinie she '!

begin about Kouen and Etaplos."
I laughed, but without mirth, for 1

did not really think this at all funny.
And after all I might have said just
the same about Ernest, if only I 'd

thought of it iirst.

"CHAK-A'-VAHIA.
t nm-a

;

'/'//< Maiichftfi- IJaili/ Ihn/Kitt -It ^i

distressing account of the bibulous ho
which is becoming inorr rumpunt \ve<'V !

amoug cliar-rv-l)uncs trippers.

THE patrons of the charabang
Employ the most outrageous slang
And talk with an appalling twang.
Their manners ape the wild orang;
They do not care a single hang
For sober folk on foot who gang,
Hut as they roll, with jolt and clang,
For parasiing on panisnng,

They cause a vulgar Xltinu inul T>rnnij.

They never heard of ANBHKW LAM;,
Or even Mr. WILLIAM STKAXC .

They are, I say it with a pang,
A most intolerable gang :

In fact I wish them at Penang
Or on the banks of Yang-tsc-Kiaiig
Sonic folk who use the fhiiri<b:in".

'\Vaulcd, a Rood, clriin

\;l .." /'/IT.';/, ml /'..

i' is i.oing to the <ii .

;
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POINTS OF VIEW.
THE manager had seen to it that the

party of young men, being very obviously
rich, nt any rate for this night, had
some of the best attendance in the res-

laurnnt. Several waiters had been fold

utV specially !o look aft.T them, the

and busiest of whom was little

more than a boy a slender pale boy,
who was working very hard to give
satisfaction. The cynic might think

and say, for cynics always say what

they think that this zeal was the re-

sult of his youth ; but the cynic for

once would be only partly right. The
xeal also had sartorial springs, this

eventful day being the first on which the

boy had been promoted to full waiter-

hood, and the first therefore on which
he had ever worn a suit of evening dress;
which by dint of hard saving his family
had been abletoobtainforhiin. Wearing
a uniform of such dignity and conscious
that he was on the threshold of his

career, he was trying very hard to make
good and hoping very fervently that he
would get through without any drops
or splashes to impair the freshness of
his new and wonderful attire.

The party of young men, who had been
at a very illustrious English school to-

gether and now were either at a uni-
'

versity or in the world, were celebrating
an annual event and were very merry
about it. For the most part they had,
between the past and the present, as
many topics of conversation as were
needed, but now and then came a lull,

during which some of them would look
around at the other tables, note the
prettier of the girls or the odder of the
men and comment upon them

; and it

chanced that in such a pause one of the
diners happened for the first time to
notice with any attention the assiduous
young waiter. Although not old enough
to have given any thought to the anom-
aly of youth (though lowly) attending
upon youth (though gilded) at its meals

tins way not old enough indeed to
have pondered at all upon the relations
of Capital and Labour or of the domi
neenng and theservile he had reflected
a good deal upon the cut and lit of
clothes, and there was something about
the

waiting-hoy's evening coat that out-
raged his critical sense. Nor did the
fact that the other's indifferent tailoring
hrow the perfection of his own into
such bnlhant contrast-tile similaritybetween the

livery of service and the
male costume de luxe fostering such~

an* lllore

like that? Don't they ever see them-
selves in the glass, or if they do can't

they see straight ? Why, it covers his

collar altogether."
His companion agreed.

" And the
shoulders! You'd have thought that
in a restaurant like this the manage-
ment would be more particular. By
George, that 's a jolly pretty girl com-

ing in! Look over there, just under
the clock, with the red hair." And the
waiter was forgotten. Only, however,
by his table critics, for at that moment
a little woman who had made friends
with the hall-porter for this express
purpose was peering through the win-
dow of the entrance, searching the room
for her son. She had never yet seen
him at his work at all, and certainly
not in his grand waiting clothes, and
naturally she wanted to.

" Ah !

"
she said at last, pointing the

boy out to the porter,
" there he is ! At

that table with all the young gentlemen.
Doesn't he look fine? And don't they
fit him beautifully? Why, no one
would know the difference if he were
to sit down and one of those young
gentlemen were to wait on him."

E. V. L.

'Did you ever see," he asked his
eighbour, "such a coat-collar as that

waiting Johnnie's? I ask you. How
an anyone, even a waiter, wear a thin

PIGLETS.
WHILE waiting for proof-sheets of

my book on The Dynamic Force of
Modern Art I thought I might get a
certain amount of amusement out of a
little correspondence with my nei"h-
bour, Mr. Gibbs, small farmer and
dairyman, between whom and myself
letters had passed a short time ago on
the subject of a noisy cow, since re-
moved from the field below the studywindow of the house that has been
lent me by my friend Hobson. With
this end in view I wrote to Mr. Gibbs
as follows :

MY DEAU MB. GIBBS, The field of
the uproarious cow has, I notice, sud-
denly become tenanted again, this time
by what appears to be a school, herd
or murrain of swine. Their number
seems to vary. Sometimes I count
ten younglings, sometimes as many as
thirteen, and once I made it as much
as fourteen.

Did you know they were there, or
are they a crop ? Or is the field suffer-
ing from swine fever, of which they are
the outward manifestation ? Anyhow
whether they are friends of yours or
have merely just happened, as it were
they are

distinctly intriguing.
My wife was

remarking to me only
yesterday how nice some pork would
o as a change from the eternal verities

beef and mutton, and I told her that if
3 would look out of my window shewould see the pork running ab

simply ask ing for ifc . T ,

D

many of these piglets that I don't
think the old sow would miss one.
Swine can't count, can they?
But apart from food values they

interest me as subjects for the Cubist
the Vorticist and other exploiters of
dynamic force in the Art of

to-day (I
fancy I told you in a previous letter
that I am engaged upon a tome on this

subject).

Figure to yourself, man ami, what
delightful rhomboidal figures WYNDHAM
LEWIS and his school would make of
these budding porkers with the sleek
torso and the well-poised angular snout
and, having visualised their treatment
of the theme, compare it with the
painted efligies of such animals byGEORGE MORLAND, which were merely
pigs, Sir, and nothing more. No sym-
bolism, no force. You get me what?
But looking at these piglets from a

more intimate point of view, don't you
think

(if they should happen to be
yours, and you have any influence with
their parents) that something should bo
done about their faces? They have
such a pushed-in appearance. Can this
be normal? If so, it must seriously
interfere with their

truffling. But per-
haps this is not good truffle-huntin"

country. I
'm sorry if this is so, as I

could do with a nice brace of truffles
now and again.
Eemember me kindly to our mooing

friend, and believe me, dear Mr. Gibbs,
Yours

sincerely,
ARTHUK K. WILKINSON.

How this early touch of Spring has
got into the blood, to be sure.

To this letter Mr. Gibbs replied thus :

DEAR SIR, i cant make much of
your letter except a riglemerole about
pigs and dinamite and pictures but
what they have to do with one another
i dont know if you want some pork
why dont you say so strait out like mr
Hobson does i shall be killing one this
week shall i send you a nice leg and
remain Yours obedient

HENRY GIBBS.

My reply, given in the affirmative,
resulted in the arrival of a succulent-
looking joint with a bill for leg of pork
special 5Jlbs. at '2s. per Ib. Us.
As the price too was rather special I

returned the bill with the following :

MY DEAR MR. GIBBS, What a rap-
turous piece of pork ! Lovely in life,
and oh, how beautiful in death. I
count the hours till 7.30 to-morrow.

I am truly sorry you couldn't read
my letter with comfort, I have derived
great pleasure from yours. You appear
to have a strong leaning towards pho-
netic orthography which is very re-

freshing and seems to bear the same
relation to the generally accepted rules
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of tlio art that the modern dynamic
iirt (a favourite topic of mine, as you
know) does to the academies of the late

nineteenth century.
When the proof-sheets of my book

arrive I should he glad of your assist-

ance in going through them. My ten-

dency, 1 think, is to over-punctuate,
and your proclivity would, I believe,
counteract this.

Mais rci'cnons u nos motitons (muta-
tis miitaiulin, of course). The specialist
who superintends my diet allows me to

eat pork at Is. 9d. per II)., but does not

approve of my indulgence in it at a

higher figure. If you will meet his

views (and 1 am sure you will) I shall

absorb my full share of the dainty you
have provided. Otherwise I must re

turn it with many exquisite regrets.

Anticipating your favourable recogni-
tion of my specialist's absurd prejudice,
I enclose a cheque for (Js. 8d.

Accept my word for it that I am
Yours ever most truly,

AHTHUK K. WnauNSON.

To this Mr. Gibbs offered the follow-

iug reply :

DKEK SIR, i thought being a friend

of inr Hobson you was a gentleman as

wouldn't mind paying a bit extra for

something special like this pork which
these pigs was by Barnsley Cham-
pion III i cant charge less, i dont
know who your specialist is but he
dont know much about pork the bests

the safest, please send ballance and
remain

Yours obedient,
HKXKY GIBBS.

We were still in March and pork had
not yet been decontrolled, so I returned
the bill again with this brief but incis-

ive note :

MY DEAR MK. GIBBS, I have never
met your friend from Barnsley, but am
surprised that you haven't come across

my specialist, whose address is the
Local Food Control Oflice at Harhury.
Would you like to meet him ? He is

very interested in pigs, also in milk and
other things in which you specialise

expensively, so you would have lots to

la-Ik about, no doubt.

Yours sincerely,
ABTHUB K. WILKINSON.

The receipt in full, which reached me
in reply, was very satisfactory. The

pork was delicious.

FLOWERS 1 NAMES.
LADY'S BKDSTHAW.

UNUKK two secret arching hedges
Masses of Bedstraw grow,

Silvery-white among the sedges,
Like drifts of fairy-snow ;

Deep 'a the middle, fringed the edges ;

Who sleeps there? Do you know ?

Do you ? Or you ?

Hark! for the breezes know.

'Oh, there my Lady Summer lies

Adrcuin beneath cool April skies ;

About her blossoms fall

On her long limbs and secret eves.

Still she sleeps, virginal ;

Then hark ! June's clarion call !

She lifts her wistful wilful eyes,

Springs light afoot and away she flies.

But her Bedstraw dies."

We have received from Mauufac-iur-

iug Coinpum ,
New Y..rk, makers of Distrut-

tivo Stationer.- for Social Correspondoncc,
copies of their artistic Wall Calendars."

}\'est Indian I'aper.

The calendars don't interest us, but
a few samples of the "distructive

stationery
"
would come in useful for

answering bores.
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NOCTURNE.
OF course I suppose I ought to bo

crateful for the opportunity
of having a

front scat at one of Nature's romances,

but I imagine she reaps more applause

at matinees than at soirees. 1 know

that I But judge for yourself.

The dramatis persona were corn-

crakes, neighbours of mine. The hero-

inea neat line in spring birdings--!

labelled
" Thishe," and she had evidently

inspired affection of no mean degree in

the hearts of two enthusiastic swains,

Strong-i'-tli'-lung
and Eugene. I know

all this because Thisbe's home is a

small tuft of grass not distant from my
bedroom, and her admirers wooed her

at long range from opposite corners of

my field.
.

Now, as a cursory study of ornith-

ology will tell you, the corncrake's

method of attracting his bride is by

song, and the criterion of excellence in

C.C. circles is that the song shall be

protracted, consistent and perfectly

monotonous. To those who are un-

acquainted with his note I would

describe it as rather similar to the

intermittent buzzing noise which an

inexperienced telephone operator lets

loose when she can't think of a wrong
number to give you. It has also points

of resemblance to the periodic thud of

the valve of a motor-tube when one is

running on a deflated tyre. But there

is no real standard of comparison. As

a musical feat it is unique, and I for

one am glad it is.

It was night. Eugene was in pos-

session of the stage when I began to

take an interest in the romance,

cannot say for how long he had sere-

naded his divinity before I became
conscious of his lay, but I do know thai

thereafter he put in one and a half hours

of good solid craking before he desisted

I then felt grateful for the silence, rollec

over and prepared to get on with my
postponed slumber.

But Strong-i'-th'-lung decreed other-

wise. With a contemptuous snort at his

rival's performance he opened his epic
He was splendid. For one and three

ninths hours he descanted on the glories
of field life, on the freshness of the night
on the brilliance of the June foliage ;

for

the next two hours he ardently pro
claimed thesurpassing beautyofThisbe's

eye, the glossiness of her plumage, th

neatness of her claw, and he wound up
with a mad twenty minutes of piercing

monotony as he depicted the depth o

his devotion for her.

When he ceased, in a silence whicl
was almost deafening, I could visualise

Thisbe dimpling with satisfaction am
undoubtedly filled with tenderness to

ward a lover capable of expressing him

self so eloquently.
I turned over with

i sigh of relief and closed my eyes in

Measurable anticipation of rost.

But Eugene felt it necessary to reply.

I think his intention was to crake dis-

belief of his rival's sincerity, to throw

cold water on his burning professions,

serhaps even to question the excellence

of his intentions. But his nerve was

obviously shaken by his competitor's

indoubtedly fine performance, and he

craked indecisively. At 4.30 A.M. I dis-

linctly heard him utter a flat note. At

L47 he missed the second part of a bar

entirely. Thisbe's beak, I must believe,

curled derisively ; Strong-i'-th'-lung

aughed contemptuously, and
at 5.10A.M.

Eugene faltered, stammered and fled

rom the field defeated.

The sequel I have had to build up on

rather fragmentary data, but it appears

that Eugene fled as far as Pudberry

Parva, and endeavoured to cool his dis-

;omtiture in a dewy hayfield.

To him there came an old crone, the
1 father and mother

"
of all corncrakes,

who comforted him, cossetted him, and

from a fund of deep experience offered

him hints on voice production. She also

'ave him of a nostrum of toadwort and

'arlic, which mollified his lacerated

chords, and she prescribed massage of

the throat by rubbing against a young
beech stem.

Within two days Eugene was back in

my field. In tones that feigned to falter

he craked a few bars to open the per
formance. Strong-i'-th'-lung at once

rose fullof pityingconfidence and crakec

for two and a half hours the song o!

the practically accepted suitor. It was

a good song, and Thisbe seemec

pleased, though I fancy she rather

resented the note of assurance which he

imparted to his ballad.

Then Eugene came on. Bearing wel

in mind all the instruction of his recan;

benefactress, hecommenced at 11.45 r.M
such a masterpiece as has never befon

been heard in the bird world. His con

sistency of period was masterly, his

iteration superb and his even monotonj
incomparable. Crake succeeded craki

with dull regular inevitability. So fa

as I know he carried his bat. . He was
still playing strongly when I fell on ;

troubled sleep about 5.30. . . .

The next day, walking through th

field, I put up two birds which flev

away together. One was Thisbe. An
the other? Well, not Strong-i'-th'-lung
I stumbled across him a little latei

dead without a wound.

" WANTED Music MASTEK for 2 girls ;
als

Mincing Machine." Local Paper,

One way or another they seem detei

mined that the poor girls shall be "
pu

through it."

SHOULD MILLIONAIRES READ HOMER?

THE recent discovery of a London
lillionaire, who not only lives in a

mall suburban villa, where his wife

ispenses with servants, goes to bed at

.30 P.M. and rises at 3 A.M., but reads

IOMEB in the Greek, has caused a

ensation.

His endeavours to prove to a doubting
vorld the truth of a favourite British

dage is admirable; and his modest
stablishment only bears out what the

Billionaires keep on telling us, that,

>wing to high taxation and the abnor-

mal cost of luxuries, they must really

is reckoned as poor men. But his

tudy of HOMER provokes a difference

if opinion.
Our representative, in interviewing

a venerable sociologist on the subject,

vas told that the study of Greek for

Millionaires is, within proper limits,

jomparatively harmless, but that HO-
MER contains the elements of danger.

'It is in HOMER'S apotheosis of

leroism in human combat that the

jeril lies," he said. "
Having regard

;o the part played in the past by finan-

ciers in the wars between civilised

nations, the security of the League of

Stations will be threatened if the mil-

ionaires of to-day come under the spell

of that great poet, who, with all his ex-

lellent qualities, directed his genius so

persistently to the praise of warfare."

One of the millionaire class was next

approached, and was asked what he

thought of millionaires reading HOMEK.
" Why not ?

"
he asked. " Some mil-

lionaires are great readers. I am one

myself. There are not half-a-dozen of

OPPENHEIM'S I haven't read ; and I like

HALL CAINE and ETHEL DELL'S not

bad. Who is this HOMER? If he's

any good I may as well order him."
"
Well, HOMER was a poet, you know,

r\

"I've no use for poetry," said the

millionaire.
" A Greek poet, who lived

"Greek. A Greek, did you say?'
A shrewd look came into his eyes,

Some of the cutest devils I know are

Greeks." He pulled down a shirt-cuff

and took a diamond-studded pencil from

his waistcoat pocket.
" How do you

spell it? With an H?"

"POULTRY AND EGGS.
Belfast or Neighbourhood. Locum Tenency

or Sunday duty wanted by well-kuowu Rector

during holiday." Irish Paper.

It looks as if he had been mistaken for

a Lay-reader.

"
Nothing is left o! the knave of the church,

but the choir still remains." Scotch Paper.

We are glad they discarded the knave
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Country Coitsin (who suffers from his wife's elbow at each crossing).
BE ROON OWER !

"

' Oo ! LAWKS, MABIA 1 NEXT TIME WE 'VE TO cnosa LEMMB

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Double Life (GRANT EICHAHDS) is a story that unblush-

ingly bases its appeal on the love of almost everyone for a

fairy-tale of good fortune. The matter of it is to show how a

lady amateur, wife of a novelist, herself hardly knowing one
end of a horse from the other, might make forty thousand

pounds in a year on the Turf, without even her own
husband so much as suspecting her activities. The thing
isn't likely, is indeed a fantasy of the wildest improbability;
but, told with the zest imparted to it here by Mr. GRANT
EICHARDS, it provides first-rate fun. Some danger of

monotony there was bound to be in what is really a varia-

tion upon a single theme. Though the author cunningly
avoids this, I think it might justly be observed that he has
made Olivia's plunges almost too uniformly successful. But

perhaps not; after all, while you are handling fairy-gold,

why be niggardly of it ? The heroine's introduction to

horse-racing comes about through the unconscious agency
of her husband, who takes her with him on a visit to New-
market in search of local colour for a "sporting" novel.

The resulting situation reaches its climax in what is the

best scene of the book, when Geoffrey, returning from a race

that he has visited alone, but upon which Olivia, unknown
to him, has risked thousands, recounts its progress in the

best manner of realistic fiction, wholly ignorant of the

true cause of what seems such flattering agitation in the

listener. Altogether a happy if not very subtle story
which I am glad that Mr. GBANT RICHARDS could persuade
himself to publish.

To write, as Mr. E. W. CHAMBERS lias written, fifty-two
novels, many of them excellent and all readable, while still

on the right side of sixty, is an achievement of intelligent

industry that entitles any novelist, at the latter end, to take
matters a little easily. Tfie Moonlit Way (APPLETON) has
neither the imaginative qualities of The King in Yellow, the
humour of In Search of the Unknown, nor the adventurous

tang of Ashes of Empire, but it is a good live story that will

carry the reader's interest to the last page. Mr. CHAMBERS
is at his best when dealing with spies and secret service

agents and scheming chancellors and the other subter-

ranean apparatus of war and diplomacy ; at his least

interesting when depicting affluent young America on its

native heath of New York bricks and mortar. The Moonlit

Way deals with all these things and more. We are whisked
from the Bosphorus to the Welland Canal on the heels of

Germany's
" War in the United States," and French Secret

Service officers, German saloon keepers and Sinn Fein revo-

lutionaries jostle one another for a place in our interest.

The novel-reading public knows that it is quite safe in buy-
ing any story by Mr. CHAMBERS, and, if it does not expect
too much of The Moonlit Way, it will not be disappointed.

Lately, volumes of individual memorial to dead youth
seem to have become less frequent. Perhaps there was a

suggestion that the making of them, or rather their publica-
tion for the eyes of strangers, was in danger of being over-

done. However this may be, I think that, quite apart from
the appeal of circumstance, there would always have been
a welcome for such a bright-natured book as one that
Father RONALD KNOX has put together, mostly from diaries
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and letter.--, about Patrii-k Slimr-Stcwart (COLLINS).
Eton

ami 15alliol will agivo that there could be no biographer

better fitted to record the life, as happy seemingly as it was

fated to be short, of one who combined success with popu-

larity at both tlii^o place-;, was caught by the War on the

threshold of a wider career, served bis country with very

notable distinction and was killed in the winter of 1917.

Though he met death in France, the most of SHAW-

STKWAKT'S war-service was on the Eastern front ; in

particular he saw more than most soldiers of the whole

Ciallipoli adventure, to which ho went as a member of that

ama/ing company surely the very flower of this country's
\\ai- contribution' the Hood Battalion of the E.N.V.R.

Hero he was the comrade of many of those whom England
has especially delighted to honour: EXPERT BROOKE,
DENIS-HKOWXK, CHARLES LISTER and others, all of whom
ligiuv in these vivid and most attractive letters ;

from which

also one gathers an engaging picture of SHAW-STEWART
himself, a generously admiring, humorous and entirely inde-

pendent young Tory in a band of brilliant revolutionaries.

In fine a book (despite its theme of promise sacrificed) full

of laughter and a sin-

gularly charming char-

acter-study of one who,
in his biographer's
phrase, was assuredly
" not one of the passen-

gers of his generation."

war-student it is in its unassuming way very attractive.

Captain KEBMIT KOOSEVELT made many friends while

serving as a Captain with the Motor Machine-Gun Corps
in Mesopotamia, and here he reveals himself as a keen
soldier and a pleasant companion. In style he is perhaps
a shade too jerky; his frequent failure to make his con-
nections gives one a sense of being in the hands of a rather

rambling guide. But the important points are that he is

an engaging rambler, and that he can describe his experi-
ences both of war and peace with so clear a simplicity that

they can be easily visualized. When the American Army
arrived in France Captain ROOSEVELT naturally wished to

join it, and his last chapter is called " With the First
Division in France and Germany." But for us the main
interest of his book lies in the work he did with the British
in Mesopotamia, and to thank him for this would seem to

be an impertinence.

THE SPECIALIST.
Eminent Botanist on scientific expedition.

" DEAK ME ! WHI- DIDN'T I TAKK i;p
ZOOLOGY INSTEAD OF BOTANY? Tins SEEMS SUCH AN INTERESTING SPECIMEN."

Miss ELLA SYKES,
after going with her
brother and a camera
on his special mission
to Kashgar during the
earlier days of the War,

hasdetailedineharming
fashion, under the title

Through Dcstrts and
Oases of Central Asia

(MACMILLAN), their

travels in lands still

almost unknown. Sir

PERCY SYKES himself

hasaddedsomechapters
on the history and customs of the district in order to allow
himself the pleasure of referring affectionately to his hunting
of the giant sheep the Ovispoliol the Pamirs. Between
them they have given me a good deal of information, with a
lot of really capital photographs, about a country Chinese
Turkestan that one may have just heard of before, though

; is impossible to be sure. Resisting a burning desire to
pass on newly- acquired learning to the first listener, I will
be content to say that a more readable volume of its kind
has not come my way for a long time, and incidentally the
country itself seems surprisingly desirable. For one thing
it is free from the mosquitoes that spoil so many books of
travel, while the people are peaceful, reasonably contented
and not liable to jar on the reader's nerves, in the time-
honoured fashion, with spears and poisoned arrows. Even
the yaks, that one had supposed to be fearsome beasts are
mild benevolent pacifists. The authors do not suggest that

is all Paradise, of course, though for the Moslem there
"Praise be to Allah !

may be something of that sort in it. , .. m cwttu .

lave four obedient wives, who spend all their days in
trying to please me," said a Kirghiz fanner to Sir PERCY
But even Paradise may be a matter of taste.

It War in the Garde,, of E,l*n (Mruiuy) cannot be num-
among the books which must be read by a serious

bered

Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT'S Fnmi the Lorj of the Vclsa

(CHATTO) deals with some vague period before the War
(dates are most carefully concealed), when the versatile~

author undertook cer-

tain cruises up and
down Dutch canals, the

Baltic, French, Flemish
and Danish coasts and
East Anglian estuaries
with companions about
whom he preserves an

equally mysterious
silence. (Was it secret

service, I wonder ?) A

delightful book, pro-
duced with something
like pre-war attention
to .'esthetic appearance

a pleasant quarto
with roomy pages faith-

fully printed in a fair

type. You ought to

enjoy the owner's evi-

dent enjoyment (he was
never bored and there-

fore never boring), his

charmingly ingenuous pride of possession, his shrewd,
humorous and excessively didactic utterances about painters,
pictures, architecture and female beauty, his zeal for water-
colour sketching and his apparently profound contempt of
other exponents of the craft. Nothing could be less like (I
thank Heaven) the ordinary yachtsman's recollections of his

travels, and I get an impression that Mr. BENNETT was not
ill-pleased to leave most of the work and the technical

knowledge to his skipper.

"Crepe dc Chine in oyster white will show the top of the dress
embroidered to the knees in some .unconventional design of black and
a deeper shade of white." Do ily Paper.
"The bridesmaid's dress was of heavy white crone-dc-ehine, of pale

apricot shade." Prov'mcial Paper.

CANNING must have had a premonition of the modern
fashions when he wrote in The New Morality, "Black's
not so black, nor white so very white."

From a bookseller's advertisement :

' J
J

r - --- nas th <> way of when you finish one of his most in-
teresting books that you really cannot help yourself by reading all."

lland 1 'a-per..

Not being quite sure whether this is a compliment or not
we have suppressed the distinguished author's name.
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CHARIVARIA.
"Tin: public will not stand for in-

creased railuay lares," says a contem-

porary.
The\ have h:i<l ton much

.ding ;it the old prices.

\

A Mile Kml man writes to T
/,'./ /)/c.;.s

in say that one of his ducks

laid I'onr eggs in one da\ . It seems

itliollt (he most sensible tiling the bird

could have, ilone wit h t hem

As ;i i-esull of the recent Tuhe cxten-

sion, passengers can now travel from

the Hank to Kalinj,' in thirty-live min-

utes. It. is further claimed that the

route passes nnder some of the most

beautiful scenery in Kngland.
* *
*

Merse) shipyard workers ha\e made.

maud on their em-

ployers for live )iounds
ten shillings a weel;

win n no! \\orking and
in pounds a week

when working. This

proposal todiseriltiinale

het ween the men who
work and those who
don't, is condemned in

more advanced trade

union circles as savour-

ing dangerously of capi-
talism.

,;-
One evening a( Co-

vent ( iaiden." says M.

\Ki:i, IIllUMANT ill l.i'

Tem/ix," \\'\\\ teach more
correct behaviour than

six months' les.-ionsfrom

;i certified professor of

|
etiquette." Opinion iimong the smart
set is divided iis to whether he means
Covent (larden Theatre 1 or Covent Oar-
den Market. .... *'

*

The Bolshevists in Petrograd are

finding a dilliculty in the appointment
of a public executioner. This is just
the chance for a man who wants a nice

steady job. * *
'.-

On looking up our diary we lind that

the MAD MULLAH is just about due to

be killed again. We wonder if anvt hing
is being done in the matter.

A Neu Inn \ man ha ! in

breeding pink-coated tunic rats. It is

said thai the Prohibitionists hope to

exterminate these, as they did the given

A blunder of thirty million pounds
in the estimates for British operations
in Hnssia is re\ealed in a White Paper.
It is expected that the Government will

bequeath it to the nation.
* *

Owing to the high co,t ol m.iie, ial

we imdeistand that a certain pill is

to-day worth tl U.S. Cvl. a box.
* *

The Sinn Feiners now threaten to

(-upturn one of our new battleships.
We sincerely hope that thoGovernment
will place a caretaker on board eacli

of our most valuable Dreadnoughts.

finished pla , nig. 1 1

that they had overblown them-..
* *
*

\ trUi lover (if nature i, nowadays
. i;ird to tind." complains a \\ riti-i

in a Nature journal. Yet we know a

golfer who always shouts " |-'oie|" on

slicing a hall into a spinney.
*

*

TRUE POLITENESS.
1

YOCIl. EEL, I THINK, Silt?"

The t\so African lions \\hich e-<

from the Zoo in 1'orlngal have not yei
been captured, and wen; last seen

the border-line of Swit/erland. It is

thought that they are endeavouring to

walk across Europe as a reprisal for I he

flight across Africa by two Kuro|K-ans
* *

The Dublin Trades Council called a

one-day strike last week to -ecme the

release of Mr. JAMHS LAKKIN." S<i -in-

cessful was the strike, we Mi.ierstaiid.

that the I'niteil Stales

authorities ha vedecidcxi

that the presence of Mr. '

LABKIN at forthcoming
celebrations of a shin

lar character would be

quite superfluous
# *

Speaking to an audi-

ence of miners at Mm
pet 1 1 Mr. KAMSU M \(

DONALiisaid he dreamed
of a time when the

miners would govern
the country. Not even

the miners, on the other

hand, would dmim of

let! ing Mr. tt\Msu
MACHOS \i.n govern it.

4 *

" Does the Govern-
ment realise," ask^ a

* *
*

A German merchant is anxion- to gel
into touch with a big stamp-dealer in

this country. Our feeling is that" the

POSTM \STKH-G KM-'.HAL is the man lie

wants. ^ .

.

We are asked to deny the rumour
that Sir PHILIP SASSOON lias been ap-

pointed touring manager to the Peace
Conference.

A Lanarkshire magistrate the other

day doubted whether a miner could re-

member details of an accident which

happened two years ago. It is said

that the miner had vivid recollections

of the affair as it happened to be the

day he was at work.
* *

It is urged that all 4u.xi-cah- should

have a cowcatcher in front in case of

accidents. We gather that the drivers

are quite willing provided they are al-

lowed to charge for anyone they pick

up as an " extra."
* *

It is reported that the muzzling mdei

may come into force again in South

Wales. We understand that a dog
which thoughtlessly attempted to bark

in Welsh in the main street of Cardiff

was responsible for the belief that

rahies had broken out again.
* *
*

During a brass-band contest a few

days ago three members of the winning
band I

'ii ill just, a tier they had

newspaper corrcspondenl .

" that as re

gards the situation in Ireland we an-

on the edge of a crater or with a thun

derbolt over our heads'.'" We rather

imagine that the Government, like the

writer, isn't quite sure which.
* *

Oswetetiv Guardians have accepted
an offer to supply Bibles to tramp-.
This is the first occasion on which the

current belief that the tramp el;

nowadays being recruited largely from

the ranks of the minor clergy has re

ceived formal recognition.
* *

A bricklayer has been summoned for

not sending bis son to school. It ap-
that Iho father, finding his boy

could count up to twenty and wishing
him to follow his own occupation.
thought further schooling unnecc-

When the country really understands

the need of the Goveinmen!
essa\ist, we shall travel far." But
not at twopence a mile, thank \oii.

vor,. cr.ix.
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A CRIMINAL TYPE.

TO-DAY I am MAKing aN innofil'va-

lion, us you mayahvud) have gcssod,

I am typing this article myself //.sin-

stead of writing it ,
The idea is to save

time and exvJiKpense, also to demon-

p demonBTrike- --damn, to de-

monstralO that 1 can type /ust as weU

as any hlessedgirl If 1 give my mind

to i'l"
1 "

Typing while you compose is

n-aiv extraoraordinarrily easy, though

composing wliilr you typE is more diffi-

cult. I rather think my typing style is

going to be different froM my u6sual

style-,
lint J daresay noone will mind that

much, looking back i see that we made

rather a hash of that awfuul wurd extra-

orordinnaryk ? in the middle of a-woKd

like thaton N-e gets quite lost? 2hy
do I keep putting questionmarks instead

of fulstopSI wonder. Now you see i

have put a fulllstop instead Of a ques-

tion mark it newvver reins but it pours,

the typewriter to me has always been

a mustery? and even now that I

have gained a perfect mastery over the

machine in gront of me i have npt th3

faintest idea hoW it workss^o &or in-

stance why does the thingonthetop the

kind of overheadWailwayarrrangement
move along one pace afterr every word ;

I haVe exam@aaa ined the mechanism
from all points of view but there seeems

to be noreason atall whyit shouould

do tis . damn that ,
it keeps butting

in : it is Just lik real life, then there

are all kinds oF attractive devisesand

levers andbuttons of which is amanvel
in itself, and does somethlSg useful

without lettin on how it does iT.

Forinstance on this machinE which
is A mi/et a mijge? imean a mi/dgt,made
of alumium, , and very light sothat you
caN CARRY it about on your olidays

(there is that again) and typeout
your poems onthe Moon immmrne-

diately, and there is onely one lot of

keys for capITals and ordinay latters
;

when you want todoa Capital you press
down a special key marked cap^i mean
CAP with the lefft hand and yo7 press
down the letter withthe other, like that

abed, no, ABCDEFG . how jolly that
looks . as a mattr of fact th is takes a
little gettingintoas ah

1

the letters on
the keys are printed incapitals so now
and then one forgets topress downthe
SPecial capit al key. not often, though.
on the other hand onceone as got it

down and has written anice nain e in

capitals like LLOYdgeORGE IT IS
VERY DIFFICULT TO REmemBER
TO PUT ITDOWN AGAINANDTHE
N YOU GET THIS SORT OFTHING
WICH SPOILS THE LOOOK OF
THE HOLE PAGE . or els insted of

preSSing down the key marked CAP
onepresses down the key m arked FIG

and then insted of LLOYDGEOBGE
you iind t hat you have written -H96/& :

394:3. this is very dissheartening and

t is no wonder that typists are sooften

sououred in ther youth.

Apart fromthat though the key

marked FIG is rather fun ,
since you

can rite such amusing things withit,

things like % and and dear old &

not to mention = and \ and j and !

i iind that inones ordinarry (i
never get

that word right) cor orrespondenc
one doesnt use expressions like i

(
"

and % % % nearly enough, typewriting

gives you a new ideaof possibilities
of

the englih language; thE more i

look at % the more beautiful it seems

to Be : and like the simple flowers of

england itis peraps most beautiful

when seeen in the masss, Look atit

%OI O/ O/ Of Of O/ O/ '

/o /o /o TO TO Jo /o .

cy Of o/ o/ Of o/ Of or oj Of Of o/-
jbjo/b/o/o/o/ojo/ojo/o/o

how would thatdo for a BAThrooM

wallpaper ? it could be produced verery

cheaply and itcould be ealld the CHER
RYdesigN damn, imeant to put all that

in capitals, iam afraid this articleis

spoilt now but butt bUt curse . But

perhaps the most excitingthing aout
this macine is that you can by presss-

ing alittle switch suddenly writeinredor

green instead of in black ;
I donvt un-

derstanh how t is done butit is very

jollY? busisisness men us e the device a

gre t deal wen writing to their mem-
bersof PARLIAment, in order to em-

phasasise the pointin wich ther inus-
tice is worSe than anyone elses inus-
tice . wen they come to WE ARE
RUINED they burst out into red and
wen they come to WE w WOULD
remIND YOU tHAT ATtHE LAST
EECTION yoU UNDERTOOk they
burst into GReeN. thei r typists must

enjoy doing those letters, with this

arrang ment of corse one coul d do
allkinds of capital wallpapers, for in-

stance wat about a scheme of red 's

and black ^b 's and gReen &'s ? this

sort of thing

% &% % ,% &%&&&&&
,% &% &% &% &%&&&&&

Manya poor man would be glad to

ave that in his parLour ratherthan
wat he has got now. of corse, you
wont be ab?e to apreciate the fulll bauty
of the design since i underst and that

the retched paper which is going to

print this has no redink and no green
inq either; so you must ust immagine
that the 's are red and the &'s are

green, it is extroarordinarry (wat a
t erribleword!!!) how backward in

MAny waYs these uptodate papers are

wwwwiiJ.11ji=| now how flicl that

happen i wond er; i was experimenting
with the BACK SPACE key ; if that is

wat it is for i dont thinq i shall use it

again, il wonder if i am impriving at

thisi sometimes i thinq i am and
so metimes i thinq iam not . we have
not had so many 's lately but i notice

that theere have been one or two mis-

placed q's & icannot remember to write

i in capital s there it goes again.
Of curse the typewriter itself is not

wolly giltless }ike all rnac&ines it has
aniind of it sown and is of like passsions
with ourselves, i could put that into

greek if only the machine was not so

hopelessly MOdern. it 's chief failing is

that it cannot write m'sdecently and
instead of h it will keep putting that

confounded . as amatter of fact ithas

been doing m's rather better today
hutthat is only its cusssedussedness and
because i have been opening my shoul

ders wenever we have come to an m;
or should it be A m? who can tell;

little peculiuliarities like making in-

different m's are very important &
wen one is bying a typewiter one
sould make careful enquiries about

theme; because it is things of that sort

wich so often give criminals away,
there is notHing a detective likes so

much as a type riter with an idiosxz

an idioynq damit an idiotyncrasy .

for instance if i commit a murder i

sould not thinq of writing a litter

about it with this of all typewriters
becusa because that fool ofa would

give me away at once I daresay scot-

land Yard have got specimens of my
trypewriting locked up in some pigeon-
hole allready. if they avent they

ought to ; it ought to be part of my
dosossier.

i thing the place of the hypewriter
in ART is inshufficiently apreciated.
Modern art i understand is chiefly sum-
bolical expression and straigt lines, a

typwritr can do strait lines with the

under lining mark) and there are few
more atractive symbols thaN the sym-
bols i have used in this articel ;

i merely
thro out the sugestion

I dont tkink i shal do many more
articles like this it is tooo much like

work ? but I am glad I have got out

of that habit ;
A.P..

"PRISON FOR FLAT LANDLORDS."
Evening Paper.

Good. But is nothing going to be

done about the landlords with round

figures'?

"With favourable weather, Thateham can
look forward to a pre-war show this year."

Local Paper.

Apparently Thatcham carries its eyes
in the back of its head.
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A SEA-VIEW OF THE SITUATION.

INDIGNANT LODGING-HOUSE KEEPER. " AND TO THINK OF THAT THERE ERIC WANTING TO
SQUEEZE THE POOR HOLIDAY-MAKERS BEFORE I GETS AT 'EM:
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Oulrayed Batsntan. "JARGE, Oi DO BEUIKVE YOU 'M BOWLIN' DELIBERATE AT MOI GAMMV LEG."

Jarge (feeliny t)iat something ought to be said).
" WHY, WILLYUM, Oi THOUGUT THEY WAS BOTH GAMMY."

ELIZABETH GOES ON HOLIDAY.

" PLEASE, 'in, may I go for my 'oli-

days a week come Thursday ?
"
asked

Elizabeth. She was evidently labour-

ing under some strong excitement, for

she panted as she spoke and so far for-

got herself in her agitation as to take

up the dust in the hall instead of sweep-
ing it under the mat.

" But you promised to go on your
holiday when we have ours in Sept-
ember," I protested, aghast. (You will

shortly understand the reason of my
dismay.)

" I don't see how I can pos-

sibly manage
"

" I 'in sorry, 'in, but I mimt take 'em

then," interposed Elizabeth, with a

horrid giving-notice gleam in her eye
which I have learnt to dread. " You
see, my young man is 'avin' 'is 'olidays
then an' an'

"
she drew up her lank

form and a look that was almost human
came into her face "

'e 's iirsked me
to go with "im," she finished with in-

< -liable pride.
I am aware that this is not an unusual

arrangement amongst engaged couples
in the class to which Elizabeth belongs ;

nevertheless I felt it was thn moment
for judicious advice, knowing how ephe-

meral are the love-affairs of Elizabeth.

No butterfly that flits from flower to

flower could be more elusive than her

young men. Our district must swarm
with this fickle type.

" Do you think it right to go off on

a holiday with a stranger?" I began

diffidently.
'Im ! 'E isn't a stranger," broke in

El zabeth. " 'E 's my young man."
' Which young man ?

"

' My ne-w young man."
' But don't you think it would he

better if he were not such a new young
man I mean, if he were an old young
man er perhaps I ought to say you
should know him longer before you go

away with him. It 's not quite the

thing

"Why, wot 's wrong with it?" de-

manded Elizabeth, puzzled.
" All the

girls I know spends their 'olidays with

their young men, an' then it doesn't

cost them nothink. That 's the best of

it. But it 's the first time I 've over

been arsked," she admitted,
" an' I

wouldn't lose a charnce like this for

anythink."
Further appeal was useless, and with

a sigh I resigned myself to the inevit-

able ; but when, ten days later, Eliza-

beth departed in a whirl of enthusiasm

and brown paper parcels I turned de-

jectedly to the loathsome business of

housework.
It is a form of labour which above

all others I detest. My inctiir is to

write one day I even hope to become
a great writer. But what I never hope
to become is a culinary expert. Should

you command your cook to turn out a

short story she could not suffer more in

the agonies of composition than I do

iu making a simple Yorkshire puddin

My household now passed into a

condition of settled gloom. My nerves

began to sviffer from the strain, and 1

came gradually to regard Henry as less

of a helpmate and more of a voracious

monster demanding meals at too fre-

quent intervals. It made mo peevish
rath him.

He too was far from forbearing in

this crisis. In fact we were getting
disillusioned with each other.

One evening I was reflecting bitterly

on matters like washing-up when Henry
came in. Only a short time before we
should have greeted each other cordially

in a spirit of camaraderie and affection,

Now our conversation was something
like this :
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lli'ini/ (i/nt(fl//). Hullo, no signs of

dinnoi- yet ! J)o you know tlic time,'.'

Me (snappily). You needn't l>e so

impatient. I expect youV gorged your-
sell mi ;i good lunch in town. Anyhow
it \voii 't take long to get dinner, as we
lire having tinned soup ;ind eggs.

Ifi-nn/. Oil, damn eggs. I 'in sick of

the sight of 'cm.

You can sec for yourself how unro-

sl.rainod wo wore getting. The thin

veneer of civilisation (thinner than ever

when I lenrv is hungry) was fast wearing
into holes.

The suhsequcnt meal was eaten in

silence. The liay-fevor from which J

am prono to sul'fer at all seasons of the

year was particularly persistent that

evening. A rising irritability engen-
dered by leathery eggs and fostered by
Henry's face was taking possession of

inc. Quite suddenly I discovered that

the way he held his knife annoyed me.

Further I was maddened by his manner
of taking soup. But I restrained myself.
[ merely remarked,

" You have finished

your soup, I hear, love."

Henry, though feeling the strain, had
not quite lost his fortitude. My hay-
fever was obviously' annoying him, but

ho only commented, " Don't you think

you ought to see a doctor about that

distressing nasal complaint, my dear ?
"

I knew, however, that he was longing
to hark out,

" Can't you stop that ever-

lasting snilling ? It 's driving me mad,
woman."
How long would it be before we

reached that stage of candour? I was

brooding' on this when the front-door

bell rang.
" You go," I said to Henry.
"
No, you go," he replied.

" It looks

bad for the man of the house to answer
the door."

I do not know why it should look bad
for a man to answer bis own door, un-
less he is a bad man. But there are

some things in our English social system
which no one can understand. I rose

and went to open the front-door. Then

my heart leapt in sudden joy. The light
from the hall lamp fell on the lank form
of Elizabeth.

"You've come back!" I exclaimed.
" I suppose you didn't expect to see

me inside of a week," she remarked.
"
I didn't

;
but oh, Elizabeth, I 'm so

glad to see you," I said as I drew her
in. Tears that strong men weep rose to

my eyes, while Henry, at this moment
emerging from the study, uttered an ejac-
ulation of joy (it sounded like "Thank
God !

"
)
at the sight of Elizabeth.

" An' 'ow 'ave you got on while I Ve
bin away?" she inquired, eyeing us both

closely. "Did everythink go orf orl

right?"
I hesitated. How was I to confess

OUR VILLAGE SOLOMON.
First Rustic. "D'YE 'EAB OLD DADDY SMITH'S COTTAOE WAS BOBNT DOWN LAST

NIGHT?"
Second Hustic (of matured wisdom).

" I BEAN'T SUBPBISED. WHICH I SEES THK SMOKB
A-COMING THBOUGH THE THATCH I SEZ TO MYSELF,

' THEBE '8 SELDOM SMOKE WITH-
OUT PIBE.' "

my failures and muddling in her absence
and hope to have authority over her in

future? Would she not become still

more difficult to manage if she knew
how indispensable she was ? I con-

tinued to hesitate. Then Henry spoke.
"We've managed admirably," he said.

"Your mistress has been wonderful.

Her cooking has absolutely surprised
me."

I blessed Henry (the devil ! )
in that

moment. "Thank you, dear," I mur-
mured.
Then Elizabeth spoke and there was

a note of relief in her voice. "Well,
I 'in reerly glad to 'ear that, as I can go
off to-morrer after all. I 'aven't been

for my 'oliday yet, like."

"What do you mean ?
"

I gasped.
"Well, you see, 'm, my young man

didn't turn up at the station, so I went
and stayed with my sister-in-law at Is-

lington. She wants me to go with 'er

to Southend early to-morrer, out I thort

as 'ow I'd better come back 'ere first

and see if you reerly could manage wit h-

out me, for I 'ad my doubts. 'Owever,
as everythink 's goin' on orl right I can

go with an easy mind."
I remained speechless. So did Henry.

Elizabeth went out again into the dark-

ness. There was a long pause, broken

only by my hay fever. Then Henry
spoke.

" Can't you stop that everlast-

ing sniffing?" he barked out. "It's

driving me mad, woman."

"REQUIRED an English or French resident

governess for children from 30 to 45 years old,

having notions of music."
Standard (Buenos Ayres).

We are glad they have picked up some-

thing during their prolonged juvones-
cence.
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AUTHORSHIP FOR ALL.

ng >p,rnii.n- (.1 tlir work of Mr. I'linch's nowl\ -est.ililislieil

1

i.ie.m. \\lnrli supplies appropriate Prcs* contributions

mi an\ -iibjiTl and over any signature.

IV. WHAT'S WHOM; WITH Tin: DRAM\'.'

Hi/ Mi't-ii-< /'. llninstoii, tin 1

ijilli'il producer of
"
Shoo,

Charlotte t"

I HAM: In en invited to say a few words to readers of The
Sit/i/mt!i

.Sr<)<>/> on the alleged decay of the -British drama.
There is indeed some apparent truth in this allegation. On
all sides I hear managers sending up the same old wail

of dwindling box-ollice receipts and houses packed with

ghastly rows of deadheads. No "
paper

"
shortage there,

:i> any rate.

Sometimes these unfortunate people come to me /or

counsel, and invariably I give them the same admonition,
"
Study your public."
There is no doubt that, with a few brilliant exceptions

(among which my own present production is happily en-

rolled), the playhouses have recently struck a rattier bad

patch. Useless to lay the blame either on the CHANCELLOH
OK TIIK EXCHEQUER or on the weather. Give the play-
going public what it wants and no consideration of National
Waste or of Daylight Saving will keep it from the theatre.
And that brings me to my point. Whence comes the

playgoing public of to-day, and what does it want ?

From the commercial point of view (and in the long run
as in the short all art must be judged by, its, monetary
value) the drama depends for its support on what used to
be known as the better-dressed parts of the house. Now-
a-days the majority of the paying patrons of these seats
come from the ranks of the new custodians of the nation's
wealth. These people, who have the business instinct very
strongly developed, insistently and very rightly demand
value for their money; and the problem is how to givethem value as they understand the meaning of the word.
My friend Mr. ARTHUR COLLINS gives it to them in sand

;

but that is a shifting foundation on which to build up a
prosperous run.

Those who, like myself, have studied closely the tastes
and intelligence of this new force that is directing the des-
tiny of the modern theatre must have come to the conclu-
sion that the essential factor in dramatic success is "punch

"

or, as our cross-Atlantic cousins would term it,
"
pep'"ihe day of aiiicmic characterisation and subtle dissection

F motives is past. The audience (or the only part that
really counts) has no desire to be called upon to think- it
can afford to pay others to do its thinking for it There is
uncli to he said for this point of view. The War and its
effects (especially the Excess Profits Duty) have imposedon us all far too many and too severe mental jerks ;

in the
'

As a charming and gifted little actress said to me only
yesterday, \\ want something a hit meatier than the dryold bones of InsKN'K ghosts." Well, I am out to provide

:

'"'' PI
'

eSOnt SUCC6SS certaillly tlocs not lack

Ill producing Shoo, Charlotte ! i have taken several hintsom that formidable young rival of the articulate staeknown as the b, ent Drama. There effects are flung at the
spectators head hke balls at a cocoanut; if they fail to
register a hit it is the fault of the shier, not of the nut. My

oughout has been to throw hard and true, so thateven the thickest nut is left in no doubt as to the actuality

.? ,iirr'-
*lio

' c
:
l"M ' *** ku5$

ipt at improving the public taste. As the dramatic>tl he Sabbath Scoop pithily remarked, it is just "one

long feast of laughter and limjfi ir," and its nightly triumph
is the only vindication it requires.
The fundamental mistake of the British drama of to-day

lies, in my humble opinion, in its perpetual striving after
the unexpected. The public, such as 1 have described it,

lights shy of novel situations; it isn't sure how they ou"ht
to be taken. But give it a play where it knows exactly
what is going to happen nest and you are rewarded with
the delighted applause that comes of prophecy fulfilled.
The thrill or chuckle of anticipation is succeeded by the
shudder or guffaw of realisation. Father nudges Mother
and says,

"
Look, Emma, he 's going to fall into the flour-

bin." JIo does fall into the flour-bin, and Father slaps his
own or Mother's knee with a roar of triumph. After all,
the old dramatic formulas were not drawn up without a

profound knowledge of human nature.
Let managers take a lesson from these few observations

and they will no longer go about seeking an answer to the
riddle,

" Why did the cocoanut shy '.'

"

THE BEST LAID SCHEMES.
[A contemporary declares Unit Uio side-car stands unrivalled as a

matchmaker. It would seem, however, that opinion on the sul>jrrt is

not unanimous.]
\\K motored together, the maiden and I,

And I was delighted to take her,

For, frankly, I wanted my side-car to try
Its skill as a little matchmaker;

Though up to that time I had striven my best,
I d more than a passing suspicion

The spark I was anxious to light in her breast
Still suffered from faulty ignition.

We started betimes in the promptest of styles
For scenes that were rustic and quiet ;

; J opened the throttle; we ate up the miles
(A truly exhilarant diet) ;

Till sharply, as over a common we went,
Gorse-clad (or it may have been heather),

The engine stopped short with a tactful intent
To leave the young couple together.

Twas instinct (I take it) directing my comve
That named as my first occupation

A fruitless endeavour to track to its source
.
The cause of this sudden cessation ;

And so I had tinkered with tools for a space
Ere I thought of my favourite poet,

And said to myself,
" Lo ! the time and the placeA .. .1 4-1, .. 1 1And the loved one in unison go it."

I might have remembered man seldom appears
Alluring in look or in manner

W ith a smut on his nose, oleaginous cars
And

frenziedly clutching a spanner :

Though down by the cycle I fell to my knees
And ported my heart for inspection,

I only received for my passionate pleas
A. curt and conclusive rejection.

'n
1'" 1

''?' 'T gwd famil
-

v
- sma11 mca "E

- "H'sical, devoted to
pamh work

pushes
to correspond with clergyman with view to i.cingan helpmeet for him.' "Church Times.

The Matrimonial News must look to its laurels.

a rTr?
P tu dl' mc

> . d - Cinema, have been acquucd bya Loudou Syndicate, m which are several gentlemen."

w Provincial Palter.We do not profess to know much about the film-trade,but is this so very unusual ?
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MANNERS AND MODES.

I'OST-WAB SIMPLICITY IN BATHINO-GK \R.
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WAYS AND MEANS.
I HAM: re id somawfaen that when

mil tir if railway fares arc increa

will cost a man travelling with his wife

and two children (the children being

half-fan's) as much as twenty pounds
to take third - class return tickets to

St. Ives.

Presumably this refers to the Cornish

St. Ives, and to show how serious the

problem will be for quite large families

I need only refer my readers to the

well-known poetical riddle which is

generally supposed to refer to the

Cornish St. Ives too. It will be seen

at once that in the case of a

septuagamist going to 01

returning from St. Ives with

his family the cost will he

vastly greater, even if no

special luggage rates are

leviable for the carnage ol

excess cats.

Fortunately there is a

much nearer St. Ives in

Huntingdonshire, and if I

was going to St. Ives at all,

with or without encum-
brances, I should certainly
choose that one. As a mat-
ter of fact the Huntingdon-
shire St. Ives is a very pleas-
ant place indeed, with a lot

of red - and -
yellow cattle

standing about, if one may
take the authority of the

County Card Game in these
matters. It is almost as

pleasant as Luton, where
there is a fellow in a blue
smock with side - whiskers
and a reaping-hook, and
Leicester, which consists

solely of a windmill and a
house where EICHABD III.

slept on the night before the
Battle of Bosworth Field.
Not a word about RAMSAY
MACDONALD.
But wo are not ta'kin^ about RAM

SAY MACDONALD and the^County Card
Game; we are talkirg abjut Sir Eiuc
GEDDES and his railway far js, and talk-

ing pretty sharply too. What is to he
done about this monstrous imposition?And how are we going to show the

pvernment that you cannot play about
with ozone as you can with margarineand coal ? If only all passengers were
prepared to act in concert it would bo
easy enough to bring Sir ERIC to his
knees. The best and simplest planwould be for

everybody to ask at the

bopking-offioe
for a half-fare, stating

boldly that his or her age was exactly
eleven years and eleven months. It
might not sound very convincing of
course, even if you had a red-and-black

cricket-cap on the back of your head

and covered your beard or what not

with one hand; but a constant succes-

sion of people all demanding the same

thing would most certainly cause the

booking-clerk to give way. It might
occur to him besides that, since so many
people insisted on giving their wrong
ages for the pleasure of fighting in war-

time, they had a perfect right to do the

same for the .pleasure of travelling in

peace-time ; and in the case of the women
his reputation for gallantry would be

impei'illed if he had the impudence to

doubt their word.

But would everybody be prepared to

Urchin (outside Club). "I BET IT WAS THE FAULT OF 'IM ON THE
EIGHT."

take up this strong and reasonable line ?
I doubt it, and we must turn to the con-
sideration of other economical devices.
One plan which I do not honestly

recommend is travelling under the seats
of the railway compartment, like Paul
Bultitude in Vice Versa. I say this partly
because the accommodation under the
seats is not all that it ought to be,
and even where there is no heating ap-
paratus a tight fit for large families,
and partly because you have to face the

possibility that your tickets may be
demanded on the platform at the other
end. Nor do I favour the method in-

variably adopted by people in cinema
alays, which is to sit on the buffers or
'-he roofs, or conceal yourself amonghe brakes or whatever they are under-
neath the carriages. Unless you drop

off just before the terminus, which hurts
the same objection arises as in the under
the-seat method

; and in any case you
are practically certain to he spotted 'no

only by the officials of the railway ootn

pany concerned but with axle-grease.
It is of course possible to travel with-

out concealment and without a tickel

either, merely discovering with a start

of surprise when you are asked for ii

that you have lost the beastly thing
But this involves acting. It involves

hunting with a great appearance of en-

ergy and haste in all your pockets, your
reticule, your hatband, the turn-ups ol

your trousers, The Rescue (for you cer-
~~

tainly used something as a

book-marker) and
finally

turning out in front of all

the other passengers the
whole of your note -

case,
which proves that you can-
not have been going to stay
at the "Magnificent" after

all, and the envelopes of all

the old letters which you
were taking down to the sea
in the hopes bf answering
them there

;
and evefn after

that you have to give the
name and address of some-

body you don't like (say
Sir ERIC GEDDES) to satisfy
the inspector.
On the whole I think the

best way is the one which I

mean to adopt myself at

the earliest opportunity.
Let us suppose that you are

going to Brighton. At Vic-

toria Station you will pur-
chase (1) a return ticket to

Streatham Common, (2) a

platform ticket. The plat-
form ticket entitles you to

walk on to the platform
from which the Brighton
train starts, and, when it is

just moving out and all the
tickets have been looked at, you will

leap on board. This brings you to

Brighton, and all you have to do there
is to accost the man who takes the
tickets in a voice hoarse with fury." Look here," you will say,

" I had an

important business engagement at

Streatham Common, worth thousands
and thousands of pounds to me, and
one of your fool porters told me a wrong
platform at Victoria. What are you
going to do about it ?

" Now you might
think that the porter would reply,
"Come off it, Mister ; you don't kid me
like that," or make some other disap-
pointing and impolite remark ; but not
a bit of it. Bluster is the thing that

pays. First of all he will apologise,
and then he will fetch the station-mas-

ter, and he will apologise too, and after
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'

J;,i<infj Tout (arrested tlte day before). -CAS YKU TI:I,L MK WOT wox TIII: iiiiii:i:-imurv .'

Ma'jistratf. "SILKNCK !

"
Tout. "

\V"v, THF.UK WASN'T so sijcu 'onsi;

a bit they will offer you a special train

hack to Strcatham Common, probably
tlie one the KIM; uses when lie goes to

I lie seaside. But you will of course
let'use to In 1

pacified and wave it away,
saying. I'sele-;.-,. absolutely usel- -

ND\\ I liat 1 am in this awful hole 1 shall

spend the night here. .Hut I shall cer-

tain! \ sue your Company for the amount
of the business that I have lost."

That is what I mean to do, and with

slight variations the ruse can be ap-
plied to almost any non-stop run. Now
that I have given the tip I shall hope
to tind quite a little crowd of disap-

pointed business men round the station

exits at holiday time when and or if

railway fares are increased.

OUR NATURAL HISTORY COLUMN.

Letter* to the Editor.

Tin: Hioi: I'AKK MONTMKXT.
DKAU SIH, The experience of the

Parisian scavenger who recent l\ dis-

covered a crocodile in a dustbin en-

courages me to write to you on a similar

subject. 1 note with profound dismay
the proposal to turn Hyde Park into a

Zoological Garden. At least this is not

an unfair deduction from the scheme to

instal a huge python in the neighbour-
hood of Hyde Park Corner. I do not

profess to know much alxmt snakes, but

I l)elieve the python is a most danger-
ous reptile, and I see it stated that the

pythons which have just arrived at

Regent's Park are "
large and vigorous,

already active and looking for food."

Surely this monstrous suggestion,

threatening the safety of the peaceful

frequenters of the Park, calls for a na-

tional protest. Can it be that the

PHKMIKK is at the hack of this, as of

every invasion of our rights ?

Yours faithfully, MATEBFAMH.IAS.
P.S. My son says it is a pylon,

not a python, but that only makes it

worse.

STRAXUK EXTKUIK.NXK or A HKHMIT.

DKAU SIB, My grandfather, \\lio

died in the "fifties, used to tell a ston of

a hermit who lived in Savernake ForeM.

an extraordinarily absent-minded man
with a beard of such colossal dimen-

sions that several of the feathered deni-

zens of the forest took up their abode
in its recesses. This curious pheno-
menon was, I believe, commemorated
in verse by ,ia earh -Victorian poet, but

I have not been able after considerable I

research to trace the reference. I ha\e
the honour to remain,

Yours faithfully, ISIIMIHK TCKTON
(Author of The (iron-Ik uf tlif Moia-

tuclif Mnrciin'iit, 'I'ln' I'll/inn i/
Art .v

ii/ijiliftl to UVi/.vAr/x and the article

on "Pogonotrophy
"

in The Uttti-
'

OF MIND ix A POKKKAUL.K.

DKAU Sin. The following venses,

though not strictly relevant to the

crocodile incident, commemorate an

occurrence illustrating the extent to

which piscine intelligence can be de-

veloped ill favourable circumstances:

"There was an unlucky portoaKlc
Who w;is picked up at s<'a !>v an eaylo ;

(In rcMcliinj; the nr.-t

It begun to prutc-l
(In the ground that llii- >|

i

c.-.l wa~ i!
1

I am Sir, Your.-, faithfully,

GF.OHUI: WASHINGTON COOK.

" Lieut.-Commander KYnttorthy ^-.\^\ it had
.1 iii '/"/ 'I

I'r.'iinri : I will ix- prr[ian><l l<> l'lic-M'

anything ' f V'/ir Times, but really I do not
link it h.is OUT --uK^^lrd tat."- Imilij Mail.

Mr. I.I.OVD (;I:OIK;I: is alwavs ready to

yive The Tun/'* tink-for-tat.
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K/
-

.

-""

f (to Fellmc-Guest at garden-party wJio JMS offered to introduce tier to tceU-lmown Socialist). "I DON'T THINK so THINKS IO
LOOKS ItATHKB KEABSOME."

Fellow-Guest. "My DEAB, HE'S ONE OP THE FEW DECENT PEOPLE HEBE BELONGS TO AN OLD ENGLISH LABOURING FAMILY."

\ REMEMBER, I REMEMBER.
(Careful /// imitatedfrom the best models,

except that it lias somehow got into

metre ami rhyme.)

Foru-AN-n-NixKTY English winters

Having necked my hair with snows,
I am ready for the printers,
And my publishers suppose

That these random recollections
Of a mid-Victorian male,

Owing to my high connections,

Ought to have a fairish sale.

Comrades of my giddy /enith,
Ga/ing back in retrospect,

\ -liould say Lord Brixton (Kenneth)Had the brightest intellect;

Though of course no age enfeebles
James Kircudbrighfs mental vim

(\.>v, tl,,, seventh Duke, of Peebles)
I have lots of tales of Jim.

We were gilded youths together
In our Foreign Ollice days ;

Used to fish and tramp the heather
At his uncle's castle,

" Braes ;

"

I recall our wild elation

One day when we stole the hat,
At the Honduras Legation,
Of a Danish diplomat.

James had scarcely any vices,
His career was made almost

When the Guatemalan crisis

Caused him to resign his post ;

He possessed a Gordon setter
On whose treatment by a vet

I once wrote The Times a letter

Which has not been published yet.

Politics were dry and dusty,
Still they had their moods of fun,

As, for instance, when the crusty
Yet delightful Viscount Bunn

Broke into the Second Heading
Of a Church Endowment Bill

With a snore of perfect breeding
Which convulsed the Earl of Brill.

Through my kinship with the Gortons
I was much at Widnes Square ;

People of the first importance
Often came to luncheon there

;

GLADSTONE, DIZZY, even older
Statesmen used to throng the hall

;

PALMERSTON once touched my shoulder
Which one I do not recall.

Then I went to routs and dances,

Ah, how fine they were, and how
Different from the dubious prances
That the young indulge in now;

There I first encountered Kitty,
Told the girl I was a dunce,

But implored her to have pity,
And she said she would, at once.

Eh, well, well! I must not linger
On those glorious halcyon days ;

Time with his relentless finger

Brings me to the second phase ;

Politics were always creeping
Like a ghost across my view

I contested Market Sleeping
In the Spring of Seventy-Two.

GLADSTONE [No, please not. ED.]
. EVOE.

"BBIGHTON. The . One minute sea,
West Pier, Lawns. Gas fires in l.eds."

Advt, in Daily 1'aper.

Thanks, but we prefer a hot-water
bottle.
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MORAL SUASION.
THE BABBIT. "MY OFFENSIVE EQUIPMENT BEING PRACTICALLY NIL, IT REMAINS FOR

ME TO FASCINATE HIM WITH THE POWER OF MY EYE."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

\COMMITTEE ROOM

THE INCOHERENTS.
Tho reply of the Soviet Government to the Spa Conference was described by Mr. LLOYD GEORGE as "incoherent; the sort of

document that might be drawn up by a committee composed of Colonel WEDGWOOD, Commander KENWOKTHY, Lord ROBEBT CECIL.,
Mr. BOTTOMLEY and Mr. THOMAS." It is understood that these hon. Members intend to hold an indignation meeting to discuss
means if any of refuting this charge.

Monday, July 19th. Opinions may
differ as to the wisdom of the Peers in

reopening the DYER case, but the large
audience which assembled in the gal-

leries, where Peeresses and Indians vied

with one another in the gorgeousness
of their attire, testified to the public
interest in the debate. At first the

speakers made no attempt to " hot up"
their cold porridge. In presenting
General DYER'S case Lord FINLAY was

strong without rage. In rebutting it the

UNDER-SECRETARY FOR INDIA proved
himself a grave and reverend SINHA,
without a trace of the provocativeness

displayed by his Chief in the Commons.
Not until the LORD CHANCELLOR inter-

vened did the temperature begin to rise.

His description of the incident in the

Jullianwallah Bagh was only a little

less lurid than that of Mr. MONTAGU.
Tho Peers would, I think, have liked a

little more explanation of how an officer

who admittedly exhibited, both before

and after this painful affair,
"
discretion,

sobriety and resolution," should be re-

garded as having on this one day com-
mitted "a tragic error of judgment upon
the most conspicuous stage," and may

have wondered whether, if the stage had
been less conspicuous, the critics would
have been more lenient.

For as long as I can remember the
French have beenpartantpvurlaSyrie.
Now they have got there, with a man-
date from the Supreme Council, and
have come into collision with the Arabs.

As we are the friends of both parties
the situation is a little awkward. Mr.
ORMSBY-GoRE hoped we were not going
to fight our Arab allies, and was sup-

ported by Lord WINTERTON, who saw
service with them during the War. A
diplomatic speech by Mr. BONAR LAW,
who pointed out that the French were
in Syria on just the same conditions as

we were in Mesopotamia, helped to

keep the debate within safe limits.

Tuesday, July 20th. The Lords con-

tinued the DYER debate. Lord MILNER
confessed that he had approached the

subject
" with a bias in favour of the

soldier," and showed how completely he

had overcome it by finally talking about-
" Prussian methods

"
a phrase that

Lord SUMNEH characterised as " facile

but not convincing." Lord CURZON

hoped that the Peers would not endorse

such methods, but would be guided by
the example of "Clemency" CANNING.
The Lords however, by 129 to 86, passed
Lord FINLAY'S motion, to the effect that

General DYER had been unjustly treated

and that adangerous precedent had been
established.

The FIBST COMMISSIONER OF WORKS
was inundated with questions about the

pylon and explained that it had been

designed by Sir FRANK BAINES entirely
on his own initiative. Its submission
to the Cabinet had never been contem-

plated, and its exhibition in the Tea
Room was due to an hon. Member, who
said that a number of people would be
interested. Apparently they were.

Asked if the scheme might be re-

garded as quite dead, Sir ALFRED MONO
replied that he certainly thought so.

In fact, to judge by his previous answer,
it was never really alive.

There is still anxious curiosity re-

garding the increase of railway fares,

but when invited to "name the day"
Mr. BONAR LAW remained coy. Sug-
gestions for postponements in the in-

terests of this or that class of holiday-
maker finally goaded him into asking
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sarcastically.
"
\Vliy not until al'ti

Christmas'.'
"

\\herenpon the llous

loudly cheered.

Wednesday, -In!// -.'I*t. Tactful mai

l-ord DKSHOIUHUII. In urging (lie (lo\

eminent to rail a Conference to coil

-ider tin' establishment of u fixed dat

for Muster he supported his case will

,i wealth of curious information, soni

of it acquired from the Prayer-book
tables. a> he said, "during the less in

tiTe-ting M'nnons to which I liavi

listened." You or I would have sail

dull
"

ti'iit court, and in that case wt

should not have deserved to receive, a-

Lord DKSHORorciH did, the almost en

thusiasiic support of the Archbishop o

CANTERBURY.
In spite of this Lord OXSLOW, for the

Government, was far from encouraging
He quite recognised the drawbacks o

the movable Easter, and agreed thai

it was primarily a matter for the

Churches. But he feared the Noncon-
formists might dissent, and displayed a

hitherto unsuspected reverence for the

opinion ofthe Armenians. Besides.whal
about the Dominions and Labour? Am
with Europe in such a state of unresl

ought we to throw in a new apple ol

discord? With much regret the Gov-
ernment could not see their way, etc.

Whereupon Lord DESBOBOUGH, who
seems to be easily satisfied, expressed
his gratitude and withdrew his motion.
In an expansive moment Mr. MONTAGU

once referred to Mr. GANPHI as his
"
friend." He did so, it appears, in the

hope that the eminent agitator would
abandon his disloyal vapourings. But
the friendship is now finally sundered.
Mi. GANDHI has been endeavouring to

organise a boycott of the PIUNCE OF
WALES' visit to India, and, as Mr.
MONTAGU observed more in sorrow than
in anger,

"
Nobody who suggests dis-

loyalty or discourtesy to the Crown can
be a friend of any Member of this

House, let alone a Minister."
If anyone were to take exception to

the accuracy of some of the PRIME
MIXISTKH'S historical allusions in his

post-Spa oration he would doubtless

reply, "I don't read history; I make it."

He was tart with the Turks, gratulatory
to the Greeks, peevish with the Poles
and gentle to the Germans. The Ger-
man CHANCELLOU and Herr VON SIMONS
were described as " two perfectly honest

upright men, doing their best to cope
with a gigantic task." Their country
was making a real effort to meet the

indemnity: it was not entirch respon-
sible for the delay in trying'the war-
criminals, mid even in the matter of
disarmament was not altogether blame-
worthy. The Bolshevists also were han-
dled more tenderly than usual. Their
reply was "incoherent" rather than

impertinent" it might have beer

dra wn up by a WEDGWOOD-KKNWORTHY

CECIL- BOTTOMLKY - THOMAS syndicate

Still they must not be allowed to wip<

out Poland, foolish and reckless as th

Poles had been.

A well-informed speech was made by

Mr. T. SHAW, evidently destined to be

the Foreign Minister of the first Laboui

Cabinet. Having travelled in Russia

he has acquired a distaste for the Soviet

system, both political and industrial

and is confident that no amount ol

Bolshevist propaganda will induce the

British proletarian to embrace a creec

under which he would be compelled tc

work.

Thursday, July 22nd. The Peer?

held an academic discussion on the

AN ARABIAN KNIGHT AT IIOMK.

LORD WINTEBTON.

lieague of
Nations^ Lords PABMOOB,

BBYCE and HALDANE, who declared
hemselves its friends, were about as
iheerful as Jon's Comforters

; Lord
SYDENHAM was frankly sceptical of the
success of a body that had, and could
lave, no effective force behind it

; and
jord CUUZON was chiefly concerned to

lispel the prevalent delusion that the
jeague is a branch of the British

foreign Office.

The Commons had an equally un-

ppetising bill-of-fare, in which Ireland

igured appropriately as the piece de
t'-.t/staiice. Sir JOHN KEI:S' well-meant
ndeavour to. furnish some lighter re-
reslnnent by an allusion to the Nauru
slanders' habit of "broiling their bro-
liers for breakfast" fell a little flat,

'he latest news from Belfast suggests
lat in the expression of brotherly love
'ueen's Island has little to learn from

A SCENE AT THE CLUB.
I NEVEU liked Buttinbridge. I con-

sidered him a vulgar and pushful fellow.
He had thrust himself into member-
ship of my club and he had forced his

acquaintance upon me.
I 'was sitting in the club smoking-

room the other day when Buttiubridge
came in. His behaviour was character-
istic of the man. He walked towards
me and said in a loud voice,

"
Cheerioh

old Sport !

"

I drew the little automatic pistol
with which I had provided myself in

case of just such an emergency, took a

quick aim and fired. Buttinbridge gave
a convulsive leap, fell face downwards
on the hearthrug and lay quite still. It

was a beautiful shot right in the
heart.

The room was fairly full at the mo-
ment, and at the sound of the shot
several members looked up from their

newspapers. Oneyoungfellow I fancy
he was a country member recently de-

mobilised who had evidently watched
the incident, exclaimed, "Pretty shot,
Sir!

" But two or three of the older
men frowned irritably and said. " Sh-

sh-sh !

"

Seeing that it was incumbent upon
me to apologise, I said, in a tone just
loud enough to be audible to all pre-
sent,

" I beg your pardon, gentlemen."
Then I dropped the spent cartridge
into an ash-tray, returned the pistol (o

my pocket and was just stretching out

my hand to touch the bell when old

Withergreen, the doyen of the club,

interposed.
"Pardon me," ho said, "I am a

little deaf, but almost simultaneously
with the fall of this member upon the

hearthrug I fancied I heard the report
of a firearm. May I claim an old man's

privilege and ask if I am right in pre-

suming a connection between the two

occurrences, and, if so, whether there
lias been any recent relaxation of our
iime-hououred rule against assassina-
;ion on the club premises ?

"

Shouting into his ear-trumpet, 1 saiJ,
I fired the shot, Sir, which killed the

iiember now lying upon the hearthrug.
[ did so because he addsessed me in a

'orm of salutation which I regard as

jeculiarly objectionable. He called me
Old Sport,' an expression used by
)0okmakers and such."

"Urn! Old Port?" mumbled old

A'ithergreen.
" OLD SPOBT," I shouted more loudly.

Then I stepped to the writing-table, took

dictionary from among the books of

eference, found the place I wanted and
eturned to the ear-trumpet.
" I find here," I said, for the benefit

)f the room at large, for all were now
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ling, though with some impatience,
"that in culling 1110 a 'sport' the de-

i member called mo a plaything,
a diversion. If he had called me a

mini, which is hero defined as

ni](! who limits, fishes or fowls,' lie

would have been not necessarily more
ate hut certainly loss offensive."

\( this point there stood up a mem
her whom 1 recognised .is one of the

committee.
"

I am sun:, Sir,'' he said,

"that, all present are agreed that you
lircd iii defence of the purity of English
speech, and that the incident was the

outcome of an unfortunate attempt to

relieve the linancial embarrassment of

the club by relaxing our former rigorous
exelusiveness. Speaking as one of the

committee, 1 have no doubt that the
affair will be dismissed as justifiable
homicide."

Having bowed my acknowledgments
I rang the bell. When the waiter

appeared I bade him "Bring me a
black coffee and then clear away the
remains of Mr. Buttinbridge."

* * *

Then I was awakened by the voice
of Buttinbridgo yelling,

" Wake up, old

Sport \

"
______^^^_

THE PECULIAR CASE OF TOLLER.

Toller first floated into public notice
on the fame of Rodman, who by an

irony of fate is now all but forgotten.
Hodman, it may he remembered,-was a

promising young poet during the first

decade of tliis century. Out of a scan-

dalous youth whose verses made their

appearance in slim periodicals that ex-

pired before their periodicity could be

computed, he was evolving into a repu-
table poet who was given a prominent
position facing advertising matter in

Hie heavy magazines \\hen lie met with
his regrettably early end. Apart from
his poems be left no literary remains,

except a few letters too hideously un-

grainmatical for publication. The sole

materials for a biography lay in the

ory of Toller, who by a stroke of

luck happened to have known him
im imately.

-By an equal piece of good fortune
Toller had taken a course of mind train-

ing and his memory \\as exceptionally
retentive. His Life ofHodman Achieved
instant siicce-s. a far greater than liod-

Htdit'a Calli'i'tt'tl II 0/A'v. The undoiiies-

ticities of a poet's life naturally excite

greater interest in the cultured than his

utterances on Love, Destiny and other

!opic,s on which poets are apt to dis-

course. Toller, until then a struggling

journalist,
became all at once a minor

literary Celebris \, much in demand at

conversaziones and places where they
chatter. Sympathy fur Rodman aroused
curiosity which onlv Toller could sa.(-

,

^

Grocer. "Now, MY MAN-, THK BUTTER YOU BROUGHT us LAST WKKK- EVERY TACKKT
OP II WEIGHED ONLY FIFTEEN OUNCES."

Farmer's Man. " WUM,, TO BE SURF,, SIB, w 'D LOST OCR ONE-I-OVSD WEUJIIT:
BUT WE TOOK ONE OF YOUR 1'OCND PACKETS OF TEA TO WEIGH IT WITH."

isfy. His memory, continually stimu-

lated by questions, gained further in

strength. The more he was asked the

more he remembered, and so on in a
virtuous circle. His Rodmaniana pro-
vided him with u comfortable income.
He removed from Earl's Court to lux-

urious chambers oft Jennyu Street, from
which he poured out article after article

on the deceased poet.
Then suddenly, without warning, pro-

bably from overstrain, bis memory ^ivve

way. Everything in the past, Rodman
included, vanished from his mind. A
greater calamity one could not conceive.

It was as though a violinist had lost a

hand, a popular preacher his voice. His

livelihood was gone. Much as his babble

about Rodman had tared me I could not

hut feel some sorrow for him, fallen from

his little pinnacle of fame and affluence.

Judge, then, of my sniprise when I

passed him about a fortnight ago fault-

lessly dressed and wearing an air of

great prosperity. He. showed of course
not the smallest recollection of me.

" How does Toller manage to live '.'

"

I asked Curdew, who knows him l>etter

than I do.
" He still writes," was the reply.
" \Vhut without a memo
"
Yes, he finds it an advantage. You

MV. since the fusion of the old parties
and the formation of new ones, the pos-
session of a memory is often a source
of considerable embarrassment to a

leader writer. Toller now does the

political articles for a prominent morn-

ing paper. The proprietors consider
him a wonderful find."
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BUCKLER'S.
To aeqim fan estate is, even in these

cliiys of inflated prices and competitive
house-huniers, an easy matter com-

pared with finding a name for it when
it is yours. It is then that the real

trouble sets in.

Take the ease of my friend Buckler.

A little while ago he purchased a pro-

perty, a few a i- res on the very top of a

hill not too far from London and only
lialf-a-mile from his present habitation,

and there lie is now building a home.

At least the plans are done and the

ground lias been pegged out. "Here,"he
will say, quite unmindful of the clouds

emptying themselves all over us with
all an enthusiast's disregard for others,

and an enthusiast, moreover, who has
his abode close by, full of changes
of raiment "here," setting his foot

firmly in the mud, "
is where the dining-

room will be. Here," moving away a

few yards through the slush,
"

is the

billiard-room." Then, pointing towards
the zenith with his stick,

" Above it
"

here you look up into the pitiless sky
as well as the deluge will permit

" are

two spare rooms, one of which will bo

yours when you come to see us." And
so forth.

He then leads the way round the

place, through brake fern wetter than
waves, to indicate the position of the

tennis-courts, and in course of time

you are allowed to return to the dry
and spend the rest of the day in bor-
rowed clothes.

Everyone knows these Kubla Khans
decreeing pleasure domes and enlarging
upon them in advance of the builders,
and never are they so eloquent and un-
mindful of rain and discomforts as when
their listeners are poor and condemned
to a squalid London existence for ever.
But that is beside the mark. It is

the naming of these new country seats
that leads to such difficulties.

That night at dinner the question
arose again.

" As it is on the top of the hill," said
a gentle wistful lady,

"
why not call it

'

Hill Top
'

? I 'm sure I 've seen that
name before. It is expressive and
simple."

" So simple," said Buckler,
" that my

nearest neighbour has already appro-
priated it."

" I suppose that would be an objec-
ion," said the lady, and we all agreed."
Why not," said another guest,

"
call

t
' The Summit '

? or, more concisely
ust ' Summit '

?
"

"Or why not go further," said a
nvolous voice, "and suggest hospit-
hty too and Buckler's hospitality is
otorious by calling it

'

Summit-to-
Eat

'

?
"

Our silence was properly contemptu-
ous of this sally.

" If you didn't like that you might
call it

' Summit-to-Drink,'" the frivolous

voice impenitently continued. " Then

you would get all the Americans there

too."

The voice's glass having been re-

plenished (which., I fancy, was its inner

purpose) we became serious again.
" As it is on the top of the hill," said

the first lady,
" there will probably be

a view. Why not call it, for example,
' Bellevue

'

?
' Bellevue

'

is a charming
word."

A little French, isn't it?
"
someone

inquired.
"
Oh, yes, it 's French," she admitted.

But it 's all right, isn't it ? It 's

quite nice French."

We assured her that, for a French

phrase, it was singularly free from im-

propriety.
"But of course," she said, "there's

an Italian equivalent,
' Bella Vista.'

' Bella Vista
'

is delightful."
" I passed a ' Bella Vista

'

in Surbifcon

resterdav.
"
said the frivolous voice. ' ' andyesterday," said the frivolous voice," and

an errand-boy had done his worst with
it with a very black lead pencil."

" What could he do ?
"
the gentle lady

asked wonderingly, with big violet eyes
distended.

"It is not for me to explain," said
the frivolous voice

;

" but the final vowel
of the first word dissatisfied him and he
substituted another. The capabilities
of errand-boys with pencil or chalk
should never be lost sight of when one
is choosing a name for a front gate."" I am all at sea," said the lady plain-
tively. Then she brightened.

" Is there
no prominent landmark visible from the
new house ?

"
she asked. " It is so high

there must be."'

Our hostess said that by cutting down
two trees it would be possible to see
Windsor Castle.

"
Oh, then, do cut them down," said

the lady, "and call it
' Castle View.'

That would be perfect."

During the panic that foliowed Imade
a suggestion.

" The best name for it,"
I said, "is 'Buckler's.' That is what
the country people will call it, and so
you may as well forestall them and be
resigned to it. Besides, it 's the right
kind of name. It 's the way most of
the farms all over England once were
named after their owners, and where
the owner was a man of character
and force the name persisted. Call it
'

Buckler's
'

and you will help everyone,
from the postman to the strange guestwho might otherwise tour the neigh-
bourhood for miles searching for you
long after lunch was finished."

" But isn't it too practical ?
"
the first

lady asked. " There 's no poetry in it."

"No," I said,
" there isn't. The poetry

is in its owner. Any man who can stand
in an open field under a July rainstorm
and show another man where his bed-
room is to be in a year's time is poet
enough."

'

E. V. L.

TO ISIS.

Isis, beside thine ambient rill

How oft I 've snuffed the Berkshire
breezes,

Or, prone on some adjoining hill,

Thrown off with my accustomed skill

The weekly fytte of polished wheezes ;

How oft in summer's languorous days,
With some fair creature at the pole, I

Have thrid the Cherwell's murmurous
ways

And dared with lobster mayonnaise
The onslaughts of Bacillus Coli ?

Once it was done at duty's call

My labouring oar explored thy reaches

They said I was no good at all

And coaches noting me would bawl

Things about "angleworms and
breeches

;

"

But oh ! the shouts of heartfelt glee
That rang on thine astonished marges

As we bore (rolling woundily)
Full in the wake of Brasenose III.
And bumped them soundly at the

barges.

That night on Oxenford there burst
A sound of strong men at their revels

And stroke, in vinous lore unversed,
Retired, if you must know the worst,
On feet that swam at different levels,

Nor knew till morning brought its cares

That, while the cup was freely flowing,
He 'd scaled a flight of moving stairs
And commandeered his tutor's chairs
To keep the college bonfire going.

Immortal youth it was that bound
Us twain together, beauteous river ;

And, though these limbs just crawl
around

That once would scarcely touch the

ground,
And alcohol upsets my liver,

Still, in a punt or lithe canoe
I can revive my vernal heyday,

Pretend the sky's ethereal blue,
The golden kingcups' cheery hue,

Spell my, as well as Nature's, May-
day.

The evening glows, the swallow skims
Between the water and the willows ;

The blackbirds pipe their eveninghyrnns,
A punt awaits at Mr. Tims'
With generous tea and lots of pillows,

And of all girls the first, the best
To

playg^puth with this old fossil ;

Then Isj^fl K glide to rest

Upon th^M^fw-dappled breast,
We 'll pledge thee in a generous was-

sail. ALGOL.
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MinlrciS. "DID EVEUYTHLNO COME FUOM THE STOKES THAT 1 OKUKKED '.'

"

"KVEUYTHINK, MUM, 'CEPT TUB 'ADDICK, WHICH IB COMIJJU ON BY ITSELF I.AIKII.''

ENGLAND UNBENDS.
FUOM SPA AND SHOKE.

. This famous Yorkshire

Spa is now in a condition of hectic ac-

tl\ity and offers ;i plethora of attrac-

tions \ recent analysis of the waters
slums that the proportion of sapid ova-
loid particles and sulphuretted trinitro-

toluene is larger than ever. Lieutenant
i'lutt-Stitliers' stincopated anthropoid
orchestra, plays four times daily -in the

early morning and at noon for the re-

lief of the water-drinkers, and in the
afternoon and evening in the rotating
Jaxx, Hull. Special attractions this
\\a-\~. include cinema lectures daily on
the domestic life of the Solomon Is-

lander,-, l>\ Mr. Nicholas Quid; a recital

on the Bolophone on Thursday by Mr.
Tertius Quodling, and, at the Grand
Opera House, Pope Joan and The Flip-
Ftapi>eis. On Saturday the Stridear
Golf Clul) will hold a series of compe-
titions in rational fancy dress for the

oi tin- Phonetic Spelling Asso-
ciation. ^^^
FALLALMOUTH. Visil^|^L this ro-

mantic resort arc offeM ^pde field

of entertainment and moraTiiplift. The
steamer excursions embrace trips up

the lovely river Fallal to Gongor, famous
for the prehistoric remains of the shrine
of Saint Opodeldoc, and to beauty spots
in the harbour like Glumgallion, Tre-
henna and Pangofflin Creek. There are

also excursions in armed motor-char-a-
bancs to Boscagel, Cadgerack and Flap-
perack. To-day visitors can view the

gardens at Poljerrick, where many
super-tropical plants, including man-
eating cacti, are growing in the most
unbridled luxuriance. There is a fine

sporting nine-hole golf-course on the

shingle strand at Grogwalloe, where
the test of niblick play is more severe

than on any links save those of the

Culhin Sands near Nairn. Among other

attractive features are the brilliant dis-

plays of aurora borealis over the Bay,
which have been arranged at consider-

able cost by the Corporation in conjunc-
tion with the Meteorological Society.
BOKKCAMBE. The demand for bath-

ing-machines and tents continues to in-

crease, though the shopkeepers are com-

plaining of a decreasing spending power
on the part of the visitors and a disin-

clination to pay more than a shilling a

head for shrimps. The practice of dis-

pensing with head-gear is also much
resented bv local outfitters, but other-

wise the situation is well in hand. On
Monday last Mr. Silas Pargeter, an old

resident, caught a fine conger-ed, weigh-
ing fifty-six pounds, which he has pie
sented to the Museum. As Horocambe
is a good jnmping-oM" ground for t he Lake
District there are daily char-a-banc
excursions to the land of WOIIDSWOBTH
and Kt SKIN, each passenger being sup-

plied with a megaphone and a (x-a-
sl looter. _

DOWN CIIAXXHL.
Tin: chime of country steeple-,
The scent of gorse itnd musk,

The drone of sleepy breakers

Come mingled with the dusk;
A ruddy moon is rising

Like a ripe pomegranate husk.

The coast-wise lights are wheeling
White sword-blados in the sky,

The misty hills grow dimmer,
The last lights blink and ,

Oh, land of home and be:

Good-bye, my dear. good-l'\r!
I'ATI.AMM.-H.

How to bo Lonely though Married.

"Lonely Ollu'cr (mamrd. \\ith llno<> rhilii

ivnl \v. nits S.MKlinm 'iViT-iT Do;;.
1 '

'
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Golfer "LET'S SEE WHAT'S BOGEY FOE THIS HOLE?"

Caddie (fed up). "DiNNA FASH YEBSEL' ABOOI BOGEY. YE'VE PLAYED FUFTEEN AN' YE 'BE KO DKID YKT- WOKSE

MY DROMEDARY.
I SEE by The Times that dromedaries

are on sale at sixty-five pounds apiece.

In these days, when commodities of

all kinds are so expensive, one cannot

afford to overlook bargains of whatever

nature they may be. And it seems to

me that a dromedary at sixty -five

pounds is really rather cheap.
For after all sixty-five pounds to-day

is little more than thirty pounds in pre-

war times. Considering their trifling

cost I am surprised that more, people
do not possess dromedaries. Most of

my neighbours during the past two

years have built garages, but not one,

so far as I am aware, has built a drome-

dary-drome.
I think I shall buy one of these attrac-

tive pets if my pass-book encourages
me. Cheaper than a motor-car and
far more intelligent and responsive to

human affection, a dromedary will add

distinction to my establishment and
afford pleasant occupation for my
leisure. It brings no attendant annoy-
ance from the Inland Revenue authori-

ties ; there are no tiresome registration
fees or regulations as to the dimensions
of a number-plate.
As long as I can remember I have

lived in a state of uncertainty as to

whether a dromedary has two humps

and a camel one, or a camel two humps
and a dromedary one. With one of

these exotic quadrupeds tethered only

a few yards away from the kitchen door

that condition of doubt need not exist

in the future for more than a few mo-

ments. In a good light it should be

perfectly easy to count the humps or

hump. Then again a dromedary will

come for a walk on a fine evening with-

out involving one in a dog-fight. It will

provide quiet yet healthful exercise for

the two children. If it turns out that

the type possesses two humps it will

be able to convey Edgar and Marigold
at one and the same time, thus saving

delay and inconvenience.

It will be a protection to the house.

When we have gone to bed the faithful

creature will lie on guard in the hall,

and no amount of poisoned liver thrust

through the letter-box will assuage its

ferocity or weaken its determination to

protect the hearth and home of its

master against marauders. For the

dromedary is not only a strict tee-

totaler and non-smoker, but a lifelong

vegetarian. Famous for its browsing
propensities, a dromedary about the

garden will save untold labour and

expense, keeping the lawn trimmed
and the hedges clipped. And indoors

its height will serve me admirably in

enabling me, while seated on its hump

or one of its humps, to attend in com-

!ort to a little whitewashing job whic

will not brook further postponement.
I will look at my pass- book to-morrow.

FLOWERS' NAMES.
COLT'S FOOT.

WHEN the four Horses of the Sun
Were little leggy things,

When they could only jump and run

And hadn't grown their wings,
The Sun-God sent them out to play
In a field one July day.

Oh, the four Horses of the Sun

They galloped and they rolled,

They leapt into the air for fun

And felt so brave and bold ;

And when they 'd done their gallopings

They 'd grown four splendid pairs of

wings.

The Sun-God fetched them in again
To draw his car of gold ;

But you can still see very plain
Where each one leapt and rolled ;

For from each hoof-mark, every one,

There sprang a little golden sun,

And that same little golden flower

People call Colt's Foot to this hour.

"The stove will stand by itself anywhere.

It omits neither smoke nor smell."

Provincial Paper.

We know that stove.
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J.adlJ. "CAN YOU SHOW ME SOMETHING SUITABLE FOB A BIRTHDAY PRK8F.ST FOB A OEMTLKMAH?"
Strtpwdtktr. "MEN'S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT ON THE NEXT FLOOR, MADAU."
Lady. "WELD, I DON'T KNOW. THE GIFT is FOB MY HUSBAND."

Shopwalker. "On, PARDON, MADAM. BARGAIN COUNTER IN THB BASEMENT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

NOT every regiment has the good luck to find for chroni-
cler one who is not only a distinguished soldier but a

practical and experienced man of letters. This fortune is

enjoyed by The Gold Coast Regiment (MURRAY) in securing
for its historian Sir HUGH CLIFFORD, K.C.M.G., from whose
book you may obtain a vivid picture of a phase of the

Empire's effort about which the average Briton has heard

comparatively little. The very strenuous compaigns of the

G.C.R., the endurance and achievements of its brave and

light-hearted troops, and the heroism and fostering care of

its officers, make an inspiring story. Almost for the first

time one gains some real idea of the difficulties of the East
African campaign, that prolonged tiger hunt, in which

every advantage of mobility, of choice of ground, ambush
and the like lay with the enemy; and over very tough
physical obstacles, as, for example, rivers so variable that,
in the author's incisive phrase, they "can rarely be relied

upon, for very long together, either to furnish drinking-
water or to refrain from impeding transport." It is inter-

esting to note that Sir HUGH, while giving every credit to

the remarkable personality of the German commander,
entirely demolishes the theory, so grateful to our sentimen-

talists, that the absence of surrenders on the part of the

enemy's black troops was due to any devotion to VON
LETTOW-VOUBECK as leader; the explanation being the

characteristic German dodge of creating from the natives a

military caste so highly privileged, and consequently un-

popular with their fellows, that surrender, involving return

to native civilian life, became a practical impossibility.

Much the best part, and a good best, of Sir Harry
(COLLINS) is the opening, which is not only delightful in

itself but contains almost the sole example of a chapter-long
letter (of the kind usually so unconvincing in fiction) in

which I have found it possible to believe as being actually
written by one character to another. The explanation of

which is that this one is supposed to be sent to his wife by
the new Vicar of Itoyd, himself a successful novelist, on a
visit of inspection to his future parish. The efforts of Mrs.
Grant, at home, to disentangle essential facts from the

complications of the literary manner form as pleasant and
human an introduction to a story as any I remember. The
story itself is one highly characteristic of its author, Mr.
ARCHIBALD MARSHALL, both in charm and truth to life, as
also in one minor drawback, of which I have taken occasion to

speak before. Nothing could be better done than the picture
of the household at Royd Castle, the boy owner, Sir Harry,
sheltered by the almost too-encompassing care of the three
elder inmates, mother, grandmother and tutor. When the

fictionally inevitable happens and an Eve breaks into this

protected Eden there follow some boy-and-girl love-scenes
that may perhaps remind you and what praise could be

higher? of the collapse of another system on the meeting
of Richard and Lucy. I will not anticipate the end of a

sympathetically told story, which I myself should have

enjoyed even more but for Mr. MARSHALL'S habit (hinted at

above) of following real life somewhat too closely in the
matter of non-progressive discussion. How I should like

him to lay his next scene in a community of Trappists !

The Haunted Bookshop (CHAPMAN AND HALL) is a daring,
perhaps too daring, mixture of a browse in a second-hand
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bookshop and a breathless bustle among international

cuminaU. To estimate the accuracy of its technical details

the critic must he a secret service "specialist,
the mustiest

of bookworms and a highly-trained expert in the science

and language of the American advertising business. Speak-

ing aiageneral practitioner, I likoMr.CniiiSTOriiKR MOKI.F.Y

best when he is being cinematographic; he hits a very

happy mean with bis spies and his sleuths, giving a nice

proportion of skill and error, failure and success, to both.

There is a strong love interest which will be made much of

and probably spoilt by the purchasers of the film-rights;

iu. d, tln)iiL;li strong men will doubtless applaud hoarsely

and \\omeii will weep copiously, as the bomb in the book-

shop throws the young lovers into each other's arms, I feel

that the book gives a more attractive portrait of

O/i/y<irtH,theplutocrat's daughter, than ever can be material-

ised in the film-man's "close-up." I uni afraid that Mr.

MOKM:Y will not thank me for praising his brisk melodrama

at the cost of bis ramblings in literature. But, if he has

the knowledge, be lacks

the fragrance; not to put
too fine a point on it, be
is long-winded and tends

to bore in his disquisitions

upon books and bookish -

ness ; which is no proper
material for a novelist. The

story is all about America
and is thoroughly Ameri-
can ; inevitably therefore

there is some ambitious

word-coining. The only
novelty which sticks in my
memory and earns my
gratitude is the title for

the female Bolshevik, to

wit, Bolshevixen.

Wayward and capricious
heroines who man y young
are entitled, I think, lo ii

certain amount of intro-

spective treatment by their

authors. Without some
knowledge of their mental

working it is not very easy
for the reader to have patience with them.

IN OLD VERSAILLES.
Mother. "GOOD NEWS, MY BON! EVEN AS I PONDERED WHKTHKK I

SHOULD EAT OUB LAST CRUST THE EVEU-KIN11 AliBK CALLED TO SAY UK
HAD FOUND THEE A HIGHLY-PAID APPOINTMENT AT COUBT."

Son. "YES BUT DID HE TELL rou IT WAS AS FOOD-TASTEB TO His
MAJESTY, WHO DAILY EXPECTS TO BE POISONED ?

"

I was intro-
duced to Anne (HEINEMANN) when she was fifteen, and in
the act of snatching a loaf of bread from a baker's cart and
running away with it merely to annoy the baker

; and, as
she had large blue eyes and two young men as self-appointed
guardians, I was prepared for" a certain amount of heart
trouble later on. One of these heroes she married at the ageof seventeen, and, after various innocent but compromising
vagaries (including a flight to Paris after the death of her
son in order to study art), she followed the other one, still

innocently, to Ireland, because he had been in prison and
she was sorry for him. Both these guardians discharged

leir diits to Anne at least as well as OLOA HARTLEY who
chronicles but does not explain : and this is a pity, for
with a rather different treatment she might have made her
heroine a very likeable person. Looked at from another
point of view, Anne may be taken as a mild piece of propa-
ganda against divorce. I am glad it didn't come to that

t course, but I do feel that a cross-examining K.C would
have discovered a good deal more about Anne's soul for
than I learnt from the writer of her Btoty,

j7o/w
Fitzlmtni fMILLS AND BOON) is one of those pleasant

me

stories about people who live in big country houses, a

subject that seems to have a particular attraction for the

large and ungrudging public which lives in villas. Wo have

already several novelists 'who tell them very ably, and I feel

that some one among them lias served as Miss ELLA MAC-
MAIION'S model. The tale deals with the affairs of a showy
fickle cousin and a silent constant cousin who compete for

the love of the same delightful if rather nebulous young
woman, and moves to its denouement against a background
of the great War, which Miss MACMAHON has very sensibly
decided to view entirely from the home front. It contains
some fine thinking and some bad writing (the phrase tell-

ing of the middle-aged smart woman who " waved her fool

impatiently
"

gives a just idea of the author's occasional

inability to say what she means), some quite extraneous
incidents and some scenes very well touched in. The peo-

ple, with a few exceptions, are of the race which inhabits
this sort of book, and, as we have long agreed with our
novelists that "the county" is just like that, I don't see

why Miss M.vcMAitoN
should be blamed for it.

Mr. COSMO HAMILTON
lays the scene of ll/*

/'n/'inl ,ind His Wife
(HCKST AND BLACKETT)
in the Quaker Hill Colony
of Connecticut, the mem-
bers of which were typi-

cally "nice" and took
themselves very seriously.
So when one of thein

brought a divorce suit

against her husband there
was a feeling that the

colony's reputation had
been irremediably be-
smirched. Mr. HAJIILTON
can be trusted to create

tense situations out of the

indiscretions of an erring
couple, but he also con-

trives, in spite of its arti-

ficial atmosphere, to make
us believe in this society,

though he tried me rather
hard with a scandalmongress of the type we happily meet

I hope be will not be
[ didn't so much mind

less often in life than in fiction,

quite so dental in his next book.
Mrs. Hopper's teeth, which "Hashed like an electric adver-
tisement," but when he made two golfers also Hash " trium-

phant teeth
"

I recoiled.

The Golden Bird of Miss DOROTHY UASTOX (HKIXEMANN)
is indeed lucky to set out on its flight with a favouring pat
from Mr. JOHN GALSWORTHY. He asserts that these short
studies of people and things in England and France are

very well done indeed
; that moreover, though the short

sketch may look, and the bad short sketch may be, one of
the easiest of literary feats, the good short sketch is in fact
one of the most difficult. Now who should know this if

not Mr. GALSWOBTHI, and who am I that I should presume
to disagree? As a matter of fact I don't. Quite the con-

trary. But naturally 1 shall get no credit for that. I will

only add that Miss EASTON has not a majority mind, that
she sees the sad thing more easily than the gay, that I like
her work besf in her more objective moods, and that, like so

many writers of perception, she finds the quintessence of

England's beauty in happy Sussex.
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\ UKII! (,MT is reported from Indi.:

m Africa. Considering the amount

iter which lius recently escaped

from clouds over here it. is not snrpris
. f,,,,l I hat the) are feeling the

,j'nrh IM other count i ies.

* *
*

\ correspondent w rites to a weekl;

inquiring when Sir KKIC < IKDOKS

born. We admire the fellow's re-

itraint in not asking
" \Vliv '.'

"

* *
*

We understand thai one. wealthy
connoisseur has decided to give up buy-

ihl Masters in onlcr to save up for

the purchase of a railway ticket.

Tin" llniiii Mail points out that Lord

NOKTIH MM i: has left Kng-

land lor the Continent. Sir

KHH (!i:i)iiKS is said to

remarked that he

will catch his lordship

coming hack.

A gentleman \vlio is

: il,,,n! in travel to a South

Coast resort writes to in-

quire what his position
will I HI if some future (lo\

eminent reduces the rail-

way fares hefore he arrives

at iiis destination.
* *

In view of the increased

railsvay fares there is some
talk of starting a Mansion
House Fund to convey
Scot sinen home from Eng-
land hefore it. is too late.

* *
*

Of the now railwaj
rates it can he said that

(hose who go farthest will fare worse.
# :

With reference to the man who was
seen laughing in the Strand the other

day. it should he pointed out that he is

not an English tax-payer hut a Colonial

who was catching the hoat home next

morning. * *
*

A Christmas-card posted at Farnham
in December, 1905, has just been de-

livered at Ivychurch. The theory is

that the postal authorities mistook it

for a business communication.
* *

The monocle is coming into fashion

once again, and it is thought- that a

motorist wearing one goggle will soon

he quite a common sight.

In view of their unwieldiness and

sixe it is being urged that motor cbara

banes should he required to carry a

special form of hooter, to he sounded

only when there is no room for a vehi

eI0 Coming in the other direction to

pass. A more elaborate system ot sig-

nals is also suggested, notaiily two short

squawks and a long groan, to signify
" My pedestrian, I think."

* <:

According to a County Court judge
it is the duty of every motorist who
knocks down a pedestrian to go back

ami ask the man if be is hurt. Hut

surely the victim cannot answer such a

on off-hand without first consult-

ing his solicitor. # ^
*

A great pilgrimage of house-hunters

has visited the enormous marrow which

is growing in an allotment at Ingate-

stone, but the strong military guard
sent to protect it has succeeded up to

ThfGirl. "ISN'T THAT Mu. JONES BOWLINO?"

The Enthusiast. "YES. THE OTHER DAY HK TOOK THIU:I: WICKETS

FOR six."

The Girl. "How DREADFUL! I'D NO IDEA HE DRANK."

the present in frustrating all attempts
to occupy it. * *

*

A motor fire-engine dashed into a

draper's shop in the North of London

last Tuesday week. We understand

that one of the firemen with great pre-

sence of mind justified his action by im-

mediately setting fire to the building.

A petrified
fish about fifty feet long

has been discovered inUtah. This is said

to be the largest sardine and the smallest

whale America has ever produced.
:;: *

Building operations were interrupted

in North London last week, when a

couple of sparrows built a nest on some

foundations just where a bricklayer was

due to lav a brick the next day

Six tourists motoring through the

mountainous district of Ardeche De-

partment fell a thousand feet down a

precipice, but escaped without injury.

We understand that in spite of many
tempting otters Irom cinematograph

the motorists have decided

not to repeat the experiment .

SOLVING THE HOLIDAY FARE PROBLEM.

NONK but the rich can pay tin' fare'

is as true at this moment as when the

words were first penned.
The reference, of course, is to the

return fare, for the single fare of to-

morrow is hardly more than we paid
without complaint in yearn gone l>\ fn

the journey there and back.

How comparatively few people seem

to l)e aware that the solution of the

difficulty lies in not returning. Could

anything be simpler ?

Nobody wants to return. In pre-

paring for a holiday our

thoughts are concentrate.!

on wlien to go, where to

go and how to get there.

Who bothers himself abou I

when to come back, where

to come back from, and
how to do it? After all,

holiday-making is not to

be confused with pri/.e-

tighting.
That we have come back

in the past has been due

as much to custom as to

anything. Someone intro-

duced the silly fashion of

returning from holidays,
and we have unthinkingly

acquired the habit. Once
we shake off this holiday
convention the problem of

the return fare is solved.

Just stay where you are

and all will be well. Sooner

or later your friends or

your employer (if your return is really

considered desirable) will send a money-
order. But that is their look-out. Tin-

point is that the return fare need not

trouble you. And you can please your-

self as to what you'buy with the money-
order.

Why all this outcry then about the

cost of travelling in the holiday season?

" M. Lappas, the young Greek tenor whose

d<?but last season won him a host of fiends."

Daily Paper.

\~. Wi-i>ltisto]>liele8,
we presume.

"Lost. Monday, July Wth, silver purse con-

taining 10s. note and photographs ;
also lady's

bathing costmnr." Local Paper.

Wrapped up in the "Fisher," no doubt.

I once knew a bowler named Patrick

Who, after performing the "
hat-trick,"

Remarked, as he bowed
His respects to the crowd,

" It 's nothing : I often do that trick !

'

VOL. CLTX.
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BADLY SYNGED.
THE scene is the morning-room of the

Smith-] ly brows' South London resi-

deme. It is tin- d;iy following the final

performance of the Sim'i h -

llybrows'
strcii mi of .). M. SYNCI-: drain ;i,

undertaken with the laudable intention

of familiarising the suburb with the

temperament and tho works
of the dramatist in question.

Mrs. Smith-Hybrow is seated at the

breakfast-table, her head buried behind
the coffee urn. She is opening her

s and "
keening

"
softly as she

rocks in her chair.

Mrs. Smith - Hi/brow

letter}. Will I be helping them with the

sale of work ? It 's little enough the
like of me will be doing for them the

way I was treated at the last Bazaar,
when Mrs. McGupperty and Mrs. Glyn-
Jones were after destroying me with
the cutting of the sandwiches. And
was I not there for three days, from the

rising of the blessed sun to the shining
of the blessed stars, cutting and cutting,
and never a soul to bear witness to the

destroying labour of it, and the two
legs of me like to give way with the

great weariness (keens) ? I '11 have no
call this year to be giving in to their

prayers and beseechings, and I won't
care the way the Curate will be after

trying to come round me, with his eyes
looking at me the way the moon kisses
the drops of dew on the hedgerows
when the road is white.

[Opens another letter, keening the

while in a slightly higher key.
Enter Gertrude Smith-Hybrow.
She crosses to the windoiv and
stares out.

Gertrude. There are black clouds in
the sky, and the wind is breaking in
the west and making a great stir with
the trees, and they are hitting one on
the other. And there is rain falling,
falling from the clouds, and the roads
be wet.

Mrs. S.-H. It is your mackintosh
you will be wanting when you are after

going to the Stores.

Gertrude (coming to the table and
ape,iking with dull resentment). And
why should I be going to the Stores
the way I have enough to do with a
meeting of the League for BrighterHomes and a luncheon of the Cubist
Encouragement Society? Isn't it a
queer hard thing that Dora cannot be
going to the Stores, and her with time
enough on her hands surely ?

[Sits in her place and begins keen-

ing. Wh He she has been speaking
Dora has entered hurriedly, but-

toning her jumper.

^
Dora

(vigorously). And is it you
Gertrude Smith-IJybrow, that will be

talking about me having time on mj
hands '.' May the saints forgive you fo

the hard words, and me having to cycl

this blessed day to Mrs. Montgomery'
lecture on the Dadaist Dramatists

and the meringues and the Americar

i-reams to be made for to-night'
TchekolT Conversazione. Is it no

enough for a girl to be destroyed wit!

the play-acting, and the wind like to be

in my face the whole way and the rair

falling, falling?

[Sits in her place and k<><>ns

M"rs. S.-H. (after an interval"of keen

ing}. Is it your father that will be miss

ing his train this morning, DoraSmill

(scanning a Hybrow ?

Dora (rousing herself and selecting
an egg). It is my father that will bo

missing his train entirely, and it is his

son that would this minute be sleeping
the blessed daylight away had I noi

let fall upon him a sponge that I hac

picked out of the cold, cold water.

Gertrude. It is a flapper you are, Dora

Smith-Hybrow.
Dora. It is a flapper you will nevei

be again, Gertrude Smith-Hybrow
though you be after doing your queei
best to look like one.

Mrs. S.-H. Whisht! Is it the time
for loose talk, with the wind rising,

rising, and the rain falling, falling, and
the price of butter up another three-

pence this blessed morning ?

[They all three recommence keen-

ing. Enter Mr. Smith-Hybrow
followed by Cyril.

Mr. S.-H. (staunching a gash in his

chin). Is it not a hard thing for a man
to be late for his breakfast and the rain

falling, falling, and the wind rising,

rising. It 's destroyed I am with the
loss of blood and no food in my stomach
would keep the life in a flea.

[Sits in his place and opens Ms
letters savagely. Cyril, a cada
veroits youth, stares gloomily into
the depths of the marmalade.

Cyril (dreamily). There's gold and
gold and gold caverns of gold. And
there 's a woman with hair of gold and
eyes would pick the locks of a man's
soul, and long shining hands like pale
seaweed. Is it not a terrible thing that
a man would have to go to the Citywhen there is a woman with gold hair

waiting for him in the marmalade pot
waiting to draw him down into the

cold, cold water?
Dora. Is it another spongeful you

are wanting, Cyril Smith-Hybrow, and
myself destroyed entirely waiting for
the marmalade?

[Cyril blushes, passes tke mar-
malade, sits down languidly and
selects an egg. Mrs. S.-H. pours
out the coffee and resumes her

keening.

Mr. S.-II. (glaring at
her). Is it not

a nice thing for tho wife of a respect-
able City stockbroker to sit at the
breakfast-table making a noise like that
of a cow that is waiting to be milked?

Mrs. S.-H. (hurt). It is keening I
am.

Gertrude (passing him" The Morning
Post "). Is it not enough that the price
of butter is up another threepence this
blessed day, and the wind rising, rising,
and the rain falling, falling?
Mr. S.-H. It is destroyed we shall all

he entirely.

Cyril (gasing into the depths of his
C(JO)- There was a strange queer <!

I was after having the night that has
>ne. It was on the rocks I was .

Mr. S.-II. (glaring at the market

reports). It is on the rocks we shall
all he.

Cyril. ... on the rocks I was by
the sea-shore . . .

Dora (slightly hysterically). With
the wind rising, rising?

Cyril (nodding). ... and the rain

falling, falling. And a woman of the
chorus drove up in a taxi, and the man
that had the driving of it was eating
an orange. The woman came and sat

by the side of me, and the peroxide in

her hair made it gleam like the pale
jold coins that were in tho banks be-
fore the Great War (more dreamily).
Never a word said she when I hung a
chain of cold, cold sausages about her
neck, but her eyes were shining, shin-

ing, and into my hands she put a tin

of corned beef. And it is destroyed I

was with the love of her, and would
have kissed her lips but I saw the

park-keeper corning, coming out of the
sea for tickets, and I lied from the

strange queer terror of it, and found

myself by a lamp -post in Hackney
Wick with the wind rising, rising, and
the rain falling, falling.

[He stops. The others stare at
him and at one another in piteous
inquiry. The women begin keen-

ing. Mr. S.-H. seizes the re-

maining egg and cracks it vici-

ously.
Mr. S.-II. (falling back in his chair).

damnation !

[The air is filled with a pungent
matter-of-fact odour. Dora, hold-

ing her handkerchief to her nose,
rushes valiantly at the offender
and hurls it out of the window
on to a jlower-bed. The SYNGE
spell is broken.

Mr. Punch begs to thank the seven
mndred and forty-three correspondents
vho have so thoughtfully drawn his

ttention to the too familiar fact that
there 's many a slip 'twixt the Cup
nd the LJPTON."
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THE BLUE KIBBON OF THE SEA.

COLUMBIA. "YOUR HEALTH, SIR THOMAS, AND BETTER LUCK NEXT TIME.

SIR THOMAS LIPTON. "' BUT LEAVE A KISS WITHIN THE CUP
AND [r,-r// tnctfnU<i\ I'LL NOT ASK FOR WINE. 1 "
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1',,,/cMwnal (to self-made man hai-uig Ids first lesson). "You 'VE HIT THIS ONE HABD ENOUGH, Sin, AND NO MISTAKK. WHY, I 'va

NKVKB SEEN A BALL GASHED LIKE THAT BEFOK1C."

Self-made Man. "\\'ELL, LAD, An MOSTLY DO GET PESULTS FROM ONYTHING AH TAKES OOP."

THE SUCCULENT COMEDIANS.
AMONG the literary and artistic trea-

sures of American collectors the manu-

script of LAMB'S essay on Boast Pig is

eminent. I have seen this rarity, which

is now in the strong room where Mr.

PIEBPONT MORGAN keeps his autographs
safe equally from- fire and from theft

if not from the desire to thieve. Much
did I covet in this realm of steel, and
LAMIS'S MS. not least. The essay occu-

pies hoth sides of large sheets of fools-

cap, written in a minute hand, with very
few corrections, both the paper and
the time occupied in transcription, if

not also in actual composition, being,
I should {,'

l|ess, the East India Com-

pany's. It is not, I imagine, the first

draft, but the first fair copy after all the

changes had been made and the form
was fixed; and its author, if he is in

any position to know what is going for-

ward on a planet which he left some

six-and-eighty years ago, must have
been amused when he heard that so
in iic! i money thousands and thousands
of dollars had been given for it at

auction the other day.

Heading the essay again, in the faded

ink on the yellowing paper, 1 realised

once more that everything that can be

said about little pigs, dead and ripe for

the eater, had been said here and said

finally. But the living? That very

evening I was to find little live pigs

working for their maintenance under

conditions of which I had neverdreamed,
in an environment less conducive, one

would suppose, to porcine activity than

any that could be selected.

It was at Coney Island, that aston-

ishing permanent and magnified Earl's

Court Exhibition, summer Blackpool
and August-Bank-Holiday-Hampstead-
Heath, which New York supports for its

beguilement. In this domain of switch-

backs and chutes, merry-go-rounds and

shooting
-
galleries, (lancing

- halls and

witching waves, vociferous and crowded
and lit by a million lamps, I came sud-

denly upon the Pig Slide and had a new

conception of what quadrupeds can do
for man.
The Pig Slide, which was in one of

the less noisy quarters of Luna Park,
consisted of an enclosure in which stood

a wooden building of two storeys, some
five yards wide and three high. On the

upper storey was a row of six or eight

cages, in each of which dwelt a little

live pig, an infant of a few weeks. In
the middle of the row, descending to

the ground, was an inclined board, with

raised edges, such as is often installed

in swimming - baths to make diving

automatic, and beneath each cage was a

hole a foot in diameter. The spectators
and participants crowded outside the en-

closure, and the thing was to throw balls,

which were hired for the purpose, into

the holes. Nothing could exceed (lie

alert and eager interest taken by the

little pigs in the efforts of the ball-

throwers. They quivered on their little

legs ; they pressed their little noses

against the bars of the cages ;
their

little eyes sparkled ;
their tails (the only

corkscrews left in America) curled and
uncurled and curled again : and with

reason, for whereas, if you missed as

was only too easy nothing happened,
if you threw accurately the fun began,
and the fun was also theirs.

This is what occurred. First a bell

rang and then a spring released the

door of the cage immediately over the

hole which your ball had entered, so

that it swung open. The little pig
within, after watching the previous in-

firmity of your aim witli dejection, if not

contempt, had pricked up his ears on

the sound of the bell, and now smiled

a gratified smile, irresistible in infec-

tiousness, and trotted out, and, with the

smile dissolving into an expression of
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Ordinary Artist (to L'lira-Modern ditto). "How TOPPING THOSK KIDDIES LOOK WITU THE SCN ox THEM!
I) THINGS SPLASHING ABOUT OVKU THEKE. OF CCfUSE YOU DON'T SKK THEM AS lll'MAN BEINGS."

OH, I roaoor I MKAX

absolute beatitude, slid voluptuously
down the plank: to bo gathered in at

tlio foot by an attendant and returned

to its cage all ready for another such

adventure.

It was for these moments and their

concomitant changes of countenance
that you paid your money. To taste

i lie 1 1 iumph of good marksmanship was

only a fraction of your joy ; the greater

part of it consisted in liberating a little

nor and setting in motion so much

ecstasy.
We do not use baby pigs in this enter-

taining way in England. At the most
wo hunt them greased. But when other

bogiiilements weary we might. The
R.S.P.C.A. could not object, the little

pets are so happy. And what a privi-

lege is theirs, both alive and dead, to

enchant creation's lord.

" In order to give a lead in economy King
George and Queen Mary and a number of

tea have decided not to wear plumes or

tulle veils at the opening of Parliament."
Australian Paper.

Very self-sacrificing of His MAJESTY.

" ' My husband says I must leaveo teo-night,'
said a wife at Acton. '

Oh, hee ocoanco't giveo

you. ..notice to quit,' said the magistrate."

Evening Paper.

His worship seems to have settled the

matter with o's.

THE MINISTERING ANGEL.
[Yawning, it is now claimed, is an excellent

thing for the health.]

STHETCHED prone upon my couch of

pain,
An ache in every limb,

Fell influenza having slain

My customary vim,

I mused, disconsolate, about
The pattern of my pall,

\Vhen lo! I heard a step without

And Thomson came to call.

"Your ruddy health," I told him,
" mocks

A hand too weak to grip
The tea-cup with its captive ox

And raise it to my lip ;

"

To which he answered he had come
To bring for my delight

Red posies of geranium
And roses pink and white.

'Twas kind of Thomson thus to seek

To mitigate my gloom,
But why did ho proceed to speak

Of how he 'd reared each bloom,

Telling in language far from terse

On what his blossoms fed

And how he made the greenfly curse

The day that it was bred '.'

He told me how he rose at dawn
To titivate the land

('Twas here that I began to yawn
Behind a courteous hand),

And how he thought- his favourite pea
Had found the soil too dry

(And here I feared my yawns would be

Apparent to his eye).

On fruit and blossom good and bad
He rambled on unchecked,

Tiitil his conversation had
Such curative effect

That in the end it drove away
My weak despondent mood.

I clasped his hand and blessed the day
He came to do me good.

"MORE DEARER PUBLICATIONS"
l>nlij Mail.

More dearer nor what they w:is '.'

Dear, dear !

From Younij India, the organ of Mr.

GANDHI:
" In our last issue the number of those in

receipt of relief is given at 500. This is a

printer's devil. The number is 5,000."

Mr. GANDHI ought to exorcise that devil.

"The tests wore entirely satisfactory, and
the pilot manoeuvred for a quarter of an hour

at a height of 500 metres and a speed of 150

millimetres an hour." Aeronautics.

This is believed to be the nearest ap-

proach to "
hovering

"
that has yet

been achieved by a machine.
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NITRATES.
AM. alone I went a walking by tlio London Docks one Jay

For to see the ships discharging in the basins where tbej

lu\ ;

And the cargoes that J saw there they were every sort am

kind,
'

Kveiy blessed brand of merchandise a man could bring to

mind ;

There were things in crates and boxes, there was stall n

bags and bul>

There were tea-chests wrapped in matting, there were

Ka-,terii-looking frails,

There were baulks of teak and greenbeart, there were stacks

of spruce and pine,
There was cork and frozen carcasses and casks of Spanish

wine,
There was rice and spice and cocoa-nuts, and rani enou

was there

For to warm all London's innards up and leave a drop to

spare ;

But of all the freights I found there, gathered in from fai

and wide,
All the smells both nice and nasty from the Pool to Barking-

side,

All the harvest of the harbours from Bombay to Montreal

There was one that took my fancy first and foremost ol

them all
;

It was neither choice nor costly, it was neither rich nor

rare

And, in most ways you can think of, it was neither here

nor there,
It was nothing over-beautiful to smell nor yet to see

Only bags of stuffy nitrate but it meant a lot to me.

I forgot the swarming stevedores, I forgot the dust and din,
And the rattle of the winches hoisting cargo out and in,

And the rusty tramp before me with l\er batches open
wide,

And the grinding of her derricks as the sacks went overside;
I forgot the murk of London and the dull November sky
I was far, ay, far from England, in a day that 's long

gone by.

I forgot the thousand changes years have brought in ships
and men,

And the knots on Time's old log-line that have reeled away
since then,

And I saw a fast full-rigger with her swelling canvas spread,
And the steady trade-wind droning in her royals overhead,
Fleecy trade - clouds on the sky - line high above the

Tropic blue
And the curved arch of her foresail and the ocean gleaming

through ;

I recalled the Cape Stiff weather, when your soul-case
seemed to free/e,

And the trampling, cursing watches and the pouring,
pooping seas,

And the ice on spar and jack-stay, and the cracking, volleviii"
sail,

And the tatters of our voices blowing down the roarin
gale . . .

1 recalled the West Coast harbours just as plain as yester-
year

Nitrate ports, all dry and dusty, where they sell fresh water
dear

Little cities white and wicked by a bleak and barren shore,
With an anchor on the cliff-side for to show you where to

moor
;

And the sour red wine we tasted, and the foolish songs we
sung,

And the girls we had our fun with in the days when we
were young ;

And the dancing in the evenings down at Dago Bill's saloon,
And the stars above the mountains and the sea's eternal

tune.

Only bags of stuffy nitrate from a far Pacific shore,
From a dreary West Coast harbour that I '11 surely fetch

no more ;

Only bags of stuffy nitrate, witli its faint familiar smell

Bringing back the ships and shipmates that I used to know
so well ;

Half a lifetime lies between us and a thousand leagues of

sea,

But it called the days departed and my boyhood back to
nle -

. C. F. S.

ROSES ALL THE WAY.
FIRED by an Irish rose-grower's pictures of some of bis

beautiful new seedlings we are tempted to describe one or
two of our own favourite flowers in language similar to
his own. This is an example of the way he does it :

"LADY MAUREEN STEWAHT (l[i/bii<l Tea). A gloriouxlv-fmished
globular slightly imbricated cupped bloom with velvety black scarlet
cerise shell-shaped petals, whose reflex is solid pure orangey maroon
without veiniug. An excellent bloom, ideal shape, brilliant and non-
fading colour with heavy musk rose odour. Erect growth and flower-
stalk. Foliage wax and leathery and not too large. A very (lori-

ferous and beautiful rose. 21s. each."

Why not also these?
DAVID (Hybrid Tory-Lib.). A gloriously-finished true-

blue-slightly-imbricated-with-red-flag coalition rose whose
deep globular head with ornate decorative calyx retains its

perfect exhibition-cross-question-hostile-ameiidment sym-
metry of form without blueing or burning in the hottest
Westminster sun. Its smiling peach and cerise endear-
ments terminating in black scarlet shell-shaped waxy Berlin
ultimata are carried on an admirably rigid peduncle. Equally
vigorous in all parts of Europe. Superbly rampant. Not
on sale.

AUSTEN (Tea and most other tilings). This bottomless-

cupped bank-paper-white -
edged

- and - rimmed - with -
tape-

pink-margin bloom, the reflex of whose never-fading demand
notes is velvety black thunder-cloud with lightning-flash
six-months-in-the-second-division veinations, has never been
known to be too full. It is supported by a landlordly stalk
of the utmost excess -

profits
- war -

profits
- minor -

profits
rigidity. A decorative, acquisitive and especially captivat-
ing rose, and already something more than ^a popular
favourite. 18s. in 1.

SIR THOMAS (Ceylon and India Tea). This true sport
from the British bull-dog rose has a slightly globular
double-hemisphere-popular greatly-desiring-and-deserving-
to-be-cupped bloom whose pearly preserved -cream flesh is

delicately flushed and mottled with tinned salmon and dried

ipricot. Rich golden and banking-account stamina, foliage
deep navy blue with brass buttons and a superb fragrance
)f western ocean. Its marvellous try-try-try-again florifer-

nisness in ail weathers is the admiration of all beholders.
Price no object.

From a weather forecast :

"General Outlook. It appears probable that further expressions will
irrivo from the westward or north-westward before long, and that
iftnr a temporary improvement the weather will again become un-
ettled, With much cloud and occasional rain." Kvemug Paper.
.n which event further expressions (of a sultry character)
nay be expected from all round the compass.
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'COME UNTO THESE YELLOW SANDS.'

"(,'O.ME UNTO TI1KSK YKLLOW SANDS
AND TIIKH

TAKK 1IANI>S." [The Tcmfvat. Art I..
-
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QUEEN'S COUNSEL.
TIIF. l-'airy Queen shook her head i"

answer to iny question.
"
No,"^

she

said.
"

1 h;m< no favourite flower.

She had dropped in after dinner, as

her occasional habit, aud at the

moment sat perched on a big red carna-

tion which stood in a flower-glass on

the top of my desk.

You see," she continued, Boating

across to where I was sitting and lower-

ing her voice confidentially, for there

were a good many flowers about" you

see it would never do. Just think of

the trouble it would cause. Imagine

the state of mind of the lilies if I were

to show a preference for roses. There 's

always been a little jealousy there, and

they're all frightfully touchy. The

artistic temperament, you know. Vv hy,

I daren't even sleep in the same flower

two nights running."
"Yes, I see," I said. "Ifc must be

very awkward."
1 lapsed into silence ;

I had had a

worrying day and was feeling tired and

a little depressed. The Queen fluttered

about the room, pausing a moment on

the mantel-shelf for a word or two

with her old friend the Dresden china

shepherdess. Then she came back to

the desk and performed a brief pas seitl

on the shining smooth cover of my
pass-book. My mind flew instantly to

my slender bank-balance and certain

recent foolishnesses.

"Talking of favourites," I said
"
talking of favourites, do you take any

interest in racing?
"

Instantly the Queen subsided on to

my rubber stamp damper, which was

fortunately dry.

"Oh, yes," she replied, "I take

great interest in racing. I love it.

can give you all sorts of hints."

I thought it was a pity she hadn't

called a week or two earlier. I might
have been a richer woman by a good

many pounds.
" And there are so many kinds,'

continued the Queen earnestly.
" Now

in a butterfly race it 'a always best jusl

to hold on and let them do as they like

It's not a bit of use trying to make
them go straight. Rabbits are better in

that way, but even rabbits are a little

uncertain at times. Full of nerves

But have you ever tried swallow-

racing ?
"
she went on enthusiastically

" It 's simply splendid. You give them
their heads and you never know where

you may get to. But, anyway, il

doesn't really matter in the least after

wards who wins; it's only while it's

happening that you feel so thrilled

isn't it ?
"

I didn't acquiesce very whole-heart'

edly. I 'm afraid my thoughts were

vitli my lost guineas.
It 1ml rather

nattered afterwards. I really had been

erv foolish.
" You look depressed," said the 1 airy

leen.
" Can I help you? I 'm really

had

Queen. .

extremely practical.
You know, don t

you," she leaned forward and looked

it me earnestly, "that I should he do-

ighted if I could assist you with any
idvice?

"

I hesitated. Just before she came 1

)ad been anxiously considering as to

I was going to make one hundred

sounds do the work of two during the

lest few weeks ;
but somehow I didn't

|uite like to mention sucli material

natters to the Queen; it didn't seem

uitable.

I looked up and met her kind eyes

fixed on mine with an expression of the

entlest interest and solicitude.
" I wonder," I said, still hesitating,

' whether you know anything about

stocks and shares?"
Stocks and shares," she repeated

slowly, looking just a little vague and

juzzled. And then "Oh, yes, of

iourse I do, if that 's all you want to

mow."
I felt quite pleased now that I

really got it out.

If you could just give me a useful

hint or two I should be tremendously

grateful," I said. Already thousands

oomedentraneingly before me. Already
[ saw myself settled in that darling

;ottage on the windy hill above Dac-

iombe Wood. Already
" I think I had better get a pencil

and paper," I said. "My memory's
dreadful."

But the Fairy Queen shook her head.

"I-'ll write it down for you," she

said, "and you can read it when I 'm

gone. That 's so much more fun. But
I don't need paper."
She drew a tiny shining implement

from her pocket and, picking up a

eouple of rose-petals which had fallen

upon the table, she busied herself with
them for a moment at my desk, her

mouth pursed up, her brows contracted

in an expression of intense seriousness

"There," she said, "that 'a that. Ant
now show me all your new clothes."

We spent quite a pleasant evening
over one thing and another, and ]

forgot all about the rose-leaves unti

after she had gone ;
but when I came

back to my empty sitting-room they
shone in the dusk with a soft radi

ance which came, I discovered, frorr

the writing on them. It glowed lik

those luminous figures on watches
which were so entrancing when they
first appeared. I had never realisoc

before that they were fairy figures.
I spread the petals out on my palm

feeling quite excited at the prospect o

naking my fortune by such means,

hough I was a little anxious as to how
. was going to make use of the infor-

nation I was about to acquire.
" I will ask Cousin Fred," I decided

Cousin Fred being a stockbroker), and
. smiled a little to myself as I thought
low amazed and possibly amused my
Tapper cousin would be when he learnt

he source of my knowledge. He might
iven refuse to believe in it and then

vliere should I bo?
I needn't have troubled. When I

infolded my rose-petals this is what I

ead :

"
S.'oc/is. The white ones are much

he best and have by far the sweetest

cent.

Shares. Always go shares." E. F.

HEART OF MINE.

Being a rather hysterical contribution

from our Analytical Novelist.)

Friday. I suppose one never realises

ill one is actually dead how nearly dead

one can be without actually being it.

You see what I mean ? No. Well, how

slithely,' how recklessly one rollicks

;hrough life, fondly believing that one

s in the best of health, in the prime of

condition, and all the time one is the

unconscious victim of some fatal in-

irmity or disease. I mean, take my
own case. I went to see my doctor in

order to be cured of hay fever. He ex-

amined my heart. He made me take

off my shirt. He hammered my chest ;

lie rapped my ribs with his knuckles

to see if they
7 sounded hollow. I don't

know why he did this, but I think he

was at one time attached to a detective

and has got into the habit of looking
for secret passages and false panels and

so on.

Anyhow, he suspected my chest, and
he listened at it for so long that any
miscreant who had been concealed in

it would have had to give himself away
by coughing or blowing his nose.

After a long
heart 's dilated.

time he said,
" Your

You want a complete
rest. Don't work. Don't smoke. Don't

drink. Don't eat. Don't do anything.
Take plenty of exercise. Sit perfectly
still. Don't mope. Don't rush about.

Take this before and after every meal.

Only- don't have any meals." I laughed
at him. I knew my heart was perfectly

sound, much sounder than most men's.

I went home. I didn't even have the

prescription made up.

Saturday. Now comes the tragic

thing. That very night I realised that

he was right. There is somethin

wrong with my heart. It is too long.
It is too wide. It is too thick. It is

out of place. It would be difficult to

say exactly where the measurements
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Si/n.jiiilhclic Ohl Lutly. ",\NI> \YHEX YOU WENT DOWN FOB THE THIRD TIME THE WHOLE OK YOUK PAST LIFE OF COIILSE
\0lll EYES?"

Longshore Billy,
"

I EXPECT IT DID, MUM, BUT I 'AD 'EM SHUT AT THE TIME, so I MISSED IT."

arc wrong, hut one has a sort of

. . . you know ? . . . One can feel

that ii is too large ... A swollen

feeling . . . Homehow I never felt

tliis before : I never even felt that

i! was there . . . but now I always
kno\\ that it is tljere trying to get
out ... 1 put my hand on it and can
fee! it definitely expanding like a foot-

liall bladder. Sometimes I think it

\\ants to get out at my collar-bone;
somet lines I think it will blow out under
in\ bottom rib; sometimes some other
\\a \ . It is terrible . . .

1 have had the prescription made up.
Ktiiidii-i/. The way it beats! Some-

times very last and heavy and em-

phatic, like a bad barrage of 5'9's. For-

tunately my watch has a second-hand,
so that I can time it forty-five to the
half - minute, ninety

- five to the full

minute. Then 1 know that the end is

\e,\ near; everyone knows that the
normal rate for a healthy adult heart is

seventy-two. Then sometimes it. goes
very slow, very dignified and faint, as

when some great steamer glides in at

slow speed to her anchorage, and the

engines thump in a subdued and pro-
found manner very far away, or as when
at night the solemn tread of some huge
policeman is heard, remote and soft and

dilated I mean dilatory, or as when
But you see what I mean.

Monday. How was it, 1 wonder, that

all this was bidden from me for so long ?

And now what am I to do? I am a

doomed man. With a heart like this

I cannot last long. I have resigned

my clubs ; I have given up my work.

I can think of nothing but this dull

pain, this heavy throbbing at my side.

My work ha ! Yesterday 1 met another

young doctor at tea. He asked me if

there was any
" murmur." I said I did

not know no one had told me. But
after tea I went away and listened.

Yes, there was a murmur ; I could hear

it plainly. I told the young doctor.

He said that murmurs were not con-

sidered so important nowadays. \Yhat

matters is "the reaction of the heart

to work." By that test I am doomed
indeed. But the murmur is better.

Tuesday. I have told Anton Gre-

gorovitch Gregorski. He says he has

a heart too.

Wfdncmliii/. T have been learning

things to-day. 1 am worse even than

the doctor thought. In a reference

book in the dining-room there is a

medical dictionary. It says :

" Dilata-

tion leads to dropsy, shortness of breath

and blueness of the face." I have got

some of those already. I have
seen a face so blue. It is like the sea
in the early morning.

Thur.-idui/. The heart is bigger again

to-day about an inch each way. The
weight of it is terrible to carry . . .

I have to take taxis . . . This even-

ing it was going at thirty-two to the

minute. . . .

Fiidni/.- l,a-.t night, \\hen [ tried to

count the beats, I could not find it.

. . . It must have stopped. . . . Anton

Gregoroviteh says it is the end. . . .

This is my last entry. . . .

Siitttnliii/. My face is very blue I'

is like a forget-me-not ... it is like a

volume of Hansard. . . .

I shall go to see the doctor as I

promised . . . he can do nothing, but
it will interest him to see how much
bigger the heart lias grown in the hist

few days. . . .

No more . . .

Siuidut/. The doctor said it was
much better . . . It is imdilated again
. . . After all 1 am not going to die.

But the reaction to work is still had.

This evening I make it sixty to the

minute. . . .

Monday. This morning's count was
seventv-two. It is terrible. . . .

A. P. EL
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- ifollie.
" AUNTIE, DON'T CATS GO TO HEAVEN?"

Auntie. "No, MY DEAR. DIDN'T you HEAU THE VICAU SAY AT THE CHILDREN'S SERVICE THAT ANIMALS HADN'T SOULS AND

THEREFORE COULD NOT GO TO HEAVES?"

Mnllie. "\VHERE DO THEY GET THE STRINGS FOB THE HARPS, THEN?"

FLOWERS' NAMES.
SIIKF-KHRD'S PURSE.

THERE was a silly slieplievd lived out at Taunton Dene

(Hey-nonny-nonny-no for Taunton in the summer
!)

And oh, but lie was bitter cold ! and oh, but lie was mean !

The maidens vowed a bitterer bad never yet been seen

At Taunton in the summer.

He lived to gather in the gold he loved to hear it chink

(Hey-nonny-nonny-no for Taunton in the summer!),
And he could only dream of gold of gold could only

tli ink ;

And all the fairies watched him, and they watched him
with a wink

At Taunton in the summer.

At last one summer noonday, when the sky was blue and

deep
(Hey-nonny-nonny-no .for Taunton in the summer!),

They made him him heavy-headed as he watched beside

bis sheep
And all the little Taunton elves came stealing out to peep

At Taunton in the summer.

They opened wide his wallet and they stole the coins away
(Hey-nonny-nonny-no for Taunton in the summer!),

They took the round gold pieces and they used them for

their play,

They rolled and chased and tumbled them and lost thorn in

At Taunton in the summer.

And when they 'd finished playing they used all their magic

powers
(Iley-iionny-nonny-no for Taunton in the summer!);

The silly shepherd woke and wept, lie sought his gold for

hours,
And all he found was drifts and drifts of tiny greenish

flowers .

At Taunton m tho summer.

More Work for His Majesty's Judges.
"Potato disease has unfortunately made its appearance in the

district, the early and second early crops being seriously attacked.

The late crops are free from disease up to the present, and it is hoped
by judicial spraying to save them." Local 1'apcr.

From an interview with the Superintendent of Regent's
Park :

" '

People seem surprised,' he said,
' when I tell them that within a

few minutes' walk of Baker Street Station, and tho incessant din of

Marylebone Road, such birds as the cuckoo, flycatcher, robin and
w:en have reared their young.'

"
Obserrer.

To hear of the cuckoo bringing up its own family in any
circumstances was, we confess, a little bit of a shock.

"'Idling, my dear fellow!
' was Mr. Jerome K. Jerome's decisiv

answer to my question :

' What do you most like doing at holiday-time?'
' But if, and only when, I am really driven to exertion, let me have a

horse between my legs, a pair of oars, and a billiard-table, and I ask

nothing more of the gods.'
"

Ansiccrs.

The next time Mr. JEROME indulges in this performance
may we be there to see.
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THE LEAGUE OF YOUTH.
WAB-WEARY WORLD (at the Jamboree).

" I WAS NEARLY LOSING HOPE, BUT THE SIGHT OF
ALL YOU BOYS GIVES IT BACK TO ME."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
, :'tn/i. When i hr Peer i

ihout to discuss the Law of I'ro-

15111, which seeks to abolish the

listinction between l:unl and other

property,
Lord CUM dropped a bomb-

shell into t hr ( iommittee l>\ moving to

unit the whole of Part 1. Lords 11 \l.

HANK and KITKM \STKH \\cre much upset
ind loudly protested against the pro-

posal to
"

cut out "the very hear!

md substance of the measure." The
LOUD CiiAM'Kij.oK was less perturbed

hy the explosion and WHS confident

liter further disousai >n he could

induce the CAVK-dwellers to come into

1 1 ii e with modern re-

quirement s. Thirty-four
clauses thus disappeared
with a hang : and of the

hundred and odd remain-

ing only one gave much
trouble. Objection was
: ,iken to Clause 101,

granting the public full

rights
of access to com-

onjhe grounds iu-

terralia that it would give
too much freedom to gip-
D6B and too little to

golfers. Lord SALISBURY,

who, like the counsel

in a famous legal story,
claimed to "know a little

about manors," was sure

thai, only the lord could

leal faithfully with the

Egyptians, but, fortified

byLord HALDANE'S assur-

auce that the clause gave
t he public no more rights
and the lords of the

manor no less than they
had before, the House

passed it by 42 to 29.

Mr. BRIDGE&IAN, for

the Hoard of Trade, bore

the brunt of the early

ment had accepted our imitation to

attend a Conference in London, one
would have thought that the Bolshev-
ists had agreed to the British proposals
unconditionally and that peace "that
is what th<! world wants" was now
assured.

Abhorrence of the Government of

Ireland Bill is the one subject on which
all Irishmen appear to think alike. It

is. no doubt, with the desire to preserve
that unanimity that the I'IU.MI: MINIS-
TER announced his intention of pressing
the measure forward after the Recess
' with all possible despatch."
But before that date it looks as if

Irishmen would have despatched one

Darid. "You KNOW THE IUIYMK, GRANDMAMMA, THAT BAYS
' THIS LITTLE PIG WENT TO MAKKKT,
AND THIS LITTLE PIG STAYED AT HOME '

?
"

The Mother of Parliaments. "YES, DAVID, DEAR. WHY DO YOU MENTION IT?'

David. "On, I WAS MERELY WONDERING WHAT WAS TO BE DONE ABOUT IT.'

questioning in the House of Commons.
Ho sustained with equal imperturba-

bility the assaults of the Tariff Re-

formers, who asserted that British toy-

making an "infant industry" if ever

there was one was being stifled by
foreign imports; and those of the Free

Traders, who objected to the Govern-
ment's efforts to resuscitate the dyeing
trade.

The alarming rumours in the Sunday
papers about the PRIME MINISTER'S
state of health were effectually dis-

pelled by his appearance on the Front

Opposition, a little weary-looking, no

doubt, but as alert as ever to seize the

weak point in an adversary's case and
to put his own in the most favourable

light. From the enthusiasm of his an-

nouncement that the Soviet Govern-

another. The little baud of Nationalists

had handed in a batch of private-notice

Questions arisingout of the disturbances

in Belfast. Their description of them as

the outcome of an organised attack upon
Catholics was indignantly challenged

by the Ulsterrnen, and the SPEAKER had

hard work to maintain order. The con-

test was renewed on a motion for the

adjournment. As a means of bringing

peace to Ireland the debate was abso-

lutely futile. But it enabled Mr.

DEVLIN to fire off one of his tragical-

comical orations, and Sir H. GHEESWOOD
to disclaim the accusation that he had

treated the Irish problem with levity.
" There is nothing light and airy about

me," he declared ;
and no one who has

heard his pronunciation of the word
" Belfast

"
would doubt it.

>m and after this melancholy
intei hide i<ood pro^re-,> v,a> mado with
the Finance I '.ill, and Mr. CM \Mlil.iu. \ I ;

made several further concessions to the
"
family-man."

U re-

jected the Health Reports and \V:i:

Bill under which local author-

ities could have raised a ]><:

advertising purposes. Lord Soi m
WAUK'S well-meant endeavour to sup-

port the Bill by reminding the HOII-.H

!rish local nut horit ie-, had enjoyed
this power since 1909 was perhaps the

proximate cause of its defeat, for it can

hardly be said that the last few weeks
have enhanced the reputation of Ireland

as a health resort.

Mr. HAIIMSWOHTII ut-

terly confounded the cri-

tics of the Passport Office.
Its staff may appear p;

posterously large and it >

methods unduly dilatoi , .

but the fact remains thai

it-is one of the few public

departments that actu-

ally pays its way. Li-t

year it spent thirty-seven
thousand pounds and
took ninety

- one thou-

sand pounds in fees. "See
the world and help to pay
for the War" should be

the motto over its portals.
It is, of course, quite

proper that soldiers who
wreck the property of

civilians albeit nude.-

great provocation
should receive suitable

punishment. But a sailor

is hardly the man to pre^s
for it. Lieutenant-Com-
mander KENWORTHY re-

ceived a much - needed
lesson in etiquette when

Major JAMESON gravely

urged, in his penetrating
Scotch voice, that soldiers in Ireland

should be ordered not to distract the

prevailing peace and quiet of that coun-

try, but should keep to their proper
function of acting as 'targets for Sum
Fein bullets.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN dealt very gingerly
with Sir AitTiu H FI.I.I/S inquiry as to

whether "any ordinary individual can

understand the forms now sent out by
the Income Tax Department '.'

"
i

ing that if he replied in the affirmative

he would be asked to solve some par-

ticularly abstruse conundrum, he con-

tented himself with saying that the

forms were complicated because the

tax was complicated, and the tax w as

complicated because of the number and

variety of the reliefs granted to the tax-

payer. It does not seem to have oc-
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, -in red to him that it is the duty of the

ClIANrKl.l.OU <>I-' Till: K\< Hl:<,'l KH to

make the tax simple as well asequitahle.
I-- it conceivable that he can have for-

i;iiiten ADVM SMITH'S famous maxims
mi the subject, and part ictilarly this:

'The time of payment, the manner of

payment, the quantity I" he paid, ought
all to he i-leur and plain to the contri-

butor, and to every other person
"

'.'

The House did not rise till half-past
big morning, and was again laced

\\ith a long night's work. In vain Sir

1 >o\ u.i> M \ci.i: \N protested against
the

practice of taking wee suia' Bills in the

wee sma' oors. Mr. BONAH LAW \vas

obdurate. He supposed the House had
not abandoned all hope of an Autumn
recess. Well, then, had not the .poet
said that the best of all ways to lengthen
our days was to steal a few hours from
the night ?

The Report stage of the Finance Bill

\\as finished off, but not until the

Government had experienced some
shocks. The Corporation tax, intended

partially to fill the yawning void which
will be caused some day by the dis-

appearance of E.P.D. on the principle
that one bad tax deserves another was
condemned with equal vigour, but for

entirely different reasons, by Colonel
W KDUWOOD and Sir F. BANBURY. They" told

"
together against it and had the

satisfaction of bringing tue Govern-
ment majority down to fifty-five.
The champions of the Co-operative

Societies also put up a strong fight
against the proposal to make their

profits, for the first time, subject to
taxation. Mr. CHAMBERLAIN declined,
however, to put them in a privileged
position as compared with other traders,
but carried his point only by sixty-one
votes.

Wednesday, July 38th.~In spite of
the limitation of Questions the Member
for Central Hull still manages to ex-
tract a good deal of information from
tha Treasury Bench. This afternoon
he learned from Mr. LONG that the
Board of Admiralty was not created

solely for the purpose of satisfying his

curiosity: and from Mr. KBLLAWAY
that the equipment of even the most
versatile Under-Secretary does not in-
clude the gift of prophecy.

^

At long last the House learned the
Government decision regarding the in-
crease in railway fares. It is to come
into force on August 6th, by which time
the most belated Bank-Holiday-maker
should have returned from his revels.
Mr. BONAB LAW appended to the an-
nouncement a, surely otiose explana-
tion of the necessity of the increase.

Everybody knows that railways are

being run at a loss, due in the main to
the increased wages of miners and rail-

wav-men. .Mr. THOMAS rather weakly
submitted that an important factor was
the larger number of men employed,
and was promptly met with the retort

that that was because of the shorter

hours worked.

Cheered by the statement of its

Leader that lie still hoped to get the

adjournment by August 14th the House

plunged with renewed zest into the final

stage of the Finance Bill. Mr. BOT-

TOMLEY, whose passion for accuracy is

notorious, inveighed against the lack of

this quality in the Treasury Estimates.
As for the war-debt, since the Govern-
ment had failed to " make Germany
pay,"he urged that the principal burden
should be left for posterity to shoulder.
These sentiments rather shocked Mr.

ASQUITH, who, while mildly critical of

Government methods, was all in favour
of "

severe, stringent, drastic taxation."

MR. BONAE LAW PACKS HIS TRUNKS.

Mr. CHAMBEBLAIN repeated his now fa-
miliar lecture to the House of Commons,
which, while accusing the Government
of extravagance, was always pressing
for new forms of expenditure. In the
study of economy he dislikes abstrac-
tions except from the pockets of the
taxpayer.

"Company's water is on to the house and
cowshed." Advert, in Daily Paper.
Now we know why our water is some-
times contaminated with milk.

"One of the most striking of the collection
of exhibits 'of

fascinating interest [at the
Imperial War Museum] is the Air Force map
for carrying out the British plan for bombing

lin. Specimen! of the bombs, weighingo fw\ t wjiiu.-i, weUHlIDS
3,000 pounds each, are also included in thismuseum of war souvenirs with the object of
demonstratmgthe resources of thoKinpiro and
giving a stimulus to its trade."

South African Paper.
Motto for British traders :

" If at first

you don't succeed, try, try trinitrotol-
uene.

THE BIRTHDAY PRESENT.
1 WENT into the morning-room with

a worried frown upon my brow. Kath-
leen was doing tlio accounts at the
table.

"
Kathleen," I said, "it's Veronica's

birthday on Wednesday and "

" What did you say seven eighths
were?

"
said Kathleen" " I asked you

last week."
" I can't possibly carry complicated

calculations in my head from week to

week," I said ;

"
you should have made

a note of it at the time. It 's Veronica's

birthday on Wednesday, and what do
you think she wants ?

"

But Kathleen was enthralled by the

greengrocer's book. "Have wo really
had eight cabbages this week ?

"
she

said. "Wo must, I suppose. Green-
grocers are generally houest; they live
so near to nature. Well, now," she
shut up her books, "what were you
saying, dear?

"

I sighed, cleared my throat and began
again. "It's Veronica's birthday on

Wednesday, and what do you think she
wants ? She wants," I said dramatic-

ally,
" a '

frush
'

from the bird-shop in
the village. The ones that hang in

cages outside the door."
"
Well," said Kathleen, "why not?"

"Why not?" I became more than
serious. " A daughter of ours has de-
manded for a plaything a caged bird.

Psychologically it is an important oc-
casion. Now or never must she learn
to look upon a caged bird with horror.
What I am thinking of is the psycho-
logical effect upon the child's character.
The psychological

" You needn't worry about Veronica's

psychology," said Kathleen. "Veron-
ica's psychology is in the right place."" You misunderstand the meaning of
the word," I said loftily.

"
However,

if you wish to wash your hands of
Veronica's training, if you refuse to

cope with your own child, I must take
it upon myself."
"Do," said Kathleen sweetly ; "I'll

listen."

It was Veronica's birthday. We were
outside the bird-shop. The thrushes
in cages hung around the door.
Veronica lifted grave blue eyes to me

trustingly. "You promised me a frush,
darlin'," she said.

Veronica is small for her name and
has a disarming habit of introducing
terms of endearment into her conver-
sation.

" You didn't quite understand me," I

said gently. "I said I 'd think about it."
"
Yes, but that means promising,

doesn't it ? Finking about it means pro-
mising. I fought you meant promising.
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The Colonel. " Ay fUSE MAY MISS THE TIDE on GET STUCK UPON A MUD-BANK; BUT TO LOSE THE MATCHES A:>I> FOUUET TUB
\\HISKY IS TO J'HOVE YOURSELF I'SWORTHY OF Till; NAME OP 'YACHTSMAN'!"

I fought all night you meant promising.
Daiiin'." The last Word was a sentence
all by itself.

Kathleen raised her eyebrows when
wo came out with the bird in the cage.

" This isn't quite the moment," I said

with dignity ;

"
it 's best to let her get

it first and realise afterwards."

"Let's all go to Crown Hill now,"
said Veronica in a voice that admitted
of no denial.

* # :|: *

\Ve were on Crown Hill. Veronica
had hugged the cage to her small bosom
all the way, making little reassuring
noises to its occupant.

" Now," said Kathleen,
" hadn't you

better begin? Isn't this the-psycho
you know what moment ?

"

I took a deep breath and began.
"Veronica,"! said, "listen to me fora

moment. If you were a little bird
"

But she wasn't listening to me. She
had held up the little wooden cage,

opened the clasp of the door and, with
a rapt smile on her small shining face,
was watching the " frush

"
as he soared

into the air with a sudden burst of song.
We noue of us spoke till he had van-

ished from sight. Then Veronica broke
the silence.

"
It 's all my very own plan," she said

proudly.
" I planned it all by myself.

An' all iny birt'days I 'm going to have

one of that nasty man's frushes for a

present, and we '11 all free come up here
and let it out always an' always an'
for ever an' ever right up till I 'm a
hundred."

" Why stop at a hundred ?
"
I mur-

mured, recovering myself with an effort.

Hut I could not escape Kathleen's eye.
" I hope you feel small," it said.

RHYMES OF THE UNDERGROUND.
i.

I NEVER heard of Euislip, I never saw
its name,

Till Underground advertisements had

brought it into fame ;

I "ve never been to Kuislip, I never yet
have heard

The true pronunciation of so singular a

word.

I 'd like to go to Euislip ;
I 'd like to

feast my eyes
On "scenes of sylvan beauty" that the

posters advertise ;

But, though I long to view the spot,
while I am in the dark

About its name I dare not face the

booking-office clerk.

Suppose I ventured "
Eiz-lip

"
and in

answer to his " Eh ?
"

Stammered "
Euse-lip, Eise-lip, Bees-

lip," just imagine how he'd say,

"
Well, where do you want to book to '.'

"

and the voices from behind,
Must we wait until this gentleman

has ascertained his mind '.'"

H.

The trains that stop at Down Si

(Sing \villow-waly-0 !)

They run through Hyde Park Corner
as fast as they can go ;

And trains at Hyde Park Corner that

stop (Oh dearie me
!)

Contrariwise at Down Street are " non-

stop
"
as can be.

There's a man at Down Street Station
he came there yeurs ago

To get to Hyde Park Comer (Sing

willow-waly-0!)
And, as the trains go past him, 'tis

pitiful to see

Him beat his breast and murmur, "Oh
dearie, dearie me 1

"

}
" The Rev. R. S. has accepted the post

of librarian of Pussy House, Oxford."
Local Paper.

And will soon get to work on the cat-

alogue.
" WANTED a middle-aged Witty Indian to

read Bengali religions books and capable of

telling witty and fairy talos from 12 to 3 p.m."
Indian I'aper.

Tin's might suit Mr. GANDHI. If not

witty, he is very good at fairy-tales.
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VADE MECUMS.
1 IIAVK invented a now sort of

patience. It is called Vado Mecums.

Tim rules u ro quite simple and all the

plant you in-od for it is a " Vado Mecum"
traveller's handbook and a complete

ignorance of all languages but your

own. Get one of these fascinating

little classics, a passport and a single

to Boulogne, and you can hegin at

once.

The game consists in firing off (in

the local lingo) every single phrase that

occurs in the book. The only other

rule in the game is that the occasion

for making each remark must be rea-

sonably apposite. You need not keep
to the order in the book and no points
are awarded for pronunciation, provided
that the party addressed shows by word

or deed that ho (or she) has understood

you. By way of illustration I will give
some account of my first experiments
in this enthralling pastime.
As it happened I was able to start at

once too soon, in fact, to be altogether
comfortable. We had scarcely put
out from Folkestone before I got my
chance. The sea was distinctly rough,
but I just had time to open my.Vade
Mecum at page 228 (sub-heading,

" On
embarking and what happens at sea "),

and to read to a passing French
steward the first sentence that caught
iny eye. It was as follows :

" The wind
is very violent ;

the sea is very rough ;

the waves are very high ; the rolling of

the vessel makes my head ache ; J am
very much inclined to be sick."

After that I made no more progress
till we reached Boulogne; but from
the steward's subsequent actions I

judged that he had understood ; so I

was one up.

My Vade Mecum, like most of its

kind, was unfortunately compiled many
years ago and had never been brought
up to date. This, of course, saved me
the expense of having to hire aero-

planes or even motor-cars, but it landed
me in quite a number of difficulties at
the opposite extreme, as you will see.

For instance, in order to polish off

the heading,
" Of what may happen on

the road," I was compelled to obtain a

carriage. Judge then my joy when, on

reaching a carriage builder's, I dis-

covered a whole section tucked away
in a corner of the book dealing exclu-

sively with that very topic. I can
think of no other conceivable circum-
stances under which I could have said,
"The wheels are in a miserable state;
the body is too heavy ; the springs are
too light ; the shafts are too short

; the

pole is too thin
; the shape is altogether

old-fashioned, and the seats are both
high and uncomfortable."

Yet now I said it all in two halves,

it is true, and in two different shops;

hut still I said it all. The first half

cost me three front teeth, which fell

out while the outraged carrossicr was

ejecting me ;
the second cost me ' a

large sum of money, because somehow

or other I found I had bouqht the

vehicle in question. This I fancy must

have been occasioned by my turning

over two pages at once, so that I sup-

pose I really said,
" Mr. X., you are an

honest man ;
I will give you ten thou-

sand francs, but on condition that you
furnish splinter-bars and traces also for

that price."
Still one must pay for one's pleasures,

and once en route I made short work
of the" What-may-happen-on-the road"

section. The sentence from which I

anticipated most trouble was this :

"
Postilion, stop. A spoke of one of the

wheels is broken ; some of the harness

is undone ;
a spring is also broken and

one of the horses' shoes is come off."

I got out all this (without having to

tell a lie too) and was just looking

feverishly through the book to find

phrases to describe the ricketty state of

every other part of the vehicle when
the off hind-wheel came in half, the

front axle snapped and the carriage
rolled over on its side stone dead.

When I came to myself I found that I

was comfortably seated in a ditch, my
driver beside me and my Vade Mecum
still open in my hand ; so I had the

gratification of being able to continue

the conversation where I had left off.
" We should do well," I read,

" to get
out."

I will not detain you long over thedifli-

culties that I had with the "Society"
section. But I feel I ought to mention
the business of the Countess, if only to

put intending players on their guard.
There is a puzzling phrase which occurs
in answer to the observation,

"
Pray

come nearer the fire
;
I am sure you

must be cold." The proper answer is,

"No, I thank you. I am very well placed
here beside the Countess." It took me
a month to find a Countess, two to

meet her in the drawing-room of a
mutual friend, and four to recover from
the hole which the irascible little Count
made in me when we met next morning
on the field of honour.

So I pass sadly and with tears of

chagrin to my ultimate defeat. 1 met
my Waterloo, my friends, in the section
labelled " The Tailor." Bequests within
reason I can comply with, for the fun
of the thing. Eatables and drinks,
suites of rooms and carriages, when
ordered on the lavish scale of my Vade
Mecum, are not exactly cheap now-a-
days. But it 'a about the limit when
one's Mocum expects one to squander

the savings of a lifetime in
ordering

several suits of clothes at once. And
yet there it was as large as life, the
accursed sentence that made me shut
the book with a snap and come home :

" These coats fit me well, though the
cut is not fashionable. I shall require
also throe pairs of trousers, three nan-
keen pantaloons and four waistcoats."

If anyone feels inclined to try my
patience and theirs I should like to

mention that I have a nice annotated
Mecum and a good second-hand carri-

age for disposal at a very moderate

figure. ^^____^^__.

A VICTIM OF FASHION.
LIKE everybody else that one knows,

Kidger is an ex-service man. During
the last year of that war on the Con-
tinent some time ago he had the acting
rank of captain, as second in command
of a six-mangle army laundry.
When I knew him in pre-war days

he was an amiable character, with only
two serious weaknesses. One of those

was an exaggerated fastidiousness about

clothes, and the other an undue defer-

ence to the dicta of the Press. A leader

in The Tailor and Cutter would make
him thoughtful for days. This fatal

concern about clothing amounted to a

mania where neckwear was concerned.

In pre-war days he wore the ordinary
single, perpendicular variety of collar,

with sharp turn-over points, starched

and white to match his shirts.

Before leaving England to join his

laundry, Kidger, with a magnificent

gesture, abandoned his fine collection

of collars to his aunt, bidding her con-

vert them to some patriotic end. The
fond lady, however, fearing lest any-

thing should befall her nephew if a hot

sector of the line moved up to the

laundry, preserved them carefully, and

Kidger was very glad to reclaim them
on his demobilisation.

One unfortunateday Kidger's morning
paper contained one of those Fashions
for Men columns, where he learned that

the best people were wearing only soft

collars, as they couldn't stand being

cooped up in starch after the freedom
of uniform. Kidger felt that as an ex-

army man it was up to him to maintain

any military tradition, and he irnmedi-.

ately bought several dozen soft white

collars with long sharp points. The fel-

low in the shop said they were correct.

A week later another expert men-
tioned in print that no man who had

any self-respect wore collars with sharp
corners.

Kidger is not a manual worker. He
reduced his cigarette allowance and

bought some round - cornered ones,
white as before. And then his aunt
directed the poor fellow's attention to
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a paragraph by an authority signing
himself "The Colonel," which stated

that none but the profiteer was wealing
white collars, and that you might know
the man who had clone his bit by the

fact that he wore a blue one with

slightly rounded corners, accompanied
l>y

a self-coloured tie of a darker shade,
tied in a neat butterfly bow.

This was a blow to Kidger, but he

resigned i'roin his golf club and laid in

some haberdashery in accordance with
" The Colonel's

"
orders. Recommend-

ations would he too mild a word. I

saw the paragraph most peremptory.
But in a rival paper "Brigadier"

mentioned only three days later that

none but the most noxious bounder and
tout would be found dead in a blue

collar with a white shirt. Kidger saw
the truth of this at once; lie had re-

ceptivity if not intuition. After a try-

ing interview with his banker he bought
several blue shirts.

Then the General who contributes
" Sartorial Tips

"
to several leading

journals remarked that, since all kinds

of people were wearing coloured shirts

and collars, the man who desired to

retain or achieve that touch of dis-

tinction which means so much must
at any cost wear white ones ; and that,

further, Society was frowning on llio

slovenly unstarched neck-wear of the

relapsed temporary gentleman.

Kidger began to show signs of neur-

asthenia. His stock of pre-war collars

was exhausted, or rather eroded. His
faithful aunt, however, remembered a

neglected birthday and gave him a

dozen new ones, of the up-and-down
model, to save Kidger's delicate neck.

These, with his nice butterfly-bow ties,

looked really well, and Kidger recovered

his old form.

I warned him to keep to the police

and Parliamentary news in the papers,
but his eyes would wander. The result

was that he learned from "Brigade

Major
"
that the wearing of a butterfly

bow with a double event collar wa-, a

solecism past forgiveness or repent-

ance, and that its smart appearance
was the deadly bait which caught the

miserable bumpkin who ignonintly
fancied that a man could dress by the

light of nature.

Kidger collapsed. His aunt volun-

teered to sell her annuity and help
him, but the innate nobility of the man
forbade him to accept this useless

sacrifice.

His medical attendant tells me that

lie is now allowed to read only poetry,

wearing a sweater meanwhile, and
that arrangements are being made for

him to join a sheep-farming cousin in

Patagonia, where collars are despised
and newspapers invariably out of date.

===== W.K.H.

A Superfluous Announcement.
"The Government have found it impossible

to proceed with the Government of Ireland

before the Autumn Session." Daily Vaper.

"Clerk (Junior) \S':u:ted for Spinners'
'

;i-4e It'.l". Yorkshire l\iper.

"
Junior," we take it, is a misprint.
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EDWARD AND THE B.O.F.

IT was the first Sunday of the season,
and tlm select end of Folkesbourne
revealed in each carefully curled ger-
anium leaf, in each carefully-combed
blade of grass, the thought and labour

expended by the B.O.F. (Borough of

Folkesbourne).
Upon the greensward stood orderly

rows of well-washed chairs, each with
B.O.F. neatly stencilled upon its back.

On this day, however, and at this hour

(12.30 r.M.) scarce a B.O.F. was visible ;

each was bidden by a well-dressed
visitor. And between the orderly rows
of well-dressed visitors paraded or-

derly pairs of superbly
dranra visitors.

I was standing ai

the corner by the step;

leading to the lower

parade and thence to

the beach and the rocks
where the common peo-
ple (myself on week-

days, for instance) go
to paddle with their

children. I was wear
ing.my new pale

-
grey

suit which cost but

you will know more or
less what it cost

;
I need

not labour an unpleas-
ant subject and I was
actually talking at the
time to a member of
the B.O.F.
"This is Peace at

last," he was saying ;

"the place really be-

gins to look
It was at this mo-

ment that Edward ap-
peared. His route wa?
the very centre of the
lawn. He was wearing
a battered Panama hat,

exerting authority and restoring dis-

cipline. Edward turned at the sound of

a stern voice. Possibly he might have

put out his tongue you never know with

Edward, But, what was worse, far

worse, he saw me. With a glad cry of
"
Daddy

"
he rushed to me and, regard-

less of the fact that his front was
covered with green slime, the result of

going venire u pierrc over the rocks, he

Hung his arms round my legs.

I would gladly have sunk into the

ground. All eyes were upon us, and

remained, as I felt, upon me, even when
a breathless nursery-maid had retrieved

Edward and borne him seawards once
more.

tb

oiu

NEO-TOPICS.
THEUE was a young HOO-DELANE
Whose writing was frequently sane;

But the name of LLOYD GEOBGB
So uplifted his gorge

That it threatened to swallow his brain

There was an adored neo-Queen
Who ruled the whole world on

screen
;

She simply knocked spots
Off poor MARY OF SCOTS,

But she doubled the gloom of

Dean.

There was an advanced neo-Georgian,
Or perhaps we should say Georgy

Porgian,
When asked to de-

clare

What his principles
were,

Heinvariablyanswered
"Pro-Borgian."

There was a great neo-
Art critic

Whose style was ex-

tremely mephitic;
He treated VAN Goair
And CEZANNE as dead

dog,
And JOHN as a growth

parasitic.

Mother. "Ii is VERY NAUGHTY TO TELL UNTRUTHS, KITTY.
SO NEVER GET TO HEAVEN."

Kitty. "DIDN'T YOU EVER TELL AN UNTRUTH, MUMMY?"
Mother. "No, DEAR NEVER."

THOSE WHO DO

a much-darned brownish jersey, and
his nether man or rather boy, for
Edward's years are but four was
encased in paddling drawers made of
the same material as a sponge -

bag.
Black sand-shoes completed his outfit,

broken shrimping-net trailed
him. At the moment when

Edward first caught my horriiied eye a

particularly well-groomed young gentle-man of about his own age caught
Edward's eye in turn. Edward pausedM survey this silken wonder with in-
)erest. Then, as if prompted thereto by
the sight, he snatched off his hat and,
casting it upon the ground, Tucked it

vigorously across the grass.
The removal of the hat was the last

straw, for Edward's hair is provocatively
My friend of the B.O.F. advanced

towards him with the intention of

One especially I had noticed, a very
superbly dressed female visitor who had
paused to witness the whole scene and
was now resuming her promenade. I
dreaded the comment which I felt I
should overhear as she passed me" What a horrible child !

"
it would be at

the very least. But women are strangely
unaccountable, even in so highly civi-
lised an atmosphere as this. I dis-

tinctly heard her say," What a darling !

"

The Horrors of Peace.
" WANTED. Boy for Butchering, about 15

years old." Local Paper.
Extract from a solicitor's letter :

"The sale of the above premises is now
=mng completion and we expect to have the

conveyance ready for execution in the course
of a short period the length of which depends
to some extent upon how soon we can obtain
the execution of the Bishop

Our Bloated Pluralists.

Wanted, Organist. Small
country church. Salary I'iiO

flood lodgings. (Could he
held with post of Milker on
Manor Farm

; permanent
work; Sundays free; ample
salary.) "Church Ti

The Grimsby trawler
Silurian has towed Sir

Tieorge Grahame, Minister

Plenipotentiary in I'aris,
to be his Majesty's Ambas-
sador Extraordinary and

Plenipotentiary to the King
of the Belgians." Provincial Paper.
We really think ,the Government might
have provided him with a torpedo-boat.

" The one thing which the Cabinet does not
intend to do is to authorise the proclamation
of marital law. It would engage far too many
troops." Provincial Paper.
The Irish girls are so attractive.

" A friend of mine bought from a bookseller
who was also, oddly enough, a bibliophile him-
self, a copy of Arnold's very rare book, The
Strayed Hevctter, by A. He gave Gd. It is

worth 5." Book Post.

Surely more than that !

"An Ipswichomnibus pushed its bonnet
through the window of a millinery shop."

Daily Paper.
This intelligent animal (believed to be
the female of the Brontosaurus) was
probably seeking a change of headgear.
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VV<///>er. "I'VE A BLOOM1N 1 GOOD MIND TO REPORT YOU FOB PHOKlTKKniNO." Old tifl't.

Tri/t/tr. "WELL, TJIEM SHRIMPS I BOUGHT OFF YOU. ONE OF EM 'g GOT ONLY ON'K KYK."
'WHAT YEB TALK1N' Al

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
. (By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I EATHEU wisli that the publishers of Invincible Minnie

(HoDDEii AND SiouGHTON) had not permitted themselves to

print upon the wrapper either their own comments or those
of Miss ELISABETH SANXAY HOLDING, the author. Because
for my part, reading these, I formed the idea (entirely

wrong) that the book would be in some way pretentious
and affected; whereas it is the simple truth to call it the
most mercilessly impersonal piece of fiction that I think I

ever read. There is far too much plot for me to give you
any but a suggestion of it. The story is of the lives of two
sisters, Frances and Minnie ; mostly (as the title implies) of

Minnie. To say that no one but a woman would have
dared to imagine such a heroine, much less to follow her,

through every phase of increasing hatefulness, to her horrid

conclusion is to state an obvious truism. It is incidentally
also to give you some idea of the kind of person Minnie

is, that female Moloch, devastating, all-sacrificing, beyond
restraint ... As for Miss HOLDING, the publishers turned
out to be within the mark in claiming for her "a new voice."

I don't, indeed, for the moment recall any voice in the least

like it, or any such method ; too honest for irony, too de-

tached for sentiment and, as I said above, entirely merciless.

Towards the end I found myself falling hack on the old fright-
ened protest, "People don't do these things." I still cling
to this belief, but the fact remains that Miss HOLDING has a

haunting trick of persuading one that they might. Minor

faults, such as an irritating idiom and some carelessness of

form, she will no doubt correct; meanwhile you have cer-

tainly got to read "to sutler" would be the apter word
this remarkable book, whose reception 1 await with curiosity.

A much misunderstood man is Count BKKNSTOKKK, for-

merly German Ambassador at Washington. While we
were all supposing him to be a bomb-laden conspirator,
pulling secret strings in Mexico or Canada or Japan from
the safe protection afforded to his embassy, really lie was
the most innocent of men, anxious for nothing hut to keep
unsophisticated America from being trapped by the wiles of

tho villain Britisher. One lias it all on the best of authority
his own in My Three Years in America (SKEFFINGTON).

Of course awkward incidents did occur, which have to be

explained away or placidly ignored, but really, if the war-
lords at home had not been so invincibly tactless in the
matter of drowning citizens of the United States, this simple
and ingenuous diplomat might very well have succeeded,
lie would have us believe, in persuading President WILSON
to declare in favour of a peace-loving All-Highest. As an

essay in special pleading the book does not lack ingenuity,
and as an example of the familiar belief that other peoples
will shut their eyes and swallow whatever opinions the
Teuton thinks good to offer them, it may have interest for

the psychologist. For the rest it is a very prosy piece of

literature, only saved occasionally in its dulness by the un-
conscious crudity of the hatreds lurking beneath its musk
of plausibility. One of these hatreds is clearly directed

against Ambassador GERABD, to whose well-known book
this volume is in some sort a counter-blast. Neither a

historian seeking truth nor a plain reader seeking recrea-

tion will have any difficulty in choosing between them.

Mr. D. A. BAKKEK, in The Great Leviathan (LANE), doesn't

merely leave you to make the obvious remark about his

having taken Mr. H._(l. WI:I.LS'S loose, tangential and, for

a beginner, extraordinarily dangerous method as a model,
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but rubs it in (stout fellow ! i by transplanting Iiis hero to

Jndia, seemingly in order to liave oxcuso for writing a

.u'o \\hich one would say was obviously inspired by
that gorgeous description of the jungle in The Kesearch Mjnri-

nt. Mr. I'.AUKKB lias enougli matter for two (or three)

novels and enough skill in portraiture to make them more

coherent and plausible than this. The theme is old but

freshly seen. Tom Srton, resolved to avoid risking for his

beloved the unhappiness which bis mother had found in

the bondage; of marriage, offers her indeed imposes on

her a freo union. How the pi'essure of The (iieat Lenn-
tlian (.1/rs. (Inintli/ well, that 's not perhaps quite the

w>hole of the idea, but it will serve) drove her into the

shelter of a formal marriage with a devoted don, I leave

you to gather. I don't think the author quite succeeds in

making Mitri/'n defection inevitable, nor do I see the signi-
ficance of tlie apparently quite irrelevant background of

Indian philosophy and intrigue. Hut here's a well-written

book, with sound posi
live qualities outweigh
ing the defects of inex

perience.

Captain ALAM BOTT
("Contact ") has a liter-

ary gift of a high order,
the gift of getting the

very last thrill out of

iis experiences while

telling his tale in the

simplest and most

straightforward way.
In Eastern Nights
(BLACKWOOD) he de-

scribes his adventures
as a prisoner of the

Turks, first in Damas-
cus and Asia Minor
and finally in Constan-

tinople. The narrative,
which is purely one of

action, the action being
supplied by the efforts,

finally successful, of the
author and various bro-

ther-officers to escape
from their most un-
attractive captivity, nevertheless offers a most vivid picturethe socia fanric of the Near East and in particular of the
ititnde of the melange of Oriental peoples that comprisedLurkish Empire towards the War in which they found

themselves taking part, most of them with reluctance and
.

inefficiently. Apathy rather than calculated brutality
ihiefly responsible for the hardships suffered by the

.nsoners of war o( all nations who were unfortunate enoughto fall mto Turkish hands. From the point of view of an
officer deermmed to escape, however, the prevalence of

s quahty was not without its advantage. Most of the
Corks and Germans excepted) with whom CaptainBOTT and Ins fellow-officers bad to do were pro- Allv"heart and ready enough to assist an escaping prisoner 'if

icy did no happen to be too timid. And even the Turkas amenable on occasion to baksheesh. Altogether amost fascinating book, Extern Nights is likely to win wi.lo
uition not alone for its literary merit but as a sUrrm
of the courage and resource, under desperate and

trying conditions, of the Empire's soldiers.

Miss irKXRim-TA LF.SI.IK belongs to the school of novelists

who believe in telling you all about their characters and
leaving you to pass judgment on them yourself, without
expert assistance. It is a fine impartial method which
succeeds in representing life and the indeeisiveness of
human nature very well; but such books somehow lack the

glow of more partisan writings. In A Mouse with H'iin/s

(COLLINS) she tells the story of a woman's life from the
time of her engagement until her son is a young man
and she herself married again. Olga is a splendid creature.
but, as Miss LRSLIK cleverly lets you see for yourself, the
belief in her own principles and their application, which is
the essence of her character, alienates her husband and
makes something like a ninny of Arnold, her son. .1 .l/,i;/.,-,

////// Wings is not only the sobriquet of Beryl, the eheerfu

young Suffragette whom lie loves, but has its application also
to poor Arnold, who finds the courage to face life and a wai
out of it fighting in France. It is a nicely-written bool
with a little air of distinction, but, in case anyone shoulc~

blame me for hushing
it up, I ought to men
tion that both Olga and

Beryl would probabK
have admired Arnuld \

great deal more ha<
he " found himself

"
b\

way of Conscientious

Objection.

I can testify that Mr.
ZANK GREY'S The Man
of the Forest (Hoi>m:it
AND STOUGHTON) is a

yarn told with con-
siderable zest and with

just that undercurrent
of sentiment which

sweeps large portions
of the British public

completely off its' feet.

In this book the hero-

ine, Helen Ifai/ncr, and
her sister, Bo, leave Mis-
souri for their uncle's
ranch in New Mexico;
out before they reach
iheir destination many
and wonderful adven-

tures befall them. To escape from being kidnapped by
some superb scoundrels they were hustled off to Milt Dale's
home in the forest, and there they had for a long time to
remain. Milt was one of nature's gentlemen, but as bis
boon companion was a cougar (whose uninviting picture is
to be seen upon the paper cover), this forest home bad its

slight inconveniences. Mr. GREY, however, writes of it so
admirably that he almost persuades me to be a camper-out,
provided always that I may live in a cavern and not in a
caravan. Cowboys, bandits, Mormons and other vigorous
characters keep things moving at a terrific pace. But stir-

ringly full of incident as this tale is, Mr. GREY never forgetsthat it is love that really makes the world go round He is
in short a born storyteller, with a style by no means to be
espised, and I see no reason why his popularity should not

continue to wax here, and ultimately to rival its American
magnitude.

VflfclA 1
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ATMOSPHERE IN OUK RIVER BUNGALOWS.
Hoetttt (to her husband just arri red from Toirn).

" YOU'VE FOUGOTTFX THF
CHOP-STICKS, JOHN. You 'VE- SPOILT THE PARTY !

*

.uns

Another Geddes Promotion.
s who will watch British seamanship matched

IX Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of
BHtish Admiral to thcun -ted

are Franklm
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CHARIVARIA.
\YK doubt," says ;i contemporary,

"
il the Government lias effected mucli

l>y refusing to let Or. MANMX hind on

Irish shores." We a^ree. What is

si wanted at the moment is that the

mnent should hind on Ireland.

\\'e I'eel that the time is now I ipe for

somebody to pop up willi the siigges-

tion that the \\et summer ha-, heen

c:iused by the shooting in Melfast.

Manchester City Council Ims de-

cided to purchase the famous Free
Trade Hall (or the sum of ninety
thousand pounds. A thorough search

for the Sacred Principles of I /iberalism,

which are said to he concealed sorne-

trhereinthebasemenl .

will he undertaken as

soon as the property

changes hands.

There is no truth

in the report that

Mi. LLOYD GEOKGE,
alter listening to the

grand howl of the

WolfCubs atOlympia,
declared that it was
a very dime affair for

anyone used to listen-

ing to Mr. DEVLIN.

"
Kangaroos and

wallahi es," says a

Colonial journalist,
"are about the only
things that, the Aus-

tralian sportsman can

chase." Members of

the M.C.C. team de-

clare that t hey expect
In change all that .

Reports that the gold had been re-

moved from the Bank of Ireland to this

- y for the sake of safety have causei I

consternation in Dublin. There was

always a possibility, the Irish say,
that the Sinn Feiners might not lay
hands on the stuff, but there isn't one
chance in a hundred of it getting past
Sir ERIC: GKODKS.

.1 jini/ioi of the growing reluctance

on the part of railway servants to take

tips from holiday-makers, it appears
that they are merely following the

example set by the higher officials. We
have positive information that only a

week or so since Sir ERIC GEDUKS flatly

refused to take a tip from The Daily
Mail.

While approving in principle of the

proposal that the finger-prints of all

children should IK; registered, (lo\ern-
ment otlicials point out that the ex-

pense would certainly be out of nil pro-

portion to the advantage obtained, in

view of the prevailing high prices of

jam.

There is just this one consolation
about the weather of late. So far the

Government have not placed a tax on
rain.

Soldier.-- are very dissatisfied with
the way in which ex-service men are
now being treated," states a Sunday
paper. We understand that, if this dis-

satisfaction should spread, Mr. Cm H

CHILL may call upon the Army to resign.

After exhaustive experiments Signor

The Laird. "Now, WHO ox KAIITH MK.HT TIIOSI-. rr.on.i: UK, I>ONU.I>, in:>.--i i>

I.IKK TOl'BI.STS'.
1 ''

owing to the failure of the I legist rai to

app.-:ir. Il \\.is ii, it until the lies!

man, \\lio denied hiiving mislaid the

Registrar, hadl-en thoroughly searched
that the ceremony \\asaliaiidoned.

A burglar aOG 'ealiny sixteen

volumes of classical poetry \\as .sen

tence<l ton month's imprisonment. The
defence that he was insane was evi

dently ignored.

The Westminster magistrate, the
other day, described a prisoner a

very clever thief." It is said that tin-

fellow intends printing this testimonial

on his letter-paper.

A man knocked down by a racing
motorist in New York is reported to

have had hoth leys
and an arm frac

1

several ribs broken

and other injuries
Motorists in this

country incline to the

theory that it was the

work of an amateur.

A Swiss guide re-

cently discovered a

chamois within sixty
feet of the summit <>:

the Jungfrau. Only
on receiving the most

explicit assurance that

the Fourth Inter-

nationale would not IM-

held at (irindelwald

would the creature

consent to resume its

proper place in the

landscape.

MAHCONI has failed to obtain any wire-

less message from Mars. Much anxiety
is being felt by those persons having
friends or mining shares there.

-'.

The youngest son of Sir EKIC GEDDES
is learning to play golf. It is hoped by
this plan to keep his mind oft thoughts
of a political career.

A reader living in Aberdeen informs

us that the last batch of Scotch refugees
arrived from England last Thursday in

an exhausted condition.

" Cats are very poor swimmers,"states
a writer in a weekly journal. This no

doubt accounts for the exceptionally

high infantile mortality among these

domestic pets. *

Last week a wedding a* Ibstock,

Leicestershire, bad to be postponed
after the ceremony had already begun.

According to t-hi-

conductor of the Southern Syncopated
Orchestra the modern fox-trot has l>een

evolved from a primitive negro dance
called "The Blues." The theory that
the Mines are the logical outcome of a

primitive negro dance called the fox-trot

is thus exploded.

A gentleman advertises for an island

for men who are fed up with taxation.

We can only say that Great Britain is

just the very place.

"In some \\itys llio American woman, it

must be confessed, c.in ^'ve e V'nglish points
on good dressing." F.rcntny l*<n>er.

She might now extend her beneficence

and include some points on syntax.

"The clergy had to work far more than

]K>r day. l>ul their p.i

quite inadequate." Local 1'npfr.

Wo don't see how it would bo possible
to give adequate remuneration for such
a feat.

VOL. CI.IX,
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IN DEFENCE OF DOROTHY.
1 WAS greatly pained to read, the

,,,).,. ,la\.'in one of our leading dailies

; , m ,ist violent and uncalled-for attack

on a popular favourite. Perhaps

should say one who uxii popular, for,

alas, favourites have their day, and no

iloulit this attack was hut to demolish

the reputation of the setting star and

enhance that of a rising one. Still it

\\as unnecessarily churlish; it criti-

cised not only the colour of her com-

plexion, theexuheranceof her presence,

hut her very name was held up to ridi-

cule, the fault surely of her god-parents.

There has been/ not unnaturally,

quite a sensation in her circle over

this at Jack : Papa Gontier and Maman
Cochet clasped each other's hands in

sympathy and said,
" What will people

say next of us, a respectable and time-

honoured old couple, if they flout pretty

popular little Dorothy Perkins ?
" " Of

course, if people who live in a brand-

new red-brick villa choose to invite

Dorothy into their garden, one can't

expect her to look her best ; but, after

all, there 's only that languishing Stella

Gray who can stand such a trial as that,

and perhaps'the stoitt Frau Druschki."
"
She, poor thing, is quite out of favour

just now hardly mentioned in polite

society. Quite under a cloud; in fact

a greeting from Teplitz is the only
one she gets."

" Now William Allen

Richardson (there's a ridiculous long

name, if you like
!)

was saying only

yesterday how grateful we should all

feel to dear Dorothy, who never seems

to mind the weather and cheers us up
when all else fails."

" I must say I

don't feel quite sure of William's sin-

cerity, he is so very changeable, you
know, and does not really care to be

seen in Dorothy's company."
Pretty little Mine. Laurette Messime

was quite hanging her head about it

all.
" / live in harmony with all my

neighbours," she simpered.
"
Ah, yes,"

flaunted Lady Gay, in that unblushing
manner of hers,

" that 's very easy to

do for colourless people." At this

Caroline Testout turned quite pale and

stuttered,
"
Well, Dorothy does scream

so." " Hush, hush, my children," said

the deep voice of the venerable Marshal
Niel. Though yellow with extreme old

age the old gentleman bore himseli

proudly and his dress was glossy and
clean. " We all have our place in the
world. Let carping critics say what

they please, whether it is Dorothy in

her gay gown or Liberty in her revolu-

tionary wear, our showy American
cousins, our well-beloved Scotch rela-

tions, or our Persian guests they are
nil welcome, all beautiful." "

Hear,
hear!

"
murmured the other roses.

MORE MARGOBIOGRAPHY.
PROPOSALS CAULYLK BISMARCK -

DISRAELI A NEW BROWNING POEM
- NAPOLEON ON LIVING BRITISH

STATESMEN.

[Readers of the vivacious but too reticent

serial now appearing in Tlic Sunday Times

nav have noticed that the narrative is now

ind then interrupted by a row of what Lord

RANDOLPH CHURCHILL, during one of his con-

ventions with Mrs. AsgriTH and JOWKTT,

ailed (to the immense delight of the MASTKK

F HALI.IOL) "those damned dots." Mr.

j.'unch has, at fabulous expense, acquired the

right to publish certain of the omitted pas-

sages, a selection of which is appended.]

Many Admirers.

No sooner was I in my earliest teens

and had made up my mind as to the

best cigarettes, than proposals began
to be a matter of daily occurrence, so

that whenever I saw the fifth footman

or the third butler stealthily approach-

ing me I knew that he was conceal-

ing a billet doux. Sometimes they were

very flattering. Here is one, written

in the big boyish hand of a Prince of

the Blood :

My beautiful, there is no one like you.

They want me to marry the daughter of a

royal house, but if you will say
" Yes "

I will

defy them. We will be married by the Arch-

bishop, who marries and buries so beautifully ;

but I shall never need burying, because those

who marry you never die.

Poor boy, I had to send him a nega-
tive by the fifteenth groom in the third

phaeton, drawn by a pair of dashing
chestnuts which another of my unsuc-

cessful adorers had given me. I noticed

that when they got back to Grosvenor

Square the chestnuts had turned to

greys.

The Sage of Chelsea.

THOMAS CAHLYLE loved to have me
trotting in and out of his house in

Cheyne Bow, and we had endless talks

on the desirability of silence. " Yon
wee Meg," he used to say, for he re-

fused to call me "Margot," declaring it

was a Frenchified name "
yon wee

Meg is the cleverest girl in Scotland
and the wittiest."

I remember once that EUSKIN was
there too, and we had a little breeze.

EUSKIN (paironisingly). What do you
think of the paintings of TURNER ?

MARGOT. He bores me.
KUSKIN (drawing in a long breath)

Bores you ?

MARGOT (tvith a slow smile). He pro-

bably bores you too, only you daren't
admit it.

What would have happened I cannot

imagine had not dear old CABLYLE
offered me a draw of his pipe, while re-

marking laughingly,
" She's a wonder

is Meg ; she '11 lead the world yet."
One day he asked me what I 'though

of his writing. - . : .

MARGOT. Too jerky and overcharged.
CARLYLE (wincing). I inust try to

mprove. What is your theory of au-

jhorship ?

MARGOT. 1 think one should assume
.hat everything that happens to one-

self must be interesting to others.

CARLYLE (an though stiti/urri'd by a

tew idea). Why?
MARGOT (simply). Because oneself is

so precious, so unique.
1. asked him once what he 'really

bought of Mrs. CARLYLE, but he

ihanged the subject.

Bismarck.
It was in Berlin, when I was seven-

;een, that I met BISMARCK. It was at

the Opera, where, being a young English

;irl, 1 was in the habit of going alone.

The great Chancellor, who was all un-

;onscious that I had penetrated his

identity, patched me for a long while

Between the Acts and then overtook me
in my way home and in French asked

me to supper.
MARGOT (also in French). But I am

not hungry.
BISMARCK. In Germany you should

do as the Germans do and eat always ;

(with emphasis) I do.

MARGOT (scathingly). I wonder if you
are aware that I am English ?

BISMARCK (muttering something I

could not catch about England lying
crushed at his feet). But you are beau-

tiful too ! Some day you will be a

countrywoman of mine.

MAHGOT. How ?

BISMARCK. Because we shall make
war on England and conquer it, and
it will then be our own and all of you
will be our people and our slaves. At
least we should conquer it if

. If what ?

BISMARCK. If it were not for a young
man who will then be Prime Minister

It is of him we are afraid.

MARGOT. What is his name ?

BISMARCK. ASQUITH.
Could prescience further go? BIS-

MARCK then left me with another un-

gainly effort at French :

" Au revoir

Mademoiselle." But we never met

again.

Disraeli's Last Days.
I was with DISRAELI (who was one

of the few men who did not propose to

me) not long before the end, and he

gave me many confidences, although
he knew all about my friendship witl

GLADSTONE. But then I have always
chosen my friends impartially from al

the camps. My exact memory enable:

me to repeat my last conversation witl

DIZZY word for word :

MARGOT. You look tired. Shall .

dance for you ?

(Continued on page 104).
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The Wtfe (b'Meiiij). "Yss, IT MAKES A NICE OUTIN' ron MI:, DON'T IT sums' IN THE HAIN ALL DAY GUARDIN' A TIN o' WUUMS?"

DIZZY. No, no.

MARGOT (briyhtly). Let us be sensible

and talk franklyabout your approaching
death. Have you any views as to your

biography?
DIZZY. Need there be one ?

MABGOT. Of course.

DIZZY (earnestly). Would you write

it ? You would be so discreet.

I had to refuse, but I am sure I

could have made a more amusing job
of it than Mr. BUCKLE has done, in

spite of the love-letters. What a pity

they didn't entrust it to my dear
EDMUND GOSSK !

A Browning Poem.
More is a little poem that BROWNING

wrote for me on hearing me say that
when we were girls

" we did not know
the meaning of the word '

fast
' "

:

We all of us worship our Margot,
She 's such a determined cscargot.

Talks with the Dead.
The great NAPOLEON had died many

vizirs before 1 was born
; and how un-

just it is that (he lives of really in-

| foresting people should not coincide!

I

But with the assistance of my beloved
OLIVER LODGE I have had many con-

versations with him. Our first opened
iu this manner :

MARGOT. Do you take any interest

in current English politics ?

NAPOLEON. Oui (Yes).
MARGOT. What do you think of

LLOYD GEORGE ?

NAPOLEON. An opportunist on horse-

back.

MAHGOT. I love riding too. I met
most of my friends in the hunting-field.
You should have seen me cantering into

the hall of our *own mansion. Who
do you think our greatest statesman ?

NAPOLEON. ASQUITH beyond a doubt.

Both PLATO and JULIUS GassAR,
whom my beloved OLIVER has also in-

troduced to me, said the same thing.
E. V. L.

FLOWEKS 1 NAMES.
SOLOMON'S SEAL.

OH, lordly was KING SOLOMON

A-stepping down so proud,
With his negro slaves anddancinggirls
And all his royal crowd ;

His peacocks and his viziers,

His eunuchs old and grey,
His gallants and his chamberlains
And glistening array.

Oh, blithesome was KING SOLOMON
That burning summer day

When lo ! a humble shepherdess
Stood silent in his way ;

Then stepped down kingly SOLOMON,
And proud and great stepped he,

And there he kissed the shep-
herdess

Kissed one and two and three.

Then proudly turned the peasant-
maid

Pale as a ghost was she
" For all ye are KING SOLOMON,
What make ye here so free"?

"

Oh, lordly laughed KING SOLOMON,
" Shalt be my queen," quoth he ;

"These kisses pledged KING SOLOMON
And sealed him to thee."

Then on went splendid SOLOMON
And all his glittering band,

And the wondering white p'easant-

girl

He led her by the hand
;

But in that place sprang Mower-

stems
All green, for kingly pride,

With the small white kisses hanging
down

With which lie sealed his bride.
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SQUATTEE8.
I'rsnla (-.uno into the study, carrying

1 1 ing l.lint. had once been [i photo
graph, hut which tin 1 ravages of time

had long since reduced to a faded and

almost indecipherable problem.
"Dear," she xiid, "you know this

portrait of Clara's boy, the one in the

sailor suit, from my writing-table? I

looking ;it ii just now "

I interrupted her (it really was one
of my rushed mornings).

"
1 've been

ng at it any time these i

,' I observed bitter])-, "watching
it become every day more and more,

lly-blown and like nothing on earth.

What eniiiles it to special notice at

this moment ?
"

"
Nothing much," said Ursula ; but

from the tone of her voice experience
taught me that sentiment was only
just out of sight.

" I was wondering
whether to burn it

"

"Good."
" And then I thought that, as he was

married the other day and is quite

likely to have a boy of his own, it

would be interesting to compare this

early portrait."
"It would," I assented grimly. Per-

haps disappointment had made me
brutal. " There 's almost nothing, from
the Alps at midnight to Royalty down
a coalmine, with which it would not be

equally safe and appropriate to com-

pare it. Only, as I gather that this

involves its continued existence for a
further indefinite period, my one re-

quest is that in the meantime you
remove it. Shut it in the safe. Bury
it. But don't leave it about."

" Aren't you being rather excited

about nothing?
"

" No. This is a matter of principle,
and I am speaking for your own good.
Fifteen years ago that photograph, un-
framed and in the first flush of youth,
was casually deposited on your writing-
table. Perhaps you only meant to put
it out of your hand for a moment while

you attended to something else. But

you know what the result has been. It

has remained there, gradually establish-

ing a prescriptive" right. No doubt it

has been dusted, with the rest of the

room, seven times a week . . ."
" Six times," said Ursula, smiling,

but blushing a little too I was glad
to observe that.

". . . and as often been replaced. Its

charm for the observant visitor has,
to put the thing mildly, long since

vanished. I doubt if either of us would
so much as see it had it not attained
for me the fascination of an eye-sore.
Yet it stays on, simply because no one
has the initiative to take action. To
put it concisely, it is a squatter."

Navvy. "Wat DON'T YER WEAR THEM BOARDS THE UIOHT WAT BOUND?"
Sandunchman. "Wof! I ME DINNER-HOUR? Nor ME!"

" Don't be ridiculous."
" I was never more serious in my

life. This speckled travesty, this photo-
graphic mummy, is but one example
out of many. I do not know whether
other homes resemble ours in the same

tendency towards the mausoleum. But
I strongly suspect it."

" What things are there besides

this ?
"

broke out Ursula, suddenly de-

fensive. " Tell me a list of them."
" You forget, sweetheart, that as a

professional literary man my time,

especially in the morning, has a certain

commercial value, but I will endeav-
our to do as you ask. You would of

course justly repudiate any comparison
between your own artistic setting and
those Victorian houses wherein the
'

drawing-room book
'

reposed always
in the same sacred corner. Yet in

the matter of derelict articles we are

millionaires, wre are beset by squatters."
I could see that Ursula was im-

pressed, though she tried to conceal the

fact.
" Professional literary men seem

to be strangely under the dominion of

one word," she began coldly.
At that moment a- bell tinkled.

" Eliza !

"
cried Ursula ;

" and I 'm not
dressed." As she fluttered from the
room I had a distinct impression that
she was not sorry for an excuse to
break off the interview.

I re-settled myself at my desk, smiling
a little cynically. How long would the
lesson last? Then I happened to

glance towards the mantelpiece, beside
which Ursula had been standing.
There, hastily propped against the

clock, was that detestable photograph.
It still quivered in the movement of

release, as though shaking its shoulders,

settling down palpably for another de-

cade. With an uncontrollable impulse
I leapt up, seized the abomination and,

flinging it on the floor, ground it to

powder with my heel.

In one word, the anti-squatting cam-

paign had definitely begun. A. E.

" Some five or six million years hence,
therefore, it is prophesied, the earth will (all

into the grip of an ice age. There will descend
on all living things the blight of eternal cod."

Scotch Vaptr.

Although the danger is not immediate
it deserves the serious consideration of

the FOOD CONTROLLER.
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SQUISH.
tome iK'tfs on a bye-path in politics.)

'I'm: Board of Agriculture lias been biding its time. In

i hf fierce light of publicity which lias been beating of late

upon Mr. LLOYD GEOKUH, "Mr. WINSTON CHUKCHIM. and Sir

Kmc GEDDES the attempt of this rustic Ministry to assert

ii-rlf has passed almost unnoticed. Our gu/.e has been

lixed upon the Ijondon railway termini, upon Warsaw and

upon Belfast : \ve have been neglecting Campden (Glos.).

Yet in that town, I read,
" the Ministry of Agriculture has

completed arrangements for a commercial course in the

'Jiato Fruit and Vegetable College to instruct students in

i he manufacture of preserved fruit products."
1 have considered the last part of the sentence quoted

abme very carefully in the light of the Rules and Regula-

linns governing procedure in State Departments, Magna
Cat la, the Habeas Corpus Act and the Constitutions of

Clarendon, und have come to the conclusion that it means
"
making jam." 1

lyn very sure, as the PJUMK MIMSTKK
would say, that things are about to happen in preserved
fruit products ; tilings will become very much worse and

very much sterner in jam. And if in jam why then also

in jelly and in marmalade. Even at this moment in the

olliees of the Board of Agriculture there are a number of

clerks, I suppose, sitting with schedules in front of them,

something like this :
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THE MAN WHO WOULD GET TO THE SEASIDE.

TRAINS FULL.

CHARABANCS KCI.L.

SKA. SANDS AND H()i
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THE COUNTER-IRRITANT.
MOST men have a hobby. Timbrell-

Timson's is to bear on his rummy
shoulders the bunion of Middle Europe.
lirrniUi: Mittol-Europn. Lately he

has been sharing his burden \\illi inc.

"You know," ho said, frowning he

always frowns, because of the burden
" I am rather uneasy about the Czecho-
slovaks."

" I "m not too comfortable about them

myself," I said truthfully.
" There seems to be a certain lack of

iity about their new constitution,"
said T.-T., "a a a what shall I

say?"
" A er urn a," I put in.

"Exactly; just so," said T.-T. He
then got ^into

his stride and gave me
twenty minutes' Czecho - Slovakism
when I was dying to discover whether
HOBBS had scored his two-millionth
run.

As T.-T. talked my mind wandered

away into regions of its own Aunt
Jane's rheumatic gout, my broken nib-

lick, the necessity for getting my hair
cut. But sub-consciously I reserved a
courteous minimum of attention for

T.-T., and said,
" H'm "

and " Ha" with
decent frequency. He went on and on,

shedding several ounces of the burden.
I decided that Aunt Jane ought to have
a shot at Christian Science.
"... very much the same plight as

the Poles," said T.-T., emerging from a
cloud of Czecho-Slovakism and pausing
to clear his meagre throat.

I felt it was up to me. " Of course,"
I said,

" the Poles don't strike one as

being er very that is

" I went down with pneumonia. They
painted my chest yellow, and, when I

asked the Sister why, she said it was a

counter-irritant. That 's what you want
to use now, my lad. Stand up to your
little friend and beat him at his own

game."
"Buthow?"Isaid. " I can't. What

he doesn't know about the gentle Czech
isn't worth a cussovitch."

" Cultivate a counter-burden," said

Brown,
" and make him eat it as he has

made you eat his."

When I left Brown it was decided

that I was henceforth to be an authority
on Mittel-Afrika. The next evening I

was purposely unoccupied in a corner

of the smoking-room when T.-T. came
in, frowning and bowed down by his

burden, to which apparently I had

brought no relief.
"
Well, to-day's news from Mittel-

Europa is hardly
"
he began.

"
Scarcely glanced at it," I said. " I

was so busy with the news from Mittel-

Afrika Abyssinia, in fact."

T.-T. looked surprised, partly, no
doubt, because he knew as well as I
did that Abyssinia is nowhere near the
middle of Africa. Then he gained bal-

ance and reopened with the remark that
" The ineradicable weakness of the
Czecho-Slovak is

"Just what I feel about the Ethio-

pians," I said.
" Of course there is in the Czecho a

fundamental
'

began T.-T. once
more.

Then I released him with a fina

warning against putting any faith at a
in Gran'slam, the Abyssinian Assistan

Foreign Secretary, and as we parted
said gratefully,

" It has been a pleasur
to talk to such a sympathetic listener.

I don't think T.-T. really believe
oven now in the Swarthy Peril, but th
counter-irritant has done its work.

"
Precisely. They are not," said T.-T.,

as I knew he would. " But I am very
relieved to see that M. Grabski "

This was something new and sounded
amusing.

" Grabski ?" I said. "What's
happened to dearold I mean, I thought
M. Paderewski was "

"I am referring to the recent Spa
Conference," said T.-T. severely." Of course, how silly of me," I mur-
mured.
T.-T. gave me another twenty minutes

of Poland. Then he reteased"me, with
a final word of warning against putting
too much faith in M. Daschovitch. I
promised I wouldn't.

T.-T. shook me cordially by the hand
and said,

"
It has been a pleasure to

talk to such a sympathetic listener."
What led me to revolt was T.-T.'s

hat-trick. Three evenings in succession
he unloaded on me chunks of the burden
Probably he thought the third time
made it my own property.

I asked advice from Brown, a man
of commonsense.

"During the Great War," said Brown,

Not half so fundamental as in the

Abyssinians," I said promptly.
T.-T. was puzzled but obstinate. The

burden, I think, was rather bad that

evening. He tried me with Grabski
and got as far as saying that he had
little respect for that gentleman's ante-
cedents.

I broke in by comparing Grabski's
antecedents with the antecedents of

B'lumbu, the Abyssinian Deputy Under-
secretary of the Admiralty, much to the
detriment of the latter. Then I launched
out into a long and startling expose of
what I called the Swarthy Peril. I
told T.-T. that the Ethiopians ate their

young, and warned him that, unless he
was careful, they would soon be over here
devouring his own spectacled progeny.
I told him about the Ethiopia secret

plans for the invasion of Mexico as a
stepping-stone to the subjugation of
Mittel-Amerika. I hinted that Abys-
sinian spies were everywhere that
even one of the club waiters was not
above suspicion.
For

thirty-five minutes I held T.-T.m his chair (may the Abyssinian gods
forgive me!). After the first three
minutes lie forgot his burden and never
a word spake he.

ANOTHER GARDEN OF ALLAH
[The Metropolitan Water Board announce

an advance in the Water Kate.]

I CANNOT fill the bounteous cup
Munificently as of yore

Because the water 's going up
(It didn't at Lodore) ;

No longer now can I regale
The canine stranger with a pail
Drawn from my cistern's store.

Let Samuel the sunflower die,
Let Gerald the geranium fade,

And all the other plants that I

Have hitherto displayed ;

The virgin grass within my plot
May call for water I will not

Preserve a single blade.

Henceforth let Claude the cactus dress

My garden beds, who bravely grows
Without a frequent S.O.S.
To water-can and hose.

I 've cast these weapons to the void
And permanently unemployed

Is Hildebrand the hose.

Within the house by words and deeds
I 've run an Anti-Waste Camp;:

On every tap the legend reads :

"
Teetotalers, abstain !

"

While on each bath and tub of mine
I 've drawn freehand a PLIMSOLL line,

Impressionist but plain.

When upward mount my chops and
cheese

I fain must bend beneath the blow ;

I have to pay the price for these
Whether I will or no.

But here at least, by dint of thought,
I feel that I can bring to naught
The rise in H

2O.

You '11 find that I shall keep in check
The gross expense of water when

Domestic nettoyage a sec

Rules my ancestral den.

I, unlike Nature, don't abhor
A " vacuum "

to clean the floor :

In fact I 've ordered ten.

"At Bremen ... the crowd seized the stalls
in the market, and sold the goods at prices
between 100 and 200 per cent, lower than the
prices demanded." Provincial Paper.
The correspondent who sends us the
above cutting demands similar re-

ductions in English markets in order
that he may live within his income of
minus two pounds a week.
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INCORRIGIBLES.
"KXCUSE MK, Sill I'M DOWN IIF.HK FOB A BEST CUBE, AND NOT ALLOWED TO LOOK AT A NKWM-AFKR. I'F.HHAI-K VOP WOtLDS'T
TELLINd MB WHAT KAFFIRS STOOD AT YF.STERDAY ?

"

"Sor.HY 1 CAN'T OBLIGE, you. I'VE SWORN OFK NEWSPAPERS MYSELF. THIS is Tin: Sin:ivi'i,,\ l'nn,i,.i: KOII KEBIUABY 1'2 THAT
.MY LANDLADY WRAPPED MY SANDWICHES IS."

THE BEGINNER.
Six mouths ago Maurice Gillstone's

tint; was the home of unrest. Maurice
was one of those authors who tire of

their creations before completion. He
would get an idea, hegin to write and
then turn to some other theme.

It made the domestic atmosphere
diflicult. You would go to call on the

(jillstones and find them plunged in

despair. Maurice would gaze at you
with a wild unseeing eye, pass his

hand through his dishevelled hair,
mutter "The inspiration has left me,"
and fling himself into a chair and
groan. Mrs. Maurice would burst into
tears.

The flat was strewn with fragments
ol manuscripts. Plays, novels, poems
(none finished) littered the rooms in pro-
fusion

; a brilliant but isolated Scene I.,

stray opening chapters of novels, de-
tached prologues of mighty epics." His beginnings are wonderful,"
-Mrs. Maurice would wail between her
sobs ;

" keen critics and men of the
most delicate literary taste rave over

them ; but if he can't finish them,
what 's the use ?

"

It was very sad.

Then John Edmund Drall, the in-

ventor of the non-alcoholic beverage
which is now a household word and an
old friend of the Gillstones, came along
and tried to cure Maurice of his literary
defect by the sort of ruse one would

employ on a jibbing horse. He sent

Maurice a bottle of his Leiuonbeer and
asked him to write an appreciation of

that noxious fluid.
" I have asked Maurice," Drall con-

fided to me,
" to scribble a testimonial

to Lemonbeer. It will kind of break the

spell, and it wouldn't be Maurice if he
didn't turn out a perfect gem of literary

composition. I know my Lemonbeer
is really good and I know that Maurice
is extremely appreciative. Maurice is

under a spell. It must be broken. If

he can write a complete testimonial he

will easily finish all those beginnings
of his." The idea seemed sound.

Well, Maurice drank the Lemonbeer
and, in spite of an increasing tendency
to swoon, did begin to write a gem of a

testimonial. He had, however, written
but the first four words of it when be
fainted. These words were " Lemon-
beer is the best . . ."

Maurice would do
anything for a

friend, and, as I say, had actually
written " Lemonbeer is the best . . ."

after drinking a whole bottle of it.

It was Drall's advertisement manager
who said that in point of selling power
this testimonial was unsurpassed. "The
finished completeness of the composi-
tion," he said,

" shows sheer genius.
Just four words. A word added or sub-

tracted would ruin it."

When Maurice came to and learnt

how brilliant he had been he simply
put on his hat and walked round to a

Film Agency to say that he was pre-

pared to write and complete any
number of masterpieces. Since that

day he has never looked back.

Commercial Candour.

ANTIQUE SII.VKI:.

Mr. invilos all interested to inspecting
tine stock which he can offer just new at ox

optionally low priros." /tai/y Paper.
'
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Peggy. "PLKASE, Miss JUDKIN, MUMMY SAYS WILL YOU KINDLY LET HER HAVE A LITTLE BRANDY FOB OUR GOAT? IT'S VEKY ILLAND MUMMY is AFRAID IT'S DYING."
\ssjiidkin. "TELL YOUR MOTHER I'M VERY SORRY, BUT THE ONLY BRANDY I'VE GOT is VERY OLD:"

Peggy- "OH, THAT WILL DO SPLENDIDLY. IT'S A VERY OLD GOAT."

THE FAIB.

LOOK up, my child, the sirens whoop
Shrill invitations to the Pair,

The yellow swing-boats soar and swoop,
The Gavioli- organs blare;

Bull - throated show - men, bracken -

brown,

Compete to shout each other down.

Behold the booths of gingerbread,
Of nougat and of peppermints,

The stall of toys where overhead
Balloons of gay translucent tints

Float on the breeze and drift and sway;
Fruit of a fairy vine are they.

Within this green fantastic grot
Bright-coloured balls are danced and
spun

On jets (" 'Ere, lovey, 'ave a shot ") ;

, .
A gipsy It Ay tends a gun,

A very rose of gipsy girls,
With earrings glinting in her curls.

Will man-els cease ? This humble booth
Enshrines a dame of royal birth,

Princess Badrubidure, forsooth,
The fattest princess on the earth

;

Come, we will stand where kings have
stood,

And you shall pinch her if you 're

good.

The brasses gleam, the mirrors flash,
How splendid is the Bound-About !

The organ brays, the cymbals clash,
The spotted horses bound about

Their whirling platform, full of beans,
And country girls ride by like queens.

Professor Battling Bendigo
(Ex ten-stone champion of the

West)
Parades the stage before his show
And swells his biceps and his chest

;

Is England's manhood dead and
gone ?

"

He asks; "Won't no one take me
on?"

A big drum booms, revolvers crack
;

Who is this hero that appears,A velvet tunic on his back,
His whiskers curling round his

ears ?

'Tis he who drew the jungle's sting,
Diabolo, the Lion Kin".

Within are birds beyond belief

And creatures colourful and quaint :

Lean dingoes weighed with secret grief
And monkey humourists who ain't

;

Bears, camels, pards Look up, my
dear,

The wonders of the world are here !

PATLANDER.

"CELLS BELOW ZERO FOR T.B.
PATIENTS.

Ink in Nurses' Pens Froze when Talcing Men's
Temperature." Canadian Paper.

Personally, we prefer having ours taken
with a thermometer.

"OFFENCES UNDER THE LIGHTING ORDERS.
At Thursday's petty session Emilo was

paid 1 for having no nearside light on hi.s

motor car." Local Paper.
But ought foreign offenders to be
favoured in this way ?

"Richmond camp is a scene of bustling
activity from sunrise to reveille, or '

Taps
'

as
the Americans term it." Evening Paper.

And after that the boy scouts would

appear to have had a nice long day to

themselves.
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IF WINSTON SET THE FASHION
KK (entering Cabinet Council Room).

" WHAT NOBODY II KI!K '.'

"

BUTLEH. "YOU FORGET, SIR, THIS IS PEESS DAY. THE GENTLEMEN ARK MA,
FINISHING THEIR NEWSPAPER ARTICLES."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Munilni/, August 2nd.

r

l'li<' \-M\\ iliai

drenched the Bank-holiday-makera IMC!

iimterjwrt inside the House <>i

Commons in the shower of Questions

arising out of Mr. Cm i:nm,i,'s article

on the Polish crisis in an evening news-

|),i|):
i. Members of various parties

sought to know whether, when the

\\ \K Sr.cKKTAitv said tliut peace with

Soviet liussia was only anoilier form

of war and apparently invited the

co-operation of the German militarists

sion, even in a newspaper hostile to the

Government, so long us they were con-
sistent with the policy of the Govern-
ment; and that he was not aware of

anything in this particular article that
"cut across ans declaration of policy
by His Majesty's Government."

Tin's does not sound very convincing
perhaps, but it was sufficient to satisfy
Members, whose chief anxiety is to get
off as soon as possible to the country,
and who voted down by 134 to 32 an

attempt to move the adjournment.
Tho CHIEF SECRETARY formally in-

optimist l/n-i I 1'n i, commended the

Ministry of Mines Mill as bein^ .

lated to restore harmony and goodwill
among master* and men. According
tO Lord GtlNKOIM) til

,iy k>
secure this result is to hand back the
control of the mines to their owners,
between whom and the employes, lie

declared, cordial relations had existed
in the past. Still, this owners would
work the Bill for what it \va- \\orth.

and hoped the miners would do the
same. Lord II \i.DANK said that was

'EM YOURSELF?"
A LONG PARTNERSHIP.

Capt. WEoau-ooD BEXS (to Mr. ASQUITII).
" ISN'T IT ABOCT TIME YOU TOOK THE GLOVES OFF AND HAD A oo AT

Top Row (reading from left to right). Mi. G. R. THORNE, Mr. DEVLIN, Sir DONALD MACLEAN, Mr. CLVNES. Gen. SEELY, Col. WEDOWOOD.
Middle 7'o-. The SPEAKEB, Lieut.-Commander KENWORTHY, Mr. BON AH LAW, Mr. LLOYD GEOBQE, Mr. ASQUITH, Capt.WEixiwooo BENN.

Bottom Row. Mr. GEORGE LAMBERT, Mr. WHITLEY (Cliairman of Committees).

to fight the Bolshevists, he was ex-

mg the views of the Government ;

and if not, what had become of the

doctrine of collective responsibility ?

The PRIME MINISTER manfully tried

to shield his colleague from the storm,
but the effort took all his strength and

ingenuity, and more than once it seemed
as if an unusually violent blast would
blow his umbrella inside out. His

principal points were that the article

did not mean what it appeared to say ;

that if it did it was not so niueh an

expression of policy as of a " hanker-

ing
"

(" HANKERING. An uneasy crav-

ing to possess or enjoy something
"-

Dictionary) ;
that he could not control

traduced a Bill " to make provision for

the restoration and maintenance of

order in Ireland." Earlier in the sit-

ting the PRIME MINISTER had declined

Mr. DE VALERA'S alleged offer to accept
a republic on the Cuban pattern, and

had reiterated his intention to pass the

Home Rule Bill after the Recess.

Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR is a declared

opponent of both these measures, but

that did not prevent him from con-

trasting the lightning speed of the

House when passing coercion for Ire-

land with its snail-like pace when ap-

proaching conciliation. In fifty years
it had not given justice to Ireland ; it

was to be asked to give injustice to

his colleagues' desires or their expres- Ireland in fewer hours.

just what the miners had announced
their intention of not doing unless they
were given a great deal more power
than the Bill proposed. But this lack

of enthusiasm in no way damped Lord
PEEL'S ardour. Indeed he observed

that he had " never introduced a Bill

that was received with any sort of en-

thusiasm." Mollified by this engaging
candour the Peers gave the Bill a

Second Reading.
I am glad to record another example

of Government economy. To Mr. GIL-

BERT, who desired that more sandpits
should be provided in the London parks
for the delectation of town-tied child-

ren, Sir ALFRED MONO reluctantly but

sternly replied that " in view of the
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le expenditure involved
"
he

did not feel justified in adding to the

existing Dumber of tlnvo.

Dumps suggest dolefulm-ss, hut the

debate on the action of the Disposals
Hoard in disposing of the accumula-
tions at Slough, St. Oiner and else-

where was decidedly lively. Mr. HOPE
led oil by attacking the recent report
of the Committee on National Expeudi-
lure. and declared that its Chairman,

though a paragon of truth, was not

necessarily a mirror of accuracy. The
Chairman himself (Sir F. BANHURY),
seated for the nonce upo
i he Opposition Bench, repliet
\\ith appropriate vigour in t

speech which caused Sir GOH
DON HEWABT to remark tha
the passion for censorious
ness \\us not a real virtue

but which greatly pleased th

labour Party, in acknow
lodging whose compliments
Sir FREDERICK severely
strained the brim of his tal

hat.

After these star-turns tlu
"
walking gentlemen

"
ha

their chance. Sixteen times
were they called upon to

parade the Division Lobbies

by an Opposition which on
one occasion registered no
fewer than fifty-three votes.

Wednesday, August 4th.

One of the few Irish insti-

tutions which all Irishmen
unite in praising is the mail
service between Kingstown
and Holyhead. Even the
Sinn Feiners would think-

twice before cutting this link

between England and Ire-

land. Yet, according to Lord
OR.\.\MOBE AND BROWNK, the
British Post Office has act-

ually given notice to termin-
ate the contract. He was
assured, however, by Lord

Lord PEEL, the principal purpose of the

measure.

It was another day of rather small

beer in the Commons. There were,

howevet, one or two tlictti of note.

Thus Sir BEHTBAM FALK, who was con-

cerned because Naval officers received

no special marriage allowance, was spe-

ciiically assured by Sir JAMES CRAIG
that the Admiralty will not prevent
men from marrying. I understood,
however, that it will not recognise a

wife in every port.

Thursday, August 5th. With lofty

'AM 1 WHEN I TOLD 'lit IN THE OUFICB THAT ME MON'EYWASNT BIOHT, HE SAYS, "ERE <8 A HEADY HECKONEK-WORK
IT OUT YEBSELP;' AN' BELIEVE ME OU BELIEVE ME NOT BUTWHEN I LOOKED AT THE BLESSED BOOK I FOUND IT WAST YEAR S.

' 'KA\\ KOUD that tenders for a new con
1 1 net would shortly be invited and that
w hoover secured it, the efficiency of the
service would be maintained.

It was nearly eight o'clock before
the Ministry of Mines came on. Lord
SALISBURY thought

'

proper to consider
measure after dinnei

it would l>e im-
so important a
Lord CRAWFORD

thought it would be still more improper
t<> suggest that the Peers would not be
ni a condition to transact business after
that meal. He carried his point, but
it the expense of the Bill, for Lord
SALISBURY, returning like a giant re-

'reshed, induced their Lordships to
random the Minister of Mines into
i mere Under-Secretary of the Board
>f Trade, thus defeating, according to

disregard of a hundred- and -twent\
years of history the Duke of NORTH-
UMBERLAND informed the Peers that
the present state of Ireland "was due to
Bolshevism. Having diagnosed the
disease so clearly he ought to have been
ready with a remedy, but could suggest
nothing more practical than the hold-
ing of mass meetings to organise Brit-
ish public opinion.
Meanwhile the Commons were en-

gaged in rushing through with the aid
of the "guillotine" a Bill for the re-
storation of order in the distressful

country. Mr. BONAR LAW, usually so
iccurate, fell into an ancient trap, and
declared that the Sinn Fein leaders had
'raised a Frankenstein that they can-
not control."

Sir HAM AU GREENWOOD made as good
a defence of the Bill as was possible in
the circumstances. But neither he nor
anybody else could say how courts-
martial, which are "to act on the

ordinary rules of evidence," will be suc-
cessful in bringing criminals to justice
if witnesses refuse to come forward.
Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR re-delivered the

anti-coercion speech which he has been
making oft' and on for the last forty
years. Mr. DEVLIN was a little more
up-to-date, for he introduced a reference
to the Belfast riots and drew from the

CHIEF SECRETARY an a

ance that the Bill would

applicable to Ulster as to the
rest of Ireland.

Mr. ASQUITH denounced the
Bill with unusual aninim.

!,,..,

and was sure that it would do
: more harm than good. Croin-
wellian treatment needed a

CROMWELL, but he did not see
one on the Treasury Bench.

i

" CROMWELL yourself !

"
re-

i Sorted the PRIME MINISTER.

j

The only unofficial supporter

j

of the Bill, and even he " no
great admirer," was Lord

!
HUGH CECIL; but nev<

i less the Second Beading was
<-.nriod by 289 to 71.

The House afterwards gave
a Second Beading to the Cen-
sus (Ireland) Bill, on the prin-

ciple.as Captain ELLIOTT caus-

tically observed, that if \ou
can't do anything with the

people of Ireland you might
at least find out how many
of them there are.

Friday, August 6th. The
remaining stages of the Coer-
cion Bill were passed under
the "guillotine." Mr. DEVLIN
declared that this was not

"cricket," and refused to play
any longer; but it is only fan-

to say that he had not then
seen our artist's picture.

"At this stage the Chairman withdrew com-
plaining of a head-ache without nominating
a successor, darkness set in and there were
no lights. Along with tlic Chairman sonic

forty people also left in a body. What hap-
pened afterwards is not clear."'

Indian

Wo don't wonder the reporter was
baffled.

DEAR MR. PUNCH. Ee the author-

ship of SHAKSFEABB'S plays, may I

quote from Twelfth Night, Act I.,

Scene V. ? Thank you.
"Tis beauty truly blent, whose red and \\hitc
Nature's own sweet and cunning hand laid

on."

This is unquestionably bacon.



The 1 tear (in a yallanC attempt to coir)-Ills opponent's eloquence) sinyf.
" \Vu rLouuir THE FIELDS AXD SCATTKK

ROAD CONDITIONS FOR CHARABANCS.
THK following road information is

compiled IVoin reports received by the

Charabanc Defence Association:
The Ui^hborough road is good and

lire troni obstruction as far as Great

Boundingley, but from Chatback to
\Vroi hle\ the conditions are unfavour-
able. The bridge one mile south of the
loi mer place has been occupied by a

strong loice of unfriendly natives, and
leveral cases of tarring have been re-

ported. There is, however, an alterna-

tive route rid Boozeley, but great
caution is advised in passing through
Wrotldev, passengers being recom-
mended to provide themselves with a

good supply of loose metal before enter-

ing the village, \\ here most of the houses
an- protected with iron shutters. Hel-
Btteta should not be removed before

reaching (.'adhridge. where there is no
danger of retaliation.

Bottles may be discharged freely all

along tho Muckley road as far as Rud-
diham, but caution is needed at Bash-
field Corner, from which a small band
of snipers has not yet been dislodged,

though their ammunition is running
short. Passengers should be prepared
to use all the resources of their vocabu-

lary at. Bargingham, where the inhabi-

enjoy a well-deserved repute for

their command of picturesque invective.

It would be humiliating to the whole
charabanc confraternity if

they were to

yield their pre-eminence in this branch
of education to a small rural com-

munity.
Thanks to the vigilance of the well-

armed patrols of the Charabanc Defence
Association the main roads in East

Anglia are almost clear of the enemy.
Caution must still be observed in pass-

ing through Garningham at night. One
of the hardiest " charabankers

"
was

recently prostrated in that village by a

well-aimed epithet from the oldest in-

habitant. A writer in a Norwich paper
recently described the area within ten

miles of Whelkshain as " a paradise for

baboon-faced Yahooligans." But these

futile ebullitions of malice are powerless
to check the triumphal progress of the

charabanc in the Eastern Counties.

But no route at present offers more
favourable or exhilarating opportunities
to the high-minded excursionist than

the main Gath road from Scrapston to

Kinlarry. Excellent sport is afforded

just outside Stillminster,where Sir .John

Goodfellow's greenhouses are within

easy bottle-throw of the road and fur-

nish a splendid target. On the whole,

however, it is thought advisable to

abstain from saluting the neighbouring
hospital for shell-shock patients with
a salvo of megaphones, local

opinion
being adverse to such manifestations.

RHYMES OF THE UNDERGROUND.

THE Ealing trains ran frequently.
The Ealing trains ran fast;

I stand at Gloucester Road and see
A many hurtling past ;

They go to Acton, Turnham Green,
And stations I have never seen.

Simply because my lot lias IXN-II

In other places cast.

The folk on Ealing trains who ride

They, pitying. Ix'stow

On me a look instinct with pride:
But I would have them know

That, while on \Vimblodonian plains

My humble domicile remains.
I HAVE NO ISK FOR EALING TRAP

Though still they come and m>.

Conversation of the moment in a

City restaurant :

REGULAR CUSTOMER (lookimj tloiru

nifiiit). "Waiter, why is cottage pie
nr\rr on now '.'

"

WAITER. "Well. Sir. since tin

nortage of 'ouses we ain't allowed u>

make 'em any more."
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THE HKVIVALOKTHK BTTTBST.

(
\\'ritt<>n a ft f>- reading .l/r. /'/; uteri II'.

(>l<l Kmjlixlt Instruments

I AM no skilful vocalist ;

1 can't. control m> '''" .'

1 have hut an indifferent list

(Or foot) upon the 1'ianola.

I Jut there arc instruments, I own,

That tire me \\itli a fond ambition

To master for their names alone

Apart from their august tradition.

They ure the Pipple-Flute, a word

sin,'gi'stive of seraphic screeches;

The Polipliant comes next, and third

The I lumst rum aren't they perfect

peaches?

About their tone I cannot say
Much that would carry clear con-

viction,

For, till I read of them to-day.

I knew them not in fact or fiction.

As yet I am, alas! without

Instruction in the art of fippling,

Though something may be found about

It in the works of LEAK or KIPLING.

And possibly I may unearth

In LECKY or in LAURENCE OLIPHANT
Some facts to remedy my dearth

Of knowledge bearing on the Poli-

phant.

But, now their pictures I have seen

In GALPIN'S learned dissertation,

So far as in me lies I mean
To bring about their restoration.

Yet since I cannot learn all three

And time is ever onward humming,
My few remaining years shall be

Devoted wholly to humstrumming.

That, when my bones to rest are laid,

Upon my tomb it may be written :

" He was the very last who played
Upon the Humstrum in Great

Britain."

THE SPIDER
LATELY we had occasion to consider

the place of the grasshopper in modern

politics. Now let us consider the place
of the spider in our social life.

It seems to me that the spider is the
most accomplished and in some ways
the most sensible insect we have in

these parts. In my opinion a great deal

too much fuss has been made about the
bee. She is a knowing little thing, but
the spider is her superior in many ways.
Yet no one seems to write books or edu-

cational rhymes about the spider. It
is really a striking example of the well-

known hypocrisy and materialism of

the British race. The bee is held up to

the young as a model of industry and do-

mestic virtue and why? Simply be-

cause she manufactures food which \ve

happen to like. The spider is held up

to the young as the type of rap:ieit\,

malice and cruelty, on the solo ground

that he catches Hies, though wo do not

pretend that wo are fond of Hies, and

conveniently ignore the fact that, if the

spider did not swat that fly, wo should

probably swat it ourselves.

The real charge against the spider is

that he doesn't make any food for us.

As for the virtue and nobility of the bee,

I don't see it. The only way in which

she is able to accumulate all that honey
at all is by massacring the unfortunate

males by the thousand as soon as she

conveniently can, a piece of Prussianism

which may be justified on purely mate-

rial grounds, but is scarcely consistent

with her high reputation for morality

and lovingkindness. If it could bo shown

that the bee consciously collected all

that honey with the idea that we should

annex it there might he something to

be said for her on moral grounds ;
but

nobody pretends that. Now look at the

spider. We are told that as a commer-

cial product spider-silk has been found

to be equal if not superior to the best

silk spun by the Lepidopterous larvae,

with whom, of course, you are familiar.
" But the cannibalistic propensities of

spiders, making it impossible to keep
more than one in a single receptacle . . .

have hitherto prevented the silk being
used . . . for textile fabrics." So that

it comes to this : if spiders are useless

because they eat each other, the bees

do much the same thing (only whole-

sale), but it makes them commercially
useful. The bee therefore we place upon
a pinnacle of respectability, but the

spider we despise. Faugh ! the hypo-

crisy of it makes me sick. My children

will be taught to venerate the spider
and despise the bee.

For, putting aside the question of

moral values, look what the spider can
do. What is there in the clammy,
not to say messy, honey-comb to be

compared with the delicate fabric of

the spider's web ? Indeed, should we
ever have given a single thought to

the honey-comb if it had had no honey
in it? Do we become lyrical about
the wasp's comb? We do not.. It is a

case where greed and materialism have

warped our artistic perceptions. The

spider can lower itself from the draw-

ing-room ceiling to the floor by a silken

thread produced out of itself. Still

more marvellous, he can climb up the
same thread to the ceiling when he is

bored, winding up the thread inside

him as he goes, and so making pursuit

impossible. What can the bee do to

equal that ? And how is it done ? We

don't even know. The AVr//'"/
ISr/litiinicii doesn't know; or if il

it doesn't let on. But the whole tedi-

ous routine of the bee's domestic potter-

ing day is an open book to us. Ask

yourself, which would you rather do,

he able to collect honey and put it in a

suitable receptacle, or be able to let

yourself down from the top floor to I ho

basement by a silken rope produce'! out

of your tummy, and then climb up it

again when you want to go up
just winding up the rope inside you?
J think you will agree that the

8]

has jt. It is hard enough, goodness
knows, to wind up an ordinary ball of

string so that it will go into the string-
box properly. What one would do if

ono had to put it in one's bread-box I

can't think. When my children grow

up, instead of learning

"How doth the little bvutf bee . . ."

they will learn

How doth Hie jolly little spider
Wind up siu-h miles of sill; inside her.

When it is clear that spiders' tuinmic..

Are not so big as mine or Mummy's?
The explanation seems to l>c,

They do not eat so much as mo.

That will point the moral of moderation
in eating, you see. There will he a lot

more verses, I expect ;
I can see cram

and diaphragm and possibly jam com-

ing very soon. But we must get on.

The spider is like the bee in this

respect, that the male seems to have a

most rotten time. For one thing he is

nearly always about two sixes smaller

than the female. Owing to that and

to what The Encyclopadi,i liritannica

humorously describes as " the greater

voracity
"
of the female (there is a lot of

quiet fun in The Encyclopedia Britan-

nica), he is a very brave spider who
makes a proposal of marriage.

" He
makes his advances to his mate at the

risk of his life and is not infrequently
killed and eaten by her before or after

"

they are engaged (" before or after
"

is

good).
"
Fully aware of the danger he

pays his addresses with extreme cau-

tion, frequently waiting for hours in her

vicinity before venturing to come to

close quarters. Males of the Argyopidd
hang on the outskirts of the webs of the

females and signal their presence to her

by jerking the radial threads in a peculiar
manner." This is, of course, the origin
of the quaint modern custom by which
the young man rings the bell before at-

tempting to enter tho web of his beloved

in Grosvenor Square. Contemporary
novelists have even placed on record

cases in which the male has " waited

for hours in her vicinity before ventur-

ing to come to close quarters ;

"
but too

much attention must not be paid to

these imaginative accounts. If I have

said enough to secure that in future a
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Mi. Mn ic. "YOU'LL KLALLY HAVU ro BK SIOBE CAREFUL, DKAB, now YOU SI-KAK TO THE COOK OB BIIB'LL BK LEAVING us."
.1/i.V. -V. "

I'l HIIAPS I WAS B.tTUEB SBVEBE."
Mr. M. -SiiVKUE! WHY, ANYONE WOCLD HAVE THOUGHT YOU WEBE TALKING TO .MK."

little, more kindliness and respect will

Ire shown to the spider in the nurseries

dl this i^ioat Empire, and a little less

nl it wasted on the bee, I have not

misspent my time.

Hut I shall not be content. Can we
not go furt her :' Can we not get a little

of the simplicity of spider life

into this hectic world of ours? In
these latitudes the spider lives only for

a single season. "The young emerge
the cocoon in the early spring,

grow through the summer and reach
.

ity in the early autumn. The
then pair and jn'rish soon after

the female has constructed her co-

coon." How delicious ! No winter; no
)x>ther about coal : no worry about the

children's education ; just one glorious
summer of sport, one wild summer of fly-

catching and midge-eating, a romantic,
not to say dangerous wooing, a quiet

wedding in the autumn,dump the family
in some nice unfurnished cocoon and

perish. Is there nothing to be said for

that '.' How different from the miser-

able bee, which just goes on and on,

worrying about posterity, working and

working, fussing about. . . .

Yet all our lives are modelled on the

bee's. A. P. H.

DOWN-OUR-COURT CIRCULAR.
WHY should not some of the other

people, who also enjoy life, have their

movements recorded too ? Like this :

During Mr. William Sikes' visit to

the Devonshire moors Mrs. Sikes will

remain in town.

# # *
Mr. and Mrs. James Harris have

arrived in London from Southern!.

.*
* *

Miss Levi, Miss Hirsch and Master
Isaacson are among the guests at Vic-

toria Park, where some highly successful

children's parties have been given.
#

Epping is much in favour just now,
and a large number of (public) house-

parties have been arranged. Among
those entertaining this week are Mr.

Henry Higgins, Mr. Robert Atkins and
Mr. John Smith.

# * *
Mr. Henry Hawkins, Mrs. Hawkins,

Mr. Henry Hawkins, junior, and .Miss

Hawkins left town on August 2nd for

Hampstead Heath, for a day's riding
and shooting. A large bag of nuts was
obtained. Mr. Hawkins lias not yet
returned.

"L1TTLK I'ROCKKSS MADK.
KING STILL, DEFIAICT."

Daily I'apei .

Oh, dear ! Another complication !

Who is the monarch '! Which tin-

nation '.'

We breathe again. The Leicester pro.

Kept up his end four bom's or so.

" Another of the big round landlords of

London is gelling his estate.

Sir Joseph Doughty Tichborno is selling his

Doughty Estate of 14 acres." Evening Paper.
It recalls the famous case. " The
Claimant

"
would certainly have made

" a big round landlord."

lli.-iu then i-, a new development of serious

.il journalism. Just an unpretentious but

exceedingly well-printed village sheet, breath-

ing local atmosphere, emitting nothing that
can possibly interest the natives."

Local Paper.
But we seem to have seen journals like

this before.

From a Dutch bulb-grower's cata-

logue :

"Nothing but Inferior quality being sont
out from my Nurseries. My terms are Ch
with order only."

In matters of commerce this Dutchman
appears to be maintaining his coin

ivputation.
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THE ANNIVERSARY.
IT began as quite :m ordinary day.

I iva 1 my paper at break fas l and

Katliloon poured out tlio coffee. She
won- thnt little frown between licroyc-

hi\)\\ ans that she is thinking
out the menu for lunch and dinner and

Imping that Nurse hasn't burnt Baby's

porridgo again. This is married life.

Then I started in a hurry for the

office, hurling a "Good-bye, dear"

through the open window as I passed.
The 9.15 leaves little time for affection.

That too is married life.

It was the sweetbriar hedge that

made me decide to miss (ho 9.15. It

clutched hold of me suddenly and told

mo that the sky was very bluo and the

woods very green, and that the oflice

was an absurd thing on such a day.
1 went slowly back home round the

outside of the garden wall. Someone

inging in the garden. I stopped
and whistled a tune. A face appeared
over the wall rather au attractive

face.
" Hello !

"
it said ;

" someone I knew
a long time ago used to whistle that
tune outside my garden."

Hello !

walk ?
"

I said
;

" come out for a

" I can't come out at the bidding of

young men on the highway. It isn't

done."
" Never mind. Come out."
" Have I ever been introduced to

you ?
"

"
Introductions went out years ago.

Come by the side gate."
She came. She held a shady hat in

her hand and walked on tip-toe.
" Sh !

"
she cautioned

;

" no one must
see me. I have a reputation, you know.
I don't want the Vicar to denounce me
from the pulpit on Sunday in front of

Baby."
" I will be quite frank' with you,"

she went on, holding out her left hand
with a dramatic flourish

;

" I am married
I have a husband."
1 gave a hollow groan ; then, with a

manly effort, I mastered my ^notion.
I hope he 's nice to you," I said.

"
No, be isn't. He grouches off to

the oflice in the morning and grouches
back in the .evening and reads news-
papers. Ho 's just grouched off now."
"The callous brute ! "I hissed through

my teeth.

"There's worse than that," she said
darkly.
"No!"
"
Yes. To-day, to-day is an anni-

versary, and be forgot it." The manner
was that of Madame BKHNHAHDT.

"Anniversaries," I said
reassuringly,"

are difficult to remember. They accu-
mulate so."

" Are you defending him?
"
she pro

tested.

"Br no," I said hastily.
" Tl

man 's an unmitigated scoundrel. H
ought to bo divorced or something
What anniversary was it ?

"

" Our wedding-day," she said with

sob in the voice.
" Heavens !

"
I said. "

Oh, the das

tardly ruffian !

"

" You wouldn't forget your wedding
day, would you '.'

"

" Never !
"

I said hoarsely.
"You're quite rather nice," sh

sighed.
" You 're adorable," I said readily.
"How lovely! My husband neve

says things like that." And she lean

against my shoulder.

We got on rather well after that

We had lunch in an inn garden, when
you could smell lavender and swee

peas and roses and where there wen
box hedges turned under magical spell
into giant birds. We discovered i

stream in a wood with bart's-tongue
fern growing along its banks. I picket
her armfuls of wild roses.

It 's to make -.ip," I said,
" because

your brute of a Imsband forgot your
wedding-day."

" I 'd love to be married to you," she
said brazenly.

I turned aside to brush away a bitter
tear.

It was almost dusk when we got back
to the side gate.

"Good-bye," she whispered. "Go
away quickly ; I believe that 's the
Vicar coming down .the road."
Then she shut the gate with gentle

swiftness in my face. I walked round
to the front door. She was in the hall.

" Hello !

"
she said

;

" I hope you had
a good day at the office ?

"

"Thanks," I said; "pretty rotten."
"I've had a lovely day," she said;" I picked up such a nice young man

in the high road. He 's taking me out

to-night. He's just going to ring up
for seats."

Without a word I went to the tele-

phone.

The Right Order of Things at Last.
"A Gentleman would be pleased to Recom-

mend his Butler in whose service he has been
three years." Daily Paper.

To AMERICANS IN LONDON. The
Cornwall, offers you comfortable home while
on this side; far away from the maddinc
crown." Daily Paper.

Republican prejudices respected.

There was a hard-swearing old sailor
Whose speech might have startled a

jailer ;

But he frankly avowed
That the charabanc crowd

Would not be allowed on a whaler.

THE PATIENTS' LIBRARY.
THOUGH a West-End physic,!.;], ,,f

repute, he must, I think, ha\e
courso of American training, if

rapidity
of action be any indication tl

Scarcely had the maid ushered \\ m
into his study and I had taken .

than he came forward brusquely, looked
at me with the glowering eye of I he
Si'roiiil Murderer, grasped a l-n-go piece
of me in the region of the fourth rib
and barked,

" You "re too fat."

Having been carefully bred I re-

frained from retaliation. I did not tell

him that his legs were out of drawing
and that he had a frightfully vicious
nose. But before I had time to explain
my business he had started on a series
of explosive directions :

" Eat proper
food. Plenty of open air. Exercise

ing, noon and night and in between.
Use the Muldow system. You need a
tonic."

He turned to his table and was, I

suppose, about to draw a cheque for

me on the local chemist's when I decided
to say my little piece.
"Excuse me, Sir," said I mildly, "I

am not a patient."
The combination fountain-pen anql

thermometer almost fell from his hand.
" I am," said I,

" the sole proprietor
and sole representative of the Physi-
cians' Supply Association. I gave your
maid my card. I have called with;a
thrilling offer of magazines for your
waiting-room."
"What dates?" said he, a gleam 'of

interest in his dark eye.
" All pre-war," said I proudly ;

" none
of them are later than 1900 and some
go back to 1880."
"Not B.C.?" said he, with a look in

which hope and disbelief were mingled."
No," said I.

" All are A.D.
; but

.hey include two Reports of Missions
'ID Deep Sea Fishermen in 1885 very
are. I 'm sure they would matph
splendidly the Proceedings of the Royal
Commission on Aniline Dyes which you
lave in the waiting-room."
"
No," said lie firmly.

" I have one
the most important practices in

larley Street. I likewise possess one
'f the finest collections of old magazines
n the profession. That blue-hook on
Aniline Dyes is barely fifty years old.

t was left me by my father, and 1

etain it simply through affection for
lim in spite of its modernity. But'
he rest go back to the Crimean vintage
and earlier. When you have some-
hing really old, come to me. But "

nd he threw in a winning smile in his
est bedside manner "not till then."
I am now in search of a young

ractitioner who is merely starting a

ollection.
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SCENE. jl Flower Show: Garden Ornament Section.

Mother. "I DON'T CARB FOR THAT LITTLE FIGURE. HE'S TOO EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY FOR MY TASTE."

Critical Little Girl (w)ui lias lately taken part in tableaux-vivanti). "How CAN YOU TELL WHAT CENTUBY HE is, MOTHEB? HE '8

NO CI.OTIIKS ON."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IF sorrow's crown of sorrow is as the poet says, it should

be equally true that there is enough satisfaction in remem-
bering unhappier things to ensure success for The Crisis

i>f tin' Naval War (CASSELL), the large and dignified volume
in which Admiral of the Fleet Viscount JELLICOE OF SCAPA,

G.C.B., O.M., G.C.V.O., reminds us how near the German
submarines came to triumph in 1917, and details the various

ways by which their menace was overcome. It is a solid

book, written with authority, and addressed rather to the

expert than to the casual reader; but even the latter indi-

vidual (the middle-aged home-worker, for instance, remem-

bering the rationed plate of beans and rice that constituted

his lunch in the Spring of 1917) can thrill now to read of the

precautions this represented, and the multiform activities

that kept that distasteful dish just sufliciontly replenished.
I have observed that Viscount JELLICOE avoids any approach
to sensationalism. His book however contains a number
of exceedingly interesting photographs of convoys at sea,

smoke-screens, depth-charges exploding, and the like, which
the most uninformed can appreciate. And in at least one
feature of "counter-measures,'

11 the history of the decoy or

mystery ships, the record is of such exalted and amazing
heroism that not the strictest language of oflicialdom can
lessen its power to stir the heart. Who, for example, could

read the story of The Prize, and the involuntary tribute

from the captured German commander that rounds it off,

without a glow of gratitude and pride ? Do you recall how
wo would attempt to stifle curiosity with the unsatisfactory
formula,

" We shall know some day
"
? Here in this author-

itative volume is another corner of the curtain lifted.

Although he is still comparatively a newco:ner, a book
with the signature of Mr. JOSEPH UKKGKSHKIMKU is already
something of a landmark in the publishing season. To this

repute Linda Condon (HEINEMANN) will certainly odd. In

many ways' I incline to think it, or parts of it, the best

work that this unusual artist has yet done. The develop-
ment of Linda, in the hateful surroundings of an American
"
hotel-child," through her detached und observant youth

to a womanhood austere, remote, inspired only by the wor-

ship of essential beauty, is told with an exquisite Tightness
of touch that is a continual delight. Mr. HKKGESHEIMF.II
has above all else the gift of suggesting atmosphere and
colour (ought 1 not in mere gratitude to bring myself to

say
" color

"
?) ; his picture of Linda's amazing mother and

the rest of the luxurious brainless company of her hotel

existence has the exotic brilliance of the orchid-house, at

once dazzling and repulsive. Later, in the course of her
married life, inspiring and inspired by the sculptor Pleydon
(in whose fate the curious may perhaps trace some echo of

recent controversy), the story of Linda becomes inevitably
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loss vivid, though its grasp of the reader's sympathy is

nova relaxed. In fine, a tale sliort as such go nowadays,
l.ut throughout of an arresting and memorable beauty. The

-,tute of modem American fiction has, if I may say so with-

out offence. Iwen for some time a cause of regret to the

judicious: let Mr. HKW.KSHKIMF.R 1>3 resolute in refusing

to lower bia -tandard by over-production, and I look to see

him leading a return towards the host traditions of an

honourable past. _____

It is not an impossible conception
that Siiipiiiy in Fram-f

(IlrrcHiNsoN-) will still ho available in libraries in the year
2020 A.D.. and I can imagine the title then catching the

eye of some enthusiastic sportsman, whose bent for game
is stronger than his knowledge
of history. Feeling that here is

a new class of shooting for him
to try his hand at, he will hasten

to acquaint himself with the

details and will discover that

the first of the essentials is a

European war in full blast.

Whether or not he will .see his

way to arrange that for himself,
I don't know and, since I shall

not be present, 1 don't care.

But in any case he will be ab-

sorbed in an eminently scientific

and indeed romantic study of

perhaps the most thrilling and

deadly-earnest big game hunt-

ing there has ever been, and he
will be left not a little impressed
with the work of the author,

Major II. HESKETH PBICHAED,
D.S.O., M.C., his skill, energy
and personality. As to this last

he will find a brief summing-up
in the foreword of General Lord
HOBNK, and he will be able to

visualise the whole " blunder-
buss

"
very clearly by the help of

the illustrations of Mr. ERNEST
BI.AIKLEY, of the late Lieut. B.
MEAD, and of the camera. There
is undoubtedly much controver-
sial matter in the book, which
must necessarily give rise to the
most remarkable gun-room dis-

cussions. I can well imagine
:some stout - hearted Colonel,

prompted by his love for the L
plain soldier-man and his rooted dislike of all "specialists,
becoming very heated in the small hours of the mornin"
about the paragraph on page 97, in which a division un-
trained in the Sniping Schools is in passing compared to a
band of "

careless and ignorant tourists.";

sailors of Spain, and of Spaniards, in particular the Valen-
cians and Catalonians. Signer IBASEZ' .method is

distinctly
discursive; he gives, for instance, six-and-twenty consecutive

pages to the description of the inmates of the Naples
Aquarium and is always ready to suspend his story for a

lengthy disquisition on any subject, person or place that

interests him. This puts him peculiarly at the mercy of his

transliterator, who has a positive genius for choosing the

wrong \voy3 and depriving any comment of its subtlety,

any well-made phrase of its distinction. Even plain
narrative such as the following is none too attractive :

" The voluminous documents would become covered with
dust on his table and Don Esteban would have to saddle
himself with the dates in order that the end of the legal

procedures should not slip by."
What ingenuous person autho-
rises this sort of "authorised
translation

"
?

The Knight. "LET'S'SEK. WE HAVE ALREADY OVER-
COME THE CHIEF JAILER AND HIS TEN ASSISTANTS, AND
SLAIN THE FEARSOME HOUND WHICH GUARDED THE COURT-
YARD. \VE HAVE NOW TO DESTROY THE ONE-EYED GIANT
AND THE BEAN-FED DRAGON, SCALE THE OUTER WALL, SWIM
THE MOAT AND THEN TO HORSE. COURAGE, SWEET LADY !

YOU ARE PRACTICALLY SAVED."

benor IiiANK/' now novel, Mare Nos/nim (CONSTABLE) is

jensibly
a yarn about spies and submarines, its hero a

illant Spanish captain, L'hjsses Ferragiit, scion of a lon
line of sailonncn. And there can bo no doubt of the proper
iti-German sentiments of this stout fellow, even though

Jus impetuous passion for Frcya Talberg, a Delilah in the
ervice of the enemy, did make him store a tiny island with
what the translator will persist in calling combustibles
moaning, one supposes, fuel. But more fundamentally it
,,an affectionate song of praise of the Mediterranean and

Her., on its littoral, especially the fiery and hardy

If I may say so without

offence, Mr. EDGAR RICE Buit-

ROL'CiHS reminds me a little of

those billiard experts who, hav-

ing evolved a particular stroke,
will continue it indefinitely, to

the joy of the faithful and the ex-

asperated boredom of the others.

To explain my metaphor, 1

gather that Mr. Bunn<>r<;]i>,

having "got set," to an incre-

dible number of thousands, with
an invention called Tarzan, is

now by way of beating his own
record over the adventures of

John Carter in the red planet
Mars. Concerning these amaz-

ing volumes there is just this to

say, that either you can read

them with avidity or you can't

read them at all. From certain

casual observations I conceive
the test to be primarily one of

youth, for honesty compels my
middle age to admit a personal
failure. I saw the idea

; for one

thing no egg was ever a quarter
so full of meat as the Martian
existence of incomprehensible
thrills, to heighten the effect of

which Mr. BURROUGHS has in-

vented what amounts to a new
language, with a glossary of its

own, thus appealing to a well-known instinct of boyhood,
but rendering the whole business of a more than Mere-
dithian obscurity to the uninitiate. I have hitherto for-

gotten to say that the particular volume before me is called
The War Lord of Mars (METHUEN). I may add that it

closes with the heroic Carter hailed as Jedda'k of Jeddaks,
which sounds eminently satisfactory, though without con-

veying any definite promise of finality.

Do Poultry Pay ?
" Six Hens for sale, some laying 7s. each." Local 1'apcr.

You will find three of them as good as a guinea-fowl.
" But the germ of Socialism or BZolshevism however you like to

call it has hardly entered the Polish working-class blood."

^ 7
Pror'mcial Paper.

We- fear, however, that it has got into our contemporary's
composing-room.
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CHARIVARIA
'I'm: grouse-shooting report -. are com-

ing in. Already ou<' of tin- newly-rich

has sent a brace <il' n'.'. mekeepc;-., tn the

;il.

A fc\v hours in Cork," Bays a l>nthi

.]/,.// correspondent, "will convince
...

i li;it. a, civil war is near." A

ci\il war, it should lie explained, is one

in which the civilians are at war hut

htary are not.

Lishurn Urban Council has decided

to buy an army hut for use as a day

nursery, ll is this polies of petty in-

lial is hound in the i>nd to

the miliiar\ loir's in Ireland to re-

prisals.

"Who invented rail -

1 " asks a \\eekh

paper. We can onl\

sa\ we know some-
A ho hutied in

* *

"Mr. Churchill,"

contemporary.
" has some friends

still." It will he no-

ticed that they are

very still.

"It may interest

your readers to know,"
writes a correspon-
dent,

" that it would
take four days and

nights, seven hours,

fifty-two minutes and

ten seconds to count

one day's circulation

of The Daily Mail."

Holiday-makers wait-

ing for the shower to blow over should

ceri ainly try it. ...
,,.

Coloured grocery sugars, the FOOD
CONTROLLER announces, are to be freed

from control on September 6th. A
coloured grocery is one in which the

grocer is not as black as he is painted.
" :

..

*

A conference of sanitary inspectors
at Leeds lias been considering the ques-

tion, "When is a house unfit for habi-

tation ?
" The most dependable sign

is the owner's description of it as a

"charming old-world residence."

The Warrington Watch Committee,

says a news item, have before them an
unusual number of applications for

pawnbrokers' licences. In the absence

of any protest from the Sleeve Links

and .Scarf Pin Committee they will

probably be granted.

"I earn three pounds and
a week, "an applicant told the Willesden
Police Court, " out of which I give my
v, ife three pounds." The man ma\ Ix-

a model husband, of course, hut Ix-l'ore

taking it for granted wo should want
to know \\liai he docs with th.it four-

pence.

rhorough Corporation has titled

up and let a numhcr of bathing vans
for eight shillings a week each. To
avoid overcrowding not more than three

families will be allowed to live in one
van.

"Three times in four days," says a

report, "a Parisian has
thrown his wife out of a bedroom win-

\

Exasperated Partner. "LOOK HF.BI: DON'T YOU LVKB GET YOUR SERVICE INTO

THE BIGHT COVKT?"
Partner, "No, AS A MATTER or FACT I DON'T. BCT IT WOCLD BE ABSOLI IKI.Y

UNPLAYABLE IP I DID."

dow." Later reports point out that all

is now quiet, as the fellow has found

his collar-stud. ... %

" Who Will Fight For England ?
"
asks

a headline. To avoid ill-feeling a better

plan would be to get Sir ERIC GEDDES
to give it to you.

A noiseless gun has just been in-

vented. It will now be possible to

wage war without the enemy complain-

ing of headache. ... ...

"
Everyone sending clothes to a

laundry should mark them plainly so

that they can be easily recognised,"

advises a weekly journal. It is nice to

know that should an article not come

back again you will be able to assure

yourself that it was yours.

At the present moment, we read, dogs

are being imported in huge n..:;

i out, however, tli it

.1 >..i| I in

# U

\ contemporary complains of the

high cost of running a m
ll n not ,o much the high pi

pot rol, we gai'l

I i-in.

The police, while in Mitigating a case

of burglary in a niilw

d a bent crowbar. Thin seems
to prove that the thi.-\es tried to break

into a railway sandwich.
.

#
Mexican rebels ha\e l>een ordered to

.stop indiscriminate shooting. It i-,

feured that the supply of !']., idential

Candidate-, is in dan-

ger of running out.

A Manchester
is just

I u woman of

eight) -ays a

!em. It should

lie pointed out, how-
<;at he obtained

h'-r parents' consent.

Although the old

penny bun is now sold

for twopence or even

thrc.-|K>nceit contains

three times the num-
ber of currants," an-

nounces an evening

paper. This should

mean three currants

in each bun.

A parrot belonging
to a bargee escaped
near Atherstone in

Warwickshire last

week and has not yet been recaptured.
We understand that all children under

fourteen living in the neighbourhood are

being kept indoors, whilst local golfers

have been sent out to act as decoys.

It is announced that u baby Iwrn in

Hamsgate on August 6th is to bo

christened "Geddes." We are given
to understand that the news has not yet
been broken to the unfortunate infant.

The Result of a Leap-Year.
"
Bishop says ho will not Ix1 able to

consider any more proposals for cngngcinnit-
till after the summer of 1921 ." Local 1'aper.

As I"< HO FKOM BISLKV. A musical

correspondent writes to point out that

Mil-faisis have an unfair ndvanta

the running-deer competition, because

they are always practising with a

movable Dob."

vor,. CLIX.
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FROM SPA AND SHORE.
(!IH;TO\\N. All available accommo-

dation has been monopolised by (Ilas-

boiough visitors, among \vlioin this

resort is becoming more alarmingly

popular every >ear. Sixty charabancs

arrived on Monday and the Kiot Act

was road several times before t be pas-

sengers could be induced to desist from

tliei, of the residents, most

of \\liom lm\e since retired behind the

win- -entanglements at Kelrose. The

municipal orchestra was subjected to a

brisk fusillade of rock-cakes on Saturday

night : the conductor and several of the

instnmientalists suffered contusions,

and their performances have since been

ntinued. This has not unnatur-

ally given rise to a certain amount of

dissatisfaction amongst the visitors, but

otherwise there has been no recrudes-

cence of rioting. A company of the

Caithness Highlanders, with machine-

guns, are now encamped on the links,

and sunshine is all that is needed to

complete the success of the season.

KEGNESS. On Tuesday the Mayor
presented a jar of whisky, fifty years
old, to the winning charabanc team
in the bottle-throwing competition, and
the subsequent scenes afforded much
diversion. A notable feature at present
is . a large whale, which was washed
ashore in a gale about sis months ago.
The oldest inhabitants declare that

they have never known anything like

it, and it is certainly an unforgettable

experience to be anywhere within a

mile of this apparently immovable dere-

lict. Excursions to all surrounding
places out of nose-shot are extremely
popular, and the beach is practically
deserted save by a few juvenile natives

engaged in the blubber industry.
MUDHALL SPA. Without the least

reflection on chalybeates and the rest,

it must be allowed that the most popu-
lar beverage in Mudhall at present is

that which draws its virtue from a cereal

and not a mineral source. Hilarity is

rife at all hours, and the effort to enlist

a body of local volunteers to control
the exuberance of anti - Sabbatarian
" charabankers

"
is meeting with un-

expected support. The casualties in

the daily collisions between the Hydro-
pathic League and the Anti-Pussy-Foot-
Guards are steadily increasing and now
compare favourably with those of any
other Midland health-resort.

" A Boylston (Massachusetts*) farm labourer
s said to havt bees identified as one of the heirs
to a 400,000 estate at Dundte, for whom
torches have bctii made for years, but nothing
s known at Dundee of such an estate."

Daily Paper.
But this lucid paragraph should help
o clear up the mystery.

AMONG THE PEDESTALS.
THE rumour that a number of Lon-

don's statues are to be moved to make

room for new has caused many a marble

heart to beat faster; and on making
a round of calls I gathered that Sir

ALFBED MOND has few friends in

stone or bronze circles. Not the least

uneasy is George IV. in Trafalgar

Square. Uneasiness of body he has al-

ways known, riding there for ever with-

out any stirrups ;
but now his mind is

uneasy too.
" If they take Father

from Cockspur Street," he argued very

naturally,
"
why not me '.'

"

A few of the figures feel secure, of

course, but very few. Nelson on his

column has no fears ;
Nurse Cavell is

too recent to tremble ;
so is Abraham

Lincoln. But the others ? They are

in a state of nervous suspense, wonder-

ing if the sentence of banishment is to

fall and resenting any disturbance of

their lives.
"
J'y suis,j'y reste

"
is their

motto.

Abraham Lincoln gave me a hearty
welcome and extended an invitation

that is not within the power of any
other graven image in the city. "Take
a chair," lie said.

I did so and am thus, I suppose, the

first Londoner to put" that comfortable

piece of furniture to its proper use.
" How do you like being here ?

"
I

asked.

He said that he enjoyed it. The only
blot on his pleasure was the fear that

the Abbey might fall on him, and he
therefore hoped that The Times' fund
was progressing by leaps and bounds.
His immediate neighbours, on the

contrary, exhibited no serenity what-

ever, and I found Canning and Palmer-
ston shivering with apprehension in

their frockcoats. The worst of it was
that I could saynothing to reassure them.
Here and there, however, a desire for

locomotion was expressed. Dr. John-
son, in the enclosure behind St. Clement
Danes, is very restive. I asked him if

he would object to removal. "
Sir,"

said the Little Lexicographer (as his

sculptor Jias made him),
" I should de-

rive satisfaction from it. A man cannot
be considered as enviable who spends all

his time in the contemplation, from an
unvacatable position, of a street to
the perambulation of which he devoted

many of his happiest hours."
I ventured to agree.
"
Nor," continued the sage,

"
is it a

source of contentment to a man of in-

tegrity to observe an unceasing pro-
cession of Americans on their way to

partake of pudding in a hostelry that
has made its name and prosperity out
of a mythical association with himself
and be unable to correct the" error."

" Are you in general in favour of

statuary ?
"
I made bold to ask.

"
Painting," said he,

" consumes labour
not disproportionate to its effecl

a fellow will hack half a year at a block
of marble to make something in stone
that hardly resembles a man. Look
around you ;

look at me. The value of

statuary is owing to its difficulty. You
would not value the finest head cut

upon a carrot."

But one effect of this General Post

among the statues is good, and it should

delight Air. ASQUITH. Cromwell, now
outside Westminster Hall, is to be
moved into the House. E. V. L.

FLOWEES' NAMES.
MARIGOLDS.

As MARY was a-walking
All on a summer day,

The flowers all stood curtseying
And bowing in her way ;

The blushing poppies hung their

heads
And whispered MARY'S name,

And all the wood anemones

Hung down their heads in shame.

The violet hid behind her leaves

And veiled her timid face,

And all the flowers bowed a-down,
For holy was the place.

Only a little common flower

Looked boldly up and smiled
To see the happy mother come

A-carrying her Child.

The little Child He laughed aloud
To see the smiling flower,

And as He laughed the Marigold
Turned gold in that same hour.

For she was gay and innocent
He loved to see her so

And from the splendour of His face

She caught a golden glow.

An Optimist.
"I have just completed a fortnight's tour

on a tandem, and can recommend this form
of a holiday as the best I know of ... One
Sunday in June, without exaggeration, I was
nearly killed twice, and my wife was overcome
with fright." C. T. C. Gazette.

"In a competition at Claygate, Surrey,
three children caught 18'2 green wasps."

Daily Paper.

It is believed that they would not have
been caught if they had not been green.

From a recent Admiralty Order :

"
Approval has been given for frocks to be

issued to N.C. Officers and men (Royal
Marines) during the current year, for walking
out purposes only."

It is believed that His Majesty's Jollies

have received the order without enthu-

siasm, on the ground that no mention
is made of anything being inside the
frocks.
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THE ICONOCLAST.

8 ALFD MOND. "I'M SOEBY TO HAVE TO DISTUEB YOUR MAJESTY, BUT. OWIN

THE SHORTAGE OP SITES

GEOBOR III. "SHORTAGE OF SIGHTS, INDEED!"

.

[It is understood that a number of London statues, including that o GEOEO* III. in Cockspur Street, an, to be ,

the Office of Works to make room for new ones.] _V_
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Heavy Fatlier. " PUT YOUR 'AT ON IHIS MINUTE, SIR. Do YOU WANT TO CATCH souu DEAIHEKCOI.D ?
'

THE VISIONARY.
TWAS last week at Pebble Bay
That I saw the little goat,

Harnessed to a little shay.
Old was lie and poor in coat,

And he lugged his load along
Where the barefoot children throng
Round the nigger minstrels' song.

But his eye, aloof and chill,

Said to me as plain as plain,"
I am waiting, waiting still,

Till the gods come back again ;

Starved and ugly, mean, unkempt,
I have dreams by you undreamt,
And I hold you in contempt !

"Dreams of forest routs that trooped.
Shadowy maidens crowned with

vines,

Dreams where Iran's sell'has stooped
Darkling 'neath the scented pine,:

Or where he, old father Pan,
Took the hooves of me and ran

Fluting through the heart of man.
"
Surely he must come again,
He 'the great, the horned one?

Shan't I caper in his train

Through the hours of feast and
fun !

"

And he looked with eyes of jade
Through the sunshine, through the

shade,
Far beyond Marine Parade.

* := =: * #
Should you go to Pebble Bay,

Golfing or to bathe and boat
Should you see a loaded shay,

In the shafts a scarecrow goat,
Tell him that you hope (with me)
Pan will shortly set him free,

Pipe him home to Arcady.

CRICKET NOTES.
MB. P. F. WARNER has received count-

less expressions of regret on his retire-
ment from first-class cricket. Among
these he values not least a " round robin
from the sparrows at Lord's, all of whom
lie knows by name. In the score-book
of Fate is this entry" in letters of gold :

" Plum "
c Anno b Domini 47.

Long may he live to enjoy the cricket
of others !

The test team of Australia being now
complete, all correspondence on the sub-

ject of its exclusions must cease. We
therefore do not print a number of

letters asking why there is no one
named Geddes on the side.

* * *
Mr. FENDEK and HOBHS are said to

be actuated by the same motto,
" For

Hearth and Home." Both ;u
je pledged

to return covered with " the ashes."

* * *
In the recent Surrey and Middlesex

match Mr. SKEET bewildered the crowd

by fielding as if he liked it. Hitherto
this vulgar manifestation has been con-
fined to HITCH and HENDREX.

* * *
Although so late in the season York-

shire has great hopes of a colt named
HIRST, who has just joined the side.

He was seen bowling at Eton and was
secured at once.

* * *
There is a strong feeling in Worces-

tershire that a single-wicket match be-

tween LEW of Middlesex and Mr.PEnniN
of Essex would be a verv saucv affair.
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AT THE PLAY.
"TiiK I'NKNOWN."

Mil. SOMKHSKT M\r<;iiAM, who re-

cently intrigued and ]H>|-!i;ips jusl ;i littl(3

scandalised the town with a most en-

giigmgly flippant, and piquant farce all

about an accidentally bigamous beauty,

certainly shows courage in launching so

serious 'a discussion as The Unknown.
And in the silly season too. I see that

in a quite unlikely interview (hut then

all modern interviews are unlikely) he

defends his right to discuss religion

quite openly on the stage. Of course.

\Vliy should anybody deny that religion

is to the normally constituted mind,

whatever its doxy, an absorbingly inter-

esting subject ; or that the War hasn't

made a breach in the barriers of British

reticence? Whether to the point of

making a perfectly good married Vicar

(anxious to convict a doubting D.S.O.

of sin) ask in a full drawing-room con-

tain i ng the Vicaress, the Doctor and the

D.S.O. 's fiancee, mother and father,

"For instance, have you always been

perfectly chaste?" I am not so sure.

Nor whether the War has really added

to bereaved Mrs. Little/wood's bitter

And who is going to forgive God ?
"

any added force. If that kind of ques-
tion is to be asked at all it might have

been asked, and with perhaps more jus-

tice, at any time within the historical

period. For the War might reasonably
be attributed by the Unknown Defend-

ant thus starkly put upon trial to man's

deliberate folly, whereas ....
No doubt, however, Mr. MAUGHAM

would say the shock of war has (like

any other great catastrophe) tested the

faith of many who are personally deeply
stricken and found it wanting, while the

whisper of doubt has swelled the more

readily as there are many to echo it.

So Major John Wharton, D.S.O., M.C.,

having found war, contrary to his ex-

pectation of it as the most glorious
n iai il y sport in the world, a "muddy ,mad,

stinking, bloody business," loses the

faith of his youth and says so, not with

bravado but with regret. The Vicar,

with dignity and restraint, but without

much understanding and not without

some hoary cliches ; his wife, with

venom (suggesting also incidentally
sound argument for the celibacy of the

clergy) ; the old Colonel and his sweet

unselfish wife, with affection ; and

Sylvia, John's betrothed, with a strange

passion, defend the old faith, Sylvia to

the point of breaking with her lover

and getting her to a nunnery a busi-

ness which will in the end, I should

guess, lay a heavier burden upon the

nuns than upon John. The indecisive

battle sways hither and thither. It is

the Doctor who sums up in a compro-

AUCTION

AT TMf
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Generous Stranger. "Win, YOU HAVE ANOTHER PINT? (No answer.)

YOU HAVE ANOTHER HINT?"

Hodge.
" DON'T 'EE ASK ZILLY QUESTIONS. ORDER IT."

I BAT WILL

mise which would shock the metaphy-
sical theologian, but may suffice for the

plain man, " God is merciful but not

omnipotent. In His age -long fight

against evil we can help or hinder;

why not help?
"

The most signal thing was Miss

HAIDEE WEIGHT'S personal triumph as

Mrs. Littleu'ooda. very fine interpre-

tation of an interesting character. Mr.

CHARLES V. FRANCE adds another decent

Colonel to his military repertory. This

actor always plays with distinction and

with an ease of which the art is so

cleverly concealed as perhaps to rob

him of his due meed of applause from

the unperceptive. Lady TREE made a

beautiful thing of the character of Mrs.

Wharton, whose simple unselfishness

was the best of all Mr. MAUGHAM'S

arguments for the defence. Mr. B. H.

HIGNKTT nobly restrained himself from

making a too parsonic parson, yet kept

enough of the distinctive flavour to ex-

cite a passionate anti - clerical behind

me into clamorously derisive laughter ;

a very good piece of work. Miss

O'MALLEY acted a difficult, almost an

impossibly difficult, part with a fine

distinction. Mr. BASIL RATHBONE'S

Major and Mr. BLAKISTON'S Doctor

were excellent. I am sorry to be so

monotonously approving . . .

I am not convinced that Mr. MAUGH-
AM'S experiment has succeeded. T.

"Mr. maintained that it was extra-

ordinuary that if he wag only slightly dead

deceased did not hear the lorry."

Most extraordinuary.
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THE MYSTERY.

George and I are two ordinary

people. He studies the Weather Re-

pents every day; I do occasionally

He thinks he understands meteorology ;

1 don't. But lately 1 felt that I m
have some explanation of the weather,

so I asked George to explain it.

He said,
"
Certainly ;

it 's quite

simple. Take wind. \Viiid is caused

ly differences of jtrrss/iri'."
" What is pressure ? Who is pressing

what ?
"

" Pressure is what the barometer

tells you not the thermometer: you
must keep the thermometer out of this

Suppose it is very hot in London
"

" Don't be ridiculous."
"
Well, suppose it is very hot at a

place A
"

"I thought we were keeping the

thermometer out of this."
" It comes in indirectly. But don't

keep interrupting. If it is very hot

at the place A, the air at A rises. You
see?"
"No."
"
Obviously it does. If you light a

candle
"

"
Yes, yes, I do see that. Don't

begin about candles."
"
Well, the result of that is that

there is less pressure at A. In other

words, there is more room for the air

to move about. When that happens
the air at the place B

"

" Where is that ?
"

"
Oh, anywhere. I told you to think

of two places, A and B."
"
No, you told me to think of a

place A, and I am still thinking of it,

because it is very hot there."
"
Well, this is another place, where

the pressure is simply frightful. When
the air rises at A the air from B rushes
over to A to fill up the gap, and that is

what we call wind."
" I see."
"
No, you don't. It isn't quite so

simple as that. Now, the atoms of air

rushing from B to A don't go strait/lit

there, but they travel in in sort of
circles."

" Why do they do that ?
"

"
Well, the fact is that these atoms

are so keen to get over to A, where
there is plenty of room, that they jostle
each other, and that makes them go
round and round. If they go round
and round against the clock, like that,

hey are called cyclones, or depressions,
or low-pressure systems. If they go
with the clock, like that, it is an anti-

jyclone."
"Oh!"
" What do you mean 'Oh ">"
" What I said ; but go on."
" Now suppose this air

"

" Which air?
"

" The air from B. Suppose it is

travelling in a cyclone
" But isn't a cyclone a low-pressure

thingummy ?
"

" Yes."
" And didn't you say that B was a

high-pressure place ?
"

" Yes."
" Then how does the air coming from

B manage to be low-pressure stuff '.'

"

" I see what you mean. There is an

explanation, but it would take too long
to hazard it now. Suppose the air is

coming from B in an anti-cyclone,
then . . ."

"All right. 1 '11 suppose that."

"... it rushes over to A and fills up
the gap. There is more pressure at A
and the barometer goes up

"

" Is it fine then?
"

"
No, it rains. You see, the air from

B is colder than the air at A was before

the air came from B."
" I don't see."
"
Well, obviously it must be."

" How '

obviously
'

?
"

"
Well, the whole thing started with

it being very hot at A, you remember,
so that the air rose. If it had been
hotter still at B just then the air would
have risen at B instead, and it couldn't

have rushed over to A. There 'd have
been a frightful muddle."

" There is."
"
Well, it 's your own fault for inter-

rupting. This air, then
" Which air is this ?

"

" The air from B. The air from B
cools the air at A "

" But I thought the air at A had
risen."

" Not all of it. And that makes it

rain."
" Why ?

"

"
Oh, well, I can't go into that. It 's

something to do with condensation.
Air absorbs more moisture when it is

hot than when it is cold
"

" So do I. I understand that."
" When the air cools the water con-

denses."
" Is it fine then ?

"

"
No, it rains, you fool."

"When is it fine?"
" Wait a bit. The falling of the rain

of course generates heat
"

" Why ' of course
'

?
"

" I can't explain exactly, but you
know perfectly well that it 's always
warmer on a cold day after the rain."

"
Yes, but not on a hot day.""
Yes, it is."

"
No, it isn't."

"
It is, really. Anyhow, this is a cold

day."
"
No, it isn't. You said it was very

hot at A."
" I 'm not going to argue. You must

take it from me that rain generates
heat."

" All right. Is it fine then '.'

"

" No. Heat being generated the air

rises. The result of that is that there
is less pressure, at A

'

Is it fine then ?
"

"
I 've explained already what hap-

pens then. The air from B
" Do we begin all over again now '.'

"

" More or less, yes."
" So that at this place, A, it 's always

raining or just going to rain ?
"

"
Yes, if it starts by being hot there,

as it did just now, I suppose it is."
" What happens if it starts by being

cold?
"

" It rains. I 've explained that. The
cold air can't contain so much mois-
ture;

"

" Don't begin that again. What about
B? .Is it any good going there? We
had frightfully high pressure there at

one time."
"
Yes, but it rains so much at A that

more and more air rushes from B to A
to fill up the gap caused by the air

rising on account of the heat generated
by the rain falling, and very soon you
get frightfully low pressure at B

" Is it fine then?
"

"
No, it rains."

" You surprise me. But suppose it

had started by being low pressure
at B?"

"
Why, then of course it would have

been raining the whole time at B."
" Where would A have got its rush

of air from then ?
"

" From the place C."
"Is it fine there ?

"

"
No, it 's raining. It is like B was

after the air rose at A."
" Oh. Then whatever happens at

these places, A, B and C, it miixt rain."
" More or less, yes. More really."
" Are there any more places ? I mean,

if I am at A where ought I to go ?
"

."There is a place, D
"

" What happens there?"
' Conditions are favourable for the

formation of secondary depressions."
" Then where do you advise me to

go ?
"

"I'm not advising you. You asked
me to explain the weather, and I have."

"
I think you have. I understand

it now."

1 hope you all do. A. P. H.

"
Sir, I can recall no better description of a

gentleman than this
' A gentleman is one who never gives offence

unintentionally.'

Unfortunately I do not know to whom
tribute should be paid for this very neat and
apt definition." Letter in Daily Paper.

We rather think the printer had a
hand in it.
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THE DIFFICULTY OF OBTAINING THE COEBECT ATMOSPHEUE AT COUNTRY WEDDINGS. OWIN<, TO THE
CHANGED CONDITIONS OF VILLAGE LIFE, HAS LED MESSRS. HARBIDGES TO COME TO AN ARRANGEMENT
\MTII THE CHORUS OF THE FRIVOLITY THEATRE TO ATTEND AND FUKNISH THE REQUISITE NOTE OF

PICTURESQUE SIMPLICITY. TERMS ON APPLICATION.
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THE TRANSMIGRATION OF BOWLES.

I.ITTLK Mr. Bowles was very happy
as long as he was only second mechanic
at the garage of Messrs. Smith Brothers,
of High Street, Puddlesby. It was
when he became a member of the

Puddlesby Psychical Society that his

troubles began. Up till then he had
1> rn as sober and hard-working a little

man as ever stood four foot ten in his

shoes and weighed in at seven stone

four. But above all he was an expert
in rubber tyres; he knew them, I had
almost said, by instinct.

The Puddlesby Psychical Society be-

lieves in the Transmigration of Souls.

As I am not a member myself I 'm
afraid that that is all I can tell you
about it. It is a little

difficult at first sight,

perhaps, to see the
connection between

Transmigration and
rubber tyres, but if

you will have patience
I think I can promise
to show you that at

least.

One night our Mr.
Bowles came home
late from a meeting
of the P.P.S., fell

asleep at once and
had what he regarded
as a "transmigratory
experience in a retro-

gressive sense." The
world was not the
world he knew. He
perceived that it was
sundown on the 8th
of August, 1215, that
liewas no longer plain
Bowles, but rather Sir I

Bors the Bowless, Knight of the Artful

Arm, and known to his intimates as
" The Fire-eater

"
; that he had just been

challenged to fight his seven hundred
and forty-seventh fight, and (for the
seven hundred and forty-seventh time)
he had accepted. He soon added to the
stock of his information the fact that,
as the challenged party, he had the
choice of time, place and weapons.He was naturally a little perturbed
at first, for the most formidable warrior
that he ever remembered fighting was
his little sister, whose hair he had pulledwhen they were children, and the big-
gest thing he had ever killed was un-
doubtedly the hen that he had run over
on the Boodle Eoad. He felt inclined
therefore, in the first flush of terror to
propose as the time 1925, as the place
Puddlesby Football Field, and as the
weapon, motor-tyre valve pins, at two
hundred yards. He even got as far
as mentioning these conditions to his

friend Sir Hugh the Hairy, who, how-

ever, did not seem particularly struck

with the suggestion, but made a counter-

proposal of maces on horseback at the

neighbouring lists in three days' time.

Before our' hero knew what he was
about he found that he had agreed. He
got through a deal of heavy thinking
on his way home to his castle, but had

fortunately completed his plan of cam-

paign before he arrived, for the esquire
of his enemy was awaiting him there,

demanding to know the details of the

coming contest. He made the condi-

tions suggested by Sir Hugh, merely
adding that the maces must be smooth
and not knobbed, as was customary in

the better-class combats of that day.
He tben_began to make his prepara-

!
II

Guide (after ascent of a hundred-and-twenty steps). "THESE, SIR ABP THF
FAMOUS GARGOYLES I MENTIONED."

Perspiring American.-"GEE \ I THOUGHT YOU SAID ' GARGLES. '"

tions. At first he was considerably
depressed by the entire absence of all

rubber, until dire necessity compelled
him to find a serviceable substitute in
the shape of untanned ox-skins. These
he carefully sewed together with his
own knightly hands, coating the stitches
over with pitch and resin. He was a
good workman and did not fail to be
ready in time.
When the hour of combat arrived he

vanished into the painted pavilion re-
served for him at one end of the lists, ac-

companied only by his faithful esquire.
Hastily he donned his suiting of re-
inforced ox-hide, which covered the
whole of his person from head to foot,
and hung stiffly in folds all round him.
Then, holding out a metal tube which
was attached to the front of the cos-
tume, he presented it to his esquire,
saying in the vernacular of those stout
limes

"Ho, varlet! Blow me down yon

hole till there be no more breath in thy
vile bodie. Blow me hard and

leally.Blow an thou burst in ye blowingo."
Whereupon the trusty varlet blew.

- Thus it fell out that when the trumpet
sounded and the Black Baron of Beau-
maris, his foe, rode forth from his sable

pavilion, armed cap-a-pie in a suit of

highly-polished steel and bestriding a,

black and rather over-dressed charger,
he saw through the chinks of his lowered
visor an object which he would un-

doubtedly have mistaken for a diminu-
tive observation balloon if he had lived
a few centuries later. In short, Sir

Bowles, having been sufficiently in-

flated by his now exhausted esquire,
had inserted his valve-pin into the tube

(which he had tucked away and laced

up like an association

football), and now
emerged upon the lists

with a feeling of ela-

tion that he had not

experienced forseveral

days.

They approached
each other. It was
with some difficulty
that our hero wielded
his mace, owing, first,

to the inflated condi-
tion of his right arm,
and, secondly, to the
unaccustomed weight
of the weapon. His
hold also upon his

curvetting steed was
a little precarious, and
he hoped that no one
in the crowd would
notice the string that
tied his legs together
beneath the horse's

belly.
If the Baron was surprised at what

he saw he made no sign, but, riding
straight at his strange antagonist, l,o

dealt him a mighty blow on the left

side of the head, which had quite an
unlooked-for result. The string which
attached our hero's legs held, it is true,
but he naturally lost his balance, and,
being knocked to the right, disappeared
temporarily from the Baron's view.
But the force of his swing was such
that, at the moment when he was head
downwards under the horse, he still had
enough way on to bring him up again
on the other side. No sooner had he
regained a vertical position than the
Baron repeated the blow on the same
spot and with the same result.

Then the same thing happened again
and again ; and indeed Sir Bowles might
have revolved indefinitely, to the intense

Jelight of the distinguished audience,
aad not the string broken at the thirty

-

'ourth revolution.
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(by tray of sharing sympathy to rictim of demon botrler).
" Rvti GAME. CRICKET."

Now tlie involuntary movements of

our hero had accelerated at every turn,
and when finally he parted company
with his trusty steed he was going
very fast indeed. Falling near the edge
of the lists, he found touch, (irst bounce,
in the Royal Box, whence some offici-

ous persons rolled him back again into

the field of play.
It must not be supposed that poor

Sir Bowles was comfortable during
these proceedings. The rather ingeni-
ous apparatus whereby he had hoped
to catch a glimpse of his adversary had
got out of order at the first onslaught,
and he was in total darkness. More-
over, he soon discovered that the

haughty Baron was taking all sorts of

liberties with him ; was slogging him
round the lists

;
in short, was playing

polo with him.
But apart from the physical and

mental discomfort of his situation lie

was not actually hurt, and at length he
felt himself come to rest. The Baron,
worn out by his unproductive labours,
was thinking.
So was Bowles. He was just saying

to himself,
" Thank heaven I thought

of choosing smooth maces. A spike
would have punctured the cover in no

time," when he felt something which
made his hair stand on end.

His enemy was fumbling at the

lacing of his tunic !

Then poor little Sir Bowles gave
himself up for lost and almost swooned

away. lie felt the Baron undo the
lace and pull out the tube. There was
a perplexed pause . . .

And just as the Baron was pulling
out the valve pin little Mr. Bowles
woke with .1 shriek.

* '. ;

I suppose it was the fact that ho had
come straight from a symposium on

transmigration that made little Bowles

imagine he had been recurring to a

previous existence. I myself should

have thought that the rules of the

game required the reincarnation of Sir

Bors to be a rather more bloodthirsty
and pugnacious person than our hero ;

and the sequel seems to prove that

little Bowles thought the same. I think

he felt he was not quite the man for

this sort of rough work, even in the

retrospect of dreams. Anyway, shortly
after his painful experience he with-

drew his subscription from the Pud-

dlesby Psychical Society and ceased

for ever to assist at their seances.

The Overland Route.
"MAIL AND STKAMSHI!' M'.V.

Morea, Bombay for London, at V. I-.-III. -.

8th." Scottmh 1'aper.

"James- , a boy of 18, was charged at

Belgium, Greece, V and (.'/.echo-Slovakia, and
l>!iM<l<il that bo took the money because ho
felt he must have some amusement. "

Krtuing Faptr.
The little Bolshevist !

A IIis!,,i , K-,tate" is announced
for sale in the following terms by a con-

temporary:
" In the Heart of the Alhrighton Country.

anil in direst railway comiiiunicutic.il with

Birmingham, U'olvcrhampton, Manchester,
Bristol and other northern and western
centres."

Kvidently a case when- evil communi-
cations corrupt good spelling.

From a feuilleton :

'Before the podgy dealer knew what had
happened, she had sprung right round him,
seized the telephone instrument and placed
her mouth to the receiver. She smiled at him
defiantly Yc. 1 will.' she panted."

Daily I'optr.

And then, we suppose, she wrote to

the PosTMASTKH-dKNKiui. to complain
of the inefficiency of the service.
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Junior Partner of Firm (exempted on business grounds during the War, interviewing applicant for employment, a demobilised officer,

D.S.O., M.C., mentioned twice in despatclus and wounded three times). "You SAY YOU WEHE KIREE-AND-A-HAM- YEARS is KUAM.I:

AND YET DON'T SPEAK THE LANGUAGE? IT SEEMS TO ME YOU WASTED YOUR TIME ABROAD, SlR."

CHANGES IN CLUB-LAND.
(By a Student of Manners.)

THE Roman satirist sang of poets

reciting their verses in the month of

August. If he were alive now he would
find as fruitful a subject in the reno-

vations and decorations of Clubland.

Clubs are strange institutions ; they go
in for Autumn not Spring cleaning.

Happily all Clubs are not renovated
at the same time, otherwise the desti-

tution of members would be pitiful to

contemplate. Even as it is the tem-

porary accommodation offered by their

neighbours is not unattended by serious

drawbacks. The standard of efficiency
in bridge and billiards is not the same ;

the cuisine of one Club, though admir-
able in itself, may not suit the diges-
tions of members of another; the op-
portunities for repose vary consider-

ably. In short, August and September
are trying months for the clubman
who is obliged to remain in London.
1 Jut by October Pall Mall is itself again,
and we are glad to be able to state that

in certain Clubs the amenities and com-
forts available will be greatly enhanced.

For example the Megatherium, which
is now in the hands of the decorators,
is being painted a pale pink outside, a

colour which recent experiments have
shown to exert a peculiarly humanising
and tranquillising influence on persons
of an irritable disposition. A sump-
tuous dormitory is being erected on the

top floor, where slow music will be dis-

coursed every afternoon, from three to

seyen, by a Czecho-Slovak orchestra. A
roof-garden is being laid out for the

recreation of the staff, and the velocity
of the numerous lifts has been keyed up
to concert pitch. Steam heat will be

conveyed from the basement to radia-

tors on every floor, and each room is

being provided with a vacuum-cleaning
apparatus, a wireless telephonic outfit

and an American bar. The renovation
of the library is practically complete,
the obsolete books which cumbered its

shelves having been replaced by the
works of DELL, BARCLAY, WELLS, ZANE
GREY and BENNETT. Three interest-

ing rumours about the future of the

Club may be given with due reserve

the first, that in the near future women
will be admitted to membership ;

the

second, that Lord Ascliffe has obtained

a complete control of its resources ;

and the third, that its name will be

shortly changed to "
Alfred's," on the

analogy of " Arthur's."

From Smith Minor's French Paper :

"Translate ' La femme avait une chattc qui
etait tres mediante.'

' The farmer was having
a chat with thirteen merchant*.'

"

"Archbishop Mannix . . . says he can go

anywhere in England except to Liverpool,

Manchester, Glasgow and possibly Fishguard."
Daily Mirror.

Another injustice to Scotland.

" But this Bill creates now grounds for tho

dissolution of the marriage bond, which are

unknown to the law of Scotland. Cruelty,
incurable sanity, or habitual drunkenness are

proposed as separate grounds of divorce."

Scotch Paper.

And so many Scotsmen are incurably
sane.
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THE PKOBLEM.
POLAND (to Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, organizer of tlie Human Chess Tournament).

" HOW ARE YOU GOING
TO PLAY THE GAME? I WAS LED TO BELIEVE I WAS TO BE A QUEEN, BUT I FIND
I'M ONLY A PAWN."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Mon/lnif, Ainjlifil '.Itli. In an at mo

sphere of appropriate gloom the House

of Lords discussed the latest Coercion

Hill for Ireland. I'lven the LOUD CIMN
CKI.I.OH could say little more for the

measure than that it might possibly
ililo some of the persons now in cus-

l.od\ to bo tried ; and most of the other

Peers who spoke seemed to think that

ii. \\ould 1)6 either mischievous or use-

When Viscount CrnzoN renewed liis

ant i
- eliarahanes campaign and Sir

Kmr (iiDDKS wa^ doing his Ii.

maintain an even mind amid the con-

tradictory suggestions showered upon
him, the Ministerial eye was caught by
the red gleam from Colonel V.

WOOD'S shirt-front. At once the old rail-

way instinct reasserted itself. Recog-
nizing the danger-sign*] and hastily

cramming on his brakes. Sir Kmc
observed that it would IKS

" a great

A .
i tin Peers de<

very small majority -"

there should In' no M .linen, but

only an I'ndei -S-ci,-i n \ I. .!! I'l i i

now sought to induce them to .

their minds. Hi-, principal argument
was that a Minuter \voiilil only cost

Use hundred pounds a year more th.in

a Secretary and would secure the

mony in tlie coal-trade" now <'

spicuoiisly lacking. The Peers evi-

dent l\ thought this too good to lie true,

^*^k '?/ "~'^^\r' >
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,vith only thirteen thousand men just

three thousand more than it takes i

garrison London perhaps it is juM as

well. He has, I gathered, no {-real

opinion of the Bolshevists as soldiers.

In his endeavour to describe the dis-

gust of our troops in North Russia at

being ordered to retire before
" an enemy

they cordially despised
"
he liearly dis-

located his upper lip.

For two-thirds of his speech the

I'KIMK MISISTKH was the sober states-

man, discussing with duo solemnity the

grave possibilities
of the Russo-Polish

crisis. The Poles had been rash and

must take the consequences. We
should not help them unless the Bol-

shevists, not content with punishment,
threatened the extinction of Poland's

independence.
Then his mood changed, and for a

sparkling quarter of an hour he chaffed

the Labour Party for its support of the

Soviet Government, an unrepresenta-
tive self-appointed oligarchy. To make
his point he even sacrificed a colleague.
LKNIN was an aristocrat, TROTSKY a

journalist.
" In fact

"
turning to Mr.

CHURCHILL "my right honourable

friend is an embodiment of both."

A brief struggle for precedence be-

tween Mr. ASQIMTH and Mr. ADAMSON
ended in favour of the EX-PREMIER,
who doubted whether the best way to

ensure peace was to attack one of the

parties to the dispute, and proceeded
to make things more or less even by
vigorously chidingPoland for her aggres-
sion. Mr. CLYNES, while admitting
that the Labour Party would have to

reconsider its position if the indepen-
dence of Poland was threatened, still

maintained that we had not played a

straight game from Russia.

Later on, through the medium of

Lieut.-Commander KENWOHTHY, com-
munication was established between
the Treasury- Bench and the Distin-

guished Strangers' Gallery. Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE read the terms offered by the
Soviet to the Poles, and gave them a

guarded approval.

Wednesday, August llth. A Bill to

prohibit ready-money betting on foot-

ball matches was introduced by Lord
GAISFORD (who played for Cambridge
forty years ago) and supported by Lord
MEATH, " a most enthusiastic player

"

of a still earlier epoch. The Peers could
not resist the pleading of these experts
and gave the Bill a second reading ;

but
when Lord GAINKOKD proposed to iu-.li

it through goal straightaway his course
was barred In Lord BIKKKNHKAD, an
efficient Lord "

Keeper."
A proposal for the erection at the

public expense of a statueof the late Mr.
JOSEPH CHAMHKHI.AIX furnished occa-
sion for the PRIME MINISTER and Mr.

ASQUITH to indulge in generous praise
of a political opponent. Mr. LLOYD

GKOHCII-: (with his eye on the Sovietists)

poi nted out that, as this was "
essentially

a Parliamentary country," we did well

to honour "a great Parliamentarian";

and the KX-PRKMIKH (with his eye on

Mr. LLOYD GKORGK) selected for special

note among Mr. CHAMBERLAIN'S char-

acteristics that he had " no blurred

edges."
A humdrum debate on the Consoli-

dation Fund Bill was interrupted by
the startling news that France had

decided, in direct opposition to the

policy announced yesterday by the

PRIME MINISTER, to give immediate

recognition to General WRANGEL. Mr.

LLOYD GEORGK expressed his "
surprise

and anxiety" and could only suppose
that there had been an unfortunate

misunderstanding. To give time for its

A DISTINGUISHED STRANGER.
31. KHASSIN CONTEMPLATES THE COMMONS.

removal the House decided to postpone
its holiday and adjourned till Monday.

More Headaches for the Historian.

Messrs. KAMENEFF and KHASSIN, the
Soviet envoys, were in theDistinguished
Strangers' Gallery during the PRIMK
MINISTER'S speech on Poland last week.
Hence these tears :

" In conversation they seem to betray only a
limited acquaintance with English, but every
word of Mr. Lloyd George's utterance seemed
intelligible to them. Not only did they follow
him with eager interest, but often with ani-
mated comment." Eveniny Standard.

"The two did not exchange a single remark
during the whole of the Premier's speech."

Evening News.
' Kristin could follow every word of Lloyd

George.^
His colleague doesn't speak or under-

stand English, so Krassin every few minutes
leaned over and whiskered a translation into
the other's ear." .Sti r.

"The Soviet envoys, especially JI. Kras-in.
seemed somewhat restless, and appeared to
take- more interest in the scene than in the
speech, but this I heard attributed to their

difficulty in following the words of the Prime
Minister." Pall Mall Gazette.

BLEWITT ON REAL PROPERTY.
229th ed., folio, 2 vols. (Sour and

Taxioell, 85s.).

ALL persons interested in this en-

trancing subject will welcome the new
edition of Mr. Blewitt's famous work.
The hook is one which should he found
on every shelf throughout the country,
and is undoubtedly, in its combination
of erudition and artistic merit, one of

the masterpieces of English literature.

It has been well described by a more

competent critic as one which "
it is

difficult to take up when once you have

put it down," and in this judgment
most readers will, we believe, concur.

It seems needless for us to say any-
thing about so well-known a work, and
to say anything new is, we believe,

impossible. Mr. Blewitt is invariably
happy in his choice of subject, and
in this treatise on Jleitl Properly his

sparkling wit, his light style and clear-

ness of expression do ample justice to

the perennial freshness of his subject.
The reader is swiftly carried from situ-

ation to situation and thrill follows
thrill with daring rapidity. The plot is

of the simplest, but worked out with

surprising skill, while the events are

related with that vivid imagination
which the subject demands. Who is

there that does not feel a glow of exal-

tation and rejoice with the heir when
he comes, upon reversion, into the pro-

perty from w'hich he has been so long
excluded? Mr. Blewitt treats this inci-

dent with a sense of romance and pic-

turesqueness of language reminiscent
of the ballad of "The Lord of Lynn."
In its facts the ballad hears a striking
resemblance to those so graphically
described by our author, but in point
of execution lacks the true breath of

poetic inspiration which pervades Mr.
Blewitt's book.
Nor is his work wanting in pathos.

There are few who will not sympathise
with the hero when he discovers that

the life-estate of the fair widow whom
he adores with all the fierce yearnings
of his passionate soul is subject to a
collateral limitation to widowhood. Mr.
Blewitt's silence on the disappointment
which embittered his spirit and the

doubts which tormented his mind is

more eloquent than any soliloquy of

Hamlet.
It is not however in description but

in characterisation that Mr. Blewitt is

pre-eminent. We know of nothing in

works of this nature to equal the skilful

psychological analysis, the sympathy
of treatment and the fidelity to nature
with which the author draws line by
line the character of Q. The description
of him as seised in fee simple is a touch
of genius. \Ve can remember nothing
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NERVES ON THE GREEN.
in THAT INFERNAL O1L-E

I THINK IT MUST BE T'OTHKB (iKNTLK.MAN's 'KART, SlB."

Irascible Golfer.
" CONFOUND IT! WHAT ix THAT INFERNAL OIL-EHOIJJE OB SOMETHING THAT BBOISS THUMPING WHUMCVB* I

AM PUTTING?"

in the English language to compare
with this unless it bo that brilliant

passage in which Mr. Blewitt sketches

in a few lightning strokes the character

of Richard Roe, a man at once pugna-
cious, overbearing, litigious and utterly

regardless of truth and honesty.
The learned editors have rendered a

great service to the cause of learning in

publishing this now edition. The editing

is very creditable to English scholar-

ship. The additional matter is a new
note on page 1069, in which the reader

is referred to an article in a recent

number of the Timbuctoo Law Review,

which, in fairness to the editor (of Real

Property), is not, of course, quoted here.

The student will, we have 110 doubt,

feel himself fully recompensed by this

new matter for the price of the new
volumes and the depreciation of the

228th edition

"NK\V MOTOR-BUS SERVICES.
Resident* in the area between the count\

ii'\\ii and are now able to do their shop-

ping at either place with the maximum of

inconvenience M.> far as travel is concerned."

.lust as in London.
I'nirincial J'fj'i'

GISH-JINGLE.

[The Times in a recent article on events

in the Film world announces the impending
arrival in Europe of Miss DOROTHY OISH, add-

ing, however, that the visit is mainly under-

taken for recreation.]

LET others discourse and descant

Upon MANNIX the martyr archbish.

Me rather it pleases to chant

The arrival of DOROTHY GISH.

Among the tlite of the Screen

She holds an exalted posit.;

But in Europe she never has been

Hitherto, hasn't DOROTHY GISH.

And it 's well to consider aright

That she harbours the laudable wish

For a holiday, not for the light

Of the lime, does Miss DOROTHY GISH.

None the less with the wildest surmise

Do I muse on the bountiful dish

Of sensation purveyed for the wise

And the foolish by DOROTHY GIBH.

* * *

Will you strengthen the hands of LbDYD

GEORGE
Or frown on the poor Coalit. '!

Will you force profiteers
to disgorge.

Beneficent DOROTHY GISH?

Do you hold by self-governing schools ?

Doyou think that headmasters should

swish

Or adopt Montessorian rules,

Benevolent DOBOTHT GIKH '.'

Will they give you an Oxford degree?
Will you learn to call marmalade

"
squish

"
'.'

Will KKNWOHTHY ask you to tea

On the Terrace, great DOBOTHY GISH?

Do you favour the Russ or the Pole?

Will you visit the Servians at Ninh?

Are you sound on the subject of coal '.'

Are you Pussyfoot, DOHOTHY GISH?

Are you going to be terribly mobbed
When attending the concerts of

KRISH ?

A re your tresses luxuriant or " bobbed
"

',

Do tell us, kind DOROTHY GISH '.

Meanwhile we are moody and mad,

Like SAUL the descendant of KISH,

Oh, arrive and make everyone glad,

Delectable DOROTHY GISH '.

" \Vanted. Lady Clerk ; one accustomed to

milk ledgers preferred." Rev Zealand Paptr.

But how does one milk a led-
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THE BLUE MOUNTAINS.
A SOUTH INDIAN LOVBSONO.

Wiir.N the long trick's wearing over and a spoil of leave

comes due

The most '11 go back to Blighty to see if their dreams are

true ;

There 's some that '11 make for the Athol glens and some

for the Sussex downs,

There 's some that '11 cling to the country and some that 11

turn to towns ;

But / know what I'll do, and I '11 do it right or wrong,

I '11 just get back to the Blue Mountains, for that 's where

I belong.

Athol 's a bonny country and Sussex is good to see,

But it 's long since I left Blighty and I 'm not what I used

to be ;

And May in Devon 's a marvel and June on Tummel 's fine,

And that may be most folk's fancy, but it somehow isn't

mine ; !~

For I know what I like, and the Land of Heart's Delight

For me is just on the Blue Mountains, for that 's where I

feel right.

So 1 '11 pack my box and bedding in the old South Indian

mail
And wake to a dawn in Salem ghostly and grey and pale,

And over by Avanashi and the levels of Coimbatore

I '11 see them hung in the tinted sky and I won't ask for

more ; I

For I'll know I 'm happy and I '11 make my morning prayer
Of thanks for the sun on the Blue Mountains and me to be

going there.

The little mountain railway shall serve me for all I need,

Crawling its way to Adderly, crawling to Runnymede ;

And the scent of the gums shall cheer me like the sight of

a journey's end,
And the breeze shall say to me " Brother

"
and the hills

shall hail me "
Friend,"

While the clear Kateri River sings lovesongs in my ear,

And I '11 feel
" Now I 'm home again ! Ah ! but I 'm

welcome here."

Clear in the opal sunset I shall see the Kundahs lie

And the sweep of the hills shall fill my heart as the roll of

the Downs my eye;
And I '11 see Snowdon and Staircase and the green of the

Lovedale Wood,
And the dear sun shining on Ooty, and oh ! but I '11 find it

good ;

For I'll have what I wanted, and all the worrying done,
Because I 'm back to the Blue Mountains and they and I

are one.

There 's peace beyond understanding, solace beyond desire
For minds that are over-weary, for bodies that toil and tire,
And over all that a something, a something that says," You know,
It 's the one place of all places where the gods meant you

to go."
Well, the gods know what they know, and I wouldn't say

them nay,
And Blighty of course is Blighty, but it 's terribly far away,So I '11 get back to the Blue Mountains, and the bettino is'

I '11 stay. H. B.

Cricket in Wails A Howling Success.
"E. H. - bawled consistently for the visitors, taking seven

wickets of 1G8." Welsh Paper.

WHAT TO DO WITH OUR BOYS.
As a sutt'ererfrom the prevailing complaint, house-famine,

I have started a Correspondence Bureau, ostensibly for

advising parents as to the pursuits their offspring should
take up, but really for propaganda purposes, the object

being the assuagement of this terrible evil.

Consequently my replies to inquiries are all moulded to

this end.

For instance, one mother wrote from Surbiton :

" My second son, Algernon, wishes to become a house
and estate agent. Do please tell me if you think this

quite a fitting avocation for one whose father is a member
of the Stock Exchange."

I replied, "Quite. There is no nobler, and incidentally
there are few more lucrative occupations outside Bradford,
unless it be that of a builder, in which the scope is abso-

lutely unlimited. I am enclosing a copy of last week's
Builder and Architect, in which you will find some great

thoughts expressed. Pray let Algernon read it. It may
he the means of inducing him to perform great deeds for

England's sake."

Another fond parent wrote :

" Can you advise an anxious mother as to a career for

her only son, John William? He is at present eight and
a-half years old, has blue eyes and fair hair and is a per-
fect darling, so good and obedient, but he is firmly resolved

to be a lift-man when he grows up."

I answered her soothingly thus :

"John Willie is rather young to have made a final de-

cision, I think. Let his youthful aspirations run through
the usual stages, liftman, engine-driver, bus-conductor,
sailor, etc. At fifteen or so he will have left these behind,
and for the next few years will probably settle down to the
idea of being nothing in particular, or else a professional
cricketer. Then he will suddenly, for good or evil, make
his choice. Neither his blue eyes nor his fair hair give any
clue as to what that choice will be, but I should let him

keep both, as they may be useful to him.
"If ho should determine upon a career involving manual

work, I should take steps to have him initiated into the Art
and Mystery of Bricklaying. At the rate we are moving
the working-hours would probably be about eight per week,
with approximately eight pounds per day salary, by the
time he arrives at bricklaying maturity.

" It is difficult to say yet whether he would have to

graduate in Commerce before being eligible, but probably
it would be necessary, as the best bricklayers, I'm told,

always carry a mortar-board, and there is a sort of caucus
in these plummy professions nowadays that is anxious to

keep outsiders from joining their ranks. Bun the country
needs bricklayers, and will go on needing them for years.
Let John Willie step forward when he is old enough."

To the mother who asked if I considered that her young-
est boy would be well advised to adopt the Housebreaking
profession I wrote :

"To which part of this profession do you refer? If to
the Burgling branch I would ask,

' Has he the iron nerve,
the indomitable will, above all has he the brain power for

this exacting craft? Can he stand the exposure to the

night air, the exposure before an Assize jury, and the

rigours of the Portland stone quarries?' If so, let him
take a course of illustrated lectures at the cinema.

" If you refer to the other branch, the mere pulling down
of houses, I say,

' No ! A thousand times, no !

' He should
be taught that there is a crying need for a constructive,
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Mi/ Lady Bountiful. "So YOUR MOTHKB is BETTER THROUGH TAKING TIIK guiNiNfi I GAVE HER?"
I.ittlc Girl (doing her best to carry out instructions). "YF.s'M. BUT SHE SAYS SHK'U WORSE of THE COMPLAIXT WOT YOU cms

'i:U TOUT WINE FOR."

not a destructive policy. Let him adopt one; buy him

drawing-paper and a tee-square at once, and teacli him that

the noblest work of creation is (unless it be a bricklayer or

builder) an architect. Though the War is over we must
still keep the home fires burning. This implies chimneys,
and chimneys imply houses, and few there be that can

plan houses that will both please the eye and pass the local

authorities."

Lady Jubb wrote from Tolfley Hall, Blankshire, to say
tliat her elder son (seventeen) had no ideas for the future

beyond becoming Master of the Barchester when he grew
up, but that she was anxious that he should try for some
more lucrative post, official preferred.

I replied thus :

" So your son looks no higher than a Mastership of Fox-

hounds. Well, well, I suppose that so long as there are such

tilings as hounds he, as well as another, may take on the job
tif Master.

" But I thoroughly approve of your desire that he should

try for something higher in life, especially for some official

post ; and what official post is or can he superior to that

of a Borough Surveyor? Can you not persuade him that

this great office is what one chooses to make it, and that,

as an autocrat, the M.F.H. is hardly to be compared to the

B.S., for, whereas the former can at the most scorch the

few people foolish enough to remain within ear-shot, the

latter can with a breath damn a whole row of houses and

blast the careers of an army of builders with a word."

And EO the propaganda proceeds.
If my efforts result in even one house being erected I

shall, I think, have earned my O.B.E., though I would
rather have the house.

THE TERRITORIAL.

OH, civil life is tine and free, with no one to obey,
No sergeants shouting,

" Show a leg!
"
or " Double up!

"

all day ;

No buttons to l>e polished, no army boots to wear,
And nobody to tick you off because you grow your hair.

It 's great to sleep beneath a roof that keeps tin- ruin outside,

To eat a daintier kind of grub than quarter-blokt'> j>i<>\ i<le,

To rise o' mornings when you wish and when you wish

turn in,

To shirk a shave and never hear the truth about your chin ;

And not to have to pad the hoof through blazing sun or rain,

Intent on getting nowhere and foot-slogging back again.
To realise no N.C.O. has any more the right
To rob you of your l>eauty-sleep with " Guard to-morrow

night !

"

All this is great, of course it is, yet here we are once more

Obeying sergeants just for fun and cheerier than before ;

We haven't any good excuse, we 've got no war to win

But nothing 's touched the kit-bag vet for packing troubles

\V. K. H.
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A TASTE OF AUTHORITY.
I HAVE often wished I were an ex-

port at something. How I envy the

man who, before ordering a suit of

clothes from his tailor, seizes tho prof-

fered sample of cloth and tugs at it in

a knowledgable manner, smells it at

close quarters with deep inhalations

and finally, if he is very brave, pulls out

a thread and ignites it with a match.

Whereupon the tailor, abashed and dis-

comfited, produces for the lucky expert
from the interior of his premises that

choice bale of pre-war quality which
be was keeping for his own
use.

I confided tin's yearning ol

mine toBottenbury the other

evening. Rottenbury is a

man of the world and might,
I thought, be able to help me.

" My dear fellow," he said,
" in these days of specialis-
ation one has to be brought
up in the business to be an

expert in anything, whether
cloth or canaries or bath-

room tiling. Knowledge of

this kind is not gained in a

moment."
" Can you help me ?

"
I

asked.

"As regards tea, I can,"
he replied. "Jorkins over
there is in the tea business.
If you like I '11 get him to

put you up to the tricks of

tea-fasting."
" I should be awfully glad

if you would," said I.
" We

never get any decent tea at

home."
Jorkins appeared to be a

man of direct and efficient

character. I saw Eottenbury
speak to him and the next
moment he was at my elbow.

" Watch me carefully,"
said Jorkins, "and listen to
what I say. Take a little. .

leaf into the palm of your left hand.
Rub it lightly with the fingers and
gaze earnestly thus. Apply your nose
and snuflf up strongly. Pick out a
strand and bite through the leaf slowly
with the front teeth, thus. Just after

biting pass the tip of the tongue be-
hind the front teeth and along the
palate, completing the act of degluti-
tion. Sorry I must go now. Good
day."
Now I felt I was on the right track.

I practised the thing a few times before
a glass, paying special attention to the
far-away poetical look which Jorkins
wore during the operation.
At the tea-shop the man behind the

counter
willingly showed me numbers

of teas. I snatched a handful of that

which he specially recommended and

began the ceremony. I took a little into

the palm of my left-hand and gazed at

it earnestly ;
I rubbed it lightly with

my fingers ; I picked up a strand and
bit through the loaf slowly with the

front teeth. Just after biting I passed
the tongue behind the front teeth and

along the palate, completing the act of

deglutition.
So far as I could judge it was very

good tea, but it would never do to

accept the first sample offered ; I must
let the shopman see that he was up

nauseating, but the man was obviously
impressed. At the conclusion of my
performance I assumed a look of satis-
faction. " Give me five pounds of that,"
said I with the air of a conqueror.
Next time I met Rottenbury I told

him of my success.
"
Oh, Jorkins put you up to the trick,

did he ?
"

" He did. He taught me to titillate,
to triturate, to masticate, to deglute
everything."

" And with what result ?
"

"With the result that I have in my
possession five pounds of the finest tea

that the greatest experts
have blended from the com-
bined products of Assam and
China."
"Tea?" he asked.
"
Yes, tea of course. You

didn't suppose that I was
talking of oysters?"
"Did I tell you Jorkins

was a tea-taster ?
"

"Yes."
"
Well, then, he 's not.

He's in tobacco."
* * *

"Altured," said my wife,
" I wish you wouldn't buy
things for the house. That
tea is low-grade sweepings."

"Sir Otto Beit has returned to
London from South Africa, where
he turned the first sot of the new
university." Daily Paper.

Turned him out, we trust.

LE GRAND PENSEUE.
(tt'ith apologies to tlie late AVOUSTE

.

ADVERTISING ENTHUSIAST ON HIS HOLIDAY SEEKING INSPIRATION
" A NEW ADVRBT1SEMENT pott THE UNDEBGKOUND RAILWAY.

against one of the mandarins of the
trade. So I said with severity,

"
Please

don't show mo any more common stuff;
I want the best you have."
The man looked at me curiouslyand I saw his face twitching ; he was

evidently about to speak."
Kindly refrain from expostulating,"

l went on
;

" content yourself with
showing me your finest blend."
He went away to the back of the

shop, muttering ; clearly he recognised
defeat, for when lis returned he carried
a small chest.

"
Try this," said he, and I knew that

he was boiling with baffled rage.
I took a handful and once more went

through the whole ceremony. It

In a brilliant peroration the
Prime Minister warned his hraivrs
that a nation was known by its

soul and not by its asses."
South African Paper.

Yet some of our politicians
seem to think that England
is not past braying for.

"The doings (or rather savings !)

.11 the Legislature we are watch-
ing with sympathy and some irn-

mtience, much as a bachelor bears
with the gambling of children who come to
the drawing-room for an hour before dinner."

Weekly Paper.

And the worst of it is that the Legisla-
ture is gambling with our money.

"Miss .director of natural science studies
at Newnham College, Oxford, will preside."

Daily Paper.

We are glad to hear of this new women's

college at Oxford, but surely they might
have chosen a more original name for it.

A. G. J. writes :

" Your picture of

Come unto these Yellow Sands' in the
number for August 4th explains for the
first time the obscure following line,
'The Wild Waves Whist.'"
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"I HAVE NOT SEEN YOU AT CHURCH FOB TWO SUNDAYS, JOHN.' 1

"No, SIR: No OFFENCE T'YOU, HOT 01 A-BIN DOIN' T' CHAPEL PASSOS'S OAEDKN, so MIBSUB THOUOHT WK'D BETTFR OIVB 'in
A TURN.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

To review one of Mr. E. F. BENSON'S social satires always
gives mo somewhat the sensations of the reporter at the

special sermon a relieved consciousness that, being pre-
sent on business, my own withers may be supposed pro-
fessionally umvrung. Otherwise, so exploratory a lash . . .

I seldom recall the touch of it more shrewd than in Queen
Lucia (HUTCHINSON), an altogether delightful castigation of
those persons whom a false rusticity causes to change a

good village into the sharn-bucolic home of crazes, fads
ind affectation. All this super-cultured life of the Eise-
bolme community has its centre in Mrs. Lucas, the acknow-
ledged queen of the place (Lucia = wife of Lucas, which
shows you the character of her empire in a single touch) ;

ihe matter of the tale is to tell how her autocracy was
ihreatened, tottered and recovered. I wish 1 had space to

quote the description of the Lucas home, " converted
"
from

'Wo genuine cottages, to which had been added a wing at

right-angles, even more Elizabethan than the original, and
i yew-hedge, "brought entire from a neighbouring farm and

iransplanted with solid lumps of earth and indignant snails

around its roots." Perhaps, apart from the joy of the

setting, you may find some of the incidents, the faith-

lealer, the medium and so on, a trifle obvious for Mr.
BENSON. More worthy of him is the central episode
lie arrival as a Eiseholme resident of Olga Bracely, the

operatic star of international fame. Her talk, her attitude

'Owards the place, and the subtle contrast suggested by her

Detween the genuine and the pretence, show Mr. BENSON at

iis light-comedy best. In short, a charming entertainment,

in speaking of which you will observe I have not once so
much as mentioned the word " Cotswolds."

Micltael Forth (CONSTABLE) will doubtless convey a won-
derful message to' those of us who are clever enough to

grasp its meaning ; but I fear that it will be a disappoint-
ment to many admirers of Miss MARY JOHNSTON'S earlier
books. Frankly I confess myself bewildered and unable to
follow this excursion into the region of metaphysics ; indeed
I felt as if I had fallen into the hands of a guide whose
language I could only dimly and dully understand. All of

which may be almost entirely my fault, so I suggest that

you should sample Michael for yourselves and see what
you can make of him. Miss JOHNSTON shouldered an

unnecessarily heavy burden when she decided to tell the

story of her hero in the first person, but in relating Michael's
childhood in his Virginian home she is at her simplest
and best. Afterwards, when Michael became intent on

going
"
deeper and deeper within," he succeeded so well

that he concealed himself from me.

Because I have a warm regard for good short stories and

heartily approve the growing fashion of publishing or

republishing them in volume form, 1 am the more jealous
that the good repute of this practice should be preserved
from damage by association with unworthy material. I 'in

afraid this is a somewhat ominous introduction to a notice

of The Eve of Pascua (HKINKMANN), in which, to be bru-

tally frank, I found little justification for oven such lon-

gevity as modern paper conditions permit.
" RICHARD

DEHAN "
is admittedly, a writer who has deserved well of

the public, but none of the tales in this- collection will do
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anything to add to the debt. The best is perhaps
^a

vei)

short, and .mite happily told little jest called
" An Im-

pression," about the emotions of a peasant model on seeing

EunaU as interpreted by an Impressionist painter.

is also a sufficiently picturesque piece of Wardour Street

medievalism in "The Tribute of the Kiss," and some

original scenery in "The Mother of Turquoise. But be-

yond this (though I searched diligently) nothing; indeed

Worse since more than one of the remaining tales, notably

Wanted, a King" and "The End of the Cotillion," are so

preposterous that their inclusion hero can only be attri-

buted to the most cynical indifference.

It may be my Saxon prejudice, but, though most of the

ingredients of Irish Star (SKEFFINGTON) are in fact Irish,

and though Mrs. DOROTHEA CONYERS is best known as a

novelist who delights in traditional Ireland and traditional

horses, I am bound to confess that I enjoyed the adven-

tures of Mr. Jones, trusted employ^ of Mosenthals and Co.,

better than Mrs. CONYEKS' stage Irishmen. "Our Mr.

Jones
"

is neither a Sherlock Holmes not an Aristide Pujol,

neither a Father Brown nor a Dob Pretty, but nevertheless

lie is an engaging soul and we could do with more of him.

Mrs. CONYERS' hunting
clifttteleni&y much pre-
fer to read about the

dishonesties of Con
Cassidy and his fellow-

horse-copers and the

simple but heroic
O'Tooh and his super-
natural friends. But,
as the average Irish

hunting man cares little

more for books than he
does for bill-collectors,

his preference may not

be of paramount im-

portance. In any case

the Irish ingredients
of Irish Stew would
be easier to assimilate

if Mrs. CONYEBS would refrain from trying to spell Eng-
lish as the Irish speak it. If the reader knows Ireland
it is unnecessary and merely makes reading a task. If

the reader does not know Ireland no amount of phonetic
spelling will reproduce a single one of the multitudinous

brogues that fill Erin with sound and .empty it of sense.
On the whole Mrs. CONYERS' public will not be disap-
pointed with her latest sheaf of tales. But it is Mr. Jones
who will give them their money's worth'.

I was, I confess, a little sceptical you know how it is
when I read what Messrs. HODDER AND STOUGHTON'S official
reviewer said of Mr. HAL. G. EVARTS' The Cross-Pull: " The
best dog story since The Call of the Wild," etc., etc. Well,
I certainly haven't seen a better. Mr. EVARTS' hero, Flash,
a a noble beast of mixed strain grey wolf, coyote, do".
The Cross-Pull is the conflict between the dog and the
wolf, between loyalty to his master and mistress whom he
brings together and serves, and the wolf whose proper busi-
ness is to be biting elks in the neck. Happier than most
,med brutes he is involved as chief actor in a round up of

some desperate outlaws, among whom is his chief enemy
s fortunate enough to serve the state while pursuing

to a successful end his bitter private quarrel. Brute Brent
gets and deserves the kind of bite which was planned by a
far.see.ng providence for the elk ... You can tell when

author really loves and knows animals or is merely

THE PRUDENT LOVER

"putting it on." Mr. EVARTS understands, sentimentalises
less than most interpreters ; seems to know a good deal.

The story loses no interest from being set in the American
hinterland of a few decades ago. All real animal IO\<T>

should get this book they should really.

If it be true art, as I rather think someone has said ii is,

to state what is obvious in regard to a subject while

creating by the manner of the statement an impression oi

its subtler features, then Mr. PERCY BROWN, in writing
Germany in Dissolution (MELHOSE), has proved himself a

true artist. For in Germany about the time of the Armistice
and during the Spartacist rising certain things happened
which got themselves safely into the newspapers, and these

he sets forth, mostly in headline form. Beyond thi

many was a seething muddle of contradictions and cross-

purposes, which, it is hardly unfair to say, are capably re-

flected in his pages. Mr. BHOWN is a journalist of the

school that does not stick at a trifle, a German prison, for

instance, when his dear public wants news. His crowning
achievement was to persuade Dr. Sor.F, when Foreign
Minister, to send through the official wireless an account
of an interview with himself, which would, as he (SOLP)

fondly hoped, help to

bamboozle British

public opinion. ^
the article appeared, so

well had the author's

editor read between the

lines of the mes
that the journalist had

to run for his life. lie

was particularly for-

tunate too, or clever, in

getting in touch with

the Kiel sailors who set

the revolution going,
but in spite of mud
cellent material, mostly
of the "

scoop
"

inter-

view variety, nothing
much ever seems to

come of it all, and we are left at the end about as wise as

we started. All the same, much of the book's detail is

interesting, however little satisfaction it offers as a whole.

Ann's First Flutter (ALLEN AND UNWIN) will not arouse

any commotion in the dovecotes of the intellectually elect,

but it provides an amusing entertainment for those who
can appreciate broad and emphatic humour. Mr. E. A.

HAMBLIN has succeeded in what lie set out to do, and my
only quarrel with him is that I believe him to have a

subtler sense of humour than he reveals here. Ann was a

grocer's daughter, and after her attempt to flutter for her-

self had failed she married Tom Bampficld, a grocer's son.

Tom had literary ambitions, and was the author of a novel

which his father thought pernicious enough to destroy his

custom. Strange however to relate, the novel failed to de-

stroy anything except the author's future as a novelist, and
when Tom did succeed in making some pen-money it was by
means of a series of funny articles in The Dry Goods Gazette

articles so violently humorous that the author's father

thoroughly -appreciated them. Mr. HAMBLIN'S fun, let me
add, is never ill-natured. Even bilious grocers will not

resent his jovial invasion of their kingdom.

"City gunsmiths have been busy these days furbishing up sports-
men's rifles for the ' 12th.'" Scotch Paper.

'

Personally we use a machine-gun.
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"Wnvr we have got to do,'' says

ROTHERMEKE, "
is to keep calm

mid mind our own business instead of

ing about I lie all'airs of every

other nut ion." It seems only fair to

point
out I hal Y7/r An/// .V/-H-.S thought

of this iis long ago as \ugiist, 1!)14.

(ioosoberrios the size of bantams'

.;i\ s ii news item, won ;i prize at

SeDeeside Horticultural Show. When
nember Ihc giant gooseben
!(!< ago it rat her looks :is if the

: were losing its nerve.

With reference to the messenger seen

running i" Whitehall the other day a

satisfactory explanation lias now been

gi\ en. He was doing it for the cinema.

if

The average Scot, says an Anti-Pro-

hibition -writer, cannot stand many
drinks. Our experience supports this

view ;
but ho can ho stood a good many.

=;: :

A picture-paper gossip states that

Mr. CHTRCHILL enjoys very good health.

.lust a touch of writer's cramp now and

then, of course.
.;. ;:;

In a recent riot in Londonderry, it is

I, a number of inoffensive neutrals

set upon and beaten by rowdies

of both factions. We have constantly
maintained that Irish unity can always

cured when there is something

really worth uniting over.

:;;

A lighthouse is advertised for sale in

The '/V/.'ff'.s. It is said to be just the

kind of residence for a tall man with

sloping shoulders.
'

:;;

'

A correspondent asks in the weekly
for a new name for charabancs.

We \\ish we could think there was any
in calling them names.

', -'.-

::

Seaside bathers are advised not to

I he \s iit or after a heavy meal. The
seaside 'visitor who could pay for such

1 would naturally not have euougl
left to pay for a bathing-machine.

A Thames bargee was knocked down

by a taxi-cab at Kingston-on-Thames
week. A well-known firm has

offered to publish his remarks in fort-

nightly parts. ... ...

The West Dulwich man who struck

a rate-collector on the head with a tele

phone claims credit for finding some
use for these instruments.

Sir EHIC DEUMMOND has purchase.
the largest hotel in Geneva on behal

>f the Ixnigue of Nations, h i-

hat he has been takin. from
Sir AI.IUKH Mosn.

*

Following closely upon theanuounce-
nent. of the noiseless gun invented in

New York conies the news that they
nave now invented some Hound-proof
aeon for export to this country.

It is stated that the man who lost

week said he understood the Kent Act
was eventually pinned down by some

Caller. "ExciiAxc.K? Cii-rr MI: i>ot KI.I: six

DOUBLE-FIVE NINE C'ESTBAL ASl> OKI IT

QUICK, LIKE THEY VO IT ON THK 1'ICT'

friends and handed over to the care of

his relatives. * , ::

According to a morning paper another

Antarctic expedition is to be organised

very shortly. We understand that only

those who "can stand a northern wind

on all four sides need apply.

It is reported that a poultry-farmer

in the West of England is making a

fortune by giving his hens whisky to

drink and" then exporting their eggs to

the United State-.

A golf-ball
was recentlydriven through

the window of an express train near

Knebworth. V. nformrd how
at the pia\er \\lio struck thflhall

still maintains that the engine

deliberate!) ignore! his slum:

*
An ama/mg report leaches Us fiom

J hire. It appears th.it a centen
ins Ix-en discovered who is nimble

to read without glasses or even to \\ .ilk

irket once a week.
< t>

The unveiling of one of the largest
Peace memorials in the country is to

take place on Armistice day this year.
We hoar that both the I'KK.MIER and
Mr. WINS n IN Cut IK HIM. have expressed

>e to attend unless prevented by
the War.

Smart furriers, declares a fashion

paper, are pushing Boveren blue rabbit

of the chic furs for the coming
winter. The rabbit, our contemporary

ii to explain (superfluously, as it

seems to us), is naturally blue.

OB a recent occasion a meeting of

the Dolgelly Rural Council had to bo

postponed, the members being absent

hay-making. Parliament, on the other

hand, has had to stop making buy owing
to the Members being away in tin-

country.

The Ministry of Food states that the

period of normal supplies seems to come
round in cycles of four years. Mean-
while the period of abnormal prices
continues to come, round in cycles of

once a week. A movement in favour

of postponing the cycle of payment
till we get the cycle of plenty is not

receiving adequate support from the

provision trade

Agricultural labourers near I

borough lave refused to work with

Irishmen on the ground that the latter

are troublesome. We always said that

sooner or later someone \\<>uld c e

round to Mr. LLOYD (ir.oinjK.'s view on

this point.

A newspaper reports the case

waiter who refused a tip. It is said

that the gentleman who offered it is

making a slow reco\ery and may be

able to take a little tish this week.

The Growth of the Side-Car.

MOTOB CABS, CYCLES, Ac.

M.L. 2 Bedrooms nd sitting-room,

with attendance." Scotch Paper.

"BRI'ili: II{U 1M1I.WAY.

PALACE PIEB AND KEMP Tows CABS EVERY
FIVE YEAM."

.,
It is inferred that tho Mm. -try of

Transport has assumed control.

Vfr ci TV
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AN APOLOGY TO THE BENCH.

llumlili/ nddri'axed to T. E. N.

lr ever, where you hold t,ho Seat of Doom,
I stand, my ix)rd, before you at the Bar,

And my foreii~i'' fame, a virgin bloom,

U.x'ili your awful bands to make or mar,

Let it not prejudice my case, I pray.

If you should call to mind a previous meeting

\Yhen on a champion course the other day
."iir Lordsliip four strokes and a beating.

1 ov.li if savoured of contempt of court,

Hinted ol disrespect toward the Bench,
Tliat J should chuckle when your pitch was short

Or smile to see you in the sanded trench ;

But Golf (so I extenuate my sin)

Brings all men level, like the greens they putt on;

One common bunker makes the whole world kin,

And Bar may scrap with Beak, and I with SCU-TT-N.

Nor did I give myself superior airs ;

I made allowance for defective sight ;

" The bandage which impartial Justice wears

Leaves you," I said, "a stranger to the light;
Habituated to the sword and scales,

If you commit some pardonable blunder,
If" (I remarked) "your nerve at moments fails

With grosser ironmongery, where 's the wonder?"

So may the Law's High Majesty o'erlook

My rash presumption ; may the memory die

Of how I won the match (and further took

The liberty of mopping up the bye) ;

Remember just a happy morning's round,
Also the fact that this alleged old fogey

Played at the last hole like a book and downed
The barely human feat of Colonel Bogey. O. S.

IF WE ALL TOOK TO MARGOTRY.
[lire. ASQUITH'S feuillcton, which for so many people has trans-

formed Sunday into a day of unrest, sets up a new method of auto-

biography, in which the protagonist is, so to speak, both JOHNSON
and BOSWKLL too. Successful models being always imitated we may
expect to see a general use of her lively methods; and as a matter of fact
I have been able already, through the use of a patent futurist reading-
glass (invented by Signer Margoni), to get glimpses of two forthcom-
ing reminiscent works of the future which, but for the chroni/jue tqo'is-
tiqiie of the moment might never have been written, and certainly
not in their present interlocutory shape.]

I.

FROM " FIRST AID TO LITERATURE."

By Edmund Gosse.

. . . Not the least interesting and delicate of my duties
as a confidential adviser were connected with a work of
reminiscences which created some stir in the nineteen-
twenties. How it came about I cannot recollect, but it was
thought that my poor assistance as a friendly censor of a
ioo florid exuberance in candour might not be of disservice
io the book, and I accepted the invitation. The volume
being by no moans yet relegated to oblivion's dusty shelves
[am naturally reluctant to refer to it with such particu-
anty as might enable my argus-eyed reader to identify it
and my own unworthy share therein, and therefore in the
following dialogue, typical of many between the author and
myself, I disguise her name under an initial. Quis custo-

It would be grotesque indeed if one whose special
mission was to correct the high spirits of others should
umself fail in good taste.

Mrs. A. (laying down the MS.with abang). I see nothing
but blue pencil marks, and blue was never my colour.

Why are you so anxious that I should be discreet? In-

discretion is the better part of authorship.
EDMUND (earnestly). It is your fame of which I am

thinking. If you adopt my emendations you will go down
to history as the writer of the best book of reminisce::

in pjiiglish.

,1//vi. .-1. (with Jervour). I don't want to go down to

history. I want to stay here and make it. And you (with
i'mot inn] you have cramped my stylo. I can't think why
I asked yon to help.
EJ>MUXD. Everyone asks me to help. It is my destiny.

I am the Muses' amicus curia.

Mrs. A. Oh, blow Latin ! (Lighting two cigarettes at once)
What 's the good of reminiscences of to-day, by me, without

anything about L.G. '.'

EDMVXD. Dear lady, it would never have done. Be rea-

sonable. There are occasions when reticence is imperative.
Mm. A. Eeticence ! What words you use !

(Cmtera dcsunt.)

ii.

FROM " A WEEK IN LOVELY LUCEHXE."

By D. Lloyd George.

... I do not say that the mountains hereabout are not
more considerable than those of our own beloved Wales,
but as material to be employed in perorations they are far

inferior. There is not the requisite mist (which may symbo-
lise ignorance or obstinacy or any temporary disturbance or

opposition), later to be dispelled by the strong beams of the
sun (representing either progress generally or prime-minis-
terial genius or pure Coalitionism). Other local features I

felt, however, I might find rhetorically useful, such as THOU-
WALDSEN'S Lion, so noble, so so leonine, but doomed ever
to adhere to the rock, how symbolic of a strong idealist un-
able to translate his ameliorative plans into action ! The
old bridge too, uniting the two sides of the city, as one can

attempt to link Radicalism and Coalitionism how long
could it endure ? And so on. One's brain was never idle.

It was while we were at Lucerne that Lord RIDDELL
and I had some of our most significant conversations. I

set them down just as they occurred, extenuating nothing
and concealing nothing.
Lord RIDDELL (with emotion). You are in excellent

form to-day. Lucerne now has two lions one of them
free.

DAVID (surprised). I free? (Sadly) You forget that
GIOLITTI is coming.
Lord RIDDELL. But that is nothing to yon. Try him

with your Italian and he will soon go.
DAVID. You are a true friend. You always hearten me.
Lord RIDDELL (with more, emotion). But you are so

wonderful, so wonderful ! And now for to-day's amusements.
Where shall we go? Up Mount Pilatus or to WILLIAM
TELL'S Chapel ?

DAVID. There is something irresistible to a Welshman in
the word chapel. Let us go there. And WILLIAM TELL,
was he not a patriot ? Did he not defy the tyrant ? I am
sure that in his modest conventicle I can think of a
thousand eloquent things. Let us go there.
Lord RIDDELL. My hero ! my dauntless hero '====== B. V. L.

" Even with a round of 73 in the morning Ray fell behind Vardon,
who accomplished a remarkable round of 17 to lead the field."

Provincial Paper.

This is believed to be the first occasion on which any golfer
has accomplished two holes in one shot.
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THE LION OF LUCERNE."

MB. LLOYD GKOKGB (having jMM to***. "NOT A SINGLE DISSENTIKN L"

THE SORT OF PEACH CONFERENCE I LIKE.
1
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Mabel (in barefaced attempt to detain Uotlur u-lien saying
"
GooiJ-night"). "On, MUMMY, I WOULD I.IKE TO TELL YOU A STUUY

AP.Ol'T THREE LITTLE BOYS."

Mother. "No, NO; co TO SLEEP. THERE 's KO TIME TO TELL A STOP.Y ABOUT"THKEE LITTLE BOYS.''

Mabel. "\VEI.L, THUS, LET ME TELL YOU A STOKY ABOUT r\vo LITTLE BOYS."

THE RABBITS GAME.
" DON'T forget to say

' Rabbits '. to-

morrow," said Angela. Angela is aged
nine and my younger sister ;

I am
thirteen and my name is Anne.

We both looked inquiringly at Father,

and, as be didn't seem to remember,

Angela in pained surprise began to

explain.
" If you say

' Rabbits
'

before

you say anything else on the lirst day
of a month you get a present during
the month, but you mustn't say any-

thing else first, or you won't."

It all came out in one breath and,

though it looks clear enough now,
Father was very stupid.

" I dislike rabbits," he said,
" and 1

am very busy; your Mother will prob-

ably be glad of them for the servants.
1 '

The rebuke iu Angela's eyes was
severe.

" We haven't got any rabbits,"
she said ;

" we arc only going to say
' Rabbits

'

to-morrow morning when we
wake up and we thought you might
like to do the same.'

1

"
Oh, 1 should," said Father ;

" thank

you very much, I won't forgot." And he
wrote " Rabbits

" down on liis blottin"-

paper.
" Now go and tell your Mother ;

she would like to say
' Rabbits

'

too, I

know."
That seemed to terminate the inter-

view, so we left him
;
but altogether it

was not very satisfactory. You see,

when we had "
Bon-jour-Philippines,"

Father used to provide the presents ;

at least that was some time ago ; we
haven't had any "Bon-jour-Philippines"

lately. The last time we did, Jack,

that is my brother at Oxford, found one

and split it with Father, and the next

morning lie said, "Bon-jour-Philippine"
first and then asked for a present.
Father asked him what be wanted, and
he gave Father a letter that be had
had that morning. Father got very

angry and said that it was a disgrace
the way tailors allowed credit to young
wasters nowadays. He didn't say it

quite like that, it was rather worse, and
Mother said,

"
Hush, dear; remember

the children," and Father said that they
were all as bad and in the conspiracy
to ruin him, and he went out of the

room and banged the door.

Mother told Jack that lie should have
chosen a better moment, and .lack owned

he had made a mistake and said that

he ought to have got it in before Father

had looked at the paper and seen the

latest news of LLOYD GEOKK. I don't

quite know what ho meant, but Father

often talks about LLOYD GEOHOK, and

he must be a beast.

I asked Jack later if he got bis pro-

sent, and he said that he bad, but and

here he copied Father's voice so 'well

that I had to laugh
" It is the very

last time, my boy ;
when I was at

Oxford I used to consider my Father,

and I would have worked in the fields

and earned money sooner than have

given him bills to pay." Jack said

that he knew one of the dons at Oxford

j

who knew Father, and from what lie
!

said he thought that Father must have

spent as long in the lields as NKIH:<'IIAD-

NK/z.Uf did.

I remembered all this as I went to

find mother about "
Rabbits," and I

wasn't quite sure that we should get
our present even if we did say it, so I

told Angela, and she had a brilliant

idea.
" We will make Father say

' Rabbits
'

and give him a present our-

selves, and he is sure to give us some-
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Angela is younger
k

in return.

Mian I iini, Imt she often thinks quite
clever tilings like that, and they corno
in very useful sometimes.

\V(! wont to the summer-house in

the garden to niako plans. First we
thought what would bo the best pre-
sent to give Father. Last Christinas
wo gave him a pipe, and he said that
it, was just what he wanted; it cost

oinepence and was made like a man's
head, and you put the tobacco in a hole
in his hat.

Father lit it at once after breakfast,
but two days after I saw Jakes the

gardener smoking it. We thought at
lirst that ho had stolen it, and I went
to Father, but he said that Jakes had
thirteen children, and when a man was
in trouble like that you ought to give
up what you valued most to try to
make that man happy, and that Jakes
was awfully pleased when he gave him
the pipe.
You see that made it very difficult,

as we had to get something that Father
would like and Jakes too, as he still

had thirteen children; and then I re-

membered that Mrs. Jakes had once
looked at a woollen juniper that I had
on, and said that it would be just the

thing for her Mary Ann, who had a deli-

cate chest, and Jakes would be sure to
like what Mrs. Jakes liked, or else he
wouldn't have married her. Of course
a jumper wasn't really the sort of thing
that Father could wear, but I thought
lie might wrap his foot up in it when
he next had gout, and besides I shouldn't
be wanting it much more myself, as the
umnier was coming on.

Angela said that she thought that
would do well, and she wouldn't mind
iving Father her jumper next month

if he said "
Babbits," and it would do

'or Mrs. Jakes' next little girl.
So that was decided, and then we had

.o arrange the plan. The most import-
ant thing was for us to wake before

Father, so that we could wake him and
remind him before he had time to say
inything else, and Angela remembered
ihat Ellen, that 's the housemaid, had
an alarm clock, which she used to set
at a quarter to six each morning. We
waited until Ellen had gone down-
stairs and then took it and hid it in

Angela's bed.

Next morning the clock went off.

We were both rather frightened, and
t was very cold and the room looked

'unny, as the blinds hadn't been pulled
ip, hut we put our dressing-gowns on.
Then Angela said that she had heard
hat if you woke a person who was
walking in their sleep they sometimes
;alled out, so I took a pair of stockings
rom the basket that had just come back
rom the wash to hold over Father's

"LOOK 'ERE THIS ABF-CROWN WON'T DO. IT AIN'T GOT NO MILLINU ox ITS BKDDK."
"BLIMY! NOR IT 'AS ! I KNEW I'D FORGOTTEN SOMEFINK."

mouth while we woke him. They were

waiting to be mended and had a hole
in them, but that didn't matter much,
as I screwed them up tight, and then
we went into Father's room. They
were both asleep, and Father had his
mouth open all ready for the stockings,
which was very lucky, as I was won-

dering how I could get them in.

We crept up to the bed, and I know
[ shivered, and I think Angela did too,
as I was holding her hand. Then she
called out " Boo "

as loud as she could,
and I stuffed the stockings into Father's

mouth, and then they both woke up,
and everything went wrong.
Mother thought the house was on

ire and screamed, and it made Angela
>egin to cry. I quite forgot to tell

father to say "Rabbits," and just
n'essed the stockings further into his

nouth.

Father struggled and made awful

loises, and when he did get the stock-

ngs out the things he said weren't a

)it like
"
Babbits," and the only thing

hat he did say that I could write down

here was that he thought he was going
to be sick. The rest was dreadful.
We were both sent back to bed, and

that morning as a punishment we were
not allowed into the dining-room until

Father and Mother had finished their

breakfast; and Angela, who often thinks

quite clever things, said that we had
better not do "Rabbits" again for a

good long time. But after all it didn't

matter much as the weather got a great
deal colder, and I wore my jumper a

lot, and so did Angela.

FLOWERS' NAMES.
DAME'S DELIGHT.

TIIEUI: was a Lady walked a wood;
She never smiled, nor never could.

One day a sunbeam from the South
Kissed full her petulant proud mouth ;

She laughed,and there, beneath the trees,

Fluttering in the April breeze,

Spread tracts of blossom, green and
white,

Curtseying io the golden light
The broken laugh of Dame's Delight.
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FIRST LOVE AND LAS'!'.

It i* ix.intrd out l>>
a contemporary thai

the dr<".-makrr's waxen model has quite lost

h.-r old insipid air. Tin- lat.st example's of the

mcxlcll.T'siirt -how tho"glad en
" and features

with which "any man might fall in love."]

Is tin- da\s when 1 started to toddle

I loved "with a frenzy sublime

A dressmaker's beauteous model

1 think I was three at the time;

She was fair in the foolish old fashion,

And they found me again and again

With my nose in an access of passion
(lined tight to the jiiine.

But 1 thought they were gone past

returning
Till Time should go back on his tracks,

Those days of a rhild\ undiscerning
But fervent devotion to wax ;

Couldaheart, though admittedly rest he,

Recapture that innocent mood
At sixty next birthday ? I 'in blest if

I thought that it could.

But Art, ever bent on progression,
Has taken the model in hand,

And brought in the line of succession

A figure more pleasingly planned ;

Her eyes with the gladdest of glances,
Her lips and her hair and her cheek

Can puncture like so many lances

A bosom of teak.

HARD TIMES FOE HEROINES.
"On, Bertram," breathed Eunice as

she glided into his arms, "if Ernest

knew, what would he think?
"

At this point of my story I admit
that I was held up. I myself couldn't

help wondering how Ernest would re-

gard the situation. He was a perfectly

good husband and, personally, I pre-
ferred him to Bertram the lover. I

might get unpopular with my readers,

however, if they suspected this, so I

continued:
" Ernest cau never appreciate you as

I do, dearest," Bertram whispered
hoarsely ;

" ho is cold, hard, iudiffer-

ent-
Again I paused. If Eunice had been

the really nice girl I meant her to be
she would have asked Bertram what on
earth he meant by saying such things
about her husband, and would have
told him the shortest cut to the front-
door. In which ea.se she might never
have got into print.
The fact is the poor heroine of fiction

has a hard time of it nowadays. Some-
one ought to write a treatise on " How-
to be Happy though a Heroine," or

uphold her cause in some way. Twenty-
live years ago she lived in a halo of

romance. I lor wooers were tender,
respectful and adoring ; she was never
without a chaperon. Her love-story
was conventional and ended in weddiim

bells. To-dayjust see how her posi-

tion has altered. Generally she begins

by being married already. Then her

lover comes along to place her in awk-

ward predicaments and put her to no

end of inconvenience, very often only

to make her realise that she prefers her

husband after all. Or, on the other

hand, the modern writer does not mind

killing off, on the barest pretext, a

husband who is perfectly sound in

wind and limb and had never suffered

from anything in his life until the lover

appeared. The poor girl will tell you
herself that it isn't natural.

Then theie is the compromising
situation. Magazine editors clamour

for it in fiction, I mean. We find the

heroine flung ona desert island, with the

one man above all others in the world

that she detests as her sole companion.
It is rather rough on her, but often still

more rough on
othe^ people, as it may

necessitate drowning the entire crew

and passengers of a large liner just in

order to leave the couple aloue for a

\\hile to get to know each other better.

And not until they find that they, care

for one another after all does the rescue

party arrive. It will cruise about, or

be at anchor round the corner, for

weeks and weeks, so that it can appear
on the horizon at the moment of the

first embrace. This situation is so

popular at present that it is surprising
that there are enough desert islands to

go round.

Again, the lonely bungalow episode
is pretty cheerless for the heroine. She

accepts an apparently harmless invita-

tion to spend a week-end with friends

in the country. When she arrives at

the station there is no one to meet her.

After a course of desert islands this

ought to arouse her suspicions, but she
never seems to benefit by experience.
At the bungalow, reached in a hired

fly and a blinding snowstorm, she finds

the whole household away. The four

other week-end guests, her host and
hostess and their five children, the

invalid aunt who resides with the

family, the three female servants and
the hoot-boy who lives in all have

completely vanished. The only sign
of life for miles is the hero standing on
the doorstep looking bewildered and
troubled, as well lie might, for he
knows that he must spend the night
in a snowstorm to avoid compromis-
ing the heroine.

And when the family return next

morning and explain that they went out
to look at the sunset, but were held up
at a neighbour's by the weather, nobody
seems to think the excuse a little thin.

The heroine can never hope for a

tranquil existence like other people. I

read of one only recently who, just

because she strongly objected to the
man her parents wanted her to many,
was flung with him on an iceberg that

had only seating capacity for two.
And when the iceberg began to melt
writers must at times manipulate the
elements it meant that she must
either watch the man drown or share
the same seat with him. The rescue

party held off, of course, until the
harassed girl was sitting on his knees,
and then received the pair as they slid

down, announcing their engagement.
What do I intend to do with Bertram

and Eunice? I am undecided whether
to place them in the vicinity of a

volcano, which, unknown to Bertram,
has eruptive tendencies, or to send
(hem up in an aeroplane and break- the

propeller in mid-Atlantic just as the res-

cue party (including the husband)
What ? Do I understand anything
about aeroplanes? Certainly not ; but
I know everything about heroines.

EVIDENCE.
' WHAT 's all this I hear about the

Abbey ?
"
said my friend Truscott when

I met him yesterday.
Truscott has just returned from New

Zealand and is for the moment 11 little

behind the times. But he can pick up
the. threads as quickly as most men.

" It 's in a bad way," I told him.
" All kinds of defects in the fabric, and
there 's a public fund to make it sound

again. You ought to subscribe."
" It may be in disrepair," he replied,

" but it isn't going to fall down just

yet. 1 know ;
I went to see it this

morning."
" But how do you know? "

I asked.
" You may guess ; you can't know."
"I know," he said, "because I \\as

told. A little bird told me, and there 's

no authority half so good. Do you re-

member a few years ago a terrific storm

that blew down half the elms in Ken-

sington Gardens? "

I remembered. I had reason
;

for

the trunks and branches were all over

the road and my omnibus from Church
Street to Piccadilly Circus had to make
wide detours.

"
Well," Truscott continued,

" some-

one wrote to the papers to say that

two or three days before the storm all

the rooks left the trees and did not

return. They knew what was coming.
Birds do know, you know, and thai s

why 1 feel no immediate anxiety about

the Abbey."
"
Explain," I said.

"
Well," he continued,

" when 1 was

there this morning I watched a sparrow

popping in and out of a nest built in a

niche in the stonework over the north

door."
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THOUGHTS ON "THE TIMES."

(FBOM A TRAIN.)

HKAI.I.Y the news is very had this

morning. On tin- trout page theic HIc

two Foreign crises mid :i Home one.

On the next page there is one (Inive

Warning and two probable strikes. On

every other page there is either a poli-

tical murder or a new war. It is

awful . . .

Yet somehow I don't feel depressed.
I rather feel like giggling. An empty
smoker in the Cornish express /-in/////

except for me ! Extraordinary
And all my luggage in the right

Tan, labelled for Helston, and
not for Hull or Harwich or

Hastings. That porter was a

splendid fellow, so respectful,
so keen on his work no Bol-

shevism about him. I gave
him a shilling. I gave the

taxi-man a shilling too. That

guard is a pleasant fellow

also ; I shall give him two

shillings, perhaps half-a-crown.

Yet I see that the railways are

seething with unrest.

I have just read The Times'
leader. Everything seems to

be coming undone . . . Persia,

Mesopotamia, Egypt, India.

This Bolshevist business . . .

dreadful. The guard has got
me a ticket for the Second
Luncheon. A capital fellow. I

gave him three shillings. Ab-
surd. I have no more shillings
now. I am overdrawn. There
is a financial crisis. But that,
of course, is general. I see
that Mr. Iselbaum anticipates
a general smash this winter.
A terrible winter it is going to
be ... no coal, no food . . .

We ought to be in by five, in
time for a fat late tea ...
Cornish cream . . . jam. Gwen
will be at the station, with
the children, all in blue . . . or

pink perhaps. How jolly the country
looks ! Superficial, of course

; the har-
vest 's ruined ; no wheat, no fruit. And
unemployment will be very bad. And
the more people there are unemployed
the more people will strike . . . Sounds
funny, that; but true . . . Hope
they 've given us the usual table in the
coffee-room, that jolly window-table in
the corner, where one can look across
the bay to the cliffs and the corn-fields
and the hills . . . Only there's no
corn, I suppose, this year . . . And one
has a good view of the rest of the room
there ... can study the new arrivals
at dinner, instead of having to wait till

afterwards. Dinner is much the best
time to study them; you can see at

once how they eat. And it is so much
easier to decide which is the sister and

which the fiancte of the young man
when they are all stationary at a tahle.

When you only see them rushing about

passages in ones it takes days.
All the usual families will be there,

I suppose the Bradleys and the

Clinks, old Mrs. Puntage and the, kids

if they can afford it this year . . .

Very likely they can't. I can't, cer-

tainly. But I 'm going.
"Not since the fateful week-end of

August, 1914, when the destinies of

NATIONAL RESEARCH.
THE DAILY QVEST, EVER WITH ITS FINGEU ON THE PUBLIC
.LSK, SENDS A SPECIAL COMMISSIONER TO OUR HOLIDAY KE-

SOKTS TO DISCOVER WHICH HAS THE NICEST NECKS

Europe were decided in a few hours,
have issues of such gravity engaged the
attention of the British race. . . ."

Dreadful. I shall get some tennis to-
morrow. I shan't be called. I shall

get up when the sun is on my face and
not before. I shall dress very, very
slowly, looking at the sea and the
sands and the sun, not rushing, not
shaving properly, not thinking, not
washing a great deal, just sort of falling
into an old coat and some grey flan-
nels. . . . Then I shall just sort of
fall downstairs about half-past nine,
and give the old barometer a bang.Then breakfast, very deliberate, but
cheerful, because the glass went upwhen I banged it it always goes up at

tliat hotel . . . like the cost of living
Up another five points to-day, I see
Bread 's going to be one-and-threepence
But of course there won't be any breac
this winter, so the price doesn't niucl
matter. But what about coal? am
milk ? and meat ? " Several new set

of wage claims are due for decisioi
within the next few weeks, and it i

possible that two of them at least maj
not be determined without a cessation
of work." More strikes . . . But no
for a week or two. To-morrow then
won't . be any papers at breakfast~

there won't be any letters,

shan't catch the 9.5. After
breakfast I shall smoke on the
cliff then some tennis. Mos
of the balls will go over the

cliff, but when they have al

gone one just slips down anc

bathes, and picks them up on
the way. Undress on the rocks

no machines, no tents. Jolly
bathing. Mixed, of course
This Tonbridge councillor is

on about that again, I see.

He ought to come to Mullion.
Mixed bathingdepends entirely
on the mixture. He doesn't
realise that. Of course, if he
will bathe at Tonbridge . .

" In diplomatic circles no
one is attempting to conceal
that the situation is extremely
grave." Now which situation
is that? That must be one
of these world-plots. Don't

really see how civilisation can

jarry on more than a week or
two now. Lucky I only took
a single, perhaps. It was only
two pounds, but I hadn't

snough for a return. Never
ihall have enough, probably
out no matter. If the world
is coming to an end, might as
well be in a good part of it at
'-he time. And it would be

iickening to be snuffed out
with an unused return -ticket

in one's pocket.
On the sands after lunch build a

few castles and dams and things for
the children at least, not altogether for

the children, not so much as they think,
anyhow. Tea at the farm, with plenty
of cream, possibly an egg . . . No eggs
this winter, I see

; some question of

non-unionists. Then a little golf before
dinner and perhaps a little dancing
afterwards. Coffee, anyhow . . .

Then The Times arrives, all wrapped
up, just as one is explaining about
the seventh hole. It is all stiff and

crinkly, and one spends a long time re-

arranging it, flattening out the folds . . .

And one never reads it. That 's the
best of all. A. P. H.
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The Cheerful One. "(JONGRAITI.AIIONS, OLD CHAP, OK IINDINO voun GAME AI.AIS."

(/(,/) Grouser. '-FINDING MY GABK! WHY. 1 'vi: JUST OFFKIIKD TO BKI.I, F.vr.uv DA.MM i> i i.i n i>

The Cheerful One. "YES, I KSOW. BtT YESTEBDAY YOU WKBE ../r/.vo THBM AWAY."

PRONE.
To th<- Editor of

" Punch."

Snt, I am an architect (of forty-
three years' standing) and I like to

keep n u mnnint with everything in the

world of building (or of being about to

build). Consequently anything new in

constructional material interests me,
and in this connection I would like to

ask you \\hat is or what are Prone'.' I

bftVC only seen it (or them) mentioned

once, and from the context I gather
thiit the word prone

"
stands for the

plural of "
prone

"
(as

"
grouse

"
is t!ie

plural of "grouse," and as "house"

might well stand for the plural of

house" nowadays, considering the

ihortage of dwellings), and that it (or

the\) is (or are) used cither n- a floor

Covering, or otherwise in connection

with working on the floor or ground.

.My reason lor so thinking is con-

tained in the following interesting item,

culled from a well-known daily news-

paper:
There i* in London one man at least who

works hard c\cn d;iy ami In- I" lay prone to

do it.

He may be scon daily in tlie cloistrrs of

Westminster Abbey re-cutting the nan
tin 1

(lagged gravestones which hau- been worn

by countless pilgrims' feet. He has picked
out many illustrious names, mid others are to

follow."

The sex and species of this hard-

worker preclude the, notion of any ovi-

parous act, and I take it that one "
lays

prone" as one lays a mat or strip of

carpet, for the purpose of facilitating

labour that is done on the knees or

stomach. If I am right I should like

to get my builder to order some for his

workmen absolutely at once.

Anything which would help to defeat

the Trade Unions in their fight against

speeding-up woukl be a blessing, esi>v-

cially to the architectural world, so

perhaps you will be good enough to

enlighten me on the nature of Prone,

and where obtainable.

Relieve me. Yours very ravi-l\ .

OM-.SIMI-S STONI: (F.K.I.H.A.).

From an American book on " How
and What to Read" :

" Other great American >!n>ii -i<n-\ wntrr>

include Bret Harte, Kdward Kvnvtt I lair.

Frank Stockton, and Mary K. Wilkins. \\ ith

tliesc may In 1 included Thomas Hardy'*' Life s

Little Ironies.' which are full <>f fun."

Mr. HAHDY will bo glad, no doubt, to

add this little ironv to his collection.

THI; KK
THE scoffer rails at ancient tali

Of lake and stream and river:

The wise man owns that in his I-

The kelpie makes him shiver. .

Big salmon-flies the scoffer I.

Long rods and wading stocking.

I'npicturesque he walks in K-k

With unbelief and inookin:

A river-horse ! O-lio, of com wl "

And shouts with ribald laii>,'ht'

He does not see in his cheap glee

The kelpie trotting after.

The storm comes i hill fl off tlio bill:

An eerie wind doth holloa ;

And near and near by su, _

The water-horse doth follow.

A snort, a snuff: enough, enough :

I'a-t pr.i\.
i "i- human hcl|'

C'omes never more to mortal door

Who iii-vts the water-kelpie.

-THK KINd AIUUVKS IN MuTI.\N|i
\SKKP TO 1.1 . \\ I

Consecutice Hcaitlinei in " The l>

The habit of reading the headlii

our pictorial newspapers without glanc-

ing at the pictures beneath them is

liable l" .-ic.ite fal<o impressions.
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Mrs. Symons (wishing to draw attention, in the time-lionourcd manner, to the amount of dust on the drawing-room furniture). "LooK
AT THAT, MABTHA; I CAN WHITE MY NAME ON THE PIANO."

Martha. "FANCY, NOW, YOU SPELLING IT WITH A 'y.'"

TO A MAKEE OF PILLS.

[" The Pill Trade has fallen on evil days ;
no ex-service men seem to

requingnllg." A pill manufacturer summoned for rates at Willesden.]

O BENEFACTOR of the British Tommy,
So often sick in far unfriendly climes,

What tears of sympathy are flowing from me
To learn that you have fallen on evil times !

Yea, to iny mind 'tis little short of tragic
That men no longer buy your potent spheres of magic !

Scarce less detested than the Bulgar bullet
Your bitter pellets of Quin. Sulph. gr. 5

Have often stuck in my long-suffering gullet,

Leaving me barely more than half alive,
Whilst the accursed drag, whose taste I dread, -

Hummed like an aeroplane within my throbbing head.

And what about Acetyl- Salicylic,
And what of Calomels and Soda Sals ?

Existence had been even less idyllic
Without those powerful and faithful pals !

Why, midst the fevers of the Struma plain you
Furnished the greater part of Tommy's daily menu.
Or what of that infallible specific,
Your Pil. Cathartic Comp., or No. 9,

Whose world-wide influence must have been terrific
Since first it found its footing in the Line?

The British Tommy took it by the million-
Why should it fail to sell now he has turned civilian ?

It is not base ingratitude that blinds him
To recognition of an ancient debt,

But rather that the sight of these reminds him
Of painful days which he would fain forget, .

When life was one long round of guards and drills,

Marches, patrols, fatigues and sick parades and pills.

Yet hear me, maker of the potent pilule :

Although my days of soldiering are o'er,
I 'm fondly trusting that, when next I 'm ill, you I

Come to my rescue as you came of yore ;

Meanwhile you '11 understand that I, for one,
Refuse to buy your wares and eat them just for fun.

A Dead Heat.
"In the high jump final, Landen (U.S.A.) was first with a jump

of Oft. 4Jin. ; Muller (U.S.A.) and E. Keleond (Sweeden) died for
second place." Provincial Paper.

" I heard Lord Rosebery say :

' Your little girl has got beautiful eyes.
'

I repeated this upstairs with joy and excitement to the family, who . . .

said the.y thought it. was true enough if my eyes had not been so close
together." 'Extract from Autobiography of Margot Asquith.
Her "

I's
"
are generally rather close together.

"The policy which should be adopted is first to take steps to prevent
prices continuing to rise, and then to endeavour to reduce them until
the purchasing power of the pound sterling is equal to the purchasin"
power of the dollar." Financial Paper.

Judging by the New York exchange good progress has
been made in this direction.
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THE " HOUSE "-BKEAKER.
OVERTHROW OF THE PARLIAMKNT OF DEMOCRACY; A DIU'.AM OP THE "COUNCIL

OF ACTION."
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Mother. "YouE COUSIN JIM HAS OFFERED TO TAKE Ton TO DINNER AND A THEATRE TO-sioHr. ABES'T YOD PLEASED?"
Daughter. "On, IT'S ALL RIGHT, .BUT HE LOOKS so ROTTENLY RESPECTABLE."

GEORGE, JANE AND LENIN.
Now that Soviet rule in England is

Apparently so imminent it seems to me
that we ought to consider a little more
closely the application of its practical

machinery. The morning papers reach
this village at three o'clock in the after-

noon, so that nobody is in to read them,
and when one comes back in the even-

ng one is generally too lazy, but a

couple of rather startling sentences
ihout the coming Communist regime
'nave recently caught my eye.

" The people of England, like the

jeople of Russia," runs the first, "will
soon be working under the lash." And
-lie second, so far as I remember, says,
'Our rations will no doubt be reduced
o half a herring and some boiled bird-

ieod, which is all the unhappy Russians
are getting to eat."

Before these changes fall suddenly
apon us I think we should ponder a
ittle on the way in which they will

iffect our urban and agricultural life.

Take the House of Commons. A
rery large and symbolic knout might
occupy the position of the present mace,
md from time to time the SPEAKER

could take it up and crack it. As this

needs a certain amount of practice it will

be necessary to select a fairly horsey
man as Speaker, and the Whips, who
will follow the same procedure, should
also be skilled practitioners. I see no

difficulty in applying the same method
to commercial and factory life in gen-
eral, still less to the packing of the

Underground Railway and the loading
of motor-omnibuses and trams.

It is rather when we come to scat-

tered rural communities that the system
seems likely to break down. Take the
case of George Harrison in this village.
When I first met George Harrison, and
he said that he thought the weather
was lifting, he was carrying a basket

of red plums which he offered to sell

me for an old song. On subsequent
occasions I met him

1. Driving cows. (At least I sup-

pose he was driving them ; he was sit-

ting sideways on a large horse doing

nothing in particular, and some of the

cows were going into one field and

some into another, and a dog was biting
their tails indiscriminately.)

2. Clearing muck and weeds out of

the stream.

3. Setting a springe for rabbits.

4. Delivering letters, because the

postman doesn't like walking up the
hill.

Now I maintain that there would
be insuperable difficulties in making
George carry out all these various ac-

tivities under the lash. Anyone, I sup-
pose, under a properly constituted
Soviet rtgime might be detailed as

George Harrison's lasher, Mr. SMILLIE,
Mr. (1. K. CHESTERTON, Lord CUHZON,
Mr. CLYNES or the Duke of NORTHUM-
BERLAND. Can you imagine Mr. CHKS-
TKKTON walking about on guard duty
in a rabbit warren while George Harri-
son set springes in accordance with the

principles laid down by the Third Inter-

nationale for rabbit-snaring? or the
Duke of NORTHUMBERLAND standing in

gum-boots in the middle of a stream
and flicking George Harrison about the
trousers if he didn't rake out old tin

cans at forty to the minute as laid down
by the Moscow Code ? Now I ask you.
And then there is this half a herring

and boiled bird - seed arrangement.
George Harrison has a sister of eighteen
who kindly comes in to do cooking and
housework for us every day. She think*
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ightfully queer, and if we bought

B herrings and bird-seed and asked

her to cook them for us I have no douht

she would oblige, but, though she doesn't

much care what we eat, there are a lot

,,f things she doesn't eat herself, and

lish is one of them. Porridge, which, I

suppose, is a kind of bird-seed, is another.

Not that Jane calls it eating, by the

\\ ay. She calls it
"
touching," and there

are any number of things that shedoesn't

fancy touching. She will touch enor-

mous platefuls of bacon or sausages or

almost any derivative of the domestic

pig, and the same applies to puddings
and cake. But beef and mutton she

does not touch, nor margarine, and we
have to be almost as careful that Jane

Harrison has plenty of the right things
to touch as about the whole of the rest

of the family.-
Now here again I

think it would be quite

possible to induce the

people of England in

our large industrial cen-

tres to ration them-

selves on boiled herring
and bird-seed. We
should not use those

names, of course. The
advertisements on the

hoardings would say :

THE BOUNTIFUL HAR-
VEST OF THE SEA
DROUGHT TO THE
BREAKFAST TABLE

or

WHAT MAKES THE SKY-
LARK so HAPPY ?

TRY HARKABY'S HEMP.
A SONG IN EVERY

SPOONFUL.

But propaganda of that sort would
have no effect on Jane. She would

simply say that she never cared to

touch herrings and that she did not

fancy hemp-seed.
When I consider the cases of George

and Jane I am bound to believe either
t hat the Russian moujiks (if

this is still

the right word) arc more docile and
tractable than ours, or else that the
Soviet rcijinifl will need a great deal of

adaptation before it can be extended
to our English villages. Or, of course,
it may be possible that some of the
minuter details of M. LENIN'S adminis-
tration have not been fully revealed to
me. I shall find out about this no douht
when I return to London. In the
meantime I am banking on George and
Jane, whatever the COUNCIL OF ACTION
may do.

LUCERNE.
0, every dog must have its day
And cv'ry town its turn ;

l-'i.r f.iir i* fair. . . and, anyway,
Let's talk about Lucerne.

Lucerne is in Switzerland, and I am
in Lucerne. The moment I heard that

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE was coming to

Lucerne 1 felt that a new importance
was added to Switzerland, to Lucerne,

to me and, if I may say so, to Mr.

LLOYD GEORGE. But I felt that, if I

didn't do something about it, Lucerne

and Mr. LLOYD GEORGE would get aw ay
with all the credit and my part in the

affair would he overlooked.

The question arose as to what to call

that "
something

"
? After a great deal

of thought I decided to try you with

a short and simple
"
Lucerne," one of

Wee Donald Angus.
Literal Gentleman.

'PLEASE, SllU!, WIIAT TIME Wl'LL II HE?"
WHEN ?

"

and to have at last a little uninter-

rupted holiday. Probably he counts
on the difficulty of getting at him there,

having regard to that terrible bit of the

journey Bern Ltizern, which covers

sixty miles, takes three hours and in-

volves twenty-four stops, even if you
take the mid-day express. There is a

train in the afternoon (its number is

0666, and 1 warn you against it) which
takes four hours, though it only stops

twenty-four times also. The sinister

fact is that all the trains on this route

stop as often as they can, which I

attribute to that general wave of idle-

ness which is to-day spreading over

Europe. But number 5666 is worse
than others; or else it is getting old

and tired. I notice that among the

trains doing the return journey there is

no number 5666 ; I sup-

pose it has just as much
as it can do to get there

and that it never does

return.

The PREMIER was not

far out to count on this

protective element, and
it is still the fact that,

if you approach Luzern

carelessly, it is ninety-
nine to one that you
will spend the best years
of your youug life on
that particular stretch

of railway. But nowa-

days there is a back

way round, by Basel.

Be quite firm in asking
for your ticket. If the

ticket man says, "You
mean Bale?

"
or,

" Ycu
mean Basle'.'" say," No,
I don't. I mean Basel."

The Old Order Changes.
' ' He brighfaaad up a lot when In

Eft-law arrived,' said an onlooker."
s molher-

Proi-'mcial Paper

my reasons being that, if you get down
to the hard facts, there is no such

place.

Try (as the G.P.O. suggests to dis-

appointed envelopes) try

LUZEKX.

Now don't let us have any argument
about it, please. It makes no differ-

ence how long you have called the place" Lucerne
"
or how many of you there

are. It is no good saying that English
people and French" people call it
" Lucerne

"
and as victors the Entente

have the right to impose their wishes ;

and it is no good quoting authorities at
me. Luzern calls itself Luzern, and,
to satisfy myself that it is not mistaken
on the point, 1 have obtained com-
plete corroboration from the -Imtliches
Sckweifffriackes Kiimbitcli, an authority
whose very name is enough to make
your Bradshate look silly and shut up.
The avowed object of the PREMIER is

to get away from people and

You have me and my friend, Amtliches

ScJnceizerisclies Kursbucli, behind you.
Stick firmly to your point, and by ap-

proaching Luzern from the North you
will approach it by a real express which

only takes two hours to do its sixty
miles and hardly stops at all to take

breath. So that finishes with Bern, as

to the spelling of which, though you
would personally like to see some more
"
e's," you now repose confidence in

me. Would you like me to quote my
authority ? . . . All right ;

I won't

say it again if it frightens the children.

In the old days of Peace, Luzern was
full of honeymoon couples, and, when
Peace and honeymoons and all that

sort of nonsense were put a stop to, it

became full of German interned pris-
oners of war. It boasts many first-

class hotels. One of them is patronised

by the Greek ex-Royal Family. A little

unfortunate
; but still you cannot ex-

pect to come and enjoy yourself in

Switzerland without the risk of running
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into an ex-Royal Family every corner

you go round, and, what is more, a

Royal Family that wouldn't be ex- if it

u asn't for you. It is a very good hotel,

:iml 1 recommend it for anyone who
)<>l>oses just to pop over here.

( let hold of L. G. while he is not busy
and explain to him how thoroughly mis-

guided all his policies are, especially as

h> tin' No, ii' Kast. My idea is to group,
according to subject and side, all those
who intend to get hold of the PREMIER,
while he is alone, and to have a quiet
chat with him. 1 have my eye on a

larp' hangar on the other side of the

Lake, vthich was built to house a diri-

gible and ought to hold the bulk of those
who \\ ant a word about Ireland, a place

they could put right in live minutes if it

was left to them. Deputations which
have some idea of declaring strikes,

general strikes and international strikes,

if matters are not arranged to their

liking, will be received between the

hours of ten and twelve, and two and

four, at the Kursaal. Saturday after-

noons and Sundays will be reserved for

quiet walks. I am mapping out some

interesting routes, marking with a red

dot the spots where the PREMIKH is

likely to stop and admire the view, and

where you can approach him quietly
from behind and involve him in an argu-
ment about Russia before be has time

to get away.
Image a PREMIER arrived at the end of

all the beautiful sights to be seen locally,

inured to all the magnificent scenery
around him, and no longer attracted

by the novelty of life abroad, longing,
it may be, for just one touch of home.

Then is the moment for the little sur-

prise I am keeping for him up my
sleeve.

" Come along to a place close

by," I shall say to him, for I see my-
self with the whole business well in my
hands now ;

" come along to a village

I know, whose very name will make

you feel at home.

Just outside Lu/ern v.e stop at

Meggen, but it 's not that. Kussnacht

gets us well abroad again, and tl

nothing particularly homely alxnit 1m-

mcnsee, Arth-Goldau, Steinen, Schwyx
or Brunnen. In fact I can see my
I'UI:MII:H getting suspicious and won-

dering what new political move this

may be, when suddenly there will burst

upon his astonished gaze

Fn i.i.i. i:v

Let us leave him there, alone with

his emotions, into which it would be

impertinent to prol>e. I may tell you
quietly apart that there is a differ-

ence of opinion l>et\veen me and Amt-
//(/'.< SaUMMWtwfcM Kurxbiirli about
this name. He wants to ration the

1's, hut, having been there and heard

the name pronounced, I have refused

to be taught how to spell a pood \\VKIi

name by a darned foreigner. If we are

going to have am nonsense about it 1

have said that I shall stand out for the

proper, full and uncorrupt spelling :

FI.I.KWKI.I.^S.

"Tluit," defiling Mr. Lloyd CJoorgc .iiiml

loud cheers,
'

is one of the liiOMt formidable

chalK'tiges ever giveu to democracy. Without
lii-it.iU"n 11. '. i ."M-n.iiK'iit inuxt aeeept
that rhallciiKi-.' < Vit.unlv , will.' retorted

thr I'rinir Miui-tvr." fY.-imi.; /'n/wi .

No wonder Mr. I.um> (iKOiuii: wants

a holiday if lit- has l>egun to talk to

himself.

-A i,-l,^'.iiN : It is an-

i)ouncl heiv that an agr.tiiui.
concluded bctwo--ii Kntnci-. (in-.it Hritain :mil

Itah regardinp tlu- d-liniiutimi of the opeti

golf duunpiuii>li>i>." I'l-urincuil 1

It will be noticed that America seems

once more to have held aloof from the

councils of the Allie*.
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mo up

HIM THAT HATH . . ."

Bntterinton \vho first put
to the idea. I asked liiin a

simple question about the habits of the

Sigalion Boa, a certain worm in whose

ways I was taking an interest ft the
*

1 -1 I I J 1

time 1

, and lie at once replied that lie

himself was not in the fur line.

"Whenever," he went on, "I re-

quire information on any subject I

apply to my bank.

the same?"
Why don't you do

This opened up an entirely new pros-

pect. To me my bank was an insti-

tution which kept my accounts, issued

money and, on occasion, lent it. It

never entered my head that it was also

ready to perform the functions of an

inquiry office and information bureau.

Previous communications from me
had always begun,

"
Sir, with reference

to my overdraft
"

you know the sort of

thing one generally writes to banks ; ex-

postulating, tactful, temporising letters.

This time however I addressed them
in different vein. Rejecting all mention
of overdrafts as being in doubtful taste,
I wrote:

SIB, I shall be greatly obliged if

you will kindly inform me, at your early
convenience :

(1) Whether it is a fact that the
African rhinoceros has no hair on the
hind legs ?

(2) Whether, in the case of my back-

ing Pegasus in the first race,
'

any to
come '

on Short Time in the fourth, and
Short Time not starting, I am entitled
to my winnings over Pegasus ?

(3) Whether, afterperusing seventeen
favourable reports from mining engi-
neers and eighty-seven enthusiastic
directors' speeches, I am justified in

assuming that gold actually does exist
in the Bonanzadorado mine ?

Yours faithfully,
THESIGEB CHOLMONDELEY BEAUCHAMP.

After some delay they answered as
follows :

SIB, We have much pleasure in re-

plying to the queries contained in your
favour of the 27th ult. :

(1) Yes; (2) Yes; (3) No.
Assuring you always of our best en-

deavours in your service,
We remain, Yours faithfully,

per pro The Cosmopolitan Bkg. Corpn
C. O. SHINE.

So far so good. The Bank's manner
left nothing to be desired, and its

replies were certainly to the point. I

|
began to think of Mr. C. O. Shine as

I
my personal friond and speculated as

j

to whether his first name were Claudew Clarence.

During the following week, whenever
became curious on any subject, I

made notes of fresh queries to pro

pound. After accumulating a sufKeien

number I again wrote to the Bank,

forget the exact points upon which

required information; one of them,

fancy, was the conjectured geologic aj

of the Beichardtite strata. Anyhow
got no answer to any of them.

Instead, three days later, I reccivee

the following letter :

SIB, We regret to announce that

owing to a clerical error in this office

your account was last month wrongl;
credited with a cheque for 13,097 5s.Wd
which was made payable to anothe
client of the same name.

Adjustments have now been madi
which reveal a balance on your accoun
of 110 11s. 3d. in our favour. Wetrus
that you will find it convenient to covei

this overdraft at an early date.

With reference to your letter of the
19th inst. containing assorted inquiries
we beg to intimate that we can in

no circumstances undertake to advise
clients on general matters which lie

outside the scope of our interests.

Yours faithfully,

per pro The Cosmopolitan Bkg. Corpn
CHABLES 0. SHINE.

And this time C. O. S. did not even
remain

"
in the plural.

I at once showed Butterington this

offensive communication.
'

Well," said he,
" of course they

won't answer communications unless

you have a balance."
That is the way rich men talk.
" I am never without one," I replied

with dignity,
" on one side or the other."

" There you differ from your name-
sake, whose balance is clearly always
on the right side. Hence that first

kindly letter, addressed to you in error."

THE ROMANCE OF ADVERTISEMENT.
THE following items, culled from re-

cent issues of The Daily Lure, show
where you should go to find really
interesting, stimulating and flat-catch-

ing notices :

Partner, with not less than five thou-
sand pounds, wanted for a wild-duck
farm in the island of Mull. Must be a
man of iron constitution

; Gaelic speaker
and teetotaler preferred.

# * #

Wanted, a cheap Desert Island, with
a good water-supply and home com-
forts, by a Georgian poet weary of the
racket of Hammersmith. ,

# *

Complete suits of armour, guaranteed
bottle-proof, ten guineas each, suitable
for elderly pedestrians in charabanc
areas.

# * *

Madame Bogolubov, Crystal-gazer in

ordinary to the ex-King CONSTANT/INK
is prepared for a small fee to advise in-

tending explorers, prospectors or trea-
sure-seekers as to suitable spots ioi

excavation, oil-boring, etc.

* * #
Disused Martello Tower on the Irisl

coast, fifty miles from a police barrack
offered cheap as an appropriate bask
of observation to psychic enthusiasts,
anxious to study the ways of lepre-
chauns, banshees, etc.

* * *
Genuine portraits by VAN DYCK, VE-

LASQUEZ and REMBRANDT must be sold

immediately to pay a debt of honour.
Price thirty shillings each, or would
take part payment in pre-war whisky.

* * *

Semi-paralysed Yugo-Slav professor,

speaking seventeen languages, will give
lessons to neo-plutocrats in the correct

pronunciation of the names of all the

foreign singers, dancers and artists per-
forming or exhibiting in London.

* * *
Persons interested in edible fungi

may be glad to take shares in a fungus
plantation about to be started in the

neighbourhood of Toller Porcorum,
Dorchester.

THE RETURN OP THE COLONEL.
HOUSE, the enigmatic Colonel, WIL-

SON'S right-hand man in France
When the PRESIDENT was leading

Peace's great Parisian dance,
Dnce again returns to Europe as a

journalist free-lance.

He 's a most sagacious person, indis-

posed to carp or grouse,
So we hope he '11 be successful, aided

by his tact and nous,
[n upholding Mr. WILSON, not in bring-

ing down the House.

The Ubiquitous Scot.

From The Times' summary of news :

"Our Constantinople correspondent, in a

message reviewing the situation in Armenia,
tates that the Armenians have captured the
ancient town of Nakhitehevan, where a Tartan
Government had been set up."
Small wonder that people complain
hat no place is safe from Scotland's
ictivities. Meanwhile there seems a
ikelihood of a Tarzan Government
>eing set up in the film world.

From Mrs. ASQUITH'S reminiscences :

" One day after this conversation he [the late

jord Salisbury] came to see me in Cavendish
iquaro, bringing with him a signed photo-
raph of himself. This was in the year 1904,
t the height of the controversy over Trotec-
ion." Sunday Times.

Vs Lord SALISBURY is generally sup-
'Osed to have died in 1903, Sir ARTHUB
!ONAN DOYLE has been requested to

nvestigate the incident.
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THE EVIL THAT MEN DO.

III'. LAST MAN WAS IN AND WITH ONLY
ONE III.'M WANTED

SMITH, OK ALL PEOPLE, DKOITLD
A CATCH.

HE ROLE AWAI

v_

HUT HIS SIN FOLLOWED HIM. HE DECIDED TO LXAVK THE COISTUV.

MANV YKARS HE RETURNED. Coou III:AVKXS. SMITH, I HAYMN'T

-I KN YOr BISCE YOU DROPPED THAT

CAT.-H vr Tin: OrtW

",,.

W HIM 1-l.AV WUEC I WA-
' I AH. (l.N THAT OCCABIOlt HE HAD

THK MWPOBTl'XK TO DROP A CATPH."
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PLAY.
FRIENDS."

THK humours of the average farce

are so elemental that in the matter of

its setting there is small need to worry
about geographittal

or ethnical con-

siderations. Of course, if its locale, is

French you may have to modify its free-

dom of thought and speech, but with

a very little accommodation to national

proprieties you can eithertransplant the

setting of your play or you can leave

it where it was and make use of the

convention that for stage purposes all

Frenchmen have a perfect command of

our tongue and idiom. But to take a

frankly English novel by an

English writer, adapt it, as

Messrs. NYITBAY and MAN-
DEL have done, for the Am-
erican stagewith an American

setting, and then bring it over

here and produce it with only
one or two actors in the whole
cast to illustrate the purity
of the American accent, is

perhaps to presume rather

too much on our generous
lack of intelligence.
However we have got

Mr. CHARLES HAWTKEY back

again and that is what really
matters. As a philanderer

protesting innocence in the
face of damnatory facts we
know him well enough ; but
here we have him innocent
and ingenuous as an angel,

yet hard put to it to convince

anyone but himself of his

guilelessness. A millionaire

(dollars) with a wife of eco-

nomic disposition, who de-
clines to spend his money
for him,- he feels drawn to
a course of knight-errantry
and rides abroad in search of

obscurity of the plot at its most critical

moment. Enough that all ends well

with her firmly
-
expressed resolution

that in the future she will herself do all

the necessary squandering.
Mr. CHARLES HAWTBEY as James

Smith was irresistible in most of the old

ways and a few new ones. The play-

would have gone poorly without him,

in spite of the piquancy of Miss JOAN

BARKY as a flapper, the fourth and

final recipient of , his chaste bounty.
Miss JESSIE BATEMAN as Mrs. James

Smith had no chance till just at the

end with the turning of the worm.
To the part of Lucille Early the

Earlys, as a couple, were designed to

the good fortune to read Miss EDOIN-
TON'S novel, but one might be permitted
to assume, from the excellence of much
of the wit, that, whatever the play may
in other respects have lacked of subtlety
or refinement, such defect was no fault

of hers. What Mr. CHARLES HAWTREY
himself thought of it all I cannot say, but,
the play did not begin to compare, either
for irony or singleness of motive, with
the last two in which he figured, The

Nawjhty Wife and Home and Beauty.
He clearly enjoyed his own part, hut it

was rather noticeable that in his brief

speech at the fall of the curtain he con-
fined himself to a personal acknowledg-
ment of the public's sympathy with

him in his illness and their

loyalty throughout his career,
and' made no reference to the

play or it's authors. 0. S.

A SUPEK-SUEPBISE.
I HAVE not seen the stalking
By a rabbit of a bear,

Nor yet an oyster walking
Sedately up the stair

;

But a marvel as amazing
Inspires these doggerel

rhymes,
For I 've read a leader prais-

ing
The PREMIER in The Times.

A House-Warming.
" Considerable damage was dono

by fire at Cottage on Wed-
nesday evening. The stairs, part
of the floor, doors, furniture, etc.,
were destroyed.

presided at the piano, and
Mrs. presided over the refresh-

ments. ' God save the King
' was

sung at the close of the enjoyable
day." Local Paper.

"I want to spread a little sunshine."
James Smith Mr. CHABLES HAWTUEY
Eva Johns .' Miss JOAN BAUBY.

damsels in pecuniary distress, with the
avowed object of "spreading a little

sunshine."

This quest, as you will easily under-
stand, was not a very difficult one for
i man prepared to be imposed upon
by just any adventuress, and in the

neighbourhood of his various business-

branches, San Francisco, Washington,
Boston, he soon found a ready channel
for the employment of his superfluous
wealth. The natural affection, how-
ever, which his generosity inspired was
not utilised by him, and you must try
to believe that, in spite of the most
sinister appearances,
faithful husband.

he remained a

With the methods by which he ap-
peased his wife's suspicions I will not
trouble you, partly because I could
not follow them myself, owing to the

contrast with the Smiths, the wife in
this case spending the money which
the husband hadn't got Miss ATHENE
SEYLER, who was meant for better

things, gave a certain distinction, but

perhaps "pressed" a little too much.
Mr. JAMES CAREW, who played Edward
Early, was conspicuous as

'

the sole
male representative of the American
language in this American play. The
fleetingvisions that we had ofMissMoNA
HARRISON as a refractory and venal
cook excited general approval. The
three protegees of James Smith were
only faintly distinguishable in their
rather crude banality.
The fun of the farce differed from

that of most farces in depending less

upon situations than upon dialogue.
The First Act, with the situations still

to come, was the best. I have not had

The Labour " Council of

Action
"
have kindly stated

that they are " content to

leave the French Government to the

French people." They are however

reserving the right to leave the British

Government to the Bolshevists.

" We must repeat the Scots proverb that
'

Delays are dangerous.'
"

Sunday Paper.

Or, as DRYDEN says in his Address to a

Haggis,
" De'il tak' the hindmost."

" The proportion of sane to insane persons
in civilized countries is about one to 300."

Surely CAHLYLE
like this years ago.

Canadian Paper.

said something very

Commercial Candour.
' ' RAINCOATS AT LESS THAN COST PRICE

LAST 3 DAYS." Advert, in Provincial Paper.

"Lady has Left-off Clothing; privately."
Provincial Paper.

Of course. That goes without saying.



A/'nn-nticf. "THAT'S JUST IT, SORII. 'TWAS THE WAY
ID AWAY FBOM MK."

").
" WIIY DIDN'T YOU HANM ON TO TIIK

HK WAS SO AFRAID OF MK, WHIX WE CAME INTO 11 :.'T, IIR JW8T

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Clerks.)

THOSE who appreciate the short story of quality will be
pleasantly stirred by the announcement of Island Talcs
LMHiliS AND BOON), a posthumous volume containing what
is probably the last writing of the late JACK LONDON. I
can say at once that these seven stories show his art
in one aspect of its best. Not hero the LONDON, whom
some of us might prefer, of the strenuous adventure-tale,
with whom there was no respite till, at the end of anything
ap to a hundred sinew-cracking pages, we won through to
the appointed end. That South Sea atmosphere, so insidi-

ously appealing to the literary temperament (from STEVEN-
SON to STACPOOLE you can see it at work) has steeped these
;ales in the lotus-leisure of perpetual afternoon, so that the
iction of them tends to become overlaid by slow reflective

lalk, old memories and the sense of ancient things. Most
lotable is this in the first, where the actual romance, quick,
luman and haunting, does not so much as show its face till

ifter forty pages of old-time local colour. Perhaps of all

ilio seven I myself would prefer the last "The Kanaka
surf," a slight intrigue, but a perfect epic of such bathing
as, I suppose, can bo understood nowhere but on these
enchanted coasts. To read it is to realise what a loss we
mller in one who could put such jewelled loveliness on to
he printed page and what another loss in not seeing the

original for ourselyes. I suppose no tribute to the power
of genius could be more eloquent.

After the German Revolution of 1918, HAUL KAUTSKY, a

prominent Socialist, was appointed by the new Government
to examine and edit the documents in the Berlin Foreign
Office relating to the outbreak of the War. His work was
completed in time for the Peace Conference mid would, he
believes, if published at that time, have convinced the Allies
that the new German Government ought not to be mado
responsible for the sins of the old one. But it would also
have shown that the old Government was the main insti-

gator of the War, and that the German
people, having

danced to the tune, even if they did not call for it, deserved
to pay the piper. For that reason, perhaps, the German
Government withheld Herr KMTSKY s revelations. Now
lie has published them on his own account, under the title,

'Ihe Guilt of William Hohenzollera (SKIIKKINGTON). A
more damning indictment has never been drawn. From
the moment of the AIICIIDCKE'S assassination the K
and his advisers determined to make it the pretext for de-

stroying Serbia, and crushing Russia and France if they
dared to interfere. BISMARCK once said that never are so

many lies told as before a war, during an election and after
a shoot." His own manipulation of the Ems telegram was
venial compared to the manner in which the German diplo-
matists, egged on by their ruler whose marginalia on the
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despatches furnish the most amusing reading in the volume

used all the arts of chicanery to deceive Europe as to

their real intentions and to defeat the efforts of England
on whose neutrality they confidently counted to secure a

ful settlement. Though primarily addressed to the

(UTIIKUI proletariat, Hurr KAUTSKY'S book has its value for

all of us " lest we forget."

On page 103 of The, White Hen (MILLS AND BOON) we
read that the Duke laughed softly.

" ' It is just like a

romance,' he sighed happily:
"
which was precisely where,

without intending it, the Duke placed his ducal finger upon
the weak spot in the whole business. Because if ever a

story was " like a romance," and like nothing else on earth,

and filled with characters each and all pledged to preserve
in unreality at all costs, here is that tale. The plot, of

which there is n generous allow-

ance, turns chiefly upon the

problem, when is a white hen
less a hen than a jewel casket?

Answer, when she has swal-

lowed,and is erroneously thought
to have retained, a famous dia-

mond, upon which ah impover-
ished but noble (sea above)
French family had depended for

the dot that should enable their

daughter to wed a plutocratic
but otherwise detestable suitor.

I take it you will hardly need

telling that this is the mo-
ment chosen by Romance, un-
der the expert guidance of Miss
PHYLLIS CAMPBELL, to bring
along an even more wealthy
young American, mistaken (of

course) for his own chauffeur
and working such havoc upon
the heart of the heroine that,
when the latter accidentally
recovered the diamond from its

feathered cac/ie,she very sensibly
decided to say nothing about it.

Whereupon, because the other

characters.especially an unpleas-
ant Duchess, were unaware that,
as the shop announcements say,"
Poultry was Down Again,"

that they are very different people from those who live

about the borders of Manchester or London
; a character

like Mrs. Flitch, for instance, who is angelic to behold but
a spiteful gossip at heart, is, alas! to be found anywhere.
And where the dialect does crop out it does not seem
to be dependent on suburban soil for its racinoss. I don't
doubt the accuracy of Mr. EILEY'S Yorkshiremanship, but
I do think he has under-estimated the difficulty of localis-

ing the peculiar genius of villadom.

Though billed by her publisher as a merciless analyst,
Mrs. MORDACNT is really (if you want to fling this kind of
title about) an eclectic synthetist or synthetic symbolist.
Her wicked people are prodigiously wicked, wick-flness

personified, in fact
; her good folk are noble-hearted without

stint or measure. I don't personally think that anybody~~
could be quite so completely and

gratuitously evil as good-looking
Charles Hoyland in The Little
Soul (HUTCHINSON) ; or, being
so, could possibly be recom-
mended; still less engaged, as
tutor to a sensitive youth ; or,

being so engaged, tolerated for
two days. He certainly could
not hold down his job long
enough to corrupt his pupil,
Anthony Clayton, by exchanging
souls with him under the nose
of mad but perceptive 1/Y.s.

Clayton and sane sister Diana.
This conspicuously chaste I >inna
is an attractive person, and so
is the recklessly charitable Dr.

McCabe, her appropriate mate,
who first had to fly the country
through helping a chorus-gin
out of a difficulty and then (more
or less) won the War by revolu-

tionising bacteriology or some-

thing like that. However, Mrs.
MOBDAUNT interests because she
is so palpably interested 1 1

J H.Dow

Customer. "AND WHAT DO YOU THINK OP LLOYD GEORGE ?
"

Barber. "THINK OF 'IM, SIR? WITH A MOP OF 'AIB LIKE
E *S GOT A NICE EXAMPLE TO THE NATION !

"

much profitable confusion resulted, though nothing to im-
pugn the justice of the ducal verdict quoted above. So
that, if your taste jumps with that of his Grace, you also
can "

sigh happily ;

"
otherwise you will perhaps omit the

adverb and select a story less exclusively romantic.

There is a spirit of Yorkshire and a spirit, I suppose
iharactenstic of Suburbia, and on the outskirts of certain
arge manufacturing towns there must exist a formidable
blending of these two. To express the double flavour of

ssence requires, I should say, a subtler and more
elaborate method than Mr. W. EILEY has attempted to use
i A Yorkshire Suburb (JENKINS). He has imagined for

the purpose of these sketches an architect, Mur<,atrowlwho in planning most of the houses in the locality has
attempted to express in brick and stone the characters of
their several occupants. This is a device which becomes
rather monotonous as the book proceeds, besides imposingsnes of strains which neither architecture nor credulitycan easily bear. Since these are rather superior suburbanites,

act is for the most part absent, and it is hard to feel

The scenes of Lure of Con-
traband (JARROLDS) are laid in

the Devonshire of some hun-
dred years ago. It is, as its

title suggests, a tale of smuggling, and it contains an
account of a hand-to-hand fight between the hero and the
villain which I advise all members of the National Sporting
Club to read. They may be shocked by the tactics of the
villain, but at the same time they will see what a bout of
fisticuffs meant in those days. Mr. J. WEARE GIPFAHD is

a master of atmosphere, and I, at any rate, lived happily in

his Appledore, and imagined myself drinking prime (and
cheap) French brandy in the Beaver Inn : while Lieu-
tenant Perkins, who commanded the "

preventive men," sat
in his tall-backed chair by the fireplace and kept his eyes
and ears open to detect anything that was suspicious. But
he was not foolish enough to ask many questions about
the French brandy. An excellent yarn, simply and straight-
forwardly told. ____________
"A photograph of the Olympic games at Antwerp was transmitted

yesterday to Paris, a distance of 200 miles, ovor a telephone wire. . It
is in the nature of an experiment, and if it succeeds Messrs. Coo!; hold
out promises of further day trips to the Continent." Daily Paper.

Intending trippers must, of course, be proficient in the

tight-rope wire.
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CHARIVARIA.
A NI-:\M USTLE miner who v

fe be earning a pound a das has been

lined ten pounds for neglecting his

children. Thi' idea of waiting till

Sepi ember -20th and letting Mr. SMI 1.1,11-:

I III. Ml] (IOCS liot, seem to haVO

red to liini. * ^
*

"l'e\ond gardening," says n gossip
writer,

" Mr. SMII.I.II: ha> few holiliies."

At the same time there is no doul>t lie

is busy getting together a line eollee-

rikos.

It is r,aid that AMI NIISKN will not

:i to civilisation this year. If ho

inking of Ireland he isn't missing

|By civilisation worth mentioning.

"The I'OKT LAI -

1 a week I \

i writ-

ode to liritish

r." So that

can't he the eauscof it.

A centenarian in the Shetland-
a news agency, has m-vcr heard of Mr
LLOYD GKOHGK. We have no wish to

bragjuit we have often seen his name
mentioned.

Professor I'KTIUK'S Matemont
tlie world will onlv last another

that

two
hundred thousand \eais i, a sorry blow
to those who thought that Chit Chin
Choir was in fora King run. Otherwise
the news has been received quietly

* *
*

"Nothing useful is over done in the
House of Commons," says a Labour

speaker. He forgets that the cleaners
are at work in the "building just now.

\Ve are informed that at the Brick-

laying contest at the Olympic- (lames
a liritish bricklayer lost easily.

\ YYolverlmmpton
man \\eighing seven-

one, in charging
r with assault,

he heard some-

laughing at him.

so he looked round. A
of that weight

. would.

" There is work for

everybody who likes

to work," says Mr. N.
! AN 1)OYL,K, M.P.

It Is this tactless \va\ of rubbing it in

which annoys so many people.
-','

|

\ contemporary lias a letter from a

correspondent who signs himself "Tube
I lei

1 of Twonu fear*' Standing."

Somebody ought to offer the poor fellow

:[-.

Ill connection with 'the case of a

missing railway-porter one railway line

IMS decided to issue notices warning
travellers against touching porters
while they are in motion.

"The I'nited States," declares the

proprietor of a leading New York hotel,

"is on the eve of -oing wet again."
A subtle move of this kind, with the

object of depriving drink of its present

popularity, is said tube making a strong
appeal to the Prohibitionists.

One London linn is advei t ising thirty
thousand alarum-clocks for salo at re-

duced prices. There is now no excuse
for any workman being late at a strike.

A dress designer," says a Camomile
Street dressmaker in The Kvfnhuj.\\-irs,

"must be born." We always think

this is an advantage.

A gossip-writer points out that Mr.

Wi XSTON CHURCHILL'S earliest ambition

was to be an actor. Our contemporary
is w ise not to disclose the name of the

man who talked him out of it.

"Whatever price is fixed it is im-

possible to get stone in any quantity,"

says a building trade journal. They
have evidently not heard of our coal-

dealer.

"
Nothing of any value has been

gained by the War," complains a daily-

paper. This slur on the O.B.E. is in

shocking taste.

A Sunday newspaper deplores that

there seems to be no means of checking

the crime-wave which is si ill spreading

throughout the country. If only the

nmt-iit would publish the amount

of American IMCOII rocentU purchased
by the lYi-,,n,' DapMtmenl thitiy,

inijibt tend to improve
* *

"There is still p,.,,t shortage of

gold in the comitrv." announces a
weekh pMpi-r. It cert;iml\ -.r.-iiis as if

our profiteer* will S.KHI - <-,,n

\ith having their teeth sr

with bank-notes.
*

\\ . .. .- ., learn that the amateur

gardener whose in.:> c awarded
the second prige for cooking-apples at
a horticultural show i still confined to

his lied.

4

A neck -ruffle originally worn by
HI r.i:\ KI.I/UIETII has been stolen

from a house in Manchester and ha

yet been recovered. Any reader noticing

suspicious
- Kxiking

person wearing such
an article over berrf^-

collrtt should inline-

liately c-immunicate
with the nearest po-
lice-station.'

Hair tonic, declares
the Washington Chief
of Police. \% growing
in popularity as a bev-

erage. The danger of

this habit has been

widely advertised by
the sad case of a Chi-

cago man who drank
three shampoo cock-

tails and afterwards

swallowed a hair in

his soup.V
The mystery of the City gentleman

who has l>een noticed lately going up
to public telephones and getting imme-
diate answers is now solved. It appears
that he is a well-known ventriloquist
with a weakness for practical jok

"According to the latest contm* return-.

the population of New York I'ity in now
5,ftn,000." India* I'apgr.

In dollars, of course, it would lie oon-

siderablv more.

"The Royal Dutch Mail steamer Stuyreunt
will Ic.trc oii Monday at 5 a.m. (or Havre and
Amsterdam. The tender leave* the Light-
house Jetty at 8 a.m. punctually with pa-
aengcrK." West Indian Paper.

Bather a mean trick to play on them.

" Tlio Chairman aid the Council ha-i

paid one penny (or the oiling and washing o(

the tire brigade." Local Paper.

It is understood that while tlw noble

fellows do not object to wasln:

lable intervals, they strong

precate oiling as unneoeasarily adding
to the risks of tlieir ilangerous calling.
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MR. SMILLIE'S LITTLE ARMAGEDDON.
SMALL she, tin- England unafraid,

Tliat eamo by steady courage through

The toughest war was ever made

And wiped the earth with WILLIAM Two

(\Vho. though it strikes us now as odd,

Was, in his way. a sort of little god)

Shall she that stood serene and firm,

Sure of her will to slay and win,

"Comrade!
"

on her knees and squirm

To ! da of cheaper tin,

Spreading herself, a corpus riJr,

I'nder the praneing heels of Mr. SMILLIE?

Humour forbids! And even they
\Vho toil lieneath the so-called sun,

Vet often in an eight-hours' day

Indulge a quiet sense of fun

These too can see, however dim,

The joke of starving just for SMILLIE'S whim.

And here I note what looks to be

A rent in Labour's sacrtfd fane;

The priestly oracles disagree,

And, when a house is split in twain,

Ruin occurs ay! there's the rub

Alike for Labour and Beelzebub.

And anyhow I hope that, where
At red of dawn on Eigi's height

He jodels to the astonished air,

LLOYD GEORGK .is bent on sitting tight ;

Nor, as he did in THOMAS' case,

Nurses a scheme for saving SMILLIE'S face.

Why should his face be saved? indeed,

Why should he have a face at all?

But, if he must have one to feed

And smell with, let the man install

A better kind, and thank his luck

That all his headpiece hasn't come unstuck.

========== O. S.

A WHIFF OF THE BRINY.

As I entered the D.E.F. Company's depot, Melancholy
marked me for her own. Business reasons not my own
but the more cogent business reasons of an upperling had

just postponed my summer holiday ; postponed it with a

lofty vagueness to "possibly November. We might be
able to let you go by then, my boy." November! What
would Shrimpton-on-Sea be like even at the beginning of

November ? Lovely sea-bathing, delicious boating, enchant-

ing picnics on the sand ? I didn* think. Melancholy tatooed
me all over with anchors and pierced hearts, to show that I

was her very own, not to be taken away.
I clasped my head in my hands and gazed in dumb agony

at the menu card. A kind waitress listened with one ear.
" Poached egg and bacon two rashers," I murmured.
While I waited I crooned softly to myself:
" Poor disappointed Georgie. Life seems so terribly sad.

All the baron and eggs in the world, dear, won't make you
a happy lad."

When the dish was brought I eyed it sadly. Sadly I
raised a mouthful of bacon to my lips . . .

_

Swish ! ! The exclamation-marks signify the suddenness
with which the train swept into the station. I leapt down
on to tho platform and drew a long breath. The sea! In
huge whiffs the ozone rolled into my nostrils. I gurgled

witli delight. Everything smelt of the dear old briny: the

little boys running about \\ith spades and pails; the gi

hasketsful of fish; the blue jerseys of the red-faced i:

who, at rare intervals, toiled upon the deep. At the far end

of the platform I saw the reddest face of all, that of <

dear old landlord. I rushed to meet him . . .

Ah me, ah me! The incrusted-papered walls of ihe

depot girt me in again. I took another mouthful of bacon

a larger one . . .

Bang ! Someone was thumping on the door of iny

bathing-machine. What a glorious scent of salt rose li

the sea-washed floor! "Are you coming out?" asked a

persuasive voice.
"
No, no, no !

"
I shouted joyously.

" I

am going in." What a dive! I never knew before how

superlatively graceful my dives could be. Away through
the breakers with a racing stroke. Over on my back,

kicking fountains at the sun. In this warm water I should

stay in for hours and hours and . . .

Pah ! That horrible incrusted paper back again ! I

bolted the remaining rasher . . .

The boat rocked gently in a glassy sea. They were

almost climbing over the gunwale in their eagerness to he

caught. Lovely wet shining wriggly fellows ; all the varieties

of the fishmonger's slab and more. In season or out, they
didn't care; they thought only of doing honour to my line.

No need in future for me to envy the little boys on the river-

bank who pulled in fish after fish when I never got a bite.

How delightfully salt the fish smelt ! And the sun drew
out the scent of salt from the gently lapping waves. J t v, as

all so quiet and restful. Almost could I have slumbered,
even as I pulled them in and in and . . .

The waitress must have giggled. Once again the in-

crusted paper leered at me in all its horrible pink incrusti-

ness. There was no bacon left on my plate. But the

delicious scent of salt still lingered. Alas, my holiday was
over ! I must speed me or I should miss the train to town.

"
Good-bye !

"
I shouted to the manageress and shook her

by the hand. She seemed surprised.
" Such a happy time,''

I assured her.
" I wish I could have it all over again."

She said something which I could not hear. Sea-bathing
tends to make me a little deaf.

" If I have forgotten anything my pyjamas or my shav-

ing strop would you be so kind as to send them on?

Good-bye again."

Something fluttered to the floor. The manageress stooped.
I was just passing through the portals.

"You have forgotten this," she called.

It was the dear little square piece of paper which con-

tained my bill. I looked at it in amazement.
" What !

"
I exclaimed "

only one-and-twopence for a

poached egg and bacon and all that salt flavour thrown

Our Modest Advertisers.
"
European lady (widow), rather lovely, would like to hear from

Army Officer or Civilian in a similar position, with a view to keeping

up a congenial correspondence." Indian Paper.

"A correspondent in the Air Force writes from Bangalore :

' It is rather amusing to notice the number of people in the English

community who have never before seen an aeroplane coming up to

the aerodrome and gazing in wonder at the old buses."
"

Evening Standard.

Even in England this spectacle is still the object of remark.

"We really feel inclined to parody Kipling and say
' One hand stuck in your dress shirt from to show heart is cline,

The other held behind your back, to signal, tax again.'
"

t

Singapore Free Press.

We can only hope our esteemed contemporary will not

feel this way again.
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THE KOAD TO RUIN.

LABOUII. "WHAT'S YOUR GAME?"
F " I 'M OUT FOB NATIONALISATION."

! AND TOU BE GOING TO BEG!N BY NATIONALISING STARVATION'"
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Mrs. Stiiitlison-JoHes (to her husband, u-ho KILL gaatlen in his pyjamas before breakfast).
ING THE HABVEST."

'Do COME IN, ADOLPHDS ; YOU 'UK

THE ART OF POETRY.
IV.

GOOD morning, gentlemen. Before
I pass to the subject of uay lecture to-

day I must deal briefly with a personal
matter of some delicacy. Since I began
this series of lectures on the Art of

Poetry I notice that the new Professor
of Poetry at Oxford, Mr. \V. P. KEB. in

what I think is questionable taste, has
delivered an inaugural lecture on the
same subject under the same title. On
the question of good taste I do not wish
to say much, except that I should have

thought that any colleague of mine,
even an entirely new Professor in a

provincial university, would have re-

cognised the propriety of at least com-

municating to me his intention before

committing this monstrous plagiarism.
However, as I say, on that aspect of

the matter I do not propose to dwell,
though it does seem to me that decency
imposes certain limits to that kind of
academic piracy, and that those limits
the Professor lias overstepped. In these

fermenting days of licence and indisci-

pline persons in responsible positions at
our seats of learning have a great burden

of example to bear before the world,
and if it were to go forth that actions
of this type may be taken with im-

punity by highly-paid Professors then
indeed we are not far from Bimetallism
and the breaking-up of laws.

Now let us glance for a moment at

the substance of the lecture. I should
have been glad if Professor KE bad
had the courtesy to show it to me before
it was delivered, instead of my having
to wait till it was printed and buy it in
a shop, because I might have induced
him to repairthe more serious errors and
omissions in his work. For really, when
you come to analyse the lecture, what
thin and bodyless stuff it is. Let me
at onco pay tribute to my colleague's
scholarship and learning, to the variety
of his citations. But, after all, anyone
can buy a Quotation Dictionary and
quote bits out of SwixnriiNE.

'

That
surely (see FBIEDHICH'S Crime and
Quotation, pp. 246- 9) is not the whole
task of a Professor of Poetry.

Such a man, if he is to earn his pay,
must be able

(a) to show how poetry is written
;

(6) to write poetry ;

and it is no good his attempting (a) in

the absence of (b). It is no good teach-

ing a man to slope arms if you are un-

able to slope arms yourself, because a

moment will come when he says,
"
Well,

how the dickens do you slope them '.'

"

It is no good professing lawn-tennis
and saying,

"
Top-spin is imparted by

drawing the racquet up and over," and
so on, if, when you try to impart top-

spin yourself, the ball disappears on to

the District Railway. Still less is it

useful if you deliver a long address to

the student, saying,
"

II. L. DOHEHTY
was a good player, and so was KEXSHAWY
and I well remember the game between
MeLOUGHMX and WILDING, because
WILDING hit the ball over the net more
often than McLouGHMN did."

Those students who have attended

my lectures more regularly than others
and I am sorry there are not more of

them will do me the justice to remem-
ber that I have put forward no theory
of writing which I was not prepared to

illustrate in practice from my own work.

My colleague, so far as I can discover,
makes one single attempt at practical
assistance

;
and even that is a minor

plagiarism from one of my own lectures.

He makes a good deal of play with what
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ho calls the principle and influence of

the I lalian Canzone, which simply moms
having a lot of ten-syllable lines and

a few six-syllable ones. Students will

remember that in our second lecture we
wrote a poem on that principle, which
finished :

I In umti oodlo umti knife(orstrife)
Where have they put my hat ?

That lecture was prepared on May 27th ;

my colleague's lecture was delivered on
Juno 5th. It is clear to ine that in the
interval by what discreditable means
1 know not he obtained access to

my manuscript and borrowed the idea,

thinking to cloak his guilt by specious
talk about the Italian Canzone. The
device of offering stolen goods under a

now name is an old one, and will help
him little; the jury will know what to

think.

A part from this single piece of (second-

hand) instruction, what contribution
does he make to the student's know-
ledge of the Art of Poetry? He
makes no reference to comic poetry at

all ; apparently he has never heard of

the Limerick, and I have the gravest
doubts whether he can write one,

though that, I admit, is a severe test.

I am prepared however to give him a

public opportunity of establishing his

fitness for his post, and with that end
I propose to put to him the following
problems, and if his answers are satis-

factory I shall most willingly modify
my criticisms; but he must write on
one side of the paper only and number
his pages in the top right-hand corner.

The Problems.

(1) What is the metre of:
" And the other grasshopper jumped right

over the other grasshopper's back."

(2) Finish the uncompleted Limerick

given in my Second Lecture, beginning :

There wns a young man who said " Hell !

I don't think I feel very well."

(3) In your inaugural lecture you
aak,

" Is it true, or not, that the great

triumphs of poetical art often come

suddenly?" The answer you give is

most unsatisfactory ; give a better one
now, illustrating the answer from your
own works.

(4) Write a Ballade of which the
refrain is either

(a) The situation is extremely gmve ;

or

(6) The Empire is not what it was ;

or

(c) Wo lived to see Lord BIRKENKEAD.

NOTE. Extra marks will be given
for an attempt at (b) because of the

shortage of rhymes to was.

(5) What would you do in the follow-

ing circumstances? In May you have

Customer. "AND I HAD ONE OF THOSE LITTLE BOUND BUN ARBANGKMKSTS."

Waitress. "THAT'LL BB ANOTHER TUPPENCE."

Customer. "OsE OF THOSE THAT ABE HOLLOW, YOU KHOW."

Waitress. "Ou ONE OF TIIKU. THAT'LL BE FOUBPENCE."

sent a poem to an Editor, ending with

the lines

The soldiers cheered and cheered again
It was the PRINCE OF WALES.

On July 20th the Editor writes and

says that he likes the poem very much,
and wishes to print it in his August
number, but would be glad if you could

make the poem refer to Mr. or Mrs.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS instead of the

PRINCE. He must have the proof by the

first post to-morrow as he is going to

press. Show how you would recon-

struct your last verse.

(6) Consider the following passages

(i) I love little pussy.
Her coat is so warm,

And if I don't hurt her

She '11 do me no harm.

(ii) Who put her in?
Little Tommy Green.

(a) Carefully amend the above so

that they rhyme properly.

(b) Do you as a matter of principle

approve of these kinds of rhyme?
(c) If not, do you approve of them in

(i) SHAKSFBABE, (ii) WOBDSWOBTH, (iii)

SHELLEY, (iv) Any serious classic ?

_ A. P. H.

"Four Volumes 'The Great World War,'

pre-war price Rs. 40. What often? Perfect."
Indian Paper.

A clear case of propheteering.

From an Irish Labour manifesto :

"
Impulsive cats, howsoever justifiable, mar

prove to bo unwise." Irish Paper.

Remember what happened at Kilkenny.
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THE PRIVILEGES OF MARGOTISM.
, thinK wa> said in I'mu-li last week about the advantage to the

remininenoat of l^in- his (or her) own JOHNSON and BpeWELL too.

a'a recent adventure* with thr descendants of scans of bei

:, uds, of whose fair fame they are not less jealous than she,

suggest certain of the pitfalls incident to this double rule, particularly

grapher is remote from his (or her) journals. Since

however an inaccuracy always ha a da>'s start and is never com-

,,|,.
u.h while in course of time the pursuit ceases altogether,

the greatest danger is not immediate but for the future. Let us

imagine a case.]

FROM "Tm: MAKGOTIST'S KF.MIXISCKNCKS."

By the Author of Xtntrxuie/i I Jlare Influenced : -Vy/

'ih-rful Life: Tin' Soiib' .lu-akeiier; The Elusice Diary,

etc., ii<'.

One of my dearest friends In tlie early nineteen hundreds

was Mr. Sadrock. I have known eleven Prime Ministers

in my time and have assurances from all, signed and wit-

nessed, that but for me and my vivacious encouragement

they would never have pulled through ;
but with none was

I on terms of such close communion as with Mr. Sadrock,

who not only asked my advice on every occasion of im-

portance, but spent many of his waking hours in finding

rhymes to my name. Some of his four-lined couplets in

my honour could not he either wittier or more charming as

compliments.
He often averred that no one could amuse him as I did.

He laughed once for half-an-hour on end when I said,
" It

takes a Liberal to be a Tory ;

"
and on another occasion

when I said,
" The essence of Home Eule is, like charity,

that it begins abroad." Nothing but the circumstance
that he was already happily married prevented him from

proposing to me.
Mr. Sadrock is now to many people only a name ; but

in his day he was a force to compare with which we have
at this moment only one statesman and he is temporarily
out of office.

The odd thing is that if the ordinary person were to be
asked what Mr. Sadrock was famous for, he would probably
reply, For his devotion to HOMER and the Established
Church. But the joke is that when I was with him in
1902 he was frivolous on both these subjects. It was, I

remember, in the private room at the House of Commons
set apart for Prime Ministers, to which, being notoriously
so socially couth, I always had a private key the only one
ever given to a woman and he was more than usually

delightful.
This is what was said :

Mr. SADOOCK (mixing himself an egy nogg). Will you joinme ?

MYSELF. No, thank you. But I like to see you applying
yourself to Subsidiary Studies to the Art of Butler.

Mr. SADSOCK (roaring with laughter). That's very good.
Some day you must put your best things into a book.

.MYHKLF. You bet.

Mr. H.ti,i t(,cK. I wonder why it is that you make me so
frank. It is your wonderful sympathetic understanding, I

suppose. I long to tell you something now.
MYSI-I.I-

(,ijf,;-tin,i not to care). Do. I am secrecy itself.
Mr. HADDOCK. Would it surprise you to know that I am

privily a Dissenter? Do you know that I often steal away
in a false beard to attend the services of Hard-Shell Baptists
and Plymouth Brethren .'

MYSELF. I hope I am no longer capable of feelin any-
thing so dtmodt as surprise.
Mr.XADM.CK. And that 1 prefer llobert Ehmere to the

Iliad ?

MTSJ-I.I: Mny I print those declarations in my book?
Mr. SAMQtat. Homo day, yes, but not yet, not yet.

MR. SADROCK AND NONCONFORMITY.

To the Editor of
" The Monday Times."

SIR, I find it necessary, in the interests of truth and of

respect for the memory of my uncle, Mr. Sadrock, to con-

test the accuracy of the Margotist's report of conversations
with him in 1902. To begin with, my uncle died in 1898,
four years before the alleged interview. She could there-
fore not have talked with him in 1902 ; and the locale of

this meeting, the Prime Minister's room, becomes peculiarly
fantastic. Secondly, no member of his family-- -and they
saw him constantly ever heard him utter anything re-

sembling the sentiments which the Margotist attributes
to him. Mr. Sadrock was botli an undeviating Churchman
and a devotee of HOMER to the end of his life.

I am, etc., THEOI'HIIA-S SADROCK.

THE MARGOTIST'S BEPLY.

SIR, I have read Mr. Theophilus Sadrock's letter and
am surprised by its tone. If Mr. Sadrock did not make
use of the words that I attribute to him how could I have
set them down ? Because I was writing unobserved all the
time he was talking, and I could produce the notes if they
were, to others, legible enough for it to be worth while: sur-

reptitious writing must necessarily be indistinct at times.
As for the question of time and place, that is a mere quibble.
Mr. Sadrock was alive when we had our talk, and I am
sorry if I have misdated it. The talk remains. May I add
that it is very astonishing to me to find people with the

effrontery to suggest that they knew their illustrious rela-

tives better than strangers could. Everyone is aware that
the last place to go to for evidence as to a man is to his

kith and kin. When my book appears there will be

corrections; but in the main I stand by the motto which
I invented for CHAMHEHLAIN one evening: "What I have
written I have written." I am, Yours, etc.,

The Woop. THE MARGOTIST.

FROM " SADROCK : A DEFINITIVE BIOGRAPHY."

Published in 1 <>!<>.

Before leaving our consideration of Sadrock's Homeric
studies it is however necessary to point out that late in life

he made a very curious recantation. In a hook of memoirs,
published in 1920, by one who was in a position to acquire
special information, it is stated in bis own words that
Sadrock preferred Robert Elsmere to the Iliad; while

during the same conversation he confessed to a passion for
the services of Dissenters, which, lie said, he often

frequented incognito. No biographer can disregard such
admissions, and we must revise our opinion of the great
statesman accordingly. E. V. L.

SALE, dent's Evening Suit, Tennis Trousers. Sweater, Black Silk
Coat suit elderly lady." Irish Paper.
The revolutionary movement in Ireland seems to have
reached even the fashions.

"Loxnox. JULY l(i.

It is reported on reliable authority that General \Vrangel has
vfused to withdraw to the Cinema in compliance with the terms of
the. proposed armistice." Statesman (Calcutta).
It is believed that "MARY" and "DouG." were greatly re-

lieved to be rid of so dangerous a rival.

" Y\ hen is the demoralisation at some of our great London hotels to

^ive place to reasonable service and cleanliness? On every side I hear
.omnlaints of inefficient attendance and dirty rooms. As for clean
towels iu the bathroom, they appear on the Ides of March."

Sunday Paper.
At one hotel, we understand, they failed to remember the
Ides of March and are now waiting for the Greek Kalends.
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THE REVOLT OF YOUTH.

WK publish a few selected letters

from the mass of correspondence which

has roue-lied us in connect ion with the

controversy initiated by "-A Bewildered

Parent
"

in The Monihuj Post :

A LEGUMINOUS LAUDATION.

SIB, I confess I cannot share the

anxiety of the "Bewildered Parent"

who complains of the child of two and

a-half years who addressed her learned

parent as " Old bean." As a convinced

Montessorian I recognise in the appel-

lation a gratifying evidence of that self-

expression which cannot begin
""

too young. Moreover there

is nothing derogatory in the

phrase; on the contrary I am
assured on the best authority
that it is a term of endearment

rather than reproach. But, above

all, as a Vegetarian I welcome

the choice of the term as an in-

dication of the growth of the

revolt against carnivorous bru-

tality, if the child in question
had called her parent a "

saucy

kipper
"
or " a silly old sausage"

there would have been reason-

able ground for resentment. But

comparison with a bean in-

volves no obloquy, but rather

panegyric. The bean is one of

the nojblest of vegetables and is

exceptionally rich in calories,

protein, casein, carbo-hydrates,

thymol, hexamyl, piperazine,

salicylic dioxide, and perman-
ganate of popocatapetl. This a

learned parent, if his learning
was real, ought to have recog-
nised at once, instead of fool-

ishly exploiting a fancied griev-
ance. Yours farinaceously,

JOSIAH VEDGELEY.

THE OLD COMPLAINT.

Sin, Some sixty years ago I was
rebuked by my father for addressing
him as " Governor." Thirty years later

I was seriously offended with my own
son for calling me an " old mug." He
in turn, though not by any means a

learned man, has within the last few
weeks been irritated by his school-boy
son derisively addressing him as an
" old dud." The duel between fathers
and sons is as old as the everlasting
hills, and the rebels of one generation
become the fogeys of the next. I have
no doubt that in moments of expansion
the young MABCELLUS alluded to his

august parent as "faba antiqiia."
Yours faithfully, SENEX.

A TRIPLE LIFE.

SIB, As a middle-aged mother I do

not appeal for your sympathy, I merely

wish to describe my position, the diffi-

culties of which might no doubt be

paralleled
in hundreds of other house-

holds. I have three children whose

characteristics may be thus briefly

summarised :

(1) Pamela, aged nineteen, is an

ultra-modern young woman. She hates

politics
of all shades, but adores SCRIA-

BINE, STRAVINSKY and BENEDETTO

CROCE. She smokes cigars, wears male

attire and has a perfect command of

the art of ornamental objurgation.

(2) Gerald, aged twenty-three, is war-

weary ; resentful of all authority ;

OUR SPORTING PURISTS.
Urchin. " COME AN' PLAY CRICKET, ALP."

Alf. "WOT! IN THE FOOTBALL SEASON?"

" bored stiff
"
by any music save of the

syncopated brand, and he divides his

time between Jazz-dancing with the

dismal fervour of a gloomy dean and

attending meetings of pro-Bolshevist
extremists.

(3) Anthony, aged twenty-six, is a

soldier, a "regular"; restrained in

speech, somewhat old-fashioned in his

tastes. This summer he spent his

leave fishing in Scotland and took with
him two books the Life of Stonewall
Jackson and the Bible. It is hardly
necessary to add that Gerald is not on

speaking terms with him.
As for myself, while anxious to keep

in touch with my wayward brood, I

find the strain of accommodating my-
self to their varied requirements almost
more than I can stand. Pamela can

only endure my companionship on the

conditions that I smoke (which makes
me

ill) ;
that I emulate the excesses of

her lurid lingo (which makesme squirm),
and that I paint my face (which makes
me look like a modern Messalina, which
I am not). Gerald is prepared to accept
me as

a^ "pal," provided that I play
David to his Saul by regaling him on

Sunday mornings wdth negroid melodies,
which he punctuates wdth snorts on
the trombone. If he knew that I went
to early morning service all would he

at an end between us. Finally, An-

thony wants me to remain as I was
and really am. So you see that I have

to lead not a dual but a triple

life, and am only spared the

necessity of making it quadruple

by the fact that my husband is

fortunately dead. As Pamela

gracefully remarked the other

day,
" It was a good thing for

poor father that he went West
to sing bass in the heavenly
choir before we grew up." In

conclusion I ought to admit
that my future is not without

prospects of alleviation. Pamela
has just announced her engage-
ment to an archdeacon of pro-
nounced Evangelical views;
Gerald is meditating a pro-

longed tour in New Guinea wdth

a Bolshevist mission ; Anthony
contemplates neither matrimony
nor expatriation.
I am, Sir, Yours respectfully,

A MIDDLE-AGED MOTHER.

THE CRY OF THE CHILD
AUTHOR.

SIR, As a novelist and dra-

matist whose work has met wdth

high encomiums from Mr. J. L.

GARVIN, Mr. C. K. SHORTER,
Mr. JAMES DOUGLAS and Lord
HOWARD DE WALDEN, I wish to

impress upon you and your
readers the hardships and restrictions

which the tyranny of parental control

still imposes on juvenile genius. Though
I recently celebrated my seventh birth-

day, my father and mother have firmly
refused to provide me wdth either a

latch-key or a motor-bicycle. Owing
to the lack of proper accommodation
in my nursery my literary labours are

carried on under the greatest difficulties

and hampered by constant interruptions
from my nurse, a vulgar woman with

a limited vocabulary and no aspirates.
I say nothing, though I might say
much, of the jealousy of adult authors,

the pusillanimity of unenterprising pub-
lishers, the senile indifference of Parlia-

ment. But I warn them that, unless the

just claims of youth to economic and

intellectual independence are speedily
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Profeidonal (after deep thought). "\VELL, SIB, MEBBE YE 'BE NO' HITTIS' 'I:M BIGHT."

acknowledged, the children of England
will enforce them by direct action of

the nicst ruthless kind. The hraiu that

rules the cradle rocks the world.

Yours indignantly, PANSY BASHFOUD.

A DOCKIKHEI> SUMMARY.

Sin, I have followed tlie Youth \.

.li/c controversy with interest and ven-

ture to sum up its progress so far in

ten of the worst lines in the world :

Thriv v, as an old don so engrossed
In maintaining his rule of the roast

Thai he made quite a scone

When addressed as "Old bean,"
And wrote to complain in The Post.

Whereupon the disciples of WKLLS
F.inittrd a chorus of yells.

And they fell upon Age
With unfilial rage

Ami gave it all manner of hells.

I am, Sir, Yours, GALLIO JUNIOR.

" SWITZERLAND AGAIN.

Fine weather has resigned with only brief

interruptions since the season began." Times.

lust as in England.

"Alice , a married woman, was charged
with unlawfully wounding her husband,
Charles

,
a labourer, by striking him with

a pair of tongues." Local Paper.

CHARLES has our sympathy. lie mfght

just as well have been a bigamist.

WESTWARD HO!

JAMKS, if from life's little worries and

trouble you
Sigh to be wafted afar,

Meet me at Paddington Station, (J.W.

R.

Thence, if our plans be not baulked by
some latterday

Railwayman-unionist freak,

We '11 make a bold bid for freedom on

Saturday
Week.

Care, may ride pillion or on the ship's

deck set her

Foot, but she '11 hunt us in vain

Once we've set ours on the ten-thirty

Exeter
Train.

Ours no "resort" where you run tip

iniquitous
Bills at the "

Royal
"
or " Grand,"

Blatant with pier and parade and ubi-

quitous
Band.

No "silver sea" where the gaudy and

giddy come ;

We're for a peacefuler air

Breathing of Uncle Tom I'Mey and

Widdicombe
Fair.

Warm as a welcome the red of the til-

lage is,

Green are the pastures, and deep
Down in the combes little thatch-cov-

ered villages

Sleep.

Far from society (praises to Allah l>e!),

Wearing demobilised Ixxjts,

Clad in our count rifuil (Deelex -cum-

Malli.byi
Suits,

We'll o'or the moor where the ways
never weary us,

Lunch at a primitive pub,
Loaf till it 's time to get back to more

serious

(irub.

llapl\ some neighbouring Dutymopr
brooklet '11

IVmpt us at eve to wt out.

Greenheart in band, and -endeavour to

book little

Trout.

Well, there's a programme for

weeks of heaven, sheer

Bliss, if you add to the scheme

Farm egf^" and bacon and junket and

Devonshire
am.
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Customer. "I SAY DO YOU EVER PLAY ANYTHING BY BEQUEST?" Delighted Musician. "CERTAINLY, Sm."

Cmtomer. "THEN I WONDEE IF YOU'D BE so GOOD AS TO PLAY A GAME OP DOMINOES UNTIL I'VE FINISHED MY LUNCH I"

SAND SPORTS.
Two or three hundred yards behind

the sandhills, which seem to be de
:

serted but are really full of sudden hol-

lows, with embarrassing little bathing
tents in them, the village sports have

just been held. They took place in a

sloping grass field kindly lent for the

occasion by Mr. Bates. This means
that you paid a shilling to enter the

field, whereas on other days you can

picnic in it or play cricket in it without

paying anything at all. Mr. Bates is

a kind of absentee landlord so -far as

we are concerned, for he is the butcher
at Framford, four miles away, and only
brings the proceeds of his butchery to

us on Tuesdays and Fridays, whicli is

the reason why on Mondays and Thurs-

days one usually has eggs and bacon
for dinner.

It was an interesting afternoon
for many reasons, most of all per-

haps because many of the visitors

saw each other for the first time in

clothes in land clothes, I mean and
it is wonderful how much smarter some
of them looked than when popping red

or brown faces, with lank wisps of hair

on them, out of the brine.
' Some of the athletic events were

open, like the Atlantic Sea, and some

close, like the Conferences at Lympne,
but very few of the visitors competed
in any of them. I don't think, any of

us fancied our chances overmuch, but

personally I was a little bitter about the

three-mile bicycle race, because there

were three prizes and only three com-

petitors. I am past my prime at this

particular sport, but as it happened one
of the three broke his gear-chain some-
where about the seventh lap, and it wa's

a long time before he mended it and
rode triumphantly past the finishing

flag. I felt then that I had missed
what was probably my first and last

chance of securing an Olympic palm.
The whole affair struck me as being

very well managed ;
dull events, like

the high jump and putting the' shot,

being held quietly in a corner by the

hedge, whilst the really interesting

things, like the sack race and the egg
and spoon race, went on in the middle.

We used potatoes instead of eggs, but
whether there was a system of handi-

capping according to the weight and age
of the potatoes I was unable to deter-

mine. I do feel confident, however,
that that girl with the yellow hair and

tlie striped skirt to whom the first

prize was quite incorrectly awarded by
the judges had put some treacle

But there, I will be magnanimous.
The postman was a great success.

He had acquired a light suit of over-

alls, on which he had painted three large
red stars, using, I hope, Government
red ink, and with black cheeks and a

floured" nose footed it solemnly to the

music of the . Framford , Comrades'

Band. He also ran underneath the

lath at the high jump and tumbled

down in trying to put the shot. All

round the field children could be heard

asking, "What is he doing, Mummy?
"

and, when they were told, "Hush,
dears, he's doing it for a joke," their

eyes danced and they tried for a moment
to control their emotion and then broke

into shrieks of laughter. All the diffi-

cult open events which were not won

by a young man in puce-coloured shorts

were won by a friend of his in a yellow
shirt. I have an idea that these two



A SESSION OF COMMON SENSE.
ERZN. "I'VE GREAT HOPES OF THIS NEW DEVELOPMENT; BUT OP COURSE IT'S NOT

AN OFFICIAL CONFERENCE.."
PEACE. "WELL, TO JUDGE BY MY EXl'HHIHNCE, IT'S NONE THE WORSE FOR THAT."
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MODERN BUSINESS METHODS.
Patron. "DIDN'T I OIVE YOU SOMETHING IN HIGH STREET THIS MOUSING?' Artist. "YES, MUM. I'VE & UUANCU THKEI."

young men came from Framford and
go round doing this kind of thing and

getting prizes for it, just as Mr. Bates

goes round selling his beef.

Amidst all this fun and frolic, if you
went up to the top of one of the sand-
hills and looked across the blue bay to
the little seaport opposite, you saw that
it was also emptied of its folk this pious
afternoon and was in fact holding aquatic
revels. Little fishing-boats with brown
sails were turning about a given mark.
There were rowing races and diving
competitions and a greasy pole and

very probably a comic man dressed up
as a buoy.

I have pondered deeply over these
twin feasts, and it has occurred to me
that, whilst land sports and water

sports are both of them very good
tilings in their way, neither expresses
the real genius of a maritime resort,
and also that we visitors, if we are too

shy to enter with gusto into the local

games, ought to provide some suitable

entertainment in return. I have com-

piled therefore a programme of a Grand
Beach Gala for next week, and have
had a notice put up in the post-office
window inviting entries. Not many

people buy stamps at the post-office,
but, as you get bacon and spades and
buckets and jam there, it is a pretty
popular emporium, and I think my list

of events should prove an attractive

one. It runs as follows :

1. Pebble and Tent Competition.
Fathers of families only. To be run
if possible at low tide on a wet and

windy day. Competitors to leave start-

ing post in ordinary attire, enter tent,

emerge in bathing costume, strike tents,

sprint over shingle to the sea, swim to

a given point, return, pitch tents, dress

and run to winning-post.
FIRST PRIZE, a ham sandwich, with

real sand.

2. Sock Race. Under ten. Com-

petitors to start barefooted in rock-

pools and race at the sound of a dinner-

bell to nurses, have feet dried, put on
shoes and stockings and run to row of

buns at top of beach. First bun down
wins. Points deducted for sand in

socks.

3. Hundred Yards Paddle Dash.

To be run along the edge of surf. Han-

dicap by position. Tallest competitor
to have deepest station. Open to all

ages and sexes. Feet to be lifted clear

of the water at every stride. Properly
raced this is a fine frothy event, pro-
ductive of the greatest enthusiasm, espe-

cially if the trousers come unrolled.

4. Sand Castle Contest. Open to all

families of eight. Twenty minutes time
limit. Largest castle wins. Moats must
contain real sea-water.

5. Impromptu Picnic. Ladies only.
Materials must be collected from the

village shops, brought down to beach
and spread out at winning flag. For
the purpose of this competition the

sports must take place on a Thursday,
when the weekly visit of the green-

grocer coincides with one of the bi-

weekly visits of the baker from Fram-
ford. Eggs and butter must be obtained
at the Mill Farm, and you can do the
rest at the post-office.

6. Fifty Yardt Hat Race. Under
five. Fathers to be seated in a row on
beach. Competitors to remove fathers'

hats, run twenty-five yards, fill hats
with sand, return and replace hats.

In order to prevent any ill-feeling
that might arise from the thought that

I had practised any of these races in

private beforehand I have elected to

the judge. , KYOK.
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THE ROOM AT THE BACK.

[A story of the supernatural . hii-h should not be read late at night
us i>l weak no i

'

OUT\\-AUDIT. "Chatholme" was as all the other villas in

I 'immoral Avenue, which were just detached enough to

allow the butcher's boy to squeeze himself and his basket

and perhaps the cook between any two of them, and

diltered from each other in nothing but names, numbers
and window-curtains.

And the interior of the house, when the Pottigrews took

possession of it, seemed equally commonplace. There is

no need to show you all over it, but if you intend to peruse
this narrative, in spite of the warning above, it is desirable

that you should at least inspect the ground-floor.
On one side of the hall, which was faintly illumined in

the daytime by a fanlight, was the drawing-room ;
on the

other side was the dining-room, and behind the dining-room
was a smaller room with a French-window looking on to

the back -
garden, which probably was described by the

house -
agents as the

"morning -room," but
was by Mr. Pottigrew
designated his "study."

Prosaic enough, you
will say. And yet there

was that about the

ground-floor of " Chat-
holme" which was any-
thing but matter - of -

fact, as the Pottigrews
began to discover be-

fore they had been in

residence many days.
Mrs. Pottigrew was

the first to "sense"

something out of the

ordinary. She was of

Manx origin, and there-

fore peculiarly sensi-

tive to "
influences ;

"

one of those uncom-
fortable people who
cannot visit such places
as Hampton Court or the Tower without vibratin" liki

harp-strings.
Mr. Pottigrew, however, was of the duller fibre of which

cyclists rather than psychists are made; and when on
is return from the City one afternoon, his wife tried to gethim to appreciate a certain eeriness in the atmosphere of

the new home, he sniffed it dutifully, and declared that
3 could detect nothing but a confounded smell of onions.

ihat s because they won't remember to shut the kitchen
door, Mrs. Pottigrew explained.

" But "

'l^!
1

'
i '

1

c^' fc be the drain s- because they 've just been
ld Mr. Pottigrew impatiently. And, like a stout

'termlist, he muttered,
"
Imagination !

"
as he strolled

away to the sanctuary of his study, little guessing how hisown imagination was about to be stimulated.
(Look here tliis is where the creepy business begins

If, on consideration, you feel you 'd rather read about crfcket
or politics or something, I '11 excuse you.)A little later as Mrs. Pottigrew was 'crossing the hall
he was stopped short by a strange, gasping choky soundwhich came from the study. There followed the crash of a
shaii- being overturned; the door opened and her husband
-aggercd out with scared eyes in a face as white as marbleand beads of sweat on his brow.
When a stiff brandy had restored the power of speech to

Mr. Pottigrew, he described the remarkable and alarmin
seizure he had just experienced.
He had turned his arm-chair to the French-window, lie

said, with the intention of enjoying a quiet smoke, aw
no sooner had he seated himself and leaned back than ar
indescribable feeling of suffocation had crept upon him
and at the same time he had been aware of a curious loss

of control over his jaws, so that he had been unable to

prevent his mouth opening to its widest extent. When h<
had tried to rise to his feet an invisible force had seeme<
to be holding him down, and it was only by a tremendoui
effort of will that he had managed to keep his senses anc

struggle to the door.

He resolutely refused to see a doctor, but, deciding thai
the attack was a warning that he had been overdoing
it, he retired forthwith to bed. By the morning ho felt sc

well that he prescribed for himself a few quiet days by the
sea. And so he packed his bag and took himself off by an

early train to Brighton.
That afternoon was marked by another disagreeable occur-^

rence. After the

of her kind, Mrs. Pot-

tigrew's Aunt Charlotte
was attracted by the
idea of using a room
from which normally
the female members ol

the household were ex-

cluded. So she took
her needlework into the

study and prepared to

spend a quiet hour or
so in the armchair

facing the French-win-
dow.

Hardly had she settled

down when she too ex-

perienced the same feel-

ing of suffocation and
the same involuntary
opening of the jaws
which Mr. Pottigrew
had described. She

struggled against it,

but, lacking the will-power ot her robust nephew-by-marri-
age, she was overcome by unconsciousness. When she
came to, a little dazed and faint, a few moments later, she
was dismayed to discover that her expensive dental-plate

a full set was lying on the floor, shattered beyond repair.
Not being a person of vivid imagination, she attributed

On, MUMMY, WILL YOU GET THK. TWOPENCE BACK?"

her transient illness to intense sympathy with Mr. Potti-

grew, and resigned herself to a diet of slops until she could
be furnished with new means of mastication.

Next day, a Saturday, came the climax. Early in the

evening an urgent telegram summoned Mr. Pottigrew back
from Brighton. Hastening home, he was received by a
wife distraught.
"What did I tell you?" she wailed. "Send for Sir

CONAN DOYLE. Poor dear Aubrey ! The doctor is upstairs
with him."
Mr. Pottigrew hurriedly ascended to the bedroom of his

son and heir, a fine healthy youth, -just of an age to ap-
preciate his father's cigars. (This, of course, is a pre-
Budget story.)
The young fellow lying upon the bed smiled bravely as

his father entered, but Mr. Pottigrew was shocked to see
that he smiled with toothless gums. A grave professional-
looking man rose from the bedside and beckoned Mr.
Pottigrew out of the room.
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i Ik-Count, i/
Fanner (to Profiteer fishing the Fell bccl.-x).

"CAUoire O\VT?"

"I'VE SOT ACTUALLY LANDED ANY, BUT THINK I HAD A BISK CXI.ESS IT WAS THK SPI.A

" This extraordinary case, Sir," said the doctor as lie

closed the door behind him,
"

is the outcome of causes quite

beyond the present scope of the medical profession. The

sound, strong, firm teeth a splendid set of a healthy

young man do not jump out of his head of their own accord,

every one of them, for any natural reason."-

lie paused and lowered his voice as he continued :

am afraid, Mr. Pottigrew, however reluctant we may be

to admit the possibility, that there is no doubt that you

have taken a haunted house. The previous tenant was a

dentist poor Mr. Acres. The room which is your study

was his operating room. He died in that room while ad-

ministering fjas to himself preparatory to extracting his oicn

teeth." =======
Mrs. Gamp Kediviva.

"Mursy; 39; experienced bottle fed ;
40 to 50." Dally Paper.

Speeding the Parting Guest.

"Oban is proving mi attractive centre, (or Lord --
,

ami many others have departed thence during the laat

\Yo think it only kind to suppress the names.

"All new demand.-; for capital, whether for private or public pur-

p.^.s, had been met out of the sayings of the people.'
-

Mr. Punch may perhaps be permitted to mention that to

has himself given currency to a number of capital
-! -

"It is to be hop>a that, now (hat their unhappy country is in th.

throeo of the moat ghastly terror of her history, the irreco.i

elements in the Irish nation will sec an all-compelling reasoi

exercising the demon of strife." Indian 7V.

Unfortunately they seem to !>e doing 80 onl\ too freely.

ANOTHER WAR TO END \V.\R.

[An address to the League of Nation* on learning that it

lidcring a scheme to tackle the rat plague.]

NOT yours to lure the lands of Cross or Crest-.

Back from Bellona where she ban^s her drum,

Nor make this Hades, anyhow at present,

The New Elysium.

For still the sword gleams mightier than the )'n in

Knrope, you '11 notice, at the Bolshies' beck ;

Confess now that the case of Mr. LKNIN

Gets you right in the neck.

So I have read with wondmu-. satisfaction.

Peeling in this your hands are far from ti-<l,

That you propose to emulate the action

Of Hamelin* Pipr (Pierf).

And, though the task prove hard and ever harder,

From your crusade, 1 trust, you 'II never cewe

Till you've n .od-\vill to even hirdrr

And to eacli uantrx j.,

Then, when the cocksure critic in his crmlcness

I'ops vou the .[m-stion
while his back In-

]

"NVhat 'have \>u done?" you'll find at last, thank

goodness,
One ready answer "

1

erroneously described M
' I'lH'-inni's U

ii . . ." Kreninij /'n^x-r.

But what about the spelling of
' 1'uccinni

" We fear
Uut what aoouc me spwiuig ui

-. -.

our contemporary h:i*. after all, been caught tnptycl
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HOW TO BUILD A HOUSE.

THE only way to build a house pro

perly is to employ an architect to buil

it for you. All 't ho host houses ar

built by architects any architect wi

tell you that. But of course you wi

always l)o allowed to say that //mi buil

D it will come to the same tiling.

The walls of an architect's office ar

covered with drawings of enormou

public buildings which the architec

lias erect od in every capital of Europe
There are also a few of the statelie

homes of England which he has put u]

in his spare tune.

\Yhile you are waiting you compari
these with your own scheme of the six

roomed villa you propose to build.

At last you are ushered into the pre
sence and unless a stove-pipe protrud

ing from your waistcoat pocket suggests
that you are travelling in somebody's
radiators you will probably be askec

to sit down, and may even be given a

cigarette. There is no difficulty it

opening your business. The architec
can see at a glance what you have come
for and says quite simply,

" You wan;
to build a house ?

"

" I do," you reply.
" How many reception rooms ?

This rather staggers you. You hac
not intended to have any reception
rooms at all. You never give receptions
All you wanted was a dining-room and
a drawing-room, and a study with a
round window over the fire-place.
But it is evidently impossible to con-

fide this to the architect. All you can
do is to reply as naturally as you can :

" About half-a-dozen."
"
Eight reception rooms," says the

architect. " And how many bedrooms ?
"

" I don't really know
; about

each."

"Twenty bedrooms," suggests the
architect (there are three in your
family).

" And did you say a garage to
hold two cars ?

"

By this time you realise that you are

engaged in a game something like
auction bridge and so far your opponent
has done all the over-calling." Double two cars !

"
you cry ex-

citedly.
" Five cars," rejoins the Architect
" Six cars !

"

"Garage to hold six cars," repeats
the Architect, confessing defeat. " You
are, of course, aware that a house on
this scale will cost you at least twenty
thousand pounds ?

"

"Of course," you reply, and you
honestly think it would be cheap at the
price.

After this the only thing to do is to
get away as quickly as possible. It
would bo pure bathos to suggest any

one

of your wife's labour-saving devices, o

introduce the subject of that circula

bath-room with a circular bath hanging

by chains from the ceiling and a spirit

stove under it your pet invention

Kecall a pressing engagement, shak

the architect firmly by the hand anc

promise to come and see him nex

Tuesday about details. In the interva

you can compose a letter at your leisure

informing him that in view of the higl
cost of materials, etc., etc., you have
decided to postpone the building o

your house, but you desire to build at

once a gardener's cottage (so that the

gardener can be getting the grounds
into order) containing one dining-room
one drawing-room, one study (with one
round window), three bedrooms, one
circular bathroom (with one circulai

bath) and one tool-shed to hold one tool

Even so you will probably have to

make concessions. Your window wil!

be hexagonal and your bath square
But your worries are over. The archi-

tect will choose a builder and between
them they will build your house during
the next six years, which you will spend
in lodgings. It is a long time to wait,

certainly, but you will find plenty ol

amusement in occasionally counting
;he number of bricks that have been
laid since last time. And then in 1926,
as you smoke your pipe in your study
and gaze out of your hexagonal window,
you will not covet the Paradise of ADAM,
he first gardener.

RHYMES OF THE UNDERGROUND.

Adolphus Minns resides at Kew
And does what people ought to do.

fn boarding trains his instincts are
To "let 'em first get off the car,"
Then "

hurry up
"
himself to enter,

And"pass along right down the centre."

Though nigh his destination be
^o selfish "

door-obstructor
"
he ;

father than bear such imputation
3e '11 travel on beyond his station.

3is unexceptionable ways
ij'en liftmen have been known to praise
A folk censorious and, as such,

t given to praising over-much.

Small need have they to shout a grim
' No smoking in the lift

"
at him,

)r ask if he 's the only one
For whom the lift is being run.

Adolphus Minns, who lives at Kew,
)oes all that people ought to do
letires to bed before eleven,
s up and shaved by half-past seven
.nd, when he dies, he '11 go to Heaven.

'erhaps he 's gone ; I Ve never met
His like at Kow or elsewhere yet.

THE DISSIMULATION OF SUZANNE,

THE telephone bell rang just as I was
beginning breakfast.

" What is your number, please ?
"

asked an imperious voice.

In an emergency I never can re-

member my own number.
' Just hold on a minute while I look

it up," I begged. Feverishly I turned
over the leaves of the telephone direc-

tory and, cutting with a blunt finger the

page containing the small advertisement
that keeps my name before the public
eye, at last found and transmitted the
desired information.

" Don't go away," said the voice

again, this timo with a shade of weari-
ness in its tone. "

Chesterminster
wants you."

I wasn't going away, because before
Suzanne left me to visit her relatives in

Middleshire I had vowed that nothing
would induce me to do so. But Chester"
minster wanted me. What should that

portend ?

"Tell them," I declaimed into the

mouthpiece while I instinctively posed
for the camera, " that I feel greatly
honoured by their invitation and in

other circumstances I should have
been delighted to come forward as their

Candidate. The Parliamentary history
of Chesterminster constitutes one of

the most romantic chapters in the
chronicles of England ; but just now I

am busy writing verses for next week's
Back Chat, so

"

" If you will keep on talking to your-
self you won't get connected," inter-

rupted the voice.
" You 're thr-r-rough,n

hesterrninster."

"Are you Chelsea niner-seven-double-
seven ?

"
inquired a new voice, a little

more distant but not so haughty."
No, nine I mean niner-double-

seven-seven," I replied.
" Same thing," said the voice of

hesterminster. "Stokehampton wants

you."
" Tell them "

I began, but my
oratory was drowned by a rapid succes-
sion of small explosions, and out of

.his unholy crepitation emerged a still

small voice which said,
" Is that you,

darling?" Then I suddenly remem-
>ered that Stokehampton is Suzanne's
elatives' nearest town of call.
"
They want you to come to-morrow

or the week-end," said Suzanne. " I

ied to them and said you were busy
working, but they said you can have
he library to yourself whenever you
ivant it, and spoke so nicely about you
hat I couldn't refuse to ring you up.
Besides, I want you to- come, and the

igs and the mulberries are in splendid
orm."
Suzanne knows that my idea of
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THE QUESTION OF THE YACHTING CAP.

, -,-i>v T\r DICK \\D IUUKV UK SUD.
HE DIDN'T WANT TO LOOK I .IKK BVEIH

IN HIS YACIITINIi CAP.

UK I >Kt 1 1 >KI> I O GO
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Heaven is a garden full of fig-trees and

mulberry bushes at the appropriate
season of the year. But it was raining

hard, and I abominate week-ends; and

Suzanne's relatives are well-meaning
folk who always want to arrange your

day for you.
" No, Suzanne," I said,

"
emphati-

cally, no. I can't think of a convincing
excuse at the moment, so you 'd better

say I '11 be delighted to come. But to-

morrow morning you '11 get a wire from

me announcing that 1 'in sick of the

palsy no, malaria, which they know
I sometimes get and that '11 give you
a good ground for returning yourself
to-morrow. Your three minutes

is up. Good-bye."
With the inspiration still fresh

upon me I wrote out the telegram
and rang for Evangeline.

"
Evangeline," I said, "I may

possibly be detained in bed to-mor-

row morning-. In case that should

happen", she never betrayed even
a nicker of the eye, although she

could, an she would, tell Suzanne
some damning tales of late rising

during her absence "please send
this telegram off before breakfast

;

that is, before your breakfast."

Evangeline curtseyed and with-

drew. I had spent my leisure mo-
ments during the week teaching
her the trick, as a surprise for Suz-
anne on her return.

Next morning, as I lay in bed

thinking out the subject of my next

Message to the Nation, I was grati-
fied to notice that the rain had
ceased and the sun was shining
genially. I thought of Suzanne and
the refreshing fruit in Suzanne's
relatives' attractive gardens. Should
I go after all ? I rang the bell.

" Has that wire gone yet ?
"

I

asked.

"Indeed I took it these two hours
back," replied Evangeline.

I looked at my watch and grunted.
"Bring me a telegram-form," I com-

manded, "and some hotter hot water."
So, having wired to Suzanne : "Mal-

aria false alarm only passing effects of
overwork coming by the one -

thirty
PERCIVAL," I found myself at tea-time

being nursed back to health on mul-
berries- and-cream administered by the
solicitous hands of Aunt-by-acquisition
Lucy.

"
Well," I said to Suzanne a little

later as we strolled in the direction of
the fig-trees,

" how did it go off my
first wire, I mean ?

"

"
Oh, I think I did it very well," she

replied ;

" I gave a most realistic ex-
hibition of wifely concern, and the car
had just come to take me to the station
when your second wire arrived."

"Then they didn't spot anything?
"

" No," said Suzanne "
no, I don't

think so."

After dinner that night I was playing
billiards with Toby, who is Suzanne's

aunt's nephew-by-marriage. We had

the room to ourselves.

"Dull part of the world this," he re-

marked. "
By the way, what about

that malaria of yours?
"

".What about it?
"
I observed shortly.

"Comes and goes rather suddenly,
doesn't it?"

"Very," I agreed.
" It 's one of the

suddenost diseases ever invented."
" ' Invented

'

is a good word," said

BRITISH ASSOCIATION DELEGATES DIS
CUSSING ORIGIN OF STREET ARAB'S EJACU
LATION, " YAH YAH YAH SHR-R-RUP 1

"

Toby.
" You 're a bit of an inventor,

aren't you?".
" What do you mean ? Are you ven-

turing to imply
" I imply nothing. I merely state

that this morning Suzanne came down
to breakfast in her travelling-clothes.
And that wasn't all."

" Wasn't it ?
"

I inquired weakly." Tell me the worst."
"All through breakfast," continued

Toby with relish,
" she was restless and

off her feed, and appeared to be listening
for something. Afterwards nothing
could induce her to leave the house, and

'. myself caught her
surreptitiously

studying the time-table. Every time a
step was heard coming up the drive she
started to her feet. At last a telegraph-

boy arrived. Before anybody could dig.

cover whom the wire was addressed to,

Suzanne snatched it from the boy, tore
it open, placed her hand in the region
of her heart and exclaimed,

'

Oh, how
provoking ! Poor Percival's

'

then
she turned it the right way up, looked

unutterably foolish and meekly handed
it over to Aunt Lucy. It was from the
old lady's stockbroker and referred to
some transaction or other in Housing
Bonds."

" And what did Aunt Lucy say ?
"

I asked.

"Oh, she just looked the least little

bit surprised," replied Toby, "but she
didn't utter. Suzanne had to em-
brace the muddiest of all the cocker

pups to hide her flaming cheeks."
"
Well, what happened then?

"

" Then ? Oh, then the telegraph-
boy fished out another wire from
his wallet. I took it, glanced at the

envelope and handed it to Suzanne.
This time she read it very gingerly
before exclaiming in a highly un-
emotional voice :

' Oh, how pro-
voking ! Poor Percival 's got one
of his sudden attacks of malaria
and can't come. So, if you don't

mind, Aunt Lucy, I '11. catch the
eleven -fifteen back.' Aunt Lucy
was very sympathetic and went up
to help her with her packing, which
was accomplished in a surprisingly
short time

;
as a matter of fact she

had practically done it all before
breakfast. Just as she was going
to drive off to the station up came
another telegraph -boy. That was

your second wire, and Suzanne
didn't seem any too pleased to re-

ceive it. I 'in not at all convinced,"
concluded Toby, "that your wife
would make her fortune on the

stage."
" Do you think Aunt Lucy sus-

pects?" I asked.

"Bless you, no. The dear old

thing has the heart of a child."

Maybe, but I have my doubts. Su-
zanne's aunt insisted on my staying
a week as a preventive against a nervous

breakdown, and the tonic with which
she herself dosed me several times a

day was the most repulsive beverage
I had ever tasted, effectually ruining
the savour of figs and mulberries. Can
it be that Aunt Lucy is not only of

a suspicious but also of a revengeful
nature ?

Suzanne ridicules my doubtings and
declares that she could make her aunt
swallow anything. I wish she could
have made her swallow my tonic.

KAMENEFF to KRASSIN (on applying
for passports) :

" Cras ingens iterabrmus

aquor."
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A MINL-TK! I'LL LIGHT YOU TO THE GATE; IT'S VERY DARK."

THAT'S ALL RICH, I CA* SKE THE DARK. WHY, WHES I .'DEBS
"

-

Hot. "YM, YES; BOT YOU'RE HOT IN FLANDERS HOW-VOQ-BE ni*r c

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
3/r. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT would certainly have been a thousand pities if the

coming of Peace had deprived U8 of anything so cheerfully

stimulating as the tales of " SAPPER" (Cviur, McNEiLE>

His Butt-Dog Drummond (HODDEB AND STOUGHTON) shows

all the old breathless invention as active as ever, while t

pugnacity-to give it no stronger term-is wholly unre

strained, even by what might seem the unpromising a mo-

sphere of Godalming in 19W. It would, of course be utterly

beyond my scope to give in barest outline any ist of he

wild and whirfing events that beg.n when CaptainiHugh

Drummond selects the most encouraging of the answers

his "Bored ex-soldier" advertisement and meets the, will

a cryptic but lovely lady, in the Carlton lounge (Judging

bv contemporary fiction, what histories could those walls

rLal?Tte/that the affair almost instantly develops

into one lurid sequence of battle, murder, bluff an,d tbe

kind of ten-minutes-here-for-courtship
which proves

jut to be Bolshevists, or at least in the receipt of Soviet

ubsidies though 1 see a well-known Labour Daily reviewed

he plot aa unconvincing. Odd ! Anyhow, a rattling story.

I am aware that, in confessing to an entire ignorance of

my one of the so-called Books of Artemas, I place myself

n a minority so small as to bo almost beneath notice,

certainly is how the publishers regard the matter if one may
ude by their ecstatically jubilant, Artemas has wntten

i novel! 7s. W. net," on the wrapper of .1 Dear

WESTALL). Well, I have read the novel carefully, e

I trust generously, with the unhappy result that (knowing

how elusive and individual a tiling is laughter) I can hardly

bring myself to say how dull 1 found it. But the fact

remains. It is all about nothing-a preposterous 1

plot for the identification, at a wildly inhuman reception,

of an anonymous dramatist, revealed linally as the journalist

hero who was nearly sacked for writing the play's only bad

notice. In my day I have met both editors and critics

even dramatists. I don't say they were all pleasant people ;

many of them were not. But-hero is my point prac-

tically every one of them had at least sullicient ol our

common humanity to prevent them from behaving for one

instant as their representatives
do in this book. it

charitably leave it at that. Probably the next man ]

will have invited apoplexy over his enjoyment of the sara

pages that moved me only to an irritated bewilderment.

You never can tell.
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1 rather think that The Mini icitli the liubber Soles

llhuiDHit AND STOI-IJHTON) is Sir AI.MXAXDKK BANNEBMAN'S

firstling, at least as far as fiction is concerned. If so,

many others will share my hope that it may prove to be

the efdest of a large family. For the author has not merely
the knack of telling a good mystery story in a way that

keeps one interested until the last page is turned ; ho tells

it in a curiously dry matter-of-fact way that makes really

.startling adventures seem the sort of thing that might hap-

pen to anybody. The story concerns the pursuit of a gang
of men who are engaged in importing forged Treasury notes

on a largo scale and uttering them through skilfully or-

gani- 9, The police and various civilians between
them there is no super-sleuth to weary us with his

machine-like prowess run the

thing to earth, partly by skill

and partly by good luck, and the

civilians in particular have a

stirring time doing it. Bombs,
automatic pistols, even soldiers

and a submarine, assist quite

naturally in sustaining the in-

terest. And a pleasant little

romance is really woven into the

plot, not just pushed in any-
how. Altogether The Man n-ith

the Rubber Soles is a most excel-

lent story of its kind, a real

novel because plot and treat-

ment are alike new, and one can

safely prophesy that when Sir

ALEXANDER BANNEBMAN pro-
duces bis nextling be will find
a large and appreciative circle

of readers waiting to welcome it.

Three things charmed me
particularly about Henry Eliza-
beth (HUBST AND BLACKEIT),
whose remarkable second name
was due to the fact that he was
born in the same year as the

Virgin Queen and that his father
had hoped that he too would be
a girl. In the first place he
became the greatest swordsman
of his age and I was thus able
to add him to my fine collection
of Elizabethan heroes who have
achieved this honour. What
happens when two of these,

champions meet in those shadowy regions of romance
where all costume novels are merged I do not know It

t be rather like the irresistible force and the immovable
ict. In the second place H. E. (no one could better

leservo these formidable initials) was given the job of clear-
ing Lundy Island of its piratical tenants, and I happened to
have Lundy Island just opposite me as I read the book. It

i not often that a reviewer has the chance of checkin"
local colour with so little pains. And in the third place
dr. JUSTIN- HUNTLY McC.UiTiiY informs me, on pao 101
that Ins hero will "ga/e one day upon rivers to which the
rimines should seem little better than a pitiful rivulet

"
As

Hairy never gets further from his native Devon than
ndon in the course of this novel I take it that this is a

ulicate allusion to the possibility of a sequel. I hope it is
so, and that I shall hear of Henry in days to come, after a
tup or two with RALEIGH or DBAKK, rebuilding his manor

iton, which was unfortunately burnt to the ground

and settling down to plant potatoes and tobacco in pros
perity and peace.

From the title, Bnile Gods (HKINKMANN), you may guess
that Mr. Louis WILKINSON'S new novel does not deal witl

homely topics in a vein of harmless frolic. In recommend
ing this very serious work of an export author and observer
I am bound to make some reservation. Unsophisticated
youth, if such there be in these days, should be kept awa\
from the affair between Alec Glaive and Gillian Colleti

Alec, a mere boy, was in a dangerously unsettled condition
when the lady crossed his path. His mother had upset a
not too happy family by eloping with a literary poseur; the

egoism of his father had been rendered even more oppres-~
sive and his sarcasm even more
acid thereby ; and a Roman
Catholic priest, intent on se-

curing a convert for his Order,
had been plying bis young mind
with too exciting conversations
and too refreshing wines. Apart
from external circumstances,
Alec was tending to quarrel with

humanity at large, and so he
went the whole hog, more in

search of a desperate ideal than

by way of impetuous sin. Mr.
WILKINSON treats the affair

with deliberate, cold-blooded,
even cynical analysis; and his

portrayal of the snobbery and

humbug of the upper-middle
class, social and intellectual, in

which his creatures move is

searching and disturbing. But,
I ask myself, are people really
like that? Or rather are there

enough of these unnaturals, ex-

tremists, moral Bolshevists or
whatever you like to call them,
to justify their presentation as a

modern type? Always an op-
timist, I think not"; and I

notice that the author gives a
no less clever and a much more
convincing impression of the

normal, settled and pleasant
iharacters who are incidental
;o the plot. Make for yourself
-he acquaintance of the charm-

ng Wilfred Vail and the most
amusing and seductive Cockney artiste, Betty Bam field,
and you will admit, however pessimistic your views,' that
there may be something in mine.

ROMANCE AND PEOSE.
The Youth. "CAN YOU DIBECT MB TO THE CASTLE OF THE

BLACK MOUNTAIN?"
Tiie Old Man. "I CAN,' YOUNG MAN. EOT PERCHANCE

THOU GOES! TO SEEK THE HAND OF THE PRINCESS ? BF-
WAHE, BASH YOUTH 1 IT IS A PERILOUS ADVENTURE. THOU
WILT BE BEQUIBED TO ACHIEVE MANY DANGEROUS TASKSHAST THOU THOUGHT OF THE RISK?"
The Youth. "Noi MUCH. I'M COIN' TO MEND mi

KITCHEN BOILEB."

Palmam Qui Meruit Ferat.
"The (.'/echo-Slovaks were greeted this afternoon In a ootuauttM

t Vancouver ladies, representing the Red Crow Society Tin- war-
worn veterans were presented with a package containing cigarettes
.11 orange and a chocolate bar, in recognition of valuable -<

rendered the Allied cause."-- Canadian

"PRINCE GEORGE IX SWKDKX.
Prince George has heen enjoying the sights of Christiania and ttl

beautiful surroundings." Morning Paper.
He should now visit Stockholm and give Norway a turn.

'

Gentleman, no ties, will undertake any mission to anvwhciv
"

Prorincial I'npri:
But surely not where neck-wear is de riijiteur.
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unioui-s of Prohibition

in Scotland. \Ye can onlj say tint, if

.,,,1 goesdrj ii. will also go South.

i;., : ,ii ordei of the FOOD COXTBOLLEB
i'rom all restrict i., n

-urds use. This drastic al '

m || M .

prevailing
cra/e for rnatri-

iint come ii moment too soon.

We suppose it is due to pr^-utre of

usiness, hut the SpanUh Cabinet has

.igned this week.
;',: ;:

Tin' /)<(//// Mn/l i-i offering one

undred pounds for the best new hat

ir men. The cocked hat into which

lr. SMII.UI: hopes to knock the countn

S, of course, excluded
~

he competition.

who ha^ a pie -( ii.m>i:s i.ui.s i\ time-

l-ihle lor -ale, present o\\ ner having
no further use for it.

It is sta; ;ontific circles that

the present weather is due to the Gulf

Stream. Tli is relievos Mr. Ciii:m nii.i.

of considerable responsibility.

" The length of a bee's sting," says
Tit Bitx,

"
is only one thirty-second of

an inch." We are grateful for this

information because when we are l>eing

stung we are always too busy to mea-

sure for oursel

Those who maintain that nothing

good ever comes from Russia have suf-

fered a nasty slap in the face. A news

message states that the Bolshevists

A horse at Chiches-

heen run down
i\ a I lain. Asked how
ie came to catch up
vith the horse the

inver said he just let

ier rip.

*
! )c-pitetherepeated

eports of his resigna-

iion in the London

upers, Mr. DAVIS,
he American Ambass-
idor to Britain, states

that he does not in-

tend to retire. This

ipt for English
tews papers will be

justifiably resented.

Mrs. LILTJAN Rus
teLL, of Rockland.

}., is reported to

offered to sell her husband for

twenty thousand pounds. It is a great

Bonsolation to those of us who are

husbands that they are fetching such

high prices. i: ,
::

*

The road-menders in Oxford Street

who went on strike have now resumed

work. The discovery was made by a

spectator who saw one of them move.

A contemporary reports the prospect
of fair weather for another three weeks.

It looks as if Mr. SJIILLIK is going to

have a fine day for it after all.

*.,.*

A New York message states that the

vgation of .1 New Jersey church

pelted the Rev. F. S. KOPFMAXN with

This is disgraceful with eug* at

their present price.

\\'e have just heard of a Scotsman

Clerk (taking personal ^I'liculars of pronvcltre polity-holder).
" AND

WHAT IS YOL-B l-HOFKSSIOS, SlH?" Ai'tut. " 1'AINTF.R."

Clerk. "\Viivr SORT OF PAISTKK?" Artist. "SPI.ESDIU.

uue invited Mr. SMIIJ.IK to visit

Petrograd.
$

"Horsehair coats have made their

appearance," says The Outfitter. Surely

this is nothing very new. \Vo have

often seen horses wearing them.

A man who stole the same fo\\ls

twice lias been charged at Grimsby.

He pleads that his bookkeeper omitted

to enter them in the day-book the first

time.

It is now being hinted in political

circles that Mr. WILLIAM BBACE, M.P.,

has consented to bequeath his mous-

tache to the nation.
-

Mr. SMILLIE was much heartened by

tbo news from Lucerne that the lYru:

MINISTER had climbed down the Rigi

in three hours.

A- a result of tho n.

price of |M'ttol m.iny of the in.

iiecn compelle<l to turn down their

automatic cigarette liglr
* *

Although we may appear to be
little previous, wo have it on good
authority that Mr. lioi IOMI.I ,

making arrangement - to pn<<lict that

the approaching coal-strike will end be-

fore Christmas.

The various attempts to swim or

cycle across the Channel having proved
unsuccessful, we hear that interest is

again Ix-ing revived in the proposed
Channel Tunnel. + <.

4

It is rumoured that Councillor (

lii- recently purchased a large coi.

nient of Govern i

flannel, m
ide adequate uiuiei

clothing for mixed

bathe

A large quan:

rusty piano wire, says
a news item, has been

found in a valuable

milch cow at Boston,

Line-. There is hope
that the "Tune the

Cow Died of" may
now be positively
identified.

* *

According to a sport
-

ing paper there is a

great shortage of iv-

ferees this season.

The offer to receive

any member of tins

profession into tin-

ranks of the R<

Irish Constabulary
without further qualiti.

is no

doubt responsible for fifty per cent, of

the loss, whilst fair wear and tear pro-

bably account for the remainder.

It is high time," writes a corre-

spondent in The L>uil;t M<iH,
" that a

clearly defined waist-lino should be re-

introduced into feminine dress." O
claim that as the neck-line is now

round the waist the reintroduction ef a

waist-line elsewhere can only le

The Coal Strike.

"The prt of the public U to keep cool."

Tnt Tint*.

A strike should make this fuirly e

From the advertisement of a "
Unique

Battlefields Tour
"

:

"Passports and Visor.- obtained and

anccs reduced to a minimum." Daily Paper.

Then why this knightly precaution ?
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A COUP FOR "THE DAILY TRAIL."

\Vi: nil knew at the oflico that

Micklelirown lisul gone to Cocklesea for

hi* holiday. If anyone had offered

him a free pass to the Italian lakes or

any other delei'tahlc ^poi Micklebrown

would luive declined it and taken his

third return to Cocklesea. Like Sir

WALTER RALEIGH when he started for

South America to find a gold-mine,
Micklebrown had an object in view.

He hoped to discover a topaz in

Cocklesea. We knew the reason for

this optimism. We had been shown
the lizard-brooch, a dazzling thing of

gold and precious stones, which Mickle-

hrown had picked up last Bank Holiday
on the cliff at Cocklesea and presented
to his fiancie, Miss Twitter, after in-

quiry at the police-station had failed to

discover its owner.

Most people would have been satisfied

to leave well alore, but Micklebrown
is a man who hankers after the little

more. The lizard's tail was composed'
of topaz stones, and from its tip one

topaz was obviously missing.
" My

firm impression is that I did the damage
when I trod on it," Micklebrown said.
" You see I put my foot right slap on
the thing. I can't get it out of my head
that that topaz stuck in the mud and
it 's sticking there to this day. Any-
way I go to Cocklesea for my holiday
to look. I know the very identical

spot." He closed his eyes the better
to visualize it.

" You go up a little

path behind the mixed-bathing boxes,
turn sharp to the right at the top of
the cliff, past two pine-trees and a

clump of gorse, go a trifle inland

through a lot of thistles until you
come on three blackberry bushes

; the

topaz should be ten inches south-west
of the middle one."

" The colour '11 be a bit washed out,
won't it ?

"
young Lister said

;

" we 've
had a lot of rain since Bank Holiday."

Micklebrown's lip curled but he said

nothing. Only to us, his intimates,
did he confide that he had no expecta-
tion of finding the topaz on the surface

;

he expected to search through several
strata of mud, and he was taking a
magnifying-glass and a gravy-strainer
with him.

We heard nothing further until I
had a postcard from him saying that
the rain had caused the blackberries so
to multiply that he found it impossible
to identify the particular bush near
Which ho had stepped on the lizard

; he
was therefore making a general search
over the area. After that we followed
the tale in The Daily Trail :

SEASIDE VISITOR'S STRANGE CONDUCT.
Much

curiosity has been aroused at

Cocklesea by the behaviour of a visito

who spends his days on the cliff bin

rowing in the earth in all weathers

Speculation is rife as to the object of h:

occupation. It is generally conclude

that he is the victim of shell-shock.

ROMANTIC DISCLOSURE BY COCKLESE
CLIFF BURROWER.

In conversation with our representa
tive yesterday Mr. Micklebrown, whos

burrowing on the cliff at Cocklese
has been observed with such interesi

indignantly denied the imputation o

shell-shock. Mr. Micklebrown, it ap
pears, isspendinghis vacation at Cockle
sea in the hope of recovering a topa,
which formed part of a valuable piec
of jewellery which he had the goo(
fortune to pick up on the cliff on Ban]

Holiday. Being anxious to notify hi

discovery without delay to the polici

(who however failed to trace the owner
and being bound to catcli the returt

steamer, Mr. Micklebrown had no op
poftunity to prosecute a search at th<

time. He therefore determined to visii

Cocklesea again at the earliest oppor
tunity to do so.

In the meanwhile Miss Eosalinc

Twitter, Mr. Micklebrown's fiancee, is

the happy possessor of the ornament
Interviewed by a correspondent, Mist
Twitter, a winsome dark-eyed brunette
in a cretonne chemise frock, said,

"
Yes,

it is quite true that I sleep with it

under my pillow. I hope Dinky (Rosa-
lind's pet name for her lover) will find
the topaz ; he is a dear painstaking
boy. I have never had such a lovely
piece of jewellery in my life and I am
going to be married in it." (Photo of
Miss Twitter on back page. Inset (1)
The brooch

; (2) Mr. Micklebrown.)
SEARCH FOR MISSING TOPAZ AT

COCKLESEA.

Owing to the publicity given to his

story by The Daily Trail hundreds of

willing hands assisted Mr. Micklebrown
in his search yesterday. Pickaxes,
shovels and wooden spades were being
freely wielded on the cliff. Miss Twitter
writes to us :

"
Every moment I expect

a telegram from Dinky that the topaz
is found. I can never be grateful enough
to The Daily Trail for the interest it

has taken in my brooch."

DRAMATIC SEQUEL TO SEARCH FOR
COCKLESEA TOPAZ.

As a result of the wide circulation of
The Daily Trail the brooch picked up
by Mr. Micklebrown on the cliff on
Bank Holiday has been claimed by
Miss Ivy Peckaby, of Wimbledon. Miss
Peckaby identified the brooch from the
photograph which appeared in our issue"
of Friday. Conversing with our repre-
sentative, Miss Peckaby, a slim, golden-
haired girl in hand-knitted cerise jumper

with cream collar and cuffs, said,
"

jumped for joy when I recognis,
darling brooch on your picture pa;
must have lost it at Cocklesea on Ban]
Holiday, but I didn't miss it until twc
Sundays afterwards. I shall never for

get what I owe to The D,ii/i/ 7V,/

Questioned as to the missing topa/
Miss Peckaby sighed.

" It has alwaj
been missing," she said. "Yon see
Clarence" (Miss Peckaby's affinncec

husband)
"
bought the brooch second

hand
; he is going to have another

topaz put in when he can afford it ; bu
topazes are so dreadfully dear."

(
1 'hod

of Miss Peckaby recognising her brooch
on the back page of The Daily Trail.)

LAST CHAPTER IN COCKLESEA ROMANCE
FREE GIFT OF A TOPAZ BY THE DAILY TH.UL

Yesterday Miss Ivy Peckaby was the

happy recipient of a topaz at the hands
of a representative of The Daily I

The stone, which is of magnificenl
:olour and quality, is the free gift oi

The Daily Trail. The Daily Trail is

also defraying the entire cost of setting
;he gem in Miss Peckaby's brooch.

(Photo on back page of Miss Peckaby
acknowledging The Daily Trail's free

gift of a topaz. Inset : Tlie topaz.)
I have heard nothing further from

Vlicklebrown.

my tribute verse would

EABA A VIS.

MANY birds there be that bards delight
in;

[ to one

bring ;

Patience, reader! no, it's not the

nightin-

gale I 'm going to sing.

Sweet to lie at ease and for a while hark
To a "

spirit that was never bird
;

"

till I don't propose to sing the skylark,
As perhaps inferred,

'm content to leave it to a fitter

Tongue than mine to hymn the
" moan of doves,"

Or the swallow, apt to "cheep and
twitter

Twenty million loves."

'm intrigued by no precocious rook,
who

Haunts the high hall garden calling" Maud;
"

tfine 's no " blithe newcomer "
like the

cuckoo
WORDSWORTH used to laud,

^ever could the blackbird or the throstle

(From the poet each has had his due)
iVin from me such perfectly colossal

Gratitude as you.

ou, I mean, accommodating partridge,
By some lucky chance (the only one,

pite of much expenditure of cartridge)
Fallen to my gun.
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OUT OF THE FRYING PAN.

WAH VKTI.HAX. "THEY TOLD ME I WAS FIGHTING FOR DEAR LIFE, BUT I NEVER
DREAMT IT WAS GOING TO BE AS DEAR AS ALL THIS'
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Father. "On, YES, 1 USED 10 PLAY QUITE A LOT OF CRICKET.

Soil. "WHAT WITH A HABD BALL, FATHEB?"

1 ONCE MADE FOliTY-SKV l:.N .

"

THE HUMAN CITY AND SUBURBAN.

THE idea and the name for it were
the invention of the ingenious Piggott.
I am his first initiate, and with the

/eal of the neophyte I aui endeavouring
t) make his discovery more widely
known. The game, which is healthy
and invigorating, can be carried on in

any of the remoter suburbs, where the

train-service is not too frequent. All

that is required is a fairly long and

fairly straight piece of road, terminat-

ing in a railway-station, and a suflici-

ency of City men of suitable age and

rotundity.
The scheme is based on the Herd

instinct ou the tendency of most crea-

tures to follow their leader. For ex-

lunplo, if you are walking down to your
early train, with plenty of time to spare
as you suppose, and you observe the
man in front of you looking at his

watch and suddenly quickening his

steps, first to a smart walk, then to a
brisk jog-trot, it is not in human nature,
however you may trust your own watch,
not to follow suit. This is precisely
what Piggott led me to do one morning
about six weeks back.

When, on reaching the station ten

minutes too early, I remonstrated with

him, he apologised.
"I am sorry," he said; "I didn't

know you were behind me. I was really

pace
- making for '

Flyaway
'

there,

over there." And Piggott pointed to a

stoutish man with iron-grey whiskers

mopping his forehead and the inside of

his hat, and looking incredulously at

the booking-hall clock.
" But that is Mr. Bludyer, senior

partner in Bludyer, Spinnaway &
Jevous," I said.

" It may be," replied Piggott.
" But

I call him Flyaway. I iind it more
convenient to have a stable-name for

each of my racers." And he proceeded
to expound his invention to me.

Like so many great inventors he had
stumbled upon the idea by chance one

morning when his watch happened to

1)6 wrong ; but he had developed the

inspiration with consummate art and
skill. It became his diversion, by means
of the pantomime that had so success

fully deceived me by dramatically
shooting out his wrist, consulting his

watch, instantly stepping out and pre
sently breaking into a run to induce

any gentleman behind him who had
reached an age when the fear of missing

rains has become an obsession to ac-

celerate his progress.
" It is amazing," he said,

" how many
knots you can get out of the veriest old

tubs. This morning, for instance,

Flyaway has taken only a little over six

minutes to cover seven furlongs. That 's

the best I have got out of him so far,

but I hope to do better with some of

the others."

"You keep more than one in train-

ing?" I questioned.
" Several. If you like I will hand

some over to you. Or, better still," he

added,
"
you might prefer to start a

stable of your own. That would intro-

duce an element of competition. 'What

about it?"
I accepted with alacrity. The very

next day I made a start, and within a

week I had a team of my own in train-

ing. The walk to the station, which

formerly had been the blackest hour of

the twenty-four, I now looked forward

to with the liveliest impatience. Every

morning saw me early on the road,

ready to loiter until I found in my wake
some merchant sedately making his

way stationwards to whom I could set

the pace. I always took care, how-

ever, not to race the same one too Ire-
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([ucntly or at too regular intervals, an
1 take occasion to impress this cautioi

on beginners.
In the train on the way to the Git'

Piggott and I would compare notes

carefully recording distances and times
and scoring points in my favour or his

It would have been better perhaps hat
we contented ourselves with this mode,

programme. Others will take warning
from what befell. But with the am
bition of inexperience I suggested \v<

should race two competitors one against
the other, and Piggott let himself he

orerpersuaded)
I .'iitoivd my "Speedwell," a promi

pent stockjobber. Handicapped by the
frame of a Falstaff, he happily bar
hours within liis girth a susceptihilitj
to panic, which, when appropriately
stimulated, more than compensates for

his excess of bulk. The distance fixec

was from the Green Man to the station
a five furlong scamper; the start to be

by mutual consent.

Immediately on our interchange ol

signals I got my nominee in motion.
This is one of Speedwell's best points:
he responds instantly to the least sign,
to the slightest touch of the spur, so to

speak. Another is staying power. Be-
fore we had gone fifty yards I had got
him into an ungainly amble, which he
can keep up indefinitely. Though never

rapid, it devours the ground.
Piggott was not so lucky. At the

last minute he substituted for the more
reliable- Flyaway his Tiny Tim, a dapper
little solicitor, not more than sixty, who
to the timorousness of the hare unites
some of her speed. In fact, in his excess
of terror lie sometimes runs himself to
a standstill before the completion of the
course. He suffers, moreover, from short

sight and in consequence is a notori-

ously bad starter. On the morning in

question he failed for several minutes
to observe Piggott's pantomime, and

Speedwell had almost traversed half the
distance while Tiny Tim still lingered
in the vicinity of the starting post.

Only by the most exaggerated gestures
did Piggott get him off. Once going,
however, he took the bit in his teeth
and went like the wind. Soon I caught
the pit-pat of his footfall approaching.
I pulled Speedwell together for a su-

preme effort. But there were still two
hundred yards to cover as his rival drew
abreast. A terrific race ensued. Scared
at the spectacle of the other's alarm,
iach redoubled his exertions. Neck and
neck they ran. Could Tiny Tim last?
Had he shot his bolt? Could Speedwell
wear him down ?

Unfortunately the question was never
settled. As they raced they overtook a

group of business men, youngsters of

'orty or so, untried colts that had never

/
Old Dame (to visitor who has been condoling trith tier on a recent misfortune).

"

I'M GEY ILL. I'VE BEEN CHVIN' SIS' FOWEB THIS MORMN', AS' I'M JUS3
START AGEN AS BOON'S I'VE SIPPIT THIS BICKKU o' I-AIUIITCH."

OACX TAB

et been run by Piggott or me. These

uddonly took fright and bolted. Inex-

tricably mingled with our pair the whole
ot stampeded like a herd of mustangs,
"ho station approach scintillated witli

he fiashingof spats as the Field breasted

he rise. It was a grand sight, though
o many fouls occurred that it was ob-

ious the race was otT. But things be-

ame serious when the entire crowd at-

empted to pass simultaneously through
he booking -hall doors. Speedwell

prained a pastern and Tiny Tim sus-

tained a severe kick on the fetlock.

Both will require a fortnight's rest be-

fore they can be raced again.
This will be a warning to us and to

others too, I hope. Still, it will not deter

us from racing in the future. Nor should
it deter others, for tbe sport is a glorious
one and I hope it may become univer-

sal in the outer suburbs. Piggott and
I will be only too glad to give advice
or any other assistance that lies in our

power to those who con tcmplatestart ing
local clubs in and around London.
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WEDDING PRESENTS.

AI.I. day long I luul been possesse(

li\ that odd feeling that comes over oni

onaoooantably at times, as of things

l>eing a little strange, interesting

somehow different, so that I was not

at all surprised to find the Fairy Queer

uniting for me when I entered my Hat

It was a warm evening and she sat

perched on the tassel of the blind

lightly swaying to and fro in the tiny

bree/e that came dancing softly ovei

the house-tops.
I saw her at once one is alway

aware of tiie presence of the Fairy

Queen.
1 made my very best curtsey am

she acknowledged it a little absent

mindedly.
"7 want your advice this time," she

said.

1 -miled and shook my head depre

catingly.
Hut how . . . '.'

"
J l>egaii.

"It's about Margery and Max," she

continued.

I was much astonished.

"Margery and Max," I echoed slowly
" But surely there 's no need to trouble

about them. It 'a a most delightfu

engagement. They 're blissfully happy
I saw Margery only yesterday . . ."

"
Oh, the engagement 's all right,"

said the Queen.
" As a matter of fact

it was I who really arranged that affair

Of course they think they did it them-
selves people always do but it would
never have come off without me. No,
the trouble is I don't know what to

give them for a wedding present: You
see I "m particularly fond of Margery ;

I 've always taken a great interest in

her, and I do want them to have some-

thing they'll really like. But it's so
difficult. They have all the essential

things already: youth, health, good
fortune, love of course; and I can't go
giving them motor-cars and grand-
father clocks and unimportant things
of that kind. Now can I ?

"

I agreed. As it happened I was in a
somewhat similar predicament myself,
though from rather different causes.

" Can't you think of iiui/lliuii/ '.'

"
she

isked a little petulantly, evidently

mnoyed at my inadequacy. I shook
ny lie-id.

"I can't," I said. "But whv not
find out from them:' It's often'doiie.
You mi-lit ii-k Margery what Max
would like and then sound him ahuut
her."

The Queen brightened up. 'What
a -o..d idea !

"
she said. "I'll go u t

once." She's very impulsive.
She was hack again in half-an-hour,

looking pleased and excited. Her cheeks
were like pink rose-leaves.

" It 's all right about Max," she said

breathlessly.
"
Margery says the only

thing he wants frightfully badly is a

really smashing service. He's rathei

bothered about his. So I shall order

one for him at once. I 'm very pleased ;

it seems such a suitable thing for a

wedding present. People often give

services, don't they ? And now 1 '11

go and find Max." And she was oft

before I could utter a sound.

But this time when she returned it

was evident that she had been less

successful.

"It's absurd," she said, "perfectly
absurd !

"
She stamped her foot, and

yet she was smiling a little.
" I told

him I would bestow upon Margery any-

thing he could possibly think of that

she lacked. That any quality of mind
or heart, any beauty, any charm that

a girl could desire, should lie hers as a

gift. I assured him that there was

nothing I could not and would not do
for her. And what do you think '? He
listened quite attentively and politely

oh, Max has nice manners and then
he looked me straight in the eyes and
' Thank you very much,' he said

;

'

it 's

most awfully kind of you. I hope you
won't think me ungrateful, but I 'm
afraid I can't help you at all. There 's

nothing nothing. Margery well, you
see, Margery's perfect.' I was so an-

noyed with him that I came away with-
out saying another word. And now
I 'm no further than I was before as

regards Margery. Mortals really are

very stupid. It 's most vexing."
She paused a minute, then suddenly

she looked up and flashed a smile at
ma " All the same it was rather dar-

ling of him, wasn't it ?
"
she said.

I nodded. " I wonder . . . ," I began." Yes ?
"

interjected the Queen
eagerly.

". . . I wonder whether you could give
her that, just that for always '?

"

" What do you mean ?
"

said the
Queen.

" I mean," I said slowly,
" the gift

of remaining perfect for ever in his

eyea."
The Queen looked at me thought-

fully.
" He '11 think I 'm not giving

her anything," she objected.
"Nevermind," I said, "she 'II know."
The Queen nodded. "

Yes," she said

meditatively,
" rather nice rather nice.

Thank you very much. I '11 think about
t. Good-bye." She was gone. R. F.

"On .Monday evening an employee of the
Railway Loco. Department dislocated hie

aw while yawning." Liicall'apcr.

.t is expected that the company will
lisclaim liability for the accident, on
he ground that he was yawning in his
iwn time'.

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

TDK CENTII>]-:I>K.

THE centipede is not quite nice ;

He lives in idleness and vice ;

He has a hundred legs :

He also has a hundred wives,
And each of these, if she survives,

Has just a hundred eggs :

And that 's the reason if von pick

Up any boulder, stone or brick

You nearly always find

A swarm of centipedes concealed;

They scatter far across the field,

But one remains behind.

And you may reckon then, my son,
That not alone that luckless one

Lies pitiful and torn,
But millions more of either sex

100 multiplied by x

Will never now be born.

I daresay it will make you sick,
But so does all Arithmetic.

The gardener says, I ought to add,
The centipede is not so had

;

He rather likes the brutes.

The millipede is what he loathes ;

He uses fierce bucolic oaths
Because it eats his roots

;

And every gardener is agreed
That, if you see a centipede

Conversing with a mill!
,

On one of them you drop a stone,
The other one you leave alone

I think that 's rather silly.

They may be right, but what 1 say-

Is, "Can one stand about all day
And count the creature's legs '.'

'

It has too many, any way,
And any moment it may lay

Another hundred eggs:
80 if I see a thing like this 1

1 murmur, "Without prejudice,"
And knock it on the head;

And if I see a thing like that.-

I take a brick and squash it flat ;

In either case it 's dead.

A. P. H.

(')
and (-). There ought to be two pictures

here, one with a hundred legs and the other
with about a thousand. I have tried several

artists, but most of them couldn't even gat a
hundred on to the page, and those \vlio did

alwa\s had more legs on one side than the
other, which is quite wrong. So 1 have had
to dispense with the pictures.

Another Impending: Apology.
'Ainsi parla 1'editeur du Dnilij

lx>rd Salisbury a toujours ete 1'enfant eheri ct

errible du parti tnivailliste anghiis."
Gazette dc Lausanne.

WANTED.
Small nicely furnished house, nice locality,

'or nearly married couple, from August 1st."

Jolkaniietlinn/ Star.

We trust that no one encouraged them
ivith accommodation.
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THE MAKING OF A REFORMER.
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THE MUDFORD BLIGHT.

Mary settled her shoulders against

tho mantel-piece, slid her hands into

her pockets iiticl looked down at her

mother with faint apprehension in her

eyes."

I want,
1 '

sho remarked,
" to go to

London."
Mrs. Martin rustled the newspaper

uneasily to an accompanying glitter of

diamond rings. Mary's direct action

slightly discomposed her, hut she replied

amiably.
"
Well, dear, your Aunt Laura

has just asked you to Wimbledon for a

fortnight in the Autumn."

Mary did not move. " I want," she

continued abstractedly,
" to live

in London."
Mrs. Martin glanced up at her

daughter as if discrediting the

authorship of this remark. " I

don't know what you are think-

ing of, child," she said tartly,
" but you appear to :ne to be

talking nonsense. Your father

and I have no idea of leaving
Mudford at present."
"I want," Mary went on in

the even tone of one hypnotised
by a foregone conclusion, "to go
and live with Jennifer and write

things."
Mrs. Martin's gesture as she

rose expressed as much horror
as was consistent witli majesty." My dear Mary," she said

coldly,
"
let me dispose of your

outrageous suggestion before it

goes any further. You appear
to imagine that because you
have been earning a couple of

hundred a year in the Air Force

during the War you are still of

independent means. Allow me
to remind you that you are not.
Also that your father and I are
unable and unwilling to hear the

expenses of two establishments. _
Please consider the matter closed.
She swept from the room. Mary

whistled soltly to herself, then she
walked to the desk and wrote a letter.
"... And that's that," she finished.

' So now to business. I will send you
some articles at the end of the week,
and for goodness' sake be quick, because
I can't stand this much longer."
When she had posted it she retired

to her room and was no more seen till

dinner.

They were bright articles and, like
measlo -

spots, they appeared rapidly
after ten days or a fortnight; unlike
measles they seemed to be permanent.
They dealt

irreverently with Mudford
society, draped in a thin veil of some
alias material, and they signed them-
selves "

Blight."

"
Disgraceful !

"
snorted Colonel Mar-

tin, throwing one crumpled newspaper
after another into the waste-paper bas-

ket.
"
Ought to be publicly burned ! Aa

if it weren't enough to find the beastly

things all over the Club, without being

pestered with them at home, making
fun of the best people in Mudford.

Bolshevism ! Fellow ought to be shot!

Wish I knew who he was and I 'd do

it myself. I will not have another

word of this poisonous stuff in my
house. D' you hear, Gertrude ?

"

Mrs. Martin trailed into the hall in

search of her sunshade.

"It's so difficult," she complained
en route,

" to know what paper he 's

J.H.DOWD-Z.O

Young Miner's Mother. " I CAN'T DO NOTHINK wiv OUR
'EBBERT SINCE 'E VOTED FOB THE STRIKK. WEN I ASK
*IMTO BUN A ERBAND 'E SAYS IT ISN'T A MAN'S JOB."

coming out in next and stop it in time;"
and she wandered mournfully into the

garden.
"
Mary," she sighed, sinking into a

chair on the lawn,
" have you noticed

anything peculiar in the way people
speak to us lately ? Of course it may
be only my imagination, and yet," she
hesitated, "Admiral and Lady Eogers
were quite quite formal to me yester-
day."

Mary balanced her tennis racquet on
her outstretched hand and laughed." It

's^the
local Blight, I suppose. You

and Father are about the only people
left who haven't been withered "yet, and
tho others are bound to think there 's

something suspicious about you. Stu-
pid of me I didn't think of that. I 'm
sorry."

Her mother started. " What do you
mean ?

"
she inquired sharply.

Mary rose languidly.
"
However,"

sho added graciously,
" I will put that

right for you next week. I have several
sketches that will do."

Mrs. Martin's face registered inquiry,
incredulity, indignation and apoplexy
in chronological order

; then the garden
gate clicked and a young man walked
across the lawn. Mary looked down at
her mother and spoke quietly.
"I think it is time you knew that

I \vroto those articles. One writes
about what one sees, and as long as I

remain here I shall see Mudford."
" Pardon me," began the young man,

arriving,
" but is this Colonel

Martin's house?
"

Mrs. Martin made no effort

to reply and Mary reassured him.
" It 's like this," he continued

frankly. "I 'm representing The

Daily Rebel, and I 'm awfully
anxious to get certain informa-
tion for my paper. I was speak-
ing to Admiral Rogers just now
and he told me 1 should pro-

bably get it here if I tried.

He said he could only give
me a guess himself and I had
better come to headquarters.
Madam," lie bowed towards
Mrs. Martin,

" will you kindly
tell mo if you are the famous . . ."

Here Mary interposed.
" My

mother," she said serenely, "is
not the Mudford Blight. Nor
is my father."

The young man wheeled on
her.

" Then you . . . ?
"
he queried.

Mary hesitated, questioning
her mother with a glance.

" My daughter," replied Mrs.
Martin in a strangled voice,
" cannot possibly be the person
you seek since sho is not a

Mudford resident. She lives in

London and is only staying here till

to-rnorrow at the latest."

Mary smiled radiantly and sent a

wire later in the afternoon.

The Gynecophobe.
" While crossing a field near Berwick a

gamekeeper noticed a dear coming in his

direction and he took cover in a hayrick."
Scotch Paper.

"PARLOURMAID Wanted, afternoons, 2 G.30,

galvanised iron, 50 ft. to 140 ft. long x 21 ft."

Local Paper.
It needs a girl with an iron constitution

to support such a frame.

"For Sale, Clergyman's Grey Costume,
latest style ;

also Jumper, never worn."
Irish Paper.

The reverend gentleman appears to

have jibbed at the jumper.
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, I mpirt (advancing down pitch, after refitting tun awnLfur l.b.ic.). "You uLrrtit TAKE A FUEHII MIDDI.I
,
J\i.

US EH AllAIN IN Till' ZAMK PLACE I SHALL 'AVE TO UIVE 'KK HIT.'
1

MOVEMENT IN THE MONEY MARKET.
l'i-:.\ii MH. PUNCH, I have been

spendingmyholiday at a watering place,
a place that fully deserves its epithet.
M\ I, .mil, 11 daily lias been my only-
em ertaimnenl, and towards the evening
liours I have found myself wandering
about the less familiar I (s of it. J

have become an intimate of the City
Editor, and I hasten to inform you, Mr.
L'unch, that he lias introduced me to a
side of the (lay Life which I have been

missing all these \ears. I will set out
the tale of it, even at the risk of making
your readers blush.

Jt appears that recently a feeling
spread in the Market (and that all these

goings-on should take place in a market
adds, in my view, to their curiousness)
that a crisis bad been reached in mone-
tary restrictions and things might be
eased a bit. Apparently there is a
circle of people in the know, and by
them it was immediately appreciated
what this "relaxation" implied. The
first overt sign of something doing was
a "

heavy demand for money," a need
which I too, for all my quiet domes-

ticity, have felt from time to time. No
doubt the fast City set were filling their

pockets before commencing a course uf
"
relaxation." Th-D next development

was that the Market was approached
from all sides with "applications lor

accommodation." I can picture the

merry parties rolling up in their thou-

sands, booking every available house,
flat or room, and even paying very
fancy prices for the hire of a hooth for

a house-party.
It may gi\e you some idea of the

nature of their " relaxation
" when I say

that our old friend the Bank of England
seems to have so far forgotten herself as

to start making advances to the Govern-
ment. My City Editor, who is possibly
a family man, cannot bring himself to

give details: he just states the fact,

merely adding the significant comment
that "the usual reserve of the Bank is

rapidly disappearing." The effect of

this example is appearing in the most

respectable quarters. "All attempts
are now failing," be reports,-for example,
"to keep the Fiduciary Issue within
limits." Reluctantly he mentions a

"considerably freer tendency in Dis-

count circles."

Further he records a tendency to

over-indulgence in feasting. I read of

figures (1 hardly like to quote this bit)

becoming
"
improperly inflated." \Vill

you believe me when 1 a-ld that i

tion of those participating in the IHMIIO.

whose one fear \\MS, apparently, that it

would all end only tcx> soon, actually
were heard expressing the apprehension,
to quote verbatim, "that they would
leflate too rapidh." "The whole tone

of the Market," says my City Editor.
" became distinctly cheerful," and h :

pauses to comment on the one it.

ing feature: "\Vur Loan remaining
steady, 84} J middle."

And thence to the shocking climax :

Trade Returns were unable to balance

properly, and Money (to le absolutely
outspoken and no longer to mince

matters) got tight.
After this I was not surprised to read

of " Mexican Eagle-, rising on the an-
nouncement of the new (lusher." Nor
a little later to find the announcement.
Stock Exchange Dull." A veiy nat-

ural reaction.

Yours ever. A SIMTI.K \\"i:vi -KXDKR.

Professional Pride/

Extract from a pluml>ei^ account :

"To making good IraLs in |i|v- s,<5."

' Wanted J Lion- male :ind f. male or
either :iny uf them. \\ lui ill Iv the cant?
\\li.i,' tli, v can lie bad and wli.-n mn we
get." Indian 1'ajtrr.

Ian any of our readers oblige this

eager /oologist '.'

An incident of an cMraordnuiv uiluic
wfc-Il C'oloncl . i .!., \vliiK- j>U> i'ng golf
match at Uraiu-.i~ti-i. A large urey cow
.wooped down, picked up hi- tall au'ii flew
iwav \\ith it." Xdifotntiltad I',,

Probably a descendant of the one who
lumped "ver the moon.



Selty.
" MUMMY, HOW DID THESE TWO MAHKS GET ON MY ARM?"

Mother. "THE DOCTOR MADE THEM. THEY'RE VACCINATION MARKS. THERE OUGHT PROPERLY TO BE FOUR OF THEM.

Betty (after much deliberation).
" MUMMY, DID YOU PAY FOR FOUR?"

ON RUNNING DOWN TO BRIGHTON.

WHKN I consulted people about my
nasal catarrh,

" There is only one thing
to do," they said.

" Run down to

Brighton for a day or two."

So I started running and got as far

as Victoria. There I was informed that

it was quite unnecessary to run all the

way to Brighton. People walked to

Brighton, yes ; or hopped to Kent
; but

they never ran. The fastest time to

Brighton by foot was about eight hours,
but this \j'as done without an overcoat
or suit-case. Even on Saturdays they
said it was quicker to take the train

tlr.ui to walk or to hop.

Brighton has sometimes been called

London by the Sea or the Queen of

Watering Places, but in buying a ticket

it is better to say simply Brighton, at

the same time .stating whether you
wish to stay there indefinitely or to bo

repatriated at an early date. I once
asked a booking-clerk for two sun spots
of the Western coast, and lie told me
that the refreshment-room was further
on. But I digres-.
One of the incidental difficulties in

running down to Brighton is that the

rear end gf the train queue often gets
mixed up with the rear end of the tram

queue for the Surrey cricket ground,
so that strangers to the complexities
of London traffic who happen to get

firmly wedged in sometimes find them-
selves landed without warning at the
" Hoval

"
instead of at Hove. To avoid

this accident you should keep the right
shoulder well down and hold the

shrimping-net high in the air with the

left hand. If you do get into the train

the best place is one with your back to

the window, for, though you miss the

view, after all no one else sees it either,
and you do get something firm to lean

up against. It was while I was
travelling to Brighton in this manner
that I discovered how .much more
warm this summer really is than many
writers have made out.

Around Brighton itself a lot of legends
have crystallized, some more or less

true, others grossly exaggerated. There
is an idea, for instance, that all the
inhabitants of this town or, at any rate,
all the visitors who frequent it, are

exceedingly smart in their dress. Almost
the first man whom I met in Brighton
was wearing plus 4 breeches and

bowler hat. It is possible, of course,

that this is the correct costume for

walking to Brighton in. Later on I

saw a man wearing a motor mask and

goggles and a blue - and - red bathing
suit. Neither of these two styles is

smart as the word is understood in the

West End.
Then there is the story that prices,

especially the prices of food, are exceed-

ingly high in Brighton. After all, the

cost of food depends everywhere very
much upon what you eat. I see no

reason for supposing that the price of

whelks in Brighton compares unfavour-

ably with the price of whelks in other

great whelk-eating centres ; but the

price of fruit is undeniably high. I

saw some very large light-green grapes
in a shop window, grown, I suppose,
over blast furnaces, and when I asked

what they cost I was considerably sur-

prised. Being afraid, however, to go
out of the shop without making a pur-

chase, I eventually bought one.

But these things are all by the way.
It was when I reached the sea-front at

Brighton that I made the tremendous

discovery which is really the subject; of

this article. I realised the secret of
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FIRST AID.
Examiner. "WHAT MEASURES WOULD YOU TAKK IF YOU HAD TO TREAT A CASE OF SINSTUOKF?"
Hoy Scout (who IMS negotiated fairly successfully a fractured jaw, broken forearm and levered femoral arteni) "I WOULD DRAG HIMINTO THE SHADE, STO1P HIM TO THE WAIST, POUH COLD WATER ON HIM AMI, PUT HIM INTO ISOLATION IF TIIEUK WAS AMY 1C.*."

Brighton's charm. -It can be stated

very simply. It lies in the number of
Utnnjti one needn't do then.
At little seaside resorts, such as

Cockleham, there are a very limited
number of things that people do, and
as soon as one gets to Cockleham an
irresistible inclination seizes one not to

do them to-day.. If anybody says it is

a good day for bathing you say it is

better for boating. And if they agree
yqu wonder if, after all, golf . . . And
so \ i >u preserve your independence and
feel rested and stave off for a little

while the evil day. But only fora
little. Very soon, for lack of alterna-

tive suggestions, you are bound to be

dragged in and do something.
But at Brighton the number of things

to do is so enormous and so varied that

you can spend days and days in not

doing them. On the pier alone there
are something like a hundred compli-
cated automatic machines which you
needn't work

; there are fishing-rods
which you needn't hire, and concerts
to which you needn't listen. The sea
is full of rowing boats and motor-
launches which you needn't charter,
and the land is full of motor-brakes
which you needn't board. You needn't

mixed-bathe nor go and watch the pro-
fessional divers, nor the fish in the

Aquarium, nor the people with Norman
profiles arriving in motor-cars at the

hugest hotels. You can simply sit still

on the beach and discuss which of these

exciting things you won't do first. And
while you sit still on the beach you can
throw pebbles into the sea. No one has
ever thrown as many pebbles into the
sea in his life as he wanted to, because
someone keeps saying,

"
Well, you must

decide ;

"
but at Brighton you can

throw more than in any seaside place
that I know. And, now I come to

think of it, I wonder that there is no

charge for throwing pebbles into the
sea at Brighton. I should have thought
a low wall witli turnstile gates and
three or four shies a penny . . . but I

leave this commercial idea for the Town
Council to work out.

When I had thrown a great many
pebbles into the sea I began to nerve

myself for the struggle of returning.
Over that struggle I prefer, as the say-

ing is, to draw a veil. Suffice it to say
that it is harder to run up to Brighton
than it is to run down. But whilst I

was running up I made a curious and

interesting discovery. I found that the

spell of Brighton hud cured my cold.

I had lost it in the soothing excitement

of wondering what not to do next. This
is the true panacea. EVOE.

RHYMES OF THE UNDERGROUND.
THE story lias l>een told to you
Of good Adolphus Minns of" K-w,
\\ hose virtuous ways have won renown
From Barking Creek to Acton Town.
Now with that hero's blameless life

Contrast the conduct of his wife :

Avoidance of egregious sins

Is not the way of Mrs. Minns.
That lady, I regret to say,
While bent on shopping every day,
Makes no attempt to get it <

Between the hours of ten and four.

To harassed booking-office clerks
She makes irrelevant remarks.
And tenders, to the crowd's despair,
A pound-note for a penny fare,

Or, what perhaps is even worse.
Starts fumbling in a baggy purse.
She '11 step aboard a Highgato tniin.
Then check and double back again,
And ask a dislocated queue
If she is right for Waterloo.

The liftmen, who, you recollect,

Spoke of Adolphus with respect.
Are pessimistic, even for them,
About the fate of Mrs. M.
WhereOertmda Minns will go when she

Departs this life is not for me,
Or you, or liftmen, to decree.

And, any way, we needn't fret;

She shows no sign of dying
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END OF THE SEASON.
the alphabet \\ITC

THE
Tin:

talking.
" It 's been a wonderful season." said

S. I 'm very proud of it."

"Yes," said C; "I don't suppose so

much interest was ever taken in cricket

bi-ton-. The number of
) pie able to

spend time at a match lias been the

-I ever kno\\ n."

L agreed.
" Even on the middle

(lass of the week," he said,
" Lord's has

In en [)acked."
"Lord's, forsooth!" struck in.

" Lord s has heen empty compared with

the Oval. The Ovalites have lost no

opportunity oi watching their heroes."

When you say 'their heroes' you
mean also mine," said H. "But they
are not confined to the Oval. 1 have
some at Lord's too

;
in fact, all over

the country. It has been, all the best

critics say, an H year." He ticked

them off on his fingers.
" For Sun

ej
.

HOUBS and HITCH
;
for Middlesex, HEN-

IIHEX and HEARSE ; for Yorkshire,
HIUST and HOLMES; for Notts, HARD-
STAFF

; for Kent, HARDINGK and Huu-
BLE; for Worcestershire, HOWELL. And
four of them," he added,

" are going to

play for England in Australia. It 's a

feather in my cap, I can tell you," II

went on. " And I needed the encour-

agement too. No one is treated so

badly as I am, especially in London,
where I 'm being dropped all day long en-

forced into company which I don't care
about. Isn't that true ?

"

" Not 'arf !

"
said C, who is a good

deal of a Cockney.
" There !

"
said H with a sigh,

" I told

you so."

"There's no doubt that our friend
the aspirate has done it this year,"
said T

;

" but some of us are not down-
hearted. Look at all ray TYLDESLEYS."
" We 're quite willing to look at them,"

said C,
" but don't ask us to count them.

Meanwhile what about uiy COOK in
the same county? And good old hard-

working COE arid Cox '!

"

"Yes," said L, "and what about
Lancashire itself almost at the top of
the tree? And LKE of Middlesex?H may have the greatest number of
heroes, but we 're not to be sneezed at.
And even his wonderful HOBBS couldn't
win tin; championship. It rested be-
tween M and me. 1 'm proud to be M's
next-door neighbour."

It 's been a great season for me,"

and MAKEPEACE not furbelow him, an

I hold MuiuiELr. in special esteem."
"
Yes," said R,

" and if you continu

to look you will find RHODES at th

head of the bowling, and RUSHBY an
RICHMOND in honourable places, an
the steady RUSSELL with over tw
thousand runs to his name. There ai

also t\\o brothers named RELF. Goo
heavens, the H's aren't everything !

"

" He doesn't claim, I hope," B struc

in,
" that BROWN begins with H, o

BOWLEY, or Bat or Ball or Bails?
"

"
Nor," said S,

" that SANDHAM an.

SUTCLIFFE and STEVENS and SKYMOU
and the gallant little STHUDWICK (win

THE HAPPY WARRIOR.
\\ mi ilK. PUNCH'S COMPLIMENTS TO

MB. " PLUH "
WAHXEI:.

like all wicket-keepers, is so liable to
be overlooked) never existed ? Not to
mention my latest recruit, Mr. SHEET ?

Some letters can be too haughty
and-

said M. "
I admit to being nervous on

the second day of the last great match
but all 's well now. What a game that

And it 's not only of Middlesex
that I 'in pnnid ; if you glance at the
batting averages you will notice MEAD
not a great way removed from the lop

"Grasping," said G. "But all of

you must be careful of me. I carry bi

GUNNS."
"
Although I 'm not too prominent,"

said P,
"

I
'

ve got a very dangerous
bowler and hitter and captain in

FENDER, to say nothing of two FKEE-
MEN and a 'FAIRY.' And during the
season C. B. FRY bobbed up once to
some purpose."

I asked one or two of the letters to

explain their silence.

"Well," said 'A, "cricket has never
interested me. But then my range is

very narrow."

" And mine 's even narrower," sighe

"If it weren't for QU.UFK," said n
" I should be in despair and play nothin
but a quiet game of quoits now an

again."
" H may have that long string,'

said W, "but he breaks down
bad!;

here and there. Where's his six-loot'

six left-handed bowler and bat ? Hi
hasn't got one. I have, though, ii

WOOLLEY. And where 's bis master o
the game, practical and theoretical, ii

a harlequin cap? The wisest captain
any county ever had and the moa
enthusiastic and stimulating ? In short
where is H's P. F. WAI;XER, whom
we 're all so sorry to lose, but who hu
such a glorious farewell performance

'

Where? Ha!"
"I claim a share in the Middlese>

captain," said P proudly.
" For is he

not a Plum? I hate to see him gg
but I shall not be fruitless; look hnw
PEACH is coming along."

" And who owns the All-English
Captain, I should like to know? "

said

the deep voice of D. " Not to mention
aDENTON and aDuESTONand a DOLPHIN
and a DIPPER. It is something to own
a, DEAN ; it is more to possess a DUCAT."

" Isn't life going to be very dull for

all of you till next May ?
"

I asked.
"
Oh, no," said A, who hitherto had

lot spoken.
" We 're going to follow

he English team's doings in Australia.

\nd won't it be Al when they bring
jack the Ashes?

"

"
Absolutely," I agreed. E. V. L.

Another Irish Problem.

"Tuesday next, I may explain, is

or Tuesday next, and mums tn-day."

Daily 1'upcr.

GENEROSITY AT THE GROCER'S: "Pro-
ided you get one bad egg from us, we
vill on your returning it give you two
or it."

From an engineer's letter :

" We are exhibiting - 's 1'ali-nt Nibbling
lachine at the Laundry Trades Kxhibition."

Ve have often wondered how our
ollars get those crinkled edges.

"The club before declaring at ;"> wickets had
ut up a formidable score of 341. Major Ireland

inking 481 and Cnpt. (irecn 1-27.

apt. M. A. Green, stpd. Mistri b. Kvan
fa]. K. A. Ireland, c. & b. Hijtiiall .

ewnliam, b. Kvans
ieut. Folcy, b. Evans
laj. Englefield, b. Powers
licut. CainboH not out

Kxtras

Ti

1:!4

4

4

Total for 5 wickets misdecUired . .341

Egyptian flayette.

Ve thought from the start that some-

ling was wrong.
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NIMROD.
NIMROD he was a hunter in the days of long ago,
Caring little for things of state, little for things of show:
When the unenlightened around him squabbled for wealth

or fame
N i \iitoD fled to tlie forests and gave himself up to Game.

1 '\e never been told what jungles old NIMROD called Ins

own,
Or studied the Spoilsman's Record" he scratched on a

shoulder-bone ;

I haven't heard what he shot with nor even what game he
slew,

But 1 know lie was fore-forefather to fellows like me and
\mi.

He stood to the roaring tiger, he stood to the charging gaur:
His \\as t he love of tlie hunting which is more than the lust

of war:
He knew the troubles of tracking, the business of camps

and kits,

And the pleasure that pays for the pain of all the ultimate

shot that hits.

Now I 've nowhere seen it stated, but I 'm certain the thing
occurred,

That when NIMHOD came to his death-bed he sent his i da-
tives word.

And said to his sons and his people ere his spirit obtained

release,

"You follow the trails I taught you and your ways will bring

you peace.''

Wherefore as now and to-morrow when the souls of men
were sick,

When wives were tickle or fretful or the bili." were falling

thick,

Wh.en the youth was minded to marry and the maiden with-
held consent,

Heeding the words of NIMIIOO, they packed their spears ami
went

Went to the scented mornings, to the nights of the satin
moon

That can lap the heart in solace, that can settle the soul in

tune;
So they continued tlie remedy NIUBOD of old began
The healing hand of the jungle on the fevered bro\\ of num.

Then as now and to-morrow mended and sound and sane,
Flushed by the noonday sunshine, freshed by the twilight

rain,

Trailing their trophies behind them, armed with the s*rengtii
of ten,

Back they came from the jungle ready to start again.
* * a *

Ye who have travelled the wilderness, ye who have followed
the chase,

Whom the voice of the forest comforts and the toucli of tlie

lonely place ;

Ye who are sib to the jungle and know it ami hold it good
ye the name of NIMROD, a Fellow Who Understood.

The House-Agent's Forlorn Hope.
"Two-Axi>.v-HAi.K MILES FROH STATION WITH NON-STOP Tn___ . tt'ttkly I 'after.

A Tragic Coincidence.

"TKN I'ROl-T.SSiiKSIIII'S VM'AXT
IN SYI'SEY I'SIVK.IISITY.

Lausanne, Moixlav .

The slant British aeroplane O.K. A. T.I... from Cricktawood aero-

drome, London, landed at Bltchcrettr, Lauaniir,at G-5 IhkevcaiBg."

Di.l all the ten Sydney Professors fall out of it together'.'
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AT THE PLAY.
"THE PHUDK'S PALL."

TnOf<m the hero is French and takes

up liis residence in ;iu English cathe-

dnil town in order to rectify our British

rudery and show us how to make

,
there is practically nothing here

that is calculated to bring a blush to

the cheek of modesty. It is true that

from time to time C/i/ittiin If lirii/uet

3 various outlying portions of his

, adort," Init it is all very decorous

and liis ultimate intentions are strictly

respectable.
You see, he was really just playing a

game. Big game was his speciality

(Africa) and this one was to be as big
as an elephant. It consisted in the

correction of a flaw which be had

found in the object of his worship,
the lovely young Widow Audley,
who had refused in his very presence
to receive a woman, an old friend of

hers, who had preferred love to re-

putation. He, the gallant Captain,

proposed to amend this error. By
his French methods he would re-

duce the Widow to such a state

of helplessness that she would con-

sent to become his mistress. The
fact that he happened to be a

bachelor, and perfectly free to marry
her, should not be allowed to stand
in the way of his scheme. He
would explain that the exigencies
of his vocation as a hunter of big

game demanded a greater measure
of liberty than was practicable
within the bonds of matrimony.
He would be " faithful but free."

In the course of a brief month

(the interval between the First and
Second Acts, for we are not per-
mitted to see how he does it) she
has become as putty in his hands.
She consents to be his mistress, and is

indeed- so determined to adopt this in-

formal style of union that when he

produces a special marriage licence she
is indignant at such a concession to the

proprieties. But once again the Cap-
tain proves irresistible with his French
methods and all ends well.

Mr. GERALD DU MAUKIER was the
life and soul of the play, which would
have been a dullish" business without
him. His reappearances were always
hailed as a joyous relief to the prevailing
depression. Even Dean Carey most
delightful in the person of Mr. GILBERT
H\itK became at one time a gloomy
Dean

; and Miss LILIAN BRAITHWAITE,
who played very tenderly in the part
of Mrs. Westonry (the lady who had
:ost her reputation), could not hope to
be very entertaining with her reminis-
cences of a lover whom we had
lad the pleasure of meeting.

Mrx. AwlIcy again (treated naturally

and with a pleasant artlessness by Miss

KMILY BROOKE) did not take very kindly

to the conquest of her scruples and gave
little suggestion of the rapture of surren-

der. Further, the authors paid a poor

compliment to English gentlemen by

providing the Captain with a dull boor

for his rival. The contrast was a little too

patent. Even so Mr. FRANKLIN DYALL

might perhaps have made the role, of

.SiV Xcril Moreton appear a little less

impossible. But, however good he may
be in character parts or where melo-

drama is indicated, he never allowed us

to mistake him for a British Baronet.

The only person (apart from le Briquet)
who contributed nothing to the general

THE CAPTAIN "

Captain le Briquet . .

Sir Kevil Moreton, Bart.

EXAMINES ARMS."
Mr. GERALD DU MAURIEB
Mr. FRANKLIN DYALL.

never

gloom was the Dean's wife, played with
the most attractive grace and humour
by Miss NINA BOUCICAULT.
A note of piquancy was given to Mr.

DU MAURIER'S part by his broken

English. "Broken" is perhaps not quite
the word, unless we may speak of a
torrent as being broken by pebbles in
its bed. There were momentary hesi-

tancies, and a few easy French words,
such as pardon ? pourquoi clone ? c'est

permis ? alors, were introduced to flatter

the comprehension of the audience ; but
for the rest his fluency and at all

junctures, even the most unlikely was
simply astounding. Few people, speak-
ing in their native tongue, can ever have
commanded so facile an eloquence.
What chance had a mere Englishman
against him?
The action of The Prude's Fall was

supposed to take place in 1919, but its

atmosphere was clearly ante-bellum.

Anyhow there was no sign of the

alleged damage done to our moral stan-

dards by the War. But nobody will

quarrel on that ground with Mr. BUSIER
and Miss EDGINTOX, the clever authors
of this very interesting play. And if

we have to he taught how to behave by
a Frenchman, to the detriment of our
British amour propre, there is nobody
who can do it so nicely and painlessly
as Mr. DU MAUKIKU.

" WEDDING BELLS."

I BEGIN to suspect that the possible
situations of marital farce are becoming
exhausted. Certainly we have lost the

power of being staggered by the emer-

gence of an old wife out of the past. But
Mr. SALISBURY FIELD, who wrote

Wedding Hells for America, is not
content with a single repetition of

this ancient device ; he must needs

give us these intrusions in tripli-

cate, showing how they affect the

career of (1) the hero, (2) his man-
servant, (3) a poet-friend. True he

only produces two old wives ; hut
one of them, being a bigamist,
was able to intrude " in two

places
"

(as the auctioneers say).
The wife of Reginald Carter (Mr.

OWEN NAHES), having first run

right away from him and then ap-

parently divorced him for desertion

(I told you the play was American),
turns up on the eve of his marriage
to another. He has barely re-

covered from his failure to keep his

future wife in ignorance of his past
when he has to start taxing his

brains all over again in order to

keep his past wife in ignorance of

his future.

The First Act went well enough
and was full of good words not

very subtle perhaps, but the kind

that invites intelligent laughter. Later
the play degenerated into something
too improbable for comedy and not

boisterous enough for pure farce.

The two most disintegrating elements

were furnished by a love-sick poet (a

figure that should have been vieiuc jcu
in the last century) and an English
maid who could never have existed

outside the imagination of an American.
I make no complaint of the fact that

in a chequered past she had married
both Carter's man-servant and the anti-

quated poet ;
but I do complain that

her Cockney accent was imperfectly
consistent both with her rustic origin

(an apple-cheeked lass, we were told,

from somewhere in Kent) and her situa-

tion as maid to a very smart American.
You will naturally ask what Mr.

OWEN NARES was doing in this galley ;

and I cannot tell you. I can only say
that he was very brave about it all. In
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a sense it was a serious performance
the only one of its kind in the play ; yet
not serious enough to serve as a foil foi

the general frivolity, for he was con-
stunt I ybringinghis own high sentiments
into ridicule, and so burlesquing the
O\VEX NAHKS that \ve love to take

seriously.
On the other hand, Miss GLADYS

Cooi'EH, us 7i'as//V, his late wife, was
untroubled by high sentiment ; she was
content to be \vay\\ ard and unsei/able,
conlident in tlie obvious power of her
charm to retrieve him from the very
altar-rails. I In-own heart never seemed
to come into the question, and her mo-
tive in setting herself to recover him
was not much clearer than her reason
for deserting him.
Some of the minor characters gave

;ood entertainment. There was a dude
(is that what they call them now in

America?) who dressed very perfectly
and said a great many funny things
all well within the range of his own,
uul our, intelligence. Mr. DEVERELL
played the part \\itli admirable restraint.
And we could ill have spared the hu-
nours of Carter's man Jucksun (Mr.
Vv n,L WEST), whose wide experience in

natrimony, resulting in an attitude

alternately timorous and prehensile to-

wards female society in the servants'
'mil, was the source of many poignant

generalisations. Miss EDITH EVANS, as

a mother-in-law mamjiu-r, showed a

touch of real artistry ; and Mr. GKOROI-
GARB had no difficulty in getting fun

out of the part of a Japanese house-

boy, almost the only novelty which we
owed to the American origin of the play.
When Cartel- was turned down by

a clergyman who refused to perform
the marriage rites for a divorced man,
there was something very attractive

(to a golfer) in his protest against these

local rules." This was one of many
good tilings said ; but the play had its

dull times too', and there \\ere one or

two lapses made in the pursuit of the

easy laugh. For instance :

Carter. " Do you believe in (!<><I '.'

''

11'iV/N. "Good God !
"
(laughter).

[Carter litre l.neels lioim to get something
from under I lie sofa.

HV/s. "Arc you goiug to pray?" (laughter).

Personality, of course, counts for

nucli, and both Miss GI.VIIYS Cooi'EB

Hid Mr. OWKN N'uu:s have enough
idmirers to ensure a success for this

rather moderate farce. But not a

riumph, I fear; for, after all, the play
counts for something too and. though
ill the Faithful may be trusted to put
n one appearance. I doubt if many out-

ride the ranks of the Very Faithful

will turn again at the sound of

IIVvW/m, lie/Is. 0.

More Direct Action.
"Northumberland Miner*' KxvrutiM- li.i\<-

-1 to have Mr. Robert Sniillu- '- i.jrtrait

painted in oils for Hurt Kail, Newc.i-U, .

Other matter relating to the coal

appears on Page Eleven." Daily Telegraph.

"DAY 1JY DAY.
Well, did you get your gun and have a (hot

at tin; pheiikanU and the partridgi--, ywter-
clay .'" -.sv,,fr/i 1'ajier, .Sept. liul.

Naturally ; tlie same gun with which
we knocked the grouse over in July.

"Tr.iin. is SHADK. Max. of past M hours.

Hyderabad (bind) . . . . '.ill.'."

Good for the Sinders.
'"''""' l'l*r -

"Oue Dog with (airy tail IMIIH- t., my houc,
, Srimanta Dey's Lane, may bo rentored to

the owner on *atif:u-tory proof."

<lta).

The evidence of a dog like thut

of ooui>-e Ix)

The Catlir<lral Chrin-U-rv .1 flat-

telling reception." l'i,n nn ml yvi/f/-.

Tliut should "
Icarii

"
them to sing

sharp.

There was a young man of Combe
Floiey

\Vbo wrote such a gruesome short

story.
fhf Knillixh Hrrifir

Found it rather too blue

\nd ^^As^:^IKr.n pronounce! it too
f
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TO (1KXKKAL 01.

(Thf Jtipaneaf Comminnli'r-in-Chief.)

'I'm: famous oomm*nders of old

Were highly and duly extolled,

But their names, us recorded in song,
As ;i ride \\ere e\rr>sivrlv !(:

Unlike that new liroth of a b.n,

The .la|i;inesc General Or.

For we 've bettered in numerous \vay
ThoM- polysyllabic old days,
And the names that confounded the

Bosch
Were monosyllabic like POCH ;

But for brevity minus alloy
(live me Generalissimo Oi.

NAPOLEON now is napoo ;

AI.KXANDEH, THEMISTOCLES, too;

And you could not find space on the

screen

For MILTIADES, plucky old bean,

Or the names of the heroes of Troy ;

But there 's plenty of room for an Oi.

I picture him frugal of speech,
But in action a regular peach
A figure that might be compared
With a Highlander, chieftain or laird,

Like THE MACKINTOSH, monarch of

Moy,
Eedoubtable General Oi.

Anyhow, with so striking a name
You 'd be sure of success if you came
To our shores, and might get an invite

To Elmwood to stay for the night,
And sit for your portrait to "

POY,"
Irresistible General Oi.

So here 's to you, excellent chief,

Whose name is so tunefully brief.

May your rule be productive of peace,
Like that of our good Captain Eeece,
And no murmur, no OTOTOTOI

Be raised over General Oi !

THE BRITISH TAEPON.
By our Piscatorial Expert.

I HAVE read with great interest, tem-

pered by a little disappointment, the
article of Mr. F. A. MITCHELL-HEDGES
on "Big Game Fishing in British

Waters," in The Daily Mail of Septem-
ber 1st. He tells us of his experiences
in catching the "

tope," a little-known
fish of the shark genus which may be

caught this month at such places as
Herne Bay, Deal, Margate, Ramsgate,
Brighton and Bournemouth, where he
las captured specimens measuring

feet long within two hundred-and-
itty yards of the shore.

Personally I have a great respect for
he tope and for the topiary art, but

. cannot help regretting that Mr.
MITCHELL - HEDGES has omitted all

mention of another splendid fish, the
toot, which visits our shores every year

in the late summer and may be caught
at places as widely distant as Bar-

moutli and Great Yarmouth, Porthcawl

and Kylescue.
The stoot, be it noted, is a cross be-

tween the porpoise and the cuttle-fish ;

hence its local name of the porputtle.
It is a clean feeder, a great fighter and

a great delicacy, tasting rather like

a mixture of the pilchard, the anchovy
and the Bombay duck.

For tackle . I recommend a strong

greenheart bamboo pole, like those used

in pole-jumping, about eighteen feet in

length, and about three hundred yards
of wire hawser, with a Strathspey four-

some reel sufficiently large to hold it.

Do not be afraid of~the size of the

hook. The stoot-fisher cannot afford

to take any risks. I do not wish to

dogmatise, but it must be big enough
to cover the bait. And the stoot is ex-

tremely voracious. Almost anything
will do for bait, if one remembers, as 1

have said above, that the stoot is a

clean feeder. At different times I have
tried a large square of corridor soap, a

simulation pancake, three pounds of

tough beefsteak or American bacon, or

a volume of Sir HENRY HOWORTH'S

History of the Mongols, and never with-

out satisfactory results.

On arriving at the feeding ground of

the stoot, cast your line well out from
the boat with a small howitzer. You
wait anxiously for the first bite

;
sud-

denly the hawser runs taut and there

is a scream from the reel. . But do not
be afraid of the reel screaming. In the
circumstances it is a very good sign.
Plant the butt of your rod or pole firmly
in the socket fitted for the purpose in

all motor-stooter boats and let the fish

run for about a parasang, and then
strike and strike hard. The battle is

now begun. Be prepared for a series

of tremendous rushes. You will see
the stoot 's huge bulk dash out of the

water; you will hear his voice, which
resembles that of the gorilla. This

may. go. on for a long time : if the stoot
be full - grown it will take you quite
an hour , to bring him alongside the
boat. Then comes the problem of how
to "get him in the hardest of all.

The gaff, if possible a good French
gaffe, is indispensable, but the kilbin,
a, marine life-preserver resembling a

heavy niblick, is a handy weapon at this

stage of the conflict. Strike the fish
on the head repeatedly but never on
the tail until he is paralysed and then

grasp him firmly by the metatarsal fin

or, failing that, by the medulla oblong-
ita, but keep your hands away from
his mouth. The teeth of the stoot
are terribly sharp and pyorrhoea is not
unknown in this species.

Having got the fish on board you

will need a spell of rest. An hour's
battle with a stoot is the most sudorific

experience that I know, even more so

than my contests with red snappers at

Maxatlan, in Mexico, or bat-fish .off the

coasts of Florida. A complete change
is necessary.

1 have already spoken of the eating

qualities of the stoot, which exceed
those of the tope. One is enough to

provide sustenance for a small coun-

try congregation. Cooked en casserole,
or filleted, or grilled and stuffed with
Carlsbad plums, it is delicious.

And lastly it lends itself admirably
to curing or preserving. Bottled stoot is

in its way as nutritious as Guinness's.

FLOWERS' NAMES.
LONDON PRIDE.

THERE was a haughty maiden
Who lived in London Town,

With gems her shoes were laden,
With gold her silken gown.

" In all the jewelled Indies,
In all the scented East,

Where the hot and spicy wind is,

No lady of the best

Can vie w'ith me," said None-so-pretty
As down she walked through London

"City.
" Our walls stand grey and stately ;

Our city gates stand high ;

Our lords spend wide and greatly ;

- Our darnes go sweeping by ;

Our heavy-laden barges
Float down the quiet flood

Where on the pleasant marges
Gay flowers bloom and bud.

Oh, there 's no place like London City,
And I 'm its crown," said None-so-pretty.

The fairies heard her boasting,
And that they cannot bear ;

So off they went a-posting
For charms to bind her there.

They wove their spells around her,
The maiden pink and white ;

With magic fast they bound her,
And flowers sprang to sight

All white and pink, called None-so-

pretty,
The Pride of dusty London City.

"A City pigeon swooped down suddenly out
of nowhere and all but took the cap off a brick-

layer at the rate of forty miles an hour."

Daily Paper.

It will be observed that the speed was
that of the bird and not the bricklayer.

" At Church, on Monday last, a very
interesting wedding was solemnised, the con-

tracting parties being Mr. Richard .eldest
son of Mr. and Mrs.

, and a bouquet of

pink carnations." Welsh Paper.

There has been nothing like this since

GILBERT wrote of
" An attachment d la Plato
For a bashful young potato."
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"WOT YEB MEAN PHOTOGHAPH1N 1 MY WIFE? I SAW YER." "YOU'RE QUITE MI8TAKKK ; I-I WOULD* 1! DO iCCH A THISO."
"WOT YKH MEAN WOULDN'T t SHE'S THE BEST-LOOKIN 1 WOMAN ON THE BEACH."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Miss SHEILA KAYE-SMITH continues to bo the chronicler
and brief abstractor of Sussex country life. Her latest

story, Green Apple Harvest (CASSELL), may lack the bril-

iant focus of Tamarisk Town, but it is more genuine and of
ihe soil. There indeed you have the dominant quality of
ihia tale of three farming brothers. Never was a book more
redolent of earth ; hardly (and I mean this as a compliment)
will you close it without an instinctive impulse to wipe your
boots. The brothers are Jim, the eldest, hereditary master
of the great farm of Bodingmares ; Clem, the youngest, living

contentedly in the position of his brother's labourer ; and
Bob, the central character, whose dark and changing
fortunes make the matter of the book, as his final crop of

tragedy gives to it the at first puzzling title. There is too
much variety of incident in Bob's uneasy life for me to

follow it in detail. The tale is sad such a harvesting of

green apples gives little excuse for festival but at each
turn, in his devouring and fatal love for the gipsy, Hannah,
in his abandonment by her, and most of all in his breaking
adventures of the soul, now saved, now damned, he remains
a tragically moving figure. Miss KAYE-SMITH, in short,
lias written a novel that lacks the sunshine of its pre-
decessors, but shows a notable gathering of strength.

Would you not have thought that at this date motor-cars
had definitely joined umbrellas and mothers-in-law as

themes in which no further humour was to be found''

Yet here is Miss JESSIE CHAMPION writing a whole book,
The Hamshackle Adventure (IIoDDEit AND STOUGHTON),

all about the comical vagaries of a cheap car a history
that, while it has inevitably its dull moments, has many
more that are both amusing and full of a kind of charm
that the funny - book too often conspicuously lucks. 1

think this roust be because almost all the characters' are
such human and kindly folk, not the lay figures of galvanic
farce that one had only too much reason to expect. Km
example, the owner of the car is a curate, whose wife is sup-
posed to relate the story, and George has to drive the Itishop
in his unreliable machine. Naturally one anticipates
(a little drearily) upsets and ditches and episcopal fury,
instead of which well, I think I won't tell you what
happens instead, but it is something at once far more
probable and pleasant. I must not forget to mention that
the cast also includes a pair of engaging lovers whom
eventually the agency of the car unites. Indeed, to pass
over the

lady would display on my part the blackest

ingratitude, since among her many attractive peculiarities
it is expressly mentioned that she (be still, O leaping
heart!) reads the letter-press in Punch.

Mrs. EDITH MAKY MOORE has devoted her great abilities to

proving in The Blind Marksman (HouDEB AND STOUGHTON)
dow shockingly bad the little god's shooting became to-

wards the end of last century. She proves it by the frus-

trated hopes of Jane, her heroine, who in utter ignorance
of life marries a man whose pedestrian attitude of mind is

quite unfitted to keep pace with her own passionate and
eager hurry of idealism. She becomes household drudge to
a master who cannot even talk the language which she
speaks naturally, and discovers in a man she has k:

xll her life the lover site should have married, only to lose
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liini in the European War. Here you have both Jane and

the ineffective husband for whom I was sincerely sorry,

because lie asked so very little of life and didn't even get

that badly left, and the case against Cupid looks black.

Mrs. Mooiu: does what she can for him by blaming our

Victorian ancestors and their habits of mind ; but I think it

is only fair to add that, delightful as Jane is, she was not

made for happiness any more than the people who enjoy

poor health have it in them to be robust, and that, true as

much of the author's criticism is, she .has not been able to

give The Illiml l[>:rl;.i>mui, for his future improvement, any
very helpful ideas as to how he is to shoot.

The Devil, in so far as I have met him in fiction, has

usually been a highly successful intriguer on behalf of any-
one prepared to make the necessary bargain. Sir RONALD
Ross, however, to judge from the rather confused mediaeval

happenings in the Alps which are faithfully described in

The Bevels of Orsera (MURRAY), has rather a low opinion
of the intelligence of Mephistopheles. Anyhow, a cer-

tain ZozimOf deformed in
~

body but of great roman-
tic sensibility, appears to

have exchanged his out-

ward presence for that of a

rich and handsome young
Count, and in this guise
wooed the Lady Lelita,
for whose sake her father

had devised a magnificent
contest of suitors at Ander-
matt in the year 1495.
After a great deal of pre-

liminary bungling the sup-
posititious Count, with the
Devil in Zozimo's shape
as his body-servant, was
just about to secure the

object of his affections
when Zozimo was stab-

bed_ by his mother, with
the"result that the double

identity was fused and the

LadyLclitav/&s left with a

dying dwarf as her knight. _____
If the plot of The Bevels of Orsera is a little unsatisfying
the elaboration of scenic description and medieval pageantry

i conscientious in the extreme, and the laughter which
ollowed the malicious pranks of Gangogo, the professional
>ster of the tourney, must, if I am to take the author's word

for it, have made the glaciers ring. There is a great deal
the way of philosophy and psychology that is very
1ling in this book, but of one thing I feel certain, and

that the Elemental Spirits of the Heights, to whom
requent allusion is made, must find the winter snorts of a

later age a sorry substitute for the rare old frolics of the
fifteenth century.

It can at least be claimed for Mrs. MARGARET BAILLIFTOBW that she has provided an original setting and
chorus for her new novel, Becky rf Co. (HrTcmfsoN)..ales of City

_

courts! ,,p have been written often enoughthe combination hero of a millinery establishment,and a commumty of Little Sisters of St. Francis under oneloof in the Mmones, gives o stimulating atmosphere to a
story otherwise not specially distinguished. 1'Jky was

, aj
perhaps you may have g, es^d, head of the millinery busi-

$/
oor to

r
hi

;

:h wa9 housecl the firm f **. si.
Stiggamg, leather-dressers, the three partner- in

"HAVEN'T YOU ANYONE YOU CAN PLAY WITH, BOBBY?
"I HAVE ONE PEIEND BUT I HATE HIM."

which all presently become suitors for the hand of i

This in effect is the story under which thimble will the
heart of the heroine be eventually found ? a problem that
in view of the obviously superior claims of young ,S7

Cloud over his two elderly rivals, will not leave you lorn

guessing. An element of novel complication is howeve'
furnished by the device of making St. Cloud at first engager
to Ray's daughter, who, subsequently retiring into the
Franciscan sisterhood, left her fiance free to become the
rival of her widowed father. (As the late DAN LENO usoc
to observe, this is a little intricate

!) For the rest, as ]

have said, an agreeable, very feminine story of minglec
sentiment, commerce and ecclesiastical interest, the las
predominating.

It is possible that The Sea Bride (MILLS AND BOON) maj
be too violent to suit all tastes, for Mr. BEN AMES WILLIAMS
writes of men primitive in their loves and hates, and he
describes them graphically. The scenes of this story are
set on the whaler Stilly, commanded by a man of irnghtj~

renown in the whalinj,
world. When we meel
him he has passed his

prime and has just taken
unto himself a young wife.

She goes with him in the

Sail;/, and the way in

which Mr. WILLIAMS
shows how her courage
increases as her husband's
character weakens wins

my most sincere admira-
tion. His tale would be

nothing out of the com-
mon but for his skill in

giving individuality to his

characters. Things happen
on the Sully, bloodthirsty,
sinister, terrible tilings,
which the author neither

glosses nor gloats over,

being content to make
them appear essential to

the development of the

story. I am going to keep
my eye on Mr. WILLIAMS, chiefly because he can write

enthrallingly, but partly to see if he will accept a word of
advice and be a little more sparing in his use of those
little dots . . . which are the first and last infirmity of
writers who have no sense of punctuation.

When a young man sets out to London to make money
for his relations he usually (in a novel) writes a book which
sells prodigiously quite -an easy thing to do in a novel.
Mr. JOHN WILBERFORCE, however, avoids the beaten track
in The Champion of the Family (FISHEK UNWIN). Jack
Brockhurst, the champion in question, became a member
of the Stock Exchange, and, if you will accept my invitation
and follow his fortunes, I can promise you a fluttering time.
Mr. WILBEBFOHCE'S name is unknown to me, and 1 judgehim more experienced in the mysteries of the Stock Ex-
change than in the art of fiction

; but I like his constructive
ability and I like his courage. He does not hesitate to
make his champion a prig, which is exactly what a youth
so idolised by his family would be likely to become.

"

But,
though a prig by training, Jack was not by nature a bore,and his relations (especially his father and sister) are de-
lightful people. Altogether I find this a most promisin"
performance.
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meetings ill Scotland,

!iri;il, liave I i' attended b\

ihousand people. Wo should no!

ihought I IHTC were so many aliens

in Scotliind.

At ;m<)ldl>m-y wedding tin- oilier day
k was thrown ;it the bridegroom,

e is no excuse I'ov this sort of thing

with confetti so cheap.

One of the VaciHe. Islands, \ve. road,

small that the House of Corn-

could not ho planted on it. A

pity. * -

Do hotel chefs use cookery-hook*
1

.'

'

asks '* homo journal. Our own opinion

ia 1 1 nit, quite a largo

proportion
of them cook

ir. ... ...

Fourteen thousand

artificial teeth recently
n from premises in

Kast London liave not

heen recovered. While

attempting to in-

ite the guilty part),
wo cannot refrain from

i ingout thatsovoral

Labour haulers have re-

ly been showing a

good many more teetli

i hey were thouglit
out it led to pos-oss.

:;.
i

*

At the Trades Union
_;ross a protest was

le again-4 the Un-

'oymont Insurance

This must not he

fused with the
miners' threat to strike

That is merely a method of ensuring

unemployment. ,
:: *

arrangement by which a htmdred-

und-nl'ty amateur hrass hands are to

it the Crystal Palace on Septem-
!

")th looks like an attempt to dis-

tract us from the miners' strike fixed

for that day. .^.
...

A Bamsgate man charged with shoot-

ing a cat denied that be fired at it. The

animal is said to have dashed at the

bullet and impaled himself upon it.

It has been agreed, says a news item,

that milk shall be tenpence a quart
this winter. Not b\ us.

The War Office announces that Arabs

in Southern Mesopotamia have captured
a British armoured train. It should bo

pointed out to these Arab rebels that

it i-, such behaviour as this tlia
1

courages the tourist spirit.

I'pon reading that another lady bad

failed in her attempt to -avini the

Channel a Scotsman inquire* w 1

the Cross-Channel stem. have

been increased, like everything e!

\Yc are informed that at a football

match recently played in the Khondda

Valley the referee won.

General OaBEOOH, layB an unofficial

message, has been elected President

of Mexico. The startling report that

he lias decided to reverse the safe

policy of bis predecessors and recog-
nise the United States require* c

boration.

Social Correspondent. "\Vnnx THEY RKI.K-SK.I. MI: THEY SAID THAT IF I

SHOWED Mt FACE IX lUl.LAXD AC. .UN I SHOULD BK BHOT.

Editor. "I'l-i. i.K.r THKSE SINN FKISEBS SF.E THAT I'M NOT TO B:

DATKP. You'i.r, no BACK BY THK XKXT TRAIN." ^
Everybody should economise after a

great war, says an American film pro-

ducer. We always do our best after

every great war. ... ...

According to an official report only

fifty policemen were bitten by dogs in

London last week. The falling off is

said to be due to the fact that it has

been rather a good year for young and

tender postmen.

'

<ke. ']']}'. i>le m
iieighlxnirluxxl will liave to die

without medical a>-

Chief Hail .1 the Texas
. I '" !1 1 1'

brother, Chiel Rainstorm, lias. of <

been with us m.>-.t of th.-

ies a well known

{Hiring ! etitea.

imohow su,pr,-t,-d that tbe de-

mand for a. return of the wasp waist

had influential interests I

The wife of a miner in Warwickshire

has recently presented her hu-.l.and

with throe baby l>\-. \Ve

that Mr. SMU.I.H. i . -orry in have missed
three oxt ta strike-votes

which be would haxe

ohtaineil hail tho bo\-

been born a little earlier.

An extraordinary
-"M reaches ua

North fjondon. It ap-

pears
that during the

building of a house a

brick slipped unnoticed

from a hod and fell in-

to its correct position,
with tho result that the

accountant employed
by the bricklayers could

not balance his l)ooki

at the end of the day.

*
\, Alienee measures

time," declares an cmi

nent geologist, "th(

Caiden of Ivlon was a

thing of yesterday.'
All we can say is

Where w:n Council

yesterday '.'

"
ior Ci.vi'K

Some highly-strang persons, says a

medical writer, are even afraid of inani-

mate objects.
This accounts for many

nervous people being afraid of ventur-

ing too near a plum I

"I only want the potatoes in the

allotment and not the earth," said a

complainant at Deptford. It is evident

that, it thi- man is a trade unionist, he

is a raw amateur.

"POLKS OVKR THK USK
OM<;

So thai accounts for tbe weather.

" \\lmtever other <1 t Uegd
;vK.ui\>t tin- scarlet Miii form, it certainly mke
{.>r two things dis^-iplinoiind smnrtnoM and

ivn are vcr>- inip-irtant factors in ill-.-

ciplino."
" Cirif <J'i</ Military Gaiette," Lahore.

M-pecially the former.

"During the night, she fXfrs. Hamilton, tlio

rh.um.'l -iwinum-r; said. I occasionally took

hot drink:, and ate cold roast chicken, th.-

small bones of which I kept chewing, as it

seemed to assist me . . .'

A -trict voiRcUri.ui, Mr-. Hamilton will

IIH- f,\um ti\r i dinner, and

skips for a few w.
Scotch Paper.

She should skip the chicken if she

: o be excited about her strict

irianism.
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DOGGEREL.
To TIIK 1'niMi: MINIMA'S ST. BEKNAHD PUP.

Km: your native country figured as the liome of winter

molt,
dfiae of spies and agents, and for kings a last resort :

I'.ic the hospitable chamois lent his haunts to Bolsh and

Oil he queue of rash-toboggans took the curve of Cresta Run;

!/M>g before a locomotive climbed the Rip, cog by cog,

I'anie had mentioned your forefathers sucb a noble breed

of dog, .

How they Hacked the lonely traveller With their nimble,

sleuth v snouts.

Till beneath a !>il!<nv\ snowdrift they remarked bis where-

abouts.

How t hey ciug him out of cold-store like a Canterbury sheep,

Took their tongues and kindly licked him where bis nose

had gone to sleep,

Called attention to the cognac which they wore in little kegs

And remobilised the stagnant circulation in bis legs.

How they lifted up their voices, baying like an iron bell,

Till the monks of good St. BEBNAHD heard the same and

ran like hell

Ran and bora him to their hospice, where they put him

into bed
And applied a holy posset stiff enough to wake the dead.

Heir to this superb tradition, born to such a pride of race,

From (lie doggy flair that tells you what a lineage you
can trace

You will draw, I trust, a solace for the strange and alien

scene

Where vou undergo purgation in a stuffy quarantine.

Further, if a homesick feeling sets you itching in the scalp
With a wave of poignant longing for the odour of an Alp,
Let this thought (a thing of splendour) help to keep your

pecker up
You have had a high promotion; you are now a Premier's

pup!

You shall guard his sacred portals, you shall eat from
off his plate.

Mix with private secretaries, move behind the veil of

State,
And at Ministerial councils, as a special form of treat,
You shall' sniff at WINSTON'S trousers, you shall fondle

CUKZON'S feet.

Yon may even serve your master as an expert, one who
knows

All the rules regarding salvage in the Great St. Bernard
snows.

Do him good by utilising your hereditary gift
To retrieve his Coalition from a constant state of drift====== o. s.

THE PRODIGIES.
WE Great-aunts Emily and Louisa had in our inno-

cence been telling a few old fairy stories at bedtime to those
three precocities whom our hosts call their children.
We |,n,.\\ i hut they talked Latin and Greek in their sleep

and were too much for their parents in argument, but we
thought that at least, at i he story hour
We ,.ped by Duisilk.' "1 don't think much of

the moral of that one," she remarked. "It would seem to
illustrate the Evil Consequences of Benevolence !

"

" But she came alive again," said Evadno, the you
1

in extenuation.

"And the wolf was killed," we ventured in defei

our old story.
"

Still," persisted Drusilla,
"
you couldn't call it en-

couraging."
"Then in the other case," went on Claude thoughtfully,

"considering that she bad been left in sole charge of the

house and had no business to go out and leave it to the

mercy of burglars, what moral are we to draw from t i

that she married a Prince and lived happily ever

wards?
"

"Most of them have that sort of moral," said Drusilla.
" And they are every one of them devoid of humour, ex-

cept of the most obvious kind no subtlety."
"When I was your age," said poor Louisa gent!

used to laugh very heartily over the adventures of Tom
Thumb."
Claude seemed touched. "There are some capital situ-

ations in certain of them," he conceded,
" which might be

quite effectively treated."
" How ?

" we asked weakly.
It was Drusilla, the most alarming of the children, who

finally undertook to sketch us out an example.
After a short meditation,

"
Something like this," she said.

" The situation, of course, you have met with before, but as

remodelled you might call it

THE TRIUMPH OP VIRTUE;
OB,

THE BAD FAIRY FOILED.

A certain King and Queen had one daughter, to whose

christening they invited a large company, forgetting as

usual a particularly important and bad-tempered Fairy, who

signified her annoyance in the usual manner.
The attendants of the little Princess (having read their

story-books) were preparing dolefully enough to fall asleep
for a hundred years, when the Fairy, with a contemptuous
sniff, remarked that the spell would not take effect for some
time yet.

They breathed again and had almost forgotten the affair

by the time the Princess had grown up. But the Fairy had
so arranged it that the spell fell upon the Princess at the

time when she was engaged in making her choice of a

husband from among the suitors who had arrived at her

father's Court.

The Princess was now bewitched in this way that good
men appeared bad, ugly men handsome, and vice /vy.vi.

The Fairy had hoped that she would thus make a mess of

her matrimonial affairs and live unhappily ever after.

But she had reckoned without the disposition of the

Princess, a kind good girl with an overpowering sense of

duty. When pressed to choose, she replied firmly,
" I will

have no other than Prince Felix."

To her his ugliness seemed pathetic and his character

evidently needed reformation so urgently that she longed
to be at the job. No one wondered at her choice, for he

was, of course, the most handsome and excellent of men.

Ultimately the Fairy broke her spell in a fit of exaspera-
tion, but without any gratifying result. The Princess seemed

happier than ever and would sometimes say to a slightly

puzzled friend :

" Hasn't Felix improved wonderfullii since I married
him?"

J

"From 1910 to 1916 he was Viceroy in India, governing the

Dependency through very critical years and enjoying general esteem,
as was made clear in 191'2, when an attempt was made to assassinate
him at Delhi." "

Daily Mail" on Lord Hardinge.
It sounds like a succcs d'estime.
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THE PUBLIC BENEFACTOR.
MB. SMILUE. "I CAN'T BEAR TO THINK OF YOUR PAYING SO MUCH FOR Yol K COAI*

I MOST PUT THAT EIGHT; I MUST SEE THAT VOC DON T GHT ANY."



l-'ii .,/ Trainji.
' Is THIS BIT o' SOOSPAI-KB IT SAYS : THK

hl'llIIT OF UNREST. I WOSDEB IF THAT'S TRUE?"

Second Tramp. "I AIN'T NOTICKD IT."

'OI-K CAl'SK OF THK \VOUI.'s PUKSKXT IMSOllUliU IS THE I'MVI.llhAt.

THE COAL CUP.
IT seems to me tluit \ve all take a

great deal of interest in the miners

when they strike, hut not nearly enough
when they hew. And yet this business

of hacking large lumps of fuel out of a

hole, since civilisation really depends
on it, ought to he represented to us

from day to day as the beautiful and

thrilling thing that it really is. Yet if \ve

put aside for a moment Mr. SlHUins'B

present demands, we find the main topics
of discussion in the daily 1'ress ;is I

write are roughly these :

(1) The prospects of League Foot-

hall and the Cup Tie-.

(2) Ireland.

(.'))
The prevalence of deafness

amongst hlue-eyed eats.

(4) Meeopotamia.
The Fall of Man.

(6) The sale of Tin- Dail;/ M.nl. whose
circulation during the coming winter is

for some reason or other supposed to

IK: almost as important to the children
of Kngland as their own.
Of all these topics the first is. of

course, by far the most absorbing, and
almost evervone lias remarked how the

lo\e cl sport, for which Britons are

famous, is growing more passionate than

ever. It is not only cricket and foot-

ball, of course ; only the other day
there was a shilling sweepstake on the

St. Leger in our office and, from what

1 hear of the form of Westmorland in

the County Croquet Championship dur-

ing the past season but I have no
time to discuss these things now.
The point is that, whilst this excite-

ment over games grows greater and

greater, the country is suffering, say
the economists, from under-production
and the inflation of the wage-bill. This

means that everyone is trying to do
less work and get more money for it,

a very natural ambition which nobody
can blame the miners from sharing. I

suppose that if they all stopped mining
and we had to depend for warnith on

wrapping ourselves up in moleskins,
the molliers, or whatever the\ a re called,

would strike for a two-shillings rise

well.

The worst of it is that under-produc-
tion, say the economists again (there i>

no keeping anything from these smart

lads), semis prices up. Obviously then
there is only one thing to do : we must
take advantage of the prevailing passion
land make mining (and other industries

too for that matter) a form of sport.

The daily papers should find very little

difliculty in doing this.

WHO HKYVS HAKUKST?
CLAIM BY A LANARKNlilKK COL!. IKK

would do very well for the headings o:

a preliminary article : and the claim o:

the Lanarkshire collier would, I am

sure, be instantly challenged.
After

few letters we might have a suggestion

say from Wales, that no team of clever

miners could hew so hard and so muel

as a Welsh one. And from that il

would be only a short step to the for-

mation of district league competitions
and an international championship
Or the old-time system under whicl

cricketers were matched lor a stake !>>

sporting patrons might be revived, ant

we should have headlines in the evening
Press after this fashion :

HIGH 1 1 KW I N<1 CONTKST.
NOTTS FORKS'!

1

i . NKVYCAsTI.K I'MTKI)

TKKMKNDOfS \\AdKU liKTVY KKN
TIIK IH'KKS OK PORTLAND AND

NOBTHtTMBEBLAND
and all the glades of Sherwood and the

banks where the wild Tyne flows would

be glad.
It will be objected, of course, that the
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hewing of coal is not :i spectacular

tffair. You cannot pack sixty thousand

spectators into a mine to watch a hew-

in- match, anil oven if you could the

lighting is had; hut Unit is just where

(he skill of the reporters would come

in. After all, we do not most, of us gee

the races on which we het, nor the Golf

Championship, nor even BECKETT .and

\\ , ,|.,, s . Kut there would ho articles

Onthecorrecl swing whilst hewing, and

the proper stance, and how far the toes

should be turned in ;
the chances of

every team would he discussed; the

(urn-lit odds would he quoted, and, who-

ever won, the consumer would score,

whilst, the strongest hewers would he-

come popular heroes and be photo-

graphed on the hack -page standing

heside their hews.

I admit that the South of England
and London in particular would have

very little share in these competitions,

ami we should depend for local interest

mainly upon the promising young colts

from the Kentish nurseries. But we

could find out from our dealers where

bur ci nils came from and follow from afar

the fortunes of our adopted teams ;
and

Ca hi net Ministers, at any rate, could

distribute their patronage and .their

presence with tact over the various

ureas involved.

MR. BALFOUR HEWS OFF AT
DURHAM

is another headline which seems to

suggest itself, and I should strongly

urge the PRIME MINISTKK, who has re-

turned, I hear, with a St. Bernard from

the Alps, to lose no time in selecting a

more appropriate playmate.

PREMIER AT TONYPANDY.
MR. LLOYD GEORGE PATS PET

PIT-PONY

is the kind of thing I mean, and very

hard also to say six times quickly with-

out making a mistake.

Obviously the result of all this would

be that not only would the miners be

justified in asking for more money, but

that the country would be able to afford

it ;
and similar competitive leagues, to

supersede trade unions, would soon be

formed by other trades. One seems

to hear faintly the loud plaudits of the

onlookers as two crack teams of West-

end road-menders step smartly into the

arena . .

._.

EVOE.

Our Bolshevik Colonies.

" Married Shepherd, used hilly country and

all farm mid station work, desires Situation;

wife would cook one or two men."
" The Press," Christchnrch, N.Z.

ii Miss ,
a soubrette, whose songs lc;ui

towards the voluptuous, sank 'Somebody's

Baby.
1 Her encore number, 'You'd be Sur-

prised,' was even more so."
" Tlie Dominion," Wellington, A./.

-KM M,.T.
tt UUtI HI /Ml 1 LJ" *l*f \J * .'I

WANTS TO KNOW WHAT YOU CHARGE FOB TAKING TWINS .

THE PASSING OF THE CRADLE.

[According to a report which recently ap-

peared hi a daily paper, cradles for infants arc

becoming a thing of the past.]

SNI-O retreat for mother's treasure,

Shall I pine as I repeat

Rumour's strange report, which says

you 're

Virtually obsolete?

Shall these lips a doleful lyric

Proffer at your ghostly bier,

Or compose a panegyric
Moistened with a minstrel's tear?

Me the theme leaves too unshaken,

Though
" some

"
father more or less;

Better 'twere if undertaken

By my wife (a poetess) ;

And, if 1 be asked, Why vainly

Occupy, then, so much space ?

My concern, I '11 say. is mainly

With the woman in the case.

?or, when she and you shall sever

(Though 'tis early yet to crow).

Your departure may for ever

Lay her proudest triumph low ;

Yes, while men (I 'm much afraid) '11

Round her fingers still be twirled.

If her hand can't rock a cru<i

It may cease to boss the world.

Commercial Candour.
" Irate Householder*, why be swindled in

clumsy manner ? Fetch '\om iecond-hnd

dothiiiK to me and be done in the most

approved style." Daily Paper.

'MORE LrrwiABt HEREDITY.

Fresh literary fame seems to be pending for

the Maurice Hewlett family cir. 1, .

Mr. Robin Richards, the son-m-Uw ol

f;ini(vi, M.U..II-I. is about to appeal to fiction

readers with his first novel." Daily Paprr.

No more of the old-fashioned DARWIN

and (I.U.TON nonsense about fathers

and children.
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Hun; and there in the drab routine

of modern existence it is still possible lo

rate-It an occasional glimpse of romance
and courageous living, and in the

volume which lies before us as we
write we are given a gen us measure
of peril and adventure in faery soas

foilorn. I-'KIIII Whitebait to Kipper:
'1'hf Sli'ii/ i Sfr/'ii l.n'i'K, is I he vivid

n cord of a lamily of herrings, set down
i posthumously, it would seem) with re-

freshing simplicity by Walter Herring,
the youngest and perhaps the most bril-

liant of the family. The story begins
with the early childhood of Walter,
John, Isabel, Margaret, Rupert, Steph-
anie and little Foch, the last of whom
was so named because he was born on
the anniversary of the Armistice. (As
a matter of fact they were all born on
the same day, but for some reason which
is not explained only one of them was
called Foch.)

You, reader, are one of those ignorant

people who do so much discredit to our
Public Schools. You fondly think that
the whitebait is a special kind of fish,

that there are father whitebaits and
mother whitebaits and baby whitebaits.
You are wrong. There are only baby
whitebaits. At least there are baby
herrings and baby pilchards, and these
are called whitebait l>ecause they are
eaten by the mackerel and because

they look white when they are swim-
ming upside down.

Anyhow Walter and John and Isabel
and Margaret and Rupert and Stephanie
and little Foch began life as whitebait.

They used to charge about the Cornish
seas with whole platefulsof other white-
bait, millions of them, and wherever they
went they were pursued by thousands
of mackerel, who wanted to eat them.
One day John felt that the moment WAS
very near w hen he would be eaten by
a mackerel, and he was quite right.
lsalx-1 felt the same thingJmt she w as

wrong. She jumped out of the water
ind was eaten by a sea-gull. When
,he fishermen saw Isabel leaping into
he air they came out and caught the
mackerel in a net. They also caught
Margaret with a lot of other whitebait,
and she was eaten by a barrister at"
Claridge's."
There were now lour of the familywho had not been eaten by anyone. It

is extraordinary when you come to
think of it that any herring ever con-
trives lo reach maturity at all. What
with the mackerel and the seagulls and
the barristers, everybody seems to be
against it. However, Walter, Mnpert
and Foch roeeeeied. Stephanie just
missed. Walter and Rupert and Toe),
had jolly soft roes, a fact which is

recorded in a cynical little poem by the

precocious Foch, believed to be the

nly literary work of a whitebait now
nl a hrextant. We have only space here to

quote the opening couplet :

The hririiifis \\ilh the nice soft rows
Are Kontli'iiieii ;

the rest arc does.

The survivors of the family had now
to choose a career. From the beginning
it seems to have l)een recognised that

Stephanie at least would have to be con-

tent with a humbler sphere than her
more gifted brothers. Slie had a hard
roe and was rather looked down upon:
But she was an independent little thing
and her pride revolted at a 1 i fe of subjec-
tion at home; so while still a girl she

went oft' on her own and got mixed up
with some pilchards who were just being
caught in a net. Stephanie was caught
too and became a sardine. She was

carefully oiled and put in a tin, and she
was eaten at a picnic near Hampton
Court. But there is every reason to

suppose that she was eaten happy,
since in those less exacting circles

nobody seemed to mind about her bard

roe, which had been a perpct ual bug-
bear to her in the hcning world.

Meanwhile the remaining three had
decided on' -a career. They were de-

termined to be fresh herrings. This is

of course the highest ambition of all

herrings, though sadly few succeed in

attaining it. One herring in his time

plays many parts (SHAKSI-KAKK) ; he
can seldom say with confidence what
exactly he will be to-morrow; but he
can be fairly certain that it won't bs a
fresh herring. Of our three survivors

Rupert alone was to win the coveted
distinction. He grew to be a fine boy
and was eaten at Hammersmith, where
his plump but delicate roe gave the
greatest satisfaction. It was not eaten
in the ordinary humdrum way, but was
thickly spread on a piece of buttered
toast, generously peppered, iwdtlecoi/rcd.
And when his "wish" was placed on
the kitchen-range, swelled rapidly and
burst with a loud report, his cup of

happiness was full.

Little Foch, alas, failed to fulfil his

youthful promise and became a com-
mon bloater. Worse than thai

,
he was

bloated too thoroughly and was almost
impossible to eat. Even his lovely roe,
the pride of his heart, became so salt
that the Rector of Chitlings finally re-

jected it with ignominy, though not
before he had consumed so much of it

that he had to drink the whole of his
sermon-water before he began to preach
But it was Walter, Walter the

chronicler, Walter the clever, the
daring, the ambitious, leader in every
escapade, adviser in every difficulty,who was to suffer the crowning humili-
ation. Walter became a kipper. If

there is one thing that a herring cannot
stand it is to be separated from his m<>
Walter's roe was ruthlessly lorn
him and served up separate on toast,
with nothing to show that it was th
glorious roe of Walter. It was eaten
at the Criterion by a stockbroker, and
it might have been anybody's roe.
Meanwhile the mutilated frame, the
empty shell of Walter, was squashed
flat in a wooden box with a mass ( ,i

others and sold at an unction by the
pound. Jt broke his heart. A.'l'. II.

FLOWERS' NAMES.
I.AIM'S Supi'KK.

COUNTRY gossips, nodding slow
When the fire is burning low

,

Or chatting round about the well
On the green at Ashlins Dell,
With many a timid backward glance
And fingers crossed and eyes aski
Still tell about the Midmas ]>a\
When Mai-get Malherb went away.
" After Midmas Day shall break.
Maidens, neither brew nor bake;
See your house be sanded clean :

Wear no stitch of fairy green ;

Go bare-foot
; wear nor hose nor shoon

From rise ( ,| sun to r j s( .
() f moon :

For the Good People watch and wait

Waiting early, watching late,
For foolish maids who treat with

scorn
The mystic riles ,,| Midmas Morn."

Marge! Malherb tossed her head," I fear no fairies' charms." she said-
For she'd new slippers she would

wear
To show her lad the pretty pair.
Soft green leather, buckled red- -

"I fear no fairies' charms," she said.
She drew them on and laughed in

scorn,
And out she danced on Midmas Morn.

Nevermore was Mai-get seen :

But when her lover sought I he green
A Fairy Ring was all he found
A Fairy Ring on the weeping ground:
And by the hedge a flower grew,
Long and slender, filled with dew,
Green and pointed, ribboned red :

And still you'll find them as I've
said.

And Marget comes, so gossips say,To wear her shoes on Midmas Da\.

The Gladiatorial Spirit.
"
Ciossbie would have done bettor to have

shot himself, but he gave the ball to his
partner."- -J'/oi-incial Vupcr.

"MILK PRICES t I'.

HIUHKll CIIAKI.E TO MEKT THE COST UK
I-KTBOL."

.

\\'e always thought it was water that
they used.
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A DIFFERENCE OF CLASS.

IT is without doubt the most expen-
!:otel on the frinit, and the palatial

dining-room in which we have just,

lunched is furnished and decorated in

that sumptuously luxurious style to

whiclionly wealth, untrammelled In ;nl.

is ahle to attain. Personally I cannot

atfoni to take m\ meals al such places,

and I know that the same holds good
of my fellow-guest, Charteris. Charteris

\\;is the liest scholar of our year at

Oriel, and since his demobilisation he

and his wife have boon living in two

rooms, except during the periods
when their son joins them foi

his holidays from Winchester.

But our host is still possessed
of an obstinate wealth which
even the War has done little to

diminish, and, as he himself puts
it, is really grateful to those of

his old friends who will help
him in public to support the

ignominy.
At themoment, having finished

lunch,we have betaken ourselves

to wicker-chairs in the porch,
and Cbarteris and our host being
(ieep in a golf discussion I ven-

ture once more to turn a covert

attention to the exceedingly
splendid couple who have just
followed us out from the dining-
room. I noticed them first on

my arrival, when they were just

getting out of their Eolls-Eoyce,
and the admiration which I

then conceived for them was
even further enhanced during
lunch by a near view of the

lady's diamonds and of the

Cinquevalli-like dexterity shown
by her husband in balancing a
full load of peas on the concave
side of a fork. At present the
man, somewhat flushed with

champagne, is smoking an enor-
mous cigar with a red-and-gold
band round it, while the lady, her dia-
monds flashing in the sunshine, leans
back in her chair and regards with
supercilious eyes the holiday crowds
that throng the pavement below.

Following her glance my attention is

suddenly arrested by the strange be-
haviour of two passers-by, who have
stopped in the middle of the pavement
and, after exchanging some excited com-
ments, are staring fixedly towards us.
From their appearance they would seem
to be a typical husband and wife of the
working-class on holiday, and it occurs
to me that, given the clothes and the
hamonds, they might well be occupy-
ng the wicker-chairs of the couple op-
posite. Evidently the sight of some-
'Ody or something in the hotel porch

has excited them greatly, for they con-

tinue to stare up at us with a hostile

concentration that renders them quite
unconscious of the frantic efforts of

the small child who accompanies them
to tug them towards the beach. After

a moment they exchange a few more

quick words, and the man leaves his

companion and makes his way towards
us. Ascending the hotel steps with an
air of great determination he comes to

a halt before the couple opposite.
"
'Ere, I 've bin lookin' for you," he

begins accusingly.
The Rolls - Royce owner takes

'EBE, NOT SO MUCH OF THE CA-CANNY."

cigar from his mouth and gazes in as-
tonishment at the accusing apparition
before him.

" A hour ago," pursues the newcomer
relentlessly, "you was driving along
the front here in a whackin' great car.
It ain't no good denyin' it, 'cos I took
the number."

" What d' ye mean denying it ?" ex-
" Who 's denying

claims Rolls-Royce:

anythink ?
"

"
It ain't no good tryin' to deny it,"

retorts the other. " An' it ain't no good
denym' wot you did neether, 'cos I 've

got my missus 'ere to prove it."
" What I did '}

"
echoes the astonished

man. " What did I do? "

" Ran over my child's b'loon," states
the accuser, fixing him with a pitiless

eye. For the moment the object ol

this serious charge is too taken aback
to be capable of speed i.

' ' Ran over my child's b'loon,'
"

re-

peats theother inexorably.
"
Leastways

your chauffer did. An' when we 'ollereci

out to yer to stop you just rushed on
like a runaway railway-train."

Rolls-Royce, conscious of the curioii-,

gaze of the entire company, pulls him-
self together and regards his aeeusei

unfavourably.
" First I 've 'card of it," he growls.

'"Where was the balloon anyway ? In
the road, I s'pose ?

"

"Yes, it u-as in the road,"
retorts the other defiantly," where it 's got every right to
be. Road 's there for the con-
venience of b'loon-fliers just as
much as for motor-cars. More."
"Look 'ere, that's enough of

it," says the car-owner harshly.
"If the balloon got run over
it 's yer own fault for letting it

go in the road.",
" That 's a nice way to talk,"

suddenly comes in shrill tones
from the woman below, who
has edged her way to the foot
of the steps.

" We don't go
buyin' balloons for you to run
over in yer cars. We 're respect-
able people, we are, an' we work
for our livin'."

"Drivin' about in a car like

an express train, runnin' over
other people's h'loons," cor-

roborates her husband bitterly." Wot country d'yer think yer
in ? Prussia ?

By this time a small crowd
has gathered on the pavement
and is gazing up at the pro-
tagonists with ghoulish interest.

The lady in the diamonds, a

prey to mingled indignation and
alarm, has leant towards her

spouse and is whispering to him
urgently, but he shakes her off

with an impatient movement.
" Not on yer life," he snaps.

"
They

won't get a cent out o' me."
"
Ho, won't we !

"
exclaims his accuser

hotly.
" We '11 soon see about that.

We 're English people, we are we
don't allow people to go about destroy in'

our b'loons."

No wonder they 're so rich," cries
the woman at the bottom of the steps
in satirical tones. " That 's the way
to get rich, that is d'estroyin' other

people's prop'ty an' then refusin
1

to

pay for it. Anybody could get rich
that way."

Reflections on the feasibility of this
novel financial scheme are cut short by
the appearance at the top of the. steps
of the hotel porter, who touches the
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originator of the disturbance on the
shoulder.

"Come on. you're not allowed up
'ere, \ou know," he observes.

Ho, ain't 1?" retorts the man de-

tiantly.
"
[s this Buckingham Pallia ?

"

" You can't come up 'ere unless you '\e

got business in the "otel," states the

porter unmoved.
" So I 'ave got bisness 'ere," declares

the other. " Misness c'nected with my
son's h'loon."

" An' we don't leave 'ere till it 's

settled, neither," cries the lady on the

pa \rment.
" 'Alf-a-crown that balloon

cost, an' we don't budge from 'ere till

wo get it."

This is altogether too much for Ihe
owner of the Rolls-Royce.

'Alf-a-crown?" he explodes and
turns indignantly to the company.
"
'Alf-a-crown for a child's balloon, and

then they go on strike."

Derisive cheers and counter-cheers

go up from the crowd below as the
incensed balloon -owner hursts forth

into an impassioned defence of his in-

alienable right as a free-born Briton to

strike or to buy half-crown balloons as
the spirit moves him. Simultaneously
the lady in the diamonds rises ami,

producing a coin from her gold hag,

holds it with a superb gesture at arm's

length beneath his nose. Fora moment
or two he pays no attention to her,
then takes the coin impatiently with
the air of one brushing aside an irri-

tating interruption and continues his

harangue.
"Come on," puts in the poitcr :

"you've got yer 'alf-crown. S'pose
you move on.

'

" Got me 'alf-crown, 'ave I ?
"

he
retorts. " \Vot about my lights as a

man'.' Does 'alf-a-crown buy them '.'

"

No one venturing to solve this social

problem he turns slowly and, glaring
over his shoulder at Rolls-Royce, de-

scends the steps.
" I 'm an Englishman, I am," he con-

cludes from the pavement. .
"No one

can't close my mouth with 'alf-crowns."

For a brief space he stands sco\\ling

up at the porch as though challenging
all and sundry to perform this teat,

then, taking his wife by the arm, moves
off with her and the still insistent

child towards the Ueach. The crowd
on the pavement, regretfully convinced
that the entertainment is at an end.

>perses slowly. Rolls- Ro\ce, seem-

ingly unconscious of the interest of

Charteris and our host . \\ ho are looking
at him coxertly as at some zoological

specimen, relights his cigar and sits

glowering across the road, and silence

falls upon the scene a silence broken
at last by the lady in the diamond*,
who has resumed her languid pose in

the wicker-chair.
"
'Orrible people !

"
she observes, ad-

drcssing the occupants of the porch
generally. "Nice state

'

things vshi-n

you can't even be safe from 'em ;

own 'otel. You don't s n tn lie able

to get away from these low-class people
hum-where you don't reels !

"

4019-20 A.D.

CM n. IK \ the man (unite mad, of

ootnpe)
Conferred the OODSUbhij) \\\v.m his

Inn

Caligula the colt (a trifle saner)
Makes km^s of jockei . purchaser ami

trainer.

Sanity counts : 1 raise my cup of n

Not to t IK* earlier but the later --cl.i

Journalistic Modesty.
1 \\Mslii.- IIMIIX'-. i,''i"sl r'[;lllli;

!.-! lilkllK ("I .1 .-.li V .|U.nt,-r of *

.. . . . He delightiM in the company
of tliinl-rutu poodle."

I'. K S. in" The .S/.
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The Master. "TCHA! THIS BACON TASTES SIMPLY BEASTLY."

The Mistress. "GLADYS, WHAT DID YOU DO WITH THE BACON WE SET ASIDE FOR POISONING THE BATS

FASHION AND PHYSIQUE.
THE heightened stature of women was

a favourite topic in anthropometric
circles long before the War. It seems,

however, that they are not going to

rest content with their present standard

of altitude, but are invoking the re-

sources of Art to render it even more

conspicuous. We do not speak rashly
or without book. The Evening News
announced on September 8th that
" Women are to be taller this autumn."

Nature may be in the Fall, but women
are on the rise: The mode by which

this effect of elongation so dear to

Art is to be attained is described in

detail by the Paris correspondent of

our contemporary as follows :

" A fluffy and very high head-dress

will be worn this autumn. The effect is

obtained by the aid of pads, and adds

some inches to a woman's stature .

Another type of coiffure is being adopted

by some hairdressers, who leave the

hair flat and smooth round the face,

and only make a sort of bird's-nest ol

the ends, which stand well up so as to

lengthen the profile in 'an upward
direction."

Nothing, however, is said about the

relation of fashion to the physique of the

sterner sex. To correct this omission

Mr. Punch has interviewed a number
of West-End tailors, hatters, hosiers

and bootmakers. The results of this

inquiry may be briefly summarised.

Heads are to be larger this autumn,
and to keep pace with the extraordinary

development of brain amongst our in-

surgent youth, as evidenced by the

correspondence in The. Morning Post,

it has been found necessary to make
a radical change in the stock sizes of

hats. But, where there has been no

cranial distension, provision will be

made to remedy the defect by the in-

sertion of a cork sheath, by the aid of

which a head of undersized circum-

ference will be able to wear a No. 8
hat. Again, to meet the needs of cus-

tomers in whom the temperature of

the cranial region is habitually high, a

hat has been devised with a vacuum

lining for the insertion of cold water.

The "Beverley" nickel-plated refriger-

ating helmet, as it is called, has already
found a large sale amongst Balliol

undergraduates.
As a result of the revival of the "

Apes
v. Angels

"
controversy, in which Cano'n

BARNES has taken so prominent a part,
and Mr. BOTTOMLEY has declared him-
self as a whole-hearted supporter ol

DARWIN (ride his article in The Sunday
Pictorial), hands will be supple and

xmeless this autumn, as in fashionable

portraits. This reversion to the pre-

lensile type of hand, so noticeable in

the chimpanzee, has its drawbacks,

and the rigidity necessary for certain

manual functions, such as winding up
a motor or opening a champagne bottle,

will be furnished by gloves of a stiffer

and stronger fabric, ranging from simu

lation leatherette to chain-mail.

Owing to the continued over-crowd-

ing of trains, tubes and motor-buses,

elbows will be more prominent and

aggressive than ever, and tailors are

building a type of coat calculated to

relieve the strain on this useful joint

by a system of progressive padding
soft inside but resembling a nutmeg-

grater at the point of contact with the

enemy.
It only remains to be added that in

consequence of the publication of the

Jewish Protocol and other documents

pointing to revolutionary and anarchica

Semitic activities, noses will be worn

straighter and d la Grecqite, and fo

similar reasons feet will be shorter anc

with more uplift in the instep.

A Hot Spell.

From a story for boys :

" The heat was so intense that we wcr

perspiring from every paw."
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Futurist to llnilln'i- llumli (after a long country walk in search of a subjfct).
\MONC18T TUB IlKAL JAGGED 8TUKK."

'Till.-. IS HATIItll JOLLY. \VllAT A BELIKF IT 18 TO

THE OLD WOMAN'S HOUSE ROCK, SCILLY.

"Ol.n woiiiiui, old \voniiin, old woman,"
Sili<l J,

" Tis ;i mighty queer place to be

building a home
In tho toeth of tho j^ilos and the

\\ iish of the fonni,

\\'ith nothing in view hut tho sea and
t lie :,k\ ;

It eaimot. he cheerful or healthy or

dry.
\\ hy don't you go inland and rent a

snug house,
With fowls in tho garden and blos-

soming boughs,
01<l woman, old woman, old woman'.'"

said I.

" A garden have I at my hand
Heneath the green swell,

\\ith pathways of glimmering sand
And borders of shell.

There I winkle tho star-fish and there

Bed jellies unfold ;

The \\eed-bamiers ripple and flare

All purple and gold.
And have 1 no poultry? Oh, come
When the Kquinox lulls ;

The air is a-tlash and a-hum
With the tumult of gulls ;

They whirl in a shimmering cloud

Sun-bright on the bree/e ;

They perch on my chimneys and

crowd
To nest at my knees,

And set their dun chickens to rock on
the motherly

Lap of the

" Old woman, old woman, old woman,"
said I,

" It sounds very well, but it cannot

be right ;

This must be a desolate spot of a

night,
With nothing to hear but the guille-

mot's cry.
The sob of the surf and the wind sough-

ing by.
Go inland and get you a cat for your

knee
And gather your gossips for scandal

and tea,

Old woman, old woman, old woman,"
said 1.

" No amber-eyed tabby may laze

And puiT at my feet,

But here in the blue summer

days
The seal-people meet.

They bask on my ledges and romp
In the swirl of the tides.

Old hulls in their whiskers and pomp
And sleek little brides.

Yet others come visiting
Than grey seal or bin :

Men come in the night from the sea
And utter no word.

Wet weed clings to bosom and hair ;

Their faces are drawn:

They crouch by the embers and stare

And go with the dawn
To

sleep
in my garden, the -.well How-

ing over them
Like a green lawn."

PATLAHDBB.

Labour Leaden on the Link*.

I'nder a photograph in a Ixnidon

evening paper runs the following

legend:
Mr. John I lodge and another official of the

Iron and Steel KomiiU'rs I'nion enjoy a game
of golf after the Trade Union C'ongrow at

Portsmouth adjourns forthodny. Ourpicluiv
shows Mr. John ll.xig.' Putting."

Some idea of the forceful and unconven-

tional methods of our Labour leaders

may IK- gathered from the attitude of

Mr. .IOIIN HOIH.K. whose club is raised

well over his shoulder.
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THE TAXATION OF VIRTUE.
I SHALL wait," said Peter, "till they

send me the final notice."
"
Being his wife," said Hilda to me,

" I am in a position to know that lie

will not. In another week he will pay,

saying that the thought of income-tax

lias affected his nerves and that lie can

bear it no longer. He wobbles like this

lor six weeks twice a year, and mean-
while his family staries."

" Under our system of taxat ion," Peter

retorted,
" the innocent must suffer."

"It falls alike on the just and the

unjust,"! interposed.
" How else would

you have it ?
"

"
Naturally I would have it fall on

! he unjust alone," lie replied.

NVhy not on the just alone'.' I

asked, suddenly aware of the birth of

an idea.

"Of course you want exempt ion."
" You miss my point. You grant that

taxation i* nece-sary ?
"

"For I he sake of argument," said

1'eter,
"

1 grant that, with reservations.''
" Since then there must be taxes, why

not have luxes that it would be a plea-
sure to pay'/ The current taxes are

no! a pleasure to pay."

" I grant that," said Peter,
" without

reservations."
" No\v there is only one sort of tax

that I can imagine anybody paying

gladly, and that would be a tax on his

virtues."
"

Still hankering after your own ex-

emption," growled Peter.
" Leave me out of account. Take, by-

preference, yourself. You have virtues

and are proud of them."
Hilda intervened, as I had anticipated.

" The pride is admitted," said she,
" but

as for the assessment value of the

virtues
"

" Never mind that. You are proud of

your virtues
"

I turned to Peter again

"yet you are sometimes troubled,

like the rest of us, by a fear that you
may not really possess them after all.

But the. assessment of your virtues by
the Board of Inland Revenue would

prove their existence to yourself and to

all t:he world."

"Except his wife," said Hilda.
" Her evidence would not be accepted.

If you had paid taxation for the pos-
session of a virtue, the receipt would be
a guarantee that you did possess that

particular virtue, and it would conse-

quently be a source of profound moral

satisfaction to you. You would pay
with pleasure. Besides, it is a poor
kind of virtue that will not abide a

test. The tax would be a test. Sup-

pose that five pounds was levied upon

you for honesty. If you refused to pay
how could you ever again claim to l>e

honest? You would he marked as not

valuing your honesty at li\e pounds.

No, you would pay and pay readily.
'

My words were addressed to Peter,

but ililda seemed the more intere-ied.

"It sounds well, but how would \<>ti

raise the money ?
"

she asked.

"That would depend on the vi

I replied. "The sobriety tax, for ex-

ample, would be levied on anyone who
had not for some years been comii-'nl

of drunkenness.''
" But how about the, virtues that you

don't get fined for not having truth-

fulness, unselfishness. kindhearleiiMe--

and all those ?
"

" I admit that would be difficult.

Can you suggest anything?" i asked

Peter.

"No," he answered. " I'm not en-

couraging your rotten idea anyhow.
" Could the revenue officials feel peo-

ple's bumps?" inquired Hilda reflec-

tively.
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"
I 'in afraid," 1 said,

"
people wouldn't

si and it. Fancy Peter
"

"I've got. it," said Hilda. "The
revenue, oilk-ials \\ould attribute a vir-

tue to the taxpayer, and if he wanted
to escape taxation the\ would require
him to prove to them that he lacked

the virtue in question."

"They would like doing that," mut-
tered 1'eter.

You have found the solution," i

said to Hilda. "If you impute to a

person a virtue he doc-, not possess lie

probably denies that he has it, but he

is rea!l\ flattered and his denial is not

sincere. He would lie willing to pay
on it

;
he would rather pay than not.''

At this point Peter grew tired of re-

fraining from comment. "I don't want

you to suppose," he said,
" that I am tak-

ing any interest in your fatuous scheme,
but doesn't it occur to you that under
\our system it would be simply ruinous

to have any virtues at all, anil that the

only people who would flourish would

be those who bad no virtues and were

not ashamed of it?"
"For one thing," 1 replied confidently,

"the luxes would be graduated in the

ordinary way in accordance with means.

The slightest flicker of a conscience

in Park Lane would be more heavily
mulcted than the most blameless life in

Bermondsey. But the main point is

that under my system taxation would

become the measure of a man's moral

worth, and people who did not pay
taxes would be simply out of it. Ail

the plums would go the highly-taxed
men. Their tax receipts would l>e cer-

tificates of character, and the more t hey
earned the more the Treasury would 1x3

able to get out of them. So far from

[lodging taxation, people would scramble

to pay it."
" But bow," asked Hilda. " would \ oil

make the tax receipt a trustworthy
testimonial ? Your rich man with one

virtue would have a better receipt than

your poor one with ten."

"The virtues taxed would l>e shown

on the receipt," I replied.
" Besides,

poor and virtuous men would, as 1 have

suggested, get an abatement <>" their

virtue taxes, and the amount of the

abatement would l>e shown on the re-

ceipt. So it could easily be seen what

proportion a man was paying on his

wealth and what on his virtue-.'

"Look here," said Peter, aroused at

last, "do you convey that the tobacco

duty would IK; paid by people who

didn't smoke ?
"

It would amount to that." 1 an-

swered, "assuming that abstention from

tobacco were counted a virtue.
'

"There may be something in it after

all." said Peter.

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

Tin: CHAMKI.KOX.

THK chameleon change* his colour;

I le can look like a tree or a wall :

He is iiinid and shy and he hii'

be seen,

So lie simply sits down in the ^i ass and

goes green,
And pretends he is nothing at all.

I wish I could change my complexion
To purple or orange or red ;

1 wish 1 could look like the arm of a

chair

So nobody ever would know 1 as

there

When they wanted to put me to

l*>d.

I wish I could 1x3 a chiimelfon

And look like a lily or >

I 'd lie on the apples and pem-hrs ami

pear-.
Hut not on Aunt Margaret'- yellowy

chairs

I -hould have to IH- careful of thoMV

The chameleon'- life i- confusing;
He is used to ad\ enture and pain:

But if ever be sat on Aunt M
cretonne

And found what a curious colour he'd

gone,
I don't think he'd do it again.

\ P H.
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THAT TEA INTERVAL;

I ..,,,,, (In. last ball of l<h>0 is bowled and the last wicket

In B ln-s,-,lass match falls (as will most probably happen at

the Oval this rery afternoon, September 16th), 1 should l

to let th.- <i.ls of the G*me know how I propose to spend

the following winter in their interests, so that when the

season of 1<)'21 is with us the happiness
of the cricket

spec-tutor may be even -.'eater than it has been m the c

now expiring. TIT-.,

I am -oil,.' to devote the time to invention. W ith every

..rain of intellect ami ingenuity that I can scrape together

I am going to devise a means of humanising the tea

interval.
, ... . ,

Once upon a time I was so rash as to ridicule this inter-

ruption. 1 drew attention to the fact that the ancient

heroes of the game had been able to dispense with it.

ALFRKD MYNS needed DO Asiatic stimulant between lunch

and the close of play. Even such wholehearted moderns

as HoiiXHY and SHHEWSBURY and GRACE managed to do

well without the support of Hyson or Bohea. For more

than a century cricket and tea were strangers and cricket

did not suffer. And so on. But the attacks were futile : the

tea interval became an institution ; and nothing now, one

realises, can ever occur to separate the gallant fellows from

their cups and saucers.

That being accepted, the problem is how to make the

interval at once less harmful to the match and more tolerable

to the lover of cricket ; and it is on this problem that I have

been working and intend to work through the arid football

months. What has to be done is (a) to get the interval

abbreviated ; and (b) to keep the players on the field. It is

the length of it and the empty pitch that are so depressing

to the spectator, and it is the return to the pavilion that is

so detrimental to the rhythm of the game. Neither of the

batsmen ever wants the interruption, and I have often

noticed a reluctance in certain members-of the fielding side.

As for the watchers, they never fail to groan.

Still, as I have said, it is now recognised that the craving
for tea is as much a part of the present-day game as the

six-ball over, and the time has passed for censuring it.

But something can be done to regulate it ; and I have based

my efforts towards a solution on the argument that, if a

cricketer is not called in from the game to read his tele-

gram, but (as we have all seen so often) the telegram is

taken out to him, surely the precious fluid that he so pas-

sionately desiderates can be taken out to him too. At pre-

sent, therefore, all my thoughts are turned upon the con-

struction of some kind of wheeled waggon, such as is in

use at a well-known restaurant in the Strand, on which
fifteen cups (two for the umpires) and an urn and sugar and
milk can be conveyed, with the concomitant bread-and-

butter, or shrimps or meringues, or whatever is eaten with
the tea, on a lower shelf. This could be pushed on to the

ground at 4.15 and pushed back again at 4.20 without any
serious injury to the match. That is my idea at the
moment ; but I am a poor mechanic and should be glad
if some properly qualified person someone with a HEATH
ROBINSON mind would take the work over. E. V. L.

IN THE MOVEMENT.
How I came to be able to understand the language ol

trees is a secret. But I do understand it. It is my
peculiar privilege to overhear all kinds of whispered con-
versation green speech in green shades as I take my
rest underneath the boughs on a country walk. Some day
I shall set down fully the result of these leaves-droppings,
but at the moment I want to tell only of what I heard some
blackberry bushes saying last week.

From what I hear," said the first bush, "the cost of

everything 's going up by leaps and bounds."
" How is that '.'

"
asked one of its neighbours.

11 It 's due, I understand," the first bush replied,
"
partly

to scarcity of labour and partly to profiteering."
" I don't see why we shouldn't participate," said another

bush.
" Here we are, covered with fruit, and it 's all just as

free as ever it was. That 's absurd, after a big war. The

duty of a war is to make things dearer and remove freedom."

"Of course," said the others.
" ' Your blackberries will cost you more

'

that should be

our motto," said the first bush. " We must be up to date."

* ::: : -: -.- -':

'

A few days later, after one of our infrequent post-bellum

gleams of sunshine, I met the Lady of the White House

and all her nice children returning from a day's black-

berrying. They showed me their baskets with a proper

pride, and I was suitably enthusiastic and complimentary.
" But do look at our poor hands and arms and our torn

frocks!" said the lady. "We've picked blackberries here.

year after year, but we 've never been so badly scratched

before. It 's extraordinary. I can't account for it."

I could, though.

THE MOON-SELLER.
A MAX came by at night with moons to sell ;

" Moons old and new," he cried ;

I hurried when I heard him call for me;
He set his basket on the wall for mo
That I might see inside

And watch the little moons curl tip and bids.

Each one he touched rang softly like a ball ;

He pointed out to me
Great harvest moons With russet light in them,

Pale moons to gleam where snows grow white in them,
Red moons for victory,

And steadfast moons for men in ships at sea.

The man who came with many moons to sell

Opened his basket wide
;

Showed me the filmy crescent moons in it,

And the piled discs (like silver spoons) in it

That push and pull the tide,

And small sweet honey-moons to give a bride.

" This moon," he said,
"
you will remember well ;

Its price is wealth untold ;

"

Took a camp-moon he vowed he stole for me
And softly wrapped to keep it whole for me.

I heaped his feet with gold ;

He changed, and said the moon might not be sold.

Then I was angry that with moons to sell

He thought he had the right
To keep that one. Those who were lent to us

Had written the brief notes they sent to us
When it shone out at night.

I caught it to my heart and held it tight.

"Twenty Students Require clean, respectable Board-Residence;
would not"object to Share Bed." Provincial 1'aper.

They should have lived in the days of OG, the King of

Basan
;
his bedstead was a bedstead.

" CALCUTTA.

During the past few weeks several rarties of Afghan merchants and
traders have settled up their affairs and come into India. In order to

avoid being questioned by British poets in the Khyber, they have

entered this country by way of the Sissobi pass." Indian Paper.

Some of our poets are notoriously curious, and we are

hardly surprised to learn that the Afghans could not " abide

their question."
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THE LANGUAGE DIFFICULTY.

"THK jolly part about an island

where (hero are no towns and no rail-

ways," said Willoughby, "is that you
thrills of excitement as to where

MUI will sleep next night or eat your
next meal. Now when we land at

I.Mcl'i ie I'MV to-morrow it will he nearly

lunch-time; but shall we get lunch?"

"I can answer that." replied Mac-

Kidiien, whose grandfather was a Scots-

man, and who was once in Edinburgh
lor a week: "the ma]) shows it is only
five miles to Waterfoot, and there 's

sure to be an hotel there. Those little

Scots inns are all right."
" Yes," chimed in Sylvia,

" and very

likely there '11 be nothing to eat when
we get there. I am think-

~

ing of you three men, of

course," she added hastily :

" we girls don't want
much."

" As for me," said YVil-

loughby, looking at Syl-
via, whom he has adored

dumbly for years,
"
very

little satisfies me. I 'm
like the fellow who said,

' a
crust of bread, a bottle of

wine and you.' You know
the chap, MacFadden."

" Isn't it wonderful how
he remembers his OMAR ?

"

remarked Mac enthusias-

tically.
" I don't know much

poetry," said Willoughby,
whose tastes are sporting
.rather than literary, "but
I always liked that bit.'"

" But lunch," I inter-

posed,
"

is the pressing
question. There 's sure to

be an hotel at Waterfoot,
as you say. Send a telegram there,

asking for lunch for six. If there 's no
hotel, no reply and no lunch. If there
is w-e get our reply and our lunch.

Willoughbycan wire, because he learned
all about telegraphs in the army."

Within two hours came the reply. I

opened it.

" Will supply luncheon for six, 1.15

to-day."
" Can you remember what your wire

said, Wifloughby ?
"

I asked mildly." Rather. ' Can you provide lun-
cheon for six at 1.15. Willoughby.'

"

"
Exactly. Can't you see, you silly

ass, how you Ye muffed it ? Read this."

Willoughby read, while Sylvia and
Molly looked over and giggled."

I fang it all ! I suppose I ought to
have said to-morrow," he sighed.

"
Here,

Thompson, you and Hilda, as the mar-
ried couple of the party, ought to deal
with these beastly emergencies."

" Not I," I replied.
" You 've got us

in the muddle, now get us out. Wire

and say it 's for to-morrow."
" And then," said my practical wife,

" wo shall get to-day's hot lunch cold

to-morrow, and a rapacious Scotch-

woman will charge us for it twice

over."

"I wish you would say 'Scots,' not
'

Scotch,'
"
complained MacFadden.

"
Sorry, Kiltie," rejoined Hilda ;

" and

perhaps one of you two .will deal with

the Scots woman."
" Leave her to me and none of you

interfere,"answered MacFadden. "Wil-

loughby is no good at a job that needs

tact. He 's not half as lovable as I am
either. Is he, Molly.? We '11 send the

wire at once. Come on."

Mistress. "You SKEM TO HAVE BEEN is A GOOD MANY SITUATIONS.
HOW MANY MISTRESSES HAVE YOU HAD, ALL 1OLD ?

"

Maid. "FIFTEEN, ALL TOLD AND ALL TOLD WHAT I THOUGHT OF 'EM."

Next day the steamer dropped us
into the ferry-boat off Lochrie Bay, and
our bicycles, more frightened than hurt,
but much shaken, were hurled in after
us. After five miles on a primitive
road we arrived at the hotel very late.

MacFadden, assuring us that if we
only kept quiet he would see us through
in spite of any Scots innkeeper, led the

way.
The landlady, a dour woman, ap-

peared.
"Good morning, Madam," began Mac

politely.
" Will you be Mr. Willoughby ?

"
she

replied.
"
No," said Mac truthfully, assuming

a puzzled expression.
"
Weel, then," resumed the lady, ad-

dressing Sylvia, who happened to be
close behind,

" will you be Mrs. Wil-

loughby?"
Molly sniggered; Sylvia reddened

and answered hastily,
"
No, I won't !

"

at which Willoughhy sighed audibly." What I wanted to ask you
whether perhaps you could be so kind
as to give us a bit of bread and cl

or something," said Mac
ingratiatingly." Of course one doesn't expect a proper

lunch in these places without ordering
it beforehand."

" And those that order beforehand
dinna come," she replied with son

perity.
" A pairty of six ordered foi

ten lay; then they telegraphs to

they mean to-day, and now they 're no
here and the time lang gone" h
thocht ye were the pairty at lirst."

" What a shame !

"
murmured Mac-

Fadden sympathetically."
Ay, if they had turned up thev should

~"
hae had their lunch, and

paid for it too," said the

good lady grimly.
' Twa

days they should hae paid
for. But if ye like ye can
eat their lunch for them:
it 's cauld but guid."

So we ate heartily, paid

reasonably and went away
on good terms with our-

selves and the lady.

Walking up the
hill from the hotel 1 was

just, behind Willoughby
and Sylvia. He was push-
ing the two bicycles and

explaining somet 1 1 i n g elab-

orately.

"Awfully sorry about
that silly woman, Sylvia,"
he said,

" but it 's only their

rotten way of talking Kng-
lish. You see, when she

says,
' Will- you be Mrs,

Willoughby?' she really

means, 'Arc you?' It's

not the same as when an

Englishman says it. If I said,
' Will

you be Mrs. Willoughby?' that would
be different

; it would mean
'

:i

Yes," interrupted Sylvia rather

breathlessly,
"
that, Tommy dear, would

be plain English, to which I could give
a plain answer. I should say
We had reached the brow of the hill.

|

I mounted my bicycle and hurried on.

"1,000 EGGS IN ONE WHISKKK."
Daily Paper.

A much worse case than that of LEAK'S
old man with a beard, who said it was

just as he feared.

"For all we know, Helen of Troy's bet
friends might have said, Helen has style and
knows how to make the most of her good
paints; but, honest, now, do you think she

should h:ive got the apple ?
' "

Evening Paper.

Certainly not. That 's why Paris gave
it to Aphrodite.
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AM, THIS TIME AND
Second Ancient.

AIN'T HEARD A SINGLE WORD."
HAIN'T BIN TALKIN' BIN CHEWIN'.''

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

REALLY I think that Rhoda Drake (Mi;nnAv) must be the
most preposterously startling story that I have read for
this age. It makes you feel as if you had had a squil>

Oploded under your chair at a temperance meeting. After

beginning placidly about persons who live in South Ken-
sington (and are so dull that the author has to fill up with
ninute descriptions of their drawing-rooms), somewhere
towards three-quarters through its decorous course it

plunges you head over ears into such tearing melodrama
as is comparable only to Episode 42 of " The Adventures
of the Blinking Eye" at a provincial cinema. I am lei't

taking myself in bewilderment whether Mr. C. H. DVDLKV
WARD, D.S.O., M.C., can have been serious in the affair.

As I say, practically all the early characters are of little

or no account, including Bhoda herself. Indeed, nobody
ooks like mattering at all, and the whole tale has, to be
rank, taken on a somewhat soporific aspect, when lo!

jhere enters a lady with a Russian name, no back to her

[own and green face-powder. If I said of this paragon
hat she made the story bounce I should still do less than
ustice to her amazing personality. Really, she was a
lerald of revolution, whose remarkable method w:is to

nvite anyone important and obstructive to her house and
nake them discontented. It was the work of half-an-hour.

Whether the process was hypnotic, or whether she actually

put pepper in the ice-pudding, I could not clearly make out.
But the dreadful facf remained that, let your patriotism !

ever so firm, you had but to accept one of green-|x>\vd<>r's
little dinners and next morning you were as liko as not to
hurl a stone into 10, Downing Street. As for the end !

But no, I will stop short of it.

Frankly, what pleased me most about Affinities (HoDDBB
AND STOUOHTON) was its attractive get-up ; pleasant, cherry-
pie-coloured boards, swathed in a very daintily -drawn
pictorial wrapper, the whole, as cataloguers say, forming an
ideal birthday present for a young lady, especially one at all

apt to discover, however harmlessly, the affinities that

give these five tales tbeir title. As for the stone-* them-
selves, really all that need be said is to congratulate Mrs.
MAIJY ROHEKTS RINEHART on the ingenuity with which she
can tell what seems an obvious intrigue yet keep a sur-

prise in reserve. 1 suppose it is because they come to
us from America that certain of the episodes turn upon
incidents in the Suffrage struggle, tale-fodder that our own
militant novelists have long happily discarded. Of the
others I think I myself would award the palm to one
called "The Family Friend," a genially cynical little comedy
of encouraged courtship, of which the end seems to be
visible from the beginning, but isn't. Altogether, what I

might call a Canute ; in other words a book for tiie deck-
chair, not too absorbing to endanger your shoes, however
close you read it to the advancing wave.
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I think T should best describe the characteristic quality

of Four Hit ml Mia' (LANE) as geniality. The scene of it

is Burmali astonishing, when you consider the host of

novels about the rest of India, that so few should employ
this equally picturesque setting and it is quickly appar-
ent that what Mr. C. G. Lowrs doesn't know at first hand

about Rangoon is not likely to be missed. The tale itself is

',! humoured little comedy of European and native

intrigue, showing how one section of the populace strove

as usual to ease the white man's burden by flirtation and

gossip, and the other to get the best for themselves by un-

limited roguery and chicane. The whole thing culminates in

a trial scene which is at once a delightful entertainment and

(I should suppose) a shrewdly observed study of the course

of Anglo-Burmese justice. I think I would have chosen
that Mr. Lowis should base his fun on something a little

less grim than the murder and mutilation of a European,
or at least Eurasian,

lady, even though the

very slight part in

the action played by
Mrs. Rodrigues, when
alive, could hardly be
called sympathetic.
Still we were all so

good-humoured over
her Baking

- off that

for a long time I

cherished a rather
dream -like faith in

her reappearance to

prove that this atti-

tude had been justi-
fied. Not that Mr.
Lowis has not every
right to retort that

he is writing comedy
rather than farce ; cer-

tainly ho has made
his four blind mice
to run in highly di-

verting fashion, very
entertaining to those
of us who see how
they run ; and as they
at least save their tails

triumphantly it would
about one that doesn't.

INO

a bare chronicle of names and places. Undoubtedly his bool
should he read with great deliberation, constant reference
to the maps and a lively recollection of personal experience?
on the spot; but the civilian reader may still be content
to skirn the text and save himself for "the photographs
These, mostly taken from the air and of exquisite techniea
quality, form an amazing series, in themselves worth the
heavy price. And who minds heavy prices when the pro
eecds are pledged to the service of wounded officers'.'

"Rather an anti-climax," i thought when I opened '/'/>,

//"/'/'.'/ /''"'v/f/Hcr (HKINEMANN) and found that it purported
to tell the experiences of an English chmifffiixc in i'i moj
after the Armistice; but I know now that, in any place
where ENID BAGNOLD happened to be, there would' not he

any anti-climax about. In a style BO daring and vhid that
it could only have been born. 1 suppose, of fast driving, the~

authoress dcMM-iiies a

romantic affair with a

young French officer:

but her real theme is

the sufferingof France
bowed downunder the

intolerable burden of

so many strangers,
both enemies and
!

'

; mds. The rich and
well-fed American-,
who will not trouble
to understand, the
grotesque Chinamen
and Annamites, the

starving Russians lib-

erated from the Ger-
mans, tlash by, with
the ruins of villages,
the tangle of wire
and litter of derelict

guns; and even the

romance, intensely
felt though it is, must

' ^
n FESSOn

' CAX YW PROVIDE ME WITH A LOVE-POTION? Mr
SAYS IF I WED NOT SOON I MUST E'EN GO FORTH TO EARN MV LIVING."

F TW KIHM - FlRST
- THE SLOW-WORK-

DIFFIWM OF ADMINISTRATION ; FOR IN

p
P WCEBHKEKT *. WllKBEAS MY

wmS v T
G L VE AT FIRST SIG"T

' CLOSEIA' mEMBLETH THE MUCH-
WHISKY. THIS SORT IS ONE GUINEA PER TOT."

perhaps be ungenerous to complain

The Story of the Fourth Army in the Battles of the Hun-
dred Days (HoDDEB AND STOUGHTON) is printed on panesthe aim of a copy of Punch, and with its accompanying case
maps it costs eighteen-pence to go through the post It
sts a hundred fnll-page photographs, also sketches
;ts,

maps, panoramas and diagrams ad lib., a foreword
by General Lord BAVLIXSON and ten appendices ; so reallyseems that the much-abused word "

sumptuous
"
may foronce be fairly applied. The author, Major-General Sir A

MONTGOMERY, who himself helped to sta e
"
the battles he

uniau
8

e

a

fo

OU
i' ?," K'-Up a ^S* *&* i" some sen

n.que for I think it is possible from this book to trace
precisely where any unit of the Fourth Army was placed and
v, hat doing, at any g.ven hour during the whole of the Starvarch rom Amiens to the Belgian frontier. Apart from any-thing else it is pleasant to have a book that deals only withthe days of victory; but it must be admitted that to ga n a
completeness of detail so entirely satisfactory to those^ost
learly concerned, the writer has had to sacrifice somethingof human mterestjor many of his pages are little m than

rest of the nightmare,
because the French-
man's eyes are set

on the "future and
the rebuilding of his fortunes. This book is not " about
the War," but all the same it is one of the best books
about the War that I have read.

be fleeting, like the

a Common Boom Window (OWEN) will be a slight
refreshment to those who are weary of realistic studies" of
schoolmasters and schoolboys.

"
OBBILIUS," during what

I take to have been a long career as a teacher, has not
llowed Ins sense of humour to wither within him. In a

note to his slender volume of sketches he says,
"
School-life

is largely a comedy. When a schoolmaster ceases to reco-
nise this it is time for him to ' bundle and go.'

" He has
been m the main a keen and sympathetic observer, and
though his remarks upon headmasters are a little severe
personally I should hate to be called " a meticulous peda-
gogue -I do not think that a little criticism of these poten-
tates will do them the smallest harm. In " The Castigator

"

"ORBiLR-s" gives a laughable sketch. The inventor of a
oggmg machine is soundly beaten by his own instru-
9nt, and he would be a sombre man indeed who could

read it without a desire to witness such a chastening per-formance. By no means the least merit of this book is
-Hat it con'ams no new theories about education.
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CHARIVARIA.
11 ' STIIIKK while the iron is hot

'

must

be the motto," says a business man.

Mr. SMIU.II:, on the other hand, sa\s

that it doesn't so much matter ahout

the iron being hot.

A curious story reaches us from the

"Midlands. It. appears that it had been

derided to call out the workmen in a

certain factory, but the strike-leader

nloriunatoly mislaid his notes and
i not remember their grievance.

Mr. C. B. COCHKAN has de-

cided to have nothing further

to do with the promotion of

boxing-matches owing to the

wav in which contracts are

continually being broken. It

nee I n reported that.

,e\eral of our leading profes-
lional boxers an- endeavouring
to arrange a farewell dis-

appointment. .._
,.

Mr. KVANS, the American

golf champion, has invented a

ne\\ putter. \\'e appreciate
America's effort, but all the

same we cannot forget her

apathy toward the League of

Nations.

1.a -,t week the largest num-
: Alpinists ever assembled

met. on the top of the Mat-
terhorn. If this sort of thing
noes on it is quite likely that

the summit will have to be

gthoned.

Colder weather is promised
and i he close season for Coun-
cillor CLARK should commence
about. October 1st.

"The ex- Kaiser," says The
n Muniiii// \'eu~s, "goes

in daily fear of being kidnapped.
This is said to be due to the presence
at Amerongen of an enterprising party
of American curio-hunters.

A headline in a weekly paper asks,

'What will Charlie Chaplin Turn out

stall ol the Ministry of Transport to sleep
at the office. It would lie more wise,
we think, if lhe\ remained \\ide a\\ake.

* *

A feat uro of the new motor charabanc
will he the space for passengers' lug-

gage. This is just what is u anted, as
it so easily gets broken oven if the
corks don't come out.

A message from Allahabad states

that the appointment of Mr. WINSTON
Cm norm. i, as Viceroy of India would
be very popular. Unfortunately they
omit to suy where it would l>e popular.

\\ i- leel that tin },>,! can IM- .Ion,,

nibbing it in hi.

"NViio's BILL 'JoGixs FLAVIN' FOB THIS SEASON?"

"OH, 'E AIN'T SIGNED ON VET, DVT WE'VE OFFKHEH HIM

FIRST BUCK AT THE I.EMOX."

U doin '

We understand, by the way, Hint Tlif

Mm/ has iletmitrK (i.

r a pi ize of a luindr.il pound* for

a now world, but i

entirely in tin; hanrU of Mr LI.\H
GBOBI

*

Th. ideal (,'oliespondeilt of

Tin- Tiiiirx suggests that the ne .

maybar* been produced through .1 sun

ln-ing struck by a comet. This raises

the question as to wheth'-i

suns ought IK.

lights.

The; . series

of week-end -iinnners being

arranged for next year.'

" If necessary 1 will walk
from .lohn * to Land's

Knd. distributing propaganda
literature all the way," an-

nounced a well-known strike

agitator at a recent conference.

Personally we do not mind if

he does, provided that when
he reaches Land's Knd ho con-

tinues to walk in the -.une

direction.

According to a w<vkly jour-
nal the art of camouflage

pla\.-il a most importan'
in recent naval warfare. It i-.

of course, quite an open secret

that the Naval authorities are

aware that one of our largest

Dreadnoughts is somewhere in

a certain English harbour, but,

owing to the excellence of its

camouflage, they have n

Ixjen able to locate it.

this Year'.'

swer.

His feet," is the an-

.... ,,.

*

The language at Billingsgate, ac-

cording to Sir E. E. COOPER, is much
better than it used to be. Fish porters

invariably say
" Excuse me "

before

throwing a length of obsolete eel at

a colleague. . .. ...

In the event of a miners' strike

arrangements have been made for the

" Drink is Scotland's greatest sin,''

said a Prohibitionist speaker at Glas-

gow. The gentleman does not seem

to have heard of haggis.
* *

Asked what he would have, a -

man, taking advantage of its high price,

replied,
" A small petrol, plea

* *
_ *

The National Gallery with its three

thousand pictures is practically price-

less, we are informed. This probably

accounts for the fact that the hall-]'

invariably takes visitors' umbrellas as

security.

What is now wanted, says a contem-

porary,
is a -,<ood spell of fine weather.

We n<>\\ learn that it

merely through an oversight
that the pit ponies did not

record their \otes at the strike ballot.

The Journalistic Touch.

Shamming death, he monncd loudh ."

i I'aper.

(;-_.. i
-

Our Critic*.

Suvcn Deadly Sin-. Frwk-rick

ogers.
ThU is a subject that Mr. Kogera i( oiniu- ]

cntly fitted to explore." Iteriev o/ Herietc*.

"Tcuor wanted, to join bos*: must hare
j

voice." Scotch I'aprr.

Some people are so exacting

r.ride in apricot." fMtily I'

A new significance is added to the cal-

culation of one's fruit stones "ThU
next year, some time, u<
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THE ASHES.

[A final salutation U, il.e M.C.O, team, from one who il -Irstined to

l,,ri-li
in ih. i W 1.1 "f .1 f'al strike.)

SHU- that farest forth, a greater Argo,

Onto the homeland dt the woolly fleece,

;,.,! theel limy thy prwaom cargo

Sliiie over oceans smoothed of every crease,

So as the very ilowi-r, ov pick,

Of England's flanneled' chivalry may not be sick!

And tliou, O gentle goddess Hygieia.

Hover propitious o'er the vessel's poop:

Keep them from chicken-pox and pyorrhoea,

Measles and nettle-rash and mumps and croup;

See they digest their food and drink,

And land them, even as they leave us, in the pink!

Thou, too, whose favour they depend so much on

i Fortune. I mean) in this precarious game,

Oh let there l)e no blob on their escutcheon,

Or, if a few occur, accept the blame ;

Do not, of course, abuse thy powers ;

\Ve 'd have the best side win, but let that side he ours.

Summer awaits them there while we are wheezing

By empty hearths through bitter days and black;

Yet we rejoice that, though we die of freezing

And cannot get cremated, all for lack

Of coal to feed our funeral pyres,

Still "in our aslu>- \onder] live their \vonted fires."

======= ' S -

THE MINISTRY OF ANCESTRY.
" As you are aware," said a prominent official of the

Ministry of Ancestry, "although our department has only

been in existence for a few months the profits have enabled

the Government to take twopence off the income-tax and

to provide employment for thousands of deserving clerks

dismissed, in deference to public opinion, from other Gov-

ernment offiCes."
" Yes. Could you tell me how this brilliant scheme came

into being?"
" The Chinese knew and practised it for centuries. Here

the credit for its re-discovery must be assigned to Sir

Cuthbert Shover, who, owing to handsome contributions

to necessary funds, combined, of course, with meritorious

public service during the War, was offered a baronetcy.
He refused it for himself, but accepted it for his aged
father, thereby becoming second baronet in three months
Hi! deplored the fact that his grandfather was no longei

eligible for the honour. Then we saw light. Why should

the mere accident of death prevent us from honouring a

man if his family were prepared to contribute towards the

country's exchequer? But these letters will give you a
dearer insight into the working of the department."
The first letter was addressed to Miss Cannon, at Maid-

stone :

"Di-:\n MADAM,- ~W<> have no hesitation in advising yov,
to have a bishop in your family. Few purchases give greatei
satisfaction. If, as you say, your late maternal grand-
father was curate of Slowden, and was, as far as you are

aware, a man of exemplary character, we could make bin
a hishop without delay. Your home being in Kent, it

occurs to us that the see of Carlisle, would suit the Eight
Reverend Prelate best. The_cost of the proceedings, in-

cluding a pre-dated Canji'' d'Eiin-, would be eight hundre
guineas. An archbishopric would bo slightly more expen
sive and, in our opinion, less suitable."

"
Amazing," 1 said.

But so simple. Hero is a letter from a man who
rants to have had forbears in the Navy. We say :

"'Naturally it would have been an advantage for \our

on, whom you destine for the Navy, to have had rela-

ions in that service. But it is not too late to remedy
his defect.

By virtue of the powers conferred upon us by Act of

Parliament (Ancestry Act, 1922), we are prepared to give

your sometime great-great-uncle William, who, according

,o family tradition, always wanted to go to sea, a coru-

nission 'in the Navy, and the rank of lieutenant, together

with appointment to any ship of the line with the exception
of the Victory which fought under Lord NELSON. The

naking out the commission will be put in hand on the

eceipt of your cheque for three hundred guineas.'
"

" Do you always give satisfaction ?
"

"
Occasionally" we have to disappoint people. For

nstance, this letter to a lady at Plymouth :

"'We fear we cannot grant your request to reserve a

jerth on the Mayflower for your delightful ancestress, Mrs.

Patience Loveday. The Muyjlower is already overcrowded,

ind, owing to some ill-feeling raised in America, we decided

to resign all interest in the vessel. Should you desire

some other form of Puritan distinction how- would you like

to provide yourself with a non-juring clergyman as an

ancestor ? We could present any suitable departed member
of your family to a Crown living, and supply you with an

order of ejectment, dated the anniversary of St. Bartholo-

mew's Day, 1662.'
"

Judging from the address on this letter, 'X. O Finny,

Esq.," your jurisdiction extends to Ireland ?
"

"
Yes, Mr. O'Finny wants some persecuted ancestors.

We "offer to supply him with a member of his family con-

demned to be beheaded by order of QUEEN ELIZAHKTH,

price one thousand, which includes a replica of the Great

Seal of England ; or, to have another member shot by
order of CROMWELL, at half the price ;

or a sentence of

hanging in '98. This would be three hundred only. We
advise him to take the complete set at a reduction, and

have no doubt we shall come to terms."
" Have you anything more expensive?

"
I asked timidly.

" Bather. Here is our answer to Lord better not give
the name, perhaps; the creation is recent. He wished for

a Crusader, but we explained that the Crusades were not

under Government. We offer to introduce his family name
into our authorised supplement to the Domesday Book for

five thousand pounds. I call it cheap at the money. Now
what can we do for you ?

"

" I must think it over," I stammered.
" Do. You will come back. Pair of Colours, now, for

a great-great-grandfather. How would that suit you?
Only five hundred. Or a place at Court in the Regency?
Or, if you wish good business connection, a directorship
of the East India Company? The whole of the past lies

before you. Give your children a fair start in life, that is

what we say. Money is good, education is better, but

distinguished ancestry is best of all."

Stitches in Time.
"The breeches on the line between Sini and Jhursagudha have now

been repaired."- t'iril and Military Gazette.

" The King has given Mr. William Armstrong, Director of Criminal

Intelligence of the Shanghai Municipal Police, authority to wear the

Insignia of the Fourth Class of the Order of the Excellent Crop,
conferred on him by the President of the Republic of China, in

recognition of valuable services." Times.

Wo understand that extreme shortness of hair is not the

hall-mark of the Chinese criminal world.
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UNDER A CLOUD (WITH A GOLDEN LINING).

COMB.VDE UMM* "THANKS TO MY FAITHFUL BROLSKI NOT A DROP ,1 X> Torr.U;,, MH."

[Land crows from
"
Daily Herald
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UurrijlcdiSiatcr (to small artist). "MABEL, von 'BE BUBBLY SOT SUCKISU voun unusii waia YOU 'BE PAINHSO TOADSTOOLS:

KINGS AND QUEENS.
THERE are thirty -six of them in

all, ranging from WILLIAM I., who is

'

severe," toVicTOKiA.who is just "good."
I first made their acquaintance in child-

hood, when my grandmother gave them
me with the laudable object of teaching
me history. Each is a little wooden
hlock signifying a monarch. On one

side there is a portrait showing the face,

collar and upper portion of torso of the

monarch in question ;
on the other side

there is written a single word summing
up his whole character.

By means of these royal blocks I was

brought up to a sound historical sense

based on religion and morality. At the

age of seven I could and did boast that

I knew the innermost souls of all the

monarchs of England. I could say their

dates by heart, often doing so during
sermon time on Sundays, with a grace
and ease that only lifelong acquaintance
with royalty could have bred. I was
( vcn able to triumph through that

tricky period between the death of ED-
WAHD III. and the accession of ELI/.A-

I wonder if the late Lord ACTON
was as learned al that age: I am sure

he could not say his dates backwards.
1 could.

It lias al\\;i\s surprised those who
have endeavoured to teach me historv

that my youthful brain should he so

strongly grounded in the historical tra-

dition of over half a century ago. Yet

all the historians of modern England
could not shake me in my faith. To uie

QUEEN VICTORIA was no "
panting little

German widow," as our latest searcher

after truth has affirmed, but the august

lady who listened entranced to the

beautiful poems of Lord TENNYSON and

invented electricity and the tricycle.

In consequence I was considered a

counter-revolutionary, if not bourgeois.

My essays were deemed dangerously re-

actionary. At Oxford I once found my
tutor burning one. This shows the

value the authorities attach to my work.

It is too dangerous to live; it is burnt.

I venture to think, however, that my
work, based as it is on the most respect-
able principles, will survive long after

rny tutors have subsided into a perma-
nent state of death in life. Like SHAK-
SPKAUE and the present Government I

am for all time.

It is easy to see how I came to ac-

quire this stability of thought, owing
as I do my early training to the kings
and queens of England, who are nothing
if not stable. They are my acknowledged
guardians and to them I turn in all

difficulties. Only a year ago they came
to my aid in a most awkward predica-
ment. It was my lot to nil up army

forms ;
of what variety I cannot re-

member save that they were of a jaun-

dicy colour and connected with the

men's demobilisation. On these docu-

ments I was expected to enter, besides

the usual details as to religion and

connubial felicity, the character of each

man in a single word. I at once mar-

shalled my wooden royalties before me
in chronological order and proceeded to

deal with the squadron in rotation.

The first name on my list was that of

the disciplinary sergeant-major. It was
with a glow of pride that I registered
him with WILLIAM I. as " severe." The

designation of Tonks, the Mess waiter

(whom we had discovered on the night
the bomb fell on the aerodrome making
a home and a house of defence in the

cookhouse stove), as " heroic
"
was dis-

tinctly happy. It was perhaps unfor-

tunate that the quartermaster-sergeant
an austere man from Eenfrew, should

have found, on perusing his demobilisa-

tion card, that he was to be handed
down to posterity as " avaricious." I

was also sorry to find the padre, usually
so broad-minded, in a nasty temper
about the character given to his bat-

man, who was, he assured me, the only

pious man in the squadron and in

private life a dissenting minister. " Dis-

solute
"

certainly was on the face of

things inappropriate, but then it was
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no fault of mino that tlio merri.

English nionarclis should have appoaret;
at tlio niuincnt when 1 was lillin uj

,>:ipers of a minister nf religion.
The light that my wooden monarchs

throw on histors is both interesting
and, to ;i modern, precious. For in-

8, (lie designation of tile first

Angevin kin as pal i-iot.ii;
"

will sur-

prise many readers of the late Bishoj)
Hri'ims. " Patriotic" is a wide t.enn am
may lie applied to almost an ything from
after-dinner flag-wagging to successful

Juggling with Colonial stocksand shares
,' i there are tew who would have de-

sen lied it as the besetting virtue ol

HKXKY I. But it was; his little block

lays so.

JOHN, again, was
" mean." I am sorry,

for, though in some respects blame-

worthy, ho had many agreeable traits.

His views on the honesty of his baron

age arc most entertaining. He was

something of a wit, a good judge of food

and wine, and would have made an ex-

cellent Fellow of an Oxford college. It is

much to be regretted that he was mean.
Poor HENRY VI. is "silly." This is

a hard judgment on the pioneer of the
movement against low backs in evening
frocks, but doubtless he was silly in

other things.
Some of my monarchs had the most

excellent characters. EDWARD I. was

"just,"GEORGE IV." courteous," OLIVER
CROMWELL "noble" a sad blow for

the White Hose Club. Our younger
monarchs were particularly attractive

persons, and it is a pity that they did

not live long enough to display their

qualities. EDWARD VI. was "
amiable,"

while EDWARD V., like all with expecta-
tions from their uncle, was "

hopeful."
Poor child ! he had need to be.

lam pained however that CHARLES II.

was "dissolute." It was what HENRY
VIII. dissolved the monasteries for

being the impertinent old polygamist!
For my part I love CHARLES for the
aS'ection that he bore little dogs, for

the chance saying on Sussex hills that
this England was a country well worth
tight ing for. Alas ! that he should have
been dissolute.

Best of all my friends is GEORGE III.

He is portrayed with a jolly red nose
and a mouth that positively yawns for

pudding. His character, which is his

chief glory, is
" benevolent." Who

would not rejoice to have been the ob-

ject of his regal philanthropy ? SAMUEL
JOHNSON himself did not hesitate to ac-

cept the bounty of this kindly monarch,
though, while his predecessor reigned,
the great lexicographer had defined a

pensioner as "a state hireling" paid
'for treason to his country."
Such are my friends the kings and

queens of England. Happy the child

Tlie Super-Trami>. "MADAM, IP YOU HAVE AST JIOKK OF THAT HIE vof OAV MK
THIS MOBMKO I SHOULD BE PLEASED TO PAY FOB IT."

who has such majesty to be his guardian

spirit. To him life will be a pomp, where

vulgar democracy can have no part, and
death a trysting-place with old comrades

the child for whom
The kings of England, lifting up their swords,
Shall gather at the gates of Paradise."

A HOME FROM HOME.

(An actual incident.)

MY fancy sought no English field,

What time my holiday drew near;
I felt no fond desire to wield

The shrimping net of yesteryear ;

I found it easy to eschew
All wish to hear a pierrot stating

His lust to learn the rendezvous

Of flies engaged in hibernating.

Beyond the Channel I would range
(I called it

" cross the rolling main ")
And there achieve the thorough

change
Demanded by my jaded brain ;

It might be that an alien clime
Would jog a failing inspiration,

Buck up a bard and render rh\n:--

Less difficult of excavation.

A thorough change '.' Ah, barren quest,
Foredoomed to fail ere half begun !

Though left behind, my England
pressed

In hot pursuit of me, her son ;

London was brought again to view

By hordes of maidens out for pillage,
When from the train I stepped i;

A tlug day in an Alpine village.
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WIRE AND BARBED WIRE.
THIS was the telegram that, after

much hesitation, I had written out at

the side desk in the post-office and
carried to the main desk to despatch :

Pactolus, London.
Vitus carburetter stammer tyre scream

Sanguine.

You will observe that it is unintellig-
ible. Decoded, it meant that I, whose

betting pseudonym is Sanguine, wished
to invest -\\h\\ .Messrs. Lure, commis-
sion agents (not bookmakers, no, not
for a moment), whose telegraphic ad-

dress is
"
Puctolus, London," asum of ten

pounds (carburetter) on a horse called

St. Vitus to win (stammer), and twenty
pounds (tyre) for a place (scream). I
had done this for various reasons, none

really good, but chiefly because every
paper that I had opened had urged me
to do so, some even going so far as to

dangle a double before me with St. Vitus
as one of the horses. Nearly all had
described St. Vitus as a nap, setting
up the name not only in capitals but
with a faithful asterisk beside it.

Having an account with Messrs. Lure
and a liking now and then to indulge
in a little flutter over a gee (I am choos-

ing my words very carefully) I had
decided, after weighing the claims of
all the other runners, to take the advice
of the majority and back the favourite,

although favourites acclaimed with stri-

dency by the racing experts of the Press
in unison have, I knew, a way 'of fail-

ing. In betting on races, however,
there are two elements that are never

lacking : hope against hope and an
incomplete recollection of the past.
Having written out the telegram I

took it to the main counter, to the sec-
tion labelled "

Telegrams," and slipped
it under the grating towards the young
woman, who, however, instead of deal-

ing with it, continued to tell an adjacent
young woman about the arrangements
that she and a friend had made for their

forthcoming holidays at Heme Bay.
The nature of those who have little

flutters on gees is complex. The ordin-

ary man, having written out his tele-

gram, on whatever subject it may be
whether it announces that he will

arrive before lunch and bring his clubs
with him, or that, having important
business to detain him at the office, ho
will not be home to dinner gets it

ihrough as soon as possible. He may
>e delayed by the telegraph girl's de-
tachment, but he would not he deterred
Ie would still send tho telegram. But
hose who bet are different. They are
minutely sensitive to outside occur-
ences; always seeking signs and in-

erpreting them as favourable or un-
ivourable as the case may be; and

refraining from doing anything so de-

cisive as to call the girl to order. Their

game is to be plastic under the lingers
of chance; the faintest breath of dubiety
can sway them. I had been in so many
minds about this thirtypound bet, which
I could not really afford, that there was
therefore nothing for it, after waiting
the two minutes that seemed to be
ten, but to tear up the message, in the
belief that the friendly gods again had
intervened. For luck is as much an
affair of refraining as of rushing in.

I therefore withdrew quietly from
the conversation and scattered the
little bits on the floor as I did so. But
I did not leave the office. Instead, I
went to the side desk again and wrote
another telegram, which, with the neces-

sary money (an awful lot), I pushed
through the grating, where the girls
were still talking. My second tele-

gram had no reference to horses I
had done with gambling for the day
but ran thus :

Postmaster-General, London.
Suggest you remind telegraph clerk on duty

at this hour at this post-office that she per-
haps talks a shade too much about Herne Bay
and gives public too little consideration.

The girl, having ceased her chatter,
took the telegram and began feverishly
to count the words. Then her tapping
pencil slowed down and her brows con-
tracted ; she was assimilating their

meaning. Then, with a blush, and a

very becoming one, she looked at me
with an expression of distress and said," Do you really want this to go ?

"

"No," I said, withdrawing the money.
_

" I 'm sorry I was not more atten-
tive," she said.

" That 's all right," I replied.
" Tear

it up."
And I came away, feeling, with a

certain glow of satisfaction not unmixed
with self-righteousness, that I had done
something to raise the post-office stand-
ard and to ensure better attention. But
the joke is that, if I had myself received
better attention, I should have lost

thirty pounds, for St. Vitus was un-
placed. This story must therefore re-
main without a moral. E. V. L.

BETWEEN TWO STOOLS.
[Dedicated to those high-minded and dis-

passionate leader-writers who, after prefacing
their remarks with the declaration that ' ;

w!
hold no brief for" extreme views of all sorts
proceed to show that the conduct of the ex-
tremist is invariably explained, if not justified,
by the iniquities of the Coalition Government/

I HOLD no brief for LENIN
Or THOTSKY or their breed ;

Their way of doing men in
Is foreign to my creed ;

But, since to me LLOYD GEORGE is

A source of deeper dread,
For Bolshevistic orgies
A great deal may be said.

I hold a brief for no land
That tramples on its kin

;

My heart once bled for Poland
And groaned for Eussia's sin ;

But, if to clear the tangle
WINSTON is given his head,

I feel that General WBANGEI,
Wtro better downed and dead.

I hold no brief I swear it

For militant Sinn Fein
;

I really cannot bear it

When constables are slaiu
;

But if you mention CARSON
I feel that for the spread

Of murder and of arson
A good deal can be said.

I hold no brief for SMILLIE
Or for the miners' claims ;

I disapprove most highly
Of many of their aims

;

But when I see the Wizard
Enthroned in ASQUITH'S stead,

It cuts me to the gizzard
And dyes my vision Kcd.

I hold no brief for madmen
On revolution bent,

For bitter or for bad men
On anarchy intent ;

But sooner far than "
stop

"
them

With Coalition lead,
To foster and to prop them

I "d leave no word unsaid.

Notice in a Shop Window.
" Hats made to order, or rcveueratcd."

Ah! that's what's wanted so badly
to-day for the headgear of the Higher
Clergy.

" V. C. W. Jupp, the Sussex amateur, has
been invited to become a member of the 51 C
team, which leaves for Australia 011 Saturday'A fine all-round cricketer, Jupp is a usefulman to any team, but as he usually fields
cover-point his inclusion would not necessarily
improve the side in its weakest point CM
the lack of oilfields." Daily Paper.

Surely the fewer the better, if that 's

when the butter-fingers come from.

Our Decadent Poets.

Extract from an Indian's petition:
"... to look after my old father, who

leads sickly life, and is going from bad to
verse every day."

"So far from Mr. Kamcneff having had
nothing to do with any realisation of jewels,
he ... took plains to report it to his Govern-
ment." Daily Paper.

Iii fact, he took the necessary steppes.

" A privately owned aeroplane, flying from
London to the Isle of Wight, descended in a
field near Carnforth, seven miles north of
Morccambe Bay. The propeller was broken,
but the occupants, a lady and a gentleman,
escaped with a shaking. "--Daily Paper.
The real shock came when they found
out where they were.
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HANDY MAN.
most admire at tlic pro

THE

; inie, though 1 take care not to tell

them so to their fares, arc the men who
can do everything. By this I don't

mean people of huge intellectual attain-

ments, like Cabinet Ministers, or tre-

mendous physical powers, like Tarzan
of the Apes. It must be very nice to

be able to have a heart-to-heart talk

with KKASSIX or to write articles for

the Sunday picture-papers, and very
nice also to swing rapidly through the

tree-tops, say, in Eaton Square ;
but

none of these gifts is much help when
the door-handle comes off. I hate that
sort of tiling to happen in a house.

In the Victorian age, of course, which
was one of specialila-
tion based upon peace
and plenty, one simply
sent for a door-handle

replacer and he put it

right. But nowadays
the Door -handle Ee-

placers' Union is pro-

bably affiliated to an

amalgamation which is

discussing sympathetic
action with somebody
who is striking, so no-

thing is done. This
means that for weeks
and weeks, whenever
one tries to go out of

the room, there is a loud
crash like a 9-2 on the
further side and a large
blunt dagger clutched

melodramatically in the

right hand, and nobody
to murder with it.

The man who can do

everything is the kind
of man who can mend
a thing like a broken door-handle as.

soon as look at it. He always knows
which of the funny things you push 01

pull on any kind of machine to make ii

go or stop, and what is wrong with the
cistern and the drawing-room clock.

Such a man came into my house the
other day. I call it my house, but it

really seems to belong to a number of

large people who walk in and out and
shift packing-cases and splash paint
and tramp heavily into the bathroom
about 8.30 A.M. when I am trying to get
off to sleep. They have also dug a
large moat right through the lawn and
the garden-path, which rather spoilsthe appearance of these places, though
it is nice to be able to pull up the draw-
bridge at night and feel that one is safe
from burglars. Anyhow, whether it is

my house or theirs, the fact remains
that the electric-bells were wrong. The
man of whom I am speaking lives next-

door, and he came in and pointed this

out. " It is not much use having elec-

tric-bells," he said,
" that don't ring."

I might have argued this point. I

might have said that to press the button

of a bell that does not ring gives one
time to reflect on whether one really
wants the thing one rang for, and
thereafter on the whole vanity of human
wishes, and so inculcates patience and

self-discipline. It is quite possible that

an Eastern yogi might spend many
years of beneficial calm pressing the

buttons of bells that do not ring. But
I replied rather weakly,

"
No, I sup-

pose not."
" I '11 soon put that right for you,"

10 said cheerily, and about five minutes
later he asked me to press one of the

Motlter (firmly, to little daughter about to have a tooth drawn)IF YOU CBY, I'LL NEVER TAKE YOU TO A DENTIST'S AGAIN."

buttons,\, and there was a loud tinkling
noise. It seemed a pity that at the
moment when the bell did happen to

ring there should be nobody to come
and answer it.

" Whatever did you do to them ?
"
I

asked.
"
It only needed a little water," he

said, and I had hard work to suppress
my admiration. The very morning
before, feeling that I ought to take a
hand in all this practical work that was
going on about the place, I had filled
a large watering-can that I found lying
about and wetted some things which
someone had stuck into the garden. I
have a kind of idea that they were
carrots, but they may have been maiden-
'iair ferns. Somehow it had never
occurred to me for a moment to go and
water the electric bells.

Almost immediately afterwards this
man discovered that all the knives in

the kitchen were blunt and went and
fetched some kind of private grindstone
and sharpened them, and then told me
that the apple-trees ought to be grease-
banded, which I thought was a thing
one only did to engines. And, when he
had brought a hammer and some nails
and put together a large bookcase which
had collapsed as soon as The Outline of
History was put on to it (I should like
to know whether Canon BARNES can
explain that), I was obliged to ask him
to stop, in case the tramping men
should see him and strike immediately
for fear of the dilution of labour.
But what impressed me most was

the part he took next day in the Eail-

way Carriage Conference, which curi-

ously enough was on the subject of~
strikes. There were
several people in the

carriage, and they were

talking about what they
had done during the

railway strike last year,
and what they would
do if such a thing hap-
pened again. I said I
should like to be
station-master if poss-
ible, because they had

top-hats and grew such
beautiful flowers. Only
four or five trains seem
to stop at our station

during the day, and if

there was a strike I

suppose the number
would be reduced to
one or two. And I

thought it would bo
rather nice to spend
the day wearing a top-
hat and watering the
nasturtiums in the little

rock -
gardens behind

the platform. Watering, I said, was
quite easy when once one got into the

swing of it.

But the man who could do everything
seemed to know everything too, and he
told me that station-masters were much
too noble to strike. There were two
kinds of station-masters, he said, both

wearing top-hats, but one kind with
full morning-dress underneath it and
the other with uniform. But neither
kind struck.

Slightly^nettled at his superior know-
ledge, I asked him,

" What did you do
during the Great Strike ?

"

"Oh, I had rather fun," he said;
I controlled the signals at London

Bridge."
If all the truth were known I expect

that he is quite ready for Mr. SMILLIE'S
strike

; that he has a handy little pick
.n his bedroom and knows of rather a

iolly little coal-mine close by. EVOE.

"Now, BETTY,
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Irowan. "1 DO \\isii \ou TWO woi'U) WALK I-BOI >

FLOWERS' NAMES.
FOOL'S PAHSLKY.

JN the village of Picking's Pool

Theobald, the village fool :

I!- had been simple from his birth

But kindly as the simple earth,

And in his heart he bang a song
Of '-' Avc, Mary

"
all clay long.

On Good Friday the people came
To honour the rood of Christ His shame;

-catered flowers and leaves and

moss
About the foot of the humble cross

And, when they knelt and prayed and

wailed,
Theobald saw tin; Mother, veiled

And bowed in a mother's agony.
slitters more than the Christ,"

said he.

Theobald searched the fields and lanes

'I'o lind a solace for MARY'S pains;
All the flowers were plucked and gone
Save a little dull Parsley, sere and wan :

And Theobald wreathed it in simple

guise;
"It mourns like her," said the Fool

made wise.

NVheii Holy Saturday morning broke

Back to the shrine went the village folk;

And lo! on the weeping Mother's brow

A chaplet of flowers was gleaming now :

And Theobald smiled secretly
To think he had soothed her agony.
And ever bince Theobald crowned his

Queen
Fool's Parsley has flowered amongst

its green.

HKADGEAR FOR HEROKS.
[A contemporary, having heard of the hat

-IHvially designed' for 51. Ci.i MI:N< -n\r. has

i'lhat tlic bowler, the to[ip< r, the llnin-

l)iirg, the straw, the cloth eap and all <>th. r

styles tit present more or less in vogue leave

much to be desired, and has therefore inaugu-

rated a search for the ideal male headdress.]

THE SMILLIE. A Phrygian model,

executed in red Russia leather. S|>ecial

features are the asl>estos lining, the

steam vents and I he water-jacket, which

combine to minimise the natural heat

of the head. Embellished with an her-

aldic cock's-comb finli"!, it is a striking

conception.
Tin: PHEMIER. As( mi-Tyioleantype

in resilient chamois, which can IM-

readily converted to an\ desired shape,

with or without extra stiffening. Its

adaptability and the patent sound

ear-Haps make it particularly suitable

for travellers. Detachable edelweiss

and leek trimming.

THI: Kmr. An adaptation of the

.

../) t-f maintenance in a special e'

material, warranted not to burst under

pressure of abnormal expansion of the

head of the wearer. Practically fool-

proof.

THE \YlXNiK. A fore-and-aft d-

from a French model of the First Em-

pire periixl, the severity of which is

mitigated by the addition of little

A novelty is the mouthpiece in tin-

crown, which enable- the hat to In-

used as a megaphone at need. An
elastic loop holds a fountain-pen in

position. The whole to IKS worn on a

head several sixes too big for it.

TIIK Cox ix.- A straw Ixmnct of bee-

hive shape. Medium weight. ID .1

diversity of shades. The special pug-

garee of goblin blue material is designed
to protect the wearer from moonstroke

without obscuring the vision.

THK \V.\uxni: -y-titting crown

carried out in harlequin flannel

mounts a full brim of restful willow -

green. (iarnished with intertwined

Faurel and St. .JolmVNVort, and <i

ated \\iUi the tail feather ol

fowl, it makes a comfortable an.

tingui-hed headdress for a middle

gentleman.
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Teacher. "AND RUTH \VAI,KI:D KK.HIND THE REAPERS, PICKING UP THE cor.s THAT THEY LEFT.

John (rery virtuously). "PINCHING."

JOHN, WHAT DO WE CALF, THAT?"

A SHIP IN A BOTTLE.
IN a sailornien's restaurant Eotherhithe way,
Where the din of the docksides is loud all the day,
And the breezes come bringing off basin and pond
And all the piled acres of lumber beyond
From the Oregon ranges the tang of the pine
And the breath of the Baltic as bracing as wine,
In a fly-spotted window I there did behold,

Among the stale odours of hot food and cold,

A ship in a bottle some sailor had made
In watches below, swinging South with the Trade,
When the fellows were patching old dungaree suits,

Or mending up oilskins and leaky seaboots,
Or whittling a model or painting a chest,

Or yarning and smoking and watching the rest.

In fancy I saw him all weathered and browned,

Deep crows'-feet and wrinkles his eyelids around ;

A pipe in the teeth that seemed little the worse
For Liverpool pantiles and stringy salt-horse ;

The hairy forearm with its gaudy tattoo

Of a bold-looking female in scarlet and blue ;

The fingers all roughened and toughened and scarred,
Witli hauling and hoisting so calloused and hard,
So crooked and stiff you would wonder that still

They could handle with cunning and fashion with skill

The tiny full-rigger predestined to ride

To its cable of thread on its green-painted tide

In its wine-bottle world, while the old world went on
And the sailor who made it was long ago gone.

And still as lie worked at tlje toy on his knee
He would spin his old yarns of the ships and the sea,

Thermojiyla, Lightning, Lothair and lied Jacket,
With many another such famous old packet,

And many a bucko and dare-devil skipper
In Liverpool blood-boat or Colonies' clipper ;

The sail that they carried aboard the Black Ball,

Their skysails and stunsails and ringtail and all,

And storms that they weathered and races they won
And records they broke in the days that are done.

Or sometimes he 'd sing you some droning old song,
Some old sailors' ditty both mournful and long,

With queer little curlycues, twiddles and quavers,
Of smugglers and privateers, pirates and slavers,

"The brave female smuggler," the "packet of fame

That sails from New York and the Dreadnought 's her

name,"
And "

all on the coast'of the High Barbaree,"
And " the flash girls of London was the downfall of he."

In fancy I listened, in fancy could hear

The thrum of the shrouds and the creak of the gear,
The patter of reef-points on topsails a-shiver,

The song of the jibs when they tauten and quiver,
The cry of the frigate-bird following after,

The bow-wave that broke with a gurgle like laughter.
And I looked on my youth with its pleasure and pain,
And the shipmate 1 loved was beside me again.
In a ship in a bottle a-sailing away
In the flying-fish weather through rainbows of spray,
Over oceans of wonder by headlands of gleam,
To the harbours of Youth on the wind of a tlream.=====^= C - R S -

" HIGH COMMISSIONER PAYS CALLS.

Jerusalem, August 27. The High Commissioner visited yesterday
afternoon the tomb of Abraham, Sarah, Rebecca. Isaac, Jacob and
Leah in the Cave of Makpela at Hebron." Egyptian Mail.

No flowers, by request.
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THE GREAT REPUDIATION.

SIB. SMH.UK. "HEBE, HOP IT. OR YOU'LL SPOIL THK WHQLH SHOW.

COME ON TILL MY NEXT THICK."
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SI. F. If. "Way THE DEUCE AKESJ'T you WITH HOUKDS? IHEV'IIE is THE KEXT PARISH BY THIS."
Kew Whip (rib-roasting very bad culi-Utmter). "'TAIN'T SAFE TO GO SEAB 'KM WITH THIS 'OUSK; THEI MIOHT TUISK '* WAS FOB

I 'AT IN .

THE BEN AND THE BOOT.
WHITHER in these littered and over-

crowded islands should one flee to

oscupo the spectacle of outworn and
discarded boots? I should go to a

mountain-top and amongst mountain-

tops I should choose the highest. I
should scale the summit of Ben Nevis.

Yet it is but a few days since I saw
on that proud eminence the unmistak-
able remains of an ordinary walking
boot.

It reposed on the perilous edge of a
snowdrift that even in summer curves

giddily over the lip of the dreadful gulf
over which the eastern precipice beetles.

There is ever a certain pathos about
discarded articles of apparel: a baby's
outgrown shoe, a girl's forgotten glove,
an abandoned bowler ; but the situation

of this boot, thus high uplifted towards
the eternal stars, gave to it a mystery,
a grandeur, a sublimity that held me
long in contemplation.
How came it there ?

The path that winds up that grey
mountain is rough ; its harsh stones
and remorseless gradients take toll of

leather as of flesh. Yet half a sole and

a sound upper are better than no boot,
and what climber but would postpone
till after his descent the discarding of

his damaged footgear ?

Could it be, I asked myself, the relic

and evidence of an inhuman crime?
Was it possible that some party of

climbers, arriving at the top lunchless

and desperately hungry, had sacrificed

their plumpest, disposing of his clothes

over the cliff, but failing to hole out
with this tell-tale boot ?

But no, I bethought me of the price
of leather. They would have reserved

the boots, even at the risk of suspicion.
Moreover, no one would ever reach

that exacting altitude in a state of

succulence.

A glow of sympathy, a thrill of ap-

preciation swept through me as I real-

ised what was at once the worthiest

and the likeliest explanation.
Who shall plumb the depths of the

affection of a true pedestrian for his

boots, the companions and comfort of

so many a pilgrimage? Who but the

climber, the hill-tramp, knows the pang
of regret witlt which he faces at last

the truth that his favourite boots are

past repair, the sorrow and self-re-

proach with which he permits them to
be consigned to Erebus ?

I saw it all. As the Roman veteran

hung upon the temple wall of Mars the
arms he might no longer wield, so
hither came some lofty-minded climber,

bearing in devoted hands his outworn
and faithful boot, to leave it sadly and
with reverence in this most worthy
resting-place, here to repose at the end
of all the roads it had trod, on the

highest of all the native hills it had
climbed. W. K. II.

Another Impending Apology.
" Mr. Roberts. Member of Parliament, ha*

arrived. Mr. Roberts is tall and well-built

gentleman with posing appearance."
Mysore Patriot.

"Families supplied in 18, 12 or 6 gallon
casks." Hertford brncer's notice.

Where "s your DIOOENES now '.'

"The dinner was in the House of Common*,
and I sat next to Henry. I was tremendously
impressed by his conversation and hi-

Cromwellian face."

/Vow <t famous autobiography.

It was, we trust, the CROMWELL touch
rather than the cleanness that was so

impre>-
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lnamt&ardMr(whoh(UJnitbtenf<Hd). "Oi SAY, MAISTEB, THERE'S SUMSIAT \vnoNa wi' MA BJUBS."

Employer. "WHAT'S THAT, JOHN?" -4. O. "\VHA, SITHEE, THA'S GI'EN MA ONE TA MOSV."

Employer. "You 'BE VERY HONEST, JOHN.'' -1. O. "WEEL, THA SEES I THOAT IT MID 'A' BIN A TRAP.'

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THE EARWIG.

How odd it is that our Papas
Keep taking us to cinemas,
But still expect the same old scares,

The tiger-cats, the woolly bears,

The lions on the nursery stairs

To frighten as of old !

Considering everybody knows
A girl can throttle one of those

While choking with the other hand
The captain of a robber band,

They leave one pretty cold.

The lion has no status now ;

One has one's terrors, I "11 allow,

The centipede, perhaps the cow,
But nothing in the Zoo

;

The things that wriggle, jump or

crawl,
The things that climb about the wall,

And I know what is worst of all

It is the earwig i/i/lt !

'lie earwig's" face is far from kind
;

He must have got a spiteful mind
;

'J'ho pincers which lie wears behind
Are poisonous, of course ;

And Nanny knew a dreadful one
Which bit a gentleman for fun

And terrified a horse.

He is extremely swift and slim,

And if you try to tread on him
He scuttles up the path ;

He goes and burrows in your sponge
And takes one wild terrific plunge

When you are in the bath ;

Or else and this is simply foul

He gets into a nice hot towel

And waits till you are dried,

And then, when Nanny does your
ears,

He wnriyyles in and disappears :

He stays in there for years and years
And crrmwls about inside.

At last, if you are still alive,

A lot of baby ones arrive ;

But probably you 've died.

How inconvenient it must be !

There isn't any way, you see,

To get him out again ;

So, when you want to frighten mo
Or really give me pain.

Please don't go on about that bear
And all those burglars on the stair

;

I shouldn't turn a tiny hair

At such Victorian stuff ;

You only have to say instead,
" THERE is AN EARWIG IN YOUR BED,"

And that will be enough.
A. P. H.

MY RIGHT-HAND MAN.

ON glancing the other day through
the only human column of my news-

paper that headed "Personal" I was

much intrigued by the advertisement

of a gentleman who styled himself a

"busy commercial magnate," and who
announced his urgent need of a "

right-

hand man." The duties of the post
were not particularised, but their im-

portance was made clear by the state-

ment that "
any salary within reason

J '

would be paid to a really suitable person.

No, I di 1 not think of applying for

the post myself ; a twelve months'

adjutancy to a dyspeptic Colonel had

long cured me of the desire to bottle-

wash for anyone again, however lavish

the remuneration. But, I thought to

myself, it must evidently be a profitable
notion to employ a right-hand man, or

why should this magnate person bo so

airy on the subject of salary ? Would
it not then pay me to engage somebody
in a similar capacity? increased pro-

duction, in spite of Trade Union econo-

mics, is emphatically a need of the

moment. With a right-hand man at

my right hand (when he wasn't at

my left) I could, I felt sure, increase
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.'.vn output enormously; and J

began to plan oiil, my daily work under

econstruction scheme.

I will cull him "Snaps'' ; that will

save me the trouble of having to write

"my right-hand man" every time I

ID ivi'er to him; but when he

enters my service such economy of

labour will not, of course, be necessary.
;, (lion, will iirrive punctually at

nine every morning no, on second

thoughts ho will sleep in, in case an

inspiration that needs recording arrives

after I have gone to bed. (I shrink

from estimating how much wealth I

have lost through going to sleep on my
nocturnal inspirations, which the most

thorough search next morning never

avails to recapture; but a speaking-
tube, with alarm attachment, running
into Suaggs's room will alter all that.)

His first duty of the day will be to

wade through. all the newspapers and

cut out any paragraphs that may serve

as pegs for an article or a set of verses.

My own difficulty in this respect has

always been that I can never manage to

get through more than one paper in a

working morning, and not all of that;

invariably my attention gets caught by
some long and instructive but (for my
purposes) hopelessly unsuggestive dis-

sertation on Pedigree Pigs or The Co-

operative Movement in Lower Papua,
and I consequently overlook many of

those inspiring little "stories" that in-

form us, for example, that a disting-
uished physician advocates the use of

tomato-sauce as a hair-restorer.

By the time I have finished break-

fast, I reckon, Snaggs will have found

me subjects for at least a dozen effu-

sions, neatly arranged with a few

skeleton suggestions for the treatment

of each. I shall iirst decide which are

to be handled in prose and which in

verse, and in the case of the latter shall

jot down a few words and phrases that

will obviously have to be dragged in as

line-endings. Then I shall put Snaggs
on to the purely mechanical drudgery
of finding all the possible rhymes to

these words (e.g., fascinate, assassinate,

pro-Krassinate you know the sort of

thing that 's called for), and by the

time he has catalogued them all I

shall have dashed oft' most of the prose

articles, which Snaggs will then pro-
ceed to typo whilo 1 am engaged in

the comparatively simple task of piec-

ing together the verse jigsaws. In this

way I should easily be able to earn an

ordinary week's takings in a morning.
The next task will be the placing of

this material, and that is how Snaggs'a
afternoons will be spent. I have always
had an unnecessarily tender feeling for

editors, and often, after laboriously giv-

ing' birth to an article, have conceit K d

'

S A
,*;' #r

THE PHILANTHROPIST.
Customer. "Wiiv, YOU'VE PCI vouit rai' '!"

Fishmonger. "\VEI.I., Moi, I ASK YBR, 'o\v KLSK AIU: \VE TO iic.ur 1111:

AT 'IS OWS GAME?"

it in a drawer rather than run tho risk

of boring anyone with its perusal.

Suaggs, however, will be fashioned of

more pachydermatous material and will

daily make himself such a nuisance that

they'll give him an order, and possibly

a long contract, to get rid of him. By
a proper system of book-keeping he

will also save me from the occasional

blunder of sending the same article to

the same paper twi

My wife, to whom 1 have submitted

this brain-wave, says that tho first job

to employ Snaggs on will bo calling on

the Bank Manager to arrange about

the overdraft which neither of us has

so far had the courage to moot. But

that, I am afraid, would inspire him

with foolish doubts as to the stability

of his princely salary. Perhaps it will

be best if, before actually engaging

Snaggs, I convert my self into a limited

company,
" for the purpose of acquiring

and enlarging the business and good-
will of the private enterprise known as

val Trumpington-.Tones.
stifliciout number of shares will be

! to guarantee Snaggs nt least his

lust \ 'hat done, the pro-
ou should bepraclicallygiltredged.

So who's coming in on the bargain-

incut flo> i
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AT THE PLAY.
'Tin: DAISY."

1 IMAI.INK that till! authors \

founded this play on u Hungarian or;;,

inal regarded it a-i an ambitious piec
of work. If so, the\ uere right in th

B that they have attempted some

tiling very much beyond their power*
In the view of the gentleman who ad

dressed us at the fall of the curtain (

understand that be was one of tli

authors) it offered magnificent oppor
tnnities (I think "

magnificent
" wa

the word) for the brilliant gifts of twi

of the actors. Certainly it covered i

good bit of ground, what with thii

world and the next
;
for it started will

roundabouts on the Heath, and got a:

far away as the Judgment Day (Hun
garian style?) and fourteen years after

I may have a contemptibly weal

stomach for this kind of thing, but
confess that I don't care much for a

representation of the Judgment Daj
in a melodrama of low life. Of course

low life has just as much right as an)
other sort of life to be represented in a

Judgment Day scene; but it ought to

behave itself there and not introduce
back-chat.

I should explain that it was a specia
Suicide Court, and that the object o
The Maqister, as the Presiding Judge
was named in the programme, was to

inquire into the record of the delin

quent and, if bis answers were satisfac

tory, to allow him to revisit the scenes
of his earthly life in order to repair any
little omissions that he might have
made in the hurry of departure. Un-
fortunately the leading case was a bac

example of suicide. It had not been
deliberate; be bad simply killed him-
self impromptu" in a tight corner to

avoid arrest for intended murder.
Worse still, when he returned to

earth after a lapse of fourteen years
purgatory (between the sixth" and
seventh scenes), for his record was a
rotten one and he had shown no signs oi

penitence, the revenant made very poor
use of his hour. Eeturning to his wife
whom he had brutalised, he found that
she bad taught their girl-child to regard
n

!

m
.

as
.

a Paragon of virtue, and most of
his limited time was spent in correcting
this beautiful legend. You see, at the
time of his death he had bad no chance
of making the child realise how bad he
was, for the excellent reason that she
had not yet been born, so he sei/ed this

opportunity of making good that omis-
sion.

As a practical illustration of the kind
of man he really had been, he struck
the child violently on the arm. We all
saw him do, it and we all heard the
smack, but the child assured us that

she had not, felt anything. This I sup

pose was the author's way, ingenuou

enough, of reminding us that it was i

case of spirit and not of flesh, what
ever our eyes and ears might persuadi
us to think of it.

Already in a previous scene there bac

been the same old difficulty. Whil
the man lay dead on his bed his spiri

had been summoned by a Higher Pins ei

(indicated in a peep-show), and bis

corpse sat up, displacing the prostrate
form of the widow, who had to take up
a new position, without however ap-

pearing to notice anything. It was
still sitting up when the curtain fell

"The Daisy" (Mr. C.UXK). "WHAT MADE
YOU TAKE A FANCi" TO ME ?

"

Julia (Miss MESRALL). "I DUKSO."

(Siimpatlietic appreciation of her ignorance
on part of audience.)

and incidentally was caught in the act
of resuming its recumbent position
when the curtain rose again for the

purpose of allowing the actors to receive
our respectful plaudits.
Behind me I heard an American lady

suggest that if they could somehow dis-

;inguisb the spirit from the body it would
>e better for our illusions. To which
ier neighbour expressed, the opinion
hat they would eventually manage to
lo that feat. I await less hopefully,
his development in stage mechanism.
Meanwhile Mary Rose has much to
inswer for.

The play began promisingly enough
vith a scene full of colour and human-
ty, of humour and pathos. We were
mong the roundabouts, whose florid
nd buxom manageress, Mrs. Muscat (ad-
lirably played by Miss SUZANNE SHEL-

DON), was having a quarrel of jealousy
with her assistant and late lover, "The
Daisy," who had boon seen taking
notice of Another. The dumb devotion
of this child, Julia (Miss MAUY MER-
EALL),who could never find words for her
love she said little beyond

" Yuss
"
and

" I dunno" was a very moving thing;
and the patient stillness with which
she bore his subsequent brutality held
us always under a strange fascination.
For the rest it was an ugly and sordid

business, relieved only by the coy con-
fidences of the amorous Mui-iu (played
by Miss GLADYS GORDON with a nice
sense of fun). Mr. HENRY CAINE, as
The Daisy," presented very effectively

the rough-and-ready humour and the
frank brutality of his type ; but he per-
haps failed to convey the devastating
attractions which he was alleged to

have for the frail sex ; and bis sudden

spasms of tragic emotion seemed a little

out of the picture.

Apart from the painful crudity of the
scene that was loosely described as
The Other Side," the play abounded

in amateurisms. For one thing there
was too much sermonising. It began
with an obtrusive homily on the part
of an inspector of police, who went out
of his way to admonish Julia about
the danger of associating with " The
Daisy." Another instance was that of
the bank-messenger, a person of such

self-possession and detachment that he
contrived to deliver a moral address
while holding one foiled villain at the

point of his revolver and gripping the
other's wrist as in a vice.

Nothing again could have been more
naive than the innocent home-coming
of the domestic carving-knive, freshly
sharpened, from the grinder's just in

time to be diverted to the objects of a
murderous enterprise.

Altogether, it was rather poor stuff,

unworthy of the talent of many of its

nterpreters and of the trouble that
Miss EDITH CRAIG had spent over its

scenic effects. Perhaps the audience
lad been led to expect too much, for
' The Daisy," far from being the "wee,
modest

"
flower of BOBKKT BURNS, had

)een at some pains to draw preliminary
ittention to its merits. O. S.

The Bedroom Shortage.
That a woman ought to dress quietly and

>ractically in the street is unquestionable."" Times" Fashion article.

" As the harvest season this year is late,

port will not be general for at least two weeks
lenee, when grain crops may be expected to
>o in stook. For some time to come sheep
fill be confined to the lowhill-sides and pasture
inds and turnip fields, and a few good bags
vera had there yesterday." Scotch Paper.
We still prefer the old-fashioned sport
)f partridge-shooting.
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WAR AND SCIENCE.
. Officer. "CAN'T \ou TIIISK 01- SOMETHING QCICK? Tan ABMY is WAITIX-; AND THE ESBUY AIM-BO

.'illl'des. "SCIENCE IS NOT TO UK HUSTLED, CtENKBAt. JCST OKT VOUR ARM/ TO DO A LITTLE PI.AIS riOIITIXO WHILE I

1C OUT A FANCY SCI1KMB."

SPANISH LEDGES.
SciLLY.

'I'm: hells of Cadiz clashed for them
When they sailed away ;

The Citadel HUM-;, saluting, crushed for them
Over the Bay ;

With banners of saints aloft
unfolding,

Their poops a glitter of golden moulding,
Tambours throbbing and trumpets neighing,
Into the sunset they went swaying.

But the port they sought they wandered wide of,

And tin", ee Spain again this side of

Judgment Day.

For they're down, deep down, in Dead Man's Town,

Twenty fathoms under the clean green waters.

No more hauling sheets in the rolling treasure He.

No more stinking rations and dread red slaughters;
N<. t;,ille\ oars shall bow them nor shrill whips co%y

them,

Frost shall not shrivel them nor the hot sun smite,

No more watch to keep, nothing now but sleep-

Sleep and take it easy in the long twilight.

The bells of Cadi/ tolled for them
Mournful and glum ;

I p in the Citadel requiems rolled for them

On the black drum :

Priests had many a mass to handle,

Nuestra Srnora many a candle,

And main a lass grew old in pr.i

For a sight of those topsails homeward swaying
But it's late to wait till a girl i- bride ot

A Jack who won't lie back this side of

Kingdom Come.

But little they care down there, down there,

Hid from time and tempest by the jade-green waters :

They have loves a-plenty down at fathom twenty,

ily-skinned silver-tinned mer-kings' daugln
At the gilt qunrti r-ports sit the Dons at their sj

A-dicing and drinking the red \\inc and white,

While the crews forget their wrongs in the sea-imu

songs
And dance upon the fm-Mes in ihr yrey yhost light.

I'VII.VN.

"RKMAKKABLK OYAI.
Kffiting Vupct Coiilrnts Hill.

We lune made narkable scores of that shape otir-

sclv-s in the pn>(. liut we never boast ulxjut tln-m.

" Hi Ix-linvud thai the Ku^liah pronounced in the t>lrr<

iinr. will be much different, if not unintelligible,

man of to-day." Daily I'apcr.

Just like the English in some of our newspapers.

"The Scci it'' fi-r luili.v na grata cither to

the British Houio nf ('.'inini.us i.r to tin' Hritish public. Tht is

the old-fashioned English of it." Bangalore Daily Pott.

It would l>e interesting to seo the old-fashioned I^xtin of it.

"Will any Lady Roc"mm.-ii.l ('nnti> H'-IIIP <>f tin- U--.1

ii li happy and wmiM ' looked Her for 6 weckii ?

!fining J'aptr.

Think of their dNgiM at tinding themselves lx>anlerl out

in Sus-e\ or K>

"Young UuiiK.ii-i.in 1-xly with Kn);li-h nd German knolidgMMnt
-^lish or American >r{.im/..Uioii."

- I'ftf l.loyd.

l,iiugb and the wcn-ld laughs \\itli \<>\i.
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A WAY OUT OF THE PRESENT UNREST.

A i-KNNY for your thoughts," I s;iid

to Kathleen.
" I like that," said Kathleen indig-

nantly. "A pi-miy was the market value

of my thoughts in 11114. NVliy should

butter and cheese and reels of cotton

go up more thanclouble and my thoughts

stay the same?"

""Twopence," I offered.

"I said men than double," she re-

marked coldly.
I plunged.

"
Sixpence," I said.

" Done !

"

" I '11 put it in the collection bag for

you next Sunday," I added hastily.
II

Well, I was thinking of Veronica's

future. I was wondering what she

was going to be."
" When we went to the Crystal

Palace," I said gently, "I rather

gathered that she wanted to be the

proprietor of a merry-go-round. They
were dragons with red-plush seats."

" She might go into Parliament,"
said Kathleen dreamily ;

" I expect
women will be able to do everything

by the time she 's grown up. She

might be a Cabinet Minister. I don't

see why she shouldn't be Prime Min-
ister."

" Her hair 's just
- about the right

length now," I said. " And perhaps
she could give me congenial employ-
ment. I. wouldn't mind being Minister

of Transport. There 's quite a good
salary attached. But of course she may
have ideas of her own on the subject."

Feeling curious, I went in search of

Veronica. I found her at a private
dance given by the butterflies and

hollyhocks at the other end of the lawn.
When she saw me she came to meet me
and made her excuses very politely.

" We 've just been wondering what

you 're going to be when you 've stopped
being a little girl," I said.

" Me ?" said Veronica calmly.
"
Oh,

I'm going to be a fairy. You don't
want me to be anything else, do you ?

"

she added anxiously.
Even the Prime Minister's post

seemed suddenly quite flat.
"
Oh, no," I said. " I think you 've

made a very good choice." But she
was not quite satisfied.

" I shall hate going away from you,"
she said. " Couldn't you come too ?

"

"Where?"
" To Fairyland."
" Ah !

"
I said,

" that takes some
thinking about. Could we come back
if we didn't like it?"

"
N-no, I don't fink so. I 've never

heard of anyone doing that. But you '11

'ove it," she went on earnestly.
' You 'il be ever so tiny and you can
Iraw funny frost pictures wiv rain-

bows and fold up flowers into buds and

splash dew - water over everyfmg at

night and ride on butterflies and help

the birds to make nests. Fink what

fun to help a bird to make a nest!

You '11 lore it !"

" Is that all ?
"

I said sternly. "Are

you keeping nothing from me ? What
about witches and

spells
and being

turned into frogs ? I 'in sure I remem-

ber that in my fairy tales."

"Oh, nothing that matters," she

said quickly.
" You can always tell a

witch, you know, and we '11 keep out

of their way. An' if a nasty fairy

turns you into a frog a nice one will

always turn you back quite soon. It 's

all right. You mustn't worry about

that. There won't be any fun if you
don't come too, darlin'," she ended

shamelessly.
I considered.

"Veronica," I said at last, "is there

such a thing as Ireland in Fairyland?
Is there an exchange that won't keep

steady ? Is there any labour trouble ?
"

She shook her head.
" I 've never heard of anyfing that

sounded like those," she said ;

" I 'm

sure there isn't."
" That decides it," I said. " We '11

all come. As soon as you can possibly

arrange it."

She heaved a sigli of relief and ran

off to tell the glad news to the butter-

flies and hollyhocks.
So that 's settled.

I think we 've made a wise decision.

After all, what 's a witch or two, or

even a temporary existence as a frog,

compared with a coal strike ?

THE WAIL OF THE WASP.
WHEN that I was a tiny grub,
And peevish and inclined to blub,

Mother, my Queen,

My infant grief you would assuage
With promise of the ripe greengage

And purple sheen
Of luscious plums,
" When Autumn comes."

The Autumn days are flying fast ;

Across the bleak skies overcast

Scurries the wind ;

Where are those plums of purple hue,
Mother ? I only wish that you

Had disciplined

My pampered youth
To face the truth.

The time for wasps is nearly done,
And what is life without the sun,

Mother, my Queen ?

Dull stupor numbs your royal head ;

Torpid my sisters lie or dead
;

Come, let me lean
Back on my sting
And end the thing.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A GENERAL PAPER.

(For the benefit of the F^rmii'mem in the

Oxford School of English Literature.)

(1) Compare, in respect of pulpit

oratory, (a) Dr. SOUTH with " WOODBINE
WILLIE," and (b) Dr. MICHAEL FURSE

(Bishop of St. Albans) with the JUDI-
CIOUS HOOKER.

(2) Give reasons in support of Mr.
BEVERLEY NICHOLLS' emendation of the
lines in The Ancient Mariner

The wedding guest he beat his breast,
For he heard the proud SASSOON.

(3) Re-write "
Tears, idle tears

"
in

the style of (a) Dr. JOHNSON, (/>)
CAL-

LISTHENES, (C)
the SlTWELLS.

(4) What do you know of CASA-

NOVA, KAUSAVINA, CAGLIOSTRO, KENNEDY
JONES, Captain PETER WRIGHT, EP-

STEIN, ECKSTEIN and EINSTEIN ? When
did Sir OLIVER LODGE say that he would
not leave ein Stein unturned until he

had upset the theory of Relativity ?

(5) Give a complete list of all the

poets, major and minor, at present re-

siding on Boar's Hill, and trace their

influence on the Baconian controversy.

(6) Distinguish by psycho-analysis
between (a) SYDNEY SMITH and SIDNEY

LEE, (b) GEORGE MEREDITH and GEOKGE
ROBEY, noting convergences as well as

divergences of mentality, physique and
sub-conscious uplift.

(7) Would Jason, who sailed in the

Argo, have laid an embargo on MARCIOT
as passenger or supercargo? Estimate
the probable results of her introduction

to Medea, and its effect on the views

and translations of Professor GILBERT
MURRAY.

(8) What eminent Georgian critic

said that TENNYSON'S greatest work
was his Idols of the Queen ?

(9) Estimate the effect on Recon-

struction if Mr. BOTTOIILEY were to

devote himself exclusively to theological

studies, and -Mr. WELLS were to take

up his abode permanently in Russia.

Another Impending Apology.
"FiKE AT CHILDREN'S HOME.

LADY HENRY SOMERSET'S WORK."
Daily Paper.

From a Pimlico shop window :

" GENTLEMEN'S WAB KOBES BOUGHT."

Apparently not worth a " d."

"Professor
,
the pianist, who is trying

to complete 110 hours' continuous playing,

completed fifty-five hours on the first day."
Cologne Post.

That makes it too easy.

"Mme. Karsavina is taller than Pavlova,
but has an equally perfect figure. The Greeks
would have bracketted her with Venus and

Aphredite." Provincial Paper.

The two last have, of course, been

constantly bracketed.
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Golfer (ccnj much off his game). "ONE BOUND NKAKKU TUB <;RAVE.'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
Jl/r. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

NOT for a long time have I got so great a pleasure from

any collection of short sketches as now from Miss ANNK
Do i C;I,AS SEDQwicK'sAiitnmn Crocuses (SECKF.U). Not only
has the whole book a pleasant title, but each of these
stories is happily called after some flower that plays a part
in its development. I am aware of the primly Victorian
sound of such a description applied to art so modern as
that of Miss SEDGWICK. You know already (I hope) how
wonderfully delicate is her almost passionate sensibility to
the finer shades of a situation. It is, I suppose, this quality
in her writing that makes me still have reminiscent shivers

when I think about that horrible little bogie-tale, The
Third Windoic; and these "Flower Pieces" (as 1860

might have called them) are no whit less subtle. I wish
I had space to give you the plots of some of them ;

"
Daffodils," for instance, a quite unexpected and thrilling

treatment of perhaps the oldest situation of literature ; or
"
Staking a Larkspur," the only instance in which Miss

SKI ><; WICK'S gently smiling humour crystallizes definitely
into comedy ; or

"
Carnations," the most brilliantly written

of all. As this liberty is denied me you must accept a plain
record of very rare enjoyment and take steps to share it.

Chief among the Secrets of Crcwe House (HODDEP. AND

STOUGHTON), now divulged to the mere public, are the

marvellous efficiency and superhuman success achieved by
the British Enemy Propaganda Committee, which operated

in Ixu-d CHKWK'S London house under the directorate of Lord
NORTHI I.IKKK. "What is propaganda?" the author asks
himself on an early page, and the right answer could have
been made in four letters: ADVT. It is endorsed by tin-

eulogistic manner in which the Committee's \\. irk is written

up by one of them, Sir CAMPBELL STTABT, K.B.E., and
illustrated by photographs of Lord NORTHCI.IKFK (looking
positively Napoleonic) and of the sub-supermen. As in all

great achievements, the main principle WHS a simple one. A
good article is best advertised by truth : and it was the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth which the

Committee, with admirable conciseness and no little in-

genuity, so promulgated that it could no longer escape
notice even in the Central Empires. Not the least of the
Committee's difficulties and achievements was to get the
truth of our cause and policy so defined as to be susceptible
of unequivocal statement by poster, leaflet, film and gramo-
phone record. Sir CAMPBELL STTAHT perhaps tends to
underrate the rival show, the German propaganda organi-
zation, whose work, if it did Gennany little good, has <lin>

and is still doing colossal harm to us. Also he tends to

forget that Lord HAIO and his little lot in France at any
rate helped the Committee to effect the breakdown of the
German moral in 1918 and so to win the war.

I feel that Miss MARGARET SYSIONDB had a purpose in

writing A Child of the Alps (FisiiRii I'XWIN), but, unless
it was to show how mistaken it is, as Basil, the Swiss
farmer, puts it, "to think when tliou shouldst have been

living," it has evaded me. The book begins with a romantic
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marriage between mi Kngliihwoman of some breeding and a
Sui>s peasant \vlio is a doctor, and tells tbe history of their

daughter until slie is about to marry Ha.iil, bor original
sweetheart. I cannot be more definite or tell you bow her
first marriage with an English cousin turned out, because
l/mda's own account of this is all we get, and that is some-
what vague. A great many descriptions of beautiful scenery,
Swiss and Italian, come into the book, and a great many
people, some of them very individual and lifelike; but the
author's concentration on Lhuli gives them, people and

scenery alike, an unreal and irritating effect of having been
culled into being solely to influence her heroine, and that
le-i-ens their fascination. Yet it is a book which makes a
distinct impression, and once read will not easily be for-

gotten. It seems a strange comment to make on a new
volume of a "First Novel Library," but A Child of
the Alps, as you will realis

if you have been reading
novels long enough, is al

:nost exactly the sort o
jook its title would have

suggested had it appearec
ihirty years ago.

These wrapper - artists

should really exercise
little more discretion. To

depict on the outside of

book the facsimile of

cheque for ten thousand

pounds might well be to
excite in some readers
mood of wistfulness only
too apt to interfere with
their appreciation of the
contents. Fortunately, Un-
cle Simon (HUTCHINSON) is

a story quite cheery enough
even to banish reflections
on the Profiteer. A middle-

aged and ultra-respectable
London solicitor, whor.e
thwarted youth periodically
awakes in him and insists

upon his indulging all those
follies that should have
been safely finished forty-
odd years before here, you
will admit, is a figure simply
burstmg with every kind of

possibility. Fortunately, more-
ver, MARGARET and H. DE VOTE STACPOOLE have shown

themselves not only fully alive to all the humorous chances
their theme, but inspired with an infectious delight in

is for example, a singularly happy touch that thewild oats that Uncle Simon tries to retrieve are not of to-
rt from the long-vanished pastures of mid-Victorian

)f course such a fantasy can't properly be ended
Having extracted (as I

gratefully admit) the last ounce of
entertainment from him, the authors simply wake KSimon up and go home. As a small literary coincidence' I
may perhaps add that it was my fortune to read the book inthe very garden (of that admirable Shaftesbury inn) whichunder a transparent disguise, is the scene of SKSffiS

Naturally this enhanced my enjoyment of a
sportive little comedy,

whichj:
can most cordiall/commend

Mr. ST. JOHN G. EBVINE is

Prospective Employe,: "How OLD ABE YOU?"
Applicant for Post. " FOURTEEN AND UNMARRIED.'

his due he is

indeed, and in The Foolish Lovers (COLLINS) he is at his
best. The Ulsterman is seldom either a lovable or an interest-
ing character. He has certain rude virtues which command
respect and other qualities, not in themselves virtues such
as clan conceit and an intensely narrow provincialism that
beget the virtues of industry, honesty and frugality. But to
the philosopher and student of character all types are inter-
esting, and Mr. ERVJNE'S skill lies in his ability not merely to
draw his Ballyards hero to the life but to interest us in his
unsuccessful efforts to become a successful writer. It is

merely clan conceit that drives him forward in the pursuit
of tins purpose, for circumstances have clearly intended him
to carry on the grocery business in which the family have
achieved some success and a full measure of local esteem
The MacDermotts never failed to accomplish their purpose
he, as a MacDermott, proposed to achieve fame as a novelist!~

It was quite simple. But it

turned out to be not at all

simple. The quite provin-
cial young MacDermott can-
not make London accept
him at his own valuation
and his novels are poor stuff.
His wife, loyal to him hut
still more loyal to the
MacDermott clan into which
she has married and which
now includes a little Mac-
Dermott, is the first to re-

cognise that her husband
had best seek romance in

the family grocery busi-
ness. Then the MacDermott
himself, with that shrewd-
ness which may be late in

coming to an Ulsterman
but never fails him alto-

gether, realises it too and
he story is finished.

The main object of the
iharacters in The Courts of
Idleness (WARD, LOCK) was
to amuse themselves, and
as their sprightly conver-
sations were often punctu-
ated by laughter I take it

hat they succeeded. To
ive Mr. DORNFORD YATES
banter ; but some threeexpert in light

. >f such entertainment tend to create a sense
'i surfeit. The first part of the book is called, How some
passed out of the Courts for ever," and then comes an
nterlude, m which we are given at least one stirring war-
incident. I imagine that Mr. YATES desires to show that,

could

U

Us
C

fi

Pe P
-

e C Uld frivo1 With the W rstl the
>'

irs left the Courts only to return," introduces a now set
ol people but with similar conversational attainments. Mr..

l f
r

t

01
}
gly

,

recommendea to anyone who thinks
that the British take themselves too seriously,

A Burning Question.
tetmans Im-singcd the Protocols-China Adrertistr.

"At 11.

found"
A Master of Deduction.

h' n safe
'
22 inchcs ^ 18, was found

- r
?
ad
K
Koston ' \Vhon examined it was
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CHARIVARIA.
AN epidemic:

<>f measles i; leporleil

JM i he. Nortli. I' seems that, in these

days of strikes ])eople are either comin-

sympathy or in -pots.

The secret of industrial peace, aaj'3

ii sporting paper, is more entertainment

for I lie masses. \\'e ha\e often won-

what our workers do to while

the time between strikes.

"The cost of living for working-class

bunilios," says
Mr. C. A. MrCi-i<i>v, the

( 'ontroller,
" will probably increase

bv !>x. (W. si week at Christina-;." That

course, if Christmas ever comes.

think we do in a

\\V understand that

)ean IXOK lias been

I to meet the

Toon CONTHOLI.KI:, in

to defend his

Hit'.
:;: *

"
Nobody wants a

;frike," says Mr.

BRACK, M.P. We can

mh suppose there-

e I hat they must he

loing it for the. films.

An American artist

who wanted to paint
; n at sea is re-

rteil to have been

ashed to a mast for

four hours. \Ve 1111-

lorstand tliat he even-

tually broke away and

did it after all.

Hut what doe-; he

Tube '.'

l'i in -- i!.i> bc.'ii galliei'

Welwyn,' says Tlif /'.'' VI///L/

even this seems to have failed we think

it is time to drop these, attempt-, to

draw the POET LU - HK\TK.

_

Glasgow lice: Used

of giving short whisky measure. It is

even said that in some extreme cases

they paint the whisky on the

with a camel-hair brush.

Mice, says Mrs. (ii:i:i\'K, of \Vhins.

hate the smell of mint. So <lo lambs.

"Coal strike or no co.il strike.

,-i;sh buuHti would m.iko an
ideal h(, in.

plf .ink
* *

'i'hree statues h.i\c IMVII

one \uvk from I'

suggested ths>t the Loodo ; night
IK' taken olT duty for mic nif-ht in

to ->ivc the thief a sport i-.

- not true, sa\ - .in otlicial leport,
that Scotiisli troops are being s.

Ireland. \Ve are pleased t<>

indication that tliti lugpi|K>s should inl\

IM- used in ca- -rgency.

finance

,t is England'.-;

coming to?"

What doe, (ho Mexican President

stand for'.'
"

a-k-. '/'/' A

I'rolmbly U-cm
. thoni\ .

1 i
i

) H TXJwT>-._

MEMBER (>r Cl.CK WHICH IS ll.OSKD n>|{ Cl.i: VNINC ACCEPTS

TIIK I'ROFFKliK!) HOSl'ITALITV OK NK.KUUUirU Cl.l'i:.

The Dublin County
authorities have de-

lease from

their asylums all but

the most dangerout
lunatics. We are as-

nured that local con-

ditions in no way jus-

tify this disci;

tion.

A jury of children

has been empanelled
in Paris to decide

which of the t"

liibitc-d at the Con-
cour-. Lupine i-> Ihu

mo^t amusing. We
understand that at the

f going topreos
an indestructible nib

her uncle U leading

by -everal votes.

BBks a City editor in a contemporary.
\Ye can orily say it isn't coming to us.

* *
*

In Petrograd the fare for lialf-an-

hour's cab ride is equal to two hundred

pounds in English money at the old rate

of exchange. Fortunately in London

BOe could spend the best part of a day
in a taxi-cab for that amount.

:!: :
!
:

:':

" Before washing a flannel suit," says
a home journal,

" shake it and beat it

severely with a stick." Before doing

this, however, it would be just as well

ike sure that the whole of the

husband has been removed.

A lion-tamer

* *
*

advertises in a con-

temporary for a situation. It is reported
that' Mr. SMILLIE contemplates engag-

ing him for Sir HOIUIKT Honxr.

Whatever else happens, somebody
the public must bang together.

The Daily Mail, "the Commercial A burglar arrested in

Motor Exhibition at Olympia will not

be postponed." This is tbedogged spirit

that made England what it us-'*l to he.

Orpheus of old, an American journal

reminds us, could move stones with bis

music. We have heard piano-players

who could move whole families ;
but

this was before the bouse shortage.
.:

*
The National Association of Dancing

Masters has decided to forbid "the

cockroach dive
"
this year. Our advice

to the public in view of this decision is

to go about just as if nothing serious

had happened.

A large party of American rm'veiMU

students are oil a visit to Switzerland.

It is satisfactory to know that the Alps

Kre counted every morning and a!!

Americans ware > llpy leftve

the count

Berlin

taken ill, and while operating upon bin

the surgeons found in his stomach six

siher spoor.>, -,. .me forks, a iui:nlx>r of

screws and it silver nail tile. Mi-dicid

opinion inclines to the theory that his

illness was due to something he b.id

swallowed.__
A Fair Warning.

"Rr.<vi IHKP. -KtiKli'h i hiM to

noons with French l>y f-n year*; good rftri-

IXIIKIII." (\.ntiticnlai /toi/ii Mm!.

.Till 1.IU1V

\Vliitr I,i-Kii.>rii*.

\VhiU- V,

.: Kliodo Iind .

Any nthi-r Sin-

-:tting Br;.-

Chanu aA).

, M|:I> Kin

in/, far the Fnniirr and Fancier.

i-pool
-
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MICHAELMAS AND THE GOOSE.

(Lint
- n-ntten iiutlcr the threat of a Coal-strike).

Yor for whose Ma>s by immemorial use,

\\i,m Autumn enters on his annual cycle,

\\Y offer up tlie fat t I'd goose

Mid fragrant steam of apple-juice,

Hear our appeal, O Michael!

Sir, do not try our piety too sore,

Kidding us sacrifice- a wrench how cruel !

Her whom \ve prixc all goose before

The one that lays that precious ore,

Our priceless daily fuel.

er output, as it is, sho\\s want of will

To check the slackness growing rife and nfer;

\nc! it would fall far lower still

(Being, indeed, reduced to nil)

If they should go and knife her.

Yet there are men who press the slaughterers' claim

In sympathetic language, talking loosely;

Among them Mr. GOSLING shame

That anyone with such a name
Should cackle so ungoosely !

Not in your honour would that hird be slain

If they should kill her and the hour is critical

But for their own ends, thus to gain
An object palpably profane

(That is to say, political).

Defend her, Michael ! you who smote the crew

Of Satan on the jaw and stopped their bluffing ;

So, if you see her safely through,
We'll give you thrice your usual due

Of other geese (with stuffing). O. S.

BRIDGE CONVENTIONS.
THE game of Auction Bridge may he divided into three

species. There is the one we play at home, the second

which we play at the Robinsons', and the third that is

played at the high table at my club.

The three games are peculiarly distinct, but I have only

recently discovered, at some expense, that each one has
JN particular conventions. At home, if I venture a light

no-trump,, and Joan, sitting on my right, exclaims well

out of turn,
" Oh ! father," we all know that Joan has the

no-trumper, and the play proceeds accordingly.
At the Robinsons' it is different. Suppose I make a

call of one spade and the elder hand two hearts, and mv
partner (let us suppose he is Robinson) passes, and I say
"Two spades," and the elder hand says "Three hearts,"
and Robinson bellows "

No," I at once realise that it

would he extremely dangerous to call three spades.
These two typical forms of convention are quite clear and

seldom lead to any misunderstanding. But the high table
at the club is different, and, if I might say so with all

diffidence, the conventions there are not so well defined.
In fact they may lead to terrible confusion. I speak
with confidence on this point because I tried them a few

ago.
Three disconsolate monomaniacs wanted making up, and

I, dwelling upon the strong game I had recently been

playing at home, threw precaution to the winds and made
them up. My partner was a stern man with a hard blue

eye and susceptible colouring. After we had cut he in-

formed me that, should he declare one no-trump, he wished
to be taken out into a major suit of five ; also, should he

double one no-trump, he required me to declare without

fail my best suit. He was going to tell me some more

but somebody interrupted him. Then we started what ap-

peared to be a very ordinary rubber.

Mv partner perhaps was not quite at his best when it

was my turn to lead ;
at least he never seemed particularly

enthusiastic about anything I did lead, but otherwise-

well, I might almost have been at the Robinsons'. Then

suddenly he doubled one no-trump.
I searched feverishly for my best suit. I had two four

diamonds to the eight ;
four hearts to the eight. A small

drop of perspiration gathered upon my brow. Then 1 saw

that, whereas I held the two, three, five of hearts, I had

the two, three, six of diamonds. Breathing a small prayer,

I called two diamonds. This was immediately doubled by
the original declarer of no-trumps. My partner said "

No,V

my other opponent said " No," and I, thinking it couldn't

be worse, switched into my other best suit and made it two

hearts. The doubler passed and I felt the glow of pride

which conies to the successful strategist. This was frozen

instantly by my partner's declaration of two no-trumps.
If Mr. SMILLIK were suddenly transformed into a Duke I

am certain he would not look so genuinely horror-struck

as my partner did when I laid my hand upon the table.

Yet, as I pointed out, it was his own beastly convention,

so I just washed my hands of it and leaned back and

watched him hurl forth his cards as Zeus hurled the

thunder-bolts about.

Then, of course, the other convention had to have its

innings. My partner went one no-trump and 1 began to

look up my five suit. In the meantime the next player on

the declaring list doubled the no-trump. This was very

confusing. Was he playing my partner's convention and

asking his partner for his best suit ? I hesitated
;
but

orders are orders, so, having five spades to the nine, I

declared two spades. My left-hand enemy said " No "
; my

partner said " No "
; and the doubler well, he doubled

again. This time my partner, being Dummy, hurled down
all his thunder-bolts thirteen small ones at once. When
it was all over he explained at some length that he did not

wish ever to be taken out of an opponent's double,

expect this was another convention he was going to tell

me about when he was interrupted in the overture to the

rubber. Anyway he hadn't told me, and I at some slight cost

five hundred had nobly carried out his programme.
When eventually the final blow fell and we, with the aid

of the club secretary, were trying to add up the various

columns of figures, the waiter brought up the evening

papers. I seized one and, looking at the chief events of

the day, remarked,
" STEVENSON is playing a great game."

My late partner said,
"
Ah, you 're interested in billiards."

I admitted the soft impeachment.
"
Yes," he said dreamily,

" a fine game, billiards ; you never have to play against
three opponents."

I have now definitely decided that playing my 2 handicap

game at the Robinsons' and my plus 1 in the home circle

is all the bridge I really care about.

Another Impending Apology.
"Man's original evolution from the anthropoid apes . . . becomes a

reasonable hypothesis, especially when we think of the semi-naked

savages who inhabited these islands when Julius Caesar landed on our

shores, and our present Prime Minister." Church Family Neivspaper.

" The contemplated aerial expedition to the South Pole will start

in October. Aeroplanes and airships will be used, and the object of

the trip is to study magnetic wages." Irish Paper.

Incidentally it is expected a new altitude record may be

achieved.
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TAKTARIN DANS LES INDES.

BOTH (together).
"TIENS! LE TIGKK'.

[M. CLEMBSCEAU has just sailed for India after big gamo.]
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7V: H'i/e (peei-ed at husband yoiny off to football match on the annii-crsari/ of tluiir ireddiiw-dau).
" 'AvE YOU FOIHIOTIFX WJUT

.MTKNED THIS DAY SEVEN YEARS AGO?"
The Ihmbatul. "FORGOTTEN? Nor LIKELY, OLD UIRL. WHY, THAT WAS THE DAY BOLTON ROVERS BE\T Asrox UNITED FIVE

NOTHING."

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.
THE SNAIL.

THE life of the snail is a light against
odds,

Though fought without fever or
flummox ;

You see, he is one of those gasteropoda
Which have to proceed on their

btomachs.

Just think how you *d hate to go round
on your own,

^specially if it was gummy,
\nd wherever you travelled you left on

a stone

The horrid imprint of your tummy !

Wherever you hid, by that glutinous
trail

Some boring acquaintance would
follow ;

Vnd tliis is the bitter complaint of the
snail

ho is pestered to death by the
swallow.

But remember, he ci'rries his house on
his back,

And that is a wonderful power;

When he goes to the sea he has nothing
to pack,

And he cannot be caught in a shower.

After all there is something attractive
in that

;

And then he can move in a minute,
And it 's something to have such a very

small flat

That nobody else can get in it.

But this is what causes such numbers
of snails

To throw themselves into abysses :

They are none of them born to be
definite males

And none of them definite misses.

They cannot be certain which one of a

pail-

Is the Daddy and which is the

Mummy ;

And that must be even more awful to
bear

Than walking about on your tummy
A. P. 11.'

"MOTJIKK 01' 13 HAS TUII'LKTS."
Daily Paj)ei;

The unlucky ago.

SEPTEMBER IN MY GARDEN.

THERE are few things I lind so

sorrowful as to sit and smoke and reflect

on the splendid deeds that one might
have been doing if one had only had
the chance. The PRIME MINISTER feels

like this, I suppose, when he remembers
bow unkind people have prevented him
from making a land fit for heroes to

live in, and I feel it about my garden.
There can be no doubt that my garden
is not fit for heroes to saunter in

; the

only tiling it is fit for is to throw used
matches about in ; and there is indeed
a certain advantage in this. Some
people's gardens are so tidy that you
have to stick all your used matches

very carefully into the mould, with the
result that next year there is a shrub-

bery of Norwegian pine.
The untidiness of my garden is due

to the fault of the previous tenants.

Nevertheless one can clearly discern

through the litter of packing - cases

which completely surrounds the house
that there was originally a garden there.

I thought something ought to be
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done about this, so I bought a little

on gardening, and, turning t;>

September, began In read.

September," said the man, arks

the passing of summer and the aiKeiit.

of autuiim, the time of ripening ruddy-
la eed fruit - iiud tlio reign of a rich and

gloriously-coloured
ilora."

About thelirst part of this statement
I have no observation to make. It is

probably propaganda, subsidised by the

Meteorological Office in order to per-
suade us that wo still have a summer;
it lias nothing to do with my present
theme. But with regard to the ripen-

ing ruddy-faced fruits I should like to

point out that in my garden there are

none of these things, because the previ-
oii.-, tenants took them all away when
they left. Not a ruddy-faced fruit re-

mains. As for the rich and gloriously-
coloured flora, I lifted the edges of all

the packing-cases in turn and looked
for it, but it was not there either. It

should have consisted, I gather, of

"gorgeously-coloured dahlias, gay sun-

flowers, Michaelmas daisies, gladioli and
other autumn blossoms, adding bright-
ness and gaiety to our flower-garden."

"
Gaiety

"
seems to be rather a strong

point with this author, for a littlefurther

on be says,
" The garden should be gay

throughout the month with the follow-

ing plants," and then follows a list of

about a hundred names which sound
like complicated diseases of the internal

organs. I cannot mention them all,

but it seems that my garden should be

gay throughout with Lysimachia cleth-

roides, Kniphofianobilis toad Pyrethrum
uliij/nosum. it is not. How anything
can be gay with Pyirthrum uliginosum I

cannot imagine. An attitude of rever-

ent sympathy is what I should have

expected the garden to have. But that

is what the man says.
Then there is the greenhouse.

" From
now onwards," he writes,

" the green-
house will meet with a more welcome

appreciation than it has during the

summer months. The chief plants in

flower will be Lantanas, Campanula
/it/rdiiiidalis, Zonal Pelargoniums," sad
about twenty more. " Oh, they will, will

they?" I thought, and opened the green-
house door and looked in. Against the

wall there were two or three mouldering

peach-trees,and all over thereof and floor

a riot of green tomatoes, a fruit which
even when it becomes ruddy-faced I do
not particularly like. In a single large

pot stood a dissipated cactus, resem-

bling a hedgehog suffering from mange.
But what was even more bitter to

me than all this ruin and desolation

was the thought of the glorious deeds I

might have been doing if the garden
had been all right. Phrases from the

book kept flashing to my eye.

Mistress. "So IT'S THE CHAUKKKCB THAT'S GOING TO BK TIIK I.LXKV MAN, MABY.'
I WAS UNUKlt THE IMI-IIKSSION THAT THE Bl'TLEB WAS THE fAVUl IlKIl OSK."

Cook. "THAT WAS so, MfM ;
BUT MB. \ViLLoroiiBV LLT ME SI.IP inuorou HI*

F1NC.EKS."

"
Thoroughly scrub the base and sides

of the pots, and see that t lie drainage-
holes are not sealed with soil." How
it thrilled the blood !

" Damp the floors and staging every

morning and afternoon, and see that

the compost is kept uniformly moist."

What a fascinating pursuit !

" Feed the plants once a week with

liquid manure." It went like a clarion

call to the heart.

And here I was condemned to etunti

and indolence when I might have been

sitting up all night dosing the Zonal

Pelargoniums with hot beef-tea and

taking the temperature of the Campan-
ula pytamidiilis. Even with the ruddy-
fac -e'l fruits there would have been plenty
to do.

" Wooden trays with open lath bot-

toms made to slide into a framework
afford the best means of storing apples
and pears. The ripening of pears may
be accelerated by enclosing them in bran
or dry clean sand in a closed tin box."

It did not say how often one was to

clean out the cage, nor whether you
put groundsel between the bars.

I told the man next door of my
sorrows.

'

Well, there "s plenty to do," he said.
" Get a spade and dig the garden all

over."

Dig it all over indeed when I ought
to be plucking nosegays of Lysimachia
clethroides and I'i/rrilinim uliyinosum
to put in my buttonhole ! I prefer to

dream my dreams. I-'.voB.
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THE CABMAN AND THE COIN.

Wi: must wait a minute or two lor

i:.,rl<-." said our hostess. " F.VCIA-

;-e is in re, "and shebeamed around
t he room.

The various mniti'tiin i,ii<nt
il'lu-iur

dialogues that this speech had inter

iii|)!fl were resumed, most of them

switching on to the <|ueslion of punc-

tuality. And then a eal> was heard to

stop outside and after a minute or so,

mahlv spent in financial trans-

actions, tlie bell rung and the knocker

knocked.

"That's Sir Charles," said

hostess; "there ho is;" and a few

moments later the guest we all aw

so fervently was in the room, full of

apologies.
" Never mind why you 're late," said

our hostess,
"

I 'm sure you couldn't

help it. Now we'll eat," and once

again a dozen Londoners fell into ark-

approaching formation and moved to-

\\ai-ils repletion.
The party was familiar enough, after

certain solvents of speech had been

applied, for conversation to become

general ;
and during the entree we were

all listening to Sir Charles telling the

famous story of the eminent numisma-
tist who, visiting the British Museum,
was taken for a thief. By way of

making the narration the more vivid

he felt in his pocket for a coin with
which to illustrate the dramatic crisis,

when his expression became suddenly
alarmed and lixed.

" Good heavens !

"
he said, fumbling

nervously all over his clothes,
" I 've

given it to the cabman. Of all the

infernal idiocy ! I knew 1 should. I

had a presentiment that I should get it

muddled up with my other money and

give it away."
" What was it ?

"
he was asked.

" Was it something very valuable?
"

" Was it a rare coin ?
"

Murmurs of sympathy made a low

accompaniment.
"It was a goldmohur," said Sir

Charles. "A very beautiful coin of

the Moguls. I keep it as a kind of

mascot. I 've had it for years, but left

it behind and it reached me from India

only this morning. Having come a\\ ay
without it I sent a cable for it to be
forwarded on. And now! .It 's the
i oi icnest luck."

" What was it worth ?" our In

asked.

"Not very much. Thirty pounds
perhaps. But that isn't it. The money
is nothing it 's the sentimental asso-
ciations thai make the loss so serious."

"
Well," said a |>i;iclical man, "you

needn't despair. King up Scotland Yard
uid ask them the best thing to do."

"Did you take the cabman's mim-

SOIIH e asked.

"Of course he didn't," our hostess

replied.
" Who ever does a thing like

that ?
"

"As a matter of fact, "said Sir Charles,

1 sometimes do. But this time, of

course, I didn't." He groaned. "No,
it 's gone for ever. The cabman will

see it's gold and sell it. I wouldn't

trust your modern taxi-chaitffeur with

anything.''
" If you would feel any happier," said

our hostess,
" do telephone now ."

"
No," said Sir Charles,

" no. It 's no

use. A coin like that would never be

surrendered. It 's too interesting; even

a cabman would realise that. Umbrellas

they '11 take back, of course umbrellas

and bags, but not a goldmohur. Ho '11

either keep it to show his pals in public-
houses or have it fixed up as a brooch

for his wife."

As Sir Charles finished speaking and

once more turned gloomily to his

neglected plate the knocker was heard

again to knock, and then one of the

maids approached her mistress and

spoke to her in low tones.

Our hostess brightened.
" Now,

Sir Charles," she said, "perhaps you'll
revise your opinion of our taxi-drivers.

Tell Sir Charles what it is," she said to

the maid.
" If you please," the maid began,

" there 's a cabman at the door. He
says he brought a gentleman here

and
"

Here she faltered.

"Go on, Eobins," said her mistress.
"
If you please, I don't like to," said

the girl.
" It 's so so

" I should like to hear it exactly,"
said Sir Charles.

"
Well," said the maid with a burst

of courage, "he says there's a gentle-
man here who who bilked him who
passed a piece of bad money on him in

the dark. Here it is," and she handed
Sir Charles the goldmohur.

" And he

says if lie doesn't get an honest shil-

ling in exchange for it he'll have the
law on him." E. V. L.

THE KNELL OF THE NAVY.

Spooner is a remarkable fellow. His
duties on board this ship are to fly once
a week off the deck, revolve twice round
the masts and sink thankfully down
into the water, where wo haul him out

by the breeches and hang his machine

up to dry on the fo'c's'le. By per-
forming tliese duties fourtimes a month,
he leads us to believe he is preparing
the way for the ultimate domination
of Air Power. We of the Navy are

obsolete, and our hulls are encrusted
with the Harwich barnacle.

The argument proceeds on these lines :

One day there will be another war

perhaps to-morrow. We of the Navy,
coalless and probably by that time rum-
le^s as well, will rush blindly from our

harbours, our masts decked with Jolly

Rogers and our sailors convulsed with

hornpipe, to seek the enemy. But, alas,

before the ocean spray has wetted our

ruby nostrils we shall find ourselves

descended upon from above and bombed

promiscuously in the middle watch.
It will be all over inside a nautical

second. The sky will be black with hos-

tile aircraft, and there will ho lead in the

stew and bleeding bodies in the bilge.

Hollow laughter will sound from the

bridge, where the Captain will find the
wheel come away in his hand, and the

gramophone will revolve eternally on
a jazz runo because no one will bo alive

to stop it. When all these things occur

we of the Navy will know that our day
is past and done.

Why our Mr. Spooner is such a re-

markable fellow is because he can sit

deep in an easy-chair and recite these

things without turning a single hair on
his top lip. Of course ho realises that

tho work of the Navy must go on
until the crash descends. But it is

rather unsettling for us. It seems to

give us all a sort of impermanent feel-

ing. Quite naturally we all ask what
is the use of keeping up the log and

painting the ship? Why isn't all the

spare energy in the ship bent to polish-

ing up our boat-drill ? or why aren't the

people who can afford it encouraged to

buy unsinkable waistcoats'.' The Ad-

miralty must know all about it if they
are still on speaking terms with the Air

Ministry. It 's a beastly feeling.

Yesterday a formation of powerful

aeroplanes, which Spooner called the
"
Clutching Hand," came out from the

land and flew round us, and simply
prodded us with their propellers as we

lay defenceless on the water.

The bogey is undoubtedly spreading.
The Admiral came aboard this after-

noon to inspect our new guns. He
yawned the whole time in his beard

and did not ask a single question. We
suppose ho realises that the whole busi-

ness is merely a makeshift arrangement
for the time being and not worth both-

ering about as long as tho brass is pol-
ished and the guns move up and down

easily.

Well, as far as we are concerned it

only remains for Number One, who has

a brother in the Air Force, to cancel

his w inter order with Breezes, the naval

tailors, and we shall all go below and

pack our trunks and get ready to hand
the ship over to Spooner. If the Navy
of the future must be under water there

is no particular reason why wo should

be there too.
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Jan-ey. "YE 'RE ON THE WBOSG SIDE AV YEBE ROAD, MICK."
Mick. "Si'BE THE COUNTBY'S oun OWN NOW AND WE CAN DIIRIVE WHERE WE LIKE."

THE CONSPIRATORS.
i.

MY DEAR CHARLES, You continue to
ask me what I am doing, and why, and
when I am going to sign the Peace, like

everyone else, and return to honest work.
The answer is in the negative. Though
I am very fond of peace, I don't like

work. And, as for being honest, I tend
rather to politics. Have I never told

you that I take a leading part on the
Continent in the great Class War now
raging ? And, by the way, has anyone
let you know that it is only a matter of
time before the present order of society
is closed down, the rule of the prole-
tariat established and people like Charles
set on to clean the streets or ruthlessly
eliminated ?

LENIN began io worry about you as

long ago as 1915, and you know what
happens to people when LENIN really
starts to worry about them. He wasn't
satisfied that enough violent interest
was being taken in you ; the mere Social-
ists he regarded as far too moderate and

genteel.
As for their First and their

Second International he wanted some-
thing thoroughgoing, something with a
bit of ginger to it. So at theZimmerwald
Congress on the 5th September of that

year all the out-and-outs unanimously
declared war to the knife agin the Gov-
ernment, whatever and wherever the
Government might be. How many
long and weary years have you waited,
Charles, to be told what Ziinmerwald-
ianism might be a religious tendency,
a political aspiration, a valvular disease
of the appendix or something to do
with motor-cars ? Ah, but that is as

nothing to the secrets I am going to
let you into, to force you into, before I

have done witli you.
It was not until well into 1918 that

I myself began to worry about LENIN.
He had left Switzerland by that time,

having got tired of the jodelling Swiss
and their infernally placid mountains.
When the revolution broke out in
Russia he felt it was just the thing for

him, and his German backers felt lie

was just the man for it. So LENIN,
whose real name isn't LENIN, went
into partnership with TROTSKY, whose
real name isn't TROTSKY, and set up in
business in Moscow. But the thing
was too good to be confined to Russia

;

an export department was clearly called
'or. It was when they began in the
'off-licence" trade, in the "jug-and-
bottle" business, that they ran up
against your Henry.

With the view of upheaving Switzer-

land, LENIN and Co. sent a Legation to

its capital, the principle being, no doubt,
that before you cut another people's
throat you must first establish friendly
relations. This Legation arrived in

May, 1918, when we were all so occu-

pied with the War, making returns and
indents and things, that it hoped to

pass unnoticed. But there was some-

thing about that Legation which caught
the eye ; it had not the Foreign Office

look about it smart Homburg hats,
washleather gloves, attache-cases with

majestic locks, spats . . . there was

something missing. It looked as if it

might be so many Anarchists plotting
a bomb affair.

And that 's what it was. I suppose
you will say I am inventing it when I

tell you that it used to sit round a table,
in the basement of an Italian restau-

rant, devising schemes for getting rid of

people (especially people like Charles)
en bloc; that it didn't provide theltalian

restaurant-keeper with as much money
as he thought he could do with; that the
Italian restaurant-keeper came round to

seeus afterdark ; wouldn't give his name ;

came into the room hurriedly ;
locked the

door behind him
; whispered

" H'st !

"

and told us all about it. It requires an
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Italian to (In tliut Mill, of tiling |>n.

perly ;
lint tliis tellow was better than

ll,,. 'best . I couldn't go to a cinema

,,iiths ulterwanls because il lack) il

i be thrill d real life.

\Ye were so ill
'I'l'i

sM'd v\it!i hi'- )"

formance that we asked liiin liis trade.

He dropped tilt! sim-.ter, assumed the

liiishl'nl and told us that lie was an

illusionist and juggler before lie took to

ping and sleuthing. He

juggled four empty ink-pots for our

entertainment ami made one of them

disappear. Not < pi he tlio \vay to treat

a world-revolution; but there ! This

was all in the autumn of 1918, when
ere naturally a bit above oiir-

Switxerland has four frontiers Ger-

man, Austrian, Italian and French.

LI.NIN'S Legation had opened up,

stly and without ostentation as

a world's reformer, a distri-

!: it ing oilice on each one of the four.

Somehow I could never work myself

up to he really alarmed at jolly ANNA

r.M.AHANOFF.hul ' fa i icy she has done as

much harm since as most peoplejichieve
on earth. Her job was to work

into Italy; but in those days, when war

conditions still prevailed, she couldn't

do much more than stand on the shores

of the Lake of Lugano and scowl at

the opposite side, which is Italian. Do

you remember the lady's photograph in

our daily Press? If so you will agree

with me that even that measure was

enough to start unrest in Italy. . . .

Charles, my lad, let us break off there

and leave you for a week all of a tremble.

In the course of these Sensational Revel -

3 we are going to see something of

the arrangements made for the break-

up of the old world, which, with all 'its

faults, we know we still love. The pro-

re ;s of reconstruction is not yet defined,

and will probably not be attempted in

our time. In any case, when things

arrive at that stage, there will be no

Ch irles and, I am still more sorry to

say, no Henry.
Now, whatever you may think about

it, I for one am not prepared to be

scrapped and to become part of a dump
of oddments waiting instructions for

removal from a Bolshevist Disposals
13oard. You know what these Disposal

ds are: one's body might lie put
in

the rain for years while the minutes

were heing passed round the Moscow-

Departments. I have worried myself to

death about it, and now I am going to

worry you. I am going to make your

fresh creep and your blood run cold. No
use \ our telling me you don't care w hat

is coming along in the future, provided

you can be left in peace for the present .

1 shall ln/i i/oti on the shonlilfr awl ahull

into your car the resolutiont

Qffictr.
\VJIKN YOD SKK A MOON I.IKI: HIM. THOMPSON, DOESN'T ir SOMK

MAKE YOU KEKI. A I.inl.l: HIT SI NT1MI;.X1U..'"

P.O. "No, SIB, I CAN'T SAY IT i>. Tin: <-N'Y TIM. : >i'i'V *

I'VK '.U) A KK\V SICK-I.OOK1N
1

PINTS (V IITtll."

u in Ih n-ijunl to '/on <i*

us the cm/ of Jid ij
hist <it IfitMOV. i

make you so nervous that you daren t

get into bed, and, once in bed, d;

get out again. I expect to have

mad in about three weeks, and even then

I hhall pass more copies of this paper,

with more revelations in them, through

the bars of your asylum window.

All that for sixpence a week is not

expensive, is it, dear Charles .'

Yours ever, HINHV.

Commercial Candour.

l)o not delay. Tin " * '"'

only few hours." Xeir Zealand Star.

.. j( r _ highly recommend- his Butler

loft through death." Morning Paper.

Should suit Sir OMVKR LODGE.

Ulack W.ler Mare, 15-1, *<* >
off up

to 14 stones, easy pace*, regularly nddn by a

lady touched in wiud." Weekly 1.

This doesn't matter if the mare is al

right.
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Golfer (to old lady who has established herself on the border of the fairway). -EXCUSE ME, MADAM, KUT DO YOU KNOW IT is

IIATHEB DANGEROUS TO SIT THERE ?
"

HKK UAAlit-KULS iu BJi. ^iir-ivEj i

Old Lady. "On, THANK YOU VERY MUCH BUT I'M SITTING ON A BIT OP MY NEWSPAPER."

TO JAMES IN THE BATH.

WITHOUT the bolted door at muse I stand,

My restive sponge and towel in my hand.

Thus to await you, Jimmy, is not strange,

But as I wait I mark a woeful change.
Time was when wrathfully I should have heard

Loud jubilation mock my hope deferred ;

For who, first in the bathroom, fit and young,
Would, as he washed, refrain from giving tongue,
Nor chant his challenge from the soapy deep,

Inspired by triumph and renewed by sleep?
Then how is this? Here have I waited long,

Yet heard no crash of surf, no snatch of song.

James, I am sad, forgetting to be cold ;

Does this decorum mean that we grow old ?

I knew you, James, as clamorous in your bath

As porpoises that thresh the ocean-path ;

Oh ! as you bathed when we were happy boys,
You drowned the taps with inharmonious noise ;

Above the turmoil of the lathered wave
How ^>u would bellow ditties of the brave !

How, wilder that the sea-mew, through the foam
Whistle shrill strains that agonised your home.
In the brimmed bath you revelled; all the floor

\Viis swamped with spindrift ;
underneath the door

The maddened water gushed, while strong and high
Your piercing top-note staggered passers-by.
But now I hear the running taps alone,
A faint and melancholy monotone ;

Or just a gentle swirl when sober hope
Searches the bath's profound to salve the soap.

Sadly I kick the unresponsive door ;

Youth, with its blithe ablutions, is no more.

=___==_=== W. K. H.

IN A GOOD CAUSE.
AMONG the minor charitable organisations of London not

the least admirable and useful is the Santa Glaus Home at

Highgate, which the two Misses CHARLES have been

administering with such devotion and success since 1891.

Its modest aim is to keep open twenty beds for small

children suffering from hip and spinal disease, and to give

them such treatment as will prevent them becoming hope-

less cripples ; and this purpose hitherto has been fulfilled

no one can say exactly how, but with help not only from

known friends but mysteriously from the ravens. To-day,

however, the high cost of living has set up a very serious

obstacle, and debt and failure seem inevitable unless five

hundred pounds can be collected quickly. Any reader of

Punch moved to bestow alms on as sincere and deserving a

a work of altruism as could be found is urged to send a

donation to Miss CHAKLES, Santa Glaus Home, Cholmeley
Park, Highgate, N.6.

" Although its run in the evening bill must necessarily be limited

to two weeks, steps will be taken to remove it to other quarters should

it prove to the taste of the public. That failing, it will continue to

be given at the Theatre for a series of matinees." Daily Paper.

The italics are ours, though it is not really our funeral,

as we never go to matinees.
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SALVAGE.
OLD KING COAL (to his champion). "HAVE YOU SAVED THK SITUATION?"

MR. SMILLIE. "WELL, BETWEEN OURSELVES. I WOULDN'T QUITK SAY THV1'. Hi T 1 M
HOPING TO SAVE MY FACE."
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THE RETURN FROM THE HOLIDAY.

"SKD BKVOCARK GIIADUH .... HOC OPUS, HIC LABOR, E8T.'

THE SHRIMP TEST.
AT last we have an explanation of a

good deal of the social and industrial

unrest of recent months. Since April
there has been a serious shrimp short-

age.
How far this is responsible for dis-

satisfaction among the miners and other
workers it is impossible to say; but
in other circles of society this shrimp
shortage has been responsible for much.
From golf

- courses this summer lias

come a stream of complaint that the

game is not what it was. Sportsmen,
again, have gone listlessly to their task

and have petulantly wondered why the

bags have been so poor. House-parties
have been failures. In many a Grand
Stand nerves have gone to pieces. Un-

doubtedly this grave news from the

North Sea is the explanation. What can
one expect when there are no shrimps
for tea ?

For the eating of shrimps is more
than a mere assimilation of nourish-

ment, more even than the consumption
of an article of diet which is beneficial

to brain tissues and nerve centres.

After all, the oyster or the haddock
serves equally well for those purposes.

But before one eats a shrimp a certain

deftness and delicacy of manipulation
are needed to effect the neat extraction

of the creature from its unpalatable
cuticle. Not so with the haddock.

Shrimp- eating is something more

than table deportment ; it is a test of

tangfroid and savoir fairt, qualities so

necessary to the welfare of the nation.
The man who can efficiently prepare
shrimps for seemly consumption, chat-

ting brightly the while with his fair

neighbour and showing neither mental
nor physical distress, can be relied upon
to comport himself with efficiency whe-
ther in commerce or statecraft.

Watch a man swallow an oyster, and
how much more do you know of him
after the operation than you knew lie-

fore? But put him in a Marchioness's

drawing-room and set a shrimp before

him, and the manner in which lie

tackles the task will reveal the sort of

stuff he is made of.

The shrimp test is one before which

physically strong men have broken

down, while the seemingly weak have

displayed amazing fortitude.

In these days, when it behoves every
man among us to be at his best, we
view this famine in shrimps with grave
concern, and we trust that the Bonn!
of Agriculture and Fisheries is alive to

the significance of this ci

Publisher's Column.

"Colonel Repington's Diary.

Ni:w BOOKS.
The Revelation of St. John.

NKW FICTION.

The Autobiography of Judos Iscariot."

Scofch Paper.

And MABOOT next week.

RAINY MORNING.
As I was walking in the rain

I met a fairy down a lane.

We walked along the road together ;

I soon forgot about the weather.

He told me lots of lovely things :

The story that the robin sings,
And where the rabbits go to school,
And how to know a fairy pool,
And what to say and what to do
If bogles ever bother you.

The flowers peeped from bedgy places
And shook the raindrops from their

faces,

And furry creatures all the way
Came popping out and said Good-

d:i\."

But when we reached the little bond

Just where the village houses end

He seemed to slip into the ground,
And when I looked about I found

The rain was suddenly all over

And the sun shining on the clover.

_ H. F.

Parochial Humour.
"( 'lU'HCii OCTIMO. All arrangement! for

tho outing were made by the Hon. Sec., and
we are grateful to him for a very bapp
A walk to- Church, cricket, to* and a

game of bounders formed the programme."
I'arith Uagannt.

is THIS PAWL
Bona fides ..... I5oner fy.dees.
Grasse ...... Orar."

'

The Children't Kevtpaper.
The idear !
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Knliyhleiwd Yokel (explaining the picture in a 'hoarse irhisper). "THE BLEW BE THE ZEE, JEM, AN'
TJIK

YALLEB BE THE COBS,

Hi; NLFF. AN 1 THE BIT O* BIIOWN IN THE COBXEH BUST ME, THAT MUST BE Til' OL 1 GEYSEE 'EBSEI.F !

:

8 1 BE

MIRIAM'S TWO BABIES.

THAT last morning at Easthaven,

Miriam, alone of us three, preserved
her equanimity. I had arisen with the

lark, having my own things to pack, to

say nothing though nothing was not

the only thing I said :of Billie's pram
and Billie's cot and Billie's hath. I

wished afterwards I had let the lark

rise by himself; if I do heavy work
liefore breakfast I always feel a little

depressed (" snappy
"

is Miriam's crude

synonym) for the remainder of the

day.
As to Billie, his first farewells went

ell admirably. He blew a kiss to the

lighthouse, that tall friend who had
winked at him so jovially night after

night. And it was good to see him
hoisted aloft pale-blue jersey, goldi-
locks and small wild-rose face to hug
his favourite fisherman, Mr. Moy, of

the grizzled beard and the dwindling
eyes.
But when the time came for Billie to

say good-bye to the beach he refused

point-blank.
"Billie wants ;<> keep it," ho voci-

ferated.

Mil-Jam, woman-like, was all for com-

promise. Billie should fill his pail with

pretty pebbles and take them to London
in the puffer-train. I demurred. The
fishermen already complained that the

south-easterly gales were scouring their

beach away. Moreover, as I explained
to Miriam, ere long it would devolve

upon me to carry the dressing-case,
Billie himself and as likely as not

the deck-chairs and the tea-basket.

Why increase my burdens by a hundred-

weight or so of Easthaven beach ?

It ended by her admitting I was per-

fectly right, and by Billie filling his

pail with pretty pebbles.
I still had that feeling of depression

when we returned to our rooms for an

early luncheon (there 's nothing I so

detest) ;
after which we discovered that

Miriam thought I had told the man to

call for the luggage at 12.45, while I

thought that Miriam had told the man
to call for the luggage at 12.45.

And then we had to change twice,
and the trains were crowded, and
Miriam insisted on looking at The

Daily Dressmaker, and Billie insisted

on not looking at Mother Goose.

At Liverpool Street station I kept
my temper in an iron control while

pointing out to quite a number of taxi-

men the ease with which Billie's pram
and Billie's cot and Billie's hath could

be balanced upon their vehicles. But
the climax came when, Miriam having
softened the heart of one of them, we
were held up in a block at Oxford

Circus, and Billie, a propos of nothing,

drooped his under lip and broke into a

roar
" Billie wants the sea-side ! Billio

wants Mr. Moy!
"

I suppose Miriam did her best, but

he was not to be quieted, and old ladies

in omnibuses peered reproaches at me,

the cruel, cruel parent. I fro\\ne<l

upon Miriam.
" Will nothing stop the child?

"

" There 's a smut on your nose, dear,
'

was all she replied. I rubbed my nose:

I also ground my teeth. . . .

I was still wrestling on the pave-
ment with the pram, the cot and the

rest of it, when Billie's cries from

within the. house suddenly ceased. Had
the poor little chap burst something V

I hurried indoors and found him all

sunshine after showers seated on the

floor with rocking-horse and Noah's

ark and butcher's shop grouped around

him,
" He 's quite good now he 's got his
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lie assured IMC, no doiil)t echoing

iiing Miriam h;:d yist said.

I reached my study and collapsed
chair. Whal a day ! Mut little

hy littli', shelf upon shelf, I became

a \\areo! the books 1 had not seen for

a whole month: LVMII, my Kli/a

I.ethans, ii row of STK\ I:\SON. I did

not want i<> read; it v>as enough to

,, lie's eyes on their hacks, to take

down a volume and Inutdle it my old

jacketed BUOWNINC;, for instance.

And the sum 11 red MKKKIH I its nil needed

ranging.
V little later I turned round to see

Miriam standing in t in- doorway. Re-

morse seized me; 1 put an arm about

her. with "Tired, old thing?"
She looked down at my hooks and,

half-smiling, she looked up again.
He 's (jiliie ^on;l now he 'S got his

," she said, and kissed me.

VERY PERSONAL.
JUST to see what it looks like with

my name in it, 1 have been making a

diary of my doings r ome real, some

imaginary) in the approved language
of the Society and Personal column.

I am Mr. James Milfly. This is bow
it looks :

"
Yesterday was the fortieth birthday

of Mr. James Milfly. He passed it

quietly at the office and at home. No

congratulatory messages were received

and no replies will be sent."

Among the outgoing passengers on

the paddle steamer Solent Tortoise, on

Tuesday, was Mr. James Milfly. He
returned to the mainland the same

evening, and will be at Soutbsea four

days longer, after which, unless he can

think of an adequate excuse, he will

return to town."
"Mr. .lames Milfly, who recently

sustained a laceration of the finger

while cleaning his safety razor after

use, passed another good night. The

injured member is healing satisfactorily,

and no further bulletins will be issued."

"The performance of The Bibttloiix

lint/i-r at the Corinthian Theatre last

night was witnessed by Mr. James

Milfly and part\. who occupied two

seats' in the eighth row of the pit."
" Mr. .lames Milfly is a guest for the

\\cek-end at Acaria Lodge, Clumpton,
the residence of his old friend, Mr.

Albert, Purges. Excellent sparrow-

shooting was enjoyed after tea on

Saturday in the famous home coverts

from which the lodge derives its title."

" Among those unable to be present

at the Duchess of Dibdale's reception

on Friday was Mr. James Miltty, no

invitation having reached him.
" Mr. James Milfly has been granted

Kirl; KUer. ".MAN, I'M SHOCKED TAB lir.Aii YOU. " ' MAIIHIT IAK

A I.\SS1K O' XISETEESi.
11

Angus. "Oca, SHE'S THE SAME AGE AS MA FIBRST virr. WIIKX n.

his wife's authority to wear on his

watch-chain the bronze inedul of the

Blimpham Horticultural Society, won

by his exhibit of a very large marrow

at the society's recent show."

Maria, Sirs. Munlon, is visiting

her son-in-law, Mr. James Millly. Her

stay is likely to be a lengthy one."

"Mr. .lames Milfly will spend the

-i eater part of to-morrow in London.

No letters will be forwarded."

Try this for yourself.
You have no

idea what a sense of pomp and well-fed

importance it gives you.

"THE \YEATHEB.

Fair ficnernlly : night frosts,' is the fore-

cast lot the next '24 month-."

The best news for a long time.

How to Brighten Village
' The i-xUri.ir painting of the day school ha*

been completed In the Vii-.ir. MMM l>y th.

caretaker. Their :ip|)-araiico i greatly im-

proved as a result." 1'ionncittl 1'aptr.

< HOTKI. PININU-HiKlM.

Ol'KX TO XoN-HKSIDEirW WITH

M. AccoMrAxmEST.
11

Jerney Paper.

Residents, we understand, need only

bring their mouth (and other) organs.

' \Vant1 'tVllo (coulil ir-i.li- in if dniired).

I'rm-ttictal 1'aitr.

The housing ]>roblein solved at last.

Smith Minor says he would rathei

;ied Smith Seeundu. There is a

pVeasanter
w unit I about that quuhfica

tion just now.
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AT THE PLAY.

"A NIGHT OUT."

K\ KKYHODV except myself seems to

recall the fact that the late farce of this

name, adapted 'from L'Hdtel dn Libre

Ecliange, ran for live hundred nights

before it expired. Some restorative

music has now been applied to it and

the corpse has revived. Indeed there

are the usual si-jus of another long run.

The trouble is that nearly all the cast

at the Winter Garden Theatre seem to

think that, if the play is to run, they
must run too. They don't keep still

for a moment, because they dare not.

Even Mr. LKSLIE HENSON, whose fun

would be more effective if he didn't try

so hard, feels that he must be at top

pressure all the while with his face

and his body and his words. Yet he

could well afford to keep some of his

strength in reserve, for he is a born

humourist (in what one might perhaps
call the Golliwog vein). But, whether
it is that he underrates his own powers
or that he can't contain himself, he

keeps nothing in reserve ; and the others,
less gifted, follow his lead. They per-
sist in "pressing," as if they had no
confidence in their audience or their

various authors or even themselves.

One is, of course, used to this with

singers in musical comedy, who make
a point of turning the lyrics assigned
to them into unintelligible patter. Per-

haps in the present case we lost little

by that, though there was one song (of
which I actually heard the words) that
seemed to me to contain the elements
of a sound and consoling philosophy.
It ran something like this :

For you won't be here arid I won't be here
When a hundred years are gone,

But somebody else will be well in the cart*
And the world will still go on.

Mr. LESLIE HENSON, as I have hinted,
allowed himself and us no rest. His
energy was devastating; he gave the
audience so much for their money that
in the retrospect I feel ashamed of not

having paid for my seat. One's taste
for him may need acquiring; but, once
acquired, there is clearly no getting away
from it. Perhaps his most irresistible
moment was when he laid out six

policemen and then meekly surrendered
to a female constable who led him off

by the ear.

Mr. FRED LESLIE (a name to conjure
with!) was almost fiercely emphatic
in the part of Paillard, and I preferred
the

relatively quiet methods of Mr.
AUSTIN MELFOKD, who did without
italics. Mr. KALFH EGBERTS was droll
is a waiter

; and it may have been my
fault that I found Mr. DAVY BUHNABY
rather unfunny in the part of Matthieu.

*
Or, alternatively, soup.

Of the ladies, two could sing and

two, or even three, could act (Miss
LILY ST. JOHN could do both) ; nearly
all had good looks and a few of them
were pleasantly acrobatic.

The scene of the Hotel Pimlico, with

an alleged private sitting-room on one

side, an alleged bedroom on the other,

and a hall and staircase in the middle,

was extraordinarily unconvincing. The

partition walls came to an end at quite
a long distance from the front ; and,

with the general company spreading
themselves at large over the whole

width of the foreground, it was very
difficult to entertain any illusion of

that privacy which is of the essence of

the cabinet particulier. I say nothing
of the bedroom, whose tenancy was

frankly promiscuous.
The fun, of course, is old-fashioned

;

if one may say it of a French farce, it is

Victorian. Apart from a few topical
allusions worked in rather perfunctorily
there is scarcely anything said or done
that might not have been said or done
in the 'eighties. But for a certain type
of Englishman there is a perennial at-

traction in feeling that at any moment
the proprieties may be outraged. That

they never actually are outraged does
not seem very greatly to affect his

pleasure. He can always console him-
self with easy conjecture of the wicked-
ness of the original. So there will never
be wanting a public for these Nodes
Parisians.

Let us hope that somehow it all

helps to keep the sacred flame of the
Entente burning. Vive MILLESAND !===== O. S.

BETTERING THE BANYOROS.
(By a Student of Anthropology.)

SIR JAMES FEAZER'S luminous r&sume
of the investigations of the MACKIE
Expedition amongst the Banyoros has

only one defect. He omits all reference
to the subsequent and even more fruit-

ful visit of the Expedition to the adjoin-
ing Noxas tribe, whose manners and
customs are of extraordinary interest.

This remarkable race are noted not

merely for their addiction to the dance,
but for the kaleidoscopic rapidity with
which thedances themselves are changed
from season to season. Only a few

years ago the entire tribe were under the

spell of the Ognat, which in turn gave
place to the Tortskof and the Zaj, the
last named being an exercise in which
violent contortions of the body were
combined with the profoundest melan-

choly of facial expression. Curiously
enough the musicians who are em-
ployed at these dances are not of indi-

genous stock, but of a negroid type and
are imported from a distance at high
salaries.

The literary gifts of this singular tribe

are on a par with their saltatory talent,
but are at present mainly occupied in the

keeping of personal records, led therein

by a chieftainess named Togram, in

which the conversations, peculiarities,

complexions and dresses of their friends
are set down and described with ferocious
bonhomie. The tablets containing these
records are then posted up in conspic-
uous places of resort, with the most

stimulating and entertaining results.

It is noteworthy that the ruler of the

country is not chosen from the danc-

ing or Bunihugoro section of the com-

munity, but from the powerful Kenim
clan, who devote themselves intermit-

tently to the task of providing the

country with fuel. The chieftain wields

great power and is regarded with rever-

ence by his followers, but is in turn

expected to devote himself entirely
to their interests, and if he fails to

satisfy is promptly replaced by a more
energetic leader. As the great bulk
of the community yield allegiance to an

hereditary sovereign of strictly defined

powers this interesting country offers

the agreeable spectacle of a state in

which the dulness of constitutional

government is happily tempered by the

delights of industrial dictatorship.

TO CERTAIN CAUTIOUS PROPHETS.

(Suggested by the almost invariable

foiin of the last sentence in the Weather

Report.)

YE watchers of the wind and rain,

Forgive me for becoming nettled

By your monotonous refrain :

"The further outlook is unsettled."

When, on a bright and sunlit morn,
I rise refreshed and finely fettled

Your cue is not to cheer but warn :

" The further outlook is unsettled."

They are too rare, these halcyon days,
When earth 's a paradise rose-pot-

alled,

For you to chill us with a phrase :

" The further outlook is unsettled."

Too often have I shirked the goal
At which (as Scotsmen say) I ettled,

Discouraged by your words of dole :

"The further outlook is unsettled."

For instance, lately I resigned
A trip to Shetland to be shettled ;

Your menace made me change my mind :

" The further outlook is unsettled."

Henceforth I 'm going to defy
You and your breed, inert, unmettled,

Who chant that sad Cassandra cry :

" The further outlook is unsettled."

Ay, if I held untrammelled sway
I 'd have you bottled up and kettled

Like djinns, until you ceased to say :

" The further outlook is unsettled."
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PIGS.

Pics pays." said Mrs. Pugsley.
. 1 have heard."

Pigs always pays; but Pugsley 's

s pays prodigious."
1 rejoiced with her.
" Took 'oin up sudden, he did ; and

now that interested ! You 'd never think

that pigs 'Id twine themselves round a

man's heart, so to speak, would you?"
" No."
" That 'a how it is with Willum.

Beads nothing but about pigs ; they 'm

his only joy. In partnership with Uncle

Elioverthem. First time Uncle Eli took

to anything wholesome in his life. When
Willum loses a pig he's that low that

he puts on a black tie. Wonnerful !

"

It was. I knew Willum,
otherwise Uncle Billy, and

something about his tastes.

I had the pleasure of meet-

ing him on the foreshore

that afternoon. No doubt

he was studying pigs ; but

the title of the book he had
in his hand was Form at a
Glance.

'

Pig form, I presume,"
said I politely.
"Now then, Missie, don't

go giving me away. All 's

lovely at home. Me and
Uncle Eli has clubbed to-

gether to buy Bodger's

racing tips. Bodger 's got
brain. Doing very well,

we are. Sure, I can't tell

the missus, and she a Ply-
mouth Bock."

" Isn't it Plymouth Sis-

ter?"

"Maybe; but I think

there 's a rock in it some-
where. Anyway we agreed when we
married to keep our purses in the same
drawer, and mine 's bulging."

" You are a brave man, Uncle Billy.
What about the day she will want to
see your pigs ?

"

" A thought that wakes me at night.We keep 'em out in the country, I 'd

have you know. There, why take a
fence before you come to it ? There '11

be wisdom given."

Apparently there was, but the address
from which the wisdom came was in-

distinct.
"
Willum," said Mrs. Pugsley one day," to-morrow I 'm coming to see they

pigs of yours; bless their fat sides !

"

" You shall, my tender dear," said
Uncle Billy. "Yes, to-morrow noon
you '11 see the blessed things."
Almost at dawn he presented himself

at Farmer Dodge's and astonished that

good man by asking to be allowed to
hire a few pigs for the day.

Farmer Dodge scratched his head.
" Well, I 've been asked to loan out

most things in my time, but never pigs

before. Where l>e taking them ?
"

' Home."
" That 's a matter of better than two

miles. Have 'ee thought of the wear

and tear and the loss of good lard ?

No, Uncle Billy, I won't fly against

the will of Heaven. If pigs had been

meant to go for walks they 'd have had

legs according. Their legs hain't for

walking; they 'm for hams."

Uncle Billy drew near and explained.
Farmer Dodge grinned.

" To do down your missus ? Well, I

like a jest as well as any, and to put
females in their place is meat and

taties to me ;
but 'tis a luxury, and

Bridegroom
THE THING *S

(twenty minutes late, excitedly, to Verger).
OVKU."

luxury is what you like but can do
without."

In the end Uncle Billy drove a bar-

gain by which he secured the use of
six pigs for a few hours and paid three

shillings per pig. For three-and-six he
also hired the help of a boy to drive

as he remarked, he could have
more than another pig for that

them
had

money, but it would be warm work for
him alone.

The inhabitants of the houses on the
terrace of the little sea-side town where
the Tugsleys lived were thrilled at noon
by the arrival of a small herd of swine.
The animals looked rather tired but
settled dow^n contentedly in the front-

garden of No. 3.

Mrs. Pugsley, hearing their voices,
came to the door.

"
Why, Willum, I was just making

ready to come out with you to go and
see them."

" My tender dear," he said with emo-

tion,
" would I let you be taken miles

in this heat to see the finest pigs ever
littered '.' No. 'Tis not for my wife to

go to see pigs, 'tis for pigs to come to

see my wife. Here they he. That 's

Spion Kop, the big black one called
because 'tis the highest mountain in

America and he 's to make the highest
price. The pink one is Square Measure,
for he '11 eat his own size in meal any
day. That's Diadem no, it's not;
Diadem lost I should say Diadem 's

lost to us." Uncle Billy lifted his hat

reverently. "The ginger one is Comrade
a fine name."
"
Why, 'tis a little sow."

"And what better comrade than a
blessed female, my loving dear, and
who'd know that better than me?"

"Don't you go mixing
me up with the pigs, Wil-
lum ; I won't have it.

What 's the name of that

perky black one'.'"

Mount Royal," said

Uncle Billy.
" I 'in a KING'S

man and like to respect

they set over me. Boyal
just means one of the
KING'S family."
The parade was dis-

missed; the herd returned

to its home and Uncle

Billy paid the cost of wear
and tear.

He sat smoking that

evening in a state of bliss-

ful content. All had gone
well ; the dreaded black

moment was over. Mrs.

Pugsley knitted furiously
in silence.

" Now what might you
be turning over in that

mind of yours?" asked

; DON'T TELL ME

Uncle Billy.

"Pigs."
" Couldn't do better."
" And their names. Maybe you won't

christen any more until after the

Cesarewitch."
She folded up her knitting and went

to bed, leaving Uncle Billy as if turned
to stone. When he recovered he sought
out Uncle Eli and said :

"
Eli, she 's known all along. She

knowedwhen I was driving they brasted

pigs here in the heat. She 's never
been took in at all. And that 's a

woman. That 's what married me."

"It would be wrong to enter upon political

questions in these pages, but there can be no
harm in suggesting that prayer should bo

made as much for our rulers at Westminster
as for people in Ireland. The Collect, with
certain alterations, for Those at Sea would
seem especially suitable."

Exeter IHocesan Gazette.

Very neatly and clerically put.
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Smith (member of bowling club). "Do YOU KNOW THESE BALLS COST FIVE GUINEAS EACH?"
Jones (golfer). "By JOVK! I HOPE YOU DON'T LOSE MANY is THE 'BOUGH.'"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

UNDENIABLY ours is an age in which fond memory fill

not only the heart of man hut the shelves of the circulating
libraries to a degree bordering upon excess. But, let

reminiscences be even more frequent than they are, there
would yet remain a welcome for such a book as Mr. W. H.
MALLOCK'S attractive* Memoirs of Life and Literature

(CHAPMAN AND HALL). The reason of this lies not more in

the interest of what is told than in the fact that these
memories have the advantage of being recalled by one who
is master of a singularly engaging pen. Nothing in the
book better displays its quality of charm than the opening
chapters, with their picture of an old-world Devonshire,
and in particular the group of related houses in which the

boyhood of the future anti-socialist was so delightfully

spent. Gracious homes have always had a special appeal
to the author of The New Republic, as you are here re-

minded in a score of happy recollections. Then comes
Oxford, and that meeting with SWINBURNE in the Balliol

drawing-room that seems to have bee,n the common ex-

perience of memoir-writers. Some entertaining chapters
give a cheerful picture of London life when Mr. MALLOCK
entered it, and Society, still Polite, opened its most exclusive

doors to the young explorer. The rest of the book is

devoted to a record of friendships, travel, an analysis of the

writer's literary activities, and a host of good stories.

Perhaps I have just space for one quotation the prayer
delivered by the local minister in the hall of Ardverike:
" God bless Sir John ; God bless also her dear Leddyship ;

bless the tender youth of the two young leddies likewi-e.

We also unite in begging Thee to have mercy on the puir

governess." A book of singular fragrance and individuality.

The Victorians used to talk, perhaps do still, about the
lure of the stage ; but I am inclined to suppose this was
as nothing beside the lure of the stage-novel. All our
writers apparently feel it, and in most cases their bones
whiten the fields of failure. But amongst those of whom
this certainly cannot be said is Mr. Ilouui: A. \

'

\< MI:I i.

whose new book, The Fourth Dimension (Mimm), has
both pleased and astonished me by its fre^lom from t host-

defects that so often ruin the theatrical story. 1-W one

thing, of course, the explanation of this lies in'my sustain-

ing confidence that I was being handed out the genuine
stuff. When a dramatist of Mr. VACHELL'S experience says
that stage-life is thus and thus, well, I have to In-lit-vn him.
As a fact I seldom read so convincing a word-picture of

that removed and esoteric existence. The title (not too

happy) means the world beyond the theatre, that which so

many players count well lost for the compensations of

applause and fame ; and the story is of a young and pheno-
menally successful actress, Jess Yeo, in whom the claims of

domesticity and the love of her dramatist husband are
shown in conflict with the attractions of West-End stardom
and photographs in the illustrated pa{M?rs. Eventually
but I suppose I can hardly tell that without spoiling for

you what goes before the event. Anyhow, if I admit that

the ending did not inspire mo with any sanguini* hope of

happiness ever after, it at least put a pleasant finish on an
.ill i active and successful tale.

In the Mountain* (M\< MII.I.AN) is one of those pleasant
ixioks of which the best review would be a long string of

jut -tat ions, and that is a very complimentary thing to say
about any novel. Written in diary form, on the whole

successfully, it tells little of doing and much of being, and
a great deal more of feeling than of either. It is scarcely
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after thai u> add iliat it is discursive. A-i a

matter of fact I found that lor me that half of its charm

\\ hich did not lie in being whisked off, us it were by magic,

to MI in 1 1:..- sunshine of Switzerland lay in its author's

ellerti.ms upon subjects quite unconnocted with her story,

and as far apart from each other as LAW'S SgriotU (',</,' and

the effect of different, kinds of underclothing on the outward

mom- of the wearer. From the human document

point of view it is as a picture of the convalescence of a

-..ul sick with grief that /// tin' Mountains deserves atten-

I cannot imagine that anyone who lias ever got well

Mgiiiii ow will fail to recognise its truth. The little

; y and the slender lore-story which hold the diseur-

sheness together are just sufficient hut so slight that they
shall not even ho hinted at here. For the rest the hook is

whimsical, thoughtful, sen-

timental by turns and, in

spite of its tolerance, a

shade superior ;
with now

and then a phrase which
left me wondering whether
a blushing cheek would de-

servo the Garter motto's

rebuke ; in fact it resembles

more than anything else on
earth what the "German
garden

"
of a certain " Eliza-

beth
"
might grow into if

she transplanted it to a

Swiss mountain-top.

: ^-:V^;- ;

^rlS'
1

:'-'-'
1

:,?--' r tvun

Peregrine in Love (HOD-
DEB AND STOUGHTON) is a

story whose sentimental
title does it considerably
less than justice. It gives
no indication of what is

really an admirably viva-

cious comedy of courtship
and intrigue, with a colonial

setting that is engagingly
novel. Miss C. Fox SMITH
seems to know Victoria

and the island of Vancou-
ver with the intimacy of

long affection
; her pen-

pictures and her idiom are
both of them convincingly
genuine. The result for

the reader is a twofold interest, half in seeing what will
be to most an unfamiliar place under expert guidance, half
in the briskly moving intrigue supposed to be going on
there. I say "supposed," because, to be frank, Miss Fox
SMITH'S story, good fun as it is, hardly convinces like her
setting. You may, for example, feel that you have met
before in fiction the lonely hero who rescues the solitary
maiden, his shipmate, from undesirable society, and falls
in love with her, only to learn that she is voyaging to meet
her betrothed. At this point I suppose most novel-readers
would have given fairly long odds against the betrothed in

question keeping the appointment, and I may add that
they would'have won their money. Not that Peregrine was
Uoirig to find the course of his love run smooth in spite of
;his ; being a hero and a gentleman he had for one thing to
ry, and keep on trying, to bring the affianced pair together,
"i.l ihus provide the tale with another than its clearly pre-
lestined end. Of course he doesn't succeed, but the attempt
urtnshes capital entertainment for everybody concerned
and proves that Mr. Punch's " C. F. S." can write prose too

The title of Gold Must be Tried by Fire (MAC.MII.LAN)

might be called axiomatic for the precise type of fiction

represented by the story. Because, if gold hadn't to lie tried

by fire, you might obviously marry the hero and heroine
on the first page and save everybody much trouble and

expense. Mr. RICHARD AUMERLK MAHKR, however, knows
his job better than that. True, he marries his heroine early,
but to the wrong man, the Labour leader and crook, ]]'ill

Len'is, who vanishes just before the entrance of the strong
but unsilent hero, only to reappear (under an alias) in time
to get shot in a strike riot. Mr. MAHEB'S book comes, as

you may already have guessed, from that great country
where they have replaced alcohol by sugar, and where (per-

haps in consequence) heroines of such super-sentimentality
as Daidie Grattan have no terrors for them. Personally i

found her and her exploits
on burning ships, besieged
mills and the like a trifle

sticky. For the rest you
have some interesting de-

tails of the workings of the

paper industry ; a style that
to the unfamiliar eye is at

times startling (as when,
on page 282, the hero's head
"
snapped erect"): and lots

and lots of love. As for

the ending, to relieve any
apprehensions on your part,
let me quote it. "Taking
her swiftly in his arms, he

questioned :

' Has the gold
come free from the fire at

last, my darling?' 'Gold
or dross,' she whispered as

she yielded,
'
it is your

own.'
"

All !

WORBIES OF THE DARK AGF.S.

Peaceful Knight (who has called to ask Jiis way at a strange cwtle).
"Oil, CONFOUND It! I WISH I'D HEAD THE NOTICE BEFORE I BS.KW
THE HORN. I DON'T FEEL A BIT LIKE FIGHTING GIANTS TO-DAY, AND
BF.SIDES I PROMISED TO BE HOME EACLT FOR DINNER."

Lore' s Tr> // mph (
Mi.-

THUEN) is concerned to a

great extent with the de-

velopment of a raw Ken

tucky lad into an attractive

and resourceful man; but

its chief interest lies rather

with his trainer. When
]'/<!< McCitlloway arrived

in Kentucky and took Roone
Wellver under his wing it

became obvious enough that he was bent on reconstitut-

ing his own life as well as moulding Doone's. J\IcC<i.lln;:>i.

when the seal of his past is broken, turns out to be
Sir Hector Dinu-iddie, D.S.O., K.C.B., a tradesman's son
who was generally believed to have killed himself in Paris.
I must assume that Mr. CHARLES NEVILLE BUCK intended
us to recognise in Sir Hector a certain General whose name
acquired a painful notoriety not so long ago. The reader'

may form what opinion lie likes of the good taste of nil

this, but there can be no question that' the author has
drawn a fine character. At the outset his style

:

- JO

jumpy that the story is difficult to follow, but presently
its course grows clearer and I fancy that you will follow it

keenly, as I did, to the end.

Strenuous Life in the West.
"At :i charity concert at Clifton recently nearly -JOO gl.is- tumblers

disappeared in the course of a week." Daily Paper.

Very deplorable, of course. Still, towards the end of the sixth
consecutive day would the audience he fully responsible ?
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"Motorists," says a London magis-

trate, "cannot goabout knocking people
(lii\vn and killing them every day."
We agree. Once should bo enough for

the most grasping pedestrian.

" A Kensington lady," wo read,
" has

just engaged a parlourmaid who is

only three feet seven inches in height."
The shortage of servants is becoming
most marked.

recently stated that he had a cousin
who knew a mitmr who . . . but wo
fear it was only gossip.

" It is possible for people to do

quite well without a stomach," says a
Parisian doctor. Judged by the high
prices, we know a grocer who seems to

think along the same lines.
* *
*

Special aeroplanes to carry fish from
Holland to this country are to run in

the winter. The idea of keeping the

A play called The Man
\Vh/> Went to Work is

shortly to be produced in

the West End. It sounds

like a farce. ...

A police-sergeant of Bal-

ing is reported to have sum-

moned six hundred motor-

ists since March. There is

some talk of his being pre-
sented with the illuminated

addresses of another three

hundred. # ,..

All the recent photo-

graphs of Sir EKIC GEDDES
show him with a very broad

smile. "And I know who
he 's laughing at," writes a

railway traveller.
* *

With reference to the Press

controversy between Mr.

H. G.WELLS and Mr. HENRY
ARTHUR JONES, we under-

stand that they have de-

cided to shake hands and be

enemies. * *
*

!

" In New Zealand," says
a weekly paper,

" there is a

daisy which is often mis-

taken for a sheep by the

shepherds." This is the sort

of statement that the Pro-

hibitionist likes to make a

note of. * *
*

A statistician informs us that a man's

body contains enough lime to white-

wash a small room. It should be

pointed out however that it is illegal

for a wife to break up her husband for

decorative purposes.
* *

:'c

The Manchester Communist Party
have decided to have nothing whatever

to do with Parliament. We understand

that, the PREMIER has now decided to

sell his St. Bernard dog.

" There are no very rich people in Eng-
land," says a gossip-writer. We can

only say we know a club porter who

Bus Conductor (after passenger's torrents of inrectirt on the subject of

increased fare). "Bionr-o, MA. I 'u. TELL 'KM KVKRrrHiNK YOO'VB

BA:D WKH I TAKES THE CHAJB AT THE NEXT DIBBCTOBS' MEKTIHO."

fish long enough to enable them to

cross under their own power has been

abandoned. * *
*

An Ashford gardener has grown a

cabbage which measures twelve feet

across. It is said to be uninhabited.

*

The Eules of Golf Committee now

suggest a standard ball for England and

America. The question of a standard

long-distance expletive for foozlers is

held over.
*

A youth charged at a police-court in

the South of London with stealing five

hundred cigars, valued at threepence

admitted that he had sniok<-l

twenty-six nf tin-in. We are glad to learn

tlmtno further punishment was ordered.

***
The Waste Trade World states that

there is a great di-mniid f..r rubbish.

Editors, however, don't Deem to be

moving with the time*.
* *

Off Folkestone, a few days ago, a
trawler captured a blue-noted shark.

Complaints about the temperature of

the sea have been very common among
bathers this year.v" No one has yet been
successful in filming an ac-

tual murder," states a Pic-

ture-goers' Journal. It cer-

tainly does seem a pity that

our murderers are so terribly
self-conscious in the pre-
sence of a cinematograph
man.

The Daily Exprett states

that Mrs. BAMBBROKR has
decided not to appeal against
her sentence. If that be so,

this high-handed decision

will be bitterly resented by
certain of the audience who
were in court during the trial

and eagerly looked forward
to the nest edition.

*'
h Daily Mini reader \vrit<s

to our contemporary to say
that he found forty

- two
toads in his garden last

week. We can only suppose
that they were there in ig-

norance of the fact that he

took in The Daily Mail.

V
A piko weighing twenty-

six pounds, upon being hook-

ed by a Cheshire fisherman,

pulled him into the canal.

His escape was much re-

gretted by the fish, who had

decided to have him stuffed.

It is possible that Mr. TOM MANN,
the secretary of the A.S.E., will shortly
retire under the age limit. It is ru-

moured that members have started to

collect for a souvenir strike as a parting

The Ethiopian Again.
COAL STILL BLACK."

Heading tn " Church Family Xevpaper.'

" The output in the first quarter thin year
wa at the rate of 348,000,000 million tons

a year. It fell in the second quarter to

'23-2,000,000. Between and beyond these lino*

there is an ample margin (or bargaining."

Evening Paper.

Abundantly ample.
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LESSONS FROM NATURE.
TO AN Af'ITMN I'lilMKOSK.

"If this belief from heaven be sent,

If sueh Ixi Nature's holy plan,
Have 1 nut reason to lament

What man lia-. made cf man?"
Wordsworth.

S\MHOL of innocence, to Tories clear,

Whom I detect beside the silvan path

Doing your second time on earth this year
That I may cull a generous aftermath,

Let me divine your reason

For thus repullulating out of season.

Associated with the vernal prime
And widely known as "

rathe," why bloom so

late ?

\\'ns it the lure of so-called
" Summer-time,"

Extended well beyond the usual date?

Our thanks for which reprieve
Are SMILLIE'S, though they didn't ask his leave.

Rather I think you have some lofty plan,
Such as your old friend WORDSWORTH loved to

sing;
That for a fair ensample set to Man
You duplicate your output of the Spring ;

That in your heart there lodges

Dimly the hope of shaming Mr. HODGES.

Ah ! gentle primrose by the river's brim !

Like Peter Bell (unversed in woodland lore),
He '11 miss your meaning ; you will be to him
A yellow primrose that and nothing more ;

He '11 read in you no sign
Of Nature's views about the datum-line. 0. S.

THE MINERS' OPERA.
ABOUT a week ago, when they took Titterby away to the

large red-brick establishment which he now adorns, certain

papers which were left lying in his study passed into my
hands, for I was almost his only friend. It had long been
Titterby's belief that a great future lay before the librettist
who should produce topical light operas on the GILBERT
and SULLIVAN model, dealing with our present-day economic
crises. The tiling became an idee fixe, as the French say,
or, as we lamely put it in English, a fixed idea. There can
be no doubt that he was engaged in the terrible task of

fitting the current coal dispute to fantastic verse when
a brain-cell unhappily buckled, and he was found destroying
the works of his grand piano with a coal-scoop.
Most of the MS. in my possession is blurred and undeci-

pherable, full of erasures, random stage -direct ions and
marginal notes, amongst which occasional passages such
as the following

"
emerge

"
(as Mr. SMILLIE would say) :

"Secretary. The fellow is standing his ground,
He 's as stubborn and stiff as a war-mule.

Minister. ^
Means will be found
Jf we look all around

To arrive at a suitable formula.

Chorus. Yes, you 've got to arrive at a formula."

Difficult though my task may be I feel it the duty of
friendship to attempt to give the public some faint outline
of this fascinating and curious work. Scenarios, dramatis
persona and choruses had evidently caused the author
inordinate trouble, for at the top of one sheet I find :

" ACT I.

Interior of a coal-mine. (Iroups of colliers with
and picks (7 tongs). Enter Chorus of female consumers."

Then follows this note:

" MJ-:M. (.'an one dance in coal-mine ? Look tip COAL
in "

Enei/. Brit." Also CELLAR FLAP;"
and later on, at the end of a passage which evidently de-
scribed the dresses of the principal female characters intro-

duced, we have the words :

A\XIA. ? jumper, bobbed liair.

A\A.ncuy. .' red tights."

Nothing in this Act survives in a legible form, but in Act II.

we are slightly more fortunate:

" SCENE. Downing Street
(it begins). Enter mixed Chonis

of private secretaries, female shorthand writers and re-

presentatives of the Press, followed by Sir HOBEHT
NOUNS, Mr. JtoBEitT WILLIAMS and Mi: SMILLIE."

What happens after this I can only roughly surmise, but
most probably Mr. SMILLIE proves false to Britannia and
flirts for some time with Anarchy, egged on by Mr. WILLIAMS
and urged by Sir EGBERT HORNE to return to his earlier
flame. At any rate, after a little, the handwriting grows
clearer, and I read :

"Mi: SMILLIE (striking the pavement irilli Jtis pick).
We mean to strike.

Chonis. " He means to strike, he means to strike,
Bash man ! Did ever you hear the like

Of what he has just asserted ?

Living is dear enough now, on my soul,
What will it be when we can't get coal ?

PRIME MINISTER (entering suddenly).
This strike must be averted.

"

There seems to have been some doubt as to how the
PIUMK MINISTER'S entrance should be effected, for at this

point we get the marginal note: "
? From door of No. 10.

' On wings. ? Trap door. ? Hiding St. Bernard Dog."
But the difficulty was evidently settled, and the Chorus

jegins again :

"
Oh, here is the wizard from Wales
The wonderful wizard from Wales,

The British Prime Minister,

MR. WILLIAMS. Subtle and sinister.

Chorus. Oh, no ! That is only your fancy.
Disputes he can manage and check;
All parties respond to bis beck.

MR. WILLIAMS. He talks through the back of his neck !

Chorus. When he talks through the back of his neck
We call it his neck-romancy."

Of the arguments used by Mr. LLOYD GEORGE after this

pirited encouragement no record remains but the following
)assage :

" My dear Mr. SMILLIE,
We value you highly
Howe'er so ferociously raven you.

We must find a way out,
And we shall do, no doubt,

If we only explore every avenue.

Chorus. Yes, please, do explore every avenue.

[Exeunt Mr. LLOYD GEORGE and Mr. SMILLIE arm-
in-arm, li. (? followed by St. Bernard) and return
C. Exeunt L. and return C. again, and so on.
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A PROSPECTIVE JONAH :>

THE CAPTAIN (to Sir Etc GK DKS ).
"I SOMETIMKS WoNDKH VHKTHKH A MAN OF YOfR

ABILITY OUGHT NOT TO FIND A BETTER OPENING."

[It is rumoured that the Ministry of Transport is to have a limited existence.]
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Chorus. Oh, have you explored every avenue ?
"

Apparently they have, for later on we get
"PRIME MINISTER. Then why should you want to strike

When the Government saves your faces ?
You can get more pay when you like
On the larger output basis."

And the Chorus of course chimes in :

"
They can get more pay when they like
On the larger output basis."

And there is a note at the side :

" Chorus to wave arms uv-
rds and outwards, indicating increasedproduction ofcoal"
It seems to have been at some time after this, and pro-

bably in Act III., that Titterby went, if I may put it so
vulgarly, oft the hooks. I think he must have got on to

conference between the mineowners and the represen-
itives of the miners, and struggled until the gas became

,00 thick for him. At any rate, after several unreadable
pages, the following unhappy fragment stands out clear--

Chorus of Minemvners (pointing at him).
Ruffled hair requires, I ween,

Something
in the brilliantine

Or else in the pomatum line.
H<>\v shall \vc devise a halm
Mr. SMILLIE'S locks to calm ?

Hullo ! here comes the Datum-Line !

Enter Datum- Line. (? can Datum-Line be personified'}
? comic. ? check trousers. ? red whiskers.)

"

Nothing more has been written, and it must have been
at this point, I suppose, that Titterby got up and assaulted
his piano. It all seems very sad. EVOE.

CONSOLATION.
You may be very ugly and freckledy and small
And have a little stubby nose that 's not a nose at all

;You may be bad at spelling and you may be worse at sums,You may have stupid fingers that your Nanna says are
thumbs,

And lots of things you look for you may never, never find,
-but it you love the fairies you don't mind.

You may be rather frightened when you read of wolves and
bears

Or when you pass the cupboard-place beneath the attic
stairs

;

You may not always like it when thunder makes a noise
lliat seems so much, much bigger than little girls and boys ;You may feel rather lonely when you waken in the night,

it if the fames love you it 's all right. R. P.

" I trust it may be sufficient to convince readers that Mr. Chesterton is

continued at foot of next column."

. . Sunday Paper.

/i!? J;
ever -re irnng problem of where to put the rest

oi Mr. CHESTERTON has been solved.
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THE LITTLE MOA
(nit/1 hnir much it ix).

I n.\\ K hein reading a lot about

Polynesia lately, and the conclusion

has been forced upon me that dining out

in that neighbourhood might bo rather

nfusing to a stranger.

Imagine yourself at one of these

Antipodean functions. Your host is

iled at the head of the table with a

large fowl before him. Looking pleas-

antly in your direction he says:
" Will you have a little moa '.'

"

Not, being well up in the subject of

exotic fauna you will be tempted to

make one of the following replies:

(1) (With Mice in U'oiulerltnul in

your mind)
" How can I possibly have

more when I haven't had anything at

all yet ?
"

(2)
"
Yes, please, a lot more, or just

a little more," as capacity and appetite
dictate.

(3)
" No, thank you."

The objection to reply No. 1 is that

\ cause unpleasantness, or your
host may retort,

" I didn't ask you if

you would have a little more moa," and
thus increase your embarrassment.
No. 2 is a more suitable rejoinder,

but probably No. 3 is the safest reply,
as some of these big birds require a lot

of mastication.

In the event of your firing off No. 3,

your host glances towards the hostess

and says
" Oo, then

"
(pronounced

" oh-oh ").

To your startled senses comes the

immediate suggestion,
" Is the giver of

the feast demented, or is he merely
rude?

"

Just as you are meditating an excuse

for leaving the table and the house, your
hostess saves the situation by saying

sweetly,
" Do let me give you a little

oo," playfully tapping with a carving-
knife the breastbone of a winged crea-

ture recumbent on a dish in front of her

It gradually dawns upon you thai

you are among strange birds quite out-

side the pale of the English Game Laws
and that you will have to take a sport-

ing chance.

While you are still in the act o:

wavering the son of the house says
"
Try a little huia."

If you like the look of this specimen
of Polynesian poultry you signify youi

acceptance in the customary manner

otherwise, in parliamentary phrase

ology, "The Oos have it."

For my own part I fancy that, unless

or until some of these unusual fowls

are extinct, I shall not visit Polynesia
but rest content with Purley. Oui

dinner-parties may be dull, but at leas

one knows one's way about among tin

dishes.

feJ-ttp Ouner (tolioliday Artist). "CnxSMiNo, MY DEAB YOUNG LADY CHABMIMO

WITH ONE IMPOBTAXT OMISSION. YOU 'VB FOBOOTTtK TO PIT IS TH: NOTICK OH TIIK

TKKE."

A BALLAD OF THE EARLY WORM.

THE gentle zephyr lightly blows

Across the dewy lawn,

And sleepily the rooster crows,

"Beloved, it is dawn."

The little worms in bed below

Can hear their father wince,

While, up above, a feathered foe

Is busy making mince.

In vain they seize his slippery tail

And try to pull him back;

It makes their little cheeks turn pale

To hear his waistband crack.

They draw him down and crowd

around ;

Their tears bespeak their love;

For part of him is underground
And part lias gone above.

But not for long does sorrow seize

The subterranean mind.

For father grows another piece
In front or else behind.

And now lie's up before the dawn,

Long ere the world has stirred.

A i:. I eats his breakfast on the lawn

Before the early bird.

When the Young Lead the Young.

"L*dy Nurse or Nur .xs (young)
wanted for pott near Vcii'tnur. I.W.. for boy

21 years. Experience, similar age, and happy

disposition essential." Weekly I'aptr.

" Oxford, Tuesday.
The Royal Commission on Oxford and Cam-

bridge Universities began its Oxford session

this afternoon in tho Extermination School*."

Daily Paper.

Absii oinen !
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THE CONSPIRATORS.
11.

MY DKAR CHARLES, The Third Inter-

nut ional is not n Rugby football match.

It is a corporation of t (misters whose

prospectus announces that it will very

shortly have your blood, having firs! in-

quired exclusive rights in your money
lla\<' you two acres and u row '.' Have

you seven pounds three and threepence
in the Post-Office Savings Bank ? Have

you any blood ? Very well, then ;
THIS

CONCEHXS YOU.

There was a meeting of shareholders

in Moscow as recently as July last

The Chairman said :

" Gentlemen I beg

your pardon, Comrades, I am happy
to be able to report promising develop-
ments. Our main enterprise in Russia

for technical reasons with which I will

not now trouble you, is not for the mo-
ment profit-producing ; but we have
been able to promote some successfu

ventures abroad. In all parts of the

civilised world and Ireland we may
anticipate a distribution of assets in the

near future." And among those assets

to be parcelled out are, I may say, yom
acres, your cow, your savings and your-
self.

There followed a meeting of the
Executive Committee (I wish they
would avoid that tactless word " execu-

tive," don't you?). Simple and brisk

instructions were drafted for foreign

agents, bidding them get on with it and
not spare themselves, or in any case not

spare anyone else. These were inscribed
on linen, which was folded over, with
the writing inside, and neatly hemmed.
Shortly afterwards a number of earnest

young men wearing tall collars and an
air of exaggerated innocence sought to
cross various frontiers and were sur-

prised and offended when rough and
rude officials stole their collars and set

about taking them to pieces.
I hate to speak slightingly of anyone,

but these world-revolutionaries have no
business to be so young. According to

my view a professor of anarchy and as-

sassination ought to be a man of middle-

age with stiff stubble on his chin. He
has no business to be a pale and per-
spiring youth, tending to long back hair
and apt to be startled by the slightest
sound when he is alone. And what a
lot of them write poetry, and such poetry
too ! That is the manner of the man
who is going to seize your house and
usurp your cow, while you will be

lucky if you are allowed a place on a
perch in your own fowl-house.
We had an opportunity of seeing

hem in procession when a consignment
>f these world-revolutionaries drove off
n state from Berne about the time of
he Armistice. I told you, last week,

that we had a Legation of them, verj

kindly lent by the Moscow manage
ment, and I also told you that oui

Italian juggler had let us into the secret

of their midnight lucubrations, of whicl

we had duly informed the officials inter

ested in such matters. We had front

places when the motor lorry called foi

thorn and the military escort arrived to

assist all the passengers to take, and

keep, their seats. Into the lorry were

packed the Minister Plenipotentiary
and Envoy Extraordinary, the Charge
d'Affaires, the First Secretary, the

Second Secretary, the Third Secretary
the Legal and Spiritual Advisers and

the Lady Typist. Their features wore
not easy to distinguish ; when the Bol-

shevists assume dominion over us they
will not nationalize our soap. One
or two fell out, but were carefully re-

placed by willing hands and bayonets ;

and so home.
Now that is a sight you don't often

see : a Diplomatique Corps being re-

turned to store in a motor lorry. The

disappointing thing about them was
that, for all their fiery propaganda and
for all their drastic resolutions, never
a one of them produced s much as

a squib-cracker. The only people to

derive any excitement from the affair

were the small children, who took it

for a circus.

The best they could do for us was a

general strike. What all this had to do
with trades or unions nobody seemed
to know, least of all the workers. But
there was an attractive sound about
the then novel phrase,

" Direct Action,"
and it gave a sense of useful business
to that otherwise over-portly word,
"Proletariat." And thelocal politicians,

promised good jobs in LENIN'S millenn-

ium, made great use of the phrase,
"
Dictatorship of the Proletariat." Thus

many an honest workman joined in

under the belief that it meant an
extra hour's holiday on Saturdays, an
ixtra hour in bed on Mondays and an
ixtra bob or two of wages.
While it lasts, even a bloodless revo-

ution can be very tiresome
; almost as

disquieting as a general election . Every-
body who isn't revoluting is mobilised
';o keep the revolution from being mo-
.ested. There are no trams, because the
Irivers are demonstrating ;

no shops,
>ecause the shopmen are mobilised

; no
anything, because everyone is out watch-

ng the fun. So you go into the square
;o watch also. You see little groups of

evolutionaries looking sullen and la-

wriously class-hating. You see a lot of
wldiers looking very ordinary but try-
ng not to. The riff-raff scowl at the
3oldiers, who are ordered out to shoot
it them. The soldiers scowl at the riff-

aff at whom they are ordered not to

shoot. And, for some reason which the

experts have not yet fathomed, it ahva \s

pours with rain.

When we had succeeded in persuad-
ing the soldier who was posted to guard
our hotel that we were not the prole-
tariat and might safely be let pass, we
found a gathering of inside-knowledge
people discussing the situation. The
Government ought to have known all

about it long before how the Bolshev-
ists were stirring up trouble. "

They
die!," said we; " we told them." There
was a silence at this, but a smile on the
face of the audience which we at first

mistook for incredulity. We referred

darkly to our private information, de-

rived, as I told you in my last, from the
Italian juggler.

" Did lie do juggling
tricks with your ink-pots too ?

"
asked the

French element. " How much money
did i/o/i. give him ?

"
asked all the other

elements. " And I suppose he also told

you," said the Italian officer,
" that he

had no confidence in his own people
and that the British alone enjoyed his

respect '?

"

At this moment the Americans came
and asked us to quit arguing and

attend while they told us how they had
unearthed the great plot. . . . When
together we reckoned up the Italian

juggler's net takings we realised that it

is an ill revolution which brings :

one any good.
Yours ever, HENRY.

(To be continued.)

no

CUBBIN' THRO' THE RYE.
[Suggested by a recently reported incident

n the Midlands, when a pack divided, one
)art getting out of hand and running among
standing crops.]

GIN a body meet a body
Cubbin' thro' the rye,

Gin a body tell a body,
" Seed 'em in full cry,"

Useless then to blame the puppies,
Useless too to lie ;

Whippers-in can't always stop
'em,

Even when they try.

Gin a body meet a body
Cubbin' thro' the rye,

What a body calls a body
Dare I say ? not I

;

Farmers get distinctly stuffy,
Neither are they shy,

And Masters, when they 're really
rattled,

Sometimes make reply.

Brave News for Pussyfoot.
" A good many Church-people at home have

icon pressing teetotalism, and are now press-
ng Prohibition, and it is possible that they
nay succeed about the time when the moon
grows cold." Weekly Paper.
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THE MAN YOU GIVE A GAME TO.
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THE MYSTERY OF THE APPLE-PIE BEDS.

(/.((ici'.s
fi'i'in a holiday diary.)

I.

AN outrage has occurred in the hotel.

Late on Monday night ten innocent

visitors discovered themselves the pos-
>i'-ors of apple-pie beds. The beds were

not of the offensive hair-brush variety,
but they were very cleverly constructed,

the under-sheet being pulled up in the

good old way and turned over at the top
as if it were the top-sheet.

I had one myself. The lights go out

at eleven and I got into bed in the dark.

\Ylien one is very old and has not been

to school for a long time or had an

apple-pie bed for longer still, there is

somethingvery uncanny in the sensation,

especially if it is dark. I did not like it

at all. My young
brother-in-law, Denys,
laughed immoderately
in the other bed at my
flounderings and im-

precations. He did

not have one. I sus-

pect him. . . .

ii.

Naturally the hotel

is very much excited.

It is the most thril-

ling event since the

mixed foursomes. No-

thing else has been dis-

cussed since breakfast.

Ten people had beds
and about ten people
are suspected. The

really extraordinary
thing is that numbers
of people seem to sus-

pect me ! That is the
worst of being a pro-
fessional humourist

;

everything is put down to you. When I
was accompanying Mrs. F. to-day she

suddenly stopped fiddling and said hotly
that someone .had been tampering with
her violin. I know she suspected me.

Fortunately, however, I have a very
good answer to this apple -

pie bed
charge. Eric says that his bed must
have been done after dinner, and I was
to be seen at the dance in the lounge
all the evening. I have an alibi.

Besides I had a bed myself; surely
they don't believe that even a pro-
fessional humourist could be so bursting
with humour as to make himself an
ipple-pie bed and not make one for his
brother-in-law in the same room! It
would be too much like overtime.
But they say that only shows my

cleverness. .

mind. But the Barkers had two, and

the Barkers are a respected middle-

aged couple, and nobody could possibly
make them apple-pie beds who did not

know them very well. That shows you
it can't have been me I me that

shows you I couldn't have done it. I

have only spoken to them once.

They say Mr. Barker was rather

annoyed. He has rheumatism and
went to bed early. Mrs. Barker dis-

covered about her bed before she got
in, but she didn't let on. She put out

the candle and allowed her lord to get
into his apple-pie in the dark. I think

I shall like her.

They couldn't find the matches. I

believe he was quite angry. . . .

IV.

I suspect Denys and Joan. They

unanswerable problem is, who could
have dared to make the Barkers' apple-
pie beds ? And the answer is, nobody

except the Barkers.
And there must have been a lady in.

it, it was so neatly done. Everybody
says no man could have done it. So
that shows you it couldn't have been
me I myself. . . .

VI.

I suspect Mr. Winthrop. Mr. Win-
throp is fifty-three. He has been in
the hotel since this time last year, and
he makes accurate forecasts of the
weather. My experience is that a man
who makes accurate forecasts of the
weather may get up to any devilry.
And he protests too much. He keeps
coming up to* me and making long
speeches to prove that he didn't do it.

But I never said he
did. Somebody else

started that rumour,
but of course bethinks
that I did. That comes
of being a professional
humourist.
But I do believe he

did it. You see he is

fifty-three and doesn't

dance, so he had the
whole evening to do it

"KlOHT-O. IF VEB WANTS A FIGHT I 'jl READY. AN' AS WE '\'E ONLY ONE PAIR
o' GLOVES, AN' YOU 'EE THE YOUNGEST, I 'LL BE A SPORT AN' LET YOU WEAR 'EM."

III.

Then there is the question of the
Barkers. Most of the victims were
young people, who could not possibly

are engaged, and people in that state
are capable of anything. Neither of

them had one, and they were seen slip-

ping upstairs during the dance. They
say they went out on the balcony a

pretty story. . . .

v.

I suspect the Barkers. You know,
that story about Mrs. B. letting Mr.
B. get into his without warning him
was pretty thin. Can you imagine an
English wife doing a thing of that kind ?

If you can it ought to be a ground for
divorce under the new Bill. But you
can't.

Then all that stuff about the rheu-
matism clever but unconvincing. Mr.
Barker stayed in his room all the next
morning when the aicku-ai'd questions
irciv beimj asked. Not well; oh, no!
But he was down for lunch and con-

ducting for a glee-party in the drawing-
room afterwards, as perky and active
as a professional. Besides, the really

m.

To-night we are. go-

ing to have a Court
of Inquiry. . . .

vn.

We have had the

inquiry. I was judge.
I started with Denys
and Joan in the dock,
as I thought we must
have somebody there

and it would look

better if it was some-

body in the family. The first witness
was Mrs. Barker. Her evidence was
so unsatisfactory that I had to have
her put in the dock too. So was Mr.
Barker's. I was sorry to put him in

the dock, as he still had rheumatics.
But he had to go.

So did Mr. Winthrop. I had no

qualms about him. For a man of his

age to do a thing like that seems to me
really deplorable. And the barefaced
evasiveness of his evidence! He simply
could not account for his movements
during the evening at all. When I

asked him what he had been doing at

9.21, and where, he actually said he
didn't knoic.

Bather curious very few people can
account for their movements, or anyone
else's. In most criminal trials the wit-

nesses remember to a minute, years
after the event, exactly what time they
went upstahc and when they passed
the prisoner in the lounge, but nobody
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THE END OF THE SEASON.
Sympathetic Friend. "Wfci.L, YOU'VE LAID JIKU tr NMCELY FOR THB WISTER, ASTHOW.

seems to remember anything in this

affair. No doubt it will come in time.

The trial was very realistic. I was
able to make one or two excellent ju-

dicial jokes. Right at the beginning I

said to the prosecuting counsel, "What
is an apple-pie bed ?

"
and when he had

explained I said with a meaning look,
" You mean that the bed was not in

upjilc-pie order ?
"
Ha, ha ! Everybody

laughed heartily. . . .

VIII.

In my address to the jury of matrons
I was able to show pretty clearly that

tke crime was the work of a gang. I

proved that Denys and Joan must have

done the bulk of the dirty work, under

the tactical direction of the Barkers,

who did the rest ;
while in the back-

ground was the sinister figure of Mr.

Winthrop, the strategical genius, the

lurking Macchiavelli of the gang.
The jury were not long in considering

their verdict. They said: "We find,

your Lordship, that you did it yourself,
with some lady or ladies unknown."
That comes of being a professional

humourist. . . .

IX.

I ignored the verdict. I addressed

the prisoners very severely and sen-

tenced them to do the Chasm hole from

6.0 A.M. to 6.0 P.M. every day for a

week, to take out cards and play out

every stroke. " You, Winthrop," I

said,
" with your gentlemanly cunning,

your subtle pretensions of righteous-
ness

"
But there is no space for

that, . . .

x.
'

As a matter of fact the jury were

quite right. In company with a lady
who shall be nameless I did do it. At

least, at one time I thought I did. Only
we have proved so often that somebody
elsedidit, wehavoshown soconclusively
that we can't have done it, that we find

ourselves wondering if we really did.

Perhaps we didn't.

If we did we apologise to all concerned

except, of course, to Mr. Winthrop.
I suspect him. A. P. H.

MIXED METEOROLOGICAL MAXIMS.

(By a Student of Psychology.)

WHEN the glass is high and steady
For domestic broils be ready.

When the glass is low and jerky

Then look out for squalls in Turkey.
When the air is dull and damp
Keep your eye on Mr. CBAMP.

When the air is clt-:u- and dry

On BOB WILLIAMS keep your eye.

When it 's fine and growing finer

Keep your eye upon the miner.

When it's wet and growing wetter

'Twill be worse before it 's better.

When the tide is at its ebb

Fix your gaze on SIPNKY WI:HI<.

When the tide is at high level

Modernists discuss the Devil.

Floods upon the Thames or Kcmu-t
Stimulate the brain of BENNETT;
While a waterspout foretells

Fresh activities in WKI.LB.

When it 's calm in the Atlantic

Gooseberries become gigan:
\\ heg it 's rough in the Pacific

Laying hens are less prolific.
When the clouds are moving largo
Tin-re is no restraining MAKOOT.
When their movement is eon

'Ware CHIOZZA MONKY (I>x>)!
When the sun is bright but spotty
Diarists become more dotty.
When the sun is dim and hazy

^ts become more crazy.
When the nights are calm and still

t travels GARVIN'B quill.

When the blizzard's blast is hissing
HKPINGTON is reminiscing.

If you ponder well these lines

You can read the weather signs
In accordance with the rule

Binding both on sage and fool :

Anything in mortal ken

May bffall us anyichen.

Commercial Importunity.
" SERVICES! Dozens other cats av..

1,500 to JE50. Call ml m-iilt u- ."

.!/< '/<>r Journal.

More Visions of the Uneen.
"The roads arc peculiarly situated, and are

dangerous not only because Uioy are main
cross roads, but also on account of tho hidden

view they afford of each other." LoeoJ Paper.
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Teacher. "AND WHAT DOES ff MEAN?" Pupil (after mature deliberation).
" Fif.iii'-Frjnr."

THE DEVOTED LOVER.
["Loiterers will be treated as trespassers." Notice on Tube Station.']

No longer laud, my Jane, the ancient wooer
Who for the favours of his ladye fayre

Would sally forth to strafe the evil-doer

Or beard the dragon in his inmost lair ;

Find it no more, dear heart, a ground for stray tiffs

Because, forsooth, you can't detect in me
A tendency to go out whopping caitiffs

Daily from ten till three.

.He proved himself in his especial fashion,

Daring the worst to earn a lover's boon,
But I, no less than he a prey to passion,
Faced risks as great this very afternoon,

When at the Tube a long half-hour I waited

(In fond obedience to your written beck)
Where loiterers, it practically stated,
Would get it in the neck.

The liftmen who from time to time ascended
To spill their loads (in which you had no part)

Regarded me with eagle eyes intended
To lay the touch of terror on my heart

;

But through a wait thus perilously dreary
My spirits drooped not nor my courage flinched ;

" She cometh not," I merely sighed,
" I 'in weary

And likely to be pinched."

You came at last, long last, to end my fretting,
And now you know how your devoted bard

Faced for your sake the risk of fine or getting
An unaccustomed dose of labour (hard) ;

Harbour no more that idiotic notion

That love to-day is unromantic, flat ;

Gave Lancelot such a proof of his devotion,
Did Galahad do that '.'

PAMELA'S ALPHABET.
Scene. A DOMESTIC INTERIOR.

Pamela's father, in one armchair, is making a praiseworthy

effort to absorb an article in a review on " The Future of
British Finance." In another armchair Pamela's mother
is doing some sort of mending. Pamela herself, stretched

upon the heartliruy, is reading aloud interesting extracts

from a picture-book.

Pamela (in a cheerful sing-song). A for Donkey ; B for

Dicky.
Her. Father. What sort of dicky ?

,
Pamela (examining the illustration more closely). All

ugly black, bissect for his blue mouf.

Her Mother (instructively). Not blue; yellow. And it's

a beak, not a mouth.
Pamela. I calls it a mouf. He's eating wiv it. (With

increasing disfavour) A poor little worm he's eating.
Don't like him

;
he 's crool. (She turns the page hurriedly

and continues) C for Pussy ;
D for Mick.

[This is the name of the family mongrel. Thai the

'picture represents an absolutely thoroughbred collie

matters nothing to Pamela. She spends some time in

admiring Mick, then rapidly siceeps over certain illus-

trations that fail to attract.

Pamela (stopping at the sight of a web-footed fowl, tri-

umphantly). G for Quack-quack.
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THE PRINCE COMES HOME,
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MORE OUTLINES OF HISTORY.
Sailor. "\\'E HAVE JUST SEEN SOME ORANGE-I-EEL AND RANANA-BKIXS FLOATING ox THE BTAUBOARD, SIB."

Colliwbns. "WAS THERE ANY CHEWING-GUM? "
Sailor. "No, SlB."

Columbus. "THEN IT MUST BE TIIK WK.ST INDIES WE 'BE COMING TO, AHD I'D HOPED IT WAS GOING TO BE AMERICA."

Her Father. Oh, come, Pamela, that 's not a quack-quack ;

that 's a goose. It makes quite a different noise.

[Anticipating an immediate demand for a goose's noise

lie clears his throat nervously.
Pamela (with authority). This one isn't making any noise.

It's jus' thinking. (Her father accepts the correction and
swallows again.) H for Gee-gee. Stupid gee-gee.
Her Father. Why stupid ?

Pamela. 'Acos its tail looks silly.

Her Father (glancing at the tail, which bears some resem-

blance to an osprey's feather). You 're right ;
it does.

Her Mother. I wonder whether it 's wrong to let children

get accustomed to bad drawings ?

Her Father. Pamela doesn't get accustomed she criti-

cises. If it weren't for a silly tail here, a stupid face there,

her critical faculty might lie for ever dormant.

Pamela (liar ing turned over four or five pages with one

gras2> of the hand, as if determined to suppress the unsatis-

factory horse). B for Bunny.
Her Mother. No, dear, Babbit. B for .Rabbit. B for Bunny.
Pamela (gently). No ;

B is for Dicky. The ugly dicky wiv

the blue mouf.
Hi- 1- Father (rashly). The blackbird.

Pamela (conscious of superior knowledge). That isn't its

name. That 's what it looks like, all black ; but its name

is Dicky. B for Dicky.
Her Father. Well, have it your own way. What does

S stand for?

Pamela (turning to the likeness of an elderly quadruped,
with great assurance). Baa-lamb!
Her Father. Sometimes we call baa-lambs sheep.

Pamela. I don't.

Her Father. You will when you grow older.

Pamela. I won't be any older, not for ever so long. No;

till next birfday. (Pushing her book mi-ay and assuming an
air of extreme infancy) Tirod of reading. Want a piggy-
back, please !

lt> i Father (firmly taking up his review again). Not just
now. I 'm busy with a picture-book.

I reproachful silence falls ii]-i the room.

Pamela (presently, in a mournful chant). A for Dun-key.
B for Dicky

The Scene closes.

FLOWKKS- NAMES.
Cnow'8-FooT.

HAVE you noticed that the splendid dreams, the l>est dreams
that there are,

Come always in the darkest nights without a single star?

When the 'moonless nights are blackest the best dreams
are about ;

I '11 toll you why that should bo so and how I found it out.

There's a bird who comes at night-time, and underneath

his wings,
All warm and soft and feathery, lie tiny fairy thing-;

He spreads his wings out widely (you see them, not the dark)
And you hear the fairies whispering,

" Hush! hush!
" " I '11

tell you !

" " Hark !

"

The bird is black and feathery, but his feet are made of gll ,

He chiefly comes in summer-time, for fairies hate the cold ;

And if the nights are velvet-dark and full of summer airs

Ho lingers till the sun creeps up and finds him unawares.

And so you '11 see in summer-time, when all the dew is wet,

The footprints of his golden claws maybe will linger yet ;

The little golden flower-buds will gleam like golden grain,

And if you pick and cherish them perhaps you '11 dream again.
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"HAVE YOU EVEB BEEN UP IN AN AEROPLANE, GlUNDPA ?
"

'No, MY BOY NOT YET."

HONOURS EASY.
i.

NOT very long ago the following
advertisements appeared in the same
column of Tlie Southshire Daily Gazette :

"
Lost, a pure black Pekinese dog, wearing a

silver badge marked ' Cherub.' Handsome
reward offered. F. B., Grand Hotel, Bright-
bourne."

"
Found, a black Pekinese, wearing a silver

badge marked ' Cherub.' No reward required.
The Limes, Cheviot Eoad, Brightbourne."

II.

On the same morning the paper was
opened and scanned almost simultane-

ously by Mrs. Frederick Bathurst in
the sitting-room which she and her
husband occupied at the Grand Hotel,
and by Mr. Hartley Friend in the

morning-room at "The Limes."
"
Oh, Fred," exclaimed Mrs. Bathurst,

" Cherub has been found. He 's all

safe at a house called ' The Limes,' in
Cheviot Eoad. Isn't that splendid ?

"

"
Very good news," said her husband.

"
I told you not to worry."" It 's a direct answer to prayer,"

saicl Mrs. Bathurst. "But "

But what ?
"

her husband inquired." But I do wish you had taken my
advice not to offer any reward. You

might so easily have left it open.
People aren't so mercenary as all that.

It stands to reason that anyone staying
at an hotel like this and bringing a

dog with them always an expensive
thing to do and valuing it enough to

advertise its loss, would behave pro-

perly when the time came."
" I don't know," Mr. Bathurst replied.

" Does anything stand to reason? The

ordinary dog-thief, holding up an animal
to ransom, might be deterred from re-

turning it if no mention of money was
made. You remember we decided on
that."

"
Oh, no, I don't think so. You

merely had your way again, that was
all. I was always against offering a
reward. And the word ' handsome

'

too.

In any case I never agreed to that.

You put that in later. Another thing,"
Mrs. Bathurst continued,

" I knew it

in some curious way in my bones, as

they say that the fineness of Cherub's

nature, its innocence, its radiant friend-

liness, would overcome any sordidness
in the person who found him, poor dar-

ling, all lost and unhappy. No one
who has been much with that simple
sweet character could fail to be the
better for it."

Mr. Bathurst coughed.
" That is so ?

"
his wife persisted.

"
Well," said Mr. Bathurst, after

helping himself to another egg,
" let us

hope so, at any rate."
" It 's gone beyond mere hope," said

his wife triumphantly.
" Listen to

this ;

"
and she read out the sentence

from the second advertisement,
" ' No

reward required.' There," she added,
"
isn't that proof ? 1 11 go round to

Cheviot Eoad directly after breakfast

and say how grateful we are, and bring
the darling back."

in.

Meanwhile at " The Limes
"

Mr.

Hartley Friend was pacing the room
with impatient steps.

" I do wish you would try to be less

impulsive," he was saying to his wife.
"
Anything in the nature of business

you would be so much wiser to leave

to me."
" What is it now? "

Mrs. Friend asked

with perfect placidity.
"This dog," said her husband,

" that

fastened itself on you in this deplorable

way whatever possessed you to rush

into print about it ?
"

" Of course I rushed, as you say.
Think of the feelings of the poor woman
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who has lost her pet. It was the Only
kind thing to do."

" ' I'oor \\omaii
'

indeed ! I assure

\ou she's nothing of the sort. One
would think you were a millionaire t<

dling out benefactions like this.

'e\\ard iv(|nirid.' Fancy not even

asking for the price of the advertise-

ment !o In: refund'
"

I Silt that would have been so

iqualid."
' '

Sipialid !

'

I've no patience with

you. Justice isn't squalor. It 's it 's

justice. As for your 'poor woman,'
[iaton (f, this." And ho read out the

irst advertisement with terrible

emphasis on the words " Handsome
leward offered." "Do you hear that

handsome '?
"

"
Yes, I hear," said his wife amiably ;

" but that isn't my idea of making
money."

"
1 hope you don't suppose it's mine,"

said her husband. "But there is such
a thing as common sense. Why on
earth the accident of this little brute

following us home should run us into

the expense of an advertisement and a
n amount of food and drink 1 'm

hanged if I can see."

"Well, dear," said his wife with the
same amiability, "if you can't see it I

can't make you."
IV.

A few minutes later the arrival of " a

lady who's come for the Peek" was
announced.

"
No," said Mr. Friend as his wife

rose,
" leave it to me. I '11 deal with

it. The situation is very delicate."
" How can I thank you enough," be-

gan Mrs. Bathurst,
" for being so kind

and generous about our little angel ?

My husband and I agreed that nothing
more charmingly considerate can ever
have been done."

At this point Mrs. Friend followed
her husband into the roorru and Mrs.
Bathurst renewed her expressions of

gratitude.
" But at any rate," she added to her,

will permit me to defray the cost

of the advertisement ? I could not allow

you to be at that expense."
Before Mrs. Friend could speak her

husband intervened. "
No, madam,"

he said, "I couldn't think of it. Please
don't let the mention of money vulgar-
ize a little friendly act like this. We
are only too glad to have been the
means of reuniting you and your pet."

E. V. L.

" Rufford Abbey is, of course, a wonderful
old i>hici', and all the front, from gable to

gable, is genuine tenth-century, built in 1139."

Sunday Times.

It looks as if the ca' canny idea was
not so new as we 'lu'Ught it.

|V

Lady with Pram (who hat been pointing out to neiccomer the btauliet of Hit neiyhlour
hood, where a strike is threatened). "THAT'S OWE OF THB 'Or 'Eju."

AT THE PLAY.
" EVERY WOMAN'S PRIVILEGE."

WHEN Dahlia refused the hand of a

wealthy middle-aged nut, with faultless

Knickerbockers and a gift for lucu-

jrated epigrams, preferring to throw in

ler lot (platonically) with a young and
jenniless social reformer, we took no
lotice of those who feared a scandal

scandals are not what they were," as

she said), nor of the girl's assertion

hat she had no use for the alleged
romance of marriage. We were con-

ident that the little god whose image,
with bow and arrow, stood in the garden
of Dahlia's ancestral home, would put
hings right for us in the end. Yet we
were not greatly annoyed when he made
a mess of his business and married her

,o the wrong man : for in the mean-

time such strange things had been
allowed to occur and the right man
had proved such a disappointment that

we didn't much care what happened to

anybody.
It was the rejected lover, Mortimer

Jerrold, who conceived two bright ideas

for conquering her independence of

mind, apparently for the benefit of his

rival. First he contrived to get Harold
< i'/.inv, the young socialist, selected as a
candidate for Parliament, hoping (if I

read the gentleman's motive rightly)
that his probable failure would touch
the place where her heart should have
been. This scheme did not go very
well, for he was chosen to contest the

seat held by Dahlia's own father (which
caused a lot of trouble), and in the

result beat him.

Meanwhile Jerrold had had an alter-
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native brain- wave. He thought tlia

if lie pinched the latchkey of Dahlia

Hlooinslmry Hat, broke in at night, an

made a show of assaulting lier modest

he could prove to her that she was onl

a poor weak woman after all. Nothing
\ , Hi would say. could well have been mor

stupid. Yet, according to Mr. HASTING

TritxK.u's showing (and who were w
to challenge his authority '.')

it came oil

We were, in fact, asked to believe tlia

a girl who had protested her freedoi:

from all sense of sex was suddenly niad

conscious of it by the violence of a mat

whose advances, when decently con

ducted, had left her cold ; and from tha

moment developed an inclination t<

marry him. An assault by a tramp o

an apache would apparently have servei

almost as well for the purpose. If thi

is
"
Every Woman's Privilege

"
it i

fortunate that so few of them get tb

chance of exercising it.

Miss MARIE; LOHR herself came ver
well out of a play that can hardly adc

to the author's reputation. Her per

sonality lent itself to a part whicl

demanded a blend of feminine charn
with a boyish contempt for romance
And she had a few good things to say
It was not Mr. HALLARD'S fault if he
failed to win our perfect sympathy for

a hero whom the heroine addressed as
"
Spats." As for Mr. BASIL RATHBONE

who played the part of Harold Glaive
I cannot imagine why he took it on

Apart from his timorous declaration ol

love, conveyed on a typewriter, there
was no colour in it, and nothing what-
ever to show why his passion petered out .

I think that the author, in his surprise at
the success of Harold's rival, must have

forgotten all about it. Mr. HERBERT
Ross was excellent as Dahlia's father,
a pleasantly futile baronet under the
thumb of a sour-tongued managing
female, an old-fashioned part in which
Miss HELEN Ecus has nothing to learn.
Miss VANE FEATHERSTON, as the lady
who finally absorbed the baronet, did
her little gratuitous piece all right.

I cannot get myself to believe that
all these intelligent actors are under
any illusion as to the merits of the

comedy. With the best wishes in the
world for the success of Miss MARIE
LOHH'S enterprises, I am bound to re-

gard it as yet another instance of a play
where the attractions of the leading
part have a little deranged the judgment
of the actor-manager. 0. S.

" THE CROSSING."

Mr. ALGERNON BLACKWOOD and Mr.
BERTRAM FOUSYTH (assisted by Mr.
DONALD CAI.THBOP) present to us in
The Crowing a certain Mr. Anthony
Grmihrno, a princely egotist of the
poetic-idealist type who gets up on the

hearth-rug and says to his family,
"

;un a humanitarian before everything,
and things like that, and then wonder

why his wife is estranged from him

He has a daughter, Nixie, who is not ok

enough to know how bad all this is, an

together they hear the wind singing

glees without words (or in Volapuk
but anyway not intelligible to us poo
normals), a thing Mr. ALGERNON BLACK
WOOD has been doing or pretending ti

do for years without once taking me in

Anthony is run over and (as we say
dies. After an extraordinarily tires. >m<

conversation in the morning-room witl

his friend and his son and his mothei

(who are also what people call dead) i

dawns upon him that something cd<

has happened to himself also. His wife

and two children, after his (so-called

Richard Petafor (Mr. HUBEBT HARDEN), the

postle of Materialism and Physical Exercise,
rying to convert Antony Qrimshaw (Mr. HEII-
EBT MARSHALL), the believer in Mysticism
nd Armchairs.

leatb, become blissfully happy and set
o work to finish his book, that being,
s they think, his wish. Well, I won-
er. At, any rate in death (as we say)
e was not divided from his egotisms.
One knows well enough, alas, how-

lie temptation to spiritual drug-taking
as grown as the result of the accumu-
ated sorrows of these past years, but
; is not well that such a treatment
f the eternal question should be taken

eriously. Is this sort of thing really
etter than the harp-and-cloud theory ?

t is not. One looked in vain for any
race of real vision, any true sense of the
eight and depth of the problem.
Mr. MARSHALL struggled quite man-

ully with the part of Anthony, and of
ourse he had his moments. I hope
o good a player is not developing the

" actor's pause," of which I detectec

signs. Miss IRENE EOOKE had nothing
in particular to do and did it very well
Mr. HI-BERT HARBEN as the impeniten
profiteer from Lancashire, Anthony',
brother-in-law, was better suited than
I have seen him for some time, anc

provided the very necessary relief. The
precocious children infuriated me, bul

that is purely temperamental. The
actors who played the parts of those who
had " crossed

"
were wrapped in such

an atmosphere of gloom, to the strains
of such meretricious music that (on the

evidence) I can only advise people to
defer their crossing as long as possible,
a thing they will doubtless do, even i!

they have a friendlier feeling to the new
religion than I can command. . . . ]

am afraid I proved a bad sailor. T.

TWO STUDIES IN MUSICAL
CRITICISM.

II '///(
i/i-atcfid acknowledgments to

" The
Time*" inn/ "The Monihif/ L'oxt."

i.

WM had quite a hectic time at the
Philharmonic I nearly wrote the
Phillemonade concert last night, what
with two Czechs, Dabcik and Plof't'skin,
slabs of WAGNER, and Carl Wai brook's
Humorous Variations,

" The Quanglo
Wangle," conducted by Carl himself.
[f the honest truth be told, we sat down
;o the Variations with no more pleasur-
tble anticipation than one sits down with
n the dentist's chair, preparatory to the

application of gags, electric drills and
other instruments of odontological tor-

ure. (Strange, by the way, that no
modernist has translated the horrors
of the modern Tusculum into terms of

sound and fury !)
But we wore most

igreeably surprised to find ourselves

bllowing every one of the forty-nine
Variations with breathless interest. Mr.
kValbrook is indeed a case of the de-
ormed transformed. We found hardly
a trace of the poluphloisboisterous pom"-
>osity with which he used to camou-
iage his dearth of ideas. His main
hemo is shapely and sinuous, and its

reatmont in most of the Variations
itillated us voluptuously. But, since
t is the function of*the critic to criticise,
et us justify our role by noting that the

coring throughout tends to glutinous-
iess, like that of the pre-war Carlsbad
>lum

; further, that a solo on the muted
iola against an accompaniment of six-

een sarrusophones is only effective if

he sarrusophones are prepared to roar
'

e sucking - doves, which, as LEAR
vould have said,

"
they seldom if ever

'o." Still, on the whole the Variations
rrided us vastly.
It was a curious but exhilarating

xperience to hear the Bohemians, the
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THE DREAM OF BLISS.
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Fussy Old Party (who likes to make sure). "AnE you CKRTAIX you GO TO TUNBRIDGE WKLLS?"
Driver (to Conductor) . "'EBE, BILL, WE ARK CAUELESS. SOMEONE MUST HAVK PINCHED THE: NAME-BOAKDS \VUE-:S \vr. \vi

LOOKING."

playboys of Central Europe, interpreted
in the roast-beef-and-plum-pudding
style of the Philharmonic at its beefiest

and plummiest. Dab$ik survived the
treatment fairly well, but poor Ploffskin

was simply stodged under. But they
were in the same boat with RICHARD
the Elder, whose Venusberg music was
given with all the orgiastic exuberance
of a Temperance Band at a Sunday-
School Treat, recalling the sarcastic

jape of old HANS EICHTEU during the
rehearsal of the same work :

" You play
it like teetotalers which you are
not." Yet the orchestra were lavish,
of violent sonority where it was not

required ; the well-meaning but unfor-
tunate Mr. Orlo Jimson, who essayed
the "

Smithy Songs
"

from Siegfried-,

being submerged in a very Niagara of
noise. WAGNER'S scoring no doubt is

"a bit thick," but then he devised a

special
"
spelunk

"
(as BACON says) for

his orchestra to lurk in, and there is

no cavernous accommodation at the
Queen's Hall.

n.

Though fashion considers September
as an unpropitious time for the produc-
tion of novelties, the scheme arranged
for thepatronsof thePhilharmonicCon-
cert last night, under the direction of
Sir Henry Peacham, was successful in

bringing together an audience of emi-
nently respectable dimensions. The

occasion served for the launching under
favourable circumstances of what con-
stituted the chief landmark of the pro-
gramme a set of orchestral variations
with the quaint title of "The Quangle
Wangle," from the prolific pen ol

Mr. Carl Walbrook. It is satisfactory
to be able to record the gratifying fact

that this work met with cordial accept-
ance. In the interests of serious art,
the borrowing of a title from one of the
works of a writer so addicted to levity
as EDWARD LEAR may perhaps bedepre-
cated, but there can be no doubt of the

ingenuity and sprightliness with which
Mr. Walbrook has addressed himself
to, and accomplished, his task: If we
cannot discover in his composition the
manifestation of any pronounced indi-

viduality or high artistic uplift, it none
the less commands the respect due to
the exhibition of a vigorous mentality
combined with a notable mastery of

orchestral resource and mellifluous
modulation. At the conclusion of the

performance Mr. Walbrook was con-
strained to make the transit from the
artistes' room to the platform no fewer
than three times before the applausive
zeal of the audience could be allayed.
The remainder of the scheme was

copious and well-contrived. Pleasur-
able evidence of the friendly interest
shown in the fortunes of the Czecho-
Slovakian Eepublic was forthcoming

in the performance of two works by
composers of that interesting race-

Messrs. Dab^ik and Plofi'skin of

which it may suffice to say that the

temperamental peculiarities of the
Bohemian genius were elicited with

conspicuous brilliancy under the inspir-

ing direction of Sir Henry Peacham. In
a vocal item from Siegfried, Mr. Orlo
Jimson evinced a sympathetic appreci-
ation of the emotional needs of the situ-

ation which augurs favourably for his

further progress, and the powerful
support furnished him by the orchestra
was an important factor in the enjoy-
ment of his praiseworthy efforts. An
almost too vivacious rendering of the

Vcnusherg music brought the scheme to
a strepitous conclusion. It may, how-
ever, be submitted that so realistic an

interpretation of the Pagan revelries

depicted by the composer is hardly in

accordance with the best traditions of

the British musical public.

" There is no such thing as infallibility in
rerum natural." Provincial Paper.

Nor, apparently, in journalistic Latin.

"Reward. Bedroom taken Tuesday, 27th,
Between Holborn and Woburu-place. A basket
ind umbrella left." Daily Paper.

We compliment the victim of this theft

on his courtesy in calling the thieves'

attention to their oversight.
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Ejluiusted War Profiteer. "DEER FORESTS ron THE 'IDLE BICH ' BE BI-OWKD! TUB 'HKW POOR' CAS 'AV 'MM ro MB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE loog-promiied Herbert Bcerbohm Tree (HurcHixsoN),
than which I have expected no book with more impatience,
turns out to be a volume full of lively interest, though
rather an experiment in snap-shot portraiture from various

angles than a full-dress biography. Mr. MAX .BKKKHOHM
has arranged the book, himself contributing a short memoir
of his brother, which, together with what Lady TREE aptly
culls her Reverie, fills some two-thirds of it with the more
intimate view of the subject, the rest being supplied by the

outside appreciations of friends and colleagues. If I were
to sum up my impression of the resulting picture it would
be in the word "

happiness." Not without reason did the

TUBES name a daughter FELICITY. Here was a life spent
in precisely the kind of success that held most delight for

the victor honour, love, obedience, troops of friends ; all

that Macbeth missed his exponent enjoyed in flowing mea-
sure. Perhaps TREE was never a great actor, because he

found existence too "
full of a number of things

"
;

if BO he

was something considerably jollier, the enthusiastic, often

inspired amateur, approaching each new part with the zest

of a brief but brilliant enthusiasm. I suppose no popular
favourite ever had his name associated with more good
stories and wit, original and vicarious. Despite some enter-

taining extracts from his commonplace book I doubt if this

side of him is quite worthily represented; at least nothing
here quoted beats Lady TUBE'S own mot for a mendacious

newspaper poster Canard a la Press. Possibly we are still

to look for a more official volume of reference ; meantime the

present memoir gives a vastly readable sketch of one whose

passing left a void perhaps unexpectedly hard to fill.

In the prefatory chapter of Our \\'t>men (C'.*v

Mr. AKNOI.D HKNNKTT coyly disclaims any intention of

tackling his theme on strictly seicnt itic
)>i-mciplen. Tho

warning is perhaps hardly necessary, since, apart from tint

duty which the author o\\es to IIIH public as a novelist

rather than a philosopher, the title alone should IMI a sulli-

cient guide. One would hardly expect a seriou* /oologJNt, for

instm ice, in attempting todMJ v\ il li the domesticated fauna,

to entitle his work Our Ihimli /'/ irnd.i. The hix.k is n

in the main between adjuration and prophecy. An n

of their emancipation from economic sla\ri\, Mr Hi

expects women women, that is to say, of the "
top claim,"

as he calls it to adopt moro and morn the ;,'/. of pro-
fessional wage-earners ; but at the Mine time he insists

that they do not an yet take themselves seriously enough
as professional housekeepers. How the two functions are

to be combined it is a little difficult to HOD, but apparently
women are to retain a profession an a stand-by in case tbey
fail to marry or to remain married. At the snine timo

Mr. BKNNKTT taken it for granted that woman will never

relinquish her position an a charmer of man, or even the

use of cosmetics and expensive lingerie. K|M-aking neither

as a novelist nor as a philosopher. I cannot help feeling

that Mr. HKNSKTT is too apt to consider the tilings he

particularly likes about women to be eternal, and

that be does not like so much to lx> susceptible of nil-

and improvement. Anshow, it looks as if Our Men were

going to have rather a thin t

Miss BE.VIHH i. ll\i i'M.i . calls her laUwt t<

Shall I'ltuil I lion;,, i: v.i. SL.I i.irros). HI..

well have call' !-n-cexsfi oj

Certainly it is chiefly concerned with the many triumph-
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ant insubordinations of Patuffa (whom I suspect of having
been encouraged by her too challenging name) both at home
and at the various schools from which she either ran away
or was returned with thanks. This is all mildly attractive

if only from the vivacity of its telling; but I confess to

having felt a mild wonder whether a child's book had not

got on to my table by error when the grown-ups suddenly

began to carry on in a way that placed all such doubts at

rest. There was, for example, a Eussian lady, godmother
of Patuffa, who escaped from somewhere and established

herself, with others of her kind, in an attic in Coptic Street.

My welcome for this interesting fugitive was to some extent

shaken by a realisation that she was (so to speak) a refugee
from the other side and, in a sense, a spiritual ancestress

of Bolshevism. Miss HABBADEN would however object,
and justly, that the clean-purposed conspirators of the

earlier revolution had little in common with the unsavoury
individuals who at present obscure the Eussian dawn.
Soon after this, Patuffa's papa begins to go quite dreadfully
off the rails, even to

the extent of wishing
to elope with her

governess and even-

tually losing all his

money and shooting
himself. There was
also a famous violinist

well, you can see

already that Patuffa's

vernal experiences
were on generous lines.

It is to the credit of

all concerned that she
and her story retain

an appreciable charm
under adverse con-
ditions.

New Clerk. "BEG PAEDON, SIB, BUT THERE'S A GENTLEMAN OUTSIDE WHO SAYSTHAT YOU *VE ROBBED HIM OP ALL HE HAD."

Turf Accountant. "WELL, WHAT'S HIS NAME? ASK HIM TO GIVE YOU HISlOW AM I TO DISTINGUISH HIM IF HE DOESN'T SEND HIS NAME IN ?
"

Nothing, one would

imagine, could pro-
mise much more rest-

ful reading than a
book that concerns
itself with such things
as christening robes
for caterpillars, the

dyeing blue of white chickens and searches among Californian
lilies and pine-trees for the soul of a hog unseasonably de-
funct. But, since this most uncharitable age refuses to
believe anything just because it is told it should, the peace-
ful pages of The Diary of Opal Whiteley (PUTNAM) are unfor-
tunately fussed over with a controversy that no one who
reads them can quite escape. Miss WHITELEY'S diary is pre-
sented with everycircumstance of solemn asseveration as the
unaided work of a child of seven, only now pieced together
by the writer after quite a number of years. If you care
to throw yourself into the argument you will certainly find
heaps of reasons for thinking unkind thinks, as the writer
would say, of the truth of this claim, particularly in the
completeness with which every incident is carried through
various stages to its literary finish; but, if you will be ruled
by me you will try to forget anything but the book itself
with its quite charming pictures of many animals and one
ttle girl, their understanding friend. The quaint idiom

in which the diary is supposed to have been written (or of
course was written) adds to thedelight of a ratheruncommon
feeling for nature at its simplest, while the scrapes for which
the small heroine receives (or, you may say, is alleged to

eive) well-deserved punishment preserve the book from

ever dropping into mere mawkishness. A great pity, I
think, that it was not published rather as based on childish
memories than as the actual printed script of a prodigy.

Moon Mountains (HUKST AND BLACKETT) is a story which
with the best will in the world I found it impossible to regard
wholly seriously. The greater part of the sceno is laid in
Darkest Africa, where the father of the hero, Peter (my hope
that the Peter habit had blown over appears to have been
premature), disappears at an early stage. The subsequent
course of events reminds me of the words of the musical-
comedy poet, popular in my youth, who wrote,

"
It were

belter for you rather not to try and find your father, than
to find him "

well, certainly better than to find him as
Peter found his. Perhaps it would not be unfair to suppose
that Miss MARGARET PETERSON had at this point her eye
already firmly fixed upon her big situation. Certainly the
course of Peter is rather impatiently and spasmodically
sketched till the moment when matters are sufficiently ad-

vanced to ship him
also to Africa, in

company with an

elderly hunter of but-

terflies named Nellis.
Their adventures form
the bulk of the tale

(filled out with some
chat about elephants,
and a sufficiency of

love-making on the

part of Peter], and I

suppose I need hardly
tell you how ,one of

them, poor Mellis, is

immediately captured
and brought before
the terrible white king
of the hidden lands,
nor how this same
monarch, a really
dreadfully unpleasant
person, turns out to

be Precisely. So
there the tale is

; little

more incredible than,
1 dare say, most of

its kind
; and if you have no rooted objection to characters

all of whom behave like persons who know they are in a
book there is no reason why you should not find it at
least passably entertaining.

Mr. F. BRETT YOUNG'S manner of presenting The Tragic
Bride (SECKEB) is not free from affectation, and this is the
more irritating because his literary style is in itself admir-
ably unpretentious. But having recorded this complaint
I gladly go on to declare that his tale of Gabrielle Hewish
has both charm and distinction. I protest my belief in
Gabrielle both in her Irish and English homes, but my
protest would have been superfluous if Mr. BRETT YOUNG
had not almost super-taxed my powers of belief. So also
with Arthur Payne; he is a fascinating lad, and the battle
between his mother and Gabrielle for possession of him was
a royal struggle, fought without gloves yet very fairly.All the same I caught myself doubting once or twice
whether any boy could at the same time be so human
and so inhuman. It is to Mr. BRETT YOUNG'S credit that
these doubts do not interfere with one's enjoyment of his
book, and the reason is that he is first and last and all the
time an artist.
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CHAR1VARIA.
Mu. BlAZANOV, the successor (o K \M-

!

,
is now residing in Grosvenor

Street. Several readers have written

i) :isk us how his name is pronounced.

Wrongly, wo believe, in nine cases out

of ten. .;. *

We have been given to understand

Jiiit that versatile pair, the Two BOBS,

are contemplating a tour of the music-

lalls in the mining district, where they
ire sure to be given a rousing reception.

''*

According to The Evening News two

minors recently played a quoit match for

a hundred pounds. In all probability

;hey are now agitating for the two shil-

ings' increase to. enable
~~

sin to have a little side

let. .. ...

1

*

" We cannot choose

:iow we will be born,"

says a medical writer.

No; some are born poor
and others are born into

a, miner's family.
* *

" Where stands Eng-
land to-day '.'

" we are

asked. While travelling
in the Tube wo have

often thought that most
of it was standing on

our feet. .
:

.
:;:

" With the outgoing
of September we face

once more the month of

October, with its falling

leaves and autumn gales,
"

states a writer in a daily

paper. This, we understand,

cording to precedent.

A Glamorgan collier, summoned for

income-tax, stated that he earned eleven

pounds a week and wanted every penny
of it. It is said that he is saving up to

buy a strike of his own.

A live frog is reported to have been

found in a coal seam at a Monmouth-
shire colliery. It seems to have been

greatly concerned at having missed the

previous strike ballot.

With reference to Mr. SPENDER'S inter-

view with Mr. LLOYD GEORGE we regret

that no mention is made of the exact

date when the PRIME MINISTER will

declare the New World open.

Since it has beeii so well advertised

we understand that the banned poster,

"The Unknown," is shortly to be re-

named " The Very Well Known."

The i:\ K \iM.it is reported to have
made his will. Hi: has bequeathed his

trial to his youngest grandson.
* *
*

It is proposed to make Poole a first-

class port, at a cost of 3,750,000. We
cannot help thinking that hidden away
in some Government office is a man
who could do it at treble the cost.

* *

A London firm of pastrycooks have

purchased two obsolete tanks from tho

Disposal Boards. They are said to

make excellent utensils for flattening

pancakes. * *

A dainty little invention has just been

tried by the Bolshevists, which consists

of a method whereby boiling water from

THE MOBNING TOILET.

'On, LOOK, MUMMY! THERE'S WILFRED coma ms HAIR FBOM MEMORY."

is ac- the ship's boiler can be pumped on to

sailors who do not obey their officers.

It is said to be just the thing to keep

their minds off the idea of mutiny.
* *
*

" I have all the qualifications
for a

post in some Government office," writes

an Unemployed Ex-Soldier in a con-

temporary. It is to be hoped that this

drawback will be overlooked if his other

disqualifications
are satisfactory.

Washable hats for boys is one of the

new inventions at the Leather and Shoe

Trade Exhibition. Small boys are now

going about in fear that the next dis-

covery will be a washable neck.
St

Six bandits entered the Central Cafe,

New York, the other day and took one

thousand pounds from the diners. '.

ease with which they did it suggests

that they were mistaken for waiters.

A plumber in Almrdeen is giving les

sons to a women's class in knittin.

is said that his IM.I'I-I- mi How to

. i.< hut a Burst Math Pipe is likely to

become a standard work.
* *

In taking away a safe containing six

iiid pound* from u Fi-ndiurch

Street "Hire, burglars broke down a door

with a thick glass panel. The pro-
fession ia of the opinion tint tho blame
for i liis lies with the firm. They had

locked the door.

The Daily Chronicle informs us that

a New York couple who were engaged
in 1868 have just been married,

surely the wonder is that they were

not married long before.

A woman has told the

medical officer of Bum-
ham that rats so like the

poison being used that

they conio out of their

holes for it while it is

being put down. We
always make our rats

stand up and beg for it.

V
A domestic serv.mt

was recently blown out

of her mistress's house

through tho too liberal

use of paraffin whilst

lighting tires. Luckily,
however, it was her day
out, so no complications
ensued. * ,

*

On being asked his re-

cipe for keeping young, a

well-known physician re-

fused to reply. In view

of the increasing number

precocious authors, tho question

again arises,
" Should a doctor tell ?

"

The Daily Express states that there

is very little demand for champagne

bo-day." We fancy this is due to the

fact that a number of people are saving

up to buy coffee at Messrs. LYONS'.

"The Passionate Spectator."

We are asked to say that the above

title of a book written by Miss JANE

BUBB and published by Messrs. DUCK
WOBTH (it

is described on the wrapper
as " an entirely unconventional

founded on original and ultra-modern

views concerning life and mam
has nothing to do with our respected

contemporary.

" GOVEBNMENT'S STRIKING ATTITCOK.

WAITIMG TIIX. THE CAB JCMW?'
Xujerian Ptoatfr.

Personally we always try to get ou

when this seems to be imminent.

,f
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TO OUR PLAY-MAKERS.

[The Dais;/ and 1'hc Crosnno, which both

.\itli tlic life after death, have come to

an untimely end; and. in deference to public

feeling, the heroine of A'irn/ Woma/n!t I'nn-

M i,,.,.i! (in milled with si fresh fiancf.]

\VHKN in my stall nt eve I sit

(And these remarks would still apply,

Perhaps with greater force, were I

Accommodated in the Pit)

Wi'i-n with the long day's dusty strife,

1 ask a brief surcease of gloom ;

1 want a mirror held to life,

But not the life beyond the tomb.

The views of parties who have " crossed
"

(Meaning to Jordan's further shore),

Those, as they say, who've "gone
before,"

But not (unhappily) been " lost
"

They make me ill ; they decompose

My vital essence at its fount

(Excepting BARBIE'S Mary Rose,

But then, of course, he doesn't count).

Give me the life that quick men lead,

Of which I know the hopes and fears

Better than those of shadier spheres ;

And, if at first you don't succeed,
If you should hear the critics croak,

" As to your heroine's choice, you en-,"

Just hand her to the other bloke

That 's what they did with MARIE
LORR.

So shall creative art suggest
A world where people may revise

Their silly past, and realise

Those second thoughts which are the

best ;

Where, having seen the larger light,
A perfect liberty to hedge

And swap the wrong man for the right
Is "

Every Woman's Privilege."_=_ 0.8.

YET ONE MORE PLAN FOR IRELAND.

FEELING rather lonely because almost

everybody had entered for the great
Irish Problem Competition in the morn-

ing and evening press except myself, I

sat down and wrote the following solu-

tion, which I posted immediately to the
Editors of Tlie Times and of The West-
minster Gazette :

"Silt" I began indignantly, for I
noticed all the best competitors begin
like that. In these Bolshevistic days I
should have preferred of course to have
started off with "Comrade"or "Brother,"
or even, since I was writing from the
heart of the country, have opened with
" Eh bor," as people do in dialect novels,
but, fearing I might be disqualified, I

began, as I say.
"
Sir," and went on,

much as the other statesmen did :

" In all the lengthy annals of this

Government, vacillation between weak-
ness and tyranny has never proved so

disastrous as it is proving in Ireland to-

day, and the conduct of that unhappy

country's affairs is now plunged in a

chaos so profoundly chaotic that it has

become a gross misuse of .language to

call them affairs at all. Out of all this

welter and confusion two salient facts

are seen to emerge :

"
(1) No two Englishmen are agreed

upon a settlement that will at the same

time satisfy the just aspirations of Ire-

land and preserve the integrity of the

British Empire.
"

(2) No two Irishmen are either.
" At the same time the number of sane

and carefully considered plans for the

government of Ireland was never so

great as it is to-day. When will our

incompetent Cabinet perceive that the

only way of warding off the stain of

perfidy which dogs their footsteps and

threatens to overwhelm them is to make
use of all these plans ? I put aside for

the moment the most violent proposals
of the extremists on either side, such as

that of the annexation of England by the

Sinn Fein Empire and that of the de-

portation of all Irishmen to the Andaman
Islands and the re-colonisation of the

country with correspondents to the daily

press ;
but between these two extremes

there surely lie innumerable solutions

which both can and ought to be em-

ployed. I will only name here a few
of them :

ASQUITH autonomy.
Dominion Home Rule.

DUNRAVEN autonomy.
GREY autonomy.
Eed autonomy.
Government by Dhail Eireann.
Government by Dhail Ymaill.

Administration by the L.C.C.
Clan warfare.

" And there are infinite shades and
variations of all- these.

"
Every one of the policies I have

named, and as many more as possible,
should now be adopted at once, one
after the other, I suggest, for quarterly
periods and in alphabetical order.

" But let there be no mistake. They
must be strictly enforced. It must be

impossible for Irishmen to come to

England in the future and say to her,
as they have so often said in the past,
' You made us promises which, when
we leant on them, proved a broken
reed and turned to dust and ashes in

our mouths.'
" One of the bitterest reproaches that

is hurled, and hurled justly, at British

maladministration is that through all

the seeming variations of misgovern-
ment there has been in fact no change.
Dublin Castle remains where it did.

This must be altered at once. The site of
Dublin Castle must be moved ercry three
months. There must be infinite change,

and it must be infinitely thorough and

infinitely systematic, so that, side
l>y

side with the continuous grievances of

all dissatisfied parties, will be the cer-

tain assurance that those grievances
will in strict rotation he remedied.

" The objection will, of course, be
raised that these continual changes
of government will involve a certain

amount of disorder; that ono system
will scarcely be working before it is

superseded by another
; that the rapid

alterations in the personnel of the judi-

cature, civil service and police will be
inconvenient

;
that everything, in fact,

will be in a muddle. But by how much
is not well-organised muddle to be pre-
ferred to unsystematic anarchy ? And
as each type of government recurs in

due course will it not be found to work
more simply and satisfactorily ?

" To those who shrug their shoulders
and say that a series of kaleidoscopic

changes in Irish administration would
never be approved by the good sense
of the British electorate I can only
urge that it is precisely this attitude

of intolerance towards and ignorance
of Irish psychology which has rendered
our behaviour to Ireland for so many
centuries a by-word not only throughout
Europe but the whole civilised world
and the United States of America.

" I am, Sir, yours, etc."

Through some accident or other,
either because I have not followed

exactly the prescribed rules of the com-

petition, such as writing on one side of

the paper only, or addressing it from
the National Liberal Club, or obtaining
the signature of five witnesses, my solu-

tion has not yet appeared in The Times
or in The Westminster Gazette either.

Feeling it a pity, however, that any
helpful suggestion should be lost at a

time when never in the annals of Irish

misgovernment has vacillation vacil-

lated so vacillatingly as it does to-day,
I have repeated my strong but simple
proposals here. K.

"Clever forgeries of Fisher notes are in

circulation in St. Pancras.
Last night, during the busy period, a num-

ber of publications in the Kentish Town dis-

trict were victimised." Evening Paper.

We had no idea that Kentish Town
was such a literary centre.

"Even Paris seems willing this season to

add a few inches to the length of skirts, and
six to eight inches is becoming the accepted
length for street wear. This is an excellent

length, not so long as to endanger the chic of

the costume, nor so short as to be unbecoming
in either sense of the word." Fashion Paper,

We refrain from any speculations as to

the previous length of these skirts be-

fore the " few inches
"
were added.
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<>ai ****> to spot 'Tis ALL OVEK, GEAKGE-MY HAND BK BTOOK

ELIZABETH OUTWITTED.
"AN 1

when I dies they give me
fifteen pounds on the nail an' nc
vvaitin'," said Elizabeth triumphantly
as she explained her latest insurant
scheme.
"On what nail?" I asked distrust

fully. [ could not understand wh>
Elizabeth felt justified in paying six-

pence per week for a benefit fraught
ith so little ultimate joy to herself

But she is the sort of girl that can
never resist the back-door tout. She
is

, constantly being persuaded to buy
something for which she pays a small
weekly sum. This is entered in a book,
and the only conditions are that she
must continue paying that sum for the
rest of her natural lifetime.
On .these lines Elizabeth has "put

in
"

for many articles in the course of
her chequered career. She has had
fleeting possession of a steel engravin<*
f Qt-KKN VICTORIA, a watch that never

would go until her payments ceased
a sewing-machine (treadle), a set of

y;i-;es
and a marble timepiece. The

timepiece, she explained, was destined
"the bottom drawer," which she

had begun to furnish from the momen
a young man first inquired which was
her night out.

As all these things were taken from
her directly her payments fell off, I
thought I had better give her the
benefit of my ripe judgment.

" I
shouldn't buy anything on the instal-
ment plan, if I were you," I advised.
Some people seem to be made for the

system, but you are not one of them."
"But I 'aven't told you wot I'm

buym' now," she said
excitedly, puttin

a plate on the rack as she spoke. I
ought to say she meant to put it on
the rack

; that it fell two inches short
wasn't Elizabeth's fault.

It was cracked afore," she mur-
mured

mechanically as she gathered upthe fragments.
"
Yes, I pays a shillin'

a week an' I gets a grammerfone
"

" A what ?
"

I gasped.
A grammerfone to play, you

know."
Where will it play ?

"
I asked

eebly.

'Ere," she said, waving a compre-
lensive hand

;

" an' it won't 'arf liven
he place up. My friend 'as 'ers goin'
.11 day long."

I stifled a moan of horror, for I am
one of the elect few who loathe gramo-
phones, even at their best and costliest.

_ '_'
Elizabeth," I cried, tears of anguish

rising to my eyes,
"
let me implore you

not to get one of those horr I mean,
not to be imposed on again."" I Ve got it," she announced. " I

meantersay I Ve paid the first shillin'
an' it "s comin' to-morrow. I 'ave it a
month on trial."

The month certainly was a trial
for me. Ours is not one of those old-
fashioned residences with thick walls
that muffle sound, and where servants
can be consigned to dwell in the bowels
of the earth. Every noise which arises
in the kitchen, from Elizabeth's bad-

inage with the butcher's boy to the
raucous grind of the knife-machine,
ichoes through the house vid the study
where I work.

Thus, although Elizabeth kept the
kitchen-door shut, I found myself com-
pelled for one-half of the day to consider
an insistent demand as to the ultimate
destination of flies in the winter-time.
Che rest of the day the gramophone
-ave us K-K-K-Katie. (Elizabeth had
inly two records to begin with.)
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I !) onerved. My work suf-

t'ercd. It began to trickle back ;

accompanied by the regrets cil' c '

and to \vritrrs tin- regrets o! editors

are tlic most poignant in I he v.orld.

The situation was saved b\ t he ino,!

up-to-date tout of the whole liacl

tribe. He persuaded Kl i/abet li

ia for Spiritualism. l>oimi misuuder
stand inc. Yon can be a Sph it

and also keep a gramophone, hut, if

yon arc Kli/abclh, urn cannot keep
the two running at tlie same time if

you niusl pa\ j -.hilling pel
1

\\ <}. for

each. When she sought, my opinion I

strongly advised the seances, which I

said were cheap at the price :

I thought they were when the gramo-
phone departed.

It was now Kli/ahel h's turn to be-

come unnerved. She has a mind that

is peculiarly open to impressions, and
communion with t he spirits unbalanced
her. She justified her expenditure of

a shilling weekly by placing the utmost
faith in thorn.

"
I 'ad a message from them there

spirits larst night," she informed me
one day, "an' they tell me I must

change my "abitation."

"What do you mean?" I asked,
stall led.

" I put a message through, arskin'

the'ni when I should get a settled young
man, an' they told me that the fates

are agen me in my present dwellin",

so if you'll please take my notice

from
I will not go through the sickening

formula. Every housewife must have
heard it several times at least in the

past year or so. I accepted Elizabeth's

resignation and began to concentrate

on newspaper announcements. But I

took an utter dislike to the spirits and
listened with cold aloofness when Eliza-

beth began,
" I was talkin' to the spirit

of my young man larst night
"

" I didn't know you had the spirit of

any young man," I interrupted.
"Yes, I 'ave. I mean Ned Akroyd,

'oo was drownded."
Now I have never believed in the

alleged drowning of the said Ned. The
news conveyed to Elizabeth by his

mate that he had fallen from a ferry-
boat near Eel Pie Island seemed uncon-

vincing, especially as it happened shortly
after Elizabeth had lent him tifteeu-

and-six.
"

I 'ad quite a long talk with "im,"

she went on. " Next time I 'm goin' to

arst 'im about the fifteen-and-six 'e

borrowed, an' see if I can't get it back

eome'ow."
How the spirit would have considered

this proposition is still uncertain, for

Elizabeth never returned to the sea

She came to me one day in a state of

Wife (to husband being bundled in m train more* off). "Dio VK GET HI.TUBX XICKKIS?"
Uuabaml. "N'OA (pu/) DIDN'T 'AVE TIME."

violent agitation.
" I see Ned Akroyd

when I was out larst night," she began,
" an' would you believe it, 'e 'a no more
dead than 1 am, the wretch !

'

" Well, aren't you glad ?
"
I inquired.

"Glad, an' 'im with another girl an'

pretendin' all the time not to see me !

Men are 'ounds, that 's what they are.

An'I'llgotonomoreseeonces. They're
a swindle."

"They were wrong about telling you
to change your habitation too, weren't

they?" I suggested insinuatingly.
" Course they were." Suddenly her

face brightened.
" I '11 be able to 'ave

the grammerfone buck now," she said.

* *

At the moment I am writing to the

sounds of K-K-K-Kiitir, which,! {

giving me rather a syncopated

But if the Editor is k-k-k-kind he will

not banish me from l'-l'-I'-l'iitn-h for

this reason, as anyone can see my inten-

tions are g-g-g-good.

Stay! K-K-K-Ktitit has ceased and
lean think lucidly. An inspiration has
come to me. Has not Elizabeth in her

time wrought havoc among my crock-

ery '.' The hour is ripe for me to

retaliate.

To morrow at dawn J shall examine
the gramophone records and thft/ trill

come in tirn in
// limifl.i.

It will be the first time I have broken

any record.

MISI si: OK KKsi \K< n t.iuvre.
BT PBomsoB , K.I:

Sunday 1'ajtr Patter.

We refuse to believe it.
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THE CONSPIRATORS.
in.

M v IIKAK CHAKLKS, Essential to tha

millennium which our restless rcvolu

nonaries are after is your head on

i-hargrr and iny head on a charger; pro
vided both heads are present it ma
he the same charger for all they care

When you think of the importanc
which we of the detested middle classe

attach to our heads and theregrcttahl
violence we might exhibit towards who
ever called at our houses to collect them
then it seems to me you must conies

to a sneaking admiration for the braver)
of the turbulent minority in attackin]
so big a problem.
But when you get the inside detail

of their schemes you find that dis

cretion is not only the better part bu
the whole of their valour. For arms

you find incendiary speeches ; for am
munition, viperish propaganda, an<

for epoch - making action you havi

nothing. In that "
nothing

"
lies theii

main ingenuity and strong hope. I

they can prevail on the masses to do

nothing, at the right moment, and to

go on doing nothing till there is nothing
left, then, say they, they will have
.civilisation under; and if our heads
don't fall off of their own accorc
then a thousand willing hands will be
stretched forward to pull them off.

You aslt me how I know all this
Close the doors so that we cannot be
overheard, and I will tell you. I buy
their continental newspaper

"
organ

'

they prefer to call it, being rather

proud of the noise and there I read
all that I want to know. It costs a

halfpenny a day, runs to six pages, is

well printed and brightly composed and
contains no advertisements. There is

generally a picture in thick black lines
in the centre of the first page. Blood
being the easy thing for the printer to
"feature," the picture generally deals
with the cutting off of heads. If it

refers to the past, you and I are cutting
off the worker's head, severing from a
fine muscular body a noble head with
a halo to it. If it refers to the future,
the worker is having our heads off,

severing from a fat and uncontrolled
corpus a most unpleasant excrescence
in a very shiny top-hat.
To run a daily newspaper of that

"make-up," without advertisements
and for subscribers of whom the larger
number, like myself, omit to pay their

half-penny, is not easy business. In
fact it is not business at all. The
question being raised as to where the
money came from, the producers tried
to allay our suspicion by making a greatshow of an appeal for help. The pub-
lished results, which I give you in

their English equivalent, were muc
as follows :

s. d.

B. de M 60
/.. X 50
Idealist 50
U. W. K 50
A Frenchman who is ashamed

of France 46
Young Communist .... 40
Three young Communists . . 36
" Great Britain

"
(collection) . 3 3

Disgusted 26
Association of Women Fighters

for Justice 23
0. F 10
Down with Capital . . 9

One Who will stick at Nothing 3

230
Previous lists 14 6 8J

16 9 8}

The grand total of sixteen pounds
nine shillings and eight-pence three

farthings shows a magnificent spirit
but wouldn't keep much more than a

couple of square inches of the from

page alive for more than one day
Eeverting, then, to the more pressing
question of the removal of our heads
who is paying for the operation ?

He is a heavy-built octopus sort o.

man of about forty-seven ; a red cheery
:omploxion, rather more fat than mus-
le, long grey hair tending to curl at
;he extremes, and followed about by a

ady who acts as his secretary, calls

lim " Master
"
and adores the ground

le walks on. They are married, but
not, I should hasten to add, to each
other ; none of your dull orthodox prac-
tices for them. About his profile there
s an undeniable something which
makes his head a suggestive model for

sculpture. It is framed in a large,
white, soft silk collar, which falls grace-
ully over the lapels of the coat and is,

am told, of a mode much worn among
;he elite of the anarchist and atheist
world.

I 've a friend here in thelaw-and-order
jusiness who thought that, having re-
jorted all the movements of this Master
f the Black Arts, he might find it

worth while to make his acquaintance
n the flesh. Indirect enquiry elicited
hat the desire to get into touch was
eciprocated, the attentions of the police
wing insufficient to satisfy his sense
f importance. So the meeting was
rranged, and I was allowed to come
long too.

We were received in great state in a

pecial
suite of the local hotel de luxe.

n
he Lady Secretary was there, over-

owing with "Masters" and "Sirs,"
nd obsessed by the fear that her idol

night not do himself justice in our
resence. A very touching instance of
uman devotion : the fifth instance in
is case, I believe.

This is the gentleman who finances
the propaganda of destruction; we
asked him if that was not so, and he
answered,

"
Why, of course." Had we

any fault to find with his protege, the
admirable halfpenny daily? We hac
noticed that its news was punctual anc
exact. Then of what did we complain ?

" Of a certain exaggeration in the

loading articles," said I, rubbing the
back of my neck and wondering how
long it would be there to rub and I to
rub it.

" But what newspaper leaders are
not exaggerated?

"
he asked.

" Your editors should not be paid to
twist everything into an irritant," I

protested.
" Of which of your great English

dailies is the editor not paid to twist,
as you put it ?

"
he asked.

I knew that I had right on my side
and he had not. But still somehow I
seemed to be in the wrong all the way.

So my friend took the matter in hand.
He didn't argue. He just drew his chair

up to the Master's and asked him to
tell us all about himself, how he came
t>y his great ideals, what was the future
of the world as he foresaw it and how
ie meant to arrange the universe when
at length he took over ?

The Master, gently smiling his ap-
preciation of this recognition of his

Ego, gave voice.

To the lady it was all, of course,
above criticism : sublime, adorable. To
me the frankness of it and the iin-

)udence of it was, I confess, amusing.
The world is out of joint ; how good 'twill be
When Heaven is sacked and leaves the job

to me !

An agreeable, if wrong-headed, crank,
was my summary.
And this or something like it was my

riend's: "
b. U.S.A. of Eng. parents,

3.5.78; tinned meat business, Chicago;
5 months' h.l. for frauds in connection
with packing ; went to Mexico, but left

o avoid prosecution for similar frauds
on larger scale ; prison in Belgium,
France and England in connection
with illegal dealings in rifles

(? for

Germany) ; apparently liable to more
irison in U.S.A. for crime unknown, if

eturns there
;
won't say where he gets

lis money from, but doesn't seriously
iretend it is his own."
And when I came to go back over

he Master's two hours' chat about
imself, those are about the facts it all

oiled down to.

Yours ever, HENRY.

(To be continued.)

40. Handsome Black Silk Golf Goat
arge size)." Irish Paper.

-The very thing for the butting-green.
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NIL DESPERANDUM.

The Amateur Championthtp.
Mil. I'OTl'-HUNTEH, WHO FAII.KD TO SURVIVE THB FIRST BOCXD.

.r

Tlie Championship of Genital SwiUerland.

-\IR. rOTT-HuKTEB, DKFKATED IN THE THIRD BOBHD.

./'

The Championship of Moiambique.

Mil. POTT-HUKTKB, A FIFTH ROUND VICTIM.

Tla Raii of France Championship.

Mn. PoTT-Hl'STKR IN FATAL DimcCLTIKS I THE BOO*B BOt KO.

The Championship of Upper Sfneijal.

Mu. 1'orr-IU-NTEH, BKATK.N IN TIIK FINAL nv Mn. 11

Tht Sicilian Championship.

MR. POTT-HUNTKR, WHO UKACUID THE FOURTH BOVBO.

Ihe SpiUbrgtn Championship.

MB. FOTT-HUHTEB, OKB OF THB

The Tierra del Fiiejo Championship.

Til MR. 1'OTT-HI NTER.
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THE KOREAN BATH.

[AV/"i -"It is n gift" H<'l'ivv, ^>r >ome

K-li hii-ii;

\Vnii some reluetanre I return to

llic sul.jtv! of liutlis. 1 v.ent into the

K .'I bathrooms pretty carefully a

few months ago, hut since I have Urn

in this hotel 1 sir that there are one

or two aspects of hotel bathing which

still require attention.

To begin with, there is the question
of the KorUui or free hath. It is, of

course, a scandal that a hath should be

an extra, and an eighteen-penny one at

that. After all, what is the bathroom

for ? We are not charged extra for

smoking in the smoking-room or

drawingin the drawing-room; why
should we be bled for bathing in

the bathroom ? At the same time

this practice does provide the

visitor with the wholesome sport
of Korban bathing. The object of

the game is, of course, to have as

many baths as possible which are

not put down in your bill
;
and

many are the stratagems which
are employed.
The true sportsman attempts

the feat just beforedinner, because

at that time there are sentries

posted in every corridor. Osten-

sibly they are maids waiting to

assist any lady who has a crisis

while dressing, but no real pre-
tence is made that they are there
for any other purpose than to

charge you for as many baths as

possible. On my corridor there
is a post of no fewer than three

sentries, and it is extremely diffi-

cult to evade them. The only
thing to do is to get to know three
nice ladies on the same floor and

arrange for them to have a dress-

ing crisis simultaneously and go
on having it for about a quarter-
of-an-hour.

This needs a good deal of organi-
sation. However smoothly the opera-
tion begins, one of the dressing crises

nearly always collapses too soon, and
the sentry catches you on your return

journey.
For the lady visitor the problem is

comparatively simple. I should men-
tion that it is a perfectly legitimate
manoeuvre to get your bath put down
to somebody else if you can do it ; and
the crack lady-player usually wraps
herself in an unobtrusive bath-wrap,
shrouds her head, modestly conceals
her face, slips into a friend's room to
borrow some Creme-Limon and, after
an interval, rushes noisily out of the
friend's room to her bath, which, with
any luck, is charged to her friend's
account.

The beginner at the game contents

himself with less complicated ruses.

Sometimes he has his bath late at

night, when the sentries have been

taken oil'; but, as the lights go out en

iiinxxi' at eleven, even this operation has

to he carefully timed. There is nothing
much gloomier than a bath by candle-

light, except perhaps a bath in the dark.

Hundreds, however, of both sorts are

endured in this hotel.

The more brazen or the more timid

simply walk into the bathroom fully

dressed during the day, carrying a num-
ber of dirty golf-balls in their hands,
and towels in their pockets and sponges

"NEVEB YOU MIJCD IF 'E DID SAY, YOU'D GOT A NECK
LIKE A CAMEL. 'TAIN'l NEARLY AS LONG AS ALL THAT."

up their sleeves, and issue later fully
dressed with clean white golf-balls in
their hands. It is generally thought,
however, that this device is just a little

I mean it 's not exactly you know
what I mean.
The Korban Bath Rules will probably

remain unwritten for many a day, but I

earnestly hope that before next summer
the traditions and etiquette of bath-
warfare as between individual hotel-
visitors will be codified and issued in
an intelligible form. At the moment
the most extraordinary confusion pre-
vails, and no one can tell whether any
particular stratagem will be hailed with

applause as a bold and legitimate
operation of war or universally con-
demned as a barefaced piece of bath-

hoggery. Recently, for example, an

extremely courteous, not to say gallant,
old gentleman was severely iect.mvd

by a lady for digging himself in on the
mat and maintaining his position there
till she emerged. She stated with, I

think, considerable force that she had

passed the age when a lady likes to be
seen coming out of a bathroom with
disordered locks

;
she also said that he

was ruining her chance of a Korban
bath by drawing attention to the fact

that there was somebody inside.

He replied with equal force that,
whenever he considerately withdrew
from the mat in order to let a lady

escape unseen, some less scrupulous
combatant (usually one of his

own daughters) immediately
rushed the position, and he was
not going to be had in that way
again, though as a matter of fact,

while they were arguing the mat-
ter out, somebody actually did

this, so he was.

Now what is the way out of

this dilemma '? The only solution

I see is the Sponge System, by
which every competitor puts
down a sponge, as one puts down
a ball at the first tee. In this

way definite claims can be staked
out in rotation without conges-
tion of the avenues of approach.
I hope this system will be gener-
ally adopted next summer and, if

it is used in conjunction with my
Progress Indicator (which shows

by a moving needle what stage
the person bathing has reached),
it ought to work very smoothly.
But there must be no hanky-
panky, no sharp practice with
caddies

; every sponge must be

put down by one of the players
in person. And there must be

none of that regrettable collusion

between husband and wife which
has brought such discredit on the

present system.
There was a very bad case of this

the other day. A certain wife used to

entrench herself in the bathroom early
and remain in it till her husband a

heavy and persistent sleeper arrived.

When you rattled angrily at the door-

knob she said very sharply,
" Who is

that?" in itself a sufficiently disturbing

thing. Even in the present days of

shamelessness and crime there are few
men who care to confess openly that

they have angrily rattled at the bath-

room door. If you said sheepishly,
" It

is Smith" or "Thompson" or " l.inl

Rumble," a heavy silence fell, broken

only by those gentle watery sounds
which it is so maddening to hear from
without. When her husband arrived

and answered the challenge with " It

is I, Arthur," sounds of feverish activity
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Intending Purchaser (to Artist, u-lu> is Ming hi* houst). "Dm YOU PUT THOSE FIOORM o IBB WAU*T"

Artist (modestly, though regarding them as a strong asset). "OH, YES I
"

Intendinj Purchaser. "WELL, THEY DON'T REALLY MATTER. A COAT OF WHITEWASH

were heard within, and a new bath

was immediately turned on.

Casting all scruples to the winds,

seven desperate men rehearsed the pass-

word,
" It is I, Arthur;" seven desper-

n presented themselves in a single

morning and murmured lovingly,
" It

is I, Arthur." None of them had a

Seven times the good lady opened
t lie door and beheld Smith orThompson
or Lord Bumble or nobody. And seven

times she bolted back into the burrow

again. She remained undefeated. Her
husband got his hath.

I wonder what devilry she would be

up to under the Sponge System.

A Novelty from the Past.

"AxTigrn, over a hundred years old, oak

sideboard, l>nunl new . . . Apply after 6.30."

dng A'ctt's.

Surely after this candour there is no

help to be got out of the twilight hour.

" Mr. Robert ,
who is now manager,

entered his late employer's service three or

four months after ho commenced, and re-

mained with him until he gave up."
Local Paper.

"
They have their exits and their en-

trances" the former in this case being

.the more satisfactory.

WHEN AND IF.

It is rumoured that Mr. BALFOUB is

shortly going to the House of Lords.)

WHEN BALFOUR goes to the Lords

For the Upper Chamber's adorning

The Lower House, if it has any twits,

Will have solid reason for mourning ;

For he has no axes to grind :

His strategy injures no man.

And his keen sword play in the thick

of the fray
Is a joy to friend and foeman.

When BALFOUB goes to the Lords,

To strengthen that gilded muster,

'Twill be sad and strange if he has to

change
The name he has crowned with lustre;

For already there 's
" B. of B.,"

A baron of old creation ;

And \yiiittingehaine is an uncouth name

For daily pronunciation.

If BALFOUR goes to the Lords,

Will the atmosphere, I wonder,

With the placid balm of its dreamful

culm

lii-ing his nimble spint under?

Or will he act on the Peers

Like an intellectual cat-fish.

Or startle their sleep with the flying leap

Of a Caribbean bat -fish '.'

If BALFOUR goes to the Lords

But can the Commons spare him ?

Besides I 'm sure that a coronet's lure

Is the very
last thing to ensnare him;

And I 'd rather see him imdcckol

With the gauds that m.-r.-ly Blister,

In the selfsame box with PITT and Fox
And GLADSTONE a simple Mister.

Still if he goes to the Lords,

Whatever his stylo and title.

For the part he has played in his

country's aid

'Twill be but a poor requital ;

For he never once lost I.

When the outlook was most alarming.

And always remained, with shield un-

stained,

Prince ARTHIK, the good Prince

Charming.

" Mrs. Uawkc would ho glad to employ a

Wren for domestic work."
Adrt. in Daily 1'aptr.

Will she have to "live in".'

"If it be true, a* SnuJJeT id. that

thing of beauty i a joy for ever,' the good

people of Roydon are to be congratulated on
. w bridge over tho River Stort."

Local Paper.

But, supposing KEATS, for instance, sail

it. will that make any difference?
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Eliyhtcnc<l Minister. "I CANS* VKDEBSTASD YOUR OBJECTION TO DANCING, MB. McTAVisa. WE HAVE BIBLICAL AUTHORITY-

FOB IT. DAVID HIMSELF DAKCED."

Elder. "AY, BUT NO wi* A PAIRTNER."

PRISCILLA FAILS TO QUALIFY.
" So it runned out of its little grassy

place and went all round the garden,"
said Priscilla, emerging suddenly in

pink from under the table.
" What are you playing at now,

Priscilla?" I inquired.
" I 'm a little pussy-cat."
"And what is this?" I asked, point-

ing to the waste-paper basket which
she had planted beside my chair.

" It 's the pussy-cat's basket of milk.

It 's to drink when she 's firsty," she

explained.
I sighed. It did not appear to me

that the child's education was proceed-

ing upon proper lines. I had been

reading portions of the diary of Miss
OPAL WHITELKY, written when she was
seven years old, a work which has just
lifted for America the Child-authoress

Cup. I had hoped to find in Priscilla

some faint signs that the laurels lost

by Miss DAISY ASHFOKD might be
wivstcfl hack. The latest feature in

nursery autobiography, so far as I

could gather, was to have a profound
objective sympathy with vegetables
and a faculty for naming domestic ani-

mals after the principal figures in class-

ical mythology. If you have these

gifts you get published by The Atlantic

Monthly, with a preface by Viscount

GREY. But I doubted whether Priscilla

had them.. I thought I would try.

"Priscilla," I said, "be a little girl

again and tell me what flower you like

best."
" Woses."
"What do the roses say to each

other when you aren't there ?
"

"Oh, they don't say anyfing," she

said with great contempt.
This was had.
"
Priscilla," I continued,

" what do

you call the dog next-door?
"

'

Bill," she said
;

" but it 's runned

away."
" There you are !

"
I exclaimed, turn-

ing to the child's mamma. "
Bill, in-

deed ! If she were being properly edu-

cated she would be calling it Jupiter

Agamemnon Wilco'x by now. Does she

ever speak to you at all of the star-

gleams amongst the cabbage-leaves ?
"

" I don't think there are any star-

gleams amongst the cabbages in this

garden," she replied.
"
Only slugs."

" I don't care," I said ;

" the fact

remains that Priscilla ought to be con-

stantly wondering what the cabbages
do say to eacli other when they have
lonesome feels at night."

"Priscilla,"I began again, "in about

three years you will be seven years old

and quite a big girl.
" What will you

play at then V
"

"Oh, I san't play at all," she said.

[ sail go visiting and sopping."
"
Anything else?

"

"
Oh, yes, I sail have a knife."

" A pocket-knife ?
"

"No, not a pocket-knife, a knife to

cut meat wiv, of course."

I had forgotten this goal of maidenly
desires.

" And won't you go long walks in the

big woods with me and tell me the

names of all the flowers and what they
are thinking about ?

"

"
Yes," she replied rather doubtfully.

"Are there beasts 'in the woods?
"

"
Only rabbits, I think."

" We must be very careful, then, 'cos

they 're very wild creatures, aren't

they?"
" Oh, not very wild."
" Will you buy a gun at the gun-sop

and soot them and we take them home
and eat them ?

"

Bless the child, I thought, there

seems to be no getting her away from

this eating business.
"
Priscilla," I began again,

" in the

woods there is a great big lake, with
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THE EXPERTS.
-H. "GIVE HIM HIS HEAD! 1

GUEY. "TELL HIM YOU'LL CUT THK STRING IN A U>ri'I,K OF Vi

MORLEY. "WHAT YOU WANT IS A MORE POWERFUL SANITY! "





First Bookie. "I MUST 'AVI: TAKES TWO 'INMIKD CJCID TO-DAV. MARVELLOUS I / CAS'T THINK WHEHE THE Moxrr coxn mo* -

Second Bookie. "FuoM ME MOSTLY."

trees and rushes all round it, and there
aiv water-lilies floating about and
forget-me-nots at the edge."
Now, I thought, we shall perhaps

have something about the lullaby songs
of the trees and the willow that does
sing by the creek.

Are there fiss in the lake?" inquired
Priscilla.

"Yes," I said, "beautiful shiningfish."" And sail we catch the fiss and put
them on the fire'?

"

" I suppose we might," I admitted.
"And will they sizzle?"
"
Araminta," I said,

" the child is

hopeless. She lias no soul. She will

never be a great authoress. The Cup
must remain in Oregon, and Priscilla

will never tell the world how the wind
did go walking in the field, talking to
the earth voices, with a preface by Sir

AUCKLAND (!KDDES or Lord BEADING.
She thinks about nothing but her food."

"
Perhaps you had better try again

after she 's said her prayers," suggested
Araminta. " She may be feeling a little

more soulful then."
I attended the ceremony, which was

performed with the utmost decorum and

gravity. When it was ended Priscilla

looked up.

"I said them very somnly and m
rarver a low voice, didn't I?" she

announced, and then went off into

gurgles of laughter.
I determined to make one last des-

pairing effort.
"
Priscilla," I asked,

" which of your
books do you like the best ?

"

" The (lobhli/ doblin," ahe said.

"Araminta," I cried, "I give it up.
She lias no bent for literature. There
can never have been anygreat authoress,

young or old, who started with such a
materialistic mind."
"You forget Mrs. Beeton,"she replied.

K\OK.

COLD COMFORT.
(It is stated that M. KAUKXKFF, on his

return to Russia, huvimj fallen out of
farour with the Soviet Government,
has been appointed Commissar at

Taganrog.)
UPON the mighty wheels of life

I 'm but a very little cog,

And, when engaged in active strife,

Always the under-dog.

No honours yet have come to me

(My name is Ebenezer Blogg) ;

I haven't got an O.B.E.

Nor yet the Dannebrog.

A taxi-man the other night
Called me a measly little frog;

It 's true that in respect of height
I can't compare with Oo.

At school I was the whipping-boyWhom every master used to flog.

Although I took no stealthy joy
In pipes or cards or grog.

The only time that I bestrode
A horse, like tiil/nii all a^

The creature bolted from the toad
And plunged me in a bog.

I never learned to sing or dance.
To bowl or bat, to stick or slog ;

The only time I crossed to France
I struck a Channel fog.

I 'm old and poor and rather deaf;
I 'm often very short of prog ;

Yet still I grudge not K
I ! i s post at Taganrog.

Our Modest Advertiser*.
" To be Sold, small uncxitpt tonally attrac-

ivo gentleman's Residential KsUte."

There was an American "
I

Whose Diary set people cr.i

Some called it a fake
A most venial mistake.

Opals are apt to be hazy.
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Humble Guest (at Profiteer's castle).
" WHAT THE DEUCE is THIS ?

"

Magnificent Flunkey. "THE TEMPERATURE OP YOUB BATH-WATER, SIR."

THE MINISTRY FOR HEROES.

January 1st, 1920.

To the Ministry of Pensions.

When demobilised on 5th November
last I applied for a disability pension.

Having received no official communi-
cation on the subject, may I inquire,

please, how the matter stands ?

M. C. BROKE, Capt.

February 1st, 1920.

To Lieut. C. M. Broke.
I am to acknowledge receipt of your

letter of 1/1/20, and to say that you
will receive a further communication
from this Department in due course.

CUTHBERT EUTT,
for Ministry of Pensions

March 1st, 1920.

To the Ministry of Pensions.

EC your letter of February 1st, may
I inquire how the matter now stands,

please ? (My rank, by the way, is

captain, and my initials are " M. C."
not " C. M." I hope you won't mind
me mentioning it.)

M. C. BKOKE, Capt.

April 1st, 1920.
To Mr. M. Brake.

I am to acknowledge receipt of your

letter of 1/3/20 and to request that you
will be good enough to state the date

upon which you last received a pay-
ment on account of your pension.

CUTHBERT EUTT,
for Ministry of Pensions.

April 2nd, 1920.

To the Ministry of Pensions.

Eeplying to your inquiry of yester-

day, I have not received any payment
not a bond, not a rouble, not a bean.

That, between ourselves, was my idea
in initiating this interesting corre-

spondence.

May I direct your attention to my
signature? M. C. BROKE, Capt.

May 10th, 1920.

To Second-Lieut. J. Brooke.

Your letter dated 2/4/20 has been

duly received. I am to ask whether

you are (a) demobilised ; (b) disem-
bodied

;
or

(c) still serving ?

CUTHBERT EUTT,
for Ministry of Pensions.

May llth, 1920.

To the Ministry of Pensions.

I was so glad to hear yesterday that

my letter of the 2nd of last month
had been duly received. I was be-

ginning to get quite anxious about it.

In reply to your inquiry I have the

honour to state (again) that I was

(a) demobilised. I mentioned this, you
know, last January. But perhaps you
have forgotten? It is rather a long
while ago. M. C. BROKE, Capt.

P.S. I don't mind a bit how you
spell my name and all that. But our

postman is getting wild. And you
know what workers are.

June 30th, 1920.

To Mr. C. Bink.

I am directed to acknowledge your
letter of 11/5/20. In order to facilitate

this Department's investigations into

your claim, please say if you are in

possession of Army Form Z, 3.

CUTHBERT EUTT,
for Ministry of Pensions.

July 1st, 1920.

To the Ministry of Pensions.

Yes, I am in possession of Army
Form Z. 3. I do hope this will facilitate

your Department's investigations. Not
for my sake. But I enclose last quarter's
accounts from my landlord, butcher,

baker, etc. Perhaps you will be good
enough to guarantee my credit ? You
know how impatient these vulgar
fellows are. M. C. BHOKE, Capt.

P.S. I think I like "Bink "the least
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ofmy new names. But perhaps you will

think of a better one for my next letter.

A/II/HX! h.t, 1920.

To Mr. M. Brooks.

STOUT letter of 1 7 tiO h;is been duly
ieci-ivi!cl, unil I am to inquire whether

you submitted a claim tor disability

pension at the time of your demob-
ilisation. If so, please state date.

CUTHBKRT EUTT,
for Ministry of Pensions.

Aii'inut 2nd, 1920.

To the Ministry of Pensions.

With reference to your letter of yes-

terday, the answer is in the affirmative.

By the way I think we went into that

little matter too last January. But,
of course, you can't think of everything.
Excuse mo mentioning it. Do you
think you could get my pension through
by the 30th inst '.' It is my birthday.
and I would like to have my hoots soled

and heeled. M. C. BROKE, Capt.

Aagwt 80th, 1920.

To Mr. N. Brock.

With reference to your application for

disability pension I am to request that

you will furnish this Department with a

full statement of the circumstances un-

der \\ hich you were wounded, giving the

following particulars : Christian and
surname (in block letters) ; regiment ;

whether (a) demobilised; (b) disem-

bodied ; or (c)

"

still serving ;
whether

(a) shot ; (6) bayoneted ; (c) gassed ;

(</) shell - shocked
;

or (e) drowned
;

Christian and surname (in block letters)
of batman, stretcher-bearers and O.i/c

hospital ship. CUTHBEBT RUTT,
for Ministry of Pensions.

September 8th, 1920.

To the Ministry of Pensions.

Under medical advice I am to cease

corresponding with your admirable De-

pal I rnent. It seems a pity, since we
have got to know each other so well. I

have decided therefore to place the

matter in the hands of the Miners'

Federation. I do not think I have men-
tioned the fact before, but I wasemployed
as a miner when I joined up in '14.

M. C. BROKE, Capt.

September 9th, 1920.

To Captain M. C. Broke.

I am directed to inform you that you
have been awarded a disability pension
at the rate of five hundred pounds per
annum. A draft for the amount due,

including arrears from 5/11/19 date of

disembodiment or demobilisation was

despatched to your address this morning
per King's Messenger.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your humble and obedient Servant,

CUTHBEHT RUTT.
for Ministry of Pensions.

"ONE CROWDED HOUR OF GLORIOUS LIFE."

A BIT OF TOBACCO-ASH IN YOCB KYK, YOUR RKKI. JAMMED, ONE OF YOUR LEGS 111 1

A LOOP OP YOUR LINE AND THE BIGGEST SALMON YOU EVEB SAW ON THE OTHER F.SD OV IT.

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THE GLOW-WORM.
THE little glow-worm sits and g!

As brilliant as the stars,

But you are wrong if you suppose
That he will light cigars.

In fact, he seems to be exempt
From Nature's general plan ;

He never makes the least attempt
To be of use to Man.

And if you think that it requires
A scientific brain

To understand his tiny fires

Then you are wrong again.

The meaning of his shininess

Is fairly clear to me;
It is intended to impress
The future Mrs. (i.

No doubt you think it is his nose

Which gleams across the glen ;

Well, it is not : the part UK.

Is on the abdomen.

And very likely that explains

Why all these million;:

Buy such expensive shiny chains

To hang about on theirs.

a s

The Editor who read these lines

-

quite a different tale ;

He says it is the she that shines

To captivate the male.

He has a perfect right to doubt

The sta 'i this s,.

But if he thinks I '11 scratch them
out

He 'e absolutely wrong. A. P. H.
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FOR OURSELVES ALONE.

O, hoetees l.ml taken us over t"
" Sheltered End," the

pleasanl country homeol Mrs. WiUbugbby Brock to play

!,,,,. ,\ s however there was onlj one court and quite a

number of young n<l middle-aged people were landing near

it with racquets in their hands and an expression on their

a whirl, frustration and anticipation fought for supre-

it follow,,! thai other beguUemente had to be found.

MX ownfatewas to fall into the hands of Mrs. Brock, whose

greatest delight "<> earth seems to be to have a stranger to

"shorn she CM displu> the brant ies of her abode and enlarge

upon the unusual qualities of her personality.
She showed

and told me all. We explored t he estate from the dog-kennel

to the lo-ina tor sleeping out "under the stars;' from the

pergola to the library : from the sundial to the telephone,

"the only one for miles:
"

and as we walked between the

purple and mauve Michaelmas daisies in her long herbaceous

borders, with Red
Admiral butterflies

among the myriad
little clean blossoms,

she said how odd it

was that some peo-

ple have the gift of

attracting friends

and others not ; and
what a strange thing
it is that where one

person has to toil to

make a circle others

are
'

automatically
surrounded by nice

creatures ;
and asked

me if I had any views
as to the reason, but

did not pause for the

reply.
It was a warm

mellow day almost

the first of summer,

according to one's

senses, although
nearly the last, ac-

cording to the calen-

dar and Mrs. Brock
was so happy to be

in a monologue that I could enjoy the garden almost without

interruption. For a two and a half years' existence it cer-

tainly was a triumph. Here and there a reddening apple
shone. The hollyhocks must have been ten feet high.
"Ah! here comes the dearVicar," said Mrs. Brock suddenly,

and, rising up from a rose which I was inhaling (and I wish
that people would grow roses, as they used to do years ago,

nose-high), I saw a black figure approaching.
" He is such a charming man," Mrs. Brock continued,

"and devoted to me."
" Good afternoon," said the Vicar. " How exquisite those

delphiniums are!
"
he added after introductions were com-

plete; "such a delicate blue! I should not have intruded
had I known you had a party" he waved his hand to-

wards the single tennis-court, around which the wistful

racquet-bearers were now (as it seemed) some thousands
strong, "hut it is always a pleasure" he turned to me
" to be able to walk in this paradise on a fine day and

appreciate its colour and its fragrance. I find Mrs. Brock
so valuable a parochial counsellor too."

" I think," I said, not in the least unwilling to be tactful,
"I will see what the rest of our party arc doing."

Oh, no." said the Vicar; "please don't let me drive you

away. As a matter of fact, since there are so many here I

won'
1

1 stay myself. But I wonder," he addressed Mrs.

Brock,
" as I am here, if I might use your telephone for a

moment?
"

" Of course," said she.

"Thank you so much," he replied; "yes, I know where

it is," and with a genial and courtly salutation he moved

off in the direction of the house.
' Such a true neighbour!

"
said Mrs. Brock. "Ah! and

here is another," she went on. And along the same path,

where the Michaelmas daisies were thickest, I saw a massive

woman in white, like a ship in full sail, bearing down upon
us, defending her head from the gentle September sun with

a red parasol. "This," Mrs. Brock hurriedly informed me,
"

is Lady Cranstone, who lives in the house with the green
shutters at the end of the village. Such a dear person !

She's always in and out. The widow of the famous scientist,

you know."
I didn't know ; but

what does it mat t er '.'

By this time the

dear person was
within hailing dis-

tance, but she flew

no signals of cordial-

ity ; her demeanour
rather was austere

and arrogant. Mrs.

Brock hurried to-

wards her to assist

her to her moorings,
and* I was duly pre-
sented.

" I didn't intend

to come in again

to-day," said Lady
Cranstone, whose
features still success-

fully failed to give to

the stranger any in-

dication of the be-

nignity that, it was

suggested, irradiated

her being.
" But you are al-

ways so welcome,"
said Mrs. Brock. "

Lady Cranstone," she continued to me,

"is kindness itself. She makes all the difference between

loneliness and and content."

Lady Cranstone picked a rose and pinned it in her mon-

umental bosom. " I don't know that I had anything in

particular to say," she remarked. " I chanced to be passing
and I merely looked in; but since I am here perhaps you
would allow me to use your telephone

Mrs. Brock beamed her delighted acquiescence and the

frigate sailed on. " You 've no idea," said Mrs. Brock,
" what

a friendly crowd there is in these parts. I don't know how
it is, but this little place of mine, modest though it is, and

unassuming and unclever as I am, is positively the very
centre of the district. It 's like a club-house. How strange
life is ! What curious byways there are in human sympathy !

'

This being the kind of remark that is best replied to

with an inarticulate murmur, I provided an inarticulate

murmur ; and I was about to make a further and more

determined effort to get away when a maid-servant ap-

proached with a card.

Mrs. Brock took it and read the name with a little cry of

satisfaction. "Lord Eisborough," she said to me. "At

WHATKVEU WILL you DO, GRANDPA, WHEN YOU 'RE TOO OLD FOR OARDENura?

I EXPECT I'LL STAKT GOLF. BUT I HOPE I SHAN'T LIVK AS LONG AS THAT."
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"I DO HOPE YOU'LL BE ABLE TO COME TO THE MoTHEBB 1 WELFAttB MEETING OH WtDSESDAT. WlS 'V PEBSCADED A FAMOC8

. m ! TO COME AND GIVE US A LECTUBE ON 'THE DECAY OP COOKEBY.' IT SHOULD BE MOST HELPFUL."

"NOT TO ME, MUM. I ALLUS GIVES MINE TO THE PIGS WHEN IT OETB THAT FAB."

last ! How nice of him to call. They live at Risborough

Park, you know. I always said they would never con-

descend to dignify 'Sheltered End' with their presence;

but I somehow knew they would." She purred a little.

And then, "Where is his lordship?" she asked; but the

girl's reply was rendered unnecessary by the nobleman

himself, who advanced briskly upon Mrs. Brock, hat in hand.
" I trust," lie said, "that you will pardon the informality

of this visit. Lady Risborough is so sorry not to have been

able to call yet, but but Yes, I was wondering if you 'd

be so very kind as to do me a little favour? The fact is,

lephone is out of order most annoying and I

wondered if you would let me use yours. I hoar that you
have one."

" I will take you to it," said Mrs. Brock.
" Most kind, most kind !

"
his lordship was muttering.

There was no difficulty in making my escape now.
'

E. V. L.

Mr. Punch desires to express his sincere regret for an

injustice done, though without malice, to the Publishers

is. SWEET AND MAXWELL) and the Editor of Wtttvmuf

Real Property, in an article that appeared in the issue of

August 18th, under the title,
" Blcwitt on Real Property.

The new edition of Williams' Real I'ro/x-rti/ contains a large

amount of fresh material and represents considerable labour

spent over the careful revision of the previous edition.

" At 1 a.m. .uninterrupted rifle fire ;uHlboml..xrI'.M.-..- were audible.

It is reported that a French officer was then addn'ssingthc crowd.

Times of Malayn .

Our old sergeant-major must look to his laurels.

I'llH PEERLESS PROVINCIAL

[A London paper learns from a West End tailor that many people

m the North and Midlands now achieve a higher standard of droM

than the "man about town."]

IF pereluini-e you would gn/e upon those whose array
'

Of impeccable texture and cut,

It is futile to go to Pall Mall or the Row,
Now the haunt of the second-rate nut ;

Take a train (G.N.R.), for example, as far

\s Clevkhe.Uon or Cleethorpes-on-Sea,
Where each male that you meet, from his head to

his feet,

Follows Fashion's most recent decree.

A legitimate claim to sartorial fume

Can be made by the locals at Leek,

Whose apparel is apt to be ruthlessly scrapped
After having been worn for a week;

'I'musers hag at the knees in no town on the Tee<J,

' the Ijondoner has to admit

That he cannot compote against Beetle's title,

And that Percy of Pudsey is IT.

\\igan 'B well in the van, for her sons to a man
Are the ultimate word in cravats

And are said to outdo even Cheadle and Crewe

In the matter of collars and sp

piek of the lot is the privileged spot

Where the smart'set, the quite commt il fant,

Have a mentor and guide who is famed far and wide

As Bertie the Briillington Beau.
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Till: PASSING OF ALFRED.

Alfred is dead mid with him 1ms gone
.John's last efforts ;it milking and train-

in i,' pets, ll lias simply been one dis-

appointment after another. There \vas

C'harles the monkey. Charles could

write his own name with a pen and

i liest shaving-stick with-

out milking a lather. There was Joey,

the hilly-goat, such an entertaining
fellow, who eotdd pick tip and set down

anything with his horns from a basket

dustman. And then there was

l,ivo -immortal Livo. There never

-:ich a down-at-heel and unscrupul-
ous \ oung ruflian of amongrel terrier as

nor one that more completely con-

vinced people that he was a gentleman
of blood and a pure-souled spiritualist.

Of course there were heaps of other

pets as well, but just as they seemed

about to reach that stage of human in-

telligence so earnestly desired by their

young master they all suddenly died,

even as Alfred, the last of a long list,

gave up the ghost yesterday.
Alfred was a trout. Not your ordinary

fly-jumping kind of trout, because there

is never anything ordinary about John's

pets. Alfred, for instance, had not lived

in water for three months. He simply
had no use for the stuff, and, as for

jumping at a fly, his nerves were far

too good for that sort of thing.
His attachment to John was com-

plete. He would take food from no
one else and the presence of his eight-

year-old master in the long grass was
sufficient to bring him erect on his tail,

where he would wag his fins and make
strange noises in cordial welcome. In

many respects he was the most superior

pet John has ever had. He could affect

boredom and his exhibition of the glad
eye was considered by John's eldest

sister to be positively deadly. It is, in

fact, true to say that his keen desire to

adopt as many human habits as pos-
sible often led us to mistake him for

one of ourselves.

John, however, was not quite satis-

fied with his pupil until one bright
morning last week when Alfred dis-

played the first signs of having acquired
the Directional Wriggle. Strange as
it may sound, this very human trout

actually wriggled after John for a dis-

tance of five yards. Three days later
Ii3 pursued his master to the village
post-office and beat him by a short gill.

Yesterday, however, Alfred excelled
himself. John had left early for the
stream, and being in a hurry took

advantage of the thin plank crossing.Now (.lie plank is very slippery and had
been placed over the spot where the
stream is deepest. John crossed it

carefully enough, but looking back for

ml he suddenly noticed that Alfred

was following him. Before he could

raise his voice in protest the trout had

mounted the plank and was wriggling

across it. Then, horror of horrors ! in

the middle of the plank the wretched

fish suddenly lurched, lost its foot-

ing, plunged into the water and was

drowned. -

FLOWERS' NAMES.
WHAT THE FAIRIES WKAK.

IF only you walk with an open ear

And watch with an open eye,
There 's wonderful magic to see and hear

By silently passing by ;

In meadows and ditches, here and there,

You '11 find the clothes that the fairies

You can see each golden and silvery
frock

In Lady's Mantle and Ladysmock ;

There 's Lady's Garter (which, I sup-

pose, (

They wear with the cowslips called

Hose-in-hose) ;

The solemn fairies who ride on owls

Shroud their faces with Monkswood
cowls ;

And there 's other things besides fairy
dresses

There 's Lady's Mirror and Lady's
Tresses.

Bachelors' Buttons must be for elves

Who have to do up their clothes them-
selves ;

And the tailor fairies use Fairy Shears,

Long cutting-grasses that grow by
meres ;

And they mend their things with the

Spider-stitches,
Faint white flowers that you find in

ditches,

And Shepherd's Needle, which you'll
see plain

In every meadow and field and lane ;

And when they 've used them they grow
again.

If only you walk with an open ear
And watch with an open eye,

There 's wonderful secrets to see and
hear

By silently passing by ;

In meadows and ditches, here and there,
You '11 find the clothes that the fairies

wear
;

And if you look when they think you 've

gone
Perhaps you '11 see them trying them on.

"The whole of the United States is intensely
interested in a baseball scandal revealed a few-

days ago.
The Grand Judy, which is now investigating

the charge, has already indicted eight of the
leading players." Evening Paper.

Mr. Punch wishes his old consort more
power to her elbow.

ROBBERY IN COURT.
THERE would seem to be some need

for watchfulness in our Courts of Justice
lest the customs and privileges which
to so great an extent have made them
what they are should be allowed to

lapse.
A great sensation was caused through-

out the legal profession the other day
when it was reported in the Press t.h.-it

a witness, in giving evidence, made the

following remark : "It goes in one ear
and out of the other. Perhaps that
is because there is nothing to stop it."

The report stated that laughter fol-

lowed, and, if that was indeed the case,
then we have no hesitation whatever
in characterising it as a most unseemly
outburst.

If witnesses are to be permitted with

impunity to snatch out of the Judge's
mouth the jokes which naturally arise

out of their evidence, our whole judicial

system will be imperilled. In offering
an explanation as to why "

it goes in

one ear and out of the other," the
witness committed a grave breach of

etiquette. That explanation, if made
at all, should have been made by the

Judge in the first place. Or if, after

due opportunity had been given, his

Lordship showed no desire to avail

himself of the opening, then the privi-

lege should have fallen to the examining
counsel. If he in turn waived it, it

should have been open to counsel on
the other side to snap up the chance.
We fail to understand how such a

remark, coming from a witness, could
have been allowed to pass without
rebuke from the Judge or protest from
the counsel, or some attempt at least

to maintain order on the part of the

usher. ^==^=r=
THE CHANTRY.

GUEY dust lies on his battered face ;

The glories of his shield are dim ;

Half vanished are the words of grace

Beseeching pity and peace for him

Along the Purbeck rim.

His hands are folded palm to palm
(Some fingers lacking on the right),

And at his peaked feet the calm
Old lion shows he fell in fight,

As best became a knight.

The ivy shakes its tattered leaves

Where once he saw the painted pane ;

The brooding, scurrying spider weaves
Where cloth of damask dyed in grain

Will never hang again.

With missal propped upon his helm
For him no drowsy chantor pleads ;

But blackbirds in the darkening elm

Sing plain-song, and the Abbey meads
Retell their daisy-beads.

D. M. S.
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Lady. "AND WHY DID you LEAVE vouii LAST SITUATION?"
Prospective Maid. " WELL, THAT 's A BIT INQUISITIVE, AIN'T rr, MUM? I DIDN'T ASK YOU WHY YOfB LAST onu. utrr YOU."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I AM as a rule very strongly against the form of pedantry
that hastens to cry

" imitation
"
whenever a new writer

finds himself impelled to a theme of the same character as
that already associated with an old-established practitioner.
But in the case of The Lost Horizon (METHUEN) I find

myself overwhelmed. Consciously or unconsciously Mr. G.
COLBY BORLEY has produced a story that in matter and
treatment is so palpably a reflection of JOSEPH CONRAD
that the likeness simply refuses to be ignored. It is in its

way a good story enough an affair of adventure in South
America and on the high seas, with a generous sufficiency of
oaths and blood-letting ;

a tale moreover that gives evidence

(in spite of that distressing echo) of being written by one
who takes his craft with a becoming dignity of purpose.
One peculiarity of the Master has not only been borrowed

by Mr. BORLEY, but exaggerated to his own undoing: I

mean the trick of introducing a character or group of char-
acters so clogged and obscured by the adhesions of the
uncommunicated past that not till this has been gradually
flaked from them do they emerge as figures in whom it is

possible to take an intelligent interest. In the present
instance this process is delayed for more than half the book.
As for the intrigue, that concerns a group of cut-throat

Europeans, who, having been ruinously involved in a South
American revolution, are now further plunged into the plots
of a scoundrelly African magnate and his conspiratorial

gang. For myself, I parted from them :'ll \\itli a feeling of

regret that they had not explained themselves earlier as the

entertaining villains that they turned out to be.

Manhood End (HuiiHT AND BLACKETT) is the title, not

very cheery, that Mrs. HENRY DIDK.SKY has given to her
latest novel, a simple and quite human story of country
vicarage life, told sympathetically, but in too main
for so slight a theme. The publishers are at the wholly
superfluous pains of urging you as a preliminary to read the
" turn-over of cover." Don't ! All you will find there is a
synopsis of the

plot, just sufficient to destroy the slfiulrr

thread of your interest in its development. And 1 must
record a protest against the entirely unneeded Prologue, in

which total strangers sit round at a churchyard picnic on
the graves of the real protagonists, and speculate as to their

history. The tale itself is placed in Sussex (why this

invidious partiality of our novelists ?), the actors being for

the most part clerical. The main interest i-* ci-nin-d in

the matrimonial trials of the Rev. Frederick A.I

whose bride, having married him in haste, repented at

leisure, eloped with the promising brother of a neighbouring
parson, repented more, returned to domesticity, ran away
again, and so on, da capo. Perhaps really these simple but
not short annals have a flavour that I have failed to convey.
Mrs. DIDENEY writes easily, but should avoid the snares
of originality. To say of her heroine's morning appearance
at the breakfast table, that she " stood in the tangle of a
delicious coffee smell," may convey an impression, but at a
ruinous expense of style.

Winter, hero of The Black

iy Mis. ALFRED SnxrMcK and CROSHIK (IARSTIN, had led a
lice easy life till his father's nefarious schemes crashed,

inuring down in a common ruin half the small investors
"n the country. Left penniless, he changes his disgraced
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name and goes out to Canada to make good. There, on the

prairies, lie puts in some hard, honest work. But, in his

haste to be rich, the Black Knii/lit, as they do in chess,

after moving straight, moved obliquely. In order to make
a coup out of a Wall Street cinch ho helped himself to the

money of the bank of which he was cashier. Other people
who shall be nameless have done this sort of thing
before, ami, after returning the " borrowed

"
cash, have

enjoyed a stainless prosperity. But Michael, through a

motor-car accident, just failed to put it back in time, and
had to do two years. But he had made a fortune, and on

emerging from prison returned to Europe to enjoy it.

There he rescues an innocent English girl from a shady
Parisian environment and marries her. By chance she
learns the secret of the source of his wealth and leaves him.
In order to appease hei

scruples and recover her he

signs away his goods for the

benefit of his father's cre-

ditors. What might have
been a too sugary conclusion
is saved by a pleasant touch
of corrective irony in the very
last line, where his wife ex-

presses a very human satis-

faction on finding that her
best necklace was not in-

eluded in the noble sacrilice.

I hope I shall not be sus-

pected of flattering Mr.
Punch's "PATLANDER" if I

admire the excellence of the
Canadian section, obviously
contributed by Mr. CEOSBIE
GAHSTIN, who has knocked
about most of the world
marked red on the maps.
Here his humour and vitality
are at their keenest. The
rest of a well-told tale I

attribute to Mrs. ALFRED
SIDOWICK, with the exception
of a pugilistic episode, for

which I imagine that the
male fist was called in to

supplement her proper in-

experience.

I do believe that I have
caught a detective napping ; a
real private detective, one of the great infallibles of fiction"

S. FLETCHER'S Exterior to the Evidence (HODDERAND STOUGHTON) is one of those thrills in which any of the
sharactere might have committed the murder and there is

eryreason.attimes.tosuspect thattheyhave all had a hand
Over the moorland there ran a path, and at a spot

Slack Scar it came perilously near the edge of a
forty-foot drop, with rocks at the bottom. Over this precipicewent Str Chemlle St<,/,,,n/ at midnight, a very odd cir

twice considering his
life-long familiarity with the pathStathcrshaw the great detective called in to investigate the

matter on behalf of one of the suspects, took a line of hisown and eventually hit upon someone you and I would
never have thought of. - We have this excuse, that we had
'"

"7.' f
' ace until he was hit upon ; but no more
>,,/,. Now i am not goi to iye

secret of this enticing affair, but I must dispute tiie detec-
identifacation on the last page but one, of the man

responsible for S,r ChrrUle's death. If you compare t,ho

" MY DEAB, I FELT I OUGHT NEVER TO HAVE TAKEN THE HOLIDAY
SCARCELY HAD I SET FOOT JN MY APAKTMKNTS WHEN I WAS HANDED
A TELEGRAM FROM SARAH :

' PARROT LAID AN EQO. WlRE IN-
STRUCTIONS. ' "

statement of fact on page 301, seven lines from the bottom
which corroborates that on page 279, also seven lines from
the bottom, with Weathershaw-'s dramatic accusation, you
will undeisfcand what I mean and you will be left in 'con-
siderable doubt (as I was) of what the author means. Does
he suggest that Sir Chevillc was never murdered at all?
After so much excitement that would be a sad pity.

The publishers of The Amorous Cheat (CHATTO AND
WINDUS) generously label it

" an enthralling story oi

domestic and stage life." To which my comment must be,
that the domesticity supplied by the hero's family and
their quite uninteresting hesitations between town and
suburban residence are entirely nebulous and illusive, that
the stage as background has no significance one way 01

'

other, but that the impro-
priety upon which (I must
say frankly) the appeal of
the book seems to depend is

given without stint, in a
measure that certainly may,
for some readers, justify the

publishers' epithet. You will

understand therefore that I

experience a little natural
hesitation about suggesting
the intrigue. It is certainly
of the simplest a mere ques-
tion as to whether Edward
and Vivian, casual acquaint-
ances of a, restaurant, shall
or shall not spend a sequence
of week-ends together. The
lady is described as on the

stage, but she might as well

belong to a guild of art-

needlework. Edward is the

only question of importance,
and the week-ends; if you
ponder the significance of the
iitle you can probably guess
the rest. To be honest I

ought to add that Mr. BASIL
OKEIGHTON wields an easy-
flowing pen, and that at
least one chapter certainly
is wickedly entertaining, in

the style of what we used to
jail " Continental

"
humour.

- To sum up, not a novel for

family reading or for the fastidious. The others may
even be enthralled.

The Diary of a Sportsman Naturalist in India (LANE)
contains an excellent collection of sporting anecdotes, and
dip where you may you will find none of them trivial or
tiresome. Mr. E. P. STEBBING states that his purpose in

selecting material from his note-books was "
to emphasize

the necessity which exists of affording protection to the
game and other animals of India," and, shy as some of us
are of purposeful books, there is no reason to be scared by
this one. In the first place Mr. STEHBING'S purpose is one
which will generally be commended, and in the second he
achieves it in an absolutely unobtrusive manner. To sports-
men, and especially to those who have enjoyed the good
fortune of shooting in India, this volume will be extremely
welcome. The only cumbrous thing about it is its title.
Add that Mr. STUBBING is as profuse in his illustrations as
he is happy in his choice of subjects.
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" WllKNKVKH I Mill ill London," \

in American journalist, "I never miss

[lie House of Commons." Nor do we,

during I lie Ree.

II' Lord KHNYON wishes, I nm pre-

pared to light him with any \ve;i|

he ohoosea to name at any time," an-

noiinccd Sir (']. \ri>K CHAMPION DE
Ksi'KiNV recently to a representative

of The Stnr. In sporting circles it is

thought that, in spite of his recent

declaration, Mr. G. B. CoCHBAN may
consent to stage the encounter.

At the Air Confer-

ence last week Lieut. -

Colonel MOOUK - BHA-

MAZON, M.P., said the

Government should

appoint experts to

control the weather.

It looks as if Tin' !><uh/

Mm! was not going
to have things all its

own way.

" The object of Po-

land," says M. DOMH-
SKI, "is peace, hard
work and production."
These were at one

time the object of

England, and she still

hopes to get peace.

Mr. PUSSYFOOT
JOHNSON has told a

Glasgow audience that

he is no kill-joy, but

smokes cigars. It is

also said that he has

been seen going the

pace playing domin-
oes.

water over them. Cats on night duty
are now putting a kindlier interpreta-
tion on the treatment tbey receive.

*

An employee at a coal-mine in Ohio
is reported to have died from overwork.

C insolation ill the fact that

this could not possibly happen in Eng-
land. Q

ThreeGlasgow workmen have started

on a walk to Ixmdon. With the possi-

bility of a vote in favour of a dry
Scotland we suppose they started early
to avoid the rush.V

It is still very doubtful whether

DIPLOMACY.
Mistress. "NoRAH, WILL YOD TRY TO HAVE TUB STEAK A LITTLE MORE UNDKH-

DONE ?
"

Norah (bristling up). "Is IT FINDING FAULT YE AUK?"

Mistress. "On, NO, NO! I MERELY THOUGHT IT WOULD BE NICEB FOE TOO

NOT TO BEMAIN OVEIt THE KIHE HO LOM.."

"An apple a day keeps the doctor

away." We can only add that the

price of apples is enough to keep any-

body away. .
:

. .

:

.

" What is a Penny Eoll ?
"

asks a

headline. The answer is
" Three half-

pence." , .

The average boarding-house, says a

gossip writer, is not what it seems.

No, unfortunately it is what it is.

We understand that the world's

record fast has been accomplished by
a Scotsman, who has succeeded in re-

maining in Prohibition America for

seven months and three days.

South Sea Islanders, when greeting

friends, says Tit Bits, fling a jar of

JACK DEMPSEY can meet JESS WILLABD,

says a sporting paper. A dear old lady

thinks he might get over the difficulty

by dropping him a letter.

It is reported that the captain of a

village fire brigade recently declined to

call his men out to a fire because it

was raining. Unfortunately the owner

of the fire was too busy to keep it

going till the first tine day.
* *

A clerk employed" behind the counter

at a post-office
in the South of England

recently rescued a young girl from

drowning. In order to show their ap-

preciation of the young man'.s bravery.

local residents have now decided to

purchase their stamps at his post-office.

" Life is uncertain and often full of

trouble," hewaiU a writer in the
Promt. Still, in our opinion

it 's the only thing worth living.
*

On two separate occasions last week
a cat entered one of the largest churches
in Yorkshire whilst a wedding v.

progress. Thin .supports our U-hef that

feline society is contemplating ti

troduction of more ceren then

own marriage system.

%*
Ex-sailors on the reserve need not be

alarmed by the repeated rumours that

a surprise mobilisation of the Fleet may
be ordered very shortly, as we now have

it on good authority that, in order to

are its complete
success, plenty of no

tice will be given to

them beforehand.

Women are said to

he fonder than men
are of morbid stage

plays. Weddings also

have a greater fasci-

nation for them.
* *

Mr. T. A. I'.oisoN is

reported to have in-

vented a machine to

record communication
with the other world.

As a final experiment
an attempt is to be

made to get into touch

with the POET Lu u

KATK. , ,

The motor-car of

polished steel and no

paint
- work is the

latest innovation. 1

is said that this will

do away with the ob-

jection of pedestrians
that under present___

conditions one cannot Iw knocked down
without soiling one's clothing.

1 Water," says an

Metropolitan

says an official of the

Water Board, " costs* fai

too much to waste to-day." Adulterated

with whisky, we believe it costs about

eightpence a time.

The Muaic of the Future.

"MrSICAL ISSTBfMI
For Sale, one guiall Kconoiinc Kollcr, 1

Brown's triple action Jlollcr, U Kasturn Pro-

duce Roll Breakers, 1 UpdraJt Sirocco I>

all the above in good order and can be Men

working. 1 Saw Mill, good order. 1 SoutW.
roU Breaker, lair order." Ceylon Paftr.

"Mr. won jt tOO.OOO at Aix-Ies-Bains.

Tlu- lucl.y wa edneatfd at 11-v-

row "
Daily I'aptr.. . . .

The italics are Mr. Punch's. Are our

public schools beginning to advertise ?
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FALLING PRICES.

(With tjnitfful acknowledgments to the CommercialSxi of "The Times.")

SAD is the sight, but not so strange,

When the dead loaf to earth declines:

I have observed this annual change
As one of Autumn's surest signs ;

But oh, how very odd it is

To mark the falling prices of commodities.

One had supposed the boom of War
(Still raging with the desperate Turk),

Whose closure seemed past praying for,

Would carry on its hideous work
And swell for years and years

The bulging waistcoats of our profiteers.

But lo! a lot of useful wares
Within my modest range have come;

Trousers, I hear, are sold (in pairs)
At three-fifteen a paltry sum ;

And you can even get
Dittos as low as thirteen pounds the set.

I can afford a further lump
Of sugar in my cocoa yes,

And cocoa too is on the slump,
Its "second grade" now costs me less;

And green peas (marrowfat)
Are down to fourpence. I can run to that.

And, though my coffers, sadly thinned,

May not command a home-killed ham,
And though the fees for pilchards (tinned)
And eggs (to eat) and strawberry-jam

Are still beyond my means

(The same remark applies to butter-beans);

Yet milk (condensed) and salmon (" pink "),
And arrowroot and pines (preserved)

All "
easier," I am glad to think

These, and a soul not yet unnerved,
Shall keep me going strong,

Now that the price of boots is not so long.

GONE AWAY!
IT seems to me that our local Hunt wants waking up.

In some places, I believe, there are still people who
cheerily rouse the slumbering morn "

by hunting the fox
or the fox-cub, and, if one cannot let slumbering morns lie,
there is no jollier way of rousing them. But in our villagewe hunt the 8.52. Morning after morning, if you watch
from a high place, you can see our bowlers and squash hats
just above the hedgerows bobbing down to the covert side.
That one bobbing last is me.
As we trudge homeward under the star-lit skies all our

racy anecdotes are of the fine fast runs we have had with
.he 8.52, the brave swinging of the tail carriage, the heavywork over the points, the check and find again at East
>oydon main .... Those who arrive early at the meet in
the morning (but, as I have hinted, I am not one of these)
stroll about the platform, I am told, talking of the rare
)ld times when the 8.52 used to be the 8.51, pulling out
heir watches every now and then and saying to the
tation-master,

" She 's twenty-live seconds late," for all
eason ticket-holders have special permission from the rail-

way company to put trains into the feminine gender. This
s a slight compensation for having to pay again when

they are challenged and can only pull out a complimentary
pass to the Chrysanthemum Show.
As for myself, no one can say that I lack the sporting

spirit, and if I am late in the field it is because there is

not enough noise and bustle about our Hunt. It needs, I

submit, the romantic colour and pageantry that fire an

Englishman's blood and rouse him irrevocably from his
marmalade.
In this connection, as we say so charmingly at our

office, I have laid certain preliminary proposals before

Enderby and Jackson. A lot of the sportsmen who hunt
the 8.52 in our village do so in motor-cars, which is hardly
playing the game. Of the stout-hearted fellows who follow
on foot, both Enderby and Jackson pass in front of my
house and may be discerned dimly through a gap in the

hedge, which was probably made for that purpose by the

previous tenant. Or it may have been because the gate-
latch sticks and he did not jump well. Enderby asserts
that my house is nine minutes from the station, and Jackson

says it is six, and therein lies the whole difference between

optimism and pessimism. All I know is that, if I gather ray

jhat, coat, Times, stick, pipe, tobacco and matches and put as

many as possible of them in appropriate places just after

Enderby has passed the gap, I catch the 8.52 nicely. If I
do these things just after Jackson has passed I catch it

nastily, just about the rear buffers. My proposal is that

Enderby and Jackson should encourage me a little by
wearing scarlet coats, so that I can see them twinkling
more brightly through the gap in my hedge, and if they
will do this I will promise to provide them both with hunt-

ing horns. I have pointed out that a "View halloo" from

Enderby, followed by a stirring
"
Tantivvv, Tantivvy, Tautivvy;

Tra-la, Tra-la, Tra-la "

from Jackson, will, if any power on earth can do it, bring
me from my toast in time for my train in the morning.

I have explained to them that nothing can be pleasanter
or more beautiful for the baker, the butcher and the grocer
to look at every morning than Enderby and Jackson dressed
in pink, with a despatch-case in one hand and a hunting-
horn in the other. There must be other sportsmen situated
as I am, and I should like to see all the little lanes stream-

ing with pink coats ; and it would be very nice too if they
all brought their dogs to see them off, as some do already.

I am quite prepared to admit that neither Enderby nor
Jackson sees eye to eye with me in this matter. They argue
that ample notice is given of the imminent arrival of the
8.52 by the express train which passes through the cutting
at 8.43, and is popularly known as " the warner." I have
replied that I cannot hear express trains when I am eating
toast, and that the only warner I recognise is PLUM WARNER,
who cannot by any stretch of language be called an express
train. There the matter rests at present, and I suppose in
a few days I shall miss the 8.52 again.

Happily I have now found out what to do when this
occurs. Enderby and Jackson believe that the next train
is the 10.15; but that is their narrow-minded parochialism.
They are quite wrong. About ten minutes after the 8.52
:ias gone away another perfectly good train steals panting
from the undergrowth. When one has missed the 8.52 one
cannot wait on the platform till 10.15, nor, on the other

land, having waved an airy good morning to the butcher,
the baker and the grocer as I trotted along, can I very
well go back and undo it. And then the derision at home,
;he half-drunk stirrup-cup of coffee standing tepid and for-

orn. But, as I say, the 9.5 is a perfectly sound train. It
s quite true that it goes to Brighton, but the weather has
)een very warm of late. I hate these splits in the local

Hunt, but there it is. EVOE.
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HIGH LIFE ON THE UNDERGROUND.
NEXT BCT 0* E . THE IS B.HO.Vs

The Individual. "AHEM! THE BABONESS, I PRESOOM?

THE DINING GLADIATOR;
OB, WAR TO THE KNIFE (AND FORK).
(Being further Extracts from a certain

Diary).

August 4th, 1914. Declaration of
War. I hereby take a solemn oath not
to relax my efforts to win this struggle
for England, even if it costs me my
last drop of ink.

Began my series of powerful articles

by calling for KITCHENER, of whom I
now, if guardedly, approve. Lunched
at the Carlton and dined at the Bitz
to let all the world see that I am not

I downhearted. #

Spent the morning at the War Office,
showing everyone how the work there
ought to be done. Then to Downing
Street to put things right there.
Lunched at Claridge's with six Lead-

ing Ladies, all of them cheery souls.
* # *

Week-ended at Melton. Some good

tennis and bridge. Fear that none of
our generals really knows his job.

* * #

I have been wondering to-day if any
other military journalist could possiblyknow such a lot of the Smart Set, and
so intimately as I do. I am extra-

ordinary lucky in having all these nice
people to fall back on when I am worn
out with War-winning and Tribunal
duties.

# * *

Wrote a wonderful article on the
importance of dressing up some one to
look like HINDENBUHG and droppinghim at night by parachute from an
aeroplane into the German lines near
Head-Quarters. It would have to be a
biggish man who can speak German

-Mr. CHESTERTON perhaps, but I
lave never met Mr. CHESTERTON, as he
seems never to lunch or dine at the
Ritz; or even Lord HALDANE. Once
safely landed (my article goes on to

explain) he would make his way to Ger-
man H.Q., being mistaken for the real

HINDENBURG, kill him and then issue
orders to the Army which would quickly
put the Germans in our power. Strange
that no one else has thought of this.

* * *

It is very awkward to be the onlyman in London who has the truth in
him. Relieved some of my embarrass-
ment by a glass or two of remarkable
1794 brandy. * * *

WINSTON came to Canyon Hall to
dine and we discussed his future. I

mapped out the next six months for
him very carefully, and he promised to
follow my counsel; but I am afraid that
Lady BANDOLPH may interfere.

* * *

My HINDENBURG article not in The
Times yet. Cannot think what is

coming to journalism. And NORTH-
:LIFFE calls himself a hustler.
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Sent, for tin 1 I'm MI-: MINISTER un<l

gave liini a pieeo of my mind. Ho

ought to be mom careful in future.

* # *

Lunched at the Carlton with ( 1 1

(;KAVI:S and liad some valuable \Yn

talk.

In the afternoon to the Tribunal,

win- re all excuses were disregarded and

everyone parked off to the recruiting

officer.

In the evening to a first-class revue

at the Palace. *

Had gratifying visit from ANVTOLE

KKANCF.'S Iriend, M. 1'rTOIH, who told

me that the French look to me as the

only Knglishman capable of winning
the \\'ar. My articles are read every-

where, and some have been set to

music. # *

More men must be obtained, and

Iherel'om wrote a capital article calling

on all criminals to cease their labours

during the \Var, in order to release the

police Tor the army. After this effort,

which was very tiring, lunched at the

Ritz with KTIIHL LEVEY, LAVKRY and

SOVEHAL. Some good riddles were

asked. A discussion followed on ladies'

boots, and whether toes should be

pointed or square. From this we

passed to stockings and then to lin-

gerie. Tore myself away to attend to

my Tribunal duties.

* *

Met the GLOOMY DEAN in the Mall

and walked with him to the Rag.,
where he left me. A most diverting
man. He told me a capital story

about a curate and an egg.
* * *

Finished a rattling good article on a

way to make our army look more im-

pressive to the foe, namely by fitting

each man with a dummy man on either

side of him. Bosch aeroplane ob-

servers would imagine then that we
were three times as strong as we are,

and some very desirable results might
follow. * *

Sent for NORTHCLIFFE and told him

that unless my articles are treated with

more respect I cannot go on and the

War will he lost. He seemed to be

impressed, but you never know.

Lunched at Claridge's with Lady
CI-NAHD, Lady DIANA MANNERS and

GEORGE EOHEY. We were all very witty.

In the afternoon saw ROBERTSON at

the W.O. and told him of my dummy
soldier idea. He roared with delight.

* * *

Wrote one of my best articles, on

the importance of either L. G. learn-

ing French or CLEMENCEAU learning

English. Very depressed all day; have

lost my appetite.

<

'

j^- -

THE END OF AN IMPERFECT DAY.
"OSK OF THOSE TINS OF SALMON, PLEASE."

Dined at the Ritz. A large party,

including Lady CUNARD and Lady
DIANA MANNERS. The Princess of X.

was present and I found her intelligent.

Afterwards to Lady Y.'s for bridge.

The cards were mad, but we had some

wonderful rubbers, the four best players

in London being concerned.

ft N

Wrote one of my best articles, on

the importance of eating and drinking

and being merry during great national

crises. Urged among other things the

addition of restaurant cars to all trains,

even those on the Tubes. It is mad-

ness to encourage seriousness, as The

Times is doing. *

My eating article not printed. Prac-

tice, however, is more than precept,

and I shall continue to do my bite.

(To he continued) E. V. L.

Another Sex-Pi oblem.
' SALE OP LIVE AMI DEAD FAB* STOCK.

G Steer* in milk and in Call."

Local Par*.

" In the second prt of tho programme Miss

was associated with Mr. in It was

a Lover and Hii Last.
1 " Australian I'aptr.

Let us hope she will remain so.

"
Rejoicing in a measure of freedom after

the harassing restrictions of the war, Scotsmen

are not eager to thrust their necks into the

nose again." Daily I'aper.

They prefer, we imagine, to thrust the

nose of the bottle into their necks.

Kvery Uriti-h voter on the sea coast is at

heart a sailor." Daily CkroHiclf.

At heart, no doubt. But how many
have found to their cost that it is in

fact another organ which affords the

ultimate test of sailorship.
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CHECK BY THE QUEEN.
I HAD never before seen the laiiy

Queen in such an agitated condition.

She cume .lushing in, her cheeks glow-

ing, her eyes aflame, her tiny form

positively quivering \vitli indignation

and excitement.

In her hand slie held a small scrap of

paper, which she waved about in a

frantic manner just in front of my nose.

" Look," she said,
" look ! My Pro -is

Agency sent it me this morning. Did

you ever hear of such a thing? It's

outrageous, it 's incredible, it 's ...

Oh, don't sit staring there as if it didn't

matter. Can't you say something

suggest something ?
"

Your Majesty," I said humbly, for

one has to be a little careful when

dealing with incensed Royalty,
" I

haven't been able to read it yet."
"
Oh, I 'm so sorry," she said with

quick contrition ;

" I 'm afraid I 'm apt
to get a little carried away when I 'm

upset. But surely this is more than

anybody could be expected to stand,

mortal or immortal."

She settled down on the desk in front

of me, spreading out the crumpled bit

of paper on the blotter and holding the

ends down with her little hands.
"
There," she said " read it." And

this is what I read :

"M 's FAIEY RING DF.STBOVEB.

After prolonged experiments we have suc-

ceeded in producing a preparation which
checks the growth of unsightly rings on
Lawns, &c. Two pounds of the Destroyer
per square pole is sufficient for a single dress-

ing. Full particulars with each consignment."

" '

Unsightly
'

!

"
said the Queen in a

trembling voice. " Do you see that ?
"

and she pointed to the offending word
with a tiny forefinger.

" '

Prolonged
experiments' too. Do you know, I

remember now that I have had com-

plaints from some of our Garden Settle-

ments about discomfort ; but of course
I never dreamed of anyone doing it on

purpose. Do you think oh, do you
think

"
she looked at me with tears

in her bright eyes
" that it 's really

true that human beings are beginning
to get tired of us ? That we 're

"
she

dropped her voice and I saw that she
could hardly get out the next words
"
out-of-date ?

"

Her falling tears made tiny marks
on the blotting-paper.

" Of course not," I said stoutly.
" On

the contrary, you 're coming in stronger
than ever. Why, one might almost
look upon you as one of the newest
fashionable crazes, like motor-scooters
and cinema stars and indiscreet me-
moirs." I hardly knew what I was
saying, it was so dreadful to see her

cry.

"Oh, I hope not," she said, half-

laughing and hastily dabbing her nose

with a ridiculous atom of swansclown

which she produced from a minute

reticule.
" As to these gentlemen," I continued,

pointing contemptuously to the an-

nouncement,
" we '11 very soon settle

them." I seized a sheet of paper and

began scribbling away as hard as I

could go.
The Queen amused herself meanwhile

by balancing on the letter-scales. She

seemed almost happy. I heard her

murmur to herself,
" Dear me. Two

ounces. I shall have to start dieting.
No more honey

"
There," I said presently,

" send

them that, and we shall see what we
shall see."

This is what I had written :

" We, Titania, Queen of Fairyland,

Empress of the Kingdom of Dreams,
Grand Dame of the Order of Absolute

Darlings, etc., etc., beg to draw the

attention of Messrs. M to the en-

closed paragraph, impinging gravely on
the ancient and indisputable rights and

prerogatives of ourselves and our loyal

subjects, which appeared in their recent

seed catalogue. We feel that the inclu-

sion of the aforesaid paragraph must be

due to some oversight, since Messrs.

M can hardly be unaware of the fact

that it is only owing to the co-operation
of ourselves and our subjects that they
are able to carry on their business with
success. We are unwilling to resort to

extreme measures, but unless the para-
graph is immediately withdrawn we
shall be obliged to take steps accord-

ingly, in which case Messrs. M are
warned that the whole of next year's
flower crop may prove an utter and
complete failure. Given under our

Royal Hand and Seal. TITANIA E."
The Queen seemed very pleased when

I read it over to her.

"It's perfectly splendid," she said,

clapping her hands. " How silly of

me not to have thought of it
; but I

was so distracted. Won't it make them
sit up ? And of course we could do it

easily, though it would be rather dread-
ful, wouldn't it ? I shall have it copied
out the minute I get home and sent off

to-night. By the way
"

(a little anxi-

ously)
" there aren't any split infinitives

in it, are there? My chamberlain's
rather peculiar about them they make
him ill. Extraordinary, isn't it ? But

don't tell anyone I never quite
understand myself what they are or
where they split, though it certainly
does sound very uncomfortable."

I reassured her on that point."
Oh, then that 's all right," she said

;

" and I don't think even he would ever
have thought of 'impinging

'

; it's lovely,

isn't it ? Thank you very much indeed,"
she added, as she folded up the paper
and slipped it under her girdle.

" You
are a most helpful person. I really
think I must I felt a touch on

my cheek, lighter than the caress of a

butterfly's wing, softer than the tip of a

baby's ringer, sweeter than the perfume
of jessamine at night. For a moment
the Queen continued to flutter close

about me, radiant and shining. I shut

my dazzled eyes for an instant. When
I opened them she was gone.

I can't help wondering what Messrs.
M will do. They '11 be rather rash
if they persist. And yet it does seem
a little Well, doesn't it ? R. F.

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THE BEE.
I NEVEK, never could admit
The virtues of the bee

;

I thought she seemed a dreadful

png
When I was small, and now I 'm

big
I see she is a hypocrite,
And so, of course, are we.

It 's true she rushes to and fro

With business promptitude,
But what about the busy ant ?

Oh, let us clear our minds of cant

Why is it that we love her so ?

She manufactures food.

But not for us. If it were shown
She organised the feast

For us to eat, one might agree
About her virtue

; but, you see,

She does it for herself alone,
The greedy little beast !

So grasping is the little dear
That every now and then

She readjusts the ration scales

By simply murdering the males,
With many a base, malicious jeer
At "

idle gentlemen."

Nor does a man of us cry
" Shame !

"

Though every man would own
If there is one high hope for which
He labours on at fever-pitch

It is not honour, wealth or fame
He wants to be a drone.

Why is it, then, we don't abhor
This horrid little prude ?

Why don't we cast the foullest slur

On such a Prussian character ?

Because, as I remarked before,
She manufactures food.

The world is full of beasts, my son,
And I know two or three

That any parent might employ
To be a model for their boy,

But take my word, we 've overdone
The insufferable bee. A. P. H.
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THE NEW POOR.

'I REMEMBER THE TIME WHEN I THOUGHT I KEVER HIIOrLD RIDE III *

AND NOW I All AIJI08T CWtTAM
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THE CONSPIRATORS.
IV.

MY m:AK OHAKI.F.S, The other even-

ing I was sitting at an open-air cafe

\\hoso coffee is better than its social

reputation. To be exact it is a low

haunt. I always go there aim have

a cup of coffee in a glass when I am

wondering what to do next and feeling

it is about time something was happen-

ing. One of my acquaintances came

and sat down at my table. To confess

the truth he has once been a pickpocket,

the sort of professional who followed

the trade in the old dull days of peace
for the excitement it furnished. He

nice served in the Foreign Legion,
and says that now he cannot bring
himself to return to his normal work,

since by contrast it is so very tame.

For a time he was stranded, but now
the international con-

spiracy business provides
him with just the sport
he was looking for.

After a little conver-

sation about pocket-pick-

ing, as it used to be in

the good old days, he

asked me if I was inter-

ested in communist plots.
I said I was interested

in anything. He looked

round the cafe to see that

all was well, leant across

the table and asked me
if I was not particularly
interested in communist

plots. "Yes," I whispered,
" as long as it 's a plot I 'm
interested in it,even though
it is a communist one."

He grew suspicious ; why was I so

interested? There is always a lot of

whispering and mutual suspicion about

on these occasions. I told him of these

letters I was writing to you on the sub-

ject. This made him more than sus-

picious ; positively hostile. Who was
this Charles ? he wanted to know. I

told him all about you ; explained that

you were a good friend of mine ; quite
all right one of us.

He rather took to the description of

you, dropped all signs of doubt or

anxiety and wondered if we couldn't

get hold of you to come and take coffee

with us one evening ? You may rest

assured, Charles, that there is now one
cafe in Central Europe where you are

regarded as a first-class fellow, even

though your acquaintance has yet to be
made

;
ban camarade; not above picking

a pocket or two yourself in a moment of

enthusiasm. You must come here and
show yourself one day. You need have
no fear. We never pick each others'

pockets ; it isn't considered etiquette.

" I am now a Young Socialist," said

my friend with great pride. The Young
Socialists are the worst communists

there an'.
"
Eeally ?

"
said I;

" the last time we

had a chat you were an ardent German

Monarchist."
He produced his Matriculation card ;

it wasn't in his proper name, but, as lie

explained, one name is as good as an-

other and he has had so many from

time to time that now he cannot rightly

say which is his own. I asked him

to elaborate the Young Socialists' pro-

gramme of murder and sudden death, a

subject which, as a proposed victim,

had a morbid fascination for me. He
said he knew nothing about that

;
their

everlasting talk bored him and he novel-

attended the public meetings. It was

the committee work which interested

him.

CUKE FOE INSOMNIA. MESMERISE YOURSELF.

He told me about the first committee

meeting he attended. He wasn't a

member of the committee at the time,
a fact which put difficulties in the way
of his attending the meeting, as it was
held behind closed doors. All the doors

were closed and locked, including the

cupboard door. He was in the cup-
board. I wondered what they would
have done to him if they had found him
there. He told me he had had plenty
of time to wonder that himself when he
had once got himself locked in.

"
Begin at the beginning," said I.

It was a question, first, of getting
round the door-keeper. He made friends

with that door-keeper, took him out to

supper, gave him a kirsch with his

coffee and a cigar with his kirsch. He
told the door-keeper that he was the
most distinguished door-keeper he had
ever met. He encouraged him to go
through his ailments and his grievances
and was visibly distressed by the recital.

He got in the habit of sitting with the

door-keeper while he was keeping the

door for the committee assembled inside.

And, when he thought the friendship
was sufficiently advanced, he poured
forth his inmost heart to that door-

keeper. He said that Young Socialism

was to him the breath of life, and the

tragedy was that he was always kept
on the outskirts of it. He said he would

give anything to take part in a com-
mittee meeting, or anyhow to hear the

great ones at it
; and, to make this

sound plausible, he expounded a scheme
of Young Socialism of his own, which

was far more drastic and bloodthirsty
than anything that had yet occurred

to any committee.
The door-keeper didn't believe there

could be anybody who really cared all

that much for communism; for his part
he kept the door because there was

money to be made easily that way. At

the next committee meeting he made
more money and made it

more easily, and my friend

was safely locked up in

the cupboard before the

committee arrived. What
with the heat inside, the

thought that the door-

keeper might be more cun-

ning than had appeared
and a persistent desire to

sneeze, he questioned all

the time whether he was
the right man in the right

place. The committee
meanwhile did little more
than vote its own salaries

from the central fund and

quarrel amongst itself who
should be treasurer.

Later proceedings of the

committee, as noted in the

cupboard, were more interesting. When
the question turned on finding some-
one trustworthy and competent to

take secret instructions to comrades in

France and England, my friend very

nearly burst forth from his shelf to

say to them,
" I 'm your man !

"

He restrained himself, however, and

thought out a more elaborate scheme
than that.

He secured a front seat at the next

public meeting of the section, applauded
vigorously when the President referred

to the need of more briskness in France
and England and asked for a private
interview after the meeting was over.

In a few well-chosen words he offered

his services to run messages over the

frontier. Off his platform the President

was quite a practical man and, though
he didn't use these words, he indicated

to my friend as follows :

" If you are a

genuine blackguard the police won't let

you go ; if you are not a genuine black-

guard you are not really one of us."

My friend said that that would be all
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Profiteer Host. "I'M AFBAID WE'LL HAVE TO DBINK THE FIZZ OUT OF root GLASSES.
"

Profiteer Guest. "On, WE DON'T MIND BOUGJIIN' IT; WE 'BE ALL SPORTSMEN, I TAKK IT."

right, and they agreed to meet later on.

He then went to the police and ex-

plained that he was about to be en-

trusted with important letters to carry

over the frontier, if they would afford

the necessary facilities. The police also

were practical and, without wishing in

any way to hurt his feelings, raised the

question of his being genuine. Genuine

was, of course, the very last thing he was

claiming to be, but he understood what

they meant, said that that would be all

right and arranged a later appointment.
He then called on the President and

found him duly suspicious.
"I've had a talk with the police,"

said my friend,
" and I 've told them all

about you and your messages, and they
are going to give me the facilities and

I urn going to give them the messages."
This was the first occasion on which

the President had had to handle the

plain truth, and he didn't know what

to do or say next.
" Give me some dud messages, of

course," said my friend, and the Presi-

dent, thinking what a bright young
Socialist this was, complied.

He then went back to the police.

I 've had a talk with the President,"

said he,
" and I 've told them all about

you and your interest in the messages,

and here the messages are; and you
needn't worry to read them because

they are dud."

The police had also got so unused to

the truth from such quarters that they

were taken aback when they met it.

" And now have I your full confi-

dence?
"
said he, and they said that he

might take it that he had. He then

went back to the President.
" Good morning, Mr. President,"

said he.
" I have given your messages

to the police and told them they are

dud messages, so that now I have their

full confidence and can move about as I

like. Give me the real messages and

I '11 be getting on with my journey."

Throwing precaution to the winds,

the President wrote out the real mes-

sages in full and handed them to him.

41 Come, come, come," said he,
"
you

must be more careful than that," and

he told him what he ought to do to

nmko sure. He did it.

My friend then proceeded to the

frontier, where, by arrangement, ho

was arrested. In the inside pocket of

his inside coat a bundle of messages
were found. The police nodded at him.

"
Yes," they said,

" here are the

messages all right. \Ve don't know

that they help much, but we suppose
that we mustn't blame you."

" Come, come, come," said my friend,

"
if you doubt me, search me." They did

so, and, written on linen and sewn into

the lining of his coat, they found some

more messages, which really did help
them. Yours ever, HEN in.

(To be continued.)

Relative* without Antecedent*.

YOUTHFUL HOBTMBM. A few yc*n ago
when a bachelor entertained he invited hit Mint

or hi mother to act as hostess for him. Now
he ask* his grand-daughter." Daily Paprr.

"
Ostensibly Jtit was a move to check the

ever-rising co-t of living, land in a way noi

fully realised by the public it was a method

of riveting control on the industry."
Keening Paper

NVith money flung about like this the

cost of livinp is hound to go up again.
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SINISTER SIGNS FROM SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Alarmed House Agent. ""MADAM, WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO MY PAKTNEB?"

' OF MY FLATi WHICH l AM ANXIOUS T0 WHEN

SI JEUNESSE SAVAIT.
[The taking of finger-prints of all new-born babies is advocated
the pattern of the print does not change from the cradle to the

WITH paternal pride I used to glow
When the neighbours dropped their pleasant hintsHow like Daddy Reginald would grow,
But to-day they took his finger-prints ;

Now I am convinced they spoke in haste-
Such expressions show a lack of taste.

Operator was a kindly man,
Formerly a sergeant of police ;

Dipped our Reggie's digits in a pan
Filled with printers' ink and oil and grease,

Pressed them on a card and soothed his moans
Saying

" Diddums "
in official tones.

Mother stood and gazed upon the thing
Lovingly as doting mothers do

;

Asked
.

" Does Reggie's hieroglyphic bringMemories of famous men to youMen who, having made their lives sublime
their thumb-prints on the sands of time ?

" Will it be his destiny to write
Or to earn a living with his brains ?

he share a '

loop
'

with GRAHAME WHITE ?Do his '

arches
'

pair with those of BAINES?
Is there

similarity between
Reggie's whorls

'

and those of M. MASSINE ?
"

These will be useful for identification at trials, inquest; etc
grave.]

Operator coughed behind his hand,
Moved his feet and shook his hoary head,

Thrust his fingers in his bellyband,
Then at last reluctantly he said,

" I 've encountered in the course of biz

Many prints that much resembled his.
"
One, I mind me, such impressions made

;

P'r'aps you never heard of Ginger Hicks,
Him what done in uncle with a spade
Down in Canning Town in ninety-six ?

Ginger was a wrong 'un from the fust ;

As a child he bellowed fit to bust.
" Then there was another, something like,
Got a lifer seven years ago ;

Surely you remember Mealy Mike,
Robbery with violence at Bow ?

Michael's thumb-print, though of larger size,
Was the spit of Reggie's otherwise.

" Then again his lines could be compared
"

Mother snatched her precious up and fled,

Pausing once to ask him how he dared
Put such notions in urn's little head.
Her departure mid a storm of kissing
Put the lid on further reminiscing.
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Tin: GENIE. "I AM THE SLAVE OF THE LAMP. I THINK YOU SfMM'iNKD MF.
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"YES, A NICK LITTLE BUS. BUT I SAY, OLD TOP, THE FOOTUOABUS ABE DEUCEDLY LOW
MIGHT BE CAPSIZED WHAT?"

lr YOU RAM OVICB AS YUM: YOU

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY SHOCKER.

John Antony Grunch was one of the

mildest, most innocent men I ever knew
He had a wife to whom he was devotee
with a dog-like devotion ; he went to
church

; he was shy and reserved, anc
he held a mediocre position in a firm
of envelope-makers in the City. But
he had a romantic soul, and whenever
the public craving for envelopes fell ofl

and that is seldom he used to allay
his secret passion for danger, devilry
and excitement by writing sensational
novels. One of these was recently
published, and John Antony is now
dead. The novel did it.

Yet it was a very mild sort of

"shocker," about a very ordinary murder.
The villain simply slew one of his

typists in the counting-house with a
sword-umbrella and concealed his guilt

by putting her in a pillar-box. But it

had "
power," and it was very favour-

ably reviewed. One critic said that " the

author, who was obviously a woman,
had treated with singular delicacy and

feeling the ever-urgent problem of female

employment in our great industrial

centres." Another said that the book
was " a brilliant burlesque of the fashion-

able type of detective fiction." Another

wrote that "
it was a conscientious

analysis of a perplexing phase of agri
cultural life." John thought that must
refer to the page where he had de-

scribed the allotments at Shepherd's
Bush. But he was pleased and sur

prised by what they said.

What he did not like was the inter-

pretation offered by his family and his

friends, who at once decided that the
work was the autobiography of John

Antony. You see, the scene was laid

in London, and John lived in London ;

the murdered girl was a typist, and
there were two typists in John's office ;

and, to crown all, the villain in the
book had a boar-hound, and John him-
self had a Skye-terrier. The thing was
as plain as could be. Men he met in

the City said,
" How "s that boar-hound

of yours ?
"

or " I like that bit where

you hit the policeman. When did you
do tliat?" "You," mark you. Old friends

,ook him aside and whispered,
"
Yi-ry

sorry to hear you don't hit it off with

Mrs. Grunch ; I always thought you
were such a happy couple." His wife's
r

amily said,
" Poor Gladys ! what a life

ihe must have had I

"
His own family

said,
" Poor John ! what a life she must

lave led him to make him go off with

hat adventuress!" Several people

identified the adventuress as Miss
Crook, the Secretary of the local

Mothers' Welfare League, of which
John was a vice-president.
The fog of suspicion swelled and

spread and penetrated into every cranny
and level of society. No servants would
come near the house, or if they did they
soon stumbled on a copy of the shocker
while doing the drawing-room, rend it

voraciously and rushed screaming out
of the front-door. When he took a

parcel of washing to the post-office tho
officials refused to accept it until he
bad opened it and shown that there
were no bodies in it.

The animal kingdom is very sensitive

to the suspicion of guilt. John noticed
that dogs avoided him, horses neighed
at him, earwigs fled from him in horror,

caterpillars madly spun themselves into

cocoons as he approached, owls hooted,
snakes hissed. Only Mrs. Grunch re-

mained faithful.

But one morning at breakfast Mrs.
runch said,

" Pass the salt, please,
lolin." John didn't hear. Hewasroad-

ng a letter. Mrs. Grunch said again,
'Pass the salt, please, John." John was
.till engrossed. Mrs. Grunch wanted
.he salt

pretty badly, so she got up and
etched it. As she did so she noticed
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' THERE BE MRS. ROUSE'S, OVER AGI.-J THE CHURCH. I BELIEVE SHE DO PUT UP WITH LODGERS."

that the handwriting of the letter was
the handwriting of A Woman. Worse,
it was written on the embossed paper of

the Mothers' Welfare League. It must
he from Miss Crook. And it was. It

was about the annual outing.
"
Ah,

ha !

"
said Mrs. Crunch. (I am afraid

that "Ah, ha!" doesn't really convey
to you the sort of sound she made,
but you must just imagine.)

"
Ah, ha !

So that 's why you couldn't pass the
salt !

"

Mad with rage, hatred, fear, chagrin,

pique, jealousy and indigestion, John
rushed out of the house and went to the
office. At the door of the office he met
one of the typists. He held the dooropen
for her. She simpered and refused to go
in front of him. Being still mad with

rage, hatred, chagrin and all those other

things, John made a cross gesture with
his umbrella. With a shrill, shudder-

ingshriek of "Murder!" thegirl cantered

violently down Ludgate Hill and was
never seen again . Entering the office,

John found two detectives waiting to ask
him a few questions in connection with
the Newcastle Pig-sty Murder, which

had been done with some pointed instru-

ment, probably an umbrella.

After that The Daily Horror rang
up and asked if he would contribute

an article to their series on " Is Bigamy
Worthwhile?"
Having had enough rushing for one

day John walked slowly out into the

street, trying to remember the various

ways in which his characters had com-
mitted suicide. He threw himself over
the Embankment wall into the river, but
fell in a dinghy which he had not noticed ;

he bought some poison, but the chemist

recognised his face from a photograph
in the Literary Column of Die Druggist
and gave him ipecacuanha (none of you
can spell that) ;

he thought of cutting
his throat, but broke his thumb-nail

trying to open the big blade, and gave it

up. Desperate, he decided to go home.
At Victoria lie was hustled along the

platform on the pretence that there is

more room in the rear of trains. Finally
he was hustled on to the line and elec-

trocuted.

And everybody said,
" So it icas true."

A. P. H.

Commercial Candour.

From an Indian trade-circular :

"We believe in making a Small Profit and

selling Everybody rather than making a Big
Profit and selling only a Few."

"Wanted for Tea Estate, Nilgiris, good cli-

mate Superintendent." Indian Paper.

We could do with one here, too.

"THE WANDERING JEW,
E. TEMPLE TUUESTON'S WANDERFUL PLAT."

Adut. in Daily Paper,

And still the wander grew.

"When the Prime Minister, accompanied by
Mr. Lloyd George, appeared a magnificent
ovation was accorded them."- Welsh Paper.

This tends to confirm the statements
in the anti-Coalition Press that the

PRIME MINISTER was beside himself.

at aFrom an examination-paper

girls' school :

Question. Why are the days in summer

longer than those in winter ?

Answer. Because they are warmer
and therefore expand.
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ERNEST EXPERIMENTS.
Tni:itr. is no doubt that Krnest was

me. 1 know, of course, that he

meant well. But a passion for fresh

air, unless it is chocked in time, is

bound to lend one into all sorts of

trouble.

You sc". Krni--4 suffers so from

theories. He has theories about eating,

sleeping and waking, talking and think-

ing; but those 011 fresh air are the

worst, (or perhaps I ought to say the

best
)
of all. Not that we, who constitute

his family, would object to his theories

if he, didn't get us involved in tin-

well ;
but that is exactly what does

happen. There, was, for example, the

oamping-out proposition.
It began with Mother sitting at a

table one evening in the early autumn
and jotting down figures. Her brow
was t rouhled. " We really can't afford

a holiday this year, girls," she said,

"though I suppose we shall have to.

What with the price of everything just
now and She then went on to

speak with hostility of things like the

Government and Sir ERIC GEDDES,

though she is a peaceable woman as a

rale.

Whereupon Ernest, who was at the

open window engaged in a little quiet

biceps-training (we won't allow him to

do the more rowdy muscular exercises

in the living-room), remarked,
" But

why should we be subjected to these

eternal trammels of civilisation? Isn't

the open country man's rightful herit-

age?"
" I see the prices have gone up at

the select boarding-house where we

stayed last year and met such nice

people," went on Mother, ignoring
Ernest. " It 's five guineas a, week
each now."

"
Monstrous," put in Ernest again.

" Five guineas a week just to breathe

the pure air of Heaven."
" Oh, they give you more than that,"

said Mother,
"
though I suspect the

meat isn't English."
Ernest laughed sardonically.

" Now
let me tell you of my plan," he said,

taking a newspaper cutting from his

pocket.
" Here is my solution to the

holiday problem, and it certainly doesn't

cost five guineas a week. Why not

adopt it?"
"
Why, it 's an umbrella," commented

Mother, feeling for her glasses.
" But

surely you don't expect it to rain all the

time?"
" That is not an umbrella, it is an

illustration of a portable tent," ex-

plained Ernest. " The canvas folds

up and can he earned in the pocket,
while the pole also folds and is con-

vertible into a walking-stick by day.

" LUCKY TO FIND A BA1RDRKSSKB IN A SMALL VILLAOB LIKE THIS."

Native. "WELL, BE BIGHTS IT'S MY SON'S BUSINESS ASD ''
AWAY; Birr I'TB

DONE A V.fNNKUPCL DEAL OP 'OB8E-CI.IFPIN'."

Thus you are able to camp where you
will ;

throw off the shackles of con-

vention
"

" It may be all right for throwing off

the shackles of convention," remarked

Mother,
" but nothing would induce me

to undress in a thing like that."
" But when it 's erected it 's perfectly

solid
"

" So am I," said Mother,
" and I like

room to turn round. No, Ernest, I am as

fond of fresh air as anyone you know
I always have my bedroom window open
at least two inches at night but air is

not everything. Give me a comfortable

bed and good catering if I am to go on

holiday and enjoy it. You can please

yourself."

That is the mistake Mother made.

Ernest ought not to be allowed to

please himself. He doesn't know what
is good for him. And, when he de-

parted on his walking tour accompanied

by his tent, his sponge-bag, a copy of

OMAR KHAYYAM, but very little else,

Mother felt uneasy.
What will happen if you get your

feet wet ?
"
she asked. "I 'ni sure you

ought to take more things with you,
Ernest."

What more do I want?" he de-

manded,
" ' A loaf of bread beneath the

hi ugh
'"

\ loaf of bread indeed!" echoed

Mother. " Fiddlesticks ! Miud you get

at least three good meals a day.'
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"SOEBY TO HEAB YOUB HUSBAND IS LAID UP AGAIN, MBS. GBIOOS."

"YES. THE TBOUBLE is HE BE AN OLD MAN, AND HE WILL TUBN A DEAF BAB TO
THE WBITIN' ox THE WALL."

then gave him the address of the hoard-

ing-house where we had finally decided

to spend our holidays and told him to

send her a wire at once if he got a cold

in the head.

* '.I: * * *

It was the hour of dinner at the

Select Boarding Establishment (sep.

tables, 3 mins. sea, elec. It., mod.) where
we had spent ten days of our entirely
select holiday. Everyone was assem-
bled in the lounge hall waiting for the

gong to announce the meal. Mother,

basking her soul in the atmosphere of

gentility, was chatting with the half-

sister of a bishop, who was just re-

marking that Mother must call on her
in town, when a strange fracas was
heard at the back of the hall ; a mo-

ment later a strange figure thrust itsell

in our midst and looked wildly round.
" Ernest !

" murmured Mother faintly
She was a wise woman to know hei

own child under the circumstances

Perhaps she identified the tent-pole to

which lie was still clinging. Otherwise
he was scarcely recognisable. His hail

was wild and unkempt, his clothing torn

and damaged. His boots clung to his

feet by the uppers only and were helc

together by fragments of a sponge-bag
" Mother!" said Ernest, singling hei

out from amongst the gay throng. The
moment was dramatic.

" I I was arrested," went on Ernest
He spoke in a purely conversationa

tone, but it 's surprising how far the
human voice will carry at times. Every

ody about the place, including the

ift-boy and the Belgian waiter, seemed

o hoar that remark.

"Arrested?" whispered Mother in

everberating tone-waves.
1 Yes. How was I to know that I

lad pitched my tent on private pro-

perty and was unwittingly trespassing?

They would have prosecuted me if I

ladn't
"

"You had better come up to my
oom and explain there," interposed
Mother ; and we followed her, a broken

woman, to the lift. People fell aside

o make a passage for us.

Mother held up until she got to her

own room. Then she sat down and

cried. " Why did you disgrace us like

tliis?" she asked at last of Ernest.
' Was it necessary for you to come
here ?

"

" I had to," said Ernest apologeti-

cally.
" You see I hadn't any money."

Mother looked up quickly.
" But

what of the extra ten pounds I insisted

on your taking with you in case of

emergency ?
"

Ernest appeared slightly shame-

faced. "Well, when those fatuous

asses hauled me up for trespassing they
left me in the charge of a gamekeeper
while they 'phoned for the police,

induced the chap to let me go, and I

had to square him with a tenner."

There was a long pause. Mother's

mind seemed to be working at some

abstruse calculation. Then she dried her

eyes and looked up with the triumphant
smile of the woman who gets the last

word and wins her point.
" And so, Ernest," she said,

"
it did

cost you five guineas a week to ' breathe

the pure air of Heaven ' -*t ~"
after all.'

PEAWLING'S THEOEY.

(By a Student of Jargon.)

BY the courtesy of Professor Praw-

ling, F.R.S., who has supplied us with

the MS. of his recent lecture before the

Psycho-Economical Society, we are in

a position to give our readers a full

account of that masterly and epoch-

making address, of which, strange to

say, no adequate notice has so far ap-

peared in any newspaper.
Professor Prawling's credentials, we

may premise, are of a nature to inspire

the utmost confidence. His father,

Theodore Prawling, was the inventor

of the speedle, that remarkable imple-

ment, fully described by Punch in the

early seventies, which rendered possible
the emulsification of all gelatinoid sub-

stances and revolutionised the mar-

malade industry. He is duly com-

memorated by the fine statue which is

one of the principal features of Dundee
His son, however, has even greater
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claims on our respect and admiration.

Educated at the High School, Crieff,

and the Universities of Glasgow, Upsala,
the Sorbonne and Princeton, he is gene-

rally recognised in the United States

as the foremost authority on Psedo-

logical Gongorism and the cognate
science of Mendelian Economics.
The problem with which he grapples

in his latest contribution to these fas-

cinating studies may be tersely summed

up in a single sentence : Can a healthy
metabolism be superinduced on an

economic system already showing

symptoms of extrinsic conglucination ?

Professor Prawling is of opinion that

it can, but only if and when the evils of

co-partnership and co-operation have

been neutralized by adiastolic synthesis.
To compute exactly the extent to which

these evils have been developed he has

devised a syncretic abacus, in which,

on the principle of the spectroscope,
the aplanatic foci are arranged in

fluorescent nodules each equidistant
from the metacentre. With a frank-

ness that cannot be too highly com-

mended, Professor Prawling admits

that this instrument is founded on

BKNTHAM'S Panopticon. But the devia-

tions from BENTHAM and the ex-

pansions of his machine are far more

remarkable than the resemblances to it.

Prawling if he will allow us the fam-

iliarity is not a utilitarian. Uis aim
is to re-establish our textile pre-emin-
ence by reconciling monistic individual-

ism with the fullest solidarity of the

social complex. He is meticulously
careful in stressing the point that the

demarcations arrived at by the use of

his abacus are not absolute, but con-

ditioned by EINSTEIN'S theory of rela-

tivity. The ancillary industries, each

moving in its orbit, whether Jurassic

or botulistic, must be placed on a con-

tractual basis with liberty of prefer-

ential retaliation. Thus the whole in-

dustrial polyphony is linked up by
enharmonic modulations, and throm-

bosis or, at any rate, conglucination
of the central ganglia of commerce

is reduced to negligible dimensions.

At this juncture it is well to point out

in the interests of clarity that regurgita-

tion can only be avoided by a rigorous

adhesion to the canon of CRITTENDEN

that the unit of nutrition must vary

inversely with the square of dilution.

It will thus be seen that by the

logical application of a few simple and

easily apprehended principles Professor

Prawling has built up a great edifice of

practical economics, which, whether we

regard it in its subliminal or its
prag-

matic aspects, cannot fail to have influ-

ence on the dynamics of International

Industrialism.

One word more. The conglucination

theory appeals with especial force to

Punch, because it reminds him of the

kindred and remarkable speculation on

Snooting discussed by him many years

ago. The new theory, like the old,

deserves to be treated " in no spirit of

sedentary sentimentalism, but in its

largest and most oleaginous entirety.

It is no plan for fixing hat-pegs in a

passage, nor is it a mode of treating

neuralgia with treacle." How true and

appropriate this is. Mutatis mutandis

we may add the further statement

that it is "the truest and tenderest

tliosis that can occupy the most calcu-

lating cosmopolite."

"

The corporate

pursuit of a granulated congluoinution
is perhaps the highest achievement of

which the present generation is capable.

More Impending Apologies.
" Cardinal DuboU, Archbishop of Rouen, has

been translated, ac moot o( us expected, to the

Archbishopric in Pan*. Being a Terr distin-

guished man of letters, the Academic Kraw-aise

would like to include him among the Immoral*,

but, alas ! they arc '

full inside.'
"

Ertning Paper.
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II HAD I. IN ING.

THE thrilling incident of the stray
cat at "Chez Nous

"
is never likely to

get into the newspapers. On the other

hand, lots of incidents which do get in

never deserve to. It's all a question
of head-lining, which is the hluff by
which the public is induced to read

matter it would otherwise skip.

The affair began while I was in the

City. I learnt afterwards t hat Marjorie

(my wife) was crooning to her needles

the unmetrical jumper lullaby,
" Six

purl, eight plain ;
then the same all

over again." Anyhow she was knitting,
when she suddenly found herself look-

ing into the wistful eyes of a tortoise-

shell cat which had appeared merely
appeared.
As she told me, she softly exclaimed,

" A cat !

"
(right first time) ; then,

because it looked so wistful, she directed

the maid to set before the creature a

saucer of milk. In fact

HOMELESS BLACK-AND-TAN.
UVKY CHANCE CALL.

TOOTING GOOD SAMAKITAN.

When I arrived home, Marjorie ran
into the hall to give me one of her
smooth evening kisses. I stepped for-

ward to exchange it for one of my
stubbly ones when
"Oh, Jack," said Marjorie, "you've

trodden on her!
"

" '

Her,'
"

I said. " Who 's
' her

'

?
"

" The dearest little tortoiseshell stray
cat," replied Marjorie.

" You really
might have been more careful." ,

" I say, that 's rather unfair," I said.
" I stagger home tired to the teeth
after a particularly thin day in the

City, followed by a sardine-tin journey,
and my own wife turns on me in favour
of the first outcast cat that comes along.
It 's enough to drive a man to dope."
Or, as the headlines would have it I-

NEAR BREAKING-POINT.
STRAIN OF BUSINESS LIFE.

ORIGIN OF THE DRUG HABIT.

After a bath and a change I felt

better, and came down to dinner hum-
ming a sentimental ballad in Marjorie's
honour. But the word "

love
"

died
on my lips when I saw that in the lap
of Marjorie's pretty pink gown reposed
the stray cat. The colour-clash and
the misapplication of caresses which
should have been my monopoly threw

a jerk to. a state of
me hack with

bearishness.

"Surely you're not going to keep
that animal?-' 1 asked.

" Of course I am, as long as she likes
to stay," said Marjorie. "She's veryfond of me, aren't you, pussy '.' Fonder
than my husband, I 'spect."

" I know those stray cats," I said
" Stiff with microbes. Tribes of mang
lovers prowling round the house. A nei

of kittens in my top-hat. I know."
"Poor li'l pussy," cooed Marjorie

" Don'tum listen to the big coarse man.
" Coarse be

"

In other (and more suitable) words

HUSBAND'S PROFANITY.
MASK OFF AFTER TWO YEARS.
PEEVISH ABOUT WIFE'S PET.

Marjorie said coldly that she didn'

know I had such a temper. I saic

hotly that I didn't know she could be
so infantile.

We went on discovering things w
hadn't known about each other :

THE TK STING TIME
IN CONJUGAL FELICITY,
IS IT THE THIRD YEAR?

Dinner was an ordeal. I felt mile:

apart from Marjorie. A great gulf iillec

with black-and-yellow cat lay between
us. Once only the topic of the beas;

arose (on the subject of fish-bones) anc

just as I was becoming big and coarse

again the maid entered with the joint
She must have heard what I said.

SHOULD SERVANTS TELL?
BACKDOOR SCANDAL.

Still, the meal itself was a cheering
one, and, after Marjorie had risen, the
sentimental ballad mood gained on me
again. After all, what was a stray cat

compared with one's marriage vows?
If the dear girl wanted to keep the

thing we would have it vetted, definitely
named, and warned as to followers.

interrupted my
Puss, puss," she

called. I joined her and stated my
decision to relent.

" But she 's vanished," said Marjorie.
She had. And she has never come
back. Ah ! those stray cats.

NINE LIVES SPENT WHERE ?

FOUR-FOOTED NOMADS.
'

FICKLE FELINE FRIENDSHIPS.
" Look here, old girl," I said,

" I take
back all I said about your little friend.
I 'm with you that she was the dearest,
most hygienic, most moral cat that
ever strafed a mouse."

"
Perhaps it 's all for the best that

she 's gone," said Marjorie.
The dear girl inclined her head to-

wards my shoulder. Well, well.

WHAT EVERY WOMAN WANTS
TO KNOW.

IS KISSING DYING OUT?
PRACTICIANS SAY "NO."

More Precocity.
"Unfurnished Rooms wanted (two or three)

with attendance ; one child, 4J years ; at busi-
ness all day." Provincial Paper.

Marjorie's voice

amiable planning.

LOVE'S HANDICAP.
[A daily paper points out that many girl

find tlieir sweethearts in print, and expre-we..
the hope that when " a real man come i

ho may be as brave and tender, as cheery an
clean-living," as these heroes of fiction.]

DEAR lady, put down for a minute
That book which you eagerly scan,

Intent upon finding within it

Your perfect ideal of a man
;

Its pages reflectively closing,
Consider a moment the strain

Your standard may soon be imposing
Upon some susceptible swain.

Those heroes whose fortunes you follow
I 've noticed are able to show

The unparalleled charms of Apollo,
The muscles of SAMSON and Co.

;

But he who comes seeking to win you
May have, for supporting his plea,

A palpable shortage of sinew
And beauty distinctly C 3.

And, unprepossessing in mien, he

May also lack some of the art

With which Saccharissa the Tweeny
Was wooed by SirMarmaduke, Bart.;

His tongue may (conceivably) stammer
His heart (not impossibly) quake,

And in stress of emotion his grammar
May even develop a shake.

But pause ere you
"
spurn his ad-

dresses ;

"

His merits may still be as high
As the sort that your hero possesses,

Though they leap not so quick to' the

eye;
At the least, you 've the comfort of

knowing,
Since his heart at your feet he has

placed,
That in one thing at least he is showing
A wholly impeccable taste.

How Some Advertisers
"Tell the Tale."

" We spin the yarn ourselves."
Adi-t. in Daily Paper.

'"FULL TERM.'
AN IMPRESSION AT CAMBIUDGK.

I watch the faces of the '

men,' bovs in so

nany cases, jumping from their trains
; from

he north, the south, the east, the west they
ome, and they come not alone but dona
erentes they carry tennis -racquets, golf-
ticks, cycles, sidecars, kitbags, gladstoue-bivgs,

nks, hold-alls." Evening Paper.

lefty chaps, these post
- war under-

raduates. .

"Question. How much has the time for

rossing the ocean been shortened since the

ay of Columbus ? T. E. C.
Answer. Idaho is a North American Indian

rord meaning
' Gem of the Mountains '. or

Sunrise Mountains.' "

Boston (Massachusetts Herald.

We hope that T. E. C. isn't going to be
ut off with such a simple device as-

'
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THERE is certainly this to be said of Mr. HUGH WALPOLE
that, having devised a tale of gloom, lie allows no weak

consideration for his readers' feelings to deter him from

naking the worst of it. I write, having but now emerged,
)linking a little at the familiar sunlight (yet oddly in-

vigorated too), from aperusal of the four-hundred-and-seventy
)ages of his Captives (MACMILLAN). Of course I have nothing
like space to detail for you its plot. Summarised, it tells the
life of a young woman, Maggie Cardinal, whom one may
briefly call the bemused victim of religions and relations.

You never knew any well-intentioned heroine who had such

abysmal luck with both. Her clergyman father, a bad
hat, who spared us his acquaintance by expiring on the
first page ; her semi-moribund aunts in their detestable
London home

; the circle of the Inner Saints, with their

intrigues that centred in the ugly little meeting-house ; the
seaside parish with its spiritually

- dead atmosphere, in

which Maggie's hopeless married life is spent all these
and more are realised with an art that is almost devastating
in its unforced effect. Sometimes I hoped that such uni-

versal drabness was too bad to be true ; one caught touches
of manipulation, times in which these poor Captives seemed
bound less by the chains of circumstance than by the wires

of Mr. WALPOLE. The queer result was that I found my-
self believing in his compellingly human characters, but

protesting that such unbroken misfortune could not, or

need not, have encompassed them. To take an example,
when Maggie's "tipsy" uncle was shown into the Vicarage

drawing-room on her " At Home day," no other guests had
yet arrival. Surely therefore (save for peremptory orders
from Mr. WALPOLE) she might somehow have removed
the culprit to another room, or at least denied herself
to subsequent callers, who included (of course) the most
influential and scandal- monger! ng of the parish ladies.
That is the kind of rather piled-up agony that made me
suspect Mr. WALPOLE of letting his fortitude get at times the
better of his commonsense. But he has written a big book.

Mr. E. F. BENSON, of whom it might justly be said that
he produces not books but libraries (and the quality of his

output under these circumstances remains for me amongst
the literary wonders of the age), has been at it again.
Hardly have I finished laughing over Queen Lucia, when I

find him claiming a wholly different interest with a volume
of personal recollections called Our Family Affairs (CASSELL).
By its theme and treatment this is work standing naturally
a little outside criticism ; but I can say at once that Mr.
BENSON has never written with a more sympathetic charm
than in these pictures of the childhood of himself and his
sister and brothers ; of the various scholastic and ecclesiasti-

cal homes to which the increasing dignities of that rather

alarming parent, the Archbishop, transported his family ;

and (quite the best and most attractive portrait in the col-

ection)
of the mother whom all of them united to adore.

There is an actual photograph of her here, taken at the age
of twenty, which goes far to explain how she came to be
,he heroine of the story ; the lurking gaiety and laughter of
t quaintly foretolling the great ecclesiastical lady who, on
one occasion when the Archbishop was absent, could an-
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i MI u HV to her enraptured children that family prayers should

be remitted, "as a treat!" Schooldays at Wellington;

Cambridge; some topical memoirs of the Georgian i'i-iin,ic

in Athens, and (what will interest many readers most of all)

the history of the origin of that famous lady, Dodo these

are hut a selection from the

should find hosts of friends.

contents of a volume that

Tin' ( lii-l in FIUICIJ Dress (HODDKB AND STOUGHTON) was so

very much disguised in one way and another that Anthony,
the hero, when he asked her to marry him, even for the second

time, was taking considerable risks. The speed of the affair

must also have been bewildering. Cynthia, the heiress, arrives

on a Thursday to stay with his people, but, having tumbled
out of a motor-car into a wet ditch on her way, she is

dressed, rather like a stage coster-girl, in garments borrowed
from a cottager. Naturally, as of course a nursery-governess
is much more likely than an heiress to look like that,

Anthony's people mistake her for a poor country cousin
who is also expected,
and Cynthia, discover-

ing that her host and
hostess and their dreary
daughters intend the
heiress to marry An-

thony and, worse than

that, that he has called

her " the goose with the

golden eggs," fosters

the mistake and does
her best to pay them
all out. She leaves on
the following Tuesday,
but before that Anthony
has taken her to one
dance as a peasant girl
and she has talked to
him at another dis-

guised as a green
domino, and he has

proposed to her as his

cousin and withdrawn
his declaration when he
finds she isn't. Next he
sees her as Lady Teazle
in amateur theatricals,
and then comes his final meeting

i i i

middle. Nay, but was not the primitive romance a gentler
combat, itself, between Martin Contain/ and Lad// Joan Hntit
don, marooned, solitary, upon the Island where they did find

(and lose) a treasure even greater than Black Bartlemy's ?

After having "consorted with pirates and like rogues"
and having

" endured much of harms :md dangers, as battle,

shipwreck, prison and solitude," it seemed we had sighted
happiness at last. But even at the very end things took
an ill turn and our Martin, our dear Martin, is left stranded
and in sorry plight. Yet must there be a sequel to this
Had he been left to die on the Island he could not havi
told us his story thus far; moreover his last word is tha
the tale is yet to finish. May I be there to hear!

I rather think that the lady who elects to write under
the name of 0. DOUGLAS did less'than justice to the peculiai
quality of her own gifts in calling her last story Penny
Plain (HODDER AND STOUGHTON). Because really such con
fectionery as this, covered inches deep with the sweetes

with her in her proper per-
son, which brings about a satisfactory ending for everyonebut Cynthia's other lover. I don't say that all these things
couldn't have happened; I only say that as a rule they
don't. Apart from that, the bright bustling action of
Mrs. J. E. BUCKBOSE'S story has a cheerful charm of its
own, and Cynthia, as poor relation of one of the anxiously
r*ocf. fa v 1 1rtc i i , . . i : i

*

little country
-for the reader.

town, provides some
best families in a

amusing situations-

If the shade of EGBERT Louis STEVENSON is jealous of
s rights and its copyrights, Mr. JEFFERY FARNOL maylook to be hauled up before the Recording Angel on his

arrival, in the matter of his Black Bartlemy's Treasure
(bAMpsoN Low) which he might just as well have called
Hack BarOemy ., Tretuwe Island and have done. Never was
icn frank adoption of ideas ; and yet no God-fearing adven-

ture-loving Englishman will regret it. For all my devotion
rtiiy enjoyed this elaboration of his idea

split me (to quote the thorough-going language of it) splitme crosswise else! There are forty-seven chapters and a
ody nght in every one of them, save in the dozen set

apart for an interval of refreshment and romance in the
_

and smoothest and

pinkest of sugar, coulc

never in these days
bo bought for manj
pennies, while as for

"plain" . . . ! Most o

the plot (which really
isn't at all the right
word for such caramel-

stuff) takes place in a
small Scottish town,
where lives a family oi

book-children,
mothered by an eldei

sister named Jean, all of

them rich in char-r-rm
but poor in cash. To
this town comes, first,

a pleasant single lady
with a lord for her

brother; secondly an

aged man full of money:
and, because the family
(and the tale) is what it,

is, Jean, in fewer chap-
ters than you would

easily credit,hasclasped
the young lord to her breast and is saying the correct things
to the family lawyer of the aged man concerning the respon-
sibilities of being his heiress. So there you have it. I
doubt whether anything even temporarily unpleasant so
much as suggests itself; for "O. DOUGLAS" has apparently
discovered that, in a world still struggling with stale peace-
bread, her pink sugar-cakes are not only cheerful to cook
but likely to prove highly remunerative.

Ufa

TACT IN TIMK.

Kiny Alfred (to shopman). "An! I SEE YOU STOCK MY PATENT CANDLE-
CLOCKS. HOW ARE THE! SELLING ?

"

Slwpman. "THEY'RE SELLING LIKE HOT I MEAN THERE'S orm \RUN ON THEM, YoUR MAJESTY."

A Confession.
" The Manufacturing Co. (The Profiteering Stranglers)."

Atlrt. in Provincial Paper.

"Wanlod, l.COO pairs running shoes for local expeditionary force
about to be organised." North China Daily News.
The wise commander always prepares for a retreat.

The limits of age for entrance to the [Royal Air Force] college will
be from 157J to 1 years." Daily Paper.
"Percy has recently joined the K.A.P. He is only 199 vcars

of age." Local Paper.

We are sorry for PERCY, who will probably get the "push
"

as soon as the authorities find out that he has exceedeil
their very liberal age-limit.
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CHARIVARIA.
SoMK idea of the evils consequent i>n

a coiil strike can In 1 obtained when we
hear tliere was talk of a foot hull match

in the North having to be cancelled.

Mr. l,i.(ivi) ( rEORGE IS certainly must

imluck\. \s a, result of t he coal strike

tlie New World has again heen post-

poned.

\\'e are assured iliat everything has

heen done tOS ifeguard our food supply.
We ourselves have heard of one grocer
who has sullifient fresh eggs to last

him I'oi- mans mont.lis.
:;: :;:

"
Largo numbers of South Wales

miners left by train yester-

day for the seaside," says
.\Vir.s-. Unfortun-

ihey did not travel

hy the Datum Line.

The Opera House at

Covent Garden is to be

used as a cinema theatre.

while the House of

Commons remains firm.

The Da/li/ Mail Prize

Hat has now been chosen,

though it is not yet defi-

nitely decided whether the

wearing of it will be made

compulsory. If it is, we
understand that Mr. WIN-
STON CHURCHILL will ap-

[ e\eni)>t ion.

Thieves have broken in-

to the railway station at

I'.lai-nau Pestiniog and

ftolen a quantity of choco-

Apparently with the

idea of confusing the police, they left

the name of the station behind them.

Twenty-one persons have been in-

jured as the result of the explosion of

a homb in a first-class carriage on the

Urazil Central Railway. The culprit,

\\e understand, has written to the com-

pany expressing regret, but pointing
out that no seal v.as available in a

third-class carriage.

A ship's cook has been fined twenty

shillings for refusing to join his ship,

his excuse being that he had seen a rat

as big as a cat in the cabin. It was

pointed out to him that only ship's

officers are entitled to see rats in the

cabin. ... .

;

.

A company has been formed at

Stockholm for Coring wind
)

There should ho a great demand for the

inside.s of some puff pastry that we
know of.

*

An American has invented an aero-

plane capable of remaining in the air

urs and hours. This is nothing to

Mr. Ascjnm's Irish solution, which is

guaranteed to remain in the air for years
and years.

Brides are getting rather tired of

Harris'-, lilies, aays a writer in Tin-

I ><itli/ <lrn/>hic. It is only natural that

brides should become rather bored if

they always wear the same sort of

flowers every time they 're married.
* *

Mr. E. VAN INGEN, a New York
merchant now in Ijondon, boasts that

" What is th a for a n

-

. V
N\ hile addressing

were t he cause of all indtistlial tumbles.

It has since be. ..it several

of the audience, inn: proceeded
and told tin mselv<rs on in

of a mirror.
*

We understand that the in

greatly desire that Iiel.tnd will n

<|iiiet for a short p-i:<l, and th

frain from 'ig public attention

from their cause. * *

" Lord XorthclitTe," says '/'//.

k II 'in-Ill.
"

is ah-

ivancc of public

opinion." This is a titling

rejoinder to those w

us that he is always be-

hind Thr 7
4

We cull the foil,

from a speech of Senator
II.Mtii! - I note the

cornfields I am reminded
that wo still plough the

l.md and plant and culti-

vate the fields in order to

grow crops." \Ve would

remind the Senator that,

with the Kleetions draw-

ing daily nearer, the huhit

of making such sweeping
and unguarded statements

as the al>-

IScttl/. "GRANDMA, I kXOW MY TWELVE II

Grandma, "Do YOU, DI:AR ? \\'KLI., WHAT AUK TWELVE TIMES

THIKTKKX? "

Hetty. "DON'T BE SILLY, GRANDMA. THKIII-: ISN'T si en A TH

he has crossed the Atlantic one hundred

and sixty-eight times. It may be

against the Prohibition laws, but we

fancy it would be cheaper if he kept a

few bottles of the stuff in New York.
* *

A medical man advises people to use

dried milk on health grounds. Wo have

felt for some time that what was

wanted was a really good waterproof

milk. * *

Mr. E. A. DOUSE has spent forty

t wo years in a Cheshire post-ollico.
It

is only fair to say that the young lady

behind the counter didn't notice him

standing there all that time.

*

A Hertfordshire farmer,

Daily Mail, has counted one hundred

and twenty-the grains of wheat in

one ear. Our contemporary has not

ye)
decided what can ho done about it.

We advise all read-

stick to their own particu-
lar new spaper, a-, a sudden

change might upset the

"net sales" which are Ix-ing so care-

fully compiled at the pro-nil m..

The up-to-date song-writer, says a

musical journal, must strike a sai

soulful note this season. We are

already engaged in writing
" Tin- >

man's Farewell to his G

A theatrical writer informs us that

Tin- I.uwihiiHi Iliisliaml will l>e r.

this year. Not in our suburb, unless

the cost of living drops < i'ly.

"The modern Hydra, nntir.w iiM iiii>m t% '-

ablc adverse factors', would :i;

many headed an the :n - fast aonc
', or less effectively decapitated upcome*

another to upset the applecart."
financial Paper.

ical students will, of course, re-

:or how c!e\erly Hercules made
: this habit of the Hydra to secure

the apples of the 11

VOL. CI.1X.
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THE DINING GLADIATOR;
OH, WAK TO THI: KMFI: i \xi> FORK).

./ further E.rtructs from certaii

Dtoi
11.

WKOTI: an even better article than

. on indigestion as a determining
i in nutional moral. Pointed out

how important it is, if wo are to think

coolly, that \\e should eat discreetly.

Sullic-iently.of eoui-se. hut with thought.
\- the Trihunal all the afternoon,

husily combing out.

To the Hippodrome in the evening.
A most diverting show.

# * *

XOKTHCLIFFE is becoming impossible
and I must find another paper. Several

<>f my best commas cut out of to-day's
article. All reference to the necessity
for immediately beheading ASQUITH
omitted yesterday. Was comforted by
lunch at the Carlton with DORIS KEANE,
GKKTIE MILLAR and SCATTERS. We had
some good jokes.

# *

The news of my resignation from
The Times lias set my telephone ring-

ing all the morning with congratula-
tions, requests for interviews and offers

of employment. Also some attractive

invitations to dinner and week-ends.
The War for the moment seems to be

forgotten. Wonderful, the power of the

printed word ! # ^ #

My first article in The Morning Post,

distributing blame and praise with my
usual deadly accuracy. Wonder what
poor NORTHCLIFFE is doing without me.

* * #
Received long letter from HAIG ask-

ing for instructions, which I sent by
return.

Lunched at the Carlton with some
charming musical -

comedy actresses.
To the Tribunal after. Dined at
the National Sporting Club and saw a

good fight. ^ ^ ^

A visit from an Italian personage of

consequence, who told me that my
irticles are the talk of Italy. If writing
could win wars, he said, my pen would
lave done it. * * #

L. G. came up to Can-yon Hall

icavily masked. I gave him an ex-
cellent dinner and some equally good
idvico, and he left much heartened.

* * *

Dined at Lady KANDOI.PII'S. A merry
crowd the.. y one very gay and
imusing; but. wo forgot that WINSTON
V
;
IS "iir ! BOD mid east igated

urn badly. Lady JULIET said that with

eji. ' matter what they begin
talk about, even with Cabinet Minis-

era, it all comes back to food.

Wrote a careful article pointing oul

that we must have at least one hundrec"

more divisions in the West before next

I'Yiday. * * *

I was gratified to learn to-day that

in consequence of my articles The

Mi'rnimi Post has doubled its circula-

tion, while The Times hardly sells a

c py- * * *

Lunched with MASSINGHAM of The

Xation, who eats more sensibly than he
writes.

In Paris. Saw CLEMENCEAU at the

War Ministry. His table was littered

with papers and reports, amongst
which he pointed out laughingly one
of my articles. I can't think why he

laughed. Lunched at Voisin's.

* * *

Left for rapid tour of inspection to

British H.Q. Found much to put
right. Issued an Order 'of the Day
to soldiers of all ranks. The Germans,
hearing of my presence, made desperate
attempts to bomb me, but failed. Food
at the Front not very alluring.

Yesterday's article, I learn, put the
wind up the War Cabinet, and great
things may result. All my pleasure
spoilt, however, by breaking a tooth on
a pellet in a Eitz grouse.

* * *

Visited the French H.Q. and was

pleased with FOCH, whom I asked to
run over to Carryon when he was ever
in any doubt. Sent home a powerful
article which, when it is reproduced in

all the French papers, as it will be,
should encourage him and improve his

position. * * *

Dined at Lady EIDLEY'S. A very
:heery party and much chaff. Mrs.
ASQUITH said that she was writing her
reminiscences. I made no mention of my
diary, hut if I don't get it out in book
form before hers I 'm not the Colonel
of the Nuts. * * *

To-day's article should bring things
to a head very shortly. Shall be very
?lad when it is over and I can rest a
ittle. Took some bicarbonate of soda.

* * *
Armistice signed. Spent the day in

i kind of triumphal procession from
estaurant to restaurant, at each of
which I was hailed with applause.

* * *
Reached Versailles and let the news

>e known. A visible quickening up
lready to be noted.

* * *
Sent for President WILSON, but some-

Jiing must have prevented his corning,
unched at Paillard's and dined at

Saw an amusing Palais Royal

June 28th, 1920. Treaty of Peace,'
for which I have worked so long, signed
at last. Now I can utter my Xuiu-
Dimittis, having accomplished the two
ends I had in view to bring the first

world War to a more or less satisfactory
finish and to make it dangerous for

any but the deaf and dumb to dine out.

E. V. L.

THE LATE WORM
(Beimj a correction of" A lltilln,! of the

Early Worm," "Punch," October 6th),

OH ye whose hearts were rent with

pain
A few short weeks ago,

Is it unkind to harp again
Upon that tale of woe ?

You know the tale in Punch, I mean
Pathetic every word

;

Three wonnlets fought to stand between
Pa and the Early Bird.

You sorrowed for their non-success

(By use of triple strength
They saved their father's life ah yes
But not his total length).

You thought, of course I know vou
did-

That Father left his hole,
A briskly virtuous annelid,
To take an early stroll.

Wr

ell, now just go and read a hook
Called Vegetable Mutiltl

And Earthworms (DARWIN) ;
if you look

You '11 find that you 've been sold.

It 's not my own, it 's DARWIN'S linn

Authority I cite :

There never is an early irorm;
Pa had been o:;t all r.ujht.

He swaggered forth at eventide
And stayed till dawn next day ;

For I will not attempt to hide
That worms behave that icaij.

So pious folk like you and me
Should not be filled with woe

At thought of Father's tragedy ;

His morals icere so low.

Our Courtly Contemporaries.
' The Karl of Athlone walked away on foot,

as is the simple way of our Royal Family."
Sunday Paper.

"High-backed chair of Tudor period, about
1GGO." Adrt. m Daily Paper.

We don't question its genuineness, but
nfer that it has been subjected to

Restoration.

'Furnished House, consisting of dining,
drawing, eight breakfast rooms, etc."

Sunday Paper.

Would suit a large family inclined to be

short-tempered in the morning.
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A TOO-FREE COUNTRY.

MENiou. "DOWN WITH EVERYBODY!"

P.O. JOHN BoiiL"WBLL, WE'LL MAKE A START WITH YO
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PEOPLE WE ADMIRE.
THE HERO WHO KEEPS UP HIS ARMY EXERCISES, STRIKE OR NO STRIKE.

A LETTER TO THE BACK-BLOCKS.

DEAR GINGER, So you have bought
a very promising little gold-mine from

a rollicking Irish nobleman called Pat-

rick Terence O'Ryan, who is retiring
on Mayo to take up the paternal estates.

H-m ! have you? And you think you
yourself will be retiring home presently
on the proceeds of the said mine ? H-m !

again. There is a certain familiarity in

your description of the gentleman. Tell

me, has this Hibernian philanthropist
a slight squint, a broken nose and a

tendency to lisp in moments of excite-

ment ?

I think I see you nod.

Ginger, I once bought a mine from
that man. His name was Algernon
Maddox Cholmondely then, and he was
homeward bound to assume the ances-

tral acres in Flint. He escorted me
down the hole and displayed visible

gold sparkling all along the reef. A
week after lie had gone I found that

lie had put it there with a shot-gun
an old " salter's

"
trick, but new to me

at the time. You are not likely to be

seeing Patrick Algernon Terence Mad-

dox O'Eyan-Cholmondely again, but, if

you should, remember me to him, please
with the business end of a pick-axe.

Always delighted to keep in touch with

old friends.

Ginger, you never can tell. This is

not an original remark. One of our

brainy boys George Bernard, unless I

err thought of it before I did ; went

away into the wilderness, wrapped his

grey-matter in wet Jaeger bandages,
subsisted on a diet of premasticated

grape-nuts and produced this aphorism.
And there 's a world of truth in it, my
son. You certainly never can.

One fine morning last August (yes,
there was one}, I stepped out of my
diggings in an obscure Cornish fishing-

village to find a gentleman busily en-

gaged strangling a lady on the cliff side.

He had her by the throat and was

gradually forcing her over the edge.
Once in Bristol I interposed in a

slogging contest between husband and
wife and was very properly chastised

for my interference, not only by the

happy pair but by the entire street,

who had valuable bets laid on the event.

That, you say, should have been a lesson

to me. But you know me, Ginger, im-

petuous, chivalrous, brave; I simply
couldn't stand there and watch a de-

fenceless woman moreover a good-

looking woman foully done to death

like that. I flung myself upon the

villain that is to say I spoke to him
about it.

" Oh, dash it, old bean," I said, "draw
it mild!"

Somebody shouted something behind

me, but I didn't catch its purport for

the sufficient reason that at that mo-
ment the long-suffering cliff gave way
and we all went overboard, all three of

us, he, she and it me.

Fortunately the drop wasn't terrific

not more than four feet or so and
the tide happened to be in at the time,

which was very decent of it. My first

thought as I came to the surface or,

at any rate, one of my first thoughts
was "^Vha-t of the woman ?" I struck

out for the poor creature. At the same
moment she struck out for me, and,

what is more, she got me too, clean

between the eyes a straight left-

hander.
" Out of my way, fathead !

"
she hissed
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and went on fur tin 1 shore under her

own steam at, a 1 unit fort}- knots an

hour. 1 was washed up myself, along
with a quantity of other jetsam, a fe\\

minutes Inter, to be met by a small

furious man with a heliotrope com-

plexion and while spats who wagged
bundles ol' typescript under my nose

and informed mo that I had absolutely
ruined aboui twenty million feet of the

Flickcrscopo Company's five-reel para-

lyser, "The Smuggler's Bride."

Of course you say that you saw what

was coming all along. Of course you
did. Hut wait a moment.

Yesterday afternoon I was strolling
down a certain fashionable street when
a loud explosion occurred in a near-by

shop and a cloud of acrid grey smoke
came, rolling out. Being by nature as

^itive as a chipmunk I was on the

point of shoving my head round the

door-jamb to see what was up when
caution prompted me to turn round.

Yes, there they were, of course, a tall,

thin youth winding away at a cine-

camera like an Italian at a barrel-organ,
and beside him a heavy-weight Israelite,

dancing a war-dance, waving bunches

of typescript and howling at me to

stand clear. I had very near ruined a

further mile or two of film.

I sprang out of range, and then, wish-

ing to atone formy previous blundersand

prove that I really had no malevolent in-

tentions towards a struggling industry,
I went round and assisted the caracol-

ing producer in stemming the crowd

Among others I stemmed a pushful

policeman. I didn't notice he was a

policeman until he was biting the dust,

with my stick between his legs. How-
ever an instantaneous application ol

palm-oil made it all right between us,

and he squatted half-stunned on the

kerb, nursing his brow with one hand

my five bob with the other and took no

further interest in the proceedings. And

very interesting they were, too.

Three masked men dashed out of the

shop laden with booty and were pursued

by a fourth, whom they knocked pn the

head and left lying for dead on the

pavement. Most realistic. The crowd

led by me, cheered like mad. Thei

the thieves jumped into a waiting cai

and were whirled away. That done

the photographer and his step-dancing
friend leapt into a second car and were

whirled away also. Once more we
cheered. I made a short speech to

the effect that everything was all rigl

with the British Cinema business and

after leading a few more cheers fo

myself, came home.
"
Well," you say,

"
all very jolly an

so on, but what about it?"

There 's this about it, old compan
ion, just this, that I am very prohabl.

Mistress. "\VofLD YOU LIKE TO oo OUT THIS AFII.IISJJS, M\BEL?"

Mabel. "I .< ooiso OVT."

(pending a meditative winter in gaol.

The charge is that I did aid and abet

a peculiarly ingenious ang of desper-

adoes to blow a jeweller's safe, knock

the jeweller on the head and get safely

away with the stuff. I am even ae-

eused of obstructing the police. An

inspector has been round to see me this

morning and he tells me tin-re is prac-

tically no hope. He advises me, as

between friends, to make a clean breast

of it, return the boodle, betray my a<-

complices, plead mental deficiency and

trust to the clemency of the Court. It 's

pretty rough, after making all arrange-

ments for spending a cheerful Christmas

in Algiers, to have it changed to cold

porridge in Parkhurst or Prim-clown.

Of the two I hope it'll be Parkhur.-t,

for IVincetown, so lutliitiie* tell me, is

no place for a growing lad when the

wintry winds do blow.

Thi'ne, deprtfmukt PATI.AMT.H.

Rhyme* of Unrest.

There was a young miner of A\r

NVlio g:i\e himself up to de>]

For he said,
"

If we're paid
On our '

get,' I 'in afraid

That I c.inna ca' canny no mair."

" Strike while the iron is hot."

Said the wise old saw of old ;

But the miners say,
" \\"hu:

ke while the weather 's cold.

'The art of decoration U alien to painting

in this that >ou mu-t mix your

your brains." Daily Paper.

wait a reply from the intellectuals

of Chelsea.

"There is one building now being erected.

within a few miles of Manchester a* the cock

,al I'aper.

re unfamiliar with this method of

mensuration.
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ABOUT CONFERENCES.
\Yi: may not have coal, but we can

have conferences. A conference is the

most typically English thing that there

is The old Anglo-Saxons had them

and called them moots. Why they

culled them a silly name like that, when
" conferences

" would have done just

as well, one can't imagine; but they

had their notions and stuck to them.

They would have called Parliament a

moot ;
in fact they did. They called i-t

a moot of wise men. Sarcastic beggufc,

these Anglo-Saxons !

The advantages of having a con-

ference about everything are almost too

numerous to explain. For one thing,

suppose Smith is coming to see you at

2.30 P.M.
" It 's no use his waiting

now," you say.
" I 've got a conference

at 3. Tell him to come back at 5.30."

And when he comes back at 5.30 of

course the conference is still going on,

so you don't have to see him at all.

There is nothing again that makes

you feel so deliciously important as

being at a conference. You may be a

leader of quite an insignificant body
of workers, like the Nutcracker-Teeth

Makers' Union, but you rub shoulders

at a conference with men whose names
are a household word throughout the

whole of Great Britain, amongst those

who have houses. The distinguished
and the undistinguished lay their heads

together; the spat-wearing get their

feet mixed with the non-spat-wearing ;

though there is rather a fake, mind

you, about this spat-wearing business,

for it may simply mean that the uppers
are very badly worn, or that only that

very bright pink pair of socks came
home from the wash this week, or even

that there are no socks underneatli at all.

But anyhow, at a conference, Tom
Dick and Harry hobnob with Bob
James and George, and all are equal

except perhaps the chairman, who has
two more pens in front of him ano

a much larger ash-tray. Mr. BEVIN
and Sir ERIC GEDDBS smile affably
across at each other, and the PRIME
MINISTER and Mr. CRAMP find out how
much they have in common, such as

love of poetry and pelargoniums. The
mine-owner offers the miners' repre-
sentative a cigarette, and the miners

representative says to the mine-owner
"
Many thanks, old boy ; but I '11 have

one of my own." And after it is over

they all go out and stand arm-in-arm in

a long row to be photographed for the

papers, and are read next morning from
lelt to right. It is the ambition o

every properly constituted Englishman
to wake up some morning and find thai

his portrait is being read from left to

right ; but how few succeed.

The total output of conferences in

this country during one year lias never

been computed yet, but it is supposed'

to exceed that of any country in the

world, except Bed India, If there were

to be a strike of conferents or con-

'erees, whatever they are called, in

England, it is impossible to say what

would happen. But it might he possi-

ble to lay down a datum line a shilling

extra for the first million words above

;wo hundred and fifty million per shift,

and two shillings more for every million

words above that. Fortunately this

will never he necessary, for people who
confer are so fond of conferences that

;hey will never down chairs.

And no wonder. Only a very strong

man can hew coal, and only a very
reckless one can make a speech, but

almost anyone can confer if he has a

large enough ash-tray; and there seems

no reason why more people shouldn't

confer. Everybody is interested in

conferences, whatever they are about,

and the British public ought to be

admitted to this kind of thing. One
is always reading in the paper, that the

sound commonsense or the traditional

sense of fair play of the great British

public will support the miners in any

just claim; but this claim is not just or

just isn't, or something of that sort.

But how do they know what the great
British public will feel about it ? They
aren't there, are they? There ought to

be representatives of the G.B.P. on all

these conferences. They ought to be

chosen from a rota, like jurymen. Very
likely one of them would have found

out what a datum line is, anyway.
There 's a man who comes up in the

train with me in the morning who
thinks he knows, but unfortunately he

gets out at Croydon so we haven't found

out yet.

By having a lot more conferences

and having a lot of representatives from

the public on them all, and paying them
well for it, one could practically settle

the unemployment problem for the

winter. If the Government can only
be brought to see that this is the only
statesmanlike course, and the sole course

consistent with the Anglo-Saxon sense

of justice, and capable of leading to a

satisfactory Exploration of Avenues,

Finding of Bridges and Discovery ol

Ways Out, we may all achieve our life's

ambition some day and open the morn-

ing paper to find that we are being read

at last from left to right.
" Mr. EGBERT

WILLIAMS, Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, Mr.
J. H. THOMAS, Lord RIDDELL," and so

on and so on, till you come at last to
"

J. Smith, Esq., E.B.P.," smiling the

widest of all. E.B.P.'s, I think, should"

wear a distinguishing mark a single

spat perhaps. EVOE.

MORE SECRET HISTORY.
[According to a report in a daily paper, at

,he recent Peace Conference held at Spa, where
,he delegates were royally entertained in the

natter of hotel accommodation, meals, etc.,

the cigar bill (which has been sent in to the

league of Nations and sent out again)
imounted to three thousand two hundred
)Otmds. What the delegates could not smoke

,hey seem to have taken away with them.]

Tis sweet in darkish times like these

to see a

Bent in the veil which keeps the

public blind,

And thus obtain a pretty shrewd idea

Of what goes on behind
;

To note how quite an innocent report '11

Reveal apparent trifles which befall,

Proving that men whom we supposed
immortal

Are human after all.

But here, while I can hardly call you
blameful

For smoking
" free

"
cigars with so

much zest,

Frankly I feel 'twas little short of

shameful
To go and pinch the rest.

I can forgive your huge hotel expenses ;

Your beef was rightly of a super-cut ;

A modicum of wine does whet the

senses ;

But those cigars tut, tut !

For there 's a finer aid to meditation,

Much more appropriate, in my humble

view,
When Nation nestles cheek by jowl

with Nation,
And far, far cheaper too.

So, if you 'd really slay Bellona's bow-

wows,
Might I suggest your vicious ways

should cease,

And that in future you conduct your

pew-wows
Over the pipe of peace.

An Affectionate Diminutive.

"Lord Buxton, who retired this summer
from the post of High Commissioner and

Governor-General of South Africa, has been

made an early." Daily I'aper.

A correspondent, referring to Mr.

Punch's quotation (from an Australian

paper) of the title of a song,
" It was

a Lover and His Last," suggests
" Ne

suitor ultra crepidam."

On the coal strike :

" We look to the Government to keep all

doors open. We look to the public to keep
cool." Westminster Gazette.

The public should have no difficulty in

doing its part if the Government do

theirs.
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TRANSPORT: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.
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THE CONSPIRATORS.
v.

My DEAR CHARLES," Lot me remind

you that I he l>oWie\iM conspirator

to stir up conflagrations
in other

countries without leaving his own.

ports and things are put in to

make it more difficult when he comes

! ing his inflammable material and

directions for use over the frontier.

So he has to invent a way over the

obstai

The first prize is awarded to

the following: Secret instruc-

tions are printed in Arabic and

the pages containing them are

bound up in a five hundred

page book in that language. The

courier, an Oriental, carries this

book openly in bis hand when
lie presents himself at the fron-

tier. It is ten to one tbat an

innocent - looking book, thus

carried, will not be suspected ;

a hundred to one against there

being an official capable of read-

ing it ; five hundred to three

against that official trying one

of the guilty pages, if he is there

and duly suspicious. Yet, with
a hundred and sixty-six thou-

sand chances against it, our

Little Man got hold of those

instructions.

The Sherlock Holmes of fiction

is a gaunt figure, with a hatchet

face, spare of flesh. Our Little

Man is a chubby lad, standing
about four foot ten in bis stock-

inged feet, rubicund and corpu-
lent, and he wears a mackintosh
with a very mackintoshy smell

in all weathers. He never did a

day's work, and he never means
to

try,
but he is a genius at get-

ting it out of others. Some say
he is of Swiss origin, some say
he is American, and some say
that surely he must be Chinese ;

he was never certain himself un-
til Czecho-Slovak was invented,
and he plumped for that. He
has the degree of Master of Arts ; what
arts I don't know

; probably the black
ones. His inner knowledge of the hu-
man species seems to give him plenty
to laugh at. He notices everything,
forgets nothing, and there is never a
weakness in a man but he is on to it.

He made up his mind that those secret
instructions were passing and set about
to find how they passed and what they
were. He was too lazy to begin at
the beginning, so ho began at the end.
He called in person, as a commercial
traveller, at the suspected office of

destination, and in the short time avail-
able ascertained that the door-keeper

who turned him out was a patriotic and

l'er\ent admirer of the wine of the

country.
Our Little Man had no vulgar idea

of getting the secret out of him by

making him drunk. If there was a

secret it wouldn't be in the door-keeper.

But he and that door-keeper got to

drinking together and the door-keeper
did all the paying ;

the drinking and

the paying went on by progressive de-

grees till the door-keeper had no money

Giles. "I DIDN'T 'AHDLY AGREE wi' THE VICAII is WOT
'E SAID ABOUT THEM EARLY MARTYRS BEIN 1 THROWN TO THE
LIONS AN' BURNT AT THE STAKE AM 1

LIVIN' ON FOR EVER."

Curate. "WHY NOT?"
Giles. "WELL, ZUR, NO CONSIITOOTION COULD STAND IT."

and only a still almighty thirst left. The
Little Man left him with his thirst for

a few days, until it became intolerable,
and the door-keeper insisted that some-

thing simply must be done about it.

The Little Man regretted that he could
not give the necessary money to finance

further orgies, but he would gladly-
advance it. Four nights got the door-

keeper well in his debt, and our Little

Man then began to talk about repay-
ment. The door-keeper said he had no

money ; the Little Man said he must
get it. Off whom? His employer.
How was the door-keeper to "get his

employer's money off him ? By selling

him a safe. Our Little Man then

divulged that he was in reality a com-
mercial traveller in safes ;

if the door-

keeper would get his employer to buy
one of his safes the Little Man would

forgive him his debt by way of com-
mission. He felt sure that the Head of

the Office had a weakness for precau-
tions. The door-keeper, now enthusi-

astic, said he should just think he had!

The Little Man felt he was getting
warm. The door-keeper put the deal

through and prevailed upon his

master to instal a really safe safe

in the office, instead of the old

one. You had only to look at it

to see it was impregnable by
fire, water or the King's Ene-
mies. But one set of keys stayed
with the Little Man.
The drinking (by both) and

the paying (by the door-keeper)
were resumed. When the debt

was again large enough the
Little Man imposed new terms.

This time he wanted to see the

Head of the Office himself, to

put further deals through. The

door-keeper thought deeply, hut
could see no harm in this. The
Little Man was thus introduced

into the presence, and startled

it by pointing to the safe and

offering to do burglar on it any
night of the week. The Head
was manifestly concerned.

" We have here," said the

Little Man, producing two for-

midable slabs of steel hinged

together and leaving room be-

tween them when locked for a

wad of papers only
" we have

here a special strong box exactly-
suited for the storage of your
bank-notes. Put them in this

box, and the box in the safe,

and then you really are ahead of

your enemies."
The Head bought. He gave

the Little Man less money than
he had spent on the strong box,
and the Little Man gave him
less keys than he was entitled to.

The drinking and the debt were re-

sumed, and, when it came to a quest ion of

settlement for the third time, the Little

Man pointed out to the door-keeper that,

if he hadn't the money to repay, then
he must steal it. He now divulged
that he was not really a broker, but a

breaker of safes and strong boxes. He
handed the door-keeper a key of his

employer's safe. In the safe would be

found the strong box. In the strong box
would be found some notes of high value,

unless he was very much mistaken.

So the door-keeper went and opened
the safe and returned. And the Little

Man'opened the strong box, and he was
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CONCENTRATION.

very much mistaken. There was never a

note there ; just half-a-dozen pages torn

out of a book printed in Arabic.

He was so angry that he gave the

strong box one on the lid for itself, with

the result that he couldn't lock it again.
However, he said he had a friend who
could lock or unlock anything, and he
left the doorkeeper drinking, for the

first time at the Little Man's expense,
while he took off the box to be repaired

by his friend. The latter happened to be

in the next room with a camera. The

pages were photographed ; the Little

Man returned to the door-keeper with

the strong box, now capable of being
re-locked ; the door-keeper returned to

the office and put back the strong box,

locked, into the safe, which he also

locked, and was wiping the sweat off his

forehead and congratulating himself

that no one was the worse, when he was
startled to find a policeman had been

watching him all the time.

But he proved to be a very amenable

policeman. He said he would take no

action before he and the door-keeper
had had time to talk it over next day.

By the time that talk came the photo-

graphs had been developed, printed and

translated. But the policeman did

not wish to bore the door-keeper with

the tiresome details. To put it quite

shortly the policeman thought it was
a most excellent crime, worthy of repe-
tition at intervals.

Yours ever, HENBY.

(To be continued.)

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THE
I NEVER know why it should be

So rude to talk about the .

What funny folk we are !

I think we 've got the jealous hump
Because we see we "11 never jump

So skilfully and far.

For, if one 's nibbled by a gnat
Or harvest-bugs or things like that,

One seldom keeps it dark ;

One may enlarge upon the tale

If one is gobbled by a whale

Or swallowed by a shark ;

But if you speak about the bite

Of this abandoned parasite
You 're very, very rasli ;

So sure is it to raise a frown

I dare not even write it down ;

I simply put a .

None but an entomologist
Will quite admit the things exist,

And generally they insist

On using other names ;

For, when at night Professors leap
Out of their scientific sleep
Because these little devils keep

Playing their usual games,

They never shout,
" It seems to be

A something, something, something
!"

(The word is never used, you see,

Except by artisans) ;

No, as they fling the bedclothes high

They give a wild but cultured
cry," Confound it ! Botheration ! Hi !

A Fulex irritant !
"

A. P. H.

Our Ruthless Motorist*.

"Triumph 19-20 4 h p Model H, also Baby,
both brand new ; sacrifice, 5 off each."

Motor Journal.

"It was intended to hold mock trial* in

order to familiarise women with court proce-
dure and legal shibboleths.'

When I saw her to-day, Mis said that
' tcchniaclities' would have been a better

word." Evening Paper.

We hate to contradict a lady, but we
cannot agree.
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Aggnn-cd Profiteered (studying photograph of tlu, Peerage). "WELL, I DON'T BEE AS THEY'VE ANY CALT, TO LOOK THAT

LIKE AS NOT ME AN' YOU'D BE VEABIX
1 CORONETS THIS MINUTE IP ALL OUR ASCESTOBS 'ADN T A-BEEN CUT OFF IN TIIL \N Ar

THE ROSES, OB SOMETHISK."

WORKING FOE PEACE.

(Extracts from the Diary' of Mr. John

Robert Boffkins, Trade Union Leader.}

Monday. Eose with a heart over-

flowing with love towards my fellow-

men. Industrial strife must cease.

Strikes are a barbarous and futile

method of redressing wrong. Bather

think that an increase in wages of two

shillings a day would appeal to our

members. Must inquire.

Tuesday. Have confirmedmy opinion
that a two-shillings' increase would ap-

peal to our members. They all seem
enthusiastic over the suggestion. They
appear to be under the impression that

the idea is their own. It is not. It is

mine. If it materialises I shall he most

popular. But I am all for peace. A
strike is out of the question. I shall

spare no effort to prevent one.

Wednesday. Presented formal de-

mand to employers to-day. Told our
members they must be firm to the
bitter end. The two-shillings' increase
is their strict duo, and, if we present a
united front, tho grasping capitalist will

be brought to his knees. Am working
night and day for peace.

Thursday. Pointed out to the em-

ployers that a strike is inevitable unless

they give way. "We can make no con-

cession. My whole energies are con-

centrated on preventing a strike. Told

our members that unless they remain

tirm the employers will crush them.

A strike would be a national calamity
and might spell ruin to the country.

Friday. The possibility of a strike

looms larger. Can nothing he done to

prevent it? Informed the employers
that we declined to abate one iota of

our claim. " All or nothing
"

is our

motto. Also refused to go to arbitration.

Warned the employers that a strike

means starvation for women and chil-

dren. The prospect appals me.

Saturday. The employers,who seem
to be determined on a strike, have
offered the men two shillings if they
will consider the question of working
five days a week instead of four. We
refused their offer and demanded that

our claim should bs conceded uncon-

ditionally by noon, failing which our

members would cease work.
Later. The strike has commenced.

Heaven knows that I did everything to

prevent it which human being could do.

The capitalists seem to have made up
their minds to force civil war and all its

horrors upon the country. The spec-
tacle of little children starving causes

me acute distress.

A GUIDE TO GEEATNESS.
[Mr. JACOB EPSTEIN maintains in The Daily

Mail that a man to be a creative genius must
,cad an orderly domesticated life.]

[ COURTED the Muse as a stripling,

Immured in a Bloomsbury flat,

And yearned for the kudos of KII-LINC.

For fees that were frequent anil

fat;

But editors, far from discerning

The worth of the pearls that I placed
At their feet, had a way of returning
The same with indelicate haste.

But, espousing, a year or two later,

The sweetest and neatest of wives,

I found, after peeling a tater

Or imparting a polish to knives,

I could scribble with frenzy and passion,
That the breaking of coal would in-

spire,
In a truly remarkable fashion,

My soul with celestial fiiv.

Serenity reigns in the household ;

I've cancelled my grudge against

Fate;

My lyrical efforts are now sold

"At a simply phenomenal rate
;

And, whether 1 'm laying the lino

Or bathing the babes, I regard
The job as a cushy one : I know
The way to succeed as a bard.
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THE SCALES OP JUSTICE.

Sin EGBERT HOUNK. "I WANT TO KEEP THK ]VM. \N\T:. NOW THKN, BOTH
THE MIN-KR. "NO. YOU BEGIN AND THEN PKIMIAI'S I'LL THINK Al'.ol T IT."
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ESSENCE OF

made with half >

PARLIAMENT.
I Ulii. \ sliirl \v:ts

hundred Questions,

and, considering that most of them had

in cold storage since before the

surprising how fresh

Persia and Mesopo-
13, it was

they remained.

i.inini -not to inontion Ireland are

still unsettled ; the Turkish Trent y is

unt yet ratified

llliurs to vise,

the cost of living eon-

and the ratio of un-

employment lias alarmingly advanced,

especially in the case of ex-service men.

These last are to he found work in

the building trades, with, it is hoped,
i he assistance of tlie trade unions, but,

if t hat hope is disappointed, then with-

out it. The country
million houses built.

1 1 ore are men who
could assist," said the

PRIME MINISTER," and
we propose that they
should be allowed to

assist."

Over a prospect al-

ready sufficiently
bleak there broods the

shadow of the coal-

strike. Sir EGBERT
HORNE, in presenting
the case for the Gov-

ernment, was admir-

ably clear but, perhaps
naturally, a little cold.

Only when the new

lighting arrangement
had flooded the House
with artificial sun-

shine did the Minister

warm up a little and
hint that a way of

peace might yet be

found.

I wonder if it was

requires half-a-

dentlydid not relish the task, to a\\aken
tin- I louse from its beautiful dream. II.-

pointed out that to accept the
proposal

would be to give the miners what they
had originally claimed, without any
guarantee that the greater output would
l)e forthcoming,

coming and the

taken away, what would hap*
strike," cried someone. "

Precisely,"
said Mr. LLOYD GEORGE ; only it would
have been provoked by the Govern-
ment instead of by the miners. He was
not prepared to do business on those

If it were not forth-

two shillings were

lines.

And so the debate came to an end
rather than a conclusion.

Wednesday, October HOth.The Peers

plunged into the morasses of the Irish

I'.C. OnBKXirooD. "AmiAHl GET OCT \VID VKZ AND LET THE LAD* PASS.'

by accident or artifice that Mr. BRACE

began his plea for the miners with

tho admission that they had only

dropped the demand for the reduction

of fourteen shillings and twopence in

the price of domestic coal when they
discovered that " the money was not

there." Anyhow the laughter that en-

sued served to put Members into a

good temper and to cause them to lend

a friendly ear to his suggestion that the

two shillings advance, though in his

view only "dust in the balance," should

be "temporarily" conceded, pending
the establishment of a tribunal which
should permanently settle the condi-

tions of the mining industry. The in-

crease of output which everyone desired

would then he brought about.

Most of the speakers who followed

seemed to think that Mr. BRACE had

sown the seed of a settlement. It was

left to the PiiiMr. MINISTER, who evi-

Question. Lord CHEWE asked for an

official inquiry into the alleged "re-

prisals
"
and particularly instanced the

attacks upon the creameries. Rather

than that Ireland should be "
pacified

"

by such methods as these he would see

her engaged in civil war,
"
fairly con-

ducted on both sides." From these

words it may be gathered that his lord-

ship's knowledge of civil war is happily
not extensive.

Furnished with a voluminous brief

from the Irish Office, Lord Cru/.ox

made a long reply, the purport of

which was that many of the reprisals

were bogus, many were actions under-

taken in self-defence, while the rest wen'

generally due to men "
seeing red

"

after their comrades had been brutally

murdered. The Government did not

palliate such cases, and had instituted

inquiries and taken disciplinary action

against the offenders, when known ;

but they were not prepared to *

'< inquh -. , Lord CBBWR
had demanded. It Would cu:

tute "a competition is:

the present "competition in ;

a somewhat infi-1. 'hrase by
which, as he subsequently explained,
he did not mean to imply, as :

PARMOOR suggested, that police and
rebels were engaged in a muni.

rivalry.

Simultaneously the House of '

mons was engaged upon an identically
similar debate. Mr. A in HI n Hi
SON was as lugubrious as Lord (

in presenting the indictment and dis

tinctly less adroit in selecting his facts.

ueory was that the Government
had provoked tho Sinn Fein outrages

by its treatment of the

people. Why, \-

had been pre-.

from taking the

to mai
Sir II \\i\u (.

WOOD spoke from the

same brief as I/ml

OR/COX, but threw far

more passion and vig-
our into its recital.

There had been some
i!s, he admitted,

but they were as no-

thing compared to the

horrors that had pro-
voked them ; and he

protested against the

notion that "
tin-

heroes of yestei d > v
' '

theR-I.C'. is mainly
recruited from <

vice men had turned

into murderers. A-

for the creameries, he

had never seen a tittle

of evidence that they
had been destroyed by sen-ants of the

Crown, and he warned I he House not

to believe the stories put out by tin-

propaganda bureau of tho Irish Ri-puh-

lican Army. He was still a convinced

Home Ruler an Tlstt-r hot gospeller

had accused him of Ix-ing a Sum Feiiu-r

with a Papist wife! but the fust thing

to do was to break the reign of :

and end the rule of the assassin. That

they were doing, and there was no case

for 'Mr. llKM)KUM)s's "insulting reso-

lution."

The Opposition for the moment

seemed stunned by the CHII

TVUV'S sledge-hammer speech. No one

rose from the Front Bench and Lieu-

tenant-Commander KESWOHTHY had to

overcome his modesty and step into

the breach. Later oil, Lord ROHI:IIT

:.. on the strength of infon,

supplied by an American journalist,

supported the demand for an inquiry.



Harassed Secretary. "I SAY, YOU NEEDN'T JM*E BUNKERS, YOU KNOW.

So did Mr. ASQUITH, on the ground
that it would be in the interests of the

Government of Ireland itself ; but this

argument was obviously weakened by
Mr. BONAR LAW'S reminder that in 1913

and 1914 Mr. ASQUITH himself had

deprecated inquiries in somewhat simi-

lar circumstances. The Government
had a very good division, 346 to 79 ;

but

there were many abstentions.

Thursday, October 21st. It was, no

doubt, by way of brightening an

unutterably gloomy week that Mr.

L'EsxBANGE MALONE, who has not

hitherto been known as a humourist,
invited the Government to intercede at

Washington for the release of the

notorious JAMES LARKIN, now languish-

ing in an American gaol. Inasmuch as

LARKIN had been convicted for having
advocated the overthrow of the United
States by violence, Mr. HAHMSWORTH
did not think H.M. Government were
called upon to intervene. Mr. MALONE
understood from this that the Govern-
ment had no sympathy with British

subjects in foreign lands, and so he got
another laugh.
Commander BELLAIRS thought it

would be a good idea if the League of

Nations, pending the discharge of its

more important functions, were to offer

rewards for world-benefiting discoveries

such as a prophylactic against potato-
blight. Sir JOHN BEES saw his chance
and took it.

" Does the League," he in-

quired,
" declare to win on Phosphates,

Peace or Potatoes ? "thus supplying

proof positive that he owes his precise

pronunciation to past practice with
"
prunes and prisms."
It was rather impudent of Mr. ADAM-

SON, who has just been instrumental in

throwing out of work some hundreds of

thousands of his fellow-citizens, to ini-

tiate a debate on unemployment. Most
of the speakers endeavoured to throw the

blame on " the other fellow
"

1the Gov-
ernment on the trade unions, the trade

unionists on the employers, and the em-

ployers on the Government. A welcome

exception was Mr. HOPKINSON, who

boldly blamed the short-sighted selfish-

ness of some of his own class. Employes
would not work their hardest to " make
the boss a millionaire." Asafittingyia/e
to an inconclusive debate the PRIME
MINISTER announced that in order to

force a settlement of the coal-strike

the railwaymen Mr. THOMAS, appar-

ently, dissenting had threatened to

join the unemployed.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.
" Willard was game and well trained, and

in stature lie was Goliath to the Daniel of

Dempsey." Evening Paper.
A DAVID come to judgment !

" The rate plague has developed to an alarm-

ing extent in Thanct, and considerable anxiety
is felt, especially as there appears to be no
effective preparation of poison to exterminate
them." Evening Paper.

And Thanet is not the only place.

THE TYPE-SLINGEE.
BITING and keen as any razor

The fluent pen of LOVAT FHASEK ;

And swift as arrows, thick as hail,

His outbursts in The Daily Mail,

Exposing in impassioned phrase
The PREMIER'S wild and wicked ways.
And yet the PREMIER doesn't squirm,
No, not a bit the pachyderm !

But goes about with cheerful mien,
As if such things had never been.

So LOVAT FRASER grows emphatic
In efforts to be more dogmatic,
And down the column, once a week,
His shrill italics fairly shriek.

But does the PREMIER bow his back

And go and give himself the sack?

Not he. Indeed, for all he troubles,

His critic might be blowing bubbles.

It 's up to LOVAT ERASER now
To make an even bigger row

;

I 'd like to see the sturdy fellow

Write articles that simply bellow.

I think the PREMIER might perhaps
Shiver and possibly collapse
IF LOVAT GOT TO WORK IN "CAPS."

The Black Swan of Avon.
" A NATIVE DRAMA

Entitled
1 Inu vere ki pani

'

(Popularly known as Merchant of Venice, but

beautified and enlarged to local taste), Inter-

spersed with Popular Dialogues, latest Songs,
etc. Will (D.V.) be rendered by the

Guild." West African Poster.
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THE REVIVAL OF OLLENDORFF.

FROM the memories of my mid-Vic
torian childhood, before the instruction
of a governess had reached a point a
which the plunge was made into a pre
paratory school, throo names emergi
with remarkable distinctness. " Littl

Arthur," from whom I derived rrn
earliest, knowledge of the History d

England; "Henry," by whom I wa
grounded in the rudiments of the dea<
Latin longui' (but who must be care

fully distinguished from JAMES HENRY
the Virgilian, who in turn had nothing
whatever to do with HENRY JAMES tin

novelist), and OLLENDOKFF, the illustri

ous author of a series of manuals forth

teaching of living foreign languages.
OLLENDORFF, I fear, is not even the

shadow of a name to the present gener
ation. There is no mention of him
in Tin- i'.ni-ijclopieilui Hntiumica or in

Chambers. Even in his own countr
he seems to have lapsed into obscurity
and in MENDEL'S voluminous Conversa
tions-Lexikon there is only a brief refer-

ence to the Ollendorffian method, bui

no account of the man or his history.
Yet he must haveexisted; OLLENDOHFF

cannot have been a mere symbol. Anc
as students of SHAKSPEARE have endea-
voured to reconstruct the man from his

plays so I feel sure that the character
of OLLENDORFF, his interests and poli-
tics, might very well be reconstructed
from a study of his dialogues. One
must admit that his Teutonic patrony-
mic is an obstacle to his revival, but
that difficulty can be surmounted by
the adoption of an alias. For example,
by the omission of one of the "

f's
"
and

ie transposition of one other letter

lis name, read backwards, becomes
Frondello, which is at once euphonious
and void of all racial offence.

The Ollendorffian method, it may be
noted for the benefit of the ignorant,
did not merely depend on the employ-
nent of question and answer ; it aimed
at conveying information drawn from
the homely affairs of daily life and the
elations between persons belonging to

different trades and occupations. "Have
rou," OLLENDORFF would ask,

" the hat
of the gardener's son?" And when
his had been duly and correctly trans-

ated into German or French the pupil
>roceeded to the answer,

"
No, but I

iave the boots of the grocer's brother-

n-law."
I think OLLENDORFF built better than
knew ; or perhaps he did know. A

trong vein of Socialism runs through
ill his examples, which seem to show a

ively appreciation of the Communistic

principle. To him there was nothing
vrong or dangerous in this mutual

nterchange and enjoyment of property.

WHAT OUR BOHEMIANS HAVE TO PUT UP WITH.
Shabbily-dressed person. "I'VE LOST TBS TICBBT, BWT I I.KIT A HAT. THAT'* IT

OVER THERE."
Attendant. "I MCST ASK YOU TO FWD THE ncwrr, SIB, PLEASE. TH* HAT THAT

YOU INDICATE 18 QUITE SEW."

le drew no hard-and-fast lines between
itm and ttium. We cannot help'

tanking that, at a time when so much

epends on the fusion of classes, a new
edition of these immortal dialogues,

rought up to date so as to meet the

xigencies of the new poor, the new
ich, the old aristocracy and the new

lutocraey, would be fraught with the

most salutary results.

The following are some crude sugges-
ons of the lines on which the revision

light be carried out :

" Have you the leathern waistcoat

of the taxi-driver ?
" "

No, but I have
the reach-me-down trousers of an in-

ferior quality to those worn by the

village postman."
1 lave you the smooth-running auto-

mobile of the prosperous grocer ?
"

"
No, but I have the loan of the push-

bicycle of my former under-gardener's
uncle."

" Are you going to marry the beau-
tiful daughter of the shoemaker ?

"

"
Yes, and her brother has just become

engaged to the widow of my cousin the

marquis."
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AT THE PLAY.
Tin: UnM\Nn< Ac.r.."

r.Ai.AN MnanEisagood

enough critic to agree with
me in think-

, : .t this i- the best play lie hi

i ir .'ivi-ii US, Not that the idea of it is

as new as that of his M,: PilB OX his

FTrI-JRiM'^, but because,without

>ai-i-i!iciiii,' his Lightness
of touch and his

sense of fun, he has, for the first time,

produced a M'rioii-i scheme.

People will tell you that his Second

Act was the weak spot in the play :

that the others were brilliant, but that

this one, for its first half, was tedious

and delayed the action. They will say

this because they are familiar with

A. A. M.'s humour, but not with his

sentiment. Yet it was in this middle

Act that he gave us the best passage of

all, in presenting the philosophy of his

pedlar, which had in it something of the

dewy freshness of the early morning
scenein the wood (" morning 's at seven,"

as Fippa not Mr. Pirn said en pas-

sant). There was no real delay in the

action here, for the pedlar was pro-

viding the hero with the argument
without which he could never have

persuaded the lady to yield ;
could never

havemadeherunderstand that Romance
is not confined to the trunk-and-hose

period, or any age, so named, of chivalry,
but is to be found wherever there is a

true companionship of hearts. Unfor-

tunately the effect of this passage was
a little spoilt by what had just gone
before a rather slow and superfluous
scene with the village idiot and some
of the audience imagined that the author

was still marking time.

Mr. MILNE has an individual manner
so distinct that he can well afford to

acknowledge his debt to Sir JAMES
BARDIE. As in Mary liose, so here

(though there are no supernatural forces

at work) we have the sharp contrast

between commonplace life, as lived by
the rest, and the life of Fairyland, as

coming within the vision of one only.
And we were reminded too of the
Midsummer-madness that overtook the

company in Dear Brutus. I won't say
that it wasn't natural enough for

Mi'li.tinulf, under the fascination of a
moonlit Midsummer Eve, to imagine,
when she chanced upon a gentleman in

fancy dress of the right period, that
at last she had realised her dream of a
hero of romance; but she was stark

Midsummer-mad to suppose, when she
met him early next morning with his
costume unchanged, that he would keep
it on till he came to tea with the family,
and then, still wearing it, waft her ofl

to Faerie.
'

not even BAHRIE has ever made
a better scene than that which showed

us the disillusionment of the visionary

when she is confronted with her hlue-

iid -i,'<)ld hero of romance now trans-

tamed into a plain Stock Exchange
nan, his air of banality enhanced by

Jie last word in golf suitings. The

iiimour of this scene, in which she

nude conventional conversation with-

out any real effort to conceal her sense

of the bathos of the situation, was very

erfect. The relatively simple humour

the match-making mother not so

simple, all the same, as its spontaneity

made it appear had the distinction

which one expects of Mr. MILNE ;
but

this was far the funniest feature in the

[day.

Mr. Aimirit WOSTXER (to himself). "\YELL,
I DON'T THINK MUCH OF YOUR TASTE IN

CLOTHES."

It would have been an easy mattei
to make cheap fun, as MARK TWAIN did

in A Yankee at the Court ofKing A rth ur

out of the popular view of the Age ol

Romance, but A.A.M. avoided that

obvious lure. Indeed, in his natural

anxiety not to be taken too seriously in

his first attempt to be serious, he rather

tended to make light of his own theory
of modern romance, laying a little too

much stress at the end on the culinary

aspect of conjugal felicity.
I am not sure that Mr. ARTHUJ

WOXTNEII (to whom my best wishe?
for his new managership) quite realised

in his doublet and long hose, my ides

of a figure of mediaeval romance. Ir

fact I am free to confess that I dis

agreed with Melisande and preferrec
him in his golf-clothes. But perhaps
that was part of the idea, and Mr

MILNE meant me to feel like that.

Miss BARBARA HOFFK'S Mel i.ninth- a

liHicult part, because she was the only

ither-worldly person in the play and

he only one in desperate earnest- was

cry cleverly handled. In her most
-xalted moments of poetic rapture she

vas never too precious, and when called

ipon for a touch of corrective humour
vas quick to respond.
Miss LOTTIE VEXNI: laid herself

out in her inimitable way for a

jroad interpretation of the visionary's

,-ery earthly mother; indeed once or

iwice she almost laid herself out of

Jie picture; but she still remained
rresistible. As a pair of light-hearted

voung lovers Miss DOROTHY TETLEY
ind Mr. JOHN WILLIAMS played really
well in parts that were not nearly so

asy as they looked. And there

was the dry humour of Mr. BHOMLF.V-

DAVENPOBT, as the father (1 fear ho

nust have missed the romance of twin

souls) and the open-air charm of Mr.
NICHOLSON'S performance as (ieiiUeiimn

Susan, the pedlar. In a word, my
grateful compliments embrace as good
a cast as ever caught and held the

spirit of an author.

' PRISCILLA AND THE PROFLIGATE."

When you have been jilted by Cyn-
thia at the church-door and, two days
afterwards, in a fit of pique marry
Priscilla at sight (of course you can't

always get a Priscilla to consent to this

arrangement; but Mr. Bensl/i/ Xtn/trl

Ciore had a young ward at school who
wanted her freedom ; so that was all

right), you may think to persuade the

Faithless One that you have given solid

proof of your indifference to her. But

you mustn't dash off to Africa an hour
after your wedding with the declared

intention of being eaten by wild men or

wilder beasts, because, if you do that,

you give your scheme away and Cynthia
will have the satisfaction of knowing
that she has driven you to desperate;
courses. Yet that is what Mi\ Jienslci/

Stuart Gore Aid (he was the "Profligate"
of the title, though IK; never gave any
noticeable sign of profligacy).

Aftar this strain on my credulity I

felt prepared for anything, and was
not in the least surprised to find him,
six years older and still intact, on the

terrace of the Hotel Casa Bellini, by
the dear old shores of Lake Maggiore,
which, as the programme advised me,
is in Italy. It seemed, too, the most
natural thing in the world that the

author, Miss LATHA WILDIG, should

have collected Priscilla and Cynthia

(the latter in tow of a third-rate

millionaire husband whom she loathed)
at the same address.

It was at this juncture that Mr.
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Diner. "I BAY, WAITEB, I'VE ASKED THREE TIMES FOB POTATOES."

Waiter (still under the influence of military discipline). "Bio PABDOH, SIB, BIT I'M TOLD OFT TO OOHCBXTHATK OK TH

Bensley Stuart Gore was inspired with

a Great Thought. In order to set

Priscilla free (I ought to say that he

hadn't recognised her) he would elope

with Cynthia. How Priscilla set out

to frustrate this noble sacrifice and

secure her husband for herself; bow
she bribed the caretaker to lock him up
with her in the "

Bloody Turret
"

of

an adjacent ruin ;
how subsequently, at

'2 A.M., in the public lounge of the hotel,

she tried to work upon his emotions by

appearing in a black night-dress (surely

this rather vulgar form of allurement

is demod& by now even in the suburbs,

or, anyhow, is not so freshly daring as

she seemed to think it), I will leave

you to imagine. Even Miss IBIS HOEY'S

nice soft voice and pleasant calineries

could not quite carry off this rather

machine-made trifle. If anything saved

it, it was the acting of Mr. FRANK
DENTON as Jimmy Forde. Starting as

ISi'imley's "best man," he missed the

wedding ceremony through going to the

wrong church, but after that he stuck

close to his friend for the remainder o!

the plot, and greatly endeared himself

to the audience by the excellent way
in which he played the silly ass.

As for Bensley himself, you might
have thought that he had a sufficiently

chequered career, yet Mr. CYRIL RAY-

MOND got very little colour out of the

part. For the rest, Mr. H. DE LANQE, as

the millionaire, got a certain amount out

of the subject of his wife's indigestion,

which was a sort of leit-motif with

him ; but most of the colour seemed

to have gone into the scenery, admir-

ably designed and painted by Mr.

McCLEERY and Mr. WALTER HANN.

===== - S -

LOGS TO BURN."
"
Logs to burn ; logs to burn ;

Logs to save ttu; coal a turn."

HKUE 's a word to make you wise

When you hear the wood-man's cries ;

Never heed his usual tale

That he has splendid logs for sale,

But read these lines and really learn

The proper kinds of logs to burn.

Oak logs will warm you well

If they 're old and dry ;

Larch logs of pine woods smell,

But the sparks will fly.

Beech logs for Christmas-time,

Yew logs heat well :

" Scotch
"
logs it is a crime

For anyone to sell.

Birch logs will burn too fast,

Chestnut scarce at all;

ihoni log* are good to last

If cut in the Fall.

Holly logs will burn like wax,
You should burn them green ;

Elm logs like smouldering flax,

No flame to be seen.

Pear logs and apple logs,

They will scent your room ;

Cherry logs across the dogs
Smell like flowers in bloom.

But Ash logs, all smooth and grey,

Burn them green or old ;

Buy up all that come your way,
They 're worth their weight in gold.

"GIRL EYK-MAKKH."
Pictttre-title in Daily Papir.

Perhaps we ought to mention that the

eyes she makes are artificial, not
"
glad."

Our Discreet FreM.
"
Mystery surrounds the KUMO- Polish peace

negotiations at Riga. According to a Central

News message from Warsaw if r>hal PiUndski

has had a conference with ?//."??????, the Pre-

mier, as to whether demobilisation should take

place shortly." Evening Paptr.

' When he [Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree]

was prepared to play Martin ChiutUu-il be

wrote to me (and doubtless explained toothers)

that he wa* going to present tlr. Uietucbtr as

a sort of fuiry.'
"- Sunday I'aper.

We suppose if Sir HKUHF.KT had staged

i.perfield he would have cast

himself for the husband of Mrs. Harris.
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THE PRIVATE FILM.
MY attention has been drawn to the

nvent and perhaps the most ter-

.levelopiiK-nt of the Cinema l>\ an

advertisement, from which I take the

following extracts :

-IIAVK YOUR OWN FILM TAKEN.

Tin: MOST MODKKN METHOD OF GAINING

PUBLICITY.

To Members of Parliament, Mayors,
*

'Lecturers and other Public Mai and

Women.

"TheCinema has become the cheapest,

the surest and most rapid road to pub-

licity. It is estimated that a third of

the population attend the Cinema once

a week. Messrs. Mump and Gump
have therefore fitted up a special studio

for film work, in which you can now
have your own film taken, represent-

ing you in any action you may desire.

This method of publicity is specially

recommended to Members of Parlia-

ment. For instance one can be filmed

writing a letter, which can be closed

down and handed to a messenger, which

action can be followed by the letter itself

being thrown on the screen. . . Think

what this means to a prospective Can-

didate when he goes to a constituency
where he is unknown. He takes with

him twenty or more films. Your con-

stituents must see and know you before

you can hope for their vote. The Cinema
introduces your personality and your

policy.
"Your film will cost you

First reel .... Three guineas.
Each extra reel . One guinea."

The more I see of business-men the

less they seem to me to know about
business. I never read an advertise-

ment without thinking,
" How much

better I (or even you) could have done
that !

"
Yet they will tell you that it

is their advertisements which make the

money. It only shows . . . However.
Messrs. Mump and Gump, for instance,
have scarcely skimmed the surface pos-
sibilities of their brilliant notion. This
invention is going to make politics tol-

erable at last. No man minds being
in the House of Commons ; it is being
in his constituency which is so dreadful.

And now he need never go there.

For instance, when the constituency i

tired of the letter-film, he can be filmed

making a speech, which can be taken
down and handed to a typist, which
action can be followed by the speed:
itself being thrown on the screen- in

instalments. The constituency will

enjoy this, because it will take much
less time to read it than it would to
listen to it, and they can argue out lotie

about the meaning of Early Englisl

phrases like Datum-line and Functional

Bepresentation.
In fact they can go on

arguing during the Whips of Sin which

will follow.

As for the public man, it won't take

.limtwo minutes to be filmed making the

speech, unless, of course, he has any very

complicated gestures ; and it won't take

.iim any time at all to compose it,

Because the private secretary will do

;hat; and the private secretary will lie

able to make sure that his joke about

JEROBOAM is not turned into a joke

about JEHOSHAPHAT at the last minute,

or simply shelved in favour of a perora-

;ion on rainbows. After the speech
;he M.P. can be filmed opening a flower-

show and, if necessary, writing a cheque
;o the local hortiphilist society, which

cheque can be thrown on the screen

amid loud applause, but need not, of

course, go any further.

There is one other point, but it is

rather a delicate matter: Messrs. Mump
and Gump say to the prospective Candi-

date,
" Your constituents must see and

know you before you can hope for their

vote." Are they quite right ? I have

seen a good many Candidates in my
time, and I can think of some to whom
I should have said,

" Your constituents

must never see you if you hope for a

single vote." I mean, when one looks

round the present House of Commons,
one really marvels how :.-.. . But per-

haps I had better not go on with that.

The point is that a Candidate of that

kind never need be seen by his con-

stituents now. A handsome young
private secretary, uniformed and be-

ribboned, and the film does the rest.

Then I rather resent the assumption
that Members of Parliament, Mayors,
Lecturers and Actors are the only

people who require publicity. I should

have thought that those who spend
their time writing things in the public
Press, which are read by the public (if

anybody), might have had at least the

courtesy title of Public Man. Anyhow,
I am going to have three guineas'
worth. The only question is, what sort

of picture will most thoroughly
"
get

"

my personality before a third of the

population once a week ? The moment
when I am most characteristic is when
I am lying in a hot bath, and to-morrow
is Sunday; but I doubt if even a sixth

of the population would be really keen
on that. I don't mind writing a lettei

or two, only, if it meant an extra ree'

every time I decided to write it to-

morrow instead, it would be rather a

costly advertisement.

Really, I suppose, one ought to be
done At Work in His Study ; but
even that would require a good deal o

faking. Ought one, for instance, tc

remove the golf-balls and the cocoa-cup
(and the rhyming dictionary) from The

Desk? Then I always write with a

lecayed pencil, and that would look so

>ad. Messrs. Mump and Gump would
lave to throw in a quill-pen. And I

lave no Study. I work in the drawing-
oom, when the children are not pluy-

ng in it. To go into The Study I

,imply walk over to my table and put

ip a large notice :

" THE STUDY. Do
SOT SPEAK TO ME. I AM THINKING."
Do you think that had better be in the

ilm ?

Or I wonder if a Comic would be

more effective a Shaving reel or a

Dressing reel? It is the small inci-

lents of every-day life that one should

ook to for the key to the character of

i Public Man ;
and once a whole third

of the population had seen for them-
selves what pain it gives me to put
inks and studs and all those things in

clean shirt, they would understand

the strange note of melancholy which
runs through this article.

But of course an author should have

several different reels corresponding to

;he different kinds of work which he

wants to publicitise. (That is a new
word which I have just invented, but

you will find it in common use in a

month or two.) People like Mr. BELLOC
will probably require the full politician's
ration of twenty or more, but the or-

dinary writer might rub along with

four or five.

When his Pug, Wog and Pussy is on
the market there will be a Family reel,

in which he is pretending to be a tree,

and the children are climbing it. And
when he has just published The Cruim-

of tlie Cow ; or, Seven Hours at Sea, ho

will be seen with an intense expression

tying a bowline on a bight or madly
hauling on the throat - halyard at

Messrs. Mump and Gump's specially-

equipped ponds. And for his passionate
romance, The Borrowed Bride But
I don't know what he will do then.

And even now we have not exhausted

the list of Public Men. There are clergy-
men. Don't you feel that some of those

sermons might be thrown on the screen

and left there ? A. P. H.

The Merry Bishop.

The Dean of CAPE TOWN with a critical

frown
To the jests of St. Albans' gay Bishop

demurs ;

But the Bishop denies the offence and

implies
'Tis the way of all asses to nibble

at FURSE.

" Harvest Festival celebrations took place at

St. John's Church on Sunday evening, when
the choir rendered the anthem ' Praise the

young ladies of the choir.'
" Yorkshire Paper.

And we have no doubt they deserved it.
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Butcher (at conclusion of scathing crilicimn of horse). "WELL, THAT'S MY OPINION, ANYWAY.
BY NOW ABOUT A BIT OF 'OKSEPLKSH WHEN I BEES IT."

droom. "ES AND so OUGHT YOUR CUSTOMEBS TOO."

ASK I UL'OllT TO KNOW SOV '

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

How you regard Miss MAY SINCLAIR'S latest story, The
Romantic (COLLINS), will entirely depend upon your attitude
towards the long-vexed question of the permissible in art.

If you hold that all life (which in this association generally
means something disagreeable) is its legitimate province and
that genius can transmute an ugly study of morbid patho-
logy into a romance, you will admire the force of this vivid

little book
; otherwise, I warn you frankly, you are like to be

repelled by the whole business. The title, to begin with, is

an irony as grim as anything that follows, in what sense

you will find as the story reveals itself. The Romantic is

a picture what do I say? a vivisection of cowardice,
scon through the horrified eyes of a woman who loved

the subject of it. The scene is the Belgian battle-

fields, to which John Cotiway, being unfitted for active

service, had taken out a motor-ambulance, with Charlotte

llfdhunl as one of his drivers. All the background of this

part of the tale is wonderfully realised, a thing of actual

and nnforgctable experience. Here gradually the first

tragedy of Contra;/ is made clear, though shielded and

ignored as long as possible by the loyalty of fellow-workers

and (he obstinate disbelief of the girl. Perhaps you think

1 am making too much of it all; treacherous nerves were

the lot of many spiritually noble men in that hell. But
little by little conviction of a deeper, less understandable,

horror creeps upon the reader, only to be explained and
confirmed on the last page. To be honest. Thr Itomantic
is an ugly, a detestably ugly book, but of its cleverness

there can be no question.

It would appear that Mr. A. E. \V. M ws i^ another of
those who hold that the day of war-novels is n<

'

Anyhow, The Summons (HoDDEK AMI Sidtciiirosi shows
him dealing out all the- old familiar cards, spies and

counter-spies, submarines and petrol bases and secret ink.

It must be admitted that the result is unexpectedly
archaic. Perhaps also Mr. MASON hardly gives himself a fair

chance. The " summons "
to his hero (who, being familiar

with the Spanish coast, is required when War :

to use this knowledge for submarine-thwarting) is too long

delayed, and all the non-active service part of the tale

suffers from a very dull love-interest and some even more

dreary racing humour. Archaic or not. however, Ilillyard's

anti-spy adventures, in an exquisite setting that the author

evidently knows as well as his hero, are good fun enough.
But the home scenes had (for me at least) a lack of grip
and conviction by no means to be looked for from a

of Mr. MASON'S experience. His big thrill, the suicide of

the lady who first sends by car to the local paper th<

of her end and then waits to confirm th:- phone
before making it true, left me incredulous. I 'in afraid The
Summons can hardly be said to have found Mr. MASON in

Jomary form.
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" To write another person's life-history in the first person
and yet give to it the verisimilitude of a genuine autobio-

graphy, would under ordinary circumstances be a difficult il

not impossible undertaking." So Mr. C. E. GOULDSBUKY tells

us in a note to Reminiscences of a Stou'airay (CHAPMAN AND
1 1 A 1. 1.),iu id most of us will cordially agree with him. But, after

reading this volume of reminiscences, I think you will also

agree that Mr. GOULDSHTHY has acquitted himself admira-

bly of a most difficult task. The man into whose skin, it I

may so express it, he has temporarily tried to fit himself

was Mr. ALEXANDER DOUGLAS LARYMORE, who started his

adventurous career as a stowaway in an " old iron tub," and

eventually became Inspector-General of Jails in India. For

nearly forty years Mr. GOULDSBURY was Mr. LARYMOKE'S
intimate friend, and has had sufficient data at his disposal
to do justice to what was a remarkably full and interesting
life. Possibly those of us who retain a tender spot in our
hearts for stowaways may regret that Mr. LARYMORE grew
tired of the sea; but his adventures were as numerous and
amusing on land as on

water, and they are

also valuable for the

strong light they throw
on the India of some

yearsago. Mr. GOULDS
BURY has at once pro
vided a lasting tribute

to the memory of his

friend and written a
book which both in

style and matter would
be hard to beat.

tical fiction was a description of an opera-bouffe Labour
Government in action, addresses himself, in The Monster
(HEINEMANN), to a more serious theme. His monster is the
factory system, and if I say that this witty novel will pro-
vide the ignorant and comfortable with instruction as well
as entertainment I hope I shan't have done him any harm.
The author, while making his points against the system,
notes truly enough that the risen ranker, the one who had
been through the dreadful mill, with its ninety-hour workingweek for children, became the hardest master during that
wonderful period of the Manchesterising of England 'which
laid the train for the explosions of our present discontents.
He reminds us also of that admirable speech, made about
every ten years for the last hundred or so in the House
with the same fervour and conviction, to the effect that
any change in conditions or wages would surely mean the
complete ruin of the country. A comforting speech, that !

Perhaps Mr. BLEACKLEY, presenting three generations from
Jeterloo to the Jubilee of QUEEN VICTORIA, covers too much

ground for full 'effect,
but he has pleasa nth-

gilded a wholesome
pill for pleasant people.
Good luck to him.

ms IHRONE WON-T DO;

Are you a victim to

the Tarzan habit? Per-

haps your eye may have
been caught by the
word on bookstalls as
the generic title of an

increasing pile of

volumes
; but knowing,

like myself, that all

things explain them-
selves in time, you may
have been content to _
leave it at that. Meanwhile, however, the thing has con-

, j ,

sPread . Ml on the wrapper of Tarzan the Un-
tamed (METHUEN), which now at last finds me out its
publishers are able to number its devotees in millions. Well

course the outstanding fact about such popularity is that
face of it any affectation of superiority becomes simplyOne has got to accept this creation of Mr. EDGAR

BURROUGHS as among the definite literary phenomena
>f our time. In the immediate spasm before me Tarzan

is, if you need
telling, a kind of horribly exaggerated

nyh after a d.et of the Food of the Gods) is represented as
placmg himself at the disposal of the British forces in East
Africa and attacking the Germans with man-eating lions.Che rather chastening feature of which was my own unex-

mo
C

mentTk
ym
H
nt f the ^\ Ev6D

' for one ^concertingrnent, hke the persons in the admonitory anecdotes whotaste opmm just for fun,"I began to feel that perhaps

' TOI 1VfAJESTY - THEBE MUST BE soil* MISTAKE
MAJESTY OBDERED A LOUSUK THUONE."

Mr. HOHAC-E BLEACKLEY, whose last excursion into poli-

I did not take the pub-
lishers' statement that

PengardAwake (.MI:TH-

UEN) was "entirely un-
like Mr. STRAUS'S pre-
vious stories

"
as a re-

commendation, how-
ever alluring it was
intended to be, for he
has good and enjoyable
work to his credit. 1

doubt, indeed, if he-

has yet written a book
more acceptable to the
novel - reading public
than this tale of "

ac-

.ion, mystery and won-
"I erf til adventures"
(again I quote from the

paper wrapper). Pos-
sibly in a so-called mystery book the author ought to have
his readers guessing all the time, but if I was not perpetually
engcaged in this rather exhausting pursuit I was, at any rate,
intrigued. Pengard, who is also Sylvester, and yet is neither
the one nor the other, may be too much for your saner
moments of credulity. But Mr. STRAUS tells his queer storyso plausibly and with so light a touch that even though you
may affect to scoff at his dashing improbabilities you cannot
escape their attraction. Indeed Mr. STRAUS'S adventure
into fields hitherto strange to him has been so successful
that I am inclined to ask him to continue cultivating them.

Life's Little Contradictious.
"Now mind, you know, if I kill you it 's nothing, but if

you kill me, by Jingo, it 's murder." This remark was
put by JOHN LEECH into the lips of a small Special Con-
stable, represented as menacing a gigantic ruffian, and was
not, as you might think, addressed by a Sinn Feiner to a
member of the Eoyal Irish Constabulary.

Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son.
Mr. Punch wishes to offer the most sincere conra dila-

tions to his old friends on the occasion of the centenarv
ot their firm.
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" AFTKH all," a-ks a writer,

"
why

shouldn't Ireland havea Parliament, like

England?" Quite frankly wo do not

like, this idea of retaliation while more

humane method^ are -till unexplored.

"The miners' strike," says a n

hall journal,
" has given one song-writer

the idea for a ragtime song." It is only
fair to say that Mr. SMII.I.IK had no idea

that his innocent little manoeuvre would

lead to this.

The Admiralty does not propose to

publish an official account of the Battle

of Jutland. Indeed the impression is

gaining ground that this battle will

have, to be cancelled.

*...*

We are asked to deny
that, following upon the

publication of Mirrors of

Doininuj Stin-t, by "A
Gentleman with a Duster,"

Lord KENYON is about to

dedicate to Sir CLAUDE
CHAMPION DE CKESPIONY
a hook entitled A Peer tritli

ii Knuckle-Duster.

"Mr. LloydGeorge seems

to have had his hair 'bob-

bed
'

recently," says a

gossip-writer in a Sunday
paper. Mr. HODGES still

sticks to the impression
that it was really two-

bobbed. ... *

In connection with Mr. I

visit to Ireland we aro asked to

hat ho was not sent there as a

reprisal.

Mi L\-.snrnY recently told

a Poplar audience why he went to

Australia many years ago. No expla-
nation was offered of bis return.

$
A coal-porter summoned for in<

tax at West. Ham Police Court
sis wages ave: it hundred

pounds a year. We think it only fair

v that there must be labouring
men here and there who earn even less

than that. ^ v

" The thief," says a weekly paper

report,
" entered the house by way of

ion in price-. -very
housewife in the land i-. 1.

says v. It i

hold of this idea. ^ c
&

Then- is no truth in the report that

Tlit l',n:.i .V.M'/ has offered a priao of

a hundred pound, vst person
who can prove that it lias been talking

through its pn/o but.

"
Cigars discovered in

the possession of Edward
Fischer, in New York," says a news

item,
" were found to contain only

tobacco." Very rarely do we come

across a case like that in England.

" Water," says a member of the

L.C.C.,
"

is being sold at a loss." But

not in our whisky, we regret to say.

What is claimed to be the largest

shell ever made has been turned out by

the Hecla Works, Sheffield. It may

shortly be measured for a war to fit it.

A taxi-driver who knocked a man
down in Gracechurch Street has sum-

moned him for using abusive lam

It seems a pity that pedestrians cannot

be knocked down without showing their

temper like this. ...
^.

Aftermonths of experiment at Thames
Ditton the question of an artificial limb

of light metal has been solved. It is

said to be just the thing for Tube

travellers to carry as a si

"SHE DON'T 'ARK SWANK SINCE 'KB FABVK.K WAS KNOCKED OVER BY

A ROLLS-KOYCE."

the front-door." We can only suppose

that the burglars' entrance was locked

at the time.

A small boy, born in a Turkish harem,

is said to have forty-eight step-mot hers

living. Our office-ooy, however, is still

undefeated in the matter of recently

defunct grandmothers.

The number of accidental deaths in

France is attaining alarming propor-

tions. It is certainly time that a stop

was put to thequaint custom of duelling.

A rat that looks like a kangaro.

barks like a prairie dog is reported in

Texas, says The CUambia Record. \\e

can only say that, when wo last heard

that one, it was an elephant with white

trunk and pink eyes.
* *

' Why do leaders of the Bar wear

such ill-iitting clothes'.'" a-k- a con-

,
t

,

;u> . V sly dig, we presume, at

What should Tht l>:,,li Mail hat

be worn with?" . ithusiast.
" Characterise. the right

answer.

Emigrants to Canada, it is stated,

now include, an increasingly large

proportion of skilled workers. Fortu-

nately, thanks to the high

wages they earn at home.

I not lotting the ser-

vices of our skilled loafers.
*

A burglar who was re-

cently sentenced in tin-

Glasgow Police Court was

captured while in the act

of lowering a chest of

drawers out of a window
with a rope. The old

method of taking the bou>.

home and extracting the

furniture at leisure -

considered the safest by
conservative house-
breakers. f, +

Found under a lied in a

str.tnge house at (Srimsby.
a man told the jxilic-e

who
arrested him that he was

looking for work. It was pointed out

to him that the usual place for men

looking for work is in bed, not under it.

In a recent case a Hull bargee gave
his name as AI.KAINA Sw\sn. Ne\er-

theless the Court did not dr.-id- to hear

the rest of his evidence in camera.

A cyclist who stopped to watch astag-

honi MM Tivington Cross, in Somer-

ossed into the hedge by the

On Ixdialf of the beast it is

claimed that the cyclist was off-side.

"The C/.

!>!>, The Right ID

Stroke.'
"

A'r<w

Good news for the local pussies.

" The lir-t annual dinner of the Club

was held in the Club Rooms on Saturday
number sitting down to an

at coal collation." Local Paptr.

little extravagant in theae

VOL. CL1X.
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THE POET LAUREATE AND HIS GERMAN FRIENDS.

"I'risiiiirrs t,i a (,., inhuman, Oh, but our hearts rebel;

Ivf. nis M' an', in daws of spite a prey.*****
Nor trouble we just llr:m>n that quick revenge be done

(In Satan's rhanil>rr!ains highsratrd in Berlin;
Thoir rrrk floats round the world on all lands neath the sun:
Thn' in craven (Irrmaiiy was no man found, not one

With spirit enough to cry Shame! Nay but on such sin

Follows Perdition eternal . . . and it lias begun."
The I'uf.T L.tt i:i:.m:. in "The Times," November ,'/t!i,

/HIS.

'The letter [of reconciliation from Oxford Professors, etc.,
' to thei

in Cirrmany
'

is written . . . with the recognition that w
i'oth of us been provoked to 'animosities' which we desire t

pr.t .aside . . . The commonest objection was that the action wa
premature

'

my own feeling being that of shame for having vainl)
i so long in deference to political complications, and that sham,

was intolerably increasing ... It is iindisccrning not to see tha
at a critical moment of extreme tension they [the German Professors^
allowed their passion to get the better of thrin."

The I'OKT LAI-KKATK, in " The Times," October ;!Hh, I'.i.'u.

[The author of the following lines fears that he has failed to d<

full justice to the metrical purity of the Muster's craftsmanship.]

SUCH people as lacked the leisure to peruse
My scripture, one-and-a-quarter columns long
In Tlie Times, may like me, as having the gift of song

To prosodise succinctly my private views.

Did I cry Shame ! in November, 1918,
On those who never cried Shame ! on the lords of hell ?

Bather the shame is mine who delayed to clean

My soul of a wrong that grew intolerable.
What if our German colleagues, our brothers-in-lore,
Preached and approved for years the vilest of deeds ?

Yet is there every excuse when the hot blood speeds ;

We too were vexed and wanted our fellows' gore,
Saying rude things in a moment of extreme tension
Which in our calmer hours we should never mention.

Dons in their academic ignorance blind,
With passions like to our own as pea to pea,

Shall we await in them a change of mind?
Shall we require a repentant apology?

Dr in a generous spasm anticipate
The regrets unspoken that, under the heavy stress
Of labour involved in planning new frightfulness,

They have been too busy, poor dears, to formulate?

Once I remarked that on German crimes would follow
"Perdition eternal"; Heaven would make this its care,

^

Nor need to be hustled, with plenty of time to spare.Those words of mine I have a desire to swallow,
Finding, on further thought, which admits my offence,
That a few brief years of Coventry, of denied

Communion with Culture used in the Oxford sense-
Are ample for getting our difference rectified.

What is a Laureate paid for, I ask The Times,
If not to recant in prose his patriot rhymes?
I stamp my foot on my wrath's last smouldering ember
And for my motto I take " Lest we remember." O. S.

THE SUPERFECTION LAUNDRY.
I LET myself into my flat to find a young woman sittingon one of those comfortless chairs designed by upholsterersfor persons of second quality who are bidden to wait in

the hall.

"
You want to see me ?

"
I inquired.

" Yes ; what is it ?
"

have called, .Madam, to ask if you are satisfied with
your laundry.

'Far from it," I said. "It is kind of you to ask, but why?"

" Because I wish to solicit your custom for the laundrj
I represent."

" What faults do you specialise in?" I inquired." I beg your pardon, Madam ?
"

" Will you send home my husband's collars with an edgi
like a dissipated su\v '.'

"

The young woman's face brightened with comprehension
"Oh, no, Madam," she replied. "We exercise the great

est care with gentlemen's stand-up collars."
" Will you shrink my combinations to the size of a doll's?

'

An expression of horror invaded her countenance. "The
utmost precaution," she asserted, "is taken to prevent the
shrinkage of woollens."

" Is it your custom to send back towels reduced to two
hems connected by a few stray rags in the middle '.'

"

The young woman was aghast. "All towels are handlec
as gently as possible to avoid tearing," she replied.

' JIow about handkerchiefs?" I asked. "I dislike to
find myself grasping my bare nose through a hole in the
centre."

The suggestion made my visitor laugh." Are you in the habit of sewing nasty bits of red thread,
mpossible to extricate, into conspicuous parts of one's

:lothing?
"

"Oh.no, Madam," she asseverated; "no linen is allowed
to leave our establishment with any disfiguring marks."
"You never, I "suppose, return clothing dirtier than when

t readied you ?
"

I proceeded.
Suppressed scorn that I could believe in such a possibility

flashed momentarily from her eyes before she uttered an
imphatic denial.

" Nor do you ever p"erhaps send home garments belonging
;o other people while one's own are missing ?

"

"
Never, I can assure you, Madam."

" Does the man who delivers the washing habitually turn
the basket upside down so that the heavy things below
crush all the delicate frilly things that ought to be on top?

"

She seemed incapable of conceiving that such perverted
creatures could exist.

" Do they never whistle in an objectionable manner
vhile waiting for the soiled clothes?

"

"
Whistling on duty is strictly forbidden, Madam."

"
Well, all these things I have mentioned my laundry does

o me, and even more, and when I write to complain they
disregard my letters."

" We rarely have complaints, Madam, and all such receive

srompt attention. I can give references in this street in
his block of flats even."

'

Well," said I,
"

if you like to give me a card I am willing
o let you have a trial."

The young woman opened her bag with alacrity and
landed me a card.

^
The Superfection Laundry," I read with amazement.

Surely there must be some mistake?
"

" Are you not Mrs. Fulton ?
"
asked the young woman.

"
No, you have come a floor too high. Mrs. Fulton lives

n the flat below me."
" I must apologise for my call, then

;
I was sent to see

Irs. Fulton. But all the same may we not add YOU to the
st of our customers ?

"

"
Impossible," I said.

"
May I ask your reasons, Madam?"

"Because the laundry I employ at present is the Super-
iction."

The Church Militant in the Near East.
" Resht was bombed by Red aeroplanes on September 28 and 30 ;

le of the machines was forced to descend on the latter dat<> sonic
miles to the north of the town. The pilot and observer were taken
f the Cassocks." Evening Paper.
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The Guest (exasperated mthwailiny). "I'VE A GOOD MIND TO DIUVE OFF, BUT I'M AFRAID OF HITTING THAT IDIOT IN FRONT.

The Hostess. "Hii HIM WHERE YOC LIKE, DEAR IT'S MY HUSBAND."

PROOF POSITIVE.

THIS kind of thing had been going
on morning after morning until I was

quite tired.

They. You ought to get hold of a

good dog.
It is extraordinary how many things

one ought to get hold of in the country.
Sometimes it is a wood-chopper and
sometimes a couple of hundred cab-

bages, and sometimes a cartload of

manure, and sometimes a few good
hens. I find this very exhausting to

the grip.
I. What for?

They. To watch your house.

/. I do not wish to inflict pain on a

good dog. What kind of a dog ought
it to be ?

They. Well, a mastiff.

/. Isn't that rather a smooth kind of

dog? If I have to get hold of a dog, I

should like one with rather a rougher
surface.

/. Tiy an Irish terrier.

7. I have. They fight.

They. Not unless they 're provoked.
I. Nobody fights unless he is pro-

voked. But more things provoke an
Irish terrier than one might imagine.

The postman provoked my old one so

much that it bit the letters out of his

hand and ate them.

They. Well, you didn't get any bills,

then.

J. Yes, I did. Bills always came
when the dog was away for the week-
end. He was a great week-ender,
and he always came back from week-
ends with more and more pieces out of

his ears until at last they were all

gone, and lie couldn't hear us when we
called him.

They. Well, there are plenty of other

sorts. You might have a Chow or an
Airedale or a boar-hound.

I. Thank you, I do not hunt boars.

Besides, all the dogs you mention are

very expensive nowadays. In the Wai-
it was quite different. You could col-

lect dogs for practically nothing then.

My company used to have more than
a dozen dogs parading with it every
day. They had never seen so many
men so willing to go for so many long
walks before. They thought the Mil-

lennium had come. A proposal was
made that they should be taught to

form fours and march in the rear. But,
like all great strategical plans, it was
stifled by red tape. After that

They. You are getting away from

the point. If you really want a good

cheap dog
I. Ah, I thought you were coming to

that. You know of a good cheap dog ?

They. The gardener of my sister-in-

law's aunt has an extremely good cheap

dog.
/. And would it watch my house ?

They. Most intently.
That is how Trotsky came to us.

Nobody but a reckbss propagandist
would say that he is either a mastiff or

a boar-hound, though he once stopped
when we came to a pig. I do not mind
that. What I do mind is their saying,
now that they have palmed him off on

me,
" I saw you out with your what-

ever-it-is yesterday," or " I did not

know you had taken to sheep-breed-

ing," or " What is that tiling you have

tied up to the kennel at the back ?
"

There seems to be something about the

animal's tail that does not go with its

back, or about its legs that does not go
with its nose, or about its eyes that does

not go with its fur. If it is fur, that is

to say. And the eyes are a different

colour and seem to squint a little. They
say that one of them is a wall-eye. I

think that is the one he watches the
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house with. Personally I consider Unit

they ;uv vor\ handsome eyes in tlieir

own different linos and my opinion is

tluit ho is a Mull-terrior; or possibly a

Bum. Anyhow ho is a good dog to get
hold of, for ho is vory curly.
Tim village poliooniaii came round to

tlio house tho other day. I think he

roally cm no to talk to the cook, but I

fell into conversation with him.
" Yon ought to be getting a licence

for that dog of yours," he said.
" What dog?

"
I asked.

"
\Vliy, you 've got a dog tied up at

the hack there, haven't you?
"
he said.

" Have I'?
"

said I.

And we went out and looked at it

together. Trotsky looked at me with

one eye and at the policeman with the

other, and he wagged his tail. At least

1 am not sure that he wagged it;
" shook

" would be a better word.
" Where did you get it ?

"
he inquired.

"Oh, I just got hold of it," I said

airily.
" It 's rather good, don't you

think?"
He stood for some time in doubt.
" It 's a dog," he said at last.

I shook him warmly by the hand.
" You have taken a great load off

my mind," I told him. " I will get a

licence at once."

This will score off them pretty badly.
After all you can't go behind a Gov-

ernment certificate, can you? EVOE.

THE CRY OF THE ADULT AUTHOR.

[The
" Diarist

" of TJte Westminster Gazette,

in the issue of October 25th, utters a poignant
cri de cceur over what he regards as one of the

great tragedies of the time the crowding-out
of the "genuine craftsmen "

of journalism and
letters by Cabinet Ministers, notoriety-mongers

and, above all, by sloppy infant prodigies.]

OH, bitter are the insults

And bitter is the shame

Heaped on deserving authors

Of high and strenuous aim,

When all the best booksellers

Their shelves and windows cram
With novels from the nursery
And poems from the pram.

In recent Autumn seasons

Writers of age mature

(From eighteen up to thirty)

Of sympathy were sure ;

Now publishers their portals
On everybody slam

Save novelists from the nursery
And poets from the pram.

Unfairly WINSTON CHURCHILL
Invades the Sunday sheets ;

Unfairly Mrs. ASQUITH
With serious scribes competes ;

But these are minor evils

What makes me cuss and damn
Are novels from the nursery
And poems from the pram.

Caller. "Is MBS. JONES AT HOME?"

Cook-General. "SHE is, BIT BHK AW'T 'ARDLY IK A FIT STATE TO SK AKYBODT.

SHE 's JUST BIS OIVIN' ME HOTICB."

When on the concert platform
The prodigy appears

I do not grudge his welcome,

The clappings and the cheers ;

But I can't forgive the people
Who down our throats would cram

The novelists from the/iursery,
The poets from the pram.

I met a (once) best seller,

And I took him by the hand,

And asked,
" How 's OPAL WHITKLEY

And how does DAISY stand ?
'

He answered,
" I can only

See sloppiness and sham
In novels from the nursery
And poems from the pram.

If I were only despot.
To end this painful feud

I 'd banisli straight to Mespot
The scribbling infant brood,

And bar the importation,

By that hustler, Uncle Sum,
Of novels from the nursery
And poems from tho pram.

From an account of Sir J. FOBKKS-

ROBERTBON'S debut :

"It was interesting to remember that in

tho audience on thmt occasion were Danto,

Gabriel, Kossotti and Algernon Charles Swin-

burne." Provincial Paper.

The archangel waa a great catch.

" When the Royal Cream bone* were dis-

persed from tho royal (table*, on* or two golf

clubs mad* an endeavour to get one of these

fine animals, and Rinelagb and Sandy Lodge
were fortunate to secure them. The bone*

took fine on the course behind the mower."

Evening Paper.

Shoving, we suppose, for all they are

worth.
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EUCLID IN REAL LIFE.

IF it was not for the paper-shortage
I should at once re-write EUCLID, or

( parts of him which I understand.

The t iMuhle about old KUCLID was that

In- hud no soul, inul few of his books

have that emotional appeal for which

we look in those days. My aim would

be to bring home his discoveries to the

young by clothing them with human

interest; and I should at the same

time demonstrate to the adult how
often they might be made practically

useful in everyday life. When one

thinks of the times one draws a straight

line at right angles to another straight

line, and how seldom one does it EU-

CLID'S way . . . every time one writes

aT . . .

"

Well, let us take, for example

BOOK III., PROPOSITION 1.

PHOBLEM. To find the centre of a

given circle.

Let ABC be that horrible round bed

i where you had the geraniums last year.
This year, I gather, the idea is to have
it nothing but rose-trees, with a great

big fellow in the middle. The question
is, where is the middle? I mean, if

you plant it in a hurry on your own

judgment, everyone who comes near

the house will point out that the bed is

all cock-eye. Besides, you can see it

from the dining-room and it will annoy
you at breakfast.

C

CONSTRUCTION. Well, this is how
we go about it. First, you draw any
chord AB in the given bed ABC. You
can do that with one of those long
strings the gardener keeps in his shed,
with pegs at the end.

Bisect AB at D.
Now don't look so stupid. We Ve

done that already in Book I., Prop. 10,

you remember, when we bisected the
stick of nougat. That 's right.
Now from D draw DC at right angles

to AB, and meeting the lawn at C. You
can do that with a hoe.

Produce CD to meet the lawn again
atE.
Now we do some more of that bisect-

ing ; this time we bisect EC at F.
Then F shall be the middle of the

bed
; and that 's where your rose-tree

is going.
PROOF??? Well, I mean, if F be not

the centre let some point G, outside

the line CE, be the centre and put the

confounded tree there. And, what's

more, you can jolly well join GA, GD
and GB, and see what that looks like.

Just cast your eye over the two tri-

angles GDA and GDB.
Don't you see that DA is equal to

DB (unless, of course, you 've bisected

that chord all wrong), and DG is com-

mon, and GA is equal to GB at least

according to your absurd theory about

G it is, since they must be both radii,

liailii indeed ! Look at them. Ha, ha !

Therefore, you fool, the angle GDA
is equal to the angle GDB.

Therefore they are both right angles.
Therefore the angle GDA is a right

angle. (I know you think I 'm repeat-

ing myself, but you '11 see what I 'in

getting at in a minute.)

Therefore and this is the cream of

the joke therefore really, I can't

help laughing therefore the angle
CDA is equal to the angle GDA ! That

is, the part is equal to the whole
which is ridiculous.

I mean, it 's too laughable.

So, you see, your rose-tree is not in

the middle at all.

In the same way you can go on

planting the old tree all over the bed

anywhere you like. In every case

you '11 get those right angles in the

same ridiculous position why, it

makes me laugh now to think of it

and you '11 be brought back to dear old

CE.

And, of course, any point in CE ex-

cept F would divide CE unequally,
which I notice now is just what you 've

done yourself; so F is wrong too.

But you see the idea ?

What a mess you 've made of the

bed!

BOOK I., PROPOSITION 20.

THEOREM. Any two sides of a triangle
are together greater than the third side.

Let ABC be a triangle.

CONSTRUCTION. You know the
eleventh hole ? Well, let B be the tee,
and let C be the green, and let BC be

my drive. Yes, mine. Is it dead ?

Yes.

Now let BA be your drive. I 'm
afraid you 've pulled it a bit and gone
into the road by the farm.
You can't get on to the green by the

direct route AC because you 're under
the wall. You '11 have to play further

up the road till you get opposite that

gap at D. It 's a pity, because you '11

have to play about the same distance,

only in the wrong direction.

Take your niblick, then, and play
your second, making AD equal to AC.
Now join CD.

I mean, put your third on the green.
You can do that, surely '? Good.
PROOF. There, I 'm down in two.

But we won't rub it in. Do you notice

anything odd about these triangles ?

No ? Well, the fact is that AD is equal
to AC, and the result of that is that the

angle ACD is equal to the angle ADC.
That 's Prop. 5. Anyhow, it 's obvious,
isn't it ?

But steady on. The angle BCD is

greater than its part, the angle ACD
you must admit that? (Look out,
there 's a fellow going to drive.)
And therefore the angle BCD

Oh, well, I can't go into it all now or it

will mean we shall have to let these

people through ; but if you carry on on
those lines you '11 find that BD is greater
thanBC.

"

I mean you 've only got to go back to

where you played your third and you
;

11

see that it must be so, won't you ?

Very well, then, don't argue.
But BD is equal to BA and AC, for

AD is equal to AC
;

it had to be, you
remember.

Therefore now follow this closely
the two sides BA and AC are togother
greater than the third side BC.

That means, you see, that by pulling
your drive out to the left there you
gave yourself a lot of extra distance to

cover.

You 'd never have guessed that, would

you ? But old EUCLID did.

Come along, then ; they 're putting.
You must be more careful at this hole.

I think it 's that right shoulder of

yours A. P. H.

Our Candid Candidates.

From an election address :

" Should I get returned as your representa-
tive you will have no cause for regret when
my term of office expires." Provincial 1'fipt r.

" The strike of the mechanical staff of the
Karachi Daily Gazette

' has ended."

Evening Paper.

We wondered why everybody looked so

pleased in London that day.

" Since her treatment with the monkey
gland Miss Ediss has received enough compli-
mentary nuts to stock a market garden. An
ornate basket of monkey nuts fills a prominent
place in her room, and two cocoanuts tied up
with coloured ribbon strike the eye of the
visitor." Sunday Paper.

In that case we shall postpone our in-

tended visit until Miss EDISS is herself

again.
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MANNERS AND MODES.

NOW THAT MEN'S ATTIRE IS SO COSTLY \VItY NOT TAKE A LEAF FROM THE LADIES' BOOK OF FASHION
AND LET THE TAILORS HAVE DRESS PARADES OF THE LATEST DESIGNS?
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THE CONSPIRATORS.
VI.

MY ni:ui ('uuii.F.s. 1 was talking

to the Editor the other day about this

correspondence of ours which we are

j

conducting in the public Press, thus

,:i\ IIIL; the twopenny stumps and avoid-

ing the increased cost of living which

is hitting everyone else so hard.

"This ought to be put a stop to,"

said lie.

-That is just what I have

been saving since 1918," I re-

plied ;

" but the question is

what to do about it? When
you get down to it, the word
' Bolshevist

'

is but the Russian

for 'advanced Socialist,' and

there is nothing to prevent
Socialists, whether they be ad-

vanced or retarded. How then

are you going to put a stop to

Bolshevism ?
"

" I was thinking of the cor-

respondence," the Editor re-

plied.
So I stopped talking to him

and sat down to write my last

letter to you on the subject.
To resume : In the summer

of 1918 the German War Lords

began to have their doubts of

a Pax Germanica and saw signs
rather of a Wash-out Ger-

manicum. Things looked ill

with them, so they consulted

their doctor, a certain person
who called himself " Dr. Help-
us

"
by way of a jest. He

proved more successful as a

business man, however, than
he was as a humourist. He
advised that the "War of

World Conquest
"

was not

likely to produce a dividend,
because its name was against
it. Cut out "Imperialism";
substitute another word, with

just as many syllables and no
less an imposing sound,

" Pro-
letariat

"
; call the thing

" Class
Warfare

"
; advertise it thor-

oughly and attract to it all the political

egoists of disappointed ambition in the
various countries of the enemy, and the
German War Lords would find it no

longer necessary to crush all existing
nations, since all existing nations would
then set about to crush themselves.
The idea was voted excellent, and the

trial run in Eussia gave complete satis-

faction.

But not all countries were so imme-
diately susceptible to the idea of a World
Revolution. Victory hath its charms
and does not predispose a people to com-

plain ; so where the Masses (invested
with a capital

" M "
to flatter their

vanity and secure their goodwill) were

victorious and content they were to be

made to believe by advertisement that

with a little trouble they could become

even more victorious and more content.

The KAISER and Imperialism had been

disposed of ;
it only remained to get rid

of Capitalism and Charles. The sub-

terranean campaign was developed, and

that is what our conspirators have since

been so brisk and busy about.

That was the programme ; but it is

THE CULT OP FACE-BEADING.
'Erb (a cinema habitue). "SEE WOT 'E 's SAYING, EM'LY?

'E'S STILL AT THE OFFICE AKD WOX'T BE AltLE TO GET '0.1IK TO

DIKKKR."

a programme which required money, i

And so at last to the Chinese Bonds.

Oh, those Chinese Bonds ! How
|

some people abroad have learned to
[

curse the very mention of them these I

last many months ! I don't know where
that tiresome man, LITVINOFF, first got i

them from, but my poor friends, whose
business all this is, were running after

them at least ten months ago. Some-
{

times they were in Russia, sometimes
j

they showed up in Denmark, sometimes i

they got scent of them in Germany, and !

I am told it is the merest fluke that the
I

Bonds did not come to Switzerland for

the winter sports. And wherever they
'

turned up they were always just on their

way to England ; either they had a poor
sense of direction or, being had sailors,

were afraid of the crossing. There was
never any knowing in what corner of

the earth they would next he appear-

ing ;
in fact the only country which

those Chinese Bonds seemed to have

successfully avoided was China.

The first time we heard of them, I

will admit that we were thrilled. They
gave a touch of reality to an otherwise

over-hairy and unconvincing
narrative of conspiracy. The
second time we were told of

them we were pleasurably
moved. So it was true, after

all, about those Chinese Bonds'.'

The third time we heard of

them we were satisfied
;
the

fourth time we heard of them
we were indifferent ; the fifth

time bored, the sixth time irri-

tated, the seventh time infuri-

ated, and the eighth time we
said to our informant,

" Now
look you here. We appreciate
the excitement of your myster-
ious presence and the soothing
effects of your hushed voice,

and as long as you care to go
on revealing your secrets we
will listen. You may speak of

finance and you may even

touch upon British bank-notes

forged by the Soviets ; you
may go so far as to divulge
some new forms of script in-

volved, getting as near as even,

say, Japanese Debentures ;
but

if you so much as mention
China or its Bonds to us again
we will wrap you up in a parcel
and. post you to Moscow with

a personal note of warning to

LENIN as to your inner know-

ledge and the dangerous pub-

licity you are giving it."

For ourselves we wrote many
a learned treatise on the sub-

ject and sent many a thousand

inemos home to those authori-

ties near to whose hearts the

welfare of those Bonds should be. And
after many months of this correspon-
dence someone in the what-d'you-call-
it office suddenly sat up and took notice

and wrote to us as follows :
" His

Majesty's Principal Secretary of State

for Thingummy has the honour to

inform you that rumours have reached

his ears concerning the existence of

certain bonds, alleged to be Chinese,

in the hands of Bolshevist agitators

coming or intending to come to this

country. You are requested to ascer-

tain and report what, if anything, is

known of these Chinese Bonds."
I could have made a story for you of
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Ncn-nus Party. "ARE YOU sriu: THAT LOUKTKR'S AIX ni.inr?"

fishmonger (on Tut dignity). "Qi in: UIGHT, Siu. IP $r HN'T WK MUM. BK HI:RB TO-MORROW."
Nervous Party. "Yra BUT SHALL I HE HKRK TO-MCIIIBU\\ ?

"

the uses to which the Bonds were put
in other countries and newspapers as
well as your own. But that painfully
honest journal, The Daily Herald, has

anticipated me. And anything more

you want to know about the conspir-
acies or the conspirators you may now,
as I judge from reading your Press,

experience for yourself. So upon that

these letters may end. I would like to

Imve concluded by a protestation that,
in making these frank statements as to

the working of, and against, the Conspi-
rators, I personally draw no pecuniary
benefit of any sort, not a sovereign, not
a boh, not a half-penny stamp. It is

perhaps better, however, to anticipate

discovery by owning up to the fact

that my frankness is being paid for at

so many pence per line.

Yours ever, HENRY.

(Concluded.]

EPITAPH FOB A PROFESSOR OF TANGO :

"A'//i// tetiiiit </iw<l non ornucit."

THE CA(iK.
HE stood in the packed building, a

small lonely figure, pathetic in the

isolation that shut him off from the

warm humanity of the watching crowd.
He felt weak, ill, but he struggled

to bear himself bravely. He could not

move his eyes from the stern white
face that seemed to fill all the space in

front of him. About that cold mina-

tory figure, which was speaking to him
in such passionless even tones, clung
an atmosphere of awe; the traditional

robes of office lent it a majesty that

crushed his will.

He knew he was being addn
and he strove to listen. II is brain was
a torrent of thoughts. And so his life

had come to this. It was indeed the

final catastrophe. That was surely what
the voice meant that voice which went
on and on in an even stream of sound
without meaning. \Vhy had he come
to this in the flower of his life to lose

its chiefest ^ift. Lilwrty?

Up and down t lie spaces of his brain

thought s|M<l like tire. The people
behind did they care? A few perhaps
pitiid him. The others were indifferent.

To them it \\us merely a S|K-I!

Suddenly into his mind crept the
consciousness of a vast silence. The
voice had stopped. The abrupt cesoa-
tion of sound \\lii|>|xi| his quivering

It was like the holding of a

great breath.

He gathered his forces. He knew
that the huge concourse waited. A ques-
tion had boon put to him. It seemed
as if the world stood still to listen.

He moistened his lips. He knew
what lie had meant to say, but In-

tongue was a traitor to his desire.

What use now to plead ? The Bound-
lessness grew intolerable. He thought
he should cry aloud.

Ami then
"

I will," he said, and, looking side-

caught the swift shy glance of

liis hride.
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The Master Plumber. "I've NEVER SEED A BLOKE TAKK so LONG OVEB A JOB IN ALL ME LIFE. THAT LAD 'LL GO FAR.

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THE SPONGE.
THE sponge is not, as you suppose,
A funny kind of weed ;

He lives below the deep blue sea,

An animal, like you and me,

Though not so good a breed.

And when the sponges go to sleep
The fearless diver dives ;

He prongs them with a cruel prong,
And, what I think is rather wrong,
He also prongs their wives.

For I expect they love their wives
And sing them little songs,

And though, of course, they have no
heart

It hurts them when they 're forced to

part

Especially with prongs.

I know you 'd rather not believe

Such dreadful tilings are done ;

Alas, alas, it is the case
;

And every time you wash your face
You use a skeleton.

And that round hole in which you put
Your linger and your thumb,

And tear the nice new sponge in two,
As I have told you not to do,
Was once his osmium.

So that is why I seldom wash,
However black I am,

But use my flannel if I must,

Though even that, to be quite just,

Was once ia little lamb. A. P. H.

HOW TO MISS THE MISSING LINK.

WE understand that an expedition
will shortly leave the United States for

Central Asia in search of the Missing
Link. "Aeroplanes, motor cars, camels,
mules and all means of locomotion
found suitable will he used by the an-

thropologists, archaeologists and other

scientists
"
taking part.

We predict that an enterprise so

opposed to all the traditions of explora-
tion is doomed to failure. We cannot
doubt that the Missing Link possesses
a sense of smell keen enough to detect

a camel or a Ford car while yet afar

oft'. His regrettable elusiveness is more

likely to be established than overcome
when he beholds mules and anthro-

pologists, attended by aeroplanes and

motor-cars, and possibly whippet-tanks,
motor-scooters and phrenologists. Even
if there are only nine or ten of each

variety it will be enough to ensure that
the adventurers miss the Link after all.

Another aspect of the expedition
should be borne in mind. The pro-

gress through the jungle of such vehicles

and personnel would cause something
like consternation among the larger

fauna, whose limited intelligence might

reasonably fail to distinguish the pro-
cession from a travelling menagerie. In

these days of unrest is it right, is it ex-

pedient, thus to stir up species hatred?

It would be indeed deplorable if . the

present quest were to be followed by a

search party got up to trace the missing

Missing Link expedition.

Surely the old methods of the explorer
are still the best. Simply equipped
with an elephant-rifle and a pith helmet,

let him plunge into the bush and be

lost to sight for a few years. Whereas
the Missing Link may be relied on to

remain resolutely beneath his rock at

the sight of a sort of a Lord Mayor's
Show wandering among the vegetation,
the spectacle of a simple-looking trav-

eller in the midst of the lonely forest

would rather encourage the creature to

emerge from its place of retreat.

Then nothing would remain but for the

explorer to advance with out-stretched

hand (preferably the left), and exclaim,

"The Missing Link, I presume?"
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^'SERVICE MEN
NEED APPLY

A CLOSE CORPORATION.
EX-SERVICE MAN (unemployed). "IF YOU 'BE SO SHORT OF LABOUR, WHY DON'T YOU

TATC~R. ATTC ON?"
TRADE UNION OFFICIAL. "MY GOOD FELLOW, BRICKLAYING REQUIRES YEARS AND VI

DOES SOLDIKRINC: BUT THEY WEREN'T SO PARTICULAR \VHKX

THEEE WAS WORK TO BE DONE AT THE FRONT.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, October XMli. Sir Pun.ii 1

LLOYD-ditKAME, tlio newest recruit on

the Treasury IVneli, already answers

Questions \\iili all I lie assurance of the

other LLOYD (1. His readiness in re-

ferring tlio inquisitive to other Depart-
ments and in declining to go beyond
Ins Uriel' witness his modest refusal to

discuss in reply to a Supplementary
Question the possibility of imposing a

tariff in this country suggests that

somewhere behind the SPEAKER'S chair

there must be a school for Under-Secre-

taries where the callow back-bencher

is instructed in the arts and crafts re-

quired in the seats of the mighty.
For this purpose I can imagine no

better instructor than the ATTORNEY-

GENEKAL, who combines scrupulous

politeness with an icy precision of lan-

guage. Take, for example, his treatment

of Mr. PEMHERTON BILLING'S defiant

inquiry if it would now be "
compatible

with the dignity of the Government
"

to say that there had never been any
intention to bring the War-criminals

to trial.
" No," replied Sir GORDON

HEWART in his most pedagogic manner,

while admitting that something of tlio

iind might lx> required, took except inn

,o the vagueness of its drafting. What
s ' substantial

'

?
"

lie inquired.
" Ask

A GOVERNMENT RECRUIT.

Sir PHILIP LLOYD-GBEAME.

Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Trade

"
it cannot be compatible with anyone's

dignity to make a statement which is

manifestly untrue."

This week was to have been devoted,

de die in diem, to getting on with the

Government of Ireland Bill. But the

malignant sprite that has hitherto foiled

every effort to pacify Ireland again in-

tervened, and the House found itsell

called upon to discuss the Emergency
Powers Bill. The measure is a peace-

time successor to D.O.E.A. (who in the

opinion of the Government is getting

a little passte) and, perhaps naturally

met with little approval. Mr. ASQUITH

SOMKTHIXC, "SUBSTANTIAL."
Mr. WILL TBOBHE.

them another!" Mr. WILL THORNE

joyfully interjected.
" What is

' sub-

stantial"?" repeated the EX-PHKMIKU;

whereupon the Coalition with one voice

replied,
" WILL THORNE."

With consummate skill the PRIME
MINISTER managed to get the House
out of its hostile mood and to satisfy

the majority, at any rate, that the

measure was neither provocative nor

inopportune, but a necessary precau-
tion against the possibility that "direct

action" on the part of extra-Parlia-

mentary bodies might confront the

country with the alternatives of starva-

tion or surrender.

Tuesday, October 26th. In these

troublous times the House gladly seizes

the smallest occasion for merriment.

There was great laughter when Colonel

YATE, the politest of men, inadvertently

referred to Sir ARCHIBALD WILLIAM v.s

as "the right honourable gent," and it

broke forth again when, in his anxiety to

make no further slip, he addressed him

tout court as " the right honourable."

There are some fifty thousand British

soldiers in Ireland, costing over a

million pounds a month. But Mr.

CHURCHILL took the cheery view that

after all they had to be somewhere,

and would cost nearly as much even in

Great Britain.

They would cost a good deal more

in Mesopotamia, where we have a

hundred thousand troops (British anil

Indian), and the cost is two and a half

millions a month. Sir WILLIAM JOYN-

soN-Hicxs could not understand why

-iild SJKM id all tins money "merely
'd the count ry b;u-k to t he H-beU.

'

Mr. CHI itc mi. i. i;>i ) had heard no-

:hing about handing the country back
:o the rebels; from which it m
inferred either that he is not admitted
into all the secrets of the Cabinet or
that ho draws a distinction between
'rebels" and "persons who object to

British rule."

The Press campaign -in favour of a
nickel throe-halfpenny coin lias not suc-

ceeded. In Mr. CIIAMIIKIII.MN N ..pinion
ild not be a coin of \antage.

Among bis objections to it may be the

extreme- probability that the present
Administration would promptly benick-

nained (I will not say nickel-named)
" the Three-half-penny (iovernment

Owing to a number of concessions

announced by the HOME SKCRKTAHY
the Emergency Powers Bill had a fairly

smooth passage through Committee.

Objections were still raised to making
an Emergency Act permanent it doe*

sound rather like a contradiction in

terms but the ATTOHNKY-GKNKHAL

skilfully countered them by pointing
out that it was only the framework of

the machinery, not the regulations, that

would be permanent. One can imagine
the bold bad baron who set up a gallows
to overawe his villeins comforting ob-

jectors with the remark that after all it

was merely a framework quite useless

without a rope.

THE BOLD BAD BAR

.Sir GOKDO.V Hairjjtr. "MKRM.Y A

WOBK Qvm VSEUESH WITHOUT A BOMC."

HV(/M<w/<i.y. October 27th. Much

pother in the Lords because the t

COMMISSIONER OF WORKS had set up
a Committee to advise him with re-

gard to the preservation of ancient
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monuments, including cathedrals and

churches, without first consulting the

ecclesiastical authorities. Lord I'AK-

MOOB moved a condemnatory resolu-

tion, and His Grace of CANTERBURY,
.iftrr renouncing Sir ALFRED MONO and

all his works, declared that, so far as

religious edifices were concerned, the

proposed Committee was a superfluity
of naughtiness with which he person-

ally would have nothing to do. Lord

I.VITON, witli that delightful free-and-

easiness which characterises the atti-

tude of our present Ministers towards

their colleagues, observed that he could

have sympathised with the objectors if

it were really intended to place
cathedrals under Sir ALFRED'S
care ; but it wasn't ;

so why all

this fuss '? Lord CRAWFORD, while

sharing the Opposition's dislike

of restorers, from VIOLLET-LE-
Duc to the late LordGRiMTHOBPE,
could not admit that in this mat-
ter the Office of Works had been

guilty of anything worse than a

want of tact. Lord PARMOOR in-

sisted on going to a division, and
carried his motion by 27 to 17.

Despite this shattering blow the
Government is said to be going
on as well as can be expected.
What happened at Jutland ?

After four years' cogitation the

Admiralty does not appear to

have emerged from the state of

uncertainty into which it was
plunged by the first news of the
battle. In February last Mr. LONG
announced that the official report
would be published

"
shortly," but

then the German sailors began -^
to publish their stories, and these =
not very unnaturally differed from A L IF
the British accounts. So now
My Lords have decided to leave
Sir JULIAN CORBETT'S Naval His-

tory of the War to unravel the

tangle and inform Lords JELLICOE and

GREENWOOD'semphaticdeclarationthat
he was not going to accept the state-

ments even of English newspaper
correspondents against the reports of

officials
" for whom I am responsible

and in whom I have confidence."

Assuming that the House of Com-
mons is, as it ought to be, a microcosm
of the population, it will ba some time

before this country goes
"
dry." Mem-

bers of all parties pressed upon the

PRIME MINISTER the necessity of re-

laxing the regulations of the Liquor
Control Board. His suggestion that

an informal Committee should be set

to make recommendations to the

OLD CHURCHES RESTORED
CATHEDRALS RENOVATED .

ALL REPAIRS PROMPTLY
EXECUTED.

APPLY : ALF. MOIND ,

ECCLESIASTICAL SPECIALIST.

IF YOU WANT
A PYLON

COME. INSIDE

PILLAR OF THE CHUECH.

BEATTY (who, according to Sir JAMES
CRAIG, are quite agreeable to the pro-
posal) exactly what they and their gal-
lant seamen really did on that famous
occasion.

Thursday, October28th. There being
no Labour Party in the House of Lords
;he Emergency Powers Bill passed
through all its stages in a single sitting.
Even Lord CREWE did not challenge its

necessity in these troublous times, but
Lord ASKWITH was a little alarmed
it the possibility that " an unreasoningHome Secretary

"
as if there could

sver be such a monster! might be over-

lasty to issue Orders in Council, and so
3xacerbate an industrial dispute.
A long list of "

reprisal
"
Questions

mercifully curtailed by the time-limit
was chiefly remarkable for Sir HAMAR

Government was received with cheers,
and there was much amusement when
Mr. BOTTOMLEY and Lady ASTOR, who
do not, I gather, quite see eye to eye on
this subject, promptly nominated them-
selves for membership.
As the PRIME MINISTER is popularly

supposed to be not averse from appear-
ing in the limelight, especially when
there is good news to impart, it is

pleasant to record that he left to Sir
ROBERT HOHNE the congenial task of

announcing that an agreement had
been reached with the Miners' Federa-
tion, and that the coal-strike was on
the high road to settlement. The
terms, as stated, seemed to be satisfac-

tory to all parties, and the only mys-
tery is why the negotiators should have
required the stimulus of a strike before

they could arrive at them.

THE DOWNING OF THE PEN.
A LITTLE difference of opinion on the

moral aspect of strikes which has been
ventilated in The Daily News has caused
one correspondent to write :

" Let us

suppose that Mr. SILAS HOCKING regards
the serial rights of one of his novels as
worth 250. Suppose I offer him 100.
What does he do ? He withholds his
labour

; and quite right too !

"

But does this analogy go far enough '?

It would be a simple matter, for which
we might easily console ourselves, if

the author in question merely withheld
his own labour. But if he followed

modern strike tactics he would
do more.

Calling in aid the services of

his brother JOSEPH, lie would en-

deavour by peaceful persuasion to
induce Mrs. ASQUITH, Mr. ARNOLD
BENNETT, Mrs. ELINOR GLYN, Mr.
COMPTON MACKENZIE and others
to withhold their labour also.

Picketing would follow, and Lon-
don would be stirred to its depths
by the news that Sir HALL CAINE
was on duty outside the establish-

ment of The Sunday Picliifitil,

and that Miss ETHEL M. DELL
was in charge of the squad on the

doorstep of the Amalgamated
Press.

Sympathetic strikes would de-

velope. The newspaper-vendors
would rise and demand that The

Daily Mirror feuilleton be sup-
pressed, thus plunging the coun-

try into an agony of suspense,
and railwaymen would cease work
at the sight of any passenger im-
mersed in the most recent instal-

ment of theHome Bits serial story.
Mr. W. W. JACOBS would ad-

dress mass meetings at the Docks,
and Mr. HILAIHE BELLOC would
embark on a resolute thirst-strike,

the same time daily newspapersAt
would compete in offering solutions of

the problem. One would say,
" For

goodness' sake give him the extra pal-

try one hundred and fifty pounds and
let the country get on with its work;"
and another would suggest a compro-
mise at one hundred-and-fifty guineas,
conditional upon the author's output.
Far from the simple withholding of

his labour by a single novelist, such a

turmoil would ensue as would not only
shake our intellectual life to its found-

ations, but would keep the PRIME
MINISTER engaged in the exploration
of interminable vistas of avenue.

Mixed Education.

"Formerly a student at Lady Margaret Hall,

Oxford, her husband is a Fellow of Balliol

College." Local Paper.
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Prospective Sitter (with unconventional past). "I ALWAYS THINK YOU GET BUCK woaofiBFCL CHABACTKII WTO TOCB PORTRAITS.'

Artist. "GLAD TO HEAB THAT. I ALWAYS THY TO MAKK MY SUBJECTS' PORTBAIT8 A MIIUiOE OF THKIlt PAST MVM."

THE SUBSTITUTE.
;ire replacing alcohol. Vide Papers passim. J

A: more and more the god of wine

Grows faint from want of tippling,

Nor round his path the roses shine,

Nor purple streams are rippling ;

As usquebaugh and malt and hops
No longer much entice us,

We crown anew with lollipops,

With peppermints, with acid drops.
The nobler Dionysus.

Bright coloured as his orient car,

Piled high with autumn splendours,

The pageants of the sweetstuffs are

At all the pastry-vendors ;

From earliest flush of dawn till eight

The Maenad nymphs in masses,

With lions' help upbear the freight

Of marzipan and chocolate

And stickjaw and molasses.

The poet from whose lips of flame

Wine drew the songs, the full sighs,

Performs the business just the same

When masticating bull's-eyes ;

The knight who bids a fond " Farewell,

Love 's large, but honour's ki _

Shares with the Lady Amabel

One last delicious caramel

And leaps upon his ch;.

The rake inured to card-room traps,
Yet making fearful faces

Because his foes, perfidious chaps,
Have always all the aces

" Ruined ! the old place mortgaged ! fnuuli !

'

(The guttering
candles quiver)

Instead of draining brandy raw

Clenches a jujube in his jaw
And strolls towards the river.

O happier time that soothes the brain

And rids us of our glum tils

(Eliminating dry chumpagii'-i
With candy and with comlits !

The oak reflects the firelight's !>

In song the moments fly by.

Till the old squire, his face agleam.

Sucking the last assorted cream,

Toddles away to bye- 1 EVOK.

From a P.S.A. notice :

"Subject: 'A RENEWED \Vonu> No Sorrow.

No Death.' No Collection." Local Payer.

The last item sounds almost too good to be true.

" The proposed changes were discussed with tho captain of the

Kngland side and one or two prominent crickets who bad

Australia."--Ej'itnuve Daily Paper.

rto it had been supposed that ties- ch.viful littl,-

creatures only sought the kind of
" ashts

"
that you get on

the domestic hearth.
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. "WE AIN'T A BIT AFRAID, ALFY 'IGGINS. YEB OWN FICE IS A LUMP UGLIER."

A STRIKE IN FAIRYLAND.
THE fairies were holding a meeting.
"
They grumble when we send the rain," said a Bain-fairy,

" and they grumble when we don't."
" And we get no thanks," sighed a Flower-fairy.

" The
time we spend getting the flowers ready and washing their

faces and folding them up every night !

"

" As for the stars," said a Star-fairy,
" we might just as

well leave them unlit for all the gratitude we get, and it 's

such a rush sometimes to get all over the sky in time. They
don't even believe in us. We wouldn't mind anything if they
believed in us."

"
No," agreed a Eainbow-fairy,

" that 's true. I take such

a lot of trouble to get just the right colours, and it has to be

done so quickly. But I wouldn't mind if they believed inus."
" I wonder what they 'd do," said the Queen,

"
if no one

believed in them ?
"

"
They 'd go on strike," said the Brown Owl (he was

head of the Ministry of Wisdom). "They always go on
strike if they don't like anything."

" Then we '11 go on strike," said the Queen with great
determination.

They all cheered, except the Flower-fairies.

"But the flowers," they said,
"
they '11 get so dusty with

no one to wash them, and so tired with no one to fold them
up at nights."

" I hadn't thought of that," said the Queen.
" When

they go on strike," she said to the Brown Owl,
" how do

things get done ?
"

The Brown Owl considered for a moment and everyone
waited in silence.

" Of course there are sometimes blacklegs," he began.
"I don't know what blacklegs are," said the Queen

cheerfully,
" but we '11 appoint some." And she did.

" Is that all?
"
said the Queen.

" Someone ought to have a sympathetic strike with us,"

said the Brown Owl. "
They always do that.'

So a fairy was sent off to the Court of the Birds to

request a sympathetic strike.
" Is that all?

"
said the Queen.

" You ought to talk more," said the Brown Owl. "
They

talk ever so much."

"Yes, but they can't help it, can they ?
"
said the Queen

kindly.
And so the strike began that evening.
None of the birds sang except one little blackleg Eobin,

who sang so hard in his efforts to make up for the rest

that he was as hoarse as a crow the next morning. The

blackleg fairies had a hard time too. They hadn't a minute

to gossip with the flowers, as they usually did when they
flew round with their acorn-cups of dew and thistledown

sponges and washed their faces and folded up their petals

and kissed them good-night.
" But what 's the matter ?

"
said the flowers sleepily.

" We 're on strike," said one of the other fairies im-

portantly ;

" not for ourselves, but for posterity."
The Brown Owl had heard them say that.

Meanwhile the rest of the fairies sat silent and rather

mournful, awaiting developments.
Then a Thought-fairy flew in. Thought-fairies can see

into your heart and know just what you think. They get
terrible shocks sometimes.

" I 've been all over the world," she said breathlessly,

"and it's much better than you think. All little girls

believe in us and
"

She paused dramatically.
" Yes ? "-they said eagerly.
" All fathers of little girls believe in us."

The Queen shook her head.

"They only pretend," she said.
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Salesman. "Ii is POSSIBLE THAT IT MAY INTKUEST YOU TO KNOW THAT ot-R c*n WAS UIUVEX up AU. THB FUOHIS or BTT.PS At
THE CRYSTAL PALACE."

Inquiring Visitor. " WELL EH NOT MUCH. You BEE, I LIVE IN A BUNGALOW."

"No, that's just it," said the Thought-fairy. "They
jurli'iid to pretend. They never tell anyone, but they really

believe."
" Then we '11 end the strike," said the Queen.
Here the Brown Owl bustled in, carrying a little note-

hook.

"I've found out lots more," he said excitedly. "We
must have an executive and delegates and a, ballot and a

union and a Sankey Commission report and a scale of the

cost of living and a datum line and
"But the strike's over," said the Queen. "It was a

misunderstanding."
"Of course," he said huflily.

" All strikes are that, but

it 's correct to carry them on as long as possible."
" And the blacklegs are to have a special reward."
' That 's illogical," muttered the Brown Owl.

He was right, of course, but things are illogical in

Fairyland. That 's the nicest part of it.

'

I'Viirs are entertained Umt the chalice, which is of silver-gilt, may
have been broken up and investments profaned." Daily Herald.

We should have thought that our Communistic con-

temporary was the last paper that would have considered

investments sacred.

<K. T. B and T. \V. H ,
both of Liverpool, who were in

ci>iii]ia.iiy with Mr. L in the car, agreed that the s[> L>ed was

about fifty-one miles an hour. On the gradient and at the turn it was

not safe to travel f.ister." 1'rocincial Paitcr.

One of those examples of "
Safety First

" which we are

always pleased to chronicle.

THE OPENING RUN.
THE rain-sodden grass in the ditches is dying ;

The berries are red to the crest of the thorn ;

Coronet-deep where the beech-leaves are lying
The hunters stand tense to tin- twang of the horn ;

Where rides are refilled with the green of the mosses.
All foam-flecked and fretful their long line is strung ;

You can see the white gleam as a starred forehead tosses,

You can hear the low chink as a bit-bar is flung.

The world 's full of music. Hounds rustle the rover

Through brushwood and fern to a glad
" Gone away !

"

With a "Come along, Pilot !

"
one spur-touch and over

The huntsman is clear on his galloping grey ;

Before him the pack 's running straight on the stubble
" Toot-toot-too-too-too-oot !

" " Toir-roic-ow-oir-ow I
"

The leaders are clambering up through the double

And glittering away on the brown of the plough.

The front rank, hands down, have the big fence's measure ;

The faint-hearts are craning to left and to right :

The Master goes through with a crash on " The Treasure ;

"

The grey takes the lot like a gull in his flight ;

There's a brown crumpled up, lying still as a dead one;

There 's a roan mare refusing, as stubborn as sin ;

While the breaker flogs up on a green underbred one

And smashes the far-away rail with a grin.

The chase carries on over hilltop and hollow,

The life of Old F.nghvnd, the pluck and the fun ;

And who would ask more than a stiff line to follow

\Yiih ho'indsriinninghiirdintheOpeninpRun? W.H.O.
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IN PRAISE OF T1IK 1'FUC'ANS.

Tin: BeKoana in St.. .James's Park

On every day from dawn to dark

Pursue, IDBOrutable of mien,

\ tixed unvarying routine.

Whatever he tin- \\iiul or weather

They spend their time in peace I oget her,

And' plainly nothing can up>ei

The harmony of their quartet.

Most punctually by the clock

They roost upon or quit their rock,

Or -'wini ashore and hold their levee,

Lords of the mixed lacustrine bevy;

Or with their slow unwieldy gait

Their green domain perambulate,

Or with prodigious flaps and prances

Indulge in their peculiar dances,

Returning to their feeding-ground
What time the keeper goes his round

With tish and scraps for their nutrition

After laborious deglutition.

Calm, self-sufficing, self-possessed,

They never mingle with the rest,

Watching with not unfriendly eye
The antics of the lesser fry,

Save when bold sparrows draw too near

Their mighty beaks and disappear.

Outlandish birds, at times grotesque,
And yet superbly picturesque,

Although resignedly we mourn
A Park dismantled and forlorn,

Long may it be ere you forsake

Your quarters on the minished Lake ;

For there, with splendid plumes and
hues

And ways that startle and amuse,
You constantly refresh the eye
And cheer the heart of passers-by,
Untouched by years of shock and strain,

Undeviatingly urbane,
And lending London's commonplace
A touch of true heraldic grace.

RING IN THE OLD.

THERE is a shabby-looking man who

(I read it in The Times) rings the bell

of London hospitals, asks to see the sec-

retary, presumes (as is always a safe

tiling to do) that the establishment is

grievously in need of funds, and without

any further parley hands to the startled

but gratified official bank-notes to the
tune of five hundred pounds. He then
vanishes without giving name or ad-

dress. This unknown benefactor is

dressed in top-boots, riding breeches of

honourable antiquity, a black coat green
with age and a "

Cup Final
"

cap. At
the same time (this too on The Timtt'

authority) there is an oddly and obso-

lescently attired lady going about who
also makes London hospitals her hobby.
She begins by asking the secretary if

she may take off her boots, and, receiv-

ing permission, takes them off, places

her feet on an adjacent chair and hands

him two thousand pounds.
The result of the activities of these

angelic visitants is that all the other

hospital porter:,
h;>ve hud instructions

from t heir ea,'er and hopeful secretaries

to be careful to be polite to any and

every person, even though he or she

should ho in rags, who expresses the

faintest desire to enter on business;

more than polite -solicitous, welcom-

ing, cordial; while all the secretaries

are at this moment polishing up their

smiles anil practising an easy manner

with ladies in last century costumes w ho

put sudden and unexpected requests.

The Times, in limiting the effect of

these curious occurrences entirely to

hospital servants, seems to me to lose

a great opportunity. Surely the con-

sequences will be more wide-reaching

than that ? To my mind we may even

go so far as to hail the dawn of the

golden age for old clothes ;
for in the

fear that shabbiness may be merely
a whimsical disguise or the mark of

a millionaire's eccentricity the whole

world (which is very imitative and very
hard up) will begin to fawn upon it,

and then at last many of us will enter

the earthly paradise.
But the gentleman who puts ease

before elegance and the lady who pre-
fers comfort to convention have got to

work a little harder yet. They must
not fold their hands at the moment
under the impression that their labours

are done. The support of hospitals is

humane and only too necessary, and

all honour to them for their generosity;
but other spheres of action await ex-

ploration. ,'

I had hoped that the War was going
to reform ideas on dress and make

things more simple for those whose
trouser-knees go baggy so soon and re-

main thus for so long ; but, like too

many of the expectations which we used

to foster, this also has failed. It is

therefore the benign couple who must

carry on the good work. Let them, if

they really love their fellow-creatures,

go to a wedding or two (having pre-

viously given a present of sufficient

value to ensure respect) and display
their careless garb among the guests,
and then in a little while old garments
would at these exacting functions be-

come as fashionable as new and we
should all be happier.

I was asked to a wedding last week,
and should have accepted but for the

great Smart Clothes tradition. If The
Ti mi's' hero and heroine were to be-

come imaginatively busy as I suggest,
I could go to all the weddings in the

world. (Heaven forbid!) Receptions
formal lunches, the laying of stones

the unveiling of monuments, privati

views these ceremonies, now so full

of terrors for any but the dressy, could

>e made endurable if only the gontle-
nan in the, black coat, green with ago
and the lady with the elastic sides

would show themselves prominently
ind receive conspicuous attentions.

And then, if any more statues were

leedod for the, police to keep their

waterproofs on, one of them should ho

that of an unknown philanthropies!

gentleman who wears venerable top-

xjots, and another that of a philan-

jhropical lady who would rather be

without any boots at all, and the inscrip-
tion on the pedestals would state that

..heir glorious achievement was this:

Tbev made old clothes the thing.

^_____ E. V. L.

THE OLD BEEH FLAGON.

Minn/ old- English jUtijnns arc

nside with grotesque figures

WITHIN my foaming flagon
There crawls on countless legs

A la/.y grinning dragon
That wallows in the dregs;

Of old I saw him nightly
Look up with friendly leer,

As if to hint politely,
" I share your taste in beer!

"

Through merry nights unnumh

(From Boxing Day to Yule)
He'd greet me, ere I slumbered,
From out his amber pool ;

But now he is beginning
To look a trifle strange ;

His smile, once wide and winning,
Has undergone a change.

No more, as pints diminish

(I wish the price grew less)

He hails me at the finish

With wonted cheeriness;

For, as I drain my mellow
Allowances of ale,

He seems to sigh,
" Old fellow,

\Yill PUSSYFOOT prevail?
"

Commercial Candour.

"Cleaning and pressing suites, $3. DMMM;,'
and pressing suits, $6. Clothes returned

looking like now."
Add. in " Standard" (Buenos Aires).

From an election address :

"As a woman and a ratepayer, I realise the

importance of eliminating all unavoidable

expenditure in Municipal undertakings."
Local 1'aper.

We trust she will be elected and show
bow it 's done.

" After an interval of seven years, the
' Beasts '

Ball, a pre-war popular annual event

in aid of the Royal Society for Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals, is to bo held at the ( luild-

hall, on Wednesday, November 10. Tickets

can bo obtained from Mrs. Bushe-Fox and
from Mrs. Wolf." Cambridiji' /.Vrievr.

It sounds just like Uncle Hem its.
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ECHOES OF THE COAL STRIKE.
" WHAT'S yae KID SHOTTING ABOI-T? TIIEIIE AIN'T so RACISO."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

"Two households, both alike in dignity. ..." I ask

you, could* the novel, of which this quotation is the text,
have been written by anyone but Mr. JOHN GALSWOKTIIY '.'

Actually indeed the disputants belong to two branches of
the same family, that grim tribe of Forsytes, whom you
remember in The Man of Property, and of whose collective

history the present book is a further instalment (not, I

fancy, the last). I should certainly advise anyone not already
familiar with the former work to get up his Forsytes therein
before attacking this

; otherwise he may risk some dis-

couragement from the plunge into so numerous a clan,
known for the most part only by Christian names, with
their complex relationships and the mass jAbygone hap-
penings that unites or separates them. Tms stage of the
tribal history is called In Chancery (HEIXKMAXX), chiefly
from the state of suspended animation experienced by tin-

now middle-a^ed Sonnies
(

.Man of Property ") with regard
to his never-divorced runaway wife Irene. Following the

ruling Forsyte instinct, Soames wants a son who will keep
together and even increase his great possessions, while

continuing his personality. The expiring generation, repre-
sented by James, is urgent upon this duty to the family.
You may imagine what Mr. GALSWORTHY makes of it all.

These possessive persons, with their wealth, their hatred

and affections and their various strongholds in the more

eminently desirable parts of residential London, affect one
like portions of some monstrous stone-fronted edifice, im-
pressive but lepellent. I have some curiosity to se<-, \\itli

Mr. G.U.SWOHTHV'S help, how tin- / -tlo stands
the disintegration of 1D14-1H.

\Yhat with the scientists who explain things on the
assumption that we know nearly as much as they do and
those who explain things on the assumption that "we know
nothing, it is very difficult for you and me to persevere in
our original determination to learn Mom-thini/. But I have
always felt that Sir HAY I, \\KKSTKU is one of the very few
who do understand us. and I feel it still moir strongly now
that I have read hi- i l-:,irth nml ,s, / i MI.THUBM).He is instructive hut human; he does not take it for granted
that we know what miscegenation r t he does
credit us with a little intelligence. And he realises how
many arguments we have hail about questions like "

\Vhy
does the sea look blue'.' Personally 1 rushed at that

chapter, though I must say that 1 was a little disappointed
to find that the gist of his answer was "Because water it

blue." You see. if you had a tooth-glass fifteen feet high
and filled it with water Hut you must find out for

yourself. Then I went on t<> the" chapter on Coal, and
red that "it i, fairly certain that the blacker coal

which wo find in strata of J.M-. ,-;i| !tge was so pro-
iuced by the action of special kin.

.|x,ri peat-
like masses of vegetable refuse." I wonder if Mr SMII.I.II:
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A',

that. It might help him '

mawirpri nmu-
1( | tin'

nan life, as when he Ob* "'I'"

I h<- invention of human prejudice,

uil'd p!a:
'" llls

of the

ciew. Tl 00 NNheel

toricArl everything
- iiM-l i.ll

euMtfog book.

which

-ested t- .
" :ini1

old friend, Sir

, |,r. \, n ..mill. Hi.-, hook differs from

.if those in tin' Hood of recollect ioi

upon us in beiritf I
>u from "

impressions of tin-

nt written without knowledge of llmiih imate result."

In these stray n

l 'tween the yearn i

and 1!* 17 I find at least

two examples in wliicli

this M of tin-

final event adds much
>ie interest of the

immediate record the

'ling forecast of the

KX KAIHEB'S desti 1 1 y .

entered in the Diary
under November
and the mention,
before the actual ill-

of KINO KUWAIT di'

clared itself, of the

growing belief in

tain circles that In

.nation would never
take place. It is at

once obvious that not

even " TOBY'S
"

three

previous volumes have

liy any means exhaust-

ed his fund of good
stories, the scenes of

which range from \\ '.

minster to Bouverie Street, and round half the stately (or, at

least, interesting) homes of Kngland. Of them all not
'iiitf |)ISK\I:I.I and the DflftOOOkl and a n.-w \V. S.

Cll.HKlcj my personal choice would b(3 for )h.- mystery
of the Unknown (lin-st, wlio not only took a 'place,
but was persuaded to speak, at a private dinner given by
Sir JOHN Hutu at the Garriek Cluh, without anyone ever
knowing who he was or how he came thin'. \

Looky-bag
hook, which (despite unusually full chapter head-

ings) would lw improvi'd hy an index to its many pri/es.

Mi. JAMES HILTON is very young and very clever, i

Ider, ho learns to be clever ah.

...^ht to v,

ffri// (UjfWDjl |,;iir, hiii

lnore ! most red-haired h<'

''justify it, K not my ,,. :l l (

,],j,.,.tio.i
'

1

I Maaot call it an ugly
:-ving a false impression, it is certainly a

unboautil .,d at the end o

'-oil, in- hut a lull

"ttfrly selfish woman. Mr. Snaa has
bed her most

brilliantly; hut | ,!,,

worth it. Cathri u marry (<i

marriage, or do anything i

|ii'i-s<iiis
of a story, if it i ling,

must moyi- in 100 Mr. Jln/roN will h- ;

advisi-d in future to choosi' a difl'i-runt type of ln'ioiiii-. I

want to say too t.hat I don't li. at it is citlni

]rofilulil- to ll-known not

in the front rank to imagine it is. I w
could think that no one else would helieyj him.

Knight (to hit henchman).
" KVKUVTHINO ALL BIGHT. I'I.HKINS? ',

KOBOOTJ'E AHYTHIWi? WllAT's THAT?"
Henchman. "Ii's THK J-OKTIIAIT OK. YOUK LADT, SIB, THAT YOU PBOMIBEO

TO TAKK INTO IIATTLK WITH Voi;, Bill."

Knight. "DiD I? WKLL, 1 MUST B'KS KEEP MY wonn. FAKTKN IT on MT
BACK. ORB NEVEB KNDWK IT MAY BE USEFUL IN CAKE Or A UKViai

it teemi catbei a hi-i^ht idea of r. Ni\\ i;o-

di-dicato " to ThiM and Irene, wh.

tend ways," I , about v

are any t tiingout sheltered. 1'ei Lap-
and'! I i:i:'.'i: 111 p.n I ieular. will take it fion

the villainies of Out
(if

tlir i'l/fiii-i /',.-

life Or, a ite, much mo .-.I, ;UM |

ph. i 01 I

lally ha\ .

Ill of fry,
the ".Hows her

hlllit

'

would have been quite
!ow in EM

Bui

.

and IUKNK I

ated to thep

amusing
fritto

niondain.

mailers, gambl-

genital
idioteof all

M Is

adroitly done aipi

work
that slovenhn.

mak. n out of

twenty hooks of this

kind a

spin
J wonder il Mm ,n- with

such a father and mother would ha,.

Perhaps Professor K \KI, I'I.UISON will

Son. II //. /.//\ (pronounred 'I', ,p,

'

j, hi -other

of Li<l '/'"I* .liiiin. lei! |)rioiish|i. "d in

the Torres Straits. Then- In- married a Mel;nn---.ian \M>mall

and became the father of a frizzy
- haired

'd ion, Ji is a lilt '. me, who think of

Mr. i p of his

r, that the //an. \\'illniin

'eleiisly^perting
|,i, native OOUnty. Instead hi

aim.: his wisdom, and this .i' -pile t In

Of I he laniily 1 1 ee wit h i

t. Forir

\\'ill,itn]ii/,
in -hth

Mr. COITI.I:SI.

Bn li^ht come ly and h

h that In filbert's <

'

MI-KHAV)
is deftly spun. Should you decide to f<

Minliii/n- Cilhiil when she Visits the i-latid \.

.^'hth harou li\-.'d \ou will witne,s a lively and
..imiient .
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CHARIVARIA.
Now that tho Prosidontial elections

in . over ii i - hi.p.-d that any I

\ in-, ins who joinod tho Sinn Foin

mmler gang for electioneering ') ,r-

ii. ,68 will go homo again.

Owing to pi'-
i .n space, duo

;- other things to tho Am-

ctioii, tho not salo controversy in

,111' ol our ront.empoi ; - h.-ld

,,, \Vi-dn.-.d:i\ la -I We :>ie quite

sun: that noilhcr Senator ll\ni>r

'ox was awaro of In n- ipOB .ihilit-V

'n tho niiittor.
,,, *

fjord I low MID in-: \\ u.m.Ni N -

would rather trust a crossing-sweeper
with an appreciation of

mi lie than a man who
nines from a public school."

We iigroo. The forini

mich iiioi-o likely to i

inn ill his ti

* *

Tho my:;t-er\
ol the

tish golf (Jub that was re-

cently inundated with ,,p

plie.ation.i
foi membei ship]

now explained. 1 1, appears
that a caddy refused a lip

of si I him by
ono of tho le tlluent m
I,, PI, and tho Htory some-

how leaked out.
* *

At ono Hallowe'en dinner

hold in London tho haggis
was ton minutes late. It is

said that it, had had trouble

with u dog on the way and
had como oil second bout.

dlleed what t hey dc,,-i it,.- a-, a i

ijilal
I-

I'
I' ''- '" tOOU 1"' mi

i.lo to go to a il.un-e without

iicroiiipauied h\ a pr.ife

urithliietieiaii. ^ ,

It seems that high prices havo oven

put an end to the rln, 1,,-n thai n -

the lo.ul

"
Only through |

-a\ i Mi
M uuii i; Hi w i i. rr,

"
\\ill Knglan.l

thrive." AH a romilt of this statement
we imdei -.laud 1 hat MW ' il pi. .tile, -i

have decided to got down t

again. 4 +

A Japanese arrested at Hull was
t"iind ini . nlvors and t.wo

inner th

ol that one.

\ . to a ooi

-, i<arw a Ii r

hut, and
ini pun bused it !

V.I l/ Wait Rt.l

nf Miiino people in thiii

jM.IH-d lli.fole /

,ly
>t ppulling.

*

Throe stars havo recently IMNUI dii

cn\eled I,,

those star heavens.

y
1

\S hlUl ll'tlll
'

I walkr.l i ii;lil into a him

V
The man who w;r. In-. ml

> 10

Mr$. Jotiti.
" YOU'D rr. in TUB i'ATfca, JOIIK, AHOI

.vKHNIHd TIIK. HllUK."

Mr. Jimtt. "Ww.1., CAIIUV ox, I.KAB."

i o Hay that ho had no ideii that

\sijrn n had published a book of

memoirs has now, on I ho advice of hi *

nsented to see a doctor.
* *

Tho clergy of
Clruys,

in Essex, are

advocating the aholilion of Hunday
funerals. It- II Mid that quid; a

number of strict SabbatlirianH liaVO a

rooted objection to being buried OH

the Habbiitb.
41

Aocoidinj; to an evening paper haw-

thorn buds havo been plucked at

We don't care.
* *
*

A Liberal Independent WMt -

'

if tho Mr. I il.ovn (ii:Oli(IK, who ban been

elected l,o,,l ReCtOt of KdliH

University, is, tin: well known
Mini il.ei ol that II. line

* *

A tirm of mimic piihh

thousand rounds of ammunition on him

It was pointed out to him that the War
was over long ago.

A contemporary refers io'a. n,i.

which ended in marriage. Alas! how
oft. -n this happens.V
The United States Government has

decided to recognise
the

present
Mexican

Government. Mexican bandits say they

had better take a good look at them

while there is yet time.

A Prohibitionist asserts that Scot-

land will be <lry in five years.

own feeling is that these <

worU 'ications should b.

hibited by law.

An .rofessor has made
a series of expert-

effects of alcohol. Bev-

... bit memoirs. We I

always iiiiimt.imed that all

wild nniinaU above the HI/,

of ft rabbit nhuuld carry two

head-lights and one roar

light wlnUt travelling afUir

dark. , .

A small island was adver

tised for salo last wnek. Junt

the sort of thing for a bad

..lor to lake with him when

crossing the Channel on a

rough day. ,

"
Everyone knows,"

writer in Thf

declares,
" that eleotrio light

m the poult iv hoiiH ronulU

in morn rgg-< may
be more of tlutin hut they
never havo tho real actinic

taste of the natural egg.
*

An American inventor ha*

dovised a scheme for UMO

ing enemy submarines. This is a do

cided improvement on

just sticking a pm md. th.-m as they

t'Y-

Hince tho talk of l'r,,l,d-iti-in in Hoot-

land, wo are inform.*! thiU one oonoert

singer began tho choru* of the famous

Scottish balUd by singing
" O ye 'U tak

the dry road."

From an article on " Bullies at th-

Bar":
-- H. who b*4 raa4 bis Pickwtok

luoot?-will Mt loMrtlk* trial

InaooMt Mr. Ptoiwiafc i. M . U tk.

We regie* to say that, in our edition,

,frjr.ant
Hnu>,>

,.m. in the witnes

UHM/UI never

had a chance of showing wnm4 be eould

h him.
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NOT with dark pomp of death we keep their day,

Theirs who have passed beyond the sight of men,

O'er whom the autumn strews its gold again,

And the grey sky bunds to an earth as grey;

But we who' li\e are silent even as they

\Vliile the world's heart marks one deep throb; and

then,

Touched by the gleam of suns beyond our ken,

The Stone of Honour crowns the trodden way.

Above the people whom they died to save

Their shrine of sleep is set ; abidetb there

No dual eorniplible, nought that death may have;

I'.u! iY, >IN remembrance of the clays that were

Rises pnmd sorrow in a resistless wave

That breaks upon the empty sepulchre. D. M. S.

OUR INVINCIBLE NAVY.
1'RI/K-MONEY.

THE really intriguing thing about Naval prize-money is

the fact that no one knows exactly where it comes from.

You don't win it by any definite act of superlative daring
I mean to say, you don't have to creep out under cover of

darkness and return in the morning with an enemy battle-

ship in tow to qualify for a modicum of this mysterious
treasure. You just proceed serenely on your lawful occa-

sions, confident in the knowledge that incredible sums of

prize-money are piling themselves up for your ultimate

benefit. I "suppose the authorities understand all about

it ; nobody else does. One just lets it pile. It is a most

gratifying thought.

During the more or less stormy times of the First Great

War, we of the Navy were always able to buttress our

resolution with golden hopes of a future opulence denied

to our less fortunate comrades in the trenches. Whenever
the struggle was going particularly badly for us when, for

instance, a well-earned shore-leave had been unexpectedly

jammed or a tin of condensed milk had overturned into

somebody's sea-boot we used to console each other with
cheerful reminders of this accumulating fruit of our en-

deavours. "Think of the prize-money, my boy," we used
to exclaim ;

" meditate upon the jingling millions that will

be yours when the dreary vigil is ended ;

"
and as by magic

the unseemly mutterings of wrath would give place to purrs
of pleasurable anticipation. Even we of the R.N.V.R.,
mere temporary face-fringes, as it were, which the razor of

peace was soon to remove from the war-time visage of the
Service even we fell under the spell.

" Fourteen million

pounds !

" we would gurgle, hugging ourselves with joy in

the darkness of the night-watches.
In the months immediately following demobilisation I

was frequently stimulated by glittering visions of vast
wealth presently to be showered upon me from the swel-

ling coffers of a grateful Admiralty. During periods of

more or less temporary financial embarrassment I would
mention these expectations to my tailor and other rest-

less tradespeople of my acquaintance.
" Fourteen millions

prize-money, you know," I would say confidentially ;"
may come in at any time now." I found this had a

soothing effect upon them.
As the seasons rolled by, however ; as summer and winter

ran their appointed courses and again the primrose pranked
the lea unaccompanied by any signs of vernal activity on
the part of the l'aymaster-in-Chief, these visions of mine
became less insistent. 1 was at length obliged to confess
that another youthful illusion was fading ; prize-money

began to take its place in my mind along with the sea-

serpent and similar figures of marine mythology. I was

frankly hurt
;

1 ceased even to raise my hat when passing
the Admiralty Oflices on the top of a bus.

That was a month or two ago ; everything is all right

again now. I once more experience the old pleasing thrill

of emotion when riding down Whitehall. I have come to

see how ungracious my recent attitude was.

A chance meeting with Bunbury, late sub-Loot R.N.V.R.

and a sometime shipmate of mine Bunbury and I had

squandered our valour recklessly together aboard the Tyne
drifters in the great days when Bellona wore bell-bottoms

sufficed to bring me head-to-wind.

In the course of conversation I referred to the non-

fulfilment of our early dreams
;
I spoke rather bitterly.

" And there are fourteen millions somewhere belonging
to us," I concluded mutinously.

Bunbury regarded me with pained surprise.
"
Really,

old sea-dog," he said,
" this won't do. Never let the

engine-oil of discontent leak into the rum-cask of loyal

memories, you know. Now listen to me. Two years ago

you and I wore the wavy gold braid of a valiant life; we

surged along irresistibly in the wake of NELSON
;
we kept

the watch assigned. Does not your bosom very nearly
burst with pride to call those days to mind ? It does.

What then? Has it never once occurred to you that the

last remaining link between us and the stirring past is
1

this very prize-money you are so eager to soil with the

grimy clutch of avarice? Don't you realize that this alone

exists to keep our memory green in the minds of our old

leaders at Whitehall? Picture the scene as it is. Someone
mentions the word '

prize-money.' Immediately the Lords

of the Admiralty reach for their record files and begin

turning over the pages. They come upon the names of

John Augustus Plimsoll yourself and Horatio Bunbury
me. '

Ah,' they exclaim fondly,
' two of our old gun-

room veterans when shall we look upon their like again ?
'

Then they get up and go out to lunch.
" A month or so later the same thing occurs

;
once more

our names leap out from the type-written page.
' Brave

boys,' they murmur, '

gallant lads ! What should we have
done without them in the dark days? They shall have
their prize-money this very why, bless my soul, if it isn't

one o'clock !

'

"Surely," pursued Bunbury earnestly, "you appreciate
the fine sentimental value of this one last tie ? As long
as our prize-money is in the keeping of the Service we can
still think of it with intimate regard ; we can still call our-

selves BEATTY'S boys and hide our blushes when the people

sing 'Rule, Britannia.' You must see that this is the only

large-hearted way of looking at the matter."

"Bunbury, old sailor," I said, swallowing a lump in my
throat, "you have done me good; you have made me feel

ashamed of myself."
* # * :!: * # *

There can be no doubt that Bunbury is right. I am so

convinced of it that when next my tailor inquires anxiously
what steps are being taken for the distribution of prize-

money I shall put the matter to him just as Bunbury put
it to me. He is certain to understand.

Commercial Candour.
"The newest fashions are now being displayed in "s new dress

salons, so that it is an easy matter to select an entire winter outfit

with the minimum of ease." Evening Paper.

" Sir Harry Johnston's ' The Gay Donkeys' has passed its fifth

edition in London.' " Australian Magazine.
A clear case for the S.P.C.A. (Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Authors).
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"I TBU8T THAT AFTBB ALL WE MAY SECURE AT LEAST *O

FOB OUR LEAGUE OP NATIONS?"

,
WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH OURS?"
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Sloiit Centleman (overhearing political dUcn.v.wn). "LooK HEBE, MY GOOD FELLOW I'VE BEEN LISTENING TO YOUB ABGUMENTS;

AND LET MB TELL TOO WE 'BE ALL IN THE SAMK BOAT."

Politician. "LuiiME, GUV'NOB, YOU'D BETTEB COME IN THE MIDDLE OP IT THEN."

UNAUTHENTIC IMPRESSIONS.
I THINK the time has come for me to

follow the example of so many other

people and offer to the world a few

pen pictures of prominent statesmen of

the day. I shall not call them " Shav-

ing Papers from Downing Street," nor

adopt the pseudonym of " The Man
witli the Hot Water (or the Morning
Tea)," nor shall I roundly assert that

I have been the private secretary, the

doctor, the dentist or the washerwoman
of the great men of whom I speak.
Nevertheless I have sources of informa-
tion which I do not mean to disclose,

except to say that heavy persons who
sit down carelessly on sofas may un-

knowingly inflict considerable pain,

through the sharp ends of broken

springs, on those beneath.

I shall begin naturally with Mr.
LLOYD GEOKGK.
There is probably no statesman of

whom such widely different estimates
have been formed as the present Prime
Minister of Great Britain. I have heard
him compared withTnEMiSTOCLES, with

MACCHIAVELLI, with MIRABEAU (I think
it was MIRABEAU, but it may have been

one of those other people beginning
with " M "

in French history. Almost

everybody in French history began with

an "M," like the things that were drawn

by the three little girls in the well),
and even with the younger PITT. I

have heard him spoken of as a charla-

tan, as a chameleon, as a chatterbox,

and, by a man who had hoped that the

KAISER would be hanged in Piccadilly

Circus, as a chouser. Almost all of

these estimates are thoroughly fallaci-

ous. Let us take, for instance, MAC-
CHIAVELLI. It was the declared opinion
of MACCHIAVELLI that for the establish-

ment and maintenance of authority all

means may be resorted to and that the

worst and most treacherous acts of the

ruler, however unlawful in themselves,
are justified by the wickedness and

treachery of the governed. Has Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE ever said this? He
may have thought it, of course, but
has he ever said it ? No. When one
considers that besides this dictum MAC-
CHIAVELLI wrote seven books on the art

of war, a highly improper comedy, a life

of CASTRUCCIO CASTHACANI (unfinished,
and can you wonder ?), and was very
naturally put to the torture in 1513, it

will he seen how hopelessly the parallel
with Mr. LLOYD GEOBGE breaks down.

Let us turn then to the younger
PITT. I have read somewhere of

the younger PITT that he cared more
for power than for measures, and was

ready to sacrifice great causes with

which he had sincerely sympathised
rather than raise an opposition that

might imperil his ascendency. That
is just the kind of nasty and long-
winded thing that anybody might say
about anybody. It was by disregarding
this kind of criticism that the younger
PITT kept on being younger. But apart
from this, does Mr. LLOYD GEORGE

quote HORACE in the House? Never,
thank goodness. How many times did

WILLIAM PITT cross the English Chan-
nel ? Only once in his whole life. That
settles it.

The predominant note I may almost

say the keynote of the PRIME MIN-
ISTER'S character is rather a personal

magnetism such as has never been

exercised by any statesman before or

after. When he rises to speak in the

House all eyes are riveted on him as

though with a vice until he has fin-

ished speaking. Even when he has;
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.finished they sometimes have to he

rcmo\ed l>y the Serjeant -id-Anns with

a chisel, ills speeches have the moral

fervour and intensity of ono of the

Minor Prophets NAIITM or AMOS, in

the o])inioii
of some critics, though 1

.iiiilly
incline to MALACHI or II \

BAXKDK. This porsoiuil inagr.

which Mr. LI.OVD (Ir.oiMiM radiates in

the lloiiso he radiates no less in

10, Downing Street, where

i-iuliiitorium has been added to the

breakfast -room to radiate it. J marine an

April morning, a kingfisher on a woody
stream, poplar-leaves in the wind, a

shower of sugar shaken suddenly from

a sifter, and you have the man.

It has been said that, Mr. hbOYD

GEOBOE has <|u:irrelled with some of

his nearest friends; but. this again is a

thing that might happen to anybody.
Mr. LLOYH (Ir.oiidM may have had

certain slight differences of opinion

with Lord NOKTIICI.IITK, but what

about HENRY VIII. and WOLSEY? and

HENRI V.and Falstaff? &n& HEXRY II.

and THOMAS A BKI KI:T ?

Talking of THOMAS A BKCKET, rather

a curious story has been told to me,

which I give for what it is worth. It

i< g1 atecl that some time ago Mr. LLOYD
<ii:oi KIM was so enraged by attacks in

a certain section of the Press that he

shouted suddenly, after breakfast one

morning in Downing Street,
" Will no

one rid me of this turbulent scribe?"

Whereupon four knights in his secre-

tarial retinue drew their swords and

set out immediately for Printing House

Square. Fortunately there happened
to be a breakdown on the Metropolitan

Eailway that day, so that nothing un-

toward occurred.

I sometimes think that if one can

inufgine the eloquence of SAVONAROLA

blended with the wiliness of ULYSSES

and grafted on to the strength and firm-

ness of OLIVER CROMWELL, we have the

best historical parallel for Mr. LLOYD

GEORGE. It ought to be remembered

that the grandfather of OLIVER CROM-

WKLL came from Wales and that the

PROTECTOR is somewhere described as

" Oliver Cromwell alias Williams."

Something of that old power of dis-

pensing with stupid Parliament an

opinion seems to have descended to

our present PRIME MINISTER. There

is one difference, however. OLIVER

CROMWELL'S famous advice to his fol-

lowers was to trust in Divine Provi-

dence "and keep your powder dry."

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE puts his powder
n am.

Our Patient Fishermen.

"Mr._ , juii., had another salmon on the

Finavon Water. This is the second ho has

secured since the flood." Scotch Paper.

<= /. SV*A,
f"

IMM>. WHY. DfiiiN' THK WAB rr WA
.-DON'T TI-US vot-R 'HAD AWAY,

MA. MA, 'AVE YOU ANY MATCHES?'

\nd it 's simply Ix-causeof the
prophet** ""

Who g,,t into a *hip for Tarshish

But was thrown (very properly)
off it

And swallowed ah\e by "a li

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THE WHALE.

Aw." The Tarpaulin Jacket."

THE whale has a beautiful figure,

Which he makes every- effort to spoil.

For he knows if he gets a bit bigger

He increases the output of oil.

That is why he insists xipon swathing

His person with layers of fat.

You have seen a financier bathing?

Well, the whale is a little like that.

At heart he 's as mild as a pigeon

And extremely attached to his wife,

But getting
mixed up with religion

Has ruined the animal's life.

For in spite of his tact and discretion

There is fixed in the popular mind

A wholly mistaken impression

That the whale is abrupt and unkind

Now I should not, of course, have con-

tested

The material truth c.f the tale

If the prophet himself had suggested

That the creature at fault was a

whale.

But the prophet had no such sus-

picion,
And that is convincing because

II. WM i-.'^Mntly in a position

To see what the miscreant was.

And this is what punctures the bubble,

As JONAH, no doubt, was aware :

A yj,/,
v ,f the trouble,

the whale is a mammal. So

there! A. P. H.
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THE LIGHT FANTASTIC.
" DANCKHS are born, not made," said

John.
"8omt are horn dancers," corrected

a, "others achieve dancing."

"Well, I 'in not going to have it thrust

on mo anyway, "retorted John. "I never

have liked dancing and I never shall.

1 haven't danced tor years and yean
and I don't intend to. I don't know

any of these ne\\ -fancied dances and I

don't want to."

[>im't be so obstinate," said Cecilia.

What you want doesn't matter.

You 'vo got to learn, so you may as well

give \s;iy decently. Come along now,
I '11 play for you, and Margery will show

you the steps."
"If Margery attempts to show me

the steps I shall show her the door.

I won't be bullied in my own house.

Why don't you make your brother

dance, if somebody must?" said John,

waving his arm at me.
" Come on, Alan," said Margery ;

" we
can't waste our time on him. Come and
show him how it 's done."

" My dear little sister," I said sweet-

ly,
" I should simply love it, but the fact

is I can't."
"
Can't," echoed Margery.

" Why
not?"

" I hate to mention these things,"
I explained,

" but the fact is I took part
in a war that has been on recently, and
I have a bad hip, honourable legacy of

same."
"
Oh, Alan," said Margery,

" how can

you ? Your hip 's absolutely fit, you
know it is. You haven't mentioned it

for months."

"My dear Margery," I said, draw-

ing myself up,
" I hope your brother

knows how to suffer in silence. But
if you suppose that because I don't

complain Great heavens, child,

sometimes in the long silent watches
of the night

"

"
Well, how about tennis, then ?

"

said Margery.
" You 've been playing

all this summer, you know you have."
" All what summer? "

I asked.
" That 's a good one," said John ;

" I bet she can't answer that."

"Don't quibble," said Margery." Don't squabble," said Cecilia.
"
Yes, stop squibbling," said John.

" I 'rn not quabbling," said I.

John and I leaned against each other
and laughed helplessly.
"When you have finished," said Ce-

cilia with a cold eye,
"
perhaps you will

decide which of you is going to have
the first lesson."

"Good heavens,"saidJohn tragically," haven't they forgotten the dancing
yet ?

"

" We may as well give way, John,"

I said ;

" we shall get no peace until

we do."
" I suppose not," said John dismally

"
Very well, then, you 're her brother ;

you shall have first go."
He waved me politely to Margery.
" Not at all," I said quickly.

" Brothers-in-law first in our family

always."
" Could we both come together ?

asked John.
" No, you can't," said Margery.
" Then we must toss for it," said

John, producing a coin.
"
Tails," I called.

" Tails it is," said John, walkin

across the room to Margery.
And the lesson commenced.

:',: & ','

'' ;
!
:

" Chassee to the right, chass&e to the

left, two steps forward, two steps back-

ward, twinkle each way
" Five shillings on Twinkle, please,"

I interrupted.

Margery stopped and looked at me.
"You keep quiet, Alan," shouted

Cecilia, cheerfully banging the piano.
" I shall never learn," said John

miserably from the middle of the room,
" not in a thousand years."

"
Yes, you will," encouraged Margery.

" Just listen. Chassie to the right,
chassde to the left, two steps forward,
two steps back, twinkle each way-

"

" Take away the number you first

thought of," I suggested, "and the
answer 's the Louisiana Glide."

" To finish up," said Margery,
" we

grasp each other firmly, prance round,
two bars . . ."

" That sounds a bit better," said John.
"

. . then waltz four bars," continued

Margery,
" and that 's all. Come on,

now."

They came on ....
"Good,"said Margery as they finished

up;
" he 's doing it splendidly, Cecilia."

John beamed complacently.
" I got through that last bit rather

well," he said
;

"
'pon my word, there 's

more in this dancing than I thought. I

quite enjoyed that twinkling business."
"Have another one," I suggested.
"Don't mind if I do, "said John. "May

I have the pleasure?
"
with a courtly-

bow to Margery.
They re-commenced.
"That's right," said Margery; "now

two forward."
" I must have a natural genius for

dancing," said John, conversing easily ;"
I seem to ... Do we twinkle next?"
"
Yes," said Margery.

" I seem to fall into it naturally."" Look out !

"
shrieked Margery.

I don 't know exactly what happened ;

I rather think John got his gears mixed
up in the twinkling business. At any
ate, one of his feet shot up in the air,

he made a wild grab at nothing and

tripped heavily backwards into the
hearth. The piano was drowned in

general uproar.
John arose with difficulty from the

ashes and addressed himself haughtily
to Cecilia.

" I can understand that these two,"
he said, waving a black but con-

temptuous hand at Margery and my-
self,

" should scream with delight.
Their whole conception of humour is

hound up with banana - skins and

orange-peel. But may I ask why ymi
should have hysterics because your
husband has fallen into the fireplace?"

" ' You seemed to fall into it so

naturally,'
"
I quoted in a shaky voice.

"
Darling," sobbed Cecilia,

" I am
trying please if only you would take
that piece of soot off your nose

'

She dabbed her eyes and wept help-
lessly.
John rubbed his nose quickly and

walked to the door.
" If you want my opinion of danc-

ing," he said bitterly,
" I think it 's a

low pagan habit."
" '

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,'
"
sang

Margery.
' Bah !

"
said John, and banged the

door. _____^^^__
THE NEW UTOPIA.

[Suggested by Mr. J. H. THOMAS'S book,
just out, with a Ked Flag on the wrapper.]

O ENGLAND, with what joy I hail

The master-hand that calms and cools

In THOMAS'S entrancing tale,

When Labour Rules.

There will be no more serfs and slaves
;

There will be no more feudal fools ;

The KING may stay, if he behaves,
When Labour rules.

Workers, in Downing Street installed,
Will never think of downing tools ;

Strikes clearly never will be called

When Labour rules.

The hand of brotherhood that knits

At present Tom and Dick with Jules

Will be extended to good Fritz,

When Labour rules.

The vile capitalistic crew
Of human vampires, sharks and

ghouls
Will vanish in the boundless blue

When Labour rules.

Our children will be standardized
In psycho-analytic schools,

And brains completely equalized
When Labour rules.

O Paradise ! O frabjous day !

When 'neath the Hag of flaming gules
Labour shall hold unchallenged sway

When THOMAS rules.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
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CENF AND THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

f, rr

( lent'," like

Geneva."

( ieneve." is the Swiss

It was selected, nearly

two year* ago. as 1 lie scat of the League
df Nations. In a few days the League
arrives; and I doubt if any person, firm,

company, corporation or league, having

provided iNelf \vith a seat, ever v.

BO loii;,' before it calm- and sat upon it.

You will remember a learned treatise

of mine in these pages OQ the subject of

Lucerne, written in August last, when
our 1'niMi: M IMSI i:ii came and sat there.

1 makenay livingby writing up the towns
of Switzerland as one hy one they get

a. As there are not more than half-

a- do/on eligible
towns in Switzer-

land, and as wo shall

have exhausted two
of them in less than
half a year, the liv-

ing I make is a pre-
carious one; in

other words I shall

soon he dead. Well,
well! A short life and
a merry one, say I.

You must admit a
touch of subtle mer-
riment in that word
"Genf."
To get to Geneva

you provide your-
self with a passport,
a book of rail and
steamer tickets, a
ticket for a seat in

the Pulman car, a
ticket for a berth in

the sleeping-car and
a ticket for the re-

gistration of your
luggage. In short,

by the time you are
in France you will

always brimful of International Unions,

Leagues, Congresses and Conferences.

The lake is navigated in the season by
a Heel of sizeable steamers, and one of

these, a two-hundred tonner, used to

call every morning of the season at

the little pier outside my house to take

me to business, and brought me back

again every evening. By the pier rests

an old, old man whose only duty in life

it is to catcb the hawser as it is thrown
from the incoming liner. Twice a day
for four months that hawser was thrown
for the old man to catch, and twice a

day for four months he missed it. I

spoke to him about this on the last

day, and he showed a fine courage

The Profiteer's Wife. "HEAVENS ! MAEGABKT HAS ELOPED WITH THE
IN THE CAlft"

The Profiteer. "WHAT! NOT THE SEW EoLts-BoYCE ?
"

have had pass through your hands one
passport and eleven tickets; and the
first thingyou will doupon settling down
into the French train is to compete and

intrigue to get a twelfth ticket for yotu
lunch. You will find that this useless
ticket will follow you all the way to
Geneva and will always assert itsell

when you are accosted by a ticket in-

spector. I even know a traveller who
arrived eventually at the Swiss frontier
with no other paper of identity or justi-
fication

; for a passport which should
have given his name, address, motive
for travelling, shape of mouth, size of
nose and any other peculiarities, he
could only tender documentary evidence
of his having eaten the nineteenth lunch
of the first series of the day before.
Two things catch the" eye about

Geneva. In the Jiist place i't is on a
lake, and in the second place it is

which nothing can depress. Next
season he means to try again. As he
will be out of a job in the interval I am
plotting to secure for him the post of
naval expert to the League.

Turning from the lake to the i

ternational delegates, who abound in

Geneva, it is to be noted that the last
lot here were the International Congress
of Leagues of Women. Their main
agendum was to pronounce their com-
plete independence of men. One of
these delegates went for a row on the
lake and fell in. She was pulled out
again by a man.
You will find that Geneva was nomi-

nated as the seat of the League in the
Peace Treaty of Versailles. Ever since,
thepeopleof Genevahave been busy con-
jecturing what the League of Nations
will do upon its arrival in Geneva. It
will do exactly what you and I would

do in similar circumstances. Stepping
out of the station exit it will hurry of

to its hotel. But when Leagues go to
hotels they buy the darned thing?

outright. I don't know what they d
about notices on the walls ; alter some
and remove others, no doubt. The in

ternational delegates will be requested
to ring once for the political expert
twice for the military expert and three
times for the naval expert. If my olc

man gets the last-named job they wil
have to ring rather more than three
times if they want him to come up at

once and discuss schemes for read

justing the various oceans.

As to the other usual decorations o:

hotel bedroom walls
the notice will be
removed which in-

forms all concerned
that the manage-
ment will not be helc

responsible for valu-

ables, unless these
be deposited in the
office safe, though
this will not be in-

tended to indicate
that the new man-
agement has doubts
as to the safety even
of its own safe.

The " Hotel Na-
tional," which is the
hotel in question,
was in process of

complete reconstruc-
tion when the pur-
chase took place. A
bathroom has been
annexed to every
room. Presumably
every international

delegate will have a
suite allotted to his

nation. Thoquestion
I ask myself is this, Will he put himself
in the room and his secretaries in the
bathroom, or himself in the bathroom
and the secretaries in the room ? And
the answer I make to myself is as fol-

lows : The delegate will appoint the
room to be his room and the bathroom
to be his bathroom and will leave his
secretaries to make the best of things
out in the corridor. The suggestion
you will probably make is that there
are more suites of rooms than nations;
that I must leave you to work out for

yourself. The number of suites of rooms
is ascertainable, but no one seems able
to inform me how many nations there
are. Personally every time I pick up
a newspaper I seem to discover a new
one. However that may be, the nations
are now all formed into their League,
and may the best one win the Cup
Final, say I ! F. 0. L.
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THE SPREAD OF EDUCATION.

1914.

1920.

FOR THE CHILDREN.
Mr. Punch comes once more, hat in hand, to beg for help

in a fjood cause. This time he asks the jjiiiuu-ous aid of his

readers on behalf of the Victoria Home at Margate, of which

Her Majesty the QUEEN is Patroness. This Home cares

for invalid children, from very little ones of only a few

months old, to boys of twelve years and ^irls of fifteen.

There is room for between fifty and sixty of them and they

stay, on an average, for thc'lu-st part of a year, diirinn

which they receive careful medical attention, and h.

their needs tended, body and mind. Many of UUMH have

lost a leg or an arm and nearly all have some bandaged

limb, yet, with these disabilities, they c-ntriM> to learn the

duties of a loyal Scout and ar<
'

their uniform.

The cost of dni^s. of surgical dre-- : .ill
house-keep-

ing necessaries lias risen enormously and the Home is

compelled to plead for further help. Sir. Punch invites bis

readers to send for a report and see for the; 1

touching pictures which it gives, in an admirable set o'

photographs, of the life of these children in their ;

surround ii

All communications and gifts should be addressed to the

Secretary of the Victoria Home for Invalid Children, at

75, Denison House, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S \\ .
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Minister's Wife. "ARE YOU ALWAYS AS FEEBLE AS THIS, MR. MACPHEBSON? Do YOU NEVER FEEL STRONGER?"

Macplierscn. "An WEEL, ME'M, AS THE MEKXISTER WAD TELL YE IIIMSKL', ANY SMA' MKAKI-RK o' HEALTH THAT AH ii.u: is

JUST ABOOT MEALTIMES."

TUHarrior."

WESTMINSTER ABBEY, NOVEMBER HTH, 1920.

HERE lies a warrior, he alone
Nameless among the named and known ;

None nobler, though by word and deed

Nobly they served their country's need,
And won their rest by right of worth
Within this storied plot of earth.

(livat gifts to her they gave, but he
Ho gave his life to keep her free. 0. S.

THE NEW JOUENALISM.
["In New York Mr. Harding leads by ft figure something like the

circulation of The 1Jail;/ Mail. Pennsylvania gives him a majority
which appears equal to the circulation of The Evening Nett's. It is

phenomenal." The Krcnimj AV/<

Tin: method which is being used just now by some of
Mi-. Punch's contemporaries to draw attention to their cir-

culations does not, it will be seen, tend to numerical nicety,
t bough doubtless it has its advantages from the advertising
point of view. The following items of news are intelligently
anticipated. * * *

The licences cancelled in one district in Scotland, as a
result of the recent local veto poll, total exactly half the

number of quires of "returns" of last week's Pairkieslieils

Gazette. It is insignificant.
* * *

An analysis of the miners' votes in the Lancashire coalfield

proves that there were as many men in favour of rejecting
the Government proposals as would have provided ten readers
for each copy sold (not merely printed) of the last issue of

The Chmvbent and Cheqiterbent Chronicle. It is magnificent.
* * *

It is estimated that, if three more distinguished statesmen
and another woman' of letters can be prevailed upon to write

piquant reviews of Mrs. ASQUITH'S autobiography, the sale

of the work will probably greatly exceed the numbers of

copies of the latest Blue Book issued by H.M. Stationery
Office. It is unthinkable.

* ik *
It is confidently expected that, if the protests against a

certain cinema plot can be sustained for a few days longer,
as many people will go to see the show in the first week as

there are feet in the film without counting those who
will sneak round for a free view of " The Stage Door of the
Diadem Theatre." It is good business.

"An ex-Army officer was charged with stealing cooks valued at

51/- from Messrs. 's." Sunday Paper.
At that price they must have been very plain cooks.
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THE SHRINE OF HONOUR.

-WHO GOES THERE?"
I HAVE NO NAME. I DIED FOli MY OM'XTRY."

-PASS, UNKNOWN \\ARBIOR."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Mwul/ii/, .YoivHifVy Int. In response

to a renewed demand for the Admir-

alty's account of I lie Battlo of Jutland

the I'KIMK MINISTKU made the remark-

able statement Unit it was very ditlicult

to get "an official and impartial ac-

count," but he added that the Govern-

ment were willing to publish all the

reports and despatches on the subject

and leave tin; public to judge.

\Yho shall di-ckli-, when Admirals disagree?

Why, JULIAN COBDETT, or the grunt Jt.l'.

Owing to the unexpectedly rapid

passage through Committee of the

Government of Ireland Bill last Friday,

the way was cleared for a number of

British" measures. Although dealing

with the most diverse subjects they
\\eiv alike in one respect without ex-

ception they incurred the hostility of

Sir F. BANHURY. "Whether it was a

proposal to reduce the dangers of em-

ploying women in lead processes or to

give married women in Scotland the

same privileges as their English sisters

(including the duty of supporting an

indigent husband), or to hold an Em-

pire Exhibition, or to set up Juvenile

Courts, the lion, baronet found reason

for opposing them all.

Once or twice he secured the support
of Sir JOHN EEKS, but for the most

pa 1 1 he was Athanasius contra mundum,

maintaining his equanimity even when

Mr. HOGGE advised him to "many a

complain of his Activity, which may
indeed have prevented the intrusion of

more dangerou for <ic-.pi-

effort I '.ill wont through.

7'//".s(/,/;/, XiH'ftitlier 'Intl.- The inu-t

striking thing in Ix>rd 1.

speech upon Irish affairs seemed tome
to be his uncompromising decl.M

"Xi> supporter of Mr. As<.'i mi.

LOUD LOBKBI-KS.

"ATHANASIUS COKTKA MUNDUM."

Sin FUKDKBICK BANBUBY.

Scotswoman," or Lady ASTOB expressed

her regret that he bad not women, in-

stead of bankers, for his constituents. .

The Government had no reason to

that he was "no supporter of Mr.

ASQUITH." He endorsed, however, his

former chief's demand for an inde-

pendent inquiry into the reprisals, but

his motion was defeated by 44 to 13.

Ever since Sir W. JovNsos-HiCKS

defeated Mr. CHURCHILL at Manchester

he has felt it his duty to keep on his

track. Convinced that our policy in

Mesopotamia is due to the WAR MIN-

ISTER'S megalomania he is most anxious

to bring him to book. The prospect of

a Supplementary Estimate for the Army
seemed likely to furnish the desired

occasion. But when he pressed Mr.

CHURCHILL on the subject the alleged

spendthrift airily replied that there was

no hurry ;

" I do not immediately re-

quire money."
The gloom of the daily Irish cate-

chism was a little brightened by an

interchange of pleasantries between

Mr. STANTON and Mr. JACK JONES. On

this occasion the latter had rather the

best of it.
"
Golliwog !

"
he shouted in

allusion to his opponent's luxuriant

cherflurf. Mr. STANTON could think of

no better retort than the stereotyped

"Bolshie!" and when Mr. JONES re-

joined with " You ought to be put into

Madame Tussaud's" Mr. ST \NTON was

reduced to silence. But is it not a

scandal that these entertaining come-

dians should only get four hundred

a year?
On the Agriculture

Bill Sir A

i 1 1 n -. WM faced \\ ith an

tildn't . it

\\onld U- "an exceeding! '.iclit

! the

Welshmen \\erc so insistent th

rhangcd his mind. and when the vigilant

Sir I i

iailsc on the ej-inm : would

Sir AliTHi'lc was able I

Si'KXKr.ii that, though then' \\otil<l lx-

"additional expenditure." there would

be no "fresh char. 'i are the

nice disti': Parliamentary

system.
it, ./;.. -../.I//, tfooembti /. When

Mr. (.'linn mi "en years

ago, crossed the floor of the !!.
nianii'iivre was regarded a^ a p<

and men talked of " a sinking ship."
It cannot be said that I /.id II

lileii appearance among
'..ilxmr Mcml>ers created anything

like the same sensation, even though he

was joined a little later by Mr. OSWAI.H

MOSLEY. Lord HKSHY bus alwa;.

rived his political opinions rather from

bis heart limn his head, and has lately

developed a habit of firing explosive

Questions at Ministers from his eyrie

behind their backs. They will probably
find hisfrontal at tack, lessdisconcerting.

"OLD GOLU\VO
MB. C. B. STAXTOS

(At viewed by Ur. JACK J--

While Lord HENRY was in the House,

off and on, for thirty-four years Ixjfore

discovering that he was on the wrong
side.Mr. Mosi.r.v has made the same dis-
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y after an experience of barely as

many weeks. From his new perch he

inquired this afternoon if Government
lit nas being sent abroad, to the

MCI:! of British builders. Dr.

Anmsox contented himself with pro-

<X ignorance of any such transac-

\ less serious Minister might

repliel that the Government
d all their cement to mend the

cracks in the Coalition.

News that the coal-strike was over

reached the Hi. use during the evening.
Mr. UliliHiKMAX. always cautious, "un-

derstood" that the men had been
" recommended

"
to go back to work.

Mr. ADAMSON, fresh from the Confer-

ence, was much more downright. "The
strike," he said,

" has been declai'ed off,

and the men return to

work." So that 'sthat.

Titursfl<ii/, Xorrmher
4th. Lord SALIS-

BURY'S complaint that

the Government's pol-

icy in Egypt was
shrouded in more than

Egyptian darkness

brought a spirited re-

ply from Lord CUH-

ZON, who declared that

every stage in the ne-

gotiations had been

fully revealed in the

Press. If no definite

decision as to the fu-

ture government of

the country had been

published that was

simply because the

Cabinet had not yet
had time to make up
its collective mind.

Judging by Lord MIL-
KER'S subsequent ac-

count of his Mission,
it would appear that

that Mr. MALONE had nothing more

urgent to say than that Mr. CHURCHILL
would be better employed in looking

after the troops in Ireland than in re-

viewing books for The, Daily Mnil.

I-', ir the third day in succession Mr.

T. P. O'CONNOR essayed to move the

adjournment in order to call attention

to what he called "the policy of fright-

fulness
"

in Ireland. This time the

SPEAKER accepted the motion, but the

ensuing debate w.ls of the usual incon-

clusive kind. Mr. DEVLIN gave another

exhibition of stage-fury. He objected
to the word "

reprisals
"
being used for

the "infamies" going on in Ireland,

declared that the Government were

responsible for all the murders and pro-

phesied that the present CHIEF

" Old Mother Goose was delighted when she saw what a flue bird her son had
provided her with."

WALES AND SIR A. GBIFFITH-BOSCAV/EN.

the process will be long and stormy.
The Mission went to Cairo to sound
the feeling of the Nationalists, but for

all practical purposes they might as

well have stopped in London, where

they ultimately interviewed ZAGHLUL
PASHA and his colleagues, and obtained

information which materially altered

and softened their previous views. The
best Nationalists were not anti-British,
but simply pro-Egyptian. Lord MIL-
NKK'S final appeal, that his piece should
not be hissed off the stage before it had
been heard, sounded a little ominous.
Mr. L'EsTBANGE MALONE is not very

popular in the House of Commons just
now. When he rose to address a "

Sup-
plementary

"
to the WAU MINISTER he

was so persistently "boo-ed" that the
SPEAKER had to intervene to secure
him a hearing. Mr. LOWTHER probably
repented his kindness when it appeared

TARY,
" with all his outward appearance

of great masculinity," would fail, as
BALFOUR and CROMWELL the House
enjoyed this concatenation had failed

before him.

In points of detail Sir HAMAR GREEN-
WOOD conceded a little more to his

critics than on some former occasions.
He undertook to consider whether the
Government should compensate the
owners of creameries or other property
wrongfully destroyed ; and he admitted
that some constables had exceeded their

duty, nine of them being actually under
arrest on various charges. But on the
main point he was adamant. Quoting
the remark of a police-sergeant at Tralee,

"They have declared war upon us and
I suppose war it must be," the CHIEF
SECRETARY said in his most emphatic
tones,

" War it will be until assassina-
tion stops."

STUTTPIELD AND THE REDS.

Stiittfiekl was nothing of a NERO.
He would never have fiddled while
Rome burned. He would have been
more likely to imagine that Rome was

burning when there was really nothing
more going on than a bonfire. Jle if

one more example of the pernicious
influence of sensational literature upon
a nervous temperament.

It all began through Stuttfield find-

ing a copy of The Daily Blast in a rail-

way carriage last June. This journal
is printed on white paper, but the ten-

dency of its contents is ruddy that is

to say, it has " Red
"
leanings. It was

a revelation to Stuttfield.
" Are people allowed to say such

things ?
"
he asked me

in horror.
" My dear fellow, no

one takes it seriously,"
I said. " Don't you
worry."
But Stuttfield did

worry. The Daily
lilait had the same
effect upon him as a

snake has upon a rab-

bit
;

it terrified him,

yet he could not run

away from it. In fact

he became a regular
subscriber and con-

tinued so despite some
rumours that it was

supported financially

by the Rougetanians
rumours which re-

quired, and received,

a great deal of ex-

planation.
'

Then, through the

offices of his man-ser-

vant, he obtained a

copy of The Volcano.

The Volcano appears to bo in advance
of The Daily Blast in its ideals, and im-

mensely so in their expression. But
here again I assured Stuttfield that no
one took them seriously.

" I don't sup-

pose they take themselves seriously,"
I assured him. "

They want to sell

The Volcano, that 's all."

"Yes," said Stuttfield, "but they do

sell it, and people read it."
" I expect the circulation 's about

two thousand a week," I said consol-

ingly. But Stutttield, as I could see,

was not consoled.

I met him at intervals after that,

and on each occasion he seemed to be

more obsessed with the notion that

the " Reds "
would overwhelm us all

shortly.
"Russia is Red," he whispered; he

always whispers now for fear of being
overheard by a Red agent, though
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was not ,. i \ much li-k of

iii St. .lames's Street. "Anil \vliii

.il'ont India and China '.'

"

"
Red, black and yellow theZingar

'I ribaldh, and Stuttfieli

letl me in il
1

-mist.

Then I heard from a friend tliat he
had sold his cottage at Redhill. Thi
was a bad sign, and I went to see him
1 found him much v. .-n-se.

" Vou 'vi .ise of Tlt>

\'u/i-iiiiii," I said.

He se-i/ed my arm with trembling
Gngen.
"The Red Revolution is upon us,'

lie hissed.

I laughed.
" Don't \ou worry about

tlio Red Revolution. You come out to
tanch."

1 le would hardly be persuaded. Clubs
mid restaurants would be attacked first

he thought. If we lunched together il

had butter be in an eating-house in Ber-

naoridsey. "I have a disguise," he said
anil disclosed a complete proletarian
outfit.

"
Well, I haven't," I said. " Not that

these clothes of mine will lead anyone
to mistake me for a capitalist. But, so
f:ir as lunch goes, hadn't we better be
lulled by a Red bomb at the Fitz than

by tripe in Bermondsey ?
"

Stuttfield could not but admit the
sense of this, so we started out.

It is widely recognised that Flag
Days, however admirable their objects,
have been a little overdone. But it was
sheer had luck that brought Stuttfield

face to face with a flag-seller just as we
were entering the Fitz. She came at
him with a determined aspect and began
"The Red Cr- "

It was enough. Poor Stuttfield was
across the pavement and into a taxi

before I could stop him. There was

nothing for me to do but follow him.
" Where are we going?

"
I asked.

"
Waterloo," he answered through

blanched lips. I could get nothing more
from him.

At Waterloo he sprang out, leaving
me to pay the cab, and disappeared into

the station. I followed as quickly as 1

could, but he was nowhere to be seen.
" Where would he go to hide from the

Reds?" I asked myself. Suddenly I

had an idea about his destination.

I was right. In the foremost carriage
I found him. I tried to persuade him
to come out, but he clung to the rack.

So I left him. I have not seen him since.

I hope he feels safe in the Isle of

Wight. _________
" You can burn your slack cook in oven in

our- Grate." Add. in Daily

But now that the coal strike is o\, r

we shall try to put up with our cook a

little longer.

Jdfil!

Our Reverend Spooneritt (calling at the Dtantry). "Is THE BBAX DIZZY?

" WALLASEY'S LOW KKH'RK.
'ori'LAHON JCMP FBOM '21, 19*2 TO 99,493

IN 28 DAYS."
l<ool Paper.

We do not know why this should be
[escribed as a " low figure." To us it

eems remarkably good going.

" The weather forecast for Sheffield and
istrict for tin- next twenty. four years is as

ollows :

Wind southerly, light, freshening later:

loudy or overcast ; probably some rain later ;

i-iihility indifferent to fair;" mild."

Mr,

t is hoped however that some improve-
ment may be shown in 1945.

Puck's Record Eclipsed.
" For five minute* I wan in the Mercantile

Marine and the Navy. I Miring UMM fl

minute* I made a complete circuit of the

globe." Letter in tt'eUk I'aper.

"The pruning-fork in being applied in order
to bring the staff within the capacity of the
accommodation." I'rortucuil I'aper.

After which harmony will be restored

by means of the tuning-knife.

" It did one good, on entering the
Hull la-t ninlit. to find every aeat in the

litiilding, even to thoae at the back of the
a. occupied by the London Symphony

Orchestra." Btenintj Paptr.

An audience is often so distracting.



Fortune-Teller (to client). "A DAKK MAN HAS BEEN HOVERING ABOUT YOUR PATH FOB THE LAST MONTH."

Client. "On, THAT MUST BE THE AGENT WHO'S BEEN WORRYING ME TO INSURE MY LIFE."

THE MOTHER-IN-LAW MYSTERY.

IN a provincial paper I find the fol-

lowing passage :

"Counsel stitecl that the prisoner's mother
was in court. Later he informed the Judge
th.it he had made a mistake

;
it was the pris-

oner'smother-in-law. A general laugh through-
out the court followed this ' correction.'

"

We have here in a nutshell the case

for traditional communal humour, and
once again we are set to wondering why

except possibly to allay some whim-
sical twinges of self-respect drama-
tists ever try to invent new jokes t all.

Even more are we set to wondering why
this particular joke never fails.

In the present case the injustice
done to an honourable class of women

that is to say, those who provide
lovers with their loves (for that is how
these relationships begin) was the

greater because no doubt, when the

laughter had subsided a little, every eye
sought for the lady in question. Nor-

mally wo have not the opportunity of

visualising the butt at all. It is enough
that she should be mentioned. Nor
would any grotesque details in her cos-

tume or physiognomy make the joke

appreciably better. It requires no such

assistance; it is rich enough without
them

;
to possess a married daughter

is all that is necessary to cause gusts
of joyful mirth.

That it is not the lady herself who
is funny could no matter how Gothic

her figure be proved in a moment

by placing her in the witness-box and

asking her to state her relationship to

the prisoner's wife. She would say,
" I

am her mother," and nothing would

happen. But if the question were,
" What is your relationship to the pris-
oner ?

"
and she replied,

" I am his

mother-in-law," sides would split. Simi-

larly one can imagine that if the hus-

band's reply to the counsel's question,
" Who was with you ?

"
had been,

" My
wife was with me," there would have
been no risible reaction whatever ; but
if the reply had been,

"My wife's mother
was with me," the place would have
been convulsed. Of course the true

artist in effect would never say,
" My

wife's mother," but " My mother-in-

law." It is the " in-law
"

that is so

exquisitely amusing and irresistible.

But both would be the same person :

the gravest thing on earth, it might be,

in every other respect even sad and dig-
nified butludicrous becauseherdaugh-
ter happened to have found a husband.
To inquire why the bare mention of

the mother of a man's wife should
excite merriment is to find oneself in-

stantly deep in sociology and in some
of its seamiest strata too. While ex-

ploring them one would make the odd

discovery that, whereas the humour
that surrounds and saturates the idea

of a wife possessing a maternal relative

is inexhaustible, there is nothing laugh-
able about the mother of a husband.

A wife can talk of her husband's mother
all day and never have the reputation
of a wit, whereas her husband has

but to mention her mother and he is

the rival of the Kobeys.
As for fathers-in-law, low comedians

would starve if they had to depend on

the help that fathers-in-law give them.

Fathers-in-law do not exist. Nor do

brothers-in-law or sisters-in-law, except
as facts ; but the joke is that they can

be far more interfering (interference

being at the root of the matter, I take

it) than anyone in the world. It is

the brother-in-law who knows of ab-

solutely safe gilt-edged investments

(which rarely succeed), and has to be

helped while waiting for something to

turn up; it is the sister-in-law who is

so firmly convinced that dear Clara

(her brother's wife) is spoiling the chil-

dren. But both escape ; while many
really charming old ladies, to whom
their sons-in-law are devoted, continue

to be riddled by the world's satirical

bullets.

What is to be done about it '.' Nothing.

Only the destruction of the institution

of marriage could affect it. E. V. L.
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MY APOLOGIA.

(Liiii-K <i<-<-i<l,'ii/tilli/ omitti-il finni a

itiitoi-imis volume "/' Memoirs.)
IF life is dull and da\ by da\

I see t hair wittier, wiser

Kngland where I was wont to play
( li.-nig as bold ,1 , I \va o,i\

)

Keep passing rapid!\ a\\a\
All tln-oiigli I he dennan KAISMU

;

1 1

" Souls
"
are not the t hings they wei'e,

If casto declines and Vandals
(lo

jii-act -.rally e\ cry where
I'Voiii OayenaUh to P.erkeley Square,
And dowdy frumps \\ it bout I he an "

Monopolise t be scandals ;

Them is but one thing left to do
And what 's a sporting flutter worth

Unless one takes a risk or two'.1

"I'll shock the world," I thought,
" anew.''

And (ultimately) did so through
The firm of THOKNTON KITTKH

\\oin-li.

Two worlds indeed. The mighty Wes
Poured out her untold money

To gaze upon my palimpsest;
I think that Codex A was best,
But parts of this have been suppressed

Publishers are so funny.

And now my fame through Londot

rings
In well-bred speech and argot;

A! mild suburban tea-makings
The postman knocks, and p.ior deal

things
Tear wildly at the parcel-strings
When MriHK, gives them MABGOT.

-men have tried to make a lot

Out of a certain instance
Of mild misstatcment as to what

Happened in 1914. Rot !

All 1 can say is that my plot
lias much more verrc than WINSTON'S.

Well, nevermind. The work is done ;

People who do not need it

The wit, the fire, the force, the fun,
The pathos let them simply shun
This frightful book, shout " Shame !

"

and run
;

Mobody 's forced to read it.

EVOE.

NOMEN, OMEN.
(By our Medical Correspondent.)
No one who is interested in the

possibilities of psycho-therapy can view

without serious misgiving recent ten-

dencies in artistic nomenclature. Home
of us are old enough to remember w hen

the trend was in the direction of

Italianisation : when KOLKV became

Signor POLI
; CAMPIIEF.L, CAMI'OHI;I i.o.

and an American from Brooklyn was
tra: sf irmed into BKOCCOMNI. The

vogue of alien aliases has passed, but

it may return, and it is to guard against

Dentist (afttr j>reliiiutiary iuspectian).
" KXTRAORIUNAKY THINU THKHK ' oR or

Yd It VKKrll ONT.T HALF STOPPED."

1'atunt. "Aii. THAT WEBB T'OOTHRR DKNTIST. T' LAAD 'I-KT MK, so AH OAYK "t*
\ i, ooi> I.ICK IN T' JAW."

the formidable and deleterious results of

its recrudescence that the following sug-

gestions are propounded, not merely
in the interests of Gongorism or of

an intensive cultivation of syncretic

euphuism, but in accordance with the

most approved conclusions of psycho-
analytic research.

It may be urged and the objection
s natural that there can be little

langer of a relapse in view of the heroic

ind patriotic, adhesion of some of our

nost distinguished artists to their

lomely patronymics. No doubt the

noble example of CLARA HUTT and
CARRIE Trnn is fortifying and reassnr-

ng, and there are also clamant proofs
hat denationalisation is no pas-
o eminence. Hut it would be foolish

to overlook th re of powerful
influences operating in an antipodal
direction. I confess to a feelin r

hing to dismay when 1 stun

advert isemetit rlu:nns of the daily

papers and note the recurrence, in the
announcements of impending concerto,
of names of a strangely outlandish and
exotic form. In a single issue I have
encountered KRISH, ARRAU, KOTNS and
I)I\H (iti.i.v. The Christian names of

some of these eminent performers are

equally momentous and perturbing, #.</.,

.1 \s( ii \. KOIV. \ arid I

M\ grounds for perturbation are not

imaginary or hased on the hallucina-

tions of a hypersensitive mind.
are prompted and justified by the

notorious facts, established by the
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leading psycho-analysts, that, just as

mellifluous and melodious names exer-

cise a mollifying influence on the ac-

tivities of the sub-conscious self, so the

|u.>-e-su>n or choice of strange or fer-

ocious appellations incites the bearer, if

I may be permitted to use so common-

place a term, to live up to his label.

hist herefore with all the force at my
command that I entreat and implore

singers, players and diuu-iTs to think,

nee but twice or thrice, before they

yield to the fascination of the unfamiliar

and adopt artistic pseudonyms calcu-

lated to intensify the "urges" of their

primitive instincts. It is not too much
, that a singer who deliberately

assumes the name of Pongo, Og or

Botuloffsky runs a serious risk, in vir-

tue of the inherent magic of names, of

developing qualities wholly unfitted for

the atmosphere of a well - conducted

concert-hall.

I believe that the question of estab-

lishing a censorship of artists' names
has been seriously considered by Dr.

ADDISOS, in view of its bearing on pub-
lic hygiene, and that he estimates the

cost of staffing the new department as

not likely to exceed seven hundred and

fifty thousand pounds a year. Still, in

these days when State economy is so

needful, it would be better if the desired

effect were attained by the pressure of

enlightened public opinion rather than

by the operations of even so inexpensive
a department as that contemplated by
the MINISTER OF HEALTH.

IN FLANDERS FIELDS.
THESE famous verses, which origin-

ally appeared in Punch, December 8th,

1915, being the work of a Canadian
officer, Lieut.-Colonel McCflAE, who
fell in the War, have been s'ubjected
to so many perversions the latest in

a letter to The Times from a Minister
of the Crown, where the closing lines

are misquoted as follows :

"If ye break faith with those of us who died,
\Ve shall not sleep, though poppies bloom in

fields of France "

that Mr. Punch thinks it would be
well to reproduce them in their correct
form:
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place ; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly

Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the Dead. Short days agoWe lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie

In Flanders fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe :

To you from failing hands we throw
The torch ; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die

We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.

AT THE PLAY.
" FEDORA."

IT may or may not be well that the

War lias modified our estimate of the

value of life ;
but it is a bad thing for

the legitimate drama. And in the case

of Fedora the bloody regime of LENIN

lias so paled our memory of the terrors

of Nihilism that SARDOU'S play seems

almost further away from us than the

tragedy of Aijami'innoii. In our callous

incapacity to be thrilled by the ancient

horrors of forty years ago we fall back

on the satisfaction to be got out of the

author's dexterity in the mechanics of

his craft.

And here the critic's judgment is also

apt to be more cold-blooded. He recog-
nises the crude improbability of certain

details which are essential to the tragic

development of the play. The death of

Count Vladimir (accented on the first or

second syllable according to the tempo-

rary emotion of the speaker) was due to

the discovery of a letter in an unlocked

drawer where it could never possibly
have been thrown, being an extremely
private letter of assignation. The death

of Fedora, again, was the direct result of

a letter which she despatched to Peters-

burg denouncing a man who proved, in

the light of fresh facts learned a few
minutes later, to be the last (or last

but one) that she would wish to injure.
It is incredible that she should not
have hastened to send a second letter

withdrawing her charge ;

" instead of

which
"

she goes casually off on a

honeymoon with his brother, and ap-

parently never gives another thought
to the matter till it is fatally too late.

However, I am not really concerned
at this time of day with the improba-
bilities of so well-established a tragedy,
but only with the most recent interpre-
tation of it. And let me say at once

that, for the best of reasons, I do not

propose to compete with the erudition
of my fellow-critics in the matter of

previous interpreters, for I bring a virgin
mind to my consideration of the merits
of the present cast.

Fedora is the most exhausting test

to which Miss MARIE LOHR has yet put
her talent. The heroine's emotions are
worked at top-pressure almost through-
out the play. At the very start she is

torn with passionate grief for the death
of her lover and a still more passionate
desire to take vengeance on the man
who killed him. When she learns the
unworthiness of the one and the justifi-
cation of the other those emotions are

instantly exchanged for a passionate
worship of the late object of her ven-

geance, to be followed by bitter remorse
for the harm she has done him and
terror of the consequences when he

comes to know the truth. And so to
suicide.

I will confess that I was astonished
at the power with which Miss LOHR
met these exigent demands upon her
emotional forces. It was indeed a re-

markable performance. My only re-

servation is that in one passage she
was too anxious to convey to the
audience the intensity of her remorse,
when it was a first necessity that she
should conceal it from the other actor
on the stage. It was nice and loyal
of Mr. BASIL RATHBONE to behave as
if he didn't notice anything unusual,
but it must have been as patent to him
as to us.

Of his Loris I cannot say too much
in admiration. At first Mr. RATHBONE
seemed a little stiff in his admirably-
fitting dress -clothes, but in the last

scene he moved through those swift

changes of emotion from joy to grief,
from rage to pity and the final anguish
and horror with extraordinary imag-
ination and resource.

Of the others, Mr. ALLAN AY.NKS-

WOBTH, as Jean de Siriex, played in

a quiet and assured undertone that
served to correct the rather expansive
methods of Miss ELLIS JEFFREYS,
whose humour, always delightful, af-

forded a little more relief than was

perhaps consistent with the author's

designs and her own dignity as a great

lady in the person of the Countess Olga.
O. S.

A Matinee in aid of the Great Ormond
Street Hospital for Sick Children will

be given at the Garrick Theatre on

Wednesday, November 17th, at 2.30,
when a comedy by Mr. Louis N. PARKKK
will be presented, entitled, Pomander
Walk (period 1805).

It is hoped that at the Alhainbra
Matinee on November 16th one thou-
sand pounds will be raised to complete
the special pension fund for actors,
which is to be a tribute of affection to

the memory of Mr. SYDNEY VALENTINE,
who, in the words of Mr. McKiNNEL,
did more for the rank and file of the

theatrical profession than any actor,

living or dead."

" The Dog it was who Died."
" At Dovey Board of Conservators at

Barmouth it was decided to ask Major Dd.
Divvies to" hunt the district with his otter

hounds, and failing this the water bailiffs

themselves should attempt to stamp them
out." Welsh Paper.

Major Do. DAVIES' answer is not known
to us, but we assume that he said,

Well, I 'm Dd."

''

Royal Surrey Theatre. Grand Opera.
To-night, 8, Cav. and Pag." Daily Paper.

More evidence of the paper-shortage.
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Affluent Sportsman (after a long blank draw). "Now I BET YOU WK'LL FIND AS SOON AS I LIUHT o or MY
"DON'T YOU THISK WE MIGHT MAKE A CKRTAINTV OF IT IP I LIT OSE TOO?"

IUI.K-UOI.l-AR CIOAJH.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Clerks.)

I DO not think that even the most phlegmatic of English-
men could read Francis and Biversdale Grenfell : a Memoir

(NELSON) without a quickening of the pulses. This is not

to suggest that Mr. JOHN BUCHAN has sought to make an

emotional appeal indeed lie has told the tale of these

devoted brothers with a simplicity beyond praise but it is

a tale so fine that it must till the heart, even of those who
were strangers to them, with joy and pride. I beg you to

read the memoir for yourselves, and see how and why it

was that these twin brothers, from Eton onwards, radiated

cheerfulness and a happy keenness wherever they wont.

"Neither," Mr. BUCHAN writes, "could be angry for
long,

and neither was capable of harshness or rancour. Their

endearing grace of manner made a pleasant warmth in any

society which they entered ;
and since this gentleness was

joined to a perpetual glow of enthusiasm the effect was

triumphant. One's recollection was of something lithe,

alert, eager, like a finely-bred greyhound." Those of us

who were not personally acquainted with FRANCIS and

Ki\ KHSDALE GRENFELL will, after reading this Memoir and

the Preface by their uncle, Field-Marshal Lord GKKXKELI,,

seem to know them intimately. FRANCIS won the first

V.C. gained in the War, but when he read the announce-

ment of it in The Gazette his brother was already killed

and his joy of life was quenched.
" I feel," he wrote to his

uncle, "that I know so many who have done and are

doing so much more than I have been able to do f

England. I also feel very strongly that any honour

belongs to my regiment and not to me." In that spirit he

met his death a few months later. In work and sport, in

war or peace, the twins were ardent, generous ana brave,

and their deaths were as glorious as tlicir lives were

gracious and radiant. The profits of Mi. lin-HAN'B book

are to be devoted to the funds of the Invalid Children's Aid

Association, in which the brothers were deeply interested.

There are certain tasks which, like virtue, carry their

reward with them. No doubt Miss KI.KAMH-H Sisn.viu

KOHDE would be gratified if her book, A Garden of Herb*

\VAHNEH), were to pass into several editions M I

trust it will and receive commendation on every band as

it surely must but such results would be irrelevances.

She has"uln-ady, I am convinced, tasted so much delight in

the making of this, the most fragrant book that I ever read,

in her delving and selecting, that nothing else matters.

Not only is the book fragrant from cover to cover, but it is

practical too. It tells us how our ancestors of not so many

generations ago in Stuart times chiefly went to the herb

garden as we go to the chemist's and the perfumer's and

ace-box, and gave that part of the demesne much of

the honour which we reserve for the rock-garden, the herb-

aceous borders and the pergola. And no wonder, when from

the herbs that grow there you can make so many of tl>e

lenitives of life from elecampane a sovran tonic, and

from purslane an assured appetiser, and from marjoram a

pungent tea, and from wood -sorrel a wholesome water-

flrttd, and from gillyflowers
" a comfortable cordial to cheer

the heart," and from thyme an eye-lotion that will "enable

one to see the fairies." Miss ROHDK tells us all, inter-
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mingling her information with mottoes from old writers

and new Sometimes she even tells too much, for, though

she says nothing as to how lovage got its pretty name, we

are told that
"
lovage should be sown in March m any good

garden soil." Did we need to be told that? Is it not a

role of life?
" In the Spring a young man's fancy . . .

To my mind, amongst the least forgettable books of the

present year will be that to which Mr. SETON GORDON V.Z.S.,

has given the title of The Land of the Hills and the Glens

(CASSELL) Mr. GORDON has already a considerable repu-

tation as a chronicler of the birds and beasts (especially

the less approachable birds) of his native Highlands, ine

present volume is chiefly the result of spare-moment

activities during his service as coast-watcher among the

Hebrides. Despite its unpropitious title, I must describe

it without hyperbole as a production of wonder and delight.

Of its forty-eight photographic illustrations not one is short

of amazing. We are become used to fine achievement

in this kind, but I am in-
~

clined to think Mr. GORDON

goes one better, both in

the "
atmosphere

"
of his

mountain pictures and in

his studies of birds at

home upon their nests.

To judge, indeed, by the

unruffled domesticity of

these latter, one would

suppose Mr. GORDON to

have been regarded less

as the prying ornithologist
than as the trusted family

photographer. I except
the golden eagle, last of

European autocrats.whose

greeting appears always
as a super-imperial scowl.

Chiefly these happy results

seem to have been due to

a triumph of patient cam-

ouflage, concerning which
the author suggests the

interesting theory that

birds do not count beyond
unity, i.e., if two stalkers enter an ambush and one sub-

sequently emerges, the vigilance of the feathered watchers

is immediately relaxed. Should this be true, I can only

hope that Mr. GORDON will get in another book before the

spread of higher education increases his difficulties.

MARTYRS OF SCIENCE : THE INVENTOR OP TOFFEE.

I should be inclined to call Mr. NORMAN DOUGLAS our

only example of the romantic satirist, though, unless

you have some previous knowledge of his work, I almost

despair of condensing the significance of this into a para-

graph. For one thing the mere exuberance of his imagina-
tion is a rare refreshment in this restricted age. His latest

book, with the stimulating title of They Went (CHAPMAN
AND HALL), is an admirable example of this. Certainly no
one else could have created this exotic city with its painted
palaces and copper-encrusted towers, a vision of sea-mists
and rainbows ; or peopled it with so iridescent a company

the strange princess ; the queen, her mother ; the senile

king who should have been (but wasn't) her father ; Theo-

philus, the Greek artist ; the philosophic old Druidess, and
the dwarfs who " chanted squeaky hymns amid sacrifices

of mushrooms and gold-dust." Perhaps this random quota-
tion may hint at the fantastic nature of the tale ; it can

give no idea of the intelligence that directs it, mocking,

iconoclastic, almost violently individual. Plot, I fancy, sel-

dom troubles Mr. DOUGLAS greatly ;
it happens, or it does

not. Meanwhile he is far more concerned in fitting a double

meaning (at least) to the most simple-sounding phrase. To

sum up, They Went is perhaps not for idle, certainly not

for unintelligent, reading ;
for those who can appreciate

quality in a strange guise it will provide a feast of unfamiliar

flavours that may well create an appetite for more.

That clever writer, Mr. A. P. HERBERT, would lightly

describe his story, The House by the River (METHUKN), as

a " shocker." But there are ways and ways of shocking.
He might wish to show us the embarrassments of a fairly

respectable member of the intellectual classes, living in a

highly respectable environment, when he finds that he has

committed homicide ;
and he might make the details as grue-

some as he liked. But there was no need to shock the

sensitive when he made his choice of the circumstances

in which the poet, Stephen Byrne, inadvertently throttles

his housemaid. It is a

fault, too, that his scheme

only interests him so far

as it concerns Stephen and
his society, and that the

horror of the tragedy from

what one may loosely call

the victim's point of view

does not seem to affect

him at all. Otherwise,
even for the sake of brev-

ity, he could not so flip-

pantly refer to the body,
sewn in a sack and thrown
into the river, as just
" Eliza." He may a.rgue
that he never thought of

the corpse as a real one
and that the whole thing
was merely an experiment
in imaginative art ;

but

his details are too well

realised for that, and so

is his admirable picture
of the society of Ham-
merton Chase, W., a thin

disguise for a riverside neighbourhood easy to recognise.
I could never get myself quite to believe that Stephen's

friend, Egerton, accessory after the fact, would so long and

so tamely have borne the suspicion of it ;
but for the rest

Mr. HERBERT'S study of his milieu shows a very intimate

observation. If his Stephen, in whom the highest poetic
talents are found tainted with a touch of coarseness, may not

always be credible, the passion for self-expression which
leads him on to versify his own experience in the form of

a mediffival idyll, and so give himself away, is true to life.

But my final impression of Mr. HERBERT'S book he will

perhaps think I am taking him too seriously is that Ids

many gifts and notably his humour, whose gaiety I prefer to

its grimness, are here exercised on a rather unworthy theme.

Fashions for Proxy-Fathers.
"The bride entered the church on the arm of Mr. T. ,

of

Happy Valley (who acted in loco parentis and was charmingly attired

in crepe-de-chine)." South African Paper.

" Is there anyone amongst the thousands of men who will benefit

who will be some an (please let the word remain, Mr. Editor) as not

to show his appreciation in the same way ?
" Educational Paper.

Personally we think the Editor was a little too complaisant.
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IT is rumoured that a gentleman who

purchased a miniature two-seater car at

t he Motor Show lust \\ rek arrived home
one night to find the cat playing with
it on the mat. ^ ,,.

It appears that nothing definite has

yet been decided as to whether The

Daily Mail will publish a Continental
edition of the Sandringham Hat.

The matter having passed out of the

la of D.O.R.A., the Westminster

City Council recommend the abolition

of the practice of whistling for cabs at

night. Nothing is said about the cus-

tom of making a noise like a live-

shilling tip.
* -.;:

*
We shall not he sur-

prised if Mr. AUSTEN
CHAMBERLAIN becomes
the Viceroy of India,

says a gossip
- writer.

We warn our contem-

porary against beini;

elated, for it is almost

certain that another

Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer would be ap-

pointed in his place.
*.,"""

During the Lord
Mayor's Show last week
we understand that the

LORD MAYOR'S coach-

man was accompanied
by the LORD MAYOR.

*.,.*

ThelicenseeofaWest
Ham public-house has

just purchased a parrot
which is trained to imi-

tate the bagpipes. The bird's life will

of course be insured.V
Ireland will have to be careful or

she will l)e made safe for democracy,
like the other countries.

* *

Upon hearing that Mr. WILLIAM
BRACE had accepted a Government

appointment several members of the

Labour Party said that this only con-

firmed their contention that his mous-

tache would get him into trouble

one day.

Mrs. STACKPOOL O'DELL warns girls

against marrying a man whose head is

flat at the back. The best course is

to get one with a round head ;
after

marriage it can be flattened to taste.

A man who persistently refused to

give any information about himself was

remanded at the Guildhall last week.

lie is thought to be a British taxpayer
going about incognito.

The cackle of a hon when she lays an
egg, says a scientist, is akin to laughter.
And with some of the eggs we have
met wo can easily guess what the hon
was laughing at.

<s *

The National Collection of Microbes
at the Lister Institute now contains

eight hundred different specimens. Vis-
itors are requested not to tease the

germs or go too near their cages.
*

A large spot on the sun has been seen

by the meteorological experts at Green-
wich Observatory. We understand that
it will be allowed to remain.

W i .-o to tho complaint that
a City man made about his t<-lrp
we are pleased to ay that a great im

provement is reported. The instri .

was taken away the other day.
* *

Discussing the remuneration of Cabi-
! misters a contemporary doubts

whether they get what they deserve
Tiiis only goes to prove that we are a
humane race. *

Hatters say that the price of rabbit

skins is likely to ruin the trade. Mean-
while the mere act of gutting the skin*
is apt to ruin the ruhhit.

* *

"
Mine," says General TOWNSHRKD.

" was a mission which NAPOLEON v.

have refused." \V,

NOKTW I.IKKK is to be
drawn like that.

* *

Dr. E. IIALFOKD ROBS,
of Piccadilly, is o(

opinion that coal con-

tains remarkable heal-

ing powers. Quite a
number of people con-

template buying some
of the stuff.

V
" What does milk usu -

ally contain ?
"

asks a

weekly paper. We can

only say it wouldn't be
fair for us to reply, as

we know the answer.

An Indomitable Spirit.
" Mr. -'i tank lu-1.1

only- Spirit during the
whole climb and Dot aatU-
flod with climbing up Rnow-

Mr. RAYMOND FOBSDIK, of Chicago, don Mr. - ''rove down again.

Boy at Tailor's (to fatlter, wlto seemi to b imprtntd with " Jmi "
t \rttd).

" I SAY, DAD, oo BLOW. HEMKMBKR WHO 'B GOT TO WKAB IT AKTKH YOU 'VB

FINISHED WITU IT."

states that twelve times more murders

are committed in Chicago than in

London. But, under Prohibition, Satan

is bound to find mischief for idle

hands. * *

Canon F. J. MKYRICK, of Norwich, is

reported to have caught a pike weigh-

ing twenty-five pounds. In view of

the angler's profession we suppose we
must believe this one.

* *

A curate of Bedford Park has had

his bicycle stolen from the church, and

as there were a number of people in

the congregation it is difficult to know
whom to blame.

WHY I DIDX'T oo to TH BA.
m Horatio &

"John Unll "
Poiltr.

Perhaps it was after hours.

" Shall Onkie Live?
"

asks a Daily
Mail headline. We don't know who

he is, but he certainly has our permis-
sion. We cannot, however, answer for

Mr. BOB WILLIAMS.

"This upset Mr. Chesterton, a patriotic,

beer-eating Englishman." Sunday Paptr.

We deplore the modern tendency to pry
into the details of an author's dietary.

' What the word '

Democracy
' was intended

to mean was that every man should have

to bctrTcOshrdluesthafaodfabadofgarfaf."
Local Paper.

We have long suspected this.

' MILWAUKEE. Fourteen cases of whiakey.
a large quantity of brandies, gin and wine*

were found stored in a bathhouse. It will be

presented to the federal grand jury for action."

Canadian Paptr.

Not the obvious form of "direct ac-

tion," we trust.
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HOW TO VITALISE THE DRAMA.

.1 hint of what might be done Inj follow
-

imj the example of the Press.

" More tliaii nno actor-manager during the

past few months has been searching round

franticallv in his efforts to find a new play."
The Times.}

Oh, have you marked upon the breeze

The wail of hunger which occurs

When starved theatrical lessees

Commune with hollow managers ?

Where is Dramatic Art ?
"
they say ;

" Can no one, no one, write a play?
"

I cannot think why this should be,

This bitter plaint of sudden dearth ;

To write a play would seem to me
Almost the easiest thing on earth.

Sometimes I feel that even I

Could do it if I chose to try.

What ! can this Art be in its grave
Whose form was lately so rotund,

Whose strength was as a bull's and

gave
No sign of being moribund ?

I 'm sure my facts are right, or how
Do you account for Chu Chin Chow ?

As for the gods, their judgment shows
No loss of flair for grace or wit ;

We see the comic's ruby nose
Reduce to pulp the nightly pit,

Whose patrons, sound in head and
heart,

Still love the loftiest type of Art.

Nor should the playwright fail for lack

Of matter, if with curious eyes
He follows in our Pressmen's track,
Who find the source of their supplies

In Life, that ever-flowing font,

And "give the public what they want."

If authors, moving with the times,
Would only feed us, like the Press,

On squalid
"
mysteries," ugly crimes,

Scandals and all that carrion mess,
I see no solid reason why
Dramatic Art should ever die. 0. S.

UNAUTHENTIG IMPRESSIONS.

II. MR. WINSTON CHURCHILL.
IP it be urged that a few trifling in-

accuracies have crept into the sketch
which is here given of a great states-
man's personality I can only say,
"Humanum est errare," and "Homo
sum: humani nihil alienum a me puto."
These two Latin sentences, I find, in-

variably soothe all angry passions ; you
have only to try their effect the next
time you stamp on the foot of a stout
man when alighting from an Under-
ground train.

Of all the present-day politicians, and
indeed there are not a few, upon whose
mantelpieces the bust of NAPOLEON
BONAPARTE is displayed, Mr. WINSTON

CHURCHILL is probably the most assid-

uous worshipper at the great Corsican's

shrine. How often has he not entered

his sanctum at the War Office, peering
forward with that purposeful dominat-

ing look on his face, and discovered a

few specks of dust upon his favourite

effigy. With a quick characteristic

motion of the thumb resembling a stab

he rings the bell. A flunkey instantly

appears. "Bust that dust," says the

WAR MINISTER. And then, correcting
himself instantly, with a genial smile,
" I should say, Dust that bust."

But NAPOLEON'S is not the only head
that adorns Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL'S
room. On a bookshelf opposite is a

model of his own head, such as one

may sometimes see in the shop windows
of hatters, and close beside is a small

private hat-making plant, together with
an adequate supply of the hair of the

rabbit, the beaver, the vicuna and similar

rodents, and a quantity of shellac. Few
days pass in which the WAR MINISTER
does not spend an hour or two at his

charming hobby, for, contrary to the

general opinion, he is far from satisfied

with the headgear by which he is so

well known, or even with the Sandring-
ham hat of The Daily Mail, and lives

always in hopes of modelling the ideal

hat which is destined to immortalise
him and be worn by others for centuries
to come. The work of a great states-

man lives frequently in the mindful brain
of posterity, less frequently upon it.

Other mementos which adorn this

remarkable room at the War Office are
a porcelain pot containing a preserve
of Blenheim oranges, a framed photo-
graph of the Free Trade Hall at Man-
chester, a map of Mesopotamia with
the outpost lines and sentry groups of

the original Garden of Eden, marked by
paper flags, and a number of lion-skin

rugs of which the original occupants
were stalked and killed by their owner
on his famous African tour. In his
more playful moments the WAR MIN-
ISTER has been known to clothe him-
self completely in one of these skins
and growl ferociously from behind a

palm at an unwelcome intruder.
Of the man himself perhaps the most

distinguishing characteristic is dynamic
energy. Whether other people's energy
is ever dynamic I do not know, but

undoubtedly Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL'S
is ; he dominates, he quells. He is like
one of those people in the papers with

zig-zags sticking out all over them
because they have been careful to wear
an electric belt. He exudes force. Some-
times one can almost hear him crackle.
As a politician it is true he has not

yet tried every office; he has not, for

instance, been Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, though his unbounded success

in the Duchy of Lancaster amply shows
what his capabilities as a Chancellor
are. But as a soldier, a pig-sticker and
a polo-player he is rapidly gaining pre-
eminence, and as an author and jour-
nalist his voice is already like a swan's

amongst screech-owls. (I admit that
that last bit ought to have been in Latin,
but I cannot remember what the Latin
for a screech-owl is. I have an idea that
it increases in the genitive, but quite

possibly I may be thinking of dormice.)
Anyhow, to return to Mr. CHURCHILL'S

room : whilst the iloor is littered with
volumes that have been sent to him for

review, his desk is equally littered with

proofs of essays, sermons, leaders and
leaderettes for the secular and Sunday
Press. As a novelist he has scarcely
fulfilled his early promise, but it is on
record that he was once introduced to
a stranger from the backwoods, who
asked ignorantly,

" Am I speaking to

the statesman or the author ?
"

" Not or, but and," replied the SECRE-
TARY OF STATE FOH WAR, with a simple
dignity like that of ST. AUGUSTINE.
To poetry he is not greatly attached,

preferring to leave this field of letters

to his staff. When asked for his

favourite passage of English verse he
has indeed been known to cite a single
line from Mr. HILAIHE BELLOC'S .Modern
Traveller

"That marsh, that admirable marsh !

"

which is far from being Mr. BELLOC'S
most mellifluous effort.

We feel bound to ask what is most

likely to be the next outlet for Mr.
CHURCHILL'S ebullient activity. Ee-

membering that bust upon his mantel-

piece it is hard to say. There are some
who consider that, prevented by the

sluggishness of our times from the
chance of commanding an army in the

field, he may turn his strategic mind
at last to the position of Postmaster-
General. If he does there can be no
man better fitted than he to make our

telephones hum. K.

" A. Comme vous voudrai. P."

Agony Column in Daily Paper.

Taking advantage of " P.'s
"

kindness
we may say that we prefer "voudrez."

"A TRUE FISHING STORY.

Lady is surprising everyone with her
skill as an angler and a, shot. Last Friday, I

am told, she caught two trout weighing 2Jlb.
and 3lb. And on the same afternoon she got
a right and a left hit at a roebuck with a small
four-bore gun !

"
Daily Paper.

Not caring to believe that she mistook
a roebuck for an elephant, we are glad
to note that the epithet "true" is only

applied to the "
fishing

"
part of the

story.
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THE ABYSMALISTS.
BRITISH EXTREMIST. " WHAT ARE YOU DOING DOWN THERE?"
VOICE OF RUSSIAN BOLSHEVIST FROM BELOW. "DIGGING A GK.UF, FOR THE BOri;<;Ki>lsir.

BRITISH EXTREMIST. "THAT'S WHAT I WANT TO DO; BUT HOW DO YOU GET OUT?"
VOICE FROM BELOW. " YOU DON'T."
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French Visitor (injecting artificial silk stockings). "SoiE?"

Sliopman (formerly of Hie B.E.F. , resourcefully). "WELL, SCABOELY, MADAM; SHAI.L WE SAY ' SOI-DISANT
'

?
'

CONTEMPORARY FOLK-SONGS.

"THE GRAVE OF THE BOORZH-WAW-ZE."

[The following folk-song is believed to be a

locul (and adult) version of the ballad which,

according to Tfte Times, is now being sung by
Communist children in the Glasgow Prole-

tarian Schools, with the refrain :

" Clara-conscious we are singing,
Cla&r.-conBciouB all arc we,

For Labour now is digging
The grave of the Boorzh-waw-ze."

The metre is a bit jumpy, and so are the ideas,
but you know what folk-songs are.]

LOOK, we are digging a large round hole,
\\'illi <i Hi 1

//
and a Ho and a Hee-

haw-hee !

To put the abominable tyrant in

The Minister, the Master, the Man-
ila: in ;

\iid never a bloom above shall blow
Hut scarlet-runners in a row to show
That this is the grave of the Boarzh-

f-ze,

With a SI,-li-tiddle-i I .. . Honk,
honk !

Who do we put in the large round hole,
\\'ith a Hey and a Ho and a Hee-

haw -lice
'

The blackcoat, the parasite, the keeper
of Die laws,

Who works with his head instead of

with his paws ;

The doctor, the parson, the pressman,
the mayor,

The poet and the barrister, they '11 all

be there,

Snug in thegrave ofthe Boorzh-ivaw-ze,
With a Hi-ti-tiddle-i ! . . . Honk,
honk!

'

Dig, dig, dig, it will have to be big,
With a Hey and a Ho and a Hee-

haw-hee !

One great cavity, and then one more
For the bones of the SECHET'UY OF

STATE FOR WAR ;

The editor, the clerk and, of course,
old THOMAS,

We wring their necks and we fling them
from us

Into the grave of the Boorzh-waw-ze,
With a Hi-ti-tiddle-i I . . . Honk,
honk !

Peace and Brotherhood, that 's our

line,

With a Hey and a Ho and a Hee-
haiv-hee !

But nobody, of course, can co-exist

In the same small planet with a Com-
munist ;

Man is a brotherhood, that we know,
And the whole damn family has got

to go
Plomp in the grave of the Boorzh-

waw-ze,
With a Hi-ti-tiddle-i I . . . Honk,
honk !

Too many people are alive to-day,
With a Hey and a Ho and a Hce-

haw-hee !

Becl already is the Eed, Eed Sea

With the blood of the brutal Boorzh-

waw-ze,
And that's what the rest of the globe

will be
Believe me !

We 11 stand at last with the Eed Flag
furled*

In a perfectly void vermilion world

With the citizens (if any) who have

not been hurled

Into the grave of the. Boorzh-n-:-

With 'a Ili-ii-tiddle-i . . . Honk,
honk ! A. P. H.

* NOTE.- In the Somerset version the word

is
"
(mfurJud," whicli makes bettor sense but

scans even worse than the rest, of the song.

I have therefore followed the Gloucestershire

tradition.
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BOUBCES OF LAUGHTER
"!T will have to ho a ;

funnier than that be.foro it, 's funny,'
( leorge.

Thisrej. the generalopinion
though Kdn;i, \vh IMS a good lir-art

professed to find it duelling already
I'nfortunately she has no sense o
humour.

Jerry, the writer, claimed cxemptioi
on the ground of heing tlio v

though he did not see why his artii-L

should not remove gravity (as theysaj
in Tin' ll'u/li't iif l\m Lung) from othe"

people quite as effectually as the sillj
tosh of A. and B. and C., naming some
brilliant an,d successful humorists.
The company then resolved itself into

a Voluntary Aid Detachment.
When they met again at tea Edna

i lo the suggestion of a sprinkling o

puns.
"We've got rather heyond that, ]

think," said the victim with dignity." I 'm not so sure," said George
cruelly, "that you can afford to neglect
any means. Some people laugh at them
even now, in this twentieth century
in this beautiful England of ours."

" And I can tell you why," broke in

Raymond eagerly. He took from his

pocket a well-known Manual of Psycho-
logy and whirled over the pages.

"
Meanwhile," said George learnedly," BKUQSON may be of some assistance

to you. He knows all about laughter.
He analysed it."

"Why couldn't lie leave it alone?"
said Allegra uneasily.

" He defines laughter," said George,
is

' a kind of social gesture.'
"

"It isn't," said Allegra rashly. "At
least," she added, "that sort of thing
isn't going to help Jerry. Do give it

up."
"
Well, then, here 's something more

practical," said George.
" Listen. ' A

situation is always comical when it

belongs at one and the same time to

two series of absolutely independent
events, and can at the same time be

interpreted in two different ways.'
"

" I should think," said Edna brightly,
" that might be very amusing."
She remarked later that it made it

all seem very clear, but even she showed

signs of relief when Raymond inter-

rupted, having found his place.
Here we are !

"
he exclaimed. " The

book says that the reason a pun
amuses you

"

" It doesn't amuse me," said most of

the company.
" But it does it must amuse you.

It 's all down here in black and white.

Listen. The reason a pun amuse
is as follows :

' It impels the mind
to identify objects quite disconnected.

1 as

The Fisherman. "I SITPOSK THIS UMN WILL DO A LOT or GOOD, PAT?"
Pat. "Ye MAY \vi:i.i. BAY THAT, SORB. AN limn or irr NOW WILL DO MORK GOOD
FIVE MINUTES THAN A MONTH OF UT WOULD DO IX A WEEK AT AHST OTUKH TIUB."

This obstructs the flow of thought ;

.nit this is too transient to give rise to

pain, and the relief which comes with

nsight into the true state of the case

may be a source of keen pleasure.
VIental activity suddenly obstructed

and so heightened is at once set free,

and is so much greater than the occa-

sion demands that
' "

" And is that why we laugh at

.hiugs?" said Allegru sadly.
The heavy silence which followed

was broken by the voice of Mrs. Puikis,

rhe charlady, who "comes in toobligo,"
and was now taking a short cut to the

ront gate, under Cook's escort, by way
>f the p.irsle\ hed. This brought her

within earshot of the party, who were

taking tea on the lawn.
When Mrs. Purkis could contain her

mirth so as to make herself understood,
her words were these: "

I dunno why,
but when I see 'im stand like that,

staring like a stuck pig, I thougl
died a-larf'n. I dunno why, but it

made me larf
"

She passed, like Pinna.

Listen to her," said Allegra in bitter

envy.
" She doesn't know why."

And Allegra burst into tears.

What's in a Kama P
" ' A Rocital

'

will be Riven by Miu It 1

Stutter (the well-known Elocutionist).*
Local Paptr.
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AT THE BLOATER SHOW.

Tin: bd tin,.' 1 was at Olympia
nT\hody says at the door it was

all. ,
I '.lit this time it is much

Then- they stand in their

; stalls, the ilcar, magnificent, patient
: arcs, with their glossy coats and

their beautiful curves, their sensitive

radiators sniffing for something over

ropes. Panting, I know they

are, to bo out in the open again; and

! fancy they enjoy it all in a way.
1 1 would be ungrateful if they did not ;

for, after all, the whole thing has been

arranged for them. The whole idea of

the Show is to let the motors inspect the

bloaters and not what you think. (You
don't Imow what bloaters are? Well,

I can't explain without being rude.)
All the year round they can study ad

nauseam their own individual bloaters ;

but this is the only occasion on which

they have the whole world of bloaters

paraded in front of them for inspection.
Now only can they compare notes and

exchange grievances.
And how closely they study the

parade ! Here is a pretty limousine, a

blonde ;
see how she watches the two

huge exhibits in front of her. They
are very new bloaters, and one of them

oh, horror I one of them is going to

buy. He has never bought before ; she
knows his sort. He will drive her to

death ; he may even drive her himself
;

he will stroke her lovely coat in a fami-

liar, proprietary fashion ; he will show
her off unceasingly to other bloaters till

she is hot all over and the water boils in

her radiator. He will hold forth with
a horrible intimacy and a yet more
horrible ignorance on the most pri-
vate secrets of her inner life. Not one
throb of her young cylinders will be

sacred, yet never will he understand
her as she would like to be understood.
He will mess her with his muddy boots

;

he will scratch her paint ; he will drop
tobacco-ash all over her cushions not
from pipes; cigars only. ...
There he has bought her. It is a

tragedy. Let us move on.

Here is a little coup& a smart young
creature with a nice blue coat, fond of

town, I should say, but quite at home
in the country. She also is inspecting
two bloaters. But these two are very
shy. In fact they are not really bloaters
at all

; they are rather a pair of nice-
mannered fresh herrings, not longmated.
The male had something to do with that
war, I should think; the coup6 would
help him a good deal. The lady likes
her because she is dark-blue. The other
one likes her because of something to
do with her works; but he is very
reverent and tactful about it. He seems
to know that he is being scrutinised,

for he is nervous, and scarcely dares to

MIC ik about her to the groom in the

top-hat. He will drive her himself ;
he

will look after her himself; he will

know all about her, all about her moods
and fancies and secret failings ;

he will

humour and coax her, and she will

serve him very nobly.

Already, you see, they have given her

a name "Jane," I think they said;

they will creep off into the country
with her when the summer comes, all

by themselves ; they will plunge into

the middle of thick forests and sit down

happily in the shade at midday and
look at her

;
and she will love them.

But the question is Ah, they
are shaking their heads

; they are edging

away. She is too much. They look back

sadly as they go. Another tragedy. . . .

Now I am going to be a bloater my-
self. Here is a jolly one, though her

stable-name is much too long. She is

a Saloon-de-Luxe, and she only costs

2,125 (why 5, I wonder why not

6 ?)
I can run to that, surely. At

any rate I can climb up and sit down
on her cushions; none of the grooms is

looking. Dark-blue, I see, like Jane.

That is the sort of car I love. I am
like the lady herring ; I don't approve
of all this talk about the insides of

things ; it seems to me to be rather

indecent unless, of course, you do it

very nicely, like that young herring.
When you go and look at a horse you
don't ask how its sweetbread is arranged,
or what is the principle of its liver.

Then why should you . . . ?

Well, here we are, and very comfort-
able too. But why does none of these
cars have any means of communication
between the owner and the man next to
the chauffeur '? There is always a tele-

phone to the chauffeur, but none to
the overflow guest on the box. So that
when the host sees an old manor-house
which he thinks the guest hasn't no-
ticed he has to hammer on the glass
and do semaphore ;

and the guest thinks
he is being asked if he is warm enough.

Otherwise, though, this is a nice car.
It is very cosy in here. Dark and quiet
and warm. I could go to sleep in here.

* * * # -f

What? What's that? No, I don't

really want to buy it, thank you. I

just wanted to see if it was a good
sleeping-car. As a matter of fact I
think it is. But I don't like the colour.
And what I really want is a cabriolet.
Good afternoon. Thank you. . . .

A pleasant gentleman, that. I wish
I could have bought the Saloon. She
would have liked me. So would he, I

expect.

Well, we had better go home. I

shan't buy any more cars to-day. And
we won't go up to the gallery ; there is

nothing but oleo-plugs and graphite-
grease up there. That sort of thing
spoils the romance.

Ah, here is dear Jane again ! What
a pity it was Hallo, they have
come back the two nice herrings.

They are bargaining they are boating
him down. No, he is beating them up.
Go on go on. Yes, you can run to

that of course you can. Sell those oil

shares. Look at her look at her ! You
can't leave her here for one of the
bloaters. He wavers ; he consults.
" Such a lovely colour." Ah, that 's

done it ! He has decided. He has

bought. She has bought. They have

bought. Hurrah ! A. P. H.

THE PREMIER'S METAPHORS.
SOME time ago the PREMIER beheld

the sunrise upon the mountains, and
now he has plunged his thermometer
into the lava to discover that the stream
is cooling indicating comfort, let us

hope, to any who may be buried beneath
it. Only by an oversight, we under-

stand, did he omit to mention in his

speech at the Guildhall that the chamois
is once more browsing happily among
the blooming edelweiss.

But in continuing his lofty metaphors
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE will find himself
confronted by no small difficulty when
dealing with the glacier. What can he

say that the glacier is doing? It must
do something. A. glacier is of no rhe-

torical value if it merely stays where it

is. One may take in hand the ice-axe

of resolution and the alpenstock of en-

terprise and pull over one's boots the
socks of Coalition, but the glacier re-

mains practically unchanged by these

preparations. It would be of little use
to declare that its uneven surface is

being levelled by the steam-roller of

progress and its crevasses filled in by
the cement of human kindness, because
the Opposition Press would soon get
scientists, engineers and statisticians to

establish the absurdity of such a claim.

And to announce that the glacier is

getting warmer would create no end of

a panic among the homesteads in the

valley. Unless he is very, very careful

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE may make a grave
slip in negotiating the glacier.
Then the "awful avalanche" has not

yet been dealt with. A few helpful
words on the direction this is likely to

take and the safest rock to make for

when it begins to move might be wel-

comed by the PREMIER'S followers. He
may argue that it is folly to meet trou-

ble half-way, but on the other hand, if

be does not speak on this subject soon,
the opportunity may disappear. Let
tiim avoid the glacier if he chooses; he
Cannot (so we are informed) escape the

avalanche.
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TREATING UNDER PROHIBITION.

f'1--isir.

llKl.LO, OLD FHIGHT HAVEJi'T SEEN YOU TOR A'

"\VHAT'S YOURS?"
"THINK I 'IX HAVB A COLLAR."

TWO COLLARS, I-LKAHE gKVEKTKBSB."
14 CHEERIO 1

"

"NOW YOU MUST HAVE OSE WITH ME.

WHAT ABOUT AN KVENDIO SHIRT?"

"No, so IT'S TOO EAKLY."
" THE SAME AGAIN, THEN ?

"

' WELL, PERHAPS A son OKI: THIS TIME.

SAME AOAIS, I-I.EASK OSLT BOFT,

**

"BYK-BVtl 8E TOU AOAIH BOOS.'
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THE SAYINGS OF BARBARA.
Tin: man who sets out to expose

popular fallacies or to confound time-

honoured legends is bound to make
enemies
The latest legend I have been privi-

leged to explore is not the product
of superstition and slow time, but a

deliberately manufactured growth of

comparatively recent origin. It is con-

cerned with Barbara, not the impersonal

lady who figures in the old logic-book

doggerel, but an extremely live and

highly illogical person to whom for

half a decade I have had the honour to

be father. It is also concerned with

Barbara's Aunt Julia and, in a lesser

degree, with Barbara's mother.

From the time (just
over three years ago)
when Barbara first at-

tempted articulate

speech I have been
bombarded with reports
of the wonderful things

my daughter has said.

In the earlier years
these diverting stories,

for which Julia was

nearly always cited as

authority, reached me
through the medium of

the Field Post-Office,

and, being still fairly
new to fatherhood, I

used proudly to retail

them in Mess, until an
addition was made to

the rule relating to of-

fences punishable by a
round of drinks.

On my brief visits

home I would wait ex-

pectantly for the bril-

liant flashes of humour or of uncanny
intelligence to issue from Barbara's lips,
and her failure during these periods to
sustain her reputation I was content to

explain on the assumption that I came
within the category of casual visitors.
But I have now lived in my own home
:

or over a year, and Barbara and I have
Jecome very well acquainted. She talks
o me without restraint, and at times
most engagingly, but seldom, if ever,
does she give utterance in my hearing to
a jeu d'esprit that I feel called upon to

repeat to others. Nevertheless until a
ew days ago I was still constantly be-

ng informed chiefly by Barbara's aunt
ind less frequently by her mother of
ho "killing" things that child had been
saying. I grew privately sceptical, but
lad no proof, and it was only by acci-
lent that I was at last enabled to prick
he bubble.

Julia (who besides being Barbara's
aunt is Suzanne's

sister) had come to

tea and was chatting in the drawing-
room with Suzanne (who besides being
Julia's sister is Barbara's mother and

my wife) and Barbara (whose relation-

ship all round has been sufficiently

indicated). The drawing-room door was

open, and so was that of my study on
the opposite side of the passage, where
I was coquetting with a trifle of work.

The conversation, which I could not

help overhearing, was confined for the

most part to Julia and Barbara, and ran

more or less on the following lines :

Julia. Where 's Father, Babs ?

Barbara. In the libery.
Julia. Working hard, I suppose ?

Barbara. Yes.

Julia. Or do you think he 's sleep-

ing? (No answer.) Don't you think

Magistrate. "Bui, MR. GOLDSTEIN, WHY DO YOU HAVE YOUR HOUSE AND
YOUB BUSINESS IN YOUR WIFE'S NAME?"

Mr. Goldstein. "
WELL, YOU SEE, I 'M NOT A BEESNESS MAN."

father's probably asleep half the time
he 's supposed to be working ?

Barbara. Probly. What you got in
that bag?

Julia. I expect that big armchair he
sits in is just a weeny bit too comfy for
real work.

Barbara. I *ve eated up all those
choc'lates you did bring me.

Julia. Perhaps we '11 find some more
presently. Do you think Father writes
in his sleep ?

Barbara. Yes, I fink he does.
Julia. Listen to her, Suzie. I expect

really he only dreams he 's working.
Don't you, Babs ?

At this point I thought it advisable,
for the sake of preserving the remnants
of my parental authority, to come in to
tea. Julia was handing Barbara a

packet of chocolate, and greeted me
with an arch inquiry as to whether I
had been busy writing. I replied with
a hearty affirmative.

" You ought to hear what your
daughter has been saying about you,"
said Julia.

"Oh, and what does Barbara say?
"

I asked.
" She says that when Father sits in

that stuffy little room of his he usually
writes in his sleep. She really does
take the most amazing notice of things,
and the way she expresses herself is

quite weird."
" So Barbara says I write in my

sleep ?
"

"
Yes, you heard her, didn't you

Suzie ? Oh, and did I tell you that the
other day, during that heavy thunder-

storm, she said that the angels and the
devils must be having a big battle and
that she supposed the angels would

soon be going over the

top?"
" Come here, Bar-

bara," I said.

Barbara, who at her
too fond aunt's request
had been granted the

privilege of taking tea
in the drawing-room,
stuffed the better half of

a jam sandwich into her
mouth and came.
"Do you see those

rich -looking pink
cakes?" I asked her.
" You shall have one as
soon as we've hud
little talk."

"The biggest and
piukiest one?" de-

manded Barbara.
"Yes. Now tell me
don't you think that

people ought always to

speak the truth, and to

be especially careful not
to distort the remarks of others ?

"

" Yes. Can I have the one with the

greeny thing on it ?
"

"
Certainly, in a minute. And don't

you think that women are much more
careless of the truth than men? "

' Yes. Can I
"

' Do you love your Aunt Julia ?
"

"Yes."
' Why ?

"

' Cos she always has got choc'lates
in her bag."

" But don't you think it 's much
more important to have the truth in

your heart than chocolates in your
bag?"

"Yes. Now can I have my pink
cake?

"

I released and rewarded her, and
Julia prepared to speak her mind.

Fortunately, however, just at that
moment my brother Tom, who is

Barbara's godfather, came in.
"
Why, what a big girl we 're get-
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S~_

AN INCENTIVE TO VIRTUE.

Small Boy (much impressed). "THE TICKET-COLLECTOR BAID GOOD BVKSIKG' TO DAD."

Mother. "YES, DEAR, HE ALWAYS DOES. AND PKBUAPS, IP YOU 'BE GOOD, HE'LL SAY i

TK.UKLI.KD ON THIS LINE FOB TWENTY-FIVE YEABS."
,

WH*X YOU 'VK

ting !

"
he observed to Barbara in his

best godfatherly manner. "
J suppose

we shall soon be going to school?"
"
Oh, no, not yet awhile," I inter-

posed.
" The fact is she "s already far

too forward, and we think it a good

tiling to keep her back a bit. You 'd

never believe the amazing remarks she

makes. Just now, for instance, we

happened to be discussing the com-

ive love of truth inherent in men
and women, and Barbara chipped in

and told mo she thought women wore

far more careless of the truth than

men."
" Good heavens !

"
said Tom, who is

a bachelor by conviction.
" She cer-

tainly hit the nail on the head there."

"
Yes, and she added that she herself

prized truth above chocolates."
" It sounds almost incredible," gasped

Tom.
" Doesn't it ? But ask Julia ; she

heard it all. And Julia will also tell

you what Barbara remarked about' my
work."
But Julia, who was already gather-

ing her furs about her, followed up an

unusual silence by a sudden departure.

Prom what Suzanne has since re-

frained from saying I ain confident that

I 've broken tho back of one more

legend, and saved Barbara from the

fate of having to pass the rest of her

childhood living up (or down) to a

spurious halo of precocity.

Another Impending Apologry-

" DKPABTI BE OF TUB LIELT.-OIOVERNOB.

ENTHUSIASTIC SCEN
Channel Islands Paper.

MrSK'.U, CAKITAKKRS.

["A LADY is willing to give a thoroughly-

good HOVE to GBAHO PIAKO (Oennjin nuM
preferred), alo a COTTAOB. lor .mono going
abroad." Uonmuj /,

A (iiiAUoriioM-: of small to medium

age can be received as pr
iM.llmici.. Young, bright, musical

.-. Separate tu

"Indeed, it is simple to understand why the

Canadian portion of tho audience aim

from their wat-i wliui Fergus .Wimbu

Mm' Mela is the land of big;

big thoughts, bing hopes." Provincial Paper.

Not forgetting the
"
Byng Boys

"
either.

any IUDV or Gi offer

hospitality on the Comisli I

the winter months to an KX-BEBMCK

.tiering from chronic asthma

BAG-PIPES (sisters) in reduced circum-

stances owing to tho War, seek sit. as

COMPANIONS or MOTHKH'S HKLPB, town

or country.

From a list of forthcoming pro-

ductions :

' THKATBE ROYAL, . Boo Early."
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Old Lady. "AND HOW is voun DEAR MOTHER, TO-DAY?" Child of the Period. "On, SHK'S

YARNS.
WHKS the docks are all deserted and the derricks all are still,

And the wind across the anchorage comes singing sad and

shrill,

And the lighted lanthorns gleaming where the ships at

anchor ride

Cast their quivering long reflections down the ripple of the

tide,

Then the ships they start a-yarning, just the same as

sailors do

In a hundred docks and harbours from Port Talbot to Chefoo,

Just the same as deep-sea sailormen a-meeting up and down
In the bars and boarding-houses and the streets of Sailor-

town.

Just the same old sort of ship-talk sailors always like to

hear

Just the same old harbour gossip gathered in from far and

near,
In the same salt-water lingo sailors use the wide world

round,
From the shores of London river to the wharves of Puget

Sound,

With a gruff and knowing chuckle at a spicy yarn or so,

And a sigh for some old shipmate gone the way that all

men go,
And there 's little need to wonder at a grumble now and then,
For the ships must have their growl out, just the same as

sailormen.

And they yarn along together just as jolly as you please,

Lordly liner, dingy freighter rusty-red from all the seas,

Of their cargoes and their charters and their harbours East

and West,
And the coal-hulk at her moorings, she is yarning with the

best,

Telling all the same tales over many and many a time she "s

told,

In a voice that 's something creaky now because she 's got
so old,

Like some old broken sailorman when drink has loosed his

tongue
And his ancient heart keeps turning to the days when be

was young.

Is it but the chuckling mutter of the tide along the buoys,
But the creak of straining cables, but the night wind's

mournful noise,

Sighing with a rising murmur in among the ropes and spars,

Setting every shroud and backstay singing shanties to the

stars ?

No, the ships they all are yarning, just the same as sailors do,

Just the same as deep-sea sailors from Port Talbot to Chefoo,

Yarning through the hours of darkness till the daylight
comes again,

But oh ! the things they speak of no one knows but sailor-

men. C. F. S.
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WOKTH A TRIAL.
ULSTERMAN. "HEBE COMES A GIFT-HORSE FOR THE TWO OF US. WE'D IJKST NOT

LOOK HIM TOO CLOSE IN TJIK Mol "I'll .'

SOUTHERN IRISHMAN. "I'LL NOT LOOK AT HIM AT ALL."

ULSTERMAN. "OH, YOU'LL THINK MORE OF JilM WHEN YOU SEE THE WAY II K

MOVES WITH ME ON HIS BACK."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
, Uooembtr *th. To allay

tho apprehensions of Sir JOHN KI:I:S

tho I'KIMK MIXISTKK informed him that

tlio League of Nations can do nothing

except by a, unanimoai de-

cision of the Council. As the

I league already includes thirty-

seven nut ions, it ia not ex-

pected that its decisions will

ho Hastily reached. Now, per-

haps, the. United States may
think hotter of its refusal to

join a l,o, ly which lias secured

the allegiance of Liberia and of

all the American Eepublics
save Mexico.

The daily demand for an

impartial inquiry into Irish

"reprisals" met with its daily
;il. The PRIMK MiNisir.it

ed to "unfortunate inci-

dents that always happen in

v,.ir" the first time that ho

has used this word to describe

tho situation in Ireland and

was confident that the sufferers

were, with few exceptions (Mr.

DEVLIN, who complained that

his office had been raided, being

one of them),
" men engaged in a mur-

derous conspiracy." Hedeclined to ham-

per the authorities who were putting

it down. Taking his cue from his chief,

Sir HAMAK GREENWOOD excused his lack

of information about recent occurrences

were" just like tho German Reichstag

during tho NVar." " Were you there?"

smartly interjected General ('HDKT.

The Government of Ireland Mill hav-

ing l>een recommitted. Sir Vi'oiiniiso-

TON EVANS explained the Government's

VSECQND CHAMBERf

A-W

"TWO BY TWO."

Sin K. CAIISON AHD MB. DKVI.IN.

OBERLEUTNANT KENNWUBDIO
INSPECTS THE REICHSTAG

(IN THE IMAGINATIOH OP GENEBAi CBO1T).

with the remark that " an officer cannot

draw up reports while he is chasing as-

sassins." Tragedy gave way to comedy
when Lieutenant - Commander KEN
WORTHY observed that the proceedings

expedient for providing the new Irish

Parliaments with Second Chambers.

Frankly admitting that the Cabinet had

jeen unable to evolve a workable scheme

an elected Senate would fail to pro-

tect the minority and a nominated

Senate would be " undemocratic
"

he

proposed that the Council of Ireland

should be entrusted with the task.

Having regard to the probable com-

position of the Council half Sinn

Feiners and balf Orangemen Colonel

GUINNESS feared there was no chance

of its agreeing unless most of them

were laid up with broken heads or some

other malady. Sir EDWARD CARSON,

however, in an unusually optimistic

vein, expressed the hope that once

the North was assured of not being

put under the South and the South was

relieved of British dictation they would

"shake hands for the good of Ireland."

The clause was carried by 175 to 3

On another new clause, providing for

the administration of Southern Ireland

in the event of a Parliament not being

set up, Mr. ASQUITH declared that " this

musty remainder biscuit" had reduced

him to " rhetorical poverty." Perhaps

that was why he could get no more

than ten Members to follow him into

the Lobby against it.

Tuesday, November 9th. In sup-

porting Lord PARMOOR'S protest against

the arrest, at Holyhead, of an English

lady by order of the Irish Executive

Lord BUCKMASTKH regretted that there

was no one in tho House of Lords re

hie for the Iri-li OHio

sequently
"
they were always compelled

to accept
'

i;d unsworn." A >

:! answer was all he f"t from

>. \s ho declared tli.it the

arrest had been n: 'ho autho-

rity of 1> 1 1 i: \ . .,

their l.oi,|,!i;ps the sil:

oae reminder ;h

were not quite simple
mal in Ireland

j-

Mr. SHORTT has formed hi*

style on the model of 01

his
predecessors

in office,

used to he described as

tury. and

he declined to share Colonel

Minx's alarm at the preva-
lence of revolutionary speeches.

I'.n-k. lie reminded him,

had always been regarded as a

<^^" safety-valve
for discontented

people.
Even Mr. L'EsTRAWJK

MALONE'S recent reference to

Ministers and lamp-posts did

not at that moment disturb

him.
The ne\\ Ministry 'f Health

Bill had a rather rough pass-

age, and, if the voting had

been in arcordnnce with the

speeches, it would hardly have R.

second reading. Particular obj.

was raised to the proposal to put the

hospitals on the rates. Mr. MYBBS,

lowever, was sarcastic at the expense
of people who thought that "rates and

THK OLD SHEEP-DOG.

tfr. AsovtTH. "Tcr-Ti-r! To
THISK^THAT

I COULD OSLT IlOfXD CP TM OF 'KJ I

taxes must be saved though the people

perished," and declared that there was

plenty of war wealth to be drawn upon.

Lieut-Colonel HURST objected to the

term "
working-class

"
in the Bill. It
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would encourage the Socialistic fallacy

that the people of England were

divided into two classes the leisured

class and the working class; whereas

everybody knew that, most of the

"leisured class" had no leisure and

ilKiny df the \\orking-rlass" did no

work.

Inesday, November 10th. The

Peers welcomed Txird BUXTON on his

advancement to an earldom, and then

proceeded to discuss the rights of the

:nliahitunts of Heligoland. Haying
been handed over to Germany against
their will in 185)0, they hoped that the

Treaty of Versailles would restore

them to British nationality. On the

contrary the Treaty has resulted in

the island being swamped by Ger-

man workmen employed in destroying
the fortifications. Lord

'

CRAWFORD considered

that the new electoral

law requiringthree \

residence would safe

guard the islanders from

being politically sub-

merged, and wisely did

not enter into the ques-
tion of how long the is-

land itself would remain
after the fortifications

had disappeared.
In the Commons the

INDIAN SECRETARY under-
went his usual Wednes-

day cross-examination.
He did not display quite
his customary urbanity.
When an hon. Member,
whose long and distin-

guished Indian service

began in the year inwhich
Mr. MONTAGU was born,
ventured to suggest that

he should check Mr. GANDHI'S appeals
to ignorance and fanaticism, he tartly

replied that ignorance and fanaticism
were very dangerous things,

" whether
in India or on the benches of this

House."
Mr. STEWART expressed anxiety lest

under the new arrangements with

Egypt the Sudan water-supply should
te subjected to Egyptian interference.
Mr. HARMSWOHTH was of opinion that
for geographical reasons the Sudan
would always be able to look after its

own water-supply; vide the leading
case of Wolf v. Lamb.

Thursday, Nomnber llth. The
PRIME MINISTER was in a more aggres-
sive mood than usual. Mr. DEVLIN,
who was noisily incredulous as to the
existence of a Sinn Fein conspiracy
with Germany in 1918, was advised to
wait for the documents about to be pub-
lished. To make things even, an ultra-
Conservative Member, who urged the

suspension of Mr. FISHER'S new Act,

was informed that the PKIMK MINISTER

could conceive nothing more serious than

that the nation should decide that it

could not afford to give children a good
education.

Any doubts as to the suitability of

Armistice Day for the Third Beading of

the Government of Ireland Bill were

removed by the tone of the debate.

The possibility that the " Unknown
Warrior

"
might have been an Irishman

softened the feeling on both sides,

and though Mr. ADAMSON feared that

the Bill would bring Ireland not peace
but a sword, and Mr. ASQUITH appealed
to the Government to substitute a

measure more generous to Irish aspir-

ations, there was no sting in either of

their speeches. The PRIME MINISTER,

"Now, SEBIOOSLY, MB. WIGGINS, CAN YOU KECOMMEND THE LAMB
THIS WEEK?"

"WELL, MA'AM, IT ALL DEPENDS WHAT YOU WANT IT FOR. IF YOU
WEEE THINKIN' OP EATIN' IT, SPEAKIN' AS MAN TO MAN, I SHOULD
SAY ' No.' "

while defending his scheme as the best
that could be granted in the present
temper of Southern Ireland, did not

bang the door against further negotia-
tions

; and Sir EDWARD CARSON said
that Ulstermen were beginning to re-

alize that the Parliament thrust upon
them might be a blessing in disguise,
and expressed the hope that in working
it they would set an example of toler-

ance and justice to all classes. Barely
a third of the House took part in the

division, and no Irish Member voted for
the Third Beading, which was carried by
183 votes to 52

; but, having regard t ;>

the influence of the unexpected in Irish

affairs, this apparent apathy may be a

good sign. After thirty-five years of

acute strife, Home Bule for Ireland is,

at any rate, no longer a party question.

Jones minor wants to know if the
letter "T," used to designate the new

iis, stands for "
TARQUINIUS."

THE GREAT IDEA.
Perkins has got hold of a brilliant

idea. He explained it to me in the
Tube yesterday.
"Our little world," he said, "is turned

topsy-turvy."
" Knocked absolutely sideways," I

replied.
" Those who were rich in the old

days," said Perkins,
" haven't two six-

pences to rub together, and the world's
workers are rolling in Boyces and

having iced meringues with every meal.
What follows':'"

"
Indigestion," I said promptly.

"Everybody," he said, ignoring my
jcu, d'esprit,

" feels like a fish out of

water, and discontent is rife. The newly-
poor man wishes he had in him the stuff

of which millionaires an;

made, and the profiteer

sighs for a few pin's of

the true ultramarine Nor-
man blood, as it w:ould
be so helpful when deal-

ing with valets, game-
keepers and the other

haughty vassals of his

new entourage. And
that is where my scheme
comes in. There are

oceans of blue blood surg-

ing about in the veins

and arteries of dukes and
other persons who have

absolutely no further use
for such a commodity,
and I 'in sure lots of it

could be had at almost
less than the present

price of milk. So what
is to prevent the success-

ful hosier from having
the real stuff coursing

through the auricles and ventricles of

his palpitating heart, since transfusion

is such a simple stunt nowadays ?
"

" And I suppose," I said,
" that you

would bleed him first so as to make
room for the new blood '!

"

" There you touch the real beauty
of my idea," said Perkins. " The ple-
beian sighs for aristocratic blood to

enable him to hold his own in his novel

surroundings; the aristocrat could do
with a little bright red fluid to help him
to turn an honest penny. So it is merely
a case of cross-transfusion ;

no waste,
no suffering, no weakness from loss of

blood on either side."

I gasped at the magnitude of the idea.

"I'm drawing up plans," Perkins

continued,
" for a journal devoted to the

matter, in which the interested parties
can advertise their blood-stock for dis-

posal, a sort of ' Blood Exchange and
Mart.' The advertisements alone would

pay, I expect, for the cost of production.
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;d, handing me a slip of paper,
"these ;ir.' the Borl oi ads. we should

get."
This is whal I P

I

1

. luiiii-d 1>\ UK: War, would sell

nd of nrtcriii! contents for cash,
or would exchange blood outfits witli

xfu! woollen iii;ui:il';icturer. 5016

ingl m < ri ; B, \V.

"ToWar I'rofi!. i rs. Several quarts of
i he reaJ cerulean for disposal. Been in

Mine family for generations. Pedigree
c;in he in-.pccM'd at office of adverl

solicitor. Cross -transfusion not ob-

jected to. Add iv -is in first instance,

li.Mtr., '.HI, I'.leeding Heart Yard, E.G.

Public Schooland UniversityHanoi
eiiet extraction would like to

correspond with healthy Coal Miner
with view to cross-transfusion. Would
gel] soul for two shillings. A. VANE-

BiiUDYBB, 135, Down (and Out) Street,

West Kensington, W."
" Makes your blood run cold," I said,

handing hack the paper.
" Not it," he said, detaching himself

from the strap as the train drew into

King's Cross; "not if the operation's

properly performed."

A TEAGEDY IN BIBDLAND.
i.

IVrcy is a partridge bold

Who in Autumn, so I 'm told,

Dwells among the turnip roots

And assists at frequent shoots,

Really I have seldom heard

Of a more precocious bird ;

ilily his landlord 's not

What you 'd call a first-rate shot,

And his pals, though jolly chaps,
Are not quite so good perhaps ;

Still, ho thinks their aim so trashy

That, 1 fear, he 's getting rash. He
Even perches on the end

Of the gun my poor old friend

Bill employs for killing game.
True he 's very blind and lame,

And he's well beyond the span
Meted out to mortal man,
And his gout is getting worse

(Meaning Bill, of course, not Perce) ;

Still, if he won't mend his ways,-
One of these line Autumn days
I "in afraid there 's bound to be

Quite an awful tragedy.
He '11 be shot I 'm sure he will

(Meaning Percy now, not Bill).

n.

Weep, ye lowering rain-swept skies !

In the dust our hero lies.

V.'eening-willow, bow thy head!

Our precocious fowl is dead.

Sigh, thou bitter North Wind, for

Perce the Partridge is no more 1

Now, as long as he was ready
Just to sit, sedate and steady,

New Landlord. "(JKOBOK, BILLIABDH WILL BE EIOHTEKICPKXCC A HUXDRMD."

Potman. "THAT'S MOP.E'N THEY PAID BETOBE, Sia."

New Landlord. " WHAT DID THEY PAY ?
"*

PotHUM. "WELL, IT II IS A BOB, BUT THEY MOSTLY OKEAKKD OUT TI1BOCUU THAT

BOOB."

On the barrel of the gun
Little mischief could bo done ;

But on that sad morn a whim

Suddenly seized hold of him ;

'Twas the lunatic desire

To observe how shot-guns fire ;

So he boldly took his stand

Where the barrel ended, and,

All agog to solve the puzzle.

Poked his napper up the muzzle.

W.-ll, the weapon at the minute

Chanced to have a cartridge in it,

And it happened that my friend

Bill was at the other eiid,

Who with calm unflurried aim

Failed (at last) to 11 une.

With the tragic tale of Pen

Death I meant to close these verses,

But we see quite clearly there, too,

Other ills that Bird is heir to.

He has also lost, you see,

Individuality ;

Perce the Partridge, named and

known,
With an ego all his own,

Disappears ; and in his place
There remains but " half-a-brace."

Situations to Suit all Ages.

"Lad\-Tyjiit (aged 1990) required for in-

Toicing department of We-t End wholemle

firm." Daily Paptr.

\V.iiit<xl, capable Person, about S rears of

age, to undertake alt household duties, country
.ce." Scottish Paper.

14DICK WHITTTSOTOS, 1990.

And, last of all, here is Dick WPhittingtoa,
otherwise known M Alderman Roll, Lort

Mayor of London ." Krwitny Paptr.

But for the headline we should never

have recognised him.
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The Beginner. "I HOPE TO HEAVEN I'VE GOT THE LABELS ON THE RIGHT STICKS, on I'M DONE I"

BEAU BEIMACOMBE.
" WELL, Uncle Tom," I said, leaning

over the gate,
" and what did you think

of London ?
"

On Monday morning Uncle Tom
Brimacombe had driven off in his trap
with his wife to the nearest station,

five miles away, and had gone up to

London for the first time in his life,

" to see about a legacy."
" Lunnon ! mai laife. It 's a vaine

plaace. Ai used 'think Awkeyampton
was a big town, but ai 'm harmed if

Lunnon dawn't beat un.
" As you knaw, Zur, us 'ad to get up

and gaw off "bout three in th' morn'n,
and us got upalong Lunnon 'bout tain.

Well, the waife knew 'er waay 'bout,

laike ; 'er 's bin to Plymouth 'fore now.
Zo when us gets out of the traain us

gaws inzaide a sort er caage what taakes

us down a 'awl in the ground. Ai was

fraightened out 'me laife.
'

Yer,' ai sez,
' wur be us gwaine then ?

'

" ' Dawn'ee ax no questions, me dyur,'
sez the waife,

' or ai '11 vorget ahl what
the guard in the traain tawld us.'
"
Well, baimbai the caage stops gwaine

down and us gets out, and ai 'm blawed
if us wadn't in a staation ahl below the

ground ! Then a traain comes out of

anither "awl, and befwer us 'ad zat down
proper inzaide un, 'er was off agaain,
'thout waitin' vur watter nor noth'n'.

Well, we zat us down and thur was

tu little maids a-vaacin' us what 'adn'

inwer'n lef school a yer'tu, und naw
zinner do they zet eyes on me than one

of 'n whispers zimmat to tither and tliey

bawth starts gazin' at my 'at and laaf'n'.

"
Well, ai stid it vur some taime and

at laast ai cuden' a-bear it naw longer,
so ai says to the waife,

' Fur whai they'm
laaf'n' then ? What 's wrong wi' my
'at?'

" ' Dawn'ee taake naw nawtice of

they,' 'er says.
' The little 'uzzies ought

to be at 'awm look'n' aafter the chicken,
'staid of gallivantin' about ahl bai thur-

salves. Yure 'at 's all raight.'
" Ai was wear'n' me awld squeer

brown bawlerat what ai wears to Laan-
son market on Zat'dys.

"
Well, zune us gets out, though ai

caan't tall'ee whur tu 'twas, and ai

caan't tall'ee what us did nither, vur
me 'aid was gwaine round an' round
and aachin' vit to burst. But us vound
the plaace us was aafter and saigned
ahl the paapers wur the man tawld us
tu. Then, when us gets outsaide, the

waife, 'er says,
'

Look'ee, me dyur,
thur 's a bit of graass and some trees ;

us '11 gawn zit down awver there and
eat our paasties.'

"
Maighty pwer graass 'twas tu, but

thur was seats, so us ait our paasties
thur, and us bawth started crai'in when
us bit into un. They zort 'er taasted
of 'awm, laike.

" Then ahl't once the waife, 'er says

Pon mai word, thur's a man taak'n

our vottygraft'.' And thur 'e was, tu,

with a black tarpaulin awver 'is 'aid !

Come away, me dyur,' says she;
' ai 'm not gwaine to paay vur naw

vottygraffs. Ai 'ad one done at Laan-

son 'oss shaw when ai w:as a gal, and

it faaded clean away insaide a twelve-

month.' Zo us gaws back along the

staation agaan and comes 'awm just in

taime to get the cows in.

"Well, next evenin' ai went down

along
' The Duke '

to tall 'em ahl 'bout

Lunnon, but when ai gets insaide they
ahl starts shout'n' and bangin' thur

mugs and waav'n the paaper at me.
' What 's come awver yu ?

'

ai axes un ;

'

yume ahl gone silly then ?
'

" '

Theym bin and put yure vottygraft'

in the paaper, Uncle,' says John Tonkin,
and 'awlds un out vur me to look. And
thur, sure 'nuff, 'twas, with the waife

in tu ! So ai gets un to let me cut'n

out and keep'n. Yur 'tis if 'eed laike

to see un."

Uncle Tom fumbled in his pocket,
drew out a cutting and handed it to me.

There surely enougli was a photo of

him and " the waife," sitting on a public

garden-seat eating pasties and under-

neath the legend
"SUITS YOUNG AND OLD ALIKE.

An old couple snapped in Hyde Park.

The gentleman, smart though elderly,

is seen wearing a brown model of The

Daily Mail hat."
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Tin;

AMONG the pass -tigers on thr

was a tall dark 111:111 with a black mous-
tache :ind \\ell-cut clothes who spent
most of his time walking the <!

reading alone in his chair Kvery ship
has such recluses, who often, ho
are on i he fringe of several sets, although
members of none. Hut this man re-

mained apart and, being so di-t.'p

and solitary, b< Mirally I he sub-

ject of comment and inquiry, even more
of conjecture. Ills name was easy to

discover from the plan of the table, but

we knew no more until little Mrs. King,
who is the best scout in the world,

;t the tidings.
"

I can't tell you much," she began

breathlessly; "but there 's something
frightfully interesting. Colonel Swift

knows ail about him. He met him
once in I'oona ;>nd tliey have mutual
friends. And ho\\ do you think he de-

scribed him ? He says he's the worst

liver in India."

There is no need to describe the sen-

sal ion created by this piece of informa-
tion. If the man bad set us guess-

ing before, he now excited a frenzy of

curiosity. The glad aews traversed the

ship like wind, brightening every eye;
at any rate every female eye. For,

though the good may have their reward

hero, it is beyond doubt that, if

public interest is any guerdon, the bad

get it on earth.

Show me a really bad man dark-

complexioned, with well-cut clothes and
a black moustache and I will show

you a hero
; a hero a little distorted, it is

true, but not much the less heroic for

that. Show me a notorious breaker of

male hearts and laws and so long as

she is si ill in business I will show yoO
a heroine; again a little distorted, but

with more than the magnetism of the

virtuous variety.
For the rest of the voyage the lonely

n ger wa s lonely only because he pre-
ferred to be, or \\as unaware of the agi-
tation which ho caused. People walked
for hours longer than they liked or even

led in order to have a chance of

passing him in his chair and scrutinis-

ing a.n'ain t ho features that masked such

depravity. For that they masked it

cannot be denied. A physiognomist
looking al him would have conceded a

certain ^loom, a trend towards intro-

spection, possibly a hypertrophied love

of self, but no more. Physiognon
\ er, can retire from the case, for

the\ :!<> as often wrong as band-writ-

ing experts. And if any havator had

been on Ixnird and had advanced such

a theory ho would have been as un-

popular as JONAH, for the man's wicked-

ness was not only a joy to us but a sup-

AFTER THE BALL.
" The Spirit of Jazz."

" TAXI !
"

Taxi-Driver. "
SORRY, Sin OLE NICK 'AS JVST COPPED UK."

port. Without it the voyage would

have been interminable.

What, we all wondered, had he done?
Had he-murdered as well as dest 1 1 >\

many happy homes ? Was he crooked

at cards? Our minds became acutely

active, but we could discover no more
because the old Colonel, the source of

knowledge, had fallen ill and was in-

visible.

Meanwhile the screw revolved, s

stakes were lost and won, deck sports

flourished, fancy-dress dances were held,

concerts wereendured, aColonial Bishop
addressed us on Sunday mornings and

the tall dark man with the black mous-

tache and different suits of well-cut

clothes sat in his chair and passed

serenely from one OPPEXHKIM to an-

other as though no living person were

within leagues.
It was not until we were actually in

port that the Colonel recovered and I

came into touch with him. Standing

by the rail we took advantage of the

liberty to speak together, which on a

ship such propinquity sanctions. After

we had exchanged a few remark-* about

the clumsiness of the disembarking

arrangements I referred to the man of

"id turpitude, and a<ked for

particulars of some of his milder

offences.

Why ; ippose him -such a

blackguard '.'

"
ho asked.

.t surely
"

I began, a little

disconcerted.

He's a man," the Colonel con-

tinued,
" that evervone should be sorry

for. He 's a wreck, and lie
'

going home
now probably to receive his death sen-

This was a promising phrase and I

cheered up a little, but only for a moment.
!nt poor devil," said the Colonel,

" as I told Mrs. King earlier in th-

us the worst liver in India."
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A VACILLATING POLICY.

i.l }\',iniiwt iKjniuxt dfulintj with Disreputable Companies.)

\Vnr.s tin' Man of Insurance made his rounds

I " covered
"
my house for a thousand pounds ;

Then someone start od a fire in the grounds

At the end of a wild carouse.

The building was burnt
;

I made my claim

And tlio Man of Insurance duly came.

Said lie,
"
Always

Our Company pays
Without any fuss or grouse;

But your home was rotted from drains to flues ;

I therefore offer you as your dues

Seven hundred pounds or, if you choose,

A better and brighter house."

I took the money ;
I need not say

What abuse I hurled at his head that day;

But, when he began in his artful way
To talk of Insurance (Life),

And asked me to take out a policy for

My conjugal partner, my cardium cor,
" No, no," said I,
" If my spouse should die

\Ve should enter again into strife ;

You would come and say at the funeral,
'

Sir,

Your wife was peevish and plain ;
for her

I offer six hundred or, if you prefer,

A better and brighter wife.'
"

THE HAPPY GAEDENEE.
(K.i tracts from a Synthetic Diary a la mode.)

November llth. Now is the time to plant salsify, or the

vegetable oyster, as it has been aptly named from its crus-

tacean flavour so dear to herbaceous boarders. This may
be still further accentuated by planting it in soil containing
lime, chalk or other calcareous or sebaceous deposits.

Hedgehogs are now in prime condition for baking, but it

is desirable to remove the quills before entrusting the animal
to the oven. But the hedgehog .cannot be cooked until he
is caught, and his capture should not be attempted without

strong gloves. Those recently invented by Lord THANET
are fat the best for the purpose. It is a moot point among
culinary artists whether the hedgehog should be served en
casserole or in coquilles; but these are negligible "details

when you are steeped in the glamour of pale gold from a

warm November sun, and mild air currents lag over the level

leagues where the water is but slightly crimped and the

alighting heron is lost among the neutral tints that envelop
him. . . .

Though the sun's rays are not now so fervent as they
were in the dog-days, gardening without any headgear is

dangerous, especially in view of the constant stooping. For
the protection of the medulla nothing is better than the
admirable hat recently placed on the market by the benevo-
lent enterprise of a great newspaper. But an effective

substitute can be improvised out of a square yard of linoleum
lined with cabbage-leaves and fastened with a couple of

safety-pins.
As the late Sir ANDKEW CLARK remarked in a luminous

phrase, Nature forgives but she never forgets. The com-
plete gardener should always aim (unlike the successful

journalist) at keeping his head cool and his feet warm
; and

here again the noble enterprise of a newspaper lias provided
the exact desideratum in its happily-named Corkolio de-
tachable soles, which are absolutely invaluable when roads
are dark and ways are foul, when the reeds are sere, when

all the flowers have gone and the carrion-crow from the

vantage of a pollard utters harsh notes of warning to all the

corvine company round about ....
Shod with Corkolio the happy gardener can defy these

sinister visitants and ply the tak of "heeling over" broccoli

towards the north with perfect impunity.
The ravages of stag-beetles, a notable feature of late

seasons, and probably one of the indirect but none the less

disastrous results of the Land Valuation policy of the PRIME

MINISTER, can be kept down by leaving bowls of caviare

mixed with molasses in the places which they most frequent.

This conipound reduces them speedily to a comatose condi-

tion, in which they can be safely exterminated with the

aid of the patent hot-air pistolette (price five guineas) re-

cently invented by a director of one of the journals already
alluded to.

But tout lasse, tout casse, tout passe ;
and while the king-

fisher turns his sapphire back in the sun against the lemon-

yellow of the willow leaves, and the smouldering russet of

the oak-crowns succeeds to the crimson of the beeches and

the gold of the elms, we shall do well to emulate the serene

magnanimity of Nature and console ourselves with the re-

flection that the rural philosopher, if only assured of a sym-

pathetic hearing in an enlightened Press and provided with

a suitable equipment by the ingenuity of its directors, may
contemplate the vagaries of tyrannical misgovernment with

fortitude and even felicity.

A SAETOEIAL TRAGEDY.
["To bo fashionable one must have the waist so narrow that there

is a strain upon the second button when the jacket is fastened."

Note 011 Men's Dress.]

GARBED in the very height and pink of fashion,

To-day I sallied forth to greet my fair,

Nursing within my ardent heart a passion
I long had had a craving to declare

;

Being convinced that never would there fall so

Goodly a chance again, I mused how she

Was good and kind and beautiful, and also

Expecting me to tea.

And after tea I stood before her, feeling
Now was the moment when the maid would melt,

My buttoned jacket helpfully revealing
The graces of a figure trimly svelte,

But, all unworthy to adorn a poet
Who 'd bought it fora fabulous amount,

Just as I knelt to put the question, lo, it

Popped on its own account.

The button, dodging my attempts to hide it,

Rolled to her very feet and rested there,

And when I laid my loving heart beside it

She only smiled at that incongruous pair

Smiled, then in contrite pity for the gloomy
Air that I wore of one whose chance is gone,

Promised that she would be a sister to me
And sew the button on.

A Test of Endurance.
"The dancing will commence at 9 p.m. and conclude at 2 p.m.

Anyone still wanting tickets may procure same at the Victoria."

East African Paper.

For ourselves, after seventeen hours' continuous dancing,
we shall not want any more tickets.

From a parish magazine :

"A nation will not remain virulent which destroys the barriers

which protect the Sunday."
We are all for protecting the Sunday, but we don't want
to remain virulent. It is a terrible dilemma.
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SITUATION : Burglar caught red-lianded.

Woman. "THE SOKCK o' THE FELLEB ! 'E PRETENDED TO BE MY 'TSBAND AHD CALLED OUT,
ONLY ME.' IT WAS THE WOHD ' DABLIN' ' WOT GIVE 'iM AWAY."

iT'l ALL BIGHT, DARUX' IT
'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN looking at the title-page of John Seneschal's Margaret

(HODDER AND STOUGHTON) no lover of good stories but will

be saddened by the reflection that the superscription,
"
by

AGNES and EGEBTON CASTLE," is there seen for the last

time. The double signature, herald of how much pleasure
in the past, is here attached to a cheerfully improbable but

well-told tale of the after-war about a returned soldier who
was mistaken for his dead fellow-prisoner and hailed as son,

heir and fiance by the different members of the welcoming

group in the home that wasn't his. The descriptions of

this home, by the way a house whose identification will

be easy enough for those who know the beautiful North-

Dorset country are as good as any part of the book. If you

protest that the resulting situation is not only wildly im-

probable but becoming a stock-in-trade of our novelists, I

must admit the first charge, but point out that the authors

here secure originality by making the deception an unin-

tended one. John Tempest, who in the hardships of his

escape has lost memory of his own identity, never ceases

to protest that he is at least not the other John for whom
the members of the Seneschal family persist in taking him

a twist that makes for piquancy if hardly for added prob-

ability. However, the inevitable solution of the problem

provides a story entertaining enough, though not, I think,

one that will obliterate your memory of others, incomparable,

from hands to which we all owe a debt of long enjoyment.

I read Iniskeeny (METHCEX), as I believe I have read

every story by the same hand, at one sitting. Whoso was
the hand I will ask you to guess. Characters : one Church
of Ireland parson, drily humorous, as narrator ; one lively
heroine with archu'ological father, hunting for relics; one

schoolboy; one young and over-zealous R.I.C. officer on the

look-out for concealed arms ; poachers, innkeepers, peasants,
etc. Action, mostly amphibious, passes between the main-

land of Western Ireland and a small islet off the coast.

Will the gentleman who said " GEORGE A. BIRMINGHAM "

kindly consider himself entitled to ten nuts ? I suppose it

was the mention of an islet that finally gave away my simple
secret. Mr. " BIRMINGHAM

"
is one of the too few authors

who understand what emotion an island of the proper size

and right distance from the coast can raise in the human
breast. Inisheeny delightfully fulfilled every condition in

this respect ;
not to mention sheltering an illicit still and

being the home of Keltic treasure. Precisely in fact the

right kind of place, and the sort of story that hardly any-
one can put down unfinished. I am bound to add that,

perhaps a hundred pages from the actual end, the humour
of the affair seems to lose spontaneity and become forced.

But till the real climax of the tale, the triumphant re-

turn of the various hunters from Inisheeny, I can promise
that you will find never a dull page.

There were moments in The Headland (

when, with Roma Lennox, the "companion" and heroine, I

"
shivered, feeling that London, compared with the old
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house on the Headland and the family inhabiting it, was a

clean place with a clear atmosphere and inhahited by
robust, sane, straightforward persons. You felt homesick."

Cornwall is notoriously inhabited by queer people, and the

I't-tiilruyon family was not merely queer but hereditarily

rotten and decadent : the old father, who burns a valuable

old book of his own to appease his violent temper; the

granddaughter a kleptomaniac ; the son of forty addicted to

hideous cruelties. Unpleasant but well drawn, all of them.

Mrs. C. A. DAWSON SCOTT has powerfully suggested the

atmosphere of the strange and tragic household, mourning
its dead mistress ; and she understands the peculiar quality
of the Cornish people and the Cornish seas. I have not read

her other novels, but, if she will promise to wrestle witli

one or two rather irritating mannerisms, I will promise to

look out for her next one. I have no prejudice against the

Wellsian triplet of dots, but really Mrs. SCOTT does overdo
it. And a good deal of her quite penetrating psycho-
thingummy was spoiled for me by her trick of conveying
nearly every impres-

'

sion and reflection of

her characters through
an impersonal

"
you

"

or " one." This means
an economy of words
and for a short time a

certain vividness, but it

soon becomes tedious.

One knows what a

tangle you get into if

one starts using
" one's"

and "
you's

"
in your

letters ; and you find

that the author has
been caught once or

twice. However, the

story is good enough
to survive that.

WORRIES OJP THE MIDDLE AGES.
Mounted Gentleman (who has come to grief in a morass). "!F I ESCHM THIS

PERIL I SUPPOSE I SHALL HAVE TO BUILD A CHURCH HERE AS A THANK-OFFER-
ING. AN ILL SITE, I FEAR."

The title of The Lady
of The Lawn (JENKINS)
has " the ornament of

alliteration," but be-

yond that there doesn't
seem to be any parti-
cular reason why Mr. W. EILEY should have chosen it.

Certainly in his story there is an old lady who spendsmore of the winter on a lawn than any old lady of my
acquaintance could ba induced to, even with rugs and a
summer-house to make up for the comforts of the fireside

;

but Miss Barbara and her site really have not so much to
do with the tale as its title seems to imply. The love affairs
of a young officer who, while blind from wounds, fell in love
with his nurse to the extent of becoming engaged to her
and didn't recognise her when they met again, are Mr
KILEY'S real concern. Eric, who is quite as priggish as his
name suggests, falls in love with his sweetheart, as a lady
f leisure, all over again, and goes through agonies of re-

morse on account of his own faithlessness to her as a nurse
Marion or Constance, for she uses two names to help the
confusion lets him suffer a while for the good of his soul

> happy ending, the promise of which is breathed
from every line of the book, is duly brought about. His
publisher asserts that "

there is no living author who writes

rthf S^ft f
s df9 Mr - ElLEY/> : daresay he is q^te

ght but at.least as far as the present book is concerned Idon t thmk that I should have bothered to mention it.

Those-and I suspect they are many whose first real

enthusiasm for ABRAHAM LINCOLN was kindled by Mr. JOHJ,
DRINKWATER'S romantic morality play can profitably take

up Mr. IRVING BACHELLEB'S A Manfor the Ages (CONSTABLE)
for an engaging account of the early days of the greai
Democrat. They will forgive a certain flamboyance aboul
the author's preliminaries. Hero-worship, if the hero be

worthy, is a very pardonable weakness, and they shoult

certainly admire the skill and humour with which he has
patched together, or invented where seemly, the story o:

lanky ABE, with his axeman's skill, his immense physical
strength, his poor head for shopkeeping, his passion foi

books, his lean purse and "
shrinking pants," his wit, courage

and resource. A romance of reasonable interest and plausi-
bility is woven round young LINCOLN'S story. Perhaps
Mr. BACHELLER makes his hero speak a little too senten-

tiously at times, and certainly some of his other folk say
queer things, such as,

" What so vile as a cheap aristocracy,
growing up in idleness, too noble to be restrained, with
every brutal passion broad-blown as flush as May ?

" What
"""

indeed ! The picture of

pioneering America in

the thirties is a fresh

and interesting one.

To few of those who
visit Switzerland, with
its incomparable moun-
tains, can it have oc-

curred that, once a man
is kept there against
his will, it can be a

prison as damnable as

any other ; possibly even
more damnable by rea-
son of those same inevi-

table mountains. Brit-
ish prisoners of war in-

terned there knew that.

Mr. E. O. PHOWSE, in

A Gift of the Dusk
(COLLINS), speaks with
subtle penetration for

those other prisoners,
interned victims of the

. dreadful malady. Of
necessity he writes sadly; but yet he writes as a very
genial philosopher, permitting himself candidly

"
just that

little cynicism which helps to keep one tolerant." He is
of the old and entertaining school of sentimental travellers,
but he is far from being old-fashioned. The story running
through his observations and modern instances is so frail and
delicate a thing that I hesitate to touch it and to risk dis-

turbing its bloom. All readers, save the very young and
the very old, will do well to travel with him, from CharingCross (" I have a childlike fondness for trains. I like to be
in them, I like to see them go by ") to the peaceful, almost
happy end, at the mountain refuge by the valley of the
Rhone. They will not regret an inch of the way ; and they
will derive some very positive enjoyment from the picture
of that most melancholy hotel where the story is set.

A New Safety Model.
"Lady's strong cycle, 23-in. frame, 28 wheels." Cycling.

From an account of the M.C.C. team's match at Colombo :

"When the unlucky thirteen was reached, Hobbs, who was sleeping
lely, fell to a great catch at mid-on by Gunasekera." Ceylon Paper.

Happily HOBBS appears to have waked up when he got to
Australia.
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CHARIVARIA.
No sooner had the League of Nations

met at Geneva than news came of the

>rn<ling retirement of Mr. CiiMu.ir.

jHAi'MN. We never seem to bo able

o keep more than one Great Idea going
vt a time.

Have you read Mrs. Asquith's
iook ?

"
asks an evening paper ad ver-

isoment. " Wliat hook?" may we ask.
* *

" In our generation," says Dean LNGK,
' there are no groat men." It is said

Jiat Sir Euio GEDDEB
.his lying down.

will not take

Since the Gloomy Dean's address at

Wigmore Hall it in sug-

ested that the world

should be sold to defray

ixpenses while there is

fet time.

" After all," says an evening |m|>M-.
"the Coalition is only human." 'ihr

. however, is not quite so sure
about it. ^ ^

*

It is aaid that Mr. BOTTOMLKY is

about to make a powerful announce-
ment to the effect that the present year
will be nearly all over by Christmas.

# *
*

In connection with the Ministry of

Health Mill, we read, not a penny <>f

additional expenditure or expense will

fall on the ratepayer or taxpayer.

People are now wondering whether the

Government thought of that one them-
selves. ^ ^

Balls made of newspapers soaked in

-i. M-M times. Indued it is under -

M.,-| that he has only to say
" Seaaon

"

to be admitted to any police-court

... ...

" What is wanted to-

lay," says Mr. H. M.

RIODEN,
"

is a Destruc-

tion of Pests Bill."

Jaded Householder
"

writes to say that when
,his becomes law any-

aody can have the name
of his rate-collector.

'M. RHALLIS, the new
Greek Premier," says
The- Evening News,

"
is

a regular reader of The

Daily Mail." We had

felt all along he was
one of us. ... t

Dendrology," says
a contemporary, "is an

admirable pursuit for women.

"SHALL I DUST THIS BBICKT-BBACK, MUM?"
"NOT TO-DAY, NORAH. I DON'T THINK WE CAM AFTOBD IT.

We
seem to remember, however, that one

of the earliest female arboriculturists

made a sad mess of it.

w *
t

According to the U.S.A. Bureau of

Standards the pressureof the jaw during
mastication is eleven tons to the square
inch. If this is propaganda work on

behalf of the United States' bacon in-

dustry we regard it as particularly
crude.

A Sioux City millionaire is said to

have paid two hundred pounds for a

goat. He claims that it is the only

thing in Iowa that has whiskers and

isn't thirsty. * *
*

"Mr. Graham Bell, the inventor of

the telephone, has just visited Edin-

burgh, his birthplace, after an absence

of fifty years," says a news item. We
can only say that if he invented our

telephone he had reason to keep away.

oil are said to be a good substitute for

coal. It seems as if newspapers are

determined to get a good circulation

somehow.

Cars that run into four figures were

to be seen at many stands at the recent

Motor Show. In the ordinary way
motor-cars run into as many figures as

get in their way.

'

Pussyfoot beaten,"
headline. We hear, however, that lie

M'. ii.U to have another try when th>

water-rate is not quite so high.
* c

A Streatham youth ha* been fined

illingn for cauning a disturbance

by imitating a cat at night. He Mid

everything would have gone off well if

somebody had not made a noise like a

policeman. * $

"All men are cowards," declare* a

lady-writer in a weekly journal.
it should be remembered that one of us

married the lady who
is now known as " Mrs.

Orundy."
*

In describing a storm

a local paper recently
stated that waves
seventy feet high lashed

themselves to fury

against the rocks,

have always been given
to understand that
waves never exceed fif-

teen foet.but we suppose
everything has gone up
since the War.

V
When is the Gov-

ernment going to com-

mence operations in

connection with

Channel Tunnel ?
"
asks

a correspondent in a

daily paper. We under-

stand that unles-

Knglish homing rabbit,

recently released at Calais, puts in an

appearance on this side once again, tin-

idea will lie abandoned as impracticable.

High Life Below Stain.

Hood Laundrau wanted, titled lady."
IritM 1'aprr.

This is what results from washing

dirty linen in public.

v
It appears that the man who was

knocked down in Charing Cross Road

by a motor-scooter was one of the

middle class, and so could not afford to

have it done properly by a motor-car.

It is rumoured that a Radical paper

is about to offer a prize of one hundred

pounds for the best design for a Daily

Mail halo. $ *

A man charged at the Guildhall ad-

mitted that lie had been convicted

"L'AMITIK KRANCO-A
Us Tfc-fcoiujni* DO moi Oooe I" A

M. Mll-IJMAHD."

The attention of the POSTMABTKB-GKX-

BBAL should be drawn to the unusually

long delay in delivery.

"The Rat Catcher then aid Look behind.'

I looked behind, and there on the teat wa

strapped Urger cko. Thi contained 145

live rodenta." Local Paptr.

And now tbe pie with tho four-and-

twenty blackbirds must also take a

back seat.

VOL. CLIX.
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BELLES OF THE BALL

A i OOTJIALL eleven composed of work-

girls from a Lancashire factory recently

journeyed to Paris to play a team of

French female footballers. With wo-
men forcing an entry into the ranks of

minor professions, such as the Law and

Politics, it is doubtful if even the sacred

precincts of professional football can

now be considered safe, and Mr. Punch
wonders if he may soon find himself

reading in the Sporting Columns of the

lYr^s paragraphs something in the

nature (if the following:

Kitty Golightly, who has the repu-
tation of being one of the fastest young
women seen in London this season, has
now definitely thrown in her lot with
the Tottenham Hotstuff. Her forward
work is likely to cause something in

the nature of a sensation.

The dropping of Hilda Smith from
the League team of Newcastle United
has been much criticised by football

enthusiasts throughout the country.
NVi> are, however, in a position to state

that there has been trouble between
Hilda Smith and the Newcastle Direc-
tors for some time past. It appears that

Newcastle's brilliant full-back objected
to wearing the Newcastle jersey, on the

plea that its sombre colour-scheme did
not suit her complexion. She pointed
out that Fanny Robinson, the New-
castle goal-keeper, wore an all-red jersey
and that, as the shade chosen was
most becoming to anyone with dark
hair, she (Hilda Smith) claimed the right
to wear red also. The Newcastle
Directors replied that under the laws
of the Football Association the goal-
keeper is required to wear distinctive
colours from the rest of the team.
That being so, Hilda Smith would only
consent to turn out in future on con-
dition that she should play in goal, and
as the club management would not
agree to displacing Fanny Robinson
the only thing to be done was to leave
Hilda Smith out of the side entirely.

* * *

What would have been a very seri-
ous misfortune to the team chosen to
represent England in the forthcoming
International against Wales has only
just been averted. But for the common-
sense and good feeling of all concerned,
Dolly Brown, the English captain,
might have found herself

assisting the
Welsh side instead of her own country's
eleven. Not long ago this brilliant back
became engaged to a Welsh gentleman
from Llanfairfechan and the wedding
had been fixed for Thursday next
Under the present state of the British
Constitution a married woman takes on

the nationality of her husband, and ha

the marriage been solemnized befor

the International Match on Saturda

Dolly Brown would have been ineligibl

for England and available for Wales
On this being pointed out to her sh

at once consented to postpone her mar
riago, like the patriotic sportswomai
she is, and in the meantime legislatioi
is to be rushed through both Houses o

Parliament to alter the absurd state o

the law and retain for England thi

services of one of the finest backs tha
ever fouled a forward.

* * *

Mr. Ted Hustler, the popular chair
man of the Villa North End Club, hai.

been away from home for some days
rumour being strong in his native cit 1

that he has gone to Scotland after Jennii

Macgregor. On our representative call

ing at Mr. Hustler's house this morning
to inquire if it really were true tha:

Mr. Hustler has for a long time had his

eye on Jennie Macgregor, Mrs. Hustler
the charming wife of the chairman
was understood to reply that she woult
like to catch him at it.

* *

The regrettable incident at Stamford

Bridge on Saturday last, when Gertie
Swift was sent off the field by the
referee, is to our mind yet another

example of the misguided policy of the

League management. Gertie Swift was
strongly reprimanded by Mr. G. H.
Whistler, the official in charge of the
match, for an alleged offence. Gertie
Swift retorted. Mr. Whistler warned
her. Gertie again retorted. Mr. Whistler
then ordered Gertie to retire from the
game. Whilst we quite agree that a
referee must exercise a strong control
it is perfectly obvious that no self-

respecting .woman player is going to
allow any mere man to have the last
word

; and the sooner the Football Asso-
ciation realise this and dispense with
the services of all male referees the
better for the good of the game.

Our arrangements for a full report of
the English Cup Final are now com-
pleted. Our fashion experts are to

journey to London with both teams, and
a detailed description of the hats and
travelling costumes worn by the players
will appear in an extra special edition
of this paper. We understand that the
two rival elevens are to turn out in silk

jumpers knitted in correct club colours
by the players' own fair hands during
the more restful periods of their stren-
uous training.

A Casual Family.
''Small house or flat required; one child

(off hand) ; any district." Daily Paper.

INCREASED OUTPUT.
(.1 comparative study of incentives to

labour.)
THE miner's rule is not for me ;

These manual jobs I always shun ;

In the bright realm of Poesy
My thrilling daily task is done.

My songs are wild with beauty. This
is one.

Yet has the miner, not the bard,
A life that runs in pleasant ways ;

His labour may be pretty hard,
But, when compared with mine, it

pays.
Scant the reward of my exhausting days.

I bear no grudge. I don't object
To watch his wages soaring high,

If, as I 'm told, we may expect
To see him resolutely ply

His task with greater vigour. So must I.

Up, Muse, and get your wings un-
furled!

My rhymes at double speed must
flow;

Now, from this hour, the astonished
world

Must see my output daily grow,
why ? I want some coal a ton

or so.

Coal is my greatest need, the crest
And pinnacle of my desires

;

And as I toil with feverish zest
'Twill be the dream of blazing fires

That spurs metorny labour and inspires-.

I wonder if the miner too
Has visions in his dark abyss

Which urge him on to hack and hew
That he may so achieve the bliss

Of buying great and deathless songs
(like this).

Commercial Candour.

Notice in a Canadian book-shop :

"It often happens that you are unable to
btain just the book you want. We specialise
i this branch of book-selling."

"Observing a straw stack on fire opposite
er house a woman removed her baby from
ic bath and poured the bath water on to the
aines." Evening Paper.

What we admire is her presence of
nind in first removing the baby.

Mr. and Mrs. John wish to return
rateful thanks to all who so kindly contri-
uted to their lato great loss by theft."

Local Paper.

\lways be polite to burglars. You never
now when they may call again.

We understand that Smith minor,
'ho in an examination paper wrote
largot, instead of margo, as the Lathi
or " the limit," has been reprimanded
everely by his master.
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THE LAST STRAW.

-NOW WHICH HUMP HAD THIS BETTER GO ON?"

V ALL THE SAME TO ME. IT-S BOUND TO BREAK MY BACK ANYHOW
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Old Josh (who has just purchased stamp).
" WOULD YER MIND A-STICKIN' OF IT ON FOB ME, MISSIE ? Oi BAIN'T NO SCHOLARD."

UNAUTHENTIC IMPRESSIONS.
III. SIB EBIC GEDDES.

WHICH is boyhood's commonest am-
bition, to run away to sea or to be some-

thing on a railway line? And how
few, when they are grown up, find that

they have realised either of these de-

sires ! The present Minister of Trans-

port has freely confessed to his inti-

mates that more than once, when he
was floating paper-boats in his bath or

climbing a tree in the garden to look
out for icebergs from the crow's-nest,
lie felt in his child's heart that water
was the ultimate quest, the adventure,
the gleam. And yet for many a long
year railways entranced and enslaved
him. Often he would sit for hours, for-

getful of the griddle cakes rapidly being
burnt to a cinder, and gaze at the puffs
of steam coming from the spout of the
kettle or the quick vibrations of its lid,

planning in his mind some greater and
better engine that should be known
perhaps as The Snorting Eric, and be
enshrined ill glass on Darlington plat-
form.

Once, when he had bought a small
model stationary engine and the methy-
lated spirit lamp had by some accident

set fire to the carpet, he was found after

the conflagration had subsided stand-

ing serenely amongst the wreckage.
When challenged as to its cause,

" I

cannot tell a lie," he replied calmly ;

" I did it with my little gadget." A
few months later he and the present
Ambassador of Great Britain at Wash-
ington had constructed a double line

of miniature tracks, which connected
all the rooms on the ground floor of

the house and considerably interfered

with the parlourmaid's duties. It was
known to the family as the Great
Auckland Railway. Another favourite

hobby of the young engineer was to

lie on his back and watch the spider
spin her web, comparing the results

with a railway map of Great Britain.

It was seldom that he went to bed
without having learnt at least a page
of Bradshaw by heart.

Going from strength to strength this

apparently dreamy lad had climbed the

giddy rungs of fame until, at the out-
break of war, he stood with the ball at
his feet and the title of Deputy General

Manager of the N.E.R. It was he who
had invented the system whereby the
handle of the heating apparatus in rail-

i way carriages could be turned either to

OFF or ON without any consequent in-

filtration of steam, thereby saving

passengers from the peril of deatli by
suffocation. It was he who, thumping
the table with an iron fist, had insisted

vehemently that caged parrots tra-

velling in the rack should, if capable
of speech, be compelled to pay the full

fare. It was he who effected one of

the greatest economies that the line had
ever known by using rock-cakes which
had served their term of years in the.

refreshment-room as a substitute for

the keys which hold the metals of the

permanent way in their chairs.

In the summer of 1914 he was about
to adopt a patent device for connecting
the official notices in compartments
with gramophones concealed under the

seats in such a way that when humour-
ists had by dint of much labour made
the customary emendations, such as " IT

IS DANGEROUS TO LEAP OUT OF THE

WINDOWS," " To STOP THE liAIN PULL
DOWN THE CHAIN

"
and " To EAT FIVE

PERSONS ONLY," a loud and merry peal
of laughter should suddenly hail the

completed masterpiece.

Armageddon supervened, and the rest

of Sir ERIC GEDDES' career is history.
When a new and sure hand was needed
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at the Admiralty, Mr. LLOYD
was not long in milking the only suit-

able choice. Sir Kiur (ii:m>i:s' blull

hearty manner, positively smacking
despite his inhiiiil training, of all that
a viking ought to smack of, had
marked him out as the ideal rulrr o:

the King's Navy, and his nanio was
soon known and feared wherever the

seagull dips its wing. Underneath the

hree/y extorior lay an iron will, liko a

precipitato in a tonic for neurasthenia,
and scarcely had ho hoarded the famous

building in Whitehall and mounted his

quarter-dock (Naval terras are always
used at the Admiralty, the windows

being called "
port-holes

"
and the stair

cases the "
companion ") than victory

hegan to crown the arms of the Senior
Service.

But peace no less than war finds an
outlet for the energies of the old sea-

dog, and the veriest hint of a railway
strike linds him ready with flotillas ol

motor lorries in commission and him-
self in his flag char-a-banc, aptly named
the Queen of Eryx, at their head.

Lever, niarlin-spike or steering wheel,
it is all one to the brain which can co-

ordinate squadrons as easily as rolling-

stock, to the man who is now some
times known as the Stormy Petrol of

the Cabinet. Yet even so the sailor is

strongest in him still. It is not

generally known that Sir ERIC has

already cocked his weather eye at our
inland waterways as an auxiliary line

of defence in case of need. Experience
has taught him that it is even now
quicker to travel, let us say, from
Boston (Lines.) to Wolverhampton, by
river and canal than by rail, and the

future may yet see Thames, Trent and
Severn churned to foam by motor

barges of incredible rapidity, distribut-

ing the nation's food supplies.
This is one of the things that the

Ministry of Transport has, so to say,

up its sleeve, and is alone a sufficient

answer to those who suggest that this

Ministry has outlived its hour. There
is a grim Norse spirit amongst its

officials, inspired perhaps by their chief-

tain's name, and already the plans for

a first-class Pullman galley are under

way. As LONGFELLOW sings :

" Never saw the wild North Sea
Such a gallant company

Sail its billows blue ;

Never, while they cruised and quarrelled,
Old King Gorm or Blue Tooth Harold,
Owned a ship so well apparelled,

Boasted such a crew." K.

" Mr. P. G. H. Fender, the Surrey cricket

captain who has gone out with the M.C.C.
team to Australia, is preparing a book on the

tour, for which he has chosen the title ot
'

Defending the Ashes.'
"

Weekly Paper.

Quite the proper function for a FENDER.

Tailor (to yokel who )uu brougJU suit back). "WHAT'S WROXH? Dos'T TUKT FIT?"
Yokel. "OH, AY, THEY 111 ALL RIGHT, HIT (lmtmg to faihioH-plattl) WOr'g tkE

O' THEY PICTUUES IP YOU HAIN'T QO1K' TO DIOK BY fX."

ELFIN TENNIS.
ONCE in a fold of the hill I caught

them
All by my lone was I

Out on tho downs one night in Autumn,
Under a moonlit sky.

There on a smooth little green rectangle

Sparkled the lines of dew ;

Over the court with their wings
a-spangle

Four little fairies flew ;

Skeleton leaves in their hands for

racquets

(All in a ring around

Brownies and elves in their bright

green jackets
\Vat t-lied from the rising ground).

Then, as I crept up close for clearer

Sight of the Fairy Queen,
Oberon, throned on a toadstool near her.

Carolled out " Love fifteen."

Over a net of the fairies' knitting

(Fine-spun gossamer thread)

Smallest of tiny puff-balls flitting

Hither and thither sped.

So for a minute I watched them, shrink-

ing
Low in the gorse-bush shu

Then, like a mortal fool unthinking.
Shouted aloud, Well played !

"

Right in the midst of an elfin rally
Sudden I stood alone ;

Far away over the distant valley
Fairies and elves had flown.
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A D'ANNUNZIO DIALOGUE.

[From which will be perceived not only that telep

Ml It-twiTii Finnic and Lucerne, but also

League <
,,,t, ewee -

,

,v out <.f thr difliculty with Greece if only the

Nat,, ns \vill utilise the instrument that lies to their hand.]

/) Innunzw (testily).
Hello, Lucerne ! Hello ! Is that the

Greek KINCI?

Confound this buz/ ! Is that you, Two >

Kin,,> me. Speaking.

What do you want ? I 'm packing up my grip.

;/ -I H D'ANNUNZIO speaks. Attend the trumpet's lip.

Snatching a few brief moments, CONSTANTINE,

Out of my business morning eight to nine,

Composing epic poems ;
nine to one,

Consolidating our position in the sun

(Sweet Alexandrine!), breakfast, bath and post,

A raid or two on the Dalmatian coast,

Speeches, parades and promulgating laws

Which, being published to my followers, cause

Loud cries of " Author !

"
and sustained applause ;

Such is the round of toil that leaves not limp

Fiume's favoured Pontifex et Imp.
I thought I 'd ring you up.

King Con. Well, well, what is it ?

D'Anti. I hear you are proposing to revisit

Athens.

Kiiuj Con. Well, if I am, what 'a that to you?
D'Ann. This, that, whilst gazing at the local blue

The other day, I hit upon the plan
Of conquering the Mediterranean,

Including the ^Egean and the finer

Portions, most probably, of Asia Minor,

And holding them as provinces beneatli

Fiume and my own imperial wreath.

King Con. Go on, then, dash you.
D'Ann. I shall soon begin ;

But I decline to have you butting in.

Tyrants there still may be, but not the sort

Discarded from a philo-Teuton Court ;

The tolerant warmth that sheds a kind of lustre

Over a stout Ausonian filibuster

Does not extend to thoroughly bad bats

Like abdicated Hellene autocrats.

And, if the Allies feel some slight reserve

About resisting your confounded nerve,

I, GABBIELE, do not. You may be

A kind of subject satrap under me ;

If not, look out. You shall have cause to know
The singing eagles of D'ANNUNZIO.

KiiKj Con. I '11 think it over.

D'Ann. Do so swiftly then
;

Meanwhile good morning ; I must see some
men

Also the Muse. She waits upon my pen.

[Rings off

______^__^__ EVOE.

THE SNIPER.

Brackley is a good fellow, but I loathe him.

How would you like it if you were tied to work and

every now and then a man came up to you in your club

and said,
" Old man, do come away with me to the Pyrenees

uid shoot jurnmel," or "Can't you spare a month, old

ellow, to come stalking ibex in Montenegro with me?"
>r

" Look here, you 're just the chap I want to run over

o Alaska with me for a pot at the grizzlies" ?

Just a, fortnight ago Brackley came and told me of a

lelightful rough shooting he had rented in an obscure

jorner of Ireland. According to him it was a congested

,nipe area. You could not see the pools for wild-duck. The

lonking of wild-geese kept one awake at night. The

Irawback to the estate was that you were always tripping
ver hares.

"You won't be safe there," I said to Brackley.
"I'm safe anywhere," said Brackley. "Work it on

system. In Arabia send the mullah a bottle of brandy.

On the Continent stand the local mayor a bottle of wine.

~.n Ireland ask the priest up to drink whiskey with you in

;he evening. So long as the authorities have their thirst

elieved there 's never trouble. Now just come for a fort-

night. There '11 be crowds of snipe. I 'm told there are

woodcock too."

I was adamant.
"
Well," sighed Brackley,

" I '11 send you a card to say
low I get on."

When his postcard arrived it ran :

"To-day
"
BalUnognib.

"How many cocktails are there? 'William,' the mixer at the

Royal Automobile lub, who was for eayrs at the Hotel ecil, state

that he can produce some 70 varieties without repeating himself."

Daily Paper.

And did the author of the above paragraph try them all ?

" Towards the conclusion of the meeting Miss Dolly sang tin

solo 'The City of Light* in a very able style, and, as Mr. men
tioned in a vote of thanks, which he proposed, seconded and supported
to the Chairman, speaker, accompanist, and soloist, she excellec

herself." Local Paper.

We understand that the Gasworkers' Union has remon
stratcd with the orator on his excessive output.

Ten brace snipe.
One brace partridge.
Nine hares.

Four landrail.

Three wild-duck.

One wo.Klccck.

; What ho!"

Isn't that an aggravating card to get when you are deep
m the most elusive and trying chase of all the money
bunt ?

I wrote Brackley a scornful postcard :

" Go on with your baleful schemes. Wallow in slaughter.
Eoll in blood. Devastate the district. As an honest

hard-working Englishman I regard you with utter con-

tempt."

Three days later Brackley slapped me on the back in our

club.

"What are you doing here?" I said. "Don't tell me
the snipe have gone on strike."

" All your fault," lie grumbled.
" About half-an-hour

after I got your infernal postcard six outsize Eepublican
soldiers called on me and gave me just ten minutes to get
a car and drive to the station. I told them what a silly

fool you were and that it was one of your wretched jokes ;

but you can't expect an Irishman to see a joke. I tried to

explain it
;

I said that you referred to my exploits as a

sniper; and they replied that sniping was their department
and nobody else's.

" So I decided to come home and arrange for some shooting
in a place where there 's a bit of peace. I 'm thinking of

going after the ongdu antelopes in Somaliland. You can't

spare three months, can you?
"

"Why didn't you face it out?" I said, knowing that

Brackley had spent four years and two months of his life

shooting Huns.
" Not worth while. I could have bad a guard, of course.

But you can't expect decent snipe-shooting when there 's a

lot of promiscuous firing going on in the district. The snipe
is a peculiarly nervous bird, you know."
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HUMOROUS DRAMA: AN UNREHEARSED DIVERS.ON.
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Porter. "Do von WANT TO SIT NEXT TO ONE ANOTHEB, OH VICE-VERSA!"

th,

A FOOTNOTE TO THE "BAB BALLADS.'

[The Vice-Chairman of No. 1 Committee
of the League of Nations, dealing with genera
organisation, is Mr. WELLINGTON Koo,

"--

distinguished Chinese diplomatist.]

SERENE and Celestial Sage,
How well you revive and renew

The delights of an age when good" Bab" was the rage
Eminent WELLINGTON Koo !

For I feel, though I may be a fool,
You were reared in remote Bum-ti-

Foo,

Maybe suffered at school its episcopal
rule-

Tolerant WELLINGTON Koo.

Next I see you adorning the scene
In the city of fair Titipu,

Garbed in green and in gold, very fine
to behold

Sumptuous WELLINGTON Koo.

Then you probably met Captain Bcecc

^And
all his affectionate crew,

Vk ho knew no decrease of their com-
fort and peace

Nautical WELLINGTON Koo.

Clonglocketty A ngus McClan
I fear was withheld from your view

;

That unfortunate man was not fated
to scan

Fortunate WELLINGTON Koo.

But my reason instinctively tells

It was you who contrived to imbue
With his knowledge of spells John

Wellington Wells
,

Magical WELLINGTON Koo.

"
Morality, heavenly link,"
I 'm sure you will never taboo,

Though to it I don't think you '11

"
eternally drink

"

Temperate WELLINGTON Koo.

It is rather malicious, I own,
To play with a name that is true,

But I hope you '11 condone my irrev-
erent tone

Generous WELLINGTON Koo.

" ROYAL EXILES.
Some archdukes have become clerks, and

many have become governesses and ladies'
maids." Tasmanian Paper.

Fqr these last two posts, their arch-
ness would, we think, be an irresistible

qualification.

"NUKSES WANTED.
540 Hours Working Week.

Extra pay at special rates for any time
vorked iu excess of ordinary working hours."

Provincial Paper.
Hie generous provision for "overtime"
makes the above offer unusually at-
ractive.

IF THEY WERE AT SCHOOL

(That is, if the House of Commons
were like our School Debating Society

as indeed it is and if its proceedings
were reported with the incisive brevity
of our School Magazine and why not ?)
ON Wednesday the Society held its

2,187th meeting. There was some
regrettable rowdiness during Private

Business, and A. MOSELEY (Collegers)
had to be ejected for asking too many
questions. Members must not bring
bags of gooseberries into the debates.
In Public Business the motion was :

" That in the opinion of this House
Science is better than Sport."
D. LLOYD GEORGE, Proposer (School

House), said that Science had won the
War, and quoted Wireless Telegraphy
and Daylight Saving to prove this. The
most successful Generals had had a
scientific training. His uncle had met
a General who knew algebra and used
it at the Battle of the Marne. Only
two first-class cricketers had ever been
in the Cabinet. Three scientists had.
The earth went round the sun. The
moon went round the earth. Eivers
flowed into the oceari>

An improving speaker, who is in-

clined to be carried away by his en-
thusiasm. Too many metaphors.
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H. AsQuriH, Opposer (Colli :

said that the speech "f tin' lion.

|'|-|,|l(
SIT \V,IS il I's-itie Of f lliric.UiollS,

as ineffective us they v\ere insincere.

NYver iu I IK- \\hoie comse i f Ins career

had l.<- encountered a subterfuge SO

transparent, a calumny so shai

as Hit- attempt of the Hun. Prop., lie

nii-lii say the calculated and cynical

attempt of the Hon. Prop., to seduce

from their faith the tenacious acoKles

of Sport l>v the now threadbare recital

of thoduhiousand, on his own showing,
(lie an.-emir cut.iceineiits of Science.

'1'lie War had proved thai Selene-

no good.
This speaker is steadily improving,

but ho has a tendency to a "fatal

fluency," and he must beware of high-

sounding phrases. Also too many
passages in his speech sounded like

quotations.
A. BONAK LAW,' Seconder (Com-

moners), said that the War had proved
that Sport was no good. Gas had been

invented by Science. He pointed out

the importance of astronomy in navi-

gation.
A rapidly improving speaker. But

he must not mumble.
E. G. PRETYMAN (Hodgeites) said

that farming was both a science and a

sport. The canal system of Great

Britain had been neglected.
Some neat little epigrams.

LESLIE SCOTT (Collegers) said that

his father was a lawyer. Science had

been used in tl.e Eusso-Japanese War.

This speaker was not at his best.

Perhaps it was the gooseberries.
LESLIE WILSON (Hittites) said that

his Christian name was the same as

the previous speaker's (Laughter)
but his views were very different.

(Loud laughter.) He would like to

ask the House which had done most

in the War Tanks or Banks.

The speech of the evening. Witty
and well-argued. But he must not

fidget with his waistcoat-buttons.

W. S. CHURCHILL (Hivites)
said that

this was a revolutionary motion. Sport

and Science must stand together. True

sport was scientific and true scientists

were sportsmen. (Applause.) Together

they would stand as an imperishable

bulwark against the relentless tide of

Socialism. Divided they would fall.

A steadily improving speaker, but

he must not recite.

H. A. L. FISHER (Collegers)
was in

favour of Proportional Education.

He must not lecture.

E. GEDDES (Perizzites)
said he c

not mind what game he played. Eug-

ger, Soccer, Hockey, Cricket, Lacrosse,

Rounders he was equally at hoc

with all of them.

An improving speaker.

.
- .

IMPASSE" AT OUR HOTEL.

not speak at the roof ;
there is no one

there.

F. BANBUKY (Sittites)
must not gooi

and on.

A. MOND (Moabites) must not ndget

with his feet.

H . D. KINO (I I ivitcs) said that sailing

was scientific.

He has not been heard before.

E. KKSWOKTHY (Day-boy) must not

be heard again.

E. BRACE (Coalites)
must

wheedle.
ADAMSON (Coalites)

must not shout

A. ADDISON (Collegers)
was inaudible

where we were.

E. CARSON (Jebusites)
was inaudible

where. But we gth<-r we did

not miss much. He must speak up.

YY. BRN *itos) wiisinv:

A. HAI.FOI H (Stalactite,) was insen-

sible. But why not sleep in the dormi-

tory '.'

H CKC-IL mi. (Parasites)
must not

preach.
,1. DKVI.IS (MeU>.

I that Ire-

land was a nation. But he must not get

excited.

R. CECIL ma. (Collegers)
must not

eat while he is speaking. Otherwiae a

gentlemanly speech.
The President summed up and the

Motion was carried by 12 votes to 1 1

A. P. H
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THE COLISEUM QUEUE, A.D. 60 OR THEREABOUTS.
"LADIES AND OUSTS, I 'OPE YOU WILL LET HE 'AVE YOUR KIND ATTENTION WHILE I GIVE A BENDERING OF ' RULE, BlilTANNIA,'

IE NATIONAL SONG OF BRITAIN, ACCOUPANYIN
1 MYSELF ON THE 'ARP, WICK I LEARNED TO PLAY WEN I WAS SERVIS 1 IN THE ARMY

OF OCCUPATION IN THAT BEMOTE AND BARBAROUS ISLAND."

A DIFFICULT CASE.

DEAR Mn. PUNCH, This is one of

those social problems which end by
asking what A should do, only in this

case I want to know what you would
do.

It happened on the first day of my
leave, just after I had, as is my custom
on this day, had my haircut and other-

wise made beautiful at a place in Bond
Street. (I am afraid this sounds as if

I was a rich man, but really I am a

Naval Officer.)
I was wearing well, that would not

interest you, but it really was rather a

pleasant suit, with a hat which even
The Daily Mail could not improve
upon. Briefly, I was strolling along
in a perfectly contented frame of mind
when a horse, drawing a van, chose to

fall down right alongside me.
In a moment of rashness and chivalry
have I said that the horse was being

driven by a girl? I promptly sat on
the brute's head, an act which I had

always been told is the correct thing to

do, though, I should imagine, discour-

aging for the horse.

In my haste I sat down with my
back to the van, so was unable to gauge
the progress of the refitting work which
was going on.

In an effort to convey to the crowd,
which had, of course, collected, that I

was in no way embarrassed, nay more,
that I was well accustomed to sitting
on horses' heads in the middle of Bond
Street, I lit a cigarette and tried to

look blase, no easy thing to do in the

circumstances.

Small hoys made tactless remarks
about my personal appearance and
eccentric habits, .but I. ignored them,

feverishly thinking that this adventure
would necessitate an early visit to my
club. I had just decided what brand
of cocktail would best meet the case

when I felt a tap on my shoulder and
looked up at a vast blue expanse which
I realised later was a policeman.

" If you 've quite finished with that

there 'orse you're sitting on, young
man," he said,

" the leddy wants to

take it "ome."

The crowd chuckled and I rose

hurriedly. Unfortunately, so did the

horse, urged on, possibly by the cries

and kicks of several willing helpers, or

possibly by the sight of his mistress,
who had come up, I hoped, to thank me.
Not only did the horse rise, but he

rose at full speed and without giving
me time to get my foot off the rein on
which I was unwittingly standing.

My leg shot into the air and I lost

all sense of direction for a few seconds.

Then a slight shock, and I found my-
self clasping the "leddy

"
firmly round

the neck.

At this juncture my aunt appeared.

My aunt, I should explain, is nothing
if not dignified. She is built on the

lines of a monitor, bluff in the bow,
broad in the beam, slow and majestic
of movement. Her lips were moving
feebly when I saw her, but she uttered

no sound, uncertain, I suppose, whether
to intervene or to pretend that I was
in no way connected with her.

Paralysed by her arrival, I saw her

slowly take in the scene. Her eye
wandered from the policeman to me,
from me to the unfortunate girl to

whom I still clung. I could see her

jumping no, moving ponderously
towards the wrong conclusion.

Mr. Punch, what would you have
done ?

Yours faithfully, An N.O.

[Your first thought should have been
for the girl, whom you had clearly com-

promised inyouraunt's eyes.You should

at once have introduced her to that

lady as your long-lost fiancfe. Later
in the afternoon you could have called

on your relative and told her that you
had mislaid the girl again this time

irretrievably. ED.]
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THE FOLLY OF ATHENS.
ATHENA (to her Owl).

" SAY ' TINO '

!

"

THE OWL. "YOU FORGET YOURSELF. I'M NOT A PARROT. I'M TIIK BIRD OF WISDOM.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Nor>'in!>,>r 1 .~,th. To induce

the House of Lords to accept a measure
for the compulsory acquisition of land
is analogous to the process of getting
butter out of a clog's

mouth ; and it is not

surprising that Lord
PKKL essayed the task

of getting n, second

reading for an Acquis-
ition of Lands Bill in

rather gingerly fash-

ion. "When one re-

membered a racy cor-

respondence in the

newspapers over cer-

tain Midlothian farms
one could hardly have
been surprised if the
Laird of DALMKNY
had reappeared in the

arena, flourishing his

claymore. But, alas 1

he still remains in re-
|i|

tirement, and it was
''

left to Lord iJuMNEu
to administer some
sound legal thwacks
and, in his own words,
to "dispel the mirage
which the noble Vis-

count raised over the
sand of a very arid

Bill." He did not op-

pose the SecondEead-

ing, but hinted that if

ever it emerged from Committee its

own draftsman would not know it

The PRESIDENT OP THE BOABD OF
TKADE must regard Monday with rather
mixed feelings. That is the day on which
Questions addressed to his Department
have first place on the Order-paper ;

and accordingly ho has a lively quarter-
of-an-hour in coping with the contra-

dictory conundrums of Cobdenites and
Chamberlainites. On the whole he treads
the fiscal tight-rope with an imperturb-
ability worthy of BLONDIN. A Tariff Ee-

former, indignant at the increased im-

ports of foreign glass-ware, provoked
the query,

" Does my lion, friend regard
bottles as a key-industry ?

" And a Wee
Free Trader who sarcastically inquired
if foreign countries complained of our

dumping cement on them at prices
much above the cost in this country
was promptly told that "that is the

very reverse of dumping."
Sir DONALD MACLEAN was rewarded

to-night for all his uphill work as

leader of the Wee Frees before and
since Mr. ASQUITH'S reappearance. On
the Financial Eesolution of the Ministry
of Health Bill his eloquent plea for the

harassed ratepayers received an almost

suspiciously prompt response from Mr.

BONAB LAW, who admitted that it was
inconvenient to drive an "omn
measure of this kind through an Autumn
Session, and intimated Unit thirteen of
its clauses would be jottis.med. An
appeal from Lady ASTOH, that the

THE OVERLOADED OMNIBUS.
Conductor ADDISOU (to Din-ci- Ltw). "WHAT, YOU CAH'T GKT 'OHK BY CHIIIKT-

os TOP? WKI.L, WHY I>II>N'T YOU TKLI, HI:MAS WITH ALL THEM I'ASSKM.KUS
BEFOBE I TOOK 'EM OS?

Government should not " economise in

health," fell upon deaf ears. Dr. ADDI-
SON not only enumerated the thirteen

doomed clauses, but threw in a four-

teenth for luck.

BRER RABBBIT IN HIS KI.KMKM.
LOUD CURZON.

Tuetday, ATowmk
pose Lord CBEWK and t

Lords who enlarged u|*ui tho theme
'

PtorittM odi
"
expected to embarrass

"i^i'is ^ icir crow-
questioning. Persia is to Lord CI-BZOX

what "do
brier-patch"

was to lirtr Jt<Mit.
lie has been cultivat-

ing it all his life, and
kn. >\\ s every twist and
turn of itscomplicated
history, ancient and
modem. The gist of
his illuminating lec-

ture to the Peers was
that our one aim had
been to main t a

sian independence
with due regard to

British interests, and
that it now rested
with the Persians
themselves to decide
their own destiny.

Hopes of a relaxa-

tion of the passport
restrictions were a
little dashed by Mr.

HAHMSWOHTH'S an-
nouncement that tin-

fees received for Brit-

ish visas amounted
to some fifty per cent,

more than the cost
of the staff employed.
The Government will

naturally he loth to

scrap a Department which actually
earns its keep.
The WAH MIM*TKH was again bad-

gered about the hundred Kolls-Koyces
that ho had ordered for Mesopotamia.
Now that we were contemplating with-

drawal was it necessary to have them '.'

To this Mr. CHURCHILL
replied

that the

new Arab State would still require our
assistance. A mental

picture
of the

sheikhs taking joy-rides in automobiles
(/c luxe presented itself to Mr. HOOOK,
who gave notice that lie should "re-

duce" the Army Estimates by the

price of the chassis. A little later Mr.

C'lirm mu, came down heavily on an

innocent Coalitionist who had proffered

suggestions as to the better safeguard-

ing of the troops in Ireland. " Odd as

it may seem," he told him,
" this

aspect of the question has engaged the

attention of the military authorities."

In the course of debate on the Agri-
cultural Bill, Mr. ACLASD hinted that

Sir F. BAXBUKY, one of its severest

critics, was out of touch with rural

affairs. Whereupon Mr. PBETTMAN
came to the rescue with the surprising
revelation that the junior Member for

the City of London, in addition to his

vocations as banker, stockbroker and
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railway director, had on one occasion

Carried out the functions of "shepherd
to a lambing flock." The right hon.

Baronet, who in known to his intimates

as "Peckhain," will have Mr. PRETY-

M\X to thank if his sobritjiu-t in future

is
" Little Bo-Peep."
Wednesday, Noremlifr 17tli. The

Lords, having welcomed the Bishop of

DURHAM a notable addition to tin

torical strength of the Episcopal Bench

proceeded to show that even the lay

peers had not much to learn in the

matter of polite invective. Lord GAIN-

KORD invited them to declare that the

Government should forthwith reduce

its swollen Departmental staffs and in-

cidentally relieve our open spaces from

the eyesores that now

disfigure them. Per-

haps he laid overmuch
stress upon the latter

part of his motion, for

the Ministerial spokes-
man rode off on this

line Lord CRAWFORD
confessing that his ar-

tistic sensibility was

outraged by these " hor-

rible hutments
"

and
said very little about

cutting down the staffs.

This way of treating the

matter dissatisfied the

malcontents, who voted
down- the Ministry.
The Front Opposition

Bencli in the Commons
was almost deserted at

Question - time. Pre-

sently the appearance
of Lieut.-Commander
KENWORTHY in unusu-

ally festive attire fur-

nished an explanation.
After forty years of

bachelorship and four

the two Powers have " a completely
free hand

"
in regard to the Greek

Monarchy. But he begged to be ex-

cused froii i saying in what manner that

"free hand" would bo used if TINO

should think of returning.

Tliiii->i<l<ii/, Xui'rmbfr 18th. In the

Lords the Acquisition of Land Bill had

most of its teeth drawn. Lord SUMMER
was the most adroit of the many
operators employed, and he used no

gas.
The usual dreary duel of Nationalist

insinuation and Ministerial denial in re-

gard to Irish happenings was lightened

by one or two interludes. Mr. JACK
JONES loudly suggested that the Gov-
ernment should send for General Lu-

AMOR TRIUMPHAN3.
(After the Pompeii mosaic.)

WITH MB. PUNCH'S BEST WISHES TO CAPTAIN WEDGWOOD BENN.

of fighting, WEDGWOOD BENN is Bene-
dict indeed ; and his colleagues were

attending his wedding-festivities..
The SECRETARY TO THE ADMIRALTY

has not yet attained to the omniscience
in Naval affairs that his predecessor
acquired in the course of twelve years'
continuous occupancy of the post. But
Sir JAMES CRAIG can handle an awk-
ward questioner no less deftly than
"Dr. MAC." Witness his excuse for
not replying to a "

Supplementary
"

:

" The hon. and gallant gentleman must
understand that I attach so much im-

portance to his questions that I wish
to be most punctilious in my answers."
Who could persist after that ?

Mr. BONAR LAW stated that the
treaties by which Great Britain and
France were responsible for constitu-
tional government in Greece came to
an end in August last. Consequently

DENDORFP to show them how to carry
out reprisals.

" He is no friend of

mine," retorted the CHIEF SECRETARY,
with subtle emphasis. Later he read a

long letter from the C.-in-C. of the Irish

Republican Army to his Chief of Staff

discussing the possibility of enlisting
the germs of typhoid and glanders in

their noble fight for freedom. The
House listened with rapt attention until
Sir HAMAK came to the pious conclu-

sion,
" God bless you all." Amid the

laughter that followed this anti-climax
Mr. DEVLIN was heard to ask,

" Was
not the whole thing concocted in Dublin
Castle?" Well, if so, Dublin Castle
must have developed a sense of humour
quite foreign to its traditions. Perhaps
that is the reason why the PRIME MIN-
ISTER, earlier in the Sitting, expressed
the opinion that "things in Ireland are

getting much better."

THE BOOT MYSTERY.
DRAMATIC SCENES AT BILBURY

QUARTER SESSIONS.
COUNSEL FOR PROSECUTION ARRIVES FROM

LONDON.

Tin: Pi OCEEDINGS.

NOTES ON THE LEADING PERSONALITIES IN

THE GREAT DEAMA.

PRISONER ADKINS' AWKWARD ADMISSION.

[NOTE. The author is surprised, not to say
pained, at the conspiracy of silence on the

part of the daily Press, as a result of which
he is left to write this matter up himself.
However . . .]

A SOMHKE court-house of Quarter
Sessions, the light with difficulty pene-
trating the dusty panes of the windows.

On the so-called Bench
sitsthe Bench so-called;

in point of fact there
are half-a-dozen ripe
aldermen sitting on

chairs, in the midst of

which is an arm-chair,
and in it Mr. Augustus
Jones, the Recorder of

Bilbury.*
Bom in 1873 of rich

butrespectable parents;
called, with no uncer-

tain voice, to the Bar in

1894
; of a weighty cor-

pulence and stormy vis-

age, Mr. Jones now set-

tles himself in his arm-
chair to hear and deter-

mine all this business

about Absalom Adkins
and the Boots. How
admirably impressive is

Mr. Jones's typically

English absence of hys-
teria, his calm, his rest-

fulness. Indeed, give
Mr. Jones five minutes
to himself and it is even

betting he would he fast asleep.
The Clerk of the Court with awful

dignity suggests getting a move on.

Mr. Blathwayte who, as well as Clerk
of the Court is also Town Clerk of Bil-

bury, was born in 1850 and, having
survived the intervening years, now
demands the production of the prisoner
from below. Looking at this dignitary
one gets the poetic impression of a mass
of white hair, white moustache, white

whiskers, white beard and white wig,
with little bits of bright red face ap-

pearing in between. From a crevice

in one of these patches come the omin-
ous words, of which we catch but a

sample or two :

"
. . . Prisoner at the

bar . . . for that you did . . . steal,

take and carry away . . . pairs of

boots ... of our Lord the King, his

crown and dignity."
At this moment there arrives in court
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Vicar. " I UNDERSTAND FROM THE DOCTOR THAT YOUR HUSBAND 18 HKARIXO BETTER WITH THIS KAR."
Darby. "En, WHAT? WHAT'S 'E BAY, JOAN?"
Joan. " 'E SAYS 'E UNDERSTANDS FUOM THE DOCTOR THAT YOU 'RB 'KARIXO BETTER WITH THAT THKUK."

a sinister figure wearing the wig and

gown so much affected by the English

PERSONS IN THE DKA.MA (so FAB).
Mr. Augustus Joiics. Recorder. Born in 1873
jVr. Jom-ph K. Hlaythicaytf. Clerk of the

Court. Born in 1850.
Abtalom Adkitis, of uncertain age, supposed

boot-fancier.

Cur Lord the King, whose peace, crown and

dignity are reported to have been rudely dis-

turbed by the alleged activities of Absalom
Adkins.

Bar. Plainly a man of character and of

moment ; obviously selected with great
care for this highly difficult and delicate

matter. His features are sharp, clean-

cut. One feels that they have been

sharpened and cut clean this very morn-

ing. In his hand he holds the fateful

brief, pregnant with damnatory facts.

He makes his way into the pen reserved
" For Counsel only." The usher locks
him in for safety's sake.

Who is this strong silent man, this

robed counsellor trusted witli the case
of the Crown ? Who is it ? It is I !

Born in the year but if I 'in to tell

my life story it 's a thousand pounds 1

want. Make it guineas and I will in-

clude portraits of self and relations,
with place of birth, inset.

The scenario (or do we mean the

scene?) is now complete. Leading
characters, minor characters, chorus,

supernumeraries and I myself are all on
the stage. Absalom Adkins, clad in a

loose-tittingcorduroyloungesuitandhis
neck encased in a whitish kerchief, rises

from his seat. Mr. Jones, the Recorder,
does much as he was doing before

nothing in particular. Counsel for the

prosecution re-reads his brief, under-
lines the significant points, forgets that
his pencil is a blue one and licks it. On
a side-table, impervious to their sur-

roundings and apparently unconcerned
with their significance, sit the crucial

boots.
" How say you, Absalom Adkins

"

such the concluding words of the

Clerk, the finish of the prologue which

ring's up the curtain on this human
drama " how say you ? Are you
guilty or not guilty ?

"

"Guilty," says Absalom, and that

ends it.

* *

Later a large and enthusiastic ci<>w< I

outside (had there been one) might have
seen a man with clean and sharp-cut
features carrying a bag in one hand
and an umbrella in the other, stepping

lightlyon to a Bilbury corporation tram,
station bound. This is the coun^
the prosecution (still me), his grave
responsibilities honourably discharged,
hurrying back to the vortex <.f i;

politan life. F. O. L.

From a stores catalogue :

THB WuxorB.
(Inanintcfd for one year Fair wear and

tear cxccpted.
"

There is always a catch somewhere.

"A consignment of Kumanian eggi aaa
arrived in this country. Thin ihipmrnt, which
is the first to arrive since the war ctawd Urn
source of supply in 1914, corwi.u of 100cM,
each containing 1914 cggt.'Sfoti 1'aptr.

Referring, we trust, to the number and
not the vintage.

OUTBACK, TKXDU*, Ac.

The Great Northern Railway Company.

'

STORES COXTJUCTB."

Daily Taper.

It is generally supposed thu'

pany entertains the idea of atten

bo "soothe the savage breast
"

of the
MINISTER OF TRANSPORT.
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THE LETTERS I NEVER POST.
/ \u:r a philotopher tin' ether </<///

lie in not a philosopher />// profession,
I, nt an architect who told me that,

it-hen annoyed lii/ tin- anomalies and

jictti/ red-lii jn
1 restrictions of life or irri-

tnli'/l
li;/ inco/ii/:i'tenci' inn! incirility, or

eren ichen he feela that lie can amend

smncbody else's error or propose an im-

provement, it is his habit to write a
letter espn's-siny his indignation or em-

;nj liix xtii/iieslidns.

After remarking that he mil-it be kept

very l>iisy I ashed him -what kind of

replies lie got.
"
Oh, I don't get any replies," he said,

"because, you see, I don't send the. let-

ters; I only write them and then I tear

them up."
This is how I knew that he was a

philosopher.
Ipropose to take to philosophy myself.

To A TAXI-DBIVER.

DEAR SIR, (You must understand,
as must .all the people that I address
in these epistles, that by "dear" I do
not necessarily imply any affection. I

employ the word because I am too old
to care about breaking down harmless
conventions ; but I might claim in the

present connection that it has more
than one meaning. That indeed you
will see, if you read on, is the main
point of this letter.) Dear Sir, then,

you may remember me. I am the fare
who hailed you on your rank at the
corner of Fulham Eoad and Drayton
Gardens last Tuesday evening at a
quarter to six, and told you to drive to
the Marble Arch. You put down the

flag and then jumped off the box to
wind up the starter. It failed, and after
several attempts you had to examine
the machinery. I suppose that six
minutes were occupied in this way,
whether because you are a bad me-
chanic or a careless fellow or because
the engine is defective, I cannot say ;

all I know is that I was in a hurry and
that the flag was down, but we were not
moving. If you had not put the flagdown I should have got out and taken
another cab ; but I felt that that would
be unfair to you. When, however, at
the end of the journey I paid you
without adding any tip, and you re-
ceived the money with an offensive
grunt, I wished that I had been less
considerate.

It is because nothing that I could
have said then, in your horrid hostile
mood, would have convinced you that
there is any injustice to a faro at all in

putting down your Hag before you are

properly started, that I am writing this
letter. My hope is that quiet perusal
may demonstrate that the fare has, at

any rate, a grain of logic on his side if

ho looks upon himself as defrauded.

Wo don't, you know, take your cabs

for the joy of sitting in them, or for the

pleasure of watching you struggling
with a crank, but to be conveyed quickly
from place to place. It is wrong to ask

us to pay for the time spent by you in

persuading your engine to behave, and
it is indecent to become abusive when
we act on that assumption. If I had not
been so busy I should have refused to

pay at all and forced you to summon
me ; but who has time for such costly
formalities? And I might have had
to lose my temper, which I have not
done (much) since I read an article by
a doctor saying that every such loss

means an abbreviation of life. Life in

a world made fit for heroes may not be

any great catch, but it is better, at any
rate, than passing to a region where
one is apparently liable to be in con-
stant communication with mediums.
One other thing. I have just re-

turned from Paris, where, amid much
that is unsatisfactory and besmirched

by Peace, taxis remain trustworthy and

plentiful. The price marked on the
meter is that which the fare pays, and
any number of persons may ride in the
cab without extra charge. Nothing
exceeds my scorn for the English taxi-

driver who demands another ninepence
for an additional passenger, even though
only a child nothing except my scorn
for the cowardly official who conceded
this monstrous imposition.

To AN ADMINISTRATOR.

DEAR SIR, May I implore you to
authorise the instant removal of the

buildings in the St. James's Park lake?

During the .War we who find on the

suspension bridge, looking West, the
most beautiful late afternoon view in

London, were content to endure the
invasion. But we have passed the
second Armistice Day, and still the
huts remain, and still there is no water,
and still the enchanted prospect is

denied us. After all, this lake is part
of London, and London ratepayers
should be entitled to their city's beau-
ties as well as its necessities.

term "
very old

"
to be applied to him

without protest ; I am too nearly hi;

contemporary.
"
Getting on," if you

like, "mature," "ripe," but not "very
old." You must keep that phrase for
the people who well, who are very old

To A HAHERDASHKK.
DEAR Sin, When I came to put on

the collar that I bought from you yes-
terday (I am the tallish customer who
takes sixteen and a half by two and was
in a hurry to get home to dress) I found
that your young man's finger-marks
were on it. Why don't you make your
assistants wear gloves when they han-
dle collars ?

To A MINISTER OF KELIGION.
YOUK FAK-FROM-SERENE GLOOMINESS,
-Won't you one day be a little cheer-

ful, and wrong ? Won't you send out
a lifeboat to the wreck instead of watch-

ing her through your smoked field-

glasses as she sinks ? What you seem
to forget is that most people at tirqes
are their own Gloomy Deans : some of/us
too often

; and there can be too much of
a good thing. Hopelessness butters no
parsnips and it is a mood not to be

encouraged or the world would be as
bad as we then think it. Gloomy-
deaniness, though salutary for brief in-

tervals, should be sparingly indulged
in ; but you are at it all the time. There
is a Chinese proverb which says, "If

you can't smile don't open a shop ;

"

and, after all, St. Paul's Cathedral is in
a manner of speaking a kind of shop,
isn't it ? the goods, at any rate, should
be obtainable there. The phrase

" there
is no health in us

"
does not constitute

the whole liturgy. Down with facile

optimists by all means, but, my dear
Sir E. V. L.

To A PRETTY GIRL.

MY DEAR, I want you to bo a little
more merciful. The other day, when
your father, over the eggs and bacon,
was reading out the news from Greece,
with the defeat of VENIZELOS, you said

lightly that exile didn't matter verymuch because VKXIZELOS was a very
old man. You then returned to the

absorbing occupation of identifying
Society people, reading from left to

right. Now VEMZKLOS is fifty-five
years of age, and I cannot allow the

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THE ERMINE.
THE ermine is not quite as grand as he

sounds ;

As a rule he is shot if he comes in the

grounds ;

You have seen him about by the mul-

berry-tree,

Though I very much doubt if you knew
it was he.

He is shot with a gun and hung up by
the throat,

For the ermine, my son, is the same as
the stoat

;

So when Auntie has got just a little

more ermine
You can tell her (or not) she is covered

with vermin. A, P. H.

Another Impending Apology.
'Col. was unable to be present, and

altogether the event was highly successful."
Local Paper.
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First J'ui/ilist.
" you 'BE STANDING ON MV FOOT."

swum/ 1'nijilist. "\VELL, WHAT DO YOU PROPOSE TO DO ABOCT IT?"
t',rst Pugilist. l'ix snow YOU WHAT I'u. DO ABOUT -* A PUB8E Or n THOUSAND roura AKD TH> emuA EIOHW.-

MORE NOTES FROM A SYNTHETIC COUNTRY DIABY
November 20th. I have been much struck this morning

by a remarkable instance of protective mimicry on th<

part of a grey squirrel, which assumes attitudes and adopt
gestures which at a little distance render him almost indis

tinguishable from a small monkey. WHITK'S Selborne throws
no light on this strange phenomenon, which I can <>nl\

explain us u re-suit on the animal world of the now fashion"
M l>li' 'I'urzun cult, which so happily reconciles the old hostilitj
between apes and angels.
Of the habits and customs of the hedgehog mention lias

already been made in these notes. It may be added that
the whistle which these interesting creatures emit from tinu
to time resembles the timbre of a muted piccolo, and their

employment in a mixed orchestra is well worth the con-
sideration of our younger and more enterprising composers.
Another animal which shares with the hedgehog the de-

'ensive faculty of rolling itself up in a ball is the "pill

nillipede," a myriopod with seventeen pairs of legs, but

ortunately exempt from the necessity of wearing trousers,
which at present prices would impose an exorbitant demand
on its resources.

As winter draws on the evolutions of birds great and
small are a never-ending source of surprise and delight,

ktany hooded crows are now to be seen consorting with the

ooks in the field and swelling the sable multitude that

lies at evensong towards the park trees. And great con-

gregations of plovers, curiously self-sufficing in their ability
o dispense with the services of any feathered parson, lend

olour and subconscious uplift to marshland scenes, which
vould otherwise look extremely trixd-.

Small indigenous birds, such as titmice, chipmunks. pipiUand squinclies, are constantly seen in coveys or even bevies
just now. A party of pipwiiiks visited my copse yesterday
afternoon, and indulged in delicious morctatu- of melody
before the red sun sunk starkly Wow the lnirir.,n. . .

As long as the weather remains open I find it a good
plan to plant flowers and shrubs which bloom in the spring.
Proticipation is a cardinal asset in the outfit of the judicious
gardener, and no time should be lost in completing the

spring beds, as the cost of hair-mattresses is going up by
leaps and bounds.

The Plague of Dots.
THERE are decimal dots which we can't do without
In spite of Lord RANDOLPH'S historical flout ;

There are dots too, with dashes combined, in the mode
Familiar in Morse's beneficent code ;

While some British parents good reasons advance
In favour of " dots

"
as they 're in uiag.-d in Fr.i

But as for the writers disdainful of
ji!

Who popper their pag<s with plentiful dots,

They must not complain if the critics of pnwe
Disapprove of a practice which savours of pose,
And, searching around for an ade
Proclaim it a sign of a brain that is dotty.

From an article on " Back to Germany
"

:

Tin- ijuict. nlil-fashioned restaurants, where in the old day* I hiv
con Held- marshals' batons hanging up in the cloak-room
in'iM no more." flatly Paper.

Nowadays the Gei man Field-Marshal takes his baton into
he dining-room to stir his soup.
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AT THE PLAY.
"\VILL You Kiss ME?"

EVKN before, tho era of Prohibition

(there were cocktails in tliis play)

stnuige tilings must have happened in

"God's own country "under tho bunner

of the Bird of Freedom. But never so

strange as the efl'ects you get on the

when very English people play
at being Americans. You have to be

ratheryoung and unsophisticated if such

phrases as " He 's putting it over on us,"

or " I 'in not going to stand for that,"

generously peppered about the dialogue
and recited in the purest of English
accents, can persuade you to believe

that you are getting the real local

stuff. At the same time you accept

cheerfully the most farcical con-

ditions on the vague assumption
that all things may be possible
over there.

So, when John W. Brook, of Fifth

Avenue, millionaire, engaged the

services of Alexander Y. Hedge,
plenipotentiary representative of

an Efficiency Company, to intro-

duce economic reforms into his

motherless household during his

temporary absence, we regarded it

as a most reasonable experiment.
And for a time it made excellent

fun. But after a while it began to

wear thin for lack of fresh stim-

ulus, and by the end of the Second
Act there was a general feeling in

the audience that something would
have to be done about it.

The same thought seems to have
occurred to Mr. CYRIL HARCOURT,
the author, and he started, a little

late in the day, to introduce an
element of sex-romance into what
so far had been an absolutely
bloodless proposition. But at first

it was with sinister intent that

tho vices of a bloated aristocracy (this

was Hie ante-bellum age, before tilings

had been made so much safer for demo-

cracy). Almost before the applause of

the gallery had died down, tho father

burst upon the scene, furious at the re-

port that this hired commercial had

been making love to his daughter.

Explanations follow which appease
his wrath, and he is further mollified by
tho statement that the Master of Elli-

ciencv had cut down the expenses of

his menage by some nineteen thousand
dollars. But why, when his feats of

economy had all the time been the

matter of his offence in the children's

eyes, the announcement of the total

STEPS TOWARD EFFICIENCY.
Horace, ike Butler (Mn. C. V. FBANCE) lengthens his

stride in obedience to

Brook's elder daughter made advances
to Alexander Y. Hedge. As soon as she
could induce this monster of inhuman-
ity to become a prey to her charm she
would repulse him with scorn, and
then he would have to go.
The children's allowances having been

cut off on the ground that they did

nothing to earn them, she offered her
services as his paid secretary. "Pro-
pinquity" did its work and she was
soon in a position to offer him the
privilege of an experimental kiss, thus

incidentally justifying the dreadful title
of the play.
The first, delivered on the cheek, was

a wash-out
; but the second, pressed

home on the lips, had the desired effect.
Then she turned and rent him, tellinghim exactly what she thought of his
treatment of the family. He replied
with an eloquent philippic directed at

Alexander Y. Hedge (MR. DONALD CALTHBOP).

should have favourably affected the

girl's heart I cannot say, and I don't
think anybody else can. Yet the fact
remains that the next moment she
undertakes to marry the object of her

previous loathing.'

To have arrived naturally at such an
end would have meant a couple more
Acts, in which the 'man Hedge might
have had time to live down the evil
effects of his efficiency. But with so
much economy in the air the author
appears to have caught the infection
of it and economised in his processes
to save our time. That is the kindest
excuse I can find for him.
As for the moral, it would seem to

be that, if (as is more than probable)
you have no copy of the works of
ARISTOTLE in your Fifth Avenue library,
and imagine, never having heard of the

happy mean, that virtue lies in one of

two excesses an excess of idle luxury
or an excess of efficiency the former
is the one to choose.

Mr. DONALD CALTHROP as Hi'ilqc
bore the burden of the play with a high
hand that had a very sure touch. It

was extraordinary with what alertness
and confidence he commanded every
situation except, of course, the absurd
climax which nobody could hope to

handle. Mr. C. V. FRANCE, as the Eng-
lish butler (ex-clergyman) who had
taken a long time to learn how to dis-

figure his aspirates (out of deference to

t lie American legend), gave a very fresh
and attractive performance. Some of

the best things in the dialogue not

always very humorous were given
to little Alice Brook (aged 14), one
of those precocities for which
America has always held the
world's record. I don't know, and
should not think of asking, Miss
ANN TREVOR'S age, but she lookfc
to me a little old for the part of

this child, however precocious.
Miss MAEJOHIE GORDON played
with intelligence as the elder sister,

but never for a moment suggested
a New York atmosphere. Indeed
she adopted just the mincing kind
of speech which out there is held
to bewray the "Britisher." The
only performance that made any
real pretence of being Americanwas
that of Mr. TURNBULL as the man-
ager of the Efficiency Company.

Still, after all, local colour is no

great matter so long as you get
some recognisable aspect, though
farcically presented, of human na-
ture ; but the trouble with this

play is that while our sense of the

probabilities is never too much
outraged so long as the chief char-

acter is just a piece of inhuman

machinery, the author lapses into
the incredible the moment lie tries to

introduce a little humanity into his

scheme. However, I have perhaps
taken things too seriously, instead of

being properly grateful for some very
good entertainment. O. S.

Fashions for Men.
"Miss takes Orders for Knitted Skirts,

Jerseys, and Hats to match. Also, Gent.'s

Cardigan Coats and Hand-Painted Blouses."
Scots Paper.

"The Rev. W. E. based the subject of
his discourse on 'The Foolish Virgins.' A
large number were present."

South African Paper.
We trust they were edified.

" The discovery of Saturn's rings was made
by Galileo in 1610 through his little refractory
telescope." Welsh Paper.

The difficulty with this kind of instru-

ment is to make it shut up.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Clerks.)

INEVITABLY one's first thought on sighting .1 Xitrnl

History of the War (HODDEB AND STOUOHTON) is that he
must be a bravo skipper indeed who would take out a lone

ship, however excellently found, to cruise such controversial
waters. But Sir HENRY NEWBOLT is an experienced hand,
and, though (so to speak) one finds him at times conscious
of Sir JULIAN CORBETT on the sky-line, he brings off his

self-appointed task triumphantly. To drop metaphor, here
is a temperate and clearly-written history, midway be-
i\y<vn the technical and the popular, of a kind precisely
suited to the plain man who wishes a comprehensive risumi
of the course of the War at sea. For this purpose its

arrangement is admirable, the story being presented first

in a general survey under dates, then in special chapters
devoted to episodes or aspects, e.g., Coronel and the Falk-

lands (that umnatchable drama of disaster and revenge),
the submarines and their countering, and finally Jutland.

Throughout, as I have said, Sir HENRY, having one of the

best stories in the world to tell, is at pains to avoid any-

thing that even remotely approaches fine writing. Only
once have I even detected the literary man, when, in describ-

ing the strange finish of the Konigsberg, ho permits himself

the pleasure of calling it "the sea fight in the forest." For
the rest, the

"
strength and splendour" of England's greatest

naval war are left to make their own impression. I shall

be astonished if such a book, having figured brilliantly as a

present this Christmas, is not treasured for
generations

as

a work of fauiilv reference in hundreds of British homes.

The name of Mrs. BELLOC LOWNDES on the outside would
alone have made me open From the Vasty Deep (II

INBON) with a pleasant anticipation of creepmess, even
without the generous measure of bogies depicted on the
coloured wrapper. Having now read the story, I am bound
to add (and I can only hope that Mrs. LOWNDKS wil

my admission for the compliment that it really is) that the
net result has been one of slight disappointment. Brit-fly,
I continue to prefer the writer as a criminal, rather than'a

psychic, "Fat Boy." After all, once
grant your ghost and

anyone can conjure it, with appropriate circumstance, at
the proper moments. Wyndfell Hall was full enough of

ghosts, all ready to appear at the voluntary or involuntary
instance of a young lady named Bubbles, who was one of
the Christmas

house-party
and the owner of a rather un-

comfortable gift of spook-raising. But beyond making
themselves an occasional nuisance to the guests I couldn't
find that the phantoms did anything practical to help along
such plot as there was. Even the quite palpable fact that
the host was at least a double murderer came to proof by
the ordinary process of law rather than by any supernatural
revelation. Before this I have gratefully owed to Mrs.
LOWNDES the raising of my remaining hairs like quills upon
the fretful porcupine, but the ca'-canny bogies of her present
stun, are too perfunctory to excuse even a shiver in any but
the most unsophisticated reader.

It may, I suppose, be accounted for righteousness to

Major-General Sir .\Rcmnu.n Axsox that in Miut Othsrx
tntl M>/m>l/ (MriniAY) he is so little of an egotist as to

convoy scarcely any impression of what manner of man he
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is or what lie thinks of this or that. Much more clear

from her quoted letters is the character of his grandmother,
who viiinly tried to keep the over-gallant First Gentleman
of Kitrope out of mischief. Our autobiographer gives us a

plain, blunt, not to say bald record of what must have been

an interesting life. He was at Eton under KEATE
;
a

cadet at Woolwich, whore he saw a gunner receive two
hundred lushes; a gunnery subaltern in the Crimea, where

w many queer and unedifying things : a successful

administrator in Madagascar, Mauritius and Penang, and

finally Governor of the Straits Settlements, with a K.C.M.G.
and honourable retirement to follow. But he is a man of

action rather than words, and his faculty of observation is

but too often exercised upon such slender matters as that
" Poor Captain Powlett met with a misfortune on the way
to Kedah. His servant laid the

dinner things on the deck of the

gunboat, then went below for

something and, comingup again

accidentally walked into the mid
die of the crockery and glass

causing considerable destruc

tion." Also, I think he quotes
his testimonials those never

very candid and always very dull

documents much too freely.
The best of the book is con-

cerned with his administration
work in Penang and district,

where on the evidence he seems
to have kept his end up with
skill and no small zeal for good
government.

The title of Lady (LAUBA)
TBOUBBIDGE'S new novel, Per-

fect Love (METHUEN), applies to
her V.C. hero only; with his
wife it is a case of O Very Im-
perfect Love. Jean Charlrcs is a
common product of the age, the
sort of girl that insists on " hav-

ing a good time
"
and"livingher

life
"
and "

being herself
"
(how

well one knows the jargon!).
Less common, let us hope, is

the woman who would desert
her husband, as Jean did, be-
cause the injuries he had re-

ceived in the War prevented him from giving her the kind of
life for which she craved. Foolish rather than vicious, she

3 into a relationship which could have had only one
conclusion, if her lover, tiring of platonics, had not prema-
turely pressed his demands. Thoroughly scared by his
violence she runs away and finds sanctuary with the "per-
fect love

"
of the title. In this happy solution she had

Jtter fortune than she deserved. It is not every womanwho has the good luck, when rushing blindly out of the
.ouse of Peril into the wintry night (in a ball-dress), to
-what had apparently escaped Jean's memory for the

moment that her faithful husband's estate is in the imme-
diate neighbourhood. Though Lady TROUBRIDGE'S sense of
style is not impeccable she can tell a good tale; her dialogue
ings true and her characters are well observed The
trouble with most authors of Society novels is that either
they know their subject but can't write, or that they can
write but know nothing of their subject. Lady TROUBRIDGEone of the very few writers in this kind who both know
their world and how to portray it.

Mr. B. BENNION follows the vogue for confidentially de

scriptive covers in announcing, as a title to his volume o

angling reminiscences, that The Trout, are Rising in England
and South Africa (LANE) and suggesting that here is "a book
for slippered ease." One is certainly warned not to expecl
anything very strenuous in its course, and indeed so placidly
flow its waters that few, perhaps, but devotees of the craft
will follow it to the end. Not but what there are meta-
phorical trout in it, too enticing descriptions of bits of

rivers, for instance but on the whole they are easy-
going fish that come to bank without showing very much
sporting spirit. Here is no manual of precise information,
though even old fishermen may gather a. hint or two; nor
yet a guide-book to the trout-streams of two continents

;

not even a collection of good stories, though anyone may~~
come across some old friends in
it. The author's yarns indeed
are numerous and, on the whole,
as an angler's yarns should be,

picturesque. If he does seem to

enjoy the rather feeble joke or
incident as much as the other
sort, that may be natural in a
book of ease, whether slippered
or not. Indeed one half sus-

pects it is as a book for his own
ease that the writer is mainly
considering it, yet, taken in the

right spirit and especially if you
are an enticer of trout, it may
be for your ease too. Of course,
if you are not an angler and if

your spirit is not right, the

slipper may not lit.

I 'EAR SHE 's 'AD A LEGACY o' TWENTY POUNDS LEFT 'ER.

"YES, SHE 'AS. BUT ONE GOOD THING ABOUT '.ER is, 'ER
WEALTH AIN'T SPOILT 'ER."

In the course of a long study
of detective fiction I have never
met any sleuths with a gift of

loquacity like that of Messrs.
Corson and Gfbbs,'vibo during
the first part of In the Oin/.r

Lobby (HODDERAND STOUGHTON)
make futile efforts to trace the
murderer of Sir Herbert Binney,
Droprietor of Binney's Buns.
Sir Herbert had gone to New
York to persuade his nephew
;o become the manager of an
American branch of a BinneyBun factory, and, on returning late at night to his apart-

ment-house, was stabbed to death. Fortunately Miss
CAROLYN WELLS seems to have grown as tired of them as
I did, and they give way to one Pennington Wise (whosename did not prepossess me in his favour) and his assistant,
Zizi. This couple have the authentic sleuth-touch, and
their detection of those implicated in the murder is a very
ingenious piece of work. There is so much padding in this
book that if Sir Herbert had worn a tithe of it no stabber
could even have scratched him

; but with judicious skip-
ping it will wile away two or three idle hours. And, as I

said, the solution is a really skilful piece of work.

Extract from an account of the unveiling of the portrait
of Mr.

, M.P. :

"It was a happy idea to unveil the portrait in a darkened room."
Local Paper.

>ut after the LEVERHULME-JOHN episode we ought to
have been told whose was the happy idea, the artist's or
the sitter's ?
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ainbs have alreadv put in an appear-
ance in Dorse! . People who expect
he PoKT IjAfHKATK to llisll to the

pot will be bitterly disappointed.

" What was a golden ea^le doing in

[Ymcolnshirp '.'

"
asks "!,.(). M." in Tin-

/Hi/ Mail. We never answer these

personal questions.

The Public Libraries Committee of

West Hani has declined to purchase
Tlir Autobiography of Margot Asqiutli.

It would just serve them right if the

publisher sent them a copy.

Sir R. BADKN-POWELL

ecently declared that

men contemplating
matrimony would do
well to notice whether
their prospective brides

gave an inside or an

outside tread. We still

maintain that the safest

course is to remain sin-

gle and not be trodden

on either way.
:;: *

The report that a

British soldier has re-

cently discovered a gen-
uine specimen of a

small war, in which Mr.

WINSTON CHURCHILL
had no hand whatever,
is now regarded as un-

trustworthy.

is being organised. It is hoped that

this habit will ultimately bring
the high cost of travelling.

*
The Hammersmith ( iy a

news item, lias placed an order for tiles

in I'lelghim. Another shrewd stroke

at the Sandringhaui hat.

"Trade combinations," declare

ROIIKIIT HOKNK, "are not responsible
for the increased cost of living." We
agree. The struggle for our last shil-

ling between the dogged - as - does-it

butcher and the grocer who neverknows
when he is beaten is <i oiitrnnce.

V
Next year is Census your, and people

are kindly requested to be born early

M v lodger." said

.111: t

ifh of the law.

iplainant at

ll was
is would IK-

ing a (1 'lie cliffs near

Uoulogne one of the combatants delib-

il his revolver into the tea,

upon the other immediately fired

into the air. There seem* to be no end
to the dangers which beset submarine-
sailors and aim

o *

A few days ago an angler at Soul i

on-Sea fished up a .tin purse
containing four one-pound not<*. II -

claim that a large leather wallet con-

taining several rivers and a din

ring broke the line and

got away after a terrific

jgle is being re-

ceived with the usual

caution. , $

The many cir

the !

KHM. should remember
are all

right if
people

would

only let them alone.

A Scotsman knocked

down by a car in New
York was given a glass
of water and quickly

regained consciousness. He is . now

making inquiries concerning the num-

ber of times one has to be knocked

down in order to get a drop of spirit.

*,*

Sea-gulls have been observed near the

"Willesden public parks. It is assumed

that they didn't know it was Willesden.

Soil. "Ml'VVEB, TEl.L II K '0\V FABVEB GOT TEB KSO\.

Mother. "OKE DTE I FELL INTO THE WAT AN' 'r. JIMPKD IN AS' ;

ME AHT."

Son(tliouglitftiUy). "H'M, THET '6 PCSKT ; 'K WON'T LCT MK i

' *

V
A clothing firm advertises suits to fit

any figure. It is not .known what

eventually happened to the man who

asked them to supply him with a suit

for a figure round about thirty shillings.

An express train recently crashed

through the closed gates of a level-

crossing in Yorkshire. As the driver

did not pull up in order to see what

damage he had done, it is supposed
that he was originally a motorist.

Another walk from London to Brighton

in order to avoid the rush at the last

moment.
*

A new bathing-suit invented by an

official of the Royal Army Clothing

Department is claimed to make drown-

ing impossible. It is said to fill a long-

felt want among young kittens.

Should this bathing-suit fail to save

any person from drowning he can cull

at the office and have his money back.

We are asked to deny the rumour

said to be current in Manchester to the

effect that the PKIMK MINISTHR was

contemplating publishing a Northern

edition of his New World.
*

" To be happy, marry a brown

girl," says The hnily (iniphtr. A cor-

respondent writes to say that he invari-

ably does.

Our heart goes out

to the veteran philoso-

pher who, when caught

climbing apple-trees in

a fanner's orchard,

pleaded that he

been tampering with a

thvroid gland.
* *

million t

Mr. JOHN (iiBBON, are

to IK? at large in

Philadelphia, according

to Tlif l>mli/ Esjirts*. One of tl

;o have got away disguised as a

-le.
*

According to Thr !><nli/ .Vrt/7apanic

was recently caused in a Manchester

tea-room by a rat which took refuge in

the leg of a gentleman'* trousers

may not mean that the need of a new

style of rat-proof trouser has attracted

the interest of Carmelite House publi-

i;ents. but we have our apprehen-
sions.

*

i work will kill no on.

dares a literary editor. Most people,

of course, prefer mi occupation with a

spice of danger about it.

"3ldni , Dreosmakcr, Milliner, and

Ladies' making p*th, tree lifting ; planting :

would suit nursery." Provincial Paper.

But would she do plain so\\.
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THE STANDARD GOLF-BALL.

I DO not want a standard hall,

So many to tin- pound;
Whether its girth is trim and svelte

Or built to take an out-size belt,

1 hardly sui-in to i-aro at all

So long as it is round.

But it appears to my poor wit

That we might well contrive

A means by which the merest babe

Would hold his own with MITCHELL (AnE),

If we could have a standard hit

(Especially the drive).

I want a limit made to bar

The unrestricted whack

(A hundred yards I think should be

The length on which we might agree),

And if you pushed the ball too far

You'd have to bring it back.

And I should love a standard he.

A ball inside a cup
Or latent under sand or whin

Hampers my progress toward the pin ;

It would improve my game if I

Could lift and tee it up.

But most, when tongues of golfers wT

ag,

Talking their dreadful shop
Of rotten luck and stymies laid

And chip-approaches, TAYLOR-made
Oh, then I want a standard gag
To make the blighters stop. O. S.

THE LANGUAGE FOR LOGIC.
"VERY well," I said, "if Jones is laid up I'll go round

myself."
Our French visitor chuckled quietly and then shrugged

his shoulders by way of apology.
"
Pardon," he murmured with the most disarming polite-

ness,
" but your English language it is so veray funny, and

I 'ave not yet become quite used to it. Is it not that it

lack the accuracy, what you call the logic, of the French?"
"
Indeed," I said, without the least interest.

But my wife was all enthusiasm. She clapped her hands
in delighted agreement.

" M. du Val is quite right, Dickie,"
she said. " We are a frightfully illogical lot, aren't we? I

mean, the French are able to say just exactly what they
mean."
"Your reinforcement, Madame, it completes my victory,"

replied the Frenchman with a graceful gesture.
"
Voyez,

M'sieu ," he added, turning to me, "you 'ave just said zat

your friend is laid up, when the unfortunate truth is zat
he is laid down, and because of zat you will encircle, sur-
round, make a tour of your person.""

There, you see," said my wife flatly,
"

it 's all utterly
illogical. Think how logicaHhe French are."

"
Well, let us work it out," I said in hearty agreement."As a start I solemnly declare that the French are not

so logical as they don't think."
' As they don't, think ?

"
repeated my wife in surprise.Ah!" J retorted, "you are not so observant as you

might not be. I was merely giving you a little French
idiom, 'logically

'

and '

accurately done into English.'
"

"
Mister," I next asked our ally,

"
your visit to England,

will she be prolonged ?
"

" Who 's the lady ?
"
interrupted my wife.

" M. du Val's visit, of course, dear," I informed her. " You
forget that the French are particularly logical with their

genders."
" M'sieu' !

" murmured the guest, rather puzzled.
" 1 asked," I went on for M. du Val's edification,

" because

if you stay long enough you may have the pleasure of

meeting the parents of Mistress my wife. They are coming
to the house of us next month. His father is extremely
anxious to see her daughter, whom he has not seen since

his wedding
"

" Whom in the world are you talking about ?
"
muttered

my wife.
" Monsieur will readily understand," I said wickedly,

"that I allude to my wife and their parents. I hope they
will bring his brother with them."

" '

Her,' you should say," my wife put in with the suspicion
of a snap.

" There 's only Johnny and me."
"It was of Johnny I spoke," I assured her. "And, by

the way, if you haven't heard the latest gossip it may in-

terest you to hear that the young rascal has formed an

attachment, and is very proud of her fiancAe. She is an

awfully pretty girl and quite athletic as well in fact, his

arm is not nearly so small as Johnny's isn't, and his carriage
is perfect. Their eyes are lovely, while a poet would rave
about his sweet nose, her rosebud mouth and their longs
blacks hairs. Their shoes

"Oh, stop!" cried my wife. "You're muddling me all

up. Are you talking about Johnny or
" Name of a pipe, my cabbage," I said, determined to

give her logic with swear-words and endearments as well,
"where has your reasoning gone to? Any logical French-
man would tell you at once that I wasn't talking about

Johnny, but about her girl. As I was saying, their shoes
have each a dinky Gibson bow on her."

"M'sieu'," reflected M. du Val in his polite way, "I begin
to think zat you are getting ze advantage over me."

"Don't take any notice of him, Mosseer," pleaded my
wife indignantly;

" he 's only pulling your leg."

"Pulling my ?" The Frenchman cogitated for a
minute

;
then he understood and smiled in a superior way

again. "All the same," he murmured quietly, "we French
'ave not all ze illogicalness, n'est ce pas ?

"

" Not quite all," I cheerfully agreed.
"
By the way,

would you like to come with us this afternoon to the great
Review in Hyde Park ? Her Majesty the KING will be
there, also the QUEEN and very likely His Royal Highness
Princess MAKY "

" I come wiz muchness of pleasure," assented our guest
very hurriedly. Then, being a thorough little sportsman,
he added wTith a bow :

" If M'sieu' could persuade 'er wife to wear 'is new 'at,

so veray charming ?
"

Another Apology Wanted.
"AN ATTEACTIVE EVENT AT CHAPEL.
LADY ABSENT FOB FIRST TIME FOB FIFTY YEABS."

. Provincial Paper.

"Dogs frequently go straight to destruction in this way, but an
official of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Animals told an

Evening News representative he did not think they had suicidal

intentions." Evening News.

If they had there would be less need for the Society.

" Persian Hugs for Sale by gentleman recently returned from Persia ;

various designs, old and modern
;
no dealers ; preferably after six

evenings." Daily Paper.
This gentleman seems to have brought back with him the

methods of the Oriental bazaar. Six evenings is about the

average time for adjusting a bargain.
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BALM FOK THE SICK MAN.
THE TURK (after reading report from Greece). "WELL DID THE INFIDKI, SAY, \YHKN ROGi

FALL OUT HONEST MEN COME BY THEIR OWN'I"
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Parent (after tour of inspection of Art scltool).

SEEMS GOOD."
'YES, I THINK THIS WILL DO. I'LL SEND MY DAUGHTER HEBE. YOUR VENTILATION

UNAUTHENTIG IMPRESSIONS.

IV. DB. ADDISON.

THE ridiculous tradition of govern-
ment by K.C.'s has for some time past
been broken down, and quite a number
of our present Ministers have never

taken silk in their lives, except from
cocoons in a match-box. There is at

least one business man in the Cabinet,
and even the LORD CHANCELLOR, great

lawyer though he is, is almost equally
renowned as a horseman. " He sits

the Woolsack," a hard-riding Peer has
said of him,

" almost as though he were

part of it."

Of this tendency to break away from
the Bar Dr. ADDISON is one of the plea-
santest examples. We Englishmen
surely owe as much to our great physi-
cians as to our great lawyers, and in

some cases indeed the fees are even

higher. After the Demosthenic periods
and Ciceronian verbosity of some of our

previous rulers Dr. ADDISON'S bright
bedside manner with an ailing or mori-

bund Hill is a refreshing spectacle. The
shrewd face udder the shock of white
haii- is too well known to need descrip

tion. The small black bag and the slight

bulge in the top-hat, caused by the

stethoscope, are equally familiar. Nor
is there wanting in Dr. ADDISON that

touch of firmness which is so necessary
to a good practitioner and in his case

comes partly, no doubt, from his Lincoln--

shire origin, for he was born in the

county which has already produced such

men as Sir ISAAC NEWTON, the late

Lord TENNYSON, M. WORTH of Paris,

the present Governor of South Aus-
tralia and HEEEWARD THE WAKE.
None but the robustest of officials is

allowed to direct the affairs of the new
Ministry of Health. The patron saint

of its Chief is St. Pancreas and his eu-

pepsia is reflected in his subordinates.

His junior clerks whistle continuously,
his liftmen yodel, his typists sing. Of his

own official methods 1 have been privi-

leged to obtain the report of an eye-wit-
ness. Let us suppose that, as frequently
happens, a deputation of disappointed
house-hunters lias arrived to see him.

Leader ofDeputation. We want houses
ii nd \ve won't wait.

Dr. Addixon (tapping hisforehead and
glanciiiti significantly at his Private Sec-

retary). Tck, tck! That 's very serious.

Shall we feel the pulse?

[Leader of Deputatiouputshishand
out. Private Secretary takes out

his u-atch. Sixty seconds elapse.

Dr. Addition. Do you take much

walking exercise ?

Leader of Deputation. No.

Dr. Addison. Ah, I thought as much.
" After breakfast walk a mile,

After dinner rest awhile."

What you need is a good sound consti-

tutional every morning. If you sec any
houses, of course there is no objection
to your looking at them. But keep on

walking, mind; don't loiter. And come
back to me in a month's time and \ve

see how you are then.

[Exit Deputation, lookiiuj sli/jhtly

dazed.

Almost equally successful is Dr. AD-

DISON'S professional method in dealing
with representatives of the Building
Trades Unions. A bricklayers' leader,

let us say, has expounded at great length
the technical difficulties which prevent

rapidity of construction.

Dr. Addison (softly and suddenly)
Take a deep breath. (Bricklayer takes
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/.) Bay ninety-nine I (]ln<-klni/<i

Hint.) \Yhere (In you feel tho pain '.'

. In the shoulders and

inns.

l>i\ .lililixon. Tck, tek, \vo must go
asy. Don't take it too quickly, and

ve'll have you right again before the

car 's out. Try tlirce bricks a day and

corno and see me in a month's time.

These, however, are not the only
nethod* by which Dr. ADDISOS has

ittempted to remedy the crisis. At his

uggcstion a permanent sub-committee

of the Cabinet, 'called "The Happy
lloiuos for Heroes' Panel," was ap-
Kiinted, and it was during one of its

sessions that the bright idea of Hous-

ng lionds was originated, I believe by
Sir ALB-BED MONO. If the campaign
las not met with the success which it

deserves, the cause is probably to be

'ound in the slightly unfortunate title

whose assonance suggests to the public
mind the " House of Bondage" in the

Psalms. It would have been better, I

think, to adopt Mr. AUSTEN CHAMBER-
LAIN'S suggestion, which was " The

Cosy Cot Combine."

However, things are not as bad as

they might seem, and outside one large

suburb the other day I observed a gang
of bricklayers actually in operation,

anxiously hovered over by a clerk from

the Ministry, thermometer in hand.

I think I have forgotten to mention in

this brief sketch that Dr. ADDISON lias

a frame of iron. Since I have said it

of all the other Cabinet Ministers o

whom I have spoken, I ought certainl)

to say it of Dr. ADDISON too. Like

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE, like Mr. WINSTON

CHURCHILL, like Sir EBIC GEDDES, the

MINISTER OF HEALTH AND HOUSING has

a frame of iron. All that he reall

needs is the concrete. K.

ELEGIA MACCHERONICA.
[We print as it reaches us this strange in

coherent ejaculatory effusion, signed
" A Love

of tho Old Italian Opera." With the genera

spirit of this valediction it is possible to feel

certain amount of sympathy, but the autho

is clearly inaccurate in including amongst th

li\;;oiio glories of the institution which h

deplores places, persons, musical and ever

culinary features which are by no mean
obsolete. We confess also to grave misgivin

as to the purity of the writer's style, which i

some lines seems to smack more of the debase

Anglo-Italian of Soho than tho crystal -clarit

of the Tuscan of Carducci.]

O TEMPI passati !

PAGANI, FBASCATI,

MASCAGNI, SGAMBATI

O Asti spumante !

O scena cantante !

Polenta, risotto,

O contra-fagotto !

Sordini, spaghetti,
BELLINI, confetti.

O cioppo dal grillo !

Wealthy I'arretm (slum-ing aat uatntance hu hotaf,"ancttlori,"etc.).
" An : A>

- inn 'n

ALL TIP-TOP AN' I'RK-WAK, M1M> MK."

TAKTINI del "
trillo,"

Barbitre,
" Di tanti,"

O fiaschi di Chianti !

O dolce solfeggio !

O caro arpeggio !

Salsiccia con veggio !

O lingua Toscana !

O bocca Humana !

O voce di petto !

liigoletto, Masetto,

Stringendo e stretto,

O notto di festa !

E poi mal di testa.

O Gaffe di GATTI !

O PASTA ! O PATTI !

OPATTl! Ol
O Brava ! O Basta !

Odan/a San YlTO !

Clrntenza di Titn,

CAMII.I.O BoiTO,

v/ro.
"
Qui sdegno."

Da capo, dal segno,
ALBAM, ALIU>M !

TBKHI:I.I.I. (luinosi!

O coloratura !

O bella bravura !

O " Salve dimora !

'

ma, I'nwrah !

O lunga cadenza

Senza desinenza.

O tempo rubato !

Strumenti a fiato !

O pingue contralto !

O ponte di Rialto !

O basso profondi
> !

O fine del mondo t

O " voi che sapete !
"-

PER SF.XI-RK \ M.I
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RACING AS A BUSINESS.
The kind of article which one may confi-

.liml) look for in the sporting columns of a

I*'iMiy newspaper at this time of the year.]

I-'I;OM the very beginning of the season

1 have insisted that our objective should

be " the winter's keep." Those who
have stuck to me all along and played

my system are on velvet.

During the flat-racing year I have

t;iven a hundred-and-fourteen selections.

Let me just tabulate the results ; I like

tabulating, for it fills my column in no
time.

Selections. Won. Second. Third. Unplaced.
114 5 8 1 100

N.B. Non-starters neglected.

The above is a statement of which I

may well be proud. I assert with con-

fidence that few sporting journalists
can show anything like this record.

Certain captious correspondents like
" 0. T." and "

Disgusted
"
have pointed

out that my selections during this

period show a loss of 104 9s. ll$d. on
a flat stake of 1. All I can say is

that people who bet increasing stakes
are increasing, while people who bet
flat stakes are Well, that disposes
of "

Disgusted
"

and " O. T." My
readers know that my system is to
have the minimum stake on the losers
and the maximum stake on the winners.
We shall never attain that abstract per-
fection, but we should keep this ideal
before us. I believe in idealism

; it pays.
Take yesterday's selections, for in-

stance. Here they are, with results
tabulated :

1-00 Breathing Time Unplaced.
1-30 Taddenham . Unplaced.
8-00 Aminta I. . . Unplaced.

) Giddy Gertie . Non-starter.
8.00 Transformation Unplaced.
3.30 Likely Case . Won HO to 1 on.

That I consider a highly successful

day's racing, provided your stakes were
proportionally placed ; and here again
1 must insist on my principle of maxi-
mum and minimum stakes.

Let us suppose, as naturally most of

my readers did, that a backer went to
the course with a bookmaker's credit
of twenty thousand pounds and a thou-
sand or so spare cash in his pocket.
Being a shrewd man he would place 1
on Breathing Time to win. (I daresay
even " O. T." and "

Disgusted
"
did me

the honour of following me so
far.) On

Taddenham, true to my principles, our
backer would raise his stake to 1 10s.
Arninta I. would carry 2, or 2 10s
if he were punting. But I cannot too
strongly discourage this habit of making
violent increases in stake ; it is almost

gambling.
Much better put on only2 With a safe bookmaker, such as Mr

16b Mowbray.of Conduit Street, whose
advertisement appears elsewhere in our
columns.

To proceed, our backer finds to h
relief that Giddy Gertie is a non-startc

and retires to the refreshment bar f<

a bracer. The 2.30 race being run o
he returns to the Ring for the seriou

business of the day. After examinin
Transformation in the paddock and lis

tening to the comments of the knowin
ones " Too thick in the barrel,"

" To-

long in the pastern,"
" Too moth-eatei

in the coat" he will exercise cautioi

and, instead of "putting his shirt" 01

Transformation and plunging to th
extent of, say, 5, will put up not inor
than 3 10s. and await the result witl

calmness. When Transformation is re

turned unplaced (or, as " O. T." am
"Disgusted" would say, "also ran"
our backer is not abashed. Taking ful

advantage of his credit he places his

twenty thousand on Likely Case, to-

gether perhaps with the odd thousanc
or so in his pocket, being careful, how-
ever, to ascertain that his return ticket
is still safely in his possession.
Our backer is shrewd enough to under-

stand that this is a case fortlie maximum
stake. Strong in his faith in my prin
ciple he sees Likely Case win with little

surprise.

Returning to Town that evening lie re-

cords his day's dealings in this manner:
Woo.

Breathing Time
Taddenham .

Aminta I. .

Giddy Gertie .

Transformation

Likely Case

Expenses: Return
ticket,entrances,
three double
b. & s.. etc. .

Lost.
s. d.100

1 10200
3 10

s. d.

1,000

204
10 4 1,000

10 4

Balance .... <J89 19 8

I may mention that the official s.p.
of 20 to 1 on Likely Case is distinctly
cramped. On the course it was possible
to obtain more generous terms and lay
only 19 to 1 on.

Thus one sportsman by careful ob-
servance of my principle has stacked
up a goodly array of chips towards his
winter's -keep. All this goes to show-
that if a man will bet sanely and avoid
"
going for the gloves

"
he can make a

modest competence on the Turf.
This afternoon the Vale Selling Plate

of 300 sovs. is down for decision. To
fill my space I cannot do better than
give a list of

PROBABLE STABTEHS AND JOCKEYS.
st. Ib.

Digby.
Harris.

Holmes (0.)

Benny.
Peters.

HAVANA . .

AVIGNON . .

Wisi: UNCLE
PERIWIG . .

BEATCS .

In Nurseries, Weight -for -age races

and so on I make it a rule to give only
one selection, but in a struggle of this

importance I expect to receive a little
more latitude. Of these, then, I take
Mayana and Periwig to beat the field.

At the same time I feel strongly that
Wise Uncle's form at Kempton was not
correct, and that he will nearly win, if

he can beat Beatus, who seems to be
let in nicely at 7 st. All the above will
be triers, but it is doubtful whether any
amount of trying will enable them to
beat Avignon, whose chances I am con-
tent to support. I conclude by wishing
my readers a good time over this race.

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THE WOKM.
THE worms, the worms, the wriggly

worms,
They keep on eating earth,

\nd always in the grossest terms

Complain about their birth ;

They have no eyes, they have no eyes,
Tiiey cannot read a book

;

wonder if they realise

What dreadful things they look.

The trowel cuts them quite in half,
It is a bitter cup ;

They give a sour sardonic laugh
And sew the pieces up ;

They sew them up and wind away
With seeming unconcern,

But oh, be careful ! one fine day
I hear the worm will turn.

And though I don't know what it means,
I know what reptiles are

;

ey love to make unpleasant scenes
When people go too far

;

iowever calm lie seems to be
When only cut in two,

f you go cutting him in three
I don't know ivliat he 'd do !

Effect of the Greek Imbroglio.
"Asked why The Daily Mail had been asked

o send a representative, Mr. MacSweeney
tated that Mr. JlacCormack had cancelled an
greement with his agent, which meant the
incellatino of a number of provincial engage-
icnts.'" Daily Paper.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 1

IABGOT ASQU1TH. j
POLY. MICE 25/-

\Vith 43 Illustrations.

A NOAH'S ARK
Vith a real educational interest. Education
ithout effort. Containing 25 animals, all

crfectly drawn." Adi-t. in Glasgow Paper.
~ot at all a bad description.

" The Oxford University forwards created a
cry favourable impression against Major
tanley's XV. at Oxford yesterday, and were
ot to blame for the defeat of the University
y 2 placed girls . . ."Daily Paper.

lore's to the maidens of STANLEY'S
V.I
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Tin-: ri.Acr. OF TIII-; TROMBONE
IN THE r.AND.

WHEN 1 speak of the place of the

trombone in tin- hand I am not referring

to his site or locality. That is for the

conductor to settle. My purpose is to

givean intelligentreplytothe oft-quoted

query,
" Why the trombone?

"

F.veryliody knows that it is not in the

baud for musical purposes. It is not a

musicalinstrument. The man who could

extract music from a trombone could get

grapes out of a coal-mine.

V>, its raison d'etre is mostly critical

and punitive. It is there to see that

the orchestra does its job and to put the

fear of a hectic hereafter into the man
who is out of step with his fellow-con-

spirators.
The uninformed

have a vague idea that

the conductor should

do that with his little

stick. But I put it to

you, what use would a

little stick be against a

manlikethebigdrum?
A meat - axe would
have some point, but

the difficulties of con-

ducting with a meat-

axe will be obvious to

even the least musical.

When the French

horn, in the throes of

a liver attack, sees sup-

plementary spots on
the score and plays
them with abandon,
or when the clarionet

(or clarinet), having
inadvertently sucked
down a fly which in

an adventurous mood
has strolled into one of those little holes
in the instrument, coughs himself half

out of his evening clothes, does the con-
ductor forsake his air of austerity and
use language unbefitting a solemn occa-
sion ? Does he pick up his music-stand
and hurl it at the offender ? He does
not. It would he a breach of etiquette.
He simply signals to the trombone,

who promptly turns the exit part of his
instrument on the culprit and gives a

bray that makes the unfortunate man's
shirt-front crumple up like a concertina.
That is discipline.
Then again the trombone is employed

as a sort of brake when in a moment
of excitement the rest of the orchestra
has a tendency to overdo things.
For example, all will remember the

throbbing moment at the end of the
drama, where the hero and heroine,
murmuring "At last!" fall into each
other's arms and move slowly off the

stage whilst the band starts up MEN-

DKLSBOHN'B or GiiOcKBTunTB "Wedding
March." The effect on an orchestra is

immediate and immense. Somewhere
behind each of these stiff shirt-fronts

boats a heart that fin-ills at every sug-

gestion of romance. It is well known
that, when at intervals during a per-
formance they retire through the man-
hole under tiio stage,

it is to imbibe

another chapter of ETHEL M. DELL or

of " Harried Hannah, the Bloomsbury
Bride." And so the lingering embrace
of the lovers sets them tingling and

they tackle the "
Wedding March "

at

the double. The clarionet (or clarinet)

wipes the tears from his eyes and puts
a sob in his rendering ; the cornet un-

s wallows his mouthpiece and, getting
his under-jaw well jutted out, decides

perform the marriage ceremony there
and then.

But the trombone introduces the
hard practical note, the necessary cor-

rective. His monotonous grunt is used
to remind the audience of marriage as
it is lived in real life, of the girl at

breakfast in unmarcelled hair, of the
man dropping cigarette-ash on the best

carpet, of double income-tax, of her

family, of his, of her bills for frocks, of
his wandering off to golf or the club,
and a host of other incidentals.

A reaction takes place among the
audience. Men who had been a moment
before estimating the price of a diamond-

ring turn their thoughts to two-stroke

motor-bicycles, and girls decide that
love in a cottage is an over-rated pas-

time especially when
you can't get the cot-

tage and decide to

wait a few years till a

house or two has been
built.

That is the chief

function of the trom-
bone to pursue those
who are wandering in

the clouds and bring
them to earth with a

crash.

Press Photographer (to perfect stranger while arranging group on departure of
popular personage), "HOLD YOUR HAT UP AND CHEEB."

to put a jerk in it
; the piccolo pickles

with furious enthusiasm
; the 'cello puts

his instrument in top-gear with his left

hand and saws away violently with the
other

; the triangle, who has fallen

perhaps into a Euclidian dream, sits

up and gets a move on
; the stevedore

no, no, that is the next chapter the
oboe, the French horn, the kettledrum,
the euphonium, the proscenium, the
timbrel, the hautboy, the sackbut-and-
ashes all get a grip of the ground
with both feet and let her go.
They try to depict golden lands of

radiant sunshine, where beautiful

couples stroll hand -in -hand for ever
and the voice of the turtle replaces
that of the raucous vendor of the racing
edition.

If they wore allowed to have their

way the effect on the unmarried portion
of the audience would be to send them
rushing out of the theatres and dragging
registrars out of a sick-be:l in order to

The Triumphs of Art.
" WOMAN SCULPTOR is

THE KREMLIN.

BOLSHEVIST BUSTS."
" Times" headlines.

" Rhodes bowled Ryder
for a duck, and oft his

very next ball he got
Moyes smartly stumped
by Dolphin at point."

Irish Paper.

DOLPHIN must have

acquired
" the long arm of coincidence."

"LETTS CLASH WITH POLES."

Japan Gazette.

No, don't let's.

"Autumn made a lightning spring into
winter yesterday." Daily Paper.

England's seasons seem to be getting

hopelessly intermingled.

- Htl. S. asp. Magnificently equip-
ped." Da% Paper.

Patronized by the late QUEEN CLEO-
PATRA. J_
"To LET, Furnished Bedroom, beard

optional, terms moderate." Local Paper.

Would suit almost any young shaver.

" A telephone call office has been opened at

Slumps Post Office." Official notice.

SUBSCRIBER. Can you give me
Mumps ?

OPERATOR. No, but I have got a
bad cold if that is any use to you.
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WELL, AND WHAT UIUNGS you HERE AGAIN?" or 'ABIT."

MY WEATHEE-GUIDE.
1 WAS admiring Cripstock's baro

meter.
" Take it," he said.
'

My dear Cripstock !

"
I exclaimed

as I pulled it from the wall.

"My dear fellow !

"
he replied, in tones

more of gratitude than of generosity.
I have fastened it in my hall at the

regulation distance from the hat-rack
and between the assegais. It will be
nice company for the dinner -gong,
\\hich it faces. I purposely did not

place them side by side, for fear of any
error in tapping.
These delicate contrivances do not

readily settle down in a new home, and
for a week I ignored the barometer.
This may have seemed unfriendly to a

newcomer, yet surely it was kind not
to observe any faults it might display

during its novitiate. When on the Satur-

day morning I scrutinised it for the first

time I saw it pointed to "
Stormy." I

liastened over breakfast in order to get
into the garden in time to fix up the

starboard fence. After working fc\i -

shly for three hours, glancing at the

sky at frequent intervals, I heard the

" All clear
"

signalled from a back

window, the needle having swung round
to " Set Fair."

There it remained for several days, a
marvel of accuracy. My poor umbrella

began to wear a look of neglect, but

my walking-stick was jubilant.
" Set

Fair" it was again on the Friday, and

again I set out with my happy malacca.
On my return wet through I had

another proof of the excellence of my
faithful aneroid. Its needle pointed
imperatively to "

Change." This, in

fact, I had already decided to do, but to

a less careful man the instruction must
have been of inestimable advantage.

OUK "PROMISED" LAND.

[An
"
explanation

"
of another of the

PREMIER'S election "promises.")
VIv emotion I well can rememl>er
O'er a "promise" that somewhere

I 'd seen

One night, away buck in December
Anno Domini 191>V

Happy tears in my orbs began wellin'

As I read how the England-to-be
iVould become a lit messuage to dwell in

For heroes like me.

Refreshed l.y KD acoeus of an!
I returned to my business in to\\ n .

Hut, as life seemed each dav to grow
i i

*

harder,
I despaired of its joy and it- e-rnwn .

Till, fed up with a "tale" for poor
Tommies,

My temper I finally lost.

And pronounced that oracular

mise"
A palpable frost.

But I Ye tumbled at List t.> my error;

For, although I am fur from content,
1 know that this era of ten-ni-

ls just what the Government meant ;

When through England so bell-like and
clear rose

That eager, that-passionate
Si urc none but a race of real heioea

Can live in it now.

Commercial Candour.
" SITVATIOXS WANTED.

Housemaid, unscrupulomlv clean."

Uelbounit ArgMM.

Mr. Arthur Hendenon, M.P.. bi added

2\ stones to his itetaro since he loft the

nursing home in Leeds." Dotif Uail.

Vnd throe cubits to his weight.
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MORE HINTS TO SOCIAL CLIMBERS: HOW TO ATTRACT NOTICE.

THE BEOWN LADY.

WE were talking of the sex, the dark

and the fair, and
" Give me," he said,

" a brunette every . time. But how
seldom one meets them now !

"

I expressed surprise at this.
"
Yes," he said,

"
it is so. Plenty of

women with dark hair, but not dark

skins. The true brunette is very rare."
" I know one," I said ;

"
probably the

most perfect brunette in London."
"
Young ?

"
he asked.

"
Yes," I said.

"Could I would you take me to

see her?" he asked.
"
Certainly," I said.

"When? "
he asked.

" Now," I said ; "this afternoon. But
we must hurry. Her servants have
orders not to let anyone in after four."

" You 're sure she won't mind?
"
he

asked.
"
Absolutely," I said. "My friends

are hers. I 've introduced lots of people
to her and she 's delighted."
He smiled blissfully.

Having obtained a taxi I -gave an
address in Eegent's Park, but told the

driver to stop at a shop on the way.
She loves sweets," I explained.
"
They all do," he replied, with the

sententiousness of gallantry, as though
speaking from abysmal depths of know-

ledge.
"
Yes, but she has a more catholic

taste than most," I said. " She 's the

only brunette or, if it comes to that,

the only blonde I ever knew with a

weakness for well, I '11 make you
guess."

"Preserved ginger?
"
he suggested.

"
No," I said.

" American pop-corn ?
"

" Not that I know," I said.
" Tell me," he replied.
" Condensed milk," I said.
" Good Heavens !

"
he exclaimed.

" Condensed milk ? That 's the oddest

thing I 've ever heard."
" That 's what I 'm getting," I said

;

" and it won't injure your chances with
her if you take her a pot of honey."

" But I don't know her," he submitted.
" It doesn't matter," I said

;

" she 's

the most unconventional creature in the
world just a child of nature."

" Delicious !

"
he murmured.

" She 's a Canadian, you see," I added.

"Oh, a Canadian," he replied, as

though that explained everything. "And,

by the way, what 's her name ?
"

" She lets me call her Winnie," I said.
" And what do I call her ?

"
he asked.

"
Well," I said,

"
if I were you I 'd

call her Winnie too. She 'd love it."

" This is extraordinarily interesting,"
he replied.

" But you know I 'm far

too shy to do a thing like that."

"When, however, the time came and

we were shown into Winnie's drawing-
room in Mappin Terrace and the most
adorable brown bear in captivity came

lumbering towards us, lie culled her

Winnie as naturally as her keeper does

or any of the Canadian soldiers whose
mascot she was, and he held the honey-

pot for her until her tongue had ex-

tracted every drop. She then clawed

at his pocket for more.
" I told you she 'd like you," I said.

"Isn't she a pet? And a brunette

all right ? I didn't deceive you."
" She 's perfect," he said.

" Abso-

lutely the Queen of She-Bears."

And so say all good Zoologicians.
E. V. L.
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A GERMAN INVASION.
HERR NOAH (to I'rau Noah).

" HHKE \VK ARE AGAIN JUST AS IF NOTHING HAD
HAPPENED I"





ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Mniiiliii/, Xori'iii/irr ..''nil. Fortu

nately 01- unfortunately, according t

ono's point of view, this deponent, w;
not a spectator of tho light in th
House of Commons this afternooi

having been himself previously knockec
out by a catarrhal microbe posse
as 1 1 ic sporting journals say,

" a remark

A LECTURE TO THE UPPER SCHOOL
LOUD BIBKESHEAD.

able punch." He therefore gives the
fracas an honourable miss.

The Tariff Reformers were horrified"

to hear from Sir ROBERT HORNE that

nearly four hundred thousand pounds
worth of clocks had been imported fron;

Germany this year. They Wore quite
under the impression that when we
wound up the Watch on the Rhine
clocks were included.

They were still more surprised to

learn that without further legislation
it is impossible for British parents,
when purchasing toys for their children,
to be sure that they are not the pro-
ductions of our late enemies. It would

appear that the famous label, "Made in

Germany," which did so much to ad-

vertise the products of the Fatherland
before the War, lias now outlived its

usefulness; but the goods are coming
along just the same.

Tuesday, November 23rd. Lord BIHK-
ENHEAD'S complete recovery from his

recent ear-trouble was attested by the

ease and mastery of his speech inmoving
the Second Reading of the Government
of Ireland Bill. Some men in this situa-

iion might have been a little embar-
rassed by their past. But Sir EDWARD
C/ARSON'S erstwhile "

galloper
"
neither

'orgot nor apologised for his daring
'eats of horsemanship, and triumph-

"in
1y produced a letter from his i

chief
assuring -my dear I,,,d (

''"'"
"
">" - riM,-r" had ,-ome round

1" the view that -the U-,t and only
solution of i ho question i-

the present Hill ,im l to eiideav.
work it loyally."
For tho rest he minimised tho ;

orarv partition of Ireland and laid stress
on the ultimate union to be eflfeci.

the Council of Ireland; magniti.xl the
financial advantages seven millions is
the sum he reckons Southern I

will ultimately have to play with and
hinted that they might lie further
stretched if pence were offered to us
by any body which was qualified to

speak for Irish opinion."
For a time little encouragement came

from the Irish Peers. Lord DIM
moved the rejection of the Bill, on the

ground that there could never bo per-
manent peace in Ireland until moderate
opinion was behind the law, and that
moderate opinion would not be satisfied
without full financial control. Lord
WiLLOtT.HHY UK BROKE spoke as an
unrepentant Unionist, and Lord CLAN-
WILLIAM bluntly declared that tho Irish
were one of those peoples who were
unfit to govern themselves and who
had got to be governed.
The Duke of AHERCORN, as an Ulster-

man, supported the Bill, and Lord 1 1 AI.-

DASK gave an elegant exhibition of the

military exercise known as "-the balance

step without advancing." It was not
-he Bill he would have drafted, and the
Government must pass it on their own
responsibility. Still he thought it

should be given a chance.
In the Commons Sir ARCHIBALD

WILLIAMSON gave an account of the re-

narkable transmigrations of the Egypt-
an G.H.Q., which within a few weeks
vas located at the Savoy Hotel, the
\bbassiah Barracks and tho Eden Hotel.
Each move was made from motives
f economy." Sir ALFRED Moxn is

understood to be most anxious to know
tow this game is played. He can

nanage the first moves all right, but
lever achieves a winning position.

Wednesday, November ii4th. Those
vho were fortunate enough to hear
discount GREY'S speech on the Govern-
ment of Ireland Bill speak of it as on

par with that which he delivered

s the spokesman of the nation on

\ugust 3rd, 1914. To me it did not

ppear quite so plain and coherent; but
vho can be plain and coherent about

he Irish Question? Lord GREY thinks,

or example, that if the Government
nade a more liberal offer to Nationalist

reland the pressure of moderate opinion
ould put an end to murders and out-

ages. But how would that moderate
sinion be able to overcome the ter-

rorism of the secret societies, which, as
Lord] 'It ho Peers, have domed

the eighteenth ceol
iullnu "" 'so with the hated
inva.

debate was neatly summarised
by Lord Kiiiiu.KsiMi

,.,\. \V.
are all Home Rulers, but each of us
thinks the other fellow's brand is

wrong."
'

Ireland was at that
moment being debated in the (

when Mr. Asoi irn found In

died with the introduction of

which, while nominally l.liimin-
Irish Executive, really ac.cu*

diers and police of attacking the liven
and property of innocent people. Th
awkwardness of the situation was re-
flected in the terms of his indictment.
At one moment the charge was that
houses atd creameries were desti
" without discrimination" betwe
nocent and guilty; at the next tin-

House was asked to note "overwhelm-
ing evidence of organisation."
only suggestion for a remedy was that
wo should get into touch with "the
real opinion of the great bulk of the
Irish people," but ho did not inn
how it was to be done or what tin-

opinion would ! when yon got t

Sir HAMAR GREENWOOD is quite clear
that you won't get to it until you have
crushed the murder-gang which i

rorising tho groat mass of tho Southern
Irish people, not excluding "the intel-

lectual leaders of Sinn Fein."

" Tho balance atop without advancing."
LORD HAI.HANC.

Colonel JOHN WARD cleverly re-

modelled the resolution into a vote of
thanks to the servants of the Crown in

Ireland for their courage and devotion,
and this was eventually adopted by 303
votes to 83.

Thursday, Xovemlvr 2-jth. For the
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first time in its history the House of

Lords gave a Second Reading to a

Home Rule Bill for Ireland. Up to

the very last the issue was in doubt,

for Lord MIDLETON'S motion that the

debate should be adjourned for a fort-

night, in order that a more generous
financial scheme might be produced,

attracted two classes of Peers those

who are resigned to Home Eule, but

want a better brand, and those who

won't have it at any price or in any

shape.
On the steps of the Throne sat the

PRIME MINISTER, whose humility in

going no higher will doubtless receive

favourable comment in Welsh pulpits.

He was accompanied I will not say

shepherded by SirHAMAR GREENWOOD
and Sir EDWARD CARSON. "What signals,

if any, passed between this triumvirate

and the Woolsack I cannot say, but

the fact remains that, after a brief chat

with the LOKD CHANCELLOR, Lord

CURZON came down heavily against the

motion. An adjournment would be

useless unless it produced peace. But
could Lord MIDLETON guarantee that

even the most complete fiscal autonomy
would satisfy Sinn Fein? If later on,

when the Irish Parliaments were in

operation, a demand came from a united

Ireland, the Government would give it

friendly consideration. Lord MIDLE-
TON'S motion having been rejected by

eighty-six votes, and Lord DUNHAVEN'S

by ninety, the Second Beading -was

agreed to without a division.

In the Commons a final attempt to

defeat the Agricultural Bill was made

by the Farmers' Party. Mr. COURT-
HOPE declared that the Bill would

produce only doubt and uncertainty,
whereas the farmer needed confidence,

a plant of slow growth (as we know on
the authority of another statesman),
which would not flourish under bureau-

cratic supervision. Sir F. BANBURY
said the measure must end in national-

isation, and he would prefer national-

isation cum pi'oper compensation, of

course straight away. The surprising
statement by a Labour Member, that

the farmers had subsidised the nation

to the extent of forty millions a year
by selling at less than world-prices,

may have helped to placate their

champions, who had not quite realised

what generous fellows they were, for

only a dozen stalwarts carried their

protest into the Division Lobby.

"Learn to be independent of domestics. In
four months I undertake to train any young
girl of good family, and willing to learn, as a

thoroughly competent and economical Plain
Cook. Live in as one of family. Three maids
kept. Mrs. ." Church Times.

The advertiser seems to fight shy of

her own medicine.

IMPROVING " HANSARD."

IF Hansard would only introduce a

little brightness into its bald and un-

convincing narrative of Parliamentary

procedure it would provide reading-

matter which would grip the heart and

stir the emotions, winning many new

readers from the students of fiction and

other light literature. Hansard will

otherwise never find it worth while to

organise sand-castle competitions for

the little ones about its certified net

sales.

It suffers under the disadvantage of

having no sporting expert, no front-

rank descriptive writer and no specialist

in the humanities (sometimes known as

a sob-artist) on its staff. That is why

Lord CI-RZON. " Lord WILLOUGHBY DB BROKE
still remained a magnificent relic of the Old
Guard."

it reports a soul-stirring incident in the

following terms ?
" Mr. X. struck out, and unintention-

ally hit an lion, member (Mr. Y.),
who was sitting in close proximity.
Grave disorder having thus arisen, Mr.

Speaker rose and ordered the suspen-
sion of the sitting under Standing Order
No. 21."

How differently the thing might have
been done if put into competent hands.

Would not something like the follow-

ing (though far short of perfection, we
admit) have been more acceptable to

the general reader ?

Mr. X's erstwhile florid face paled.
An ugly look invaded his features of

normally classic beauty. Flinging off

his braided morning - coat he flew

at his opponent. Parrying with his

right he brought his left well home

with a middle-and-off jab, tapping the

claret a pretty blow, whose only defect

was that it struck the wrong face.

Other honourable Members hastened
to join the mSlee. Pince-nez flew in

every direction, toupees were disar-

ranged, dental plates shook to their

very foundations. The opposition pack
worked well, displaying brilliant foot-

work, tackling low and dodging neatly
the dangerous cross - kicks of their

opponents. The heel-work, while above
the average, was too often below the

belt.

Meanwhile the only lady Member
present sat pale and bright-eyed, a silent

spectator. Her mind, working rapidly,
sensed an impendingcatastrophe. What
could she do to emphasise the woman's

point of view ? At the sight of blood

she nerved herself with a supreme
effort to remain in her place. Then,

springing to action, she tore her dainty
handkerchief into strips with which to

provide the bandages which it seemed
would inevitably be needed.

At last silence reigned. The collar-

studs were collected from the floor of

the House and the few remaining
Members breathlessly awaited the re-

sumption of the sitting.

As the hon. Member apologised every
throat was dry, but most of the eyes
were moist. The gracious acceptance of

the apology moved strong men to weep
aloud until called to order. And there,

in the background, sat she whose
woman's wit had shown the better way.

Commercial Menace.
" Taxis for Hire. Boats and Trains met.

Picnic and Wedding Parties promptly attended
to and executed with reliability."

" There were only 67 persons enjoying
annual incomes of 200,000 or over in 1918,

upon whom a tax of about 28,000,000 was
levied." Daily Paper.

What are we coming to !

"THE GARDEN.
VIOLINS. For sale, several second-hand

Violins." Local Paper.

They should harmonize well with the

violas in the next bed.

"Mr. (the bride's brother) was at the

organ, and played the ' Bridle March '

(Lohen-
grin)." Local Paper.

While the happy pair were on their

way to the halter.

" Au advertisement in a morning paper for

20 laborers to do store work resulted in 400

applicants assembling in front of the Peter-

sham P.O., where the advertiser had promised
to meet them. To their intense disgust he
failed to materialise. The general opinion is

that the advertisement was a hoar."

Australian Paper,
A frost anyway.
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THE USES OF GESTURE.
A SIXPENNY-BIT PLAIN. Omt PESJtT WITH APLOMB.

' G.B.R.L."

G.B.E.L.'s are an old - established

convention in my family. Joan and
Pauline ("Porgie" libentius audit) are

exceptional authorities on the animal
world in general ; exceptional, at any
rate, for their years, which respectively
total four-spot-six and two-spot-five.

They confound their parents daily with

questions relating to the habits of mar-
mots or the language of kiwis. But

they never talk about "
lions," tout

court. A lion is, ex-officio and ipso facto,
a Great-Big-Roarin'-Lion always has
been : in short, a G.B.R.L.

It reminds me of a man I know who
was made a G.B.E. ; but that 's another

story, and Joan wouldn't see the joke
of it anyhow, though I know she would
smile politely.
But in this matter of lions, from which

I am tending to digress, the old G.B.R.
convention has just been weighed in the

balance and found wanting. It came
about in this wise. Joan's and Porgie's
Uncle Barney (his nose is retrouss6, if

anything, only he had the misfortune

to be born on St. Barnabas' Day) de-

parted the other day for Afric's sunny
shores for Algiers, in fact to nurse a

tedious trench legacy. This, of course,

was a matter of great concern to his

nieces, in whose eyes he is distinctly

persona grata, owing to his command
of persiflage and taste in confectionery.

I went into the nursery on the fateful

morning to break the sad news. My

daughters were at breakfast and I was

just in time to hearJoan's grace,
" Thank

God for our b'ekfas' and do make us

good." The extremely sanctimonious
tone in which this was delivered, com-
bined with the melodramatic scowl
which marred the usual serenity of

Porgie's countenance, convinced me
that the morning had commenced in-

auspiciously and that it would be well

to gild the pill which I had to ad-

minister.
"
Hallo, stout women," I said cheer-

fully. Joan looked politely bored but

made no reply.
" Not "tout wimmin," said Porgie

heavily and uncompromisingly. Ob-

viously it was too early in the day for

any of that sparkling back-chat for

which my daughters are so justly
famed. So I got down to hard tacks

at once.
" Your Uncle Barney," 1 said,

"
is

going to Algiers to-day."
I explained that Algiers was in Africa,

where the black men come from. Joan

was mildly intrigued. She opined that

her Uncle Barney would follow the

local customs (as she understood them)
and wear no clothes. I said I doubted

if his medical adviser would approve of

his carrying international courtesy to

such an extreme. Joan was frankly dis-

appointed. So I tried again.

"I expect he'll see some lions in

Africa," I suggested.
Joan's interest revived.

"
Great-liif.;-

roarin'-lions," she corrected me. Porgie

expressed herself, as usual, in precisely
similar terms.

"
Yes," I said feelingly,

"
great big

roarers. I expect they '11 eat him up
quite soon."

Joan looked deeply concerned at this

callous prediction, and the corners of

Porgie's mouth drooped ominously.
"

1 don't like roarin' lions," said Joan.
" Don't nike roarin' nions," said

Porgie.
" Are they in cages ?

"
suggested Joan

hopefully. This was an excellent idea.
" Of course they are," I said with

great heartiness.

Joan was not satisfied. Will they
roar when they see Uncle Barney?

'

she inquired.
This gave me my chance most unex-

pectedly.
" I should just think they

will," I said.
"

If they see him dressed

like your black men, they '11 roar till

the tears pour down their cheeks."
" I 'spect they 'd be laughing at him,"

said Joan, gracefully helping me out.
" I 'spect so," I replied.
" / see," said Joan comfortably.
" 7 see," said Porgie.

* * *

So G.B.R.L. has come to have a new
and a more genial significance, thanks

io Uncle Ban>

Vacant Poamnion, through

Capital Chop, with good living

lion, in best business position." DatlyPtptr.

Purchaser will acquire a steak in the

country.
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ANOTHER CHILD ACTRESS.
Mrs. Bluff (a popular pauper). "Now, FANNY, WHAT'LL YEB SAY WHEN I TAKES YEB

INTO THE KIND LADY'S DRORIN'-BOOM ?
"

Fanny (thoroughly proficient). "OH, THAT'S AN EASY ONE. I'LL PUT ON A BEWTIFUL
LORST LOOK AN' SAY,

'

Ml'VVER, THIS IS 'EAVEN !

' "

Mr. Punch's Misquotations.
Of a prima donna who sang in a

private drawing-room :
" At a party she

gave what was meant for mankind."

(GOLDSMITH).
" FAK-KKTCHED HEIIRI.V; .

"The steam rlrifter Braces landed at Buckie

to-day the furthest-fetched catch of herrings
on record. The herrings were caught on the
Yarmouth grounds, over 4000 miles distant."

Scotch Paper.
The last detail seems as far-fetched as
the fish.

"Lost, in Paragon Street or Station, Black

Dog with purse, money, eyeglass and papers ;

name and address inside. Howard returning
same." Daily Paper.

But suppose the finder is an anti-

vivisectionist ?

There was a young lady named Janet,
Who committed high treason inThanet ;

She dressed up her cat

In a D^.:ly J/**Z hat,
And was promptly fired out of this

planet.

ONE TOUCH OF DICKENS.
KNOWING that there was everything

in my appearance to command respect,
I went into the manager's room with

confidence. Lean and brown and middle-

aged, in a tweed coat and grey flannel

trousers, which, though not new, were
well cut, I felt that I looked like one
accustomed to put in and take out sums
from banks. There was 110 trying for

effect, no effort, no tie-pin. The stick

I carried was a plain ash. The pipe,
which I removed from my mouth, had
no silver mounting. Ah, but it showed
the tiny mother-of-pearl star which

stamped it as a Bungknoll, There was

going to be no difficulty here.

"Good morning," I said. "I regret
to trouble a busy man over a small

matter, but I wish to cash a cheque
for ten pounds."
He was a quiet, capable-looking man

with a rather tired expression.
"The cashing of cheques," he said,

laying down his pipe,
"

is one item of

our duties."

"Unfortunately," I continued, "I
have run short of money. I bought a

rather good print in a shop down the

road and it has left me without any. I

can give a cheque on Bilson's, but the

hanks in town close to-morrow and it

would mean waiting three days, so I

hope that you will be able to
" You can bring someone to identify

you, of course?" ho said, reaching for

a bell.
" I am sorry to say that I am unknown

here. I am all right at the hotel,

but I don't like to ask the people for

money. I have brought only a small

bag, and what with the races and so

forth I might expose myself to a dis-

agreeable refusal."

"Yes," he said, "you might. But
I'm afraid I can't cash a cheque for

you without an identification. I '11 send
it for collection if you like."

" But that means waiting for days,
and I haven't a shilling left. I came
here for a week to look at the country
about your town a beautiful little

town." I added this diplomatically.
"Do you think so ? I consider it a

hole. But I don't know much about it

as I 'm only here for a week. However,
I 'ni sorry I can't help you except in

the way I mentioned."
"But look here do I look like the

kind of man who plays tricks? Here
is my card and my club address. And
letters

"
I tore one out of an envelope,

but it was the one from Mosbyson's
reminding me that they had already

applied twice for payment "but letters

are of little use to identify one."

"They are," he agreed.
"The fact is, among other things I
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Lady (to applicant for situation a* *). HAVK YOU BKES ACCfSTOMKD 10 HA* K A KITCH;
Look. "In THEBK DAYS WE .NEVER SPKAK OF HAVING I-EOPI.E '

I XDKB fS.' Bl T I HAVE HAD CO!

\ViinL to buy another print which I

Imve just caught sight of. It may be

snapped up at any moment, like the
one 1 snapped up yesterday."" Let it go. It 'a probably a fake."

" Which one?
"
I said hotly.

" The
one I bought yesterday or the one I "m

going to buy?
"

"Both. But Ican't cash your cheque."
"But look at the mess I'll be in.

Would you have me pawn my watch!
" I would not

; neither would I have

you not do so, if you take my moaning."
" I see," I said bitterly.

" In plain
words you are indifferent to my fate."

He smiled slightly and readied for a
match to re-light his pipe.

My blood was up. I would not be
defied by this man; at least, not com-

pletely.
"
Very well," I said coldly, "I

will leave my cheque for ten pouads
with you and take only a couple on
account."

" I couldn't do that either."
"
Well, a pound will have to do then."

"No."
"Then," I said in despair,

" we come
to the ridiculously small amount of

eighteenpence. Ila, ha !

"

"And that," he answered, "would
be equally objectionable."

I started. " Come," I said,
"
you are

human after all. You can quote at

random from DICKF.NS. You read him '.'

''

"
I do. When not engaged in busi-

ness pursuits." He looked anxiously
at the clock.

" Who was Mrs. CItickenstolker?
"

asked sternly.
" She kept a shop. In 'The Haunted

Man."
" Whom did Mr. Wupslc marry '.'

"

"
Nobody. But hadn't you better see

about your watch ?
"

" Not yet. How many glasses of

punch did Mr. Pickwick drink on Ono
Tree Hill?"

"
Depends on how you count them.

I make it eight.''
"Correct. Look here Imve you

thought about the bagman's story the
first one? He says it is eighty years
since the events he relates took place,
and that would carry it back to 1747.
And yet the traveller damns his straps
and whiskers. Why, if he 'd worn

strapped trousers and whiskers in those

days he'd have had a mob after him."
"
Yes, and lie wouldn't have been

driving a gig on Marlborough downs.
He'd have been riding with pistols in

lis holsters, wrapped in a horseman's
cloak and wearing a plain bobwig.

[ 've thought of that too."
' I see you have. But there 's

another
"

Iict me. Can you account for this ?

Vnrtin C'hn::lcicit left Mr. Pecksniff's

house in the late autumn say the last
of November to bo on the safe side.
He stays five weeks in London and
then goes to America say another five

weeks. Then, after a week in Major
Paickinx' hoarding-house, he goes to a
place which is identified as the original
site of Cairo, Illinois say another
week. This would land him there at
the end of February, when everything
is frozen stiff. But they travelled down
the river in a heat that blistered every-
thing it touched."

No," I said jealously,
"

I have not

thought of that. Wonderful, isn't it,

how one likes to catch l>i. KI -,s in a
mistake? Like having a joke on a

good old friend."

'Kxuctly," he said ardently, "I wish
I had more time

"

"
If you 're free this evening come

and dine with me at the 'Bull.' At
about eight, if you can.

"

"
1 'd like to very much. Thanks.

[ '11 come."
"

1 've thought of two more," I said;
4 but I '11 go now, as you must be bnsy,
so good-bye for the present. A bit

jefore eight."
1 '11 be there. I am rather busy

ust now. Good morning." He rang
he bell.

" Oh, Mr. Jounce," he said to

.he underling who appeared, "will you
>lease cash this gentleman's cheque ?

"
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AN UNLIKELY STORY.

I AM hoping very much that this

story will, u Agony Column advertise-

ments put it, meet the eye of a certain

Professorat a certain Academy of Music.

Of course I might tell it to him myself,

as he happens to he my Professor, at

least from 7 to 7.45 on Friday even-

ings ;
but it is a story which involves a

deal of explanation and, well

things on the whole get believed better

in print.
To be quite frank I did begin telling

him at the time, but I saw that the

lii>! two words had destroyed his faith

in the rest of it. I don't really blame

him, for it began with "my cleaner,"

and I don't suppose that he has the

ghost of an idea that, if you teach

cooking, as I do, under the London

County Council, they kindly keep a

charlady to wash up for you and so on,

and they call her a "cleaner."

The Professor is a very bad listener.

I might have managed to explain to

him what a cleaner is, but I never could

have made him see why she was having
tea with me, so I gave it up.

Keally it is so simple. She lives at

Cambridge Heath ; I live at Croydon,
which doesn't sound as countrified

but is really so much nicer that no

Croydou people who knew Cambridge
Heathers could help asking them to

tea "at least once a year, when the

garden was at its best. My cleaner's

visit is always very delightful, because

she makes the garden seem at least

four times its usual size by sheer ad-

miration ; but this year, just as she

was getting into her stride, it began to

rain, and we had to seek refuge by the

piano.
\Ve sang

" Where the Bee Sucks
"

and " Annie Laurie
"
very successfully,

and she at last unthawed to the extent

of remarking that she would give us a

"chune," though she "hadn't stood up'
to sing by herself "for donkey's ears.'

Stipulating that someone should help
her out if the need arose, she investi-

gated the inside of the piano-stool where
the music lives, looking for a suitable

song, and made, to her horror, the dis-

covery that among all the odd pages il

contained there was not one that hac

ever adhered to a piece called " The
Maxeema," nor yet to a song whict
asks how someone is

" Goin' to keep
'em down on the farm now they 've

seen gay Paree?"
The painful incident was passed ovei

at the time,
" The Long Trail

"
being

discovered at the bottom of the pile
and satisfactorily negotiated, and ]

forgot all about it until the next Fridaj
evening, when, just as I was about to

shake the dust of Cambridge Heath of]

ny shoes, my cleaner, rising from her

scrubbing, wiped her hands on her

,pron, produced two large limp sheets

>f white paper which resolved them-

selves into the music I ought to have

iad and hadn't, and pressed them upon
ne with all the eagerness of a more

ban cheerful giver.

A kind of panic seized me, for on

Friday evenings I make the Academy of

Music as it were a half-way house on

ny way home. Under the cleaner's

uml and beaming glance there was

lothing to do but put them into the

attache case in which I carry my music

and try to believe that, wonderful man
is he is, even my Professor wouldn't

)e able to see inside it when it w-as

shut, in fact that it only rested with

me to be quite sure that in his presence
[ only took out Chopin and not trie

gentleman who was interested in farm-

ng.
And I managed nicely. I took out

;he
" Nocturnes" and shut the case up

again before the cleverest (and nicest)

of Professors could have guessed the

company they were keeping, and he

was graciously pleased to nod, instead

of shaking his head, for most of the

three-quarters of an hour. He really

must have been pleased with me, for

at 7.45 he told me that I showed

marked improvement, and then kept
me till 7.49 while he explained that a

flair for the best of music such as I ex-

hibited was both uncommon and, from

a Professor's point of view, exceed-

ing enjoyable. At 7.50 he, benign, I

blushful we approached the attache-

case.
" Allow me," said my Professor,

reaching for it to replace Chopin ; but

I snatched it up before he could get it.

Like most truly great men he is a

little absent-minded, and he didn't seem
to notice anything, but just held out hi

hand in farewell. But when my Pro-

fessor shakes hands it means more than

that; it means benediction, recognition
salutation lots of things ; for it is

rumoured at the Academy that he nevei

bestows that honour on any save those

whom he regards as kindred spirits

acolytes at the altar of Music, per-

sonalities, not pupils.
And then my attache-case openec

itself quietly, after the manner' o:

attache-cases, and laid " 'Ow're you
goin' to keep 'em?" and

" The Maxeema'

right side up, and their names in such

large print too, like an offering at his

wonderful feet. Trembling at the knees
I said :

" My cleaner gave them to me."
But he looked at me and went on

looking, and that is why I hope so very
much that he will read this very un

likely story.

MOEE PAY FOR M.P.'S.

(A perfectly horrible prospect.)

"F I were a Member of Pai'liament*

On a most inadequate stipend,

Jp in an attic and worn and spent
<\nd wondering how to pay my rent,

And sucking an old clay pipe end,

I 'd write to BONAR and Mr. GEORGE,
Or the party Whips that ran 'em,

Unless you want me to steal or forge

You must make those Treasury blokes

disgorge
A thousand at least per annum.

Put it at that and make it free

From AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN'S taxes,

For the glory withers that used to be

The sole reward of a stout M.P.

As the cost of everything waxes.

What-not and Coalitionist

Equally crave the shilling

For a pot of beer or an ounce of twist

As they trudge to their homes through
the mire and mist

From the long day's lobby-filling.

' Eadical joins Conservative

In a concord wholly hearty.

Wanting to know if the State will give
An adequate wage upon which to live,

And so does the National Party.

And the boots of the Labour Members
creak

And a terrible ghastly pallor is

On the Wee Free face as it tries to

speak ;

But ah ! what a change to each sunken

cheek
If you put a bit more on our salaries !

" Shibboleths old to the wind we 'd fling

And turn to the task that presses ;

Sound reforms would go with a swing
And we might have a chance of length-

ening
Those fearfully short recesses.

" There 'd be the chance to show your
tact

In welding the hostile sections ;

Sworn and sealed in a mighty pact
We 'd put on the books the world's best

Act

Abolishing all elections." EVOE.

* This beautiful opening line is not original.

It is borrowed, with due acknowledgments,
from a once famous music-hall song.

From an article on "
History with-

out Tears
"

:

" There is no book that gives one a more

comprehensive idea of the character of the

Byzantine Empire, of the reasons for its decline

and its disappearance, than Scott's
' Counl

Robert of Sicily.'"

Except perhaps Wrongfellow's
"
King

Robert of Paris."
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Sportsman (who has mounted boy for his J'trst hunt in Ireland). "WELL, HOW DID YOU GET on?"

Boy.
"
FIRST-RATE, THANK YOU. I'LL GO IN A HARD HAT SEXT TIME, THOI/OH. A FELLOW CAME IT TO ME AT TH* MEET AXD

6AID, 'CAP, HALF-A-CROWN, PLEASE." ''

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Clerks.)

A NEW novel by ANTHONY HOPE certainly deserves in

these days to be considered a literary event of some im-

portance. His Lucinda (HUTCHINSON) seems to me both

in plot and treatment equal to the best of his work ;
as

dignified and yet as lightly handled as anything ha has

given us in the past. The plot (which I must not betray)

is excellent. Prom the moment when Julius, the narrator,

making his leisurely way to the wedding of Lucinda, is

passed by her alone in a taxicab going in an opposite

direction, the interest of the intrigue never slackens. Into

an epoch of rather "
over-ripe

" and messy fiction this

essentially clean and well-ordered tale comes with an effect

very refreshing and tonic. ANTHONY HOPE'S characters

as ever are vigorously alive; in Lucinda herself he has

drawn a heroine as charming as any in that long gallery

that now stretches between her and the immortal Dolly.

In short, those novel-readers who are (shall I say ?) begin-

ning to demand the respect due to middle age will enjoy in

these pages the threefold reward of present interest, retro-

spection and a comforting sense that the literary judgment

of their generation is here triumphantly vindicated in the

eyes of unbelieving youth. What could be more pleasant ?

It is a delight to welcome the Life of Mrs. R.'L.

Stevenson (CHATTO AND WINDUS), not only for the excep-

tional attraction of the environment in which she lived

for many years, but because under any circumstances s

would have been a remarkable woman. Once, when a:

to write her own life, she refused because it seemed to her

like " a dazed rush on a railroad express;
"

she despaired
of recovering

" the incidental memories." So it fell to her

Mrs. VAN DE GRIFT SANCHKZ, to undertake the task.

A difficult one, for there was always the fear that the per-

sonality of Mrs. STI:M;NSOX might seem to be overshadowed

by that of lu-r hn-ilund. But the author, in giving us many
interesting details about ROBKBT Louis ^

,
lias been

careful to select for the most part only those in which his

wife was closely concerned. "In my sister's character,"

she writes,
" there were many strange contradictions, and

I think sometimes this was a part of her attraction, for

even after knowing her for years one could always count

on some surprise, some unexpected contrast which went far

in making up her fascinating personality." Contradictions

undoubtedly were to be found in her; thus during her

later years Mrs. Srr.vK.ssos intensely desired quietness and

peace, and yet her love for change of scene never seemed

to abate; but she was constant in ner devotion as a wife and

in her staunchness as a friend. Some excellent illustrations

are included in this volume, and the only fault I have to

find with it is that it lacks an index.

In selecting his hero for Ao Defence (HoDDER
STOI UHTON) from the mutineers at the Nore, it may be

admitted that Sir (iu.HKRT PARKKB display*! a certain

originality. With regard to the clou of his plot, ho

1 can hardly say t6 much. Melodramatic young
have (in fiction) gone to prison and worse rather than

employ a defence involving distress to the ladies of their

choice, from ages untold. Dijck Calhoon did it when he was
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A breathless plot, by which,

wrongly indicted for tho killing of Erris Boyne, who was a

traitora the pay of France and incidentally the father of

the heroine S//<v7,/ ; though she knew nothing of this and

would have been badly worried if the hazards of a defended

murder case had brought it to light. Do you call the

motive sufficient '.' \o more do I. However, Di/ck goes
to prison, emerging jusi in time to join the fleet and

became a successful rebel under the Naval Soviets esta-

blished by KICK \i:n I'.M.'Ki !(. Subsequently he takes his

ship into action on the legitimate side, earns the quasi-

pardon of exile on parole in Jamaica, finds a fortune of

Spanish treasure, quells a black vising, is cleared of the

murder charge (by the wholly preposterous arrival in the

island of the now aged ludy who had really done the deed

exactly like the finale of a GILBERT and SULLIVAN opera)
and marries the heroine. A ' <'-' -'- v- '' -'-

however, my own pulse re-

mained unquickened. To
be brutally frank, indeed,
the telling seemed to me
wholly lacking in precisely
the qualities of dash and
crescendo required to carry
off such a tale. Costume ro-

mance that halts and looks
backward soon loses my
following.

Airedales and collies, ac-

cording to Lieut.-Colonel E.
H. RICHARDSON, are notable
for a truly remarkable and
admirable characteristic.

They would honestly rather
be at work than just playing
round. All the same, no one

guessed before theWarwhat

the}', and many other kinds
of dogs, were able and wil-

ling to do for their country
in emergency on guard and

sentry duty, and, most of all,

as battle-field messengers.
Moreover it took the genius
of the man who of all the
world knows most of their
mind to discover it. His
book, British War Do;/s __^__
(SKEPFINOTON), is neither'very brilliantly written nor parti-
cularly well arranged (it contains quite a lot of repetitions and
a system of punctuation all its own), but it is of more than
average interest. The author details the training of war-dos

terally
"
all done by kindness "and records many thrill-

ing exploits and heroisms of his friends. Further, he states
lome length some rather attractive views on dog meta-

physics, of which one need say no more than that; if you
ish to believe that your four-footed pal has a soul to be

saved as well as a body to be patted, here is high authority
support you. I think what one misses all through these

pages is the dog's own story. Without it one never seems
3t quite to grips with the subject. What were Major's

loughts and feelings, for instance, when carrying a messagetwelve miles in an hour over all obstacles, dodging the shells
as he ran } Not even Colonel BICHABDSON can find a wayto get a personal interview out of him

SELMA LAGERLOF, whose great novel, Gosta fierling, was
awarded the Nobel Prize, and the Norwegian, KNUT
HAMSUN, whose extremely unpleasant book, Htiin/rr, was
published in this country a score of years ago, few if any of
them have been made accessible to the average English
reader. Now the Gyldendal Publishing Company of Copen-
hagen has undertaken the neglected task of producing
English translations of the best Scandinavian fiction, the
latest of which is Guest the One-Eyed, by the Icelandic
novelist, GUNNAR GUNNARSSON. It is not a particularly
powerful narrative, and is marked by the characteristic

inconsequence that tends to convert the Scandinavian novel
into a melange of family biographies ; yet the author has
been successful in weaving into his chapters some of the

beauty and magic of his native land, lovely and forbidding
by turns, and the charm and simplicity of its people. So~

when he makes Oi'inun

Orlygsson fling away the
strenuous work of ten years
and a promising career as a

great violinist to return to
a pastoral life on his father's
Iceland estates, the step
seems neither strange nor
unnatural. So with the per-
fectly villainous Sera Ketill,
who at the culmination of

unparalleled infamies sud-

denly repents and becomes
the far-wandering and well-
beloved Guest, we do not
feel anything strained in the
author's assumption that in

Iceland, at any rate, such

things easily happen. (;

the One-Eyed is not a note-

worthy novel in the sense
that Gosta fierlini/ was.
Yet one would not have
missed reading it.

All the Scandinavian countries have in the last twenty-
's produced novel-writers of power and distinction,

itli the single exception of the Swedish authoress

It is interesting to watch

heredity at play. Given
the inclination to write,
what kind of a first book
should we get from the son
of one of the most cul-

tured and sensitive classi-
cal scholars and translators of this or any day and from
the grandson of the painter of the Legend of the Briar Rose?
The question is answered by Mr. DENIS MACKAIL'S What
Next ? (JOHN MURRAY), which on examination turns out to
be a farcical novel. The story has certain technical weak-
nesses, but these are forgotten in the excitements of the
chase, for the main theme is the tracking down of a coarse
capitalist who defrauded the hero of his fortune and did

something very low against England. With the assistance
of a new character in fiction, a super-valet, justice is done
and we are all (except the coarse capitalist and his son)
extremely happy. Mr. MACKAIL has invented some excellent
scenes and he carries them off with gaiety and spirit. In his
second book (and for the answer to What Next ? we shall
not I imagine, have long to wait) he will amend certain
little faults, not the least of which is a tendency to give us
the most significant events in the form of retrospective nar-
rative instead of letting us see them as they occxir.

"BedroomSuitcand a, reasonable PianoWanted.' 1

ProvincialPaper.
It mustn't be "

overstrung."
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LORD KiDtir.Li., in giving his in.,

sion of President WILSON,
ftj

, that his

rotisers ami hoots \\ere not in keeping
with tho smartness of his appearance
ibove the 1.1 hie.. Tliis is where the

a liahits of journalistic observa-

ion con 10 in.

In answer to many inquiries we are

inahle to obtain confirmation of a

iiinour that Mr. Cu \ULII: CH MM.IN'S

iontemplated retirement is connected

,vith an invitation from Mr. HORATIO

BOTTOMLEY to enter the arena of British

politics.

According to an evening paper the

lady who has just become Duchess of

Westminster has "one son,
~

a ho\ ." On the other hand
the DUKE himself has two

daughters, both girls.
:|: *

.;.

Over two million Chinese

pigtails have been import-
ed into the United States,

where they will be used for

straining soup, declares a

Washington correspond-
ent. The wartime curtail-

ment of the moustache, it

appears, has done away
with the old custom of

straining the soup after

it comes to table.
-.'.-. ;-

A police magistrate of

Louisville, Kentucky, has

been called upon to decide

whether a man may many
his divorced wife's mother.

In our view the real ques-
tion is whether, with a

view to securing the sanctity of the

marriage tie, it should not he made

compulsory. * *

" This morning," says a recent issue

of a Dublin paper,
"
police visited

Young Ireland office and placed arretss-

ssshrrr rr rr r h bfad mb shs under

arrest." Suspicion was apparently
aroused by his giving his name in the

Erse tongue. * *

Enormous damage, says a cable, has

been doneby a water-spout which struck

Tangier, Morocco, on Saturday. We
note with satisfaction, on the other

hand, that the water-spout which re-

cently struck Scotland had no ill effects.

:

.

-

Every hotel in London taken over by

the Government has now been given up.

The idea of keeping one as a memento

was suggested, but Sir ALFRED MOM,
decided to throw in his hand.

A .l.i . .. , profession last week u man
is reported to have an-wen
Mini Header." ^ ^

While a lire

at Boston, M.

burst into flames. A count'-;, where
that sort of thing occurs can afford to

take Prohibition lying down.
* *
*

A Constant in< '|ile message states that

a Turk named X.OHN MKIIMKD is one
hundred and forty-six years of age.
This is said to be due to the fact that

for the last century or so he has !

pet thyroid which he takes about

chain. ^ ^
*

We have no wish to cast any reflec-

tion on the courage of the Prohibition-

"\\'HAT is vein LITTLE BBOTHKB CBYINU ABOCT?'

"Oil. 'IM 'K'S A HKO'LAR PESSIMIST, 'K 18."

ists, but we can draw our own conclu-

sions from the fact that we haven't

noticed them rushing to Ireland.

A Denver newspaper points out that

the " Wild West bandit
"
has died out.

Our own impression was that he had

got a job as a waiter in London.

Things are settling down in America.

A news report states that WH.I.VHU

MACK, the actor, has only been divorced

three times.
***

" We have an innate modesty about

advertising ourselves," said Sir ROHKRT

HORNE at the International Advertising

Exhibition. A certain colleague of his

in the Ministry is reported to have said

that Sir ROBERT can speak for h;

in future.

We understand that tho idea of produc-

ing a filmed \eixion of Mrs. Asyi trn'r-

ii- theprment,
owing to tin? dilticult;,

the more dangerously acro-

batic i: ^ ft

An old i s to us with refer-

ence to \\ild-c.i . Ins

always advocated it, but that she has
understood that the difficulty wa to

determine the (i >'>fthev:
tmi.t'

The new houses when ready, says a
North of Knyhuid Town Clerk, will only

i <ise people who are married.

\Ve have felt all along that there .wan

some cateh ah

ing sx-hen 4 4

To a discreditable alien source has

been traced the scanda
rumour that thedisappear-

ii it of Mont
111. m<- is due to certain

admirers of Mr. LLOYI>

(li.oid.i:. who wished to

present their hero with

'ling in the nature

of u permanent jx-ro
* *

\ - a partial reim

the overcrowding at Ox-
fold, it is suggested thai

the l.'niversity should

come into line with Bat-

ter-sea by making a rule

thai lost causes will not I*-

kept longerthanthreedays
before Ix'inn desire

,*
"

I was the anonymous
person who walked down

the niimlier of open win-

dows," confesses Sir

LAIR THOMSON, M.D. So now we can

concentrate on JUHIUB and the Man in

the Iron Mask.

Motorists are becoming much more

polite, we read. Tlun n.,\\ catch pedes-
trian- siilewavs, instead of full on.

According to an official of the

R.S.P.C.A., as Punch informed us last

week, dogs do not possess suicidal

tendencies. Yet the other day we saw

an over-fed poodle deliberately loitering

a sausage factory.
*

" The number of curates who seem

to be able to find plenty of time for

golf is most surprising," writes a corre-

spondent. We suppose the majority

of them employ vicare.

nish toreadors are on strike fora

high, There is talk, we under-

stand, of a six bull week.
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THE DARK AGES.

(Bcimj reflection!
on the jr-prcss period.)

[In The Times of December 2nd Lord NOKTHCI.II i i: truces the

history of the KnglUh Press from the at.jH-unnicv of the first news-

paper uttered in English "A Corrant out of Germany," imprinted

at Amsterdam, December 2nd, 1620 and finds some difTiculty in

understanding how rivilisation got on as well as it did through all

those preceding centuries.]

TO-DAY (December 2) we keep, with cheers,

The Tercentenary of the Press!

Probing the darkness of the previous years
1 try, but try in vain, to guess

How anybody lived before the birth

Of this the Very Greatest "Thing on Earth.

You 'd say it must have been a savage life.

Men were content to eat and drink

And spend the intervals in carnal strife

With none to teach them how to think;

They had no Vision and their minds were dense,

Largely for lack of True "Intelligence."

When a volcano burst or floods occurred

No correspondent flashed the news;
It came by rumour or a little bird,

Devoid of editorial views :

No leader let them know to what extent

The blame should lie upon the Government.

And yet, when no one knew in those dumb days
Exactly what was going on,

Without reporters they contrived to raise

The Pyramids and Parthenon;
CONFUCIUS preached the Truth, and so did PAUL,
Though neither of them got in print at all.

It sounds incredible that, when in Greece
The poets sang to lyre or pipe,

When HOMER (say) threw off his little piece,

Nobody put the thing in type;
Even in days less barbarously rude

VIRGIL, it seems, was never interviewed.

And how did DANTE manage to indite
His admirable tale of Hell,

Or BUONARROTI sculp his sombre "
Night

"

Without the kodak's magic spell
No Press-photographer, a dream of tact,
To snap the artist in the very act ?

Poor primitives, who groped amid the gloom
And perished ere the dawn of day,

Ere yet Publicity, with piercing boom,
Had shown the world a better way ;

Before the age so good for him that climbs
Now culminating in the NORTHCLIFFE times.====_ .

0. S.

How to Brighten the Weather Forecasts.
"Mild and hazy conditions with increasing haze and cloudiness for

an unfavourable change in the weather of heliotrope georgette over
Ola blue." Xcw Zealand 1'apcr.

We commend this to our own Meteorological Office.

Of the Bishop-designate of Manchester :

"Head master of an important public school while yet in his
teens . . a permanent figure in social and religious movements
the author of ' Men's Creatrix.' "Provincial 1'apcr.

We knew Canon TEMPLE hud had a remarkable career, but
confess that these details had hitherto escaped us.

OUR LUCKY DIPPERS.
FURTHER and final particulars of the drawings from the

Lucky Bag at the Purple City are replete with illustra-

tions of the extraordinary congruity between the prizes and
the age, sex and station of the recipients.

Mrs. Sarah Boakes, who received the colossal equestrian
bronze statue of Lord THANET, weighing three hundred tons
and valued at five thousand guineas, told our representative
that the idea of getting one of the big prizes never entered
into her head, and added,

" I did not sleep a wink last

night ; the statue was in my mind the whole time." Mrs.
Boakes, an attractive elderly lady of some seventy-five
summers, is engaged at a laundry at East Putney. The
haulage of the statue to her home at 129, Arabella Eoad,
S.W. 15, is likely to be a costly affair; but Mrs. Boakes has
made an application for a grant-in-aid to the Ministry of

Health and has received a sympathetic reply from Dr.
ADDISON. The cost of reconstructing her house to enable
the statue to be set up in her parlour is estimated at about
4,500.
Mr. Jolyon Forsyth, who won the African elephant, is

a stoker on the South Western Eailway and lives at Wor-
plesdon. He applied to the Company for a day's leave in

order to ride his prize home ; but his request was most
unwarrantably refused, and the matter is receiving the
earnest attention of the N.U.R. Mr. Forsyth informed our

representative that his wife keeps a small poultry run, and
hopes that she will be able to make room for the new visitor

without seriously incommoding her fowls. Failing that, he
thinks that employment may be found for the elephant on
the Worplesdon Links, either in rolling the greens or

irrigating them with its trunk. The claims of the animal
to an unemployment allowance are being considered by
Dr. MACNAMARA.

Gladys Gilkes, a bright-eyed child of six, living with her

parents at 345, Beaverbrook Avenue, Harringay, who re-

ceived a Sandringham opera-hat, is enduring her felicity
with fortitude. "I have never been to the opera yet," she

naively remarked to our representative,
" but my brother

Bert plays beautifully on the concertina."
Great interest has been excited in the neighbourhood of

Tulse Hill by the success of Mr. Enoch Pegler, the winner of
the three-manual electric cathedral organ with sixty-four
stops, the most sonorous instrument of its type yet con-
structed by Messrs. Waghorn and Fogg, the famous organ-
builders of Penge. A special piquancy is lent to the episode
by the fact that Mr. Pegler, who is seventy-nine years of age
and has long been a martyr to rheumatoid arthritis in both
hands, belongs to the sect of the Silentiary Tolstoyans,
who discountenance all music, whether sacred or profane.
Mr. Pegler, it should be explained, authorised his grandniece,
Miss Hester Wigglesworth, to put in for the Lucky Bag
in his name, but, on the advice of the family physician, Dr.

Parry Gorwick, the result has not yet been broken to him.
Meanwhile, thanks to the tactful intervention of Sir ERIC
GEDDES, the instrument has been temporarily housed in the

Zoological Gardens, where daily recitals are given at meal-
times by Dr. CHALMERS MITCHELL and other powerful exe-
cutants. Unfortunately the organ was not yet installed at
the time of the recent encounter between a lion and a tigress,
otherwise the fatality would, in the opinion of Sir FREDERICK
BRIDGE, have almost certainly been avoided.

When that my Judith sticks her slender nose
In things whereon a lass doth ill to trench,

An ever-widening breach my fancy shows,
For this is but the thin end of the wench.
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LABOK OMNIA VINCIT.

HIM TO ANY CAUSE OF POLICY,

OTDIAN KNOT OF IT HE Witt. DNM
FAMILIAR AS HIS GARTER."
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The Girl. "I DON'T THINK YOUR FRIEND CAN BE MUCH CLASS."

The Girl. "WELL, WHEN I INTRODUCED HIM TO MY FRIEND, SHE,

GRANTED.' "

The Boy. "WHY? WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH HIM?"

OF COURSE, SAID, 'PLEASED TO MEET YOU,' AND HE SAID,

UNAUTHENTIC IMPRESSIONS.

V. THE SIZZLES.

I (\NNOT help it, but this article has

got to begin with a short historical

disquisition. Many people are puzzled
to know why Lord HUGH CECIL wears
that worried look, andwhy Lord ROBERT
also looks so sad. Yet the explanation
is simple enough. It is because nobody
can pronounce their surname. "

Cessil,"

says the man in the street (and being
in a street is a thing that may happen
to anybody) us he sees the gaunt care-

worn figures going by. And when they
hear it the sensitive ear of the CECILS
is wrung with torture at the sound.

They wince. They would like to button-
hole the man in the street and explain
to liim, like the Ancient Mariner, all

about David Cyssell, the founder of

their line. David Cyssell, it seems,

though he didn't quite catch the Nor-
man Conquest and missed the Crusades,
and was a little bit late for the Wars
of the Roses, was nicely in time to get
a place in the train of HENRY VIII.,
wliioh was quite early enougli for a

young man who firmly intended to be

an ancestor. When he died his last

words were, "Rule England, my boys,
but never never, never let the people
call you

'

Cessil,'
"
and his sons obeyed

him dutifully by becoming Earls and

Marquises and all that kind of thing,
so that the trouble did not arise.

But, of course, if you don't happen
to be the eldest son, the danger is still

there. And it is this danger which has

led Lord HUGH CECIL to withdraw
himself more and more into the com-

pany of ecclesiastical dignitaries, who
are accustomed to pronounce quite hard

words, like chrysoprasus and Abedneyo
without turning a hair, if they have one,

and Lord ROBERT CECIL to confine his

attention to the League of Nations,
where all the people are foreigners and
much too ignorant to pronounce any
English name at all.

Personally I hold that, if it were not
for this trouble about hearing their name
said all wrong by people on omnibuses
and even shouted all wrong by news-

paper sellers, one of the CECILS might
become Prime Minister some day. As

it is they wear a look of sorrowful

martyrdom, as if they were perfectly

ready for the nearest stake; and this

look, combined with their peculiar sur-

name, has caused them to be not in-

aptly known as The Sizzles. How very
much better would it have been, my
dear reader, if their great ancestor had

been simply called "David," so that

they could have had a sunny smile and

not so many convictions.

It is customary in speaking of the

Sizzles to include some mention of their

more famous relative, Mr. ARTHUR BAL-

FOUR. Very well, then.

Mr. AIITHVU DALFOVH.

Born in 1873 the future Vice-Presi-

dent of the Sheffield Chamber of Com-

merce, Master Cutler and Chairman of

the High-Speed Alloys Company, Lim-

ited, Widnes

[Editor. What the deuce are you

talking about ?

.1 uthor: I like that. It conies straight

out of What's Which?
Mditor. Well, you must have got the

wrong page.
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Author. \Yliy, \ou don't IM.MII to say
tliore lire two AUTIITK Ii\i.icw us, do

you'.'
Editor. I do.

Author. Aren't y>u thinking of the

two WINSTON Cm KCIIII.I.S '.'

Editor. No, 1 'in 7iot.

Author. \Yull, perhaps 1 '<l better

bi'^in again.

Mi: A itTHiw BALI-OI u.

Born, as ono might say, with a silver

niblick in his mouth and possessed of

phenomenal intellectual attainments,
Mr. ARTHUR BALFOUR (the one on the

other page) was not long in settling

down to his main life-work, which has

been the laying out of University golf
curricula.

[Is that better ? Editor. Much.]
In spite of this preoccupation he

lias found time for a remarkable num-
ber of hobbies, such as politics, music

and the study of refrigerating machines,

though the effect of all these various

activities is sometimes a little confusing
for those with whom he works. When
consulted on a burning topic of the

hour he may, for instance, be on the

point of inventing a new type of ice-

bucket, so that the interviewer is forced

to go out quickly and fetch his fur

overcoat before he can talk in comfort.

Or he may be playing, like Sherlock

Holmes, on his violin, and say, "Just

wait till I 've finished this sonata."

And by the time it 's finished the

bother about Persia or Free Trade is

quite forgotten. Or, again, Mr. BAL-

FOUR may be closeted with Professor

VAHDON, Doctor BAY or Vice-Chancellor

MITCHELL at the very moment when

the Nicaraguan envoy is clamouring at

the door.

It is for this reason that Mr. ARTHUR

BALFOUR has sometimes been called

Mr. Arthur Baffler. Puzzling, however,

though he may be in many of his poli-

tical manifestations, his writings are

like a beacon in the gloom, and some

day these simple chatty little booklets

will surely gain the wide public which

they deserve. "The Foundation of

Bunkers,"
" A Defence of Philosophic

Divots
" and " Wood - wind and Bras-

sies
"

should be read by all who are

interested in belles lettres. And his

latest volume of essays deals, I believe,

with subjects so widely diverse and yet

so enthralling as "
Booty and the Cri-

ticism of Booty,"
"
Trotsky's View of

Russian World Policy," "Quizzical Re-

search" and " TheFreedom of theTees."

The real pity is that with all his

many and wonderful gifts
Mr. AUTHUB

BALFOI-B lias never felt the fiery enthu-

siasm of his Hatfield couiins. He re-

muiiis, in fact, a salamander among
the Sizzles.

*v>

Retired Dealer in Pork. "How MUCH DO TOO WAST FOB IT?*

Artist. -FIFTY POUHDS."

Hetired Dealer. RIOHT-O. Now COCLD YOU DO os OF me A BI

TO MATCH?"
.

TRIUMPHANT VULGARITY.
[A writer in Ttte ADienaum, discussing

modem songs, observes that in the ha^py du\ s

of the eighteenth century "even the vulgar

could not achieve vulgarity; to-day vulgarity

is in the air, and only the strongest and most

fastidious escape its taint." The accompany-

ing lines are submitted as a modest protest

against this sadly undemocratic and obscur-

antist doctrine.]

IN days of old, when writers bold

Betrayed the least disparity

Between their genius and an age

When frankness was a rarity.

An odious word was oft(>n heard

From critics void of charity,

Simplicity or clarity,

Or vision or hilarity,

Who used to slate or deprecate
The vices of vulgarity.

But now disdain is wholly slain

By wide familiarity

NYlu'rh links the unit with his age
In massive solidarity ;

No more the word is used or heard,

No, no, wo call it charity,

Simplicity or clarity.

Or vision or hilarity,

But never slate or deprecate
The virtues of vulgar.

An Object Lesson.
" Nothing u no suggestive of faulty ednea-

tiuii than a lack of grammar." Jyi

" The Vicar wa born in Ireland, and lived

there many veara, and the problem* ol the

Irish are no difficulty to him "

/.tola** Poftr.

That 'a the man wr want over here.
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PRISCILLA PLAYS FAIRIES.

I'NKKHKARSED dramatic dialogue
comes quite easily to some people, and

so does a knowledge of the ways of the

fairy world, but I am not one of those

people. Also I was supposed to have

a headache that afternoon and to be

recovering from a severe cold. Also I

\\as reading a very exciting book. I

cannot help thinking therefore that the

fairy Bluebell was taking a mean ad-

vantage of my numerous disabilities in

appearing at all. She rattled the handle

of the door a long time, anil when I had

opened it came in by a series of little

skips on her toes, accompanied by wag-
glings of the arms rather in the fashion

of a penguin. Every now and then she

gave a slightly higher

jump and descended

flatly and rather noisily
on her feet. She wore
a new frock, with frills.

I. What are you
doing, Priscilla?

. She. I 'm the Fairy
Bluebell dancing.
Don't you like my
dancing ?

I. It 'a beautiful.

She (rapidly). And
you were a very poor
old man who had a lot

of nasty work to do and

you were asleep.
I (feeling it might

have been much worse
and composing myself
to slumber in my chair).
Honk!
She (pinching my ear

iindpulling it very hard).
And you woke up and
said,

" I do believe

there's a dear little

fairy dancing."
7 (merging from repose). Why, I do

believe I heard a fairy dancing, or (vin-

dictively) can it have been another ton
of coal coming in ?

She (disregarding my malice). And
you said, "Alack, alack! I do want
somefing to eat."

7. Alack, alack ! I am so hungry.
She (fetching a large cushionfrom the

sofa and putting it on the top of me).
Lumpetty, lumpetty, lumpetty.

/. What 's that, Priscilla ?

She. Bitatoes pouring out of a sack.

(Fetches another cushion and puts it on
the top of the

first.) Lumpetty, lum-
petty, lumpetty.

7. And this ?

She (open/in/ li,-r eyes very wide).
Bed plums. (Fetches another cushion.)
Limpetty, limpetty, limpetty.

/. What's that?
.*>7/c. Lovely honey.

7 (affecting to "simulate the natural

gratification of a poor old man suddenly
smothered in vegetables, fruit and liquid

preserve). How perfectly delicious !

She. And you want to go to sleep

again. [/ go.
She (pulling my ear again). And you

sawed a dragon coming up the drive,

and the sofa was the dragon.
I. Alack, alack ! I see a dragon

coming up the drive. What shall I do ?

I must telephone to the police.
Site (quickly). Did the police have a

tuncheon ?

7. Yes, he did.

She. Shall I be the police ?

I (cautiously, because a "tuncheon"
necessitates making a long paper roll out

of" The Times "). I am afraid the tele-

Mrs. McNicol. "Fouso A POUN' NOTE IN THE STREET, DOXAL' ? Tnvr's
QUID I

"

Her Husband (sadly). "Ay, BUT McTAVisH SAW ME PICK IT UP, AN' I OWF
[ TWENTY-TWO AN 1 BAXPUNr'n "HIM TWENTY-TWO AN 1

BAXPENCE.

phone had broken down, so the police
didn't hear. How I wish the Fairy
Bluebell was about !

She. And so the Fairy Bluebell came
and cut off the dragon's head and gave
it to you.

[Fetches afourth large cushion and
"adds it to the pile.

I. But why should I have the
dragon's head ?

She
(enigmatically). You had to have

[The poor old man resigns himself
to his increasingly glutinous fate.

She (fetching a waste-paper basket
and reluming to the sofa). Limpetty,
limpetty, limpetty.
I (faint but

inquisitive). Whatever
are you doing now, Priscilla ?

She. Poisoning the dragon's body.
7. Poisoning it ?

She. Yes, wiv a can.
7. How?

it.

She. Down its neck.

7 (fmling that the ii/une//i<ite peril
from tlie dnujon's assault is now prac-
tically over and wishing to return the

fxiri/'s kiiidiii'xs). Shall we pretend that
the sofa is where the Fairy Bluebell

lived, and I built her a little home with
flowers,- and those cushions were the

flowers, and (rather basely) she went
to sleep in it '.'

She (irith sparkling eyes). Yes, yes.

[7 rcinon: the potatoes, the plums,
the honey and the head of the

dragon and manufacture a grotto
ni which the Fairy Bluebell re-

clines with closed eyes. It ap-
2)ears to be a suitable moment for
returning to my book.

She. And suddenly the Fairy Blue-
bell woke up, and what
do you think she
wanted ?

7
(disillusioned). I

can't think.

She. She wanted to

be readen to.

7 (resignedI//).
And

what did I do?
She. You said,

" I '11

read about Join and the
otter."

I (hopefully). I don't
know where it is.

She. I think it 's in the

dining
- room, and the

Fairy Bluebell couldn't

get it herself because
she was only a little girl

really.
As I say, there are a

lot of people, and many
of them, doubtless,
readers of this paper,
wlio understand all

about fairies. I want to

ask them
,
as one pool' old

hard-worked man to another, whether
this is the proper way for a fairy to
behave. There seems to be a lack of

shyness?
EVOE.

delicacy and shall I say
about it.

Our Tactful Orators.
"At the close they asked President

,

who was in the chair, to present a very hand-
some umbrella to Mr. .

In a low well-chosen words the Chairman
said he trusted that Mr.

,
while journey-

ing through life, would be successful in ward-
ing oil many a shower with his umbrella, but
they all hoped they would be showers of good-
will." Trade Paper.

"This is great fun and mystifies your fi-imcls.

Buy a few and you \vill be the cleverest fellow
in your distiict.

Our leaders are '

Stinl; Bomb '

(make bad
smell when broken). Re. 1 a box.

' Sneeze Powder '

(makes everybody sneeze
when blown in the air) Re. 1 a bottle."

Adrt. in Indian Paper.
Who says the East has no sense of

humour?
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THE WHITE SPAT.

WHKN it is remembered how large a

part has been played in history by

revolutionary and political songs it is

both lamentable and strange thai at.

the present time only one of the num-

erous political
faiths 'has a hymn of its

own -"The Bed Flag." The author

of the words owes a good deal, I should

say, to the author of "Eule Britannia,
"

though I inn inclined to think he has

one hotter. The tune is that

gentle old tune which we used to know-

as "
Maryland," and by itself it rather

suggests a number of tired sheep wait-

ing to go through a gate than a lot

of people thinking very redly. I fancy

the author realised this, and he has got

over it by putting in some good power-
ful words like

"
scarlet,"

"
traitors,"

" flinch
" and "

dungeon," whenever

the tune is particularly sheepish. The

effect is effective. Just imagine if the

Middle Classes Union could march

down the middle of the Strand singing
that fine chorus :

"Then raise the scarlet standard high,
Beucath its shade we '11 live and die ;

Though cowards flinch and traitors sneer

We'll keep the Red Flag flying here."

Well, I have set myself to supply
some of the other parties with songs,
and I have begun with " The White

Spat," which is to be the party-hymn
of the High Tories (if any). I have
written it to the same tune as " The Eed

Flag," because, when the lion finally
does lie down with the lamb, it will

be much more convenient if they can
bleat and roar in the same metre, and
I shall hope to hear Mr. BOBEET
WILLIAMS and Lord EGBERT CECIL

singing these two songs at once one

day. I am not wholly satisfied with
"The White Spat," but I think I have

caught the true spirit, or, at any
rate, the proper inconsequence of these

things :

THE WHITE SPAT.

Air Maryland.
The spats we wear are pure as snow
We are so careful where we go ;

Wo don't go near the vulgar bus
Because it always splashes us.

Clwrus. We take the road with trustful hearts,
Avoiding all the messy parts ;

However dirty you may get
We '11 keep the White Spat spotless
yet.

At night there shines a special star
To show us where the puddles are ;

The crossing-sweeper sweeps the floor

That 's what tho crossing-sweeper's for.

Chorus. Then take the road, etc., etc.

I know it doesn't look much, just
written down on paper; but you try
singing it and you'll find you 're carried

away.
Of course there ought to be an inter-

national verse, but I 'in afraid I can't

compete with the one in my model:

'Look round : the Frenchman loves its

blase,

The sturdy German chants its praise ;

In Moscow's vaults its hymns are sung;

Chicago swells tho surging throng."

This is the best I can do :

From Russia's snows to Afrio's sun

The race of spatriots is one
;

One faith unites their alien blood

"There 's nothing to be said for mud."

Now we have the song of the Wee
Frees. I wanted this to be rather pa-

thetic, but I 'in not sure that I haven't

overdone it. The symbolism, though,
is well-nigh perfect, and, after all, the

symbolism is the chief thing. This goes
to the tune of " Annie Laurie":

THE OLD BLACK BROLLY.

Air Annie Laurie.

Under tho Old Umbrella,
Beneath the leaking gamp.

Wrapped up in woolly phrases
We battle with the damp.
Come, gather round the gamp !

Observe, it is pre-war ;

And beneath tho old Black Brolly
There 's room for several more.

Shameless calumniators

Calumniate like mad ;

Detractors keep detracting ;

It really is too bad
;

It really is too bad.

To show we 're not quite dead,
We wave the old Black Brolly

And hit them on the head .

Then we have the National Party.
I am rather vague about the National

Party, but I know they are frightfully

military, and they keep on having Mass
Bailies in Kensington complete with

drums, I expect. Where all the masses

come from I don't quite know, as a

prolonged search has failed to reveal

anyone who knows anyone . who is

actually a member of the party. Every-
body tells me, though, that there is at

least one Brigadier-General (Tempy.)
mixed up with it, if not two, and at

least one Lord, though possibly one of

the Brigadiers is the same as the Lord
;

but after all they represent the Nation,
so they ought to have a song. They
have nothing but "Bule Britannia"

now, I suppose.
Their song goes to the tune of " The

British Grenadiers." I have written it

as a duet, but no doubt other parts
could be added if the occasion should
ever arise.

THE NATIONAL.
Air 1]\e British Grenadiers.

Some talk of Coalitions,
Of Tories and all that ;

They are but cheap editions
Of the one and only Nat. ;

Our Party has no equals,
Though of course it has its peers,

With a tow, row, row, row, row, row,
For the British Brigadiers.

You have no idea how difficult it

is to write down the right number of.

rou'S first time ; however I daresay the

General wouldn't mind a few extra'

ones.
We represent the Nation
As no one else can do

;

Without exaggeration
Our membership is two.

We rally in our masse.-!

And give three hearty cheers,
With a tow, row, row, row, row, row
For the National Brigadiers.

There could he a great deal more of

that, but perhaps you have had enough.
Of course, if you don't think the

poetry of my songs is good enough, I

shall just have to quote some of " The
International

"
words to show you that

it 's the tune that matters.

Here you are :

Arise! ye starvelings from your slumbers,
Arise ! ye criminals of want,

For reason in revolt now thunders,
And at last ends the age of cant."

If people can get excited singing that,

my songs would send them crazy.
Then there is the Coalition. I have

had a good deal of difficulty about this,

but I think that at last I have hit the

right note ; all my first efforts were too

dignified. This goes to a darkle tune:

THE PIEBALD MARE.
Air Camptoivn Ladies.

Down-town darkies all declare,

Doo-dah, doo-dah,
There never was a hoss like the piebald

mare,
Doo-dah, doo-dah day !

One half dark and the other half pale,

Doo-dah, doo-dah,
Two fat heads and a great big tail,

Doo-dah, doo-dah day !

Chorus. Gwine to run all night,
Gwine to run all day !

I put my money on the piebald
mare

Because she run both way.

Little old DAVE he ride dat hoss,

Doo-dah, doo-dah,
Where '11 she be if he takes a toss '?

Doo-dah, doo-dah day!
De people try to push him off,

Doo-dah, doo-dah,
De more dey push de more he scoff,

Doo-dah, doo-dah day !

Chorus. Gwine to run, &c.

Over the largest fence they bound,
Doo-dah, doo-dah,

Things exploding all around,
Doo-dah, doo-dah day !

One fine day dat hoss will burst,

Doo-dah, doo-dah,
But little old DAVE he '11 icalk in first,

Doo-dah, doo-dah day !

Chorus, Gwine to run, &c.

Once again, merely written down,
the words do not thrill, but I hope none
of the parties will definitely reject these

hymns till they have heard them actu-

ally sung ;
if necessary I will give a

trial rendering myself.
The other day, when we were play-

ing charades and had to act L, we
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Profiteer Host. " WOT D ! YEB THINK OF MY OAKS?" Profiteer Guett. "Err OF ALL WOHT. WHERE D'TWI orr 'KM?"

did Lloyd George and the Coalition;

and the people who were acting the

Coalition sang the above song with

really wonderful efl'ect. It is true that

the other side thought we were acting

Legion and the Gadareiie Swine, but

that must have been because of some-

thing faulty in our make-up. The sound

of this great anthem was sufficiently

impressive to make one long to hear

the real Coalition shouting it all along

Downing Street. It is a solo with

chorus, you understand, and the Coali-

tion come in with a great roar of excite-

ment and fervour on Doo-dah! Doo-dah!

Yes, I like that. A. P. H.

"MoiiE THAN MILLION SALE.

Waste ! Waste ! Waste !

Newspaper Poster

In mercy we suppress the title of our

contemporary.

"The man in custody has been identified

as the result of the efforts of the Birkenhead

detective stag." Liverpool Paper.

A variation on the old-fashioned sleuth-

hound.

Fromthereportof aspeech by Admiral

Sir PERCY SCOTT :

"He might say that when the Germans

were demolariscd at the Battle of Jutland ..."

Scottish Paver.

This confirms our impression
tlmt

whatever happened at Jutland, we cer-

tainly drew the German Navy's teeth.

QUESTIONS.
How did mankind get to all corners

of the earth ? and what is the cause of

exploding suns ? These are among the

questions put by Professor A. W. HICK-

ERTON, of the London Astronomical

Society, and they would be solved, it

seems, if our learned men would only
band themselves together. I have no

wish to hamper the good work, but a

moment's reflection suggests a number
of other questions simply asking to be

answered.
For instance, what happens when an

irresistible force meets Sir ERIC GBDDES?

And why is it that while we hear of

thousands of people losing their um-

brellas we have never yet heard of a

single case where a man openly admitted

that he had found one ?

And is there any reason why the

modern novel should not end happily,

instead of the hero and heroine always

marrying at the last moment.

And how does it happen that Thanet

is the best holiday-place in this country

and enjoys more sunshine than any
other resort ?

And could not The Daily Mail ex-

tend the same sunshine privilege to

other parts?
And what makes a music-hall audi

ence laugh when a comedian changes

hia hat and mutters the mystic word,
' Winstc.:-

And who is the gentleman referred to.'

And why is it that nine-tenths of the

coon-singers on the halls are alwajs

wanting to get back to their dear old

homes? And who is stopping them in

their noble desire ? And is there any

explanation why all these singers seem

to have their homes in distant Alalmm,

where the roses keep on climbing round

the door, just close to where the cotton

and the corn are growing all the year

round, only later in life to leave the dear

old place to take up music-hall work

here, and then spend the remainder of

their lives telling us of their passionate
determination to get away back to the

old folks?

And would I be right in my surmise

that very few homes in Wigan have

roses round the door or stand in Holds

of growing cotton and corn or reek of

new-mown huy '.'

And why is it that, when you tell a

man there are so many million stars in

the skies, he will believe you, but the

moment he sees a notice on a gate

bearing the words " Wet Paint
"

ho

puts his finger upon it just to find out

for himself '.'

Andwhydid Mrs. AMJUTH But

perhaps that will be enough for the

Professor to be going on with.

Commercial Candour.
" My Studio is the most up-to-date and m>

methods of photography just a little bit

different." Canadian Poptr.
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Hostess. "WHAT GOING ALREADY? WHY, IT'S ONLY THREE O'CLOCK."
I KNOW. BUI I -M DEAD TIRED, AND I'VE GOT TO BE UP EARLY FOR A < D&JEUSEIt LAXSANT.

A NOTE ON THE DRAMA.
["Hamlet was not a business man." Mr. A. B. WJLKLEY.]
HAD he but learned the useful knowledgeAnd that essential grasp of thingsWhich training at a business college

(If diligently followed) brings,We should have had, no doubt,
A Hamlet with the "

moody
"
Dane left out.

He 'd not have stalked in gloomy fashion
Nor wanted to soliloquise,

But rather, undisturbed by passion,He would have sat Napoleon-wise,
Chewing an unlit weed

And talking down the telephone (full speed).

Planning a " book "
to suit his players,He would have sought a theme less grim,For tragedies are doubtful payers ;

Revue would be the stuff' for him,
Scanty in dress and plot,

With dancers featuring the Hammy Trot.
He missed one glorious proposition
The money would have come in stacks

if he had shown the Apparition
For half-a-crown

(including tax),
And, though 'twas after eight,Added a side-line trade in chocolate.

At other stunts we find him lacking ;

Thus, when he met Laertes, he

Did not secure a proper backing
Nor nominate the referee ;

And, what was even worse,
Did no finessing for a bigger purse.
Had Hamlet made it his endeavour
To seize each chance of lawful gain,

Certain it is that there would never
Have been a doubt that he was sane ;

And then perhaps Act Five
Had left some people one or two alive.

Christmas and the Children.
With the approach of a Festival that is dedicated to the

joy of children, Mr. Punch makes bold to plead the cause
of the less fortunate among them. The Queen's Hospitaltor Children, once known as the North-Eastern Hospitaltor Children, is the only one of its kind in this part of
London and serves a poor district with a population of lialf-
a-rmllion. Its claim upon the generosity of more favoured
Londoners is as strong as its lack of funds at the presentmoment is serious. It has one hundred-and-seventy beds,and during the last year has cared for eighteen hundred
in-patients and sixty thousand out-patients. Mr. Punch is
certain that, if the children of the West-end understood the
luflermg and needs of these other children of Bethnal Green,
hey would want to help them by forgoing some of their

Christmas toys. Gifts should be addressed to the Secretary,
GLENTON-KERR, Esq., Queen's Hospital for Children,

Hackney Road, Bethnal Green, E 2
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THE ROAD TO ECONOMY.
THE SHEPHEIID. "I WONDEE IP ANY OF YOU SHKKP COULD SHOW ME THE WAY. 1

("Let the Nation set the example [in economy] to the Government." Mr. Ltnrn GBOBOB.)
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, Nori'in/i/'r '.".Ith.- Some time

ago Lord NEWTON was appointed Chair-

man of a Committee on Smoke Abate-

ment. It took enough evidence to fill

a Ulue-book a couple of inches thick,

and, at the request of the Government,
furnished an interim report. Supposing,
not unnaturally, that its valuable recom-

mendations would he adopted in the Gov-

ernmont's housing schemes the Com-
mittee was disgusted to find that, save

for an emasculated summary in "a dis-

mal journal called Housintj," no notice

was taken of its report. LordNEwrouis
not a man who can safely be invited to

consume his own smoke, and he made

indignant protest this afternoon. A
soft answer from Lord SANDHURST, who
assured him that the Government, far

from being unrnind ful of the Committee's

labours, had already equipped some
thousands of houses with central heat-

ing, temporarily diverted his wrath.

Thanks to the Sinn Feiners, the

Public Galleries of the House of Com-
mons were closed. Thus deprived of all

audience save themselves and the re-

porters the most loquacious Members
were depressed. Bombinantcs in ijur-

gite vasto, their arguments sounded

hollow even to themselves. With an

obvious effort they tried to carry on

what the SPEAKER described and de-

precatedas
" the usual Monday risca

debate." This time it turned upon the

A vv

"His conscience now quite clear."

Sm J. T. AGU-GARDSEB.

large imports from Eussia in 1913

One side seemed to think that siniila

imports would he forthcoming to-da

but for the ohstructiveness of th

British Government, while the othe

as confident that Hussia had nothing
i export save propaganda. The

was lieyiniiing to
]>;ill

whi-n

a happy inspiration Mr. KONU.U
witli mock solemnity, in-

THK DEFENDER OF KUT WITH
ESCORT.

SIB CHARLES TOWSSIIESD.

quired if the last egg in Russia had not

seen eaten by a relation of the SKCHK-

TARY OF STATE FOR WAR.
A long-standing Parliamentary tradi-

tion enjoins that the reply to any Ques-

tion addressed to the CHAIRMAN OF THF.

KITCHEN COMMITTEE should be greeted

with laughter. By virtue of his office

he holds, as it were, the "
pass-the-mus-

tard" prerogative. Members laughed

accordingly when he replied to a ques-

tion relating to the number of ex-Service

men employed by his Committee ; but

they laughed much more loudly when

the lion. Member who put the origina

Question proceeded to inquire
"

if his

conscience is now quite clear," ant

Sir J. T. AGO-GARDNER, looking as re

spectable as if he were -Vr.s-. (inindy's

second husband, declared.hand on heart

that it was.

The House gave a rather less sten

torian welcome than might have been

expected to Sir CHARLES TO\VNSHI:M>

who was escorted up to the Table b)

Mr. BOTTOMLEY and Colonel CROFT

Perhaps it was afraid that cheers

intended for the defender of Kut migh
be appropriated by the Editor of John

Bull.

Encouraged, I suppose, by the empti

ness of the Ladies' Gallery, it then pn

ceeded with great freedom to discuss

proposal for the employment of wome
and young persons

" in shifts."

-i ^ will l

!:<!. >U-]\ l.llrl.,.1 u I, I'll |)0 rcil'l

eport <if t

overs t li.i' I one person in the

rld .08 him seriously.
'l:l. :>[:!< K 11 M.I. I nig beBO much

lx-.l hy tin! reports of Hohenzollcrn

itrigues for a restoration, and begged
lie <i Dl to send a protest to

lie Dutch Ciovenimi-nt. Hut tlio Fat
.Kvidi <|uiti> failed to make

tfr. Bos \K LAW'S tlesh creep.
Mr. It.u.iiuiN is the least perturb

We of Ministers. Even when Major
'.n\\ MIPS invited him to elucidate the

hniso "a working knowledge of

Velsli language
" " Does it mean hav-

.- an intimate acquaintance

terary works of DMADD AP GwiLTM
r the forgeries of ' lolo Morganwg'?

"

he never turned a hair.

Modesty not having hitherto been

iled as one of Mr. Cmu< ><

most salient characteristics I feel it

my duty to record that, on being asked

when he would introduce the
Supple-

mentary Army Estimates, he replitxl,

I am entirely in the hands of my
superiors."

Wednesday. December Int. That

lebrew should lie one of the official

anguages of Palestine seems, on the

ace of it, not unreasonable. But,

according to Lord TREOWKJC, to compel
the average Palestinian Jew,who speaks
either Spanish or Yiddish, to use clas-

sical Hebrew, will be like obliging a

THE FAT BOY OF DlT.wK 1!

SIR FREDERICK HALL.

user of pidgin
- English to adopt the

language of ADDISOX. He failed, how

ever, to make any impression upon
Lord CRAWFORD, who expressed the

hope that the Government's :.
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Golfer. "HAVE YOC EVEB SEEN A WOBSE PLAYEB?" [No answer.] "I SAID,

Aged Caddie. " I HEEBD YE VEBBA WEEL THE FUBBST TIME. I WAS JEST THENKIN

HAVE YOU EVEB SEES A WORSE PLAYEB ?
' '

ABOOT IT."

would help to purify the language.
Sir HERBERT SAMUEL is determined, I

gather, to make Palestine a country fit

for rabbis to live in.

The Government of Ireland Bill had
a very rough time in Committee. The
LORD CHANCELLOR managed to ward
off Lord MIDLETON'S proposal to have
one Parliament instead of two " a

blow at the heart of the Bill
"

but
was less successful when Lord OBAN-
MORE AND BROWNE moved that the

Southern Parliament should be fur-

nished with a Senate. The Peers'

natural sentiment in favour of Second
Chambers triumphed, and the Govern-
ment were defeated by a big majority.
The Office of Works has been lending

a hand to local authorities in difficulties

with their housing schemes. But when
Sir ALFRED MONO brought up a Supple-

mentary Estimate in respect of these

transactions lie met with a storm of

indignation that surprised him. "The
road to bankruptcy,"

" Nationalisation
in the building trade,"

" Socialistic pro-

posals" these weresomeof the phrases
that assailed his ears. Fortified, how-
ever, by the support of the Labour Party
- Mr. MYERS declared that bis action

had been " the one bright spot in the

whole of the housing policy" Sir

ALFRED challenged his critics to go
and tell their constituents that they
had voted to prevent houses being
built, and got his Estimate through by
190 to 64.

Thursday, December 2nd. Thanks
to the free-and-easy procedure of the

House of Lords the Government began
the day with a victory. Lord SHANDON
had moved an amendment, to which the

LORD CHANCELLOR objected. But he
did not challenge a division when the

question was put. Lord DONOUGHMOHE,
most expeditious of Chairmen, an-

nounced " the Contents have it," and
the matter seemed over. But then the

LORD CHANCELLOR woke up, and said

he had meant to ask for a division.
" All right," said the CHAIRMAN ;

" clear

the Bar," and when the white-wanded
tellers had counted their flocks it ap-

peared that the Government had a

majority of three.

I do not suppose anyone will say of

Lord BIRKENHEAD, as a celebrated

judge is reported to have said of one of

his predecessors,
" 'Ere comes that 'oly

'umbug 'umming 'is 'orrid 'yrnns ;" but

he is evidently a student of hymnology,
for he referred to the Government vic-

tory as this "
scanty triumph

"
and for

a long time did not challenge any more
divisions.

In the House of Commons an attack

upon the new liquor regulations
"
pieces of gross impertinence

"
accord-

ing to Mr. MACQUISTEN found no
favour with the PRIME MINISTER. Mr.

McCuRDY announced that he had re-

duced the price of wheat to the millers

and hoped that " in a few weeks
"
the

consumer might begin to receive the

benefit. The CHANCELLOR OF THE EX-

CHEQUER excused the delay in publishing
the Economy Committee's reports on

the ground that the MINISTER OF MUNI-
TIONS was " at sea," and elicited the

inevitable gibe that he was not the

only one. Sir ERIC GEDDES, with a

judicious compliment to the motorists

for setting
" an extraordinary example

of voluntary taxation," got a Second

Beading for his Eoads Bill; and Sir

GORDON HEWART with some difficulty

induced the House to accept his assur-

ance that the Official Secrets Bill was
meant for the discomfiture of spies and

not the harassing of honest journalists.



Uanjarct (not satisfied with llu parental explanation of the recent disappearance of a pet rabbit). -MIMJIY, is is TIIM GLADYS?'

TO A CLERICAL GOLFING FRIEND.

KIN i: is your temper as your hand-forged
iron !

Even should you hack the ball from
out the spherical,

Or find it near the pin with lumps ol

mire on,
Your language is not otherwise than

clerical.

Once only, when your toe received the

niblick,

The word I saw your lips frame was
not biblic.

Upon the links as perfect in address

As in the pulpit, just as you are seen
In life to play according to the Book,
So too, mid all the hazards of thegreen,

You teacli us by example not to press
And how to slum the faults of slice and

hook.

Treating the ball as if it had a soul,

Imparting safe direction, you determine
1 1 ow best it may keep up itsgiven /<'</< :

Indeed your daily round 's a model
sermon.

So, till life's course is traversed, I '11

await

Your well-timed counsel. If I have

you by me
I '11 laugh at all the baffling strokes of

Fate
And lay the bogie of Despair a stymie.

TWO HUNDRED YEARS ACONL
DEAB MR. PUNCH, You are fond, in

"
Charivaria," of poking some of your

gentle fun at the leisurely bricklayer,
and indeed at all the "ca-canny

"
bri-

gade; but the bricklayer has coine I'M

for the thickest of your fire. I hope,
however, that you don't think you have
discovered his and his fellow-workers'

deliberate processes yourself. If so,

permit me to draw your attention to

NED WARD'S London Spy, which was
published as long ago as 1699. In that

work is the description of a visit to St.

Paul's Cathedral when it was building.
A passage in this description runs thus :

" We went a little further, where we
observed ten men in a corner very busie

about two men's work, taking so much
care that everyone should have his due

proportion of the labours as so many
thieves in making an exact division of

their booty. The wonderful piece of

difficulty the whole number had to per-
form was to drag along a stone of about

three hundredweight in a carriage, in

order to be hoisted upon the moldings
of the cupola, but they were so fearful

of despatching this farilo undertaking
with too much expedition that they
\\ere longer in hauling about half the

length of the church than a couple of

lusty porters, I am certain, would have
been

carrying
it to Paddington without

resting of their burthen."

Shall I refrain from remarking that

there is nothing new under the sun?
I will.

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

Tin: KVHSMI.K.

(.! .V/f ,/.s,-,i Shanty.)
OLD Bill Barnacle sticks to his ship,
He never is ill on t he stormiest trip ;

I'pside down he crosses the ocean
If you do that you enjoy the motion.

Barnacle's family grows and grows;
Little relations arrive in rows;
And the quicker the barnacles grow.

you know,
The slower the ship doth go yo ho!

Thousands of barnacles, small and great,
Stick to the jolly old ship of State;
So we mustn't be cross if she seems to

crawl
[t 's rather a man-el she goes at all.

_______ A. P. H

preach the want of brotherhood in

.he Anglican Church, hot many, I am marry
to lay, do not pntctiw what they preach.

-

Utttr to Datiy Paptr.

Is not this carrying the reactionary

spirit a little too f
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AT THE PLAY.
"TiiK DRAGON."

SOMK day, no doubt, plays like Mr.
Wit and The Dnii/oii (by K, E. JKFFHKY)
will bo forbidden )>\ the League of

Nations. Meanwhile, lot us allow our-

selves to be divert ed by the motiveless

villainies of crooked cruel "Chinks"
like Wini'i l-'ii ('lidiiij, \vbo sold opium
at a terriiic profit in Mayfair, bung bis

sen-ants up by their thumbs and be-

longed to a Society of Elder Brethren,
as to whose activities we were given
no clue, unless indeed their job was
the kidnapping of Younger Sisters for

Wicked Mandarins.

For Jack Stacey, who opened the

Prologue in Loolong with head in hands
and moaned invocations of the Deity
(a version doubtless of the well-known

gambit,
" ' Hell !

'

said the Duchess "),
had his little daughter kidnapped at

birth or thereabouts (by Wang Fu, as it

happened), and never saw her again till,

after eighteen years of opium-doping
betweenthe Prologueand the First Act
he called upon the same Wang Fu (just
before dinner) with a peremptory mes-

sage from a very bad and powerful
mandarin that if little Miss Che Fu
were not packed off to China by eleven
that same evening the Elder Brethren
would be one short by midnight. Che
Fu, I ought to say, passed as Wany's
daughter, but was so English, you know,
to look at that nobody could really be-
lieve it.

_

Of course Jack didn't recognise her as
bis own daughter, but equally of course
we did, and knew that she would be
rescued by her impetuous boy-lover and
restored to her real father; but not
before great business with opium pipes,
pivoting statues of goddesses, inopera-
tive revolvers, gongs, strangulations
(with gurgles), detectives, rows of
Chinese servants each more- rascally
(and less Chinese, if

possible) than the
last, and over all the polished villainy
of the inscrutable Wang Fu Chang.

'

Mr. JEFFREY'S technique was quite
adequate for this ingenuous kind of
tiling. He achieved what I take to be
the supreme compliment of noisy hush-
ings sibilated from the pit and gallerywhen the later curtains rose. Perhaps
action halted a little to allow of rather
too much display of pidgin -

Englishand (I suppose) authentic elementary
Chineseand comic reliefs which filled the
spaces between the salient episodes of
the slender and naive plot, I couldn't
help wondering how Jack Stacey, whomwe left at 10.45 in a horrible stupor, shut
away in a gilded alcove of Wang Fu's
opium den, could appear at 11.30 at
Lady Handley'tin immaculate evening
dress and with entirely unruffled hair,

having in the meantime cut down and
restored to consciousness two tortured

Chinese and heard the true story of his

daughter's adventures. This seems to

lie overdoing the unities. And I won-
dered whether the puzzled look on

young llandlcy's face was due to this

same wonder or to the reflection that
if bo had shed one undesirable father-

in-law he bad let himself in for another.

For, needless to say, they had all met
in the famous opium scene when Stacey
was naturally not at bis best.

Mr. D. LEWIX MANNEIUNG was suit-

ably sinister as Wang Fu
; Mr. TARVEB

PENNA'S Ah Fong, the heroine's cham-
pion, made some very pleasant faces and

gestures and was less incurably Western
than some of bis colleagues ; Mr. CRONIN
WILSON'S Jack Stacey seemed a meri-

THE BARREL OF BEEF.

THE MODEL FLAPPER (CHINESE STYLE).

Wang Fu Chang . MR. D. L. MANNERING.
CIieFu .... Miss CHRISTINE SILVER.

torious performance. The part of Che
Fu made no particular demand on Miss
CHRISTINE SILVER'S talent, and Miss
EVADNE PRICE

faithfully earned the
laughter she was expected to make as
Sua Se, the opium-den attendant. Leave
your critical faculty at home and you
will be able to derive considerable en-
tertainment from this unambitious
show. === T

Fashions in Hand-wear.
''Amusing contrast is seen in the Riviera

and winter sports outfits now on view with
filmy lace, shimmering silks, and glowing
velvets on the one hand and thick wool and
the stoutest of boots on the other."

Weekly Paper.

From a feuilleton :

". . . She was startled by a low sibilant
Whisper, I 've caught you, my girl !

' "

Daily Paper.
Try and hiss this for yourself.

\\K were dawdling home from the
westward on the flood. Astern of us,

knee-deep in foam, stood the slim
column of the Bishop lighthouse, a
dark pencil mark on the cloudless sky.
To the south the full Atlantic piled the
black reefs with bills of snow. Ahead
the main islands humped out of the
blue sea like a school of basking whales.
I had the tiller and Uncle Billy John
Polsue was forward picking up the
marks and carrying on a running com-
mentary, punctuated by expectorations
of dark fluid. Suddenly something
away on the port bow attracted bis
attention. He rolled to his feet, stared
for some seconds and shouted, "Hold
'er on the corner o' Great Minalte !

"

a tremor of excitement in bis voice.
I did as I was bid and sheeted home.
Billy John fished the conger gaff

from under the blue and silver heap of
mackerel in the well and climbed labor-

iously on to the little half-deck. So
we were after some sort of flotsam, I
could not see what, because Billy John's
expansive back-view obscured the pros-
pect ahead, but from his tense attitude
I judged that it appeared interesting.He signed to me to come up another
couple of points, took a firm grasp of
the gaff and leaned over the bows.
Then with a creak of straining tackle
and a hiss of riven water a gig was on
us. She swooped out of the blue,
swept by not two fathoms to wind-
ward and with a boat-hook snapped up
the treasure trove

(it looked suspiciously
like a small keg) right under our very
noses as adroitly as a lurcher snaps a
hare. She ran on a cable's length,
spun on her heel and slipped awaydown the sound, a long lean craft,

leaping like a live thing under her press
of canvas. She seemed full of red-
headed men of all ages and was steered

by a brindled patriarch who wagged
his vermilion beard at us and cackled

loudly. I roared with laughter ; I had
seldom seen anything so consummately
slick in my life.

Billy John roared too, but from other
influences. He bellowed, he spat, he
danced with rage. He cursed the gig's
company collectively and singly, said

they were nothing better than common
pirates and that they lured ships to des-
truction and devoured the crews raw.
The gig's company were delighted;

they jeered and waved their caps. Billy
John trembled with passion.
"Who stole the bar'l o' beef?" he

trumpeted through his palms.
" Who

stole the bar'l o' beef ? Hoo
hoo !

"

This last sally had a subduing effect
on the gig's company; they turned
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their faces away and became absorbed
in the view ahead.

Billy John sat down with a grunt of

satisfaction. "That settled "em," ho

grinned.
"
They dunno who did steal

the bar'l to this day, and each wan do

suspect t'other."
"

St. Martin's islanders ?
"
I queried.

Billy John shook his head. " Naw,
from St. Helen's, o' course

; deddn' you
see their red 'eads? They're all red-

'eaded over on Helen's take after their

great-grandfather the Devil."
"
They 're pretty smart, anyhow,"

said I.

Billy John threw up both hands.
"Smart! By dang you 've said it! Any-
thin' in the way o' honest work they
do leave to us poor mainland grabbers ;

they don't unnerstand it
;
but come a

bit o' easy money in the way of wreck-

age and \vo might as well stop bed as

try t o compete with they ; we eddn but

children to "em."
" What about this barrel of beef?

"
I

asked.

Billy John chuckled. "Coined t" pass

years ago, Sir. There was a part \ >..

us over 'ere crabbin'. My brother

Zackariah 'ad married a Helen's wiim-
man, and a brear great piece she were
too. They was livin

1

on Helen's upon
Lower Town beach, and we lodged with
'em.

" Wan mornin' before dawn along
comes great Susan in her stockined feet.
' Whist !

'

says she,
' rouse thee out an'

don't make no noise; I think I heerd
a gun from Carnebiggul Ledges.'
"We sneaked out like shadows, gut

t lie boat afloat and pulled away, inurllin'

the oars with our caps. We got a fair

start; nobody heerd us go. It weren't

yet light and the fog were like a bag,
but we got there somehow, and sure

enough there were a big steam,

on the rocks. Great Susan were right.

Oh, I tell you t'eddn guesswork with

they St. Helen's folk ; male or female

they got a nose for a wreck, same as

cats for mice. There was a couple o'

ship's boats standing by on her port
side full o' men.

Where in 'oil aiv x\e '.'

'

shouts 'er

skipper as wo coined nosing through
the fog.

' I ain't seen the s-,m for two

days.
1

We told en and lay l>y ehattin' and

wonderin' 'ow we was to plunder she,
with thfin in the road. Time went by
and there wo was still ehattin' about
the weather an' suchlike damfoolery.
Kvory minute I was expectin' to see
the Helen's gig* swaimin* out. ami
it wouldn't Ix; ]iickin's x\ t-'d gel but

leavin's.
"

'Ere,' whispers I to Xakky. 'scare
im off for God's sake.'

"I'll 'avo a try,' says 'e. 'Say,
Mr. Captain, the tide's niiikin'. She
do come through 'ere like a river and

you'll l>e s\\iini|Nil for ceitim. Pull

for tho shore, sailor.'

Will you pilot me in?' cays the
in.

" '

Naw,' says Xakky. I got to be
after my cral>-|xHs ; hut I'll send my
nephew wid 'o.'

Keop 'em lost out in tho S>ui

a couple of hours, son.' he whisper* to
the boy, and the lad takes 'em oil

the fog. Now for the plunder, my
dean,' says Xakky : and we makes for

the ship.
Hut I/or' Mess you. Sir, she were
iv plundered. While we 'was

ehattin' away on her port side four
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IIi'li'ii's gigs' crews had hoarded her

quietly from starboard and \vas catiu'

through her liko a pest o' ants. They 'd

come staggering on deck fat hers, sons

and grandfathers with boodles twice

as big nor ! liemselves, toss 'eui into the

gigs and go buck for more. As for us,

\\e stood like men mazed. I tell you,
Sir, a (Jod-feuriiig man can't make a,

livin' 'mong that lot ; they '11 turn a
I inside out while he's thinkin'

how to begin.

"By-'m.liy they coined on the prize o'

thelot a bar'l o' href. My word, what
an outcry! 'I seed Vn lirst!' 'Naw,

deddn' ; hands off!' '

Leggo ;

's mine!' Quarrcllin' 'inong them-
selves now, mark you, heef bein' as

scarce as diamonds in thorn hard times.

Old Hosea the old toad that you seed
steerin' that gig just now he puts a

stop to et.

"'Avast ragin', thou fools,' says 'e
;

coastguards will be along in a minute
and then there'll be nothin' for nobody.
Set en in my boat an' I '11 divide it up
equal on the beach.'

"
They done as they were told, %

and

away goes old Hosea for the shore.^fol-
lowed by the other gigs loaded that

deep they could hardly swim. Seein'

they hadn't left us nothin' but the bare
bones we pulled in ourselves shortly
after, and. my dear life what a sight we
did behold ! Fellows runnin' about in
the fog on the beach, for all the.world
like shadows on a blind, cursin', shout-

fightin', tumblin" over each other,
in

. ,

huntin* high and low, and in the mid-
dle of 'em all old Hosea crying out for
his bar'l o' beef like a wumman after
her first-born. Somebody 'd stole it !

Mercy me ! we mainlanders lay on our
oars and laughed till the tears rolled
out of us in streams"

" Who did steal it ? Do you know ?
"

I asked.

Billy John nodded. "I do, Sir. Why,
great Susan, o' course. They 'd forgotten
she, livin' right upon the beach wan
o' their own breed. Susan stalked en
through the fog an' had en locked in
her own house before they could turn
round. And many a full meal we poor
honest mainlanders had off it, Sir, take
it from

me.^
PATLANDEB.

Our Cynical Municipalities.
nos for the relief of the unemployed at

include the extension of the cemetery.
"

Daily Papier.

"The constable went to the warehouse
doorway and found two men, who, when asked

> account for their movements, suddenlybolted in different directions, pursued bv- the
'-unstable." HW.s/ '

I
A worthy colleague of tho Irish police-

I
man who in a somewhat similar di-

I lemma "'surrounded the crowd."

VIGNETTES OF SCOTTISH SPORT.

(By a PcckJiam lliijlihinder.)

BRAWLY sklents the break o' day
On far Lochaher's hank and brae,
And briskly bra's tho Ilielan" burn
Where day by day the Southron kern
Conies busking through the bonnio

brake
Wi 1

rod and creel o' finest make,
And gars the artfu' trouties rise

Wi' a' the newest kinds o' flies,

Nor doots that ere the sun 's at rest

He '11 catch a basket o' tho best.

For what 's so sweet to nose o' man
As trouties skirrlin' in the pan
Wi' whiles a nip o' mountain dew
Tae warm the chilly Saxon through,
And hold the balance fair and right
Twixt intellect and appetite?
But a" in vain the Southron throws
Abune each trout's suspectfu' nose
His gnats and coachmen, greys and

brouns,
And siclike gear that 's sold in touns,
And a' in vain the burn he whups
Frae earliest sunrise till the tups
Wi' mony a -wean-compelling

" meeeh !

"

Announce the punctual close of day.
Then hameward by the well - worn

track

Gangs the disgruntled Sassenach,
And, having dined off mountain sheep,
Betakes him moodily to sleep.
And " Ah !

"
he cries,

" would I micht be
A clansman kilted to the knee,
Wi' sporran, plaid and buckled shoe,
And Caledonian whuskers too !

Would I could wake the pibroch's
throes

And live on pan-itch and peas brose
And spurn the ling wi' knotty knees,
The dourest Scot fra Esk tae Tees !

For only such, I '11 answer for 't,

Are rightly built for Hielan' sport,
Can stalk Ben Ledi's antlered stag
Frae scaur to scaur '.and crag tae crag,
Cra'ing like serrpents through the grassOn waumies bound wi' triple brass

;

Can find themselves at set o' sun,
Wi' sandwiches and whusky gone,
And twenty miles o' scaur and fell
Fra Miss McOstrich's hotel,
Yet utter no revilin' word
Against the undiminished herd
Of antlered monarchy of the glen
That never crossed their eagle ken :

But a' unfrettit turn and say,
'

'

Hoots, but the sport 's been grand the
day!'

For none but Scotsmen born and bred
When ither folk lie snug in bed,
Would face yon cauld and watery pass,The eerie peat-hag's dark morass,
Where wails the whaup wi' mournful

screams,
Tae wade a' day in icy streams
An' flog the burn wi' feckless flies

-Though ilka trout declines tae rise,

Then hameward crunch wi' empty creel
Tae sit and hark wi' unquenched zeal
Tae dafties' tales o' lonesome tarns
Cramfu' o' trout as big as barns."

E'en thus the envious Southron girds
Complainin' fate wi' hitter words
For a' the virtues she allots

Unto the hardy race o' Scots.
And when the sun the brae 's abune
He taks the train to London toun,

Vowing he ne'er again will turn
Tae Scottish crag or Hielan' burn,
But hire a punt and fish for dace
At Goring or some ither place.

=^======== ALGOL.

EFFECT AXD CAUSE.
THE bell was knelling : dong, dong,

dong, dong, dong, dong, dong, dong.
Inside the Hall there was nothing

but gloom.

Suddenly the echoes were startled by
a loud knocking on the door : rat, tat,

tat, tat, tat, tat, ratta, tatta, tatta,
tatta, tat, tat.

Who could it be ?

The old servitor shambled to undo
the bolts. As he opened the door the
wind rushed in, carrying great flakes of
snow with it and an icy blast pene-
trated to every corner of the house.
There followed a man muffled up to

the eyes in a vast red scarf or not so
much red as pink, salmon colour which
he proceeded gradually to unwind, re-

vealing at length the features of Mr.
James Tod Brown, the senior partner
of the firm of Brown, Brown & Brown,
of Little Britain. Save for a curious
nervousness of speech which caused
him to repeat every remark several

times, Mr. James Tod Brown was a

typical lawyer, in the matter of ability
far in advance of either of his partners,
Brown or Brown.
"Dear me," he said, "dear me, dear

me ! This is very sad, very sad very
sudden too, very sudden. And what
tut, tut, dear, dear, let me see what
was the cause of ah ! What was the
cause what was it that occasioned the
how did your master come to die ?

Yes, how did your master come to die ?
"

* * * :;-. Of

" What is it all about ? "asks the reader.

Well, it is not quite so meaningless
as it may appear; there is method in
the madness ; for this is a passage from
a story by one of the most popular
English authors in America, to whom
an American editor has offered twenty
cents a word. At the present rate of

exchange such commissions are not to
be trifled with.

"
Wanted, experienced Parlourmaid for a

good home, where the household docs not
change." Local Paper.

Apparently
" no washing."
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Clmer/itl Sportsman.
"
HUI.LO, PADRE! I BEE TOCB LATE COLI.I HAS GOXB on

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MK. JOSEPH HERGESHEIMEK, for whose work as a novelist

I have more than once expressed high admiration, has
now brought together seven long-short stories under the

collective title of The Happy End (HEINEMANN). Lest
however this name and the little preface, in which the

writer asserts that his wares " have but one purpose to

give pleasure," should lead
you

to expect that species of

happy ending in which Jack shall have Jill and naught
shall go ill, I think a word of warning may not be wasted.
In only three of the tales is the finish a matter of conven-
tional happiness. Elsewhere you have a deserted husband,
who has tracked his betrayer to a nigger saloon in Atlantic

City, wrested from his purpose of niurdor by a revivalist

hymn ; a young lad, having avenged the destruction of his

home, returning to his widowed mother to await, one sup-

poses, the process of the law
;
or an over-fed war profiteer

stricken with apoplexy at sight of a boat full of the starved

victims' of a submarine outrage. You observe perhaps that

the epithet "happy" is one to which the artist and the casual

reader may attach a different significance. But let not any-

thing I have said be considered as reflecting upon the tales

themselves, which indeed seem to me to bo masterpieces
of their kind. Personally my choice would rest on the

last,
" The Thrush in the Hedge," a simple history of how

the voice of a young train]) was rexealed by his chance

meeting with a blind and drug-sodden liddler who had once

played in opera a thing of such unforced art that its con-

cluding pages, when the discovery is put to a final teat,
shake the mind with apprehension and hope. A writer who
can make a short story do that comes near to genius.

If you wish to play the now fashionable game of news-

paper-proprietor-baiting you can, with Miss HOSEMAC
create a possible but not actual figure like 1'uttrr and, usin^
it for stalking-horse, duly point your moral; or, with Mr.
W. L. GEOROE in C'<i///.<w (MKTIH-KM, you can begin by
mentioning all the well-known figures in the journalistic
world by way of easy camouflage, so as to evade the law
of libel, call your hero-villain liuhncr, attach to him all the

legends about actual newspaper kings, udd Home malicious
distortion to make them more exciting and mi possible, and

thoroughly let yourself go. Good taste alone willdecidewhich
is the cleaner sport, and good taste does not happen to be
the fashion in certain literary circles at the moment. Of
course Mr. '

l>eing a novelet . f some skill, has pro-
vided a background out of his imagination. The most

interesting episode, excellently conceived and worked out,
is the only unsuccessful passage in Lord Hulmrr's life, the

wooing of Jaiit't \\'illou<jhbtj. The awkward thing for Mr.
(ii:oi;K is that he has so splashed the yellow over Rulmfr
in the office that there is no use in his pretending that the
liuhncr in Mrs. Willnniikby's drawing-room is tho same
man in another mood, lie just isn't. I nciilentally the author

gives us tho lx>st defence of the saffron school of journalism
I 've read a defence that 's a little too good to believe; and
some shrewd blows above (and, as I have hinted, occa-

sionally below) the belt.
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I want to give the epithet "lush" to The Breathless

t (L\NK), and, although the dictionary asks me as

in me lies to reserve that adjective for grass, I reallyfur as in me lies to reserve that adjective for grass,

don'1 see \\liv, just for once, I shouldn't do what I
J 11 i 1 1 ! _l-i_1__ 1 ,,

like

with it. Lu-.ii -Hi" is generally long and brightly coloured

The

. .

_"luxuriant and succulent," the dictionary says and that

,-, exactly what Miss Mi'iiiEi. HINE'S book is. She tells

the story of Sabiiif Fane, who, loving Mark Vallance, per-

suaded him to pass a honeymoon month with her before he

went to the Front, though his undesirable wife was still

alive. In allowing her heroine to suffer the penalty of this

action Miss HIM: would appear, as far as plot is concerned,

to discourage such adventures. But Sabine is so charm-

ing, her troubles end so happily and the setting of West

Country scenery is so beautiful that, taken as a whole, I

should expect the book to have the opposite effect.

picture of a tall green wave pro-

palling a very solid rainbow,
which adorns the paper wrap-

per and as an advertisement

has cheered travellers on the

Tube for some weeks past, has

no real connection with the

story, but perhaps is meant
to be symbolical of the book,

which, clever and well written

as it is, is almost as little like

what happens in real life.

The Uses of Diversity (ME-
THUEN) is the title of a little

volume in which Mr. G. K.

CHESTEBTON has reprinted a

selection of his shorter essays,

fugitive pieces of journalism,
over which indeed the casual

reader may experience some
natural bewilderment at find-

ing, what is inevitable in such

work, the trivialities of the day
before yesterday treated with
the respect of contemporary
regard. Many of the papers are

inspired by the appearance of a

particular book or play. I can
best illustrate what I have said

above by a quotation from
one of them, in which the
author wrote (a pi-opos of the silver goblets in Henry VIII.
at His Majesty's) that he supposed such realism might be
extended to include " a real Jew to act Shylock." For those
who recall a recent triumph, this flight of imagination will
now have an oddly archaic effect. It is by no means the only
passage to remind us sharply that much canvas has gone
over the stage rollers since these appreciations were written.

Unquestionably Mr. CHESTERTON, with the unstaled enter-
tainment of his verbal acrobatics, stands the ordeal of such

' I better than most. Even when he is upon a theme
so outworn as the "

Pageants that have adorned England
of late," he can always astonish with some grave paradox.
But for all that I still doubt whether journalism so much
of the moment as this had not more fitly been left for the
pleasure of casual rediscovery in its original home than
served up with the slightly overweighting dignity of even
so small a volume.

constitutes himself the annalist of the family, its private
affairs and its professional business in the commerce of

literature and art. The right of the family to its annals,

notwithstanding that its members are little involved in

furious adventures or thrilling romance, is established at

once by the very remarkable character of the Reverend
Thomas Grey. The duty upon you to read them depends,
as the prologue hints, upon whether you are greatly
interested in life and not exclusively intent on fiction.

When I realised that I must expect no more than an

account, without climax, of years spent as a tale that is

told, I accepted the conditions subject to certain terms of

my own. The family must be an interesting one and not

too ordinary; the sons, Thomas (whose creed was "Give

yourself," and whose application of it was such that it

usually wrecked the person to whom the gift was made),
Dick the artist, and John the

novelist, must be very much
alive; if the big adventures
were missing the little pro-
blems must be faced

; the ques-
tion of sex must not be over-

looked; and of humour none
of the characters must be de-

void, and the historian himself

must be full. Mr. NIVEN failed

me in no particular.

MOBE WORRIES OP THE MIDDLE AGES.
Tlie Ooat. "WHO ARE YOU?"
The Man (greatly disturbed).

" WHO ? ME ? I I 'M THE NEW
GAMEKEEPEB."

The Ooat. "WELL, I'M THE LATE GAMEKEEPEB. Yon SEE,
OLD BlLKS THE SOBOEBEB TOOK TO POACHING LATELY, AND I
WAS FOOL ENOUGH TO CATCH HIM AT IT."

In .1 Tnle That Is Told (COLLINS), Mr. FREDERICK NIVEN
throws himself into the personality of Harold Grey, who

the youngest son of an "eminent Scottish divine," and

Miss F. E. MILLS YOUNG,
in Imprudence (HODDER AND

STOUGHTON), is not at the top
of her form, but a neat and
effective finish makes some
amends for a performance
which is, like the wind in a

weather report, mainly moder-
ate or light. The heroine, Pru-
dence Graynor, was the child of

her father's second marriage,
and she was afflicted with a

battalion of elderly half-sisters

and one quite detestable half-

brother. This battalion was
commanded by one Agatha, and
it submitted to her orders and

caprices in a way incompre-
hensible to Prnclenee and inci-

dentally to me. The Graynors
and also the Morgans were of " influential commercial stock,"
and both families were so essentially Victorian in their out-
look and manner of living that I was surprised when 1914
was announced. The trouble with this story is that too

many of the characters are drawn from the stock-pot. But
I admit that, before we have done with them, they acquire
a certain distinction from the adroitness with which the
author extricates them from apparently hopeless situations.

Praise from "The Times."
" The Chancellor of the Exchequer, with that absence of commer-

cial training which is essential to one occupying such a position . . ."

Another Sex-Problem.
" WANTED. Six White Leghorn Cockerels ; 6 Black Minorca

Cockerels. Must lay eggs." Times of Ceylon.

" A dreamy professor in a dim romantic laboratory may light upon
a placid formula and, like Aladdin, roll back the portals of the
enchanted fastness with a tranquil open sesame." Magazine.
But why should his laboratory be dim when he has Alt
Huba's wonderful lamp to light it?
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AITAHKXTLV the official decision not

to issue Christmas excursion tickets
for journeys of less than ono hundred
miles will inflict some inconvenience
on the public. Several correspondents
point out that they will bo obliged to
travel further than they had intended.

A newspaper correspondent describes
CHAKLIK CHAPLIN as being an amusing
companion in private life. We always
suspect a popular comedian of having
his lighter moments.

"For twenty \ears," sajs a contem-

porary,
"
Superintendent Spencer of

Scotland Yard has been watching the

King." We hasten to add that during
all that time His MA-
.IKSTY has never done

anything to excite

suspicion.
:. *
*

This year's Oxford
and CambridgeRugby
match is said to have
been the most exciting
in the memory of the

oldest undergraduate.

According to The
Da ily Egress twenty-
five thousand Gov-
ernment officials are

on strike in Austria.

People are asking why
we can't have this

sort of thing in Eng-
land.

Official kissing at

Presidential functions

is now discontinued in

Prance and visitors must shake hands
in future. These curtailed amenities are

still an improvement on the Mexican
custom of exchanging revolver shots.

"Hats," says The Time*' fashion

correspondent,
" are worn well on the

bond." We have always regarded this

as the best place to wear a hat on.

,

*

White spats are to be fashionable

this winter, we read. In muddy weather,

however, the colour - scheme may be

varied. Only the other day we saw
one gentleman wearing a beautiful pair
of Dalmatians. ... ...

So many singers want to run before

they can walk, says Mr. BEN DAVIKS.

With some singers whom we have

heard, the ability to dodge as well as

run would be an advantage.
* -::-

Loud cheers were given, says a

HoUhovist \\irel.-,, Wkge, \\llen
s

-

left Petrograd for M..,,.,U. We
can well believe it.

* *

The Bolshevists no\\ forbid men to
walk through the streets \\itb th,.ir

bands in their pocket-. Hands in other

peoples' pockets every time is then
motto.

A palpitating writer in a Sunday
paper asks if the summit of Knghsh
life is being made a true Olympus or a

rooting-ground for the swine of Kri

fudging by the present exor-
bitant price of a nice tender loin of

pork, with crisp crackling, we should

say the former. ,.

A West Norwood man who de-

assigoed is the depressing effect of the

^ 9

( if several hats caught up in a recent
whirlwind it was observed tlnr
one with the largest circiilnti.ni was a

.. inghiiin.
'

A judge has decided that it is ultra
lor a municipal I in a

public laundry. Aj is to
remain a monopoly of the Royal Courts
of Justice. V

" The telephone," we are told,
" was

cradled in a dead man's ear." As far

as we can ascertain the other end of

ours is still there. ^

TI1K 1'OKER-I'I.AVI UKT MAKK I P <>l

Disguises your elation trhen you hold a fat haml.

Only fivr-and-sixpence post free in plain wrapper.
Will pay for itself many times over.

scribed himself as a poet told the

magistrate that he had twice been

knocked down by a motor-cyclist. Our

opinion is that he should have given

up poetry when he was knocked down
the first time. 3 ,.

*

Mr. WINSTON CHUM-HILL cannot be

in two places at once, says The Bristol

Evening .NVw.s. All the same it is a

dangerous thing to put him on his

mettle like that. ^ #

Many people remain oblivious of the

approach of Christmas until the appear-
ance of mistletoe at Covent Garden.

We don't wait for that : we go by the

appearance in The. Daily Mail of a

letter announcing the discovery of print-

in Tlianet.

Measures to arrest the subsidence of

the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral have

again become imperative. The cause

Seventy is suggested by the London

County Council as the

age limit at which
coroners .should retire.

Complete justice can-
not be done us long as

there is an\ thing in

the shape of identity
of interest between
the coroner and tin-

corpse. ^
"The natural Posi-

tion of the eyebafis in

sleep," says a corre-

;.-ntof The .

Mail, "is turned up-
wards." The practice
of leaving them stand-

ing in a tumbler of

water nil night should

bo particularlyavoided

by light sleepers.

We are asked to

deny the rumour that

the POKT LAUREATE is entitled to draw
the unemployment donation.

Theatre-Fashion* in Malt*.
" The Honge WM full to its utni<t capacity .

the elegant night drcnes and toilette* of Uw
ladie* presenting fine aspect.'Holla Paper.

Oldc Hotel. Hotnd(
!><ly I'aftr.

Produced, we assume, by a water- bottle

4b*nd c.).

"Tut: DRY CHAMPAIG* is SCOTLAND.

Pou.iv- i:< KMM.
m< i.i.' I'aptr.

Judging by the results, the Scots seem
still to prefer the local vintage.

There was a young high-brow of Button

Who lived on hot air and cold mir
He knew not of GRO<'K,

But he idolized BBOCK

(I don't mean the sculptor, but (

TON).

VOL. CLIX.
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TO THE LION OF LUCERNE.

TINO, before you went away
To crouch behind a sheltering Alp,

llu\v strong the limelight used to play

About your bald, but kingly, scalp!

And now, emerging from the shelf

(A site where Kings are seldom happy),

You must be pleased to find yourself

Once more resilient on the tapis.

Over your past (Out, damned spots!)
\Yith lavish bucketfuls you paint

The whitewash on to clean its blots

And camouflage the Teuton taint;

From WILLIAM and the family tie

Protesting your unbridled freedom,
" I know you not, old man," you cry,

" Fall to your prayers you badly need 'em !

"

For Athens, to your great content,

Calls you to be her guiding star

(Only a paltry one per cent

Wanted to leave you where you are) ;

And you've agreed to take it on,

Jumped at the prospect Fate discloses,

And thought,
" With VENEZELOS gone,

Life will be one long bed of roses."

But mark the oversight you 'made,

Forgetting, while you waxed so fat,

That England, whom you once betrayed,

Might have a word to say to that;

Might, if for love of your fair eyes
Greece should decide again to wobble,

Conceivably withdraw supplies
And cut her off with half an obol.

Koar loud, O Lion of Lucerne !

But lo, upon Britannia's shore

Another Lion takes his turn

And gives a rather louder roar
;

Meaning,
" It doesn't suit my views

To subsidise two sorts of beano,
And Greece will therefore have to choose
Between her tummy and her TINO." 0. S.

ABOUT GOLF.
GOI-F is obviously the worst game in the world. I doubt

indeed whether it is a game at all.

It is played with a ball, about which, though I could say
much, I will say little. I will not decide whether it should
have a heart of oak or a heart of gold, whether it should

go through a 1-6-inch ring or a plate-glass window, whether
it should sink like the German Navy or float like the Brit-
ish. Enough, if not too much, has been said about the
standard ball.

Golf is also played with a numbeFOf striking implements
more intricate in shape than those used in any other form
of recreation except dentistry. Let so mucli be agreed.

Xo\v, quite plainly, the essential idea underlying all games
played with a ball, whether a club, stick, mallet, bat or cue
be added or no, is that some interference should take place
with the enemy's action, some thwarting of his purpose or
intent. In Eugby football, to take a case, where no mallet is

used, it is permissible to seize an opponent by the whiskers
and sling him over your right shoulder, afterwards stamp-
ing a few times on his head or his stomach. This thwarts
him badly. The same principle applies, though in a milder
form, to the game of cricket, where you attempt to beat the

adversary's hat with your ball, or, if you have the bat, to

steer the ball between your adversaries, or at least to make
them jolly well wish that you would.

Even with the baser and less heroic ball games, like

croquet and billiards, where more than one ball is used at

a time, action inimical to the interests of the opponent's
ball is permitted and encouraged. Indeed in the good old

days of yore, when croquet was not so strictly scientific, a

shrewd sudden stroke the ankle shot, we called it, for,

after all, the fellow was probably not wearing boots well, I

daresay you remember it
;
and I have once succeeded in

paralysing the enemy's cue arm with the red ; but this

needs a lot of luck as well as strength, and is not a stroke

to be practised by the beginner, especially on public tables.

We come then again to golf, and see at once that, with
the miserable and cowardly exception of laying the stymie,
there is no stroke in this game that fulfils the proper con-

ditions which should govern athletic contests involving the

use of spherical objects with or without instruments of

percussion.
And yet we read column after column about fierce en-

counters and desperate struggles between old antagonists,
when as a matter of fact there is no struggle, no encounter

at all. Against no other ball game but golf, unless perhaps
it be roulette, can this accusation be laid. Ask a man what

happened last Saturday.
" I went out," he says, rather as

if he was the British Expeditionary Force,
" in 41

; but
I came home "

he smiles triumphantly ; you see the

hospital ship, the cheering crowds " in 39." Whether he
beat the other fellow or not he hardly remembers, because
there was in fact no particular reason why the other fellow

should have been there.

Golf matches ought to be arranged, and for my part I

shall arrange them in future, as follows :

He. Can you play on Saturday at Crump ?

/. No, I 'm not playing this week.
He. Next week then ?

I. Yes, at Blimp.
He. I can't come to Blimp.
7. Well, let 's play all the same. Your score this week

at Crump against mine next week at Blimp, and we'll have
five bob on it.

I 'm not quite sure what his retort is, but you take

my point. It is manifestly absurd to drag the psycho-
logical element into this cold-blooded mathematical pursuit.
After all that England has done and come through in the
last few years, is a man in baggy knickerbockers, with tufts

on the ends of his garters, going to be daunted and foiled

just because a man in slightly baggier knickerbockers and
with slightly larger tufts on his garters has hit a small
white pellet a little further than he lias ? Hardly, I think.

That is why, when I read long letters in the principal

daily papers about the expense of this so-called game, and
calculations as to whether it can be played for less than

twenty-five shillings a time, I am merely amused. In rny
opinion, if. the relatives of members of golf-clubs cannot
afford to support them, these institutions should either be
closed or the implies should be provided with some better

game, like basketball. That is what I feel about golf.
All the same, if Enderby really thinks and believes that,

because in a nasty cross-wind I happened to be slicing

badly
and didn't know the course and lost a ball at the

twelfth, and he holed twice out of bunkers and certainly
baulked me by sniffing on the fifteenth tee, and laid a

stymie, mark you, of all places at the seventeenth, that I

can't beat him three times out of five in normal conditions
and not with that appalling caddy - well, I suppose
one must do one's best to relieve a fellow-creature of his

hallucinations, mustn't one ? EVOE.
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THE BOBLET.
BRITANNIA (countimj her change).

" WHAT 'S THIS?"
OUR MR. CHAMBERLAIN. "THAT, MADAM, IS THK Nl'AY SHIII.IM-. ! I

1

II \< MolJK ALLOY
THAN THE OLD, BUT THK, SAME PURCHASING POWHB."

BRITANNIA. " PURCHASING WllAKNI'SS, YOU MEAN."
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,':.! (byway of l;cei>ing Ins guest's mind off the ftate of t/te course). ASTONISHING HOW QUICKLY PKOPLE HAVE FOKGOTTEN THE \\AH."

(lliest. "WHAT WITH THIS MUD, AND YOU AT THE SLOPE?"

OUR HEAVY-WAITS.
OUB Boxing Correspondent sends us

the following gloomy forecast. We have

pointed out to him that Mr. COCHBAX
has recently made a definite contract

for a meeting between DEMPSEY and
CABPEKTIEB. Our Correspondent replies
that this does not affect his attitude,

and urges us to publish his predic-
tions of further delay. We do so under

protest.
/ '<i ris, December 22nd, 1 920. M. DES-

IIIAMPS (CARPENTIEU'S Manager) denies

all knowledge of any agreement with
Mr. COCHRAN.

.\VK- York, December 24th, 1920. Mr.
C. B. COCHRAN says that DEM-IIAMPS
must be dotty. He (C. B.) is returning

by the Mauritania to-morrow.
. April 17th, 1923. A* Mr.

iiiAN and M. DESOIAMPS have not

yet come to an agreement the fight for

tin' World's Heavy-Wright Champion-
ship is indefinitely postponed. JOE
1 '.IK KETT meets Bombardier WELLS
to-night at the Circle.

London, April Ibtli, lO'^l. Since the

days of JIM COBBETT no more polished

exponent of the fistic art has graced
the ring than our Bombardier Billy.
Thunders of applause greeted his ap-

pearance in the "
mystic square

"
last

night. He flashed round his ponderous
opponent, mesmerising him with the

purity of his style, the accuracy of his

hitting, the brilliance of his foot-work.

He held the vast audience spell-bound.
BECKETT won on a knock-out in the

second round.

'London, August llth, 19:<!4. Mr.
LOVAT FRASEK in a powerful article

(written entirely in italics) in The Daily
'

s[ail points out the fearful tension the

peace of Europe is undergoing through
the continued differences between
Messrs. COCHBAN and DESCHAMPS, and
demands to know what the PHEMIEH
is doing about it.

Loiulo/i, Aiiiiu^t :*lth. IO:SJ-. Mr.

LLOYD GEORGE, acting under Mr. LOYAT
ERASER'S orders, has gone to Lyinpne
(kindly lent by Sir PHILIP FASSOON),
wh'Te ho will be joined by Mr. COCHRAN,
M. DESCHAMPS and M. MILLEHAXD.

Londmt, Sr/itrmlier HOtli, IMA. The

whole civilised world will rejoice to

hear that the differences between Mr.

C. B. COCHRAN and M. DESCHAMPS
have at last been amicably settled. The

great fight for the world's heavy-weight,

championship is fixed to take place at

Olympia on November 17th. DEMPSEY
is to receive 100,000, CARPEXTIEK

75,000.
LondiHt.Ui-lnlx'r lth,l!)HJ: It appears

that Olympia was already booked for

November for The Dail;/ Mail's Ideal

Pyjania Exhibition, and Mr. C. B. COCH-
RAN has to-day issued a eommuniqut to

the Press Association to the effect that

the contest will be held definitely in S:i rk

Channel Islands) on December '23rd.

He has hired tlio entire Cunard and

White Star Fleets for the day, and those

who cannot ^find standing room on the

island will lie provided with seats and

telescopes in the ships' riggings. All

will be welcome at fifty guineas a head.

New York, October 6th, lf>:>4. DEMP-
SEY denies that he is meeting CABPEN-
TIEK on December 23rd. He laughs at

the idea of fighting for 100,000.
" Heaven knows 1 am not mercenary,"
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he Bays, "but there's sucli a thing
a living wa''e."

C. B. COCHUAN, in an interview ;;

to our reporter yesterday, .says that, li

has done with fight-promoting for eve
and will in future concentrate on \-\

forming seals.

l.uiuloii, October KHh, I'.I-H-. A sensa
tion was caused at the Circle last nigh
wlion an old man jumped unannouncec
into tlio ring and offered to fight anyoni
living to a finish for five pounds and a

pint of heor for the sheer fun of tli

tiling. Thedisturber, who wasobviousl;,
out of his senses, was quickly removed
His identity has not so far been estab
lished, but he is thought to be a fightero
the old school escaped from confinement
No authoritative announcement has

been made as to who will assume
Mr. GOCHHAN'S extensive boxing en-

gagements, but rumour is busy with
the name of Mr. MALLAHY-DKKI,I:Y.

Nf.w York, January 31st, 1925.
Mr. W. l!uu)Y, tho veteran fight-pro-
motor, has signed up J. DEMPSBY and
GEORGES CAUPENTIEK to meet at Ha-
vana, Cuba, on Easter Monday, I!)L'.").

DEMI-SKY will draw 200,000, CARPEN-
TIEU 150,000.
New York, February 8th, 1925. Pol-

iowing Mr. W. BRADY'S announcement,
Mr. TEX EICKAKDS (promoter of the
JEFFRIES - JOHNSON contest) has now
come forward, stating that DEMPSEY
and CAHPENTIER have signed a contract
with him to fight at Nome, Alaska, on
Shrovo Tuesday, for a quarter-of-a-
million each.

New York, February 19th, 1925.
Mr. C. B. COCHRAN, who arrived on the

Aqiutania this morning, says that the
two champions have contracted to

meet under his management at Tristan

d'Acunha on Good Friday for half-a-

million eacli and a percentage on tho

popcorn and peanut sales.

.Yew York, March 3rd, 1925. With
the view of lifting the national depres-
sion consequent on tho hitch in the

world's championship arrangements,
Mr. HENRY FORD, whose successes as

a mediator are celebrated, is labouring
to bring about a conciliatory meeting
between the rival promoters.
AVw York, July 12th, 1925. Mr.

HENRY FORD'S efforts, fortified by th*-

prayers of the Eev. WILLIAM Suxi>\>.

have at length home fruit. Messrs.

BIIADY, COCHRAN and RICHARDS have
consented to talk matters over. The
'White House has been placed entirely
at the disposal of the promoters, their

families, secretaries, legal adviser*, eto.

Washington, D.C., July 20th, n>-r>.

Mr. HENRY FORD'S "1'eace 1'arty
"
has

not proved an unqualified success.

Battle royal broke out among the dele-

Second (lo stout entrant in a Noru.* Competition). "Nov.. I>X'T IHI;.I:T AJ oos AS
THF. DELL GOES BUSH AT 'IM AX' KEEP FLITTIX' IX AS' OUT 1.IKK BIT* O* POUKD
LIGHTS IS'."

ates at noon yesterday. Messrs. BRADY,
k>CHKAN and HirKAHDs have been taken
o hospital, but are not expected t -

over. Tho White House is in ruins, ffclinch they remained throughout the
entire round, fast asleep. At the open-
ing of the second round they uttoi

THE GRKAT FK;IIT.

.!</, //// ith, I'.HIO. The fight for

tho Heavyweight Championsliip of the

World, held under the auspice* of the

League of Nations, took place yesterday
before a gigantic crowd. I>rvr*i v.who
now wears a flowing white beard, was
wheeled into the riii" in a bath-cliair.

C vRi'i-ATiER. now wholly bald, appeared
on crutches and was seconded liy two
trained nurses and li is youngest grand-

son. Both champions wen- assisted to
their feet by their supporters, *!:.*. k

bandsand iianMduUehroGnahed. In tins

to clinch again, but missed each other,
overbalanced and went to tho mat.
Neither could lw persuaded to get up,
and consequently both were counted
out.

It is therefore
impossible

to Sity who
won or who lost, and the He ivy weight
Championship of the World remains
as open a question as ever.

Pu;
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EVE VICTORIOUS.

girls funny, Uncle Alan?'

said Christopher.
"
Christopher," I answered,

"
girls

are the very dickms. You can't trust

Vin. Never have anything to do witl

girls, my boy."
" I 'm not going to," said Christopher
This is what we said to each othei

afterwards. If either of us had thought
of it before But that 's the usua"

way, of course.

* * : *

Christopher and I were sitting by the

fire. We were very peaceful and happy
together, pretending to look at a book
but really doing nothing at all.

Then Dorothy came into the room.

Dorothy is Christopher's cousin and six

years old. Not that her age matters

six, sixteen or sixty, they are all the

same.
"What are you doing?" inquired

Dorothy. .

"
Nothing," murmured Christopher

contentedly.
" I wanted you to come and play with

me."

Christopher shuffled uneasily and I
came to the rescue.

Not now, Dorothy," I said
;

" we
are too comfortable. Come and have a
look at this book with us."

Dorothy looked at me as though she
had just realisecl my presence.

" I want Christopher to come and

play with me," she repeated.

Christopher has a line old-fashioned
idea of a host's duty to his guests. He
stifled a yawn and slid from my knee.

" All right, Dorothy," he said. "What
shall we play?"
Dorothy skipped like a young lamb.

" Hide and Seek," she sang.
" I '11 go

and hide. Don't look till I call."

She danced gaily and triumphantly
out of the room.
Now I don't mind being snubbed and

I certainly shouldn't trouble about a

spot of a child who ought to have been
kept in the nursery. Of course it 's

ridiculous even to begin explaining, isn't
The thing 's obvious. No, I felt

that Dorothy should be taught a lesson
;

that is all. I thought it would be good
for her.

"That settles Dorothy," I said delib-

erately. "Now we can go on reading."" But she wants me to go and look
for her," explained Christopher." Then let her want," I said shortly." We can't always be Christopher,
we '11 have a game with Dorothy. We '11

stop where we are and let her look for
herself."

Christopher chuckled. " She '11 be
awfully angry," lie said uncertainly.
"Good! "said I.

" Cooee !

" came a voice from thi

far-away. We laughed guiltily to our

sc-Kvs and settled down in the chair. The
scheme proceeded according to plan.
A fter sundry shrieks and screechesam

whistles Dorothy grew impatient anc

adopted bolder tactics.
" You can't find me," she called hope

fully.

I felt that it was time for a little en

couragement.
"I wonder where she can be?

"
I saic

loudly.
There was a long silence. At lasl

Dorothy grew desperate.
" Look undei

the armchair in the hall," she called.

Christopherand I smiled to ourselves

Then suddenly we heard her creeping
towards the door. I blame Christopher
for what followed.

" She 's coming," he whispered ex-

citedly.
" Let 's hide."

There was no time to think. We
slipped rapidly under the table. A ridi-

culous thing to do, of course; so undig-
nified. I kick myself when 1 think of

it, but at the time Well, it was

Christopher's fault for getting excited.

So there we were squashed under the
table when the door opened and Dorothy
appeared.

"I don't believe
"
she began, and

hen stopped.
"
Why, they 're not here,"

she gasped. And then Christopher spoilt

everything by spluttering. I strangled
him at once and we hoped that

Dorothy hadn't heard. We saw her

.egs standing very still by the door.
Then they moved quickly round the
;able to the fireplace. Christopher and
I held our breaths and waited. We saw
hat Dorothy was pulling our chair
round to face the fire. Then she sat
lerself in it and all we could see was
;he back of the chair.

There was a great silence. Christo-

pher and I looked at each other and
lecided that something must be done.

I cleared my throat quietly. "Cooee!
"

I fluted.

Dorothy began to sing a hymn in a
oud voice.

And then Cecilia came into the room.
Now Cecilia is Christopher's mother

and my sister. You will understand that
neither Christopher nor I would care
'o appear ridiculous in front of her. So
we kept quiet.

"
Hallo, Dorothy," said Cecilia; "all

by yourself ? Where 's Christopher ?
"

" I 'm reading Christopher's book,"
said Dorothy, ignoring the question.

'

May I?"
" Of course, dear," said Cecilia, sitting

lown. There was a lot more silence.
It grew very hot and uncomfortable
under the table.

"What shall we do, Uncle ?"whispered
Ihristopher.

" Come on," I said desperately. We
crawled out and stood up.

" What on earth
"
began Cecilia.

I managed a watery smile. " Here
we are," I said to Dorothy.
Dorothy looked at us in surprise." You are untidy," she said. " What-

ever have you been doing ?
"

Christopher swallowed indignantly."We were playing
' Hide and Seek

'

with

you," he said.

"Oh, I stopped playing a long time

ago," said Dorothy.
" I 'm reading

now." She turned to our book again.
Cecilia began to laugh.

" Come and have a wash, Christo-

pher," I said in a strangled voice, and
we moved off sheepishly.

-,- *#:;:*
"Aren't girls funny, Uncle Alan?"

said Christopher.

"Christopher," I answered, "girls are
the very

"
Well, I told you al I ho

beginning what we said to each other.

HIGH EXPLOSIVE ART.

[The Morning Post has been conducting a

vigorous campaign against singers who dis-

pense with careful and prolonged training,
and by tlicir spa-anodic and declamatory style

suggest the title of "
gaspers."]

On, all young folk of tuneful aims
And fancy names like .Joan and

Jasper,
I hope you '11 read (and duly heed)

The, Morning Post upon the "gasper."

Tis not the "
fag

"
that is turned down,

Though that often proves a rasper
Upon the larynx ; here the noun

Denotes the human, singing gasper.

Rome was not builded in a day,
Nor even row-boats (testo CLASPEK) ;

SIo more are voices which will stay,
Unlike the organ of the gasper.

Attorneys need, before they start,
Five years of training, but the grasper

Who grudges one to vocal art

Will end, as he began, a gasper.

Wherefore, ye men and maids who
chant,

Refrain at all costs from oxaspor-
iting The Morning Post, which can't
Abide the methods of the gasper.

Another Impending- Apology.
'St. - - Hall was fiUed last night with

icople, with Scottish song and with fog.

'ernaps nothing but the Orpheus Choir
ould have done that." Scottish Paper.

"THE JAPANKSE BUDGET.

Tokio, Tuesday.
The Cabinet has approved of the Budget,

fvhich totals 1,502 million yen (about 2s.)."

Jersey Paper.

. CHAMBERLAIN, please copy.
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THE POWER OF SENTIMENT.
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LITTLE BITS OF LONDON.
BOND STBEET.

I FIND it very difficult to walk slowly
down Bond Street as one ought to do;
1 always feel so guilty. Most of the

le there look scornfully at me as

if I belonged to Whitechapel, and the

rest look suspiciously at me as if I

liclouged to Bond Street. My clothes

are neither good enough nor bad

enough. So I hurry through with the

tense expression of a man who is merely
using Bond Street as a thoroughfare,
because it is the way to his dentist as

indeed in my case it is. But recently
I did saunter in the proper way, and I

took a most thrilling inventory of the

principal classes of shops, the results of

which have now been tabulated by my
statistical department.
For instance, do you know

how many shops in the street

sell things for ladies to wear

(not including boots, jewellery
or shoes) ? No ? Well, there
are thirty-three. Not many,

it ? But then there are

other with gold-tips and silver-tips,

cork-tips and velvet-tips, rose-tips and

lily-tips. There is only one book-shop,
of course, but there are about nine pic-

ture-places. How do they all exist ?

It is mysterious.

Especially when you consider how
much trouble they take to avoid attract-

ing attention. There are still one or

two window-dressers who lower the
whole tone of the street by adhering

IS

twenty-one jewellers (includ-

ing pearl shops) and eight boot

and/or shoe shops ; so that,with
two sort of linen places, which

may fairly bo reckoned as

female, the ladies' total is sixty-
four. I only counted a hun-

dred-and-fifty shops altogether.
Of that total, nine are places
where men can buy things to

wear, and ten are places where
they can buy things to smoke ;

I have charitably debited all

the cigarette-shops to the men,
even the ones where the cigar-
ettes are tipped with rose-
leaves and violet-petals. But
even if I do that and give the
men the two places where you can buy
guns and throw in the one garden-seat
shop, we are left with the followin"
result :

FEMINIXE SHOPS.
Dress 33
Jewellers .... 21
Boots and Shoes . 8
Sort of Linen Places '2

Dog Bureau ... 1

05

to the gaudy - overcrowded style; but
the majority, in a violent reaction from
that, seem to have rushed to the wildest

extremes of the simple
- unobtrusive.

They are delightful, I think, those re-

verent little windows with the chaste
curtains and floors of polished walnut,
in the middle of which reposes deli-

cately a single toque, a single choco-

grocers and a poulterer. There is even
a fish-shop you didn't know that, did

you ? I am bound to say it seemed to
have only the very largest fish, but they
were obviously iisli.

Anyone can go shopping in Bond
Street. I knew a clergyman once who
went in and asked for a back-stud. He

afterwards unfrocked for riotous

IV

Father. "LOOK HERE, BILLY, MB. SMITH CALLED AT THE
OFFICE THIS MORNING ABOUT YOUR FIGHT WITH HIS BOY YES-
TERDAY."

Son. "DID HE? I HOPE YOU GOT ON AS WELL AS I DID."

MASCULINE SHOPS.
Dress ..
Tobacco .

Motors .

Guns . .

Garden So;tt-

o -*'" VH ttL in \ji lYLiiii-

Chester actuaries has drawn the start-
ling conclusion that Bond Street is
Jiiore used by women than hymen.

late or a single pearl. Some of the pic-
ture-places are among the most modest.
There is one window which suggests
nothing but the obscure branch of a

highly- decayed bank in the dimmest
cathedral town. On the dingy screen
which entirely fills the window is written
simply in letters which time- has almost
erased,

"
PICTURES." No-

(thing could be less enticing. Yet in-

*ide, I daresay, fortunes are made daily.

10

may bo so. But a more interesting
question is, how do all these duplicates
manage to cany on, considering the
very reasonable prices they charge?
At one point there are three jewellers
in a row, with another one opposite.Not far off there are three cigarette-
shops together, madly defying each

otcod no
.

of this method
the Advertisers' Exhibition; they might
give it a trial.

Now no doubt you fondly think that
Bond Street is wholly devoted to
luxuries

; perhaps you have abandoned
your dream of actually buying some-
thing in Bond Street

1

? 'You are wrong.To begin with, there are about ten
places where you can buy food, and,
though there is no pub. now, there is a
cafe (with a

licence). There are two

living, but the stud was produced. You
can buy a cauliflower in Bond Street
if you know the ropss. There is a shop
which merely looks like a very beautifu
florist's. There are potatoes in the
window, it is true, but they are " hot-
house

"
ones ; inside there is no trace

of a common vegetable. But if you
ask facetiously for a cauliflower (as ]

did) the young lady will disappear below
ground and actually return with a rea!~

cauliflower (da luxe, of course)
I remember few more embar-
rassing episodes.
And if you like to inquire at

the magnificent provision-mer-
chant's he too will conjure up
from the magic cellars boot-
cream and metal-polish and all

those vulgar groceries which
make life possible. That is the
secret of Bond Street. Beneath
that glittering display of lux-

urious trivialities there are
vast reserves of solid prosaic
necessaries, only waiting to be
asked for. A man could live

exclusively on Bond Street. I
don't know where you would
buy your butchers' meat, but I
have a proud fancy that, if you
went in and said something to
one of those sleek and sorrowful

jewellers, he too would vanish

underground and blandly re-

turn to you with a jewelled
steak or a plush chop.

Many years ago, they tell me, there
was a butcher in Bond Street. Per-

haps you dealt there. For my part I
was not eating much meat in those

days. But I can imagine his window
a perfect little grotto of jasper and
onyx, with stalactites of pure gold, and
in the middle, resting on a genuine
block of Arctic ice, an exquisite beef-

sausage. I wish he would come back.
It is difficult to realise that there is

rt-'iything but shop-windows in Bond
Street, but I like to think that, up there
in those upper storeys which one never
sees, there does dwell a self-contained
little community to whom Bond Street
is merely the village street, down which
the housewives pass gossiping each

morning to the greengrocer's or the

fishmonger's and never purchase any
pearls at all.

When the butcher comes back I think
I shall join them. A. P. II.
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Joan (whose mother has just bomjht her a pair of woollen glores). "On, MI/JIMY, I WISH YOU HAD GOT KID.
THEY MAKE MY SWEETS BO HAIIIY."

I IUTI: THIS Kijtn;

THE SAD CASE OF EL GEECO.
IT was at the National Gallery, situ-

ated on the north side of Trafalgar
Square, that I first made the acquaint-
ance of one DOMENICO THEOTOCOPULI,
a. native of Crete, who probably be-

cause his own people wanted him to
be a stockbroker or something set up
as a painter in Spain, and was dubbed

by the Dons " El Greco," as you might
say

" Scottie."

For years I have been rather tickled

by his manner of depicting Popes and
Saints as if they were reflected in elon-

gating mirrors labelled,
" Before Dining

at the Toreador Restaurant." But until

quite lately I hardly ever met anyone
who had even noticed him, so I felt

quite bucked on the old chap's account
when I heard that he was considered

one of tlio most distinguished of the

Spanish painters, past and present, who
are on view just now at Burlington
House.
And what surprises me is not that

old THKOTOCOPULI should attract so

much attention in Piccadilly, but that
such lots of people seem never to have
known that he has been exhibiting him-
self all this time in Trafalgar Square.
I'm sure Mrs. Bletherwood didn't,

for one, when she tackled me at the
Chattertons' the other afternoon.

"Of course you 'vo been to Burling-
ton House?" she began, and she was
in such a hurry to get first innings that
she didn't give me time to say that I

hadn't yet, 1nit that I meant to go on

my first free day that wasn't foggy.
" Don't you love those quaint

'

Grecos
'

?
"
she went on. " He 'a quite'

discover}', don't you think? My
daughter Muriel, who hopes to get into

the Slade School soon now, says she
doesn't see how anybody can see people
differently from the way "El Greco"saw
people. And

yet
I don't know that I

ijititc like the idea of Muriel seeing w<>

like that, although she 's so clever. . . ."

I could not help thinking that in

Mrs. Hlrtherwood's case the" El Greco"
treatment would l>e an admirable cor-

rective to a certain lateral expansion.

"
Besides," she continued in a confi-

dential tone,
"
I 've heard or read some-

where that there 's just a doubt wl

he distorted people on purpose or be-

cause there was something wrong with
his ryes. If I thought it \\:is r.stigma-
tistn I would insist on taking Mm
an oculist. I wonder what you think."

I raised my teacup suggestively.
Mm. Bletherwood gasped. "You

don't mean that he-"

" Like a fish," I said.
"
Oh, how too disgraceful I

"
she ez-

you love those quaint 'El Claimed.
"
Fancy their having his pic-

'*
oires there at all. Such

jects too. I shall warn Muriel at once.

I 'in so thankful you told me. . . ."

Have I done a wrong to Senor
DoMENu i

oTiii-:oToroFi'i.n"Kl(iroco")?
but I hope it has prevented

Muriel Bletherwood from doing
him a gre:r

" Sun Sets This Morning .... 8.8

Son Sets To-night ..... 8.56"

Lirfrpool Paper.

Just as in London last WedneVt
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Vicar's Wife. "THE VICAR WAS ASKING ONLY THIS MORNING WHY YOU WEREN'T IN THE HABIT OF ATTENDING CIIUBCU.'

Latest Inhabitant. "WELL, YOU SEE, IT DOES so CUT INTO ONE'S SUNDAYS."

CUKES FOE INSOMNIA.
THE following correspondence, clearly

intended for the Editor of The Daily
Ailment, has found its way into our

letter-box. Another example of post-
office inefficiency.

SIB, As - a regular reader of your
valuable journal I am always deeply
interested in the views of your readers

as expressed in its columns. The recent

letters on the cure of insomnia have
interested me particularly. Although
I have read your paper for many years,

always eaten standard bread, study
most diligently each morning my lesson

on Government wobble and waste, grow
sweet peas, keep fowls, take my holi-

days early (in Thanet) and read the

feuilleton, in short perform all the duties

of an enthusiastic loyal Englishman, I

cannot sleep. Yesterday I decided to

try the remedies suggested by your
readers.

After inviting sleep with " a dish of

boiled onions
"
I found that I must go

to bed " without having eaten anything
for five hours or so." This meant sit-

ting up very late, but I found the time
useful for taking

"
deep long breaths."

Meanwhile I ran through the names
of my friends alphabetically and emp-
tied the feathers from my pillow, re-

placing them with hops. Sometimes
a hop got mixed up in a "

deep long
breath," which was rather pleasant.

Every few minutes I left my friends'

names to say to myself,
" I am terribly

sleepy," or " I am falling asleep ;

"
this

was wrong, as the boiled onions had

nqt had nearly five hours. "
Relaxing

all my muscles
"
was rather awkward,

as one hand was filling the pillow with

hops and the other was "
holding a wet

sponge," which ivould drip water on
the sheets. Another difficulty was

.V' wafting myself in an imaginary aero-
-
^>lane

"
to bring about " a state of ob-

livion and coma," which I might per-

haps have done more easily by putting
the hops to another use.

I had to cut out the "recital of the

Litany," partly because my friends'

names had only got as far as George
(Lloyd), and also because, being a Non-
conformist, I don't know it. (I must
learn it now the feuilleton is finishing.)
But the most annoying part of the

business was to find that, after all this

elaborate preparation for sleep, I was

to " take a brisk walk for half-an-hour"

whatever the weather conditions).
Even this did not work, for by that

time the milkmen and newsboys were

heralding the dawn and kept my brain

too alert.

As a final effort, do you think you
could produce a nightcap model of the

Sandringham, or is it quite impossi-
ble for one who reads your paper to be

anything but wideawake ?

THE PERFECT PARTNER.
THERE are, my Mabel, men who vow
The perfect wife is theirs

Because she smoothes the ruffled brow
And drives away their cares ;

there are others hold the view

That she is best who '11 pay
Some trivial attention to

Her promise to obey.

Well, let each babble in his turn

About that spouse of his ;

Not knowing you, how could they learn

What true perfection is ?

Of all your sex you stand most high

By far and very far

Who mid your Christmas gifts can buy
A smokeable cigar.
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THE ECONOMISTS.
SCENE. The Coalition Golf Club tic lure.

Mu. BONAH LAW. "DAEK \YK HAVE CADDIES. 1

MB. LLOYD GEOBGK. " NO, NO. WE ARE OUSKKVKD. THK 1'I.M M.IVK \VITII

ELECTORS."
["Watch your M.I'. !

"
rafter of Anti-W,i*tt Prtit.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

THCHSDAV.
[After the Painting by W. DENDV SADLEB.]

Sffi D. MACLKAN, MB. HOQOB, Mu. G. LAMBERT, MB. O. B. THOKSK, MB. As^umi, Ma. ACLASD. GEJ,KAL S

According to Lieut.-Colonel CHOFT
the pencils used by the British Post-
Office are procured from the United
States. As one who has suffered I can

Monday, December 6th. "
Logic has

never governed Ireland and never will,'
said Lord MIDEETON to-day. It wa;

certainly conspicuous by its absence
from a good many of the speeches made
in Committee on the 'Government 01

Ireland Bill. Representatives of South
ern Ireland have been clamouring for

greater financial control, but they quite
changed their tone when Clause 24, en-

abling the Irish Parliaments to impose
a surtax upon residents in Ireland, came
up for discussion. While professing tlio

greatest confidence in the desire of their

fellow-countrymen to treat them fairly,

Lords DROOHF.DA, SLIGO and Wicxnow
agreed in thinking that this was too

it would breed absenteeism and drive

capital out of the country.
Lord FINLAY, to whom as a Scotsman

logic still makes appeal, was for the
deletion of the whole clause. But the
Irish Peers again objected ; for they
desired to preserve for the Irish Parlia-

ments power to remit Imperial taxes.

on the off-chance that some day it

might be exercised. And they carried

their point.

only hope that Anglo-American friend-

ship, already somewhat strained by the
bacon episode, will survive this revela-
tion.

On the strength of a rumour that the
seed of Irish peace hod been planted in

Downing Street, Mr. HOUOE promptly
essayed to root it up in order to observe
its progress towards fruition. ThePimiK
MIXISTKK, however, gave no encourage-
ment to his well-intentioned efforts.

Nor did he satisfy Lieut.-Commander
KKNWOHTHY'S curiosity as to whether

dangerous a power to entrust to them ;' "Father O'FtANAci AN \\ as" a.Sinn Feiner
on the bridge," beyond saying

" that is

what we want to find out."

Tuesday, Drccmher 7th. After a
week's interval for reflection and study
Lord LINCOL.VSHIHK moved the rejection
of the Agriculture Bill. Adapting an
old joke of Lord SPI:NCI:I;'S, made in
' another place

"
a generation ago, he

'bsorved that this was no more an

igrietilHiral Bill than lie himself was
in agricultural lalwurer. He knows

however how to call a spado a spade,
if not something more picturesque, and
he treated the measure mid its authors
to all the resources of a varied vocabu-

lary. Possibly his brother jxors, while

enjoying his invective, thought that
it had been a little bit ort*nl<>i

of the subsequent speakers only
HiNPur announced his intention of

voting against the Bill, the others being
of opinion that parts of it were, not ex-
cellent perhaps, but at least tolerable.

In the Commons Yi-roiint

pressed upon the Government the desir-

ability of licensing side-car combina-
'

j*>ns as taxi-cabs. The idea might, one
feels, appeal to a Coalition Govern-
ment ; hut Sir JOHN HAIKU for tin- 1 :

Office hinted at t he existence of "s-

objections."

Collectively : has an infan-

tile mind. It went into kinks of laughter
>ver a question put by Dr. MCHRAY
regarding the "

daily mail sen-ice
"

between one of his IxMoved islands and
he Scottish mainland. The author of
the joke and small blame to him
mite failed to appreciate how funny he
'uid been until his neighbours muttered
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ii om^i -

whispers,
"
Daily Mail !

"

l>uili/ Mail .'" Then a wan smile broke

nvt-r his own features.

It has been stated in certain news-

papers that Mr. CHAMBERLAIN has re-

fused the Viceroyalty of India in conse-

quence of the weak state of his health,

mid that for the same cause he is likely

rate shortly the Chancellorship of

the Exchequer. All I can say is that

mi the Treasury Bench he betrays no
outward sign of this regrettable debility
when dealing with critics of the Treas-

ury. It is not easy to puncture the <?s

triplex of Mr. BOTTOMLEY, but two
words from Mr. CHAMBERLAIN did it

this afternoon.

Sir BOBERT HORNE got a second read-

ing for the Dyes Bill, a

measure which he com-
mended as being neces-

sary to protect what is

a key-industry both in

peace and war. Dye-
stuffs and poison -gas
are, it seems, inextric-

ably intermingled, and
unless the Bill is passed
we shall be able neither

to dye ourselves nor to

poison our enemies.

Wednesday , December
8th. The Agriculture
Billfoundone thorough-
going supporter in the
Duke of MAHLBOROUGH,
an ' ' owner -

occupier
' '

so enamoured of Gov-
ernment control that
he desires to see the
whole of the ditches
and hedges of England
administered out of

public funds ; and a host
of critics, friendly and
otherwise. Lord CHAP-
LIN, though he thought
the Bill one of the worst ever intro-

duced, declined to vote against the
Second Reading; Lord HARRIS believed
that it would make very little difference
one way or the other

; Lord RIBBLES-
DALE, as an old-fashioned Free Trader,
would have nothing to do with it

; Lord
LOVAT was of opinion that as an insur-
ance for our food supply it would not
compare with a Channel Tunnel

; and
Lord BUCKMASTER feared that it would
rather strengthen than allay thedemand
for land nationalisation. The Govern-
ment approached the division in some
trepidation and were the more rejoiced
when, in an unusually big House, the
Second Reading was carried by 123 votes
to 85.

_

But for the self-sacrifice of Mr.
SPEAKER the Commons would have
made themselves ridiculous this even-
ing. Major ARCHER-SHEE wanted to

have up a certain newspaper for breach

of privilege in endeavouring to dictate

to Members how they should vote. He
obtained leave to move the adjournment
and would doubtless have provided the

peccant journal with a valuable free

advertisement had not Mr. LOWTHEH,
reckless of his reputation for infalli-

bility, suddenly remembered that mo-
tions for the adjournment were intended
for criticising the Government and not
for rebuking irresponsible outsiders. At
his request the gallant Major withdrew
his motion, and The Daily lost

its advertisement.

Invigorated by this episode the House
or what was left of it resumed the

Report stage of the Ministry of Health

Actor-Manager of Touring Company.
" CONFOUND OUR LOCK ! THE LEADINGLADY HAS DESERTED US IN OUR HOUR OP NEED ELOPED WITH THE OSTLEB

FROM YONDER PUBLIC-HOUSE ON THIS OF ALL EVENINGS, WHEN THE AUDIENCE
THREATENS TO OUTNUMBER THE CAST."

Bill. The debate was remarkable for
the 'brevity of some of the speeches.
Sir ROWLAND BLADES set a good ex-

ample to new Members by making a
"maiden" effort in a minute and a
half. But his record was easily beaten
by Mr. SEXTON, who found' ten seconds
sufficient for expressing his opinion that
the fact that the House was trying to

legislate in the small hours was suffi-
cient proof of the necessity of extending'
the laws of lunacy.

" Si argumentum
i-i'iuins circumspice," he might have
said as he gazed upon the recumbent
and yawning figures around him.
Th iirsday, December 9th. Mr. BONAB

LAW enumerated a portentous list of
measures which the House of Commons
must pass if it wants to enjoy its
Christmas holidays in peace. Lord
HUGH CECIL wanted to know what
was the use of passing

"
all these foolish

little Bills." Mr. PEMBERTON BILLING
had another solution for the

difficult]
and asked,

" Why not pass them al

ad hoc ?
"
meaning, it is supposed,

"
er

bloc."

Well might the PRIME MINISTER re
mark at Question-time that he welcomec.
the attacks of a certain section of the
Press on the "Wastrels" because the:
he knew the Government was all right,
Mr. GEORGE LAMBERT made a lively
speech in support of his proposal to
" ration

"
the Government to a sum o

808,000,000 the amount Mr. CHAM-
BERLAIN had said would suffice for
normal year. But his criticisms were
too discursive to be really dangerous
and his condemnation of "sloppy Social-

~~
ism

"
put up the backs

of the Labour Party.
The CHANCELLOR OF

THE EXCHEQUER re-

minded the House that
when he talked of a
" normal Budget

"
he

had been careful to add
" but not this year, next

year or the year after,'
which sounds suspici-

ously like the nursery
formula,

" This year,
next year, sometime,
NEVER."

Still the great major-
ity of the Members were
only too anxious to be

convinced, and passed
by a huge majority the
"
blanketing

"
amend-

ment of Sir GODFREY
COLLINS in favour of

economy in the abstract.
I don't know how this is

to be squared with the
PRIME MINISTER'S
theory that it is the busi-
ness of the Government

" to see that the population is con-
tented." That sounds a little likepanem
et circenses a policy which did not
work out cheaply.

Friday, December 10th. With the
air of one who has something fresh and
strange to impart the PRIME MINISTER
informed the House of Commons to-day
that in regard to Ireland "the Govern-
ment are determined on a double policy.

"

'The novelty presumably consists in

putting those old stagers, conciliation
and coercion

,
h i therto only tried tandem -

fashion, into double harness. Martial
law is to be introduced in certain of
the most disturbed districts, and at the
same time such Sinn Fein M.P.'s as are
not " on the run" are to be called into
conference. On the face of it the pros-
pect looks i.np:omising, but happily
Ireland is essentially the place where
nothing happens save the unexpected.



Macdonald. "MAN SANDY, AKK VK BOOOIT?" .Snnrfy. "AY, MACDOSALD, I'M BOOOIT."
Macdonald. "Yc CANNA OKT oor?" Sandy. "I'M NO BIDWO HBBE FOB THE PLEMCRB O'T!"
Macdonald. "I DOOT YE'D LIKE PINE TO COME GOT?" Sandy. "Av. I wot LD THAT."
Macdonald.

;>

"WEEL, 'TWAD BE A CHRISTIAN ACT TO POLL YB oor, BCT rauu DEErncuLT UKLEM TB'VB so IAIKTHKR im TO*

MAKING THE LAW POPULAR.

A WBITEB in an evening contemporary
complains that one has some diiliculty
in finding the notices to jurors in the

newspapers.
We have often thought that more

prominence might be given to the
Law Notices generally. Printed in the
smallest type and abbreviated almost

beyond understanding, they are by no
means the brightest item of news.
Would it not be an advantage to hand

the department over to a smart para-

graphist ? Readers might then be
entertained by something like the

following :

Visitors to "the Law Courts to-day
should on no account fail to look in at

King's Bench XIII., which is one ol

the cosiest of our beautiful Courts of

Justice. Here will be continued the

scintillating contest between Sir An-

thony Priiis, K.C., and that rising young
l>;in ister, Mr. Terry Blee-Smart, K.C.

It is more than probable that the cross-

examination of the humorous butcher

will continue through most of the day.
The first case on the list in the

Lord Chief's Court to-day is no other

than The King v. The Dean and Cha/tlff

of Mumborough Cathedral. While it is

not expected that his Majesty's engage
ments will permit him to be present,
an action of this character is fraught
with more than common interest, since
it must be seldom that the Royal House
finds itself in such conflict with the
Church as to resort to the arbitrament
of the law.

We see no reason why some legal

engagements should not be baldly dis-

played, the more readily to catcii the

reader's eye. Why not the following:
ROYAL COUBTB OP Justice.

ROYAL COURTS OP JUSTICE.
ROYAI> COUBTS OF JUSTICE.

YOU MUST NOT MISS II! i

Chancery Court No. 29,

Before

Mr. JOSTICE HOWLING,
. Arcana Cinema Company, Li<l.

As one of the leading comedians of

the day Mr. TIM BINKS never fails to

create roars of laughter, and with Mr.

JUSTICK HOWLING may be relied upon
,o put up a show provocative of nc\ Tr-

ailing mirth.

YornsEi.r Ui'l A!'.MIMI>.\ I

\V)n 'thor it 's wet or whether it
'

fine,

I'hanccry Twenty-nine.

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

TUB LOBfiTBB.

THK lobster is an oldoiig crab
With one or two antenna- ;

1 fancy life would be less drab
If people had as many.

I think he uses them to smell,
But what he most enjoys

Is rubbing th<>m against his shell :

It makes a funny i

He rubs away like anythinji.
And you should Bee his face I

Alas, ho thinks that he can sing;
But that is not the case.

i ! 's very sensitive and shy ;

\t hist when he is dead
!! knows thf truth and that is why
He goes so very red. A. P. II."

" Your System appealed to mo ** rational
moanx of exercise without undue fatigue, and
I started on the 10th of March. 19-JO. I WM
.hen in my 75th year, and now within only
two months of completing tb* 85th.

"

Adrt. in S.mdag Paftr.
If he keeps it up he should be a centen-
arian by about the t-nd , ; next year.
Due soems to age rather rapHly under

system.
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THE OTHER HALF.

I WAS sitting by Anderson's fire th

other day when his telephone bell rung
He made the usual insincere exclama
tion of disgust us in>iiu-,ere as th

horror we simulate when a bundle o

letters is brought into the room, t<

have letters and to be called up on th

telephone being really adventures ant

therefore welcome; and he then crossec

the room to answer the call.
" Shall I go ?

"
I asked, thinking tha

he might prefer to be alone.

"Oh, no," he said, and I remained
I was not trying to overhear, but i

couldn't be helped.
This is the conversation (his half) thai

I hoard :

" Yes."

"Speaking. Who is it?'
"
Oh, I 'm so glad ! I was getting

horribly nervous. How is he ?
"

" Good Heavens ! I was afraid he

might be. What do you think ?
"

" Of course I must trust you. Bui
we must never let my wife know."

" I '11 think about it and let you
know."

Quite likely. I '11 go into 'that and
let you know. She can't be absolutely
alone anyway. There must be another
some time."

"And what do you propose to do
now?"

" You 're sure it will be painless ?
"

" I wouldn't have him suffer for any
thing."

" Thank you very much. I shall tell

my wife he died in his sleep. Good
bye."
What, I wonder, would you have

made of that? Some telephone con-
versations are easy to construct, but
this to me was a puzzle. What had
Anderson been up to? It must be an
awful moment, I hive often thought
as I read divorce and other cases, when
a friend is suddenly turned into a wit-
ness ; and I had the feeling that that

might be my lot now. Those clover

cross-examining devils, they can get
anything out of you. If Anderson had
known who was ringing him up he
would probably (so I reasoned) have
got mo out of the room

; but, liavinc
once started, he decided to brazen it ouT
as the Jess suspicious way.
As so often happens, however, I was

wrong. This is the whole innocent
conversation:

Is that 1260?"
Yes."

Is Mr. Anderson there'.'
"

'

Speaking. Who is it?"
'

Hiii-ding, the veterinary surgeon."
'Oh, I'm so glad! I 'WHS getting

horribly nervous. How is he? "

" He 's worse."

" Good Heavens ! I was afraid h

might be. What do you think?
"

" I think we had better put an en
to him."

" Of course I must trust you. Bu
we must never let my wife know."

" Shall I be looking about for an
other?

"

" I '11 think about it and let you know.
"
Perhaps a totally different bree<

would be better
;

not another Peke
There 'd be fewer unhappy association

then, don't you see?
"

"
Quite likely. I '11 go into that an<

let you know. She can't be absolute!;
alone, anyway. There must be anothe
some time."

"Yes."
" And what do you propose to do

now ?
"

"
Oh, I '11 give him poison."

" You 're sure it will be painless ?
"

"
Quite."

" I wouldn't have him suffer for any-

thing.
"

" That will be all right."
" Thank you very much. I shall tel

my wife he died in his sleep. Good
bye." E. V. L

THE MOUNTAIN AND THE PROPHETS.

MY DEAR CHARLES, -At Geneva
;here is, and was long before the ar-

rival of the League of Nations, a moun-
^ain. There are many mountains in

Switzerland, , but Geneva's private
mountain happens to be in France. It
s called "The Saleve," a nasty name,
sut not of my choosing. If, being in

Geneva, you want to go up The Saleve
as I personally do not) you have first

to get your passport off the police. The
jolice are always a little difficult about
mssports, but, if you mention the name
of The Saleve, you will find them easier.
You have next to obtain the French
jisa in order to get out of Geneva;
hen the Swiss visa in order to get
>ack again. Thus provided you have
;o compete with a complicated and
ong-drawn process of trams and fron-
ier controls ; even so you find yourself
at the bottom and not at the top of The
Saleve.

Being a busy (or shall we say idle ?)man yourself, you will thus understand
he reasons of my policy ; if the moun-
am will not come to MAHOMED then*
MAitoMED and the mountain are best
tept apart.
The inhabitants of Geneva have long

icon contriving, intriguing, I will even
ay complotting, toget me up The Saleve.
1;- doctor, bavmg made me thoroughly
nterestod in myself, got on to the sub-
ect of exercise; when my banker passedom the subject of interest on over-
rafts to the

advisability of my seein
he great Geneva view, it was- tin"

doubtedly blackmail; and as for my
dentist well, you know what dentists
are and what mean advantages they
take. But this ono, I think, over-

stepped the limit when he allowed the
crown of my tooth to remind him of
the crown of Mont Blanc

; paused in

fixing the former to descant on the
beauties of the latter; told me that
from The Saleve I should get a better
view of the latter than he, where he
was, was getting of the former

; asked
me almost simultaneously if he was
hurting me and if I bad been up The
Salevo, and told me that I must go up
it and (which I took to mean " or ")
that ho might have to hurt me.
That was the most critical moment

in the whole Battle of The Saleve ; the

military critics are unanimous that I
should have then said,

" I will go up,"
bad I been in a position to say any-
thing at all. Saved by the gag, I have
won the war against the Genevois.

I have taken the standpoint of the

prophet, who, as you know, is not with-
out honour abroad a prophet with the

policy outlined above. When a prophet
of my sort decides on a policy, and that

policy consists of doing nothing, ho
takes a lot of shifting, even on the flat.

And there the matter and I remained,
when there arrived from England, on
or about November 15th, a positive
cloud of prophets, intent on the League
of Nations. The busiest figure among
;hern is the secretary of one of the

delegates. Pretending to be my best
'riend he sought the occasion of a
leart-to-heart with me. I took it he
wanted to discuss Nations ; it appeared
le wanted to discuss mountains. I hoped
le was considering them generally in

mass, possibly with the view of making
a League of them. He was thinking
n the particular, and you can guess
what particular. He was beginning to
hink of wanting to go up It.

In an effective speech, which brought
ears to my eyes but merely gave him
an opportunity to fill and light his pipe,
put all the "cons" before him, par-

icularly the passport part. As a man
peaking with the authority behind him
)f a world leagued together, be detailed
ill the "

pros." We must act together,
e and I

; he would assemble the pro-
ihets, I the passports.
I refused to bo bullied by him: He

lamed some major prophets, whom I
hould find it more difficult to with-
tand. His propaganda amongst them
pparently began at once. Mark the

equence of events :

On Tuesday, November 16th, His
Majesty's Minister-Plenipotentiary and

jnvoy- Extraordinary in Switzerland
isembled the British element to dinner.
have reason to know that he had al-



refcdybeen approached by the secretaryTheOown of Mont Blanc
:
discussed and curiosity was arOB
to the identity, the

deeirabilit]

theapproachabilityof the nearer moun-

On Wedneeday,November 17th, Iran
into Lieut.-Col. His Highness the JAM
SuimofNAWANALU: -" 1! \.VII," ill brief.
He was standing at I lie entrance of his
hotel in significant meditation. The
entrance! of his hotel looks upon The
Sa| t'\e mid past it to the Crown of
Mont Blanc. And that was where he
looked.

On Friday, November 19th, I found
the Eight Hon. G. N. BAH.NKS walking
along the Quai do Mont Blanc in the
fatal direction. His eyebrows pointed
relentlessly upward.
On Sat unlay, November 20th, Mr.

BAOOTJB arrived. The secretary began
to talk about a date for our excursion.
On Sunday, November 21st, I became

involved in conversation with Lord
EOBEBT CECIL in his room in his hotel.
lie moved towards the window, and as
he did so Armenia, Vilna and all the
Powers that want to come into tin-

League and all the Powers that want
iy out of the League faded from

his mind, and he called attention to
the Crown of Mont Blanc and fixed
his eagle eye upon the mole-hill in

between.
On Monday, November 22nd, the

secretary came to me and ordered me
to provide passports, duly visaed, for
The Saleve party seven in all, myself
included. 1 told him that I would ap-
peal direct to the delegate's themselves,
with whom I had already" done some
defensive propaganda on my owni He
told me it was nothing to do with the

delegates ; it was the delegates' ladies.

Fool that I was, I had never thought
of them !

That night I wrote in my diary : "At
Geneva there is a mountain. It is called

The Saleve a nasty name for a nasty
mountain. On Saturday I shall be oil

the top of it. I always knew that
the League of Nations would make
trouble."

On Tuesday, November 23rd, I sent
an emissary among the ladies to per-
suade them that the summit of The
Saleve was loathsome. The emissary
succeeded in establishing this point by
contrasting it unfavourably with the
Crown of Mont Blanc. The ladies

thanked the emissary cordially for her
most interesting information and said

they would take steps to see the Crown
of -Mont Blanc, more nearly, even if those

steps had to be up The Salt ve.

That night 1 wrote in my diary :

For a year I have fought and won,
but on Saturday the Crown of Mont

" Hcux), BROWN !

TO BE SURE I

"

"Y-YEs. TERRIBLY SMALL. IKN'T IT?

i RfXN-rxO UP AOAntST VOC.

Blanc will witness my defeat, and the
whole range of the Alps will look on in

silent contempt."
On Wednesday morning, Novemlx>r

54th, I met Mr. BALFOUR crossing the
Pont du Mont Blanc. He was looking
at It with that dreamy smile of his,

which seems to laugh at the littleness

of man and the futility of his po!
That finished me.

On Wednesday night, Noveinher24th-
25th (read your paper to witness if 1

i he Crown of Mont Blanc fell

oft' ... I have left The Saleve where
it is. What does it mat:

Yours ever. HIXRV.

Enough Said.

"Sir Henry apologised at thecloae for baring
i-jde

the Imturc somewhat shorter than iwual.
air Donald uid that their* wan an un-
spoken gratitude to Sir Henry lor having done
what he had been able to do."" Scott I'aptr.

-MADRID, Dec. 0.

The Ministry of Public Work* ha* announced
that on January 15 next an opportunity will
be offered to foreign firm* to aeoura ordrn far
1 19 railway engine* and fender* needed by the

SpanUh railway companies. Tender* moat to
handed penonally by a duly accredited repre-
seutativeof the firm making theoSer.'Ttmtt.

The engines may, however, be done up
in a parcel and sent by post in the
usual manner.
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Indian Servant (a* telepten* continues rising). "On, SAB, DO NOT BE so ANGRY. Tn SAHIB is COMINO VERY QPICKLY, I TELLYOU."

THE ARRIVAL OF THE MANX BALLET.

THE first visit of the Manx Ballet to

London is undoubtedly the most out-

standing feature in the annals of chore-

graphic and corybantic realism since

the historic premiere of the Botocudo

Troupe on September 31st, 1919. And
it is all the more welcome as an indica-

tion of the emergence of a native school,

fully equipped in technique and. scenic

resource and, above all, imbued from

start to finish with a high sense of

the paramount importance of psycho-

analysis in eliminating all supra-lim-
inal elements from the orchestro-

mimetic drama.
The most ambitious as well as the

most successful item in the programme
presented on Saturday night at tlin

Colossodrorne was The Cat of Batftf-

salla, that wonderful old Manx legend
of the Princess who was turned into

a cat by the enchantments of the
\Vixnrd of Dhoon and subsequently
sentenced to decaudation by the cruel

Scandinavian invader, MAGNUS BAR-
FOD. The scene of the trial in the

great synclinoriuin of Greeba Castle

exhibiting contemporaneous carboni-

ferous tuffs, soft argillaceous rock:

with choriambic fossils as well as latei

dolerite dykes, amid which the feline

amenities of the Princess were illus-

;rated with miraculous agility by Miss

Agneesh Crannoge compares favour-

ably with the most ambitious enormi-

;ies ever perpetrated by the genius of

BAKST, DIAGHILEV, or evenCocoDRiLLO,
the Sardinian neo-Gongorist.
The music, which is chiefly founded on

Manx folk-songs, developed and adapted

by Mr. Orry Poolvash, is richly sug-

gestive of the psycho-analytic basic

aroma which pervades the entire scen-

ario. The absence of a Coda in the

Funeral March which concludes the

ballet is an exquisitely pathetic touch

which could only have occurred to a

composer of genius. The orchestration

is sumptuous and sonorous, the usual

instruments being supplemented by two

Glory Quayle-horns, a quartet of Laxey-
phones with rotating C and C sharp
crooks, a Manx harp with three string^!
and a Miaovvola, which gives out the

Death Motive of the Princess at the

various crises of the drama in tones of

sublimated anguish and intensity.
We have only space in this brief pre-

liminary notice to remark that the pro-

gramme includes a humorous extrava-

ganza entitled The Quirks of Quilliam,
in which a grotesque pas de quatre for

the Deemster, the Doomster, the Bopm-
ster and the Scrabster, forms the central

episode ;
and ends with a satiric sketch,

The Golden Calf of Man, apparently
aimed at the extravagance of Lancashire

trippers, who are pursued by demons

into Sulby Glen, and released, to the

sound of sea-trumpets, by the beneficent

intervention of Lord Greeba. on their

promising to evacuate the island.

GOLFING "IFS."

IF you bring your own lunch

And frugally munch
Your sandwich and cake

For economy's sake ;

If you strictly abstain

From sloe-gin and champagne,
Never touching a drop
Save perhaps ginger-pop ;

If you 're clever enough
To keep out of the rough,
If you don't slice or hook
Into pond, dyke or brook

Your new three-shilling ball,

And, best saving of all,

If you carry your clubs,

You can pay heavy
"
subs.,"

Fees for entrance and greens,
Without straining your means,

And, though you 're a middle-

Class man, not a peer,

Agree with Lord KIDDELI,

That golf isn't dear.
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Rough Rider. "MINE SEEM TO COMK IN MOTOR LORRIKS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE news that Mr. STEPHEN LEACOCK has published a
fresh series of burlesques will, I do not doubt, add to the
Christmas jollity of a vast crowd of laughter-lovers. Tbe
name of it is Winsome Winnie, and other AV;r Xonsense
Novels (LANE), and I can only describe it in that pet phrase
of the house-agents as "examined and strongly recom-
mended" for the merriest five-shillings' worth that I have
enjoyed this long time. If ever a volume demanded to be
read aloud over the Yule log here it is. Which of the eight
novels is the most irresistible must remain, I suppose, a
matter of individual taste ; for myself I found the opening
chapter in the title-tale the funniest thing in the collection,
and that not forgetting the billiard match in the-detective

story, a contest that I defy anyone to follow without
tears. To attempt analysis of such happily unforced
humour would be a dark and dreadful task

; but I incline to

think that, more than most, the fun <jj Mr. LEACOCK (to be
accurate one should, I suppose, say Dr. LEACOCK) depends
upon the sudden tripping-up of the reader in his moment
of fancied security. The cliche, with its deceptive appear-
ance of solid and familiar ground, conceals an unexpected
trap. Thus Winnie, tho thrown-upon-the-world heroine,
asked by the family lawyer how she proposes to gain a

livelihood, replies in consecrated phrase,
" I have my needle."

" Let me see it," says the lawyer. But I grow pedantic;
far more important than the method of this little book is its

gift of seasonable entertainment, for which we need only

wipe our eyes and be grateful.

In The lioyal Artillery War Commemoration Book M<
G. BELL AND SONS have produced a noble volume worthy of
the groat record of the Royal Regiment. To the energy
and enthusiasm of Mrs. AMBROSE Drin.i:y is largely duo
the collection of the fine material which Major-General
Sir HERBERT UNIACKE has here set out in fair order and
proportion. Personal diaries dealing with various pliMM
of the War on all fronts or with tho daily routine of batteries
are here interspersed with articles and poems of a more
purely literary quality and with original illustrations, largely
the work of Gunner-officers and extremely well reproduced.
Among the most notable contributors are Brigadier-General
J. H. MORGAN, Major V. R. BURKIIAIUH, D.S.O., Major The
Master of BKLHAVEN, Captain Vu TOR WALROND (the last
two killed in action). Captain GILBKHI HOLIDAY, Captain H.
ASQUITH, Lieut. ROBERT NIC-HOLS, Lieut. GILBERT r KANKAU,
Snnner MEAHS, tho Hon. NEVILLE LITTON, Mr. SKITIMTS
POWER, Mr. W. ROTHENSTKIN, Miss I ve-\\KJjCB
and Mr. C. CL/..A. J'unt-ii ;~ n presented by several

artists, including Captain E 11. SHKI-ARU. M.C., and
Limit. WAI.us MILLS (both of the Regiment), who have
contributed some delightful colour-sketches, very faithfully
observed. Many of the poems, too, that appear in tho
volume have been reprinted from the pages of Punch.
There are brief records of those monitors of the Regiment
who won the V.C., many portraits of "

Representative
\rtillerymen." and a Roll of Honour of fallen officers,

numbering 3,507. Lack of space alone prevented the in-

clusion of the names of i --r Ranks who gave
their lives for their country. inner who does not
Kwsess this splendid memorial work should have it given
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to him this Christmas by some proud relative or friend.

Like the Regiment, it should go Ubiquc.

When Mr. KOHKKT CHAMBERS decides to give his neurotic

New York society women a miss, and exploit his more

imaginative and adventurous vein, I always know that I

am in for a late night and an extra large gas bill. Like
the British soldier Mr. CHAMBERS does not carry the word
"
impossible

"
in his vocabulary. Why should he, since he

can give the semblance of reality to t lie utterly unbelievable''

'Then one mutters,
" What utter rubbish !

"
and sends round

to the bookseller to enquire if by any chance there is a

sequel coming out. In The Slayer of Souls (HoDDER AND

STOUOHTOX) Mr. CHAMHKKS is at his best and most im-

possible. A race of dreadful magicians, the descendants of

the Old Man of the Mountain, who have been multiplying
and acquiring extraordinary psychic powers in the interior

of China for centuries, come forth to do battle with the
United Secret Service for the souls of men. They have

inspired the Hun, and the

Bolshevik has been their

tool. Fortunately a beau-
tiful young American girl,
who was brought up in

t hfir in idst and has learned
all theirgrizzly powers and

(as it seems) a bit more, is

on the side of the " forces of

law and order."The strug-

gle is titanic, for these

magicians can slay and be
slain corporeallyand incor-

poreally with equal ease. I

do not need to tell you who
wins out, but neither will

I intimate how it is done.
I can only say that I

envy anybody who is for-

tunate enough to have a

long evening before him
and The Slayer of Souls
at his elbow, still unread.

BE POSSIBLE THAT SUCH THINGS AUK?"
In Uncle Pierce's Legacy

(METHUEN) Mrs. DORO-
THKA CONYERS gives us once more all that we have learned
-o expect of her novels : the friendly, witty, blundering ser-

the hunting society in which wealth and poverty
.reeding and vulgarity, cheerfully rub shoulders

; the de-
scriptions of the wistful beautiful West of Ireland in autumn
and winter

; and above all the horses. Added to all this
lere are bmn Fein raids, real and imaginary, to bring

thrngs up to date. A rather unconvincing plot, witli aWh of Great Expectations in it, yet offers a situation
whi< i has plenty of amusing possibilities. Honor and Erne

ing, two middle-aged spinsters, find themselves the
possessors of eight thousand a year, onfcmdition that they
spend it all. That sounds, of course, a very pleasant
arrangement; but they have been struggling for years tomake ends meet and economy has become a habit The

** qUalier find9 them sending Harris
< the

English manservant, in haste to buy a frying-pan with the
last unspent three

shillings and sixpence That the Uncle

SlbiS should be really a brother
' that <^**

change their names without rhyme or reason from
aragraph to paragraph, and that inverted commas should

h

e

fi S aPpearanC6
J'
usfc ^where-all this, I think,e authors clever way of suggesting an atmosphereIrish

irresponsibility, and it is quite successful. Uncle

I'h'ice's Legacy is a pleasant tale most pleasantly told, and
it is not Mrs. CONYEHS' fault, but her misfortune (and ours),
thai, novels which describe the lighter side of Irish life'

even with the tenderest humour, are more likely just now
to make one sigh than smile.

I do not know whether The Scar (HooDEB AND STOUGH-
TON) first saw publication in any of our popular dailies, but
from internal evidence I should be strongly inclined to sus-

pect it. At least Miss RUBY M. AYKES has written an
admirable example of the class of tale, beloved of our serial

public, in which new every morning are the tribulations of
the elect, only to vanish with startling suddenness in the
last days of June or December. For example, Mark, the
hero, begins as the misunderstood son of one of those
widower-fathers who in such stories dwell for ever behind
the locked doors of studies, leaving in this instance Mark to
be the victim of an aunt whose lack of sympathy approaches
the pantomimic. All the usual results follow, even to the

acquisition by Mark of a
faithful hound, which the
least experience of senti-

mental fiction would have
caused any insurance com-

pany to refuse on sight.
When therefore Aunt
Midian, following her ap-
pointed course, effaced
this friend-of-man, I con-
fess that my grief was to

some extent tempered by
a recognition of the in-

evitable. Of course, how-
ever, Mark does not re-

main for long in what I'

might call these dog-days
of his young affection ;

love, strong, passionate
and not too slavishly re-

stricted to a single object,
soon has his world going
round as fast as the most

exacting reader could de-
sire. For the decorous
details of this delirium 1

need only add that, if you want them, you know where
to go to find them.

Had I been asked to godfather Smith and the Pharaohs
(ARHOWSMITH) I should have refused to stand, unless its
name was changed to " Barbara who Came Back," for the
tale of Barbara is by far the best in this book of short
stones. It would be boastful as well as untrue to say
that I bave read all of Sir H. RIDER HAGGARD'S many
books, but as far as my experience of them goes I find a
delightfully fresh quality in this tale. It may be old-
fashioned and over-sentimental, but in spite of these defects
it has a very definj^ charm, and its conclusion makes a
curious and legitimate appeal to the emotions. All the
other stories are well up to standard, and it is amazingthat an author who has written so much still shows no
symptoms either of weariness or vain repetition.

Those who appreciate Miss C. Fox SMITH'S familiaritywith the ways and moods of sailormen and her flair for the
true sea-tang will welcome the new collection of poemswhich she has brought out under the title, Ships and Folks
(LLKIN MATHEWS). Most of these verses have appeared in
l unch, and no further commendation is here needed.

Christmas Card Artist (of the Old School). "Gooo HEAVENS! CAN IT
Z POfiSTUT-T.' TTT AT CTTOtr frvrt-vma , -,. ,, *> l
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IT is pointed out that the display of

December meteors is more than usually
lavish. Kond a postcard to your M.P.
about it.

Mr. LLOYD GKOKUI: recently stated

t hit I the first prize he ever won was for

singing. It is only fair to say that this

happened in the pre-NoBTBOUVn era.

An elderly Londoner recalls a Christ-

inns when the cold was so intense that

in a Soho restaurant the ices froze.
; ;

There has arrived at the /oo a bird

akin to the partridge and excellent for

the table, but unable to fly.

The very thing for the estate

of a sporting profiteer.

dicker (iii/inlian, expect to be paid fifty

pounds for a motor smash. It seeing
an injustice that ordinary pedost
should have to take part in I

thing for nothing.V
The continued disappearance ol

paper from a well-known club has now
been traced to a large female cat ,

most of the paper has been recovered
from her sleeping-basket. It is thought
that she was probably preparing to

write her meni'
* *

A burglar who broke into a private
house near Hitchin helped himself to

a good supper before leaving. It is

pleasing to learn, however, that, judging

" What is the best fire pre-
ventative?" asks a weekly

journal. The answer is, tin-

present price of coal.

The National Rat Campaign
this year, we are told, was a

great success. On the other

hand we gather that several

rats have threatened to issue

a minority report.

" There is nothing so enjoy-

able," says a newspaper cor-

iv-Mnndent, "as a trip across

the water to Ireland." Except,
of course, a trip back again.

A number of Huns are receiv-

ing Iron Crosses through the

post inscribed "Your Father-

land does not forget you." How
likeGermany ! She won't even

allow bygones to be bygones.

It is with the deepest sorrow that we record the

death of F. H. Townsend, which occurred, without

any warning, on December llth. Their personal
loss is keenly felt by his colleagues of the Punch
Table, to whom the fresh candour of his nature

and his brave gaiety of spirit, not less than his

technical skill and resourcefulness, were a constant

delight and will remain an inspiration. As Art Editor

he will be greatly missed by the many contributors

who have been helped by his kindly counsel and

encouragement. Of the gap that he leaves in the

world of Art they are sadly conscious who followed

and appreciated his fine work not only in the

pages of Punch but in his book-illustrations and
in those appeals for charity to which he always

gave freely of his best.

To his nearest and dearest among the wide circle

that loved him we ask leave to offer the sympathy
of friends who truly share their grief. With them

we mourn a life untimely closed, and great gifts

lost to us while still in their fulness ;
bat we take

comfort in the thought that death touched him with

swift and gentle hand, and that he died with har-

ness on, as a man would choose to die.

little to set the ball of <lise..

i once a^ain," states a writer in

the S so, is
' rather unv. .-e t. -'tn**

Day fall this year on the .

half ;

*

We question the wisdom of dm
the attention of Parliament t

silence of the P"i.T I. \TKBATB. !

is goaded into breaking it we shall

know whom to blai
* *

" If people at hume only knew how
grateful we are for

anything that ix

sent us," writes a lady from the island

of Tristan d'Acunha. If they are as

easily pleased as that, the idea of send-

ing 'it. -Commander
KBMWORTHY should not be lost

sight of.

The Hcxothlon." wo read,
"

is a form of contest new to

this country." Mit

one for the children at ('

mas. t t
B>

A new type of American war-

ship is expected to be a

cross the Atlantic in a little

over three days. It will l*>

remembered that the fastest of

the 1914 lot took nearly three

e *

Ijargo numbers of Filipino*
are resisting an edict requiring
them to wear trousers. I'n-

fortunately it is impossible to

offer to accommodate them all

in the ranks of the Chicago
Scottish.

" Let Christinas come," says a con-

temporary headline. We have arranged
to do so. * *

*

A Minneapolis judge rules that a man
has the right to declare himself head of

the household. Opinion in this country

:igreos that he has the right but rarely

the pluck. :
;:

.

;:

" My faith in the League of Nations

is not shaken," says Lord Roman- CECIL.

This is the dogged spirit
which is going

to make this country what it used to be.

V
" It may yet be possible," according

to

the Water Power Resources Committee,
" to harness the moon." This of course

would depend upon whether Sir ERIC

GEDDES would let them have it or not.

Cinema stunt actors, says The Man-

by the disordered state in which the

pantry was left, the Stilton cheese must

have put up a splendid tight.

It was most unfortunate that Mr.
" FATTY

" AHWTKLK'S visit to London

should have clashed with the Cattle

Show at the Royal Agricultural Hall.

V
During a recent revue performance

in London the conductor accidentally

turned over two pages of music at once

and the orchestra suddenly ceased play-

ing. Several words of the chorus were

actually heard by those sitting in front

before the mistake could be rectified.

Green peas in excellent condition,

says a contemporary,
have been picked at

Pentlow, Sussex. It serves them right.

"
Although Labour extremists are

now much quieter it would take very

Riverside residents remarked
that just l)efi>!' I sot in

(locks of seagulls passed 111

Thames. Well, what did thoy expect?

Flamingoes? * *

Mr. A. B. WU.M.KY has remarked

that a prejudice against actors is as old

as the stage. It is satisfactory to think

that it is no older and that in manycues
it may be removed by a change of pro-

fession. * *

" I never dreamed of anything like

this when I invented the teleph

said Dr. BELL after a demonstration.

Neither as a matter of fact did we when
we hired ours. V
Owing to the fact that Dr. BELL

has experienced no unpleasantness
during his stay over here, it is thought
that the American genius who invented

revues may now risk a visit to our

-' ..-

VOL. CLIX.
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"THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT."

IN AFFECTION-ATI: MEMORY OP F. H. TOWNSEND.

ONLY a few days before the sudden tragedy which took

from us our colleague of the Punch Staff, he made me a

small request, very characteristic of his kindly heart. It

was that. I should put in these pages a notice of The

Christmas Spirit, the illustrated annual published in aid

of the work of Talbot House ("Toe. 11."), in which ho had

taken a practical interest. In carrying out his wish I want

not only to plead in behalf of a good cause, but also to

associate this appeal with the memory of one with whom
for over fourteen years I have worked in close and happy

comradeship.
In case any reader of Punch has yet to be introduced to

the idea of Talbot House, let me explain that its purpose
is to carry on in peace-time the work that was done by the

original "Toe. H.," which from 1915 to 1918, under the

management of the Eev. P. E. CLAYTON, M.C., Garrison

Chaplain, provided the comforts of a club and rest-house at

Poperinghe for soldiers passing to and fro in the deadly
Salient of Tpres. Its objects I quote from The Christmas

Spirit are :

"
(1) To preserve among ex-Service men and to transmit

to the younger generation the traditions of Christian Fellow-

ship and Service manifested on Active Service.

(2) To offer opportunities for recreation and the making
of friendships to thousands of men who find life a difficult

salient to hold.

(3) To provide opportunities for men of all kinds to come

together in the Spirit of Service, to study, to discuss and,
if possible, to solve the problems of their time.

(4) To offer the help and happiness of club life at a low
rate by establishing clubs in many centres throughout the

country as the focus of the brotherhood."

The noble work done by Talbot House in Poperinghe and

Ypres was gratefully recognised by the scores of thousands
of our troops whose needs it served in those hard days, but
it was only when the War was over that its story was made
known to the public at home in Tales of Talbot House

(CHATTO AND WINDUS), which received a warm welcome in

the review columns of Punch. This was followed recently
by The Pilgrim's Guide to the Ypres Salient (KEIACH), a
little book compiled and written, as a labour of love, entirely

by ex-Service men. Besides being actually a ".esent-day
guide to the Salient, it contains special articles illustrating
the life that was there lived during the War by various
branches of the service. And now we have the annual of

"Toe. H." The Christmas Spirit to which the PRINCE OF
WALES has given a foreword and a host of brilliant authors
and artists have freely contributed. Here are RUDYABD
KIPLING, STEPHEN GRAHAM, G. K. CHESTERTON, E. F. BEN-
SON, IAN HAY, GILBERT FRANKAU, W. EOTHENSIEIN, "

SPY,"
DERWENT WOOD, HEATH ROBINSON and, of Punch artists,
F. H. TOWNSEXD, LEWIS BAUMER, G. L. STAMPA, GEORGE
MORROW, G. D. ARMOUR, E. H. SHEPARD, "

FOUGASSE,"
WALLIS MILLS and H. M. BATEMAN.
The four contributions of F. H. TOWNSEND include a

"first study
"
for a drawing that appeared recently in Punch

and a delightful sketch of "The Christmas Spirit," as

typified by a St. Bernard dog from whose little keg of

brandy a traveller, up to the neck in snow, is reviving
himself.

Out of the great scheme in whose aid this remarkable
annual has been published have already sprung two Talbot
Houses.one in Queen's Gate Gardens, and one in St. George's
Square. There is still need of a main headquarters in London
and hostels for its branches, more than sixty of them, spread
all over the country.

" ' Toe. H.,'
"
says its Padre,

"
is not

a charity. Once opened our Hostel Clubs arc self-supporting,
as our experience already proves. In Edinburgh, Liverpool,
Manchester, Bristol, Newcastle, Birmingham, Leeds, Shef-

field, two thousand pounds will open a house for which our

branches in each of these places are crying out. It is only
the original outlay, the furniture and the first quarter's rent,

which stands between us and a whole series of such houses
in the great provincial centres. Fifty pounds will endow a

bedroom, where a lad can live cheaper than in the dingiest

lodgings, and know something better of a great city than
that it is a place where all evil is open to him and all good
is behind closed doors. . . .

' Toe. H.,' we repeat, is not

another recurrent charity. It is a wise way of helping to

meet our debt of honour; it is a living and growing memorial,

charged with the task of making reincarnate in the younger
world the qualities which saved us."

Punch ventures to add his voice to this claim upon our

honour and gratitude; and, if I may, I would like to make
appeal to all who loved the work of our friend who is dead,
that they should send some offering to this good cause as

a personal tribute to the memory of a man who, in his own
form of service, did so much to cheer the hearts of our

fighting men in the dark hours that are over.

Contributions should be addressed to the Eev. P. B.

CLAYTON, M.C., Effingham House, Arundel Street, Strand,
W.C.2.

'

O. S.

THE FAIRY TAILOR.
SITTING on the flower-bed beneath the hollyhocks
I spied the tiny tailor who makes the fairies' frocks ;

There he sat a-stitching all the afternoon
And sang a little ditty to a quaint wee tune :

"
Grey for the goblins, blue for the elves,

Brown for the little gnomes that live by themselves,
White for the pixies that dance upon the green,
But where shall I find me a robe for the Queen ?

"

All about the garden his little men he sent,

Up and down and in and out unceasingly they went ;

Here they stole a blossom, there they pulled a leaf,

And bound them 'up with gossamer into a glowing sheaf.

Petals of the pansy for little velvet shoon,
Silk of the poppy for a dance beneath the moon,
Lawn of the jessamine, damask of the rose,
To make their pretty kirtles and airy furbelows.

Never roving pirates back from Southern seas

Brought a store of treasures home beautiful as these
;

They heaped them all about him in a sweet gay pile,
But still he kept a-stitching and a-singing all the while :

"
Grey for the goblins, blue for the elves,

Brown for the little gnomes that live by themselves,
White for the pixies that dance on the green,
But who shall make a royal gown to deck the Fairy

Queen ?
"

R. F.

"Unless he wishes to raise a hornet's nest about his ears we would
advise him to let sleeping dogs lie." Local Paper.

Personally we never keep a dog that harbours hornets.

From a concert-programme :

"Fantastic Symphony. .Berlioz in a Vodka Shop Bax."

Birmingliam Paper.
This should help to combat the current opinion that
BERLIOZ is dry.

"Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson said there were, in certain places,
some forms of light entertainments which, to say the least, wanted
carefully watching." Daily Paper.

At present, we gather, the wrong people do the watching.
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SING A SONG OF DKACHMAS.
(TINO AT ATHENS.)

THE KING WAS IN HIS COUNTING-HOl'M:
LOOKING FOB HIS MON1.Y.
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Man of Wealth (to his son just Jiome for the holidays). "AND WHY DON'T YOU LIKE YOUR run COAT? I'LL BKT NONE OF THE

OTHEB BOYS 'AVE GOT ONE."

Son. "YES, BUT NONE OF THE OTHEB BOYS HAVE TO BE CALLED ' SKUNKY.' "

THOUGHTS IN A COLD SNAP.
IT is going to be very cold when I

get up, which will be almost imme-

diately very cold indeed. It was zero

yesterday; it may be below the line

to-day, twenty or thirty below the

line even more. A little slam, per-

haps, in spades. There are icicles hang-

ing from the window-frame ; and it is a

curious thing, when one comes to think

of it, what a lot of things there are that

rhyme with icicle : tricycle, bicycle,

phthisical, psychical no, I am wrong,
not psychical ...

Anyhow, it is going to be very cold.

Some people do not mind the cold.

There are people bathing in the Ser-

pentine at this moment, I suppose, and

apparently nothing can be done about
it. They ju-just break the ice and

ju-jump in. And yet it is not their ice ;

it is the KING'S. It seems to me that

it ought to be made illegal, this break-

ing of the KINO'S ice, like the breaking
of windows in Whitehall. These ice-

breakers seem to me as bad as the

people who say,
" It 's going to be a

niceold-fashioned Christmas, with Yule-

logs and things." Not that I object to

Yule-logs. I have some in my own
yule-shed, hand-sawn by myself , though
I am not a good hand-sawyer. When
I get about halfway through, the saw-

begins to gnash its teeth and groan at

me. It seems to me that what is

wanted is a machine for turning the

logs round and round while one holds

the saw steady. But there is some-

thing beautiful in burning the Yule-

logs of one's own fashioning that makes
one feel like the sculptor when at last

the living beauty has burst forth under
his chisel from the shapeless stone.

Besides, they are cheaper than coal.

As I say, when people talk of " Yule-

logs and things," it is not the Yule-logs
that I object to. It is the things. Nasty
cold things like clean shirts and collars

and bedroom door-handles there ought
to be hot water in bedroom door-handles

nasty cold things that make one say
"Ugh." I have a theory that the word
"
Ugh

" was invented on some such

morning as this. Previously people
had been contented with noises like

"Ouch" and " Ouf "
and "

Ur-r,"

though they realised how inadequate

they were. And then one day, one very
cold ^ day, inspiration came to the

frenzied brain of a genius, and he wrote

down that single exquisite heart -cry
and hurried it off to the printer. People
knew then that the supreme mating of

sound and sense, which we have agreed
to call poetry, had once more been

achieved.

But I have wandered a little from the

Serpentine. Has it ever struck you what

people who bathe in the Serpentine on

days like this are like during the rest of

the year ?

Suppose it is a balmy spring morn-

ing, a mild temperate afternoon in early

summer, a soft autumn twilight when

everyone else is happy and content,

what are they doing then ? Positively
bathed in perspiration, groaning under

the burden of the sun, mopping their

shining foreheads and putting cabbage-
leaves under their hats. And then at last

comes the day they have longed for

and looked forward to all through the

twelve-months' heat-wave, a beautiful



<l:i.y forty degrees below the belt The
spring out of bed and llmg wide th
casement. That is what they inteo
to do, at least. As a matter of I

course, it is stuck, and they havo't
bash it out with a bolster, sending th
icicles clinking into the ha-,,

"Delicious!" they say, leaning on
and breathing deep, Then they chip .

piece of ice out of the water-jug will
a hammer, rub it on their faces anc

begin to sha\e.

They shave in their cotton pyjamas
with bare feet, humming a song. Ther
they put on old flannels and a blazer

wrap a towel round their neck, light

cigarette, pick up a mattock and strol
to Hyde Park. When they get there

they feloniously break the KING'S ice

Then they
"

ug'li." The mere though
of these people ughing with a grea
splash into the Serpentine makes me
feel ill. When I think of them after

wards sitting lazily on the bank am
letting the blizzard dry their hair

basking in the snow for an hour or twt
and reading their morning paper, ant

every now and then throwing a snow-
ball or a piece of "ugh

"
into the water

I hate them. Nobody ought to be
allowed to bathe in the Serpentine on

days like this except the swans, who
paddle all night to hold the ice at bay
I wonder if I could get a swan and

keep it in the water-jug.

Half-past eight? Yes, I did hear,
thank you. I am really going to get
up very soon now
What I am going to do is to make

one tiger-like leap tiger-like leap, I say
for the bathroom door and turn the

hot-water tap full on until the whole of

the upper part of the house is filled with
steam.

I am going to do it this very moment.
I yes ugh.
Now I come to think of it a tiger-

like leap would be quite the wrong idea.

I am glad I did not do it. Tigers are

not cold when they leap.
"
Tiger, tiger,

burning bright." Tiger, tiger
What did you say? A quarter to

nine ? What ? And the water-pipes
frozen? Are they?

Thankugh. K.

"WIDOW KISSED BY BURGLAR.
ADVENTURE WITH A SOFT-VOICED GIANT.
The gurglar took nothing away with him."

Scots Paper.
'

Gurglar" seems the mot juste.

" CLUB.

Monthly medal competition. Returns :

Gross. Hep. Nett.

F. Sliccr ... 92 8 84

W. II. Putter . 103 16 87"
Provincial Paper.

[f only the Judicious HOOKER had been

playing he might have downed them
)oth.

'JA

AT THE
Miitlier (trying to calm

PRKTTV KISHKS.

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM.
hrr laclirymote o/tpring). "'Eiue, ALBEIT LOOK AT TH

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THK PIG.

THE way in which he eats and drinks

Is so extremely crude

That nearly everybody thinks

The pig enjoys his food.

But when I see how very fast,

Without one single chew,
He gobbles up his huge repast,

I 'm sure it isn't true.

Far nobler than your Uncle Joe,

Who simply sits and s

Revolving, gluttonous and slow,
The more attractive bits ;

Far nobler than your Uncle Dick,
Who likes the choicest food,

And, if ho doesn't have the pick.
Is very, very rude ;

The pig has not a word to say
To subtleties of taste ;

He eats whatever comes his way
With admirable haste.

In fact, the pig may well resent

The insult to his line

When certain of the affluent

Are said to eat like swine. A I

'

II

"Nona are much better than otben. and
some are much worse." AVic Zealand 1'aptr.

We fear the writer is a pessimist.
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TAFFY THE FOX.
. HOHATIO BOTTOMLEY has complained of the war-time efforl

c'f ilir I'OKT I.AfitKATK, and desires the appointment of a nationa

hard wlioM! mind is more attuned to the soul of the British natioi

Knout political i'\rnN are not of course a very inspiring subject f<

Be, but we have tried to do our feeble best here in fain

imitation of one of the manners of Mr. Jons MASKHKI.D.]

SAFE and snug from the wind and nun
In a thick of gorse with a tranquil brain

The fox hud slept, and his dreams were all

Of the wild Welsh hills and the country's call
;

He slept all night in the Wan Tun Waste,
Hi' woke at dawn and about he faced,
lie flexed his ears and ho Haired the breeze
And scratched with his foot some poor wee fleas ;

He sat on his haunches, doubted, stood ;

To his left were the lairs of his native wood,
The deep yew darkness of Cowall Itchen ;

He Haired, I say, with his nostrils twitching
Till he smelt the sound of the Fleet Street stunt
And over the hillside came the Hunt.=::**# *

Over the hillside, clop, clip, clep,
And the dappled beauties, Ginger and Pep,
Live Wire, Thruster, Fetch Him and Snatch Him,
They were corning to bite him and pinch him and

scratch him,

Whimpering, nosing, scenting his crimes,
The Evening News and The Morning Times.
" Yooi ! On to him ! Yooi there !

"
Hounds were in;

He slunk like a ghost to the edge of the whin ;

" Hark ! Holloa ! Hoick !

"
They were on his trail.

* * * * *
The huntsman, Alfred, rode The Mail,
A bright bay mount, his best of prancers,
Out of Forget-me-not by Answers.
A thick-set man was Alf, and hard,
He chewed a straw from the stable-yard ;

He owned a chestnut, The Dispatch,
With one white sock and one white patch ;

And had bred a mare called Comic Cuts ;

He was a man with fearful guts.
So too was Eother, the first whip,
Nothing could give this man the pip ;

He rode The Mirror, a raking horse,
A piebald full of points and force.
All that was best in English life,
All that appealed to man or wife,
Sweet peas or standard bread or sales
These two men loved. They hated Wales.

* * * * *
The fox burst out with a flair of cunning,He ran like mad and he went on running ;

He made his point for the Heroes' Pleasance,
By Hang Bill Copse, where he roused the pheasants
Ihey rose with a whirr and kuk, kuk, kukkered;The fox ran on with a mask unpuckered
By Boshale Stump and Uttermost PennyWhere the grass was short and the tracks were manyHe tried the clay and he tried the marl,A workman's whippet began to snarl

;

Into the Dodder a splash he went,
All that he cared was to change the scent
And half of the pack from the line he shook
By paddling about in the Beaver Brook.

He swerved to the left at Maynard Keynes!With an eye to sheep and an eye to drains';

By Old Cole Smiley and Clere St. Thomas,
Without any stops and without any commas

;

At Addison's Cots he went so quick,
He startled a bricklayer laying a brick

;

He ran over oats and he ran over barleys,

By Moss Cow Puddle and Eushen Parleys ;

By Lympne Sassoon and Limpet Farm
He scattered the geese in wild alarm

;

He ran with a pain growing under his pinny
Till he heard the sound of a war-horse whinny,
And tried for an earth in the Tory Holts.

* * # # *

The earth was stopped. It was barred with bolts.

He turned again and he passed Spen Valley,
By Paisley Shawls and Leamington Ealeigh ;

His flanks were wet, he was mire-beslobbered

By Hatfield Yew and by Hattield Eobert ;

He tried a hen-coop, he tried a tub,
He tried the National Liberal Club
A terrier barked and turned him out.

* * * * :;:

He tried the end of an old drain-spout.

It was much too small. With a bursting heart
He thought of the home where he made his start

;

His flanks were heaving, his soul despairing,
He flaired again he was always flairing
To find the best way of escape and nab it,

He couldn't get out of this flairing habit ;

He felt at his back the fiery breath
Of the Kill Gorge pack that had vowed his death

;

He turned once more for the shelter good
Of the Wan Tun Waste and the dark yew wood,
The deep yew fastness of Cowall Itchen
And the scuts and heads of hens in his kitchen.
The hounds grew weak and The Mail was blowing ;

Bother said,
"
Alf, this is bad going !

"

Past Pemberton Billing, past Kenworthy,He shook them off, he was damp and earthy ;

By Molton Lambert and Platting Clynes .

But I can't go on with these difficult lines.

The night closed down and the hunt was dead,
Alfred and Eother were tucked in bed

;

The cold moon rose on a fox's snore
And everything much as it was before. EVOE.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

'^'

Her feet beneath her petticoat like little mice peep in and out.'
les, but when Bobbie Burns wrote that the lassies of Scotland

idn t wear Louis heels and extremely short skirts." Ladies' Paper.
Any more than they did when Sir JOHN SUCKLING apostro-
phised the "

wee, sleekit, cow'rin', tim'rous beastie."

Our Sleuths.
"A Sheffield firm of solicitors have, this week, had stolen from one
.the pegs in the hall an overcoat belonging to one of the principalshe solicitor concerned is of the opinion that someone removed it
etween his arrival at the office the other morning and going to find
. m the evening, when it was missing." Provincial Papci:

The Sandringham Hat.
"
Many women are making surprise presents of hats to their hus-

ands, and will take great pleasure in seeing them worn for the firstme on Christmas Day." Daily Mail.
We understand that it will be the quietest Christmas on

cord, many family men having decided to spend the day
the seclusion of their own homes.
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THE HUMOURIST.
' Jh:m: 's A lan,"siiid Cecilia ; "good."

"Eeally," I said, stopping and how-

ing slightly in several directions,
" I

am touched. Such a reception. ... I

lind no words
"

"Don't lie funny," said Margery cut-

tingly,
" we shan't laugli. What we

want to know is what are you going
to do?"

.

"
Well," I said,

" I did think of sitting

by the fire and er just watching it

hum."
"Oh, dear," said Margery

"
please don't be dense. ]

mean, what are you going
to do at the show? "

I passed my hand over

my eyes.
" I 'm sorry," I said

" I "m afraid I don't . .

Have I been to sleep for

ten years or anything?
"

" Tell him," said Margery
impatiently. "You '11 have
to start right at the begin-

ning.
'

I sat down expectantly.
"Well," began Cecilia,

" Christmas
'

is coming and
we shall be full up."

" Of course, of course," I

murmured deprecatingly." You want me to get some
medicine ready for you ?

"

"I mean the house will

be full up," explained Cecilia

coldly. "The point is we
must arrange something be-

forehand some sort of en-
tertainment."

" Good heavens," I said,
"
you 're not going to hire

the Sisters Sprightly or

anything, are you ?
"

"No, we are not," said

Cecilia; "not the Sisters

Sprightly nor the Brothers

Bung. We are going to do
it ourselves."

"What a Sisters
Sprightly Act ? Have a little shame,
Cecilia. What will Christopher think
when he sees his mother in a ballot

skirt, kicking about all over the draw-
ing-room ?

"

"He'd think I looked very nice,"
said Cecilia hotly,

"
if I was going to

wear one
; but I 'm not."

" Not going to wear a ballet skirt ?
"

[ said. "You surely don't mean to

appear in
"

" We 're not going to do a Sisters

Sprightly turn at all," shouted Mar-
gery ;

"
nobody ever thought of them

but you."
"Then I give it up," I said help-

lessly; "I quite understood you to

say Then what are you going to

do, anyway'.'
"

" Well, we thought at first we 'd do
a play, but there were difficulties in the

way."
" Too true," I said

;

" none of us can
act to begin with."

"
Speak for yourself," said Margery.

"Pardon, Miss Thorndike," I apolo-

gised.
"
No, the difficulty is that we haven't

really room for theatricals. We should
have to use the drawing-room, and by
the time you 've got a stage and scenery

Dons. "Bar, JIMMY, I THOUGHT you CAME TO BUY A PKESENT
FOB DADDY ?

"

Jimmy. "YES
, IT'S ALL EICHT, Sis, I AH DOING. HE M'KOPOLISEDMY ENGINE LAST CHRISTMAS

;
I THOUGHT HE FD LIKE ONE FOB HIM-

SELF THIS YEAR."

"Nothing. I never heard of such {

horrible idea."
" Don't be a pig, Alan," said Margery
"Eeally, Cecilia," I said, "let me

plead with you. Not a costume con-
cert party, please. A simple glee per-
haps just four of us in evening dress
or even a conjurer. I '11 agree to any-
thing. But not, not Pierrots, Cecilia."

" Pierrots it is," said Cecilia defiantly." Then I wash my hands of it. To
think that our family
"You can wash your hands if you

like," said Cecilia ;

" we should prefer
it, in fact

; but you are cer-

tainly going to take part."
I know the futility of ar-

guing with Cecilia.
" Then tell me the worst,"

I begged; "what am I to
be ? Can I show people to
their seats, or am I the

good -
looking tenor with

gentlemanly features and
long hair ?

"

" We thought of making
you the funny man," said
Cecilia.

I buried my head in my
hands and shuddered.
At this moment John

came into the room. " Talk-

ing about the 'Merry Mag-
gots

'

?
"
he said. "

Splendid
idea of Cecilia's, isn't it?
I 've just been thinking it

over, and what we must de-
cide on first of all is who is

to be the the humourist.
He 's the really important
man

; must be someone
really first-class."

"We've also been dis-

nissing it," I said quickly,
' and we came to the con-
tusion that there 's only
one man for the job your-
self."

John nodded compla-
cently.
"I'm glad to hear you

and rooms for changing, well, there 's

simply no space left for the audience,"
explained Cecilia.

" That 's no objection at all," I said ;

"rather an advantage, in fact."
" And anyhow," continued Margery," we haven't got a play to do."
" And so," said Cecilia,

" we 've de-
cided to have a concert party."

I gasped.
'Not a concert party," I implored."
Yes," said Cecilia,

" a costume
concert party. It isn't any use groan-
ing like that. It 's all arranged. Sheila
and Arthur Davies, Margery, John, youand I are in it. The question is what
are you going to do ?

"

jay so, because I was going
to suggest it myself. It 's my belief that
I should be a devilish funny fellow if I
had a chance. I 've just tried a few jokes
on myself upstairs, and I 've been simply
roaring with laughter. Haven't enjoyed
myself so much for years.""

Splendid fellow !

"
I said heartily ;"

you shall tell them to me later on
and I '11 roar with laughter too. Cecilia,

put your husband down for the funny
man."

H'm humourist," corrected John
with a slight cough.
"'Humourist,'" I agreed; "and

thank goodness that 's settled."

"But," said Cecilia, "you said you
were going to do a dramatic recitation."
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:

"So LONG, OLD CHAP! I'M OFF TO ClIABISG (Y "II. srn-Ai., I pMii-VB."

" So I am, so I am," said John :

" I 'n

going to do that as well. Contrast

my dear Cecilia. Laughter and tears

Double them up with sly wit one mo-
ment and have them sobbing into tlieii

handkerchiefs the next. 1 'm going to

do it all, Cecilia."
" So it appears," said Cecilia ;

"
it

hardly sesms worth while to have any-
body else in the show."

" Now, now," said John, wagging his

forefinger at her,
" no jealousy. You

ought to be glad to have someone really

good in the party. Good funny men
aren't to be found just anywhere."
"But we don't know that you arc A

good funny man," said Margery.
"Of course you don't," said John:

" I 've never had a chance to prove it.

For years I have been kept in the back-

ground by your family. I "in never

allowed to make a joke, and if I do

nobody laughs. This is my chance.

I'm going to be in the limelight now.
I shall be the life of the party, and it 's

no good trying to stop me. In fact,"

he finished confidentially, "I shan't l>c

surprised if I take it up professionally.
You should have heard me lauglrng

upstairs."

"But, John," began Margery." Sh !

"
said Cecilia ; it 's no use

arguing with him while lie's in this

mood. That's all right, John. You
shall be everything you like. But as

you 've selected such a lot of par
yourself perhaps you '11 suggest what
we can do with Alan."

" Ah," said John ;

" Alan ! Yes, he 's

a problem, certainly. If he had any
voice, now. I 'in not sure that we want
him at all. Could he do a clog-dance,
do you think?"

" Don't worry," 1 interrupted ;

"
1 've

thought of a fine
part

for me. All the
best concert parties have a chap who
sits in the corner and does nothing but

look miserable. I could do that splen-

didly."
" That 's quite true," said John ap-

provingly; "it tickles the audience,

you know, to see a fellow looking glum
while everyone else is having
it the funny at the humourist. It

sn't as easy as it looks, though, Alan.

[ shall keep saying things to make you
iiugh, you know. You 11 tir-d it jolly
liflicult to keep looking QUMroble

ping."
"Not at all," I said. " That is, 1

shall do my b -t to keep HCTJOU*. I

shall try not to h-ii-n to you being

funny."
John lonM-l .. me and considered

whether it was worth following up.
He decided it was Q

"
I daresay ho '11 do," ho said !

'ilia :

" the follow has no sense of
humour unvwav."

Commercial Kcdeity.
Tliis system develop* uch valuable qtuli

.:. tdilneat
Mind Wandering
Hr.mi Fun

Dullne*
Shvue

Timidity
Wcaknew
Lack. <

Ijick of Im:
- IiidrfiiiitmMM
-Menial

"It is announced that, Parting with
week, Way* and mean*' and 'Common

will be amalgamated.
"

Kreninj Paper.

Will the Government please note?

'Army bi*cuiU, suitable for bed-chair eoah-
oiu. Ua. reserve. 'a Auction Sal*."

I'rofincial I'Oftr.

They ~eo!)i to have lost somotlr

heir war-time hardihood.
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Small Boii. "I SAT, ISN'T THERE ANYTHING WITH A BIT MOBE BUCK IN IT THAN THIS LEMONADE?"

PUSS AT THE PALACE.
[Tlte Daily Telecraph, in a report of the

Cat Show at the Crystal Palace, remarks that
" the cat has ' come back '

as a hobby."]

ALL ye devoted cat-lovers,

Ere spending the cheques you have

cashed,
Leave a trifle for tickets to enter the

wickets

That ope on the Temple of Pasht.

For to-day in the Palace of PAXTON
Cats gathered from every zone

Manx, Persian, Sardinian, Chinese,

Abyssinian
Are now heing splendidly shown.

The names of the winners and owners

Inspire me with joy and delight ;

E.g., Blue-eyed Molly, John Bull

(Madame Dolli)
And Snowflake, the champion white.

And then the adorable kittens !

Too high-bred to gambol or skip,
With names that are mighty, like Ingle-

wood Clytie,
Or comic, like Holme Buddy Pip.

It is pleasant to learn Mr. SHAKE-
BPBABE'S

Success with his Siamese strain,

For his namesake the poet, so far as

we know it,

Held "poor, harmless" puss in

disdain.

Yes, the cat has " come back
"

as a

hobby,
Oh, let us be thankful for that,

For it might be the coon or the blue-

nosed baboon,
Or the deadly Norwegian rat.

THE FINE OLD FEUITY.
WINE merchants must be kind men.

So many of those who have sent me
their circulars this Christmas-time have
announced that they are "

giving their

clients the benefit of some exceptionally

advantageous purchases which they
have made."
But it is not the humanity of wine

merchants of which I wish to speak.
It is the intriguing epithets which they
apply to their wines. And I have enter-

tained myself by applying these to

my relatives, an exercise which I find

attended by the happiest results.

"Fine old style, rich," is, of course,
obvious. It applies to more than one
of my Victorian uncles. " Medium rich

"

to a cousin or so. More subtle is

medium body." This must be Uncle

Hilary ; he takes little exercise now-

adays and his figure is suffering. Soon
he will be "full-bodied" or "full and
round." "Elegant, high class" is my
Cousin Isabel.

"
Pretty flavour

"
also

is hers. " Fresh and brisk
"

is Aunt
Hannah. And could anything bo more

descriptive of Aunt Geraldine than
" delicate and generous

"
?

For "
great breed and style

"
(used, I

see, of a claret) I should, I fear, be obliged
to go outside the family ; and " recom-

mended for present consumption and
for laying down "

I only mention be-

cause it leaves me wondering to what
other uses a fine fruity Burgundy could

be put. But here is a noble one :

" Of

very high class, stylish, good body and
fine character." I have tried this on
several relations without being entirely
satisfied about it, and I have finally

decided that I shall keep it for myself.

"
Only a few visitors braved the first fall of

the snow yesterday and adventured as far as

the Zoological Gardens. They found there a

depressed-looking collection of animals in the

open-air cages, but a perfect holocaust of

sparrows." Sunday 1'aper.

The sparrows must have been warm
enough, anyway.
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VERDUN.
LONDON (to her adopted dawjhter). "YOU WILL LET UK PASS TO YOt'K HKART?
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Deccnilii'r l-'lth. Since; the

1 1- n;so of Lords took the bit in its teeth

and bolted with the Government of

Ireland Bill the LOUD CHANCKI,LOH has

practically thrown the reins on the

creature's neck and confined

himself to occasional mild re-

monstrance when it kicked

over the Government traces.

The most he could do when
rival amendments were put
forward was to secure the

passage of the less objection-
able. Thus when Lord SHAN-

DON, for purely sentimental

reasons Ireland knew him
as "a most susceptible Chan-
cellor desired that the uni-

fying body should be called

a Senate Lord BIRKENHEAD

laughed the proposal out of

court with the remark that
" a man might as well pur-
chase a mule with the object
of founding a stud," and per-
suaded the Peers to accept
the word " Council." He was
at first inclined to oppose
Lord WICKLOW'S amendment

providing that neither Irish

essayed
"

little by little" to wedge him-
self into their miiUt.

If the Opposition desired a really
. discussion on the origin of

the tires in Cork it should have chosen
some other spokesman than Lii-ut.

Commander KI'.NWOIITIIY. The hon.

Tlic

LIKEN 1
"

"ASD TO THISK IT Wig THE BEST IRISH

Parliament should take private property
without compensation ;

but when he

found that an old Home Ruler, Lord

BKYCE, was in favour of imposing this

curb on Irish exuberance he, as " a very

young Home Ruler," gracefully with-

drew his objection.
Sir JOHN BAIHD re-

vealed the names of the

members of the Central

Control Boaid (Liquor

Traffic). The muffled

groans that followed the

announcement of the first

of them, Mr. WATERS-
BUTLEH, were quite un-

called for, as I understand

that the gentleman in

question preserves
a strict

impartiality between
the

two branches of his pat-

ronymic.
Sir ERIC GEDDES was

not too sympathetic to

the complaints of over-

crowding on the subur-

ban railways ;
but I can-

not think that Mr. MAR-

TIN had fully thought out

the consequences of his

suggestion that the right

hon. gentleman should

takew trip one night from

Aldgato to Barking and

see for himself. Imagine
the feelings of the strap-

Dnver Couov.
6 . -n_-_ _.,~T-T J'T HAVE HAD TO CUT

and gallant gentleman was less aggres-
sive in manner than usual, but even

so he encountered a good many inter-

ruptions. He was answered in a

characteristic speech by Mr. CLAUDE

LOWTHEH ; and the debate as a whole

never rose much above the level where

it was left by theno Burnt Cork

TH. Despite
HAYK, who de-

manded full Hclf-de' : Ire-

land, the I'eorsgave
the Cirjveininent of Ireland !'

WE so far modified bin

attitude at to con-

tit on

having held on their course

in the face of the discourag-

ing events in Ireland, and to

ess the hope that the

v measure would be woi I.

all it was worth, though, in

his lordship's estimation, it

was not worth much.
The Ministry of Health

Hill found the Peers in a

much less accommodating
mood. Lord STIU< mi moved
its rejection, clnelly ->n the

ground of the financial strain

it would iui|N>*<t upon local

authorities, and was sup-

ported by I/ird (1 M.WAT,
who thought it an insult to

Parliament to bring forward

so ambitious a measure at

the fag-end of the Session.

Lord CfBZON vainly en

THE END OF THE OMNIBl'S.

Coiuivctor Awox. "A .CE OLD MESS YOU'VE BEE* *> ocr

IF 101 HADN'T BEKS SO LATE IS Tl IWI.XO OUT I

deavoured to avert the coming storm

by accepting a suggestion that the

Bill should be carried over till next

Session. The majority of the Peers

were out for blood, and they defeated

the Second Reading by 57 to 41. Dr.

ADDISOM, from the steps of the Throne,

gloomily watched the

overturn of his omnibus.

In-, understood that, fol-

lowing the example of his

distinguished nantfisake,

he is going to write to

JjMcteforaboai
Lord

STUA< mi:.

So many of the Com-
mons appeared to have

anticipated the Christ-

u.lidays that Ques-
tions were run

through
at a great pace. Mr.

HOOOE, however, was in

his place all right toknow
how it was, after all the

protestations
of the < Gov-

ernment, that an
pfticial

motor-car containing an

officer and a lady had

been seen outside a toy-

shop in Regent Street.

Murk how a plain tale

shall set you down," said

Mr. Cm BCHILL in effect

The officer was on his

way from an on:

branch of the War Office

to an important confer
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Dealer. "WELL, THERE SHE is, GUV'NOR, AN' YOUBS AT A BOCK-BOTTOM PBICE."

farmer, NOA, THANKEE. I ONLY GOT POUND NOTES ON ME, YE SEE, AN' I DOAN'T WANT TO BREAK INTO ANOTHKR."

ence in Whitehall ; the lady was his pri-

vate secretary ; the natural route of the

carwas vid Regent Street, and the officer

had merely seized the opportunity to

pick up a parcel.
A Supplementary Estimate of six and

a-half millions for the Navy gave the

economists their chance. Mr. G. LAM-
BERT could not understand why we were

employing more men at the dockyards
than before the War, and suggested that

three or four of the yards might be sold.

This proposal was received with singu-

larly little enthusiasm by most of the

Members for dockyard constituencies
;

but Sir B. FALLE (Portsmouth) hand-

somely remarked that Chatham might
well be leased for private enterprise.
The Member for Chatham was not pre-
sent, or he would, no doubt, have re-

turned the compliment.
Wednesday, December 15th. A less

adventurous Minister than Mr. CHUR-
CHILL might have funked the task of

justifying to a House of Economists a

Supplementary ArrnyEstiinate of forty
millions. But he boldly tackled the

job, and proved to his own satisfaction

that half the liability was a mere

book-entry, and the other half inevi-

table, in view of the Empire's commit-

ments. Sir CHARLES TOWNSHEND, in

maiden speech which in the more

flamboyant passages suggested the

collaboration of the EDITOR of John

Bull, announced his intention of sup-

porting the Government "for all I am
worth," and proceeded to demonstrate

that their policy in Mesopotamia had
been wrong from start to finish.

Thursday, December 16th. I don't

know whether the current rumours of

the PRIME MINISTER'S delicacy are put
about by malignant enemies who hope
that Nature will accomplish what they
have failed to achieve, or by well-mean-

ing friends who desire to convince the

Aberystwith Sabbatarians that Sunday
golf is essential to his well-being. In
his answers to Questions this afternoon
he showed no signs of failing powers.
When Mr. BILLING accused him of

breaking his pledge that there should be
no more secret diplomacy he modestly
replied that that was not his but Presi-

dent WILSON'S phrase ;
and a little later

he informed the same cocksure ques
tioner that a certain problem was " not
so simple as my hon. friend imagines
most problems are."

An inquiry about the Franco-British

boundaries in the Holy Land led the

PRIME MINISTER to observe that the

territory delimited was " the old his-

toric Palestine Dan to Beersheba." It

was, of course, a mere coincidence that

the next Question on the Paper related

to the destruction of calves, though not

the golden kind.

The quarter-deck voice in which

Rear-Admiral ADAIK thundered for in-

formation regarding the Jutland Papers
so startled Sir JAMES CRAIG that, fear-

ing another salvo if he temporised with

the question, he promptly promised
immediate publication.

Despite a characteristic protest from

Mr. DEVLIN, who, as Mr. BONAR LAW
observed, treats his opponents as if

they were " not only morally bad but

intellectually contemptible," the House

proceeded to consider the Lords' Amend-
ments to the Home Rule Bill, and dealt

with them by the time-honoured device

of "
splitting the difference."

" MALESWOMAN WANTED. Competent
take charge of Millinery establishment."

Trade Paper.

A sort of Mannequin, we presume.

to
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The Viking's Wife (to husband, who is setting off to raid the coast of Britain).
"
GOOD-BYE, SIGURD DARUMU. Dos'r

I SAID ABOUT GETTING YOUB FEET WET. AND, BY THE WAY, I 'M UUEATI.Y IS SKED OF A COOK-OESERAL, IF YOO
C*E. BUT KEMEMBEK SHE MUST BE CAPABLE AND PLAIN NOT LIKE THE HU88IEB YOU IHIALI.Y FETCH."

ET WHAT

A FOUL GAME.
IT is Christmas, and here is a nice

little cricket story for the hearth. The

funny thing about it is that it is true.

And the other funny thing about it is

tli at it was told to me by a huge Rugger
Blue called Eric. (I understand people
can change their names at Confirma-
tion. Why don't they ?

)

It was in a College match not, I

gather, a particularly serious one. Eric

and his friend Charles were playing for

Balbus College against Caramel College.
Caramel had an " A " team out, and

Balbus, I should think, must have had
about a "K" team . . . anyhow, Eric

and Charles were both playing. Eric,

as he modestly said, doesn't bat much,
and Charles doesn't bowl much. Eric

said to Charles,
" I bet you a fiver you

won't get six wickets." Charles said

to Eric,
" All right ; and I bet you a

fiver you won't get a hundred runs."

Then began a hideous series of in-

trigues. Caramel were to bat first, and

Eric went to the Balbus captain and

said, "There's a sovereign* for you tf

Charles doesn't go on to bowl at all."

"
Very well," said the captain, with

a glance of sinister understanding.
" Wouldn't have anyhow," he added

as he pocketed the stake.

Then Charles arrived.

This is a pre-war story.

" Two pounds," said the captain.
" What for?

"
said Charles.

" For ten overs four bob an over."
" It 's too much," said Charles ;

" but

there 's a sovereign for you if Eric goes
in ninth wicket down."

"
Very well," said the captain, with

a glance of devilish cunning.
" It 's

only one lower than usual. Thank you."

Acting on intuition and their know-

ledge of the captain, Eric and Charles

then hotly accused each other of briber}'.

Both confessed, and it was agreed to

start fair. Charles was to bowl first

change and Eric was to bat first wicket.

The captain said he would want a lot

of bribing to go back on the original

arrangement, especially if it meant
Charles bowling, out he would do it for

the original price ; and, as he already
held the money, Eric and Charles had

to concede the point.

By the way, I am afraid the captain
doesn't come very well out of this, and

I 'm afraid it is rather an immoral story ;

but my object is to show up the evils

of commercialism, so it is all right.

Pallas Athene came down and stood

by the bowler's umpire while Charles

was bowling, and he got live wickets

quite easily. It was incredible. The
Ciinuuel batsmen seemed to be para-

lysed. Then the last man came in, and

the first tiling ho did was to send up a

nice little dolly catcli to Eric at cover-

point. Eric missed it. When I say he
missed it I mean he practically flung it

on the ground. Indeed he rather

did it, and the batsman, who was a

sportsman and knew Charles, appealed
to the umpire to

say
he was really out.

Pallas Athene grabbed the umpire by
the throat, and he said firmly that no
catch had been made.
Then the batsmen made a muddle

about a run and found themselves in

the common but embarrassing po-
of being both at the wicket-keeper'send.

The ball had gone to Eric and he had

only to throw it in to Charles, who was

bowling, for Charles to
put

the wicket

down. But in one of those flashes of

inspiration which betray true genius he

realised that in the circumstances that

was just what Charles would not do.

Direct action was the only thing. So,

ball in hand, he started at high velocity
towards the wicket himself.

He was a Rugger Blue (I t. .1.1

and a three-quarter at that, so he went

fairly fast. However, the batsman saw
that he had a faint hope after all, and

he ran too. It was an heroic race, but

the batsman had less distance to go.
Eric saw that he was losing, and from

a few yards' range he madly flung the

ball at the wicket. He missed the

wicket, but he hit Charles very hard on

the shin, which was something. I fancy
he must have hit Pallas Athene as
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well, I'm- with the very next ball sli

gave diaries his sixth wicket.

By this tiiuo the #11110 had resolve

itself into an Homeric combat betwee

the two protagonists, of which th

main bodies of the Balbus and Caramc
armies were merely neutral spectator

neutral, that is, so far as they ha

not been hired out for some dastard ser

vice by one or other.of the duellists.

When Krie went in it was clear tha

Juno had come down to help him, fo

lie made three runs in eight halls with
out being bowled once. Then Charle;

came in. His lirst ball ho hit slowb
between raid-off and cover, and h<

called for a run. All unsuspecting
Eric cantered down the pitch. When
he was half-way Charles seemed to be
seized with the sort of panic whicl

sometimes possesses a batsman. "No
no !

"
he cried. " Go back ! go back !

'

And lie scuttled back himself. Juno

fortunately intervened and Eric just go
home in time. But he realised now
what he was up against. His next bal

he hit towards mid-wicket, and shout-

ing
" Come on !

"
he galloped up the

pitch. Charles came on gingerly, ex-

pecting to be sent back, but Eric duly
passed him

; be then turned round ancf

just raced Charles back to the wicket-

keeper's end. Charles was only a Soccer
Blue (and a goal-keeper at that), anc
Eric won.

" After that," said Eric with his usua

modesty,
"

it was easy." Eyewitnesses
however, have told me more. Juno
dealt with the Caramel bowlers, but
Eric had to compete with Charles. Anc
Charles resorted to every kind of devilish

expedient. Nearly all the Balbus bats-
men were bribed to run Eric out, and
whenever he hit a boundary Eric had
to stop and reason with them in the
middle of the pitch. Sometimes he tried
to outbid Charles, but he usually found
that he couldn't afford it. So he col-
lared the bowling as much as possible
and tried not to hit anything but bound-
aries. Juno helped liim a good bit in
that way.
When he had made seventy he got

a ball on the knee. Charles ran out
and offered to run for him, but Eric
said he could manage, thank you. Then
Charles went and walked rapidly upand down in front of the screen; but
Eric wasn't the sort of batsman who
minded that.

At about ninety, Eric's knee was
pretty bad, so he called out for some-
body to run for him not Charles. Five
of Charles's hirelings rushed out of the
pavilion, but the captain said he would
go himself, as that wasn't fair. Besides,
he had money on Eric himself.
At this point I gather that Pallas

Athene must have deserted Charles al-

together, for he seems to have entei

tained for a moment or two the ignobl
notion of tampering with the score:

I am glad to be able to say that eve

the members of the Balbus College
" K.

Team, eaten up as they were by thi

time with commercialism, declined t

bo parties to that particular wickedness
With every circumstance of popula
excitement Eric's hundredth run- c

mis-cue through the slips was finalh

made, scored and added up. In fact

he carried his bat.
" So you were all square," I said, no

without admiration.
"
By no means," said Erie. " It cos

me forty shillings."
" And Charles ?

"

"It cost him seven pounds." A. P.H

"SUGGESTIONS."
A WARNING.

ENTERING as we are upon the season
of games, it might be well to utter an

urgent appeal to hostesses not to play"
Suggestions." - For "

Suggestions,'

though it may begin as a game, is

really a wrangle. Under the guise o:

a light-hearted pastime it offers little

but opportunities for misunderstanding
general conversation, allegations of ua-

'airness, and disappointment.
"Suggestions" ought to be played

;ike this : You sit in a semicircle and
,he first player says something any-
thing a single word. Let us suppose
it is (as it probably will be in thousands
of cases)

" MAEGOT." The next player
lias to say what "MARGOT" suggests
'reticence," for example and the next

jlayer, shutting his mind completely
to the word "

MAFGOT," has to say
what "reticence" suggests perhaps
Grimaud, in The Three Musketeers
and the fourth player has to disregard

'

reticence
"

and announce whatever
nental reaction the name of Grimaud
>roduces. It may be that he has never
leard of Grimaud and the similarity
of sound suggests only GRIMALDI the
clown. Then he ought to say,

" GRIM-
ALDI the clown," which might in its turn
suggest "melancholy" or "the circus."
A.11 the time no one should speak but
he players in their turn, and they
>hould speak instantly and should say-
nothing but the thing that is honestly
suggested by the previous word. At
he end of, say, a dozen rounds the
:>rocess of unwinding the coil begins,
-ach player in rotation taking part in
he backward process until " MARGOT "

s again reached.
That is how the game should be

jlayed.
This is how it is played : .

First Player. Let me see; what shall
say?

Various other Players(together). Surely
there 's no difficulty in beginning? Say
anything," etc., etc.

A Player (looking round). Say say"
fireplace."

First. Player. But that 's so silly.
Master of Ceremonies (who wishes

lie had never 2'oposed the game). It

doesn't matter. All that is needed is a
start.

Another -player. Say "MARGOT."
(Roars of laughter.)

All. Oh, yes, say
" MARGOT."

First Player. Very well, then
MARGOT."

(More laiif/liter.)
Second Player (trying to be clever).
Eeticence."

(Shouts of laughter.)
Other Players. Hovf could " MARGOT "

suggest
"
reticence

"
?

M. C. Never mind; the point is that
t did. Now then and please everyone
be silent now, then, Third Player?

Third Player.
"
Audacity."

M. C. I 'm afraid you 're not playing
quite fairly. You see "reticence" can-
lot suggest

"
audacity." The First

Player's word not impossibly might.
Could it be that you were still thinking
of that?

Third Player. I 'm sorry. But "reti-
cence

"
doesn't suggest anything.

Other Playcrs(together). Oh, yes, it does
"silence," "grumpiness," "oysters,"

'

Trappists."
M. C. If a word suggests nothing

vhatever to you, you should say,
' Blank mind."
Third Player. Ah, but I 've thought

if something now "
reticule."

(Boars of laughter.)
M. C. It's all 'right. That's how

he mind does work. Now, next player.
Fourth Player. Have I got to say

omething that "
reticule

"
suggests ?

M. C. That 's the idea yes.
A Player. Say "vanity-bag."
Another Player. Say "powder-puff."

(Boars of laughter.)
M. C. Please, please either the game
worth playing or it isn't. If it is

vorth playing it is worth playing seri-

usly, and then you can get some very
unny effects it's a psychological exhi-

ition; but if other players talk at the
ame time and try to help it 's useless.

ow, next player, please. The word is

reticule."

Fourth Player (after a long silence).
Bond Street."

Fifth Player. Ah, "Bond Street"!
hat 's better. That suggests heaps of

lings. Which shall I choose? "Choco-
ites"? No. "Furs"? No. " Dia-
londs"? No. Oh, yes "Old Masters."
M. C. (with resignation). But you
now you mustn't select. The whole
oint of the game is that you must say
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Fruiterer.
" ROYALTY 'ISSEI.F, MADAM, COCLIIS'T WISH risi UTI.K THAN T.IAT."

Newly-rich Matron. "WELL, :P ROYALTY CAS BITE 'KM I B'FOBE I CAN. I '1.1. 'AVE IT."

comes automatically into your
mind as you hear the word.

I-'ifth Player. I 'm sorry. Shall I go
back to " diamonds

"
?

M. C. No, you had better stick to
" Old Musters."

Fifth Planer.
" Old Masters."

Sixth Player (deaf). What did you
say

"
mustard-plasters

"
?

Fifth Player. No; "Old Masters."
Si.rth Player. I 've heard of new men

and old acres, but I 've never heard of

Old Pastures. What are they?
Fifth Player (shouting). No, no;

"Old Masters." Pictures of the Old
Masters RAPHAEL, TITIAN.

Sixth Player. Ah, yes! "Old Masters."

Well, that suggests to me Yes

(triumphantly),
" the National Gallery."

Seventh Player (who has been icaitin/j

titi'inly). "Trafalgar Square."

Eighth Player (instantly).
" NELSON."

Ninth Player (even wore quick!:/).
" NELSON KEYS."
M. C. (beaming). That 's better. It's

going well now.
Tenth Player. "Englandexpects

"

X/nth Player. No, you can't say that.

I could have said that, but you can't.

Tenth Player. Why not ?

M nth Player. Because "NELSON
"

is

all over and done with. The new name
is

" NELSON KEYS." You ought to have

thought of something connected with
him.

Tenth Player. If you'd said -KEYS"
I might have done. But you said

"NELSON KEYS," and the " NKI.SON
"

touched a spot. Isn't that right 1

M. C. Quite right. It 's the only way
to play. But may I once more ask that

there should be no talking '.' We shall

never be able to unwind if there is.

Now, please
"
England expects

"

renth Player. "Duty."
Tu-rlfth Player.

" Bore."

Thirteenth Player. "The Marne."

(Cries of astonishment.)
Various Players. How can " bore

"

suggest
" the Marne "

1

M.C. But it did. You mustn't mind.

Twelfth Player. How did it? Just

for fun I 'd like to know.

Thirteenth Pluyer. Well, when I was
on the Marne I used to see the marks
on the ground made by them.

Tirdfth Phiyi'i: Bywbof
Thirteenth Player. The wild boars.

(Knars nf laiKjIiter.)

Tin'ijth Play, r. But I meant that

luty is a bore b-o-r c.

-V. C'. (frantic). It doosn't matter.

It's what you think not what is in

this game. Hut re:illy we 're in such a

muddle, wouldn't it be better to begin
again '.' You all know the rules i

//IPS/.-.VV. IViliiip.t "Clumps" might
be better, don't you think?
M. C. Just us \ou like. "Clui.

then.

The l)f
,,J Player. What is the

now '.'

I Playrr. Wo 're going to pUy
"
Clumps

"
instead.

The Deaf Pluyrr. Mumps in bd?
I'm sure I don't know \vhat that sug-

gests. That's very difficult. Hut I

like this game. It ought to be great
fun when we unwind.

(They xfjinnitf fur C/MHI/H.")
K. \ . It.

II.M'lline to an article on ladies'

fashions :

STOCKIXOS Coxtso Dov.

This should make the hosiers pull up
their socks.

'Several reasons, beudr the cUimn of

lumanity, made the Eugenitt lavour Khmei
or abolishing the eugenist." Daily Paptr.

We are inclined to agree with

Bugai

,
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AT A FAT STOCK SHOW.
"THEY 'BE TWO SMABT 'OGS, I ADMIT. BUT LOOK AT THE PRICE o' FOOD-STUFFS.

YOU KNOW YEBSELF IT DON'T PAY ANYONE TO FEED THESE DAYS."

MISPLACED BENEVOLENCE.

DEABMB. PUNCH, From your earliest

years you have preached sound and
wholesome doctrine on the duty of man
to birds and beasts. Indeed, I remember

your pushing it to extreme lengths in

a poem entreating people not to men-
tion mint-sauce when conversing with
a lamb. Still, I wonder whether even

you would approve of the title of an
article in Nature on "The Behaviour
of Beetles." Of course I know that
"behaviour" is a colourless word, still

I am rather inclined to doubt whether
beetles know how to behave at all. I

may be prejudiced by niy own experi-
ences, but they certainly have been
unfortunate. They began early at my
private school, to be precise. I shall

never forget the conversation I had
when a new boy, with a sardonic senior

who, after putting me through the usua

catechism, asked me what I was going
to be. I replied that I had not yei

decided, whereupon my tormentor, aftei

looking at my feet, which I have never

succeeded in growing up to, observed
"
Well, if I were you, I think I shoulc

emigrate to Colorado and help to crusl

the beetle." Later on in life I was the

victim of a cruel hoax, carried out witl

triumphant ingenuity by a confirmee

practical joker, who with the aid of

thread caused what appeared to be

gigantic blackbeetle to perform strange
and unholy evolutions in my sitting
room. Worst of all, I was victimisec

by the presence of a blackbeetle in

plate of clear soup served me at

club. I backed my bill, but it was too

ate, for I am very shortsighted.
No, Mr. Punch, I am prepared to dis-

iuss the Ethics of Eels, the Altruism

of Adders, the Piety of Pintails, or even

the Benevolence of Bluebottles, but (to

deviate into doggerel)
" Lot IjANKESTEBS, LuBBOCKS and

CHEATI.KS
Dilate with a rapturous blis*

On the noble behaviour of beetles

/ give them a miss."

I am, Mr. Punch, with much respect,
Yours faithfully,

PHILANDEH BLAMPHIN.

THREE TRAGEDIES AND A MORAL

THKKE was an imperious old Sago
Who upheld the dominion of Age,
But his son, a grim youth,
Had in claw and in tooth,

Shut him up in a chloroformed cage.

There was also a Child full of beans

Who bombarded nine great magazines,
But not one of the nine

Ever published a line,

For the Child was not yet in its teens.

There was thirdly, to round off these

rhymes,
A Matron who railed at the crimes

Of designers of frocks

Who in smart fashion "blocks"
Left middle-age out of The Times.

The moral if morals one seeks

In an age of sensation and shrieks

Is this : Even still

Things are apt to go ill

With old, young and middle-aged freaks.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.
"The Grecian women wore forbidden en-

trance to the stadium whore the [Olympic]

games were being held, and any woman found
therein was thrown from thcTarpeian rock."

Canadian Paper.

"The French are thinking of building straw

houses to remedy the present housing crisis."

The first straw house has already been built

at Montargis." Evening Paper.

Where, presumably, they are trying it

on the well-known local Dog.

"Negotiating the intricate traffic of the City
was quite easy, the engine being responsive to

the slightest touch of the steering wheel. It

is just the car for the owner-driver."
Financial Paper.

Our chauffeur agrees. He says he

wouldn't undertake to drive it down
the village street, let alone the City.

"Is SINGING ON THE DECLINE?

A GBEAT TENOB'S ADVICE.

NEVER FIGHT AGAINST THE BBASS.'"

Morning Paper

It is, we believe, the experience of most

impresarios that great tenors almost

invariably fight for the brass.



"
QUICK, MI-MMIE I COME AND HELP BOBBIE HE 's FALLKN WTO ran LICKY 1

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

So charged is it with liable-to-go-off controversy that I
should hardly have been astonished to see Mr. H. G. WELLS'S
latest volume, Russia in the Shadows (HODDER AND STOUOH-

TON), embellished with the red label of "
Explosives." Prob-

ably everyone knows by now the circumstances of its

origin, and how Mr. WELLS and his son are (for the mo-

ment) the rearguard in that long procession of unprejudiced
and undeceivable observers who have essayed to pluck the
truth about Russia from the bottom of the Bolshevist pit.
What Mr. WELLS found is much what was to be expected :

red ruin, want and misery unspeakable. The difference

between his report and those of most of his forerunners is

that, being (as one is apt to forget) a highly-trained writer,
he is able to present it with a technical skill that enor-

mously helps the effect. Our author having been unable to

deny the shadow, like everyone else save perhaps the pre-

posterous Mr. LANSBURY, the only outstanding question is

who casts it. The ordinary man would probably have
little hesitation about his answer to that. Mr. WELLS has

even less. He unhesitatingly names you and me and the

French investors and several editors. Well, I have no

space for more than an indication of what you will find in

this undeniably vigorous and vehement little volume. But
I must not forget the photographs. Some of these, of de-

vastated streets and the like, have rather lost their novelty.

Unfortunately, however, for Mr. WELLS as propagandist
he has also included a number of the most revealing por-
traits yet available of the men who are hag-riding a once

!*reat nation to the abyss. I can only say that for me
those portraits put the finishing touch to Mr. WELLS'S argu-
ment. They extinguish it.

The pictorial wrapper of A Man of the Islands (HUTCHIN-

SON) is embellished with a drawing of a coffee-coloured lady
in a costume that it would be an under-statement to call

curtailed, also (inset, as the picture-papers say) the portrait
of a respectable-looking gentleman in a beard. In the

printed synopsis that occupies the little tuck-in part of the
same wrapper you are promised

" an entrancing picture of

breaking seas on lonely islands and tropical nighU beneath
the palms." In other words Mr. H. DE VERE STACPOOLK as
before. Lest however you should suppose the insularity of
this attractive pen-artist to be in danger of becoming over-

done, I will say at once that the six tales from which the
book takes its name occupy not much more than a third of

it, the rest being filled with stories of varied setting
bearing such titles as " The Queen's Necklace,"

" The Box
of Bonbons," and the like all frankly to be grouped under
the head of "Financial Measures." This said, it is only
fair to add that the half-dozen Sigurdton adventures be
was the Man of the Islands, a bearded trader, murderer,

pearl thief and what not seem to me a group of as rattling

good yarns as of their kind one need wish to meet, every
one with some original and thrilling situation that lifts it

far above pot-boiling status. I could wish (despite any-
thing above having a contrary sound) that Mr. STACPOOLK
had given us a whole volume with that South Sea setting
that so happily stimulates his fancy.

Mr. 8. P. B. MAIS has not yet extricated himself from
the groove into which he has fallen. It is not a wholesome

groove, and even if it were I should not wish an author of

iiis capacity to remain a perpetual tenant of it. In Colour
Blind (GRANT RICHARDS) we are given the promiscuous
amours of a schoolmaster, a subject which has apparently
a peculiar attraction for Mr. MAIS. Jimmy Penrvddocke,
who tells the story, left the Army and could not find a job
until he was offered a mastership at a public school. The
school rather than Jimmy has my sympathies. There waa
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nothing )>,vu!iurly alluring about this pbihinclerer to account

for the devastating magnetism which he exerted upon the

female heart. To describe all this orgy of caresses could

hardly have been worth anyone's time and trouble ; certainly

it was not worth Mr. MAIS'S. I say this with all the more

:i^u ranee because, greatly as I dislike the main theme of

this novel, there are many good things in it. There is, for

example, Mark Champernowne (Jimmy's friend), a finely

and consistently drawn character, and there are descriptive

passages which are vividly beautiful and also some delightful

gleams of humour. I think that when Mr. MAIS'S sense of

humour has developed further he will agree with me that a

man who loved as promiscuously as Jimmy and then wrote

over three hundred pages about it could, without much

straining of the truth, be called a cad.

For many reasons I could wish that England were China.

It would be nice, for instance, to address the HOME SECRE-
TARY as "Redoubtable Hunter of Criminals" and to call

the Board of Exterior

Affairs (if
we had one)

" Wai - wo -
poo." I

should like my house

also to be named " The
Palace of the Hundred
Flowers." I think there

are about a hundred,

though I have not

counted them. But in

China it is above all

things necessary to be

an ancestor, and this

may lead to complica-
tions if Mr. G. S. DE
MORANT, who appears
to be much more at

home with the French
and the Oriental idiom
than the English, is

to be trusted. In the

Claws of the Dragon
(ALLEN AND UNWIN)
describes the experi-
ences of a young lady

for-Chelsea. It is typical of Mr. OHLSON'S care that, though
one would in such a situation nine times out of ten be safe

in backing Art for the double event, he makes so even a

match of it between Hubert and Ralph that he leaves the
heroine ringing the door-bell of the one immediately after

kissing the other. You observe that I was perhaps really
more interested in the contest than my opening words would

suggest, but it was always in a detached story-book way ;

except in the case of a mildly unsympathetic secretary,

represented as having spent too much time in the contem-

plation of other persons' affluence, also as owning an

expensive-looking stik that made him long to be as rich

as it caused him to appear. I hate to think that there can
have been anything here to touch a chord in the reviewing
breast, but the fact remains that Mr. Burnham stands out
for me as the only genuinely human figure in the book.

Artist (condescendingly).
GOOD."

Candid Friend. "No, rr CERTAINLY ISN'T.

named Monique, who married the Secretary to the Chinese

Embassy in Paris and was obliged, after visiting her re-

lations-in-law, to reconcile herself to the introduction of a
second wife into the family, in order that their notions of

propriety might be respected and an heir bom to the line.

When she had consented she returned to Paris and wrote
the following cablegram from her own mother's house :

" You have acted as a good son and a faithful husband.

Bring back with you the mother of our
(sic) child." And

so, the author evidently feels, it all ended happily. His
book is an interesting and amusing presentment of an older
civilisation, but if it won't strain the Entente I am bound
to say that I disagree with his conclusions.

I fear it may sound an unkindly criticism, but my abiding
trouble with Broken Colour (LANE) was an inability to get
any of the characters, with perhaps one exception, to come
alive or behave otherwise than as parts of a thoroughly
nice-mannered and unsensational story. Perhaps it was
my own fault. Mr. HAROLD OHLSON (whose previous book
I liked) has obviously, perhaps a little too obviously, done
iiis best for these people. It is a tale of two rivalries : that
for the heroine, between the penniless artist-hero and a
pound-full other; and that in the breast of the p.a.h.,

n the flesh-pots of commerce and the world-well-lost-

Blessed, no doubt, is the nation or the man without a

history, but blessed too is the biographer who has something
|
definite to write about.

Mr. C. CARLISLE TAY-

LOR, in putting together
his Life of Admiral
Mahan (MURRAY), the

American naval ph iloso-

pher and prophet, must
have felt this keenly,
for rarely can a man
whose work was so im-

portant that he simply
had to have a bio-

graphy have done so

few things of the kind

that help to fill up a

book. The Admiral
not only foresaw the

great War before 1914
;

he even suggested de-

finite details of it for

instance, the loyalty of

Italy to Western civili-

sation and the final sur-

render of the German
fleet ; yet in himself,

attractive picture of his

I DID THIS LAST SUMMER. Il KEALLY ISN'T MUCH

BUT WHO TOLD YOU ?
'

though the writer draws an
home and religious life, he was only a kindly Christian

gentleman who lectured to a few naval students. This
is not the stuff to turn into a thrilling life-story, yet his
studies on Sea-Poioer in relation to national greatness
must certainly be reckoned among the prime causes of world-
war. They set the Germans trying to outbuild the British
fleet

; more fortunately they were an inspiration to naval
enthusiasts in this country also. Mr. TAYLOR has a pleasant
chapter describing the immediate recognition and welcome
his hero received in England, while it has taken quite a
number of chapters to- do justice to all the written tributes
to his genius that the energetic author has collected. Per-

sonally, if ever I had been in doubt about it, I should have
been quite willing to take that genius for granted some time
before the end, and could indeed recommend thevolume much
more happily if it were reduced by about half. It will be
valuable mainly as a necessary work of reference.

Our Well-informed Press.
" At Kensington Palace the ground frost registered 9 dog. Fahr.,

which represents 23 degrees below zero." Evening Papier.

" WELLS HITS BACK AT CHURCHILL." Sunday Paper.
Not the Bombardier, as you might think, but BERT WELLS.
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CHARIVARIA.
No newspapers were published ( ,n

Hatur, i,i\ or Monday We did
not begrudge them their holiday, but
we do think The l>,,i/ii Mail niigh:
issued occasional bulletins
the went her at Thanet, as we cor
thn-c (hiys is too long to keep their
readers in suspense.

The most popular indoor
{,'111110 this

winter seems
lultlecock.

to he Battledore-and-

'

\ woman informed a London magis-
trate. last Tuesday that her husband

Whitsuntidethrashed her at Easter,
and on August Bank
Holiday. Our thoughts
\vero constantly with
her during the recent
Yuletido fesii\ i:

*
:

-:

Eeaders should not
be alarmed if a curious

rustling noise is heard
next Saturday morning.
It will be simply the
sound of new leaves be-

ing turned over.

In view of the pos-
sible increase of their

salaries it is not the
intention of Members
of Parliament to solicit

Christmas - boxes.
Householders, there-

fore, should be on their

guard against men pass-
ing themselves 'off as

M.l'.s.

:..t lik.-lx

MOO]

Like a soothing balm just }!,

oHyeardi -in. intiu,
Mr. LovATFiusKittlmt ;

.,,-ight
to thing-. . ...

Wit li reference to
;,,g ,,f the

MIIIIIC season it is reported that
i new jokes have Ixt-n foun.l

nesting in a Glasgow the
* *
*

Psychologists are incHi ),(,.
the recent night stampede of sh.

Hdlands, when thousands of tlu :::

jumped their hurdles, to the influence
of a large number of people concent nit

it feels.

..it the plum.
loUdby a

.

pudding which
small IK.V m

Ix-gun it i

assailant t

* *

I>'.\NSI sxio is reported to becoming
to a more reasonable frame of
A

l'l' "disposed to allow Italy
a certain measure of independence.

'&Wj
'

A'
-i

:

sfc
'

iS^^'
VJim /\

i. I- !:.,,
V V

People step road and
never look to right or left, says a Lon-

This mak. far too~
easy for motorists.

bn coronet

OUR GOGGLKR8.

Ourattention isdrawn
to the fact that the lat-

est photograph of Mr. LLOYD GKORGK
shows him to bo smoking a cigar with
the band on. We can only say that
CKOMWELL wouldn't have done it.

Our magistrates appear to be made
of poor stuff these days. A man named
SNAIL was last week summoned before

the Peltham magistrates for exceeding
the speed limit, yet no official joke was
made. Incidentally, why is it that

Mr. Justice DABLING never gels B

chance like this '.'

A New York policeman has been
arrested in the act of removing a safe

from a large drapery store. It i-

that upon being .seen by another police-
man he offered to run and fetch aim i'glar.

l-'ii-xt (Hit in ,/ianiliHothtrly spectacles (to tttond
tlilto). "How

OUT OF DATK THAT WOMAN 18. FANCY LOKONETTES I
"

* *
*

Mine. DKLYSIA has been bitten 1>\ a

dog in New York. The owner's de-

fence, that the animal had never tasted

ing on a well-known remedy for sleep-
lessness.

""*

It is stated that rabies does not
exist in Ireland. Our

opinion is that
it wouldn't be noticed if it did.

Yen- few English Christmas customs,
we hear, are prevalent out in Russia.
We have always felt that the custom of

clients giving Christmas-boxes to their

dar.

nevei very

It is rumoured that the repeated
-sinations of General YIU.A have

made it n< .r him to resigning

positi. manent Chief Insurgent
to the State of Mexico.

* *

The Mom ing Post has remarked that

nowadays the F.ton hoy is often reduced
to travelling third-dass. It is ho]

IBAJfBtU.
recently told a Derby
audience how he in-

vented the telephone,
note that he still

refuses to say whv.
*

'

We are informed that,
on and after the 1st of

January. Mr
n.i. cannot undertake
to refute the opinions
of any writer who ha*
not been officially
. - . ; . kb (Mil

VA scientist has me-
ceeded in putting a pea
to

sleep with electro-

magnetism. Theclumsy
old method of drowning
it in a plate of soup
should now be a thing
of the past.

* *

General TOWN
says that with seventy thousand men
he could have conquered half Asia.
Hut then he might have lost Mr.
HoilATIO BOTTOllLEY.

* *

What we want now is something to
make the world safe for those \vho made
the world safe for democracy.

* *

There is now on the market a new
patent contrivance which gives warn-

ing when the contents of an oven are on
the point of burning. We hare secured
a sample, but unfortunately our cook
still relies on her sense of smell.

" Leather is now much cheaper," we
read. have noticed no drop in

the price of restaurant steak.

VOn January 1st the Ministry c>:

nitions will enter upon its second year
of winding up.
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THE HAPPY HOOTS.
VKS, it is nearly twelve now. In

ten minutes we- shall hoar the hells I

mean the hooter-. 1 wonder if there

were hooters when TKNNYSOX wrote

those popular lines about ringing in the

New Yciir. Very likely ho didn't hear

them if there were, as there's nothing

to sh,,w that he ever really stayed up

enough to see the New Year in.

, pity, li'.'cuuse the hooters would

have titled in to that poem most beauti-

fully. The hooting idea is just what is

wanted to give a dramatic contrast to

the sugary ringing business.

" King out the false, ring in the true
"

dcesn't convince somehow; it's too

impartial. One doesn't say to the foot-

man,
" Show the Eector up, please, and

show this blackmailer out," even at the

Lyceum. One says,
" Kick this black-

hearted hound out," and the footman

realises then that you have something

against the fellow. Just so one doesn't

gather from the, above line that the

poet has any strong preference as be-

tween the false and the true, except
that there is no good rhyme to " the

false," unless you can count " waltz
"

;

but what about
Hoot out the old, ring in the new

;

lloat out the false, ring in the true?

Magnificent ! There 's some sting in

that ; it
"
gets over," and it brings the

whole poem into harmony with modern

practice.
Come on, we 'd better have another

dance before the great moment. I

wonder if TENNYSON ever saw the New
Year in at two guineas a head. I don't

expect so. For that matter it 's the

first time we 've done it at an expensive

public
" Eevel

"
ourselves

;
but then

this is the first year we 've been abso-

lutely bankrupt. Up till now we 've

been rather well off, and have cele-

brated cheaply at home. Do you realise

that this is our wedding-day ? I be-

lieve you 'd forgotten ; women never
remember theso things. Yes, it 's six

years . . . Six years. And this is the
first year we 've been bankrupt. All

the same, as I say, it 's the first year
we 've come out and had a jolly good
supper. Eeckless ? Yes, I 'm afraid

i o. But wo 've caught it from the
Government . . . However, to-morrow
we '11 start a new cheque-book.
Have you made your resolutions yet ?

I have. Do you remember this time
last year ? You said you 'd keep ac-

counts, and I said I wouldn't smoke so
much. And all the year through our
resolution has never wavered. I 've got
evidence of that. Look at my diary.
Hero we are :

January Int. G. started keeping ac-

counts. Gave up smoking.

And here we are again :

March 20th. G. started accounts.

March 29th. Knocked off smoking.

That shows it was no mere flash-in-

the-pan, doesn't it?

And we went on like that. Look at

this :

June 6th. Gave up smoking.
June 7th. Only one pipe since yes-

terday.
June 30th. Cut myself down to four

pipes a day.

July lsi-9th. G. keeping accounts ;

knocked off smoking.

But I wonder why I kept writing it

down. Even in September, you see, I

wasn't taking it for granted :

September 29th. Quarter-Day. Not

smoking this quarter. G. began new

system of accounts.

It looks like bragging, doesn't it ?

But I don't think I can have meant it

that way. Still, it is rather marvellous,
when you come to think of it here we
are, after all these months, twelve of

them, and we still stick doggedly to

the same unswerving resolution. No-

thing can alter it. That 's what I call

tenacity of purpose.
You don't think I 'm serious ? But

I am. I 'm just as serious as I was
last year. This year I shall give up
smoking. Only I think you ought to

give up your hot-water bottle in sym-
pathy. You won't ? No, I know you
won't. You're a slave of the bottle,

you see. It doesn't do you any harm ?

Oh, yes it does. It makes your back-
bone flabby, and it makes you suscepti-
ble to colds, and it gives you chilblains,

and, anyhow, it 's morally pernicious,
because it 's an indulgence ... If I 'd

known you were a hot-water-bottle
woman before we were married . . .

However, we needn't go into that. But
if you won't give up your bottle I

shan't give up smoking after all.

Look, they 're opening the windows.
We shall all catch cold. Can you hear

anything ? I can hear those people
eating. What a draught ! Can you
hear anything? I can hear the eaters

quite plainly now. Here comes Father
Christmas. I believe he is going to

give us all gifts.

Can you hear anything yet ? I have
been given a diary. What have you
got? Another diary? Is yours for
1921 ? So is mine. How dull ! Christ-
mas will be on a Sunday next year, I
see. So will our wedding-day. I hope
you'll remember it this time. And
they have arranged for the Spring to

begin on March 21st. Think of it!

Spring in less than three months!
There they go.

Hoot out, wild hooters, to the wild sky !

What a jolly noise ! Much better than

bells, really much more accurate as an ex-

pression of one's feelings. There 's a sort

of "faint but pursuing
"
note about it.

And that 's how I feel, rather. It was
a dreadful year, really, wasn't it?

that last one, I mean. No money, no
clothes nothing but rates and dentists

and small accounts respectfully sub-

mitted for our esteemed favour. One
long crisis. . . . But we kept the flag

flying. This year
Hallo ! somebody 's going to recite.

What do you think it will be ? You '11

never guess. Yes, you "re quite right.

Ring out a slowly-dying cause
And ancient forms of party strife.

That sounds like a bit of Government
propaganda. Disgraceful, I call it. If

I was a Wee Free

Ring in the nobler modes of life,

With sweeter manners

That 's a hit at somebody, too, I

shouldn't wonder. Somebody must have
written a topical verse for the occasion.

Those people are still eating. I expect
they are doing Hog-money, or whatever
it is. ...

Are you still as obstinate as ever
about that hot-water bottle ? Very well,

then, I shall now have the first smoke
of the New Year. Oh, no

; we 've got
to do Auld Lang Syne first. I never
can smoke while I 'm singing.

" Should auld acquaintance . . ."

Do you know any of the people here ?

No ? Do you ever want to see any of

them again? No? Never mind, they 've

all paid a lot of money to hold our
hands

; let them have their money's
worth . . . "Aright gude willie-waucht
. . ." Waiter! One large willie-waucht,

please, and a small pint stoup . . . Do
you realise that this is the only night
in the year when you can get a willie-

waucht at this hour ? What a world !

Six years. Do you see that nice

couple over there ? I bet they haven't
been married as long as we have. And
I bet they 're not so bankrupt. This is

going to be a dreadful year. I can see
that at once. But we '11 keep the flag

flying.

Ah, here come the willie-wauchts.
Thank you, waiter.

Well, my dear a cup of kindness
with you. Here 's luck ! A. P. H.

Natural History on the Football Field.
" St. Columb's Court and North-End met at

The Farm, when St. Columb's Court were the
victors by three goats to one." Irish Paper.

"Hurry (1'J), described as a comedian,
was bound over in 5 for six months under
the rug, the property of Hilda ."

Proviticial Paper.

It seems that HARKY was not the only
comedian in court.
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A BOXING NIGHTMARE.
THE GOOD FAIBY GEOKOINA. "I WAVE MV WAND -CTOI'IA DOTH ATPHAK . . .

(extemporisiiuj) SOMETHING'S GONE WRONG. O DEAR! O Di:\K! O IKAU:
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J'os/- liar Sportsman. "THE HOUNDS MEET ON THE LAWN TO-MOBEOW, MY DEAR. WE MUST GIVE THEM A STIRRUP-CUI-."

Wife. "I HOPE THE CHEF KNOWS HOW TO MAKE IT. IF NOT I SUPPOSE CLARET-CUP WOULD DO?"

ELIZABETH'S CHRISTMAS,
" I 'VE always thort 'ow I 'd love to

'ave a reel nice Christinas," remarked

Elizabeth "a jolly proper kind o' one,

you know, "m."
" Don't you find Christmas a pleasant

time, then ?
"

I inquired.
"
Well, you see, 'm, I bin in service

ever since I was turned fifteen, an' you
know wot Christmas in service is. An

cxtry tip, I will say, but a lot of extry
work to go along with it and wot
v. a^-hin' up! Some'ow it orl seems so

different in books an' on the pictures."
She sighed as she spoko and a look

that was almost human crept into the

arid region of her countenance. A
feeling of compunction swept over me,

Was it possible that this poor simple

girl concealed depths of conviviality in

her nature and a genial disposition
which I, in common with all her former

employers, had carelessly overlooked ?

1 ,vill admit thiii t his unexpected phase
in Elizabeth's character touched and
interested me.

"
Elizabeth," I cried in a sudden glow

of enthusiasm, ''you shall have your
jolly Christmas 1 will provide it. You
shall have your turkey, plum-pudding,
mince-pies, crackers, mistletoe and all

the rest of it." Cheeryble in his most

beneficent mood could not have felt

more expansive than I did just then.
' You can invite your friends ;

we shall

not be at home, so you will have the

place to yourself."
" Lor !

"
she ejaculated.

"
D'ye reerly

mean it, 'm ?
"

" I do, Elizabeth. Let me know the

sort of Christmas you "ve always longed
for and I '11 see that you get it."

She drew up her lank form and her

face shone. "
Well, 'in, I don't know

where you get 'em, but for one thing
I 've often thort as 'ow I "d like to 'ave

a festlebord."
" What 's that ?

"
I asked, puzzled.

" Is it in the Stores' list ?
"

"I don't know, 'in, but there 's always
a lot about it in the books. When
tho Squire's son comes 'ome repentant
at Christmas-tide they always gathers
round a festlebord and rejoices."

I began to see light.
" You mean a

'

festal hoard
'

'.'

"

' That 's wot I sed, "m."
"
Well, you shall have one, Elizabeth,

I '11 see to that. 1 'd let you have a

Squire's son as well, hut unfortunately
tho only ones I know ave not repentant

as yet. And now tell me which ol

your IVieiuls you would like to invite."

" There 's my sister-in-lor 'ud like to

come 'er that I 'aven't been on speak-
in' terms with for five years but she

shan't. An' my friend isn't comin" ;
1 '11

see to that arter the things she sed

about me to mv young man's cousin

,orcy baggage ! As for my two aunts

they don't set foot under the same roof

as me arter the way
" Never mind about the people you 're

not inviting," I broke in
;

" we don't

need a list of them. WTho do you want
to come?

"

"
Well, there 's Mrs. Spurge, the

char a real nice lady, as you know,
'm. Then I'd like to arsk Polly, the

sister of the cook wot lives in the 'ouse

at the corner with red "air ; an' there 's

Mary Baxter. An' isn't it lucky my
sailor-brother will be 'ome for the first

time in ten years? Can 'e come too,

'in ? 'E 's been round the world twice."
" In that case, Elizabeth, he certainly

ought to be invited. He may even have

returned home repentant, so you will

be able to rejoice at the festal board in

proper style."
"
0!i, 'm, isn't it luverly ? I won't

'arf have a beano this Christmas. Wot
a time we '11 'ave, ivut a time !

"

* ;;: :-.< : :

For my part I did not pass a very
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blithesome Christmas. HemVsaunt
who invited us, is rich, hut she is ulso
dull, iiiul several times I found myself
rather

envying Elizabeth. Whi!,
lane nodded in her chair, Henry and
I

pictured
those hoisterous revels of

Elizabeth and her friends, then- [.mind-
less mirth, their unrestrained

gaietjWe imagined them too gathered round
the Bailor-brother, listening with rapt
delight as ho told them stories of the
far-off wonder-lands lie had known.
Henry sighed then and s;iid then- wen-
times when ho envied the so-called
lower classes their capacity for ei

ment.
When we returned home Elizabeth

greeted us with beaming countenance.
I 'ope you 'ad a good time," she said :

" I know / "ad."
" Then it really was as nice as you

thought it would he, Elizabeth ?
"

"It was first-rate, 'm. Leastways
orl went well until arter dinner, when
we begins chippin' each other and ends
in 'avin' a few words. My sailor-
brother started it by chaflin' Polly
about 'er red 'air an' arskin' why she
didn't cut it orf, an' she told 'im then
that if 'e 'd such an objection to red she
wondered 'e didn't cut "is own nose orf.

Arter that one thing led to another ; we
took sides an'

"

"
Oh, Elizabeth, you don't mean to

say you quarrelled?
"

I interrupted sor-

rowfully.
"
Oh, no, it wasn't quarrellin', 'm

just bargin', you know. Any'ow it

ended in Polly an" Mary an' my brother

goin' off early. I was chilly to Mrs.

Spurge owin' to 'er 'avin' said that she
didn't believe my sailor-brother 'd ever
been further than Wapping in a coal-

barge. I shouldn't 'ave spoke to 'er

again that evenin' if the book 'adn't

brought us together again friendly,
like."

' What book ?
"

I asked, bewildered.
' One of yours that I got out of the

study, 'm. Oh, wot a book! Sorter

jhost story in a manner o' speakin'. 1

aughed an' I cried over it, turn about.
3o did Mrs. Spurge. You see we read
3its out to each other kep it up till

ihree o'clock in the mornin', we did.

It was luvorly !

"

" And what was the book called?
"
I

inquired.
"It's called A Christmas Car'l, 'm,

by Mr. DICKINC.S. Why didn't no-

body tell me about it afore ? It 's far

better 'n the pictures.
' Just like

'eaven,' Mrs. Spurge said."
" I 'in glad you enjoyed yourself,

Elizabeth."
" It 's the 'appiest Christmas I ever

'ad, 'in. That there Mr. DICKINGS is

a one! 'E do know wot 's wot in festle-

bords."

I'allfllt. "MY MISSIS BEST MK Kfll A BOTTLE o' UEDIC1XE T UK COW. SHE
BAYS IT KEEPS HER AWAKE O' .NIGHTS. I SAYg,

'

"i .KBIT TO UK A
GOT TO LIE AWAKE AN* COIIF.'

"

HOW. WHY AND WHAT.
(lifiiiii tin' TriiiifiJij of thf Conscientious

Inquirer irlio fell umotuj Philistines.)
THEBK was an old man who said,

" How
Can I link the To-Be with the N

But
they said,

' Poor old thing!
You 've been reading Dean I

And you 're not high enough in the
brow."

But in spite of this check lie said,

Why
Is my Ego the same as my I .'

"

So they put him to bed
Anil placed ire on bin head

Till the cerebral storm had passed by.

Now I 'm told ho is asking tin--

Use has psychoanalysis ,

1 they answer. N ]'..

If you 're not mi M.D.,
Or a novelist minus a pi

" A cargo of 800 (toman piano* arrived at
the Tyno from Hamburg on Saturday."

y'Faptr.

Another key industry in danger.
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UNFINISHED DRAWING FOR "PUNCH" BY THE LATE F. H. TOWIMSEND.

THE FIGURE OF THE LITTLE GIRL WAS SKETCHED ON TUE HORNING OF HIS DEATH. THE LEGEND WHICH THIS PICTURE WAS TO

ILLUSTBATE IS NOT KNOWN.

MAYBIRDS.
I CAN see some justification for keep-

ing peacocks, especially if you have

shaven lawns and terraces and sun-

dials, though sundials, I imagine, are

rather a nuisance now-a-days, because

of the trouble of having them reset fcr

summer and winter time. Peacocks at

any rate are beautiful, and, if theirvoices

are apt in England to become a little

hoarse, that is only because they screech

when the weather is going to be bad.

The pheasant is also a useful and
beautiful fowl. One may put down
bread-crumbs to attract the pheasant
to one's garden when he is alive, or to

one's plate when he is dead.

But I can see no justification what-
ever for keeping maybirds, for (I icy
are neither useful nor beautiful. Per-

haps you do not know what a maybird
is. I have five maybirds. I have them
because people here would keep saying
to me,

" Look at the price of fresh eggs,
and how much nicer it is to have your
own." It is a curious thing about the

country that people are always giving
one disinterested advice in the matter
of domestic economy. In London it is

different. In London people let you
take a twopenny bus ticket to West-
minster instead of walking across the

Park, and go to ruin in your own sweet

way. They rather admire your d;>>li.

But in the country they tell you about

these things.
So I went to a man and confessed to

him my trouble about fresh eggs.
" I see," he said ;

"
you want may-

birds."
" No, I don't," I said ;

" I want hens."
" It 's the same thing," he told me.

" How many would you like?
"

"
Five," I said. J thought five would

be an unostentatious number and make
it clear that I was not trying to com-

pete with the wholesale egg-dealers.
He segregated five maybirds and ex-

plained their points to me.
It appeared that one of them was a

Buff' Orpington and three were white

Wyandottes and one had no particular

politics. I should say now that it was
an Independent. It has speckles and is

the one that keeps getting into^ the

garden.
I asked him when the creatures

would begin to enter upon their new
duties, and he said they would do so at

once.
" What is their maximum egg-laying

velocity?" I inquired.
"
They '11 lay about three eggs a day

between them," he said,
" thoso five

birds."
" Why between them ?

"
I enquired.

But I consented to buy his birds, and
lie said if 1 liked he would run round
to my garden at once and run up a hen-

house and a hen-run for me. "Bun"
seemed rather a word with him.

I said,
"
Yes, by all means."

He came round that evening and
hewed down an apple-tree under the

light of the moon to make room for

the maybird-run, and in the morning
he brought a large roll of wire-netting,
and the next day he built a wooden
house, and the day after that he brought
his five maybirds, and the day after

that he came round and asked for some
cinders. He sprinkled these all over

the enclosure, and I watched him while

he worked.
"What is that for?

"
I asked.

"They want something to scratch in

when they run about," he explained.
" Exercise is what they need."

"
They seem to be scratching already,

but they don't seem to be running," I

said. " Wouldn't it have been better

to put a cinder-track all round the

edge and train them to run races round
it ?

"

He said that he hadn't thought of

that, but I could try it if I liked. Then
he gave me a bag of food, which he

said was particularly efficacious for

may birds, and produced his bill.

All this happened about a month ago,
and for the last four weeks the prin-

cipal preoccupation of my household

lias been the feeding of these five birds.

1 have had to lay a gravel-path from
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Nurse. " LITTLE OENTLBMEU, MASTER EBIC, LEAVE THE LAST UIXCE-PIE TO THHB iirreu "
Generous Little Girl. "0 NUBSE, DO LET HIM BE A LITTLE CAD."

the aviary to the back premises in order
to sustain the weight of the traffic.

Huge bowls of hot food are constantly
being mixed and carried to them, with-
out any apparent consciousness .on their

part of their reciprocal responsibilities.
What I mean to say is that there are
no eggs. The food which they eat re-

sembles Christmas-pudding at the time
when it is stirred, and I have suggested
that a sixpence should be concealed in

it every now and then sixpence being
apparently the current price of an egg

in order to indicate the nature of

our hopes.
I have made other valuable sug-

gestions. I have suggested putting an
anthracite stovo in their sitting-room,
and papering the walls with illustrations

representing various methods of mass

production, ordinary methods having
failed. I notice that cabbages are sus-

pended by a string across the top of the

parade-ground in order that the birds

may obtain exercise by springing at

them. The cabbages are eaten, but I

do not believe that the birds jump. J

believe that they clamber up the wire

with their claws, walk along the tight-

rope and bite the cabbage off with their
teeth.

Sometimes, as I think I have men-
tioned, the one with speckles escapes
into the garden, and I have several
times bean asked to chase it home.

Nothing makes one look more ridiculous
than chasing an independent may hi rd of
no particular views across an onion bed.
The rest of the animals appear to spend
most of their time in walking about the
run with their hands in their pockets
looking for things on the ground.
But every now and then one or other

of them makes the loud cry which is

usually associated with successful egg-
production ; the whole household troops
beaming with anticipation along the

gravel-path : and it is then discovered
that the Buff has knocked one of the

Whites off her perch, or that one of

the Whites has scratched a cinder on
which the Buff had set her eye, or that

the Independent member has made a
bitter speech which is deeply re-

by the Coalition. But there are no

eggs-
About a week ago the corn which

apparently forms a part of the neces-

sary nourishment of may birds, a

kept in an outhouse, was attacked by
rats. I was told that I mu*t do same.
thing about this. I buttered MOM
slices of bread with arsenic and laid
them down on the outhouse floor. The
rats ate the bread and arsenic and went
on with the com. Unless a great im-

provement is manifested in the New
Year I have decided to butter the may-
birds with arsenic and place th

the outhouse too. KVOB.

Cyclone in the Channel Islands.

MI.TEOBOLOGICAL Nom.
1

'

Wind - K.W.K. . Strong BMM.-
Jeruy Faptr.

" To get away, the man matt hare jumped
rora a height of about ten (eel to the ground,
then across a garden, and over a wall abont
eight feet high into a laneway." IrUk fmftr,

Some "
lep," as they say in Ireland.

In the House of Lord* on Saturday, the

expiring LonU Continuance BUI [*ael read

a third time and pmri." /YortncuJ 1'aptr.

I'ru-t the Peers for looking after them-
selves.
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Child (saying prayers). "Give us THIS DAY OUR DAILY BREAD-AND-BUTTEB."

Governess. "No, DEAB NOT BUTTEU." C7iiW. "MARGE, THEN."

LETTERS I NEVER POSTED.
CONCERNING GOOD BESOLUTIONS.

TO THE GlRL AT THE EXCHANGE.

THE New Year is upon us and with

it comes the determination to mend
our bad habits and make serious efforts

to turn over a new leaf. Perhaps you
have already thought of this and have

made some good resolutions ; perhaps,
on the other hand, you cannot think of

anything amiss that needs correcting.
In this case will you let me help you ?

In every other respect you may be per-

fection, but as an exchange operator,
which is the only capacity in which

(alas !)
I know you, you are often lack-

ing. I have no doubt that you are

charming in private, life and that we
should get on famously if we met at

dinner ;
but you have an irritating way

of giving me the wrong number, which
I do most cordially hope you will lose

during 1921. When I protest, you
merely say you are sorry, but what I

suggest is that an ounce of careful list-

ening at first is worth tons of sorrow
later. Kingston doesn't really sound
a bit like Brixton, and yet yesterday,
when I asked for a Kingston number
you put me at once on to the same
number in the other suburb. Con-

stantly when I say I want 2365 you
give me 2356. To give you your due

you are always, I will admit, sorry ;

but ...
Another thing. Sometimes, when you

ring me up and I answer, all you do is

to ask,
" Number, please," as though I

had rung you. (It is then that I feel

most that I should like to wring you.)
When I reply, "But you rang me,"

you revert to your prevailing regretful

melancholy and say,
"
Sorry you were

troubled," and before I can go deeply
into the question and discover how
these things occur you ring off. Can't

you make an effort during 1921 not to

do this ? Let it be a year of gladness.
Sometimes I am perfectly certain you

don't ring up the number I want until

after you have asked me once or twice
if they have answered. Isn't that so ?

"I'll ring them again," you say with
a kind of resigned adventurousness ; but,

knowing as I do that they have been

waiting for my call, I am not taken in.

But what I want to know is what
were you doing instead of ringing up
at first ? I suppose that these secrets

will never be penetrated by the ordin

ary subscriber outside the sacred pre-
cincts

;
but I wish you would give me

fewer of such problems to ponder dur-

ing the year that is coming.
P.S. Have you ever considered, with

proper alarm, what would happen to a
cinema story if a wrong number were

provided by the operator, or if any
delay whatever occurred ? This should

make you think.

To A EACING JOURNALIST.

I suggest that you should include

among your good resolutions for the

New Year the decision not to allow

your readers to participate in your

special information as to which horse

will come in first. Tell them all you
like about yesterday's sport, but dangle
no more "security tips" before their

diminishing purses. If they must bet

which of course they must, as betting
is now the principal national industry

let them at least have the fun of

selecting the " also-ran
"
themselves.

To MANY AN EDITOR.

In contemplating your 1921 pro-

gramme of regeneration could you not

make a vow to dispense with all head-

lines that ask questions ? Probably you
never see the paper yourself and there-

fore have no feeling in the matter, but

I can assure you that the habit can be-

come very wearisome. "Will it freeze

to-day?" "Can Beckett win?" "Will

Hobbs reach his 3,000 runs ?
" " Are

the Lords going to pass the Bill?"

Won't you make an effort to do with-

out this formula? It is futile in itself

and has the unfortunate effect of raising



Neighbour (bearer of message, to billiard enthusiast).WITH ANOTHER HKBATE OFF YEB INCOME-TAX."
YOC'RB WAWTED AT 'OME, ClIABLlE. Yr.ll WIPE'i JCT fKUEVTI D VC

what surely are undesirable doubts as

to whether journalists are any more
sensible than their readers.

To ONE EDITOR IN PAUTICULAK.
No comic hats in 1921, please.

To THE P.M.G.
There is, as everyone (except possiblj

Mr. ArsTicx CHAMBERLAIN and the cynic
who professes to hate letters so much
that he wishes that they cost a shilling

a-piece to send) will agree, one good
resolution which above all others you
should concentrate upon for 1921, and
;hat is to get back our penny postage.
With so many comparatively unneces-
sn TV things still untaxul, it never should
lave been sacrificed.

To A FOHK BUTCHER.

Among the problems of this latter

day of discontents few are more press-

ng than specula! ing a> to why san
uul pork -pies have so degenerated.
Jnder the malign influence of Peace,

ausages have become tasteless and

>ork-pies nothing but pies with pork
n them

; the crust chiefly plaster-of-
"aris, and the meat not an essential

Demerit, soft and seductive and fused

with the pastry, but an alien assort
ment of half-cooked cubes. I can under
stand that after a great war a cert an
deterioration must set in, but 1 fail to
see why sausages and pork-pies, if madi
at all, should not bo made as well as

ever, especially as you get such a long
price for them. Couldn't you wouldn't

you try in 1921 to make them with
some at least of the old care '.'

To A CAHIXKT MIMSTKH.

Might not a vow against writing for

the papers be rather a nice one to ob-
serve during 1921? It is quite on the
cards that one's duties to the

(not too inadequately paid for) ought
to be sufficiently exacting to preclude
journalism at all. There 's a question

dignity too, although I hesitate to

Irag that in.

To THK CHIKF OF THK Poi

Couldn't you (1 h address-

ng the right gentleman) arrange that

I'.l'Jl i' r, .,!,.-, I'.I-J'J twelvewllule

months a simple device is made for

axis by which a square of red glasa
can be slipped over one of tin- lamps at

light to indicate that the cab is

'in sun' it wouldn't really he difficult,

and the comfort of Ixjndon would lx>

enormously increastd.

To i

You will
perhaps note what I

ju-t said to the Chief of the Police. If

you had any interest in jour \\mk
would, of coin-so, I.

i -.omething ,>f tho kind fc.,

Hut let that puss. All 1 uin -

to you as a 1921 amendment is that
hould bank in a more accessible

part of your clothing. \Vaitin-

change in tlii- specially with
the (lag still down) can le an eus-

ng exjK'rieiifo. \Vnn't jou make
t resolution during tlie coining jomr to

ceep your money nearer the surface?

How to deal with Windbag*.
'The cddreM wu ponctured throughout

with cheers." H*. '. Indian Paper.

re would be a araod dinner and luutic,

ndidly-'irci-ed Indies to look at. and
hingt to cat that atrangelr twitted the girl*'
,w when they tried to toil about them."

Wttlill, 1 .ii<r.

Mem. Never trj to talk the de.if-and-

umh language aft^r dinner.
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Profiteer (to his wife). "I'KKTTY MIXED LOT AT THIS HOTEL. 'ERE COMB SOME MOKE o' THEM PRE-WAK UUUHTKRS."

THE BARKER THAT MISSED FIRE.

ON hearing a shuffle of feet in the

porch and the clearing of little throats
I exclaimed,

" Those carols again !

"
I:

hetween "those" and "carols" I in-

serted another word, I withdraw it.

I went into the hall and barked like
a dog.

I have often said that, if anyone
could earn a hundred pounds a week
on the stage by barking like a dog, 1

could. Children like to come to my
house to tea merely for the thrill of

listening to my imitation. I used to
natter myself that I could bark like a

dog even better than NELSON KEYS can
imitate GERALD DU MAUHIER.

I hardly gave the carol-singers time
even to mention Royal David's city
before I barked. Instantly one pair of
little feet scuttled away towards the
gate ; then a voice called,

" Don't be
silly, Alfy ; come on back."
Two small girls stood at the front-

door as I opened it. One of them
smiled up at me and said,

" lie thinks
lie 's going to be bit." She appeared
io be amused by the idea. Down by
Mie gate was a small muffled figure
:urrying a Chinese lantern. "Come on
nick, Alfy," she called again, "and let's

sing to the gentleman. You see," she

explained to me in confidence, "he's
got addleoids and can't sing loud, so we
let him hold the lantern."

I was beginning to feel sorry that I
had played a trick on such inoffensive
children and was about to assure them
that my savage bull-terrier was safely-
locked up in the kitchen when the brave
little lass began chattering again." My dad keeps dogs all sorts," she
told me, "and sells them to gentlemen.
So I 'in used to dogs." Then she turned
once more to the lantern-bearer and
commanded, "Now come on and sing,
Alfy. It ain't a dog at all ; it 's only
the gentleman trying to make a noise
like one."

'

"Rod Iron Red Mail Bird, year old; good
breed; 16s." Provincial Paper.

We fancy it must be an armour-clad
rooster of this species that, crossed
with a Plymouth Eock, was respon-
sible for the reinforced-concrete chicken
that we met at dinner the other night.

'When once the exchanges of the world
lavo righted themselves and that is bound
;o come about sooner or later then will
follow such a reaction in the trade of the
country that will exceed the expectations of
.he most sanguinary optimist." Trade Paper.
Wo think this must be intended as a
lit at TKOTSKY.

NEW RHYMES FOR OLD CHILDREN.

THE OYSTER.

THE oyster takes no exercise ;

I don't believe she really tries ;

And sines she has no legs
I don't see why she should, do you?
Besides, she has a lot to do

She lays a million eggs.
At any rate she doesn't stir ;

Her food is always brought to her.

But sometimes through her open lips
A horrid little creature slips
Which simply will not go ;

And that annoys the poor old girl ;

It means she has to make a pearl
It irritates, you know

;

So, crooning some small requiem.
She turns the thing into a gem.

And when I meet the wives of Earls
With lovely necklaces of pearls

It makes me see quite red
;

For every jewel on the chain
Some patient oyster had a pain
And had to stay in bed.

To think what millions men can make
Out of an oyster's tummy-ache !

_ A. P. II.

"At Hall, St. John's Wocd, Tues., by
auction, stock of a Furrier. Cats, free."

Adrt. in Daily Paper.

A case of adding insult to injury.



MICAWBEK AND SON.

SKMLE OTIMIST. "AND TO YOU, MY BOY, I UK." TATH MY UMUI.li - M \\
BE WOETHY OF Til MM!'

JUVENILE DITTO. "THAT'S ALL RIGHT, SIR. SOMETHING S SI'liK TO THIN DP!"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

AT THE MILLENNIUM STORES.

Mr. LLO\I> GEORGE (Chairman).
" YOU'VE WORKED SPLENDIDLY UP TO CHRISTMAS, AND IF YOU'LL PUT vouit BACKS INTO IT ron

THE NEW YEAH TRADE 1 'LL BEE IF I CAN'T QIVE YOU A GOOD LONG HOLIDAY IN THE AUTUMN."

M,\ BUXAH LAW (Manager). "On SOME OTHER TIME."

MR. BONAR LA\V, MR. LLOYD GEORGE, MR. SHOBTT, MR. CHAMBERLAIN, MR. NEAL, SIR ERIC GEDDES, SIR EGBERT HORNE,
MR. CHURCHILL.

Monday, December 20th. As the re-

sult of being tossed backwards and
forwards between the two Houses the

Government of Ireland Bill had already
lost most of its awkward corners. The
last two were rounded off to-day, when
the Government secured that Southern
Ireland should have three years, instead

of two, in which to make up her mind
iier to accept or refuse the prof-

fered Parliament, and that in the mean-
time only a joint resolution of both

cs should prevent the Act from

coming into operation. Lord MIDLE-
iMvssud hard for a retention of the
l' veto, but was thrown overboard

liy l.onl CKI.UI:, \\lio was greatly im-

pressed by the LOUD Cn \\< KI,LOB'S
reminder that within three years there
must be a General Election.

In the Commons Sir BOHEKT HOHNE
performed Ins customary Monday dance
aiming the fiscal egg-shells. He de-
cline:! to jrive mi estimate as to the
mimiier of British workmen unem-
ployed owing to the importation of

German ^oods "no man who breathes
coidd do it

"
and judiciously evaded

acceptance of Sir FREDERICK H.u.i/s

suggestion that one reason why Teuton
manufacturers were snapping up Do-
minion contracts was that their em-

ployes worked eleven hours a day.
The close of one of the longest and

weariest sessions on record i'mds the

Government in a penitent mood. How
long will it last ? The PBIME MINISTER
told one of his supporters that he hoped
next year's programme would be less

exacting, and immediately promised
another measure dealing with dumping
and exchange ;

and when Sir F. BAN-
BURY helpfully suggested that the surest

way to avoid an Autumn Session would
be to introduce fewer Bills Mr. BONAB
LAW turned on him with the retort

that "a surer way would be to introduce
none."

An amusing duel -between well -

matched opponents took place over

liquor control. Mr. MACQUISTEN, whose
voice, at once insinuating and penetra-
tive, has been likened to a' corkscrew,
urged that the bond -fide frequenters of

public-houses should be consulted in the
settlement of the drinkregulations. The
present arrangement, in his view, was
like entrusting the regulation of the

Churches to avowed atheists. Lady
ASTOR made full use of her shrill treble

in retorting that it was the " victims
"

by which apparently she meant the

wives of Mr. MACQUISTEN'S proteges
who ought to have the last word. She
herself had it in the series of incredulous

"Oil's!" uttered crescendo on a rising
scale and accompanied by appropriate

gesture with which she received Mr.

MJLCQUISTEN'S confident assertion that

theworking-men'sclubs are the enemies
of "the Trade."

Supplementary Estimates produced
a good deal of miscellaneous informa-

tion. On the Vote for Eoad Transport
Colonel MILDMAY attacked the system
of tar-spraying and told a melancholy
story of a cow that skidded with fatal

results. Ho was backed up by Sir F.

BANBURY, who said that ho had found
the ideal pavement in soft wood and
awakened memories of an ancient jest

by suggesting that something might
be done if he and the MINISTER OF

TRANSPORT were to put their heads

together.

Tuesday, December 21st. Sir WIIJ.IAM
DAVISON thundered against the Home



DBCHMBEB 2!), ID-JO.] Prvrii <n> TIM-
H,_OR_LHK I.OMH.N r||.\l:iV.\l:F

Old Sea-dog (to itcri-ous passenger). "RotL? SIIK <-.*.% BOIX! D'YE BEE THEM MARKS ox THI: ,

Office for not taking steps to proven,
the desecration of the Nelson Column
by the delivery of seditious speeches
Sir JOHN BAIBD explained that it was
impossible to know beforehand what sor
of speech was going to be delivered. Bu
his critic would have none of this paltry
excuse. " Did not the regulations pro
vide," he boomed,

" that the objects o
the meetings must be specified?

"
For-

tunately for the Minister, whohad nearly
been blown off the Treasury Bench, Mr
HOGOE came to the rescue. " Is it nol
a fact," he inquired,

" that the monu
ment was erected to a man who turned
a blind eye to orders ?

"

The strange case of Lord ROTHKR-
MKRK and the Committee on Public
Accounts was further investigated. The
Committee had reported that a certain

stationery contract for the Air Ministry
had been extravagant and improper.
The Am MINISTER at the time was the
noble Lord who lias lately been so elo-

quent about "squander-mania," but he
has since, in a letter to the Press, de-

clared that he never signed or initialled

the order. Lieut.-Colonel Ai!ciu:n-Sm:i:

and Mr. OKMSBY - GORE sought the

opinion of the Treasury on the trans-

action, and Mr. BALDWIN replied that

it was certainly usual for a Minister to

be held responsible for his expenditure
and that if subordinate officials were
thrown over by their chiefs it would be
bad for the Service.

The Lords' amendments to the Com
inons' amendments to the Lords' amend-
ments to the Government of Irelanc
Bill were agreed to. Sir L. WORTHIM;-
TON-EVANS thought to improve the oc-
casion by a neat little speech expressing
goodwill to Ireland, and, much to hi*

surprise, found himself in collision with
the Si'KAKKR, who observed that this
was not the time for First Beading
speeches.

It was rather hard on I /ml Pi

the grandson of the greut Sir KIHIKKT,
So have to sponsor the DvestulVs Bill.

Be frankly descrilxxl it as " a disagree-
able pill." Lord EMMOTTIUU! other Peers
showed a strong disinclination to take
,heir medicine, but Lord MOCLTON said

that the chemists naturally enough
were all in favour of it, and pcrsi.
lie House to swallow the bolus.

In the course of an eleventh-hour
iffort to destroy the Agriculture Bill

jord LINCOI.NSIIIHK described thoPuiXB
Christinas motto as Tax

'obiscum ; and the success of his jape
erved as a partial solace for the defeat

if his motion.

A \V.\KN1N<; FROM THK SKY.
-m of mascot j .

model of the sign of the
one was born.]

T\\ \s Caution bado mo; "Think a
while :

Calm thought may prove yoursarioiir.
You 've only -.n her n .

And very Ix-st Mi:iviour;
What though her form 's divinely

planned
And rightly you adore it,

Her character 's an unknown land,
You'd Itottor first explore it."

But such exploring Im filed me
She hud, to my vexation.
o younger brother I could fee

stable information
Until at last I noted (worn
Mid baubles weird and Various)

\ mascot which announced her bom
atb the sign Aquarius.

An ancient tome declared how this

Implied th.it. though a bea
1 was careless, slack, remiss

And negligent of duty;
stilled in time my cardiac stir

And ceased my adoration,

Thanking my lucky stars and her
licit constellation.
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AT THE PLAY.
IY.TI:H PAN."

Pctir P'tii, the play, must by no\v

have long overtaken the ago of /'.'

/'(!, tho hoy; but, like him, it novci

nova any older. The cast may change
but that" seems to mako hardly any
iliti'erence. Tho new I'ctcr (Miss EDNA
Mi:s

r

r) is as good as any of them
i'ul of shape and lithe of limb, he

is Mill essentially a boy, the realise,;

figure of BUUUBS fancy; a little aloot

and inscrutable ; romantic, too, in his

at from tho sentiment ol

romance that he prov< ikes. Miss FREDA

GODFREY, the new Wi-ndij, would have

seemed good if wo had not known better

ones. To be frank, she looked rather

too mature for the part ;
she needed a

more childlike air to give piquancy to

her assumption of maternal responsibi-
lities. It was pleasant to see Mr. HENKY
AIXLEY unbend to the task, simple for

him, of playing Captain Hook and Mr.

Darling. One admired his self-control

in refusing to impose new subtleties

upon established and sacred tradition.

Of familiar friends, age has not with-

ered the compelling charms of Mr. SHEL-
TON'S Smee, nor, in the person of Mr.

CLEAVE, has custom staled the infinite

futility of Slightly. I was glad, too, to

find Miss SYBIL CARLISLE back in the

part of Mrs. Darling, which she played
most appealingly.
The lagoon scene was cut out this

year; perhaps it was thought that there

is enough lagoon in London just now.
I could more willingly have spared the
business of Mr. Darling and the kennel,
the one blot in the play. My impres-
sion of this grotesquerie has not changed
since I first saw Peter Pan.

Among new impressions was a feel-

ing that the domestic details of the
First Act are a little too leisurely, so
that I appreciated the impatience of

my little neighbour for the arrival of

Peter Pan, whose acquaintance she had
still to make. Also from the presence
of children in my party I became con-
scious how much of the humour of the

3lay its burlesque, for example, of
;he stage villain is only seizable by
children who have grown up. BABBIE
wrote it, of course, to please the eternal
hild in himself, but forgot now and
hen what an unusual child it was

O. S.

On Wednesday, January 5th, 1921,
at 3.30 and 8 P.M., in the* Hall of the
Inner Temple, the " Time and Talents

"

Guild will give a series of "Action Tab-
leaux," dramatised by MissWiLsoN-Fox,
in illustration of the history of South-

vyark and Old Bermondsey from Saxon
times to the present day. There will

be singing, in character, by the Stock

Exchange Choir. The profits will go
in aid of the Settlement in Bermondsey,
which has been carried on for twenty-
one years among the factory girls by
members of "Time and Talents," and

to-day includes a Hostel, Clubs, a Coun-

try Holiday Fund and a cottage in

the country. Applications for tickets

may be made to Miss WiLSON-Fox, 17,

Do Vere Gardens, Kensington, \V. 8.

THE GREAT RESOLVE.

[" When Chu Chin Chow reaches its 2,000th

representation on the 29th, it will have run
for 1,582 days, 26 days longer than the War."

Sunday Times,']

BEHIND its pendent curtain folds

We know not what the future holds ;

We only know that worlds have gone
Since Chu Chin Chow was first put on.

Mid all our stress and strife and change
This strikes me as extremely strange ;

I think when plays go on like this

There ought to be an artistice.

But, when we have another war
After the peace we 've toiled so for,

And empires break and thrones are bust
And nations tumble in the dust,

And culture, rising from the East,
On tottering Europe is released,
And Chinamen at last shall rule

In Dublin, Warsaw and Stamboul,

Soon as the roar of cannon ends
And all men once again are friends,
I must fulfil my ancient vow
And go and visit Chu Chin Chow.

ST. CECILIA OF CREMONA.

Punch has no desire to plunge into
the controversy which has arisen over
the employment of women in profes-
sional orchestras, especially as the cause
has already been practically won, and
here, at any rate, the saying,

" What
Lancashire thinks to-day England will
think to-morrow," has failed to justify
itself. The example of Manchester is

not being followed in London, and what
is deemed advisable for the Free Trade
Hall in one city is not to dominate the

policy of the Queen's Hall in the other.
But without going into the argu-

able points of this latest duel of the
sexes, Mr. Punch, already in the last

year which completes his fourth score,

may be allowed to indulge in an old
man's privilege of retrospect and inci-

dentally to congratulate the ladies on
the wonderful and triumphant progress
they have made in instrumental art
since the roaring 'forties. For in the
forties women, though still supreme
on the lyric stage, had hardly begun
to assert themselves as executants,
;ave on the pianoforte. Punch well

remembers LISZT with the spelling
of whose name he had considerable

difficulty in his meteoric pianoforti-
tude. But the young WILMA NERUDA,
who visited London in 1849, escaped
his benevolent notice. She was then

only ten. It was not until twenty
years later that, as Madame NOHMAN-
NEKUDA, she revisited London, proved
that consummate skill could be com-
bined with admirable grace in a woman-
violinist, took her place as a leader of

the quartet at the Monday
"
Pops," upset

the tyranny of the pianoforte and harp
as the only instruments suitable for the

young person, and virtually created the

professional woman-violinist. Indeed,
she may be said to have at once made
the fiddle fashionable and profitable for

girls.

On its invasion of May fair the

pencil of Du MAURIER furnishes the
best comment. Before 1869,- woman-
violinists were only single spies ; now
they are to be reckoned in battalions.
And they no longer "play the easiest

passages with the greatest difficulty,"
as was once said of an incompetent
male pianist, but in all departments of

technique and interpretation have fully
earned Sir HENRY WOOD'S tribute to

their skill, sincerity and delicacy.
When the eminent conductor goes on,
in his catalogue of their excellences, to

say, "They do not drink, and they
do not smoke as much as men," he
reminds Mr. Punch of two historic

sayings of a famous foreign conductor.
The first wras uttered at a rehearsal
of the Venusberg music from Tmni-
hiiuscr :

"
Gentlemen, ydu play it as if

you were teetotalers which you nir.

not." The other was his lament over
a fine hut uncertain wind-instrument

player :

" With it is always Quench,
Quench, Quench."
Mr. Punch is old-fashioned enough

to hope that, whether teetotalers or

not, the ladies will leave trombones and
tubas severely alone, and confine their

instrumental energies mainly to the
nice conduct of the leading strings
the aristocrats of 'the orchestra, the

sovereigns of the chamber concert.

From a butcher's advertisement :

" SPECIAL PRI>WAU PORK, AND BEEP,
SAUSAGES." Local Paper.

While all in favour of old-fashioned
hristmas fare, here we draw the line.

"
Enough butter to cover 265,000,000 slices

of bread was produced in Manitoba this year.
Of 8,250,000,000 pounds produced, 4,100,000
.ias been exported." Canadian Paper.

Thirty-one pounds of butter to the slice

s certainly the most tempting induce-
ment to Canadian immigration we have

yet noticed.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mi: Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

\ i XN'T help thinking that Mr. H. G. HIHUEKT lias not

chosen altogether the right name for his second volume of

theatrical and Bohemian gossip, .-1 Playijoer's Memories

((ii;.\NT KiciiAiiDs). It is not so unsophisticated as the

title had somehow led me to expect. Indeed "
unsophisti-

ia perhaps the last epithet that could justly be applied
. H]HI;I:KT'S memories. I fancy I had unconsciously

been looking for something more in the style of my own

ignorant playgoing. "How wonderful she was in that

scene with the broker's man," or "Do you remember the

opening of the Third Act ?
" Not thus Mr. HIHBEHT. For

him the play itself is far less the thing than a peg upon
which to hang all sorts of tags and bobtails of recollection,

financial, technical and just not scandalous because of the

discretion of the telling. His book is a repository of

theatrical information, but the great part of it of more

absorbing concern for the manager's-room or the stage-
door than, say, the dress

circle. But I must not be

wanting in gratitude for

the entertainment which,
for all this carping, I cer-

tainly derived from it. As
an expert on stage finance,

for example, to-day and

forty years back, Mr.
HIBBEBT has revelations

that may well cause the

least concerned to marvel.

And there is an appendix,
which gives a list of Drury
Lane pantomimes, with

casts, for half a century,

including, of course, the

incomparable first one ;

but that is not a memory
of this world. A book to

be kept for odd references

in two senses.

I rather wonder, however, Uiat Messrs. HKIXKMANN did not

suggest to her that these heterogeneous pages would furnish

excellent material for the experiment.

What most interfered

with my peace of mind
over The Happy Highways
(HEINEMANN) was, I think, its almost entire absence
of highway, and the exceedingly unhappy nature of its
confused and uncharted lanes. Indeed, I am wonderingnow if the title may not have been an instance of bitter

irony on the part of Miss STORM JAMESON. Certainly a
more formless mass of writing never within my experience
masqueraded as a novel. There are ideas and reflections

these last mostly angry and vaguely socialistic and hero
and there glimpses of illusory narrative about a group of

young persons, brothers and a girl-friend, who live at Home
ffill, attend King's College and talk (oh, but interminably)
;he worst pamphlet-talk of the pre-war age. It is, I take
t, a reviewer's job to stifle his boredom and push on
esolutely through the dust to find what good, if any, may
H; hidden by it. I will admit therefore some vague interest
n the record of how the War bit such persons as these.
Also (to the credit of the author as

tale-teller) she does
allow one of the young men to earn a scholarship, and for
no sane reason to depart instantly thereupon before the mast
of a sailing-ship ; also another, the central figure, to fall in
ove with the girl. The book is in three parts, of which the
hird is superfluously specialized as "chaos." Whether
USB JAMEBOH will yet write a story I am unable to say

I have discovered that Miss PEGGY WEBLINO has quite
a remarkable talent for making ordinary places and people
seem improbable. She achieves this in Comedy Corner

(IIi-rciiixsoN) by sketching in her scenery quite competently
and then allowing her characters to live lives, amongst it, so

fraught with coincidence, so swayed by the most unlikely

impulses, that a small draper's shop, a West End "
Hattery

"

and an almshouse for old actresses become the most extra-

ordinary places on earth, where anything might happen
and nobody would be surprised. Winnie, her heroine, be-

haves more improbably than anyone else, but she is such a

dear little goose that most amiable readers will be quite

glad that she doesn't have to suffer as much as such geese
would if they existed in real life. You can see from this

that it is one of those books that are full of real niceness
and goodwill, and it has besides plenty of plot and lots of

interesting characters, and

yet somehow it gives you
the feeling of being out of

focus. You read on, ex-

pecting every moment that
clever Miss WEHLING will

give things a little push
in the right direction and
make them seem true,

and, while you are read-

ing and hoping, you come
to the happy ending.

Should you enter The
Gates of Tien Tze (HOD-
DEB AND STOUGHTON) you
will not regret it, but i't is

possible that you may be
as I was a little breath-

less before the end of this

vehement story is reached.

The average tale of crimi-

nals and detectives is not

apt to move slowly, but
here Mr. LESLIE HOWARD
GORDON maintains the

speed of a half-mile relay race. I am not going to reveal his

mystery except to say that Tien Tze was a Chinese organ-
isation which perpetrated crimes, and that Donald Craig,
Kyrle Durand his secretary (fern ale) and cousin &ndBruce
Maclvor, superintendent of the Criminal Investigation De-
partment, were employed in tracking it down and smashing
it to pieces. Never have I met anyone in fiction (let fact

alone) so clever as Kyrle. in getting herself and her friends
out of tight places. When Craig and Maclvor were so
beset by Tien Tze that their last hour seemed to have
come I found myself saying, "It is time for Kyrle to

emerge from her machine," and she emerged. In a novel
of this genre it is essential that the excitement should
never fall below fever-heat, but Mr. GORDON'S book does
better than that; its temperature would, I think, burst
any ordinary thermometer.

CULPABLE NEGLIGENCE ON THE PAIJT OF AN EDITOR OP AN
ILLUSTRATED PAPER. IMPENDING LIBEL ACTIONS.

CAPTAIN ERIC BLIGHTMAN, WHOSE BASHER SMITH, EX-HEAVYWEIGHT
ENGAGEMENT TO LADY SARAH Hl'BB CHAMPION* OP STEPNEY WHO IS TO
HAS JL'ST BEEN ANNOUNCED. . ACT AS REFEREE AT THE CORKERY-

HACKETT FIGHT ON FRIDAY.

The Vicar's Study Circle is now engaged in considering the
teaching of what is known as the '

Higher Criticism.' All interested
:iru invited to attend, whatever sex they may claim to possess."

Parish Magazine.
The Vicar evidently possesses the open mind so necessary
for discussions of this sort.
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AS WE SEE OTHERS: A CANDID APPRECIATION OF U.S.A.

THE liner </< luxe had swung in past Sandy Hook, and the tender had already come alongside with its mail

mid Press-gang. There ensued a furious race to interview the most distinguished passenger, and it was by the
repre-

sentative of The Democratic Elevator, who got there first, that the Sage, in the very act of recording the en

provoked by his first sky-scraper, was abordi.
" Mr. Punch, I guess?

"
said he. " Pleased to meet you, Sir. And what do you think of the American nation?"

"Shall I tell you now," asked Mr. Punch, "or wait till I've actually seen it '.'

"

"Right here," said the interviewer, and drew his note-book.

stand why it makes me smile, sometimes gently and sometimes rather hitterly, to think about your ration; but

I '11 tell you just the same.

"In the first place, what you call 'America' is only a small fraction of ti >un continent, not

even as large as British North America. And in the second place what you call your nation
'

well, some rod*

person once said of it that it isn't really a nation at all, but just a picnic. I won't go so far as that, but

1 hardly suppose you will he much better pleased if I call it a League of Nations. That is a phrase th

hate, because your President NViLsox loves it.

" By the way, I must be very careful how I speak of your President, because you 're BO sensitive on that

subject. You allow yourselves to abuse him as the head of a political party, but i

question his omniscience he suddenly becomes the Bead of a S -'' Cal.im-t

told mo how an American gave vent in conversation to the most violent bogUM in rcg.ird to the poli

President of the day, and when at the end the Englishman very quieth I am inclmc.1 to agree with you,'

the American turned on him in a fury. 1 didn't come here to lur. -dted

"However, to return to your League of Nations. In Kngland (where I come from) they are just nov

viving a play by Mr. lsn\r.i. /\v;\\n L, in which, if I recall it rightly, he makes

Melting Pot into which every son of fancy alien type is tiirov.n. and turned out a pir

member of a United Family.' I wish I could U-heve it It sivms to us that your German.

throu-h the Melting Pot, remains a German; that your Irishman, however much he Americanises
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. The rest ol the time you seem to spend in having elections ana
what you call it) the (ierman interest, or the negro interest, or the Sinn Fein interest.

"And this brings mo to the point that makes me smile most of all when it doesn't make 1119 weep.
Isn't it a pathetic thing that a really great and strong people like you should be so weak and little as to let

your Press s\ mp.-uhise hlatantly with the campaign of murder in Ireland; to suffer that campaign to be actively
assisted bv American gunmen; to look on while it is being financed by American money, here employed in con-

junction with the resources of that very Bolshevism which you take care to treat as criminal in your own country?" Isn't it pitiful that you should regard reprisals (hateful though they may be) as worse than the hideous
murders which provoked them; forgetting your own addiction to lynch law; forgetting too (as some of our own
people forget) that the sanctity of the law depends as much upon the goodwill and assistance of the populace as
it does upon tho police, and cannot else be maintained ?

"Indeed your memory is not very good. Your Monroe Doctrine, which insists that nobody from outside
shall interfere with your affairs, escapes you whenever you want to interfere with other people's. You even forget,
at convenient times, your own Civil War. Just as there was not a protest made by you against the methods' of
our blockade of Germany for which an answer could not be found in some precedent set by you in that War
of North and South, so now the best answer to your sympathy with the preposterous claims of an Irish Eepublic
is to he found in those four years in which you fought so bloodily to preserve the integrity of your own Union

\ou let men like DE VALERA go at large proclaiming the brutal tyranny of the alien Saxon and
advertising his country as a Sovereign State all because you have to 'placate' the Irish interest. I should verymuch like to hear what you would think of us if at our Elections we ran an Anti-You campaign and even made
Intervention a plank in our platform (as one of your Parties did) for the sake of 'placating' the niggers or the
Cubans or the Filipinos or any other sort of Dago in our midst.

" Of course we are told and of course I believe it that the ' best
'

American sentiment is all right But if so
t must be cherished by a very select few, or they would never tolerate a condition of things so rotten that unless

ir coming President finds some cure for it, you are like to become the laughing-stock of Europe. I am' almost
to go into the Melting Pot myself and show you, as none but an American citizen would ever be allowed

> show you, how it is to be done. Unfortunately I am too busy elsewhere, putting my own country riht
13ut to conclude for I see that we are drawing close to the landing-stage I do hope that in my

i to be genial have not been too flattering. No true friend ever flatters. And in my heart which hassome of our common blood in it (notoriously thicker than water), I cannot help loving your country and wouldlove it better still ,f only it gave me a better chance. Indeed, I belong at home to a Society for the PromoS
.-American Friendship. More than that "-and here the Sage was seen to probe into a voluminous and

have brought with me a token of affection designed to stimulate a mutual cordiality"WTO ,

exda
!

d
,,

the
.
representative of The Democratic Elevator, suddenly moved to animation.

No, not that not that, my child," said Mr. Punch, "but something far, far better for you ; something that

o ourTwnTo
g
eastrth

Sen US
f

matter ' a reco1
?

of the way in which we in England, with private troubles

Liberty Z- so colof/al ffi

y
T
Ur

.

S bea
/'

and exhausted w.th twice as many years of sacrifice in the 'War of
(whose colossal efhgy I have just had the pleasure to remark), still try to play an honourable Dart

elvesTff
y
BI "T8

*T^ Y U have aPPare"tlv **** *>r^ UEei^S33Suif%!Be good enough to accept, in the spirit of benevolence in which I offer it, this copy of my

anir
Jfifig-lJintlj tolumt.
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Cartoons.
PARTRIDGE, BERNARD
Aladdin ami the Miner's Lump
Bad for the Hull

Capof Liberty : Lo Dernier ( i i

Close CoriHjriition (A)
Economists (The)
Experts (The)
Folly of Athens (The)
German Invasion (A)
Great Repudiation The) . . .

Huns, "-Breaker (The)
If Winston Set the Fashion
League of Youth (The)
Micawber and Son
Moral Suasion

Prince Comes Homo (The)
Problem i The)
Road to Economy (The) .

Salvage
Scales of J ustice (The) . . .

Session of Common Sense (A)
Shrine of Honour (The)
Snowed Under
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WorthaTrial
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'
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423
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Labor Omnia Vinclt ...
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..-erne(The)" 14S

Our Parish C I r :

Our Village BUn . ... 343

iin: . ; Pan

Pill, In- Benefactor (The) *B

Articles.
ALLEN, INGLIS
Difference of Class (A) 208

ANDERSON, Miss E. V. M.
Mudford Blight (The) 188

AUMSTBONO, H.
Working for Peace 330

BELL, NEIL
Cage(The)

BIDDULPII, Miss VIOLET
In Defence of Dorothy 102

BlBD, A. \V.

Cricket Mannerism (A) 2

Edward and the B.O.F 8

Fine Old Fruity (The) 48
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Twenty Years On
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BROWN, C. L. M.
Our Invincible Navy
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Blue Mountains (The) 1
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BRYANT, A. \V. M.
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BUUOEN, C. G.
Language for Logic (The)

CAMKROS, C. F.

Taxation of Virtue (The) 21
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Eve Victorious
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HANDLER, MlSS B. W.
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Our Pastoral 3

JLARK, DUDLEY
Badly S\ ngcxl

CROSS, \V. II.

Cures for Insomnia 470

DARMADY, E. S.

Peculiar Case of Toller (The) .. 75
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Human City and Suburban (Thel 1*

Buperfcction Laundry (The) 844

IUMKS, Miss S. M.
Prodigies (The)
Sources of Laughter 38
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Passing of Alfred (The) 48

EASTWOOD, CAI-TAIS
Rabbits' Game (The)

!ii 11
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'

FARROW, R. S.

New Journalism (The) 37

FAT, S. J.

Authorship for All 46,
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Reefs (The)
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Headlining
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Articles continued.
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.V. i ''' 10(

Min. e!(Thi') ^

Note on Ilif Drama (A) 4:>

Sartorial Tni(;i dy (A) 39

Yiini-lie.l Glurv

Warning from the Sky (A)

HOLMKS, ('AIT. W. h.
Hen and tin- Hoot (The) ..

|Vrritorinl iTlir)

To Jame- in tin' Until . ...

Vii'.iui nf Fusion (A)

HOLT. K. ('.

Songs of an Ovalitc 45

JACKSON. LIKVT. GKKALD, K.N.
Difficult Case (A) 410

!.*(;< ;K.B. ARTHUR
E18a Ti'illlis 405

Rant A rift

Westward Ho : 109

JAY. THOMAS
Charivaria weekly
Questions 449

JOSKINS. KllNKaT
Barker that Missed Fire (The) . . 510

Downing of the Pen (The)
Improving

" Hansard "
434

My Dromedary 78

Premier's Metaphors (The) .... 3X6

Should Millionaires read Homer? 68

Shrimp Test (The) 253

Solving the Holiday Fare Prob-
lem 81

When Charl. comes over 18

KIDD, ARTHUR
'

Another War to End War 175
More Secret History 326
Our " Promised " Laud '. 429

Passing of the Cradle (The) 205

KlLPATRICK, MBS.
Elizabeth Goes on Holiday .... 64
Elizabeth Goes to the Sales 4
Elizabeth Outwitted 284
Elizabeth's Christmas 604
Krnest Experiments 315
Hard Times for Heroines 146

KING, P. J.

Ministry for Heroes'(The) 291

KITCHIH, HARCOUBT
My Hat 25

KNOX, E. V.
About Conferences 3-26

About Golf 462
Coal Cup (The) 204
Converted Castles 48
D'Annunzio Dialogue (A; 406

r.enrtv. .I;>nr n'ld Lenin
Gone A w)i v !

Hunily Mun (The)
Hariling and Cox
I remember 3 remember
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-

37
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506

Miners' Opera (The) ............ 26

More 1'uy for M.l'.s ............. 4:)8

\pologia .................... 377

On BanningDown toBrighton!.. ISO

I'riseilla Paints .................. 1

1'risriUa l'la> s Fairies .......... 446

Proof Positive .................. 344

Sand Snorts .................... 1

September in My Garden ...... 244

Squish .......................... 106

Taffy the Fox .................. 486

Thoughts in a Cold Suap ...... 484

Unantlientic Impressions . .3H4, 38-2,

4C4, 4i>4, 114

Ways and Means ................ 68

Yet One More Plan for Ireland. . 382

LAMBCBN, Miss R. C.

Anniversary (The) .............. 118

Hirtlulay Present (The) ........ 94

Strike in Fairyland (A) .......

Way Out of the Present Unrest 238

LANGLEY, F. 0.
Boot Mystery (The) .............. 414

Conspirators (The). .248, 260, 286, 308,

328, 348
Genf and the League of Nations 368

King's Messenger (The) .......... 8
Lucerne ........................ 154
Mountain and the Prophets (The) 476
Movement in the Money Market 189

Story about a Clock (A) ........ 38

LEWIS, M. A.

Tragedy in Birdland (A) ........ 395

Transmigration of Bowles (The) 128
Yade Mecums .................. 96

LEYS, Miss H. M.
Flowers' Names . .57, 78, 90, 104. 12-2,

145, 198, 206, 229, 273, 29S

LOCKER, W. A.
Essence of Parliament ......weekly

during Session

LUCAS, E. V.
Among the Pedestals .......... 1-22

Brown Lady (The) .............. 430
Buckler's ........................ 76
Cabman and the Coin (The) .... 246

Cynosure (The).................. 397
Dining Gladiator (The)......304, 322
Down-our-Court Circular ...... 117
End of the Season (The) ........ 194
For Ourselves Alone ............ 296
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Letters I never Post (The)
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Other Half (The)
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Points of View
Privileges of Margotism i'1'he)

Ring in the Old
Sueeulent Comedians (The) . .

"
Suggestions

"

That Tea Interval 216

Three Exceptional Men ....... 15

Wire and Barbed Wire 220

J1ARTIN, N. B.
Sniper (The) 406

Tips for Uncles 49

MAY, H. R. D.
Whiff of the Briny (A) 162

MORRISON, A. C. L.
Language Difficulty (The) 218

NOKKISS, CECIL
Charivaria weekly

NOTT-BOWER, W. G.
"G.B.H.L." 435

OGILVIE, W. H.
Opening Bun (The) 357

PENNEY, F. G.
To a Clerical Golfing Friend .... 455

PHECJPS, S. K.
Ministry of Ancestry (The). ..

Pigs

PLAIT, F. W.
Wail of the Wasp (The) 238

PLUMBE, C. C.
Rosea all the Way 86

PRESTON-TEWART, A.

Bridge Conventions 242

RICHARDSON, R. J.

Cubbin' thro' the Rye 266
Headgear for Heroes 229
Boom at the Back (The) 174
Scene at the Club (A) 74

RIGBY, REGINALD
Great Idea (The) 394
Little Moa (The) 265

Piglets GO
Prone . 149
What to do with our Boys ...... 136

SALVIDOE, STANLEY
Belles of the Ball 403

2-22

258

SEAMAN, OWEN
Apology to the Bench (An) 142
Ashes (The)
As We Sec Othe s 517
At the Play 158, 196, -236, 256, 275,

336, 378, 418, 514" Christmas Spirit (The)
"

482
Dark Ages (The) 442
Doggerel 202
Falling Prices 302
How to Vitalise the Drama 382
Lessons from Nature 262
Michaelmas and the Goose .... 242
.Mr. Smillie's Little Armageddon 162
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Friends (The) 34-2

Standard Golf-Ball (The) 422
To the Lion of Lucerne 462
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Unknown Warrior (The) 370

SlLSBY, Miss E.
Late Worm (The) 322

SMITH, E. A.
One Touch of Dickens 433

SPENDER, Miss B. E.
Unlikely Story (An) 438

STUART, Miss D. M.
Before the Cenotaph 362
( hiintry (The) -

-298

TAYLOR, S. J.

To a Maker of Pills 150

THORXHILL, J. F. P.
Beau Brimaeornbe 396

THORP, JOSEPH
At the Play 44,125,276,456

TROTTER, Mns. A. F.
Moon-Seller (The) 216

WESTBROOK, H. W.
Beginner (The) 109

WHITAKER, V.
Nocturne 58

WHITE, E. P.
Another Garden of Allah 108
Goldwire and Poppyseed 9
Kacing as a Business 426
Hi Jeunesse Kai'ait 310
Taste of Authority (A) 138" To Him that hath . . ." 156
Vacillating Policy (A) 398

WHITE, R. F.
Increased Output 402
Type-Si inKIT (The) 334

WHITMARSH, F. J.
Guide to Greatness (A) 330
Peerless Provincial (The) 21)7

Pictures and Sketches.
ABMOUR, G. D. . .159, 215, 233, 248, 279, 295,
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